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Quigley J.:
1. Introduction
1 The Airport Limousine Drivers Association and the Airport Taxicab Association (collectively the "Drivers") ask the court
to grant them injunctive relief. Many of their members were present for the argument of the motion on July 25. They seek to
enjoin the Greater Toronto Airport Authority ("GTAA") from completing its Request for Proposal ("RFP") process and issuing
new limousine licenses at the Toronto Pearson International Airport ("Pearson") until the completion of a trial. The Drivers
will seek to bring the matter on as a class proceeding, in which they will assert what they regard as their rights to be limousine
licence holders and a variety of other claims, including a claim for damages against the GTAA.
2
The Drivers claim that the GTAA has no lawful authority to choose to issue new limousine licenses at Pearson only to
corporations, and that rules of natural justice and procedural fairness demand that they be considered as potential licensees.
Specifically, they ask for the opportunity, as individuals, to apply for the proposed new limousine licenses based on their
seniority. Their aspirations have been rebuffed by the GTAA's decision to consider only incorporated applicants for new licenses
under the RFP process.
3
The GTAA resists their claims, and argues that the Drivers have not satisfied the procedural or substantive requirements
to obtain an interlocutory injunction. Further, the GTAA asserts that it has no duty to consider applicants who are individuals
for the grant of limousine licenses. They are a private corporation, they say, and not a public body or authority to which the
principles of natural justice apply. Under the terms of their Ground Lease, granted to them by the federal Crown following the
privatization of Canadian airports that took place in the 1990s, they insist that they have acted entirely within their legal rights
as the tenant of Pearson and the entity exclusively charged with its management and operation. Further, they assert that they
have made extensive efforts to consult with the Drivers to no avail, that they have encouraged the Drivers to form themselves
into co-operatives for the purposes of submitting proposals under the RFP process, that they have modified the RFP process to
accede in part to the Drivers demands, and that they have also responded to the wishes of other Drivers and potential applicants
who are supportive of the RFP process. They cannot, they say, be held hostage by the Drivers in their efforts to expand Pearson's
fleet of dedicated limousines, and to thereby improve the airport services that they are mandated to provide at Pearson.
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4
At the heart of this motion is the legal status of GTAA, following the privatization of Pearson. While certain regulatory,
administrative and procedural mechanisms applied to Pearson prior to its privatization, when it was under both the management
and control of the Minister of Transport, the GTAA says that that regulatory framework no longer applies to them.
5
Against this background, in considering the Drivers' motion for injunctive relief, the Court has considered the status of
the GTAA, whether the prior regulatory regime respecting permits and licences continues to apply to the GTAA, and whether
it is subject to the rules of natural justice and procedural fairness. As well, as is central to an injunction motion, the Court has
assessed whether the Drivers present a serious issue to be tried, whether the Drivers will suffer irreparable harm if the injunction
is not granted, and in favour of which of the parties, the Drivers or the GTAA, the balance of convenience lies. With respect
to the last test, the Court has considered the effect on the balance of convenience of the failure of the Drivers to provide an
undertaking as to damages, including whether they should benefit from an exercise of discretion by the Court to relieve them
from this otherwise mandatory requirement where injunctive relief is requested.
6
In the result, while the Court well understands the emotional and perceived economic importance to the Drivers of this
matter and hears their cries for a remedy, for the reasons and based on the analysis that follows the motion must fail. The Drivers
seek a remedy that the Court cannot grant because they have failed to satisfy all of the tests enunciated by the Supreme Court of
Canada in RJR-MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General), [1994] 1 S.C.R. 311 (S.C.C.) and in other authorities. Necessary
elements must be present before injunctive relief can be granted. As such the motion for an interlocutory injunction against
the GTAA is dismissed. If the Drivers are to have the remedy they claim, it will have to await a trial on the merits of their
claims, or perhaps a mediated or settled solution, or as a last resort, a legislated or regulatory intervention by Parliament or
the Minister of Transport.
2. Facts
The Parties
7
Pearson is the principal commercial service airport in the Greater Toronto Area. It has five operational runways and
three commercial passenger terminals handling domestic, trans-border and international passengers and cargo. Over 65 airlines
operate out of Pearson. Pearson is the largest and busiest airport in Canada, and it is one of the busiest in North America based on
passenger and air cargo traffic. For the past five years, on a cumulative basis, Pearson has averaged over 27 million passengers
per year (approximately 11.9 million domestic, 8.5 million trans-border, and 6.8 million international).
8
The evidence disclosed that on any given day, approximately 80,000 passengers pass through Pearson. When persons
meeting, greeting and dropping off passengers are included, together with employees working at the airport, well over 150,000
people pass through Pearson each day. At present, Pearson has over 70,000 on-site employees working for the airlines, in
aviation support, passenger services, retail, food and beverage services, and for the federal government which maintains ultimate
control over the facility, but which has contracted the management, operation and maintenance of Pearson to the GTAA.
9
As a hub airport servicing other airports across Canada and in the United States, and as many travelers will know from
personal experience, delays and service issues at Pearson can affect airports throughout Canada, since much of the air traffic
in Canada passes through or is connected to Pearson.
10 To complete the picture, it is important to consider the significance of Pearson and its associated activities to the economic
infrastructure of the Greater Toronto Area. The evidence disclosed that in 2001, Pearson and those related and incidental
activities generated some $14 billion in revenue for local businesses, $3.9 billion in personal income for those employed or
engaged in Pearson related pursuits, and some $2.8 billion in tax revenue, as well as having created more than 138,000 jobs.
11 The Defendant, the GTAA, is a private corporation. It was incorporated by letters patent as a non-share capital corporation
under Part II of the Canada Corporations Act, following the decision of the federal government in the early 1990s to outsource
the operation and management of the major airport facilities in Canada to private service providers. It was created as a local, notfor-profit airport authority with the mandate of managing and operating Pearson pursuant to a Ground Lease with the federal
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government agreed to on December 2, 1996. Its board of directors includes representatives of the surrounding municipalities,
the federal and provincial governments, the principal airlines, and interested community organizations. The essential mandate
of the GTAA is to provide the Toronto area with a regional system of airports and aviation service that will meet current and
future public and business demand for air services, on a cost-effective basis.
12 The Plaintiff, the Airport Limousine Drivers Association ("ALDA") was formed in January of 2004 to create a common
voice for Pearson Airport limousine drivers. There are approximately 200 members. The Plaintiff Airport Taxicab (Pearson
Airport) Association ("ATA") was formed many years ago, in 1978, to create a common voice for the Pearson airport taxi
drivers. There are approximately 270 members of that organization. Nevertheless, as a petition attached as an exhibit to one of
the affidavits demonstrated, while they may not be representative of all taxi and limousine drivers, they can reasonably assert
to be representative of a very substantial number of the Drivers.
Historical Background and the Bartlett Committee Report
13 The roots of the current dispute between the Drivers and the GTAA go back many years. The situation is complicated by
the fact that different regimes have applied to the licensing of the taxicabs and the limousines that service Pearson.
14
Sections 227(1)(a) and (b) of the Ontario Municipal Act contain provisions which generally grant to municipalities the
right to regulate taxicabs, including the right to limit the number of taxicab licenses that may be issued with respect to taxicab
trips taken wholly within a municipality, or to any point which is not more than five kilometers beyond the particular municipal
limits. As well, "point of pickup" rules are contemplated under those provisions. 4
15
However, the Municipal Act specifies two particular exceptions in its general legislative framework to the licencing of
taxis. Despite the fact that the Pearson airport terminals are located in Mississauga, the City of Mississauga is not permitted
to apply the "point of pickup" principle at Pearson where that rule would otherwise interfere with the operation at the airport
of taxis, which have been licensed by other municipalities. Effectively and in practice, this leaves the regulation of the airport
end of the taxicab business to the federal authorities through the Conditions of Permit, which have been established by the
Government of Canada under the Government Airport Concession Operations Regulations ("GACOR") 5 . As will become
apparent, the GACOR regulations figure prominently in this injunction motion. Historically, licenses for taxicabs have generally
been granted to individuals, although there are taxicab licences now owned by corporate entities, as well as particular individuals
who individually own substantial numbers of licences.
16 In contrast, the present limousine service and limousine policy with respect to Pearson had its origins in a company-owned
fleet of vehicles, which provided service to Pearson for many years prior to 1974. That year the business was interrupted by a
strike and the company ceased operations. The successor company picked up the right to do business as well as the dispatch
facilities relating to the limousine business, but it chose not to take on the Drivers or the vehicles of that former business.
Instead, it then contracted directly with the vehicle owners — some of whom were former employees who purchased former
company cars — to provide service.
17
Subsequently, a number of additional limousine companies obtained airport limousine permits, and they also operated
in a similar manner. Up until 1988, the last year in which limousine licences were issued, some 236 airport limousine licences
were issued. In 1990, the Report to the Ontario Minister of Municipal Affairs by the Pearson International Airport Taxi and
Limousine Task Force (the "Bartlett Report") described the situation of the limousine industry at Pearson as follows:
There are, at present, five companies, three of them in common ownership, with permits for 230 vehicles. At the municipal
level, all the limousines are licensed by the City of Mississauga as "airport public transit vehicles". This unique license
system permits them to carry passengers to and from Pearson International Airport only.
By long-standing practice, the contracts between the companies and the vehicle owners are of indeterminate duration.
The companies and the airport will validate transfers of these contracts between suitable owners, and a secondary market
has accordingly developed. The street value of a limousine contract, interestingly, is about the same as the street value
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of the taxi's "magic package" of municipal license and airport permit: currently something over $120,000, plus any value
ascribed to the car.
Many of the contracts are held by individuals or small partnerships, who also drive; others may be leased by drivers, either
from the prime contractor (or "broker"), or from one of the companies. The leases are short-term and non-transferable,
and accordingly have no street value.
Because he holds a contract from a company rather than a permit from the airport, an owner on the limousine side of the
business does not have as much flexibility as his colleague on the taxicab side. Not only does he pay a monthly fee for
his contract, but he is tied to one company and cannot shop around for dispatch and related services. In consequence, his
monthly overhead is substantially higher. On the other hand, there is evidence that the limousine companies are on average,
more effective than the taxicabs in generating business, and the zone fare schedule is 15% higher, so the gross income of
a typical limo is sufficient to offset the higher operating costs.
As indicated earlier, the standard of service offered by taxis and limos is essentially identical; they both use air-conditioned
luxury cars of recent model years, and the street value of the taxi license package is about the same as that of the limo
contract. This suggests that the net income available to owners and drivers must be about equal in both branches of the
business; otherwise it would pay to sell a license package and buy a contract, or vice versa. 6
18 As the Bartlett Report noted, the primary consequence of sections 227(1)(a) and (b) of the Municipal Act, taken together
with the relevant provisions of the Conditions of Permit established under GACOR, was the creation of a fleet of upscale
limousine vehicles dedicated exclusively to the airport trade. Whatever may in principle have been permitted or forbidden by
licenses and regulations, and whether it was originally intended or not, the fact of the matter is that vehicles dedicated to carrying
passengers to and from the airport came to concern themselves only with that particular business, leaving other aspects of the
taxicab and livery cab business in the Greater Toronto Area to other vehicle fleets.
19 Further, the source of the underlying municipal license, whether issued by Mississauga, Metro Toronto, or someplace else,
became irrelevant. While taxis required a valid municipal plate as a prerequisite to obtaining the vital federal permits obtained
under GACOR, any old municipal plate would do. A limousine required a Mississauga plate to pick up in Mississauga, away
from the airport, but in practice there was not much business for them in Mississauga. The preponderance of the business was
then and continues to be between points in Metro Toronto or beyond, and Pearson, and vice versa.
20
The Bartlett Report concluded that the public interest was much better served by the existence of such a dedicated fleet.
Despite some perceptions to the contrary by those in the business, it concluded that other parts of the taxicab industry in Metro
and elsewhere were not being significantly harmed over the long term by the presence of this airport-dedicated industry. In the
view of the Bartlett Committee, a dedicated fleet also permitted more effective control by the airport management, provided
significant economies through reduced "deadheading" (ie return journeys without passengers), permitted higher revenues to be
derived, simplified airport administration and reduced costs, and perhaps most significantly from the Committee's perspective,
seemed to satisfy the public. 7 It observed that the lobbying for change at that time to the existing licensing system was
originating from interest groups within the Metro taxicab and limousine industry, rather than from the clientele of that industry,
and that the last time the issue had been actively considered in 1986, there had been wide public support for retaining the
existing limousine arrangements. Thus, with respect to the principal terms of reference of the task force, the Bartlett Report
concluded that
...by and large, the current system of licensing as it relates to service to and from Pearson International Airport is fair,
efficient and effective from the point of view of the traveling public and the taxi and limousine industries, and that
consequently, it would not be in the public interest to repeal or amend Section 227, paragraph 1 (a) and (b) of the Municipal
Act.
21 Nevertheless, Bartlett also observed that the limousine system appeared possibly open to abuse. It acknowledged that this
had been a source of concern to some of the contractors, that is the Drivers, for many years. While expecting that airport officials
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could and probably would intervene at the request of a contractor if there were manifest unfairness between the contractor and
the license holder, Bartlett noted that this might also have left airport officials, who were asked to adjudicate, in a difficult
conflict of interest position, in light of their agreements granting licenses to the limousine companies.
22
The Bartlett Report also briefly acknowledges that there had been discussion, some years previously, about bringing the
limousine drivers into a direct relationship with the airport as in the case of taxicab owners, presumably by the direct issuance
of limousine licenses to drivers as individuals, while also retaining the ongoing relationships with the companies. The Report
notes, however, that further pursuit of this direction fell through, apparently based on legal advice provided by federal authorities
to the airport administrators during the time of full management and control by the Minister of Transport.
23
In his conclusions with respect to the limousine companies and the desirability for an appeals process under which the
drivers could air their disputes, the 1990 Bartlett Report concluded that:
It seems clear that the contractors — and probably the other parties as well — would be more comfortable with some
sort of standby arrangement for the appeal and settlement of disputes through an objective and dispassionate process. This
might never have to be activated, but the fact that an agreed procedure had been established before there was a crisis,
and could be brought into play if and when required, would I think provide for natural justice and contribute to a sense
of confidence in the industry.
The specific procedure should be discussed and agreed between the parties including the airport, the companies, the
operators, and the City of Mississauga. They might decide to use the Disputes Arbitration Service of the Ontario Ministry of
Labour — or there are other alternatives. They should not rely on a committee of themselves, since they are all potentially
in conflict of interest. This is not my area of expertise, and I make no procedural suggestion. The arrangement should in
any event be agreed and understood by the parties, rather than being prescribed by an outsider.
24

On this basis, the Bartlett Report recommended:
That the airport management, limousine companies, representatives of the owners and drivers, and the City of Mississauga,
endeavour to work out an agreed, objective procedure to hear appeals and settle disputes, which may arise with respect to
the administration of the Conditions of Permit for Limousines and contracts concluded thereunder.

25
It is not known, however, whether any action was ever taken by the airport authorities or the Federal regulators to
implement these recommendations. No evidence on the point was presented to the Court. If no action was taken, however, one
reason could have been the evident preoccupation of the Minister of Transport at that time with getting on with the privatization
of Canada's principal airport facilities. It was this new policy direction, which commenced in or about 1993 and thereafter
resulted in the privatization of Pearson in 1996, that is the source of the present dispute.
Privatization of Pearson
26 Prior to the privatization of Pearson in 1996, the Airport was controlled and managed by the Federal Minister of Transport
under the federal government's constitutional jurisdiction. The government had reached a policy decision in the 1990's, however,
to transfer the management of Canada's principal airports to the private sector. In the case of the privatization of Pearson, this
objective was achieved by the incorporation of the GTAA, the granting of an aerodrome certificate to the GTAA by the federal
government, pursuant to the provisions of the Aeronautics Act, and by the entering into of a ground lease with the GTAA under
the Airport Transfer (Miscellaneous Matters) Act.
27
As previously noted, the GTAA was incorporated as a without share capital corporation under Part II of the Canada
Corporations Act specifically for the purpose of being the entity which would operate, manage and maintain Pearson. Towards
that end, its objects included the right and power
(a) to take charge of or acquire all of, or an interest in, the Airport Properties by lease or other form of transfer
and more importantly, paragraph (b) of the GTAA's objects empower it
5

(b) to undertake the management and operation of the Airport Properties in a safe, secure and efficient manner for
the general benefit of the public and on a financially viable basis, enabling the necessary capital and income to be
released for the optimal development of the Airport Properties and any other economic or commercial development
project beneficial to the Airport Properties, whether for capital or operating purposes, and located in the Region;
28 To permit it to have all necessary corporate power to enable it to achieve its objectives, Article VIII of the GTAA objects
stipulated that
In accordance with subsection 16(3) of the Canada Corporations Act, it is provided that in addition to the incidental and
ancillary powers given to the Corporation in accordance with subsection 16(1) of the Canada Corporations Act (save and
except for the powers contained in paragraph 16(1)(s) of the Canada Corporations Act, which powers are, in accordance
with subsection 16(4) of the Canada Corporations Act, expressly excluded from the Corporation) the Corporation shall,
subject to these Letters Patent, have all the rights, powers and privileges of a natural person.
29
The GTAA's objects went on to stipulate that the bylaws of the Corporation shall be those filed with the application for
Letters Patent until such bylaws were appealed, amended, altered or added to.
30
Once established, the GTAA took over management of Pearson in or about the end of 1996 by virtue of the Ground
Lease concluded with the federal government dated December 2, 1996. The Ground Lease was entered into by the GTAA and
Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as landlord, (who was represented by the Minister of Transport) pursuant to an
Agreement to Transfer concluded between the federal government and the GTAA, which contemplated the parties entering into
the Ground Lease. This transfer and the authorization for the Minister of Transport to execute the lease on behalf of the federal
government was minuted by Order in Council No. P.C. 1996-807 dated May 30, 1996.
31
The Ground Lease is a massive document comprising well in excess of 300 pages, but most of its provisions are not
relevant to this motion. The GTAA did represent as tenant, however, that it had been duly incorporated and organized under the
laws of Canada, that it was a validly existing corporation, and that it had all necessary corporate power, authority and capacity
to manage, operate and maintain the airport and to enter into the Ground Lease and other related instruments in order to perform
its obligations as stipulated in the Ground Lease.
32 The parties agreed that the Ground Lease would be a net lease, which was intended to operate on an economic basis, that
is, a lease under which the federal government as landlord would not be responsible during the term of the lease for any costs,
charges, expenses and outlays of any nature or kind relating to Pearson. These would be the responsibility and liability of the
GTAA who for its part was empowered to charge fees and the like and generate revenue to permit it to achieve its objectives.
The lease was granted for an initial term of 60 years with one potential renewal period of 20 years.
33
Of particular relevance is Article 8 of the Ground Lease which relates to the use and operation of Pearson. Under s.
8.01.01, the GTAA is required to use the leased lands as a major international airport and for uses that are compatible with the
management, operation and maintenance of Pearson as an airport, and to ensure that all occupants of Pearson use its premises
for uses compatible with the management, operation and maintenance of the airport. Towards that end, the GTAA agreed that it
would not permit the use of Pearson for any purposes that were incompatible with the management, operation and maintenance
of the airport in accordance with the terms stipulated in the Ground Lease.
34 The obligation imposed upon the GTAA by the Ground Lease to operate the airport is stipulated in s. 8.02, in the following
terms:
The Tenant shall, alone and not in partnership with any Person, at all times throughout the Term, continuously, actively,
diligently and carefully, manage, operate and maintain the Airport, on its own behalf and at its own cost and expense, in
accordance with this Lease, in an up-to-date and reputable manner befitting a First Class Facility and a Major International
Airport, as those standards are understood from time to time, and in a condition and at a level of service to meet the
capacity demands at the Airport from time to time and the capacity demands for airport services from users within [75]
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kilometers from any point on the parameters of the Lands to the extent practicable under Her Majesty's policies, procedures
and practices ...
The stipulated policies relate to civil air navigation services provided at the airport, services described in a memorandum of
agreement on police and security, and services described in the Canadian Inspection Services Agreement, to the extent that any
of those policies might affect the GTAA's ability to meet its capacity obligations.
35 It is of note, that for the purposes of this and other provisions of the Ground Lease, where the term "Person" is used, it is
defined by the Ground Lease to mean "any individual, company, corporation, partnership, limited partnership, firm, trust, sole
proprietorship, government or government agency, authority or entity, however designated or constituted;" (emphasis added).
36 Further, lest it have been thought that the Ground Lease constituted some sort of joint venture or partnership arrangement
between the federal government and the GTAA, the point was specifically addressed in s. 30.01. There, the federal government
and the GTAA expressly disclaimed any intention to create a partnership, joint venture or joint enterprise. Nothing in the lease
was to be construed as creating any relationship between the parties other than that of landlord and tenant and the GTAA agreed
not to represent or hold itself out to be an agent of the federal government in the management of Pearson. Further, neither party
was to have any authority to act for or assume any obligations or responsibility on behalf of the other party.
37
Notwithstanding the complete transfer by the federal government to the GTAA of the management and operation of
Pearson pursuant to the terms of the Ground Lease, it is not surprising that the federal government did nevertheless reserve its
right to legislate with respect to aeronautics and the Pearson airport. Section 40.01 of the Ground Lease stipulated that:
Nothing in this Lease shall prohibit, restrict or affect the right or power of the Parliament of Canada to enact any laws
whatsoever with respect to any area of law for which the Parliament of Canada has legislative jurisdiction, including
aeronautics, the Airport, the operation or use of the Airport, and laws relating to any economic regulation of airports, even
if the enactment of any such law affects this Lease, its interpretation or the rights of either party.
38
Finally, the GTAA extended a "good faith" undertaking under the terms of the Ground Lease in Article 49 in promising
that it would exercise all of its rights under the lease at all times in a manner consistent with good business practices, as would a
reasonable and prudent owner, and that it would act in good faith and in conformity with its constating documents and bylaws,
and use its best efforts to generate optimum revenues and rent from the airport facility.
39 Having taken over the operation of Pearson pursuant to the terms of the Ground Lease and in furtherance of its corporate
objects, the GTAA subsequently prepared a set of Rules and Regulations (the "Rules") relating to the operation of Pearson.
The Rules are not "regulations" in the sense that they are statutory instruments enacted pursuant to enabling legislation. Instead
as acknowledged in the Foreword to that document, the Rules are intended to express the policy of the GTAA at Pearson as
duly adopted by its Board of Directors and as comprising the general rules and regulations for Pearson, intended to ensure the
safe and efficient operation of Pearson as an airport. The Rules cover a wide variety of matters, governing the general conduct
of the public, tenants at Pearson, employees, and commercial users of the Pearson airport facility, as their activities relate to
the operation of Pearson. Interestingly, the Foreword to the Rules stipulates, in particular, that the Rules "are incorporated by
reference in all leases, licences and other agreements entered into by the [GTAA]." The Rules were introduced on this motion
as an exhibit, and, as in the case of the Ground Lease itself and the objects of the GTAA, most of its provisions are not relevant
to this matter, but there are several that are.
40
Consistent with the provisions of the Ground Lease, the Rules specifically confirm that in the event of a conflict or
inconsistency between the Rules and the Aeronautics Act, or any regulation established under the Aeronautics Act, or any other
applicable federal or provincial statute or regulation, such law or regulation rule or statute will prevail over the Rules to the
extent of the inconsistency or conflict.
41
Section 3.3 of the Rules stipulates that any Person who conducts any business or commercial undertaking at the airport
is required to have a permit to do so and that permit is to be issued by the Chief Executive Officer of the GTAA. Alternatively,
such Person shall have entered into leases or licence agreements or other contracts with the GTAA in respect of the operation of
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their particular business or undertaking. Section 1.6 of the Rules confirms that permits issued by the GTAA remain the property
of the GTAA and are subject to revocation or amendment by the Chief Executive Officer of the GTAA. "Person" is defined in
the Rules to mean "any individual, firm, co-partnership, corporation, company, association or political body, and includes any
trustee, receiver, assignee or representative thereof."
42
Part II of the Rules dealing with Commercial Vehicles is particularly relevant to this motion. Section 4.7 of the Rules
stipulates that the CEO of the GTAA may specify the class or classes of commercial passenger vehicles that require that the
operator be issued a permit before operating those vehicles at the airport. Subject to certain exceptions not relevant for present
purposes, Section 4.10 stipulates that a vehicle operator who uses a commercial passenger vehicle to provide transportation
to persons from any place at the airport to any place outside the airport must have a permit issued by the GTAA in respect of
such commercial passenger vehicle and must operate that vehicle in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Permit
and the Rules.
43
The Rules also govern the manner in which commercial vehicle operators are required to conduct themselves in the
operation of such commercial passenger vehicle business. Section 4.13 of the Rules states that where an operator of a commercial
passenger vehicle requires a permit to operate that vehicle at Pearson, the Chief Executive Officer of the GTAA "may, on written
application therefor and on payment to the GTAA of the fee prescribed for that operation by the GTAA, issue a permit to that
operator permitting the operation of that commercial passenger vehicle ... at the airport subject to such terms and conditions as
the Chief Executive Officer deems necessary or desirable."
44 Section 4 of the Rules provides for penalties for violation of the Rules, and for the suspension and cancellation of permits.
While somewhat limited in scope, the suspension and cancellation provisions of the Rules do provide some limited opportunity
to a commercial vehicle operator who may be subjected to a suspension or cancellation decision to make representations as to
why such suspension or cancellation should not take place 8 .
The RFP Process, the Current Dispute, and the Commencement of Litigation
45 The genesis of the current dispute lies in the decision of the GTAA to commence the RFP process in anticipation of issuing
a number of new limousine licenses. Notwithstanding the recommendations of the Bartlett Report in 1990, the evidence of Mr.
Tolton, the Operations Manager of Pearson, established that no new limousine licenses have been issued at Pearson since 1988.
No new taxi permits have been issued since 2001. Thus, the situation at present, prior to the commencement of the RFP process,
was that all airport limousine licenses are held by corporations, and not by individuals. There are 236 limousine licenses that
have been issued at Pearson, all of which were originally issued by Transport Canada prior to the privatization of Pearson, and
under which approximately 644 limousine drivers are authorized to operate by the GTAA. All of these 236 licenses are held by
five incorporated entities. No Individuals hold any of the existing limousine licenses.
46
In contrast, the GTAA has issued numerous taxi permits and licenses to individuals. Some 361 taxi permits have been
issued to individuals, with up to four drivers being permitted to operate under each taxi permit. In his evidence, Mr. Dhillon,
one of the deponents for the Drivers, indicated that the GTAA has issued approximately 40 new taxi licenses. These were issued
exclusively to individuals, and he stated that the manner in which licenses were awarded was determined in part based on a
system of seniority, whereby drivers who had worked for the longest periods of time would be next in line for a license. No
distinction was made for the purposes of granting these taxicab licenses between a taxi driver and a limousine driver — either
qualified to receive an individual taxicab licence. While there was no independent evidentiary support apart from the evidence
of Mr. Dhillon and the oblique reference in the Bartlett report, Mr. Dhillon also asserted that the Drivers had repeatedly been
promised that when limousine licenses would be issued in future, they would be issued on the same basis as the taxicab licenses
had been issued. This, of course, would mean to them that such licenses would be issued to individuals, and would be issued
on the basis of the seniority of the drivers.
47
In addition to the limousine licencees and drivers referred to previously, there are currently approximately 1,140 taxi
drivers authorized by the GTAA to drive under taxi permits at Pearson. The GTAA says that it has been prepared to issue taxi
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permits to individuals because the scale of operations of taxicabs is less important for the market segment that uses taxi services
for transport to and from the airport.
48 In contrast, and consistent with the dedicated fleet concept endorsed in 1990 by the Bartlett Report, the GTAA has insisted
that limousine licenses be held by incorporated entities and not individuals, in order to ensure that the corporate licensees have
sufficient scale of operations to ensure that the appropriate level of service is provided to the traveling public. In their view, this
scale of operation is particularly important for limousine services, rather than for taxis, as limousine services tend to be used by
business travelers for prearranged pickup and delivery to the airport. Further, since the companies that hold limousine licenses
run their own central dispatch systems and are responsible for overseeing and maintaining the standards of their drivers, lower
administrative costs result for the GTAA, because it need only deal with several companies as licence holders, rather than many
individual drivers. In spite of this fact, the evidence of Mr. Tolton confirmed that the GTAA continues to lose money each year
in the course of providing limousine and taxi services at Pearson, given the high administration costs for those systems.
49
As a result of significant increases in passenger volumes at Pearson, which Mr. Tolton advised have approached preSeptember 11, 2001 levels, the GTAA determined that there was a need for new limousine licenses to be issued. The GTAA
says this increased traffic has resulted in substantially increased demand from the traveling public for commercial passenger
vehicle services, and in particular for limousine services. At present, with the existing number of limousine licenses, substantial
delays can apparently occur, with business travellers and others being required to wait for inordinate periods for limousine
service. Not surprisingly, this is alleged to be particularly problematic at peak times during the business day, and during the
peak traveling seasons. Having concluded that such delays and inconveniences to the public were mounting and becoming
increasingly unacceptable, the GTAA determined that it would issue additional limousine licenses.
50
It decided that it would identify potential new licensees through the RFP process. However, it concluded as well that
only corporate proposals would be acceptable, consistent with the dedicated fleet concept and its dedication to the reduction
of administrative costs. It is that decision and the manner in which it has been implemented over the past six months that has
resulted in the dispute that is central to these proceedings.
51
The GTAA states that before deciding to issue new limousine licenses, it consulted widely with the airport taxicab and
limousine industries to determine how best to meet the increased demand for commercial passenger vehicle services, and in
particular for limousine services. It indicates that it invited the Drivers to participate in these industry-wide consultations, but
that the Drivers specifically refused to do so.
52
The Drivers have a different version of the "consultation" that was undertaken by the GTAA. They say that in about
February of 2005, they had an operational meeting set up by the GTAA, to which taxi and limousine drivers and permit holders
were invited. At that time the GTAA announced that it was going to issue approximately 50 new licenses for limousines in the
near future, but that such licenses would be issued only to companies, which would be identified through a competitive RFP
process. Mr. Dhillon says that announcement was met with great concern and disapproval by both taxi and limousine drivers,
and permit license holders, because, in their view, it would "take away the right of individuals" (emphasis added) to obtain a
license, and would force many drivers to have to work or subcontract with a company.
53 For its part, the GTAA says that the fundamental premise of the RFP proposal was to ensure a high level of customer service
at Pearson, by offering "uncompromising operating standards" and "high-quality services" through a "first-class limousine
passenger service concession", as reflected in the introduction to the RFP itself, and which was intended to ensure that limousine
licenses would be awarded to those proponents who would provide a safe and high-quality passenger service. Towards that
end, the RFP contains extensive evaluation criteria and outlines a comprehensive selection process. To insure that the RFP
process would be completed and suitable proponents identified and licensed ahead of the annual increase in airport traffic which
typically takes place in September of each year, the GTAA scheduled the RFP proposal to close on May 13, 2005.
54 The Drivers continued to insist, however, that any new issuance of limousine licenses could not be made solely in favour
of corporate applicants, but that individuals also should be recipients of the licenses, based on their seniority as drivers. This
led Mr. Dhillon to state in his affidavit that if the licenses were to be granted in the manner proposed, the GTAA "will have
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effectively changed the system of granting licenses, changed the class of persons, namely exclusively corporate, entitled to
this property right and excluded individuals and will drive wages for drivers down. This will have irreparable harm to drivers,
existing permit and license holders and potential future drivers and holders because it will harm their ability to earn income to
support their families in the profession they have worked at for so long."
55
Following consultations between the parties, which were clearly not particularly productive, the GTAA agreed on two
occasions to postpone the closing date of the RFP, first to June 3, 2005, and then later, as a result of further complaints and
demonstrations from the Drivers, to June 30, 2005 to allow for further consultation.
56
In the meantime, commencing on April 26, the Drivers started engaging in demonstrations at Pearson. These were not
merely demonstrations held on the "sidelines", but resulted in actual blockages to ingress and egress from Pearson Terminal 1,
and which caused considerable public inconvenience. Further demonstrations were held on April 29, 2005. Prior to that date,
the Drivers circulated a memorandum urging their members to engage in demonstrations. On that day, the Drivers blocked all
traffic on the arrivals and departures levels of Terminal 1. Other incidents also took place at Pearson on that date, which were a
hindrance to the travelling public and to the continuance of public safety at the Airport. Increasingly escalating demonstrations
took place on May 12, 13 and 16, 2005. On each occasion, the inconvenience caused to the public and the reduced access
available to Pearson created increasing situations of concern with respect to public safety.
57 On May 18, the GTAA and the Drivers met again to discuss the Drivers concerns about the RFP. On that date, the GTAA
agreed to the extension of the RFP to June 30, 2005, in order to allow the Drivers to engage in further discussions with the GTAA.
It is of note, however, that GTAA's decision to extend the RFP deadline as a result of pressure brought to bear by the Drivers
was also raising serious concerns for other members of the airport limousine and taxi industries. There are in fact other driver
associations, who are not represented by the two plaintiff associations in this motion. Complaints came from the United Airport
Taxicab Drivers Association, and Aerocar Limousine Services Corp. Cooperative Ltd. Both organizations wrote to the GTAA
to express their concerns about the disruption being caused by the Drivers to the RFP process. Both of these other organizations
advised, essentially, that the interruption of the RFP process was not acceptable to their members. The reason for this was
that a number of their members had decided to submit proposals under the RFP proposal for the issuance of new limousine
licenses and had incurred considerable cost, and spent time in that regard. A number of members of these organizations followed
the GTAA's recommendation that drivers could and should form themselves into cooperative corporations for the purposes of
preparing proposals that they could submit under the RFP process with a view toward seeking to be issued limousine licenses.
58 The taxicab drivers continued to press their position, however, urging "a preferential award of new limousine licenses to
drivers." In correspondence dated June 1, 2005, sent in advance of a meeting scheduled with the GTAA for June 3, the Drivers
stated their case for the issuance of new limousine licenses on a seniority basis to individuals rather than to companies. The
Drivers urged the GTAA to "retract" 35 existing limousine licenses that had been issued years before by Transport Canada, and
to now reissue those licenses to the Drivers on a seniority basis. In the closing of their letter, they demanded GTAA's "complete
and immediate withdrawal of its current [RFP]."
59
On June 9, 2005, following the June 3 meeting, Mr. John Kaldeway, the President and CEO of the GTAA, wrote to the
Drivers to modify the terms of the limousine licence RFP to address concerns the Drivers had raised, and to accede, in part, to
some of their demands. Mr. Tolton indicated that these concessions were being made as a direct result of the pressure brought
to bear by the Drivers in their demonstrations, which had disrupted the operations at Pearson.
60
Under its proposed revised RFP terms, the limousine licenses would be issued using the current RFP process, but with
certain points clarified. In particular, any proposals made under the RFP would explicitly have to reflect a direct relationship
between the Drivers and the company to which the license would be issued (in other words with no middle person involved).
Further, the fees to be charged to the Drivers by a licensee corporation would have to be fully disclosed as part of the proposal,
and thereafter on an ongoing basis. The purpose of these clarifications, clearly, was to address the substance of the Drivers
concerns about being mere contracting parties to the license holders. Presumably the proposal was also intended to equate the
position of limousine drivers to that of the taxicab drivers.
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61
Further, Mr. Kaldeway indicated in his June 9 letter that the criteria and weighting that would be used by GTAA to
evaluate the proposals would be reviewed, to ensure that they fulfilled the GTAA's intent to have significant weighting in
the RFP process be given to driver focused issues. Finally, he advised that the GTAA would continue in discussions with the
industry, and provided peace was permitted to prevail at Pearson, would immediately commence consultation with the airport
taxi industry for the issuance of up to an additional 40 taxi licenses, with taxi driver seniority being the primary criterion for
award. He concluded his letter expressing his hope that these steps would go a long way to resolving the Drivers concerns
regarding the proposed basis of issuance of new licenses.
62
On June 14, the Drivers responded to the GTAA. They rejected the concessions made on June 9. They took the
uncompromising position that "there are absolutely no justified reasons or grounds in support of your decision to go ahead
with your so-called [RFP]." The Drivers "unanimously rejected" the GTAA's concessions and insisted on "unconditional full
withdrawal of your current RFP". They repeated their demand for the issuance of new licenses to be made to individual drivers on
a seniority basis. The Drivers also threatened more demonstrations at Pearson on June 20, 2005, if their demands were not met.
63
On Monday, June 20, the Drivers engaged in substantial demonstrations at Pearson and substantially interfered with
public safety, and the convenience of the travelling public. The activities of the Drivers were reported on in the national media,
including most Toronto and national newspapers. The demonstrations undertaken by the Drivers, and the blockades which they
created on the roadways into and out of Pearson, caused the Police forces to close all roads leading to Pearson. This caused
inordinate delays, required passengers to essentially walk out to Dixon Road to try to compete for available municipal taxicabs,
and generally caused serious inconvenience to the public.
64
In its report on the demonstration on June 21, 2005, the lead Toronto Star article, reporting on the drivers blockades
the prior day, said:
Temperatures soared and radiators overheated as thousands of travelers were gridlocked after an airport wide taxi strike
closed all the roads leading in and out of Pearson Airport yesterday.
A group of taxi drivers blocked entrances to all three of Pearson's terminals, backing up traffic on Airport and Dixon
Roads, and on Highways 427, 401 and 409.
By late yesterday afternoon, the O.P.P had closed a portion of the 427 because of the protest.
Rajinder Singh, President of the Airport Taxi Cab Association, said that by 6:30 last night, none of Pearson's 596 taxis
and limos was serving the airport.
Singh said the protests would continue every weekday until the Greater Toronto Airport Authority satisfies his group's
demands — that new limousine licenses be granted to taxi drivers on the basis of seniority.
Under current arrangements, the GTAA will not issue limo licenses to individuals. It will only give them to companies,
causing drivers to complain that they are shut out of the process.
65
As a result of these demonstrations, the GTAA and Air Canada each brought motions to the court on June 21, 2005
for interim injunctions to regulate and restrain the Driver's demonstrations at Pearson. Because of the inability of the Drivers
to have their counsel present given the short notice, the Court granted an interim injunction on that day to prohibit further
demonstrations by the Drivers until the matter could be further reviewed by the Court the next day.
66 On June 22, the interim injunction motion came back before the Court. At that time, WestJet Airlines Ltd. and Skyservice
Airlines Inc. joined with the GTAA and Air Canada in seeking an injunction to regulate the Drivers demonstrations at Pearson.
WestJet and Skyservice intervened as friends of the Court. Ultimately, the Drivers, the GTAA, Air Canada, Westjet and
Skyservice agreed on terms of a consent injunction regulating the Drivers demonstrations at Pearson, so as not to interfere with
public safety, the operations of the airport, or the members of the traveling public. The form of this consent injunction involved
a minor modification to a demonstration Protocol that the GTAA had proposed to the Drivers' counsel on Friday, June 17, but
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which had been refused. Following the granting of the injunction on consent on June 22, 2005, counsel for the Drivers and the
GTAA met to further discuss underlying commercial issues of concern to the Drivers, but apparently sufficient progress was
not made to prevent this present litigation from commencing.
67
On Tuesday, June 28, 2005, the Drivers served a notice of motion and a notice of action for an interim injunction on the
GTAA, returnable Thursday, June 30, 2005. That injunction sought to prevent the RFP from closing, came on before Justice
O'Connor, and was adjourned on consent to July 25, 2005. In the meantime, the RFP was permitted to close. The GTAA agreed,
however, not to issue any new limousine licenses pursuant to the RFP until after August 1, 2005. The GTAA observed that it
would not have been able to do so in any event, given the timelines for evaluation and negotiation provided for under the RFP,
but which had effectively been delayed by reason of the disrupting tactics of the Drivers.
68
In the Statement of Claim, which the Drivers finally served upon the GTAA only last Friday, July 22, on the eve of the
hearing of this injunction, the Drivers claim the following principal remedies:
(a) Certification of the proceeding as a Class Proceeding pursuant to the Class Proceedings Act;
(b) Damages in the amount of $100 million for interference with economic interests, breach of fiduciary duty, exercise
of arbitrary and discriminatory power, abuse of statutory and regulatory power, abusive monopoly power, bad faith in
commercial transactions, breach of statutory duty and breach of implied public statutory duty;
(c) An interim interlocutory and permanent injunction restraining the GTAA from implementing the RFP that would have
the effect of requiring applicants for taxi or limousine licenses to be corporate entities rather than individuals;
(d) A declaration that the GTAA has no authority, or has exceeded its authority by attempting to create classes of licenses,
disentitling individuals from obtaining licenses and to make arbitrary decisions, without guidelines on entitlement to
licenses;
(e) A declaration that the GTAA has exceeded its authority to make such enactments or regulations by being in breach of
the Constitution of Canada in purporting to affect property and civil rights, a matter of exclusive provincial constitutional
jurisdiction. The Government of Canada did not have the jurisdiction to affect property rights in this manner, and therefore
this broad power could not have been delegated to the GTAA; and
(f) Damages for constitutional breach in the amount of $100 million.
69
As required under the Rules, counsel for the Drivers gave Notice of Constitutional Question, dated July 15, 2005 to
the Attorney General of Ontario and the Attorney General of Canada. In correspondence dated July 20, 2005, however, both
Attorneys advised that they did not intend to intervene in this matter at this stage of the proceedings. The Attorney General
of Canada, advised, however, that the matter is of some interest, and that the Attorney General wished to be kept informed of
the matter as it progresses.
3. Statutory Framework and Its application to GTAA
70
As counsel for the Drivers asserts, there is no question that "control of aeronautics" in Canada continues to abide with
the federal government pursuant to the terms of the Aeronautics Act. It is pursuant to this Act, that the Minister may issue an
aerodrome certificate allowing for the operation of an airport facility in Canada. The responsibilities of the Minister are set out
in s. 4.2 of that Act, which stipulates that the Minister is responsible for the development and regulation of aeronautics, and
the supervision of all matters connected with aeronautics. In the discharge of those responsibilities, amongst other powers, the
Minister is empowered to promote aeronautics by such means as the Minister considers appropriate, to construct, maintain and
operate aerodromes and establish and provide other facilities and services relating to aeronautics, and to control and manage
all aircraft and equipment necessary for the conduct of any airline services of Her Majesty in Right of Canada. In addition,
the Minister is permitted to undertake such other activities in relation to aeronautics as the Minister considers appropriate or
as the Governor in Counsel may direct.
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71
Section 4.3(1) of the Aeronautics Act provides for delegation by the Minister of the Minister's powers. It indicates that
the Minister may authorize any person or class of persons to exercise or perform, subject to any restrictions or conditions that
the Minister may specify, any of the powers, duties or functions of the Minister under the Aeronautics Act, other than the power
to make a regulation, an order, a security measure or an emergency direction.
72 In furtherance of the Minister's power to operate airports, the Minister is permitted to issue Canadian aviation documents.
It was pursuant to these powers that the Minister issued a Civil Aviation Airport Certificate to the GTAA on November 28,
1996. That aerodrome certificate was issued subject to the conditions which were specified therein. Further, that certificate
can be suspended or cancelled at any time by the Minister. The Minister may take such steps pursuant to his powers under the
Aeronautics Act. In deciding whether to issue or to refuse to issue or amend a Canadian aviation document, such as an aerodrome
certificate, the Minister is required to take account of the public interest. Section 6.71(1) of the Aeronautics Act permits the
Minister to refuse to issue or amend a Canadian aviation document if the Minister is of the opinion that the public interest, and
in particular the aviation record of an applicant or of any principal of an applicant, warrants such a refusal.
73
The Drivers' counsel asserts that these provisions clearly establish that control of Pearson continues to abide in the
Minister of Transport. He says that ultimate control of Pearson always remains in the hands of the federal government. This is
a proposition with which the Court agrees. The principle is evident, not only from the provisions of the Aeronautics Act, but
indeed, the ground lease granted by the federal government to the GTAA to manage and operate Pearson which specifically
reserves to the federal Parliament its power to legislate with respect to aeronautics and Pearson in s. 40.01. However, it is not
the control of Pearson that is in issue in these proceedings, but rather its management.
74
Other regulatory measures of potential application to Pearson are those relating to the issuance of taxi and limousine
permits and licences. Prior to the conclusion of the Ground Lease, the authority to issue such permits flowed from GACOR
under the Department of Transport Act 9 , and was implemented by the Ontario Highway Transport Board pursuant to specific
procedures, which were established consistent with the Statutory Powers Procedure Act.
75 On its face, GACOR provides a statutory and regulatory system for licencing and it contains typical licencing provisions
and mechanisms. Sections 10 through 20 of the GACOR regulations govern a number of matters, including general conditions
of operation of ground transportation services at an airport, the issuance and suspension of permits, the cancellation of permits,
stipulations respecting the location of plates on ground transportation vehicles, and dealing with punishment in respect of persons
who violate the GACOR regulations. These regulations continue in force. The question is whether the GACOR regulations,
and the administrative and regulatory provisions they contain, continue to apply to the issuance of permits in respect of Pearson
following the privatization and the conclusion between GTAA and the federal government of the Ground Lease. The Drivers
assert that the GACOR regulations, and the Conditions of Permit established under GACOR respecting the licensing of public
transportation vehicles at airports, including Pearson, must continue to apply 10 . It is inconceivable, they say, that Her Majesty
in Right of Canada could have meant to deprive, or permit persons to be deprived, of the type of administrative safeguards
contained within the GACOR regulations following the privatization of Pearson.
76
This question, however, is one that can be determined having regarding to s. 3 of the GACOR regulations. Section
3 stipulates that the regulations apply to every airport that is "under the management and control" of the Minister, and "that
belongs to or is occupied by Her Majesty in Right of Canada." There is no doubt that Pearson continues to belong to Her Majesty
in Right of Canada in Her capacity as landlord and holder of the residual property interests with respect to the Ground Lease
entered into with the GTAA in 1996. Further, as noted above, I agree with the assertion of Counsel for the Drivers that the
general legislative framework makes clear that Pearson, and other airports in Canada, continue to be under the control of the
Minister, insofar as the Minister retains residual legislative jurisdiction with respect to matters pertaining to aeronautics, not
only under the provisions of the Aeronautics Act, but under the terms of s. 40.02 of the Ground Lease itself. The question,
however, is whether Pearson is under the "management" of the Minister, for it is only if both management and control of Pearson
abide in the Minister that the GACOR regulations would be applicable to licencing and the issuance of permits at Pearson.
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77
A careful review of the terms of the Ground Lease, however, and GTAA's corporate powers pursuant to its Charter,
should leave no doubt that management of Pearson does not abide in the Minister of Transport, but instead, pursuant to the
privatization, is now exclusively vested in the GTAA. The whole purpose of the privatization effort undertaken by the federal
government in the mid-1990's was in fact to transfer the management and operation responsibility for the principal airports in
Canada to private sector participants, such as the GTAA. As such, the GTAA was given exclusive responsibility to manage
and operate Pearson as its mandate.
78
As a duly incorporated private corporation, having all the powers of a natural person, the GTAA was empowered to
provide the covenants it did to the federal government upon the conclusion of the Ground Lease implementing the privatization
exercise with respect to Pearson. Specifically, under s. 8.02 of the Ground Lease, the GTAA covenanted to the Minister that
it would diligently manage and operate Pearson. It is of note that that provision stipulates that the GTAA is not permitted to
manage Pearson "with any other person". This point was made by Cameron J. in Greater Toronto Airports Authority v. Air
Canada (1999), 99 O.T.C. 81 (Ont. S.C.J.) in para. 122 of his reasons:
However, the power of the Governor in Council under s. 4.4(2) is restricted to an aerodrome operated "by or on behalf
of Her Majesty in Right of Canada". Pearson is operated by GTAA under s.8.02.01 of the Ground Lease. GTAA "shall,
alone and not in partnership with any other Person ... manage, operate and maintain [Pearson] on its own behalf and at
its own cost and expense".
79
As such, it is clear that the GTAA alone is to undertake the management operation and maintenance of Pearson. GTAA
is the tenant of Pearson pursuant to the terms of the Ground Lease and as such has the right, on its own behalf, and not on
behalf of any other person, to develop, manage and operate the airport. In the Air Canada case, Cameron J. concluded that it
was plain that GTAA had the power and authority to impose the rates, charges and fees which were at issue in that case and
which were incorporated into the Ground Lease, and GTAA's letters patent. This was subject only to the residual legislative
authority of the Crown pursuant to its aeronautic power to legislate in respect of Pearson and matters relating to it. On the basis
of this analysis, Cameron J. struck out that portion of Air Canada's statement of claim dealing with GTAA's authority to impose
fees and charges upon it.
80
Air Canada appealed the matter but when it came before the Ontario Court of Appeal, the Court dealt quickly with
Air Canada's submissions. Air Canada argued that Cameron J. had failed to appreciate that there was an issue for trial as to
whether any statutory jurisdiction existed for the delegation of the right of the Minister of Transport to impose fees and charges
for the use of the airports, as was alleged to have been done as the foundation to permit the GTAA to levy fees and charges,
and further, that the trial judge had failed to appreciate that the GTAA was operating Pearson "for the benefit of the Crown."
In response, the court said:
We are of the opinion that it was not necessary for Cameron J. to resolve the two issues outlined above in order to strike
the portions of the Statement of Claim that he did. The basis on which the GTAA levies fees is not pursuant to a delegation
of power by the Minister of Transport. The GTAA has a lease of the airport property. The GTAA has power, as part
of its corporate capacity, to charge for the use of its property. As a result of the Aeronautics Act, The Airport Transfers
Miscellaneous Matters Act, and regulations passed pursuant to this legislation, the corporate power of the GTAA to set
rates and charges and to act in the event of default of payment is recognized. Pearson was removed from the list of airports
for which the Minister levies service charges when the Air Services Charges Regulations was amended in 1992 on the
assumption that the GTAA had power and authority to set the fees. Whether or not the GTAA is operating Pearson on
behalf of the Crown, it was clearly not the intention of Parliament to create a complete Code so that a designated airport
authority like the GTAA has no authority to impose fees unless they are set out by Regulation. No legislative lacunae exists.
81 Counsel for the Drivers asserts that the Air Canada case should be distinguished, however, because in that case, the power
to set fees and charges had specifically been included in the powers given to the GTAA under the Ground Lease. In contrast, he
submits that the legislative lacunae which was found not to exist in that case, does exist in the present case, because the power
of the GTAA to deal with limousine and taxicab licences and permits is not specifically addressed in the Ground Lease.
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82
This Court does not agree with that submission. On the authority of the Air Canada case, and having regard to the
full corporate power enjoyed by the GTAA in respect of its obligation to manage, operate and maintain Pearson, the Court
concludes that there is no difference in law between the corporate capacity which the GTAA enjoyed in the Air Canada case
to set the terms and conditions of and to charge fees for airplanes landing at Toronto Pearson, and the corporate capacity which
it now claims to set terms and conditions for limousines servicing Toronto Pearson. It is clear that the GTAA has the corporate
capacity to undertake both.
83

Further, this analysis necessarily leads the court to the conclusion that the plaintiff's assertion that the GTAA currently

derives its authority to regulate limousines and taxis at Toronto Pearson pursuant to the GACOR regulations is incorrect 11 .
The GACOR regulations apply only to an airport "under the management and control of the Minister" and which "belongs to
or is occupied by Her Majesty in Right of Canada." The Court agrees with counsel for the GTAA that because management of
Pearson clearly abides in the GTAA pursuant to the terms of its Ground Lease, one of the two requirements of s. 3(a) of the
GACOR regulations is not met. Regardless, and even more compelling, is the proper legal conclusion asserted by the GTAA
that the GACOR regulations ceased to apply to Pearson when the airport was leased to the GTAA in 1996 by operation of law.
To the extent that it is clear that Pearson has since that time been under the exclusive management of the GTAA, having full
corporate capacity under its constating documents and all the powers of a natural person, no person should be left in any doubt
that full and exclusive management of the Pearson airport facility is a legal entitlement of the GTAA under the terms of its
Ground Lease. As such, there is no scope for the application for the GACOR regulations. They simply do not apply.
5. Analysis
(a) Are the tests met for a grant of injunctive relief?
84
To succeed on a motion for a pre-trial injunction, the Drivers must demonstrate first that there is a serious question to
be tried, secondly that they will experience irreparable harm if the injunction is not granted, and finally, that the balance of
convenience favours the granting of the injunction. These were the principles enunciated by the Supreme Court of Canada in
RJR-MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General), [1994] 1 S.C.R. 311 (S.C.C.), at pages 410-411 per Sopinka and Cory JJ.
While that case was concerned with the availability of injunctive relief in a Charter context, certain of the judge's comments,
adapted for these present non-Charter circumstances, are apposite. The Court said:
At the first stage, an applicant for interrogatory relief in a Charter case, must demonstrate a serious question to be tried.
Whether the tests has been satisfied should be determined by a motions judge on the basis of common sense and an
extremely limited review of the case on the merits. The fact that an appellate court has granted leave in the main action
is, of course, a relevant and wheat heat consideration, as is any judgment on the merits which has been rendered, although
neither is necessarily conclusive of the matter. A motions judge should only go beyond a preliminary investigation of the
merits when the result of the interlocking Tory motion will in effect amount to a final determination of the action, or when
the constitutionality of the challenged statute can be determined as a pure question of law. Instances of this sort will be
exceedingly rare. Unless the case on the merits is frivolous or vexatious, where the constitutionality of the statute is a
pure question of law, a judge on a motion for relief must, as a general rule, consider the second and third stages of the
Metropolitan Stores test.
At the second stage, the applicant must convince the court that it will suffer irreparable harm if the relief is not granted.
Open quote irreparable refers to the nature of the harm rather than its magnitude....
The third branch of the test, requiring an assessment of the balance of inconvenience, will often determine the result in
applications involving Charter rights. In addition to the damage each party alleges it will suffer, the interest of the public
must be taken into account. They effect a decision on the application will have upon the public interest may be relied
upon by either party. These public interest considerations will carry less weight in exemption cases and in suspension
cases. When the nature and declared purpose of legislation is to promote the public interest, a motions court should not be
concerned whether the legislation actually has such an effect. It must be assumed do so. In order to overcome the assumed
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benefit to the public interest arising from the continued application of the legislation, the applicant who relies on the public
interest, must demonstrate that the suspension of the legislation would itself provide a public benefit.
85
It should be emphasized, however, that a pre-trial injunction is a remedy of extraordinary character, which places a high
onus on the plaintiff seeking the relief. The Divisional Court emphasized this in its reasons in Kanda Tsushin Kogyo Co. v.
Coveley (1997), 96 O.A.C. 324 (Ont. Div. Ct.), at paras. 3-4, citing R.J. Sharpe, Injunctions and Specific Performance:
What we have in a pre-trial injunction is a drastic and extraordinary remedy. Thus it should be granted only in those
circumstances which warrant taking such a drastic and extraordinary step. Implicit in, this is that the plaintiff must
demonstrate (to a degree appropriate when granting such relief without the benefit of a trial) that such remedy is warranted.
86 Against this background, it remains to consider the application of these three tests in the context of the facts and evidence
and the claims made by the Drivers in their Statement of Claim.
(i) Is there a serious issue to be tried?
87 In arguing the motion, the Drivers' claims for relief fell into two separate groupings. The first grouping was their assertion
that they possess "rights" to participate in the RFP process as individuals, and to have limousine licenses issued to them in that
capacity, and according to their seniority. The second aspect to their claims has a public law aspect. They assert that even if the
GTAA has full corporate power to conduct itself, and its RFP process, in the manner in which it has, the "public" orientation
or nature of GTAA's undertaking requires that the Drivers be accorded the benefit of the rules of natural justice and procedural
fairness in the same manner as would have been the case were Pearson still under the management of the federal government,
rather than the GTAA. I have, accordingly considered the test whether there exists a serious issue to be tried separately with
respect to each of these separate lines of argument.
(A) Do the Drivers possess rights capable of being enforced by injunction?
88
Fundamental to a consideration of the existence of a serious triable issue is the proposition that an injunction is "not
a cause of action by itself. It is simply a remedy that is given in support of a breach of a legal, equitable or statutory right."
Thus, a party seeking an injunction must have either a recognized common law cause of action, or a claim in equity, or a claim
for infringement of a statutory right against the person who is subject to the injunction. Without the presence of these rights,
a court can grant no injunctive relief. (Hope (District) v. L-156 Holdings Ltd., [1995] B.C.J. No. 1335 (B.C. S.C.), para. 18,
per Scarth J., citing Kaiser Resources Ltd. v. Western Canada Beverage Corp. (1992), 71 B.C.L.R. (2d) 236 (B.C. S.C.) at p.
244 per Bouck J.).
89 An example of the need for a clearly defined right, somewhat akin to present circumstances, can be found in the decision
in Halifax Shipyard v. Canada (Attorney General), [2001] O.J. No. 4943 (Ont. S.C.J.), para. 3(b), per Power J., where the court
refused to grant an injunction arising out of an RFP process where the proprietary rights claimed to be infringed by the RFP
were not sufficiently or specifically defined. Similarly, in Duplain v. Cameron (1960), 26 D.L.R. (2d) 340 (Sask. Q.B.), at p.
343, Brownridge J. of the Saskatchewan Court of Queens Bench emphasized that an applicant for an injunction must assert
some right, the violation of which should be enjoined until his action in respect of that right can be tried.
90
The Drivers first assert that the GTAA lacks the authority to issue the RFP. For the reasons outlined above, relating to
the status of the GTAA, in the Court's view this assertion presents no serious triable issue. The fact is that it cannot seriously
be questioned that the GTAA has the authority pursuant to its Ground Lease to exclusively manage and operate the airport,
including undertaking all necessary and incidental steps relating to that management and operation. This includes the issuance
of RFP's relating to either the licencing of airport limousines as in the present case, or any number of other matters that might
be required to be put out for proposals in the course of the GTAA fulfilling its obligation to redevelop Pearson.
91 The Drivers assert that the GTAA's RFP is in breach of the Constitution of Canada. However, it is difficult to understand
how the division of legislative powers under the Constitution Act 1867 as between federal and provincial jurisdictions could have
any bearing on an action undertaken by the GTAA. The division of legislative powers is a matter exclusively concerned with the
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legislative competence of the different levels of government in Canada. There is no action that is taken by a private individual
or a private corporation, such as the GTAA, which could violate the Constitution of Canada in circumstances where the GTAA
is merely fulfilling the mandate provided to it by the Government of Canada under the terms of its 1996 Ground Lease.
92 Further, as is argued by counsel for the GTAA, the Ontario Court of Appeal has already held that the "federal Crown owns
all the land at Pearson Airport". As such, Pearson is "federal public property" under the exclusive legislative jurisdiction of
Parliament under s. 91(1)(a) of the Constitution Act, 1867. That provision is a subject matter limitation on provincial legislative
power. As such, the federal property carve out serves to eliminate provincial legislative jurisdiction over property and civil
rights, or any other matter that would otherwise come within provincial jurisdiction, to the extent that it falls within federal
legislative power under s. 91(1a). This proposition has been upheld by the Ontario Court of Appeal in Greater Toronto Airports
Authority v. Mississauga (City) (2000), 50 O.R. (3d) 641 (Ont. C.A.) at para. 62-63 per Laskin J.A. for the Court, (leave to
appeal to S.C.C. refused [2001 CarswellOnt 2141 (S.C.C.)]).
93
The next assertion, at least in their pleadings, was the Driver's claim that they have enforceable property or other rights
arising out of the RFP process, or antecedent to that process, which should be upheld by the grant of injunctive relief.
94 Dealing first with whether the Drivers have any rights that arise out of the RFP process relating to the granting of limousine
licences, the conclusion must inevitably be that they do not. No legal relationships are created between the GTAA and any
proponent. Consequently, no property rights are created between the GTAA and any proponent who seeks to submit a proposal
to the GTAA for consideration in response to its RFP process. The RFP process is merely an invitation to parties who may
be interested, to submit proposals for evaluation by the GTAA in respect of the desire of the parties to be considered for the
issuance of a limousine licence by the GTAA. The terms of the RFP process itself make clear that the GTAA will not be bound
under any circumstances to accept any or all of the proposals which are submitted. It maintains a complete open hand to proceed
in response to proposals that it receives in any manner it sees fit. It can accept, reject, or ignore proposals, and it is under no
obligation to issue licences, or even to negotiate, with any of the proponents.
95
The Court agrees with the GTAA that the Drivers have absolutely no right to dictate to the GTAA what terms it must
specify or include in its call for expressions of interest in the RFP process. This proposition is made clear in the judgment of
MacFarland J., as she then was, in Buttcon Ltd. v. Toronto Electric Commissioners (2003), 65 O.R. (3d) 601 (Ont. S.C.J.), at
para. 30 citing P. Sandori and W.M. Pigott, Bidding and Tendering: What is the Law, 2 nd Edition (Toronto) 2001, (at p. 239)
where the judge said that:
The owner that wants submissions from interested parties but does not wish to create [a contract], may choose to wish
away request for proposals (RFP). Properly drawn, an RFP asks parties for expressions of interest and sets out the owners
intention to consider those expressions of interest and then to undertake negotiations with one or more parties whose
proposals appeal to the owner.
96
Of course an RFP is an even less formal process entailing less structure than a formal tendering process, which may
give rise to a contract where a tender submitted by a party is accepted. Even in a tendering situation, however, which is not
the case in the RFP proposal being undertaken by the GTAA in the limousine licencing matter, a party submitting a tender in
response to a request for tenders has no right to dictate or to even negotiate the conditions of the tender. The Supreme Court of
Canada has established that "tender requirements are not negotiable", and that a party calling for tenders has full and absolute
discretion to set out its own specifications and requirements: see Martel Building Ltd. v. R., [2000] 2 S.C.R. 860 (S.C.C.),
para. 17, per Iacubucci and Major JJ. See also Labrador Airways Ltd. v. Canada Post Corp. (2001), 198 Nfld. & P.E.I.R. 116
(Nfld. T.D.), para. 5, 20 per Green C.J.T.D. where the Newfoundland Supreme Court held that in the absence of any statutory
or regulatory constraint on its procurement processes, Canada Post, a public body and Crown Corporation, was governed by
the law of contract and other applicable common law principles with respect to the manner in which it sought to identify and
contract with potential mail carriers. The court held that it was under no statutory or regulatory duty to exercise its procurement
powers in any particular way.
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97
Further, the Drivers have claimed to have "economic interests" rights and that the action of the GTAA in refusing to
permit them to submit proposals under the RFP process as individuals, gives rise to the tort of interference with their economic
interests. There is no merit to this claim, however, for the existence of the tort would require that the Drivers demonstrate not
only an intention on the part of the GTAA to injure the Drivers, and that illegal means were used by the GTAA to interfere
with the Drivers method of gaining their livelihood but also that the Drivers have sustained economic loss as a result of those
actions: (see Lineal Group Inc. v. Atlantis Canadian Distributors Inc. (1998), 42 O.R. (3d) 157 (Ont. C.A.), p. 159).
98 In present circumstances, the Drivers' pleading does not assert the presence of any of the requirements noted above which
would permit a claim of interference with economic interests to be proven. Further, there is simply no evidence that the GTAA
has interfered in any way with the Drivers' method of gaining their livings much less that it has used "illegal means" to do so.
99 Each of the Drivers gains their livelihood from driving airport taxicabs or limousines. As the GTAA emphases, the Drivers
are free to continue to drive at the airport under their existing taxi licences and limousine licences held by companies. The only
issue in the RFP relates to the issuance of proposed new limousine licences. In any event, the Court observes that the Drivers
have not pleaded any illegal means on the part of the GTAA and no evidence was provided of real economic loss. As such,
there is no foundation for such a claim to succeed. Accordingly, it cannot constitute a serious triable issue.
100 The fact is that the Drivers have no substantive legal "right" to the new licences. They may have a hope, or a questionable
expectation, but they enjoy no such legal right. They cannot claim any loss if they fail to submit a proposal under the RFP
for the consideration of the GTAA, and are then not awarded a licence to which they neither had nor currently have any legal
entitlement.
101
Finally, in this first part of the analysis, the Court wishes to address the assertion found in the Drivers' pleadings, and
in the affidavit evidence of Mr. Dhillon, that the action of the GTAA in refusing to permit the Drivers as individuals to submit
proposals with respect to the issuance of limousine licences, and to instead restrict acceptable proposals to those emanating
from corporations, would "take away the right" of the drivers to obtain a licence and force many drivers to have to work or
subcontract with a company.
102
I was concerned with the assertion of such a "property" based right on the argument of the motion, having reviewed
carefully all of the material filed with the Court in anticipation of its argument, and having found no legal foundation or factual
connection to support an assertion by the Drivers to have any sort of legal "right", enforceable as against the GTAA, to be
granted limousine licences.
103
While it is true that taxicab licences at Pearson have always historically been granted to individuals, and most recently
on the basis of the seniority of applicants, this has never been the procedure applicable to the issuance of limousine licences.
All of the limousine licences are currently held by corporations and none has ever been issued to an individual. The source
of the Drivers' claim to a right to have limousine licences issued to them as individuals, based on a seniority system, in my
view results from a failure to distinguish operationally between the two processes, namely, the licencing of taxicabs at Pearson
and the licensing of limousines. While there is an oblique reference in the Bartlett Report to the subject of limousine licences
being issued to individuals having been discussed, perhaps in the middle to late 1980s, that report indicates the concept was not
pursued, apparently on the basis of advice received by the Airport administrators from their legal advisers.
104
In my view, the Drivers fail to distinguish between the taxicab licences and the limousine licences. However, entirely
different regulatory and administrative systems have been in place for almost 30 years with respect to these two different kinds
of licences. In appearance, it may be difficult to distinguish between the limousines and the airport taxicabs, since both are
high quality vehicles, well maintained by the drivers or owners, and equally dedicated to servicing the Pearson airport traffic
requirements. Further, it may well be that a course of dealings over the years could be said to have given rise to a "right" in
the Drivers to have taxicab licences issued to them as individuals. I have seen no independent evidence, however, in any of the
affidavits, or in any of the documentary materials filed with the court, to support the proposition that such an arrangement has
ever been seriously contemplated, much less come into existence, with respect to licences relating to limousines.
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105 In any event, I need not consider this issue further. The reason is that when I raised these questions for comment during
the argument of the motion, counsel for the Drivers agreed and confirmed to me that there was no "property" right being asserted
or which is at issue. Rather, said counsel for the Drivers, the right being claimed by the Drivers is entirely a right, which the
Drivers claim, to have the benefit of the rules of natural justice in their dealings on these issues with the GTAA.
106 In light of the foregoing the question whether the Drivers possess rights, of a legal or proprietary nature capable of being
enforced by injunction does not present a triable issue in my opinion and on this first part of the first ground, the injunction
would fail.
107 It remains to be considered whether their claim to entitlement to benefit from the rules of natural justice and procedural
fairness gives rise to a serious issue to be tried which would satisfy the first leg of the test in the RJR-MacDonald Inc. case.
(B) Is the GTAA subject to the rules of natural justice?
108 At the commencement of his argument, counsel for the Drivers set out a very simple proposition. He asserted that the only
conclusion that could be drawn from the manner in which the GTAA had treated the Drivers is that the rules of natural justice
and administrative fairness did not exist at the GTAA. As a consequence of this, he asserted that the Director of Operations at
Pearson can essentially do whatever he wants with respect to people's rights, or community interests and without enunciating
any particular rules or regulations.
109
He asserted that this was not only against the statutory framework which he alleged governed the granting of permits
at Pearson, but that it was against the Aeronautics Act, against the rules of natural justice, and against the sense of fairness that
citizens believe they have in their dealings with bodies such as the GTAA. As he framed the issue, it is whether the GTAA has
the authority to do what it has done with the issuance of the RFP and the authority to conduct itself in the manner it has, and
can it do so with untrammeled discretion.
110
He asserted that Her Majesty the Queen could not be thought to have relinquished "control" over Pearson to a body
such as the GTAA, in such a manner as to deprive persons of access and entitlement to benefit from the rules of natural justice
and procedural fairness. If this was the intent of Her Majesty, he asserted, it ought to have been specifically so stated. Even if
the federal government intended to exclude the GTAA from the rules of natural justice as a consequence of the privatization
exercise, however, he asserted that this could not be done on the authority of the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in
Roncarelli v. Duplessis, [1959] S.C.R. 121 (S.C.C.).
111 Roncarelli was the proprietor of a restaurant in Montreal and he was the holder of a liquor licence. That licence entitled
him to sell alcoholic beverages at his restaurant. He was also, however, a Jehovah's Witness. In the 1950's, certain Quebec
municipalities, including Montreal, passed bylaws, which prohibited members of the Jehovah's Witness sect from distributing
their religious literature (the famous "Watchtower" newsletter). Roncarelli did not himself participate in the distribution of the
religious literature, contrary to the bylaw, but given his success as a business man, he offered himself up as a bailsman to provide
security to obtain the bail for a number of his co-religionists.
112 As a result of this action, the Quebec Liquor Commission cancelled Roncarelli's liquor licence. The evidence established
definitively that that cancellation occurred at the instigation of the defendant, the Honourable Maurice Duplessis, then Premier
of Quebec. In response, Roncarelli sued Duplessis alleging that the licence had been arbitrarily cancelled at the instigation of
Duplessis, who without legal powers to do so, had given orders to the Quebec Liquor Commission to cancel the licence before
its expiration. Not only had the Commission cancelled Roncarelli's licence, but they had advised him as well that he need not
apply for a renewal in future because it would not be granted.
113
At trial, the judge gave judgment to Roncarelli for part of the damages claimed. Duplessis appealed, and Roncarelli,
seeking an increase in the amount of damages awarded, cross-appealed. The Quebec Court of Appeal dismissed the action and
the cross-appeal.
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114
However, the Supreme Court of Canada reversed the Quebec Court of Appeal, and held that the action should be
maintained and that the amount awarded at trial to Roncarelli as damages should be increased by $25,000, not an insignificant
amount in those days. It held, that by wrongfully and without legal justification causing the cancellation of Roncarelli's permit,
Premier Duplessis became liable for damages under Article 1053 of the Civil Code of the Province of Quebec.
115
The most famous speech at the Supreme Court was that of Mr. Justice Rand. Counsel for the Drivers quotes from the
reasons of Rand J. in support of their position, when he said:
In public regulation of this sort there is no such thing as absolute and untrammelled "discretion", that is that action can be
taken on any ground for any reason that can be suggested to the mind of the administrator; no legislative act can without
express language, be taken to contemplate unlimited arbitrary power exercisable for any purpose, however capricious or
irrelevant, regardless of the nature or purpose of the statute. ... Could an applicant be refused a permit because he had been
born in another province, or because of the colour of his hair? The legislature cannot be so distorted.
To deny or revoke a permit because a citizen exercises an unchallengeable right totally irrelevant to at the sale of liquor in
a restaurant is equally beyond the scope of the discretion conferred. There was here not only cancellation of the existing
permit but a declaration of a future, definitive disqualification of the appellant to obtain one: it was to be "forever". This
purports to divest his citizenship status of its incidents of membership in the class of those of the public to whom such
a privilege could be extended. Under the statutory language here, that is not competent to the Commission and a fortiori
to the government or the respondent.
116

Justice Rand was harshly critical in his characterization of the actions of the Quebec Premier:
The act of the respondent through the instrumentality of the Commission brought about a breach of an implied public
statutory duty toward the appellant; it was a gross abuse of legal power expressly intended to punish him for an act wholly
irrelevant to the statute, a punishment which inflicted on him, as it was intended to do, the destruction of his economic
life as a restaurant keeper within the Province. Whatever may be the immunity of the Commission or its members from an
action for damages, there is none in the respondent. He was under no duty in relation to the appellant and his act was an
intrusion upon the functions of a statutory body. The injury done by him was a fault engaging liability within the principles
of the underlying public law of Quebec.

117
Counsel for the Drivers relies on this language and the principles of this historic case in support of his allegation
that the GTAA has acted with "untrammelled discretion", as did the Quebec Liquor Commission in Roncarelli's case, and that
this Court must condemn the manner in which the GTAA has operated as constituting an equivalent transgression against the
"rights" of the Drivers.
118
While the principles enunciated by the Supreme Court in Roncarelli articulate a profound and cogent basis for the
restraint of the untrammelled misuse by a public authority of its powers, and recognize the right of all citizens to have access to
the principles of natural justice and procedural fairness when dealing with public authorities, the application of these principles
in the present circumstances is substantially less clear.
119
This uncertainty, results from the character of the GTAA. The Quebec Liquor Commission in Roncarelli's case was
clearly an emanation of the government of Quebec. It allowed itself to be influenced by the Premier of Quebec to reach an
unreasonable and unsubstantiated decision respecting the continuing entitlement of Roncarelli to hold a liquor licence. The Court
in this case, however, is confronted with a fundamentally different set of circumstances. Unlike the Quebec Liquor Commission
in Roncarelli's case, which was a statutory creation and instrumentality of the Quebec government, and sadly susceptible to
influence by a powerful political figure of the day, such as Duplessis, the GTAA is a private corporation which owes no part
of its existence or power to any governmental authority, other than its letters patent of incorporation which provide to it all the
powers of a natural person and its Ground Lease.
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120
There is no question that Canadian law recognizes the general existence of a set of rules of natural justice and an
obligation of procedural fairness, but the application of those principles has typically been in the context of the decisions and
actions of a public authority. A strong articulation of this principle can be found in the reasons of Le Dain J., in Cardinal v. Kent
Institution, [1985] 2 S.C.R. 643 (S.C.C.). At page 653, Le Dain J. defines the scope of the duty of fairness as follows:
This Court has affirmed that there is, as a general common law principle, a duty of procedural fairness lying on every
public authority making an administrative decision which is not of a legislative nature and which affects the rights,
privileges or interests of an individual. (emphasis added)
121

The importance of this particular statement, as Brown and Evans recognize in their definitive work, Judicial Review

of Administrative Action in Canada 12 lies in its simple capturing of the three principal elements that lie behind the duty of
fairness. First, the duty of fairness is meant to apply to a "public authority". Second it operates in respect of "an administrative
decision which is not of a legislative nature", but which, thirdly, affects the rights, privileges or interests of an individual. It
is in the first element of this test that serious question arises whether the GTAA is properly subject to the duty of procedural
fairness and the rules of natural justice which counsel for the Drivers asserts.
122
The Court recognizes that the duty of procedural fairness may apply to a broad range of decision makers ranging
from actual members of government such as Ministers, Cabinets, Municipalities and their officials, to statutory bodies that
operate at arm's-length from government, but which owe their existence to legislation, such as universities and bodies statutorily
responsible for the regulation of self-governing professions. However, the application of these principles has been extended to
non-governmental bodies in only exceedingly limited circumstances.
123
As Brown and Evans 13 state, the negative implication of this element of the definition of the duty of fairness is that it
does not apply to private bodies. The authors suggest that that conclusion may not be completely correct, however, since there
are examples in the jurisprudence examples of private circumstance cases, such as 19 th century English cases concerned with
natural justice respecting membership in clubs, and more modern cases concerning a duty of fairness held to apply to churches
and other religious organizations in terms of their membership, as well as to trade unions in the discipline of their members,
and certain trade and other voluntary organizations. It is substantially less clear that there is any scope for the application of
natural justice principles in the context of non-statutory or non-governmental bodies. In those circumstances, it may be that only
principles of private law will provide a remedy by way of an award of damages, or possibly, suggest the authors, an injunction
to prevent further breaches of the alleged administrative right.
124 Further, the extent to which a duty of fairness applies to the "commercial" decisions of even a public authority is unclear.
Even this, however, is one step removed from the circumstances of the GTAA. The GTAA is not a public body within any
ordinary meaning of the expression although it is acknowledged that the operation, maintenance and management of Pearson
would at first blush seem to constitute a function that is at least exercisable in the public interest and that consequently has
a "public" dimension.
125 The case law draws a distinction between public bodies acting in a public and in a private contractual capacity. Thus, for
example, Brown and Evans observe that the traditional view has been that the process of awarding a government contract for the
procurement of goods is solely a matter of contract and is neither reviewable, nor does it give rise to a duty of fairness. 14 On the
other hand, the authors note that some courts have recognized that there can be a public element to the awarding of a government
procurement contract and have held such decisions to be reviewable for breach of a duty of fairness. Similarly, in the context
of a tendering process, courts have implied a term of fairness owed by the public body to all persons tendering to the proposed
contract. In these instances, however, no public law remedy has generally been available. Rather, courts have held the matter to
be one of contract so as to permit the aggrieved party to attain a remedy only by way of the granting of an award of damages.
126
In the present case, the Court is confronted with actions by a body which is not public, but clearly private in character.
The GTAA is a private corporation and it is empowered by its Charter and the terms of its Ground Lease with the Government
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of Canada to take such action as it sees fit relative to the operation, maintenance, and management of the airport facilities at
Pearson. This includes the granting of licences relative to passenger transportation to and from Pearson, either by taxicabs, or
by limousines.
127 Thus, the initial legal analysis suggests, contrary to the assertions of counsel for the Drivers, that the GTAA as a private
body with all the powers of a natural person is not subject to the rules of natural justice or any particular code of procedural
fairness relative to the manner in which it conducts and undertakes the management, operation and maintenance of the Pearson
facilities. Nevertheless, a question remains whether the "public" nature, or the "public" orientation of the GTAA's undertaking
is such that it would be appropriate to import into the conduct of the GTAA, and burden its operating freedom, with some
obligation to operate by rules of procedural fairness in recognition of the rules of natural justice consistent with some of the
more unusual cases found in the jurisprudence. This question arises here, notwithstanding the private character of the GTAA,
having regard to the "public" oriented function, which it ultimately serves.
128
Were such a standard to be imposed upon the GTAA, having regard to its obligations to manage, maintain and operate
Pearson in the interests of the public, it may well be that a court could regard the GTAA as being subject to an implied duty of
procedural fairness. Such an implied obligation to operate by the same or similar kinds of principles relating to natural justice
would be applicable to a public authority or body in the discharge of its public or statutorily mandated obligations 15 . In raising
this question, the court acknowledges that it is far from clear, even if such a standard were to be imposed upon the GTAA, that
its imposition would necessarily result in an entitlement to the public remedy of injunction for alleged failure of the GTAA to
comply. It might instead be appropriate that the Drivers would have a simpler remedy in damages for breach of contract, or
for an alleged tort of interference with economic relations, were the factual elements necessary to establish that tort present in
this case, of which as noted, there is no evidence.
129
Nevertheless, in considering whether a triable issue exists for the purposes of the first test required to be satisfied on
an application for injunctive relief, and without anticipating or suggesting where the outcome of that debate might lie, it seems
clear to the court that the low level threshold of existence of a "triable issue" may be present in the instant case with respect to
this line of argument. Thus, without deciding the issue, and solely for the purposes of these reasons, the Court is prepared to
assume that there may be a triable issue which would satisfy the first of the three tests established by the Supreme Court in the
RJR-MacDonald Inc. decision as a pre-condition to entitlement to injunctive relief.
130
It may well be that a court called upon to consider the question at trial would conclude that it was inappropriate or
technically impossible to impose principles of natural justice or a public law standard of procedural fairness on the actions of
a private corporation having no statutorily mandated public law duty. This, however, is not a question for this Court to decide
today. The low threshold of "triable issue" mandated by the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in RJR-MacDonald Inc. , and
my assumption made solely for these purposes that a triable issue is present, does not require that the issue be resolved but does
permit the Court to proceed to consider the remaining tests established in the jurisprudence.
(ii) Will the Drivers suffer irreparable harm if the injunction is not granted?
131
In the R.J.R. MacDonald case, supra, the Supreme Court ruled that "the applicant must convince the Court that it will
suffer irreparable harm if the relief is not granted. 'Irreparable' refers to the nature of the harm rather than its magnitude". The
Supreme Court went on to say that irreparable harm is harm which either cannot be quantified in monetary terms or which
cannot be cured, usually because one party cannot collect damages from the other.
132 The key element of this test requires that the party claiming injunctive relief not merely argue that harm may result, but
that it must convince the Court that it will result. Expressed another way by the Divisional Court in the Kanda decision, supra,
the Court said that evidence of irreparable harm must be "clear and not speculative".
133 In the present case, the nature of the irreparable harm, which it is alleged will be sustained by the Drivers if this injunctive
relief is not granted, is stated succinctly in para. 20 of the Drivers' factum:
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If the GTAA proceeds in this arbitrary manner, apart from a statutory, administrative regime, rights of individuals and
licencing, appeals, fairness, the ability for an individual to obtain a licence, will be trampled on. The rights of some 1500
drivers, some of whom have been working at the airport for more than two decades will be eliminated and seniority will be
subverted. Further, the incomes and livelihoods of the drivers and owners would be adversely affected once corporations
are designated, in a downloaded system, as the only entity entitled to a limousine licence.
134
This statement purports to be a distillation of the affidavit evidence of Mr. Dhillon in his two affidavits, the first sworn
June 29, 2005 in paras. 2, 9, 10 and 13, and the second sworn July 8, 2005 in paras. 5, 7, 8, 13, 17, 20, 27 and 31. Clearly,
not all of the alleged harms enumerated in that paragraph involve purely monetary loss. However, there are reassertions in that
paragraph of the existence of "rights" which, for the reasons outlined above, I have concluded do not achieve the level of being
legally enforceable rights in respect of which a remedy could be provided.
135
The most direct statement, and the only evidence in the Drivers' Motion Record of alleged injury that will result to the
Drivers if the injunction is not granted is contained in para. 15 of the June 29, 2005 Dhillon affidavit.
If this happens, the GTAA will have effectively changed the system of granting licences, changed to the class of persons,
namely exclusively corporate, entitled to this property right and excluded individuals and will drive wages for drivers
down. This will have irreparable harm to drivers, existing permit and licence holders and potential future drivers and
holders because it will harm their ability to earn income and to support their families in the profession they have worked
at for so long.
The Court agrees with counsel for the GTAA that this is not evidence of a sufficiently clear and convincing character to permit
the Court to conclude that the Drivers will in fact suffer "irreparable harm" as that concept has been defined in the jurisprudence.
The decision of Anderson J. in North Bay Trappers Hockey Team Ltd. v. Reg Quinn Ltd., [1983] O.J. No. 211 (Ont. S.C.), para.
7, establishes that a mere allegation of irreparable harm does not make it so. An affiant "cannot establish irreparable harm by
saying that it exists or will be suffered. It is only in the allegations of fact which are put forward as supporting that contention
that foundation can be found for a conclusion that such harm is to be anticipated."
136

On the basis of this principle, the assertion of Mr. Dhillon needs to be analyzed and tested.

137
First, Mr. Dhillion asserts that through its RFP process, the GTAA will have effectively "changed" the system of
granting licences, changed the class of persons, namely exclusively corporate, entitled to that property right, and have excluded
individuals. This is demonstrably incorrect. As the facts outlined above demonstrate, there have never been limousine licences
issued to any persons other than corporations.
138
The existing system at Pearson is that taxicab licences are issued to individuals on the basis of seniority, but for the
numerous reasons previously noted, limousine licences have historically been issued only to corporations. This appears always
to have been the case. There are no limousine licences which have been issued at any time over the past 30 years to individuals.
As such, it seems clear that rather than "effectively changing" the system of granting licences, the decision of the GTAA to
grant limousine licences under its RFP process only to corporate applicants in fact results in the continuance of the existing
system. As in the past, the GTAA now continues to assert that only corporate applicants will be entitled to obtain limousine
licences. This cannot result in a new "exclusion" of individuals, because no individuals have previously received such licences,
nor have they been considered for limousine licences. This is so regardless of the fact that the Conditions of Permit relative to
Pearson, at least contemplate the possibility in the language of s. 14 that a limousine licence could potentially be issued either
to a company or to "the person ... registered as owner of that limousine under the Ontario Highway Traffic Act."
139
The fact is that even with that permissive language, Transport Canada never issued limousine licences to individuals
during the period of its stewardship of the airport. No further limousine licences have been issued since that time and the
Bartlett Report acknowledged that there were good and valid reasons for the existence of a dedicated fleet and the existence
of the streamlined administrative system relative to limousines. The current RFP process being undertaken by the GTA merely
perpetuates that existing system.
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140
The real economic detriment alleged by the Drivers in paragraph 15 of Mr. Dhillon's affidavit is that the issuance
of the limousine licences will "drive wages for drivers down". However if that were so, it would merely give rise to a claim
for a lost wages or profits that is measurable and compensable in damages. One measure of damages would be the difference
between the current wages earned by the Drivers and wages earned by the Drivers after the new licences are issued. Courts have
consistently ruled that claims for lost wages or lost contracts do not constitute irreparable harm: see Semiconductor Insights
Inc. v. Kurjanowicz (1995), 63 C.P.R. (3d) 532 (Ont. Gen. Div.), p. 545, per Cunningham J. ("Irreparable harm does not occur
when there are lost contracts. Irreparable harm may occur when it is determined that customers have forever departed. There
may be a temporary loss of business which, for all intents and purposes, would equate to a temporary loss of revenue. But that
is clearly something which can be compensated for in damages.")
141 Further, in Telus Intergrated Communications v. Canada (Attorney General), [2000] F.C.J. No. 1429 (Fed. T.D.), paras.
20-31, Heneghan J. of the Federal Court Trial Division refused to grant an injunction to restrain a contract awarded pursuant to
an RFP. She concluded that loss of projected market share could not constitute an irreparable harm.
142 In any event the assertion that the ability of existing Drivers to earn a living will be injured if the GTAA issues limousine
licences only to corporate proponents is simply not borne out on the facts. There will be no rescission of existing taxi and
limousine licences. Drivers who currently earn a living pursuant to these licences will continue to be able to do so.
143 This situation is virtually identical to that considered by the Federal Court in Airport Taxicab (Malton) Assn. v. Canada
(Minister of Transport), [1985] 2 F.C. 392 (Fed. T.D.). In that case, the ATA at Toronto Pearson, the same organization that
is a participant and plaintiff in this litigation, endeavoured to obtain an injunction against the Minister of Transport to prevent
the Minister from issuing a call for tenders for a new common dispatch system. The Minister had sought to replace the prior
system, under which limousine and taxi companies each had their own dispatch systems operated by them. That arrangement
had led to serious abuses, harassments of passengers by the taxi and limousine companies, and complaints from members of
the public. The ATA claimed that the Minister had no lawful authority to tender the dispatch system, and that the practice of
having separate queues for taxis and limousines was discriminatory.
144
The Federal Court refused to grant an injunction, however, finding that any injury claimed to be suffered by the ATA
was purely monetary, involving only claims for lost profits. Further, the Court found that the claim for lost profits would arise
from an activity that the ATA had no right to, namely, the entitlement to operate the dispatch system. The Court also found that
the travelling public would be substantially inconvenienced and harmed if an injunction were granted, since they would have
to continue to tolerate harassment on the curbs by the taxi and limousine companies. In her ruling, at pages 400 to 401 of the
report, Madam Justice Reid said the following:
In this case what is the harm the plaintiff alleges it will suffer? As I understand, it is the loss of business which will occur
as a result of dispatchers employed by it not being able to solicit customers. It is a loss of profits claim and as such one that
is usually seen as adequately compensated by a monetary award in damages. In this case the calculation of, and eventual
allocation of any reimbursement of that profit might be difficult given the numbers of taxi cab operators involved and the
loose form of organization. However it would not be impossible. In addition, the crucial factor in this case is the fact that
from the evidence set out above, it is clear that the damage which the plaintiff will suffer will arise from it not being able
to engage in activities, or encourage others to engage in activities which it has no right to do ...
What then is the harm that the defendant will suffer if the injunction is granted? ... It is clear that the defendant will suffer
damage in the sense of having to tolerate "chaos on the platform" as it was put on the cross-examination of Mr. Mann.
The damage which will occur will be the hassling of the travelling public and consequent complaints by members thereof
to the airport management. The defendant is responsible for the orderly administration of the airport. Its ability to fulfil
that responsibility will be diminished if an injunction is granted. It is clear, this is not an injury which can be compensated
by a monetary award in damages.
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145 Here, the Court agrees with the GTAA that the Drivers will not be "harmed" within the legal meaning of that term if the
GTAA is permitted to exercise its right to issue new limousine licences pursuant to the RFP. The Drivers simply have no "right"
to receive new limousine licences, far less any right to licences on commercial terms which may be dictated by them. On the
other hand, as is discussed below with respect to the balance of convenience test, the GTAA and the third parties members of
the public who make use of the facilities at Pearson would be substantially harmed if the GTAA is not permitted to manage and
operate Toronto Pearson in accordance with its mandate to do so.
146
For these reasons, I conclude that the Drivers have failed to establish the element of irreparable harm necessary if the
injunction motion is to succeed. The injunction would fail on this ground alone, but I will proceed in the interest of the parties,
and having regard to the importance of the matter, to the last element, namely balance of convenience and assess the extent to
which the balance of convenience on this motion favours the Drivers as compared to the GTAA.
(III) Which of the parties, the GTAA or the Drivers, will suffer the greater harm from granting or refusing the injunction pending
a decision on the merits?
147
The third test enunciated in RJR-MacDonald Inc. is the balance of convenience. As the court said in that case,
this involves "a determination of which of the two parties will suffer the greater harm from the granting or refusing of an
interlocutory injunction, pending a decision on the merits." A related question, which may affect the determination of the balance
of convenience or inconvenience relates to the giving of an undertaking with respect to damages.
148 Rule 40.03 of the Rules of Practice stipulates that on a motion for an interlocutory injunction or a mandatory order, the
moving party shall, unless the court orders otherwise, undertake to abide by any order concerning damages that the court may
make if it ultimately appears that the granting of the order has caused damage to the responding party for which the moving
party ought to compensate the responding party.
149 In the present case, the Drivers have not provided an undertaking with respect to damages either in the names of ALDA
or ATA, or in the names of individual members of those organizations. Their counsel acknowledges that such an undertaking
is normally given on an injunction motion unless the court, in its discretion, decides not to require it. He asserts that this is a
case of ATA and ALDA being representatives of a much broader group of individuals who are the Drivers. It is the individuals,
he says, who are seeking redress. These are not persons of great wealth, he argues, and thus he suggests to the Court that it
would be appropriate in this circumstance for the Court to grant an indulgence and not require the undertaking with respect to
damages, especially having regard to the intention of the Drivers to seek to proceed with the litigation as a class proceeding.
150
The Court concludes that the balance of convenience on this motion strongly favours a refusal to grant the injunction.
The Drivers claim that they will be harmed if new limousine licences are not awarded to them in accordance with the conditions
and terms which they have endeavoured to dictate to the GTAA, but the Court is not persuaded that such an assertion is correct.
The Drivers have no contractual or other proprietary right to an award of a licence on any basis, not only because they have no
legal right that results from a legal relationship with the GTAA with respect to the prospective issuing of limousine licences, but
also because the RFP process itself does not create legal rights. As such, it is difficult for the Court to conclude that there is harm
that will be suffered by the Drivers that cannot await consideration at a subsequent trial of the matter if the GTAA is permitted
to exercise its right to issue new limousine licences pursuant to the RFP without being enjoined by the Drivers from doing so.
151 In contrast, the GTAA asserted and provided evidence to support its position that substantial harm would result to it, as
well as to third parties including the travelling public, if it is not permitted to exercise its right, to issue new limousine licences
pursuant to the RFP, a right it insists it has under its corporate charter and the terms of its Ground Lease entitlement to the
exclusive management and operation of Pearson.
152
These harms include a potential direct financial loss of annual concession revenue from the proposed new limousine
licences that is estimated to total approximately $720,000 per year, and direct financial harm that would result to any of the
successful proponents submitting proposals under the RFP process. They would suffer harm since the Drivers injunction would
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prevent that process from continuing and those proponents from being awarded limousines licences as successful applicants.
Operational harm and inconvenience would also result to the GTAA.
153
The fact is, and the GTAA has advanced persuasive evidence in support of its position on this point, that new
limousine services are currently needed at Pearson to service increasing volumes of passengers. These passengers are presently
encountering substantial delays on the arrivals curb at Pearson while waiting for vehicles to take them to their destinations in
the Greater Toronto Area. Further, such increased passenger congestion poses operational harm to the GTAA insofar as it must
devote additional resources to the more burdensome task of managing this larger number of persons at the Pearson Airport
facility, rather than being able to process passengers quickly into and out of the airport, consistent with its operational mandate.
154 Further, if the injunction is granted, the shortfall of new limousines which will result will necessarily cause inconvenience
to the travelling public, the intended third party beneficiaries of the GTAA management and operational mandate. In addition,
and perhaps most important having regard to the mammoth redevelopment of Pearson currently being undertaken by the GTAA,
failure to permit the RFP process to continue to completion will compromise the reliability and credibility of the GTAA to
other prospective suppliers of services. It will potentially compromise the willingness of such persons to participate in other
competitive RFP processes which must necessarily be conducted to permit the redevelopment of Pearson to be completed over
the next few years.
155 Even had the Court not reached the conclusion on the basis of the points outlined above that the balance of convenience
favours the GTAA, the failure of the Drivers to provide an undertaking with respect to damages would have tipped the balance
in favour of the GTAA.
156
The providing of the undertaking with respect to damages is not a mere trifle. In a case such as the present where a
party seeks to restrain conduct of the other party by way of an injunction on an interlocutory basis prior to trial, effectively
the restrained party is being prevented from undertaking some kind of conduct without having had the opportunity to have its
case considered on a full trial of the matter. Thus, the requirement of the undertaking has been appropriately regarded as being
"an essential condition in the granting of an injunction but for exception circumstances" (Fulham v. Manitoba Hydro (1995),
29 M.P.L.R. (2d) 243 (Man. C.A.), para. 13, per Scott J.A.M.). It has been described as "the price" or "condition" of granting
an interlocutory injunction, with a failure to give such an undertaking tilting the balance of convenience against the moving
party who seeks the injunctive relief.
157 An excellent expression of the proposition can be found in the decision of the Alberta Court of Appeal in Lac La Biche
(Town) v. Alberta (1993), 17 C.P.C. (3d) 230 (Alta. C.A.) page 236, per Cote J.A. as follows:
Nor is the undertaking as to damages a frill or a side issue. Nor is it merely an expression of the old equitable principle
that one who seeks equity must do equity. It is an integral part of the balance of convenience. The balance of convenience
test asks who is likely to be more injured, the plaintiff who does not get an interlocutory injunction despite his good
cause of action, or the defendant who is subjected to such an injunction though he has a good defence. The parties here
in effect agree that the balance of convenience (and its policy aspects) is the whole issue here. Usually plaintiffs offer the
undertaking as to damages, and courts exact them, in order to minimize the risk to the defendant from wrongly granting an
interlocutory injunction. By declining to give the undertaking as to the damages, a plaintiff tilts the balance of convenience
against himself. He comes to court for interlocutory relief because he does not want to run the risk that the court will move
too slowly but he wants to put all the risk on to the defendant and will shoulder none of it.
158 The Drivers asserted, however, based on two decisions to which the Court was referred, that it was appropriate in a case
such as this for the Court to exercise its discretion to waive the requirement that they provide the undertaking as to damages.
The two cases were Imdadul Islamic Jama'at of Toronto v. Rahman, [2000] O.J. No. 541 (Ont. S.C.J.), and Knott v. University
of Saskatchewan, [1999] S.J. No. 849 (Sask. Q.B.).
159 In the former case, an injunction was granted to restrain an Islamic religious group from removing certain individuals from
membership in the group. Nordheimer J. granted the injunction without an undertaking as to damages, finding that "[G]iven
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the nature of the dispute and the very narrow effect of the injunction, I have serious doubts that the plaintiff could suffer any
damage arising from the injunction". As such, with no likely expectation of any damage arising from the dispute, and the
granting of the injunction, the need for an undertaking as to damages was less serious. In this case, however, at stake is a purely
commercial dispute where evidence before the Court establishes reliably that the GTAA would incur substantial financial harm
if the injunction were to be issued. This, in itself, provides an additional reason why the Court should not dispense with the
damages undertaking in a case such as this, which is a case of a purely commercial character.
160
Similarly, in the Knott decision, an undertaking as to damages was not required from a group of trustees, who were
representative of a group of retiree members of a pension plan, in their efforts to enjoin the University of Saskatchewan and
several pension plan administrators from winding up the plan. Effectively, the court said that the plaintiffs were representative
of a larger group, but indeed that the monies claimed were essentially acknowledged to be theirs, so that it was difficult to
conceive of how damage could result to the enjoined party. As such, it would have been inappropriate in such a circumstance
to require the undertaking to be given. In reaching this conclusion, the court noted that each case must be guided by the "justice
of the situation." This seems to accord with common sense.
161
In this matter, the Drivers have asserted a number of propositions, some of which the Court has found in these reasons
to simply be incorrect, and others which seem to betray a failure to recognize the legal status of the management situation at
Pearson, or the historical basis upon which limousine and taxi licences for operation at Pearson have been granted. This is a
purely commercial licencing dispute.
162

Other authorities have held that the failure to provide an undertaking with respect to damages in the context of a purely

commercial dispute will typically be fatal. 16 In this case, I am not satisfied that it would be appropriate for the Court to dispense
with the undertaking, but I need not decide the issue with finality. Even if that undertaking were to be dispensed with, however,
that fact would necessarily add further weight to the tilting of the balance of convenience in favour of the GTAA. As such,
whether the undertaking on damages were to be required of the Drivers, or dispensed with in the Court's discretion, it would
have no impact on the conclusion I have reached for the reasons set out above, that the balance of convenience in this application
clearly favours the GTAA. As such, the Drivers' motion fails as well on the third test in RJR-MacDonald.
6. Conclusions
163 For all of the foregoing reasons, the motion by the Drivers for an interlocutory injunction against the GTAA to prevent
it from completing its RFP process is dismissed. However, having regard to the serious issues raised by the Drivers, and the
representative capacity in which ALDA and ATA brought the motion, costs awarded to the GTAA shall be on a partial indemnity
basis payable within 30 days following assessment.
Motion dismissed.
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Gruchy J.: (Orally)
[1] This is an application for interim injunction in an action for permanent
injunction commenced on January 4, 2005, which was also the date of this
application.
[2] The plaintiff is the owner of a cottage and lot at Martinique Beach in the
County of Halifax, Nova Scotia. The defendant owns property abutting
upon the plaintiff’s lot. The defendant has commenced the construction of a
“guest cottage” on a portion of his lot. The plaintiff claims that he has a
prescriptive easement for parking upon the area where the defendant is
constructing his building and has commenced this action to prevent the
continuation of the construction.
[3] Some years ago, shortly after the defendant had acquired his property, the
plaintiff commenced a Quieting Titles application concerning the land of the
defendant and other lands. Eventually agreements were struck and executed
among the parties of that application whereby conveyances and undertakings
were exchanged and the plaintiff abandoned and discontinued that
application. The plaintiff has taken the position, however, that while he has
abandoned his claim of ownership over the lot in question herein, he did not
abandon his claim for a prescriptive parking easement.
[4] The parties have filed numerous affidavits with respect to this application.
Much of that affidavit evidence concerns the merits of the action, as opposed
to this application, but which, arguably, might be considered with respect to
the apparent strength or weakness of the plaintiff’s ultimate case.
[5] I keep very much in mind that the granting of an interim injunction entails a
drastic remedy given at the risk of infringing upon the rights of a defendant
before trial, and I quote from Sharpe on Interlocutory Injunctions and
Specific Performance:
An Ontario Divisional Court judgment also emphasized the drastic nature of
injunctive relief, the court agreed with the view expressed by Saunders, J.,
...granting leave to appeal:
Whether an injunction is termed or interlocutory, the effect is the
same. The Court is exercising its civil power to restrain the
activities of citizens. The injunction is an extraordinary remedy
and should only be granted in accordance with settled principles.
It follows that those principles should be adhered to even if the
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injunction is for a relatively short time, although time may have an
impact on the weight of the various factors.

Justice Sharpe continued in his text:
The court went on to discuss the element of urgency observing that if the urgency
of the situation is such that all that can be put before the motions court judge is
conflicting affidavits, that can be considered in relation to assessing the strength
of the plaintiff’s case. However, the court added the following cautionary note:
One might well question the urgency of some situations and whether they
are to some degree self-created and imposed for tactical reasons. It is
appropriate for a motions court judge to take this into consideration. It
should be kept in mind that the plaintiff chooses the time of launching the
lawsuit and any attendant motion for injunctive relief. Urgency will of
course affect the nature and extent of material (of both sides); but the
material should be scrutinized to an appropriate degree to establish
whether the injunction - even on an interim basis should issue.

[7]

[8]

[9]

At the commencement of the hearing of this application, I identified to the
plaintiff numerous paragraphs in his various affidavits and supplementary
affidavits, which I found objectionable pursuant to Civil Procedure Rule
38.02 and as addressed by various cases of this Court, including especially
Waverley (Village Commissionaires) et al. v. Nova Scotia Minister of
Municipal Affairs (1993), 123 N.S.R. (2d) 46, and others. Upon hearing
consent of the plaintiff the various paragraphs to which I had referred were
struck.
For the purpose of this decision I will not deal in depth with what may well
be material issues at the eventual trial of this matter. I am mindful that it is
not advisable to make findings of fact or of credibility based solely upon
affidavit evidence. For this reason and others I will take care not to do so.
As this is an application for interim injunction the parties, of course, have
referred specifically to R.J.R. MacDonald Inc. v. Canada, [1994] 1 S.C.R.
311 and the various tests for such a remedy as enunciated by the Supreme
Court of Canada. Both parties submitted that R.J.R. MacDonald prescribes
a three step process:
1.

Is there a serious issue to be tried?

2.

Will there be irreparable harm occasioned to the plaintiff in the
absence of an interim injunction?
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What is the balance of convenience as between the parties and as may
be affected by an interim injunction?
[10] I prefer a five step process which I have gleaned from R.J.R. MacDonald,
and American Cyanamid, [1975] A.C. 396 and various learned papers to
which I have referred. They are as set out in American Cyanamid and as
referred to by Sharpe J., in his test “Injunctions and Specific Performance”.
Mr. Justice Sharpe set forth the text as follows and referred to a decision of
Lord Diplock in American Cyanamid. He said:
Lord Diplock went on to set out a step-by-step formula as the appropriate way to
determine whether an interlocutory injunction should be granted. More detailed
consideration of each step follows under specific headings but it will facilitate
discussion of the strength of case factor to summarize the formula here. First, as
indicated, the court is to ask whether the plaintiff has presented a case which is
not frivolous or vexatious but which presents a serious case to be tried. Second,
will damages provide the plaintiff with an adequate remedy? If so, no injunction
should be granted. If not, third, would the plaintiff’s undertaking in damages
provide adequate compensation to the defendant, should he or she succeed at trial,
for loss sustained because of the interlocutory injunction? If so, then there is a
strong case for an interlocutory injunction. Fourth, where there is doubt as to the
adequacy of the respective remedies in damages, the case turns on the balance of
convenience. Fifth, at this point, according to Lord Diplock, weight may be
placed on the court’s prediction of ultimate success, but only in certain cases.

[11] Sharpe then quoted from Lord Diplock and continued:
In other words, the strength of case consideration of the traditional approach is
stood on its head. Under the Cyanamid approach, the strength of the case comes
into play, initially, only to the extent of determining that the plaintiff’s claim is
not frivolous or vexatious. The core test to be applied is balance of convenience.
It is only where the court cannot properly assess balance of convenience that the
relative strength of the parties’ cases may be taken into account and then, only
where one side of the case is clearly stronger.

[12] I will now address each of these various steps.
1. Is there a serious case to be tried and which is not frivolous or vexatious?
[13] It appears to me that there are various issues to be tried and which I would
not consider frivolous or vexatious. By this expression I mean something
close to a “reasonable prospect of success.” By way of examples only of
the issues to be addressed at trial, the plaintiff has produced affidavit
evidence to the effect that for many years an area in what is now the
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3.

defendant’s property was used for parking. At this point in the proceeding
neither the time nor quality, nor quantity of that parking has been clearly
identified, but which questions may well be issues at trial. The plaintiff
claims that he and/or his predecessors in title had open, continuous and
notorious possession of a part of a defendant’s property for a period in
excess of 20 years. The defendant disputes this claim and there are
conflicting affidavits with respect to that subject.
[14] The defendant claims that the settlement of the Quieting Titles application
taken by the plaintiff and the abandonment and discontinuance of that
action, together with the resulting agreements as between the parties raises,
in effect, the defence of an estoppel or what the defendant characterizes as
an abuse of process and which will require evidence at the time of trial.
[15] In addressing this particular step I have kept in mind the Supreme Court’s
description as follows:
What then are the indicators of a “serious question to be tried”?
There are no specific requirements which must be met in order to satisfy this test.
The threshold is a low one. The Judge on the application must make a
preliminary assessment on the merits of the case.... once satisfied that the
application is neither vexatious nor frivolous the motions judge should proceed to
consider the second and third tests even if of the opinion that the plaintiff is
unlikely to succeed at trial. A prolonged examination of the merits is generally
neither necessary nor desirable.

2. Will damages, in the event that they are found to result from the
defendant’s activities, provide the plaintiff with an adequate remedy?
[16] This is the well known irreparable harm consideration. The Supreme Court
of Canada described this consideration as follows:
At this stage, the only issue to be decided is whether a refusal to grant relief could
so adversely affect the applicant’s own interest that the harm could not be
remedied if the eventual decision on the merits does not accord with the result of
the interlocutory application.
“Irreparable” refers to the nature of the harm suffered rather than its magnitude.
It is harm which can either cannot be quantified in the monetary terms or which
cannot be cured, usually because one party cannot collect damages from the other.
Examples of the former include instances where one party will be put out of
business by the court’s decision; where one party will suffer permanent market
loss or irrevocable damage to its business reputation; or where a permanent loss
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[17] It is clear that I should avoid taking a narrow view of irreparable harm. But
the Courts have also stressed that evidence of irreparable harm must be clear
and not speculative. (See Whitecourt Roman Catholic Separate School
District # 94 v. Alberta (1995), 30 Alt. L.R. (3d) 225 and Syntex Inc. v.
Novapharm Limited (1991), 36 C.P.R. (3d) 129.
[18] On the basis of the plaintiff’s evidence alone, I conclude that at worst if the
defendant deprives the plaintiff of his alleged prescriptive right to parking,
the result would be inconvenience to him but not irreparable harm. Without
deciding the issue, there appears to be adequate room around the plaintiff’s
own or available property on which he may park vehicles. Should the
plaintiff be successful in his claim of prescriptive parking easement he may
arguably have suffered an inconvenience, but which could be quantified in
monetary terms or which could be cured by an Order for the defendant to
remove an offending structure.
[19] I also conclude for the same reasons that there is no urgency involved in this
particular application which is an essential requirement for an interim
injunction. A mere potential inconvenience to the plaintiff does not present
urgency.
3. Will the plaintiff’s undertaking with respect to damages which may be
suffered by the defendant by the granting of the interim injunction provide
adequate compensation to the defendant in the event of the defendant’s
success at trial?
[20] In the text, Injunctions and Specific Performance, at para. 2.470, the learned
author said:
Concomitant with the question of irreparable harm is the requirement of the
plaintiff’s undertaking in damages. It is well established that, as a condition of
obtaining an interlocutory injunction, the plaintiff must give an undertaking to
pay to the defendant any damages to the defendant that the defendant sustains by
reason of the injunction, should the plaintiff fail in the ultimate result. The
rationale for the undertaking is to protect the defendant from the risk of granting a
remedy before the substantive rights of the parties have been determined. In the
event the defendant succeeds at trial, the interlocutory injunction will have
prevented the defendant from acting in accordance with his or her legal rights.
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In the case before me the plaintiff has not offered an undertaking in damages. (For
the sake of brevity I will not cite the authorities relied upon by Sharpe in his text.)
The absence of the plaintiff’s undertaking, however, is not a deciding factor in the
outcome of his application.
4. When the foregoing questions result in a doubt as to the adequacy of the
various remedies, then I should focus on the question of the balance of
convenience as between the parties.
[21] When the foregoing questions result in a doubt as to the adequacy of the
various remedies, then what is the balance of convenience as between the
parties? It is necessary to put this factor into context by reference to the
predecessor of R.J.R. MacDonald - American Cyanamid Company v.
Ethicon Limited, [1975] A.C. 396. In the latter case Lord Diplock said, “It is
where there is doubt as to the adequacy of the respective remedies in
damages available to either party or to both, that the question of balance of
convenience arises.”
[22] As I have concluded that there will not be irreparable harm occasioned to the
plaintiff in the absence of an interim injunction, I will not dwell on the
matter of a balance of convenience. It is clear that the matter of irreparable
harm and balance of convenience are related. Aside from monetary loss or
gain to the parties, it is necessary to consider the impact upon them resulting
from the granting or the withholding of an injunction. The injunction
requested herein by the plaintiff would deprive the defendant of the use of
his property. The refusal to grant an injunction would cause the plaintiff,
arguably, if he is successful, an unwarranted inconvenience. Mr. Justice
Sharpe posed the question arising as follows, “Which of the two parties will
suffer the greater harm from the granting or refusal of an interlocutory
injunction pending a decision on the merits?” I conclude that the possible
deprivation of the defendant’s enjoyment of his property outweighs the
potential inconvenience to the plaintiff.
5. Only if necessary, I may consider and give a prediction of ultimate
success in the action.
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The undertaking in damages shifts all or part of that risk to the party who is
asking for a pre-trial remedy, the plaintiff.

[23] Prediction of ultimate success. In view of my conclusions as expressed
above, I decline to express any view as to the strengths and weaknesses of
the parties’ cases.
[24] During submissions the plaintiff, in effect, urged that I maintain the status
quo of the parties until trial. But as Mr. Justice Sharpe said in his text at
para. 2.550 (8), “Properly understood, the phrase merely restates the basic
premise of granting an interlocutory injunction, namely, that, the plaintiff
must demonstrate that, unless an injunction is granted, his or her rights will
be nullified or impaired by the time of trial.” I do not perceive that such will
be the case. The property will still exist and the defendant will have
voluntarily undertaken the continued risk of constructing a building despite
an outstanding injunction application.
[25] This application for an interim injunction is dismissed.
[26] Costs will be in the amount of two thousand dollars ($2,000.00) plus any
disbursements which may be proved and reasonable disbursements.
[27] Finally, I am going to make a remark to you, irrespective of the strengths
and weaknesses of the case, it appears to me that you are on the road to
destroying the economic value of properties if you continue this way. I
would think that between reasonable people you can get together and
arrange for a parking lot that will accommodate all the parties. I have
enough information now before me to believe that if people are reasonable,
if parties are reasonable they will come to a reasonable conclusion.
_______________________
Gruchy, J.
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I.

Introduction

[1]

Arctic Cat, Inc. and Arctic Cat Sales Inc. (the appellants) move for a stay of the Judgment

of the Federal Court issued on June 15, 2020 (per Justice Roy) (2020 FC 691) until this Court
determines the appeal.
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[2]

The Federal Court found that the appellants have infringed the Canadian Patent No.

2,350,264 (the ´264 Patent) owned by Bombardier Recreations Products Inc. (the respondent).

directors, employees, servants, agents, distributors and dealers having knowledge of the
injunction or any other entity under their authority or control from infringing the ´264 Patent.
They are restrained from selling or offering for sale, making, using or distributing in Canada any
snowmobile or component as claimed in the ´264 Patent. Finally, they are restrained from
inducing and procuring the sale, the offer for sale, the fabrication, the construction, the use or the
distribution in Canada of any snowmobile or component thereof as claimed in the ´264 Patent.
The injunction comes into effect on July 6, 2020.

[3]

The Federal Court granted damages resulting from the infringement in the amount of

$2,826,090. It awarded prejudgment and post-judgment interest on the damages and costs in
favour of the respondent.

[4]

The appellants ask this Court to grant an order staying the injunction, damages, interest

and cost award until the appeal is determined. They rely on paragraph 50(1)(b) of the Federal
Courts Act, R.C.S. 1985, c. F-7, saying that the stay is in the interest of justice and invite the
Court to grant an order for security for costs and conditions requiring them to ensure that the
order will be complied with, in accordance with Rule 398(2) of the Federal Courts Rules,
S.O.R./98-106.
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The Federal Court granted a permanent injunction to restrain the appellants, their officers,
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[5]

To provide some context, this patent litigation concerns the Canadian snowmobile

industry. The ´264 Patent owned by the respondent relates to the snowmobile’s frame assembly.

[6]

There are four main brands of snowmobiles sold in Canada: those manufactured by the

appellants, the respondent, Polaris and Yamaha. In addition to their Arctic Cat snowmobiles, the
appellants manufacture the majority of the snowmobiles sold by Yamaha to the Canadian
market.

[7]

The appellants sell their snowmobiles in Canada through an authorized dealer network,

consisting of approximately | | dealers located across Canada. For 25 years, the appellants have
invested time and money in the development of their Canadian dealer network. They consider
this a key factor in their success in the Canadian market. Each of the authorized dealers in this

I

network is independently owned and unrelated to the appellants. Approximately | of the dealers
are “single-line” dealers. These dealers only sell snowmobiles manufactured by the appellants.

[8]

The appellants’ affiants depose that the Canadian snowmobile business is a significant

part of their overall business. For model year 2021 (MY2021), the process of selling their
snowmobiles started in November 2019. Customers have pre-ordered and provided a down
payment for eventual delivery. Production of the pre-sold snowmobiles was halted due to the
COVID-19 pandemic but is expected to resume later this summer. Given these extraordinary
circumstances, in August 2020 the appellants plan to provide Canadian customers with a second
window of opportunity to purchase a MY2021 snowmobile.

2020 FCA 116 (CanLII)
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[9]

The materials needed to fulfil the manufacture of orders for MY2021 snowmobiles has

been purchased and is stored in the appellants’ warehouses in the United States. The appellants

design of the ´264 Patent and manufacture such redesigned snowmobiles in time to meet their
existing and anticipated future commitments for MY2021 snowmobiles.

II.

Analysis

[10]

To stay the Federal Court’s judgment, the appellants must satisfy the tri-partite test

outlined in RJR –MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General), [1994] 1 S.C.R. 311, 111
D.L.R. (4th) 385, at page 334 [RJRMacDonald]. They must establish to this Court’s satisfaction
that there is a serious issue to be tried, that they will suffer irreparable harm if the stay is not
granted and that the balance of convenience favours granting the stay. All three questions must
be answered in the affirmative, and failure on any single question is fatal to the motion for the
stay. The standard of proof is a balance of probabilities, and the burden of proof lies on the
appellant throughout (Novopharm Limited v. Janssen-Ortho Inc., 2006 FCA 406, 358 N.R. 155
at paras. 8, 11).

[11]

The respondent submits that there is one real question before this Court. Should the

Federal Court’s anti-infringement injunction be stayed? It argues that Arctic Cat has shown no
irreparable harm for the monetary terms of the Order and does not address the balance of
convenience.
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say that it is impossible for them to redesign the MY2021 snowmobiles to exclude the frame

A.

Serious Issue to be Tried

[12]

Generally, the rule on a motion for a stay is that the Court conducts a preliminary

investigation of the merits. The threshold for seriousness is “a low one” and “liberal”. The
moving party needs only show that it is “neither vexatious nor frivolous” (RJRMacDonald, at p.
337).

[13]

The respondent argues that a crucial exception to the general rule applies here. It submits

that this Court must conduct more than a mere preliminary review of the appellants’ grounds of
appeal, but must instead take a “hard look” at their chances of success. This is because the stay
pending appeal will effectively determine the anti-infringement injunction once and for all.
Summer-Fall 2020 is the critical period for the snowmobile industry, and the patent expires
before the same period in 2021. To have any practical benefit, the respondent argues that it must
get its permanent injunction now, or not at all (Fox v. Canada (Citizenship and Immigration),
2009 FCA 346, 397 NR 222 at paras. 20-24; May v. CBC/Radio-Canada, 2011 FCA 130, 420
NR 23 at paras. 21, 23).

[14]

In the present case, the Notice of Appeal sets out several grounds for the appeal to this

Court. The appellants assert that the Federal Court erred in its assessment and determinations
with respect to anticipation and obviousness, erred in its determination of the reasonable royalty
rate to be used to calculate damages for infringement and erred in granting a permanent
injunction.

2020 FCA 116 (CanLII)
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[15]

The respondent argues that the appellants’ appeal is destined to fail on its merits, and

provides detailed representations on the reasons why this is so. It also emphasizes that the stay

[16]

Despite the excellent written representations of the respondent, I am not satisfied that the

appeal is destined to fail on its merits. Certainly, the grounds for appeal are neither vexatious nor
frivolous, and at this early stage in the appeal, I am not convinced that the appeal is laughably
weak or a hopeless case (Janssen Inc. v. Abbvie Corporation, 2014 FCA 112, 120 CPR (4th) 385
at para. 23 [Janssen]).

[17]

I am satisfied that the appellants have met the first threshold requirement.

B.

Irreparable Harm

[18]

Turning to the second part of the test, in RJRMacDonald, at page 341, the Supreme Court

has stated that “irreparable harm” refers to the nature of the harm suffered rather that its
magnitude. It is harm either which cannot be quantified in monetary terms or which cannot be
cured, usually because one party cannot collect damages from the other.

[19]

To establish irreparable harm, the appellants must adduce clear and non-speculative

evidence that irreparable harm will follow if the motion for the stay is denied. It may not be
simply based on assertions (United States Steel Corporation v. Canada, 2010 FCA 200, 191
A.C.W.S. (3d) 707, at para. 7).
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[20]

Instead, “there must be evidence at a convincing level of particularity that demonstrates a

real probability that unavoidable irreparable harm will result unless a stay is granted” (Glooscap

Dywidag Systems International, Canada, Ltd. v. Garford Pty Ltd., 2010 FCA 232 at para. 14;
Canada (Attorney General) v. Canada (Information Commissioner), 2001 FCA 25, 268 N.R. 328
at para. 12; Laperrière v. D. & A. MacLeod Company Ltd., 2010 FCA 84, 402 NR 341 at para.
17; Janssen Inc. v. Abbvie Corporation, 2014 FCA 176, 242 ACWS (3d) 11 at para. 46).

[21]

In support of their motion, the appellants rely on affidavits sworn by three of their senior

personnel: the American vice-president of snowmobiles and off-road vehicles for the United
States and internationally, the Canadian regional sales director and the American director of
product strategy (formerly the director of snowmobile engineering group). These affiants speak
to the nature of their products, business and industry, and the various harms that will be suffered
if the stay is not granted pending the appeal.

[22]

No affidavit evidence was provided from any of the appellants’ dealers.

[23]

The appellants advance five arguments demonstrating that they will suffer immediate and

long-term harm if a stay of the injunction is not granted pending appeal.

[24]

First, they argue that their competitive position in Canada will be irreparably harmed if

they are kept off the market in Canada for the balance of the current 2020 year in a highly
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Heritage Society v. Canada (National Revenue), 2012 FCA 255, at para. 31 [Glooscap]; see also
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competitive Canadian market. They will be obliged to reduce their Canadian sales force and

[25]

Second, they argue that they will suffer permanent harm to their Canadian dealer network

and relationships with dealers and customers in Canada. Some independently owned Canadian
dealers currently offering the appellants’ products in Canada may be forced out of business,
resulting in losses and contraction of the appellants’ dealer network that would take many years
to recover, if ever.

[26]

Third, they argue that ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| |

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| | already occasioned by the global COVID-19
pandemic, |||||||||||||||||||| should clearly be avoided. This is clearly in the public interest.

[27]

Fourth, they argue that serious reputational harm will follow from the damage to the

appellants’ dealer network, the dealers who carry their products and their competitive position.

[28]

Finally, they argue that independent Canadian dealers of the appellants’ products, not

owned, operated or otherwise controlled by them and who did not participate in or otherwise
have prior notice of the respondent’s patent infringement claims will suffer irreparable harm to
their Canadian businesses. These independent dealers may go out of business and lay off
Canadian employees because of the overly broad nature of the injunction. The appellants submit
that even if single-line dealers tried to replace their inventory and offerings of the appellants with
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another brand, geographical restrictions and territorial exclusivity that other dealers may have

[29]

In addition to the evidence from their senior personnel, the appellants point to the

respondent’s actions in support of their argument that they will suffer irreparable harm. After the
Federal Court released the Judgment on June 15, 2020, the respondent sent correspondence to
dealers, instructing them “to take all necessary steps to ensure compliance with the injunction
and considering the severe consequences of not complying with it, we recommend that you seek
independent legal advice regarding selling … Arctic Cat snowmobiles covered by the
injunction”. Within hours of this correspondence having been sent, the appellants say that they
received numerous inquiries from dealers concerned about how the injunction might affect them
and their business.

[30]

I will consider the arguments as a whole.

[31]

On the impact that this injunction might have on independent dealers, I am not satisfied

on the record before me that without infringing snowmobiles to sell, dealers could be forced to
lay off staff and forced out of business altogether. I have no direct evidence from any dealers on
this point, and the evidence proffered by the appellants is hearsay and speculative. Transcripts of
the cross-examinations on the affidavits formed part of the Respondent’s Motion Record. The
cross-examinations revealed that some of the appellants’ attempts to demonstrate non-standard
harms was speculative or exaggerated. For example, “single-line” dealers also sell other
products, such as all terrain vehicles and side-by-side vehicles. These vehicles can be used in the

2020 FCA 116 (CanLII)
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Winter. In addition, they sell accessories and provide warranty repairs and other services to their

[32]

More importantly, whatever harm the dealers may suffer personally cannot be relied upon

by the appellants to establish irreparable harm. Only harms suffered directly by the appellants
can be considered in the second branch of the RJRMacDonald test. This Court has refused
attempts to rely on third-party harms, other than by charities (Glooscap at paras. 29-30, 33-34;
Air Passenger Rights v. Canada (Transportation Agency), 2020 FCA 92 at para. 30; Chinese
Business Chamber of Canada v. Canada, 2006 FCA 178, 349 NR 388 at paras. 6-7).

[33]

Moreover, I am of the view that much of the irreparable harm alleged by the appellants

was self-inflicted and avoidable. Almost 2 years have passed since this Court found that the ´264
Patent was infringed (2018 FCA 172). This Court had ruled that the appellants’ main expert was
unreliable. Faced with this reality, the appellants could have made some sort of contingency plan
in case it lost the remand. By not doing so, the appellants took a calculated risk that their
challenge to the validity of the ´264 Patent would prove a good defence to the infringement
action (Janssen at para. 24). The Federal Court also found that the hardship that would result to
the appellants from a permanent injunction is limited and is self-inflicted (Judgment at para.
186).

[34]

Further, I am not convinced by the evidence that because it is impossible for the

appellants to re-tool and re-design their snowmobile products to comply with the terms of the
Judgment for MY2021, they will be kept off the market in Canada and will not be able to
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continue to sell most of their snowmobile products in Canada for MY2021. The appellants
manufacture certain snowmobiles that do not infringe the ´264 Patent. They also manufacture

[35]

It is significant to note that the injunction will only affect one model year’s worth of

snowmobiles, since the ´264 Patent will expire on June 12, 2021. The 2021 Summer-Fall
shipping period occurs after the expiry of the Patent, and so MY2022 snowmobiles may then be
freely shipped to Canada. The appellants’ current stockpile of infringing materials is not lost
forever. Indeed, the appellants are free to manufacture and stockpile infringing snowmobiles in
the United States and ship them to Canada the day after the ´264 Patent expires.

[36]

The evidence proffered by the appellants has not satisfied me that they will suffer

irreparable harm if the stay of the injunction is not granted. On this record, I am not persuaded
that they will lose market share or that their long-term reputation as a reliable supplier of
snowmobiles will be irreparably hurt.

[37]

While this should end my analysis, I will nonetheless make a few comments regarding

the third part of the test.

C.

Balance of Convenience

[38]

If the first two questions of the RJRMacDonald test are answered in the affirmative, in

order for the Court to grant the stay, the balance of convenience must favour the appellants.
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[39]

Even if the appellants had been able to overcome the irreparable harm hurdle, I find that

[40]

The Federal Court found that the respondent would suffer irreparable harm and loss of

market share unless the injunction was issued (Judgment at para. 189). In other words, the
Federal Court found that with an injunction preventing the appellants from infringing the ´264
Patent, the respondent would be able to expand its market share by taking infringing sales from
the appellants.

[41]

The respondent submits its permanent injunction is effective only if it covers the Summer

and Fall of 2020, since that is the critical commercial period for the North American snowmobile
industry. MY2021 snowmobiles are actually shipped to Canada in late 2020. MY2022
snowmobiles will be shipped to Canada in the Fall 2021. The crucial period is thus SeptemberNovember 2020, since the ´264 Patent will expire before the equivalent shipping period in 2021.
If the respondent does not have an injunction in place now, then it will effectively have no
meaningful injunction at all. I agree.

[42]

If the anti-infringement injunction is stayed pending the determination of the appeal, I

find that the respondent will lose all practical benefits from its patent. It will have been deprived
of patent exclusivity – the very definition of the patent bargain – essentially from the moment of
grant until expiry. This is tantamount to having no patent at all.

2020 FCA 116 (CanLII)
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[43]

I am also persuaded by the respondent’s submissions that it moved quickly to initiate

litigation after becoming aware of the appellants infringement. The respondent filed its statement

of 2015. It took until June 15, 2020, for the validity of the ´264 Patent to be resolved. Only 11
months remain for it to benefit from such rights and it would be unfair for the respondent to be
deprived of its exclusivity rights.

III.

Conclusion

[44]

The appellants have provided no evidence of any irreparable harm they would suffer if

they were required to pay the monetary damages awarded by the Federal Court.

[45]

The evidence provided in support of their request for an order to stay the injunction has

not met the tri-partite test outlined in RJRMacDonald.

[46]

For these reasons, the motion for stay of the Judgment of the Federal Court issued on

June 15, 2020 (2020 FC 691) is dismissed, with costs.

"Marianne Rivoalen"
J.A.
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REASONS FOR ORDER

STRATAS J.A.

[1]

The Canadian International Trade Tribunal held that certain procurement complaints

launched by Oshkosh Defense Canada against Public Works and Government Services Canada
were partly valid. Later, the Tribunal recommended that the Crown pay Oshkosh $25,337,931.79
as compensation and $153,120 in costs.
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[2]

Before the Court are two judicial reviews of the Tribunal’s decision, one by Oshkosh (file

A-44-18) and one by the Attorney General (file A-219-16). The parties agree that the former

[3]

Oshkosh submits that Public Works must now carry out the Tribunal’s decision by

complying with the Canadian International Trade Tribunal Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. 47 (4th Supp.).
Specifically, Oshkosh wants Public Works to make the payments recommended by the Tribunal.
It brings a motion in file A-44-18 seeking a direction to that effect.

[4]

In response, the Attorney General moves for an order in file A-219-16 staying the

Tribunal’s decision until this Court decides its judicial review. The Attorney General also asks
for an order permitting it to file a further affidavit in support of its judicial review.

[5]

These are the Court’s reasons on the parties’ motions. A copy of these reasons shall be

placed in this file and in file A-44-18.

A.

The legislative framework

[6]

Subsection 30.18(1) of the Canadian International Trade Tribunal Act provides that

where the Tribunal makes recommendations under the Act, the affected government institution,
here Public Works, shall, subject to the regulations, implement the recommendations to the
greatest extent possible. As well, under subsection 30.18(2) of the Act, the government
institution must advise the Tribunal in writing, within the prescribed period, of the extent to
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which it intends to implement the recommendations and, if it does not intend to implement them
fully, the reasons for not doing so. The prescribed period is currently 20 days: Canadian

the government institution has advised the Tribunal that it intends to implement the
recommendations in whole or in part, it has 60 days to advise the Tribunal of the extent to which
it has implemented the recommendations: Regulations, para. 13(b). Oshkosh submits that Public
Works has failed to follow these provisions.

[7]

Neither the Canadian International Trade Tribunal Act nor the Federal Courts Rules

provide for an automatic stay of the operation of these provisions or the Tribunal’s
recommendation. Thus, it is no surprise that this Court has made it clear that a party in the
position of Public Works and Government Services Canada must either comply with these
provisions or seek a stay of the Tribunal’s recommendation: Canada (Attorney General) v.
Northrop Grumman Overseas Services Corporation, 2007 FCA 336, 370 N.R. 239 at para. 20;
Canada (Attorney General) v. Symtron Systems Inc., [1999] 2 F.C. 514, 236 N.R. 143 (C.A.) at
paras. 12-13. Ignoring the provisions of the Act and the Tribunal’s recommendations is not an
option.

B.

Oshkosh’s motion for a direction that Public Works carry out the Tribunal’s
recommendations

[8]

In support of this motion, Oshkosh submits that Public Works has “simply ignor[ed] the

[Tribunal’s] recommendations”: written submissions at para. 24.
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[9]

This submission ignores the evidence. The Tribunal wrote Public Works asking whether

it intended to implement the Tribunal’s recommendations. Public Works has replied that it will

for judicial review before this Court.

[10]

One issue remains. Should Oshkosh receive the recommended compensation pending

determination of the applications for judicial review? Oshkosh says it should. On this, the
Attorney General seems to have made a key concession here. In its reply representations on the
motion at para. 5, it states the following:

Under the circumstances, whether [Public Works] is required to pay the
recommended compensation prior to the outcome of the outstanding applications
for judicial review…should depend on the outcome of the Attorney General’s
motion…seeking a stay of the [Tribunal’s] recommendation with respect to the
quantum of compensation representing Oshkosh’s lost opportunity to profit.
(Attorney General’s reply, at para. 5.)

[11]

In light of the Attorney General’s concession, if Attorney General is unsuccessful in

obtaining a stay, I shall grant Oshkosh’s motion.

[12]

I make no comment on whether in future cases a government institution can comply with

the above-mentioned provisions of the Act but unilaterally decline to implement a
recommendation until after an application for judicial review is determined. I also make no
comment on the situation where the government institution declines to implement a
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recommendation, the judicial review is dismissed and it turns out that from the beginning the

C.

The Attorney General’s stay motion

(1)

The nature and effect of the decisions of administrative decision-makers

[13]

It is trite law that a decision of an administrative decision-maker takes effect upon

pronouncement according to its terms. The only exceptions to this are a legislative provision that
provides otherwise, a decision by the administrative decision-maker concerning the effective
date of its decision, or an order of a reviewing court staying the decision pending judicial review.

(2)

The consequences: the alternative relief that should be sought from administrative
decision-makers

[14]

Because of this, those defending administrative proceedings often ask the administrative

decision-maker to exercise its discretion to delay the effective date of any adverse decision in
order to facilitate a judicial review. Defendants advance this often as an alternative or secondary
position behind their primary position that the administrative proceedings should be dismissed
outright. Care must be taken to advance it before the administrator has rendered its decision and
become functus: Chandler v. Alberta Association of Architects, [1989] 2 S.C.R. 848, 62 D.L.R.
(4th) 577.
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[15]

Most administrative decision-makers have the explicit or implicit ability under their

empowering statutes to exercise their discretion to delay the effective date of an adverse

jurisprudence or in policy statements.

(3)

The appropriate posture of the review court in the face of an administrator’s
decision concerning the effective date of its decision

[16]

When an administrator exercises its discretion to delay or not to delay the effective date

of its decision—usually a fact-based discretion—the reviewing court is reluctant to turn around
and interfere by staying the administrator’s decision. Such exercises of discretion are normally
entitled to deference and the Court’s power to stay cannot be exercised in a manner that too
readily countermands what the Tribunal has considered appropriate on the facts.

[17]

This being said, a stay is possible provided that a somewhat demanding test is satisfied.

[18]

There is nothing in the material before the Court to suggest that Public Works asked the

Tribunal to delay the effective date of its decision. As will be seen, the failure to ask the Tribunal
to delay the effective date of its decision can affect the reviewing court’s discretion to stay the
decision of the Tribunal.
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decision. On this, many have set out tests governing the exercise of their discretion in their

(4)

The power of a reviewing court to stay the administrator’s decision pending judicial
review

[19]

In this case, the Attorney General moves for a stay of the Tribunal’s recommendations in

circumstances where the Tribunal has not been asked to delay the effective date of its decision.

[20]

This Court has the power to issue stays under section 50 of the Federal Courts Act,

R.S.C. 1985, c. F-7. Rule 398 of the Federal Courts Rules provides an alternative basis for the
granting of a stay in the case of appeals, including statutory appeals from administrative
decisions.

[21]

Where a court reviewing an administrative decision is asked to stay the decision pending

judicial review, a well-known test applies: RJR – MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General),
[1994] 1 S.C.R. 311, 111 D.L.R. (4th) 385. The moving party must demonstrate that the judicial
review has a serious issue to be tried, the moving party will suffer irreparable harm, and the
balance of convenience lies in its favour. It must satisfy all these requirements: Janssen Inc. v.
Abbvie Corporation, 2014 FCA 112, 120 C.P.R. (4th) 385 at paras. 13-14.

[22]

Perhaps the toughest obstacle for a party seeking a stay is the requirement to prove the

existence of irreparable harm.

[23]

The moving party’s failure to ask the administrative decision-maker to delay the effect of

its decision may be relevant to the reviewing court’s consideration of a motion to stay the
administrative decision and, in particular, the presence of irreparable harm. It may call for some
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explanation. Without explanation, the failure might be taken as an indication that the moving
party did not think that the harm that would eventuate from an adverse award would matter:

2017 (looseleaf updated November 2017) at §1.990; e.g., Cardinal v. Cleveland Indians
Baseball Company Limited Partnership, 2016 ONSC 6929, 134 O.R. (3d) 6929 at paras. 69-73.

[24]

Further, irreparable harm is unavoidable harm that, by its quality, cannot be redressed by

monetary compensation: Janssen Inc., above at para. 24. Without explanation, a failure to ask the
administrative decision-maker to delay the effect of its decision might be taken to be the failure
to avail oneself of an opportunity to avoid the harm stemming from an adverse decision.

[25]

Finally, to prove irreparable harm, the moving party must demonstrate in a detailed and

concrete way that it will suffer real, definite, unavoidable harm—not hypothetical and
speculative harm—that cannot be repaired later: Stoney First Nation v. Shotclose, 2011 FCA 232,
422 N.R. 191 at paras. 47-49; Laperrière v. D. & A. MacLeod Company Ltd., 2010 FCA 84, 402
N.R. 341 at paras. 14-22; Gateway City Church v. Canada (National Revenue), 2013 FCA 126,
445 N.R. 360 at paras. 14-16; Glooscap Heritage Society v. Canada(National Revenue), 2012 FCA
255, 440 N.R. 232 at para. 31; Canada (Attorney General) v. Canada (Information
Commissioner), 2001 FCA 25, 268 N.R. 328 at para. 12; Janssen Inc. v. Abbvie Corporation, 2014
FCA 176 at paras. 44-46. Those who offer assertions rather than evidentiary demonstrations and
“[a]ssumptions, speculations, hypotheticals and arguable assertions, unsupported by evidence”
often fall short on this branch of the stay test: Glooscap at para. 31; Stoney First Nation at para.
48. Those who offer “evidence at a convincing level of particularity that demonstrates a real
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probability that unavoidable irreparable harm will result unless a stay is granted” often succeed:
Glooscap at para. 31; see also Dywidag Systems International, Canada, Ltd. v. Garford Pty Ltd.,

(5)

The application of these principles to the Attorney General’s motion for a stay

[26]

The Attorney General’s motion for a stay ultimately fails for want of adequate proof of

irreparable harm.

[27]

The only facts the Attorney General offers on irreparable harm appear in a single

sentence in para. 35 of the affidavit proffered by the Attorney General: “The Respondent
Oshkosh describes itself as a subsidiary of Oshkosh Corporation, a United States Corporation.”

[28]

By itself, this is not evidence of irreparable harm. It is not evidence that any monies paid

to Oshkosh will be sent to its parent company in the United States. Further, it is not evidence that
if that were to happen and if the Attorney General were to succeed in her judicial review, the
parent company in the United States would be unwilling or unable to return the monies to
Oshkosh.

[29]

Oshkosh has filed evidence suggesting there is no likelihood of irreparable harm. Its

parent company has substantial assets. The Oshkosh group of companies are in the multi-billion
dollar business of selling to governments around the world and it is “preposterous” to think that
it would risk its international reputation by arbitrarily keeping monies belonging to the
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Government of Canada. For good measure, Oshkosh’s parent has provided an undertaking that if

[30]

In her written submissions, the Attorney General submits that if she is successful in her

application for judicial review, “a substantial amount of taxpayer funds will have been paid to
Oshkosh and the Crown may not be able to recover these funds.” Even if I took this submission
as evidence—which I cannot—it is speculative and abstract. The burden on a moving party
seeking a stay is to adduce specific, particularized evidence establishing a likelihood of
irreparable harm.

[31]

I note that if Oshkosh were to receive funds under the Tribunal’s decision and convey

them beyond the jurisdiction knowing that in a mere matter of months it might have to return
them, civil and criminal remedies may exist to redress the situation. The law of creditor-debtor
has some teeth. Civil actions may also be available, including, in this case, an action based on the
undertaking the parent company has given. True, it will be somewhat inconvenient for the
Attorney General if she is driven to these remedies, but that is partly the consequence of her
failure to ask the Tribunal to delay the effective date of its decision pending judicial review. This
failure, incidentally, tends to support the idea that the Attorney General herself did not consider
the harm that might eventuate to matter: there was no need to get protection against the
immediate effect of the Tribunal’s decision.

[32]

In her written submissions, the Attorney General also submits that if the Crown pays

Oshkosh the amount awarded by the Tribunal and if the Attorney General is successful in her
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application for judicial review, this Court will not able to order Oshkosh to reimburse the Crown.
The Attorney General cites the powers of this Court under subsection 18.1(3) of the Federal

award damages.

[33]

It is true that damages for negligent decision-making by an administrator cannot be

sought in a judicial review: Canada (Attorney General) v. TeleZone Inc., 2010 SCC 62, [2010] 3
S.C.R. 585 at para. 26; Al-Mhamad v. Canada (Radio-Television and Telecommunications
Commission), 2003 FCA 45, 120 A.C.W.S. (3d) 351; Paradis Honey Ltd. v. Canada, 2015 FCA
89, [2016] 1 F.C.R. 446 at para. 151; Lessard-Gauvin v. Canada (Attorney General), 2016 FCA
172 at para. 8. Damages can only be sought by way of action. This is subject to a very limited
and unusual exception: see Hinton v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration), 2008
FCA 215, [2009] 1 F.C.R. 476 at paragraphs 45-50 and the discussion of this in Paradis Honey
at para. 151.

[34]

But some judicial review remedies in subsection 18(3) may have the direct effect of

requiring that monies be paid. An example is the mandamus remedy in D'Errico v. Canada
(Attorney General), 2014 FCA 95, 459 N.R. 167.

[35]

Further, the quashing of certain administrative decisions may also require that monies

paid under the decisions be returned. There is nothing wrong with including that requirement as a
term in the judgment. Take, for example, an administrator’s decision that a person must pay a
public authority a certain amount. The person pays the amount and later brings an application for
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judicial review to quash the decision that required the person to pay. The reviewing court finds
for the person and quashes the decision. Surely the reviewing court can include in its judgment a

consequence of quashing the decision, helpfully removes any doubt on the matter, and prevents a
recalcitrant loser on judicial review from wrongly refusing to refund the monies.

[36]

The authority for this is paragraph 18.1(3)(b) of the Federal Courts Act and the Court’s

powers as a court of equity. Under paragraph 18.1(3)(b), this Court can “declare invalid or
unlawful, or quash, set aside or set aside and refer back for determination” a matter. It can add
“such directions as it considers to be appropriate.” Section 4 of the Federal Courts Act provides
that this Court is a “court of…equity” under section 4 of the Federal Courts Act and relief under
paragraph 18.1(3)(b) harkens back to the equitable “writ of certiorari”: Federal Courts Act,
subsection 18(1).

[37]

The Federal Courts regularly attach terms to judgments that quash administrative

decisions. I see no reason why they cannot attach terms requiring that any actions taken, such as
the payment of monies under an administrative decision, be reversed. After all, it is equitable that
if an administrative decision is quashed, the parties are placed in the position they were in before
the quashed decision was made. See generally D. Stratas, The Canadian Law of Judicial Review:
Some Doctrine and Cases (March 26, 2018) (online: https://ssrn.com/abstract=2924049) at pp.
111-112.
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[38]

True, if the respondent to a judicial review has diverted the monies it has received under

the administrative decision to a third party, it may be unable to comply with the reviewing

creditor-debtor or a civil action to get relief. But because of the term requiring the return of the
monies to the applicant, the applicant has one additional, convenient tool: the enforcement
provisions of the Federal Courts Rules.

[39]

Therefore, for the foregoing reasons, the motion to stay the Tribunal’s decision shall be

dismissed. As mentioned above, in this case the Attorney General has conceded that if it is not
entitled to a stay, it will pay the compensation recommended by the Tribunal. Therefore, I shall
make the direction sought by Oshkosh.

D.

The motion to file an additional affidavit

[40]

The Attorney General seeks leave to file an additional affidavit in support of its

application for judicial review under Rule 312.

[41]

At the outset, as a motions judge, I must decide whether to decide the motion myself or

adjourn it for the consideration of the panel hearing the judicial review. The principles governing
the exercise of discretion are as follows:

When to determine a motion is a matter of discretion: Association of Universities
and Colleges of Canada v. Canadian Copyright Licensing Agency (Access
Copyright), 2012 FCA 22, 428 N.R. 297 at paragraph 11. The discretion is guided
by Rule 3 of the Federal Courts Rules, SOR/98-106: the need to “secure the just,
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This Court usually determines motions on the basis of written material filed by
the parties: Rule 369. However, where there are certain ambiguities or
complexities or where otherwise appropriate, this Court can request oral
submissions. In these circumstances, judicial economy may favour leaving the
motion to the appeal panel, unless for some reason time is of the essence or other
considerations favour immediate determination.
Where the motion is clear-cut or obvious, it might as well be decided right away.
Efficiency and judicial economy support this: Collins v. Canada, 2014 FCA 240,
466 N.R. 127 at paragraph 6; Canadian Tire Corp. Ltd. v. P.S. Partsource Inc.,
2001 FCA 8, 267 N.R. 135. However, if reasonable minds might differ on the
outcome of the motion, the ruling should be left to the panel hearing the appeal:
McKesson Canada Corporation v. Canada, 2014 FCA 290, 466 N.R. 185 at
paragraph 9; Gitxaala Nation v. Canada, 2015 FCA 27 at paragraph 7. Sometimes
the novelty, quality or incompleteness of the submissions may make it sensible to
leave the motion for the appeal panel to determine: Gitxaala Nation, above at
paragraphs 9-12.

(Amgen Canada Inc. v. Apotex Inc., 2016 FCA 196, 487 N.R. 196 at paras. 8-10.)

[42]

In this case, I consider the issues raised by this motion to be clear-cut and straight-

forward. It need not be left for the panel hearing the application for judicial review.

[43]

This Court set out the test for admitting an additional affidavit under Rule 312 in Forest

Ethics Advocacy Association v. National Energy Board, 2014 FCA 88 at paras. 4-6:

…[T]o obtain an order under Rule 312 the applicants must satisfy two preliminary
requirements:
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most expeditious and least expensive determination of every proceeding on its
merits.” In applications for judicial reviews, the commandment in subsection
18.4(1) of the Federal Courts Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. F-7—that they be “heard and
determined without delay and in a summary way”—may also bear upon the
discretion.

(1)

The evidence must be admissible on the application for judicial
review. As is well known, normally the record before the reviewing
court consists of the material that was before the decision-maker.
There are exceptions to this. See Gitxsan Treaty Society v. Hospital
Employees’ Union, [2000] 1 F.C. 135 at pages 144-45 (C.A.);
Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada v. Canadian
Copyright Licensing Agency (Access Copyright), 2012 FCA 22.

(2)

The evidence must be relevant to an issue that is properly before the
reviewing court. For example, certain issues may not be able to be
raised for the first time on judicial review: Alberta (Information and
Privacy Commissioner) v. Alberta Teachers’ Association, 2011 SCC
61, [2011] 3 S.C.R. 654.

Assuming the applicants establish these two preliminary requirements, they must
convince the Court that it should exercise its discretion in favour of granting the
order under Rule 312. The Court exercises its discretion on the basis of the evidence
before it and proper principles.
In Holy Alpha and Omega Church of Toronto v. Canada (Attorney General), 2009
FCA 101 at paragraph 2, this Court set out the principles that guide its discretion
under Rule 312. It set out certain questions relevant to whether the granting of an
order under Rule 312 is in the interests of justice:

[44]

(a)

Was the evidence sought to be adduced available when the party filed
its affidavits under Rule 306 or 308, as the case may be, or could it
have been available with the exercise of due diligence?

(b)

Will the evidence assist the Court, in the sense that it is relevant to an
issue to be determined and sufficiently probative that it could affect
the result?

(c)

Will the evidence cause substantial or serious prejudice to the other
party?

The Attorney General submits that the affidavit is admissible in support of an issue of

procedural fairness. It is not admissible on that basis. Other than general paragraphs (paras. 10
and 18) that give general background about the proceeding before the Tribunal, information that
is already before the Court, the affidavit does not address the process the Tribunal followed or
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failed to follow that gives rise to a procedural fairness concern pleaded in the notice of

[45]

Rather, the affidavit sought to be added speaks to the substantive merits of an issue

before the Tribunal: the merits of the Tribunal’s determination regarding the Speed on Grade
tests and the settings that were used during the vehicle testing. This evidence should have been
placed before the Tribunal so that the Tribunal, as the fact-finder and merits decider, could
evaluate it. Normally, it is impermissible to bootstrap a case on the merits by adducing new
evidence before the reviewing court. The reviewing court is not the merits-decider. Subject to
limited exceptions, it only reviews what the administrative decision-maker has done on the
merits. See generally Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada v. Canadian Copyright
Licensing Agency (Access Copyright), 2012 FCA 22, 428 N.R. 297 at para. 19.

[46]

I also note that the Tribunal struck substantially the same affidavit during its hearing. As

well, even if the affidavit were admissible, it could have been adduced earlier under Rule 306
with the exercise of reasonable diligence. Further, I substantially agree with the submissions of
Oshkosh at paras. 44-64 of its responding written representations.

[47]

For the foregoing reasons, I shall dismiss the Attorney General’s motion for leave to file

an additional affidavit.
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application.

E.

Disposition of the motions

[48]

An order shall issue in accordance with these reasons. The parties agree on certain other

matters such as the nature of the record to be filed in this Court, the staying of file A-44-18
pending the determination of file A-219-16, and the scheduling of file A-219-16. The order shall
also deal with all these matters and shall be placed in both court files.

“David Stratas”
J.A.
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Application by the Commissioner of Competition for an order pursuant to s. 92 of the Competition Act. CCS was a
private energy and environmental waste management company that served oil and gas producers in Western
Canada. It owned the only two secure landfills in North-Eastern British Columbia permitted to accept solid
hazardous waste. Babkirk Land Services (BLS) operated a facility with a permit for treatment and short-term
storage of hazardous waste. The facility stopped accepting waste and steps were taken to obtain permits for
construction of a secure landfill capable of accepting solid, hazardous waste at the Babkirk site. In 2009, Complete
Environmental was created to acquire the shares of BLS from its original principals. Complete Environmental
operated other landfill and solid waste business interests. In February 2010, BLS received a permit authorizing
construction of a secure landfill, but had not commenced operations. In January 2011, CCS acquired the shares of
Complete Environmental and ownership of BLS. The Commissioner alleged that the merger was likely to prevent
competition substantially in the market for hazardous waste disposal services in North-Eastern British Columbia.
The Commissioner alleged that CCS owned the only two operational secure landfills for solid hazardous waste in

Canada (Commissioner of Competition) v. CCS Corp.
the area and thus had a monopoly and market power that allowed price discrimination and pricing of tipping fees
above a competitive level. The Commissioner alleged that, as at the date of the merger, Complete Environmental
was a poised entrant to the market, as it had obtained the regulatory approvals needed to operate a secure landfill
for hazardous solid waste at the Babkirk site. The Commissioner applied for an order dissolving the transaction, or
alternatively, a divestiture order requiring CCS to dispose of the shares or assets of BLS in a manner to be directed
by the Tribunal. The respondents submitted that a merger was not effected within the contemplation of the
Competition Act, as there was no business in operation at the Babkirk site. They contended that Complete
Environmental was not a viable market entrant and that in the absence of the merger, the vendors would likely have
processed waste using bioremediation, a type of treatment that would not have resulted in meaningful competition
with CCS in respect of the supply of secure landfill services. They further challenged the Commissioner's
interpretation of the potentially contestable area, and the quantifiable effects of the merger.
HELD: Application allowed.
The acquisition constituted a merger under the Competition Act, as Complete Environmental was actively engaged
in the development of the Babkirk Site as a hazardous waste treatment facility at the time of the transaction. The
merger was likely to prevent competition substantially in the market for the supply of secure landfill services for solid
hazardous waste from oil and gas producers in the geographic market, or potentially contestable area, as identified
by the CCS expert. The significant time and uncertainty associated with market entry required 30 months from site
selection to the completed construction and operation of a secure landfill in the relevant market. In the absence of
the merger, the vendors would likely have operated the Babkirk facility themselves and constructed a new secure
landfill by October 2011, operating as a complement to their bioremediation business until no later than October
2012. The bioremediation business would likely have been unprofitable, requiring the vendors to either focus on the
secure landfill business, or sell the facility to a secure landfill operator. In either case, until no later than spring 2013,
the Babkirk facility would have operated in meaningful competition with one of the CCS secure landfill sites in the
area. The prevention of that competition by the merger constituted a likely substantial prevention of competition for
the purpose of the Act. The efficiencies claimed by CCS did not meet the requirements of s. 96 of the Act given the
absence of meaningful competition. CCS was a monopolist in that market and its significant exercise of market
power was maintained as a result of the merger. A decrease in average tipping fees of at least 10 per cent was
prevented by the merger. Divestiture was an effective remedy and was the least intrusive option. The Tribunal thus
ordered CCS to divest the shares or assets of BLS.
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Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34, s. 2(1), s. 45, s. 45.1, s. 79, s. 79(7), s. 90.1, s. 90.1(10), s. 91, s. 92, s. 93,
s. 96, s. 96(1), s. 96(3), s. 100
Environmental Management Act, SBC 2003, c 53,
Hazardous Waste Regulation, (B.C. Reg. 63/88),
Interpretation Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. I-21, s. 12
Investment Canada Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. 28 (1st Supp.),
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REASONS FOR ORDER AND ORDER
A. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1 The Tribunal has decided on a balance of probabilities that the Merger is likely to prevent competition
substantially in the market for the supply of secure landfill services for solid hazardous waste from oil and gas
producers in a geographic market which, at a minimum, is the area identified by CCS' expert, Dr. Kahwaty, as the
"Potentially Contestable Area".
2 The Tribunal has concluded that CCS is a monopolist in the geographic market and that it exercises significant
market power which is being maintained as a result of the Merger.
3 Although Dr. Baye, the Commissioner's expert, suggested a wide range of likely price decreases in the absence
of the Merger, the Tribunal has found that a decrease in average tipping fees of at least 10% was prevented by the
Merger.
4 There is significant time and uncertainty associated with entry. The Tribunal has concluded that effective entry
would likely take a minimum of 30 months from site selection to the completed construction and operation of a
secure landfill in the relevant market.
5 The Tribunal has also decided that, in the absence of the Merger, the Vendors would likely not have sold the
Babkirk Facility in the summer of 2010 but would have operated it themselves and would have constructed a new
secure landfill with a capacity of 125,000 tonnes by October of 2011. This landfill would likely have operated as a
complement to the Vendors' bioremediation business until no later than October 2012.
6 The Tribunal has also concluded that the Vendors' bioremediation business would likely have been unprofitable
and that by October 2012, the Vendors would likely have changed their business plan to significantly focus on the
secure landfill part of their business or would have sold the Babkirk Facility to a secure landfill operator. In either
case, no later than the spring of 2013, the Babkirk Facility would have operated in meaningful competition with
CCS' Silverberry secure landfill. It is the prevention of this competition by the Merger which constitutes a likely
substantial prevention of competition.
7 The efficiencies claimed by CCS do not meet the requirements of section 96 of the Act.
8 Divestiture is an effective remedy and is the least intrusive option.
9 The application has been allowed. The Tribunal has ordered CCS to divest the shares or assets of BLS.
10 In dealing with the facts of this case, the Tribunal's conclusions were all based on an analysis of whether the
events at issue were likely to occur.
B. INTRODUCTION
11 The Commissioner of Competition (the "Commissioner") has applied for an order under section 92 of the
Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34, as amended (the "Act"), dissolving a transaction in which CCS Corporation
("CCS") acquired the shares of Complete Environmental Inc. ("Complete") and ownership of its wholly-owned
subsidiary Babkirk Land Services Inc. ("BLS") on January 7, 2011 (the "Merger"). In the alternative, the
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Commissioner requests a divestiture order requiring CCS to dispose of the shares or assets of BLS in a manner to
be directed by the Tribunal.
12 In her application (the "Application"), the Commissioner alleges that the Merger is likely to prevent competition
substantially in the market for hazardous waste disposal services in North-Eastern British Columbia ("NEBC")
because, at the date of the Merger, Complete was a poised entrant by reason of having obtained the regulatory
approvals needed to operate a secure landfill for hazardous solid waste on a site at Mile 115, Alaska Highway,
Wonowon, B.C. (the "Babkirk Site").
13 Pending the Tribunal's decision on this application, CCS undertook to maintain all approvals, registrations,
consents, licenses, permits, certificates and other authorizations necessary for the operation of a hazardous waste
disposal facility (the "Babkirk Facility" or "Babkirk") on the Babkirk Site. Complete's other assets and businesses
were not subject to this undertaking.
C. THE PARTIES
14 The Commissioner is the public official who is responsible for the enforcement of the Act.
15 CCS is a private energy and environmental waste management company. Its customers are mainly oil and gas
producers in Western Canada. CCS owns the only two operating secure landfills in NEBC that are permitted to
accept solid hazardous waste. One is the Silverberry secure landfill ("Silverberry"). It opened in 2002. It is located
approximately 50 km north-west of Fort St. John. The other is called Northern Rockies secure landfill ("Northern
Rockies"). It opened in 2009 and is situated about 340 km northwest of Silverberry, about 260 km from the Babkirk
Site and approximately 20 km south of Ft. Nelson. CCS also operates a variety of different types of secure landfills
in Alberta and Saskatchewan and owns a separate waste management business called Hazco Waste Management
("Hazco"). Schedule "A" hereto is a map showing the locations of the landfills which are relevant to this Application.
16 BLS was founded in 1996 by Murray and Kathy Babkirk (the "Babkirks"). BLS operated a facility which was not
a secure landfill. It had a permit for the treatment and short-term storage of hazardous waste on the 150 acre
(approx.) Babkirk Site. It is located approximately 81 km or 1 1/2 hours by car, northwest of Silverberry. The
Babkirks operated their facility for approximately six years under a permit from the British Columbia Ministry of the
Environment ("MOE") which was issued in 1998. However, in 2004, they stopped accepting waste. Two years later,
the Babkirks retained SNC Lavalin ("SNCL") to prepare the documents BLS needed to apply for permits for the
construction of a secure landfill capable of accepting solid, hazardous waste at the Babkirk Site.
17 The individual Respondents are the former shareholders of Complete who sold their shares to CCS in the
Merger. Karen and Ron Baker are married and Ken Watson is their son-in-law. Tom Wolsey is Randy Wolsey's
father. The former shareholders will be referred collectively as the "Vendors". All the Vendors, except Tom Wolsey,
gave evidence in this proceeding.
18 In November of 2006, Randy Wolsey, acting on his own behalf and on behalf of other individual Respondents,
negotiated a "handshake agreement" with the Babkirks to purchase the shares of BLS. The deal was conditional on
BLS obtaining approval for the secure landfill from the Environmental Assessment Office ("EAO"). In April 2007, the
Vendors incorporated Complete (initially called Newco) to be the company that would eventually purchase the
shares of BLS. After an extensive process of consultation and review, the EAO issued a certificate (the "EA
Certificate") to BLS on December 3, 2008. Four months later, in April 2009, Complete acquired all the outstanding
shares of BLS and it became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Complete. Thereafter, on February 26, 2010, BLS
received a permit from the MOE authorizing the construction of a secure landfill, with a maximum storage capacity
of 750,000 tonnes, and a storage and treatment facility with a maximum capacity of 90,000 tonnes (the "MOE
Permit").
19 At the time of the Merger, Complete had other business interests. It operated municipal solid waste landfills for
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the Peace River Regional District as well as a solid waste transfer station. In addition, it owned a roll-off container
rental business (the "Roll-off Bin Business"). Since the Merger, those businesses have been operated by Hazco.
20 CCS, Complete and BLS will be described collectively as the "Corporate Respondents".
D. THE PARTIES' POSITIONS The Commissioner
21 The Commissioner alleges that because CCS owns the only two operational secure landfills for solid hazardous
waste in NEBC, it has a monopoly and associated market power which allows it to price discriminate between
different customers and set the prices for hazardous waste disposal above a competitive level. These prices are
known as "Tipping Fees".
22 The Commissioner alleges that Complete was ready to enter the market for secure landfill services in NEBC
and that it was likely that competition between Complete and CCS would have caused a decline in average Tipping
Fees in NEBC of at least 10%. Alternatively, the Commissioner alleges that the Vendors would have sold Complete
to a purchaser which would have operated a secure landfill in competition with CCS. Finally, the Commissioner
maintains that any efficiencies associated with the Merger are likely to be de minimis.
The Respondents
23 The Vendors submit that their sale of Complete was not a Merger under the Act because there was no business
in operation at the Babkirk Site. They also deny (i) that Complete was poised to enter the market for the direct
disposal of hazardous waste into a secure landfill and (ii) that, in the absence of the Merger, an alternative buyer
would have purchased Complete and operated a secure landfill. The Respondents maintain that if the Vendors had
not sold Complete to CCS, they would likely have processed hazardous waste at the Babkirk Facility using a
treatment technique called bioremediation. This type of treatment would have been complemented by a half cell
(125,000 tonnes) of secure landfill. The secure landfill would only have been used to store the small amount of
hazardous waste that could not be successfully treated, and would not have been used to engage in meaningful
competition with CCS in respect of the supply of secure landfill services.
24 The Corporate Respondents challenge both the Commissioner's interpretation of CCS' pricing behaviour and
her prediction of the anti-competitive effects she has alleged would likely result from the Merger. Among other
things, they allege that the Commissioner's approach to market definition is fundamentally flawed and that the area
in which there is scope for competition between the Babkirk and Silverberry facilities is, at best, limited to the very
small "Potentially Contestable Area" identified by CCS' expert, Dr. Kahwaty (the "Contestable Area").
25 The Corporate Respondents also submit that the efficiencies resulting from the Merger are likely to be greater
than, and will offset, the effects of any prevention of competition brought about by the Merger. They further argue
that the Commissioner failed to meet her burden of quantifying the deadweight loss as part of her case in chief. As
a result, they say that the Tribunal should conclude that the Merger is not likely to result in any quantifiable effects.
26 Finally, all the Respondents submit that if there is to be remedy, it should be divestiture, rather than dissolution.
E. THE EVIDENCE
27 Attached as Schedule "B" is a list of the witnesses who testified for each party and a description of the
documentary evidence.
F. INDUSTRY BACKGROUND
28 The management of solid hazardous waste generated by oil and gas operators is regulated in British Columbia
by the Environmental Management Act, SBC 2003, c 53 (the "EMA") and regulations. If the waste produced meets
the definition of "hazardous waste" found in the Hazardous Waste Regulation, (B.C. Reg. 63/88) (the "HW
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Regulation"), oil and gas operators wishing to dispose of hazardous waste must do so within the confines of the
legislative framework. The MOE is responsible for administering the EMA and HW Regulation. Hereinafter,
hazardous waste as defined in the HW Regulation which is solid will be described as "Hazardous Waste".
29 Under the HW Regulation, a person must receive a permit from the MOE to operate a facility called a secure
landfill that can accept Hazardous Waste for disposal. A "secure landfill" is defined in the HW Regulation as a
disposal facility where Hazardous Waste is placed in or on land that is designed, constructed and operated to
prevent any pollution from being caused by the facility outside of the area of the facility ("Secure Landfill").
Disposal at Secure Landfills
30 Oil and gas drilling operators (also called waste generators) produce two major types of Hazardous Waste that
can be disposed of at a Secure Landfill: contaminated soil and drill cuttings. The contaminants are typically
hydrocarbons, salts, and metals.
31 Hydrocarbons are categorized as light-end hydrocarbons and heavy-end hydrocarbons. The evidence shows
that Hazardous Waste often includes hydrocarbons of both types.
32 Oil and gas generators can contaminate soil with salt when, among other things, they inadvertently spill
produced water or brine. Produced water is water that has been trapped in underground formations and is brought
to the surface along with the oil or gas. Metals can be found in Hazardous Waste because they occur naturally or
because they have been included in additives used in drilling.
33 The HW Regulation states that a Secure Landfill cannot be used to dispose of liquid hazardous waste.
34 Hazardous Waste from "legacy sites" can also be disposed of at Secure Landfills. Dr. Baye defined legacy
waste as "accumulated waste from decades of drilling activity that has been left at the drilling site" ("Legacy
Waste").
35 Operators pay third-party trucking companies to transport Hazardous Waste to Secure Landfills. Transportation
costs are typically a substantial portion of waste generators' overall costs of disposal. Dr. Baye estimated that a
generator would pay $4 to $6 per tonne for every hour spent transporting waste from, and returning to a generator's
site.
36 At the hearing, Mr. [CONFIDENTIAL] and Mr. [CONFIDENTIAL], indicated that no ongoing liability is shown on
their books once Hazardous Waste is sent to Secure Landfills, even though generators could be liable if a Secure
Landfill operator goes bankrupt or if the landfill fails and Hazardous Waste leaches out of the facility.
37 The MOE has issued five permits for Secure Landfills. Four of them are in NEBC and are currently valid:
Silverberry, Northern Rockies, Babkirk and Peejay.
38 Silverberry has a permitted capacity which allows it to accept 6,000,000 tonnes of waste. At 1.52 tonnes per
cubic meter, which is the same figure used to calculate tonnes at Silverberry, Northern Rockies' permitted capacity
is 3,344,000 tonnes. In 2010, [CONFIDENTIAL] tonnes of Hazardous Waste was tipped at Silverberry and, in that
year, Northern Rockies accepted [CONFIDENTIAL] tonnes.
39 Tipping Fees vary depending on the type of waste. According to the evidence given by Dr. Baye, the average
Tipping Fee for all substances at Silverberry was [CONFIDENTIAL] per tonne in 2010 and the average Tipping Fee
for all waste tipped at Northern Rockies in the same year was [CONFIDENTIAL] per tonne.
40 Peejay is located in a relatively inaccessible area near the Alberta border. It was developed by a First Nations
community to serve nearby drilling operators such as Canadian Natural Resources Limited ("CNRL"). Construction
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specifications and an operational plan for Peejay were approved by the MOE on March 11, 2009. However, the
Secure Landfill has not yet been constructed and there may be financial difficulties at the project.
41 There are presently no Secure Landfills in operation in NEBC which are owned by oil and gas generators.
Bioremediation - Methodology
42 Bioremediation is a method of treating soil by using micro-organisms to reduce contamination. The microbes
can be naturally occurring or they can be deliberately added to facilitate bioremediation. In NEBC, bioremediation
usually takes place on an oil and gas producing site where the waste is generated. Bioremediation can also be
undertaken offsite but the evidence indicates that there are no offsite bioremediation facilities currently operating in
NEBC.
43 A common bioremediation technique is landfarming. In landfarming, contaminated waste is placed on
impermeable liners and is periodically aerated by being turned over or tilled. The landfarming technique the
Vendors planned to use involves turning soil to create windrows which are [CONFIDENTIAL] triangular-shaped
piles of soil [CONFIDENTIAL].
44 The preponderance of the evidence showed that, given sufficient time, light-end hydrocarbons can be
successfully bioremediated in NEBC despite the cold if the clay soil is broken up. However, the Tribunal has
concluded that soil contaminated with heavy-end hydrocarbons is not amenable to cost effective bioremediation
because it is difficult, unpredictable, and very time consuming. Further, waste contaminated with metals and salts
cannot be effectively bioremediated with technologies currently approved for use in Canada.
45 Once bioremediation is complete, an operator will normally hire a consultant to determine whether the
Hazardous Waste can be certified as "delisted" in accordance with a delisting protocol. If so, there is no further
liability associated with that particular waste.
46 Mr. Watson testified that his company, Integrated Resource Technologies Ltd. ("IRTL"), had successfully
bioremediated hydrocarbon-contaminated soil throughout the winter in NEBC and Northern Alberta. Since about
2002, he has been using a specially designed machine from Finland, the "ALLU AS-38H". This machine
[CONFIDENTIAL] is capable of breaking up heavy clay so that bacteria can enter the windrow and consume the
hydrocarbon contaminants.
G. THE ISSUES
47 The following broad issues are raised in this proceeding:
1. Is CCS' acquisition of Complete a "merger"?
2. What is the product dimension of the relevant market?
3. What is the geographic dimension of the relevant market?
4. Is the Merger Pro-Competitive?
5. What is the analytical framework in a "prevent" case?
6. Is the Merger likely to prevent competition substantially?
7. What is the burden of proof on the Commissioner and on a Respondent when the efficiencies defence
is pleaded pursuant to section 96 of the Act?
8. Has CCS successfully established an efficiencies defence?
9. Is the appropriate remedy dissolution or divestiture?
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ISSUE 1

IS CCS' ACQUISITION OF COMPLETE A
MERGER?

48 As a threshold matter, the Vendors submit that the Application should be dismissed because, at the date of the
Merger, Complete was not a "business" within the meaning of section 91 of the Act, given that it was not actively
accepting and treating Hazardous Waste, and was not otherwise operational in relation to the supply of Secure
Landfill services. Instead, they maintain that Complete was simply an entity which held the assets of BLS, i.e.
permits and property. Accordingly, the Vendors' position is that, because CCS acquired assets which had not yet
been deployed, it did not acquire a "business", as contemplated by section 91 of the Act. The Vendors also submit
that the other businesses owned by Complete and acquired in the Merger are not relevant for the purposes of this
Application because the Commissioner does not allege that they caused or contributed to a substantial prevention
of competition.
49 A merger is defined in section 91 as the acquisition of a "business". The section reads as follows:
In sections 92 to 100, "merger" means the acquisition or establishment, direct or indirect, by one or more
persons, whether by purchase or lease of shares or assets, by amalgamation or by combination or
otherwise, of control over or significant interest in the whole or a part of a business of a competitor,
supplier, customer or other person.
***
Pour l'application des articles 92 à 100, "fusionnement" désigne l'acquisition ou l'établissement, par une ou
plusieurs personnes, directement ou indirectement, soit par achat ou location d'actions ou d'éléments
d'actif, soit par fusion, association d'intérêts ou autrement, du contrôle sur la totalité ou quelque partie d'une
entreprise d'un concurrent, d'un fournisseur, d'un client, ou d'une autre personne, ou encore d'un intérêt
relativement important dans la totalité ou quelque partie d'une telle entreprise.
50 Business is defined as follows in subsection 2(1) of the Act (the "Definition"):
"business" includes the business of
(a) manufacturing, producing, transporting, acquiring, supplying, storing and otherwise dealing in
articles, and
(b) acquiring, supplying and otherwise dealing in services.
It also includes the raising of funds for charitable or other non-profit purposes.
***
"entreprise" Sont comprises parmi les entreprises les entreprises :
a) de fabrication, de production, de transport, d'acquisition, de fourniture, d'emmagasinage et de tout
autre commerce portant sur des articles;
b) d'acquisition, de prestation de services et de tout autre commerce portant sur des services.
Est également comprise parmi les entreprises la collecte de fonds à des fins de charité ou à d'autres fins
non lucratives.
51 The Tribunal notes two features of the Definition. First, it uses the word "includes", which means that it is not
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exhaustive. Second, unlike the definitions of the term "business" found in statutes such as the Investment Canada
Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. 28 (1st Supp.), the Definition makes no reference to generating profits or revenues.
52 Turning to the facts, it is the Tribunal's view that, for the reasons described below, Complete was actively
engaged in the development of the Babkirk Site as a hazardous waste treatment facility.
53 Before the Merger, Complete had taken the following steps:
*

It had purchased the shares of BLS, thereby acquiring the EA Certificate and the Babkirk Site;

*

It had continued the application process and had secured the MOE Permit;

*

It had held numerous shareholders' meetings to plan how the Babkirk Site would be developed as
a bioremediation facility and how that facility would operate in conjunction with other businesses
owned by the Vendors;

*

Its shareholders had discussed bioremediation with Petro-Canada and had solicited its interest in
becoming a customer for both bioremediation and Secure Landfill services;

*

It had hired IRTL and had paid it [CONFIDENTIAL] to bioremediate the soil in cell #1 at the
Babkirk Facility. This work was undertaken because it was a condition precedent to the
construction of the half cell of Secure Landfill;

*

It was developing an operations plan for the Babkirk Facility.

54 In the Tribunal's view, these activities demonstrate that Complete was engaged in the business of developing
the Babkirk Site as a Hazardous Waste treatment service that included a Secure Landfill. Since the Definition is not
exhaustive, the Tribunal has concluded that it encompasses the activities in which Complete and its shareholders
had been engaged at the time of its purchase by CCS. Further, the absence of a requirement for revenue in the
Definition suggests to the Tribunal that it covers a business in its developmental stage.
55 For all these reasons, the Tribunal has concluded that Complete was a business under section 91 of the Act at
the date of the Merger.
56 In view of this conclusion, it is not necessary to decide whether Complete's Roll-off Bin Business or its
management of municipal dumps could be businesses for the purposes of section 91 of the Act.
57 However, in the Chairperson's view, a business being acquired in a merger must have some relevance to a
Commissioner's application. In other words, it must have the potential to impact competition in the markets at issue.
This observation means that, in this case, Complete's Roll-off Bin Business and its management of municipal
dumps would not have been caught by the definition in section 91 because they are not involved in any way in the
disposal or treatment of Hazardous Waste. In his separate reasons, Crampton C.J. has taken a different position on
this point.

ISSUE 2

WHAT IS THE PRODUCT DIMENSION OF THE RELEVANT MARKET?

The Analysis
58 In defining relevant markets, the Tribunal generally follows the hypothetical monopolist approach. As noted in
Commissioner of Competition v. Superior Propane, 2000 Comp. Trib. 15, 7 C.P.R. (4th) 385 (Comp. Trib.)
("Propane 1"), at para. 57, the Tribunal embraces the description of that approach set forth at paragraph 4.3 in the
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Commissioner's Merger Enforcement Guidelines ("MEGs"), which state:
Conceptually, a relevant market is defined as the smallest group of products, including at least one product
of the merging parties, and the smallest geographic area, in which a sole profit-maximizing seller (a
"hypothetical monopolist") would impose and sustain a small but significant and non-transitory increase in
price ("SSNIP") above levels that would likely exist in the absence of the merger.
59 The price that would likely have existed in the absence of or "but for" the merger in a "prevent case" is the Base
Price. The burden is on the Commissioner to demonstrate the "Base Price". In this case, Dr. Baye has predicted a
decrease in Tipping Fees in the absence of the Merger of at least 10% and in some of his economic modelling the
price decrease is as large as 21%. In The Commissioner of Competition v. Canadian Waste Services Holdings Inc.,
2001 Comp. Trib. 3; 11 C.P.R. (4th) 425; aff'd 2003 FCA 131, at para. 92, the Tribunal observed that, when a price
change can be predicted with confidence, it is appropriate to delineate markets based on the likely future price even
if the future level of that price cannot be predicted precisely. In such cases, it may be sufficient for the
Commissioner to demonstrate a range in which the likely future price would have fallen.
60 However, if a reasonable approximation of the likely future price cannot be demonstrated, it may be difficult for
the Tribunal to clearly define the boundaries of the relevant market. In such cases, it will nevertheless be helpful for
the Tribunal to be provided with sufficient evidence to demonstrate why substitutes that appear to be acceptable at
the prevailing price level would or would not remain acceptable at price levels that would likely exist "but for" the
merger or anti-competitive practice in question. In any event, evidence about various practical indicia is typically
required to apply the hypothetical monopolist approach. The Tribunal recognizes that, like other approaches to
market definition, the hypothetical monopolist approach is susceptible to being somewhat subjective in its practical
application, in the absence of some indication of what constitutes a "small but significant and non-transitory
increase in price" (SSNIP). For this reason, objective benchmarks such as a five percent price increase lasting one
year, can be helpful in circumscribing and focusing the inquiry.
61 In the Application at paragraph 11, the Commissioner alleged that "[t]he anti-competitive effects of the Merger
"primarily" affect oil and gas companies disposing of Hazardous Waste produced at oil and gas fields within NEBC."
[our emphasis]. However, in his initial report Dr. Baye did not limit the product market to Hazardous Waste
produced at oil and gas fields. Nevertheless, during the hearing, Dr. Baye and Dr. Kahwaty essentially agreed that
the amount of solid hazardous waste generated by non-oil and gas sources and tipped at Secure Landfills in British
Columbia is so small that it does not warrant consideration in these proceedings. Accordingly, in the Tribunal's
view, the Commissioner's product market definition is "solid hazardous waste generated by oil and gas producers
and tipped into secure landfills in NEBC".
62 However, the Respondents deny that the product market is as narrow as the Commissioner suggests. They say
that it also includes bioremediation and the storage or risk management of waste on the sites where the waste was
generated. They assert that these options constrain any market power that CCS may have. We will deal with these
positions in turn.
Evidence about the Use of Bioremediation
63 Bioremediation has been described above and the evidence is clear that it is not an acceptable substitute for
generators of Hazardous Waste if soil is contaminated with salts or metals. The Tribunal also accepts that, if heavyend hydrocarbons are present, bioremediation is not cost effective or successful in a reasonable timeframe.
64 Mr. Andrews gave evidence about the use of bioremediation. He joined the MOE in January 2011. At that time,
he was asked to review the E-Licensing Database, which keeps track of the progress made by operators who are
bioremediating Hazardous Waste. He found that approximately 50% of the operators who had entries in the
Database had reported no annual activity. He said that this indicated that many operators "had stopped actively
treating H[azardous] W[aste] at these sites, or at least had stopped reporting any activities to the MOE."
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65 He therefore contacted Conoco Philips Canada, Suncor Energy Inc. ("Suncor"), Progress, Devon Canada
Corporation ("Devon") and Apache Canada Ltd. ("Apache"). They accounted for 80% of the registered sites with no
reported activity. Among other things, he asked these operators to update their operations plans and submit annual
reports.
66 According to Mr. Andrews' witness statement, three of the operators reported that they had dealt with the
Hazardous Waste they were bioremediating by sending it to a Secure Landfill and he anticipated that the remaining
operators would do the same because bioremediation had failed. Mr. Andrews also said that Suncor filed an
operations plan for its registered bioremediation sites which stated that, in the future, it would be sending all its
Hazardous Waste to a Secure Landfill.
67 Mr. Andrews also described his experience with onsite treatment before he joined the MOE. He stated the
following in his witness statement [paragraphs 23-26]:
I managed the HW at seven sites that CNRL had registered. These sites were allocated north of Fort St
John and on existing oil and gas lease sites or on abandoned sites. There were approximately 50,000
tonnes of HW at these sites.
Initially, we tried treating the HW onsite. At each of these sites we put the HW into windrows and used a
turner to turn the HW three times per year at each site. Hazco Environmental Services was the contractor
that provided the windrow turner. We also added fertilizers and nutrients in the soil to assist in the
bioremediation process. The fertilizer is meant to add additional nutrients to aid the bacteria to process the
hydrocarbons.
CNRL pursued this treatment process for two years. While CNRL was able to reduce the contaminants in
the HW at these sites, it failed to reduce the contaminants enough to "delist" the HW. Delisting HW means
reducing the presence of contaminants low enough so that the soil is no longer considered to be HW.
CNRL spent significant amounts of money on treatment because the sites required constant monitoring.
The sites would get wet and require dewatering out to prevent berm overflow and enable equipment
access.
Ultimately, after two years of treatment, it was clear that bioremediation would not work to address the
contamination issues. CNRL decided to send the remaining HW to a Secure Landfill, specifically
Silverberry, which was the landfill closest to the sites. I was also responsible for this process. It took CNRL
approximately 2-3 years and several million dollars to send all the waste to Silverberry.
68 [CONFIDENTIAL], who works as a Contracting and Procurement Analysist for [CONFIDENTIAL], testified that
its current operations in NEBC are in two fields called [CONFIDENTIAL]. He indicated that [CONFIDENTIAL] uses
Secure Landfills to dispose of its Hazardous Waste and that it does not bioremediate because of the associated
costs, the time necessary to bioremediate, and the manpower required to undertake bioremediation. He stated that
liability has the potential to remain if the Hazardous Waste is not effectively bioremediated and that additional costs
might be incurred if the Hazardous Waste, which is not effectively treated, must be tipped into a Secure Landfill. He
added that there is ongoing uncertainty about whether bioremediation is effective or not.
69 [CONFIDENTIAL], the Vice-President of Operations at [CONFIDENTIAL], testified that [CONFIDENTIAL] uses
an oil-based mud system to reduce friction on horizontal wells and that the oil-based mud cuttings are typically
tipped into Secure Landfills. He also stated that [CONFIDENTIAL] sees disposal at a Secure Landfill as the most
economic alternative for dealing with the Hazardous Waste from drilling, as disposal eliminates the increased
environmental risk and cost of long term storage and/or site remediation. He explained that "[c]ontainment,
transport and disposal of hazardous waste generated from drilling operations is currently the only option used by
[CONFIDENTIAL] for managing hazardous waste generated from drilling." Accordingly, it is clear that, at its current
drilling sites, only Secure Landfills are used for disposal.
70 However, with respect to the Legacy Waste in NEBC on drilling sites which [CONFIDENTIAL], Mr.
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[CONFIDENTIAL] testified that [CONFIDENTIAL] will bioremediate some of the waste on these sites. He explained
that bioremediation of the Legacy Waste had already been started by [CONFIDENTIAL]. He stated that the
decision to dispose of Hazardous Waste instead of treating it is taken on a case-by-case basis, and depends on the
type and amount of Hazardous Waste present on the legacy site, the likelihood of successful remediation, and the
cost of excavation, transport and disposal.
71 During a review of the HW Regulation undertaken by the MOE, the MOE retained Conestoga-Rovers &
Associates to conduct a report on Secure Landfill disposal. The report is entitled "Secure Landfill Disposal Policy
Review" and dated March 2011. It states:
Based on equal weighting of cost, cost variability, timeline, and treatment certainty landfilling [Secure
Landfill] is the preferred option under all scenarios. Landfarming [bioremediation] can be an appropriate
method for treating hydrocarbon contaminated soils given appropriate concentrations and a multi-year
timeline.
72 Devin Scheck, the Director of Waste Management and Reclamation at the British Columbia Oil and Gas
Commission, testified that many operators still choose to dispose of their contaminated soils in Secure Landfills,
even in situations where bioremediation is feasible, because of the associated costs and timeframe. He said the
following in his witness statement [paragraphs 25-27]:
In my experience, a significant number of the sites that Operators seek to remediate are remediated by the
Operator disposing of the contaminated soils at a landfill. With sites that are only contaminated with light
end hydrocarbons, Operators may seek to bioremediate the soil on site, but heavy end hydrocarbons tend
to have a poor response to bioremediation. As well, tight clay (which is prevalent in North Eastern B.C.
where the oil and gas activity is most prevalent) makes bioremediation difficult, as does the relatively cold
weather in the region. The presence of other contaminants, such as salts or metals that exceed CSR
standards, prevent bioremediation from being an appropriate option, as salts and metals cannot be
bioremediated.
Accordingly, when dealing with anything other than light end hydrocarbons, my experience is that
Operators will usually dig up the soil, and dispose of it at a Secure Landfill like Silverberry in B.C. or a
closer landfill across the Alberta border, such as the CCS Class II Alberta Landfill at LaGlace.
In my experience, even where bioremediation may be feasible, many Operators will still choose to landfill
their contaminated soils. With bioremediation there is much uncertainty about costs, and the timeframe
required for treatment is also uncertain. Weather conditions, site access issues, amount/type of treatment,
future equipment and labour costs, as well as the costs of ongoing access for treatment and sampling to
determine if the soils are remediated contribute to this uncertainty.
73 Mark Polet, an expert environmental biologist with specialized knowledge in environmental assessment,
remediation and reclamation, as well as waste facility management development, stated as follows in paragraph 17
of his expert report:
Once an Operator in NEBC decides to clean up its waste, the two most practical options available are: 1)
the disposal of the waste at an appropriate landfill; or 2) the treatment of the waste onsite through a
process known as bioremediation. Operators do not have a uniform preference for either option but, in my
experience, will choose an option based on cost, risk, efficacy and other reasons such as environmental
stewardship.
74 At the hearing, Mr. Polet testified that the costs of bioremediation and secure landfilling can be comparable. He
stated:
Once you define the types [of contaminants], you can decide on the most prudent response. And so, for
instance, if I found on a site just the light end hydrocarbons with no other types of contamination mixed with
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it, I would look at bioremediation as an alternative. If it had salts and metals associated with the
contamination, as well, then I would lean very strongly to landfill. If it had heavier end hydrocarbons, I would
lean strongly to landfill, as well.
In terms of cost, there -- can be quite comparable in price, but of course bioremediation is very limited in
what it can be applied to. And the one thing that we've noticed in working in the field is that when
bioremediation is not managed properly, then much material actually lands back up in the landfill, anyway.
So it has to be well managed to work properly.
75 There is also evidence about bioremediation in the Statement of Agreed Facts (the "Agreed Facts"). However,
at the hearing it became clear that, contrary to the way in which they are presented, some of the facts were not
actually agreed. The problematic evidence concerns bioremediation and was gathered in two ways. The evidence
in paragraphs 63-67 of the Agreed Facts was given directly to the Commissioner's staff. This evidence will be called
"Evidence A".
76 Evidence A has two significant characteristics. The sources are not named and the Agreed Facts state in
paragraph 63 that "...the Bureau has not confirmed the truth of the facts communicated to it by the operators..."
Evidence A is in the Agreed Facts because CCS insisted that it be included and CCS asks the Tribunal to give it
weight and assume it is true.
77 Evidence A reflects that operator "F" bioremediates at least 70% of its waste in BC because it considers
bioremediation to be better for the environment. Operators "H" and "J" bioremediate about 50% their waste. These
operators appear to be bioremediating on their drilling sites to avoid the transportation charges and Tipping Fees
associated with Secure Landfills.
78 Although the Commissioner cannot confirm its truth, the Tribunal is nevertheless prepared to give Evidence A
some weight because it can see no reason why industry participants would lie to the Commissioner about their use
of onsite bioremediation. However, without knowing the volume of waste produced by "F", "H" and "J", it is
impossible to determine whether bioremediation is being undertaken on a significant scale. In any event, it is clear
that, even for these waste generators, there is a substantial portion of Hazardous Waste in respect of which
bioremediation is not used.
79 The second category of evidence is found in paragraphs 69-74 of the Agreed Facts. It was gathered in July
2011 by representatives of National Economic Research Associates ("NERA"). Dr. Baye works at NERA and it
appears that NERA was retained by the Commissioner to interview industry participants. The Commissioner's staff
attended these interviews and the six sources are named ([CONFIDENTIAL]). No concern is expressed about the
reliability of this evidence. This evidence will be called "Evidence B".
80 The Commissioner only called witnesses from [CONFIDENTIAL] and [CONFIDENTIAL] who, as discussed
above, indicated that they do not bioremediate as a matter of policy [CONFIDENTIAL].
81 CCS states the evidence of the other four operators, described in Evidence B, shows that they are active
bioremediators and CCS asks the Tribunal to draw an adverse inference from the fact that they were not called by
the Commissioner. However, in the Tribunal's view, no such inference should be drawn because the Commissioner
had no obligation to adduce the evidence and it was open to CCS to do so.
82 Evidence B shows that [CONFIDENTIAL] bioremediates 10-15% of its waste. [CONFIDENTIAL] engages in
some bioremediation at about 70% of its sites and [CONFIDENTIAL] bioremediates about 75% of its treatable
material onsite. (It also appears to treat the balance of treatable material offsite but this is not explained. Since there
are no offsite bioremediation facilities in NEBC, the Tribunal has concluded that this statement must refer to offsite
treatment elsewhere.) [CONFIDENTIAL] bioremediates onsite and sometimes moves waste between its sites for
bioremediation. In the last 3-4 years, it has bioremediated 60-70% of its abandoned well waste.
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83 It is noteworthy that this evidence gives no volumes for treatable and Legacy Hazardous Waste. In these
circumstances, and given that the Respondent did not call witnesses from these four operators or other operators,
the Tribunal is not persuaded that bioremediation is being undertaken on a significant scale in NEBC.
Evidence about Storage and Risk Management
84 Storage means that Hazardous Waste is left untreated on a drilling site which is still under lease. As long as the
MOE does not order a cleanup, this option is available even though drilling has finished, as long as the operator
continues to make the lease/tenure payments for the site. Since such payments are low compared to the cost of
cleaning up the site, doing nothing may be an attractive option in some cases and the evidence from Trevor
Mackay's examination for discovery is that "many" operators have waste stored on their sites. However, Mr.
[CONFIDENTIAL] testified that [CONFIDENTIAL] does not store the Hazardous Waste generated from drilling
operations for long periods of time, due to the cost and potential liability issues. He explained that the typical well
site storage costs during drilling operations are [CONFIDENTIAL] per well.
85 Risk Management is a process undertaken when drilling is finished and an operator wishes to terminate a lease.
The operator must restore the site's surface as nearly as possible to the condition it was in before drilling. Once this
has been accomplished, a Certificate of Restoration (also referred to as a Certificate of Compliance) is issued and
the operator's lease is terminated. However, the operator remains liable for any issues arising from the Hazardous
Waste that is left behind and is obliged to comply with conditions such as monitoring even after the certificate is
issued.
86 On this topic, Mark Polet said the following in his reply report:
Based on my experience, Operators use risk management as a last resort if treatment or disposal are not
practical. I rarely recommend it because even if approval is obtained, which in my experience is very
difficult, the Operator retains liability and there is a recognition that the site may need to be revisited if
issues arise.
87 Pete Marshal, an expert in Hazardous Waste management, testified that, although disposal in a Secure Landfill,
bioremediation and risk management are each potentially available methods for dealing with Hazardous Waste, he
did not know how many operators choose risk management.
88 This evidence leads the Tribunal to conclude that risk management is seldom used and is not considered to be
an acceptable substitute for disposing of Hazardous Waste in a Secure Landfill.
Conclusions about the Product Market
89 Although some operators with Hazardous Waste which is contaminated with light-end hydrocarbons consider
bioremediation to be an acceptable substitute for disposal in a Secure Landfill, there is no evidence about the
volumes of waste which are successfully bioremediated. More importantly, there is no evidence that the availability
of bioremediation has any constraining impact on Tipping Fees in NEBC. In addition, the Tribunal finds that
bioremediation is not considered by at least some waste generators to be an acceptable substitute for disposal in a
Secure Landfill, particularly in respect of soil that is contaminated with heavy-end hydro-carbons, salts or metals.
90 With regard to storage and risk management, there was no evidence about the volumes stored in NEBC and no
evidence to suggest that the tenure payments or the cost to obtain a certificate of restoration have any impact on
Tipping Fees at Silverberry.
91 Because bioremediation is not cost effective and is slow for a substantial volume of contaminated soil in NEBC
and because it does not work at all on salts and metals, the Tribunal is satisfied that a substantial number of
generators do not consider bioremediation to be a good substitute for the disposal of such Hazardous Waste in a
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Secure Landfill and would not likely switch to bioremediation in response to a SSNIP. Accordingly, the Tribunal is
satisfied that the relevant product is "solid hazardous waste generated by oil and gas producers and tipped into
secure landfills in NEBC".

ISSUE 3

WHAT IS THE GEOGRAPHIC DIMENSION OF THE RELEVANT MARKET?

92 The Tribunal and the courts have traditionally considered it necessary to define a relevant market before
proceeding to assess the competitive effects of mergers under the Act. (See, for example, Director of Investigation
and Research v. Hillsdown Holdings (Canada) Ltd. (1992), 41 C.P.R. (3d) 289, at 297; Canada (Director of
Investigation and Research) v. Southam Inc, [1997] 1 S.C.R. 748, at para. 79). However, they have cautioned
against losing sight of the ultimate inquiry, which is whether the merger being assessed prevents or lessens, or is
likely to prevent or lessen, competition substantially. (Southam, above; "Propane 1", above, at para. 48). With this
admonition in mind, it is the Tribunal's view that, in this case, the Tribunal may evaluate the competitive effects of
the Merger without precisely defining the relevant geographic market.
93 This conclusion is important because, as will be discussed below, the evidence that has been adduced does not
permit the Tribunal to delineate the exact boundaries of the geographic market.
94 The Tribunal agrees with the approach taken in the MEGs. The process begins with a small area around one of
the merging parties' locations (in this case, a Secure Landfill site) and then asks whether all rivals operating at
locations in that area, if acting as a hypothetical monopolist, would have the ability and incentive to impose a small
but significant price increase (typically 5%) and sustain that increase for a non-transitory period of time (typically
one year). If the postulated price increase would likely cause purchasers of the relevant product in that area to
switch sufficient quantities of their purchases to suppliers located outside that area to render the price increase
unprofitable, then the geographic dimension of the relevant market would be progressively expanded until the point
at which a seller of the relevant product, if acting as a hypothetical monopolist, would have the ability and incentive
to impose a SSNIP.
95 In the case at bar, the evidence dealt with three geographic regions:
I.

The Contestable Area - this was identified by Dr. Kahwaty on behalf of CCS.

II.

All of NEBC - the Commissioner, supported by her expert Dr. Baye, submitted this definition of the
geographic market.

III. The Babkirk Polygon - this area was identified in internal CCS documents dealing with the
potential impact of the Babkirk Facility on CCS.
I. The Contestable Area
96 In broad terms, the Contestable Area identified by Dr. Kahwaty encompasses an hourglass shaped area of
11,000 square kilometres which lies between the Babkirk Site and Silverberry. In his analysis, the road network in
this area is such that there are some areas in which both Silverberry and a potential landfill at the Babkirk Site may
be viable disposal options for customers with well sites in those areas. Dr. Kahwaty acknowledges that the
transportation costs required to reach Silverberry or the Babkirk Site are such that both may be economic
alternatives for these customers. In Dr. Kahwaty's view, the geographic scope of the relevant market should be
limited to this area.
97 Dr. Kahwaty used Dr. Baye's 10% predicted decline in Tipping Fees as his benchmark for defining the
geographic scope of the relevant market. In short, he assessed every well site and calculated whether, if given a
10% reduction off the Tipping Fees paid at Silverberry, the customer would be indifferent as between tipping at
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Babkirk and Silverberry, having regard for the fact that their total disposal cost (transportation plus Tipping Fee)
would be the same for each Secure Landfill. Twelve such customers were identified, accounting for approximately
41,900 tonnes in the Contestable Area. Dr. Kahwaty acknowledged that a larger critical price discount would
produce a larger contestable area.
98 The Tribunal is satisfied that a hypothetical monopolist supplying Secure Landfill services to these twelve
customers in respect of the Hazardous Waste generated in the Contestable Area would have the ability and
incentive to impose and sustain a SSNIP above levels that would likely exist in the absence of the Merger.
99 Indeed, the Tribunal considers that the Contestable Area is likely understated and, in fact, smaller than the
minimum area in which a hypothetical monopolist would have the ability and incentive to impose and sustain a
SSNIP. The Tribunal has reached this view for several reasons. First, the Tribunal accepts Dr. Baye's position that
"Babkirk need not have a location advantage for a customer - and the customer need not switch from Silverberry to
Babkirk - for that customer to significantly benefit from the lower Tipping Fees stemming from competition". Second,
the evidence suggests that new wells are likely to be drilled in the area between Babkirk and Northern Rockies, and
that there is Legacy Waste sitting on abandoned well-sites in that region. Meaningful price and non-price
competition between Babkirk and Northern Rockies for at least some of that waste likely would have developed in
the absence of the Merger. Third, the geographic extent of the Contestable Area is necessarily limited by Dr.
Kahwaty's assumption of a base price that is only 10% below prevailing levels. If that figure is too low Dr. Kahwaty
admitted that the geographic market would be larger than the Contestable Area.
100 In addition, the Tribunal notes that the volume of Hazardous Waste generated in the Contestable Area likely is
greater than reported by Dr. Kahwaty because he only used data for 2010. Moreover, Dr. Kahwaty excluded CCS'
national customers from his analysis and this may also have resulted in an understated geographic market.
101 With respect to the possibility that Secure Landfills in Alberta might be economically accessible for generators
of waste in the Contested Area, Dr. Kahwaty stated that "transportation costs are too great for [customers located to
the south and east of Silverberry, who currently tip their waste in Alberta] to opt to dispose at a potential landfill at
the Babkirk site (even with a significant discount) as compared to disposing at Silverberry at current prices." The
Tribunal extrapolates from this and concludes that customers generating Hazardous Waste in the Contestable Area
are unlikely to transport their waste to secure landfill sites in Alberta due to the significant transportation costs and
potential liability that would be associated with hauling waste over such a long distance.
102 For all these reasons, the Tribunal concludes that the geographic market is at least as large as the
Contestable Area. We now turn to whether it could be as large as all of NEBC.
II. All of NEBC
103 NEBC covers approximately 118,800 square kilometres and is vast in comparison to Dr. Kahwaty's
Contestable Area. NEBC and the much smaller Contestable Area are compared on the map attached hereto as
Schedule "C", which is taken from Tab 29 of Dr. Kahwaty's report of October 21, 2011.
104 Dr. Baye concludes that the relevant geographic market is NEBC on the basis that this is the region where
targeted customers are located, including current customers at both Silverberry and Northern Rockies Secure
Landfills.
105 In reaching this conclusion, Dr. Baye relies on an economic theory of market equilibrium which predicts that
CCS would have an incentive to compete with an independently operated Babkirk Facility for customers located
outside of Dr. Kahwaty's Contested Area. This theory is based on his understanding that CCS' average 2010
Tipping Fees at Silverberry were approximately [CONFIDENTIAL] per tonne and its average landfill costs were
approximately [CONFIDENTIAL] per tonne, yielding a margin in excess of 60%. Using these figures, Dr. Baye
assumes that CCS would be prepared to reduce its Tipping Fees by 25% or greater in some areas to retain
business in the face of competition from an independent Babkirk Facility.
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106 However, among other problems, Dr. Baye's theory fails to take into account the opportunity cost to CCS that
would be associated with substantially reducing its Tipping Fees to sell landfill capacity today, which could be sold
in the future at higher Tipping Fees to customers located closer to Silverberry. In the absence of any analysis of
how this opportunity cost would factor into CCS' current decision-making process, the Tribunal finds that the
economic theory relied on by Dr. Baye is not particularly helpful in defining the geographic scope of the relevant
market.
107 In his initial report, Dr. Baye also provides estimates based on econometric regression models which he
asserts are consistent with this theory and his definition of the geographic market as extending throughout all of
NEBC. The first set of models, found at Exhibits 19 and 20 of Dr. Baye's initial report, test his hypothesis that the
distance between a Secure Landfill and its closest competitor is a significant predictor of the average Tipping Fees
at that landfill.
108 Exhibit 20 predicts that the opening of an independent landfill at the Babkirk Site will result in a large decline in
average Tipping Fees at Northern Rockies, because it would reduce the distance to Northern Rockies' nearest
competitor to three hours and 49 minutes. However, this ignores (i) the substantial transportation costs that the vast
majority of customers who tip at Northern Rockies would have to incur to transport their waste to Babkirk, (ii) the
very small number of well-sites located between those two facilities, and (iii) the apparent absence of any incentive
for CCS to alter its Tipping Fees at Northern Rockies in response to entry at Babkirk.
109 The second set of regression models are estimates offered by Dr. Baye which relate to a "natural experiment"
involving SES' entry at Willesden Green, Alberta, in December 2008. That facility became the closest competitor to
CCS' Rocky Mountain House landfill ("Rocky"), located approximately one hour away. In his analysis of CCS' 2010
transactions data, Dr. Baye discovered that CCS substantially reduced the Tipping Fees it charged to several
customers subsequent to the opening of SES' facility at Willesden Green.
110 To address the possibility that these substantial price reductions were purely coincidental, Dr. Baye developed
"difference in difference" ("DiD") regression models, reported at Exhibit 26 of his initial report. The DiD approach
controls for unobserved events, other than SES' entry at Willesden Green, which might have led to the observed
decline in Tipping Fees at Rocky. In short, the DiD models include a "treatment" setting in which the event (in this
case, entry) occurred and a "control" setting in which the event did not occur. Dr. Baye took the change in Tipping
Fees that occurred in the treatment setting and subtracted any change that occurred in the control setting. He
interpreted the difference in the change (or the "difference in difference") as the effect of entry at Willesden Green
on Tipping Fees at Rocky.
111 It is significant that, in selecting a control landfill, Dr. Baye considered it important to pick a site that "is unlikely
to be affected by the treatment event - in this case entry at Willesden Green." One of the principal criteria that he
employed in making that selection was that the control landfill had to be "at least 300 km away" from Willesden
Green. The same logic would imply that entry at Babkirk would not likely affect Tipping Fees at Northern Rockies,
which is situated 260 km away from the Babkirk Site. A key assumption underlying Dr. Baye's DiD models is
therefore inconsistent with his definition of the geographic market as all of NEBC. This, together with the fact that
Northern Rockies is almost four times further away from Babkirk than SES' Willesden Green facility is away from
CCS' Rocky facility, lead the Tribunal to conclude that Dr. Baye's DiD analysis is not particularly helpful in defining
the geographic scope of the relevant market. That said, as discussed in detail below, the transactions data which
reveals substantial price reductions by CCS to seven of its customers following SES' entry at Willesden Green is
relevant to the Tribunal's assessment of the likely competitive effects of the Merger.
112 Finally, the Tribunal notes that Dr. Baye also points to internal documents of CCS which he says are
consistent with his definition of the relevant geographic market. However, those documents simply: (i) make
projections of the overall annual operating margin ([CONFIDENTIAL]) that CCS stood to lose at Silverberry and
Northern Rockies were an independent landfill to open at the Babkirk Site; (ii) predict a pricing war if the Babkirk
Facility was operated independently or acquired by a third party; (iii) discuss the likelihood of having to compete
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through "value propositions"; and (iv) reflect that CCS likely takes into account its customers' transportation costs to
the next closest competing landfill in setting its Tipping Fees. While these types of statements assist in assessing
whether the Merger is likely to prevent competition substantially, they are not particularly helpful to the Tribunal in
defining the geographic scope of the relevant market.
III. The Babkirk Polygon
113 The Babkirk Polygon is the third area that was discussed at the hearing. That area was identified by a member
of CCS' business development team who was asked to project Babkirk's market capture area. The Tribunal has
added a rough depiction of that area on Schedule "C" hereto.
114 The Babkirk Polygon was apparently intended to identify the locations of existing Silverberry customers who
would be likely to tip at Babkirk rather than at Silverberry, if Babkirk was operated as a Secure Landfill. In other
words, the Babkirk Polygon was CCS' representation of the geographic locations of business it risked losing if
Babkirk opened as a Secure Landfill. It includes territory north and west of Babkirk and is a larger area than Dr.
Kahwaty's Contestable Area.
115 The Tribunal is satisfied that the locational advantage that the Babkirk Facility would enjoy for customers with
drilling operations situated to its north and west is such that those customers would not likely tip at Silverberry in the
absence of a very substantial reduction in its Tipping Fees. Given the opportunity cost that CCS would incur by
offering such a substantial reduction in its Tipping Fees, and given the absence of any analysis by the
Commissioner or Dr. Baye of the impact of that opportunity cost on CCS's decision-making, the Tribunal is not
persuaded that CCS would have an incentive to compete for those customers in the absence of the Merger.
116 Likewise, the Tribunal has not been persuaded on a balance of probabilities that such customers who operate
to the north and west of the Babkirk Facility would tip at Silverberry, in response to a SSNIP above the maximum
average tipping fee level that it believes is likely to exist in the absence of the Merger. For the reasons discussed
below, the Tribunal has concluded that such price level will be at least 10% below existing levels. However,
transportation costs and the liability associated with transporting Hazardous Waste over the long distance to
Silverberry are such that it would require more than a SSNIP to induce waste generators located in those regions to
tip their Hazardous Waste at Silverberry.
117 The Tribunal has concluded that the geographic scope of the relevant market is at least as large as the
Contestable Area identified by Dr. Kahwaty, and likely falls between the limits of that area and the bounds of the
Babkirk Polygon, which includes some of the Contestable Area, but adds significant territory north and west of
Babkirk.
118 The Tribunal is satisfied that it would not matter if the geographic scope of the relevant market actually
includes additional customer locations in the Babkirk Polygon, beyond the Contestable Area, because CCS would
remain the sole supplier of Secure Landfill services to any reasonably defined broader group of customers.
ISSUE 4 IS THE MERGER PRO-COMPETITIVE?
119 CCS has suggested that the Merger is pro-competitive because it brings to the market a new Secure Landfill at
the Babkirk Site. CCS further asserts that the Merger will most quickly transform the Babkirk Site into a Secure
Landfill to complement CCS' existing business and serve the growing oil and gas industry in NEBC. CCS says that
these facts explain its customers' failure to complain about the Merger.
120 The Tribunal disagrees. In its view, a merger which prevents all actual or likely rivalry in a relevant market
cannot be "pro-competitive," even if it expands market demand more quickly than might otherwise be the case.
Such a merger might be efficiency-enhancing, as contemplated by the efficiency defence in section 96 of the Act.
However, it has adverse consequences for the dynamic process of competition and the benefits that such process
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typically yields. In the absence of actual rivalry, or a very real and credible threat of future rivalry, meaningful
competition does not exist.

ISSUE 5

WHAT IS THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK IN A "PREVENT CASE?

121 The "prevention" branch of section 92 was raised in three previous Tribunal cases: Canada (Director of
Investigation and Research) v. Southam Inc. (1992), 43 C.P.R. (3d) 161 (Comp. Trib.), rev'd on other grounds
(1995), 63 C.P.R. (3d) 1 (F.C.A.), rev'd, [1997] 1 S.C.R. 748, Propane 1 and Canadian Waste Services. However,
since those cases were primarily concerned with allegations involving a substantial lessening of competition, the
Tribunal did not address in any detail the analytical framework applicable to the assessment of an alleged
substantial prevention of competition.
122 In determining whether competition is likely to be prevented, the Tribunal will assess whether a merger is more
likely than not to maintain the ability of the merged entity to exercise greater market power than in the absence of
the merger, acting alone or interdependently with one or more rivals. For the purposes of this case, this requires
comparing a world in which CCS owns the relevant Secure Landfills in NEBC (i.e. Northern Rockies, Silverberry
and Babkirk) with a world in which Babkirk is independently operated as a Secure Landfill.
123 In assessing cases under the "prevent" branch of section 92, the Tribunal focuses on the new entry, or the
increased competition from within the relevant market, that the Commissioner alleges was, or would be, prevented
by the merger in question. In the case of a proposed merger, the Tribunal assesses whether it is likely that new
entry or expansion would be sufficiently timely, and occur on a sufficient scale, to result in: (i) a material reduction of
prices, or in a material increase in non-price competition, relative to prevailing price and non-price levels of
competition, (ii) in a significant (i.e., non-trivial) part of the relevant market, and (iii) for a period of approximately two
years. If so and if the entry or expansion likely would occur within a reasonable period of time, the Tribunal will
conclude that the prevention of competition is likely to be substantial.
124 The Tribunal also considers whether other firms would be likely to enter or expand on a scale similar to that
which was prevented or forestalled by the merger, and in a similar timeframe. Where the Tribunal finds that such
entry or expansion would probably occur, it is unlikely to conclude that the merger is likely to prevent competition
substantially.
125 As noted earlier and as recognized by all parties, the price against which the prevailing prices will be
compared will be the price that would likely have existed in the absence of the merger. The burden will be on the
Commissioner to demonstrate that price level, or the range of prices, that likely would have existed "but for" the
merger.
126 In final argument, the Commissioner and CCS suggested that helpful guidance on the approach that should be
taken to prevention of competition cases can be provided by the U.S. jurisprudence pertaining to mergers that have
been alleged to reduce potential competition. In the Tribunal's view, that jurisprudence is not particularly helpful to
merger assessment under the Act, because it was developed in respect of a different statutory test and, for the
most part, many years ago. (It appears that the US Supreme Court and the federal appellate courts have not had
an opportunity to revisit that jurisprudence since the 1980s. See M. Sean Royall and Adam J. Di Vincenzo,
"Evaluating Mergers between Potential Competitors under the New Horizontal Merger Guidelines", Antitrust (Fall
2010) 33, at 35.)

ISSUE 6

IS THERE A SUBSTANTIAL PREVENTION OF COMPETITION?
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A. The "But For" analysis
Introduction
127 In Commissioner of Competition v. Canada Pipe Company Ltd., 2006 FCA 233, the Federal Court of Appeal
decided that a "but for" analysis was the appropriate approach to take when considering whether, under paragraph
79(1)(c) of the Act, "...the practice has had, is having or is likely to have the effect of preventing or lessening
competition substantially." The specific question to be asked is stated, as follows, at paragraph 38 of the decision
"...would the relevant markets - in the past, present or future - be substantially more competitive but for the
impugned practice of anti-competitive acts?"
128 Language similar to that found in section 79 appears in section 92 of the Act. Section 92 says that an order
may be made where "...the Tribunal finds that a merger or proposed merger prevents or lessens, or is likely to
prevent or lessen competition substantially." For this reason, the parties and the Tribunal have determined that the
"but for" approach is also appropriate for use in cases under section 92 of the Act. The parties recognize that the
findings will be forward looking in nature and CCS has cautioned the Tribunal against unfounded speculation. With
this background, we turn to the "but for" analysis.
129 The discussion below will address the threshold issue of whether effective competition in the supply of Secure
Landfill services in the Contestable Area identified by Dr. Kahwaty likely would have materialized in the absence of
the Merger. Stated alternatively, would effective competition in the relevant market likely have emerged "but for" the
Merger? After addressing this issue, the Tribunal will turn to the section 93 factors that are relevant in this case, as
well as the issue of countervailing power.
130 In undertaking the "but for" analysis, the Tribunal will consider the following questions:
(i)

If the Merger had not occurred, what new competition, if any, would likely have emerged in the
Contestable Area?

(ii) If the Merger had not occurred, what would have been the likely scale of that new competition?
(iii) If the Merger had not occurred, when would the new competition likely have entered the market?
131 The Commissioner suggested that either June or July, 2010 be used as the timeframe for considering the "but
for" world. CCS, on the other hand, was more precise and suggested that the relevant time for this purpose should
be the end of July 2010, when CCS and Complete signed the letter of intent which led to the Merger. Since the
parties have essentially agreed, the Tribunal will focus on the end of July.
132 The Tribunal's view is that, as of the end of July 2010, there were only two realistic scenarios for the Babkirk
Site absent the Merger. They were:
1. The Vendors would have sold to a waste company called Secure Energy Services Inc. ("SES"),
which would have operated a Secure Landfill; or
2. The Vendors would have operated a bioremediation facility together with a half cell of Secure
Landfill.
133 Extensive evidence was adduced on these topics. The discussion below summarizes the most important
aspects of that evidence.
Scenario #1 - A sale of Complete to SES
134 In February of 2007 when the Vendors first met to organize Complete, they decided that their exit strategy
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would be to sell the company to Newalta Corporation or to CCS. Newalta is a waste company which operates
Secure Landfills in Alberta. However, it was always the Vendors' intention to sell only when they could achieve an
acceptable return on their investment.
135 In November 2007, Canaccord Capital sent a four-person investment team to Fort St. John to investigate the
purchase of a number of the Vendors' companies, including Complete. At that time, the Vendors' intentions about a
sale of Complete were recorded in the company's minutes, which, among other things, stated:
...consensus at Complete's meeting was to carry on the way we are going unless we are presented with a
very attractive proposal from outside. We don't want to do all the work for the benefit of others - better to
take a longer time, but to have higher rewards for ourselves...
136 Subsequently, a Vision Statement, dated June 22, 2008, was prepared by Karen Baker. That document stated
that they wanted to make a "good return on sale of company". The Statement also observed:
The VISION of Complete Environmental Inc. is to become a diversified, highly efficient, environmental
corporation in NEBC generating a high profit margin thus, presenting itself as an attractive acquisition to
multiple potential purchasers.
137 After Complete received its MOE Permit on February 26, 2010, Ken Watson's company, IRTL, offered to
purchase Complete for [CONFIDENTIAL]. Before that offer was made, the Vendors had not been actively
considering a sale. However, IRTL's offer spurred them to seriously consider the matter and, before they responded
to IRTL's, they authorized Randy Wolsey to contact CCS and SES for expressions of interest.
138 On March 23, 2010, Randy Wolsey spoke to SES but was told that it had no interest in making an offer
because it was busy with its initial public share offering. However, SES did indicate a possible future interest and
stated that it valued BLS at approximately [CONFIDENTIAL] in either mixed cash and shares or [CONFIDENTIAL]
plus a share offering. In contrast, CCS expressed immediate interest and Dan Wallace of CCS verbally offered
[CONFIDENTIAL] for BLS.
139 The Vendors eventually decided to sell Complete to IRTL. However, IRTL's offer was withdrawn in early June
2010 after Ken Watson learned that, contrary to his expectations, Canaccord Capital would not finance IRTL's
acquisition of Complete. After Cannacord declined, he did not have time to arrange alternative financing.
140 According to Karen Baker, after IRTL's offer was withdrawn, the Vendors decided to try to sell Complete one
last time. They concluded that, if they did not receive an interesting offer, they would operate the Babkirk Facility
themselves. This would involve moving forward with an operating plan and constructing a half cell of Secure
Landfill. To ascertain if a sale was possible, Randy Wolsey was again asked to contact CCS and SES. In addition,
he was asked to contact Newalta. He did so, but Newalta did not respond to his email.
141 At about that time, Dan Wallace of CCS apparently heard that IRTL's offer had fallen through and sent Randy
Wolsey an email asking if CCS could renew its earlier offer. Mr. Wolsey responded by offering to sell BLS for
[CONFIDENTIAL]. On June 22, 2010, CCS agreed to purchase the shares of BLS for that amount.
142 Inexplicably, Randy Wolsey did not tell the other Vendors about his deal with CCS. Instead, he arranged a
meeting with SES (the "Meeting"). It was held on June 29, 2010 and was attended by Rene Amirault, President and
CEO of SES, Dan Steinke, SES' Vice-President of Business Development, and Corey Higham, SES' Business
Development Representative (the "SES Group").
143 According to the Vendors, the SES Group spent much of the Meeting giving a presentation to show that SES
was an attractive investment. An SES brochure prepared for potential investors was used for this purpose.
However, the Vendors were not interested in acquiring shares of SES and they testified that no price for BLS or
Complete was ever suggested and no offer was discussed.
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144 According to Mr. Amirault, he indicated during the Meeting that an all cash offer could be made. The Vendors
denied this. Since this evidence is significant and was not included in Mr. Amirault's witness statement, the Tribunal
has concluded an all cash offer was not mentioned and that the Vendors understood that SES would only purchase
Complete if it could use its shares to finance part of the purchase price.
145 During the Meeting, the SES Group had questions about how to secure the necessary regulatory approvals to
allow SES to expand the permitted capacity of the Babkirk Facility and to upgrade the design of the Secure Landfill
cells (the "Questions"). The Vendors could not answer the Questions and Mr. Amirault testified that he asked for
and was refused permission to speak to Del Reinheimer about the Questions. However, some Vendors could not
remember anyone from the SES Group asking for permission to speak to Del Reinheimer about the Questions and
other Vendors denied that anyone asked for such permission at that time. Mr. Reinheimer was the Section Head,
Environmental Management in the Environmental Protection Division of the MOE.
146 Mr. Amirault stated that following the Meeting, SES was actively interested in purchasing Complete and gave
the following reasons to explain its failure to make an offer or submit a letter of intent in July 2010:
*

The Questions had to be answered before a price could be established.

*

There was no particular urgency about making an offer because there were no other buyers. Mr.
Amirault testified that the Vendors had indicated at the Meeting that Complete had promised a First
Nation that it would not sell to CCS and the SES Group knew that Newalta was not interested.

147 Mr. Amirault acknowledged that the Questions were about process i.e. "how to" go about getting approvals for
increased permitted capacity and enhanced cell design. He also stated that he had no doubt that the approvals
would be forthcoming. In these circumstances and because, as described below, SES was actively engaged in the
development of another Secure Landfill, it is the Tribunal's view that SES would have known what it needed to
spend to increase the permitted capacity and upgrade the landfill cells at the Babkirk Site. Accordingly, the Tribunal
does not accept Mr. Amirault's evidence that SES could not establish a purchase price without the answers to the
Questions.
148 There is a dispute about whether, on July 6, 2010, Corey Higham sent Ron Baker an email setting out the
Questions which had been discussed at the Meeting. Mr. Amirault stated in hearsay evidence in his witness
statement that Corey Higham had told him that the email had been sent. A photocopy of that alleged email was
appended to Mr. Amirault's witness statement. However, after Ron Baker made a witness statement stating that he
did not recall having received the email, no reply evidence was filed by Corey Higham to say that it had, in fact,
been sent. The email is an important document to the extent that it evidences an ongoing interest by SES in
receiving answers to the Questions. However, given that it was not properly adduced, the Tribunal gives it no
weight.
149 As mentioned above, Mr. Amirault testified that Ron Baker told the SES Group during the Meeting that he had
promised a First Nation that the Vendors would not sell the Babkirk Facility to CCS. This meant that SES
understood that the Vendors were not likely to receive a competing offer. However, this apparently significant detail
did not appear in Mr. Amirault's witness statement and was not referred to in his examination-in-chief. It was
mentioned for the first time in answer to a question posed by the Tribunal. For this reason, this evidence is not
accepted as an explanation for SES' failure to show a more active interest in purchasing Complete.
150 Mr. Amirault acknowledged that the window for undertaking construction in 2010 "...was closing, closing fast"
and that SES wanted to begin construction at Babkirk at the end of August or by mid-September at the latest. This
meant that, if SES had been actively interested in acquiring Complete, it would have moved quickly to present the
Vendors with a letter of intent. Mr. Amirault also testified that, apart from updating its earlier market study of the
Babkirk Facility, no further due diligence was required. In addition, he testified that he did not need the approval of
his Board of Directors to deliver a letter of intent. In these circumstances, the Tribunal has concluded that SES'
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failure to follow up more quickly on its meeting with the Vendors and its failure to demonstrate any interest in
making an offer at that time are attributable to a lack of active interest in acquiring BLS in July 2010.
151 Ron Baker recalls that he was called by Corey Higham on July 28, 2010. However, Mr. Baker does not
remember what Mr. Higham said during that telephone call. Since Corey Higham did not give evidence, the Tribunal
considers it fair to assume that he did not make an offer to purchase Complete or propose a letter of intent.
Although Mr. Baker does not recall much of his own side of the conversation, he does remember telling Mr. Higham
that Complete had just signed a letter of intent with CCS.
152 The Tribunal considers it noteworthy that, since 2007, SES had been developing a new Secure Landfill called
Heritage. It was located approximately 153 km south of the Babkirk Site. However, it was not favourably received
during public consultations because it was to be located near a populated area and on a site where a landslide had
occurred. Corey Higham of SES was told on July 26, 2010 that the EA's review of the Heritage Project had been
"suspended" pending further evidence from SES about the suitability of the site. SES eventually abandoned the
project in December of 2010.
153 Based on this evidence, the Tribunal has concluded that SES had an ongoing general interest in the Babkirk
Facility. It had spoken to Murray Babkirk when he owned BLS and it had indicated possible future interest when
Randy Wolsey contacted it in March of 2010. SES also sent its most senior executive to the Meeting in June 2010.
However, the Tribunal has also concluded that SES was not actively interested in a purchase in July 2010. It never
discussed a potential price, and, although it asked the Questions, the answers were not crucial to setting the price
and SES already knew that it would be granted the additional approvals it sought. Finally, although Mr. Amirault
testified that there was no due diligence of any consequence to be undertaken, SES did not send a letter of intent
and there are no internal SES documents showing that it was preparing to make an offer. The Tribunal has
concluded that SES' failure to take a more active interest in purchasing Babkirk is explained by the fact that it was
still giving priority to its project at the Heritage site. This is understandable, since it had already invested three years
and approximately $1.3 million in developing the project.
154 In all these circumstances, the Tribunal has concluded, on a balance of probabilities, that SES likely would not
have made an acceptable offer for Complete by the end of July 2010 or at any time in the summer of 2010 and that
the Vendors would have moved forward with their own plans to develop the Babkirk Facility.
Scenario #2 - The Vendors Operate Babkirk
155 The Vendors' position is that Complete was created to purchase BLS and to operate a bioremediation facility
on the Babkirk Site. They assert that their plan was to accept only Hazardous Waste contaminated with light-end
hydrocarbons which could be treated using bioremediation.
156 However, the Vendors recognized that bioremediation might sometimes fail and that they might be left with
clumps of contaminated soil ("Hot Spots") after the surrounding waste had been successfully treated. The Vendors
understood that the contaminated soil would have to be placed in a Secure Landfill before the remaining soil could
be tested and de-listed as non-hazardous waste.
157 To enable BLS to permanently dispose of the contaminated soil from the Hot Spots and to attract customers to
the Babkirk Facility, the Vendors proposed to construct a Secure Landfill on the Babkirk Site, which they described
as "incidental" to their treatment operation. This meant that only soil that was not successfully treated using
bioremediation would be moved into the Secure Landfill. The Tribunal will give this meaning to the term "Incidental"
in the context of the Vendors' Secure Landfill in the balance of this decision.
158 The Commissioner denies that the Vendors' Secure Landfill was only to be used on an Incidental basis. She
maintains that the Vendors always intended to accept and directly and permanently dispose of all types of
Hazardous Waste in their Secure Landfill. We will refer to this business model as a "Full Service" Secure Landfill.
To support her position, the Commissioner relies, in part, on the documents used to obtain the EA Certificate and
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the MOE Permit. These documents will be described collectively as the Regulatory Approval Documents ("RADs").
As discussed below, the RADs clearly indicate that a Secure Landfill was to be opened on the Babkirk Site. The
Commissioner also relies on the Draft Operations Plans (the "Operations Plan") for the Babkirk Site, which show
that a Full Service Secure Landfill was planned.
159 Finally, the Commissioner relies on statements in a variety of documents which she asserts reflect that the
Vendors intended to compete with CCS. She submits that references in those documents to competing with CCS
meant operating the Babkirk Facility as a Full Service Secure Landfill.
The Vendors' Documents
160 The Vendors explained that they needed an EA Certificate and an MOE Permit for a Secure Landfill in order to
accept Hazardous Waste of any kind for any type of treatment at the Babkirk Facility. However, they also stated that
neither document required them to operate on a Full Service basis. In other words, although they were entitled to do
so, they were not required to accept all types of Hazardous Waste for direct disposal. Instead, they were free to
operate an "Incidental" Secure Landfill.
161 The Vendors ask the Tribunal to focus on the documents which were prepared when Complete was being
incorporated and when the MOE Permit was finally granted, as the best evidence of their intention, which they say
was to use the Secure Landfill on the Babkirk Site only as Incidental to their bioremediation. The five documents in
this category will be described as the "Vendors' Documents". We will deal with them in turn below.
162 Minutes of a meeting that Randy Wolsey and Ken Watson attended with Del Reinheimer and other MOE
and EAO officials on January 24, 2007. The minutes state:
Ken [Watson] discussed the remediation side of the facility's operations, which will continue even after (if)
the landfill is constructed. He stated that he has had interest expressed from companies who wish to
pursue remediation as well as landfilling. Ken outlined some of the practices and equipment currently used
in other operations with which he is involved, and showed some pictures and videos of the equipment (e.g.
ALLU AS 38 composting machine) in action.
Ken and Randy stated that their intention would be to have an ALLU AS 38 kept at the facility full-time.
They cited that it would be capable of processing up to about 25,000m per day of Peace River region clay.

[our emphasis]

163 In his testimony, Mr. Reinheimer agreed that his understanding was that the Vendors were going to operate a
bioremediation facility and that it was an open question whether or not the Secure Landfill, for which application had
been made, would ever be built. In the Tribunal's view, this evidence supports the Incidental nature of the Secure
Landfill.
164 Minutes of a Newco meeting dated in February 2007. These minutes record the Vendors' vision for their
new business, which was to become Complete. The minutes make no mention of a Secure Landfill at the Babkirk
Site. They speak only of processing waste. The document also describes CNRL and Petro-Canada as customers
for treatment and indicates that Petro-Canada has been interested for years. In context, it is clear that PetroCanada's interest was in bioremediation. The fact that a Secure Landfill is not mentioned even though the
application for its approval was already underway, strongly suggests that it was to play an Incidental role in
Complete's business at the Babkirk Site.
165 The minutes read as follows:
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Newco name should be "Environmental Services Co." not "Waste Management (Facility) Co." Services
to be offered by Newco were suggested to include drilling for sites in the 115 area, remediation on clients'
sites, excavation at client sites, and processing at 115 landfill. We could also coordinate the trucking to haul
clients' contaminated dirt that we would excavate at client sites to Mile 115 for processing, although we
would not own such trucks.
The Target Market would be environmental engineering companies and end-user oil and gas companies
such as PetroCanada and CNRL. It would be good if we could get a letter from PetroCan/Matrix regarding
the potential amount of work. Our services are needed - PetroCan has been interested for years now. This
should be a "Market Pull" rather than "Product Push" situation.
There would considerable landfill preparation at Mile 115 [the Babkirk Site]. Randy suggested Tom would
probably like to be involved here with heavy equipment operation. We expect to have the permit by Nov
1/07. It would probably take 1 year for money to come in from sales for the landfill itself since we have to
build the cells.
[the emphasis is in the original]
166 The Tribunal has studied the final passage quoted above and has concluded that, although the term "landfill" is
used, the topic under discussion was actually bioremediation and the Vendors' plan to sell the successfully treated
soil.
167 A diagram outlining Newco's operation. This document shows how Complete's treatment facility on the
Babkirk Site would complement other businesses operated by the Vendors. The diagram does not refer to the
existence of a Secure Landfill. This omission also suggests that a Secure Landfill was not a significant part of
Complete's business or of the Vendors' plan to integrate a number of their businesses.
168 Minutes of January 20, 2010. This document describes a meeting that Ken Watson and Ron Baker attended
with Del Reinheimer and other officials from the MOE to discuss the Vendors' plans for the Babkirk Site. By this
time, Complete owned Babkirk and had received the EA Certificate. The issuance of the MOE Permit for the Secure
Landfill was the next step. The relevant portions of the minutes read as follows:
Ken [Watson] and Ron [Baker] both stressed that although they would rather not use Babkirk as a Landfill
but as a treatment facility, industry demands that Babkirk is Permitted as a Secure Landfill prior to
transporting materials to or using Babkirk in any way. The term "Secure" appears to be of utmost
importance to all major oil and gas companies.
*

Although Del [Reinheimer of the MOE] didn't understand why industry perceives as such, he
realized the concern.

*

He stated that even though the Permit may be approved, operation of a Secure Landfill may
not begin until the Operating Plan is also approved and the landfill has been constructed.

*

Ken and Ron agreed it is rather the perception of the word "Secure" that is required at this time
to entice clients, than the use of an actual operating landfill.

*

Ken suggested that prior to approved Secure Landfill operations, unacceptable material could
be sent to CCS (small amount around contamination source) and the remainder could be
accepted at Babkirk.

All agreed construction of the landfill is to commence within 2 years of Permit issuance; and that the Landfill
Operating Plan must be completed prior to construction but the issuance of the Permit itself is not affected
by the existence or not of the Operating Plan.
Ron [Baker] suggested that the Permit read that the construction phase of the landfill be completed in small
segments of a 1/2 cell over a period of time rather than the construction of a full 1/2 cell at one time (as
suggested by Reg).
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[our emphasis]

169 In the Tribunal's view, there are several reasons why this document indicates that the Secure Landfill at the
Babkirk Site was to be Incidental. First, Ron Baker was suggesting that even a half cell was not needed and
proposed that smaller segments be constructed. This approach makes sense only if the Secure Landfill was to be
Incidental. No one intending to compete with CCS' Full Service Secure Landfill at Silverberry would contemplate the
construction of a small segment of a half cell.
170 Second, the Incidental nature of the Secure Landfill is disclosed when Ken Watson suggested that, before the
Secure Landfill was operational at Babkirk, unacceptable material could be moved to CCS. The interesting point is
that the unacceptable material is not material delivered by waste generators for direct disposal into the Secure
Landfill at the Babkirk Site. Rather, it is only the "small amount around [the] contamination source" or, in other
words, the material around Hot Spots. Once again, this confirms that the Vendors' intention was that their Secure
Landfill would only be used on an Incidental basis.
171 Minutes dated March 20, 2010. These minutes reflect the Vendors' thinking in response to the offer to
purchase that they received from IRTL. The minutes indicate that, at that time, they believed they had the following
three options:
1. Operate start first secure cell and bioremediate [inc salt];
2. Bioremediate without cell;
3. Sell ???
The Minutes also stated:
"Need 12 month season to see how well bioremediation works."
172 The Vendors ask the Tribunal to note that this evidence all predates CCS' purchase of Complete and the
Commissioner's interest in the Merger. The Vendors also submit that their evidence at the hearing was consistent
with their intention to operate only an Incidental Secure Landfill. Both the proposed manager of the Babkirk Facility
(Randy Wolsey) and the man who would be in charge of daily operations (Ken Watson) testified that the only waste
they intended to accept at Babkirk was waste which could be bioremediated.
The RADs
173 There are numerous RADs, however, those which are particularly relevant are: the "Terms of Reference"
dated August 29, 2007; the "Application for an Environmental Assessment Certificate" dated February 11, 2008; the
"Babkirk Secure Landfill Project Assessment Report" dated November 12, 2008; and a "BC Information Bulletin"
dated December 9, 2008.
174 The first significant RAD is the Terms of Reference for the Babkirk Secure Landfill Project. It was approved by
the EAO on August 29, 2007.
175 Section 3.1 reads as follows:
The Proponent [Murray Babkirk] has experienced a considerable decline in the amount of waste brought to
the existing facility for storage and treatment since the approval of the Silverberry Secure Landfill Facility
application (north of Fort St. John, B.C.) as understandably, direct disposal forms a more cost effective
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option for clients than treatment and disposal. The conversion of the existing facility from a purely Shortterm Storage and Treatment Facility to a Secure Landfill and Short-term Storage and Treatment Facility will
allow fair competition between the Proponent and Silverberry facilities in providing responsible waste
management solutions for local industry.
[...]
This section will provide:
[...]
- a list of the materials to be accepted at the Project for disposal;
- a general description of the criteria that will be used to determine whether contaminated soil will be
disposed of directly into the secure landfill or treated by bioremediation;
[...]

[our emphasis]

176 This document suggests that the proposed facility on the Babkirk Site would accept Hazardous Waste for
direct disposal into the Secure Landfill and that the Secure Landfill was being developed so that the Babkirk Site
could compete with CCS at Silverberry. This document was first drafted by SNCL on the instructions of Murray
Babkirk, who was effectively the proponent, since, with his wife, he owned BLS. However, as discussed below,
some of the Vendors later reviewed it and they did not suggest changes to reflect their intention to operate only an
Incidental Secure Landfill. Since the further RADs contain similar language, it is not necessary to describe them in
detail. The Tribunal is satisfied that they all indicate that there would be a Full Service Secure Landfill on the
Babkirk Site.
177 It is clear that some of the Vendors were, in Karen Baker's words, "integrally involved" during the regulatory
process leading to the EA Certificate. Some attended and assisted with information sessions, consultation
meetings, and presentations to First Nations; some were included in correspondence regarding the EA Certificate;
some participated directly in drafting or reviewing some of the RADs; and some assisted the Babkirks with technical
matters. The Vendors also advanced funds which the Babkirks were able to use to finance the environmental
assessment process and pay the fees charged by SNCL. This financial support totalled approximately $300,000
and was deducted from the purchase price that Complete eventually paid the Babkirks for the BLS shares. In all
these circumstances, the Commissioner submits that the RADs reflect the Vendors' true intentions.
178 However, the Vendors state that while the RADs authorized the construction of a Full Service Secure Landfill,
they say nothing about the Vendors' intentions. Mr. Baker explained that, as far as the Vendors were concerned, as
long as they had an approval for a Secure Landfill, no one would complain if they chose to operate it on an
Incidental basis. He also stated that, if they had asked to amend the Terms of Reference, which is clearly the
document on which the later RADs were based, it would have slowed down the approval process for changes that,
in the Vendors' opinion, were unnecessary.
179 The Tribunal has concluded that this explanation is reasonable and that it underpins Mr. Baker's response
when he was asked why the Vendors didn't correct the Terms of Reference to reflect their intention to operate an
Incidental Secure Landfill. He testified:
[...] There was nothing in it that was that onerous to us or important to us to warrant changing.
180 In view of this explanation and in view of the Vendors' Documents which, starting in January 2007, consistently
show that their plan was to operate an Incidental Secure Landfill, the Tribunal concludes that, although the RADs
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accurately described what could be offered at the Babkirk Facility, they did not accurately reflect the Vendors'
intentions.
The Operations Plan
181 The Vendors never completed an Operations Plan for the Secure Landfill on the Babkirk Site.
182 The first Operations Plan was prepared by SNCL. An early and incomplete draft of that document is dated
January 9, 2008. The evidence showed that a revision was prepared in December 2008. The Tribunal is satisfied
that both versions provided in several places that the Secure Landfill could be operated on a Full Service basis. For
example:
[...] The addition of secure landfill capabilities to this facility would allow for direct disposal in addition to
treatment and remediation of contaminated soil. This addition would allow the Babkirk facility to compete
with the nearby Silverberry Secure Landfill facilities. The proposed facilities would be contained entirely
within the footprint of the former facilities.

[our emphasis]

183 Mr. Baker's evidence was that the Vendors worked directly with SNCL on the Operations Plan and that they
had worked "quite a little bit" on revisions to the first draft. However, he testified that when the Vendors reviewed
the revised version they were not satisfied and decided to prepare their own plan. He added that writing a new plan
would have taken "months" of work.
184 However, other evidence makes it clear that the Vendors did not pursue the idea of rewriting the Operations
Plan. Minutes of Complete's meeting, which Ron Baker attended in March 2010, show that the Vendors then
thought that it was "mostly in order" and that only a couple of weeks were needed to put it in final form for the MOE.
Minutes of a later meeting in May 2010 suggest that the Operations Plan needed "4-5 days work".
185 Mr. Baker acknowledged that he understood the Operations Plan to be saying that waste generators could
directly and finally dispose of untreatable Hazardous Waste into the Secure Landfill at the Babkirk Site. In this
regard, the transcript of his cross-examination at p. 1212 reads:
Mr. Iatrou: So you would accept waste. Some of it might be highly contaminated, not really treatable. That
would stay in [the secure landfill], but the stuff that could be treated would come out of that cell as capacity
and the bioremediation cell was freed up?
Mr. Baker: That's correct.
186 However, a review of Mr. Baker's entire cross-examination on the Operations Plan reveals, in the Tribunal's
view, that when he gave that answer, he was not saying that the Vendors intended to operate a Full Service Secure
Landfill. Rather, he was describing what was possible under the plan. This difference becomes clear in the following
exchange:
Mr. Iatrou: You would accept the same sort of material that you could take to Silverberry?
Mr. Baker: Yes, correct. We could accept it. Our plan was not to accept the type of soil that can only go to
Silverberry, if you get my drift here. I suppose I have to explain that slightly.
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[our emphasis]

187 Towards the end of his cross-examination, Mr. Baker began to answer questions from the Vendors'
perspective. For example, when asked about the section of the Operations Plan that spoke about closing secure
cells once they were filled, he stated "This was the concept, that if we ever got around to using the Secure Landfill
section of our facility..." [our emphasis].
188 And at the end of his examination, when asked whether or not all three secure cells had to be built at once, Mr.
Baker said "No, no, no. This whole idea of graded construction was that we - our intention half of one cell and never
have to do anything further. That was our intention. We would store so little of this landfillable material in that
portion of a cell that it would last us the lifetime of our interest in this operation." [our emphasis].
189 In the Tribunal's view, it is clear that the Vendors' approach to the Operations Plan was the same as it had
been to the RADs. A plan that permitted the direct disposal of Hazardous Waste did not oblige the Vendors to
accept it. It is obvious to the Tribunal that, from the early days of Newco in 2007, the Vendors wanted to make the
Babkirk Facility as attractive as possible for sale and this meant that it had to be capable of being operated as a Full
Service Secure Landfill. However, this does not mean that the Vendors intended to operate the Babkirk Facility in
that manner given their long expressed preference for a bioremediation facility with an Incidental Secure Landfill.
Was Babkirk Going to Compete with CCS?
190 The Commissioner also relies on what she describes as the Vendors' expressed intention to compete with
CCS to support her allegation that Complete was poised to operate a Full Service Secure Landfill at the Babkirk
Site. The statements on which she relies are found in the RADs, the Operations Plan and in Complete's minutes.
191 There is no doubt that, in 2006 when the Babkirks approached SNCL to work on documents for the EA
Certificate, they intended to operate a Full Service Secure Landfill on the Babkirk Site once the approvals were in
place. As noted earlier, the original project description prepared by SNCL makes this clear when it says:
The Proponent [BLS owned by the Babkirks] has reportedly experienced a considerable decline in his soil
storage and treatment business since the approval of the Silverberry Secure Landfill Facility application
(north of Fort St. John, BC) as understandably, direct disposal forms a more cost effective option for clients
than treatment and disposal. The conversion of the existing facility from a purely Short-term Storage and
Treatment Facility to a Secure Landfill and Short-term Storage and Treatment Facility will allow fair
competition between the Proponent and Silverberry facilities in providing responsible waste management
solutions for local industry.

[our emphasis]

192 This language is repeated in the Terms of Reference and the point is made even more clearly in the
application for the EA Certificate. It states that the proposed facility would allow the proponent to provide "market
competition for direct disposal of waste soil" and speaks of the Babkirk Facility being in "direct competition" with
CCS at Silverberry.
193 The Vendors' Operations Plan also mentions that the Secure Landfill has been added to the Babkirk Site to
allow it to compete with Silverberry and, in the Vision Statement she wrote for Newco, which is attached to minutes
dated June 22, 2008, Karen Baker stated that the Vendors wanted Complete "...to become the Number One
Competitor to the industry leader [CCS/Newalta]".
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194 In his cross-examination at the hearing, Randy Wolsey acknowledged an intention to compete with CCS.
However, he testified that while landfilling and competing with Silverberry was "going to happen", it would be on a
"very different scale" because the Vendors were going to supply a "brand new service".
195 Mr. Baker also acknowledged in his testimony that the Vendors did intend to compete with CCS and others,
but not on price. He stated that they were going to compete by offering a service that was different from anything
offered by CCS or Newalta.
196 The Tribunal has concluded that Complete intended to "compete" with Silverberry by offering a new
bioremediation service, and that its statements about competition were not intended to mean that the Vendors
planned to operate a Full Service Secure Landfill on the Babkirk Site.
Conclusions
197 If the Merger had not occurred, it is the Tribunal's view that, at the end of July 2010, in the absence of a letter
of intent from SES, the Vendors would have proceeded to develop the Babkirk Facility. This would have involved:
*

Completing the Operations Plan;

*

Securing the MOE's approval for the Operations Plan;

*

Constructing a half cell of Secure Landfill capacity i.e. 125,000 tonnes; and

*

Accepting Hazardous Waste for bioremediation and moving waste that could not be successfully
bioremediated into the Incidental Secure Landfill.

198 Although there was evidence to suggest that the Vendors might have decided to start accepting waste for
bioremediation without any Secure Landfill capacity, the Tribunal has concluded that the Vendors would likely have
built their half cell of Secure Landfill as soon as possible for two reasons. First, the Vendors told Del Reinheimer of
the MOE on January 20, 2010 about the importance customers placed on having Secure Landfill capacity available.
Indeed, Petro-Canada had refused to deliver waste for bioremediation until the Vendors opened a Secure Landfill.
Second, Ken Watson testified that the plan was to store in the Secure Landfill all waste that was awaiting treatment.
Presumably, this storage capacity would have been needed as soon as the business started in earnest.
199 The Tribunal has also concluded that it is more likely than not that the Vendors would have had an approved
operations plan by the end of October 2010 and that the three months of preparatory work, which Ken Watson
testified was needed before the Babkirk Facility could accept waste, would have been substantially completed by
the end of October 2010.
200 This means that in the spring of 2011, the Vendors would have been able to accept waste for bioremediation.
However, since generators had advised that they would not tip until a Secure Landfill was available, it is unlikely
that any meaningful quantity of waste would have been delivered. Construction of the half cell of Incidental Secure
Landfill would have begun as soon as the construction season opened in June 2011. Accordingly, given that the
evidence showed that the construction would take three or four months, the Tribunal has concluded that the Babkirk
Facility would have been fully operational by October 2011.
201 The evidence establishes that the Vendors felt that a twelve month period was needed to see how well
bioremediation would work. The Tribunal therefore considers it reasonable to project that the Vendors would have
carried on with bioremediation as their principal focus through the fall of 2012. However, the Tribunal has also
concluded that, notwithstanding Ken Watson's contacts and his experience with bioremediation, the Vendors'
bioremediation business would have been unprofitable for the reasons discussed below.
202 There would have been few if any customers for two reasons. First, while the evidence showed that there is a
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significant amount of treatable soil on drilling sites in the area around the Babkirk Facility, the bioremediation that
presently occurs is done by generators on their own sites. There was no evidence that any companies are paying to
transport waste to offsite bioremediation facilities in NEBC. Although Ken Watson testified that he expected that
CNRL, Encana, and Bonavista would be interested in disposing of their waste in this fashion and, although PetroCanada had been interested, the Vendors did not call evidence from any prospective customers to say that they
would be prepared to truck their waste to the Babkirk Facility for bioremediation. Further, the Vendors provided the
Commissioner with a list of potential customers and [CONFIDENTIAL] was first on that list. However, Mr.
[CONFIDENTIAL], Vice-President, Operations at [CONFIDENTIAL], testified for the Commissioner that
[CONFIDENTIAL] philosophy is "going to landfill". In other words, his company was not a significant potential
customer for the Vendors' bioremediation facility.
203 Second, the Vendors testified that the Tipping Fees they would charge for bioremediation would be
significantly higher than Silverberry's Tipping Fees for Secure Landfill services. It is difficult to imagine that
generators with waste that could be bioremediated on their own sites would pay large sums to transport their
Hazardous Waste to Babkirk and tip there at rates higher than those at Silverberry, given that they could continue to
bioremediate on their own sites or tip for less at Silverberry.
204 Further, there was no evidence from any potential purchasers who might have bought treated waste from
Complete for use as cover for municipal dumps or as backfill for excavations. It does not appear that any such sales
would have been available to generate revenue for Complete.
205 It is not clear how long the Vendors would have been prepared to operate on an unprofitable basis, without
beginning to accept more waste at the Secure Landfill part of the Babkirk Facility. In their final written submissions,
the Vendors ask the Tribunal to assume that they would have incurred losses for two years before they decided that
their venture had failed.
206 However, the Tribunal has concluded that, because there was no evidence that the Vendors have deep
pockets or significant borrowing power, it is unreasonable to suppose that they would have been prepared to
operate unprofitably beyond the fall of 2012, when they could have generated additional revenues by accepting
more waste into the Secure Landfill part of their facility.
207 Accordingly, it is the Tribunal's view that the Vendors would have started to operate a Full Service Secure
Landfill at least by the spring of 2013. In other words, they would have begun to accept significant quantities of
Hazardous Waste for direct disposal into Babkirk's Secure Landfill, in competition with CCS. In the alternative, they
would have sold Complete or BLS to a purchaser which would have operated a Full Service Secure Landfill. Given
that the Vendors had a valuable and scarce asset and given the evidence that demand for Secure Landfill services
has, for some time, been projected to increase as new drilling is undertaken in the area north and west of Babkirk,
the Tribunal is satisfied that such a sale would have been readily available to the Vendors. Finally, whether Babkirk
was operated by the Vendors or a new owner, Babkirk and Silverberry would have become direct and serious
competitors by no later than the spring of 2013.
208 We have reached this conclusion notwithstanding CCS' submission that the Vendors' lack of experience and
the smaller capacity of the Babkirk Facility would have constrained it from functioning as a serious competitor. In
our view, as they had done in the past when they retained IRTL, the Vendors would have hired experts, if needed,
to redress their lack of expertise. Moreover, 750,000 tonnes of permitted capacity was sufficient to allow the
Vendors or a purchaser to compete effectively with CCS at Silverberry.
209 To summarize, the Tribunal has decided that it is likely that the Vendors would have operated a bioremediation
treatment facility with an Incidental Secure Landfill for approximately one year from October 2011 to October 2012
(the "Initial Operating Period"). Thereafter, in the spring of 2013, the Babkirk Facility would have become a Full
Service Secure Landfill.
210 Turning to the impact of these developments, it is the Tribunal's view that, as soon as the half cell of the
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Secure Landfill capacity at the Babkirk Facility was operational in October of 2011, waste generators who tipped at
Silverberry would have seen that there was a potential alternative to Silverberry at the Babkirk Facility. The Tribunal
cannot predict what would actually have happened. However, we can reasonably expect that, during the Initial
Operating Period, some generators of Hazardous Waste would have asked the Vendors to take their waste for
direct disposal, if only to use the possibility of disposing at Babkirk as a basis for negotiating lower Tipping Fees at
Silverberry. This would have been possible because many oil and gas producers have one year non-exclusive
contracts with CCS.
211 As well, given that the Vendors would have needed revenue and given that it might have been convenient for
some of their customers, it is reasonable to assume that the Vendors would have accepted at least some
Hazardous Waste for direct disposal during the Initial Operating Period, in spite of their evidence that this was not
their intention. This possibility was foreseen by Ron Baker when, in his cross-examination, he was asked about the
decision matrix in the Operations Plan which reflected that soil which arrived and could not be bioremediated would
be landfilled with other soil that could not be bioremediated. He said that, "if we had room", "chances are" such soil
would be put in the Secure Landfill.
212 The question is whether this competition afforded by Babkirk in the Initial Operating Period can be considered
substantial. In Director of Investigation and Research v. Tele-Direct (Publications) Inc. (1997), 73 C.P.R. (3d) 1, the
Tribunal addressed the question of the potential importance of a small amount of competition, in the course of
examining the impact on Yellow Pages consultants of Tele-Direct's discriminatory anti-competitive practices. In that
case, the Tribunal was considering whether there had been a substantial lessening of competition.
213 The Tribunal heard evidence that consultants, who charged fees to place Yellow Pages advertisements, had
lost time and money and that their ability to attract new customers had been damaged by Tele-Direct's conduct.
The Tribunal also found that, although the consultants only occupied a small segment of the market and had a
limited and fragile ability to compete with Tele-Direct, they had had a significant positive influence on the level of
service Tele-Direct provided to customers who were purchasing yellow pages advertisements. In this context the
Tribunal stated at paragraph 758:
Where a firm with a high degree of market power [Tele-Direct] is found to have engaged in anti-competitive
conduct, smaller impacts on competition resulting from that conduct will meet the test of being "substantial"
than where the market situation was less uncompetitive to begin with. In these circumstances, particularly
Tele-Direct's overwhelming market power, even a small impact on the volume of consultants' business, of
which there is some evidence, by the anti-competitive acts must be considered substantial.
214 In contrast, in this case, the Tribunal has concluded that the competition offered by the Babkirk Facility in the
Initial Operating Period would likely have had no material, let alone significant, impact on pricing at Silverberry,
because any competition would have been offered on an extremely small scale. In our view, during the Initial
Operating Period, Silverberry could have ignored any requests by customers for lower prices because the Babkirk
Facility would not have been a viable alternative for the volumes of Hazardous Waste oil and gas producers tipped
at Silverberry. This means that the prevention of any competition that would have developed in the Initial Operating
Period would not have been "substantial".
215 Turning to the spring of 2013, the competition that would have been offered by Babkirk as a Full Service
Secure Landfill would have been direct and substantial and, as discussed below, it is this competition that was
substantially prevented by the Merger.
B. What are the Relevant Assessment Factors?
Conditions of Entry
216 The conditions of entry into a relevant market can be a decisive factor in the Tribunal's assessment of whether
a merger is likely to prevent or lessen competition substantially. This is because, "[i]n the absence of significant
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entry barriers it is unlikely that a merged firm, regardless of market share or concentration, could maintain supracompetitive pricing for any length of time"( Hillsdown, above, at 324; see also Propane 1, above, at para. 127).
217 To be effective, entry must be timely, likely and sufficient to ensure that any prevention of future competition
will not be substantial.
218 CCS maintains that the evidence in this case is that the Secure Landfill business is not characterized by
significant entry barriers and that the conditions for entry are conducive for potential competitors. In this regard,
CCS asserts that (i) the regulatory regime is permissive, as evidenced by the fact that a number of permits to
operate a Secure Landfill have been granted in NEBC in recent years, (ii) there is a growing market in the NEBC
region for oil and gas drilling and related services, coupled with a growing demand and pressure for socially
responsible waste management alternatives, and (iii) the industry practice of engaging in short-term contracts is
conducive to entry. CCS further asserts that the Commissioner's reliance on the fact that BLS took nearly four years
to obtain its Secure Landfill permit is misplaced, most importantly because BLS did not pursue concurrent
permitting. Concurrent permitting allows an applicant to pursue applications for EA Certificates and an MOE Permits
(together the "Authorizations") in tandem. CCS also asserts that entry is much less time consuming if a remote area
near Babkirk is selected. Thus, attempts to develop secure landfills in populated areas around Dawson Creek
should not be accepted as precedents for the timing that entry might involve near Babkirk.
219 Among other things, prior to seeking the Authorizations, a new entrant must spend several months selecting a
site from among various potential sites. This involves drilling test holes to determine whether the site's subsurface
characteristics are appropriate for Secure Landfilling. If so, a further assessment is undertaken which involves
drilling multiple test holes and installing monitoring equipment. There is no evidence about the time needed to
complete only a site selection. However, [CONFIDENTIAL] spent 15 to 18 months on site selection and the
preparation of an application for a potential landfill.
220 Once a potential entrant has completed the site selection described above, it must then obtain the required
Authorizations. The evidence is that this process would likely take at least 18-24 months and that a further 3 to 4
months are needed for construction.
221 Notwithstanding the time and money ($1.3 million) it spent during the development process, as described
earlier, SES abandoned its plans to open the Heritage landfill and, after spending $885,000.00, CCS abandoned its
proposed Sunrise Landfill in NEBC, due to opposition from local residents. These two incidents of site
abandonment by knowledgeable industry participants underscore the risk and uncertainty associated with new
entry, as well as the "sunk" nature of the entry costs in the event that an entry initiative is unsuccessful.
222 Based on this evidence, the Tribunal has concluded that, even in a remote location and even with concurrent
permitting, it would take a new entrant at least 30 months to complete the process of selecting a new site, obtaining
the required Authorizations and constructing a new Secure Landfill. That said, the Tribunal notes that there is no
evidence of any proposed entry in the Contestable Area.
Absence of Acceptable Substitutes/Effective Remaining Competition
223 For the reasons given earlier, the Tribunal is satisfied that, for some product and for some generators,
bioremediation does not compete in the same market as the supply of Secure Landfill services and does not
exercise any constraining influence on price or non-price competition within the latter market.
224 This conclusion is supported by the fact that CCS' Tipping Fees are significantly higher in areas where it does
not face competition from other Secure Landfill operators, than they are in areas where CCS does face such
competition. In addition, the "natural experiment" that occurred when SES opened its facility in Willesden Green
Alberta, and CCS substantially reduced its Tipping Fees to seven of its significant customers, strongly suggests that
CCS' pricing behaviour is primarily determined by reference to the location of competing suppliers of Secure Landfill
services, rather than by competition with suppliers of bioremediation services.
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225 Dr. Baye provided extensive evidence with respect to CCS' alleged ability to price discriminate in order to
show that it had market power. However, given the foregoing and because CCS is a monopolist in the relevant
market and is not constrained by any actual or potential competition from within or outside the market, it is clear that
CCS has significant market power. This conclusion is further supported by the discussion of countervailing market
power immediately below. For this reason, it is not necessary to consider the allegation of price discrimination.
Countervailing Power
226 CCS correctly notes that none of its customers have complained about the Merger. CCS encourages the
Tribunal to infer from this that the Merger is not likely to prevent competition substantially. However, the Tribunal is
not persuaded that this is a reasonable inference.
227 The Tribunal recognizes that CCS' largest customers pay lower Tipping Fees than its smaller customers.
However, the Tribunal notes that Dr. Baye's report indicates that even CCS' largest customers are forced to pay
higher Tipping Fees in areas where CCS faces no competition than in areas where such competition exists and this
evidence was not contested. In 2010, the average Tipping Fees at Silverberry and Northern Rockies were
[CONFIDENTIAL] and [CONFIDENTIAL] respectively. However, Tipping Fees at CCS' South Grande Prairie
[CONFIDENTIAL] and Rocky [CONFIDENTIAL] in Alberta were significantly lower because they both face
competition from SES. This no doubt explains why Mr. [CONFIDENTIAL], who testified for the Commissioner,
made it clear in his testimony that he would welcome competition for CCS in NEBC.
228 The attenuated or limited nature of any countervailing power that may be in the hands of CCS' largest
customers is also reflected in the evidence that written requests by them for price relief were rejected by CCS
during the industry downturn in late 2008 and early 2009.
C. Conclusions
229
(i)

Based on all of the foregoing, the Tribunal has concluded that the Merger is likely to prevent
competition substantially. The Merger prevented likely future competition between the Vendors and
CCS in the supply of Secure Landfilling services in, at the very least, the Contestable Area.
Although the competition that was prevented in 2012 is not likely to be substantial, the Tribunal is
satisfied that by no later than the spring of 2013, either the Vendors or a party that purchased the
Babkirk Facility would have operated in direct and serious competition with CCS in the supply of
Secure Landfill services in the Contestable Area.

(ii) In estimating the magnitude of the likely adverse price effects of the Merger, the Commissioner
relied on expert evidence adduced by Dr. Baye. That evidence included economic theory and
regression models. However, for reasons discussed below the Tribunal has not given significant
weight to that economic theory or to those regression models in assessing the magnitude of the
likely adverse price effects of the Merger. In reaching this decision, the Tribunal took into account
the fact that the models do not control for costs, and the fact that, although Dr. Baye acknowledged
that his theory of spatial competition should only be used if other data were unavailable, he used
his theory even though he had actual CCS data.
(iii) Nevertheless, as discussed below in connection with the "effects" element of section 96, the
Tribunal is satisfied that prices likely would have been at least 10% lower in the Contestable Area
in the absence of the Merger.
(iv) The Tribunal therefore finds that the Merger is more likely than not to maintain the ability of CCS to
exercise materially greater market power than in the absence of the Merger, and that the Merger is
likely to prevent competition substantially.
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ISSUE 7

WHEN THE EFFICIENCIES DEFENCE IS PLEADED, WHAT IS THE BURDEN OF
PROOF ON THE COMMISSIONER AND ON THE RESPONDENT?

230 CCS has alleged that the Commissioner failed to properly discharge her burden to prove the extent of the
quantifiable effects of the Merger. CCS alleges that the Commissioner's failure to prove those effects in her case in
chief has precluded CCS from being able to meet its overall burden to prove the elements of the efficiencies
defence on a balance of probabilities. CCS asserts that the Commissioner's failure means that the effects should be
zero and that the Application should therefore be dismissed.
231 In paragraph 48 of its response to the Commissioner's Application, CCS pleaded the efficiencies defence in
the following terms:
The Acquisition has brought about or is likely to bring about gains in efficiency that will be greater than, and
will offset, the effects of any prevention of competition that will result from the Acquisition, and the gains in
efficiency will not likely be attained if the requested order or orders are made by the Tribunal.
232 The burdens of proof under section 96 were established and applied over the course of the four decisions in
Propane (Propane 1, at para. 48, rev'd on other grounds 2001 FCA 104, [2001] 3 F.C. 185 ("Propane 2"), leave to
appeal to SCC refused, 28593 (September 13, 2001), redetermination, The Commissioner of Competition v.
Superior Propane Inc., 2002 Comp. Trib. 16, 18 C.P.R. (4th) 417 ("Propane 3"), aff'd 2003 FCA 53, [2003] 3 F.C.
529 ("Propane 4")). "The effects of any prevention or lessening of competition" must be demonstrated by the
Commissioner on balance of probabilities (Propane 1, above, at para. 402; Propane 2, above, at para. 177,
Propane 4, at para. 17). Her burden is to prove (i) the extent of the anti-competitive effects in question where they
are quantifiable, even if only roughly so (Propane 4, at paras. 35-38), and (ii) any non-quantifiable or qualitative
anti-competitive effects of the merger. It also includes the burden to demonstrate the extent of any socially adverse
effects that are likely to result from the merger, i.e., the proportion of the otherwise neutral wealth transfer that
should be included in the trade-off assessment contemplated by section 96, as well as the weighting that should be
given to those effects (Propane 4, above, at paras. 35-38, and 61-64). In this case, there being no socially adverse
effects, the term "Effects" will be used to described quantifiable and non-quantifiable anti-competitive effects.
233 That said, the respondents bear the burden on the ultimate issue, namely, that the efficiency gains are likely to
be greater than, and to offset, the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition likely to result from the
merger (Propane 2, above, at para. 154).
234 There is no dispute about the fact that, in his expert report in chief, Dr. Baye only calculated that an average
price decrease of at least 10% would be prevented by the Merger. This meant that CCS did not have a figure for the
Effects and was obliged to serve its expert report on efficiencies with no ability to take a position about whether the
number it calculated for its total efficiencies was greater than the Effects. As a result, CCS maintains that, as a
matter of substantive and procedural fairness, it was effectively denied a right of response and the ability to properly
meet its own burden under section 96. It therefore asserts that the Tribunal should conclude that there are no
quantified Effects as a result of the Merger.
235 Dr. Baye did eventually quantify the Effects but not until he wrote his reply report, which was only made
available to CCS two weeks before the hearing. By then, the Tribunal's Scheduling Order did not permit CCS to
bring a motion or file a further expert report. In addition, the Tribunal accepts that, in practical terms, there was
insufficient time before the hearing to permit CCS to move to strike Dr. Baye's report or to seek leave to file a
further report in response to the Commissioner's quantification of the Effects.
236 The Commissioner maintains that her substantive burden to quantify the Effects only arises once a respondent
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advances its affirmative defence by proving efficiencies. She submits that any other result would require her to
respond to every bald assertion of efficiencies, regardless of whether a respondent actually relies on efficiencies at
the hearing. She asserts in her final written argument that this "would be an incredible waste of resources, and one
that is antithetical to the notion of responding to an affirmative defence".
237 In the Tribunal's view, the Commissioner's argument about resources does not justify her failure to meet her
burden to prove the Effects as part of her case in chief. Once CCS pleaded section 96, the efficiencies defence
became part of the fabric of the case and, if it had not been pursued by CCS, the Commissioner would have been
entitled to costs fully compensating her for work done by her experts to calculate the Effects.
238 The Commissioner also defended her approach by stating that, until CCS served Dr. Kahwaty's report on
efficiencies ("Efficiencies Report"), it was an open question whether it was going to pursue the efficiencies defence
at all. In this regard, she noted that prior to serving that report, CCS advanced no facts or proof of efficiencies, and
provided no guidance on the types of efficiencies that Dr. Kahwaty planned to identify and quantify. She also
observed that the Tribunal's Revised Scheduling Order, dated August 19, 2011, indicated that CCS might not
pursue the efficiencies defence.
239 The revised scheduling order required the "Corporate Respondents to serve expert reports, if any, on
efficiencies and provide them to the Tribunal" on or before October 7, 2011 (our emphasis). However, since the
phrase "if any" was proposed by the Commissioner and not by CCS, the Tribunal does not accept that it suggests
that CCS had resiled from its pleading.
240 In addition, the Tribunal can find no basis in the record for concluding that CCS did not intend to mount the
efficiencies defence. The Tribunal notes that the Commissioner asked questions about efficiencies during
examination for discovery and asked, during a case management teleconference on August 15, 2011, that CCS be
ordered to produce documents relevant to the issue. During that teleconference, the Presiding Judicial Member
stated that efficiencies were at issue and that, if relevant documents existed, their production was required.
241 Given the pleading of section 96 and these developments, the Tribunal concludes that there was no reason to
doubt that CCS would pursue an efficiencies defence.
242 The Commissioner further asserts that the legislation and the case law do not dictate how she must meet her
burden to prove the extent of the Effects. She submits that she is not obliged in every case to lead evidence about
demand elasticities and provide detailed calculations about the range of likely Effects. This is particularly so in a
case such as this in which she asserts that the efficiencies are "plainly so minimal that it was an open question
whether [the efficiencies defence would even be pursued]".
243 The Tribunal acknowledges that the legislation and the jurisprudence do not dictate how the Commissioner
must meet her burden. However, as noted above, where it is possible to quantify the Effects of a merger, even if
only in "rough" terms, the Commissioner has the onus to provide an estimate of such Effects (Propane 4, above, at
paras. 35 - 38).
244 Indeed, where the necessary data can be obtained, the Commissioner will be expected in future cases to
provide estimates of market elasticity and the merged entity's own-price elasticity of demand in her case in chief.
These estimates facilitate the calculation of the magnitude of the output reduction and price effects likely to result
from the merger. They are also necessary in order to calculate the deadweight loss ("DWL") that will likely result
from the output reduction and related price effects. DWL is the loss to the economy as a whole that results from the
inefficient allocation of resources which occurs when (i) customers reduce their purchases of a product as its price
rises, and shift their purchases to other products that they value less, and (ii) suppliers produce less of the product.
245 Given that there will often be shortcomings in the data used to estimate market elasticities and the merged
entity's own-price elasticity of demand, prudence dictates that a range of plausible elasticities should be calculated,
to assist the Tribunal to understand the sensitivity of the Commissioner's estimates to changes in those elasticities.
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The Tribunal will be open to making its assessment of the quantitative extent of the Effects on the basis of
persuasively supported "rough estimates" of those Effects, but only if the data required to reliably estimate
elasticities cannot reasonably be obtained. Such rough estimates may be derived from evidence with respect to the
magnitude of the likely price effects of the merger, including statements or projections made in the internal
documents of the respondent or its advisors (including its investment bankers); persuasive estimates by customers,
other lay witnesses, or expert witnesses; and persuasive evidence from "natural experiments."
246 Although the Commissioner failed to meet her burden, in the unusual circumstances of this case, CCS was not
prejudiced by that failure because, instead of doing the required independent analysis of elasticities, Dr. Baye relied
on his assumed price decrease of at least 10% and on certain assumptions used by Dr. Kahwaty in calculating
CCS' claimed market expansion efficiencies. In making that calculation, Dr. Kahwaty assumed that the opening of a
Secure Landfill at Babkirk would lead waste generators to dispose of approximately [CONFIDENTIAL] additional
tonnes of Hazardous Waste, as forecast in CCS' internal documents. Further, during the hearing. Dr. Kahwaty was
able to effectively attack Dr. Baye's DWL calculations on various grounds, including his failure to base them on
conventional calculations of elasticities when he could have obtained the data necessary to perform those
calculations. In short, CCS was able to effectively assert the defence and argue that the efficiencies its expert
presented were greater than the Effects (i.e. the DLW) calculated by Dr. Baye. For these reasons, the Tribunal
declines to dismiss the Application.
247 There is a second reason why CCS' request is being denied. CCS was also required to show that the
cognizable efficiencies would be likely to offset the Effects. This means that even if the Tribunal had accepted CCS'
submission that a zero weighting should be given to the quantifiable Effects, it would not necessarily follow that the
Tribunal would find that the offset element of section 96 has been established on a balance of probabilities.
248 This is so for two reasons. First, as noted in Propane 3, above, at para. 172, "it cannot be concluded that the
Tribunal would find that efficiency gains (whether large or small) that marginally exceeded the effects (whether large
or small) would necessarily offset those effects." This is because the loss of dynamic competition will always merit
some non-trivial qualitative weighting in the trade-off assessment. Indeed, dynamic efficiencies and dynamic Effects
can have a major impact on the trade-off assessment. Second, in this case, the Commissioner adduced evidence of
qualitative Effects in Dr. Baye's expert report in chief. As well, CCS adduced evidence of qualitative efficiencies,
such as improved service, reduced risk for customers and the environment, which put in play the issue of whether a
substantial prevention of competition likely would adversely impact upon these matters.
249 Accordingly, the Commissioner's failure to meet her burden to quantify the Effects, even in rough terms, at the
appropriate time is not a sufficient reason to conclude that CCS is relieved of its obligation to meet its burden to
meet the "offset" element in section 96.

ISSUE 8

HAS CCS SUCCESSFULLY ESTABLISHED AN EFFICIENCIES DEFENCE?

What are the Claimed Efficiencies?
250 We now turn to summarizing the efficiencies claimed by CCS. In that regard, Dr. Kahwaty testified on behalf of
CCS that the Merger would likely result in efficiencies that he grouped into the following five categories.
251 Transportation efficiencies: These were described as being productive efficiencies realized by those
customers presently serviced at Silverberry, who have an aggregate of [CONFIDENTIAL] locations that are
situated closer to the Babkirk Facility than to Silverberry. Once CCS opens the Babkirk as a Secure Landfill, those
customers will realize significant transportation cost savings, thereby freeing up resources for other uses. Based on
what he described as the "going rate" of approximately [CONFIDENTIAL] for trucking services, the number of loads
shipped from each of the above-mentioned [CONFIDENTIAL] locations in 2010, and the time saved by tipping at
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Babkirk instead of Silverberry, Dr. Kahwaty estimated the annual aggregate transportation cost savings for the
aforementioned customers to be [CONFIDENTIAL]. Using a lower trucking rate of [CONFIDENTIAL] per hour per
load (or $5 per tonne per hour of transport), Dr. Kahwaty provided a second estimate of those annual transportation
cost savings, which totaled [CONFIDENTIAL]. Dr. Kahwaty also calculated that his two estimates represented
approximately [CONFIDENTIAL] and [CONFIDENTIAL] respectively of CCS' 2010 revenue derived from the
[CONFIDENTIAL] customer locations in question.
252 Market expansion efficiencies: Dr. Kahwaty stated that, absent the opening of a Secure Landfill at Babkirk, a
significant volume of existing Legacy Waste and newly generated Hazardous Waste, within the drawing area of the
Babkirk Facility, would not have been transported to Silverberry due to the significant risk, and related financial
liability, that would be associated with transporting such waste over the long distance to Silverberry. However, with
the opening of a Secure Landfill at the Babkirk Site, CCS estimated that approximately [CONFIDENTIAL] tonnes
per year of such waste ("Market Expansion Waste") likely would be transported for disposal at Babkirk. Dr. Kahwaty
acknowledged that this estimate is "necessarily imprecise," and suggested that the incremental volume of Market
Expansion Waste could substantially exceed CCS' estimate of [CONFIDENTIAL] tonnes per year. Based on the
reported margin for Silverberry in 2009 of [CONFIDENTIAL] and a price of [CONFIDENTIAL] per tonne, Dr.
Kahwaty estimated an increase in producer surplus from this incremental volume of [CONFIDENTIAL]. In addition,
based on an estimated reduction in disposal costs of [CONFIDENTIAL] per tonne, Dr. Kahwaty estimated that
customers would gain approximately [CONFIDENTIAL] per year in consumer surplus. This is only 50% of the
product of multiplying [CONFIDENTIAL] by [CONFIDENTIAL], because Dr. Kahwaty felt that customers do not
gain the full reduction in the costs of disposal when they are induced to dispose of their waste by virtue of a lower
overall cost of disposition. The sum of the estimated [CONFIDENTIAL] in producer surplus gains and the estimated
[CONFIDENTIAL] in consumer gains, was a total of [CONFIDENTIAL] of annual market expansion efficiencies.
253 Overhead Efficiencies: Dr. Kahwaty estimated that the Merger would result in annual overhead savings of
approximately [CONFIDENTIAL]. He stated that these savings likely would be achieved by virtue of the fact that
CCS could draw upon its existing administrative staff (e.g., those persons who deal with legal, regulatory,
marketing, engineering, financial and health & safety matters) in operating the Babkirk Facility. In the absence of
the Merger, he stated that the Vendors likely would have had to incur expenses associated with these functions. In
reaching his estimate of [CONFIDENTIAL], Dr. Kahwaty used the cost reductions that CCS has achieved in
operating Complete's Roll-off Bin Business as a proxy. In addition, he submitted that some "qualitative" credit
should be given to this category of efficiencies, because Complete would otherwise need to expend resources
developing administrative systems and to deal with some of the matters identified above.
254 Roll-off Bin Business Efficiencies: Dr. Kahwaty estimated that CCS's Merger of the Roll-off Bin Business
has resulted in annual cost savings of approximately [CONFIDENTIAL]. These savings were described as having
been achieved as a result of (i) the upgrading of its trucks to meet higher safety standards, (ii) investments in
business development efforts, and (iii) the absorption of administrative functions, such as billing, into CCS' preexisting corporate systems.
255 Qualitative efficiencies: Dr. Kahwaty listed the following qualitative efficiencies as being likely to result from
the Merger:
a. the landfill services to be offered by CCS at the Babkirk Site will be of higher (and known) quality and
involve less risk for customers due to CCS's knowledge and experience in the operation and
management of hazardous waste landfills;
b. customers will benefit from being able to purchase bundled packages of services that may include, for
example, loading, trucking and tipping services;
c. the landfill services to be offered by CCS at the Babkirk Site will reduce risks for customers due to
CCS's substantial financial resources, which provide assurance to customers regarding the long-term
management of the Babkirk Facility and the potential continuing liability for wastes disposed in that
landfill;
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d. CCS will have the capability and resources necessary to expand the Babkirk Facility as necessary and
to meet special customer needs (e.g., rapid responses to increased disposal needs);
e. since landfilling is CCS' business and since the Vendors were not planning to operate a Secure
Landfill, CCS will promote landfilling services to a greater extent than the Vendors would have done,
once the Babkirk Site is operational, making trucking cost efficiencies available to more customers;
f.

the provision of Secure Landfill services by CCS at the Babkirk Site will reduce risks for generators,
trucking firms, and other road users related to the transportation of Hazardous Waste on roads over
long distances;

g. increased competition in the Roll-off Bin Business will benefit roll-off customers and may reduce the
extent of any DWL in the roll-off industry, which will increase the total surplus generated in the roll-off
marketplace; and
h. increased site remediation from reduced trucking costs will benefit area residents, wildlife, and the
overall environment, and will also further the government's policy of expanding contaminated site
remediations.
256 Dr. Kahwaty also stated that some or all of the efficiencies identified above would likely be achieved sooner by
CCS than by Complete or by any third-party who might acquire the Babkirk Facility pursuant to an order of the
Tribunal.
257 In addition, Dr. Kahwaty stated that CCS should be given credit for some of the efficiencies that it has already
achieved in respect of the Roll-off Bin Business.
258 Finally, Dr. Kahwaty provided reasoned estimates about the extent to which the above-mentioned trucking and
market expansion efficiencies would increase under market growth scenarios of 1%, 2% and 4% compounded
annually over the next 10 years. Based on this work, he suggested that these increased efficiencies ought to be
considered by the Tribunal.
259 After providing his annual estimates of the quantifiable efficiencies, Dr. Kahwaty calculated the net present
value of those efficiencies as of January 1, 2012 using three different discount rates: (i) a risk-free interest rate of
1%, which he described as being the annual yield on one to three year government of Canada marketable bonds
over the 10 week period preceding the date of his report (October 7, 2011); (ii) an interest rate of 10%, which he
described as being "roughly equivalent to rates prevailing in the oil and gas industry"; and (iii) an intermediate rate
of 5.5%.
260 The Tribunal accepts the evidence of Mr. Harrington, the Commissioner's expert, that, in broad terms, the
discount rate used in calculating the net present value of efficiencies typically does not matter, so long as the same
discount rate is used to calculate the net present value of the Effects. That said, the Tribunal also accepts Mr.
Harrington's evidence that, (i) as a general principle, the appropriate discount rate to use in discounting a set of
future cash flows is a function of the risk of those cash flows being wrong, (ii) there is some uncertainty associated
with the efficiencies identified and estimated by Dr. Kahwaty and CCS, and therefore (iii) the midpoint (5.5%) of the
three discount rates identified by Dr. Kahwaty is the most defensible of the three rates to use in calculating
efficiencies and Effects in this case.
The assessment of the claimed efficiencies
261 In the initial stage of assessing efficiencies claimed under section 96 of the Act, the Tribunal applies five
screens to eliminate efficiencies that are not cognizable under that section.
262 The first screen eliminates claims that do not involve a type of productive or dynamic efficiency, or that are not
otherwise likely to result in any increase in allocative efficiency. The second screen narrows the claimed efficiencies
to those that the Tribunal is satisfied are likely to be brought about by the Merger. Efficiencies that cannot be
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demonstrated to be more likely than not to be attained in the Merger are filtered out at this stage. The third screen
filters out claimed efficiency gains that would be brought about by reason only of a redistribution of income between
two or more persons, as contemplated by subsection 96(3). These types of gains include savings that result solely
from a reduction in output, service, quality or product choice, as well as from increases in bargaining leverage and
reductions in taxes. The fourth screen filters out claimed efficiency gains that would be achieved outside Canada
and would not flow back to shareholders in Canada as well as any savings from operations in Canada that would
flow through to foreign shareholders.
263 In the case at bar, the application of the first four screens does not result in the elimination of any of the
claimed efficiencies.
264 The fifth screen filters out claimed efficiencies that either (a) would likely be attained through alternative means
if the Tribunal were to make the order that it determines would be necessary to ensure that the merger in question
does not prevent or lessen competition substantially, or (b) would likely be attained through the Merger even if that
order were made. This screen has a critical role to play in the case at bar.
265 In this case, the fifth screen eliminates most of the efficiencies claimed by CCS. With three exceptions, being
the one year of transportation efficiencies and the one year of market expansion efficiencies discussed at
paragraph 269 below, as well as the overhead efficiencies discussed above, virtually all of the efficiencies claimed
by CCS would likely be achieved even if the order referred to in the preceding paragraph is made. That order is an
order for the divestiture of the shares or assets of BLS (the "Order").
266 Although there is currently some uncertainty regarding the identity of a prospective purchaser, the Tribunal is
satisfied that a divestiture will ultimately be made to a purchaser who will operate the Babkirk Facility and attract
essentially the same volumes of Hazardous Waste as were assumed by Dr. Kahwaty in arriving at his estimates of
transportation and market expansion efficiencies.
267 The Tribunal has decided that, absent exceptional circumstances, it will not be prepared to conclude that the
claimed efficiencies that would be realized by any acceptable alternative purchaser should be included in the tradeoff assessment, on the basis that it is not possible to identify any particular likely purchaser of the shares or assets
contemplated by the divestiture order.
Transportation and Market Expansion Efficiencies
268 Based on the reasonable assumption that a purchaser under the Order will emerge and attract, in its first year
of operation, the volume of Hazardous Waste that formed the basis for Dr. Kahwaty's estimates of CCS' claimed
transportation and market expansion efficiencies, those efficiencies cannot be considered in the section 96
assessment because they are likely to be achieved even if the Order is made.
269 A noteworthy exception to this conclusion concerns the transportation and market expansion efficiencies that
CCS claims would be achieved more quickly by CCS than by a purchaser. In this regard, CCS asserted that it
would already have been operating at Babkirk but for the Commissioner's intervention and that, in any event, it is
likely to be in a position to operate a Secure Landfill at the Babkirk Site by the summer of 2012. In contrast, CCS
stated that a purchaser following a divestiture is unlikely to be in a position to operate a Secure Landfill facility at the
Babkirk Site before mid-2013, having regard to the time required (i) for the Tribunal to render a decision in this
proceeding, (ii) to effect the actual sale of the shares or assets of BLS (which it estimates to will require "at least six
months, or more," inclusive of due diligence), (iii) to modify or prepare an operations plan for the landfill, (iv) for the
MOE to approve the operations plan, and (v) for the purchaser to construct the landfill, bearing in mind that
construction can only be undertaken between June and September.
270 In the Tribunal's view, claimed efficiencies that would not likely be achieved by a purchaser under the Order,
but that would likely be achieved by CCS solely because of the types of delays identified immediately above and
associated with the implementation of the Order, are not cognizable efficiencies under section 96. These will be
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described as "Order Implementation Efficiencies". In the case at bar, CCS and the Vendors completed the Merger
after being advised that the Commissioner intended to apply to the Tribunal. To give the Respondents the benefit of
Order Implementation Efficiencies in such circumstances, and thereby potentially preclude the Tribunal from issuing
the Order in respect of their anticompetitive Merger, would be contrary to the purposes of the Act.
271 In any event, even if CCS were given full credit for the Order Implementation Efficiencies, those efficiencies
are only likely to be between [CONFIDENTIAL] and [CONFIDENTIAL] (which represents one year of transportation
cost savings) plus [CONFIDENTIAL] (which represents one year of annual market expansion efficiencies). As
discussed below in connection with the Tribunal's treatment of the "offset" element of section 96, these efficiencies
are not sufficient to change the Tribunal's overall determination with respect to section 96.
The Roll-off Bin Business Efficiencies
272 The divestiture of the shares or assets of BLS will not have any impact on the Roll-off Bin Business efficiencies
claimed by CCS. Stated alternatively, those efficiencies will likely be attained even if the Order is made.
Accordingly, those efficiencies cannot be considered in the trade off assessment contemplated by section 96.
273 CCS has also submitted that certain productive efficiencies have already been achieved as a result of (i) its
upgrading and sale of trucks to meet higher safety standards and to operate more efficiently, and (ii) CCS having
absorbed certain administrative functions into its pre-existing corporate functions. However, as Mr. Harrington
testified on behalf of the Commissioner, these efficiencies would only be lost if CCS were required to divest the
Roll-off Bin Business. Given that the Order does not include the Roll-off Bin Business, those efficiencies will not be
affected by the Order as contemplated by subsection 96(1) of the Act. Accordingly, they are not cognizable. In any
event, given the value of these efficiencies, which Dr. Kahwaty estimated to be approximately [CONFIDENTIAL],
the Tribunal's overall conclusion with respect to section 96, set forth below, would not change even if these
efficiencies were given full value in the trade-off assessment.
274 More generally, if certain efficiencies have already been achieved, they cannot be considered to be a potential
"cost" of making the order contemplated by section 96. Therefore, they cannot be considered in the assessment
under section 96. In other words, it cannot be said that those efficiencies "would not likely be attained if the order
were made," as required by subsection 96(1).
The Overhead Efficiencies
275 As has been noted, Dr. Kahwaty estimated that these efficiencies would likely total approximately
[CONFIDENTIAL] per year. He arrived at this assessment by, among other things, using as a proxy the cost
reductions that CCS has achieved in operating the Roll-off Bin Business. Those cost reductions amounted to
approximately 21% of the overhead expenses that previously were incurred by Complete in operating the Roll-off
Bin Business. Dr. Kahwaty applied this 21% to the overhead expenses incurred at Silverberry, to reach his estimate
of approximately [CONFIDENTIAL] in annual overhead savings. Mr. Harrington took issue with this methodology, in
part because the Roll-off Bin Business is different from the landfill business. In addition, he opined that if there is a
divestiture, some of these savings, which he described as being equivalent to one-half of the annual cost of a full
time back-office employee, would likely be achieved by the purchaser. The Tribunal is persuaded by this reasoning
and therefore accepts Mr. Harrington's conclusion that the annual overhead efficiencies which are cognizable under
section 96 are reasonable but are probably somewhat less than the [CONFIDENTIAL] that CCS has claimed.
276 As a practical matter, given the conclusion that the Tribunal has reached with respect to the "offset" element of
section 96, discussed below, the fact that a more precise estimate of the cognizable overhead efficiencies is not
available does not affect the Tribunal's overall determination with respect to the efficiencies defence in section 96.
The Qualitative Efficiencies
277 As discussed above, Dr. Kahwaty identified eight types of qualitative efficiencies that he claimed would likely
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result from the Merger. The Tribunal is not persuaded that any of these efficiencies "would not likely be attained if
the Order were made," as provided in subsection 96(1). Ultimately, the answer to that question is dependent upon
the expertise, financial resources, and reputation of the purchaser under the Order. Given that the purchaser may
well have the same expertise, financial resources and reputation as CCS, the Tribunal cannot give significant
weight to these claimed efficiencies. Indeed, given that the purchaser will have to be approved by the
Commissioner, the Tribunal is of the view that all, or virtually all, of these claimed efficiencies are likely to be
achieved by that purchaser.
278 Regardless of the identity of the purchaser, some of the types of qualitative efficiencies identified by Dr.
Kahwaty will be achieved, including those related to the Roll-off Bin Business, the reduction of risks related to the
transportation of Hazardous Waste over long distances and the increased site remediation that will benefit
residents, wildlife, and the overall environment. In fact, to the extent that the Merger is likely to substantially prevent
competition, as the Tribunal has found, we conclude that it is entirely appropriate to take into account, in the tradeoff assessment, the likelihood that there will be less site clean-up and tipping of Hazardous Waste in Secure
Landfills than otherwise would have occurred if an Order were made. This will be described below when nonquantifiable effects are considered.
279 The Tribunal concludes that the only efficiencies claimed by CCS that are cognizable under section 96 are a
maximum of [CONFIDENTIAL] in annual overhead efficiencies, having a net present value of approximately
[CONFIDENTIAL], using a discount rate of 5.5%.
280 If, contrary to the Tribunal's conclusion, the Order Implementation Efficiencies are also cognizable under
section 96, then it would be appropriate to include in the trade-off assessment further amounts of approximately
[CONFIDENTIAL] to [CONFIDENTIAL] (i.e., one year of transportation cost savings) plus [CONFIDENTIAL] (i.e.,
one year of annual market expansion efficiencies).
What are the Effects for the Purposes of Section 96 of the Act?
281 As CCS noted in its Final Argument, the total surplus approach remains the starting point in assessing the
effects contemplated by section 96. Under that approach, the cognizable quantifiable efficiencies will be balanced
against the DWL that is likely to result from a merger. In addition, the Tribunal considers any cognizable dynamic or
other non-quantifiable efficiencies and anti-competitive Effects. Where there is evidence of important dynamic or
other non-quantifiable efficiencies and anti-competitive effects, such evidence may be given substantial weight in
the Tribunal's trade-off assessment.
282 After the Tribunal has assessed the evidence with respect to the quantifiable (i.e., DWL) and non-quantifiable
anti-competitive Effects of the merger, it will assess any evidence that has been tendered with respect to the other
effects contemplated by section 96 and the purpose clause in section 1.1 of the Act. It is at this point that the
Tribunal's assessment will proceed beyond the total surplus approach. In brief, at this stage of the Tribunal's
assessment, it will determine whether there are likely to be any socially adverse effects associated with the merger.
If so, it will be necessary to determine how to treat the wealth transfer that will be associated with any adverse price
effects that are likely to result from the merger. In a merger among sellers of products, that wealth transfer will be
from the merging parties' customers to the merged entity. Of course, to the extent that the merging parties' rivals
may be likely to follow such price effects, the wealth transfer would need to be calculated across the sales or
purchases of such rivals as well.
283 The Tribunal expects that in most cases, it will be readily apparent that the wealth transfer should be treated
as neutral in its analysis, because the socio-economic profiles of consumers and the merged entity's shareholders
will not be sufficiently different to warrant a conclusion that the wealth transfer is likely to lead to socially adverse
Effects. For greater certainty, the cognizable social Effects under section 96 do not include broader social effects,
such as those related to plant-closings and layoffs (Propane 1, at para. 444).
284 In these proceedings, the Commissioner adduced no evidence with respect to socially adverse effects. Indeed,
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in her Final Argument (at para. 208) she conceded that the Merger is not likely to result in any such effects, and that
the wealth transfer should be treated as being neutral in this case. Accordingly, the discussion below will be
confined to anti-competitive effects. In other words, in making its determination under section 96 in the case at bar,
the Tribunal will adopt the total surplus approach.
Quantifiable Effects
285 Quantifiable anti-competitive Effects are generally limited to the DWL that is likely to result from a merger.
286 In this case, the DWL is the future loss to the economy as a whole that will likely result from the fact that
purchasers of Secure Landfill services in the Contestable Area will purchase less of those services than they would
have purchased had the Tipping Fees for such services declined due to the competition that would likely have
materialized between CCS and Babkirk operated as a Full Service Secure Landfill.
287 The DWL that is likely to result from a merger is likely to be significantly greater when there is significant preexisting market power than when the pre-merger situation is highly competitive (Propane 3, above, at para. 165). In
the case at bar, as in Propane, the Commissioner did not adduce specific evidence of pre-existing market power,
for example, with respect to the extent to which prevailing Tipping Fees exceed competitive levels. Therefore, the
Tribunal is not in a position to quantify the impact that any such pre-existing market power likely would have on the
extent of the DWL. Where, as in this case, the pre-existing market situation is characterized by a monopoly and the
Tribunal is not provided with sufficient persuasive evidence to enable it to quantify the Effects associated with such
market power, it will be open to the Tribunal to give qualitative weight to those Effects. Given the very limited nature
of the cognizable efficiencies in this case, it has not been necessary for the Tribunal to attribute such a qualitative
weighing to those Effects in making its determination under section 96.
288 As discussed above, CCS submitted that the Tribunal should conclude that there are no quantifiable Effects as
a result of the Merger, because the Commissioner did not lead any evidence with respect to such Effects until she
served Dr. Baye's reply report, on November 4, 2011. The Tribunal has rejected that position because CCS was not
ultimately prejudiced in this regard. The Tribunal will therefore proceed to address the evidence adduced in Dr.
Baye's reply report. As will be noted below, the Tribunal is satisfied that CCS would not have met its burden under
section 96, even if the quantifiable Effects had been deemed to be zero.
289 At the outset of his reply report, Dr. Baye summarized a number of the conclusions set forth in his initial report,
dated September 30, 2011. These included the following:
a. the Merger likely prevents the prices for the disposal of Hazardous Waste generated in NEBC from
falling significantly for many customers;
b. the effects of the Merger are unlikely to be uniform across all customers in the relevant market; and
c. the average reduction in the Tipping Fees throughout NEBC is likely to be at least 10%, but the
effects are likely to be significantly higher for customers generating Hazardous Waste in the vicinity
near Babkirk and Silverberry and lower for customers located near the southern and northern
boundaries of NEBC.
290 The Tribunal is satisfied, on a balance of probabilities, that with the exception of the geographic extent of the
Effects, the foregoing conclusions are supported by the weight of the evidence that it has found to be credible and
persuasive. As to the geographic region over which the aforementioned Effects are likely to result from the Merger,
the Tribunal finds that, at a minimum, such Effects are likely to extend throughout the Contestable Area identified by
Dr. Kahwaty. Given the conclusions that the Tribunal has reached regarding the minimal nature of the efficiencies
claimed by CCS, it is unnecessary to define the scope of the anti-competitive Effects with greater precision.
291 As Dr. Baye explicitly noted, his conclusions were based on a range of different sources of information and
economic analyses, rather than on any specific source of information or economic methodology. Those sources
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included CCS' internal documents and a "natural experiment." The Tribunal has not placed weight on the economic
models that are set forth in Dr. Baye's reports, for example, the tipping fee and DiD regressions presented at
exhibits 20 and 26 of his initial Report, which are also briefly discussed in his reply report. In the Tribunal's view,
some of the assumptions underlying those models are questionable. The same is true of some of the outcomes of
those models, such as the prediction of greater adverse price effects for customers located closer to Northern
Rockies than to Babkirk. In the Tribunal's view, those predictions of Dr. Baye's models are counterintuitive and are
not supported by the weight of the other evidence adduced in these proceedings.
292 More generally, as noted above, Dr. Baye's models do not account for the opportunity cost that CCS would
incur if it were to lower Tipping Fees to the 20 - 25% range necessary to attract business from customers located
farthest away from Silverberry and Babkirk, respectively, as discussed at paragraphs six and seven of his reply
report. The Tribunal is not persuaded that it would be in CCS' interest to reduce prices to that extent in the near
future, and to thereby deplete its finite Secure Landfill capacity at Silverberry, assuming that CCS would likely be
able to attract business at higher Tipping Fees further in the future to fill that capacity.
293 Notwithstanding the fact that the Tribunal has found the models at exhibits 20 and 26 to be unreliable, we are
satisfied, on a balance of probabilities, that competition from an independently owned and operated Full Service
Secure Landfill at the Babkirk Site likely would result in CCS reducing its prices by an average of at least 10% for
customers in the geographic market described above. This conclusion is based on evidence from CCS' own internal
documents, evidence given by [CONFIDENTIAL] of [CONFIDENTIAL] and the transactions data pertaining to the
"natural experiment" at Willesden Green modelled in Dr. Baye's DiD analysis.
294 The internal CCS documents referenced above include:
a. a slide presentation, dated August 26, 2010, which is attached at Exhibit K to Mr. D. Wallace's
witness statement, [CONFIDENTIAL]
b. an e-mail, dated July 15, 2010, sent by Trevor Barclay to Ryan Hotston and Lance Kile,
[CONFIDENTIAL]
c. a document, entitled
[CONFIDENTIAL]

[CONFIDENTIAL],

containing

several

slides

dated

"3/9/2009/

d. a financial analysis prepared by Dan Wallace, attached to an e-mail dated March 31, 2010, and at
Exhibit C to his witness statement, [CONFIDENTIAL]
e. a document dated March 31, 2010, entitled [CONFIDENTIAL], attached at Exhibit D to Dan
Wallace's witness statement, [CONFIDENTIAL]
f.

a document, entitled [CONFIDENTIAL], dated September 15, 2009 and included at Tab 32 of the
Parties' Admissions Brief, [CONFIDENTIAL].

295 Turning to evidence from customers, there was, as mentioned earlier, an unusual paucity of such evidence in
this case. However, Mr. [CONFIDENTIAL], Vice President, Operations, at [CONFIDENTIAL] testified that
"competition, in our mind, provides a more competitive playing field in terms of your pricing setup" and that "in
Northeast B.C. we currently don't have that same level of competition in this facet of our business."
296 Lastly, the transactions data from the "natural experiment" at Willesden Green, which is found in Dr. Baye's
initial report, demonstrates that CCS reduced its prices significantly to seven customers after SES' entry at South
Grande Prairie.
297 For all these reasons, we have concluded that, in the absence of the Merger, competition in the provision of
Secure Landfill services at Silverberry and the Babkirk Site likely would have resulted in prices being, on average,
at least 10% lower in the geographic market described above. This is a sufficient basis for concluding that the
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Merger likely will prevent competition substantially, particularly given that the Merger preserves a monopolistic
market structure, and thereby prevents the emergence of potentially important competition.
298 In his reply report, Dr. Baye opined that even if competition is only likely to be substantially prevented in the
Contestable Area identified by Dr. Kahwaty, the welfare loss is likely to be significant. Specifically, Dr. Baye
estimated that loss to be approximately [CONFIDENTIAL] annually. That estimate was based on an assumed price
decrease of 10%, from [CONFIDENTIAL] to [CONFIDENTIAL] per tonne, and certain assumptions and estimates
used by Dr. Kahwaty in calculating the market expansion efficiencies, discussed above. In making that calculation,
Dr. Kahwaty assumed that the opening of a Secure Landfill facility at Babkirk would likely lead customers to dispose
of approximately [CONFIDENTIAL] additional tonnes of Hazardous Waste, as forecast in CCS' internal documents.
As discussed earlier in these reasons, that forecast increase in demand concerned Legacy Waste and future waste
that would not otherwise be transported to Silverberry, due to (i) the level of the current disposal cost (Tipping Fees
plus transportation cost) and (ii) the risk that would be associated with transporting Hazardous Waste to Silverberry.
Dr. Kahwaty estimated that the total disposal costs of customers located in the Contestable Area that he identified
likely would decline by approximately [CONFIDENTIAL] per tonne, due to the closer proximity of the Babkirk
Facility, relative to Silverberry.
299 Based on the foregoing numbers used by Dr. Kahwaty to estimate the market expansion efficiencies, and the
linear demand that was assumed by Dr. Kahwaty, Dr. Baye estimated that a 10% price reduction (from
[CONFIDENTIAL] to [CONFIDENTIAL]) for customers in the Contestable Area would increase the volume of waste
disposed of by those customers from [CONFIDENTIAL] tonnes to [CONFIDENTIAL] tonnes, annually. He further
estimated CCS' unit costs to be approximately [CONFIDENTIAL], based on the average 2010 price at Silverberry
of [CONFIDENTIAL] across all substances, and the [CONFIDENTIAL] landfill margin reported for Silverberry in
2009, which was used by Dr. Kahwaty in estimating the market expansion efficiencies.
300 Given the foregoing estimates, Dr. Baye calculated the area under the demand curve for the Contestable Area
to be (i) a rectangle that is approximately [CONFIDENTIAL] tonnes multiplied by [CONFIDENTIAL], for a total of
[CONFIDENTIAL], plus (ii) a right triangle that is [CONFIDENTIAL] high and [CONFIDENTIAL] wide, for an area of
[CONFIDENTIAL]. Summing (i) plus (ii) yielded a figure of [CONFIDENTIAL]. From this latter amount, Dr. Baye
deducted CCS' unit cost of [CONFIDENTIAL] multiplied by [CONFIDENTIAL], to arrive at an estimated welfare
loss of [CONFIDENTIAL].
301 The Tribunal is persuaded that, on a balance of probabilities, the approach adopted by Dr. Baye, and the
numbers he used in reaching his estimate of the likely DWL, are reasonable for the purposes of the Tribunal's
assessment of Effects under section 96 of the Act. In the Tribunal's view, the manner in which Dr. Baye proceeded
in this regard is sound, and the inputs that he used are reliable and conservative. The fact that Dr. Baye relied on
certain assumptions made by Dr. Kahwaty is not particularly important for the purposes of the Tribunal's
assessment under section 96. What is important is that there is reliable evidence before the Tribunal that permitted
the DWL to be estimated.
302 The Tribunal acknowledges Dr. Kahwaty's testimony that, to calculate the DWL, it is necessary to know the
shape of the demand curve, and that, when prices are likely to differ across customers, it is necessary to have
customer-specific elasticity data. However, the Tribunal is persuaded that, in the absence of such information, a
reliable "rough" estimate of the likely DWL can be obtained based on information such as that which was used by
Dr. Baye in reaching his estimated annual welfare loss of approximately [CONFIDENTIAL].
303 Accordingly, the Tribunal accepts Dr. Baye's estimate of [CONFIDENTIAL], as being the minimum annual
DWL.
304 Dr. Baye then speculated that, (i) if the average price decrease in that area was 21 percent, the annual DWL
would be approximately [CONFIDENTIAL], (ii) if prices across all Hazardous Waste tipped at Silverberry in 2010
decreased by 10%, the DWL would be approximately [CONFIDENTIAL], and (iii) if prices across all such waste
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decreased by 21%, the DWL would be approximately [CONFIDENTIAL]. However, the Tribunal is not persuaded
that these speculations about prices are reasonable.
Non-quantifiable Effects
305 The Tribunal is satisfied that the Merger likely would result in certain important qualitative or other nonquantifiable Effects.
306 In his initial report, Dr. Baye identified at least two important qualitative anti-competitive Effects of the Merger.
First, at paragraph 157, he stated that lower Tipping Fees would induce waste generators to more actively clean up
legacy sites in NEBC. At paragraph 91 of his report, he described this in terms of lower Tipping Fees inducing
waste generators to substitute away from "delay," or bioremediation, towards disposal at a Secure Landfill. As Dr.
Kahwaty noted at paragraph 96 of his Efficiencies Report, increased site remediation from lower disposal costs
benefits "area residents, wildlife, and the overall environment."
307 Second, at paragraph 137(c) of his initial report, Dr. Baye stated that, to retain its waste volumes in the face of
competition from an independently owned and operated Babkirk Facility, CCS "would have had an incentive to
compete through 'value propositions' that, among other things, link prices on various services to provide customers
with a lower total cost for waste services." Although the services in question were not further discussed by Dr.
Baye, they were addressed in "read-in" evidence adduced by the Commissioner and cited by Dr. Baye (at footnote
93 of his initial report). The Tribunal is satisfied, on a balance of probabilities, that competition between CCS and an
independently owned and operated Babkirk Facility would have led to important non-price benefits to waste
generators in the form of various "value propositions" that include either existing services being provided at lower
prices, or new or enhanced services being provided that likely would not otherwise be provided if the Order is not
made.
Are the Cognizable Efficiencies Greater than and do they Offset the Effects?
308 Section 96 requires the Tribunal to determine whether the cognizable efficiencies "will be greater than, and will
offset" the cognizable effects of any prevention or lessening of competition that will result or is likely to result from a
merger.
309 The Tribunal considers that the terms "greater than" and "offset" each contemplate both quantifiable and nonquantifiable (i.e., qualitative) efficiencies. In the Tribunal's view, "greater than" connotes that the efficiencies must
be of larger magnitude, or more extensive than, the effects referred to in section 96. This contemplates a balancing
of commensurables, even if some of the efficiencies being balanced are not capable of accurate or rough
quantification. By contrast, the term "offset" is broad enough to connote a balancing of incommensurables (e.g.,
apples and oranges) that requires the exercise of subjective judgment to determine whether the efficiencies
compensate for the likely effects referred to in section 96.
310 In the case at bar, the Tribunal has found that the cognizable, quantifiable, efficiencies likely to result from the
Merger will be a maximum of [CONFIDENTIAL] annually. Those are the overhead efficiencies estimated by Dr.
Kahwaty. In addition, the Tribunal has found that CCS has not demonstrated, on a balance of probabilities, that the
qualitative efficiencies it has claimed are cognizable. In other words, it has not demonstrated that those efficiencies
would not likely be attained if the Order were made.
311 On the other hand, the Tribunal has found that the quantifiable Effects are likely to be at least
[CONFIDENTIAL] annually. That is the value of the minimum DWL associated with the Contestable Area.
312 Based on these findings, it is readily apparent that CCS has not demonstrated that the cognizable,
quantifiable, efficiencies likely to be brought about by the Merger will likely be "greater than" the quantifiable Effects
that are likely to result from the Merger. Using a 5.5% discount rate, CCS estimated that the present value of these
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(overhead) efficiencies to be approximately [CONFIDENTIAL], in comparison with a present value of
[CONFIDENTIAL] for the aforementioned Effects.
313 Given the Tribunal's conclusion that the Merger would result in a number of important qualitative or other nonquantifiable effects, and that it would not likely bring about significant qualitative, cognizable, efficiencies, it is also
readily apparent that the combined quantitative and qualitative efficiencies are not likely to be "greater than" the
combined quantitative and qualitative Effects.
314 In addition, the Tribunal is persuaded, on a balance of probabilities, that even if a zero weighting is given to the
quantifiable Effects, as CCS submitted should be done, CCS has not satisfied the "offset" element of section 96. In
short, the Tribunal is satisfied that the very minor quantitative efficiencies, ([CONFIDENTIAL] annually) that are
cognizable, together with any qualitative or other non-quantifiable efficiencies that may be cognizable, would not
"offset" the significant qualitative Effects that it has found are likely to result from the Merger.
315 This conclusion would remain the same even if the Tribunal were to accept and give full weight to the Order
Implementation Efficiencies, which only amount to a maximum of [CONFIDENTIAL] (which represents one year of
transportation cost savings) plus [CONFIDENTIAL] (which represents one year of annual market expansion
efficiencies).
316 This is because, in the Tribunal's view, the qualitative Effects, when taken together merit substantial weight.
That weight is greater than the weight attributable to the aggregate of the cognizable quantitative and qualitative
efficiencies under any reasonable approach. In brief, those qualitative Effects are (i) reduced site clean-up and the
benefits that such remediation would confer upon "area residents, wildlife, and the overall environment"; and, more
importantly, (ii) reduced "value propositions" than would likely otherwise emerge in the relevant market, linking
prices to various new or enhanced services.
317 Most importantly, in the absence of the Order, the Merger will maintain a monopolistic structure in the relevant
market. In other words, the Merger will not only give rise to the qualitative effects summarized immediately above,
but it will also preclude benefits of competition that will arise in ways that will defy prediction.
318 In summary, the Tribunal is satisfied that CCS has not met its burden to establish, on a balance of
probabilities, the "greater than" or "offset" elements set forth in section 96.

ISSUE 9

WHAT IS THE APPROPRIATE REMEDY - DISSOLUTION OR DIVESTITURE?

319 An important question under this heading is whether SES is currently a willing purchaser for the Babkirk Site.
Surprisingly, when Mr. Amirault of SES testified for the Commissioner, neither her counsel during questioning in
chief nor counsel for the Vendors during cross-examination asked Mr. Amirault if SES is still interested in acquiring
BLS.
320 The Commissioner's position is that, once she showed that dissolution was an effective and available remedy,
the burden of proof shifted to the Vendors to demonstrate that divestiture was an available, effective and less
intrusive remedy. The Commissioner maintains that the Vendors were obliged to ask Mr. Amirault if SES is still
interested and, because they failed to ask that question and because they failed to lead any evidence about other
prospective purchasers, they have no basis to argue that divestiture will be an effective remedy.
321 The Tribunal does not accept the Commissioner's characterization of the onus. In the Tribunal's view, if the
Commissioner proposes alternative remedies, as she did in this case, she bears the onus of showing that, although
one may be preferable, each is available and effective. Accordingly, the Commissioner's counsel should have
asked Mr. Amirault about SES' interest in purchasing the shares of BLS.
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322 The Tribunal notes that, in her written final argument, the Commissioner asks the Tribunal not to infer that SES
is an interested purchaser. However, in contrast, in final oral argument, counsel for the Commissioner suggested
that SES is an interested buyer.
323 The Tribunal accepts the latter submission and has determined, for the following reasons, that SES is likely to
make an offer to purchase the Babkirk Facility at some point during the divestiture process under the Order:
*

SES has already decided to operate a Secure Landfill in NEBC. It tried unsuccessfully and at
considerate expense to secure the Authorizations at its Heritage Site;

*

Babkirk already has the necessary Authorizations and SES is confident that its plans to expand the
permitted capacity at Babkirk and upgrade the cell design will be approved;

*

SES has demonstrated an active and continuing interest in the Babkirk Facility since the Merger.
Among other things, this is demonstrated by SES' lawyers' written submissions to the
Commissioner and by the participation of its CEO, Mr. Amirault, as a witness in these proceedings.

324 We now turn to the proposed remedies.
325 The Commissioner wants the Babkirk Site operated as a competitive Full Service Secure Landfill and she
believes that dissolution will produce this result more quickly than divestiture.
326 Her submission is that, once the Vendors again hold the shares of Complete and have repaid CCS the
purchase price, they will be highly motivated to resell Complete or the shares of BLS because this will enable them
to recover their funds as soon as possible. However, this submission assumes that the Vendors will immediately be
offered a price they are prepared to accept. In the Tribunal's view, there is no basis for this assumption. The
evidence is clear that the Vendors have never been willing to be pushed into a quick sale.
327 The Commissioner's submission also assumes that the Vendors will have an incentive to sell quickly because
they will be short of funds as a result of having to repay CCS as soon as the shares of Complete are returned to
them. This assumption is also questionable, in part because it appears that CCS has indemnified the Vendors
against all claims arising from any investigation or actions by the Bureau with respect to the Merger. Given this
background, it is possible that CCS may not insist on immediate payment.
328 Even if the Commissioner is correct and the Vendors are cash-strapped and anxious to resell BLS or
Complete, the Tribunal still anticipates that they will want an attractive price. It is also important to remember that all
five individual Vendors must agree to accept an offer and they will not necessarily be like-minded, in part because
some are near retirement and others are in mid-career.
329 The Tribunal notes that two years will have passed since the Babkirk Facility was last for sale. This means that
purchasers, other than SES, may show interest, especially given the increasing rate of gas production in the area
northwest of Babkirk. Dr. Baye testified that he thought SES, Newalta and Clean Harbours were potential
purchasers. As well, it is not unreasonable to think that an oil and gas producer may decide to own and operate a
Secure Landfill. The Tribunal heard evidence that [CONFIDENTIAL] is considering becoming a part-owner of the
Secure Landfill at Peejay. If the Vendors receive multiple offers, protracted negotiations may follow.
330 Finally, if they do not receive an offer they consider attractive, the Vendors are free to change their minds and
resurrect their plan to operate a bioremediation facility with an Incidental Secure Landfill. This would not result in the
competition the Commissioner seeks because it will only be realized if the Babkirk Facility operates as a Full
Service Secure Landfill.
331 There is also the question of whether a purchaser after dissolution will be an effective competitor. In the
proposed order for dissolution found at the conclusion of the Commissioner's final argument, she does not seek the
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right to approve a purchaser and she only asks for notice of a future merger if it is "among the Respondents". In our
view, this makes dissolution a less effective remedy.
332 Given all these observations, the Tribunal is concerned that dissolution may not be effective in that it may not
lead to a prompt sale and a timely opening of the Babkirk Facility as a Secure Landfill.
333 It is also the case that dissolution is the more intrusive remedy.
334 Three of the Vendors testified about the financial hardship they would face if dissolution were ordered by the
Tribunal. Ken Watson's share of the proceeds of the transaction was [CONFIDENTIAL]. He testified that if ordered
to return the proceeds to CCS, [CONFIDENTIAL], he expects to face significant financial hardship.
335 Randy Wolsey's share of the proceeds was approximately [CONFIDENTIAL]. He testified that almost half of
the proceeds have been used to develop a property on which he is constructing a new family home. The balance
has been invested in the purchase of various investment products. According to Mr. Wolsey, he expects to lose
approximately [CONFIDENTIAL] if he is forced to make a quick sale on the residential property before the house
under construction has been completed.
336 Karen Baker testified that if required to return her share of the proceeds, approximately [CONFIDENTIAL],
then her ability to continue to provide financial support to certain small business will be compromised. She also
indicated that if the transactions were to be dissolved, she expects that the "work required to reverse the sale and
calculate the adjustments required to account for changes in Complete's assets, working capital and lost
opportunity costs, as well as the opportunity costs in time away from the other businesses in which [she is] involved,
and cost to some of those businesses for replacement personnel to do the work that [she] should be doing, would
cause [her] significant stress and emotional hardship."
337 The Commissioner asserts that, in the particular circumstances of this case, hardship is irrelevant, because
she warned the Vendors that she would seek dissolution before they sold Complete to CCS. However, in the
Tribunal's view it is the right of private parties to disagree with the Commissioner and make their case before the
Tribunal. Accordingly, they are not estopped from raising issues of hardship.
338 The Tribunal is also of the view that dissolution is overbroad, since it involves Complete's other businesses
and not just BLS.
339 In the spring of 2007, Complete acquired the assets of a municipal waste management business based in
Dawson Creek, British Columbia. As noted earlier, those assets included contracts for the management of the Fort
St. John and Bessborough municipal landfills and the Dawson Creek Transfer Station, the supply and hauling of
roll-off bins, and the provision of rural refuse collections and transfer services. At the time of the Merger, those
contracts and related equipment were transferred to CCS. Hazco has been responsible for this business since then.
340 Mr. Garry Smith, the president of Hazco, testified that Hazco has upgraded Complete's trucks and has sold
some older equipment which it considered surplus. The two municipal landfill contracts have been extended and
are now held directly by Hazco. Complete's employees are now employed by Hazco and there have been
personnel changes. At the hearing, Mrs. Baker testified about the impact of the sale of some of the assets. She
stated:
Now, that equipment was older equipment. It wouldn't have brought big money, but the point is it was
sufficient for us to do the work that we wanted it to do. Well, now the oil and gas industry is hot, hot up
there. Trying to get equipment back, we certainly wouldn't get that equipment back. Any decent used
equipment, I have no idea. The prices would be through the roof. Would we buy new equipment? I don't
know. So right now, we don't even have the equipment to go back to work.
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341 To conclude, the Tribunal has decided that dissolution is intrusive, overbroad and will not necessarily lead to a
timely opening of the Babkirk Facility as a Full Service Secure Landfill.
342 Turning to divestiture, the Tribunal finds that it is an available and effective remedy. If reasonable but tight
timelines are imposed, it will not matter if, as the Commissioner alleges, SES and CCS are reluctant to negotiate
because of their outstanding litigation. In the end, if they cannot agree, a trustee will sell the shares or assets of
BLS, either to SES or another purchaser approved by the Commissioner. In other words, divestiture will be
effective.
343 A divestiture with tight timelines has other advantages. The Commissioner will have the right to pre-approve
the purchaser, the person responsible for effecting the divestiture will ultimately be CCS or a professional trustee,
rather than five individuals, the timing will be certain, a sale will ultimately occur and the approved purchaser will
compete with Silverberry on a Full Service basis.
344 For all these reasons, the Tribunal will order CCS to divest the shares or assets of BLS.
H. COSTS
345 The Commissioner chose dissolution as her preferred remedy when she commenced the Application. She
made this choice because she believed that at the time of the Merger, the Vendors were about to construct and
operate a Full Service Secure Landfill. For this reason she concluded that the most timely way to introduce
competition was to return Babkirk to the Vendors.
346 However, for the reasons given above, the Tribunal has concluded that the Vendors did not intend to operate a
Full Service Secure Landfill. This means that the Commissioner has failed to prove the premise which caused her
to name the individual Vendors as parties to the Application. In essence she failed to prove her case against them
and for this reasons she is liable for their costs.
347 However, during the Vendors' motion for summary disposition which was heard two weeks before the hearing,
they indicated that, if the motion was successful and they were removed as parties, four of them would nevertheless
attend the hearing to give evidence. The Tribunal assumes that, had done so, they would have been represented
by one counsel. Accordingly, the Commissioner is to pay their costs less the legal fees which would have been
incurred had they appeared as witnesses.
I. FOR THESE REASONS THE TRIBUNAL ORDERS THAT:
348 CCS is to divest the shares or assets of BLS on or before December 28, 2012 failing which a trustee is to
effect a sale on or before March 31, 2013. If possible, the terms for this process are to be agreed between the
Commissioner and CCS and are to be submitted to the Tribunal on or before June 22, 2012. If the agreed terms are
accepted by the Tribunal, they will be incorporated in a further order to be called the Divestiture Procedure Order. If
the Commissioner and CCS cannot agree to terms, each party is to submit a proposed Divestiture Procedure Order
on or before June 29, 2012. If necessary, the Tribunal will hear submissions about each party's proposal in early
July and then make the Divestiture Procedure Order.
349 CCS is to pay the Commissioner's costs and, because dissolution was not ordered, the Commissioner is to
pay the Vendors' costs less the fees they would have paid for legal representation if they had attended as nonparties to give their evidence. The Commissioner is to prepare a bill of costs to be submitted to CCS and the
Vendors are to submit a bill of costs to the Commissioner both on or before August 31, 2012. Both are to be
prepared in accordance with Federal Court Tariff B at the mid-point of column 3. If by September 14, 2011 no
agreement is reached about lump sums to be paid, the Tribunal will hear submissions and fix the awards of costs.
DATED at Ottawa, this 29th day of May, 2012.
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SIGNED on behalf of the Tribunal by the Panel Members.
(s) Sandra J. Simpson J. (Chairperson)
(s) Paul Crampton C.J.
(s) Dr. Wiktor Askanas
J. THE SCHEDULES
350 The schedules appear on the following pages:
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SCHEDULE "B"
THE EVIDENCE
Witnesses who gave oral testimony
(in alphabetical order)
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For the Commissioner of Competition
*

Rene Amirault
President & CEO of Secure Energy Services Inc.

*

Robert Andrews
Section Head-Environmental Management, Government Unit in the British Columbia Ministry of the
Environment.

*

Michael Baye
Expert Economist - Special Consultant at National Economic Research Associates, Inc. and the Bert
Elwert Professor of Business Economics and Public Policy at the Indiana University Kelley School of
Business.

*

Chris Hamilton
Project Assessment Director at the British Columbia Environmental Assessment Office.

*

Andrew Harrington
Expert on Efficiencies - Managing director of the Toronto office of Duff & Phelps.

*

[CONFIDENTIAL]
Contracting and Procurement Analyst for the [CONFIDENTIAL].

*

[CONFIDENTIAL]
Vice-President, Operations at [CONFIDENTIAL].

*

Mark Polet
Associate at Klohn Crippen Berger Ltd. ("KCB"). KCB is a private, specialized engineering and
environmental consulting firm with its head office in Vancouver.

*

Del Reinheimer
Environmental Management Officer in the Environmental Protection Division at the British Columbia
Ministry of the Environment.

*

Devin Scheck
Director, Waste Management & Reclamation at the British Columbia Oil and Gas Commission.

For the Vendors
*

Karen Baker
One of the founding shareholders of Complete Environmental Inc.

*

Ronald Baker
One of the founding shareholders of Complete Environmental Inc.

*

Kenneth Watson
One of the founding shareholders of Complete Environmental Inc.

*

Randy Wolsey
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One of the founding shareholders of Complete Environmental Inc.
For the Corporate Respondents
*

Trevor Barclay
Landfill Manager of the Northern Rockies Secure Landfill.

*

James Coughlan
Director of Sales and Marketing of CCS Corporation

*

Henry Kahwaty
Expert economist - Director with Berkeley Research Group, LLC.

*

Richard Lane
Vice-President of CCS Midstream Services, a division of CCS Corporation.

*

Pete Marshall
Principal of Adelantar Consulting, an environmental consultancy based in Edmonton, Alberta.

*

Daniel Wallace
Manager, Business Development of CCS Corporation's Midstream Services division

Other Evidence
*

The witness statements from those who testified.

*

Read-ins from Examinations for Discovery of Karen Baker and Kenneth Watson for the Vendors,
Daniel Wallace for the Corporate Respondents and Trevor MacKay for the Commissioner of
Competition

*

The statement of agreed facts.

*

The witness statements of Robert Coutts, President of SkyBase Geomatic Solutions Inc. and Garry
Smith, President of Hazco Waste Management (owned by CCS). On consent these witnesses were
not called to give oral testimony.

*

A Joint list of agreed documents.

*

The exhibits marked during the hearing.
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K. CONCURRING REASONS BY P. CRAMPTON C.J.
351 Although I participated in the writing of, and signed, the Panel's decision in this case, I would like to comment
on certain additional matters.
A. IS CCS'S ACQUISITION OF COMPLETE A MERGER?
352 At paragraph 56 of the Panel's reasons, it is noted that it was not necessary to decide whether Complete's
Roll-off Bin Business or its management of municipal dumps could be a business for the purposes of section 91 of
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the Act. That said, the conclusion reached by the Chairperson on this point was articulated at paragraph 57. That
conclusion was stated as follows:
"[A] business being acquired in a merger must have some relevance to a Commissioner's application. In
other words, it must have the potential to impact competition in the markets at issue. This observation
means that, in this case, Complete's Roll-off Bin Business and its management of municipal dumps would
not have been caught by the definition in section 91 because they are not involved in any way in the
disposal or treatment of Hazardous Waste."
353 I respectfully disagree. In my view, the term "business", as contemplated by section 91 of the Act, is not, as the
Vendors maintained, confined to a business that competes with a business of an acquiring party. There is no such
limitation in section 91 or in the definition of the term "business" that is set forth in subsection 2(1) of the Act.
354 The Vendors attempted to support their position by noting that section 92 of the Act requires that a "merger"
prevent or lessen, or be likely to prevent or lessen, competition substantially. However, it is not necessary for a
merger to involve two or more competing businesses to have the potential to prevent or lessen competition
substantially. For example, the inclusion of the terms "supplier" and "customer" in section 91 reflects Parliament's
implicit recognition that a vertical merger may have such an effect. The words "or other person" in section 91 reflect
that Parliament also did not wish to exclude the possibility that other types of non-horizontal mergers may also have
such an effect.
355 Considering the foregoing, I am not persuaded that the Vendors' position is assisted by reading the words of
section 91 "in their entire context and in their grammatical and ordinary sense harmoniously with the scheme of the
Act, the object of the Act, and the intention of Parliament" (E. A. Driedger, Construction of Statutes (2nd ed. 1983),
at p. 87, quoted in Rizzo & Rizzo Shoes Ltd. (Re), [1998] 1 S.C.R. 27, at 41; and Canada (Canadian Human Rights
Commission) v. Canada (Attorney General), 2011 SCC 53, at para. 33 ("Mowat")). In the absence of any apparent
ambiguity, one must adopt an interpretation of section 91 "which respects the words chosen by Parliament" (Mowat,
above). The principle that the Act be given "such fair, large and liberal construction and interpretation as best
ensures the attainment of its objects" also supports the view that section 91 ought not be read in the limited manner
suggested by the Vendors (Interpretation Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. I-21, s. 12).
356 Indeed, if anything, a reading of section 91 in a manner that is harmonious with the scheme and object of the
Act and the intention of Parliament arguably further supports interpreting section 91 in a way that does not require
the type of assessment of competitive effects that is contemplated by the interpretation advanced by the Vendors.
That is to say, when viewed in the context of the scheme and object of the Act as a whole, it is arguable that section
91 was intended by Parliament to be a gating provision, in respect of which an assessment ordinarily is to be made
relatively early on in the evaluation contemplated by sections 92 and 93.
357 For example, all but one of the assessment factors in the non-exhaustive list that is set forth in section 93 refer
to the "merger or proposed merger" in respect of which an application under section 92 has been made. In my view,
this suggests that the merger or proposed merger in question should be identified before the assessment
contemplated by sections 92 and 93 is conducted.
358 If an agreement, arrangement or practice cannot properly be characterized as a merger, it will fall to be
investigated under another provision of the Act, such as section 45, section 79, or section 90.1, each of which has a
substantive framework which differs in important respects from the framework set forth in section 92. Indeed, in the
case of agreements or arrangements that may be investigated under section 45, which is a criminal provision, there
are important procedural implications associated with the decision to pursue a matter under that section, versus
under section 90.1, 79 or 92. I recognize that there may be cases in which it may be appropriate to assess a matter
under section 92 as well as under one or more of the other provisions mentioned immediately above, for a period of
time before an election is made under section 98, 45.1, 79(7) or 90.1(10). However, the scheme of the Act and the
interests of administrative efficiency arguably support the view that a determination as to whether a matter ought to
be investigated as a merger, rather than a type of conduct addressed elsewhere in the Act, ordinarily should be
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made before the central substantive determinations under the applicable section of the Act are made. Among other
things, such substantive determinations often take several months, and sometimes take much longer, to make.
359 In summary, for all of the foregoing reasons, I have concluded that the term "business" in section 91 is
sufficiently broad to include any business in respect of which there is an acquisition or establishment of control or a
significant interest, as contemplated therein. In the case at bar, this would include Complete's Roll-off Bin Business,
which was fully operational at the time of Complete's acquisition by CCS. It would also include Complete's
management of municipal dumps.
B. MARKET DEFINITION
360 Market definition has traditionally been a central part of merger analysis in Canada and abroad for several
reasons. These include (i) helping to focus the assessment on products and locations that are close substitutes for
the products and locations of the merging parties, (ii) helping to focus the assessment on the central issue of
market power, (iii) helping to identify the merging parties' competitors, (iv) helping to understand the basis for
existing levels of price and non-price competition, and (v) facilitating the calculation of market shares and
concentration levels. In turn, changes in market shares and concentration levels can be very helpful, albeit not
determinative, in understanding the likely competitive effects of mergers and in assisting enforcement agencies to
triage cases and to provide guidance to the public.
361 In recent years, developments in antitrust economics have reached the point that the United States
Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission have begun to embrace approaches that "need not rely on
market definition" (Horizontal Merger Guidelines (August 19, 2010), at s. 6.1). Likewise, the MEGs, at paragraph
3.1, have been amended to stipulate that market definition is not necessarily a required step in the Commissioner's
assessment of a merger.
362 These developments can be accommodated within the existing framework of the Act and the Tribunal's
jurisprudence.
363 In discussing market definition, the Panel noted, at paragraph 92 of its reasons, that the Tribunal has in the
past cautioned against losing sight of the ultimate inquiry, which is whether the merger being assessed prevents or
lessens, or is likely to prevent or lessen, competition substantially. The Tribunal has also previously noted that the
Act does not require that a relevant market be defined in assessing whether competition is likely to be prevented or
lessened substantially (Propane 1, above, at para. 56). The logical implication is that defining a relevant market is
not a necessary step in assessing whether a merger prevents or lessens, or is likely to prevent or lessen,
competition substantially. Accordingly, it will be open to the Tribunal, in an appropriate case, to make this
assessment without defining a relevant market.
364 That said, at this point in time, it is anticipated that such cases will be exceptional. Indeed, failing to define a
relevant market may make it very difficult to calculate, or even to reasonably estimate, the actual or likely DWL
associated with a merger, for the purposes of the efficiencies defence in section 96 of the Act.
C. THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK IN A "PREVENT" CASE
365 At the outset of the Commissioner's final oral argument, her counsel urged the Tribunal to clarify the analytical
approach applicable to three areas, namely, (i) the assessment of whether a merger prevents, or is likely to prevent,
competition substantially, (ii) the efficiencies defence, and (iii) the circumstances in which the Tribunal will entertain
the remedy of dissolution, and what factors will be taken into account in determining the appropriate remedy in any
particular case.
366 These topics are all addressed to some extent in the Panel's decision. I would simply like to add some
additional comments, particularly with respect to the analytical framework applicable to the Tribunal's assessment
of whether a merger prevents, or is likely to prevent, competition substantially.
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367 The Tribunal's general focus in assessing cases brought under the "substantial prevention of competition" and
"substantial lessening of competition" branches of section 92 is essentially the same. In brief, that focus is upon
whether the merged entity is likely to be able to exercise materially greater market power than in the absence of the
merger. The same is true with respect to other sections of the Act that contain these words.
368 In determining whether competition is likely to be lessened, the more particular focus of the assessment is
upon whether the merger is likely to facilitate the exercise of new or increased market power by the merged entity,
acting alone or interdependently with one or more rivals. In determining whether competition is likely to be
prevented, that more particular focus is upon whether the merger is likely to preserve the existing market power of
one or both of the merging parties, by preventing the erosion of such market power that otherwise likely would have
taken place if the merger did not occur.
369 In making its assessment in the latter context, and with respect to a proposed merger, the Tribunal compares
(i) the state of competition that would likely exist if the merger were to proceed, with (ii) the state of competition that
would likely exist if the merger did not proceed. Scenario (ii) typically is referred to as the "but for", or
"counterfactual", scenario. In the case of a completed merger, that "but for" scenario is the market situation that
would have been most likely to emerge had the merger not occurred.
370 When the Tribunal determines that a merger is not likely to enable the merged entity to exercise greater
market power than in the absence of the merger, the Tribunal generally will conclude that the merger is not likely to
prevent or lessen competition at all, let alone substantially. With respect to allegations that competition is likely to be
lessened, this conclusion generally will flow from a finding that the merger is not likely to enable the merged entity
to enhance existing, or to create new, market power. With respect to allegations that competition is likely to be
prevented, this conclusion generally will flow from a finding that the merger in question is not likely to enable the
merged entity to maintain greater existing market power than in the absence of the merger. Once again, the
foregoing also applies with respect to other sections of the Act that contain the "prevent or lessen competition
substantially" test.
371 With respect to sellers, market power is the ability to profitably maintain prices above the competitive level, or
to reduce levels of non-price competition (such as service, quality or innovation), for an economically meaningful
period of time. With respect to purchasers, market power is the ability to profitably depress prices below the
competitive level, or to reduce levels of non-price competition, for such a period of time.
372 In assessing whether market power is likely to be created, enhanced or maintained by a merger or a
reviewable trade practice, the Tribunal assesses the intensity of competition, as reflected in its price and non-price
dimensions. Competition is a dynamic, rivalrous process through which the exercise of market power is prevented
or constrained as firms strive, among other things, to develop, produce, distribute, market and ultimately sell their
products in rivalry with other firms. That rivalrous process generates the principal source of pressure on firms to
innovate new or better products or business methods, and to deliver those products at competitive prices. In turn,
those innovations and competitive prices serve to increase aggregate economic welfare in the economy, the
economy's international competitiveness and the average standard of living of people in the economy.
373 In assessing the intensity of price competition, the Tribunal focuses upon whether prices are likely to be higher
than in the absence of the merger. In assessing the intensity of non-price competition, the Tribunal focuses upon
whether levels of service, quality, innovation, or other important non-price dimensions of competition are likely to be
lower than in the absence of the merger. This focus ensures that the assessment of the intensity of price and nonprice dimensions of competition is relative, rather than absolute, in nature (Canada Pipe, above, at paras. 36 - 38).
In short, the assessment of levels of price and non-price competition is made relative to the levels of price and nonprice competition that likely would exist "but for" the merger. The same approach is taken with respect to nonmerger matters that require an assessment of whether competition is likely to be prevented or lessened
substantially.
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374 Competition may be said to be prevented when future competition is hindered or impeded from developing.
Common examples of such prevention of competition in the merger context include (i) the acquisition of a potential
or recent entrant that was likely to expand or to become a meaningful competitor in the relevant market, (ii) an
acquisition of an incumbent firm by a potential entrant that otherwise likely would have entered the relevant market
de novo, and (iii) an acquisition that prevents what otherwise would have been the likely emergence of an important
source of competition from an existing or future rival.
375 In determining whether a prevention or lessening of competition is likely to be substantial, the Tribunal typically
will assess the likely magnitude, scope and duration of any adverse effects on prices or on non-price levels of
competition that it may find are likely to result from the creation, enhancement or maintenance of the merged
entity's market power. That is to say, the Tribunal assesses the likely degree of such price and non-price effects,
the extent of sales within the relevant market in respect of which such effects are likely to be manifested, and the
period of time over which such effects are likely to be sustained.
376 With respect to magnitude or degree, the Tribunal has previously defined substantiality in terms of whether
customers are "likely to be faced with significantly higher prices or significantly less choice over a significant period
of time than they would be likely to experience in the absence of the acquisitions" (Southam, above, at 285,
emphasis added). However, given that the Tribunal has now embraced the hypothetical monopolist framework and
the SSNIP test for market definition, it is necessary to revisit this definition of substantiality. This is because if the
degree of market power used to define relevant markets is the same as the degree of market power used to assess
competitive effects, a merger would not be found to be likely to prevent or lessen competition substantially unless
the degree of new, enhanced or maintained market power of the merged entity is the same degree of market power
held by as the hypothetical monopolist that was conceptualized for the purposes of market definition.
377 Accordingly, the degree of market power used in assessing whether competition is likely to be prevented or
lessened substantially must be recalibrated downwards. That recalibrated degree of market power is a level of
market power required to maintain prices materially higher, or to depress one or more forms of non-price
competition to a level that is materially lower, than they likely would be in the absence of the merger. As a practical
matter, in the case at bar, this distinction between "material" and "significant" is of little significance, because the
Panel has found that prices are likely to be significantly (i.e., at least 10%) higher than they would likely have been
in the absence of the Merger.
378 Turning to the scope dimension of "substantiality", the Tribunal will assess whether the merged entity, acting
alone or interdependently with other firms, likely would have the ability to impose the above-mentioned effects in a
material part of the relevant market, or in a respect of a material volume of sales.
379 With respect to the duration dimension of "substantiality", the Tribunal typically will assess whether the merged
entity, acting alone or interdependently with other firms, likely would have the ability to sustain the above-mentioned
effects for approximately two years or more, relative to the "but for" scenario. This explains why the Tribunal
typically assesses future entry and the expansion of potential rivals to the merged entity by reference to a
benchmark of approximately two years.
380 When, as in this case, the merger has already occurred and the Commissioner alleges that the merger is likely
to prevent competition substantially, the Tribunal's assessment of the duration dimension of "substantiality" will
focus on two things. First, the Tribunal will assess whether the entry or expansion that was prevented or forestalled
by the merger likely would have been sufficiently timely, and on a sufficient scale, to have resulted in a material
reduction of prices, or a material increase in one or more non-price dimensions of competition, had the merger not
occurred. If so, the Tribunal will assess whether the entry or expansion of third parties likely will achieve this result,
notwithstanding the fact that the merger has occurred.
381 Before assessing whether a likely prevention of future competition would be "substantial," the Tribunal also will
assess whether that future competition likely would have materialized "but for" the merger in question. In this
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regard, the Tribunal will assess whether such competition likely would have developed within a reasonable period of
time.
382 What constitutes a reasonable period of time will vary from case to case and will depend on the business
under consideration. In situations where steps towards entry or expansion were being taken by the firm whose entry
or expansion was prevented or forestalled by the merger, a reasonable period of time would be somewhere in the
range of time that typically is required to complete the remaining steps to enter or expand on the scale described
above. Similarly, in situations where the entry or expansion was simply in the planning stage, a reasonable period
of time would be somewhere in the range of time that typically is required to complete the plans in question and
then to complete the steps required to enter or expand on the scale described above. In situations where entry on
such a scale cannot occur for several years because, for example, a new blockbuster drug is still in clinical trials, a
reasonable period of time would be approximately the period of time that it typically would take for such trials to be
completed, relevant regulatory approvals obtained, and commercial quantities of the drug produced and sold. In
situations where entry on the scale described above cannot occur for several years because of long term contracts
between customers and suppliers, a reasonable period of time would be approximately one year after a volume of
business that is sufficient to permit entry or expansion on that scale becomes available.
383 In all cases, the Tribunal must be satisfied that the future competition that is alleged to be prevented by the
merger likely would have materialized within a reasonable period of time. If so, the Tribunal will assess whether the
prevention of that competition likely would enable the merged entity to exercise materially greater market power
than in the absence of the merger, for a period of approximately two years or more, subsequent to that time.
384 Notwithstanding the foregoing, it is important to underscore that the magnitude, scope and duration
dimensions of "substantiality" are interrelated. This means that where the merged entity is likely to have the ability
to prevent a particularly large price decrease that likely would occur "but for" the merger, the volume of sales in
respect of which the price decrease would have had to be experienced before it will be found to be "material" may
be less than would otherwise be the case. The same is true with respect to the period of time in respect of which
the likely adverse price effects must be experienced - it may be less than the two year period that typically is used.
Likewise, where the volume of sales in respect of which a price decrease is likely to occur is particularly large, (i)
the degree of price decrease required to meet the "materiality" threshold may be less than would otherwise be the
case, and (ii) the period of time required for a prevention of competition to be considered to be "substantial" may be
less than two years.
385 In conducting its assessment of whether a merger is likely to prevent competition substantially, the Tribunal
also assesses whether other firms likely would enter or expand on a scale similar to that which was prevented or
forestalled by the merger, and in a similar timeframe. Where the Tribunal finds that such entry or expansion likely
would occur even if the merger proceeds, it is unlikely to conclude that the merger is likely to prevent competition
substantially.
386 In summary, to demonstrate that a merger is likely to prevent competition substantially, the Commissioner
must establish, on a balance of probabilities, that "but for" the merger, one of the merging parties likely would have
entered or expanded within the relevant market within a reasonable period of time, and on a sufficient scale, to
effect either a material reduction of prices or a material increase in one or more levels of non-price competition, in a
material part of the market, for approximately two years. Alternatively, the Commissioner must establish a similar
likely effect on prices or on levels of non-price dimensions of competition as a result of the development of another
type of future competition that likely would have occurred "but for" the merger.
D. WHEN EFFICIENCIES CAN BE CONSIDERED
387 The Tribunal's decision in Propane 3, above, has been interpreted as suggesting that cost reductions and
other efficiencies can never be considered prior to the triggering of the defence set forth in section 96. This appears
to be a misreading of Propane 3. The source of this misunderstanding appears to be found in paragraph 137 of that
decision. The focus of the discussion in that paragraph was on the differences between the Canadian and American
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approaches to efficiencies, and, specifically, whether section 96 requires the efficiencies likely to result from a
merger to be so great as to ensure that there are no adverse price effects of the merger.
388 There may well be situations in which any cost reductions or other efficiencies likely to be attained through a
merger will increase rivalry, and thereby increase competition, in certain ways. These include: (i) by enabling the
merged entity to better compete with its rivals, for example, by assisting two smaller rivals to achieve economies of
scale or scope enjoyed by one or more larger rivals, (ii) by increasing the merged entity's incentive to expand
production and to reduce prices, thereby reducing its incentive to coordinate with other firms in the market postmerger, and (iii) by leading to the introduction of new or better products or processes.
389 There is no "double counting" of such efficiencies when it is determined that the merger in question is likely to
prevent or lessen competition substantially and a trade-off assessment is then conducted under section 96. This is
because, in that assessment, such efficiencies would only be considered on the "efficiencies" side of the balancing
process contemplated by section 96. They would not directly or indirectly be considered on the "effects" side of the
balancing process, because they would not be part of any cognizable (i) quantitative effects (e.g., the DWL or any
portion of the wealth transfer that may be established to represent socially adverse effects), or (ii) qualitative effects
(e.g., a reduction in dynamic competition, service or quality). Moreover, at the section 92 stage of the analysis, they
typically would not be found to be a source of any new, increased or maintained market power that must be
identified in order to conclude that the merger is likely to prevent or lessen competition substantially.
E. THE EFFICIENCIES DEFENCE
390 The analytical framework applicable to the assessment of the efficiencies defence has been set forth in
significant detail in the Panel's decision. I simply wish to make a few additional observations.
(i)

Conceptual framework

391 In broad terms, section 96 contemplates a balancing of (i) the "cost" to the economy that would be associated
with making the order that the Tribunal has determined should otherwise be made under section 92 (the "Section
92 Order"), and (ii) the "cost" to the economy of not making the Section 92 Order. The former cost is the aggregate
of the lost efficiencies that otherwise would likely be attained as a result of the merger. The latter cost is the
aggregate of the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition likely to result from the merger, if the Section
92 Order is not made.
392 Section 96 achieves this balancing of "costs" by (i) confining efficiencies that are cognizable in the trade-off
assessment to those that "would not likely be attained if the [Section 92 Order] were made", as contemplated by
subsection 96(1), and (ii) confining the effects that may be considered in the trade-off assessment to "the effects of
any prevention or lessening of competition that will result or is likely to result from the merger or proposed merger".
393 In short, the efficiencies that are eliminated by this language in subsection 96(1), which is referred to at
paragraph 264 of the Panel's decision as the fifth "screen" established by section 96, are not considered in the
trade-off assessment because they would not represent a "cost" to society associated with making the Section 92
Order. That is to say, the efficiencies excluded by this screen either would likely be achieved through alternative
means in any event, or they would be unaffected by the Section 92 Order. This could occur, for example, because
they would be attained in one or more markets or parts of the merged entity's operations that would be unaffected
by the Section 92 Order. It is in this sense that the assessment contemplated by section 96 is heavily dependent on
the nature of the Section 92 Order.
394 That said, to the extent that there are efficiencies in other markets that are so inextricably linked to the
cognizable efficiencies in the relevant market(s) that they would not likely be attained if the Section 92 Order were
made, they are cognizable under section 96 and will be included in the trade-off assessment.
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395 In assessing whether efficiencies are likely to be achieved through alternative means, the Tribunal will assess
the realities of the market(s) concerned, and will not exclude efficiencies from its analysis on the basis of
speculation that the efficiencies could possibly be achieved through such alternative means.
396 It bears emphasizing that, under section 96, the relevant counterfactual is the scenario in which the Section 92
Order is made. This is not necessarily the scenario in which the merger does not occur.
(ii) Socially adverse effects
397 At paragraph 284 of the Panel's decision, it was observed that the Commissioner adduced no evidence with
respect to what the Tribunal in the past has characterized as being socially adverse effects. The Panel also
observed that the Commissioner conceded that the merger is not likely to result in any such effects. Accordingly,
the Panel confined its assessment to the anti-competitive effects claimed by the Commissioner.
398 However, given that the Commissioner requested, in her final oral submissions, that the Panel clarify the
analytical approach applicable to the efficiencies defence, the following observations will be provided with respect to
the potential role of socially adverse effects in the trade-off analysis contemplated by section 96, in future cases.
399 At paragraph 205 of its final argument, CCS characterized the approach established by the Federal Court of
Appeal in Propane 2, above, as being the "balancing weights approach." This is the same terminology that was
used by Dr. Baye at footnote 14 of his reply report, where he referred to the approach established in Propane 3,
above, and Propane 4, above. However, as the Tribunal noted in Propane 3, at para. 336, balancing weights "is
incomplete [as an approach] and useful only as a tool to assist in its broader inquiry" under section 96. With this in
mind, the Tribunal characterized that broader inquiry mandated by Propane 2 in terms of the "socially adverse
effects" approach. However, on reflection, the term "weighted surplus" approach would seem to be preferable.
400 As noted at paragraphs 281 - 283 of the Panel's decision, the total surplus approach remains the starting point
for assessing the effects contemplated by the efficiencies defence set forth in section 96 of the Act. After the
Tribunal has assessed the evidence with respect to the quantifiable (i.e., the DWL) and non-quantifiable anticompetitive effects of the merger in question, it will assess any evidence that has been tendered with respect to
socially adverse effects. In other words, if the Commissioner alleges that the merger is likely to give rise to socially
adverse effects, the Tribunal will determine how to treat the wealth transfer that is likely to be associated with any
adverse price effects of the merger. The wealth transfer is briefly discussed at paragraph 282 of the Panel's
decision.
401 As the Tribunal observed in Propane 3, above, at para. 372, "demonstrating significant adverse redistributional
effects in merger review will, in most instances, not be an easy task." Among other things, determining how to treat
the wealth transfer will require "a value judgment and will depend on the characteristics of [the affected] consumers
and shareholders" (Propane 3, above, at para. 329). It will "rarely [be] so clear where or how the redistributive
effects are experienced" (Propane 3, above, at para. 329). In general, the exercise "will involve multiple social
decisions" and "[f]airness and equity [will] require complete data on socio-economic profiles on [sic ] consumers and
shareholders of producers to know whether the redistributive effects are socially neutral, positive or adverse"
(Propane 3, above, at paras. 329 and 333).
402 Where it is determined that the merger likely will result in a socially adverse transfer of wealth from one or
more identified lower income group(s) to higher income shareholders of the merged entity, a subjective decision
must be made as to how to weigh the relevant part(s) of the wealth transfer. (If the entire wealth transfer will involve
a socially adverse transfer, then it would be necessary to decide how to weigh the full transfer.) If the income effect
on some purchaser groups would be more severe than on others, different weightings among the groups may be
required.
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403 It is at this point in the assessment that the balancing weights tool can be of some assistance. As proposed by
Professor Peter Townley, one of the Commissioner's experts in Propane, above, this tool simply involves
determining the weight that would have to be given to the aggregate reduction in consumer surplus (i.e., the sum of
the deadweight loss, including any deadweight loss attributable to pre-existing market power, plus the wealth
transfer) in order for it to equal the increased producer surplus that would likely result from the merger (i.e., the sum
of the efficiency gains and the wealth transfer). (See the Affidavit of Peter G.C. Townley, submitted in Propane,
above, (available at http://www.ct-tc.gc.ca/CMFiles/CT-1998-002_0115_38LES-1112005-8602.pdf).)
404 For example, in Propane, the aggregate reduction in consumer surplus was estimated to be $43.5 million, i.e.,
the estimated $40.5 million wealth transfer plus the estimated $3 million DWL. By comparison, the aggregate
increase in producer surplus was estimated to be $69.7 million, i.e., the sum of the efficiency gains accepted by the
Tribunal, namely $29.2 million, plus the wealth transfer of $40.5 million. The balancing weight was therefore
represented by w in the following formula: 1(69.7) - w ($43.5) = 0. Solving for w yielded a value of 1.6, which was
the weight at which the consumer losses and the producer gains just balanced. (See Propane 3, above, at paras.
102-104.) Accordingly, for consumer losses to outweigh producer gains, they would have had to be given a weight
of greater than 1.6, assuming that producer gains were given a weight of 1.
405 Professor Townley's helpful insight was that members of the Tribunal often would be in a position to
subjectively determine, even in the absence of substantial information, whether there was any reasonable basis for
believing that a weighting greater than the balancing weight ought to be applied to the socially adverse portion(s) of
the wealth transfer. If not, then notwithstanding an insufficiency of the information required to accurately calculate a
full set of distributional weights, it could be concluded that the efficiencies likely to result from the merger would
outweigh the adverse effects on consumer surplus. Unfortunately, there was not sufficient information adduced in
Propane to permit the Tribunal to assess whether the estimated balancing weight of 1.6 was reasonable, given the
socio-economic differences between and among consumers and shareholders (Propane 3, above, at para. 338).
406 Where the balancing weights tool does not facilitate a determination of the weights to be assigned to any
identified socially adverse effects, other evidence may be relied upon to assist in this regard. For example, in
Propane 3, the Tribunal relied upon Statistics Canada's report entitled Family Expenditure in Canada, 1996, which
suggested that only 4.7% of purchasers of bottled propane were from the lowest-income quintile, while 29.1% were
from the highest-income quintile. The Tribunal ultimately determined that the redistributive effects of the merger on
customers in the lowest-income quintile would be socially adverse, and included in its trade-off analysis an estimate
of $2.6 million to reflect those adverse effects. Although it found that it had no basis upon which to determine
whether the DWL should be weighted equally with adverse redistribution effects, the Tribunal ultimately concluded
that, even if the $2.6 million in adverse distribution effects were weighted twice as heavily as the $3 million
reduction in DWL and a further $3 million to represent the adverse qualitative effects of the merger, the combined
adverse impact on consumer surplus would not exceed $11.2 million (Propane 3, above, at para. 371). Since that
estimate was still far below the recognized efficiency gains of $29.2 million, it concluded that the defence in section
96 had been met. This conclusion was upheld on appeal.
(iii) Non-quantifiable/qualitative effects
407 The Panel's assessment of the non-quantifiable effects that were considered in the section 96 trade-off
assessment in this case is set forth at paragraphs 305-307 of its reasons.
408 I simply wish to add that where there is not sufficient evidence to quantify, even roughly, effects that ordinarily
would be quantifiable, it will remain open to the Tribunal to accord qualitative weight to such effects. For example, in
the case at bar, it would have been open to accord qualitative weight to the anti-competitive effects of the Merger
expected to occur outside the Contestable Area, given that the evidence established that such effects were likely,
but could not be calculated due to shortcomings in the evidence. As it turned out, it was unnecessary for the Panel
to give those effects any weighting whatsoever.
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409 Similarly, had the Panel not accepted the Commissioner's evidence with respect to the quantitative magnitude
of the DWL, such that there was then no evidence on this specific matter, it would have been open to the Panel to
accord qualitative weight to the fact that there would have been some significant DWL associated with the adverse
price effects which it determined were likely to result from the Merger. The same will be true in other cases in which
either it is not possible to reliably quantify the likely DWL, even in rough terms, or the Commissioner fails to adduce
reliable evidence regarding the extent of the likely DWL, at the appropriate time.
DATED at Ottawa, this 29th day of May, 2012.
(s) Paul Crampton C.J.
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M.L. Phelan Presiding Member:
Introduction
1
On February 1, 2007, Labatt Brewing Company Limited ("Labatt") made an offer to buy all the outstanding units of the
Lakeport Brewing Income Fund ("Lakeport Fund"). Labatt provided the prescribed long form information on February 12, 2007.
2
On February 15, 2007, the Commissioner authorized an inquiry into the proposed acquisition of Lakeport by Labatt.
On March 22, 2007, the Commissioner filed an application for an Interim Order pursuant to section 100 of the Competition
Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34 (the "Act") prohibiting the Respondents from closing or taking steps toward closing the proposed
acquisition by Labatt of all of the outstanding units of the Lakeport Fund. On March 28, 2007, I dismissed the application.
These are my Reasons for that decision.
I. The Parties
3
Labatt is a federally incorporated company which is indirectly controlled by InBev S.A./N.V., a publicly traded company
based in Leuven, Belgium. Labatt is the second largest brewer in Ontario, and the third largest participant in the discount
segment.
4
Lakeport Fund is an unincorporated open-ended limited purpose trust established under the laws of Ontario. Lakeport
Brewing Limited Partnership ("Lakeport") is a limited partnership consisting of Lakeport Brewing Income Fund, Roseto Inc.

1

and Teresa Cascioli, formed under the laws of Manitoba, and an indirect subsidiary of Lakeport Fund. Lakeport is a brewer of
nine proprietary types of beer which are marketed as lower-price alternatives to other brands of beer. Lakeport presently holds
a 12% share of the off-premises sale of discount beer.
II. Context
5 On February 1, 2007, Labatt announced its intention to buy all outstanding Units of the Lakeport Fund, which owns a 78%
interest in Lakeport. Ms. Cascioli and Roseto Inc., who hold the remaining 22%, signed an agreement with Labatt whereby they
would convert their interest in Lakeport into Lakeport Fund Units. The Board of Trustees of the Lakeport Fund unanimously
recommended that unitholders of the Lakeport Fund accept Labatt's offer of $28 per unit. Labatt's offer was scheduled to close
on March 29, 2007.
6 On February 12, 2007, Labatt and Lakeport supplied the Commissioner with the prescribed long form information pursuant
to section 114 of the Act and R. 17 of the Notifiable Transactions Regulations, SOR/87-348, as amended. The Respondents
offered from the start to be bound by a time-limited hold separate agreement with the Commissioner, in order to preserve the
boundaries between Lakeport and Labatt for a month after the closing of the transaction. The hold separate would have kept
the assets of Lakeport distinct from those of Labatt, but did allow some presence of representatives of Labatt in the operations
of Lakeport. The Commissioner did not accept this offer.
7
On the basis of the information received, as well as of information gathered in the course of recently examining other
mergers in the beer industry, the Commissioner has concluded that she has reason to believe that grounds exist for an order
under section 92 of the Act. Consequently, she commenced an inquiry on February 15, 2007, pursuant to subparagraph 10(1)
(b)(ii) of the Act which reads:
10. (1) The Commissioner shall
...
(b) whenever the Commissioner has reason to believe that
...
(ii) grounds exist for the making of an order under Part VII.1 or Part VIII, ...
cause an inquiry to be made into all such matters as the Commissioner considers necessary to inquire into with the view
of determining the facts.
10. (1) Le commissaire fait étudier, dans l'un ou l'autre des cas suivants, toutes questions qui, d'après lui, nécessitent une
enquête en vue de déterminer les faits:
...
b) chaque fois qu'il a des raisons de croire:
...
(ii) soit qu'il existe des motifs justifiant une ordonnance en vertu des parties VII.1 ou VIII,
...
III. Issue
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8 The Commissioner is of the opinion that she needs more time to complete the inquiry; accordingly, she has applied under
section 100 of the Act for an interim order from the Tribunal forbidding the closing of the merger, pending the completion
of her inquiry.
IV. Section 100
A) Amendments to the provision
9
The former and current versions of section 100 are attached to these reasons under Schedule A. Before 1999, section
100 included as a condition of the making of an interim order a finding by the Tribunal that the merger was "reasonably likely
to prevent or lessen competition substantially". The Bureau had suggested, as early as 1995, a change in the wording in order
to give it more time to complete its investigation before deciding to bring a section 92 application or to allow the merger. A
Consultative Panel appointed by then Minister of Industry, the Honourable John Manley, noted in its concluding report that
"there is no effective mechanism under the Act to prevent the closing of a transaction unless the Bureau has decided to challenge
it before the Competition Tribunal" (Report of the Consultative Panel presented to the Director of Research and Investigation
on March 6, 1996), and recommended changing the wording of section 100 in order to remove the condition of a finding of a
reasonable likelihood of substantial lessening or prevention or competition ("SLC" or "SPC").
10
The timeline for the extension was altered from 21 days to 30 days, with another possible 30 days extension "because
of circumstances beyond the control of the Commissioner". An application under paragraph 100(1)(a) must now always be on
notice to the merging parties, whereas before the Tribunal could grant leave for an ex parte application.
11
Despite the change in wording, and the apparent will of Parliament to endorse the recommendation of the Consultative
Panel and to facilitate obtaining an extension of time to complete and inquiry, the provision retained the requirement for the
Tribunal to find that its ability to remedy the effect of the merger on competition would be "substantially" impaired absent the
interim order (the "impairment issue").
B) The test under section 100
12
In order to issue an order forbidding any act directed to the completion of a merger, the Tribunal needs to consider two
criteria: 1) whether an inquiry is on-going and the Commissioner needs more time to complete it, and 2) whether in the absence
of an interim order, the Tribunal's ability to remedy the effect of the merger on competition would be substantially impaired
because an action by a party to the merger would be difficult to reverse.
13
The second criterion is the important and difficult one. In summary, absent an interim order forbidding any action to
bring the merger closer to completion, will actions which are difficult to reverse occur which would substantially impair the
Tribunal's capacity to remedy the merger, in the event it is contested.
C) Jurisprudence
14
The only other decision under section 100(1)(a) (excluding consent orders) concerned an application heard by Justice
Rothstein (as he then was) in 1998, in Canada (Director of Investigation & Research) v. Superior Propane Inc. (1998), 85
C.P.R. (3d) 194 (Competition Trib.), CT-98/02, under the pre-amendment provision. The application was dismissed because
Justice Rothstein did not find that it was reasonably likely that the merger would lessen or prevent competition substantially.
The reasons for the dismissal could no longer be invoked today, because of the change in the wording of the provision. However
Justice Rothstein also discussed the appropriateness of a hold separate agreement in the context of a section 100 application. He
stated in obiter that since the hold separate agreement would be an action tending to the completion of the merger, and since the
only jurisdiction of the Tribunal in a section 100 application was (and still is today) an order to forbid an action to completion
or implementation of merger, Parliament had not granted the Tribunal the power to order a hold separate agreement.
15
Case law under section 104, which offers injunctive relief once the Commissioner has filed an application under Part
VIII, is not really applicable to section 100, since the test is different, and the remedies available are wider.
3

V. Position of the Parties
A) The Commissioner
16 According to the Commissioner, the first two criteria under paragraph 100(1)(a) are readily established. The Commissioner
has certified that an inquiry is under way, and that in her opinion more time is needed to complete it. Mr. Peters, a senior official
of the Competition Bureau, indicates in his affidavit that an extension of 30 days is sought.
17 Mr. Peters explains in his affidavit that this merger is considered by the Bureau a "very complex transaction", and that the
time required to examine such a merger is ordinarily five months. Once the inquiry was launched, the Commissioner applied
for section 11 orders to compel production from various stakeholders in the beer market. Time is still required to analyze this
information in order to determine the appropriateness of a section 92 application.
18
According to arguments made on behalf of the Commissioner at the hearing, the "opinion" of the Commissioner as to
the time required should, by analogy with standards of review, be entitled to the highest standard of deference, and should only
be questioned if it appears patently unreasonable.
19 The Commissioner submits that the last criterion must be understood as a determination of whether the action contemplated
by the parties would be difficult to reverse and thus substantially impair the ability of the Tribunal to remedy the negative effect
of the merger on competition. Since the closing of the transaction would be "difficult to reverse", it follows that the ability of the
Tribunal would be substantially impaired. In addition, by allowing the merger to occur, the Tribunal would be precluded from
making orders under paragraph 92(1)(f) of the Act, which provides for remedies where the merger has not yet been completed,
including forbidding the merger or part of the merger.
The Respondents
20 The Respondents submit that the Commissioner's application must fail for two reasons: she has failed to establish that the
Tribunal's ability to remedy the effect of the merger on competition would be substantially impaired if the merger proceeded,
and even if the Tribunal finds that the conditions of paragraph 100(1)(a) have been met, the Tribunal should in this case exercise
its discretion to not grant the order.
21
The first condition of the provision is obviously met: the Respondents do not dispute that the inquiry is currently going
on. However, on the second condition, the Respondents argue that the opinion of the Commissioner is not properly expressed,
since in her application and request for an order, the Commissioner simply asks that the merger not proceed to allow her time
to finish her inquiry, without specifying the time required. The respondents argue that the Commissioner cannot delegate the
responsibility to state the time required to a Bureau official.
22
The Respondents' main arguments center on the third criterion, the substantial impairment of the Tribunal's ability to
remedy the effect on competition, should the merger proceed. Essentially, the Respondents submit that there is nothing to show
that the merger would impair the Tribunal's ability to order dissolution or divestiture, especially since the respondents have
offered to comply with a hold separate of the type the Tribunal has endorsed in the past.
23
The Respondents' further argue that the Tribunal should exercise its discretion and not grant the order, for two reasons:
the Commissioner has had ample time to decide on the appropriateness of filing a section 92 application, given previous
investigations of the beer market, and she has refused, without any attempt at negotiation, the interim remedy they were offering
of the hold separate agreement.
Analysis
24
This is the first section 100 application under the amended section 100 provision. The critical distinction is that the
Tribunal is no longer required to make a finding that "the proposed merger is reasonably likely to prevent or lessen competition
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substantially" as part of its analysis. This critical distinction must be borne in mind when considering Justice Rothstein's decision
in the Superior Propane case.
25
Even with the removal of the consideration of an SLC or SPC, section 100 retains some vestige of SLC considerations
when the Tribunal has to deal with its ability to remedy the effects on competition.
26 In considering section 100, regard must be had to section 92 and section 104, within the scheme of controlling proposed
and completed mergers.
27 It is also important to bear in mind the legislative history of section 100. In particular, when Justice Rothstein rendered his
judgement, the Competition Act gave the Commissioner (then the Director of Research and Investigation) initially 21 days to
perform a merger review before the parties could close the transaction, barring a Tribunal order. As noted above, the Tribunal
also had to find a reasonable likelihood of an SLC. The new provisions of the Act (section 123) give the Commissioner 42 days
for its merger review and removes the "reasonably likely..." requirement (section 100).
28
While these changes would suggest that a paragraph 100(1)(a) application should be a less onerous process, they also
create a heightened expectation that 42 days should be sufficient to complete a merger review.
29 However, despite the suggestion that it should be easier to put a temporary stop to a proposed merger, Parliament maintained
the significant requirement that the Commissioner establish that the Tribunal's ability to remedy the effect of a proposed merger
would be substantially affected if the proposed merger (or another action) were difficult to reverse. The term "action" is not
defined but in this case it is the closing of the purchase of the units of the Lakeport Fund. This would indicate that Parliament
did not intend to make the obtaining of this order a relatively simple matter based principally upon the Commissioner's need
for more time to examine the merger.
30
Paragraph 100(1)(a) is not restricted to the closing of a transaction. It would also cover any pre-closing step or "action"
which would cause the prejudice addressed in the section — the substantial impairment of the Tribunal's ability to remedy.
31
There are several constituent elements to the paragraph 100(1)(a) application, and they are not the same as those of a
section 104 application. These elements are:
[i] the doing of an act or thing that may constitute or be directed toward the completion or implementation of a proposed
merger which has not been challenged as of that moment;
[ii] the certificate of the Commissioner that an inquiry under paragraph 10(1)(b) is being conducted;
[iii] the Commissioner's opinion that she requires more time to complete the inquiry;
[iv] the Tribunal's finding that absent an interim order, because an action would be difficult to reverse, the Tribunal's ability
to remedy the effect of the proposed merger on competition would be substantially impaired;
[v] the Tribunal's residual discretion to make an order.
Pre-MergerAction/Pre-Section 92 Application — Inquiry
32 While paragraph 100(1)(a) may be directed at more actions than the closing of a merger transaction, in this case the only
action in question is the closing of the transaction to acquire the units of Lakeport Fund. It is also evident that no application
under section 92 has been made.
33 The unusual nature of a paragraph 100(1)(a) application is underscored by the fact that the application is made to prevent a
closing without any finding that an SLC is even reasonably likely (as was the case under the predecessor provision) and before
the Commissioner has filed any pleadings or reached any conclusion about the transaction other than that she has reason to
believe that grounds exist for the making of an order under section 92.
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34 As was evident from the confidential information leading to commencing an inquiry, the Commissioner has been involved
in reviewing this industry until at least late 2006. The Commissioner has evidence on the structure of the market, its operation
and facilities and its participants.
35
In any event, the Commissioner meets the relatively low initial threshold for the commencement of a paragraph 100(1)
(a) application. The inquiry has commenced and is clearly on-going.
Commissioner's Opinion
36
The Commissioner has certified that she requires more time to complete the inquiry. The details of the inquiry and the
opinion that more time is required are more fully set forth in the evidence of the senior official responsible for the day to day
operations of the inquiry.
37
I do not accept the Respondents' argument that the Commissioner herself must attest to the time she think is required to
complete the inquiry. The precise wording of the section does not mandate that level of detail. The affidavit of a senior official
with knowledge of the case is sufficient for the purposes of stating the exact time frame required.
38 As to the challenge to the time requested and the efficiency of the inquiry, the Respondent suggests that the Tribunal should
not accept the Commissioner's evidence. This is not a judicial review and the issue of standard of review is of limited application.
In my view, the Tribunal is not in any position, on this evidence, to hold that the Commissioner's opinion is entirely without
merit. There is no way for the Tribunal, in this type of application, to inquire in depth into the manner in which the Commissioner
has conducted the inquiry, what resources have been deployed, and what budgetary considerations may be in play.
39
One can understand the Respondents' frustration with the pace of the inquiry given the history between the Bureau and
Labatt, and the Commissioner's previous and recent involvement in this industry. However, the Commissioner's knowledge is
more germane to the impairment issue discussed later in these Reasons.
Proposed Merger
40
It was common ground, and I agree, that in analyzing this provision and considering the impairment issue, one must
perform the analysis as if the proposed merger had been completed. A proposed merger (at least in this case) does not itself
cause an effect on competition. The effect on competition arises when the proposed merger becomes a completed merger.
Remedy the Effect on Competition — Impairment
41
Much was made in argument about "unscrambling eggs" which in essence means returning the matter to pre-closing
market conditions, as if that was within the Tribunal's jurisdiction. The Commissioner contends that the Tribunal's ability to
remedy is substantially impaired because a closing removes from the Tribunal's arsenal of remedies the power under section 92
to order a person not to proceed with the merger as well as other relief under paragraph 92(1)(f).
42
With respect to the restoration of pre-merger conditions, Linden J.A. in Canada (Commissioner of Competition) v.
Superior Propane Inc., [2000] F.C.J. No. 1518 (Fed. C.A.), in the context of a section 104 application, addressed how applicable
the "scrambled eggs" analogy is. Justice Linden held that a merger is not like scrambled eggs. A merger can be broken up,
competition can be restored, though it may be difficult to do and inconvenient.
43
In considering the Tribunal's ability to remedy, one must examine the limits on the Tribunal to remedy to pre-merger
conditions. The Supreme Court of Canada in Canada (Director of Investigation & Research) v. Southam Inc., [1997] 1 S.C.R.
748 (S.C.C.) at 789-790 specifically rejected the notion of restoration to the pre-merger competitive situation which is a test used
in U.S. antitrust cases. The benchmark is to "restore competition to the point at which it can no longer be said to be substantially
less than it was before the merger" — to bring matters back to the point that the SLC ceases.
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44
It is against this benchmark that the Tribunal must assess whether the closing would substantially impair the Tribunal's
ability to remedy.
45
As to the Commissioner's submission that to allow the transaction to close means that the Tribunal loses its remedies to
order a stop to the proposed merger and that this constitutes a substantial impairment, there are at least two difficulties.
46 The first is that, subject to the simple preconditions of the existence of an inquiry and a belief that more time is required, a
section 100(1)(a) application would be virtually automatic because without an order, the parties are free to close, thus precluding
the application of section 92(1)(f) down the road. Such an interpretation would render meaningless a consideration of the more
onerous "impairment" test in paragraph 100(1)(a). If Parliament had really intended such a result, the wording of paragraph
100(1)(a) would have been amended to remove the consideration of the impairment of the ability to remedy to the benchmark
level set by the Supreme Court of Canada.
47
The second is related to the first — the rationale for stopping a proposed merger is that the remedies of dissolution and
divestiture post-merger would not effectively remedy the SLC. The Commissioner's position ignores the issue of whether the
closing would substantially impair the Tribunal's ability to remedy the SLC. The focus of this aspect of paragraph 100(1)(a) is
on the ability to remedy, not on the availability of a particular remedy.
48
The Commissioner must establish that the impairment to the Tribunal's ability to remedy is substantial. The nature and
level of proof will be dictated by the circumstances of the case, but it is not sufficient to say that pre-merger conditions cannot
be restored or compensated. The Commissioner must establish that absent an order, the Tribunal's remedies post-merger would
not be effective to eliminate the SLC.
49
On the record before me, I am not satisfied that the Commissioner has met this threshold. Much of the evidence before
the Tribunal was addressed to whether the Hold Separate Agreement ("HSA") proposed by the Respondents was appropriate
or adequate. For reasons later discussed, the merger must be assessed against paragraph 100(1)(a) without regard to the Hold
Separate Agreement in which the Commissioner refuses to participate and in which the Commissioner's involvement is essential.
50 The Commissioner's principal expert on issues of the implications of mergers, Dr. Nelson, raised a number of competitive
issues, but his evidence suffers from the infirmity of addressing all issues from the perspective of U.S. law, which aims at
restoring competition to pre-merger conditions.
51
In response to questions concerning Dr. Nelson's evidence on the effects of the merger (not pre-conditioned by a Hold
Separate) and the impairment of the Tribunal's ability to remedy, the Tribunal was directed to paragraph 44 of his report. His
conclusion was that the Tribunal could not order compensation to the consumer who paid supra-competitive prices for beer postclosing. The difficulty is that the conclusion is directed to meeting the U.S. legal test, not the one articulated by the Supreme
Court of Canada. It is clear throughout his report that his conclusions are based on the restoration of pre-merger conditions,
even his concluding remarks which touch upon the remedy of divestiture are based on a restoration of the pre-merger market
conditions.
52
The Tribunal is mindful that the Commissioner has been involved with this industry recently and over an extended
period. The Commissioner has now had more than 40 days to review this specific transaction, yet there is insufficient evidence
presented as to market structure and conditions to establish the impairment of the Tribunal's ability to remedy in accordance
with Canadian law.
53
The Respondents' rebuttal evidence is substantially directed to the transaction as they were prepared to have it, with a
Hold Separate. The Respondents do not really address the non-impairment issue absent a HSA, but that was not their burden
— it was the Commissioner's.
Difficult to Reverse/Hold Separate
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54 The Applicant says that the merger is difficult to reverse. The Respondents contend that this is not the case because they
would enter into a HSA and give an undertaking to the Tribunal to comply with its terms. There was considerable evidence
about the merits of the HSA. Much of the Commissioner's evidence concerned its inadequacy and the facility with which its
terms could be breached. As to the potential for breaching the HSA, absent evidence that one cannot rely on Labatt to comply,
the Tribunal cannot assume (nor is it powerless to punish) that the agreement would be breached.
55
It is generally not for this Tribunal to force the Commissioner to enter into agreements. The Tribunal can only address
the facts as they are — not as a party might like them to be.
56 The HSA was said to be modelled on that used in the Superior Propane case, with the suggestion that it was unreasonable
for the Commissioner to refuse to enter into it.
57
The HSA is heavily dependent on the active involvement of the Commissioner; indeed, it cannot operate without the
Commissioner. Other hold separates such as standstill agreements not dependant on the Commissioner's participation may raise
less troublesome issues, but this HSA cannot operate without a participant who remains unwilling to participate. Even if the
Tribunal under its power to impose terms could require the Commissioner to enter into the HSA, I would not do so because
it would be an unworkable situation.
58
The Commissioner may have sound policy reasons not to enter into the HSA, but however meritorious her policy it has
this consequence: this transaction becomes difficult to reverse, but not necessarily difficult to address.
59

As to "difficult to reverse", the relevant parts of paragraph 100(1)(a) read:
... the Tribunal finds that in the absence of an interim order a party to the proposed merger or any other person is likely to
take an action that would substantially impair the ability of the Tribunal to remedy the effect of the proposed merger on
competition under that section because that action would be difficult to reverse; [...]
... il conclut qu'une personne, partie ou non au fusionnement proposé, posera vraisemblablement, en l'absence d'une
ordonnance provisoire, des gestes qui, parce qu'ils seraient alors difficiles à contrer, auraient pour effet de réduire
sensiblement l'aptitude du Tribunal à remédier à l'influence du fusionnement proposé sur la concurrence, si celui-ci devait
éventuellement appliquer cet article à l'égard de ce fusionnement; [...]

60 There are two possible interpretations of the last part of the paragraph, "because that action would be difficult to reverse".
One is that the substantial impairment to the Tribunal's ability to remedy the effect on competition is the very fact that the action
is difficult to reverse. If an action is difficult to reverse, the Tribunal's ability is substantially impaired. The other construction
is that the Tribunal's ability to remedy is impaired because it can no longer impose a certain remedy because the action that
was allowed will certainly be difficult to reverse, and this action was important enough to substantially affect the remedy. In
other words, the remedy is tied to this action. If the remedy is to sell an asset, and that asset no longer exists, then the Tribunal
is substantially impaired.
61
The French version adds a degree of confusion. It states clearly that absent an interim order, a party may take an action
(poser des gestes) which, because they are difficult to counter (contrer), will substantially impair the Tribunal's ability to remedy
the effect on competition. Contrer does not have the meaning of "reverse". It means rather, the action of an opposing force to
correct a situation. This would support the second construction and is consistent with the Tribunal's remedies to counter an SLC.
The action (gestes) is not considered as to whether it can be reversed, but as to whether it can be countered. Again, the issue is
whether the remedy is impaired, rather than considering strictly the reversibility of the action.
62
Of the two constructions, the second is preferable, since the first leads to an absurd result. One could argue that actions
are always difficult to reverse (the scrambled egg analogy), and so the Tribunal ability would always be substantially impaired,
and the test is meaningless. In the second interpretation, the importance of the action is what makes its difficulty to reverse
significant — the Tribunal is deprived of a meaningful remedy because it is understood that the action is difficult to reverse.
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63 The Commissioner argued that by allowing the acquisition to go forward, the Tribunal was depriving itself of the possibility
of eventually, in a section 92 application, ordering the parties not to merge. However, the Commissioner did not show how the
lack of that remedy would substantially impair the Tribunal from remedying the effect on competition, if an SLC or an SPC
were established. In other words, the Commissioner did not show that the acquisition prevented the Tribunal from imposing
remedies which could be sufficient to remedy the SLC, and that by losing the possibility of forbidding the merger, the Tribunal
was substantially impaired.
Discretion
64
Returning to Justice Rothstein's consideration of paragraph 100(1)(a) in Superior Propane where he raises the
"extraordinary" (not "ordinary", as appears in some case reports) type of jurisdiction given to the Commissioner (Director)
to seek this remedy, he held that even if the Commissioner had met the test for paragraph 100(1)(a), the Tribunal might still
refuse the application.
65 The exercise of that discretion does not arise in this case because the Commissioner has not met the conditions of paragraph
100(1)(a). Given the Tribunal's finding, there is no need to consider further this issue of discretion.
Conclusion
66

For these reasons, the Tribunal dismissed the Commissioner's application.
Schedule A

67

Current section 100: Competition Act, R.S. c. 19 (2 nd Supp.) s. 45, as amended by S.C. 1999 c.2 s.24.
100. (1) The Tribunal may issue an interim order forbidding any person named in the application from doing any
act or thing that it appears to the Tribunal may constitute or be directed toward the completion or implementation
of a proposed merger in respect of which an application has not been made under section 92 or previously under
this section, where
(a) on application by the Commissioner, certifying that an inquiry is being made under paragraph 10(1)(b) and
that, in the Commissioner's opinion, more time is required to complete the inquiry, the Tribunal finds that in the
absence of an interim order a party to the proposed merger or any other person is likely to take an action that
would substantially impair the ability of the Tribunal to remedy the effect of the proposed merger on competition
under that section because that action would be difficult to reverse; or
(b) the Tribunal finds, on application by the Commissioner, that there has been a contravention of section 114
in respect of the proposed merger.
(2) Subject to subsection (3), at least forty-eight hours notice of an application for an interim order under subsection
(1) shall be given by or on behalf of the Commissioner to each person against whom the order is sought.
(3) Where the Tribunal is satisfied, in respect of an application for an interim order under paragraph (1)(b), that
(a) subsection (2) cannot reasonably be complied with, or
(b) the urgency of the situation is such that service of notice in accordance with subsection (2) would not be
in the public interest,
it may proceed with the application ex parte.
(4) An interim order issued under subsection (1)
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(a) shall be on such terms as the Tribunal considers necessary and sufficient to meet the circumstances of the
case; and
(b) subject to subsections (5) and (6), shall have effect for such period of time as is specified in it.
(5) The duration of an interim order issued under paragraph (1)(a) shall not exceed thirty days.
(6) The duration of an interim order issued under paragraph (1)(b) shall not exceed
(a) ten days after section 114 is complied with, in the case of an interim order issued on ex parte application; or
(b) thirty days after section 114 is complied with, in any other case.
(7) Where the Tribunal finds, on application made by the Commissioner on forty-eight hours notice to each person to
whom an interim order is directed, that the Commissioner is unable to complete an inquiry within the period specified
in the order because of circumstances beyond the control of the Commissioner, the Tribunal may extend the duration
of the order to a day not more than sixty days after the order takes effect.
(8) Where an interim order is issued under paragraph (1)(a), the Commissioner shall proceed as expeditiously as
possible to complete the inquiry under section 10 in respect of the proposed merger.
100. (1) Le Tribunal peut rendre une ordonnance provisoire interdisant à toute personne nommée dans la demande
de poser tout geste qui, de l'avis du Tribunal, pourrait constituer la réalisation ou la mise en oeuvre du fusionnement
proposé, ou y tendre, relativement auquel il n'y a pas eu de demande aux termes de l'article 92 ou antérieurement
aux termes du présent article, si:
a) à la demande du commissaire comportant une attestation de la tenue de l'enquête prévue à l'alinéa 10(1)b) et
de la nécessité, selon celui-ci, d'un délai supplémentaire pour l'achever, il conclut qu'une personne, partie ou non
au fusionnement proposé, posera vraisemblablement, en l'absence d'une ordonnance provisoire, des gestes qui,
parce qu'ils seraient alors difficiles à contrer, auraient pour effet de réduire sensiblement l'aptitude du Tribunal à
remédier à l'influence du fusionnement proposé sur la concurrence, si celui-ci devait éventuellement appliquer
cet article à l'égard de ce fusionnement;
b) à la demande du commissaire, il conclut qu'il y a eu contravention de l'article 114 à l'égard du fusionnement
proposé.
(2) Sous réserve du paragraphe (3), le commissaire, ou une personne agissant au nom de celui-ci, donne à chaque
personne à l'égard de laquelle il entend demander une ordonnance provisoire aux termes du paragraphe (1) un avis
d'au moins quarante-huit heures relativement à cette demande.
(3) Si, lors d'une demande d'ordonnance provisoire présentée en vertu de l'alinéa (1)b), le Tribunal est convaincu:
a) qu'en toute raison, le paragraphe (2) ne peut pas être observé;
b) que la situation est à ce point urgente que la signification de l'avis aux termes du paragraphe (2) ne servirait
pas l'intérêt public,
il peut entendre la demande ex parte.
(4) Une ordonnance provisoire rendue aux termes du paragraphe (1):
a) prévoit ce qui, de l'avis du Tribunal, est nécessaire et suffisant pour parer aux circonstances de l'affaire;
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b) sous réserve des paragraphes (5) et (6), a effet pour la période qui y est spécifiée.
(5) La durée d'une ordonnance provisoire rendue en application de l'alinéa (1)a) ne peut dépasser trente jours.
(6) La durée d'une ordonnance provisoire rendue en application de l'alinéa(1)b) ne peut dépasser:
a) dans le cas d'une ordonnance provisoire rendue dans le cadre d'une demande ex parte, dix jours à compter du
moment où les exigences de l'article 114 ont été respectées;
b) dans les autres cas, trente jours à compter du moment où les exigences de l'article 114 ont été respectées.
(7) Lorsque le Tribunal conclut, sur demande présentée par le commissaire après avoir donné un avis de quarantehuit heures à chaque personne visée par l'ordonnance provisoire, que celui-ci est incapable, à cause de circonstances
indépendantes de sa volonté, d'achever une enquête dans le délai prévu par l'ordonnance, il peut la proroger; la durée
d'application maximale de l'ordonnance ainsi prorogée est de soixante jours à compter de sa prise d'effet.
(8) Dans le cas où une ordonnance provisoire est rendue en vertu de l'alinéa (1)a), le commissaire est tenu d'achever
l'enquête prévue à l'article 10 avec toute la diligence possible.
68

Former section 100: Competition Act, R.S., 1985, c. 19 (2nd Supp.), s. 45.
100. (1) Where, on application by the Director, the Tribunal finds, in respect of a proposed merger in respect of which
an application has not been made under section 92 or previously under this section, that
(a) the proposed merger is reasonably likely to prevent or lessen competition substantially and, in the opinion
of the Tribunal, in the absence of an interim order a party to the proposed merger or any other person is likely
to take an action that would substantially impair the ability of the Tribunal to remedy the effect of the proposed
merger on competition under section 92 because that action would be difficult to reverse, or
(b) there has been a failure to comply with section 114 in respect of the proposed merger,
the Tribunal may issue an interim order forbidding any person named in the application from doing any act or thing
that it appears to the Tribunal may constitute or be directed toward the completion or implementation of the proposed
merger.
(2) Subject to subsection (3), at least forty-eight hours notice of an application for an interim order under subsection
(1) shall be given by or on behalf of the Director to each person against whom the order is sought.
(3) Where the Tribunal is satisfied, in respect of an application made under subsection (1), that
(a) subsection (2) cannot reasonably be complied with, or
(b) the urgency of the situation is such that service of notice in accordance with subsection (2) would not be in
the public interest, it may proceed with the application ex parte.
(4) An interim order issued under subsection (1)
(a) shall be on such terms as the Tribunal considers necessary and sufficient to meet the circumstances of the
case; and
(b) subject to subsection (5), shall have effect for such period of time as is specified therein.
(5) An interim order issued under subsection (1) in respect of a proposed merger shall cease to have effect
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(a) in the case of an interim order issued on ex parte application, not later than ten days, or
(b) in any other case, not later than twenty-one days, after the interim order comes into effect or, in the
circumstances referred to in paragraph (1)(b), after section 114 is complied with.
(6) Where an interim order is issued under paragraph (1)(a), the Director shall proceed as expeditiously as possible
to commence and complete proceedings under section 92 in respect of the proposed merger.
100. (1) Dans les cas où, à la suite d'une demande du directeur, le Tribunal conclut, à l'égard d'un fusionnement
proposé relativement auquel il n'y a pas eu de demande aux termes de l'article 92 ou antérieurement aux termes du
présent article:
a) soit que le fusionnement proposé, en toute raison, aura vraisemblablement pour effet d'empêcher ou de
diminuer sensiblement la concurrence et que, à son avis, en l'absence d'une ordonnance provisoire une personne,
partie ou non au fusionnement proposé, posera vraisemblablement des gestes qui, parce qu'ils seraient alors
difficiles à contrer, auraient pour effet de réduire sensiblement l'aptitude du Tribunal à remédier à l'influence
du fusionnement proposé sur la concurrence, si celui-ci devait éventuellement appliquer l'article 92 à l'égard du
fusionnement proposé;
b) soit qu'il y a eu manquement à l'article 114 à l'égard du fusionnement proposé,
le Tribunal peut rendre une ordonnance provisoire interdisant à toute personne nommée dans la demande de poser
tout geste qui, de l'avis du Tribunal, constituerait ou tendrait à la réalisation du fusionnement proposé ou à sa mise
en oeuvre.
(2) Sous réserve du paragraphe (3), le directeur, ou une personne agissant au nom de celui-ci, donne à chaque personne
à l'égard de laquelle il entend demander une ordonnance provisoire aux termes du paragraphe (1) un avis d'au moins
quarante-huit heures relativement à cette demande.
(3) Si, lors d'une demande présentée en vertu du paragraphe (1), le Tribunal est convaincu:
a) qu'en toute raison, le paragraphe (2) ne peut pas être observé;
b) que la situation est à ce point urgente que la signification de l'avis aux termes du paragraphe (2) ne servirait
pas l'intérêt public, il peut entendre la demande ex parte.
(4) Une ordonnance provisoire rendue aux termes du paragraphe (1):
a) prévoit ce qui, de l'avis du Tribunal, est nécessaire et suffisant pour parer aux circonstances de l'affaire;
b) sous réserve du paragraphe (5), a effet pour la période qui y est spécifiée.
(5) Une ordonnance provisoire rendue en application du paragraphe (1) à l'égard d'un fusionnement proposé cesse
d'avoir effet:
a) dans le cas d'une ordonnance provisoire rendue dans le cadre d'une demande ex parte, au plus tard dix jours;
b) dans les autres cas, au plus tard vingt et un jours, après la prise d'effet de l'ordonnance provisoire ou dans les
circonstances prévues à l'alinéa (1) b), à compter du moment où les exigences de l'article 114 ont été rencontrées.
(6) Lorsqu'une ordonnance provisoire est rendue en vertu de l'alinéa (1) a), le directeur doit, avec toute la diligence
possible, intenter et mener à terme les procédures visées à l'article 92 à l'égard du fusionnement proposé.
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INTRODUCTION

[1]
This is an application filed by the Commissioner of Competition (the “Commissioner”)
pursuant to section 104 of the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34 (the “Act”) for an interim
order in respect of a proposed transaction (the “Proposed Merger”) in the retail gasoline industry
between Parkland Industries Ltd. and Parkland Fuel Corporation (collectively “Parkland”) and
Pioneer Petroleums Holding Limited Partnership, Pioneer Energy LP, Pioneer Petroleums
Transport Inc., Pioneer Energy Inc., Pioneer Fuels Inc., Pioneer Petroleums Holding Inc.,
Pioneer Energy Management Inc., 668086 N.B. Limited, 3269344 Nova Scotia Limited and
1796745 Ontario Ltd. (collectively, “Pioneer”). In this application, the Commissioner is seeking
an order directing Parkland to hold separate the assets it proposes to acquire from Pioneer
pursuant to the Proposed Merger in 14 local markets in the provinces of Ontario and Manitoba
(the “14 Local Markets”), until such time as the Tribunal delivers its final decision in respect of
the Commissioner’s application under section 92 of the Act.
[2]
In his underlying section 92 application, the Commissioner seeks an order prohibiting the
Respondents from implementing the Proposed Merger in the 14 Local Markets and/or requiring
Parkland to dispose of assets in these markets as well as such other assets, as are required for an
effective remedy, on such terms as may appear just.
[3]
The Commissioner provided a confidential version of his section 104 application to the
Tribunal on May 7, 2015 and the hearing of the application took place in Ottawa on May 12.
[4]
Upon reviewing the materials filed by the Commissioner and the Respondents and upon
hearing counsel for all parties, and for the reasons detailed below, I am of the view that the
Commissioner’s application for interim relief under section 104 of the Act should be granted in
part. The terms of my order are set out in Annex A.
II.

BACKGROUND
A. The Parties

[5]
The Commissioner is responsible for the administration and enforcement of the Act (see:
section 7 of the Act).
[6]
Parkland carries on business as an independent marketer of fuel and petroleum products.
It supplies and supports 143 gas stations that it owns or leases (the “Corporate Stations”), as well
as 539 gas stations that are owned or leased by third-party dealers (the “Independent Dealer
Stations”). A Parkland Corporate Station is a gas station operated and managed on Parkland’s
behalf by an independent contractor. With respect to its Corporate Stations, Parkland owns the
fuel inventory and controls the retail selling price of fuel at the pumps. A Parkland Independent
Dealer Station is a gas station operated and managed by an independent third-party dealer to
whom Parkland supplies fuel pursuant to exclusive long-term agreements. At these Independent
Dealer Stations, the dealer owns the fuel inventory and sets the retail selling price at the pumps,
-2-
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[7]
Pioneer is headquartered in Burlington, Ontario, and also carries on business as an
independent marketer of fuel and petroleum products. It currently operates more than 180
Pioneer Corporate Stations and supplies fuel to approximately 210 Independent Dealer Stations
located in Ontario and Manitoba.
B. The Proposed Merger
[8]
On September 17, 2014, Parkland and Pioneer entered into an asset purchase agreement
pursuant to which Parkland agreed to acquire substantially all of Pioneer’s assets including 181
Pioneer Corporate Stations and 212 Pioneer supply agreements with Independent Dealer Stations
in the provinces of Ontario and Manitoba. On October 3, 2014, an advance ruling certificate was
requested by Parkland in respect of the Proposed Merger pursuant to section 102 of the Act.
Three days later, pre-merger notification filings under Part IX of the Act were submitted by the
Respondents to the Competition Bureau (the “Bureau”).
[9]
On November 5, 2014, the Commissioner issued a Supplementary Information Request
(“SIR”) pursuant to the applicable provisions of the Act. On December 12, 2014, the Bureau
confirmed that the scope of the SIR was limited to 21 overlapping areas it had identified (the
“Overlapping Areas”). The Respondents certified their responses to the SIR on January 23, 2015,
after providing the Bureau with approximately 70,000 documents.
[10] On February 18, 2015, Parkland and Pioneer agreed to give the Commissioner a 15 days’
written notice of the closing of the Proposed Merger. The outside closing date was extended a
number of times to provide more time to the Commissioner to complete his review. On April 27,
2015, the parties notified the Commissioner of their intention to close the Proposed Merger on
May 13, 2015. The following day, the Commissioner commenced an inquiry pursuant to section
10 of the Act.
[11] On April 29, 2015, Parkland sent a letter to the Commissioner advising him of Parkland’s
intention, following the closing of the Proposed Merger, to divest four Corporate Stations and six
supply agreements in 10 of the 14 Local Markets (the “Parkland Divestitures”), notwithstanding
Parkland’s belief that the Proposed Merger was not likely to result in a substantial lessening of
competition in any geographic area. The 10 local areas covered by the Parkland Divestitures are
described as follows:
1) Neepawa, MB
2) Bancroft, ON
3) Lundar, MB
4) Kapuskasing, ON
5) Warren, MB

6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
-3-

Welland, ON
Chelmsford/Azilda, ON
Gananoque, ON
Hanover, ON
Port Perry, ON
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independently from Parkland. The Independent Dealer Stations supplied by Parkland operate
under various brands; in particular, Parkland is a branded wholesaler for Esso and buys gasoline
from Imperial Oil Ltd. to supply its Esso-branded Independent Dealer Stations.

[13] At the hearing of the Commissioner’s section 104 application, counsel for Parkland
informed the Tribunal and the Commissioner that the Respondents would not proceed to close
the Proposed Merger until receipt of the Tribunal’s decision on this application.
C. The Application for Interim Relief
[14] The Commissioner has applied pursuant to section 104 of the Act for an order directing
Parkland to hold separate the assets it will acquire from Pioneer under the Proposed Merger in
the 14 Local Markets “on such terms as are necessary to preserve the assets and business as a
going concern and to maintain competition in the Relevant Markets [as defined in the
application] until such time as the Tribunal’s decision is finally disposed of in respect of the
Commissioner’s Application pursuant to section 92”. No further details were given in the
Commissioner’s application with respect to the terms and conditions to be included in the interim
order sought.
[15] At the hearing of the Commissioner’s section 104 application, a detailed (22 pages long)
draft Interim Hold Separate Order was submitted to the Tribunal by counsel for the
Commissioner. This draft order also provides for the preservation of some of Parkland’s assets.
[16] Although the passage quoted above from the Commissioner’s application reflected a
focus on preserving the assets and business of Pioneer as a going concern to mainta in
competition pending a final decision on his section 92 application, the Commissioner’s
submissions with respect to the irreparable harm that would ensue if an interim order were not
issued had a different focus. Those submissions, found at paragraphs 33 to 59 of the
Commissioner’s Memorandum, focused on the harm to consumers and the broader economy that
would result from increased prices and reduced non-price competition in the period between the
closing of the transaction and a final determination being made on that application. This decision
will therefore be directed towards those submissions.
[17] In support of his section 104 application, the Commissioner filed an affidavit of Mr. Mc
Nabb, an acting Senior Competition Law Officer with the Bureau, dated April 30, 2015 (the “Mc
Nabb Affidavit”) as well as two reports prepared by Dr. Boyer, an Emeritus Professor of
Economics at the Université de Montréal, respectively dated April 30, 2015 (the “Boyer Report”)
and May 5, 2015 (the “Reply Boyer Report”). In support of its response, Parkland filed an
affidavit of Mr. Espey, the President and Chief Executive Officer of Parkland Fuel Corporation,
(the “Espey Affidavit”) as well as an affidavit of Ms. Sanderson, the Vice-President & Practice
Leader of the Competition and Antitrust Economics practice for the consulting firm Charles
-4-
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[12] The four other areas included in the 14 Local Markets are identified as Aberfoyle,
Allanburg, Innisfil and Tillsonburg in Ontario. On April 30, 2015, the Commissioner filed with
the Tribunal his application under section 92 of the Act in which he alleges that the Proposed
Merger will likely lead to a substantial lessening of competition in the 14 Local Markets. Those
14 markets represent a subset of the Overlapping Areas which had been previously identified by
the Bureau in December 2014.

River Associates International Limited (the “Sanderson Affidavit”). Both affidavits were sworn
on May 5, 2015.

a. Parkland intends to complete the Parkland Divestitures as soon as possible
after closing;
b. Parkland will divest to a third-party purchaser or terminate the supply
agreement with the Independent Dealer Station in Tillsonburg, Ontario
(the “Tillsonburg Commitment”); and
c. with respect to all 14 Local Markets, Parkland will ensure that the rack
forward margin Parkland charges to Independent Dealer Stations will be,
at most, no greater than it has been under Pioneer’s or Parkland’s current
supply agreements with Independent Dealer Stations and it will maintain
Pioneer’s pricing strategy at Pioneer Corporate Stations, until the assets
are divested or supply arrangements terminated in the case of the Parkland
Divestitures and the Tillsonburg Commitment or until the disposition of
the section 92 application in the case of the local markets in Aberfoyle,
Allanburg and Innisfil in Ontario.
[19] The “rack forward margin” to which Mr. Espey refers consists of the fee charged by
Parkland to the Independent Dealer Stations and is based on the Parkland price zone in which the
Independent Dealer Station is located. The rack forward margin, together with the “refiner pack
price” (i.e., the rack price at the supply point from which Parkland picks up the fuel for delivery
to an Independent Dealer Station), constitutes Parkland’s “designated loading rack”. The fuel
price under Parkland’s wholesale supply agreements is generally equal to Parkland’s “designated
loading rack” plus delivery costs and taxes.
[20] Pioneer, in its response, indicated that it would rely on the materials filed by Parkland
and representations made by Parkland’s counsel at the hearing.
[21] The Commissioner did not refer to the Parkland Divestitures or the Parkland
Commitments in his section 104 application. The Reply Boyer Report contained a comment
about them and, in his Reply Memorandum filed on May 12, 2015, the Commissioner stated that
they did not constitute acceptable remedies in the context of this application nor did they provide
the assurances needed to prevent irreparable harm during the interim period.

-5-
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[18] In his affidavit, Mr. Espey made the following commitments on behalf of Parkland (the
“Parkland Commitments”):

ISSUES

[22] The issue to be determined by the Tribunal is whether the Commissioner has, in light of
the evidence filed in this application, met the requirements of section 104 and whether the
Tribunal should, in the circumstances of this case, issue either the interim order sought or an
interim order it considers appropriate to prevent irreparable harm from occurring in the 14 Local
Markets in the period between the closing of the Proposed Merger and the final disposition of the
Commissioner’s section 92 application. For the reasons given at paragraph 16 above, the
Tribunal will not address the harm that is typically at issue when considering and structuring
hold separate agreements, namely preserving the competitive viability of the assets to be divested
or potentially divested, as it is not the harm claimed by the Commissioner in this application.
IV.

APPLICABLE LAW

[23] The Tribunal has not previously dealt with a contested application under section 104 of
the Act in the context of a merger, and it is therefore useful to address the legislative framework
for the analysis and interpretation of section 104.
A. Section 104
[24] Section 104 of the Act sets out the test to be applied on this application. It reads as
follows:
104. (1) If an application has been made for
an order under this Part, other than an interim
order under section 100 or 103.3, the
Tribunal, on application by the
Commissioner or a person who has made an
application under section 75, 76 or 77, may
issue any interim order that it considers
appropriate, having regard to the principles
ordinarily considered by superior courts
when granting interlocutory or injunctive
relief.

104. (1) Lorsqu’une demande d’ordonnance
a été faite en application de la présente partie,
sauf en ce qui concerne les ordonnances
provisoires en vertu des articles 100 ou
103.3, le Tribunal peut, à la demande du
commissaire ou d’une personne qui a
présenté une demande en vertu des articles
75, 76 ou 77, rendre toute ordonnance
provisoire qu’il considère justifiée
conformément aux principes normalement
pris en considération par les cours
supérieures en matières interlocutoires et
d’injonction.

(2) An interim order issued under subsection
(1) shall be on such terms, and shall have
effect for such period of time, as the Tribunal
considers necessary and sufficient to meet
the circumstances of the case.

(2) Une ordonnance provisoire rendue aux
termes du paragraphe (1) contient les
conditions et a effet pour la durée que le
Tribunal estime nécessaires et suffisantes
pour parer aux circonstances de l’affaire.

(3) Where an interim order issued under

(3) Si une ordonnance provisoire est rendue
-6-
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III.

en vertu du paragraphe (1) à la suite d’une
demande du commissaire et est en vigueur, le
commissaire est tenu d’agir dans les
meilleurs délais possible pour terminer les
procédures qui, sous le régime de la présente
partie, découlent du comportement qui fait
l’objet de l’ordonnance.

[emphasis added]

[mes soulignements]

[25] Section 104 is contained in the last group of provisions in Part VIII of the Act, under the
heading “General”, and thus applies to all matters reviewable by the Tribunal under Part VIII,
including restrictive trade practices, agreements or arrangements that prevent or lessen
competition substantially as well as mergers. Section 104 requires two elements. First, an
application must have been made for an order under Part VIII, other than an interim order under
section 100 or 103.3. Second, in exercising its discretion to issue an interim order under that
provision, the Tribunal is directed to consider “the principles ordinarily considered by superior
courts when granting interlocutory or injunctive relief”.
[26] With respect to the principles ordinarily considered by superior courts when granting
interlocutory or injunctive relief, the Tribunal has consistently applied the tripartite test set out
by the Supreme Court of Canada in RJR-MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General), [1994]
1 S.C.R. 311 (“RJR-MacDonald”). In RJR-MacDonald, the Supreme Court held that, to issue an
order for injunctive relief, a court must first be satisfied that there is a serious issue to be tried.
Second, it must be determined whether the applicant would suffer irreparable harm if the
injunction were refused. Third, an assessment must be made as to the “balance of convenience”,
which contemplates an assessment of which of the parties would suffer greater harm from the
granting or refusal of the remedy pending a decision on the merits. The test is conjunctive, and
all three elements have to be met in order for relief to be granted.
[27] The most recent decision issued by the Tribunal on a section 104 application is the
decision by Justice Blanchard in Nadeau Poultry Farm Limited v. Groupe Westco Inc. et al, 2008
Comp. Trib. 16 (“Nadeau”), which was rendered in the context of a section 75 application
involving a refusal to deal matter between private parties and in which the Tribunal applied, at
para. 8, the tripartite test of RJR-MacDonald (see also: B-Filer Inc. v. The Bank of Nova Scotia,
2005 Comp. Trib. 52, at para. 4).
[28]
In the context of mergers, the Tribunal has considered section 104 applications involving
either an interim order filed on consent by the parties or the respondent providing satisfactory
undertakings to the Commissioner (or the Director of Investigation and Research (the
“Director”), as the Commissioner was previously known). In Canada (Director of Investigation
and Research) v. Southam Inc. (1991), 36 C.P.R. (3d) 22 (Comp. Trib.) (“Southam”), the
Director had applied for an interim order under section 104, and while the parties had agreed in
principle on the issuance of a consent interim order, they did not agree on certain terms. In that

-7-
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subsection (1) on application by the
Commissioner is in effect, the Commissioner
shall proceed as expeditiously as possible to
complete proceedings under this Part arising
out of the conduct in respect of which the
order was issued.

[29] It is also useful to mention that in decisions dealing with requests for a stay of a decision
or a consent agreement under the Act, the courts and the Tribunal also applied the three-part test
set out in RJR-MacDonald. In that regard, the most recent Tribunal decision is Justice Rennie’s
decision in Kobo Inc. v. The Commissioner of Competition, 2014 Comp. Trib. 2 (“Kobo”), in
which the Tribunal granted Kobo’s motion for an order staying the implementation of a consent
agreement (see also: Tervita Corporation v. Commissioner of Competition, 2012 FCA 223).
B. Other Merger Provisions
[30] In considering section 104 and in order to interpret the provision in the context of
mergers, reference should also be made to the general legislative scheme applicable to proposed
and completed mergers under the Act, and more specifically to the other remedies available to
the Commissioner pursuant to sections 92 and 100.
[31] Under section 92, the Commissioner may file an application for dissolution, divestiture or
other relief in the case of a completed merger or of a proposed merger. If the Tribunal finds that
the merger or proposed merger will prevent or lessen, or is likely to prevent or lessen,
competition substantially, it may grant a type of relief set forth in section 92.
[32] Under section 100, the Tribunal may issue an interim order forbidding the completion or
implementation of a proposed merger where certain specific conditions are met. In contrast to
section 104 of the Act, section 100 only applies where no application has yet been made by the
Commissioner under section 92, and strictly relates to proposed mergers. Further to the most
recent amendments enacted in 1999, the Tribunal needs to consider two criteria in section 100
applications: 1) whether an inquiry under paragraph 10(1)(b) of the Act is in progress in respect
of the merger and the Commissioner needs more time to complete it, and 2) whether, in the
absence of an interim order, the Tribunal’s ability to remedy the effect of the merger on
competition would be substantially impaired because an action by a party to the merger would be
difficult to reverse (see: The Commissioner of Competition v. Labatt Brewing Co. Ltd. et al, 2007
Comp. Trib. 9 (aff’d 2008 FCA 22) (“Labatt”)).
[33] Apart from Labatt, the only other decision of the Tribunal in a contested section 100
context (excluding consent orders) concerned an application heard in 1998 by Justice Rothstein
(as he then was) in Canada (Director of Investigation and Research) v. Superior Propane Inc.
(1998), 85 C.P.R. (3d) 194 (Comp. Trib.) (“Superior Propane”), under the prior version of
section 100. The application was dismissed because the Tribunal did not find that the merger
would “reasonably likely” lessen or prevent competition substantially, which was the test to be
met by the Director at the time. This requirement linked to the anticipated anti-competitive
effects of a proposed merger was removed from section 100 with the 1999 amendments to the
Act.

-8-
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case, Justice Teitelbaum applied the RJR-MacDonald tripartite test, noting that the parties had
only joined issue over the question of the balance of convenience.

[35] The Tribunal does not need to decide whether the threshold in section 104 is higher or
lower than the other interim remedy available to the Commissioner under section 100 of the Act.
Suffice it to say that the language used in the two provisions is now clearly different, reflecting
the different objectives of the two provisions and the fact that they correspond to different stages
of the merger investigation process undertaken by the Commissioner. At the stage of a section
100 application, no application has yet been made by the Commissioner, a Commissioner’s
inquiry is on-going and more time is needed to complete the inquiry. In a section 104
application, the Commissioner has reached a further stage in his merger investigation, he has
made the decision to file a section 92 application challenging the merger in whole or in part, and
he is evidently further along in his review of the transaction at stake. It should be noted that
section 104 does not require the Commissioner to file an application for an interim order at the
same time or shortly after his section 92 application; the Commissioner simply cannot do it
before a section 92 application has been made.
[36] It is also important to bear in mind the recent legislative history of the merger provisions
and how the merger review process has changed further to the most recent amendments to the
Act. When the Tribunal rendered its decisions in Southam and in Superior Propane, the Act was
then giving the Director a maximum initial period of 21 days to perform a merger review before
the parties could close the transaction, barring a Tribunal order. At the time of the Tribunal’s
decision in Labatt, the Commissioner had a maximum of 42 days to complete his merger review
before a possible closing. In 2009, the merger review process was substantially amended and the
Commissioner now has an initial waiting period of 30 days to conduct his review before the
parties can close the transaction, which can be extended, with the issuance of a SIR, to 30 days
after receipt of the information requested by the Commissioner under the SIR. This has
considerably extended the time available to the Commissioner to conduct his review in complex
merger cases (where a section 92 application is more likely), before the merging parties can be in
a position to close their transaction. In the current case, the Commissioner’s review of the
Proposed Merger has extended over a period of almost seven months before the Commissioner
filed his applications under sections 92 and 104.
V.

ANALYSIS
A. Serious Issue to be Tried

[37] I turn to the first part of the tripartite test: whether the evidence before the Tribunal is
sufficient to satisfy it that there is a serious issue to be tried. The threshold is a low one. While a
preliminary assessment of the merits of the case is required, a prolonged examination of the
-9-
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[34] The three recourses available to the Commissioner in the merger context (i.e., sections
92, 100 and 104) have different tests, and distinct thresholds to be met by the Commissioner. In
contrast to section 92, the test for an interim order under section 104 does not specifically refer to
the substantial lessening or prevention of competition. And unlike section 100, it does not refer
to the ability to remedy the effect of a merger. It simply refers to the principles of injunctive
relief which require an assessment of the notions of serious issue, irreparable harm and balance
of convenience.

[38] The Commissioner asserts that his section 92 application raises serious issues regarding
Parkland’s ability to exercise market power to the detriment of consumers and the broader
economy, either through coordinated behaviour or unilaterally, in the 14 Local Markets. He adds
that, given the disagreement between the parties as to the proper delineation of the relevant
geographic markets and on the likelihood of a substantial lessening of competition, it is obvious
that the proceeding raises serious issues.
[39] Parkland asserts that there is no serious issue to be tried for 11 of the 14 Local Markets as
Parkland will complete the Parkland Divestitures in 10 of those 11 markets and will divest or
terminate the supply agreement in the market of Tillsonburg pursuant to the Tillsonburg
Commitment. In that regard, Parkland refers to the Reply Boyer Report filed by the
Commissioner, in which Dr. Boyer concludes that, although further analysis by the Bureau is
required, the proposed divestitures “[meet] at first glance the necessary requirement to avoid an
increase in the likelihood of coordinated conduct in those 11 markets [...]”. Parkland admits in its
Memorandum that there is a serious issue to be tried for the remaining three local markets
(though it argues there would be no irreparable harm given the Parkland Commitments).
[40]
The Commissioner, in his reply, asserts that Parkland has failed to establish that the
Parkland Divestitures are a viable and effective remedy. In particular, he argues that they are
very vague, lack a binding commitment and a time frame, fail to prevent irreparable harm, and
may not remedy the substantial lessening of competition in the affected markets. He adds that the
Parkland Commitments, and more particularly the commitments regarding the rack forward
margin and pricing maintenance, would be difficult to implement and monitor, offer no
assurances on the price levels to be charged and fail to provide for the Tribunal’s involvement.
[41] By admitting there are serious issues to be tried with respect to the three markets for
which there are no Parkland Divestitures or termination of a supply agreement (in the case of
Tillsonburg), Parkland indirectly acknowledges that there would be a serious issue in all 14
Local Markets if the Tribunal concludes that the Parkland Divestitures and the Parkland
Commitments are not acceptable remedial measures in the circumstances.
[42] I agree with the Commissioner that, as they currently stand before the Tribunal, the
Parkland Divestitures and the Tillsonburg Commitment are not defined enough and sufficient to
allow the Tribunal to conclude that they would remedy the competition concerns in the 11 local
markets covered by them, to the point where no serious issue would remain in respect of these
markets. The Parkland Divestitures were not accompanied with a draft detailed divestiture
agreement like those typically found in consent agreements filed before this Tribunal to resolve
competition concerns in merger matters. They provide no details as to when and how the
proposed divestitures will take place; they do not specify who the potential or suitable purchasers
of the Corporate Stations or suppliers to the Independent Dealer Stations will be, or whether they
will need to be approved by the Commissioner; and they do not refer to what measures will be
- 10 -
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merits is generally neither necessary nor desirable (RJR-MacDonald, at pp. 337-338). Once the
Tribunal determines that the underlying section 92 application is neither vexatious nor frivolous,
it should proceed to the second part of the test.

[43] To accomplish their purpose, remedies in merger matters should be couched in clear
terms and be sufficiently well defined to be effective and enforceable (see: Canada (Director of
Investigation and Research, Competition Act) v. Imperial Oil Limited, [1989] C.C.T.D. No. 52
(QL) (Comp. Trib.) and Canada (Director of Investigation and Research, Competition Act) v.
Palm Dairies Ltd. (1986), 12 C.P.R. (3d) 540 (Comp. Trib.)). There are numerous consent
agreements registered with the Tribunal, which were referred to by the Commissioner in his
submissions in this proceeding, outlining the various elements normally found in proposed
remedies accepted by the Commissioner and the merging parties in merger matters. These
precedents can serve as a guide to the parties and the Tribunal in respect of divestiture proposals
and remedial measures being offered. I find that the Parkland Divestitures and the Tillsonburg
Commitment, as they are currently proposed before the Tribunal, do not contain even the basic
elements that would be required before the proposed remedies may be considered to be effective.
I hasten to add that Dr. Boyer’s comment to the effect that the Parkland Divestitures and the
Tillsonburg Commitment could resolve competition concerns in those 11 of the 14 Local
Markets is heavily qualified and subject to the proposed divestitures satisfying the usual criteria
considered by the Bureau in assessing these types of remedies.
[44] To echo what Justice Phelan said in Labatt, at para. 55, the Tribunal can only address the
facts as they are presented to it, not as a party might like them to be or how they may unfold in
the future. I cannot, for the purpose of assessing the existence of a serious issue to be tried, take
the measures proposed by Parkland at face value without any details about their terms and
conditions. On the record before me, I do not have sufficient information to ascertain whether the
Parkland Divestitures and the Tillsonburg Commitment would resolve the competition concerns
in the 11 markets covered by them to the point where no serious issue remains.
[45]
Having reviewed the evidence and the submissions of the parties relating to the factors to
be met in order to obtain relief under section 92, I find that there are serious issues to be tried.
Notwithstanding the Parkland Divestitures and the Tillsonburg Commitment, I am satisfied that
the application of the Commissioner is not frivolous or vexatious. The Commissioner has led
significant evidence with respect to the substantial lessening of competition that he alleges is
likely to result from the Proposed Merger in the 14 Local Markets. The arguments raise complex
questions of fact and law which will require assessing the credibility and sufficiency of evidence
on a number of issues, including the unilateral and coordinated anti-competitive effects of the
Proposed Merger in the 14 Local Markets. Such questions are ill-suited for determination in an
application for interim relief where a prolonged examination of the merits is generally neither
necessary nor desirable. Whether the Commissioner is correct or not in his conclusions and
statements of facts in the section 92 application is not a question to be determined at this time.
Only a low threshold has to be met.
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put in place to keep the assets viable and competitive pending divestitures. In addition, there is
no indication of the time period which will be required before the proposed divestitures and
commitment actually take place. This absence of details cannot be justified by the fact that
Parkland continues to contest the existence of a substantial lessening of competition in the 11
local markets covered by the Parkland Divestitures and the Tillsonburg Commitment.

[46] I therefore conclude, in view of the principles set out in RJR-MacDonald and based on
the record before me, that the Commissioner has raised serious issues to be tried on the merits of
its case under section 92 of the Act. The first element of the RJR-MacDonald test is accordingly
met.

[47] I now turn to the second part of the test, the question of irreparable harm. Under this part,
the Commissioner must establish that irreparable harm would ensue if the interim relief sought is
not granted. The test has two dimensions to it: the “harm” itself, and its “irreparable” nature.
(1) The legal test
[48] The Supreme Court held in RJR-MacDonald, at p. 341, that “irreparable” refers to the
nature of the harm suffered rather than its magnitude; it is harm which either cannot be
quantified in monetary terms or which cannot be cured. There is no dispute between the parties
that, in this case, the harm that the Commissioner alleges would to be suffered in the interim
period is harm which would not be curable, and would therefore be irreparable. The
Commissioner states that it would be irreparable because the Tribunal has no authority to award
damages under the merger provisions of the Act and lacks the jurisdiction to remedy the harm
that may be suffered by consumers and the broader economy during the interim period in the
event the Commissioner is successful in his underlying section 92 application. I agree. Under
section 92 of the Act, in the case of a completed merger, the Tribunal may only order to dissolve
the merger or to dispose of assets or shares; no other remedy is available except with the consent
of the parties.
[49]

The issue in dispute is whether there is sufficient evidence of the alleged “harm”.

[50] Irreparable harm in the context of injunctive relief must be established on the basis of
clear and not speculative evidence (see : Syntex Inc. v. Novopharm Ltd. (1991), 36 C.P.R. (3d)
129 (FCA); AstraZeneca Canada Inc. v. Apotex Inc., 2011 FC 505, aff’d 2011 FCA 211; and
Amnesty International Canada v. Canadian Forces, 2008 FC 162 (“Amnesty”), at paras. 68-69).
In addition, not only must evidence establishing irreparable harm be clear and not speculative,
but proof of irreparable harm cannot normally be inferred. However, as stated by the Tribunal in
Nadeau (at para. 26), the situation is different where the alleged harm has not yet occurred, as is
generally the case for interim orders sought under section 104. In such circumstances, the
evidence relating to loss resulting in irreparable harm is prospective and must, of necessity, be
inferred (see: Ciba-Geigy Canada Ltd. v. Novopharm Ltd. (1994), 83 F.T.R. 161, at paras. 117120).
[51] The relief sought in section 104 applications is akin to a quia timet (“because he fears”)
injunction. Applications for such quia timet injunctions require the court to assess the propriety
of injunctive relief without the advantage of actual evidence regarding the nature and extent of
the alleged harm. Justice Sharpe notes that, in such cases, “the courts have adopted a cautious
- 12 -
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B. Irreparable Harm

[52] While some cases have referred to the “high degree of probability”, the Federal Court has
frequently expressed the higher test applicable to apprehension of harm in terms of clear and
non-speculative evidence that irreparable harm will ensue if the interim relief is not granted (see:
Amnesty, at para. 123 and Bayer HealthCare AG and Bayer Inc. v. Sandoz Canada Inc., 2007 FC
352, at para. 35). In Nadeau, at para. 26, the Tribunal articulated as follows the cautious
approach to be followed in assessing prospective and inferred harm in the context of section 104
applications:
While the drawing of inferences that logically follow from the evidence is
permitted in such circumstances, there must nevertheless be clear evidence
showing how such harm will occur and why it will be irreparable. In the
absence of such evidence, there is nothing on which inferences of irreparable
harm can reasonably and logically be based.
[53] At the hearing, counsel for Parkland and the Commissioner agreed that the Tribunal must
apply the higher test used in quia timet injunction cases because the interim relief sought under
section 104 is akin to such injunctions.
[54] I pause to note that the origin of the “high degree of probability” test goes back to the
Supreme Court decision in Operation Dismantle Inc. v. The Queen, [1985] 1 S.C.R. 441, where
the Court stated that the burden of proof for prospective Charter breaches was a high degree of
probability. However, in its more recent decision in F.H. v. McDougall, 2008 SCC 53
(“McDougall”), the Supreme Court considered whether the standard of proof to apply in a civil
case in which certain criminal allegations (sexual assault against a minor) were made is a
“shifting standard of probability”. In that decision, Justice Rothstein, for a unanimous court, held
that there is only one civil standard of proof in Canada, a balance of probabilities, and noted the
practical problems of having an intermediate standard of proof (between the civil and criminal
standards), such as the high degree of probability. In his reasons, Justice Rothstein said that “it is
inappropriate to say that there are legally recognized different levels of scrutiny of the evidence
depending upon the seriousness of the case” (at para. 45) and that the only legal rule in all cases
is that “evidence must be scrutinized with care by the trial judge”. After adding that “evidence
must always be sufficiently clear, convincing and cogent to satisfy the balance of probabilities
test” (at para. 46), he concluded as follows, at para. 49:
I would reaffirm that in civil cases there is only one standard of proof and that
is proof on a balance of probabilities. In all civil cases, the trial judge must
- 13 -
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approach when asked to award an injunction prior to actual harm being suffered and have said
that there must be a high degree of probability that the harm will in fact occur” (see: Robert J.
Sharpe, Injunctions and Specific Performance (Toronto: Canada Law Book, 1992) (loose-leaf
updated 2014, release 23), at para. 1.690. See also: Merck & Co. v. Apotex Inc. (2000), 8 C.P.R.
4th 248 (FCA) (“Merck”), at para. 7 and Amnesty, at para. 70). The Tribunal observes that, in
both Merck and Amnesty, the reference to the high degree of probability was made in relation to
the requirement that apprehended harm occurs “imminently or in the near future”, and was thus
linked to the temporal dimension of the feared harm.

[55] Although the Tribunal understands that the Supreme Court’s conclusion in McDougall
applied to a situation where one seeks to establish the existence of past events, as opposed to
future events as is the case here, its comments on the difficulties surrounding the usage of
varying standards such as “high degree of probability” are nonetheless instructive.
[56] The standard of proof (or burden of proof as it is more commonly known) is not to be
confused with the standard of evidence (or evidentiary burden), though the two are closely
related and somewhat intertwined. The evidentiary burden refers to the nature and quality of the
evidence needed to be brought forward by an applicant to obtain relief. “The term “evidential
burden” means that a party has the responsibility to ensure that there is sufficient evidence of the
existence or non-existence of a fact or of an issue on the record to pass the threshold test for that
particular fact or issue” (see: Sidney N. Lederman, Alan W. Bryant & Michelle K. Fuerst, The
Law of Evidence in Canada, 4th ed. (Markham: LexisNexis Canada Inc., 2014) (“Lederman”),
at p. 90). The “high degree” or “clear and non-speculative” standard applicable in injunctive
relief cases relates to this evidentiary burden.
[57] Conversely, the burden of proof means that a party has an obligation to prove or disprove
a fact or issue to the criminal or civil standard. This legal burden “ordinarily arises after a party
has first satisfied an evidential burden in relation to that fact or issue” (Lederman, at p. 91). So,
even if a high “clear and non-speculative” standard governs the nature of the evidence required
for injunctive relief, it is still the balance of probabilities standard of proof that applies if a civil
case is involved.
[58]
In light of the foregoing, I am of the view that the better approach to be followed by the
Tribunal in assessing irreparable harm in section 104 applications and in applying the higher test
established by the Federal Court for apprehended harm is to express the test in terms of whether
there is clear and non-speculative evidence allowing the Tribunal to make inferences that
irreparable harm will result if the relief is not granted, using the cautious approach called for in
quia timet injunctions. In other words, to meet his burden in this section 104 application where
the harm is apprehended, the Commissioner must establish, on a balance of probabilities, that
there is clear and non-speculative evidence demonstrating how such harm will occur, so that the
inferences can be found to reasonably and logically flow from the evidence. To determine
whether, in a given case, there is indeed such a level of evidence that the apprehended harm will
occur is a factual determination to be made by the Tribunal, based on the evidence on the record
before it.
[59] The Tribunal needs to mention another element. In a merger case like this one, there is an
important question of the public interest to be considered. The Commissioner has the
responsibility to protect the public interest in respect of competition in Canada in the manner
conferred upon him by the Act. He may bring cases before the Tribunal when he considers it
necessary in order to carry out this responsibility, as he does in this application with his section
92 and section 104 applications filed under the merger provisions. He is presumed to act in the
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scrutinize the relevant evidence with care to determine whether it is more likely
than not that an alleged event occurred.

[60] This public interest dimension has often been looked at in the context of the third
component of the RJR-MacDonald test, the balance of convenience. In RJR-MacDonald, the
Supreme Court said the following regarding how the concept of inconvenience should be
construed in Charter cases (at p. 346):
In the case of a public authority, the onus of demonstrating irreparable harm to
the public interest is less than that of a private applicant. This is partly a
function of the nature of the public authority and partly a function of the action
sought to be enjoined. The test will nearly always be satisfied simply upon
proof that the authority is charged with the duty of promoting or protecting the
public interest and upon some indication that the impugned legislation,
regulation, or activity was undertaken pursuant to that responsibility. Once
these minimal requirements have been met, the court should in most cases
assume that irreparable harm to the public interest would result from the
restraint of that action.
[61] Following RJR-MacDonald, these comments have been repeated or cited in many cases
considering the grant of interlocutory injunctions suspending the operation of a validly enacted
but challenged law, or in the assessment of balance of convenience in stay proceedings involving
public authorities (see for example: Harper v. Canada (Attorney General), 2000 SCC 57, at para.
9 and Vancouver (City) v. Zhang, 2009 BCCA 210, at paras. 10-11). Furthermore, in Canada
(Attorney General) v. Sfetkopoulos, 2008 FCA 106, the Federal Court of Appeal stated at para. 10
that the “issue of public interest, as an aspect of irreparable harm to the interest of the
government, will be considered at the second stage as well as the third stage” of the RJRMacDonald test. This was a constitutional case where the Attorney General of Canada sought a
stay of a judgement which had declared a provision of the Marihuana Medical Access
Regulations invalid (see also: Northwest Territories v. Sirius Diamonds Ltd. 2001 FCT 702, at
paras. 58-59).
[62] It thus follows from the guidance in RJR-MacDonald and its progeny that, from an
evidentiary standpoint, the Commissioner is assisted by the presumption that, as a public
authority exercising his mandate, he is acting in the public interest. It does not change the
Commissioner’s burden of proof, which is still the balance of probabilities. But the Tribunal
needs to factor in this presumption when scrutinizing the evidence of irreparable harm which,
according to the Commissioner, will result from a proposed transaction, and in determining
whether the alleged harm can be reasonably and logically drawn from the evidence.
[63] In some instances, depending on the type of harm alleged by the Commissioner, it may
be more difficult to provide clear and non-speculative evidence in support of the expected anticompetitive effects or need to preserve the competitiveness or viability of assets to be divested.
In all cases, the Tribunal must proceed with the understanding that the actions taken by the
Commissioner pursuant to the provisions of the Act are directed to protect competition and serve
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public interest, and significant weight should be given to these public interest considerations
(see: Superior Propane, at para. 19).

(2) The parties’ positions
[64] In this application, the Commissioner alleges that the irreparable harm consists of harm
likely to be suffered by consumers and the broader economy in the 14 Local Markets if no
interim order is issued. He submits that, without a hold separate order during the interim period,
Parkland will have the market power to increase prices through coordination and unilaterally in
the 14 Local Markets, as well as the incentive to use that power. In support of his position, the
Commissioner refers extensively to a table showing the parties’ combined market shares and the
four-firm concentration ratios (“CR4”) resulting in a merger to monopoly or in decreases in the
number of competitors from 3 to 2, 4 to 3 or 5 to 4 in 12 of the 14 Local Markets following the
Proposed Merger.
[65] More specifically, the Commissioner asserts that the Proposed Merger will lead to higher
prices for consumers for retail gasoline and will cause consumers to limit their consumption of
gas, creating a loss of allocative efficiency for the economy. The Commissioner’s analysis starts
with the affected markets, which are said to be “local in nature”, and the statement that “it does
not make economic sense for consumers to drive long distances to save a cent or two on
gasoline”. In his discussion of harm in his Memorandum, the Commissioner refers to significant
barriers to entry in retail gasoline markets, to significant market shares, to increased
concentration and coordination and to the loss of pre-merger rivalry between Parkland and
Pioneer.
[66] Parkland submits that the Commissioner has failed this part of the tripartite test because
his geographic market approach underlying his claims of harm is flawed. It submits that the
Tribunal should conduct an analysis similar to the analysis adopted by Justice Rothstein in
Superior Propane given the high standard that is required under the second part of the RJRMacDonald test in this case. In Superior Propane, the Tribunal had to determine whether the
merger was “reasonably likely” to prevent or lessen competition substantially under section 100.
To make that determination, the Tribunal engaged in a review of the evidence supporting the
product market definition used by the Director.
[67] Relying on the Tribunal’s approach in that case, Parkland asserts that the Tribunal should
examine, at least to some extent, the Commissioner’s geographic market definition and be
satisfied that there is enough evidence to support the Commissioner’s market definition.
Parkland, relying in particular on Ms. Sanderson’s opinion, asserts that no such evidence exists
and that Dr. Boyer’s determination of the relevant geographic markets is, at the least, very
suspect. In addition to the Sanderson Affidavit, Parkland refers to an analysis done on February
23, 2015 by Charles River Associates (“CRA”) with respect to the Overlapping Areas, and which
had been submitted to the Bureau by Parkland in the course of the Bureau’s review (the “CRA
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a valid public purpose. To echo what the Supreme Court said in RJR-MacDonald, indications
that minimal requirements have been met showing that the activity is undertaken as part of the
responsibilities conferred on the Commissioner by the Act may in some cases be sufficient for
the Tribunal to determine that irreparable harm to the public interest will result and can be
reasonably and logically inferred from the evidence.

[68] Parkland further submits that the Commissioner’s evidence of irreparable harm is
speculative as it fails to take into consideration the Parkland Commitments. Parkland also states
that its economic incentive is to keep prices low in order to keep volumes high because of the
high-volume discounts offered by refiners.
(3) The alleged harm
[69] The apprehended harm alleged by the Commissioner in this application would result from
the ability of the merged entity to increase prices and otherwise limit competition through
coordinated behaviour and unilaterally, further to increases in market power and market
concentration. The prospective harm thus focuses on the apprehended impact, in terms of
increased prices and loss of allocative efficiency in the 14 Local Markets in the interim period,
resulting from increased unilateral and coordinated anti-competitive effects which themselves
result from increased market power due to increased concentration and increased market share
levels following the Proposed Merger. This increased market power and this increased
concentration are heavily dependent on the definition of the geographic markets used by the
Commissioner for the 14 Local Markets. The boundaries of the geographic markets and the
measure of market concentration levels are therefore critical to support the apprehended anticompetitive effects and resulting harm in this case. According to the Commissioner, it is the
increased concentration which will lead to Parkland’s expanded ability to increase prices
unilaterally or through coordinated behaviour, to the detriment of consumers and the general
economy.
[70] The Tribunal notes that the definition of relevant markets has consistently been central to
its decisions in merger cases. The same is true with respect to the merger review analysis
conducted by the Commissioner and described in detail in the Bureau’s Merger Enforcement
Guidelines (the “MEGs”) (Gatineau: Competition Bureau, 6 October 2011). The primary
objective of the merger provisions is to prevent the creation, increase or maintenance of market
power, and the standard methods for assessing whether a merger is likely to have such a result
generally involve, as initial steps, defining the relevant markets in which to calculate the market
shares of the merging parties and market concentration levels. This goes to the core of the
Commissioner’s mandate under the Act. It then allows consideration of whether the resulting
shares are large enough, when considered with other factors, to support an inference that the
merged entity has market power sufficient to give rise to anti-competitive effects. Without a
market properly defined, market shares and market concentration levels become more or less
meaningless.
[71] For the purpose of the Commissioner’s section 104 application, the Tribunal must be
satisfied that there is clear and non-speculative evidence from which it can be reasonably and
logically inferred that the apprehended harm will be suffered by consumers and the Canadian
economy. Since, in this case, the prospective harm asserted by the Commissioner is directly
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Report”). The CRA Report was attached to the Espey Affidavit and contains evidence
questioning the Bureau’s approach to the geographic market definition and its market
concentration measures in the various Overlapping Areas.

[72] Parkland invites the Tribunal to conduct an analysis similar to what Justice Rothstein did
in Superior Propane, where the Tribunal had to apply the “reasonably likely” substantial
lessening of competition test in the context of a section 100 application. I am reluctant to do so
because the test in section 104 applications is not the same. However, there are some elements
of the Superior Propane decision that can guide the Tribunal in the current case.
[73] More specifically, since a market had to be defined in order for the Commissioner to
make his determination about concentration and market shares, the evidence on the record as to
how the market was defined has to be considered. Furthermore, the Tribunal cannot merely
assume that the Commissioner’s market definition or market concentration measures are the
correct ones for the purpose of a section 104 application, when they are relied on as the main
indicator of market power and an important element of the Commissioner’s allegations of harm,
as is the case here. Just as in Superior Propane where the market definition had to be established
by evidence to the standard required by section 100, I must be satisfied that there is clear and
non-speculative evidence on the record on the scope of geographic markets, market
concentration and other factors to make me able to reasonably infer, in this section 104
application, the prospective harm alleged by the Commissioner.
(4) The evidence on market concentration
[74] In this case, there is evidence on the record before me coming from both the
Commissioner and Parkland regarding market concentration levels, market shares and
geographic markets. While it is not the role of the Tribunal, at this stage, to delve too deeply into
the merits of the case, I must however assess whether this evidence meets the test for irreparable
harm. On the basis of the record before me in this application, I am not satisfied that there is
clear and non-speculative evidence on the threshold issues of the geographic dimensions of the
alleged markets and market concentration for eight of the 14 Local Markets.
[75] The evidence provided by the Commissioner on the geographic scope of, and market
concentration levels in, the 14 Local Markets is contained in the Mc Nabb Affidavit and in the
two reports from Dr. Boyer. The Mc Nabb Affidavit first refers to some of the generic factors the
Bureau considered in defining the 14 Local Markets; in that respect, Mr. Mc Nabb lists the
geographic proximity of competing gas stations, the geographic characteristics of the markets,
the views, strategies and behaviour of market participants, pricing levels and dynamics, and
census data. The Mc Nabb Affidavit then provides, at para. 18, some limited “illustrative”
examples for five markets out of the 14 Local Markets. For these five examples, the Mc Nabb
Affidavit describes the geographic proximity of some competing gas stations in all five markets.
It also refers to a total of four documents relating to three of the markets, which contain lists or
pictures of competitors considered to be reflective of the views of one gas retailer (for two
documents) and of Parkland (for the other two). The documents from the third-party gas retailer
are two one-page “fuels pricing philosophy” documents where the prices of competing stations
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based on and cannot be dissociated from his market concentration measures and geographic
market approach, I must first consider and be satisfied that the evidence in this respect meets the
clear and non-speculative evidentiary standard.

[76] Apart from a description of the towns and communities involved in each “illustrative”
market and the four documents mentioned above, there is no specific or detailed reference in the
Mc Nabb Affidavit to the “geographic characteristics” of the five markets, to “pricing levels and
dynamics”, or to “census data”. In other words, the illustrative examples are virtually silent on
some of the general criteria said to have been used by the Bureau in defining the 14 Local
Markets. The Mc Nabb Affidavit contains, at para. 19, a table with market concentration figures
for each of the 14 Local Markets further to the Proposed Merger but it provides no clear
explanation as to how the various market concentration figures summarized in that table were
arrived at. The Tribunal notes in passing that, in 10 of the 14 Local Markets, the CR4 levels do
not appear to change with the Proposed Merger as the pre-transaction number of competitors is
said to already be four or less.
[77] Turning to Dr. Boyer, throughout his initial report, he refers to the 14 Local Markets as
the geographic markets that the Bureau “asked” him to study, to review, to look at or to analyse
(at paras. 2, 8, 9, 67, 68, 71 and 74). He makes similar statements in the Reply Boyer Report, at
paras. 14, 19 and 38. His initial report contains maps and descriptions of each of the 14 Local
Markets; these descriptions provide the populations of the towns and communities involved,
market share figures and the location and identity of the closest retail gas station identified as
being outside of the market. The descriptions do not indicate how the specific markets or
concentration measures were arrived at or which stations identified in the maps are considered to
be part of each local market. At para. 19 of his reply report, Dr. Boyer refers to his “evaluation”
of the geographic scope of the markets and to the fact that his definition of the markets relied on
data provided to him by the Bureau.
[78] Dr. Boyer acknowledges that the geographic markets provided to him by the Bureau are
not defined empirically, but states that his preliminary observations about the markets were
sufficient for him to reach his conclusions about unilateral and coordinated anti-competitive
effects, and that a precise delineation of the boundaries was not necessary. At para. 68 of the
Boyer Report, he says that “the geographic scope of the relevant markets depends upon the
extent of pricing constraint imposed by alternative supply”, but he acknowledges he has not done
empirical studies of that nature for the 14 Local Markets. Nor has he provided non-empirical
evidence of alternative supply being able or unable to impose pricing constraints in the various
markets.
[79] In the Boyer Report, at para. 10, Dr. Boyer refers to the CRA Report and indicates that he
disagrees with its conclusions and that it does not provide an analysis of who is being
constrained in the 14 Local Markets or support for the broader markets identified by CRA.
However, Dr. Boyer does not provide an analysis of his own. He indicates that the distance
consumers are willing to travel in response to a substantial price increase has a “natural limit”,
may vary for rural and non-rural areas and may be influenced by consumers’ incomes,
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are listed; the documents from Parkland are two similar letters regarding the terms of a supply
agreement to be concluded with prospective Independent Dealer Stations, to which pictures of
“competitors” are attached in support as background information.

[80] Dr. Boyer adds in his initial report that, even if he was to accept the market definitions of
Ms. Sanderson in the CRA Report, his opinion would not change, based on his “understanding of
the dynamics of the retail gasoline markets” he previously studied. He further states that the “risk
of coordinated conduct capable of mimicking and replicating actual collusion price increases
would be significantly higher following the proposed transaction in the 14 markets”. He also
mentions that the market definitions he used were not precise, and that more precise boundaries
would be unlikely to change his views regarding the increased likelihood of coordinated
behaviour. He refers to using a range of potential markets as an option but no information on
these potential markets is provided in his reports. He adds that further information required to
determine a more precise market definition would be “unlikely to change concentration levels
enough” to alleviate his concerns; the extent and scope of these concentration levels are not
discussed in his reports.
[81] Based on my review of Dr. Boyer’s two reports, I am not satisfied that they contain
evidence of the evaluation, if any, done by Dr. Boyer to define the 14 Local Markets he describes
in his initial and reply reports, or how such evaluation or definition may have been arrived at.
Based on the evidence on the record, the only reasonable conclusion I can draw is that Dr. Boyer
used the market share levels and geographic markets as provided by the Commissioner for the
purpose of his analysis, without conducting a geographic assessment or making concentration
measures of his own. Dr. Boyer referred, for the purpose of his analysis of the impact of the
Proposed Merger in the 14 Local Markets, to the “highly or quite concentrated” markets, to
significant market shares and to increased concentration above the MEGs safe harbour levels, but
I find that no clear explanation on how these were reached is apparent from his reports. Indeed,
most of the Boyer Report and the Reply Boyer Report is spent discussing unilateral and
coordinated anti-competitive effects expected to result from the Proposed Merger, using the
geographic markets and high concentration levels provided by the Bureau.
[82] There is also, on the issue of geographic markets, evidence on the record coming from
the CRA Report and the Sanderson Affidavit that the Tribunal cannot ignore. The CRA Report
contains an analysis of each Overlapping Area with estimates of market concentration levels
which differ from those found in the table in the Mc Nabb Affidavit. In the various Overlapping
Areas, the CRA Report contains references to elements such as the location of purchasers or
driving and commuting patterns mostly derived from the Pioneer loyalty customer card data
which suggest that additional retailers might compete with Pioneer and Parkland in the areas in
question, thus resulting in more expanded and precise definitions of the geographic markets
concerned. This leads CRA to conclude that the Bureau’s post-merger market shares and
concentration levels are overstated and that the market concentration levels of the merged entity
would be below the 35% market share safe harbour levels in many areas. In addition, the
Sanderson Affidavit looked more specifically at the geographic areas of Aberfoyle, Allanburg
and Innisfil in Ontario, providing additional details on the calculation of market shares for these
areas and on the commuting and purchase patterns from the Pioneer loyalty customer card data.
By comparison with this detailed analysis, the Commissioner’s evidence appears limited and
speculative, particularly in the absence of explanations from the Bureau on its own methodology.
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commuting patterns and the geographic position of gas stations. There is however no detail or
discussion on how these criteria are applied for each of the 14 Local Markets.

[84] However, with respect to five of the 14 Local Markets, namely Warren, MB, Lundar,
MB, Neepawa, MB, Bancroft, ON and Tillsonburg, ON, the CRA Report concedes, further to its
analysis, that the post-merger concentration levels in these geographic areas are high and at or
close to the Commissioner’s figures. This implies an acceptance of the Commissioner’s
definition of the geographic market in these areas, based on the analysis made by CRA of the
particular characteristics of these towns, the location of the nearest potentially competing stations
at significant distances (as far as 33 kilometers in the case of Neepawa, MB) and the purchase
and travel patterns of these towns’ residents.
[85] In the cross-examination on affidavit of Ms. Sanderson, there is a further recognition that
there are competition concerns in those local markets of Warren, MB, Lundar, MB, Neepawa,
MB, Bancroft, ON and Tillsonburg, ON, as well as in Kapuskasing, ON (the “Six Markets”).
The Tribunal notes that Kapuskasing, ON was not addressed in the CRA Report given an
existing proposal to divest a station in the area. Ms. Sanderson concedes that there are “very high
concentration” levels in four of the Six Markets, which would give rise to “legitimate
competition concerns”, as well as “high concentration” levels and competition concerns in the
two remaining markets. Ms. Sanderson did not admit that these concerns would necessarily lead
to the level of harm alleged by the Commissioner. However, she agreed there would be a
substantial lessening of competition without a proper remedy. These comments and the
observations contained in the CRA Report in respect of these Six Markets must be taken
seriously as they provide supporting evidence of increased market share and concentration in
those geographic markets at levels raising prima facie competition concerns.
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[83] Having reviewed the totality of the evidence provided by the Commissioner and the
Respondents in this application, I am not satisfied that, on a balance of probabilities, there is
clear and non-speculative evidence supporting the geographic markets and market concentration
levels used by the Commissioner as the basis for his allegations of anti-competitive effects and
anticipated harm resulting from the Proposed Merger. For example, I do not find clear and
cogent evidence on the type of analysis that may have been made by the Bureau to obtain its
market concentration figures, on how the Bureau’s market share calculations were arrived at, on
how some retail gas stations were chosen to be part of a given market and others not, or on the
reasons why retail stations located as close as 4, 5 or 7 kilometers from one of the local markets
were left out of it. Of some significance is also the absence of evidence from the Commissioner
as to whether pricing in a local market is or is not observed to be constrained or disciplined by
prices in neighbouring areas, or on whether pricing in one region is independent from prices in
other regions. There is also no information (except in the CRA Report) on the extent to which
consumers located within the local areas travel outside them in the course of their weekly travel
patterns. Furthermore, the documentary evidence provided in the Mc Nabb Affidavit regarding
the identification of competitors by Parkland and one other gas retailer is limited to two types of
documents which, in my assessment, cannot be considered convincing evidence of the extent of
competitors present in a given area, in the absence of corroborating evidence.

[86] I am therefore satisfied that, in respect of the Six Markets, there is, on the record before
me, evidence of increases in market shares and concentration following the Proposed Merger
which I find to be clear and non-speculative and from which it is reasonable and logical to infer,
along with other factors, that the anti-competitive effects and resulting harm apprehended by the
Commissioner will occur. However, this is not the case for the remaining eight markets, namely
Aberfoyle, Allanburg, Innisfil, Welland, Chelmsford/Azilda, Gananoque, Hanover and Port
Perry in Ontario (the “Eight Markets”). In light of the totality of the evidence on the record,
including the contrary evidence provided by the CRA Report and the Sanderson Affidavit, I am
not satisfied that, on a balance of probabilities, there is clear and non-speculative evidence of the
market share and market concentration figures used by the Commissioner in the Eight Markets
from which I could proceed to assess irreparable harm.
[87] The Commissioner has put a lot of emphasis, in his submissions, on the alleged limits and
shortcomings of Ms. Sanderson’s analysis and the CRA Report. The Tribunal acknowledges that
there could be questions about the interpretations and conclusions drawn by Ms. Sanderson from
the Pioneer loyalty customer data or from the various traffic and commuting patterns observed
by CRA. This is an issue which will be debated in the section 92 application. But the fact that the
evidence provided by Parkland on the appropriate market definition of the Eight Markets may be
challenged or questioned does not make the evidence put forward by the Commissioner in this
application any more clear, more complete or less speculative.
[88] Parkland has provided evidence on the record challenging the soundness of the
Commissioner’s approach to defining the Overlapping Areas and of the Commissioner’s market
concentration figures, and contrary evidence provided in this application by the Commissioner is
thin at best. I do not have the required level of evidence about the methodology used, the various
locations and the various competitors in the Eight Markets to determine whether the market share
and market concentration estimates used by the Commissioner can be supported.
[89] In merger cases, as stated by the Supreme Court in Tervita, the analysis is necessarily
forward-looking, and the Tribunal is mindful of that in its assessment of the apprehended harm
feared by the Commissioner. The Tribunal is also mindful of the Commissioner’s responsibility
to maintain and protect competition and of the presumption that, as a public authority exercising
his mandate, he is acting in the public interest. Here however, according to the Commissioner,
Parkland will be able to exercise enhanced market power, unilaterally or through coordinated
behavior, due to the significant increases in concentration in the 14 Local Markets resulting in
high market shares and high level of concentrations. While subsection 92(2) of the Act
contemplates that the Tribunal should not find, solely on the basis of evidence of concentration
or market share, that a merger or proposed merger is likely to have anti-competitive
consequences, evidence supporting an element as fundamental as the Commissioner’s market
concentration calculations is a prerequisite for assessing his allegations of anti-competitive
effects and resulting harm to consumers and the general economy in this case.
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(5) Conclusion on market concentration and harm

[91] Section 104 applications are not situations where an application is made at the embryonic
stage of an investigation by the Bureau or with little time for preparation, as can be the case in a
section 100 application or in applications for section 11 orders (see : Commissioner of
Competition v. Pearson Canada Inc., 2014 FC 376 (“Pearson”), at paras. 47-48). A section 104
application is filed after a decision to file an application for a substantive order under Part VIII of
the Act has been made by the Commissioner. At this stage, the Commissioner should possess
evidence supporting fundamental elements of his merger review beginning with market
definition and market concentration, when those are pivotal to his case.
[92] In this matter, the Bureau’s review of the Proposed Merger had been going on for nearly
seven months before the Commissioner filed his section 92 application. In addition, the Bureau
was able, when the SIR was issued in November 2014, to narrow down the number of local areas
where there were potential issues to the Overlapping Areas. The Bureau also had the benefit of
some discovery through the SIR process as part of its review of the transaction. Furthermore, it
had a detailed analysis provided by Parkland in February 2015, in the form of the CRA Report,
which provided evidence that raised questions about the Bureau’s market definition and market
concentration measures in the various Overlapping Areas. Notwithstanding all of the foregoing,
the evidence on the record in support of the Commissioner’s submissions on market definition
and increased concentration levels in this application is not sufficient to meet the clear and nonspeculative standard of evidence, save for the Six Markets.
[93] The Commissioner argues that he does not have to prove the relevant geographic market
definition (as this term of art is known in the competition law field) on a balance of probabilities
at this stage and that it is an issue to be determined in the section 92 application. I agree.
However, when the Commissioner’s allegations of apprehended harm in a section 104
application results from inferences of anti-competitive effects that are heavily dependent on
market concentration levels which cannot be dissociated from market definition, there must be
some evidence meeting the clear and non-speculative standard on those basic elements of his
merger review before the Tribunal can proceed with its analysis and make reasonable inferences
with respect to the alleged irreparable harm. It bears emphasising that in conducting such further
analysis, and consistent with the spirit of subsection 92(2) of the Act, the Tribunal will expect to
be presented with evidence of additional considerations, such as one or more of those set forth in
section 93 of the Act.
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[90] The Tribunal acknowledges that defining markets or measuring market concentration can
be difficult. The Bureau has multiple tools at its disposal, both empirical and non-empirical. It is
not for the Tribunal to indicate which ones should or could be used. But when the threshold
issues of market definition and market concentration are so central to the allegations of harm
made by the Commissioner in a section 104 application, there needs to be evidence which is
sufficiently clear and non-speculative to support the Commissioner’s submissions on these
issues. Without such minimal evidence, no reasonable or logical inferences can be made that the
apprehended anti-competitive effects and harm will occur.

[95] A significant portion of the Commissioner’s submissions and evidence deal with the
anticipated anti-competitive effects, both unilateral and coordinated, expected to result from the
increased concentration levels brought about by the Proposed Merger in the 14 Local Markets,
and I will briefly turn to them as far as they relate to the Six Markets. For those Six Markets
where the evidence on market concentration levels meets the required clear and non-speculative
threshold and where competition concerns are acknowledged by Parkland’s expert, I am satisfied
that the inference of likely anti-competitive effects and harm is a reasonable and logical outcome
to be drawn from the evidence on the record in this case.
[96] The Tribunal notes that the Boyer Report and the Reply Boyer Report extensively discuss
unilateral and coordinated anti-competitive effects expected to result from the Proposed Merger,
using the geographic markets and high concentration levels provided by the Bureau. The initial
Boyer Report refers to the profit-maximizing behaviour of firms and to unilateral effects, and
concludes that the increased concentration resulting from the Proposed Merger will substantially
raise the chance and likelihood of unilateral and coordinated behavior by Parkland in the 14
Local Markets. I do not accept Parkland’s assertion that Dr. Boyer only raises “possible”
concerns about that or that the Commissioner’s evidence on coordination (assuming high
concentration levels) is speculative.
[97] When the two reports of Dr. Boyer are read in their entirety, I am satisfied that his
evidence is more definitive than that as far as the Six Markets are concerned. Dr. Boyer states
that the concentration levels, combined with other factors such as barriers to entry and loss of
pre-merger rivalry, raise the likelihood of unilateral effects and substantially raise the chances of
coordinated price increases emerging. He states that the Proposed Merger poses serious risks to
competition through unilateral effects and coordinated effects and that price overcharges would
likely result from the transaction. I have considered the evidence adduced by Parkland with
respect to its economic incentive to keep prices low in order to keep volumes high, but I
conclude that, in this case, the more persuasive evidence for the Six Markets is the logical
rational behaviour of profit-maximizing firms as described by Dr. Boyer.
[98] The Mc Nabb Affidavit also contains examples which, though they are limited and
anecdotal and could be interpreted differently, provide evidence from which it is reasonable and
logical, in the context of a section 104 application, to infer that increased coordinated behaviour
will occur. While the Espey Affidavit responds to the examples of the Mc Nabb Affidavit on
coordinated conduct and provides additional context for some of the events, I am satisfied that
this is not sufficient to make the evidence provided by Mr. Mc Nabb speculative. In addition,
though the analysis in the Boyer reports may be abstract and theoretical in some respects and
relies on a generic set of factors which will need to be investigated further for the specific local
markets, it contains an extensive review by Dr. Boyer of the various structural and behavioural
factors that are conducive to increased coordination, which demonstrates that these can be
considered present in the various local markets identified by the Bureau and how they apply to
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[94] To grant, in the circumstances of this case, the interim order requested for the 14 Local
Markets without such minimal evidence, empirical or otherwise, would make the test of section
104 meaningless. This cannot have been the intent of the provision.

[99] I am driven to conclude that, on the basis of all the evidence before me and on a balance
of probabilities, there is clear and non-speculative evidence from which the inferences on the
likely anti-competitive effects and apprehended harm on consumers and the general economy
can be reasonably and logically drawn for the Six Markets.
(6) Parkland’s Commitments
[100] Parkland submits that the Parkland Commitments, and in particular the price adjustment
mechanism proposed through the maximum rack forward margins and the maintenance of
Pioneer’s pricing policies, would be sufficient to eliminate any risk of such harm. In light of
what has been provided to the Tribunal in respect of the Parkland Commitments, I am not
satisfied that this would be the case. On the contrary, I agree with the concerns expressed by the
Commissioner in relation to those commitments.
[101] In particular, as it currently stands, the Parkland Commitments would only provide a
ceiling for the rack forward margins. There would be no assurances as to what would happen if
refinery prices in the industry started to decline. Harm to consumers and the economy can result
not only from an ability to impose, amplify or accelerate price increases, but also from an ability
to prevent, limit or slow down a price decrease that would otherwise take place in competitive
market conditions. The Parkland Commitments do not deal with that. Keeping the status quo on
Pioneer’s pricing strategy and preventing prices from increasing could leave an important portion
of the apprehended harm unprotected. In addition, Parkland would have the latitude to change
other aspects of its supply arrangements with Independent Dealer Stations which can have an
impact on retail prices, such as the terms and conditions of delivery. Furthermore, I agree that
monitoring the proposed pricing mechanism would be significant and difficult to implement.
[102] In conclusion, I am satisfied that irreparable harm resulting from the Proposed Merger
can be reasonably and logically inferred from clear and non-speculative evidence in six of the 14
Local Markets. The second element of the RJR-MacDonald test is accordingly met for the Six
Markets. However, this is not the case with respect to the rest of the 14 Local Markets.
C. Balance of Convenience
[103] I now turn to the last part of the test, the balance of convenience (or inconvenience, as
some prefer to state it). Under this third part of the test, the Tribunal must determine which of the
parties will suffer the greater harm from the granting or refusal of the interim order, pending a
decision on the merits (RJR-MacDonald, at p. 342). Having concluded that the Commissioner
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them. Dr. Boyer talks about a “reasonable certainty” that coordinated price increases will emerge
in the market conditions created by the Proposed Merger. I note that the Sanderson Affidavit
refers to some issues such as costs linked to coordination that are not addressed in the evidence
of Dr. Boyer on apprehended coordinated effects resulting from the Proposed Merger but, at the
stage of this section 104 application and in light of the evidence on competition concerns in the
Six Markets, I do not find it sufficient to overcome the rest of the evidence on the record.

[104] The Commissioner notes that he is presumed to act in the public interest and that the
public interest is to be considered and weighed together with the interests of private litigants. He
asserts that the irreparable harm to consumers and the broader economy that will occur if the
relief sought is not granted is greater than any harm that Parkland will suffer in the event the
relief is accorded. The Commissioner has no private interest in the present proceedings before
the Tribunal. It is the public interest in maintaining and encouraging competition in Canada that
he argues will be irreparably harmed in the absence of an interim order. The Commissioner
submits that such public interest weighs heavily in his favour because this is a situation where a
public officer is carrying out his statutory duties, as in RJR-MacDonald. The Commissioner
further argues that, since Parkland’s financial harm is either unsupported (in the case of the
alleged costs related to a separate legal entity needed for a hold separate order) or is speculative
(in the case of the loss of Imperial Oil’s consent or the possible termination of the Proposed
Merger), there is no real prejudice to it should the interim order be granted. The Commissioner
asserts that, under the interim order, Parkland would only need to engage hold separate managers
resulting in costs of approximately $200,000, because Parkland does not need to create a separate
legal entity to operate the hold separate assets.
[105] Parkland submits that the balance weighs against the issuance of a hold separate order. It
submits that such an order would put the entire transaction at risk as each of Parkland and
Pioneer may terminate the Proposed Merger if the Tribunal orders Parkland to hold separate all
or part of the assets to be acquired. Parkland also asserts that an interim order will delay
Parkland’s anticipated efficiencies resulting from the Proposed Merger, estimated to be
significant over a 12-month period. It argues that a hold separate order will increase Parkland’s
costs in terms of fuel supply, transportation costs and reduced volume discounts to serve the
carved out assets in the 14 Local Markets and that prices are likely to increase at those retail
gasoline stations to recoup those additional costs.
[106] Counsel for Parkland disagrees with the assertion made by counsel for the Commissioner
that Parkland must establish, under this part of the RJR-MacDonald test, that there is a high
degree of probability that Parkland’s alleged harm will occur. Counsel for Parkland submits that
there is no legal authority for such a proposition in the assessment of the balance of convenience.
The Tribunal agrees with Parkland on this point, and the balance between each party’s alleged
harm has to be assessed on a balance of probabilities. But the evidence adduced must not be
speculative.
[107] As indicated above in the discussion of the test on irreparable harm, in a merger case like
this one, the question of the public interest needs to be considered. Here, the Commissioner's
activity in bringing the section 92 and section 104 applications before the Tribunal was
undertaken pursuant to his responsibility to protect competition in Canada under the merger
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has failed to satisfy the irreparable harm branch of the test for the markets other than the Six
Markets, it is unnecessary for me to consider where the balance of convenience lies for those
markets. The Commissioner’s motion succeeds only if all three requirements are proved, and one
of the elements has not been established. However, the balance of convenience must be
considered for the Six Markets.

[108] In RJR-MacDonald, at p. 346, the Supreme Court clearly stated that the role of public
authorities in protecting the public interest was an important factor in assessing the balance of
convenience. While the comments were made in the context of Charter cases, they should
nonetheless guide the Tribunal in cases where the Commissioner is involved. As C.J. Crampton
stated in Pearson, at para. 43, “[i]t is now well established that, as a statutory authority
responsible for the administration and enforcement of the Act, the Commissioner benefits from a
presumption that actions taken pursuant to the Act are bona fide and in the public interest”.
There is no question that, in the current case, the Commissioner’s review of the Proposed Merger
is a bona fide investigation. Significant weight should be given to these public interest
considerations by the Tribunal.
[109] Turning to the harm alleged by Parkland, the Tribunal agrees with the Commissioner,
based on the numerous consent agreements registered in merger cases before this Tribunal, that a
separate legal entity is not required to put a hold separate order in place. Indeed, the Interim Hold
Separate Order proposed by the Commissioner does not contemplate one but rather relies on the
Parkland infrastructure to provide, with the appropriate hold separate and assets preservation
mechanisms in place, the required support to Corporate Stations and Independent Dealer Stations
in the various local markets. This suggests that the apprehended losses identified by Parkland in
terms of fuel supply, increased transportation costs and reduced volume discounts resulting from a
separate legal entity would not occur or are only an uncertain possibility. Mr. Espey further
indicated in the cross-examination on his affidavit that, if there is no separate legal entity and
Parkland was to supply the gas stations covered by a hold separate order, he does not know what
these losses to Parkland would be.
[110] The Tribunal also notes that the evidence on the record only indicates that Imperial Oil
may not consent to the transfer of supply agreements and that each of Parkland and Pioneer may
exercise an option to terminate the Proposed Merger if there is a hold separate order imposed by
the Tribunal further to the Commissioner’s section 104 or 92 applications. In both cases, this is
only a possibility. In order for harm to be considered by the Tribunal in its assessment of balance
of convenience, it needs to be non-speculative. I agree with the Commissioner that the potential
withholding of consent by Imperial Oil and the potential collapse of the whole transaction should a
hold separate order be put in place are uncertain and speculative. I am therefore not satisfied that
these possibilities have been sufficiently supported to enable me to conclude that they will likely
occur and that the Proposed Merger would be cancelled or Imperial Oil’s consent would not be
given if an interim order is issued.
[111] What is left in terms of Parkland’s alleged inconvenience is the cost of hold separate
managers, estimated at $200,000, and the lost efficiencies estimated by Parkland for divestitures in
the 14 Local Markets. These lost efficiencies will certainly be lower with divestitures affecting
only the Six Markets; in addition, the Tribunal notes that an important part of the claimed lost
efficiencies are “potential”. In the circumstances of this case, when the losses expected to be
suffered by Parkland in the Six Markets are compared to the harm expected to be caused to the
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provisions. He is presumed to act in the public interest, and this is not a situation where, like in
Kobo, there are competing public interests at stake.

[112] Finally, I should point out that, whatever the inconvenience of the interim relief to
Parkland for the Six Markets, the commitment of the Tribunal to expeditious proceedings will
ensure that the arrangement contemplated by the order will only be in place for a relatively short
period of time. It will be in the interest of all involved to work towards a quick resolution of the
section 92 application. Subsection 104(3) of the Act indeed provides that it is the
Commissioner’s duty to proceed as expeditiously as possible to complete the proceedings where
an interim order has been issued.
VI. TRIBUNAL’S DISCRETION TO ISSUE AN ORDER
[113] Subsection 104(1) of the Act provides that the Tribunal “may” issue such interim order as
it considers appropriate. Such an order shall be on such terms, and shall have effect for such
period of time, as the Tribunal considers necessary and sufficient to meet the circumstances of
the case. The word “may” in subsection 104(1) indicates that the decision to be made by the
Tribunal is discretionary.
[114] Section 104 is an extraordinary type of jurisdiction exercised by the Tribunal in that it
may result in the Commissioner being granted a form of injunctive relief before a hearing on the
merits and before complete pleadings have been filed under section 92. However, as indicated
above, the Commissioner is presumed to act in the public interest, and significant weight should
be given to those public interest considerations in the exercise of the Tribunal’s discretion. I am
not convinced that the Tribunal should refuse to exercise its discretion to grant an interim order
in the current circumstances, when the requirements of the tripartite test in RJR-MacDonald have
been met.
[115] Parkland asserts that the Tribunal should identify the remedy that protects the public
interest in competition and, at the same time, minimally impairs the ability of a private market
participant to carry on business without being restricted in the manner proposed by the
Commissioner. In this case, Parkland argues that the Parkland Commitments make an interim
order unnecessary and constitute a less invasive and less costly remedy than the Commissioner’s
proposed hold separate order.
[116] While the RJR-MacDonald test does not require the courts to consider and choose the
least intrusive remedy possible, in Southam (at p. 26), the Tribunal said that it must balance the
interests between the parties with a view to ensuring that the interim order is “adequate in its
purpose but not any more intrusive or restrictive than is absolutely necessary”. In the
circumstances, for the reasons that I explained above, the Tribunal does not consider that the
Parkland Commitments, as they are currently presented to the Tribunal, constitute adequate
remedies that would be sufficient to serve the purpose of the interim order being sought. Not
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public interest in the absence of an interim order, I am of the view that the balance of
inconvenience weighs in favour of the Commissioner and is not offset by the harm that the
Respondents would suffer if the interim relief is granted. The third element of the RJRMacDonald test is accordingly met for the Six Markets.

[117] Parkland also asserts that, given the offers made in the Parkland Divestitures and the
Parkland Commitments, and the Commissioner’s lack of response to those before he filed his
Reply Memorandum the morning of the hearing, the Tribunal should refrain from issuing an
interim order along the terms sought by the Commissioner. The Tribunal cannot force the parties
to come to an agreement on what could be an acceptable divestiture agreement in a proposed
transaction brought before it further to an application. The Commissioner has broad discretion to
settle matters on terms that he considers advisable, provided that he does so within the bounds of
the law, and it is not the Tribunal’s role to interfere with that discretion.
[118] That said, there are certainly particular circumstances in this case that need to be
mentioned, with the Parkland Divestitures and the Parkland Commitments put forward by
Parkland, and to which the Commissioner has provided a late and limited response in these
proceedings. While incomplete and not sufficiently detailed at this stage, the Parkland
Divestitures and the Tillsonburg Commitment could potentially form a basis for resolving the
competition concerns raised in the Six Markets for which I am issuing an order, as well as in
some of the Eight Markets which are also the object of the section 92 application to be decided
by the Tribunal.
[119] Achieving, through agreements between the parties, resolutions that address competition
concerns with certainty and finality, and that provide market participants with clarity regarding
the terms of settlement, are consistent with the broad purposes of the Act and are in the interest
of the expeditious and effective administration of justice and determination of competition cases
pursued by this Tribunal. The Tribunal will thus invite the parties, as part of the upcoming case
management phase of the section 92 application in this case, to consult with each other to
determine whether an agreement can be reached with respect to the Parkland Divestitures and the
Tillsonburg Commitment in the geographic areas covered by these proposals, and more
specifically for the Six Markets. If an agreement is reached, and reflected in a draft order that
contains the types of terms set forth in consent agreements recently registered with the Tribunal
in merger matters, the parties could then apply to the Tribunal to have the order that I am issuing
today replaced with such order on consent.
VII.

CONCLUSION

[120] The Commissioner has the obligation to satisfy the Tribunal that he has met all elements
of the tripartite conjunctive test in RJR-MacDonald. On the basis of the record before me, and
applying the clear and non-speculative evidence criteria for quia timet injunctions, I find that he
has not done so with respect to the alleged irreparable harm in eight of the 14 Local Markets.
[121] However, the Commissioner has satisfied the tripartite conjunctive test for the granting of
an interim order in respect of the harm that is alleged in relation to the Six Markets. Accordingly,
the order detailed in Annex A, which largely reproduces the terms and conditions of the Interim
Hold Separate Order submitted by the Commissioner, is being issued.
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being adequate remedies, the fact that they may be less invasive or less intrusive is not a factor
meriting significant weight in the exercise of my discretion.

[122] Given the split result, there is no award of costs.
DATED at Ottawa, this 29th day of May, 2015.

(s) Denis Gascon
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SIGNED on behalf of the Tribunal by the Chairperson.

ANNEX A – HOLD SEPARATE ORDER

DEFINITIONS

[1]
Whenever used in this Order, the following words and terms have the meanings set out
below:
(a) "Act" means the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34, as amended.
(b) "Affiliate" means an affiliated corporation, partnership or sole proprietorship within
the meaning of subsection 2(2) of the Act.
(c) "Business Day" means a day on which the Competition Bureau's Gatineau, Quebec
office is open for business.
(d) "Closing" means the completion of the Transaction under the Transaction Agreement.
(e) "Closing Date" means the date on which Closing occurs.
(f) "Commissioner" means the Commissioner of Competition appointed under the Act.
(g) "Confidential Information" means competitively sensitive, proprietary and all other
information that is not in the public domain, and that is owned by or pertains to a Person
or a Person's business, and includes, but is not limited to, manufacturing, operations and
financial information, customer lists, price lists, contracts, cost and revenue information,
marketing methods, patents, technologies, processes, or other trade secrets.
(h) "Designated Personnel" means certain identified financial management employees of
Parkland who have been approved by the Commissioner to receive aggregate financial
information respecting the Hold Separate Assets pursuant to Paragraph 10 (c) and who
shall have signed a confidentiality agreement in a form satisfactory to the Commissioner
only. Within 5 Business Days after the issuance of this Order, Parkland shall submit a list
of Designated Personnel to the Commissioner for approval.
(i) "Hold Separate Assets" means the Pioneer Stations and the Pioneer Supply
Agreements.
(j) "Hold Separate Employees" means those employees of Respondents who are
employed in connection with the Hold Separate Assets, and "Hold Separate Employee"
means any one of them.
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I.

(1) "Intangible Property" means intellectual property of any nature and kind used in
connection with or relating to the Hold Separate Assets or Preservation Assets, including:
(i) patents;
(ii) copyrights;
(iii) software;
(iv) trademarks;
(v) trade secrets, know-how, techniques, data, inventions, practices, methods and
other confidential or proprietary technical, business, research, development and
other information, and all rights in any jurisdiction to limit the use or disclosure
thereof;
(vi) rights to obtain and file for patents and registrations thereof; and
(vii) rights to sue and recover damages or obtain injunctive relief for infringement,
dilution, misappropriation, violation or breach of any of the foregoing.
(m) "Interpretation Act" means the Interpretation Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. I-21, as
amended.
(n) "Management Agreement" means the agreement described in Paragraph 4 of this
Order.
(o) "Monitor" means the Person appointed pursuant to Part V of this Order (or any
substitute appointed thereto), and any employees, agents or other Persons acting for or on
behalf of the Monitor.
(p) "Monitor Agreement" means the agreement described in Paragraph 16 of this Order.
(q) "Parkland" means Parkland Industries Ltd. and Parkland Fuel Corporation, their
directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, successors and assigns; and all
joint ventures, subsidiaries, divisions, groups and Affiliates controlled by Parkland Fuel
Corporation, and the respective directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives,
successors and assigns of each.
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(k) "Hold Separate Manager" means the Person or Persons appointed pursuant to Part II
of this Order (or any substitute appointed thereto) to manage the operation of the Hold
Separate Assets, and any employees, agents or other Persons acting for or on behalf of
the Hold Separate Manager.

(i) all applicable site-specific licenses, permits, contracts, agreements and
authorizations, to which Parkland is a party or a beneficiary, used in the operation
of each of the retail fuel stations listed in Schedule B;
(ii) the Intangible Property;
(iii) all tangible assets and equipment used at each of the retail fuel stations listed
in Schedule B;
(iv) all petroleum products and other inventories at each of the retail fuel stations
listed in Schedule B;
(v) all books, records and files specific to the retail fuel stations listed in Schedule
B (for greater certainty, to the extent that there are any books, records or files
which are common to the retail fuel stations listed in Schedule B and to Parkland's
ongoing business, Parkland shall provide copies of such books, records and files
to the Hold Separate Manager); and
(vi) any assets used in any ancillary businesses operated at the retail fuel stations
listed in Schedule B, including, but not limited to, any automobile mechanical
service, convenience store, restaurant or car wash, operated in connection with
each retail fuel station listed in Schedule B, including, but not limited to, all
permits, contracts, agreements and authorizations, to which Parkland is a party or
a beneficiary, used in the operation of the ancillary business.
(s) "Parkland Supply Agreements" means all of the wholesale fuel supply agreements
listed in Schedule B hereto and any ancillary agreements as between Parkland and the
applicable non-corporate retail station.
(t) "Parties" means the Commissioner and Respondents collectively, and "Party" means
any one of them.
(u) "Person" means any individual, sole proprietorship, partnership, joint venture, firm,
corporation, unincorporated organization, trust, or other business or government entity,
and any subsidiaries, divisions, groups or Affiliates thereof.
(v) "Pioneer" means Pioneer Petroleums Holding Limited Partnership, Pioneer Energy
LP, Pioneer Petroleums Transport Inc., Pioneer Energy Inc., Pioneer Fuels Inc., Pioneer
Petroleum Holding Inc., Pioneer Energy Management Inc., 668086 N.B. Limited,
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(r) "Parkland Stations" means all of the assets related to the business of marketing and
supplying petroleum products and, where offered, ancillary products and services at each
of the retail fuel stations listed in Schedule B hereto, including but not limited to:

(w) "Pioneer Stations" means all of the assets related to the business of marketing and
supplying petroleum products and, where offered, ancillary products and services at each
of the retail fuel stations listed in Schedule A hereto, including but not limited to:
(i) all applicable site-specific licenses, permits, contracts, agreements and
authorizations, to which Respondents are a party or a beneficiary, used in the
operation of each of the retail fuel stations listed in Schedule A;
(ii) the Intangible Property;
(iii) all tangible assets and equipment used at each of the retail fuel stations listed
in Schedule A;
(iv) all petroleum products and other inventories at each of the retail fuel stations
listed in Schedule A;
(v) all books, records and files specific to the retail fuel stations listed in Schedule
A (for greater certainty, to the extent that there are any books, records or files
which are common to the retail fuel stations listed in Schedule A and to
Respondents' ongoing business, Respondents shall provide copies of such books,
records and files to the Hold Separate Manager); and
(vi) any assets used in any ancillary businesses operated at the retail fuel stations
listed in Schedule A, including, but not limited to, any automobile mechanical
service, convenience store, restaurant or car wash, operated in connection with
each retail fuel station listed in Schedule A, including, but not limited to, all
permits, contracts, agreements and authorizations, to which Respondents are a
party or a beneficiary, used in the operation of the ancillary business.
(x) "Pioneer Supply Agreements" means all of the wholesale fuel supply agreements
listed in Schedule A hereto as between Pioneer and any ancillary agreements as between
Pioneer and the applicable non-corporate retail station.
(y) "Preservation Assets" means the Parkland Stations and the Parkland Supply
Agreements.
(z) "Records" means records within the meaning of subsection 2(1) of the Act.
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3269344 Nova Scotia Limited and 1796745 Ontario Ltd., their directors, officers,
employees, agents, representatives, successors and assigns; and all joint ventures,
subsidiaries, divisions, groups and Affiliates controlled by the foregoing entities, and the
respective directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, successors and assigns
of each.

(aa) "Respondents" means Parkland and Pioneer collectively, and "Respondent" means
any one of them.

(cc) "Third Party" means any Person other than the Commissioner or Respondents.
(dd) "Transaction" means the transaction whereby Parkland Industries Ltd., a whollyowned subsidiary of Parkland Fuel Corporation, proposes to acquire substantially all of
the assets of Pioneer Petroleums Holding Limited Partnership, Pioneer Energy LP,
Pioneer Petroleums Transport Inc., Pioneer Energy Inc., Pioneer Fuels Inc., Pioneer
Petroleums Holding Inc., Pioneer Energy Management Inc., 668086 N.B. Limited,
3269344 Nova Scotia Limited and 1796745 Ontario Ltd.
(ee) "Transaction Agreement" means the asset purchase agreement dated September
17, 2014 between Parkland and Pioneer as amended January 22, 2015.
(ff) "Tribunal" means the Competition Tribunal established by the Competition Tribunal
Act, R.S.C. 1985, c.l9 (2nd Supp.).
II.

HOLD SEPARATE

[2]

Respondents shall:
(a) Hold the Hold Separate Assets separate, apart and independent of Parkland and shall
vest the Hold Separate Manager with all rights, powers and authority necessary to
conduct the business of the Hold Separate Assets.
(b) Not exercise direction or control over, or influence directly or indirectly, the Hold
Separate Assets or the Hold Separate Manager.
(c) Take no action that interferes with or impedes, directly or indirectly, the Hold
Separate Manager's duties and responsibilities.

[3]
Prior to Closing, the Commissioner shall appoint a Hold Separate Manager, responsible
for managing and operating the Hold Separate Assets independently of Parkland.
[4]
Within 5 Business Days after the appointment of the Hold Separate Manager,
Respondents shall submit to the Commissioner for approval the terms of a proposed
Management Agreement with the Hold Separate Manager and the Commissioner that transfers to
the Hold Separate Manager all rights and powers necessary to permit the Hold Separate Manager
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(bb) "Respondents' Continuing Employees" means those employees of Respondents
who are not employed in connection with the Hold Separate Assets.

[5]
Within 5 Business Days after receipt of the proposed Management Agreement referred to
in Paragraph 4, the Commissioner shall advise Respondents whether or not he approves the
terms of the proposed Management Agreement. If the Commissioner does not approve the terms
of the proposed Management Agreement, he shall prescribe alternative terms for the
Management Agreement that Respondents shall incorporate into a final Management Agreement
with the Hold Separate Manager and the Commissioner.
[6]
Without limiting the Commissioner's discretion to require additional terms, Respondents
consent to the following terms and conditions regarding the Hold Separate Manager's rights,
powers, duties, authority and responsibilities, and shall include such terms in the Management
Agreement:
(a) The Hold Separate Manager shall report solely and exclusively to the Monitor.
(b) The Hold Separate Manager shall not have any involvement with, or receive any
Confidential Information respecting, the businesses or assets of Respondents other than in
respect of the Hold Separate Assets.
(c) Subject to the oversight of the Monitor, the Hold Separate Manager shall manage and
maintain the operation of the Hold Separate Assets independently and separately from
Respondents, in the regular and ordinary course of business and in accordance with past
practice, and shall use commercially reasonable efforts to ensure the ongoing economic
viability, marketability and competitiveness of the Hold Separate Assets.
(d) Without limiting the generality of Paragraph 6(c) above, the Hold Separate Manager
shall:
(i) maintain and hold the Hold Separate Assets in good condition and repair, normal
wear and tear excepted, and to standards at least equal to those that existed prior to
the date of this Order;
(ii) take all commercially reasonable steps to honour all customer contracts and to
maintain quality and service standards for customers of the Hold Separate Assets at
least equal to those that existed prior to the date of this Order;
(iii) not knowingly take or allow to be taken any action that materially and adversely
affects the competitiveness, operations, financial status or value of the Hold Separate
Assets;
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to manage and operate the Hold Separate Assets independently of Respondents in accordance
with this Order.

(v) not terminate or alter any employment, salary or benefit agreements, as they
existed at the date of this Order, for Persons employed in connection with the Hold
Separate Assets, except with the prior approval of the Monitor;
(vi) ensure that the Hold Separate Assets are staffed with sufficient employees to
ensure their viability and competitiveness, including by replacing any departing
employees with other qualified employees subject to the prior approval of the
Monitor; and
(vii) maintain inventory levels and payment terms materially consistent with the
practices of Pioneer that existed, with respect to the Hold Separate Assets, prior to
the date of this Order.
(e) Parkland shall supply to the Pioneer Stations the volume of fuel and other goods and
services requested by the Hold Separate Manager, at a price not to exceed the price that is
charged to Parkland's retail gas stations in Ontario and Manitoba for similar sales on
similar terms at equivalent locations on equivalent order dates and delivery dates.
(f) Parkland shall supply to the Hold Separate Manager the volume of fuel and other
goods and services requested by Hold Separate Manager for the purpose of the Pioneer
Supply Agreements at a price not to exceed the price that is charged to other dealers
pursuant to wholesale fuel supply agreements or other ancillary agreements in Ontario
and Manitoba for similar sales on similar terms at equivalent locations on equivalent
order dates and delivery dates.
(g) Parkland shall provide sufficient financial resources, including general funds, capital
funds, working capital and reimbursement for any operating, capital or other losses, to
permit the Hold Separate Manager to comply with its obligations under this Section. The
Hold Separate Manager, subject to the prior approval of the Monitor, may request funds
at any time, and Parkland shall comply with any such request. If the Monitor believes that
Parkland has not provided, is not providing or will not provide sufficient financial and
other resources under this Paragraph, the Monitor shall forthwith refer the matter to the
Commissioner, who shall make a final determination respecting the financial and other
resources that Parkland must provide. Parkland shall comply with any determination
made by the Commissioner on this issue.
(h) The Hold Separate Manager shall have no financial interests affected by Parkland's
revenues, profits or profit margins, except that Parkland shall provide to the Hold
Separate Manager reasonable incentives to undertake this position. The Monitor shall
determine the type and value of such incentives, which shall include continuation of all
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(iv) not alter or cause to be altered, to any material extent, the management of the
Hold Separate Assets as it existed prior to the date of this Order, except with the
prior approval of the Monitor;

(i) In addition to those Persons employed in connection with the Hold Separate Assets on
the Closing Date, the Hold Separate Manager may employ such other Persons as the
Monitor believes are necessary to assist the Hold Separate Manager in managing and
operating the Hold Separate Assets.
(j) Subject to any legally recognized privilege, the Hold Separate Manager shall provide
to the Monitor full and complete access to all personnel, Records, information (including
Confidential Information) and facilities relevant to monitoring Respondents' compliance
with this Order.
(k) The Hold Separate Manager shall fully and promptly respond to all requests from the
Monitor and shall provide all information the Monitor may request.
[7]
Respondents shall be responsible for all reasonable fees and expenses properly charged or
incurred by the Hold Separate Manager in the course of carrying out the Hold Separate
Manager's duties under this Order. The Hold Separate Manager shall serve without bond or
security, and shall account for all fees and expenses incurred. In the event of any dispute: (i) such
account shall be subject to the approval of the Commissioner only; and (ii) Respondents shall
promptly pay any account approved by the Commissioner.
[8]
Respondents shall indemnify the Hold Separate Manager and hold the Hold Separate
Manager harmless against any losses, claims, damages, liabilities or expenses arising out of, or in
connection with, the performance of the Hold Separate Manager's duties, including all reasonable
fees of counsel and other expenses incurred in connection with the preparation or defence of any
claim, whether or not resulting in any liability, except to the extent that such losses, claims,
damages, liabilities, or expenses result from malfeasance, gross negligence or bad faith by the
Hold Separate Manager.
[9]
If the Commissioner determines that the Hold Separate Manager has ceased to act or has
failed to act diligently, the Commissioner may remove the Hold Separate Manager and appoint a
substitute Hold Separate Manager. The provisions of this Order respecting the Hold Separate
Manager shall apply in the same manner to any substitute Hold Separate Manager.
[10] Parkland and the Hold Separate Manager shall jointly implement and maintain in
operation a system, as approved by the Monitor in consultation with the Commissioner, of access
and data controls to prevent unauthorized access to or dissemination of Confidential Information.
The system shall include the following protocols:
(a) The Monitor shall review all proposed communications between the Hold Separate
Manager and Parkland before such communications occur.
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employee benefits, and such additional incentives as the Monitor determines may be
necessary to assure the continuation and prevent any diminution of the viability,
marketability and competitiveness of the Hold Separate Assets.

(c) Notwithstanding Paragraph 10(b), Designated Personnel of Parkland may receive
aggregate financial and operational information relating to the Hold Separate Assets only
to the extent necessary to comply with securities laws, prepare financial and regulatory
reports, tax returns, administer employee benefits, defend litigation and comply with this
Order. Any such information shall be: (i) reviewed by the Monitor prior to its receipt by
any Designated Personnel; (ii) maintained in a separate confidential file that is accessible
only to the Designated Personnel; and (iii) used only for the purposes set forth in this
Section.
(d) Neither the Hold Separate Manager nor any Hold Separate Employee shall receive,
have access to or use any Confidential Information relating to Respondents' businesses
other than the Hold Separate Assets.
III.

PRESERVATION OF PRESERVATION ASSETS

[11] In order to preserve the Preservation Assets, Parkland shall maintain the economic
viability, marketability and competitiveness of the Preservation Assets, and shall comply with
any decision of or direction given by the Monitor that relates to preservation of the Preservation
Assets. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Parkland shall:
(a) Maintain and hold the Preservation Assets in good condition and repair, normal wear
and tear excepted, and to standards that are, in the view of the Monitor, at least equal to
those that existed at Closing.
(b) Ensure that the management and operation of the Preservation Assets continues in the
ordinary course of business and in a manner that is, in the view of the Monitor,
reasonably consistent in nature, scope and magnitude with past practices and generally
accepted industry practices, and in material compliance with all applicable laws.
(c) Not knowingly take or allow to be taken any action that, in the view of the Monitor,
materially or adversely affects the competitiveness, operations, financial status or value,
viability and saleability of the Preservation Assets.
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(b) Respondents' Continuing Employees shall not receive, have access to or use any
Confidential Information respecting the Hold Separate Assets. If any of Respondents'
Continuing Employees possesses Confidential Information respecting the Hold Separate
Assets as of the date of this Order, such Person shall, within 5 Business Days following
appointment of the Hold Separate Manager, (i) deliver any Records containing such
Confidential Information to the Hold Separate Manager, together with a signed statement
confirming that he or she is no longer in possession of any Records containing
Confidential Information respecting the Hold Separate Assets; and (ii) submit to the
Monitor a signed statement confirming that he or she undertakes not to share any
Confidential Information respecting the Hold Separate Assets with any of Respondents'
Continuing Employees.

(e) Maintain all approvals, registrations, consents, licences, permits, waivers, and other
authorizations that are, in Monitor's view subject to consultation with Parkland, advisable
for the operation of the Preservation Assets.
(f) Take commercially reasonable steps to honour all customer contracts and to maintain
quality and service standards for customers of the Preservation Assets that are, in the
view of the Monitor, at least equal to the standards that existed during the fiscal year
prior to this Order.
(g) Not materially curtail marketing, sales, promotional or other activities of the
Preservation Assets, except with the prior approval of the Monitor.
(h) Establish all prices, deductions, credit and allowances in accordance with policies
which are consistent with Parkland's retail fuel businesses in Ontario and Manitoba that
are not Preservation Assets.
(i)
Not alter, or cause to be altered, to any material extent, the management of the
Preservation Assets as it existed during the fiscal year prior to the date of this Order,
except with the prior approval of the Monitor; not terminate or alter any employment,
salary or benefit agreements, as they existed at the date of this Order, for Persons
employed in connection with the Preservation Assets, without the prior approval of the
Monitor.
(k) Ensure that the Preservation Assets are staffed with sufficient employees to ensure
their viability and competitiveness, including by replacing any departing employees with
other qualified employees provided that the Monitor has approved both the qualifications
and the need for such replacement employees.
(1) Maintain inventory levels and payment terms materially consistent with the practices
of Parkland that existed, with respect to the Preservation Assets, during the fiscal year
prior to the date of this Order.
(m) Maintain in accordance with Canadian generally accepted accounting principles,
adequate financial ledger books and records sufficient to show, on a separate basis, the
material financial information with respect to the Preservation Assets.
[12]

Parkland shall not, without the Commissioner's prior written approval:
(a) Create any new encumbrances on the Preservation Assets other than ordinary course
obligations that are not due or delinquent.
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(d) Ensure that the Preservation Assets are not engaged in any type of business other than
the type of business conducted as of the date of this Order, except with the prior approval
of the Monitor.

(b) Enter into, withdraw from, amend or otherwise take steps to alter any obligations in
material contracts relating to the Preservation Assets except as necessary to comply with
this Order.

[13] Parkland shall provide sufficient financial resources, including general funds, capital
funds, working capital and reimbursement for any operating, capital or other losses, to maintain
the Preservation Assets in accordance with this Part. If the Monitor believes that Parkland has
not provided, is not providing or will not provide sufficient financial and other resources under
this Part, the Monitor shall forthwith refer the matter to the Commissioner, who shall make a
final determination respecting the financial and other resources that Parkland must provide.
Parkland shall comply with any determination made by the Commissioner on this issue.
IV.

THIRD PARTY CONSENTS

[14] Respondents shall obtain any consents and waivers from Third Parties that are necessary
to permit the Hold Separate Manager to fulfill its obligations under this Order and the
Management Agreement.
V.

MONITOR

[15] The Commissioner shall appoint a Monitor, responsible for monitoring compliance by
Respondents with this Order. Such appointment may occur at any time following the date of this
Order. A reference in this Order to specific monitoring functions or tasks that are to be
undertaken by the Monitor shall in no way detract from the Monitor's general power and duty to
monitor all aspects of Respondents' compliance with this Order.
[16] Within 5 Business Days after the appointment of the Monitor, Respondents shall submit
to the Commissioner for approval the terms of a proposed Monitor Agreement with the Monitor
and the Commissioner that transfers to the Monitor all rights and powers necessary to permit the
Monitor to monitor compliance by Respondents with this Order.
[17] Within 5 Business Days after receipt of the proposed Monitor Agreement referred to in
Paragraph 16, the Commissioner shall advise Respondents whether or not he approves the terms
of the proposed Monitor Agreement. If the Commissioner does not approve the terms of the
proposed Monitor Agreement, he shall prescribe alternative terms for the Monitor Agreement
that Respondents shall incorporate into a final Monitor Agreement with the Monitor and the
Commissioner.
[18] Respondents consent to the following terms and conditions regarding the Monitor's
rights, powers, duties, authority and responsibilities, and shall include such terms in the Monitor
Agreement:
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(c) Make any material changes to the Preservation Assets except as required to comply
with this Order.

(b) The Monitor shall have the authority to employ, at the expense of Respondents, such
consultants, accountants, legal counsel and other representatives and assistants as the
Monitor believes are necessary to carry out the Monitor's duties and responsibilities.
(c) The Monitor shall have no obligation or authority to operate or maintain the
Preservation Assets or Hold Separate Assets.
(d) The Monitor shall act for the sole benefit of the Commissioner, maintain all
confidences and avoid any conflict of interest.
(e) The Monitor shall have no duties of good faith, of a fiduciary nature, or otherwise, to
Respondents.
(f) The Monitor shall provide to the Commissioner every 30 days after the date of the
Monitor's appointment, a written report concerning performance by Respondents of their
obligations under this Order. The Monitor shall, within 3 Business Days, respond to any
request by the Commissioner for additional information regarding Respondents'
compliance.
[19] Subject to any legally recognized privilege, Respondents shall provide to the Monitor full
and complete access to all personnel, Records, information (including Confidential Information)
and facilities relevant to monitoring Respondents’ compliance with this Order.
[20] Respondents shall take no action that interferes with or impedes, directly or indirectly,
the Monitor's efforts to monitor Respondents' compliance with this Order.
[21] Respondents shall fully and promptly respond to all requests from the Monitor and shall
provide all information the Monitor may request. Respondents shall each identify an individual
who shall have primary responsibility for fully and promptly responding to such requests from
the Monitor on behalf of the applicable Respondent.
[22] Respondents may require the Monitor and each of the Monitor's consultants, accountants,
legal counsel and other representatives and assistants to sign an appropriate confidentiality
agreement in a form satisfactory to the Commissioner only; provided, however, that such
agreement shall not restrict the Monitor from providing any information to the Commissioner.
[23] The Commissioner may require the Monitor and each of the Monitor's consultants,
accountants, legal counsel and other representatives and assistants to sign an appropriate
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(a) The Monitor shall have the power and authority to monitor Respondents' compliance
with this Order, and shall exercise such power and authority and carry out the duties and
responsibilities of the Monitor in a manner consistent with the purposes of this Order and
in consultation with the Commissioner.

[24] Respondents shall be responsible for all reasonable fees and expenses properly charged or
incurred by the Monitor in the course of carrying out the Monitor's duties under this Order. The
Monitor shall serve without bond or security, and shall account for all fees and expenses
incurred. In the event of any dispute: (i) such account shall be subject to the approval of the
Commissioner only; and (ii) Respondents shall promptly pay any account approved by the
Commissioner.
[25] Respondents shall pay all reasonable invoices submitted by the Monitor within 30 days
after receipt.
[26] Respondents shall indemnify the Monitor and hold the Monitor harmless against any
losses, claims, damages, liabilities or expenses arising out of, or in connection with, the
performance of the Monitor's duties, including all reasonable fees of counsel and other expenses
incurred in connection with the preparation or defence of any claim, whether or not resulting in
any liability, except to the extent that such losses, claims, damages, liabilities, or expenses result
from malfeasance, gross negligence or bad faith by the Monitor.
[27] If the Commissioner determines that the Monitor has ceased to act or has failed to act
diligently, the Commissioner may remove the Monitor and appoint a substitute Monitor. The
provisions of this Order respecting the Monitor shall apply in the same manner to any substitute
Monitor.
VI.

NOTICES

[28] For a notice, report, consent, approval, written confirmation or other communication
required or permitted to be given under this Order to be valid,
(a) It must be in writing and the sending party must use one of the following methods of
delivery: (1) personal delivery; (2) registered mail; (3) courier service; (4) facsimile; or
(5) electronic mail; and
(b) It must be addressed to the receiving party at the address(es) listed below, or to any
other address designated by the receiving party in accordance with this Section.
if to the Commissioner:
Competition Bureau Legal Services
Department of Justice
Place du Portage, 22nd Floor
50 Victoria Street, Phase I
Gatineau, Quebec KIA OC9
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confidentiality agreement relating to materials and information the Monitor may receive from the
Commissioner in connection with the performance of the Monitor's duties.

Attention:

John Syme
Antonio Di Domenico
Tara DiBenedetto

and
if to Parkland Industries Ltd. and Parkland Fuel Corporation:
Bennett Jones LLP
3400 One First Canadian Place
P.O. Box 130
Toronto, ON M5X1A4
Tel: (416) 863-1200
Fax: (416) 863-1716
Attention:

John Rook
Randal Hughes
Beth Riley

if to Pioneer Petroleum Holding Limited Partnership, Pioneer Energy LP, Pioneer
Petroleums Transport Inc., Pioneer Energy Inc., Pioneer Fuels Inc .. Pioneer Petroleums
Holding Inc., Pioneer Energy Management Inc., 668086 N.B. Limited, 3269344 Nova
Scotia Limited and 1796745 Ontario Ltd.:
Cassels Brock LLP
Suite 2100 Scotia Plaza
40 King Street West
Toronto, ON M5H 3C2
Tel: (416) 869-5300
Fax: (416) 360-8877
Attention:

Chris Hersh
Imran Ahmad

[29] A notice, consent or approval under this Order is effective on the day that it is received
by the receiving Party. A notice, consent or approval is deemed to have been received as follows:
(a) If it is delivered in person, by registered mail or by courier, upon receipt as indicated
by the date on the signed receipt.
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Tel: (819) 997-2837
Fax: (819) 953-9267

(c) If it is delivered by electronic mail, when the recipient, by an email sent to the email
address for the sender stated in this Section or by a notice delivered by another method in
accordance with this Section, acknowledges having received that email, with an
automatic "read receipt" not constituting acknowledgment of an email for purposes of
this Section.
If a notice is received after 5:00 p.m. local time, or on a day that is not a Business Day,
then the notice shall be deemed to have been received on the next Business Day.
[30] Notwithstanding Paragraphs 28 and 29, a notice, report, consent, approval, written
confirmation or other communication that is not communicated in accordance with Paragraphs
28 and 29 is valid if a representative of the Commissioner or Respondents that is the recipient of
such communication confirms the receipt and sufficiency of such communication.
VII.

GENERAL

[31]

In this Order:
(a) Number and Gender - Unless the context otherwise requires, words importing the
singular include the plural and vice versa and words importing gender include all
genders.
(b) Time Periods - Computation of time periods shall be in accordance with the
Interpretation Act, and the definition of "holiday" in the Interpretation Act shall include
Saturday.

[32] If any of Respondents, the Hold Separate Manager or the Monitor becomes aware that
there has been a breach or possible breach of any of the terms of this Order, such Person shall,
within 2 Business Days after becoming aware of the breach or possible breach, notify the
Commissioner thereof, and shall provide details sufficient to describe the nature, date and effect
(actual and anticipated) of the breach or possible breach.
[33] For purposes of determining or securing compliance with this Order, and subject to any
legally recognized privilege, Respondents shall, upon written request given at least 2 Business
Days in advance to Respondents, permit any authorized representative(s) of the Commissioner,
without restraint or interference:
(a) To access, during regular office hours of Respondents on any Business Day(s), all
facilities and to inspect and copy all Records in the possession or control of Respondents
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(b) If it is delivered by facsimile, upon receipt as indicated by the time and date on the
facsimile confirmation slip.

related to compliance with this Order, which copying services shall be provided by
Respondents at its expense.

[34] This Order shall remain in effect until the Tribunal's final determination on the merits of
the Commissioner's application pursuant to section 92 of the Act with respect to the Transaction.
[35] In the event of a dispute regarding the interpretation, implementation or application of
this Order, the Commissioner or Respondents may apply to the Tribunal for directions or an
order.
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(b) To interview such officers, directors or employees of Respondents as the
Commissioner requests regarding such matters.

SCHEDULE A : HOLD SEPARATE ASSETS

Local Market

Station Number

Brand

Location

Tillsonburg

213

Pioneer

115- 123 Simcoe St.
Tillsonburg, Ontario
N4G 2J2

Tillsonburg

243

Pioneer

Kapuskasing

251

Esso

680 Broadway St.
Tillsonburg, Ontario
N4G 3S9
48 Government Rd.
Kapuskasing, Ontario
P5N 2W6

Bancroft

259

Esso

132 Hastings St. N.
PO Box 247
Bancroft, Ontario
K0L 1C0

PIONEER SUPPLY AGREEMENTS
Local Market

Station Number

Brand

Location

Lundar

776

Esso Dealer: S.S.T.
Foods Ltd.

Main Street West at
highway 6
Lundar, Manitoba
R0C 1Y0

Warren

764

Esso Dealer:
[CONFIDENTIAL]

HWY 6, PO Box 311
Warren, Manitoba
R0C 3E0

Neepawa

779

Esso Dealer:
1059945
Alberta Inc.

10 Main Street
Neepawa, Manitoba
R0J 1H0
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PIONEER STATIONS

SCHEDULE B PRESERVATION ASSETS

Local Market

Station Number

Brand

Location

Lundar

50338

Fas Gas Dealer:
Lundar Fas Gas

PT 30 Highway #6
Lundar, Manitoba
R0C 1Y0

Kapuskasing

40229

Sunys

25 Brunetville Road
Kapuskasing, Ontario
P5N 2E9

PARKLAND SUPPLY AGREEMENTS
Local Market

Station Number

Brand

Location

Tillsonburg

51248

Esso Dealer: Hasty
Market

90 Simcoe Street
Tillsonburg, Ontario
N4G 2H8

Warren

50567

Race Trac Dealer:
Warren Hardware
2001

212 MacDonald Ave.
Warren, Manitoba
R0C 3E0

Bancroft

51021

Esso Dealer:
Mountney’s Gas
and Country Store

16 Peever Road
Bancroft, Ontario
K0L 1C0

Bancroft

51025

Esso Dealer: M &
M Esso

27523 Hwy 62 S
Bancroft, Ontario

Neepawa

40209

Fas Gas Dealer:
Fas Gas Neepawa
Service

99 Main St. East
Neepawa, Manitoba
R0J 1H0
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PARKLAND STATIONS

APPEARANCES
For the applicant:
The Commissioner of Competition
2015 CACT 4 (CanLII)

John Syme
Antonio Di Domenico
Tara DiBenedetto
For the respondents:
Parkland Industries Ltd.
Parkland Fuel Corporation
John F. Rook
Randal T. Hughes
Y. Beth Riley
Emrys Davis
Gannon G. Beaulne
Pioneer Petroleums Holding Limited Partnership
Pioneer Energy LP
Pioneer Petroleums Transport Inc.
Pioneer Energy Inc., Pioneer Fuels Inc.
Pioneer Petroleums Holding Inc.
Pioneer Energy Management Inc.
668086 N.B. Limited
3269344 Nova Scotia Limited
1796745 Ontario Ltd.
Christopher Hersh
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Competition Tribunal

Tribunal de la concurrence

Citation: Canada (Commissioner of Competition) v Secure Energy Services Inc. and Tervita
Corporation, 2021 Comp Trib 4
File No.: CT-2021-002
Registry Document No.: 9

IN THE MATTER OF an application by the Commissioner of Competition for an interim order
pending the hearing of an application made pursuant to section 104 of the Competition Act, RSC
1985, c C-34 as amended;

BETWEEN:
Commissioner of Competition
(applicant)
and
Secure Energy Services Inc.
Tervita Corporation
(respondents)

Date of hearing: June 30, 2021
Before: Chief Justice Paul Crampton
Date of reasons and order: July 1, 2021
REASONS FOR ORDER AND ORDER REGARDING THE COMMISSIONER’S
REQUEST FOR AN INTERIM ORDER

I.

INTRODUCTION

[1]
On the afternoon of June 29, 2021, the Commissioner of Competition (the
“Commissioner”) filed a 2,795 page application record pursuant to section 104 of the Competition
Act, RSC 1985, c C-34 (the “Act”) with respect to a proposed transaction between the Respondents
(the “Proposed Transaction”).
[2]
In that Application (the “Section 104 Application”), the Commissioner seeks an interim
Order directing the Respondent Secure Energy Services Inc. (“Secure”) not to proceed with its
proposed acquisition of the Respondent Tervita Corporation (“Tervita”) until the final disposition
of a second application filed that same day by the Commissioner, pursuant to section 92 of the Act
(the “Section 92 Application”).
[3]
The Respondents intend to close the Proposed Transaction shortly after midnight this
evening.
[4]
Having regard to the urgency of the situation, the Commissioner requested, in an e-mail
sent shortly after filing the Section 104 Application, “an emergency case conference tomorrow
where we will seek an interim order preventing the respondents from closing the transaction until
the section 104 application is heard.” Apart from that sentence, the Commissioner did not place
anything else before the Tribunal with respect to the interim relief that he is seeking pending the
hearing of the Section 104 Application.
[5]

The case conference hearing took place yesterday afternoon.

[6]
At that hearing, the Commissioner recognized that the relief available under section 104 is
itself interim relief. Therefore, he characterized the relief he is currently seeking pending the
hearing of the Section 104 Application as being “interim, interim” relief.
[7]
The Tribunal fully appreciates the difficult situation in which the Commissioner and the
Competition Bureau’s case team find themselves. The Tribunal also fully appreciates the serious
nature of the harm to competition and to certain of the Respondents’ customers that the
Commissioner alleges is likely to occur if the Proposed Transaction closes.
[8]
However, as explained more fully below, the Tribunal does not have the jurisdiction to
issue the specific interim and unprecedented relief sought by the Commissioner. Accordingly, the
requested relief will be denied.
II.

THE PARTIES

[9]
The Commissioner is the public official appointed by the Governor in Council under
section 7 of the Act to be responsible for the enforcement and administration of the Act.
[10] Secure is a publicly traded company headquartered in Calgary, Alberta and listed on the
Toronto Stock Exchange. According to the Commissioner, Secure owns and operates 18 treatment,
recovery and disposal facilities (“TRDs”), 6 industrial landfills, and 15 standalone water disposal
wells in the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin (“WCSB”) that provide certain waste services.
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Secure also offers a wide range of environmental services associated with oil and gas drilling,
including: the sale of drilling fluids, production chemicals and water services; and the demolition,
decommissioning, remediation, and reclamation of oil and gas wells.
[11] Tervita is a publicly traded company based in Calgary, Alberta. Its common shares are
listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange. According to the Commissioner, Tervita owns and operates
44 TRDs, 22 industrial landfills, 3 cavern disposal facilities, and 8 standalone water disposal wells
in the WCSB. As with Secure, Tervita offers a range of environmental services including the
demolition, decommissioning, remediation and reclamation of oil and gas wells.
III.

THE PROPOSED TRANSACTION

[12] In the Section 104 Application, the Commissioner described the Proposed Transaction as
an Arrangement Agreement, dated March 8, 2021, pursuant to which:
Secure and Tervita will carry out an all-share transaction. Under the Plan of
Arrangement, Secure will acquire all of the issued and outstanding shares of
Tervita. Upon completion of the Proposed Transaction, Secure and Tervita
shareholders will own approximately 52% and 48%, respectively, of the combined
entity.
IV.

BACKGROUND

[13] On March 12, 2021, the Respondents submitted a pre-merger notification filing pursuant
to subsection 114(1) of the Act, together with a request for an advance ruling certificate pursuant
to section 102 of the Act, in respect of the Proposed Transaction.
[14] On April 9, 2021, the Commissioner issued a Supplementary Information Request (“SIR”)
to each Respondent pursuant to subsection 114(2) of the Act.
[15] Further to paragraph 123(1)(b) of the Act, a proposed transaction shall not be completed
before the end of 30 days after the day on which information required under subsection 114(2) has
been received by the Commissioner.
[16]
Act.

On May 28, 2021, the Commissioner commenced an inquiry pursuant to section 10 of the

[17] On May 31, 2021, the Respondents certified the responses to their respective SIRs after
providing the Bureau with approximately 396,000 documents.
[18] As a consequence, they would have been in a position to legally close their transaction
earlier today, absent the issuance of an interim order by the Tribunal or an undertaking to postpone
their transaction.
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[19] However, on June 25, 2021, counsel confirmed in writing to the Commissioner that, before
closing the Proposed Transaction, the parties would provide 72 hours’ notice of their intention to
do so.
[20] At 11:15 p.m. on June 28, 2021, the Respondents provided such notice. Accordingly,
absent an order from the Tribunal, they will be entitled to close the Proposed Transaction at 11:15
p.m. this evening.
[21] On June 29, 2021, and as noted in the introduction above, the Commissioner filed the
Section 104 Application and the Section 92 Application. Among other things, the latter application
seeks an Order permanently enjoining the Respondents from proceeding with the Proposed
Transaction.
[22] In support of that requested relief, the Commissioner describes the Respondents as
vigorous competitors in the provision of oil and gas waste services (“Waste Services”) in the
WCSB. He alleges that, if the Proposed Transaction is permitted to proceed:
… the merged entity will have significantly enhanced market power that is unlikely
to be constrained. Oil and gas producers will likely pay materially higher prices
and experience a deterioration in the quality of service to dispose of waste at a time
when the oil and gas industry, an important sector of the Canadian economy, is
struggling.
[23] The Commissioner also asserts that the Proposed Transaction is likely to lead to higher
prices and degraded services for certain additional services, described as “environmental services,”
as a result of the elimination of competition between the Respondents. In addition, he maintains
that the Proposed Transaction is likely to substantially prevent competition in North Eastern British
Columbia (“NEBC”), where he alleges Secure had planned to open an industrial landfill in
Wonowon, British Columbia. The Commissioner states that, but for the Proposed Transaction,
Secure’s landfill in Wonowon would have competed with two of Tervita’s landfills for Waste
Services, and that customers in NEBC likely would have benefited from decreased prices and
increased quality of service.
[24] Earlier today, counsel to Secure confirmed in an e-mail sent to the Tribunal’s Registry that
the Respondents’ “intention is to close [their proposed] transaction effective 2:01 am ET (12:01
MT) on Friday July 2.”
V.

RELEVANT LEGISLATION

[25]

Section 104 of the Act states as follows:

Interim Order
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104 (1) If an application has been made for an order under this Part, other than an
interim order under section 100 or 103.3, the Tribunal, on application by the
Commissioner …., may issue any interim order that it considers appropriate, having
regard to the principles ordinarily considered by superior courts when granting
interlocutory or injunctive relief.
Terms of Interim Order
(2) An interim order issued under subsection (1) shall be on such terms, and shall
have effect for such period of time, as the Tribunal considers necessary and
sufficient to meet the circumstances of the case.
Duty of Commissioner
(3) Where an interim order issued under subsection (1) on application by the
Commissioner is in effect, the Commissioner shall proceed as expeditiously as
possible to complete proceedings under this Part arising out of the conduct in
respect of which the order was issued.
[26]
A second type of interim order that may be issued in respect of a proposed transaction is
provided for in section 100.
[27] The nature of the order that may be made under section 100, and the test that must be
satisfied, are set forth in subsection 100(1), which states as follows:
100 (1) The Tribunal may issue an interim order forbidding any person named in
the application from doing any act or thing that it appears to the Tribunal may
constitute or be directed toward the completion or implementation of a proposed
merger in respect of which an application has not been made under section 92 or
previously under this section, where
(a) on application by the Commissioner, certifying that an inquiry is being
made under paragraph 10(1)(b) and that, in the Commissioner’s opinion,
more time is required to complete the inquiry, the Tribunal finds that in the
absence of an interim order a party to the proposed merger or any other
person is likely to take an action that would substantially impair the ability
of the Tribunal to remedy the effect of the proposed merger on competition
under that section because that action would be difficult to reverse; or
b) the Tribunal finds, on application by the Commissioner, that there has
been a contravention of section 114 in respect of the proposed merger.
[28]
Pursuant to section 92 of the Act, the Tribunal can grant a range of specific remedies in
respect of proposed and completed mergers.
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VI.

ISSUES

[29]

For the present purposes, there are two issues. They are as follows:
1. Does the Tribunal have the jurisdiction to issue the interim relief sought by the
Commissioner, pending the hearing of the Section 104 Application?
2. If so, should such relief be granted?

VII.

ANALYSIS

A.

Does the Tribunal have the jurisdiction to issue the interim relief sought by the
Commissioner, pending the hearing of the Section 104 Application?
(1)

The Commissioner’s position

[30]
The Commissioner submits that the Tribunal has the jurisdiction to grant the interim relief
he is seeking, pending the hearing of the Section 104 Application. In this regard, he relies on the
Tribunal’s decision in Canadian Standard Travel Agent Registry v International Air Transport
Association, 2008 Comp Trib 12, at paras 12-13 (“CSTAR”). The issue there was whether the
Tribunal had the jurisdiction to issue an interim order under section 104 to a private party before
leave had been granted to bring an application under section 75. Justice Simpson interpreted
section 104 as not being applicable prior to the granting of such leave. Accordingly, she relied on
Rule 34(1) of the Competition Tribunal Rules, SOR/2008-141 (the “Rules”), which is sometimes
referred to as the “gap rule.” That provision states:
34 (1) If, in the course of proceedings, a question arises as to the practice or
procedure to be followed in cases not provided for by these Rules, the practice and
procedure set out in the Federal Courts Rules may be followed.
[31] The specific Rule in the Federal Courts Rules upon which she relied was Rule 372(1),
which states as follows:
372 (1) A motion under this Part may not be brought before the commencement of
a proceeding except in a case of urgency.
[32] After characterizing the relief being requested as “a motion in a pending proceeding” under
section 75, Justice Simpson determined that the combination of the foregoing Rules permitted a
party to apply for interim relief pending the granting of leave.
[33] In further support of his position, the Commissioner relies upon Rule 2 of the Rules, which
states as follows:
Variation
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2 (1) The Tribunal may dispense with, vary or supplement the application of any of
these Rules in a particular case in order to deal with all matters as informally and
expeditiously as the circumstances and considerations of fairness permit.
Urgent Matters
(2) If a party considers that the circumstances require that an application be heard
urgently or within a specified period, the party may request that the Tribunal give
directions about how to proceed.
[34] The Commissioner relies on a similar provision in subsection 9(2) of the Competition
Tribunal Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. 19 (“CTA”), which states that all proceedings before the Tribunal
shall be dealt with as informally and expeditiously as the circumstances and considerations of
fairness permit.
[35] The Commissioner further maintains that, if the interim relief that he seeks pending the
hearing of the Section 104 Application is not granted, irreparable harm will ensue because
competition in the relevant markets will be substantially prevented or lessened and a large number
of the Respondents’ customers will suffer serious adverse price and non-price effects.
(2)

The Respondents’ position

[36] The Respondents begin by stating that the Act and the Rules contain specific and detailed
provisions for interim relief in respect of proposed transactions. These include the provisions in
sections 100 and 104 of the Act, described above, as well as the provisions of the Rules, including
those in Part 4, which pertain to “interim or temporary orders.” Accordingly, there is no “gap” to
be filled by resort to the Federal Courts Rules. In their view, the existing legislative scheme
provides a “complete code,” and it can be inferred that Parliament did not intend to provide the
Tribunal with the jurisdiction to issue the type of interim relief being sought by the Commissioner,
pending the hearing of the Section 104 Application.
[37]
The Respondents distinguish CSTAR, above, on the basis that it concerned a situation that
had not been contemplated in the Act – namely, whether interim relief is available to a party prior
to having been granted leave to bring an application under section 75 of the Act. By contrast, they
underscore that the Act specifically addresses, in sections 100 and 104, the interim relief that is
available to the Commissioner in connection with proposed transactions. They add that CSTAR
did not involve a request for an “interim interim” order, which the Commissioner is now requesting
the Tribunal to issue.
[38]
The Respondents further submit that if the Commissioner needed additional time to
complete his review, he could have sought interim relief under section 100. By failing to do so, he
created the “urgency” that he now maintains exists. In addition, if he preferred to obtain relief
under section 104, he could have filed the Section 104 Application sufficiently in advance of the
scheduled closing to enable that application to be heard and determined prior to the closing, as he
has done on at least one prior occasion.
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[39] However, by proceeding in the manner that he did in the present case, the Respondents
state that the Commissioner is in essence attempting to “do an end run around section 100.” In the
process, they were deprived of their right to a fair hearing. In this regard, they make two main
points. First, given that the Commissioner did not file anything in support of his request for the
“interim interim” relief, there was nothing to which they could respond. Second, they had no
opportunity, prior to the hearing yesterday, to review the 2,795 page application record that was
filed in connection with the Section 104 Application. As a consequence, they had no opportunity
to prepare for and obtain instructions in respect of the substantive issues that the Commissioner
addressed during the hearing.
[40] Finally, the Respondents maintain that, having waited the initial period applicable under
subsection 114(1) of the Act, and then provided extensive information in response to the SIR and
waited the additional 30 day period set forth in subsection 114(2) of the Act, they have the legal
right to close the Proposed Transaction.
(3)

Analysis

[41] I agree with the essence of the Respondents’ submissions. Given the urgency of the
situation, my reasons for doing so will necessarily be brief.
[42] As a statutory court of record, the Tribunal only has the jurisdiction accorded to it by
Parliament, together with the plenary powers “necessary or proper for the due exercise of its
jurisdiction”: CTA, subsection 8(2). Those plenary powers are informed and indeed bounded by
the statutory scheme set forth in the Act and the CTA.
[43] That statutory scheme provides the Tribunal with the ability to provide urgent relief,
including certain types of relief that find their source of jurisdiction in the Tribunal’s plenary
powers: CSTAR, above, at paras 12-13. However, insofar as interim relief in relation to proposed
transactions is concerned, the statutory scheme is sufficiently detailed and specific that it must be
viewed as providing “a complete code.”
[44] At its core, that code consists of the two types of interim orders provided for in sections
100 and 104 of the Act.
[45] The relief contemplated by section 100 is available where, among other things, the
Commissioner is still in the process of conducting an inquiry and no application has been made
under section 92 or previously under section 100.
[46] In subsections 100(2) – (8), the Act sets out detailed provisions regarding the period of
notice to be provided by the Commissioner to each person against whom the order is sought, the
circumstances in which an ex parte application may be made, the terms that can be included in the
order, its duration, extensions of time, and the Commissioner’s obligation to complete the inquiry
as expeditiously as possible.
[47] Insofar as the relief contemplated by section 104 is concerned, it is available anytime after
the filing of an application under section 92.
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[48] Having regard to the foregoing, it is readily apparent that Parliament turned its mind to the
circumstances in which interim relief might be required in respect of a proposed merger. It enacted
section 100 to address the circumstances in which an application has not yet been made under
section 92 or previously section 100. It also enacted section 104 to address the circumstances in
which an application under Part VIII, including section 92 but excluding sections 100 and 103.3,
has already been made.
[49] These provisions in relation to interim relief are part of a broader, very detailed, scheme
pertaining to (i) the review of proposed transactions by the Commissioner, (ii) the time within
which such reviews must take place, (iii) the final orders that may be issued by the Tribunal in
connection with such transactions and completed transactions, and (iv) the rules that govern the
Tribunal’s proceedings, including in respect of interim and temporary orders: Rules, at Part 4.
[50] Given the detailed nature of the merger review scheme set forth in the Act and the Rules,
Parliament can be taken to have addressed its mind to the specific types of relief it wished to make
available to the Commissioner and the different points in time at which such relief is available
pursuant to sections 100, 104 and 92, respectively. In not providing for the type of relief that the
Commissioner is now seeking, it can be inferred that Parliament decided not to grant the Tribunal
the jurisdiction to provide such relief.
[51] That relief would constitute a new, third type of interim relief that would seriously curtail
respondents’ rights to procedural fairness. Indeed, this was demonstrated during the hearing
yesterday, when the Respondents stated that they were unable to address the three-prong test
applicable to injunctive relief because they had only received the Commissioner’s very lengthy
application record late the prior day.
[52] Although Parliament is free to curtail the procedural fairness rights of parties who appear
before the Tribunal, it cannot be understood to have done so in the absence of express language or
by necessary implication: Kane v Board of Governors of the University of British Columbia, [1980]
1 SCR 1105, at 1113; P. & S. Holdings Ltd. v Canada, 2017 FCA 41, at para 39. No such express
language is present in the Act, nor can it be said that the “interim interim” relief being sought by
the Commissioner is contemplated by necessary implication.
[53]
That relief would also undermine the predictability, certainty and transparency that is
achieved by the existing scheme of the Act. Among other things, that scheme clearly informs
merging parties of what their obligations are in the merger review process, how long they must
wait before they can close their merger, and the potential remedies that are available to the
Commissioner to prevent them from doing so.
[54] Although Rule 2 and section 9(2) of the CTA provides the Tribunal with considerable
flexibility to deal with matters, including urgent matters, as informally and expeditiously as the
circumstances and considerations of fairness permit, they do not assist the Commissioner to the
extent that he would like in the present circumstances. This is because they do not contemplate the
type of substantial curtailment of procedural fairness rights that resulted from the manner in which
he proceeded. In any event, Rule 2 and subsection 9(2) are procedural provisions. They cannot be
relied upon as a source for substantive remedies that are not contemplated by the Act.
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[55] Based on the foregoing, I conclude that the Tribunal does not have the jurisdiction to grant
the interim relief pending the hearing of the Section 104 Application that is being sought by the
Commissioner.
[56] Given this conclusion, it is not necessary for me to address the second issue identified in
Part VI above, concerning the merits of the Commissioner’s request for injunctive relief.
Considering that the Respondents did not have an opportunity to prepare to address those merits,
I would have found myself in an untenable position had it been necessary to address this issue.
This is particularly so given that I also did not have the time to review that record in more than a
cursory fashion prior to the hearing.

VIII. CONCLUSION
[57] For the reasons set forth in Part VII above, the Commissioner’s request for an interim order
pending the hearing of the Section 104 Application is denied.
[58] I recognize that it can be extremely difficult in some cases for the Commissioner to
properly prepare applications under sections 92 and 104 in the 30-day period set forth in subsection
114(2) of the Act. However, the solution to this problem is not to seek an unprecedented remedy
that finds no support in the statutory scheme, and in so doing deprive the merging parties of any
ability to meaningfully respond.
[59] Rather, the solution, at least in part, is to bring an application under section 100. At a
minimum, that would provide some additional time to review the extensive information that is
typically provided in response to a SIR, and to prepare applications under sections 92 and 104.
Another part of the solution could be to reduce the amount of information that is sought in a SIR
and that then needs to be assessed within a very short period of time.
[60] I further recognize that even if the Commissioner seeks recourse under section 100, he may
ultimately encounter challenges similar to those encountered in this case, in terms of preventing
merging parties from closing their proposed merger upon the expiry of the section 100 order and
the filing of applications under sections 92 and 104. However, it would be open to the
Commissioner to argue that the scheme of those provisions permits an order that is issued under
section 100 to extend to the point in time at which an application under section 104 can be heard
and determined, assuming that this is within the 30 day period contemplated by subsection 100(5).
[61] Of course, greater certainty in this regard, and indeed a more robust framework for
preventing the type of harm described in paragraph 100(1)(a) of the Act, can be sought from
Parliament.
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[62] In closing, I will simply add that, during the hearing yesterday, the Respondents stated that
they will cooperate with the Commissioner in ensuring that the Section 104 Application is heard
in a timely fashion. They also stated that, if asked by the Commissioner, they would maintain the
status quo in their operations for 30 days. This includes not terminating any employees.

DATED at Ottawa, this 1st day of July, 2021.
SIGNED on behalf of the Tribunal by:
”Paul Crampton”
(s) Paul Crampton C.J.
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Canada (Commissioner of Competition) v Secure Energy Services Inc. and Tervita Corporation,
2021 Comp Trib 4

ORDER
1. For the reasons set forth in the Reasons for Order attached hereto, the Commissioner’s
request for interim relief pending the hearing of the Application filed under section 104 of
the Competition Act, RSC 1985, c C-34 is dismissed.
2. Given that the Respondents did not request costs on this motion, none will be ordered.

SIGNED on behalf of the Tribunal by:
”Paul Crampton”
(s) Paul Crampton C.J.
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Docket: A-185-21

Ottawa, Ontario, July 2, 2021

Present:

STRATAS J.A.

BETWEEN:
COMMISSIONER OF COMPETITION
Appellant
and
SECURE ENERGY SERVICES INC. and TERVITA CORPORATION
Respondents

ORDER

WHEREAS the appellant moves on an emergency basis for an interim interim order
preventing the respondents from closing a transaction; and whereas the transaction is scheduled
to close within minutes, at midnight MDT or 2:00 am EDT;

AND WHEREAS this Court has jurisdiction to grant such an order on an emergency
basis;

AND WHEREAS the Court has previously ruled that it can grant such an order even
without evidence formally before it on the undertaking of counsel that the evidence supporting

Page: 2
their submissions will be filed at a later motion for an interim order; and whereas the Court can
trust experienced counsel on this motion on this; and, in submissions, no party took material
issue with any of the factual statements made by counsel;

AND WHEREAS the Court has heard and considered the submissions on the parties;

AND WHEREAS the well-known test in RJR-MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney
General), [1994] 1 S.C.R. 311 governs this motion;

AND WHEREAS the Court is not persuaded that the requirements of irreparable harm
and balance of convenience has been met;

AND WHEREAS the Court considers that the appellant could have taken steps under the
Competition Act sooner to avert the harm it says will be suffered in this case; the delay suggests
that the harm is not significant enough to prevail under the balance of convenience requirement;

AND WHEREAS the Court considers that the harm to the respondents, both reputational
and market-based, will be significant if the motion is granted; and the appellant, on balance, has
not persuaded the Court that this harm is offset under the balance of convenience branch of the
test;

AND WHEREAS, if the practical effect of this Order is to render this appeal moot, the
Court directs the appellant to file a notice of discontinuance;

THIS COURT ORDERS that the motion is dismissed.

Page: 3
"David Stratas"
J.A.
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Per Curiam:
I. Introduction
1 An application is brought by the Commissioner of Competition ("Commissioner") pursuant to section 92 of the Competition
Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34, (the "Act") for an order to dissolve the merger of Superior Propane Inc. ("Superior") and ICG Propane
Inc. ("ICG") or otherwise remedy the substantial prevention or lessening of competition that is likely to occur in the market for
propane in Canada upon the implementation of the said merger.
2
The application arises by reason of Superior's acquisition of ICG on December 7, 1998. Prior to the acquisition, Superior
submitted a short-form prenotification filing pursuant to section 121 of the Act to the Competition Bureau regarding its proposed
acquisition of all of the shares of The Chancellor Holdings Corporation, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Petro-Canada. The
Chancellor Holdings Corporation, in turn, owned ICG. An inquiry into this merger was commenced by the Commissioner on
August 14, 1998, pursuant to section 10 of the Act. On December 6, 1998, following two days of hearing, the Tribunal dismissed
the Commissioner's application of December 1, 1998 brought under section 100 of the Act for an order forbidding the closing
of the transaction for a period of 21 days. Further, on December 11, 1998, a consent interim order was issued by the Tribunal
to hold separate the assets of Superior and ICG, excluding the non-overlapping locations situated in areas where Superior had
no market presence.
3
Superior is a corporation constituted under the laws of Canada and is engaged primarily in the retailing and wholesaling
of propane, as well as in the sale of propane consuming appliances and equipment and related services in all 10 provinces
and territories. All of the outstanding shares of Superior are owned by the Superior Income Trust Fund (the "Fund"), a limited
purpose trust established for the purpose of holding debt and equity of Superior. The Fund has issued trust units which are listed
on the Toronto Stock Exchange.
4 ICG is a corporation constituted under the laws of Canada and is engaged in selling and distributing propane and providing
related services to customers in all Canadian provinces and territories except Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland and to a
lesser extent, Nova Scotia. ICG operates through a network of company-owned distribution outlets and independent dealers
located throughout its sales and distribution areas. In 1990, Petro-Canada indirectly acquired ICG and combined Petro-Canada's
retail propane operations with ICG's business.
5
The Commissioner alleges that the merger will create a dominant national propane marketer and in several markets,
a dominant local propane marketer. Both Superior and ICG compete against each other in the same geographic and product
markets through their operations of propane distribution systems and wholesale supply of propane to agents and dealers.
6
Interlocutory proceedings in this matter were lengthy and vigorously contested. Upon application by the Commissioner,
an interim order was issued on December 11, 1998 to preserve ICG's business as independent and viable pending the Tribunal's
decision on the application. Various orders regarding confidentiality of documents and the scope of discovery were issued by
the Tribunal.
7 Following the illness and inability of a panel member, Lorne Bolton, to attend the hearing in this matter, an Order Regarding
the Constitution of a New Panel was issued on December 13, 1999. This order terminated the hearing before the panel constituted
of Mr. Bolton, Dr. Schwartz, and Nadon J. and further constituted a new panel composed of Ms. Christine Lloyd, Dr. Schwartz
and Nadon J. pursuant to section 10 and subsection 12(3) of the Competition Tribunal Act. The evidence on the record of the
previous proceedings, including all the orders and rulings made by the Tribunal, were entered into the record of the hearing
before the new panel pursuant to section 70 of the Competition Tribunal Rules.
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The hearing of this matter took 48 days, 91 witnesses including 17 expert witnesses were called and a large number of
documents were entered as exhibits.
II. Propane Business
9 Propane is a chemical commodity produced as a by-product of natural gas extraction and of crude oil refining. In Canada,
85 percent of propane production is derived from natural gas and accordingly is produced in the Western Canadian Sedimentary
Basin. Propane volumes from crude oil are produced at oil refineries that are generally closer to population centres where the
consumption occurs (e.g., Edmonton, Southern Ontario, Montreal, Quebec City).
10 Propane sourced from gas production is extracted and transported mixed with other natural gas liquids to fractionation sites
where separation into "specification propane" takes place. In Canada, raw natural gas liquids are transported from producing
regions in Alberta and northeast British Columbia via pipelines to "hubs" at Edmonton/Ft. Saskatchewan and at Sarnia, Ontario,
where fractionation takes place. Fractionation into specification propane also takes place at straddle plants along pipelines and
gas field plants in Alberta for marketing to western Canada.
11
Approximately 63 percent of propane produced in Canada is exported to the United States (expert affidavit of G.
Mathieson (18 August 1999): exhibit A-2073 at 15). According to Statistics Canada data which are themselves disputed,
total domestic consumption of approximately 77 million barrels per day ("mbpd") in 1998 occurred in the segments of
residential/commercial/agricultural for space and water heating, cooking, appliances, crop drying (32 mbpd); industrial uses,
e.g., forklifts, heating (17 mbpd), collectively, the "traditional segments"; in transportation, primarily automobile fuel (18 mbpd);
and petrochemical feedstock (10 mbpd). Consistent with industry usage, "retail propane" includes total propane consumption
less propane consumed as petrochemical feedstock and propane consumed by producers.
12
Although it appears that there are discrepancies in the consumption data published by different sources, autopropane
consumption seems to have peaked in 1994 at 23 mbpd, stimulated by government-supported fleet conversions, and then
declined steadily as those programmes of financial assistance were ended along with other factors including the improved
efficiency of gasoline engines.
13 Consumption of propane used as a heating fuel is subject to seasonal fluctuation and dropped dramatically from 39 mbpd in
1997 to 32 mbpd in 1998 due to warmer weather. Consumption in the industrial and petrochemical feedstock segments appears
to have levelled. It seems that Canadian propane consumption is characterized by stable demand or modest growth at best.
14 There is some dispute as to the number of propane marketers operating in Canada. ICG's amended preliminary prospectus
claims approximately 75 propane marketers including Superior, while Superior claims a total of 189 independent propane
distributors. These propane marketers obtain propane supplies at refinery racks and at storage facilities owned by the major
propane producers at prices based on postings at the Edmonton or Sarnia hubs and varying with the distance between these
hubs and the supply point. Large marketers typically purchase their supplies under contracts that specify volume and price, or a
pricing formula in terms of price per litre. These buyers may own or rent storage space close to the supply points which allows
them to enter into "keep dry" arrangements at lower prices from producers. A keep-dry arrangement requires the buyer to take
propane sufficiently regularly so that the producer does not have to maintain storage and, therefore, sells at a lower price to a
buyer capable of honouring its commitments.
15 These buyers transport propane by truck or rail to their local storage facilities (primary distribution). Secondary distribution
occurs when delivery to customers is made, usually by truck, from these local storage facilities.
16
Smaller propane marketers purchase propane on spot markets from the producers or from the larger marketers. In some
cases, a smaller marketer acts as an agent in a local area for a major marketer that does not have a local delivery capability. For
such arrangements, the customer contract is held by the major marketer who determines the pricing. Another relationship is the
"bulk dealer", whereby a local company purchases propane from a major marketer under an agreement that specifies a territory
in which that local dealer will not face competition from the major marketer or any of its other bulk dealers.
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Propane marketers tend to be local and regional in their operations. At present, only two companies, Superior and ICG,
supply end-users across Canada, either directly or through agents and dealers. The merging parties are well suited to supply
customers that demand propane at multiple locations across the country.
18
The customer relationship is most frequently contractual. Almost all propane marketers undertake to deliver propane
on a regular basis to customer locations at the prevailing price established by the marketer from time to time for a specific
term with agreements lasting up to five years. The customer is free to terminate the contract on sufficient notice, but as the
contract will often contain "meet or beat" and/or "right of first refusal" clauses, the current supplier may be able to maintain
the customer's business.
19 In addition to delivering the propane, particularly to residential customers, the marketer usually provides customer storage
tanks on a rental basis and installs and services propane-related equipment. It appears that most marketers do not fill a residential
tank that they do not own.
20
Propane delivery is a regulated activity in all jurisdictions. Propane storage tanks and customer tanks must meet various
safety standards, and the individuals who handle the propane must be licensed.
21
Although specification propane is a well defined commodity, the propane marketing companies generally differ with
respect to reputation, length of time in the business, the terms and conditions they offer to customers, the ability to meet a
customer's needs at multiple locations, etc. In addition, some marketers specialize in serving certain segments, while others
seek customers in all segments. The result is that the "product" provided by a propane marketer is often differentiated on these
dimensions from the offerings of its competitors.
III. Market Definition
A. Product Market
22
With respect to product market definition, the Commissioner submits in final argument that the relevant product
market is the supply and delivery of propane, propane equipment and related services to retail and wholesale customers. The
Commissioner also submits that the relevant product market can be further broken down into various end-uses and customer
classifications including: residential, agricultural, commercial, industrial (collectively, the "traditional" segment), automotive,
national and major account customers. As propane and related equipment and services appear to be strong complements, it will
be convenient to define one product market rather than consider the three separate business lines mentioned.
23
The Commissioner alleges, in effect, that retail propane constitutes, by itself, a market over which market power can be
exercised. Such a market will be referred to as a "competition market". The respondents assert that it is not a competition market
because alternate fuels exist and consumers can and do easily switch to these alternatives. Their position is that retail propane is
part of a broad energy market and hence that any attempt to exercise market power over retail propane could not be successful.
(1) Commissioner's Position
24
The Commissioner's experts, Richard Schwindt and Steven Globerman, presented a report evaluating the competitive
effects of the proposed merger between Superior and ICG. With respect to product market definition, they provided opinion
evidence that retail propane is the relevant competition market (expert affidavit of R. Schwindt and S. Globerman (16 August
1999): exhibit A-2056). They conclude that switching from propane to alternate fuels is difficult. For example, regarding
residential heating applications, Professors Schwindt and Globerman observe, at page 10 of their report, that while most propane
appliances can be readily converted to natural gas, nevertheless "in residential households where the piping from the outside
of the house to the furnace is sized for propane and not for natural gas, conversion costs can be quite high". Further, regarding
electricity, they observe at page 11 of their report that "at this time and into the foreseeable future, the price of electricity is so
high relative to propane in several parts of the country that it is an unlikely substitute".
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25 Further, Professors Schwindt and Globerman observe that heating oil could be a substitute for propane although propane
is superior to oil with respect to cleanliness, environmental impact and odour. Convenience, storage requirements and capital
costs do not differ significantly between the two fuels. However, their estimated costs of converting a residence in the Lower
Mainland of British Columbia from a propane to an oil fired forced air furnace range from $4,500 to $5,300. At pages 12 and
A-2 of their report, they conclude that it would take very significant price increases, in the range of 50 to 60 percent, to justify a
switch to fuel oil. At page A-3, they conduct a similar analysis regarding switching from propane to heating oil in commercial
heating and from propane to electricity for forklift trucks which leads to the same conclusion.
26 Regarding autopropane, Professors Schwindt and Globerman note at page 19 of their report that substitutability of alternate
fuels, particularly gasoline, depends upon whether the vehicle is dual-fuel or dedicated to propane. They infer from an Imperial
Oil Limited ("IOL") document that 95 percent of conversions to propane in British Columbia in the early 1990's were for
commercial vehicles and nearly all of those were "propane dedicated" rather than dual-fuel, suggesting that substitution is slight.
27
The Commissioner further submits that switching costs are high and "create a lock-in effect for customers" with the
result that cross-elasticity of demand is low.
28
The Commissioner submits that the payback period for changing related equipment and appliances from propane to
alternate fuels may be significant. He states that, for instance, the life-cycle for fuel related equipment and appliances for the
traditional sector such as residential furnace is on average in the range of 15 to 25 years. Therefore, a customer facing a propane
price increase would have to consider this factor before converting this equipment.
29 In this regard, the Commissioner cites a study commissioned by ICG and produced by M. Pass Consulting Ltd. in August
1999, dealing with locations and markets where alternative fuels may pose either a competitive threat or an opportunity for ICG
(exhibit A-2099). The study measures customer payback to switching fuel types (i.e., the time it would take for the savings in
fuel costs to match the initial outlay for switching) under two scenarios: (a) when the existing appliance has useful life remaining,
and (b) where the appliance requires replacement. The study demonstrates that converting from propane to electricity or fuel
oil, for most of the seven end-uses analysed, involves long and, in many cases, infinite payback periods and hence does not
make economical sense in the short to mid-term when factoring all the relevant switching costs and not only the cost of the fuel.
30 The Commissioner also called a number of factual witnesses who testified that switching to alternate fuels was impeded
by the difficulty and inconvenience of breaking existing contracts for supply and equipment. The inconvenience includes the
difficulty in coordinating the removal of existing equipment and the installation of new supplier's equipment in a timely fashion
(e.g., to avoid plant shut down or loss of residential heating), the cost of removing the leased equipment and the delays associated
with getting a refund for the propane left in the tank. Superior's own public share offering documents (exhibits A-10 at 03890
and A-202 at 03899) emphasize these barriers to customer switching.
31
With respect to conversion costs, the Commissioner presented the evidence of a factual witness, Marilyn Simons, a
residential user of propane from Renfrew, Ontario, who evaluated the costs to convert her home furnace from propane to
heating oil, her propane stove to an electric stove and to replace her propane fireplace with wood-burning equipment. The total
conversion costs amounted to approximately $12,300. Some witnesses testified that conversion costs would prevent them from
switching to alternate fuels while others testified that an increase in the price of propane would have to be very significant
before such conversion was made.
32
The Commissioner submits that there is only imperfect substitutability of alternate fuels for propane. In particular, he
concedes that propane consumers do switch from propane to natural gas when this option is available and that, therefore, natural
gas displaces rather than competes with propane.
33 The Commissioner also introduced the expert evidence of David Ryan and André Plourde whose report provides "empirical
evidence concerning the role, importance and substitutability of propane as an energy source in Canada" (expert affidavit of
D. Ryan and A. Plourde (16 August 1999): exhibit A-2076 at paragraph 1(a)). They studied energy consumption for propane,
electricity, natural gas, refined oil products and wood in three sectors (residential, industrial and commercial) for each province
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or region depending on data availability. Then, using Statistics Canada and other government data from 1982 to 1996, the last
year for which all of the relevant data series were available, they estimated short-run and long-run cross-price elasticities and
own-price elasticities of propane demand for the years 1990 and 1996.
34
At paragraph 6.3.4(a) of their report, Professors Ryan and Plourde find that in about 35 percent of the cases considered,
the own-price elasticity of propane demand is negative and significant, while it is positive and significant in fewer than four
percent of the cases. The own price elasticity of demand is the percentage change in quantity of the product consumed that
results from a one percent price increase in its price. In all other situations considered, no significant relationship between the
quantity of propane demanded and its price can be detected. They conclude that, in general, a change in the price of propane
will lead to smaller than proportional reductions in propane consumption, i.e., that propane demand is inelastic.
35
Regarding cross-price elasticity, statistically significant responses to propane price changes were identified in
approximately 45 percent of the cases considered with substitution relationships outnumbering complementarity by a factor of
about two-to-one. However, with the exception of oil products in Saskatchewan/residential and Quebec/industrial for 1996, all
cross-price elasticities reported were less than one in absolute value. Indeed, in only two cases do cross-price elasticities exceed
0.6 in absolute value. They conclude that changes in propane prices induce proportionally smaller changes in the consumption of
other energy types and, therefore, that propane and other energy types form different markets in the provinces/regions in Canada.
36
Although arguing for an "all propane" product market, the Commissioner suggests through expert evidence that certain
end-use segments constitute relevant markets in themselves. This would indicate that if, for example, market power could be
exercised in residential propane but not in the other end-use segments, then it would properly constitute a relevant competition
market, and total consumption and market shares would be calculated within that segment.
37 At page 1 of their report (exhibit A-2056), Professors Schwindt and Globerman conclude that "retail propane distribution
does constitute a relevant product market", despite the fact that they find evidence of segmentation among suppliers and
customers and they suggest that this segmentation is strong enough to qualify theses segments as separate product markets.
They conclude at page 23 of their report as follows:
... However, given the limited availability of data with respect to market structure by geographical market, application,
and in some cases customer, it would not be possible to determine the differential effects of the merger on competitive
conditions across more rigorously and narrowly defined product markets. Moreover, the analysis that follows would not
be fundamentally altered by adopting a more refined product market definition. (emphasis added)
38 Finally, the Commissioner argues that "national accounts" are a separate category of business in which the merged entity
will be in a position to exercise market power. According to the Commissioner, a significant component of the customer base
of each of the merging firms is the national and major accounts which have multiple locations spanning one or more regions
across Canada.
(2) Respondents' Position
39
The respondents' position on the relevant product market is that propane competes with alternative fuels in the energy
market and for each end-use, different alternate fuels are substitutes. They assert that interchangeability of propane and alternate
fuels together with the evidence of inter-industry competition and the views of industry participants strongly indicate that
propane and alternate fuels compete in the same market.
40
On the matter of customer switching, the respondents referred to the evidence of William Katz, a senior executive of
AmeriGas Propane Inc. ("AmeriGas"), who testified that customers would switch to propane when it could be demonstrated
that switching was economically attractive for them and not only at the end of the useful life of the equipment (transcript at
15:2602-604 (19 October 1999)). Mr. Katz also indicated that AmeriGas had success in switching customers to propane well
before the end of the useful life of their existing equipment.
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41 Further, the respondents assert that every year, a substantial number of propane and alternate fuel customers replace their
existing equipment or make an initial fuel choice and accordingly choose from among the "entire menu" of fuel choices. The
respondents note that customers making an initial fuel choice or replacing existing equipment face no incremental switching
costs and, therefore, that customers whose equipment is in mid-life cycle pay the same price as those who are at the end of
the cycle.
42
The respondents argue that propane industry views support the substitutability of alternative fuels. They state as an
example that Steven Sparling of Sparling's Propane Company Limited ("Sparling") testified that his company considered any
energy provider a competitor. This includes electricity, natural gas, fuel oil and propane marketers.
43
The respondents also submit that the Tribunal in the context of denying an injunction to the Commissioner in this
case (see Canada (Director of Investigation & Research) v. Superior Propane Inc. (1998), 85 C.P.R. (3d) 194, at 207, 208,
(Competition Trib.)) acknowledged the statements made by Superior and ICG in their securities filings regarding competition
between propane and alternate fuels. At the time, Rothstein J. accepted that they were competing in a wide energy market on
the basis that the statements contained in the prospectus and annual reports and in ICG's preliminary prospectus were "of some
significance" and something upon which he should "place weight".
44
The respondents also assert that supply substitution is possible and that the relevant market should take account of
firms that can easily switch their facilities to propane marketing. They submit that it is appropriate to include upstream industry
participants and industrial gas companies as well as other distributors of alternate fuels.
45 Finally, the respondents suggest that the analysis conducted by the Commissioner's experts, Professors Ryan and Plourde,
explicitly recognizes that alternate fuels and propane are substitutes in various places at various times for various end-uses.
(3) Analysis
46
There is clearly no commonality in the positions of the parties before the Tribunal on the appropriate definition of the
product market. Accordingly, the Tribunal must decide which evidence is the more convincing.
47
The purpose of defining the relevant product market is to identify the possibility for the exercise of market power. This
purpose was clearly asserted in the two previous merger cases heard by the Tribunal. In Canada (Director of Investigation &
Research) v. Southam Inc. (1992), 43 C.P.R. (3d) 161, at 177, 178, (Competition Trib.), the Tribunal reiterated:
The general issues with respect to the definition of a market in a merger case have been set in the Hillsdown Holdings
(Canada) Ltd. decision, supra. The relevant market for purposes of merger analysis is one in which the merging firms
acting alone or in concert with other firms could exercise market power. Market power is the ability of a firm or group of
firms to maintain prices above the competitive level. Market power may also be exercised by offering, for example, poor
service or quality or by restricting choice. When used in a general context, "price" is thus a shorthand for all aspects of
firms' actions that bear on the interest of buyers....
The delineation of the relevant market is a means to the end of identifying the significant market forces that constrain or
are likely to constrain the merged entity....
The critical issue is to ensure that all factors have been considered that have a bearing on whether there has or is likely to
be a prevention or lessening of competition to a substantial degree. (emphasis added)
48 While market definitions should be as precise as possible within the limit of reasonableness to provide a framework within
which competition implications of a transaction can be analysed, the Tribunal should not be preoccupied with market definition
to the point of losing sight of the purpose of the exercise under the Act which is to determine whether the merger is likely to
lead to a substantial prevention or lessening of competition. As stated by the Supreme Court of Canada in Canada (Director of
Investigation & Research) v. Southam Inc., [1997] 1 S.C.R. 748 (S.C.C.), at 788:
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... More generally, I notice that the Tribunal seems to have been preoccupied with the definition of the relevant market. It
is possible that the members may occasionally have lost sight of the ultimate inquiry, which is whether the acquisition of
the community newspapers by Southam substantially lessened competition.
49
In the Tribunal's view, the factual and expert evidence on substitutability is very important. The Tribunal distinguishes
between "switching" in its common sense meaning and substitutability in the economic sense; it is the latter that is important
in delineating a relevant product market. It may be, as the respondents claim, that at the end of the useful life of their heating or
other energy-using equipment, consumers do switch to propane from alternate fuels depending, in part at least, on differences in
fuel prices. However, this behaviour demonstrates de novo choice; at the end of their equipment life cycle, those consumers are
in the same position as when they first chose a fuel. This behaviour is not evidence of substitutability, which refers to changing
a consumption pattern in response to a price change with all other determinants of change, including the age of equipment,
held constant.
50
Mr. Katz stated that AmeriGas was successful in attracting customers to propane from other fuels before the end of the
useful life of their existing equipment. However, he provided no quantitative evidence as to AmeriGas's success in this regard
and accordingly, it is difficult for the Tribunal to judge the extent of such success.
51
Mr. Sparling's testimony is that Sparling is seeking to attract new propane customers in the new housing developments.
If Sparling is successful, it is evidence that such customers are making fuel choices as a consequence of a decision to relocate.
While this residential location decision may involve a change in fuel, it does not demonstrate that the price of propane was the
reason for the move and hence does not provide evidence of substitution.
52
In its 10-K securities filing in the United States, AmeriGas makes similar comments about competition from alternate
fuels. However, in the absence of evidence showing significant customer switching during the life of the existing equipment,
the Tribunal is of the view that the evidence of AmeriGas does not support the substitutability of alternate fuels for competition
market purposes.
53
As to the views of industry participants, Sparling may well be correct in some long-term sense in its view that propane
competes with all alternate fuels. However, no evidence indicates that Sparling's behaviour is affected by inter-fuel competition.
According to Mr. Sparling, the company is mainly concerned about "consistent pricing" from customer to customer and not
with pricing in relation to alternate fuels (transcript at 12:1731 (14 October 1999)). Moreover, Sparling has not experienced
customers switching to other fuels other than natural gas (ibid. at 1733).
54 Hence the Tribunal does not accept that propane industry views support the substitutability of alternate fuels in the mind
of consumers. Indeed, witnesses consider alternate fuels for the most part at the end of equipment life cycle, rather than in a
shorter period of time in which market power could be exercised and which is relevant for merger review.
55
As to the conclusions drawn by Rothstein J. in denying the injunction sought by the Commissioner, it suffices to note
that he did not have the benefit of the extensive record and expert opinions that were produced during the 48-day hearing of
the application under section 92.
56
The Tribunal notes that the Act does not require that markets be delineated. However, the Tribunal accepts that the
delineation of competition markets is one way of demonstrating the likely competitive effect of a merger and that, where such
an approach is valid, the competition market adopted must be relevant to the purposes and goals of the merger provisions of
the Act, which focus on the creation or enhancement of market power. In this connection, the Tribunal notes that there could
be many competition markets containing retail propane. For example, it might be found that market power could be exercised
over a product market consisting of retail propane, fuel oil, natural gas and electricity or any sub-group thereof. The share of
retail propane in a market becomes larger as products are removed from the definition of the market. It is not clear, however,
that any such market is the relevant competition market.
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57
The Tribunal believes that it is important to provide a principled basis in this regard in order to avoid gerrymandering
of market boundaries. To determine which set of products is the relevant one for the purpose of merger review under the
Act, the Tribunal agrees with the approach taken in the Merger Enforcement Guidelines ("MEG's") (Consumer and Corporate
Affairs Canada, Director of Investigation and Research, Merger Enforcement Guidelines, Information Bulletin No. 5 (Supply
and Services Canada, March 1991)), which seeks to identify the smallest competition market, in terms of the number of included
products, over which market power could be exercised. Thus, if market power can be exercised over a market consisting only
of retail propane, then that market is the competition market that is relevant for merger review.
58
In this matter, the Tribunal accepts the statistical evidence of Professors Ryan and Plourde. Their evidence on crosselasticity of demand clearly establishes that there are only a few areas of the country where substitution has occurred. Moreover,
where substitution was found, the extent thereof was found to be small.
59 The cross-price elasticity of demand concept is frequently used in market definition. This measure identifies a product as
a substitute if its quantity demanded rises when the price of the good in question rises. For any pair of products A and B there
will be two such elasticities (the percentage change in consumption of product A when the price of product B increases by one
percent, and the percentage change in the consumption of product B when the price of product A increases by one percent).
Absent direct evidence thereto, there is no reason to suppose that these two cross-price elasticities of demand will be equal or
even that both will be positive; in short, there is no such thing as the cross-price elasticity of demand. Therefore, cross-elasticity
evidence showing that B is a substitute for A does not establish that A and B are substitutes for each other and hence is not
sufficient to place products A and B in the same competition market. To use cross-elasticity of demand for this purpose would
require further evidence that A is also a substitute for B.
60 The respondents' expert witness, Dennis Carlton, agreed in his testimony that both cross-elasticities of demand would be
needed in order to place two products in the same competition market. The Commissioner implicitly adopts this approach when
stating that, because of its lower price, natural gas "displaces" propane in an area when natural gas becomes available. This
statement indicates the Commissioner's view that once propane users have switched to natural gas, they do not switch back;
but since switching in the opposite direction does not occur, therefore, propane and natural gas cannot constitute a competition
market. The Tribunal agrees that to show that natural gas and propane are in the same competition market would require evidence
that propane customers switch to natural gas when the price of propane increases as well as evidence that natural gas customers
switch to propane when the price of natural gas increases. In other words, reciprocal substitutability must be demonstrated. The
displacement argument suggests only one-way substitutability between propane and natural gas. Therefore, the Tribunal is not
convinced that natural gas and propane constitute a competition market.
61
The more important limitation on the use of the concept of cross-price elasticity of demand to delineate markets is
its indirect relevance to the exercise of market power. The definition of the relevant competition market does not depend on
identifying particular substitutes in some pairwise fashion. Rather, the important question is whether, on a price increase by
a firm, enough of its sales would be lost to all competing products, regardless of their number or identity, to make the price
increase unprofitable. If this were the case, then a relevant competition market would not be found; that firm would not be able
to exercise market power. A cross-elasticity estimate may identify a substitute and can be helpful in delineating a market, but
it does not directly measure the ability of a firm to raise the price.
62
As the Supreme Court of Canada stated in Southam, cited above at paragraph [48], at page 760, evidence of demand
elasticities when available and reliable can be determinative for market definition. Thus, the Tribunal believes that the own
price elasticity of demand is the correct elasticity for defining competition markets and should be preferred over cross-price
elasticity of demand for the reasons above.
63
The Tribunal places greater weight on Professors Ryan and Plourde's evidence regarding the "own-price elasticity
of demand" as this concept is directly related to the issue of market power and hence to market delineation. The evidence
demonstrates that the demand for propane is inelastic with respect to changes in its price, i.e., that consumers reduce their
consumption of propane only slightly when the price rises. Although the data did not permit Professors Ryan and Plourde to
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measure retail propane demand by local market, their results were not challenged on this basis and the Tribunal is satisfied that
propane demand is inelastic with respect to price for time periods for which the Act is intended to apply.
64 Thus, consistent with the approach taken in the MEG's, cited above at paragraph [57], if retail propane were hypothetically
monopolized, that monopolist would face an inelastic demand curve and, according to conventional monopoly theory, would
raise the price at least to the point where demand became elastic. Once the monopolist was operating on the elastic portion of
the propane demand curve, further price increases would be imposed only if they were profitable.
65
Accordingly, if retail propane demand is so price-sensitive (i.e., elastic) that a hypothetical monopolist that was the
only current and future seller would not impose a significant and non-transitory price increase, then retail propane cannot be a
relevant competition market and the market would have to be expanded to include another fuel. However, if the demand curve
is sufficiently insensitive (i.e., inelastic) to price increases, then a monopolist would impose a significant price increase and the
competition market would not be expanded. Therefore, there is a critical or "cutoff" level for the own-price elasticity of demand
at the pre-merger price against which the measured own-price elasticity of the good under review could be compared in order
to determine whether the relevant market has been identified. (For a general discussion of elasticities and market delineation,
see G.J. Werden, "Demand Elasticities in Antitrust Analysis" (1998) 66 Antitrust L.J. at 363-414.)
66 To counter a claim that a hypothetical monopolist would raise the price would require evidence that the pre-merger price
was already above marginal costs. However, the respondents did not present such evidence.
67 Other indicia such as functional interchangeability, inter-industry competition as well as the views of industry participants
constitute indirect measures of substitutability and are often used to identify products in the relevant market, particularly when
direct evidence on elasticities of demand is not available. However, it must be remembered that the relevant competition market
is the smallest set of products over which market power can be exercised and these indirect measures do not identify that set
of products for competition purposes. A competition market is defined for the express purpose of measuring market power and
may only loosely be related to markets as defined by business people whose definition is determined by profit maximisation
considerations.
68
The respondents' definition of the product market relies heavily on the functional interchangeability of propane and
alternate fuels (functional test) and the evidence of inter-industry competition of a few witnesses but does not consider the
evidence of elasticities which had been considered by the Supreme Court in the Southam decision, cited above at paragraph [48],
as determinative when available. While functional interchangeability can indicate something about the possibility of substitution
between two or more products, it does not convey any information about the actual or likely consumer behaviour in response
to the exercise of market power.
69
In that regard the evidence drawn from actual behaviour (i.e., the elasticities) and the opinions provided by expert
witnesses such as Professors Ryan, Plourde, Schwindt and Globerman carry more weight in the Tribunal's opinion as to what
products constitute the relevant competition market. Consequently, the Tribunal finds that the relevant competition market is
"retail propane" and excludes other fuels.
(4) Segmentation
70 Evidence that propane consumers systematically pay different prices depending on their end-use, and that such differences
are not justified on the basis of cost differences, is necessary to support a finding of separate competition markets by end-use.
However, no such evidence has been provided. Professors Schwindt and Globerman examined individual end-use categories
and seemed to suggest that since market power could be exercised in each segment, therefore, a monopolist of all segments
would be able to price-discriminate. While this is certainly possible, one would need to be sure that the price elasticity of demand
varied systematically across end-uses so that a monopolist could exploit those differences. Professors Schwindt and Globerman
did not present evidence on such differences. Professors Ryan and Plourde's evidence was suggestive in that regard; however,
they did not advocate end-use markets.
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71
Indeed, Professors Schwindt and Globerman suggest at page 36 of their report (exhibit A-2056) that there are price
differences among propane consumers within the same segment; this could reflect perfect price discrimination. However, since
demand elasticities are unlikely to vary significantly by consumer in the same end-use segment and geographic market, it is
possible that they have identified price dispersion reflecting lack of complete consumer information rather than perfect price
discrimination by end-use by a seller with market power.
72
Finally, at page 2 of their report, Professors Schwindt and Globerman consider that supply side segmentation supports
separate relevant competition markets by end-use. Their argument, which is premised on product differentiation, is confusing.
Differences among suppliers do not indicate differences in price-elasticity of demand by end-use segment. In light of the
evidence, the Tribunal is not satisfied that separate competition markets by end-use have been established.
(5) National Accounts
73
The Commissioner alleges that national accounts are a separate category of business in which the merged entity will be
in a position to exercise market power and that the appropriate geographic market for analyzing national account competition
is Canada.
74
The respondents submit that the Commissioner's experts, Professors Schwindt and Globerman, opined that national
accounts did not constitute a separate product market.
75 In the Tribunal's understanding, a national account customer is a consumer of propane at several sites across the country, or
at least across a number of widely-dispersed geographic markets, such that the consumer finds it more convenient to contract for
propane supply from one marketer with national operations or capabilities rather than from several marketers in local markets.
Witnesses indicated a variety of reasons for preferring to obtain supply from a national marketer. John Fisher of U-Haul Ontario
stated that one reason was the ability to negotiate a single price, or price formula, that allows U-Haul to charge the same price
for propane at all of its 376 locations across the country. Michael Stewart of Canadian Tire emphasized the need for consistency
of delivery, training and safety at all 96 store sites and 40 petroleum sites. Carole Bluteau of CN Rail noted the administrative
problems of dealing with multiple local vendors given that propane represents such a small portion of CN's fuel purchases.
76 Claude Massé of CP Rail noted that dealing with several suppliers was inconvenient not only in terms of multiple invoices
and cheque handling, but also in problem-solving. In addition to centralized billing, he valued the capability with a national
supplier of dealing with only one person to resolve issues at all sites, rather than contacting the local manager for each. Indeed,
he allowed that there might even be some savings in direct costs of propane supply by using multiple, lower-priced suppliers
because the administration of invoices (currently 100 bills per month) could be handled by existing personnel. However, propane
pricing was not his reason for preferring a national supplier:
... But the pricing, it's not an issue — it's not the first base of this, the plan to go with one. It was more the product itself,
the service.
I would hate to go to a small company who the staff, if it doesn't have the expertise and the training, and then would fuel up a
propane tank and then it blows up. The safety of our people is also important. transcript at 10:1506, 1507 (8 October 1999).
77 It appears to the Tribunal that national account purchasers seek the management and administrative efficiencies that arise
from doing business with a sole supplier. These efficiencies define a product that might be termed "national account coordination
services", the price of which is difficult to observe because the product is bundled with the propane itself.
78 National account coordination services are provided only by those propane marketers with national capabilities, specifically
Superior and ICG. Several witnesses noted that when they tendered for a national supplier, they sought bids only from these
companies. In addition, when a national account customer had a problem with its national supplier, it approached the other
for supply.
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79
The evidence is that firms who use a national supplier do so for a variety of reasons largely unrelated to the price of
propane. While the possibility exists that lower propane costs could be achieved through multiple suppliers, the evidence of
several witnesses is that they did not even bother to investigate the prices and possible savings; Mr. Stewart of Canadian Tire
was one such:
MR. MILLER: Is the dealing with the one person and the one company across the country, is that of value to you?
MR. STEWART: Absolutely.
MR. MILLER: In what sense?
MR. STEWART: Everything gets funneled through one person. I don't have to chase down the person who is responsible
for different areas of the business. I can funnel all my questions through one and it gets distributed from there.
MR. MILLER: Can you quantify this value in any fashion?
MR. STEWART: I do not believe so.
THE CHAIRMAN: I take it that you have never tried? Based on your answer, you've never tried to quantify it?
MR. STEWART: No, we haven't.
THE CHAIRMAN: Is that because it doesn't matter?
MR. STEWART: At the time, it doesn't.
THE CHAIRMAN: Very well.
MR. MILLER: In the event of a price increase, how much of a price increase would you sustain before moving to some
other arrangement?
MR. STEWART: Well, it's hard to say at this point in time because it would take a lot of investigative work to ascertain
costs and the costs involved with using alternate suppliers.
MR. MILLER: Have you examined that at all?
MR. STEWART: No.
MR. MILLER: Thank you, sir. Those are all my questions. transcript at 11:1572, 1573 (13 October 1999).
80
The evidence is that some large propane consumers with multiple sites acquire propane from multiple local suppliers,
rather than from a national supplier. These consumers have decided to supply coordination services internally. In the Tribunal's
view, it would not be unusual for firms to accomplish their propane supply objectives in different ways. Internal coordination
may well be efficient for some firms but not for others. However, the key question is not whether internal coordination is
available as an alternative in the event of a small but significant price increase but, rather, whether national account customers
would switch to multiple suppliers and internal coordination in that event.
81
Although no expert witness has provided an opinion that national account coordination services constitute a relevant
product market, the Tribunal is satisfied, in the light of the totality of the evidence, that national account coordination services
constitute a product over which market power could be exercised.
82
In light of comments regarding national accounts by both parties, it should be noted that product markets are defined in
terms of products alone. For example, does the market for retail propane include natural gas, electricity, wood, etc.? Neither
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competitors nor customers can be said to be "in" or "out of" a product market. For this reason, the Tribunal defined a product
"national account coordination services" and considered whether market power could be exercised over such product.
B. Geographic Market
(1) Local Markets
83
The geographic market dimension of the relevant product is critical in this case because delivery is an important
component of the product. Failure to define the proper geographic boundaries of retail propane markets would lead to the
incorrect measure of market shares and hence of the ability to exercise post-merger market power. In this case, both parties
submit that the geographic market is local in nature rather than provincial, national or international; but the dispute concerns the
actual boundaries of these markets. The Commissioner presents a set of geographic markets based on Douglas West's spatial
analysis approach which identifies joint service areas. The respondents criticize these markets as being too small when compared
with Superior's actual travel patterns.
84
The geographic boundaries of a market are established by asking what would happen if a hypothetical monopolist at a
particular location attempted to impose a small but significant non-transitory price increase. If this price increase would likely
cause buyers at that location to switch sufficient quantities of their purchases to products sold at other locations as to render
the price increase unprofitable, then the geographic market would be expanded by adding the location to which customers
switched their purchases. This question would be asked in relation to the expanded market repeatedly until a set of locations
was identified over which a hypothetical monopolist could profitably impose a small but significant and non-transitory price
increase. That area would be the smallest area over which market power could be exercised and would constitute the relevant
geographic market for competition analysis.
85
This area may bear little resemblance to service areas or trade areas as defined by particular sellers in the conduct of
their business activities. These service or trade areas could be helpful in delineating relevant geographic markets but they do
not define areas over which market power can be exercised.
86 Professor West states that Superior and ICG had approximately 130 and 110 branches and satellite locations respectively
in 1997. Professor West's procedure grouped these locations into 74 local geographic markets. In his opinion, these markets
are relevant for the purpose of computing market shares and inferring post-merger market power (expert affidavit of D. West
(17 August 1999): confidential exhibit CA-2051).
87 Professor West's methodology, which is set out at pages 21-25 of his report, relies on set theory. First, he plots all branches
and satellite locations of all propane dealers in operation in 1997. This accords with the view that the product of this merger is
produced at the local storage facility and conforms with the approach that geographic markets should, in general, be delineated
based at the point of production rather than at the point of consumption.
88
For an initial Superior location, Professor West finds the "nearest point set". The boundary between that location and
another Superior location is the bisector of a straight line joining them. Bisectors for all adjoining Superior locations will
completely specify the "market polygon" for that initial location. Similarly, Professor West determines the market polygon for
each ICG location.
89
Then, starting with a Superior location, Professor West assumes that the market polygon is part of the relevant market
served by the branch at that location. If that polygon contains an ICG branch, then the Superior branch's market polygon is
expanded to include the ICG branch's polygon. In essence, the market is defined as the union of the two polygons. If that ICG
polygon includes a Superior branch/satellite location, the market is expanded again to include the union of the three polygons.
The market is expanded in this way until no further polygons can be added to the union; at that point, Professor West defines
a "candidate local market". He then undertakes the analysis for another Superior location.
90 For each candidate local market, Professor West defines a buffer zone of 100 kilometers around the perimeter. He identifies
all propane dealers with locations in that zone and considers, based on available information, whether those dealers can, in the
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event of a post-merger price increase, sell propane to customers located in the candidate market. Branches in the buffer that can
compete with locations in the candidate market are included in the market for measuring market shares.
91 Professor West notes that, in densely populated areas with many competing dealers, markets may be difficult to distinguish,
particularly where branches of Superior or ICG are found in the buffer zone of a candidate local market. Such markets may be
"linked". Accordingly, Professor West combines linked markets and re-estimates the market shares and reports that his market
share estimates are not significantly altered in these larger markets.
92

Professor West notes at page 3 of his report that:
I have concluded that retail propane markets are local in geographic scope. They generally extend around 60 to 100 kms.
from the locations of SPI/ICG branches and satellites, depending on specific local market characteristics.

93 The Commissioner further submits that Superior's own documents support Professor West's conclusion that the geographic
market spans from 60 to 100 kilometers, as a general matter.
94 With respect to the economical delivery distance, the 1997 Superior Propane Income Fund Annual Report (exhibit A-712)
reads at page 07699:
... The further propane is transported, the higher the delivered cost, therefore, the competitive operating area is limited to
a reasonable radius of 70 to 80 kilometres around the branch or satellite locations. (emphasis added)
95

The 1998 Superior Propane Income Fund Annual Report (exhibit R-111, tab 1) reads at page 01189:
... The further propane is transported, the higher the delivered cost. Therefore, the competitive operating area is generally
limited to a radius of 100 to 400 kilometres around branch or satellite locations. (emphasis added).

96
The Commissioner also notes that, subsequent to the 1998 Superior annual report, the respondents took the position in
their response to the Commissioner's application that Superior's appropriate delivery range is 50 to 300 kilometers.
97 The respondents dispute that the relevant geographic market is 60 to 100 kilometers radius around Superior-ICG branches
and satellites. They submit that Superior's trading areas have radii of 50 to 620 kilometers and that some competitors have even
larger trading areas which contradict Professor West's conclusion that competition between propane distributors is limited to
firms within a range of 60 to 100 kilometers of a given branch or satellite.
98
The respondents also submit that Professor West's model has never been used for this type of competition analysis and
he has not determined whether his geographic markets "function as markets".
99
Mark Schweitzer, Superior's Chief Executive Officer, indicated that Superior's branches have been reorganized. For
example, he testified that 10 branches have been closed, but most have been converted to satellite locations (transcript at 31:
5911, 5912 (3 December 1999)) so that other branches may serve now larger areas with a radius of 100 to 400 kilometers as
stated in the 1998 Superior Propane Income Fund Annual Report (exhibit R-111, tab 1).
100
The Tribunal is of the opinion that Professor West's analysis, while it does not follow the hypothetical monopolist
approach entirely, nevertheless is similar in certain respects to that approach and can be used to identify relevant geographic
markets (transcript at 22:3914 (29 October 1999)). Moreover, the respondents have not demonstrated that Professor West's
spatial methodology was flawed in any significant respects. The respondents noted that the computer algorithm produced certain
anomalies which led certain market boundaries to extend to the Arctic Ocean, but these criticisms were not crucial to the value
of Professor West's approach since these are functions of the computer mapping procedure. In addition, the respondents dispute
some of his market share calculations.
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101 As to the argument of the respondents that Professor West's markets may not function as markets, the Tribunal is of the
view that there is no necessary correspondence between a competition market, which is an analytical construct, and a market
defined by management for operational purposes.
102
Further, the Tribunal notes that the respondents did not present an alternate set of geographic markets for the purpose
of competition analysis. Rather, they seemed to suggest that the business-service areas of their branches and satellites were
appropriate for this purpose.
103 The Tribunal notes that Mr. Schweitzer testified that he knew of no branch which could provide service to customers only
as far as 60 kilometers or under 90 kilometers, which contradicts Superior's own evidence in some of the 1998 branch templates
(e.g., Calgary 50 kilometers). Further, the Tribunal does not find the explanation of Mr. Schweitzer convincing because many
of the branches were converted into satellite locations. Therefore, the Tribunal does not understand why converting branches
to satellites would modify the boundaries of a geographic market.
104
The Tribunal notes that there is no evidence that using the furthest distance travelled from a branch constitutes a
valid method for defining a relevant geographic market. Further, even if referring to the furthest point of a trading area were
appropriate for defining such a market, the Tribunal would be concerned about adopting a method that would be based on
the delivery to the exceptional customer located at great distance rather than considering the typical distance travelled for the
majority of customers. There is no evidence that a Superior branch whose furthest customer is located 620 kilometers away
serves all customers within that distance. Therefore, even if the Tribunal accepted in principle that a branch trading area could
be a competition market, it could still not conclude that this trading area would have a radius of 620 kilometers.
105 The respondents submit that some independent firms serve customers in many of Superior's trading areas and that their
travel distances are longer because they have fewer branches. However, it is not clear that such firms serve the entire Superior
branch trading area. In addition, serving adjacent Superior trading areas does not necessarily mean that these independent firms
deliver propane over longer distances than Superior does. Also, if the respondents were correct in their submissions, it would
remain unclear whether these independent firms supply many customers at longer distances; that is, their trading areas may not
be measured by the longest distance travelled.
106
As stated above, the Tribunal does not agree that areas over which market power can be exercised are necessarily
coincident with existing business or service areas such as those of Superior. Accordingly, the Tribunal concludes that the
"candidate local markets" produced by Professor West's methodology are reasonable and appropriate for the purpose of
identifying the relevant geographic markets in order to determine whether the merged entity will have the ability to exercise
market power.
(2) National Accounts
107
With respect to the geographic market relevant for national accounts, the Commissioner submits that the relevant
geographic market for the analysis of the national accounts is Canada. The respondents do not address the relevant geographic
dimension for national accounts.
IV. Substantial Prevention or Lessening of Competition
108
The Commissioner submits that there will be a likely substantial lessening of competition in many local retail propane
markets, a likely substantial lessening of competition regarding national accounts and a likely prevention of competition in
Atlantic Canada. The Commissioner also argues that there will be a likely substantial lessening of competition by virtue of
the creation or enhancement of market power by the merged entity which he attempted to demonstrate with expert and factual
witnesses. He argues that market power can be inferred from various factors such as high market shares and concentration, the
high barriers to entry, the removal of ICG as a vigorous competitor, the lack of foreign competition and the fact that there is
no effective remaining competition.
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109
The respondents submit that the merger is not likely to result in a substantial lessening of competition. They argue
that the terms "likelihood of a substantial lessening of competition" are synonymous with "likely price increase" and that
the Commissioner failed to demonstrate a likely post-merger price increase. They dispute the Commissioner's definitions of
geographic and product markets, rely on the growth of independents' market share, advocate that ICG is not a vigorous and
effective competitor and that barriers to entry in the retail propane business are low.
A. Market Shares and Concentration
110
The Commissioner's expert witness, Professor West, studied the combined market shares of Superior and ICG in 74
local markets for 1997 as stated above. He concludes at page 29 of his report (confidential exhibit CA-2051) that in 17 such
markets, the combined market share is between 95 and 100 percent, that 32 markets have combined market shares in excess
of 80 percent, that 46 markets have combined market shares of 70 percent, and that 66 markets have combined market shares
in excess of 60 percent. In order to get these results, Professor West relies upon a set of completed surveys for the year 1997
that the Commissioner has received from responding propane dealers (the competitor survey) as well as, inter alia, internal
business plans and data regarding sales volume and market shares of Superior and ICG. Professor West states that he has relied
on Superior's data in the absence of sufficient data provided from competitors.
111
The respondents criticize Professor West's market share estimates on the grounds that he uses volume information for
1997 and Superior and ICG branch locations for 1998. The Commissioner points out, however, that Professor West does not mix
1998 locations with 1997 volumes and further refers to page 21 of his report to demonstrate that he identifies all of Superior's,
ICG's, and other propane dealers' satellite and branch locations in operation in 1997.
112 Further, the respondents suggested to Professor West during cross-examination that he should have done a "reality check"
by aggregating the volumes consumed in his 74 local candidate markets in 1997 with other measures of total consumption for
that year. In final argument, they state that there were 200 competitors, only 67 of whom responded to the 1997 competitor
survey. They also state that the 1998 volumes of the approximately 140 non-responding competitors would likely be a good
estimate of those firms' volumes in 1997 and should have been used. The Commissioner points out that the competitor survey
identified and sought responses from 118 competitors and that the figure of 200 is an internal estimate of Superior that includes
agents of Superior and of ICG that Professor West specifically tried to eliminate. Moreover, the Tribunal heard evidence that
1998 volumes declined from 1997 levels due to warmer weather; thus, there would be no reason to assume that the volumes
of the non-responding firms would have remained the same in 1998.
113
The respondents also criticize Professor West's estimates because the total of the 1997 volumes by market differs from
the Statistics Canada data on total retail propane demand. During Professor West's cross-examination, the respondents pointed
out that the aggregate volume calculated from Professor West's individual market analysis differed from the aggregate number
provided by Statistics Canada, as cited by the Commissioner's expert witness, Mr. Mathieson. However, the Commissioner
pointed out that the 74 markets identified by Professor West did not cover the entire country. For example, they did not include
a large part of the Maritimes, Northern Manitoba or the Territories. In addition, Mr. Mathieson noted that errors in the Statistics
Canada data meant that it should only be used to establish trends in propane demand rather than accurate annual estimates of
consumption by end-use.
114
The respondents' experts, Dennis W. Carlton and Gustavo E. Bamberger, criticize Professor West's 1997 market share
estimates as being less reliable than information provided to them by Superior. Professor West replies that Superior's share
estimates contained in its 1998 branch templates are based on an internal survey prepared after the commencement of the
proceedings and conducted by branch managers who have no actual sales volume information for independents for that year
(expert affidavit in reply of D. West (20 September 1999): confidential exhibit CA-2052 at 2).
115
The respondents argue that Professor West does not allocate all of the various independents' volume of propane sold in
the relevant geographic markets, as defined by him, and that the allocation is arbitrary. Professor West explained that he used
Superior's own market share evaluation when he did not have the sales volume information from other independent competitors
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(transcript at 22:3931 (29 October 1999)) and that he reduced Superior and ICG's combined market share in some of the
geographic markets by several percentage points to reflect the sales volumes of several small competitors for which he did
not have specific volume information. The Commissioner states that if Professor West did not have adequate volume data to
calculate market share, he did not attempt to invent one in order to allocate some volumes to the market.
116 Professor West's results, set out at page 29 of his report (confidential exhibit CA-2051), are very similar to a frequency
distribution of Superior/ICG market shares that Superior has estimated, apparently based on its branch trading areas. For
example, Superior's own analysis indicates that 15 out of 116 branches have a market share of between 95 and 100 percent.
Although the methodology of the two studies differ, this result is common to both and gives the Tribunal further confidence
in Professor West's analysis.
117 In addition, the Tribunal has reviewed the criticisms made by the respondents on a market by market basis of Professor
West's market share estimates. After careful review of his explanations and methodology (and having examined certain markets
in detail), the Tribunal accepts that Professor West's approach is appropriate for a competition analysis in this case and that his
inferences and conclusions about market shares are reasonable given the available data and the limitations therein identified by
him. The Tribunal is of the opinion that it can rely on these results and conclusions for the purpose of determining whether the
merger will result in a likely substantial prevention or lessening of competition.
118 The Commissioner's experts, Professors Schwindt and Globerman, classify markets on the basis of post-merger market
share in their expert report (exhibit A-2056 at 27-41). Using Professor West's relevant geographic markets and market share
estimates, they identified 16 local markets in which the merged entity would have combined market shares of 95 percent and
higher, which they referred to as "merger to monopoly" markets. At page 28 of their report, they indicate that the merger will
substantially increase the probability of a unilateral price increase in these markets.
119
They further identify eight markets ("category 1"), in which the Superior or ICG pre-merger market share is relatively
small. In these markets, the merger may have minimal impacts on competition between Superior and fringe competitors and,
therefore, the main concern is the removal of ICG as a potential future competitor (ibid. at 37). In addition, the merger in these
markets would eliminate competition for propane buyers who prefer to deal with one of the major companies.
120
A third set of markets ("category 3") identifies 16 markets in which ICG has a substantial market share prior to the
merger but where there are at least three competitors including Superior and ICG. In these markets, Professors Schwindt and
Globerman expect that the elimination of ICG is likely to enhance interdependence and reduce competition (ibid. at 38, 40).
121
The final set of markets ("category 2") includes 33 local markets in which a relatively fragmented fringe of firms
compete against Superior and ICG and where the merging parties are the two largest sellers (ibid. at 40). They state that there
is a substantial likelihood that the merger will significantly reduce competition in these markets by creating a dominant firm
and enhancing interdependence.
122
The respondents criticize Professors Schwindt and Globerman's analysis of the anti-competitive effects of the merger.
First, they submit that Professors Schwindt and Globerman provide no opinion regarding the likelihood of a price increase
in any market. Secondly, they submit that even Professors Schwindt and Globerman have minimal concerns about the anticompetitive effects of the merger in their category 1 and 2 markets. Thirdly, they argue that existing competitors will continue
to compete vigorously in category 3 markets. Finally, they indicate that entry will restrain the merged entity from imposing a
unilateral price increase in merger to monopoly markets.
123
Further, the respondents' experts, Professor Carlton and Dr. Bamberger, state at page 4 of their report that Professors
Schwindt and Globerman accept that the substantial presence of independent retailers can constrain the merged firm from raising
retail propane prices (expert affidavit in reply of D.W. Carlton and G.E. Bamberger (14 September 1999): confidential exhibit
CR-121). In the Tribunal's view, this is not an accurate characterization of Professors Schwindt and Globerman's opinion.
124
The Tribunal believes that the respondents have incompletely depicted the opinion evidence of Professors Schwindt
and Globerman and it accepts that, although they have not provided a firm opinion on the likelihood or quantum of a price
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increase, their conclusions regarding the anti-competitive effects of the merger are important and significant for the purpose
of determining the likelihood of a substantial lessening of competition. The Tribunal will discuss the entry argument below
under the heading "Evidence on Entry".
125
A key issue in this case is the evaluation of the post-acquisition market share of the merged entity by market. The
respondents argue strenuously that the post-merger market share on a national basis has been declining and may have reached
between 50 and 60 percent in 1998. These national market shares were introduced to establish the significant growth of
independent propane marketers over the period between 1990 to 1998. The Tribunal believes that since relevant geographic
markets are local, evidence of high market shares on a local basis cannot be defeated by a trend of national market shares
purporting to demonstrate that entry can overcome this substantial lessening of competition.
126 Information on high market shares is, therefore, relevant but not determinative in respect of a finding of a likely substantial
prevention or lessening of competition. However, the Tribunal notes that these market shares must be measured with respect to
relevant product and geographic markets. In this case, since no national product market for retail propane has been demonstrated,
information on market shares for Canada as a whole are not informative as to the exercise of market power in local markets.
B. Barriers to Entry
127 As stated by the Tribunal in Canada (Director of Investigation & Research) v. Hillsdown Holdings (Canada) Ltd. (1992),
41 C.P.R. (3d) 289, at 324, (Competition Trib.):
In the absence of significant entry barriers it is unlikely that a merged firm, regardless of market share or concentration,
could maintain supra-competitive pricing for any length of time. An attempt to do so would cause competitors to enter the
market and the additional supplies created in that manner would drive prices back to the competitive level.
128 This statement emphasises the economic effect of entry. Evidence of commencement of operations, per se, is insufficient
to establish the competitive restraint on a supra-competitive price or a likely exercise of market power. Moreover, if the impact
on price is delayed beyond a reasonable period, then entry for the purpose of the Act has not occurred even if new businesses
have started their operations. The appropriate length of time for judging the impact of entry is a matter of opinion; however, the
Tribunal notes that the MEG's, cited above at paragraph [57], refer to a period of two years.
129 The Commissioner submits that there are high barriers to entry into the propane distribution business. The barriers include
the nature and existence of customer contracts and tank ownership, switching costs, minimal required scale, reputation, maturity
of the market, the competitive response to entry (including litigation threats), access to propane supply, capital requirements,
sunk costs and the time to get the business profitable.
130
The respondents dispute the existence and/or significance of these barriers mainly on the basis of their evidence of
alleged entry and expansion by independent retail propane marketers.
(1) Contracts
131 The Commissioner's expert, Michael D. Whinston, conducted an analysis of the customer contracts used by Superior and
ICG and the likely competitive effects arising from the merger (expert affidavit of M.D. Whinston (18 August 1999): exhibit
A-2063). Professor Whinston reviewed the standard form contracts offered by Superior and ICG and found several provisions
that could limit entry and/or expansion. These provisions include long-term exclusivity, automatic renewal, termination fees,
right of first refusal (Superior only), and tank ownership.
(a) Contract Duration and Exclusivity
132 It is not disputed that a high percentage of propane customers take delivery under contracts. For example, Superior has
estimated that 90 to 95 percent of its customers are under standard form contracts with the remaining 5 to 10 percent under
negotiated non-standard contracts (confidential exhibit CA-701 at 06976). The Commissioner's expert, Professor Whinston,
provides the same number with respect to ICG. According to Mr. Schweitzer, 70 percent of Superior's propane customers are
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under five-year term contracts: "Well, our standard that we discussed earlier today has a five-year term in it. My understanding
is that about 70 percent of our customers have standard contracts" (transcript at 31:5894 (3 December 1999)).
133
Professor Whinston notes that long-term exclusive contracts can have both efficiency-enhancing and anti-competitive
effects. In the case of propane supply contracts, the term can be as long as five years. This duration limits customer switching
and can lead the supplier to offer less competitive prices than it would absent the exclusivity provision. Although sophisticated
consumers will take into account the impact of exclusivity and will insist on compensation for the lack of choice for the term
of the contract, Professor Whinston suggests that most residential customers may not understand the limitation of choice and
the impact of loss of competition for their custom.
134
Professor Whinston is more concerned about the entry-deterring effect of long-term exclusive contracts for propane
supply. Nothing that economies of scale appear to characterize the propane delivery business, he suggests that a new entrant will
have to acquire enough customers to achieve the minimum efficient scale of operation, failing which the entrant will operate
at a cost disadvantage compared to incumbents. In light of the exclusive nature of propane contracts, a new entrant will seek
to acquire customers whose contracts with incumbents are expiring, but the long terms may limit the number of such "free
customers" in any year to a level at which new entry is not profitable. He notes that this problem will be more severe when the
contract expiration dates are staggered and when the contract terms are longer.
135
Similar concerns will be raised for existing smaller firms that seek to invest in order to lower operating costs, expand
capacity or improve quality. The "free customer" base may not justify such investment.
136 Professor Whinston adopts the observation made by the Commissioner's expert, Terry Kemp, that the minimum efficient
scale for a propane marketer is three million litres per year in order to demonstrate, in a general way, the impact of long-term
exclusivity on the profitability of entry and expansion. If the average duration of contracts in a market is four years, then 25
percent of the contracted volume can be expected to come off-contract every year. If one new entrant could attract all of these
free litres, then the market would require 12 million litres of total annual consumption in order for that new entrant to enter at
the minimum efficient scale. Professor Whinston finds for example that the total consumption in 12 of 71 markets defined by
Professor West is less than 12 million litres and concludes that entry will be difficult in these circumstances.
137
The respondents submit that contract exclusivity is not a significant barrier to entry in this merger because only five
markets will have less than 2.25 million litres required to support one new entrant. However, this result flows from assumptions
that Professor Whinston regards as unrealistic.
138
Professor Whinston recalculates the number of markets with minimum required volumes assuming that declining
autopropane volumes will not be available to a new entrant in any markets as defined by Professor West, that the minimum
efficient scale is six million litres per year and that all customers are on four-year contracts. On this basis, he finds that 37 out of
73 "West markets" will not be large enough to sustain one new entrant, even if right of first refusal clause and other contractual
terms are not effective deterrents to switching.
139 The Tribunal is of the view that the respondents' submission does not represent Professor Whinston's opinion. According
to Professor Whinston's estimates, entry and expansion at minimum efficient scale are unlikely in many West markets.
(b) Automatic Renewal
140
With respect to automatic renewal, Professor Whinston notes that the automatic renewal feature of propane customer
contracts serves to increase the effective duration of these contracts, as the notice periods are long. For example, ICG's Fuel
Supply and Equipment Agreement requires the customer to give notice of termination of 180 days, absent which the contract
will be renewed at expiry for the original term of perhaps five years. Thus, in the event that a new entrant is successful in
attracting an ICG customer under this contract, it would have to wait six months before commencing service.
(c) Right of First Refusal
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141
The right of first refusal clause in Superior's contracts also deters entry in Professor Whinston's opinion. Under this
provision, Superior has the right to match the price offered by a competing supplier and the customer is required to provide the
name of the competitor and its price. The result is that Superior is fully informed of the identity of any rival who is bidding for
its customers and is better able to retaliate against it selectively.
142
The right of first refusal clause greatly reduces the profitability of entry by new firms and expansion by existing firms.
Since Superior can retain its customer by matching the new entrant's lower price (i.e., even if the entrant offers better quality
service), a rival will have to offer a price that is below Superior's cost to make the offer unprofitable to Superior. Therefore,
a rival with higher costs and quality may find a customer interested in switching but it cannot lower its price enough to avoid
"matching" by Superior.
143 The respondents do not challenge Professor Whinston's opinion on this point. Accordingly, the Tribunal accepts Professor
Whinston's opinion that right of first refusal clauses reduce the profitability of entry and expansion.
(d) Tank Ownership
144 Professor Whinston draws attention to the provisions in Superior and ICG contracts under which they retain ownership
of the propane storage tank at the customers' site. This is a feature of all contracts except for Superior's Industrial Agreement
to industrial customers and it is a feature of contracts offered by virtually all propane marketers. He concludes that the practice
of not selling tanks greatly increases the costs of a customer switching to another supplier. The tank rental requirement makes
the customer much less likely to switch than if the tank were owned. Professor Whinston concludes that the rental requirement
effectively increases the duration of the long-term exclusive contracts and further reduces the likelihood of new entry or
expansion.
145 Based on the evidence on the record, it appears that switching to an alternate propane supplier typically results in direct
and indirect costs. The direct costs would include a restocking cost calculated by Superior at 15 percent of the total value of
propane in the tank being removed. Indirect costs to switching include important delays between the time the existing supplier
removes its tank and the time when the new supplier installs its equipment. Commercial, industrial, or agricultural customers
may have to reduce or stop operations during this period. Residential customers will generally be unwilling to risk the loss of
heating, particularly in winter months.
146
The respondents submit that tank ownership by the marketer ensures proper tank inspection, maintenance and safety
practices. They also allege that since independents are growing at the expense of Superior and ICG, tank ownership does not
constrain independent entry or expansion.
147
The Tribunal notes that there is no evidence that tank inspection, maintenance and safety practices have to be tied to
tank ownership. Such services could be provided to a customer that owned the tank. Therefore, the Tribunal is of the view that
tank ownership by the propane supplier makes customer switching more difficult and costly, and it accepts that it constitutes a
barrier to entry and expansion. As to the alleged entry and growth of independents, the Tribunal will discuss that point below.
(e) Voluntary Undertakings
148
Finally, Professor Whinston notes that Superior has indicated that if the merger is approved it will not enforce term
provisions in its existing standard contracts for propane supply, that it will adopt 30-day notice periods in standard form customer
agreements, that it will waive liquidated damages terms, and that it will waive right of first refusal provisions. He believes that
these voluntary undertakings do not adequately address his concerns about the competition-reducing effects of Superior's and
ICG's customer contracts. For example, he notes at paragraphs 97 to 104 of his report (exhibit A-2063) that Superior has not
committed to actually advising its customers of these changes.
149
The respondents submit that Superior and ICG do not enforce the provisions of their standard form contracts. Further,
the respondents submit that only a few letters have been sent to customers and competitors in the last seven years addressing
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Superior's and ICG's legal rights but that neither Superior nor ICG has commenced litigation in regard to the matters raised
in these letters.
(f) Conclusion on Contracts
150 The Tribunal accepts that the provisions in the contracts, including long-term exclusivity, automatic renewal, termination
fees, right of first refusal (Superior only), and tank ownership significantly raise the cost of entry and expansion and hence
constitute a barrier to entry.
(2) Competitive Response to Entry
151 An important component in the decision to enter the market is the assessment of the likelihood of a competitive response
from the incumbents in the marketplace. The Commissioner introduced evidence in support of his argument that retaliation
constitutes a response to competitors who have taken business away from Superior. This competitive response is generally in
the form of intense price competition targeted at the entrant in order to affect its ability to compete in the market.
152 The experience of Imperial Oil Limited ("IOL") demonstrates that even very large and sophisticated companies may not
be able to enter the propane distribution business profitably. In 1990, IOL, the largest propane producer in Canada (following
the Texaco merger), sought to expand its activities into propane distribution. The project manager, Meredith Milne, testified that
IOL experienced a vigorous response from competitors following its attempt to enter the propane market. It found that margins
were 30 percent lower than planned and 45 percent lower than in 1991. IOL found that incumbent marketers started to charge
customers switching to IOL for tank removal and that they removed the tank rental charges.
153
In addition to the competitive price response, IOL also found that it was difficult to get customers to switch due to the
multi-year contracts and the "last look on tenders" available to incumbents. These were all elements that either increased IOL's
costs or made it difficult to gain new accounts with the result that IOL exited the market (transcript at 13:1976 (15 October
1999)). Based on the evidence, the Tribunal notes that no other entry by companies of similar size or stature has occurred in
this industry.
(3) Reputation
154
The lack of a reputation for reliable supply and service can be an entry barrier. Reputation may be a crucial element in
gaining customers, especially when services are an important element of the product.
155
The Commissioner submitted evidence that reputation constitutes a barrier to entry in the propane supply and delivery
market. In addition, the Commissioner's expert, Professor Globerman, stated that the incumbents had reputational advantages,
which means that the entrant is likely to take longer to establish that critical mass in demand. The Canadian Market Research
Study commissioned by Superior in October 1997 (confidential exhibit CA-1485) reads at page 17416:
... commercial and residential markets display a significant lack of awareness and familiarity with alternative suppliers.
Further, at page 17437:
Currently, four in ten (39%) Superior [commercial] customers are not aware of an alternative propane supplier on an
unaided basis .... ICG is the most formidable competitor in Ontario and Quebec .... 64% of competitor customers have
unaided awareness of the Superior brand and 29% designate it as the alternative supplier with which they are most familiar.
And at page 17527:
Residential propane users also exhibit a fundamental lack of awareness and familiarity with the range of alternative
suppliers (more pronounced than the commercial market)....
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In the shot [sic] term, competitive threats may be limited. Currently 58% of Superior customers are not aware of an
alternative propane supplier on an unaided basis, and 74% say they are not familiar with an alternative.
156
The respondents submit that the existence of a "proven track record", as in the case of Superior and ICG, is not an
impediment to competition; rather, it is the natural result of competition.
157
Loyalty is a related consideration. The Commissioner presented witnesses from cooperatives and credit union
organizations whose sellers offer propane and give dividends to member customers based on such purchases. These customers
have an incentive to continue to be loyal to their propane supplier. Based on the evidence submitted by factual witnesses, the
Tribunal accepts that reputation is an important feature of propane suppliers to which customers attach value. It appears that this
is particularly true for major account customers whose factual witnesses testified that the reputation of the companies capable of
delivering propane is an important factor in their purchasing decision. The Tribunal notes that the time to gain a reputation may
make profitable entry more difficult and hence delays the competitive impact that an entrant would have in the marketplace.
(4) Maturity of Market
158
The Commissioner called witnesses who testified that the market was mature and that the demand was flat (see
testimony of John A. Osland from Mutual Propane, transcript at 6:833 (4 October 1999) and testimony of Luc Sicotte from
Gaz Métropolitain, transcript at 18:3148 (25 October 1999)). Mr. Schweitzer testified that it was a relatively mature market
(transcript at 31:5920 (3 December 1999)).
159
The Commissioner's experts, Professors Schwindt and Globerman, testified on the competitive impact of this mature
market at page 48 of their report (exhibit A-2056):
... the industry is mature and has experienced slowly declining demand in recent years. As noted in the Merger Enforcement
Guidelines, entry into start-up and growth markets is less difficult and time consuming than it is in relation to mature market.
160 In light of the evidence submitted, the Tribunal is satisfied that the traditional retail propane market place can be qualified
as mature.
(5) Access to Propane Supply
161 The Commissioner refers to the opinion of many competitors that the ability to access propane supply is a "critical barrier
to entry/expansion". Evidence in this regard consists of the disadvantages that independent firms face in obtaining supply that
Superior and ICG do not face. For example, the respondents have established supply relationships and have invested in storage
and transportation facilities that provide cost advantages over rivals who may be restricted to local pick-up from refinery racks.
These arrangements are apparently valuable for serving branches particularly distant from refinery sites. Superior and ICG also
have "scale demand" for propane which gives them an edge over traditional patterns of supply.
162
One of the Commissioner's experts, Terry S. Kemp, observes at pages 15 and 16 of his report (expert affidavit of T.S.
Kemp (18 August 1999): exhibit A-2070) that:
Sup-ICG with the exception of a few selective refineries, will have access to supply at virtually every producing location
in the country. Sup-ICG will thus have an implied supply advantage and flexibility that cannot be matched by any other
retail propane competitor.
Sup-ICG should be able to selectively choose the most advantageous supply locations and drop others, thereby extracting
the most out of supply arrangements. Sup-ICG will also be in a position to leverage supply from location to location for
trades and exchanges and, will in essence, be able to create preferential access to supply and location adjustments. These
advantages can be utilized in a number of ways:
• Pressuring supplier price location arrangements
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• Using competitive advantages when bidding on new contracts
• Servicing National accounts
• Negotiating more favourable bulk transportation rates (volume discounts) with trucking and rail companies.
163 The Commissioner's expert, Mr. Mathieson, notes that the respondents have access to supply at prices more favourable
than simply the posted or rack price.
Mr. Kemp pointed out that propane producers generally prefer to supply those who have the ability to lift product on a regular
basis. A new entrant would not be able to immediately demonstrate this ability and would be at a disadvantage to the respondents.
The Commissioner's witness, Peter Renton of Gulf Midstream Services Ltd., confirmed that his company prefers customers
who perform very well over those customers who fail to take a significant portion of their product each year and to whom sales
would be reduced and rack prices charged.
164
The Commissioner cites the Ontario Region 5 Year Strategic Plan from Superior (confidential exhibit CA-299) that
indicates Superior's view that it creates barriers by "tying-up supply", specifically its ten-year supply arrangement with Shell.
The respondents point out that the independent marketer, AutoGas, has a ten-year arrangement with IOL.
165 Mr. Kemp observes at page 15 of his report (exhibit A-2070) that Superior's propane cavern storage allows it to purchase
spot volumes at low prices and Mr. Mathieson is concerned that Superior's supply transportation costs are the lowest in the
industry.
166 The testimony indicates that in periods of tight demand, producers ration their supplies and give preference to their largest
customers, causing some independents to deal with brokers. However, no independent testified that it could not obtain propane.
The expert opinion evidence states that the merged entity will have advantages in acquiring propane that smaller competitors
will not enjoy. The Tribunal accepts that new entrants and small firms seeking to expand bear the costs of investing in reputation
with propane suppliers that incumbents do not have to bear and, to that extent, they face entry barriers. However, these costs
are not a result of the merger and are not increased by it. Other advantages that reduce the cost of propane acquisition (such as
buying at low "off season" prices and storing) to the respondents and the merged entity reflect efficiencies and do not create
barriers to propane acquisition. The Tribunal does not agree that the new entrants and expanding firms face significant barriers
to obtaining propane supply.
(6) Capital Requirements/Sunk Costs and Time to Get Business Profitable
(a) Scale of Entry or Expansion
167
Several of the Commissioner's witnesses (Professors Globerman and Schwindt, Messrs. Kemp and Mathieson) note in
their expert reports that entry into the propane business is costly. Mr. Kemp, for example, suggests at page 7 of his report (exhibit
A-2070) that the capital costs for a start up greenfield retail propane operation are in the range of $675,000 to $920,000 to support
initial sales of two million litres per year which he regards as minimally-required for success. He estimates operating costs, at
page 9 of his report, at approximately $300,000 per year. Several fact witnesses mentioned the high costs involved in obtaining
storage tanks, transport and delivery trucks and customer tanks, particularly when certain customers have requirements for onsite storage.
168 The respondents have submitted in their amended response that one can enter the propane distribution business for a total
investment of $120,000 to $300,000. The Commissioner submits that even if entry of that scale is possible in certain geographic
locations, the respondents have understated the costs for the most part. According to the Commissioner, such a small entrant
would be an uncommitted entrant, unable to constrain Superior/ICG's market power.
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169
The Commissioner argues therefrom that high capital costs are themselves a barrier to entry, ostensibly on the basis
that few people had the required financial resources to enter the industry. Competitors in the industry testified to the effect that
costs of entry may vary.
It cost Donald J. Edwards $935,000 to construct EDPRO Energy Group Inc.'s facility in London, Ontario, excluding the purchase
of tanks for customer use (transcript at 6:1072, 1073 (6 October 1999)). Evidence was also submitted indicating that costs
associated with meaningful entry might vary upon the end-use served.
170
The Tribunal does not accept that high capital costs are inherently a barrier to entry. If a potential entrant's equity is
insufficient to cover capital costs of entry at minimum efficient scale, then the balance can be obtained through credit markets
providing that lenders are satisfied that the project is viable. In the event that lenders deny credit because of their assessment of
the project, their reluctance to lend does not indicate that capital is not available. In response to a question from the Tribunal,
Professor Schwindt stated that high costs, per se, did not constitute an entry barrier.
171
On this latter point, the Commissioner accepts that high capital costs are not, in absolute dollars, an issue relevant
to entry; rather, the relevant costs to be considered are the sunk costs because they represent what the entrant will lose in the
event of failure.
(b) Sunk Costs
172
It is generally agreed that the portion of costs that are not recoverable in the event of exit (the sunk costs) can, where
they are significant, constitute a barrier to entry. The Commissioner suggests that the retail propane market is characterized by
significant sunk costs. There is a dispute between the Commissioner and the respondents as to the proportion of the costs that
can be qualified as sunk costs. The extent of these costs depends on a variety of factors.
173
In the propane industry, the sunk costs would include the market development costs, site-preparation costs, and the
discounts to purchase price that would be incurred on asset disposals. Mr. Milne of IOL estimated that 50 percent of its costs
were non-recoverable when IOL entered the Camrose market. Mr. Katz from AmeriGas indicated that 30 to 80 percent of
investment in propane operations would be non-recoverable. As well, salaries and other operating costs incurred to the date
of exit would also be non-recoverable. The respondents' experts, Cole Valuation Partners Limited and A.T. Kearney (expert
affidavit of C.O'Leary and E. Fergin (17 August 1999): confidential exhibit CR-112), recognize at page 202 of their report that
certain costs are sunk. For example, they assume decommissioning costs of $50,000 per site for locations to be closed, which
costs would be non-recoverable.
174
The Commissioner's experts, Professors Schwindt and Globerman, emphasize the sunk cost of time required for a new
entrant to develop a reputation for reliability, as well as for obtaining the necessary permits to install storage capacity. They also
characterize at page 49 of their report (exhibit A-2056) as sunk the cost penalty of operating below minimum efficient scale.
175
The Tribunal is satisfied that sunk costs are meaningful in the industry and constitute a significant obstacle to a new
entrant.
(7) Evidence on Entry
176
The respondents seek to demonstrate that barriers to entry are low by presenting evidence on actual entry over time by
independent firms. The respondents have chosen to rely, for the most part, on evidence of growing market shares of independent
firms rather than presenting evidence contrary to each of the Commissioner's submissions regarding barriers to entry.
177
The Commissioner submits that barriers to entry are high and that small scale entry is not an unusual event, but that
entry occurs at a relatively low scale and expansion of entrants appears to be both modest and slow. Professors Schwindt and
Globerman submit at page 53 of their report (exhibit A-2056) that small scale entry has occurred in the marketplace and that there
is considerable turnover or "churn" among small scale entrants. They cite the membership list of the Propane Gas Association
of Canada and state that there were 41 new memberships from 1994 to May 1999. They also find that 22 of those members
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had left the association by mid-1999. Further evidence from Superior also suggests that both entry and exit by small firms are
high. Superior indicates that 45 new firms have entered the market since 1996. However, there is only one example of large
scale entry, which is IOL's entry into the agricultural, commercial, industrial and automotive segment in western Canada. As
noted above, this attempted entry failed.
(a) Basic Trend (1988-98)
178
The respondents submit that there have been 45 new entrants across the country in the past three years, that there is
no evidence of business failure, and that ICG's volume has declined by 26 percent due to its inefficiency over a period of eight
years when the national demand for propane increased and independent volume doubled. The respondents further assert, on
the basis of Superior's best estimates, that independents have increased their share of retail propane sales from 17 percent in
1989 to 42 percent in 1998 (exhibit R-111, tab 5). They also submit that independents have grown from 24 percent in 1990 to
46 percent in 1998 based on Statistics Canada data.
179
At the hearing, the respondents introduced numerous calculations of Superior/ICG's combined market share, including
a chart handed up in final argument ("Comparison of SPI Estimates Over Time with Statistics Canada Estimates Over Time")
comparing Superior's internal market share estimates to market share estimates based on Statistics Canada data from 1988 to
1998. This chart demonstrates that Superior and ICG had a combined market share of 81 percent in 1988. This estimate arises
from the market share estimates reported in the Minutes of Norcen Energy Resources Limited Board of Directors meeting on
October 11, 1988 (exhibit R-88), in which Superior estimated its market share to be 41 percent, ICG to be 33.1 percent and
Premier Propane Inc. ("Premier") to be 6.6 percent. The respondents submit that the Superior/ICG's combined market share was
down to 60 percent in 1998 on the basis of market share estimates contained in the 1998 branch templates (exhibit R-111, tab 2).
180 In response to this chart, the Commissioner points out that the 1988 share of 81 percent includes the volumes of Premier
despite the fact that Superior did not acquire Premier until 1993. It is not clear to the Tribunal why Premier's volume was
included in the respondents' 1988 combined market share estimate as that volume could not have contributed to the market
power of a combined Superior and ICG in that year. Excluding that volume would indicate a 1988 combined Superior and ICG
volume of approximately 74 percent.
181
With regard to the 1998 estimate of 60 percent, the Commissioner submits that this estimate is not accurate. The
Commissioner notes that in order to get to this estimate, the respondents calculated the total volume of each branch trading area
using the Superior branch manager's estimate of Superior's market share in that area and Superior's actual volumes for the branch
from the 1998 branch templates. The respondents calculated the volumes of ICG and the independents by using that total volume
number and the branch manager's volume estimates for competitors to calculate the market shares of ICG and the independents.
182
According to the Commissioner, in a further adjustment of this 60 percent estimate, the respondents added 133 million
litres based on the difference between the total independents' volumes reported in the 1997 competitor survey compiled by
the Commissioner and Superior's 1998 estimates of independents' volumes. Adding this 133 million litres to the total volumes
estimated by the branch managers led to a combined market share of 58 percent for Superior and ICG in 1998. This adjustment
of the estimate assumes that the independents sold as much in 1998 as in 1997 despite the warmer weather and other factors
that allegedly depressed the industry wide volumes.
(b) 1998 Branch Templates
183
The Commissioner submits that the data supplied by the 1998 branch templates to arrive at approximately 58 percent
are flawed and conflict with the historical and current position taken by Superior and ICG in their public disclosure statements,
the industry practice and other data before the Tribunal.
184
The Commissioner submits that the 1998 branch templates are flawed for various reasons. The Tribunal notes that
it remains unclear whether Superior's own estimated market share for a branch area includes sales to agents. Indeed, Mr.
Schweitzer could not confirm at the hearing which approach was used by the branch managers who prepared the templates; he
indicated that different approaches may have been used by Superior's branch managers. Further, according to him, the estimates
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were reviewed at Superior's corporate office and "followed up where inconsistencies arose" (transcript at 32:6109 (6 December
1999)). This part of the process also remains unclear.
185 In addition, Mr. Schweitzer testified that he expected that the branch managers estimated competitors' volumes by looking
at the physical delivery equipment of the competitors which they could observe by driving down the road past the competitors'
locations and estimating the number of litres "typically" delivered in a year by those types of vehicles (transcript at 35:7000-02
(9 December 1999)). These estimated volumes were then apparently used to estimate competitors' market shares.
186
The Tribunal is of the view that the apparent capacity of competitors does not provide an appropriate estimate of sales
volumes as conditions change. As an example, a competitor with 15 percent of truck delivery capacity in the market would not
necessarily reduce that capacity quickly in the event of warmer weather or reduced sales volumes. There is no evidence that
there is a direct correlation between the equipment that a competitor may have and the actual volume of propane sold by that
competitor in the marketplace. Further, looking at the equipment is not informative of the intensity with which the assets are
used. For example, it does not reflect how much propane is contained in a truck or how often it is filled up in a given week.
(c) 1998 Actual Volumes
187
The Commissioner notes that actual volumes for 1998 for Superior and ICG were approximately 1.23 billion litres
and 0.92 billion litres, respectively, for a combined total of 2.15 billion litres according to the Commissioner. According to
internal Superior documents, Superior's management believed that its market share was unchanged at 40 percent since 1996.
Using its stated approach, Superior management would have estimated total propane demand for 1998 as 3.08 billion litres (i.e.,
1.23/0.4), and on this basis, would have concluded that the combined market share of Superior and ICG was 70 percent (i.e.,
2.15/3.08). Internal Superior documents show that this was in fact the combined share that Superior management believed at
the time when it was studying the acquisition of ICG.
188
However, after reviewing its branch templates in 1999, Superior's management concluded that the combined market
share for 1998 had declined. For the first time apparently, Superior's management determined that the Statistics Canada estimate
of total market demand, 3.95 billion litres in 1998, was the appropriate base for Superior's and ICG's combined share estimate
and then calculated a market share of 54 percent using combined actual volumes (i.e., 2.15/3.95).
189 The Commissioner attributes the decline in the 1998 volume to industry-wide factors. Indeed, the 1998 Superior Propane
Income Fund Annual Report (exhibit R-111, tab 1) reads at page 01194:
Gross profits of $203.5 million in 1998 (16.6 cents per litre of propane sold) declined from 1997 levels by 3%. Propane
sales volume in 1998 were 14% lower as a result of reduced heating demand due to weather that was on average 12%
warmer than 1997, reduced demand for auto propane due to a declining number of propane powered vehicles, lower oil
field activity given the dramatic fall in oil prices in early 1998, and lower crop drying volumes in 1998 due to dry weather
and low crop prices.
On this basis, the Commissioner disputes the respondents' claim that the decline in volume in 1998 was due to a decline in
combined market share.
190
In addition, the Commissioner's expert, Mr. Mathieson, estimated the 1998 retail demand to be three billion litres even
though the Statistics Canada estimate for that year was 3.95 billion litres. Mr. Mathieson noted that Statistics Canada numbers
were useful for establishing directional trends in demand in the industry, but that its annual consumption figures were distorted
due to double counting. Until Superior management reviewed the 1998 branch templates in 1999, it did not accept Statistics
Canada data and it believed that the combined market share was approximately 70 percent. Moreover, in the spring of 1999,
Superior's management was of the view that Superior's market share was in excess of 40 percent of the estimated Canadian
retail propane market and that there was no evidence at the time that Superior was losing market share to independents (see
testimony of M. Schweitzer, transcript at 31:5861-84 (3 December 1999)).
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191
The Commissioner submits that the respondents have manipulated various data to show that Superior and ICG have
been respectively losing market shares since 1989. The Commissioner notes further that Superior did not report this significant
decline in its market share to its investors through its quarterly reports. Indeed, in the Commissioner's view, other sources of
information for the year 1997, including the competitor survey, the business case and figures prepared by the respondents in
preparation for the acquisition of ICG by Superior suggest otherwise.
192 The Commissioner is critical of Superior's upward adjustment of 133 million litres to its estimate of independents' 1998
sales volumes in the 1998 branch templates summary. The Commissioner argues that an accurate estimate would reflect the
decline in industry-wide demand in 1998, which was known when the templates were being prepared and analysed in 1999.
The Commissioner argues that since the actual volumes of Superior and ICG has fallen by approximately 14 percent in 1998,
the estimates of independents' volumes should be reduced by a similar percentage.
193
The Commissioner points out that branch managers estimated 1998 competitor sales volume and market share by
observing competitor capacity (e.g., number and size of trucks) in 1999, which likely overestimated 1998 sales volumes. He
asserts that, although propane demand generally declined, capacity likely did not.
194
Relying on Statistics Canada annual volume figures showing a decline in demand in 1998 of 511 million litres, the
respondents reply that independents' aggregate volumes declined by only six percent. Further, these changes result in an increase
in independents' aggregate market share of three percentage points that matches the equivalent decline in the combined market
share of Superior and ICG.
195
The Tribunal accepts the expert evidence of Mr. Mathieson that Statistics Canada data do not reflect actual demand
for a given year, and hence doubts that propane demand declined by 511 million litres in 1998. As a result, the Tribunal is
not persuaded by the respondents' submission that the independents' aggregate market share increased by three full percentage
points in 1998 or that the combined share of Superior and ICG declined by three percentage points.
(d) Other Sources Recognizing a Combined 70 Percent Market Share
196
Various sources state that Superior and ICG have had so far a combined market share of 70 percent, that the total
Canadian retail propane market has been in the order of 3.5 billion litres per annum and that it has remained stable for about
the last 10 years.
197
In 1996, Petro-Canada assisted by a consultant, Arthur D. Little, carried out a valuation of ICG's business. The study
entitled "Petro-Canada — ICG Business Valuation" (confidential exhibit CA-1019), dated September 19, 1996, concludes at
page 21997 that baseload propane equals 2.4 billion litres (Superior 45 percent, ICG 29 percent, regionals 16 percent, and
independents 10 percent), and that autopropane equals 1.2 billion litres (Superior 45 percent, ICG 29 percent, regional 16
percent, and independents 10 percent).
198
In 1998, the ICG prospectus and the information circular all referred to ICG maintaining an approximate 30 percent
market share (exhibit R-47, tab 65, at 04373):
4.2 Who are your major competitors in the markets you serve?
Superior Propane Inc. is the largest Propane Company in Canada with approximately 40% market share. Together, ICG
and Superior serve approximately 70% of the market. In most geographic areas, ICG has a 35-40% market share or
greater except for Ontario, where ICG is in the 15% range and the Maritimes where ICG is a small player. The rest of the
market is served by 10 regional and 60 small independent competitors. Within the smaller participants the industry is very
dynamic, with buyouts, startups and exits occurring regularly; however ICG's and Superior's combined market share has
not materially changed in the past five years. (emphasis added)
199
With respect to Superior's estimates, the Tribunal notes that a detailed analysis of the propane market in 1995-96 was
conducted by Superior ("SPI Market Assessment 1995/96": exhibit A-10). This study, which examines each geographic market
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and end-use across the country, concludes that Superior holds 43 percent, ICG, 29 percent and others, 28 percent of the Canadian
retail propane market. This study also states at paragraph 2 on page 00251:
... The sum of these Market estimates, which should theoretically be equal to total retail propane demand in Canada, was
3.45 billion litres, 13% lower than Statistics Canada's latest estimate of 3.95 billion litres. (emphasis added)
200 In 1996, Mr. Schweitzer attended and participated in the due diligence process which led to the 1996 Superior Propane
Income Fund Annual Report. The prospectus, dated September 25, 1996 (exhibit A-202), states at page 03899:
... Superior operates in all ten Canadian provinces and one territory and is the country's largest and only national retail
propane marketer with total sales volumes representing in excess of 40% of the total estimated Canadian propane retail
market. Although demand varies within market segments, overall market demand for propane is stable and Superior's size
and breadth have historically resulted in consistent sales volumes. (emphasis added)
201
The 1997 Superior Propane Income Fund Annual Report (exhibit A-712), which was released in the spring of 1998,
confirms at page 07697 that Superior generates sales volumes "in excess of 40 percent of the total estimated Canadian retail
propane market".
202 Peter Jones, formerly Vice-President of Western Operations of Superior, prepared a business case document (confidential
exhibit CA-193) when he was at Superior in May 1998 after the publication of the ICG prospectus. At pages 03374 and 03380,
the document shows a 41 percent market share for Superior and a 32 percent market share for ICG, on the basis of national
volumes of 3.321 billion litres of propane in 1997.
203 The 1998 Superior Propane Income Fund Annual Report (exhibit R-5, tab 161) also states at page 01693 that "[t]ogether,
Superior and ICG serve approximately 300,000 customers through 250 branches and satellite units, representing approximately
70 percent of the Canadian retail propane market" (emphasis added).
204
The Tribunal also notes that even the quarterly report dated October 27, 1999 of Superior Propane Income Fund
(exhibit A-3126), which was issued after Mr. Schweitzer became aware of the alleged drop in Superior's market share following
Superior's review of the 1998 branch templates, does not report any change to that effect or any correction to the 1998 estimate
previously presented. Indeed, page 1 of the quarterly report states:
...Results from the operations of Superior and ICG remained soft this quarter, largely due to lower overall propane demand
experienced during the third quarter and pressure on margins, as wholesale propane costs continued to rise with the upsurge
in crude oil pricing. Soft second and third quarter performance is not unusual in the propane business. Over 60% of cash
flow is usually generated during the winter October through March heating season. As crude oil prices have recently
moderated and economic conditions have improved, the outlook for 1999 remains unchanged. (emphasis added)
205 Therefore, it appears to the Tribunal that Superior chose not to report the alleged decline in Superior/ICG's historical 70
percent share of national propane sales to its investors through its quarterly reports.
(e) Conclusion on Market Shares
206
The evidence suggests that the retail demand for propane was approximately 3.5 billion litres per year up to and
including 1997. Similarly all the evidence, except Superior's 1998 branch templates summary, indicates that Superior's and
ICG's market shares were approximately 40 percent and 30 percent, respectively, up to and including 1998. In contrast to the
evidence stated above regarding Superior's and ICG's market shares, the 1998 branch templates estimates suggest that Superior's
and ICG's market shares were 34 percent and 26 percent, respectively, in 1998. This single estimate apparently caused Superior's
management to conclude that the drop in the 1998 volume resulted from the penetration of independents in the retail propane
business rather than to the warmer weather during that year.
207
The Tribunal has considerable doubt about the accuracy and validity of the information contained in the 1998 branch
templates and hence in the branch templates summary for 1998. It appears to the Tribunal that the methodology for collecting
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and compiling the data was unsound. For example, errors by branch managers led particularly to double counting of propane
volume sold by agents. Moreover, the branch managers' assessment of market shares of competitors were adjusted at Superior's
corporate office so as to achieve agreement with Superior's total market size estimate. It appears that the branch templates
and the summary thereof are flawed. Errors were made by some branch managers in completing the survey; the procedure for
inferring competitor volume and market share from observed capacity likely overstates volume and sales. The Tribunal finds it
surprising that Superior's branch managers were unaware until recently of the significant growth of independents' market shares
over a ten-year period, but were able to provide accurate estimates of competitors' volume for 1998. Finally, the Tribunal is of
the opinion that Superior's management did not properly design the questionnaires, collect the data, or ensure quality control
to the extent needed to ensure reliability. Consequently, the Tribunal does not place any weight on the respondents' evidence
regarding market shares from the branch templates.
208 The Tribunal is further concerned about the addition of 133 million litres for the year 1998 to the competitors' aggregate
volume in the branch templates summary. This addition was apparently done in recognition that the branch templates summary
understated competitor volumes for 1998 in comparison to 1997. The Tribunal believes that such adjustment was inappropriate
given that industry-wide volumes declined in 1998.
209
As noted above, the decline appears due to warmer weather and reduced economic activity in certain propane end-use
segments. Given its concern about the branch templates, the Tribunal cannot attribute Superior's and ICG's decline in volume
to the suggested increased penetration of independents. Indeed, aside from the 1998 branch templates, there is no evidence to
support the changes in market shares claimed by the respondents. The evidence submitted for the period 1988 to 1998 and even
for the year 1999 supports the stability of Superior and ICG's combined market share.
210 As mentioned earlier, the Tribunal accepts that relevant geographic markets are local. Therefore, evidence of high market
shares on a local basis can only be rebutted by evidence that entry on a local basis can constrain the exercise of market power.
No evidence of that nature has been adduced in this case. Instead, the respondents rely for their evidence on entry and expansion
on an alleged declining trend in the combined market share of the merging parties.
211 In light of the evidence, the Tribunal cannot accept the assertion of the respondents regarding entry and expansion. The
Tribunal is of the view that there have been no significant changes in Superior's and ICG's market shares that would suggest
such a penetration by independents.
C. Removal of a Vigorous and Effective Competitor
212
The Commissioner submits that the merger will result in a loss of an effective and vigorous competitor in the market.
The Commissioner points out that Superior's own view is that ICG is an important competitor. Based on its internal documents,
Superior refers to ICG as its "key-most" important competitor, to ICG's low prices and its low costs, that ICG uses discounted
price to acquire new customers, etc. In addition, the Commissioner refers to the affidavit sworn by Mr. Jones in support of the
section 100 application in which he said that under his management, ICG would continue as a vigorous competitor to Superior.
In his testimony, Mr. Schweitzer also testified that ICG was Superior's most frequent competitor (transcript at 35:6925, 6926
(9 December 1999)).
213
The Commissioner also refers to the prospectus of September 25, 1996 for the 1996 Superior Propane Income Fund
(exhibit A-202) which states at page 03897:
In addition to Superior, ICG Propane Inc. ("ICG"), which is wholly-owned by Petro-Canada, is the only other retail propane
marketer with substantial interprovincial operations. Superior and ICG share approximately three quarters of the Canadian
retail market with the balance of the market served by local and regional marketers.
214
Finally, the Commissioner submits that innovative programs such as the Cap-It program and the Golf-Max program
are not offered by any other competitor. The Commissioner argues that the Cap-It program has given ICG a competitive edge
over its competitors, including Superior.
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215 The respondents argue that ICG is an ineffective and inefficient competitor. They refer to the testimony of Mr. Sparling
who stated that "[i]n the markets where we are we have not seen them as an effective competitor" in support of that argument
(confidential transcript at 6:122 (14 October 1999)). They also rely on Mr. Jones's evidence, who described ICG's inefficiency
by reference to various cents per litre ("cpl") measures tied to ICG's declining volumes such as operating costs generally
and administrative, fleet and delivery costs in particular (transcript at 35:7056-67 (9 December 1999)). They also rely on the
expert evidence of Professor Carlton and Dr. Bamberger, who testified that their research was consistent with the evidence that
independents, not ICG, constrain Superior's pricing.
216
The Tribunal is not persuaded that ICG is an ineffective competitor. First, Professor Carlton's analysis of gross margin
and earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization ("EBITDA") in his report (expert affidavit of D. Carlton (17
August 1999): confidential exhibit CR-120) shows at table 2 that from 1994 to 1998, ICG's average gross margin, as a percentage
of total revenue, was 44.7 while Superior's was 44.5. Similarly, table 3 of his report shows that ICG's average EBITDA, as a
percentage of total revenue, was 11.2 and Superior's was 12.9 over the same period. These numbers may indicate that Superior's
financial performance was somewhat better than ICG's but do not indicate that ICG was an ineffective competitor.
217 Secondly, at page 12 of their report in rebuttal (expert rebuttal affidavit of R. Schwindt and S. Globerman (15 September
1999): confidential exhibit CA-2078), the Commissioner's experts, Professors Schwindt and Globerman, reviewed Professor
Carlton's analysis of customers gained and lost which tends to show that Superior loses more or gains fewer customers to or from
independents than to or from ICG. They challenge that conclusion noting the case of Bromont, Quebec, where the average size
of an account challenged by ICG is three times greater than the average size of an account challenged by an independent. Thus,
while ICG may figure in fewer competitive challenges with Superior compared to independents, it is a strong and aggressive
competitor for large volume accounts. Accordingly, what appears to Superior as weak competition from ICG may simply be
ICG's strategy of competing more intensively for larger accounts which are smaller in number than smaller accounts.
218 Thirdly, the Tribunal reviewed the answer to undertaking 150 given by ICG on its examination for discovery. It provides
a list of 18 services provided by ICG such as the Cap-It program, the Golf-Max program, the Auto-fill program, the SOS
Cylinder Delivery and the Aquaculture program. This list also shows which competitors offer or do not offer such services
by region. The Tribunal concludes that ICG is an important and aggressive competitor seeking to attract customers with these
specialised services.
219 It appears to the Tribunal that the respondents' submission concerns ICG's alleged financial performance rather than ICG's
presence as an effective competitor in the market. The evidence before the Tribunal shows that ICG actively solicits customers
from among the largest consumers and through specialised programs, that consumers from various end-uses recognize ICG as an
alternative, that consumers use ICG to negotiate prices with Superior and that ICG's market share continues to be approximately
30 percent as indicated above. This evidence does not support the argument that ICG is an ineffective competitor. Professor
Carlton's remaining evidence in this regard will be reviewed below.
D. Foreign Competition
220
The Commissioner suggests that foreign competitors do not provide effective competition. The respondents' expert,
Professor Carlton, suggests at paragraph 21 of his report (confidential exhibit CR-120) that propane distributors in border states
can enter the Canadian market in the event of a post-merger price increase and that the 10 largest propane retailers in the United
States have over 1,500 retail locations in states that border Canada. However, as the Commissioner points out, entry by propane
marketers from the United States has been virtually non-existent in the past.
221 There are three ways in which a propane marketer from the United States could enter the Canadian propane industry: (1)
by serving border locations from existing storage points in the Unites States; (2) by establishing branches in Canada; and (3)
by acquiring a Canadian propane marketer. The only evidence of any of these alternatives is that of Professor West's reference
to the American company, Lake Gas, located in International Falls, Minnesota, which sells a small volume (50,000 litres of
propane) directly across the border in Fort Frances, Ontario.
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222
There is no evidence that a propane marketer from the United States has ever established a branch in Canada. In early
1998, Gaz Metropolitan Inc. indicated its interest through a partnership with AmeriGas, one of the largest propane marketers in
the United States, in acquiring ICG. No transaction was concluded and there is no other evidence of successful entry through
acquisition by an American propane distributor.
223
In addition to the barriers to entry discussed above, and for a variety of reasons including billing systems, foreign
currency, language and different measurement systems, it appears to the Tribunal that American firms are unlikely to provide
effective competition to the merged entity in the Canadian retail propane market.
E. Effective Remaining Competition
224
The Commissioner alleges that competition following this merger will be weak and ineffective. The Commissioner
refers in particular to evidence that shows that Superior and ICG are the price leaders and that the independent firms typically
follows the prices set by Superior and ICG. Hence the disappearance of ICG would remove the only significant constraint on
Superior's ability to set prices.
225
Regarding the effectiveness of independent competitors and the constraining role of ICG, the respondents present
the expert testimony and report of Professor Carlton, which will be addressed below. Other evidence suggests that the
Commissioner's concern for effective remaining competition is well founded. For example, the merged firm will be the only
one in Canada with the capability to serve national accounts at the level of service currently offered by Superior or ICG. None
of the remaining firms can offer that level of service effectively and hence will not be effective competitors to the merged firm
for the business of national accounts.
226
According to Superior, there are up to 200 independent firms. The Commissioner points out that many of these firms
are agents of the merging firms or are associated with them as "bulk dealers". A bulk dealer purchases propane, takes title to
the product, and agrees with either ICG or Superior to market in well defined territories. With respect to its bulk dealers, ICG
determines the price, holds the customer contract, and bills the client directly. The Tribunal does not regard these agents and
bulk dealers as strong competitors to the merging parties, particularly with respect to existing customers.
227 The Commissioner contends that fringe and regional competition exists in some local propane markets, but that sustained
or significant competition exists only between the merging parties. The evidence for this submission is that independent propane
marketers are price followers, they are in many cases unknown to consumers in their own markets, they differentiate their
products and locations to avoid direct competition with the merging parties and they compete mainly among themselves. The
latter point leads to Professors Schwindt and Globerman's reference to "churn". For example, Mr. Sparling submitted that
Sparling does not actively solicit customers from rivals, particularly from Superior. He testified:
MR. MILLER: Do you actively solicit customers from your rivals?
MR. SPARLING: No.
MR. MILLER: Do you have any instructions or directions to represent —
MR. SPARLING: We discourage that. We refer to that as cold calling. It's not to say it doesn't happen in this industry, but
we certainly discourage it, and we would define that as a sales person driving up and down a given road and wherever they
see a tank they simply go in and cold call the customer. We discourage that. transcript at 12:1731 (14 October 1999).
228
He also testified that Sparling does not seek to be a price leader; rather, Sparling emphasizes "consistent pricing" from
customer to customer (transcript at 12:1728 (14 October 1999)). In the Tribunal's view, this comment can reflect consciously
parallel behaviour that characterizes some oligopoly markets; possibly it reflects only that Superior and Sparling have highly
differentiated marketing strategies and hence do not compete directly for this reason. In either case, it suggests that Sparling
cannot be viewed as an effective competitor to Superior or to the merged entity.
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229 Further evidence of weak remaining competition is provided by Mr. Edwards of EDPRO Energy Group Inc. ("EDPRO")
who established his company in June 1997. Mr. Edwards said that he established the business in London, Ontario, because
of its proximity to the Sarnia propane supply source and to avoid competing in a market with a dominant firm. Based on his
experience in the Maritimes, Mr. Edwards felt that competing with a dominant propane marketer was not likely to yield success.
Further, Mr. Edwards explained that after two years in the business, EDPRO's top three customers represent 75 percent of
EDPRO's total volume.
230
Moreover, EDPRO's own organization, effectively a franchise, indicates that its own dealer-associates operate as bulk
dealers rather than as competitors. The dealer-associates purchase propane from EDPRO and operate under the EDPRO name
in exclusive territories established by agreement with EDPRO.
231
It appears to the Tribunal that residential customers are not well informed about alternate propane marketers serving
their areas other than the merging parties. For instance, one of the Commissioner's factual witnesses, Ms. Simons, was unable
to determine which suitable propane companies were delivering propane in Renfrew, Ontario. During cross-examination by the
respondents, she stated that when building her house in Renfrew, she was aware only of Superior and ICG and selected ICG
on the basis of price. She had not been solicited by any other propane suppliers and was only familiar with one other propane
supplier, Rainbow Propane, which supplies 100-pound tanks to cottages (transcript at 19:3304 (26 October 1999)).
232 The Tribunal also heard evidence that residential customers learn about competitors by word-of-mouth from neighbours.
This lack of information regarding competitors suggests to the Tribunal that the independent firms do not market their services
as aggressively as ICG or Superior and that customer awareness is weak as the Commissioner asserts.
233
The respondents claim that certain firms could easily enter the retail propane business, and they twice quote part
of paragraph 3.2.2.7 of the MEG's, cited above at paragraph [57], which indicates that, under certain conditions, potential
competitors are considered at the stage of market delineation. On this basis, the respondents advocate including upstream
propane producers, suppliers from distant locations, and suppliers of alternate fuels in the relevant market and they identify
certain such firms by name. The respondents' quotation from paragraph 3.2.2.7 of the MEG's includes the following:
... Where it can be established that such a seller would likely adapt its existing facilities to produce the relevant product
in sufficient quantities to constrain a significant and nontransitory price increase in the relevant market, this source of
competition will generally be included within the relevant market.
234 The Tribunal notes that the respondents have not provided any information on the sales of retail propane that the named
potential competitors might reasonably be expected to make and, thus, have not established that such sales could exercise a
constraining influence on the pricing of products sold within the relevant market.
235
Claiming support from footnote 22 of the MEG's, the respondents also argue that, although market shares could not
reasonably be attributed to these potential competitors, the existence of these firms implies that the market shares of actual
propane retailers overstate the market position of the actual retailers. In effect, the respondents ask the Tribunal to place less
weight on estimated market shares of Superior, ICG and presumably the independent firms because of the presence of potential
competitors.
236
In this regard, the Tribunal notes that the respondents have incompletely quoted from the MEG's which, immediately
following their quoted passage, also state:
... However, potential competition from sellers who could produce the relevant product by adapting facilities that are
actually producing another product will not be assessed at the market definition stage of the assessment of the merger where:
(i) such a seller would likely encounter significant difficulty distributing or marketing the relevant product; or,
(ii) new production or distribution facilities would be required to produce and sell on a significant scale.
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In these circumstances, this source of competition will instead be considered subsequent to the delineation of the relevant
market, in assessment of the likelihood of future entry pursuant to section 93(d) of the Act.
237
On the basis of the evidence in this case regarding, inter alia, customer contracts and scale economies, the Tribunal
believes that the output of the potential entrants cited by the respondents would not be included in the relevant market if the
MEG's were applied. As a consequence, there is no reason to believe that the market shares of actual competitors overstate
their market positions.
238 On the basis of the evidence submitted, the Tribunal believes that there is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that there
will be effective remaining competition capable of constraining the exercise of market power by the merged entity.
239
The respondents' main piece of evidence in this area is Professor Carlton's statistical analysis of Superior's margin.
He concludes that, whereas a substantial presence by ICG in Superior's market area does not constrain Superior's pricing, the
aggregate of the independents' volumes in that market does provide a competitive restraint on Superior's pricing. The Tribunal
will discuss this opinion evidence below.
F. Prevention of Competition
240 In addition to the alleged substantial lessening of competition pursuant to sections 92 and 93 of the Act, the Commissioner
submits that the merger will lead to a prevention of competition in the Maritimes that will be substantial.
241
ICG serves the Maritimes provinces from its branch located in Moncton, New Brunswick. The Commissioner points
out that ICG had extensive plans, prior to its acquisition by Superior, to expand its business in the Maritimes by establishing
branch operations in Sydney, Nova Scotia.
242
The Commissioner submits that Irving Oil Limited and Superior were the principal alternate competitors in this region
and that the merger terminates ICG's activity as a competitor in Atlantic Canada. He submits that Superior and Irving Oil had a
duopoly in the Maritimes. The Commissioner argues that ICG has developed and pursued competition in the Maritimes and has
evident capability and plans to expand its presence in order to increase competition in the Maritimes. He introduced ICG's plans
to obtain Canadian Tire's business where ICG stated clearly that they would dedicate a $200,000 tractor-trailer to service the
Canadian Tire dealer network in the Atlantic provinces (exhibit A-851 at 10980). The Commissioner submits that the acquisition
of ICG by Superior will substantially prevent competition in Atlantic Canada.
243
The respondents did not call any evidence nor made any submissions regarding the Commissioner's allegation that a
substantial prevention of competition is likely to occur in Atlantic Canada.
244
The Tribunal recognizes that the concept of prevention of competition has not received much attention in Canadian
jurisprudence. In R. v. Howard Smith Paper Mills Ltd. (1957), 8 D.L.R. (2d) 449 (S.C.C.), the Supreme Court of Canada had to
consider the meaning of the word "prevent" in relation to the word "unduly" and concluded that, when used together, the word
"prevent" means "hinder or impede" in contrast to absolute elimination.
245

The MEG's, cited above at paragraph [57], explain the expression "prevention of competition" at paragraph 2.3 as follows:
Similarly, competition can be prevented by conduct that is either unilateral or interdependent. Competition can be
prevented as a result of unilateral behaviour where a merger enables a single firm to maintain higher prices than what
would exist in absence of the merger, by hindering or impeding the development of increased competition. For example,
the acquisition of an increasingly vigorous competitor in the market or of a potential entrant would likely impede the
development of greater competition in the relevant market. Situations where a market leader pre-empts the acquisition of
the acquiree by another competitor, or where a potential entrant acquires an existing business instead of establishing new
facilities, can yield a similar result.
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Competition can also be prevented where a merger will inhibit the development of greater rivalry in a market already
characterized by interdependent behaviour. This can occur, for example, as a result of the acquisition of a future entrant
or of an increasingly vigorous incumbent in a highly stable market.
246
In light of ICG's plans to vigorously expand its activities in Atlantic Canada and in the absence of any evidence to
the contrary, the Tribunal is of the view that there will likely be a substantial prevention of competition in Atlantic Canada as
a result of the merger.
G. Statistical and Econometric Evidence
(1) Commissioner's Expert Evidence
247
Michael R. Ward, one of the Commissioner's experts, provided econometric evidence about the likely effects of the
merger on Superior's ability to exercise market power. He used the well established approach of "merger simulation", a method
developed specifically for analysing the competitive effects of mergers in differentiated product industries. In such industries,
the potential for a unilateral price increase is high when the merging parties place competitive constraints on each other by
virtue of a high degree of substitutability between their products prior to the merger. Prior to a merger, a unilateral price increase
by one firm may lead to a loss of sales to its closest competitors. However, a unilateral price increase following a merger among
close competitors may lead to a reduced loss of sales when the products of the merging companies are closer substitutes for
each other than for the products of other firms in the industry (see generally exhibit R-108, J.A. Hausman and G.K. Leonard,
"Economic Analysis of Differentiated Products Mergers Using Real World Data" (1997) 5:3 George Mason L. Rev. 321).
248 In the first part of his report (expert affidavit of M.R. Ward (30 August 1999): exhibit A-2059), Professor Ward estimates
the structure of demand for propane. He then uses these estimates to simulate the instant merger's likely effects. In order to
determine the degree of substitution between the products of the merging parties, Professor Ward obtained data on ICG and
Superior branches in 46 out of 74 of Professor West's geographic markets for a period of 54 months up to 1998 for which data
was available. He used Superior data on prices, sales, and product groupings, and ICG data on litres sold, dollar sales, gross
profits, and product groupings to establish volumes and prices for each firm in four product segments: residential, industrial,
autopropane, and "other" which includes construction, commercial, government and agriculture end-uses.
249
With this data set, Professor Ward measures the extent to which consumers substitute between ICG and Superior using
a linear approximation to the Almost Ideal Demand System, a widely-accepted approach to demand estimation. He finds that
an increase in ICG's price results in a statistically significant increase in Superior's market share in the residential and industrial
segments, and that an increase in Superior's price reduces its market share significantly in those segments. Professor Ward
interprets these findings as evidence for consumer substitution between the products of ICG and Superior, i.e., that they compete
directly and their products are close substitutes for each other in the eyes of consumers. His report shows at page 21 that the
results for the autopropane segment have the expected signs but are not statistically significant; results for the "other" segment
are not reported due to lack of significance or implied upward-sloping demand curves.
250
Professor Ward's evidence at page 26 of his report also demonstrates that Superior reacts strategically to ICG's pricing
behavior. He finds that when increases in ICG's unique costs result in a price increase of one percent, Superior increases its
price by approximately two-thirds of a percent in the residential, industrial and automotive categories. He expects that ICG
would respond to Superior's price increases but does not have the data to estimate that strategic relationship. In his simulation
analyses, he makes the assumption that ICG will react to Superior's price changes in the same way as Superior reacts to ICG's
pricing decisions as stated at page 27 of his report.
251
Using the statistical results obtained with the Almost Ideal Demand System, Professor Ward estimates the own-price
and cross-price elasticities of demand in order to estimate the impact of the merger on product prices, a step referred to as
simulation. Since he did not know the price elasticity of demand for propane, he estimated firm-level elasticities with three
different assumptions for that key measure. At table 6 on page 29 of this report, he finds, for example, that if the price elasticity
of demand for propane is -1.5, then the price elasticity of demand for ICG propane is -2.40 in the residential segment and the
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corresponding Superior price elasticity is -1.97 with regional and discount dealers in the market. He assumes that substitutability
between the merging parties and independent firms is exactly half as large as that between ICG and Superior.
252
Combining the firm-level price elasticities with the evidence on strategic pricing (which would no longer occur postmerger), Professor Ward estimates the change in price due to the merger assuming there are no changes in marginal costs, i.e.,
no efficiency gains and no entry or supply-substitution by product segment. Depending on the elasticity assumed for propane
demand, on the presence or absence of regional and discount dealers, and on the product segment, the average estimated price
increases are between 1.4 percent and 15.1 percent. Table 7 on page 30 of his report shows that, using propane demand elasticity
of -1.5, the average price increases are 8 percent in residential, 8.9 percent in industrial and 7.7 percent in automotive taking
regional and discount dealers into account. He concludes at page 36:
... Fifth, ignoring possible price reductions from merger efficiencies, entry or supply-side substitution, the incorporation
of these estimates into a merger simulation implies prices will increase due to the merger. The size of the price increase
depends primarily on the demand for propane. Specifically, if propane demand is relatively inelastic, the merger is likely
to raise average prices by 8% or more.
253 At the time of his analysis, Professor Ward did not have the statistical results of Professors Ryan and Plourde regarding
the price elasticity of demand for propane. When this information was made available, he re-calculated the effects of the merger
on prices using a propane demand elasticity of -1.0, based on their conclusion that the demand for propane was price-inelastic.
In those calculations, he also relaxed his assumption that substitutability between independent firms and ICG and Superior was
half that of the estimated substitutability between ICG and Superior. Instead, he assumed that they were equally substitutable.
Table 2 on page 8 of his report in reply (expert reply affidavit of M.R. Ward (4 October 1999): confidential exhibit CA-2060)
shows that he estimates that the average price increases for residential, industrial and automotive are 11.7 percent, 7.7 percent,
and 8.7 percent, respectively, when independent firms are in the market.
254
The respondents' experts, Professor Carlton and Dr. Bamberger, in their report in rebuttal (expert rebuttal affidavit of
D.W. Carlton and G.E. Bamberger (27 September 1999): confidential exhibit CR-123), argue that Professor Ward's estimated
price increases are overstated because he does not include the effects of efficiencies, entry or supply-side substitution in his
analyses. They also criticize Professor Ward for not justifying his assumptions in this regard. They also consider that he has
not adequately recognized the constraining effects of independent firms on Superior and ICG pricing. The respondents argue
strenuously that Professor Ward did not provide an opinion as to the quantum of any likely price increases post-merger and,
therefore, did not provide a basis for finding a substantial lessening of competition.
255 Noting its earlier comments regarding the evidence of entry and of supply substitution, the Tribunal does not accept the
criticisms of Professor Carlton and Dr. Bamberger in these areas.
256 In reply to their criticism, Professor Ward re-calculated the price impacts including the effects of efficiencies and reported
virtually identical price increases at all levels of efficiency gains up to and including $40 million per year, as shown at tables
3 to 5 on pages 10 to 12 of his report in reply (confidential exhibit CA-2060). In a further re-calculation, at the request of the
respondents, that incorporated the approach to cost savings as outlined by Hausman and Leonard, cited above at paragraph
[247], Professor Ward found that efficiencies had a stronger impact but resulted in price reductions of -0.9 percent in residential,
-1.1 percent in industrial and -1.9 percent in automotive only at the $40 million level and then only if 100 percent of these
efficiency gains resulted in variable-cost savings (Ward Undertaking (16 November 1999): exhibit A-2079, tables 3-5). As
discussed below, no one including the respondents' experts on efficiency gains has suggested that this merger will produce $40
million of annual savings in variable costs.
257 In the Tribunal's view, Professor Ward's analysis, even though it does not take efficiencies into account, is highly relevant
to a determination as to whether there is a likely substantial lessening of competition.
258 The Tribunal concludes that evidence of an actual or likely price increase is not necessary to find a substantial lessening
of competition. What is necessary is evidence that a merger will create or enhance market power which, according to paragraph
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2.1 of the MEG's, cited above at paragraph [57], is "the ability to profitably influence price, quality, variety, service, advertising,
innovation or other dimensions of competition". There is no requirement under the Act to find that the merged entity will likely
raise the price (or reduce quality or service). The only requirement under section 92 is for the Tribunal to decide whether the
merged entity has the ability to do so.
259 For this reason, Professor Ward's simulations both in his report in reply and his undertaking which take efficiencies into
account to address the respondents' criticism are irrelevant. The Tribunal infers from the results of his other simulations that
the merged entity would have the ability to raise the price of propane.
260
As to the respondents' claim that Professor Ward has not offered an opinion on the extent and likelihood of a price
increase, the Tribunal notes that his initial simulation results at table 7, on page 30 of his report (exhibit A-2059), provided
six sets of estimates that were calculated based on three assumed values for the price elasticity of propane demand and on two
scenarios concerning the presence or absence of regional and discount dealers in the market. He concluded that the merger
would lead to higher prices under all assumed conditions. In his re-calculations in reply at table 2, on page 8 of his report in
reply (confidential exhibit CA-2060), Professor Ward further varied his assumptions and obtained similar results.
261
The fact that Professor Ward simulated the merger's effects under a variety of assumptions and reached the same
conclusion gives the Tribunal more confidence in his opinion than it would have if he had restricted his simulations to a narrowly
defined set of assumptions. The Tribunal views Professor Ward's conclusion in his initial report, that average prices would rise
by eight percent or more as a result of the merger assuming that propane demand is relatively inelastic, as a valid opinion,
particularly given his further simulation results in reply.
(2) Respondents' Expert Evidence
262
The respondents' experts, Professor Carlton and Dr. Bamberger, were asked to evaluate the Commissioner's claim that
Superior's proposed acquisition of ICG would result in a substantial prevention or lessening of competition in the market for
propane in Canada. They concluded that there was no systematic evidence that the proposed merger would have such effect.
They considered the competitive restraint on Superior, customer gains and losses, gross profit margin and EBITDA.
(a) Competitive Restraint
263
Professor Carlton presented econometric evidence that ICG has not provided a competitive restraint on Superior's
pricing but that the independent propane dealers, in aggregate, have provided such constraint. This evidence contradicts the
Commissioner's assertion that where significant competition takes place in the propane business, it is between ICG and Superior.
If Professor Carlton is correct, then the removal by this merger of ICG as a competitor should not allow Superior to raise its price.
264
In his econometric models, Professor Carlton posits a relationship between Superior's gross profit margin and the
"substantial presence" of ICG and of the remaining firms in aggregate. A substantial presence is measured in four separate ways.
In the first model, the presence of ICG and of the other firms in aggregate are deemed substantial if their respective market
shares are at least 15 percent. In the second and following models, a deemed substantial presence requires a market share of
at least 20 percent, 25 percent and 30 percent, respectively.
265
Professor Carlton measures these hypothesized relationships by applying the regression analysis technique of ordinary
least squares ("OLS") to 1998 monthly data on Superior's prices, costs, margins and volumes at the branch level, hence
pooling time-series and cross-sectional data. These data come from Superior's internal records as do the proxies for secondary
distribution costs. The prices of alternative fuels come from Statistics Canada databases. The 1998 market share data used
to define the dichotomous substantial presence variables are taken from the branch templates prepared by Superior's branch
managers in 1999. Professor Carlton controls for a variety of other exogenous variables and conducts additional OLS regression
analyses for 1997 (using 1998 market shares) and also by profit margin in various end-uses. His results in these latter OLS
analyses appear to use similar models and definitions of variables and to support his 1998 results; accordingly, the 1998 OLS
results will be the focus of the Tribunal's review.
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Professor Carlton finds that Superior's gross profit margin is higher where ICG has a substantial presence. Selecting
model 1 as an example, Superior's margin is 1.47 cpl higher at locations where ICG has a substantial presence (i.e., 15 percent
or greater market share) than where it does not. In all four models, the margin impact is positive and statistically significant.
267
The results for the independent firms show that the aggregate substantial presence of those firms decreases Superior's
margin. Where the aggregate market share of the other firms is at least 15 percent, Superior's margin is 0.80 cpl lower than
where the aggregate market share is less than 15 percent. Similarly, where the aggregate market share of the other firms is at
least 30 percent, Superior's margin is 0.56 cpl lower than where the aggregate market share is less than 30 percent. The effect
on margin is negative and statistically significant in all four models.
268
On the basis of these econometric results, Professor Carlton concludes that ICG does not constrain Superior's pricing
behaviour, and that the merger will not enable Superior to increase prices, principally because of the discipline exerted by
independent firms. At footnote 31, on page 15 of his report (confidential exhibit CR-120), Professor Carlton suggests that his
results are consistent with the alleged "inefficiency" of ICG (i.e., that it has been badly managed).
269
The Tribunal notes that Professor Carlton's finding that Superior's gross margin is higher at locations where ICG has
a substantial presence is an unexpected and unusual result and it is perhaps his most important result. Several criticisms were
offered; the Tribunal will comment on the ones that seem most significant.
270
The Commissioner suggests that substantial presence variables may be proxies for market concentration. If this were
the case, then Professor Carlton's results would tend to show that Superior's gross profit margin is higher in areas where
concentration is higher, rather than demonstrating that ICG is a weak competitor. Despite Professor Carlton and Dr. Bamberger's
reply on this point, when taken in conjunction with various internal Superior reports of challenging behaviour by ICG, the
Tribunal believes that the better view is that Professor Carlton's results reflect concentration.
271 The specification of the substantial presence of the independent firms is also problematic. Professor Carlton aggregates
the volumes of all independent firms into one market share. Thus, as Professors Schwindt and Globerman point out at page
9 of their affidavit in rebuttal (confidential exhibit CA-2078), the statistical result would be the same whether the substantial
presence variable combined market shares of many independent firms or represented the market share of one large independent
firm. The Tribunal would expect different competitive effects if there were many independent firms with a certain combined
share than if there were just one with that share. Hence the substantial presence variable that Professor Carlton used may not
be a good measure of the competitive effect of independent firms.
272 Professor Carlton's models posit that Superior's margin is affected by ICG's and the independents' substantial presence.
The Commissioner suggests that the opposite relationship may also hold simultaneously and criticizes Professor Carlton's
statistical results for failing to take account of the simultaneous relationship between Superior's profits and the substantial
presence variables. Such simultaneity is known to lead to biassed statistical estimates when the OLS method is used.
273
Replying to a similar criticism of his OLS results from Professor Ward (expert rebuttal affidavit of M.R. Ward (14
September 1999): exhibit A-2080), Professor Carlton repeats his analysis using the method of two-stage least squares ("2SLS")
in order to take simultaneity into account. This further work indicates to the Tribunal that Professor Carlton gives some credence
to this criticism. Footnote 15 on page 12 of his report in reply (expert reply affidavit of D.W. Carlton and B.E. Bamberger (19
September 1999): confidential exhibit CR-122) states that the results therefrom:
... provide no systematic support for the Commissioner's claim that ICG significantly constrains Superior's retail propane
prices. Full regression results are reported in Appendix G.
274
It is instructive to compare Professor Carlton's 2SLS results with his OLS results. All four OLS models demonstrated
that Superior's profit margin was higher where ICG had a substantial presence and that the positive relationship was statistically
significant. With the method of 2SLS, one model results in a positive coefficient for ICG's substantial presence, three of the
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models now show negative coefficients for this relationship, and none of these four coefficients is statistically significant. These
differences suggest to the Tribunal that Professor Carlton's OLS results are statistically biassed and not reliable.
275
For example, where substantial presence is defined at the 15 percent level, Professor Carlton's OLS results indicate
that Superior's margin is 1.47 cpl higher where ICG's presence is substantial than where it is not, and that the relationship is
statistically significant. However, the 2SLS results indicate that Superior's margin is 1.60 cpl lower where ICG's presence is
substantial than where it is not; the relationship is not statistically significant.
276
Thus, while Professor Carlton is correct to claim that his 2SLS results do not provide systematic support for the
Commissioner's claim, it also appears that they do not provide support for his own conclusions. In particular, the 2SLS results
support neither the conclusion that Superior is more profitable at locations where ICG has a substantial presence nor the
suggestion that ICG is an ineffective competitor. Indeed, the lack of statistical significance for ICG's substantial presence
indicates that no relationship has been found.
277 With respect to the presence of independents, Professor Carlton's 2SLS results for the aggregate effect thereof also differ
from his OLS results. In all four models, the substantial presence of independents has a much stronger statistically significant
effect on Superior's margin than with OLS methods. For example, with a 15 percent substantial presence, the OLS impact of
independents is -0.80 cpl; with 2SLS, the impact is -3.49 cpl. Similar differences are found across all four models.
278 The Tribunal observes that the measures of substantial presence for independent firms in aggregate depend on the market
share data from Superior's branch templates, the limitations of which have already been noted. Simply put, the Tribunal believes
that the substantial presence of independent firms has been measured with error and that the resulting coefficient estimates,
whether OLS or 2SLS, are unreliable.
279
The Tribunal regards Professor Ward's criticism regarding simultaneity as appropriate and, therefore, places greater
weight on Professor Carlton's 2SLS results. The Tribunal rejects Professor Carlton's OLS results and the implications which
he draws therefrom. Moreover, since Professor Carlton's 2SLS results provide no information on the relationship between
Superior's margin and ICG's substantial presence, the Tribunal can only conclude that Professor Carlton's econometric results
are not useful in this case.
(b) Acquisition of Premier
280
To determine whether the merger is likely to result in a price increase, Professor Carlton examined the price effects of
Superior's acquisition of Premier, which was completed in 1994. Premier had been a strong competitor in British Columbia and
Alberta. After studying Superior's prices in those provinces before and after the acquisition, Professor Carlton finds, at paragraph
47 of his report (confidential exhibit CR-120), that Superior's average margin is statistically lower after the acquisition and that
end-use margins are significantly lower for three end-uses — agent, automotive and residential.
281
Apart from the statistical and interpretive problems which Professors Schwindt and Globerman find with Professor
Carlton's evidence, they note at page 14 of their report in rebuttal (confidential exhibit CA-2078) that Premier's sales were more
heavily oriented to autopropane than were Superior's and suggest that this is why the average margin declined post-merger.
That the Premier merger lowered Superior's profit margin is surprising. Together with the differing circumstances of the instant
merger and the absence of reply by Professor Carlton to Professors Schwindt and Globerman's rebuttal points, the Tribunal
believes that Professor Carlton's analysis of the Premier merger does not provide a good indication of the likely effects of the
merger under consideration here.
(c) Customer Gains and Losses
282 Professor Carlton reports at paragraph 42 and table 12 of his report (confidential exhibit CR-120) his analysis of Superior's
customer gains and losses. For 1996, his customer count data show that Superior experienced a net loss of 149 customers to
ICG and 1,862 customers to independent firms. In 1997, Superior enjoyed a net gain of 157 customers from ICG but a net
loss of 2,435 customers to independents. In 1998, Superior also had a net gain of 448 customers from ICG and a net loss of
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995 customers to independents. He concludes that "Superior systematically loses more, or gains fewer, customers to or from
independents than ICG. These results are consistent with my regression findings that independents, and not ICG, constrain
Superior's propane prices" (ibid. at paragraph 42).
283
The Tribunal finds Professor Carlton's conclusion somewhat difficult to understand. It is not the case that Superior
gained fewer customers from independents than from ICG. In each of the three years, his data show that Superior gained more
customers from independents than from ICG (1,298 from independents versus 793 from ICG in 1996; 1,201 versus 1,115 in
1997; and 1,207 versus 1,116 in 1998). On a net basis, Superior gained more customers from ICG than it lost in two of those
years and lost more customers than it gained from ICG in one year. It is not clear to the Tribunal what systematic solutions
can be drawn from these numbers.
284 Professors Schwindt and Globerman, at page 12 of their report in rebuttal (confidential exhibit CA-2078), point out that
the counting of actual customer gains and losses does not measure the number of customers that ICG challenged. Moreover,
as they point out, counting customers will not reflect the size of those customers or the volumes won or lost. It may be, for
example, that ICG's business strategy is more focussed on large-volume customers and hence, it may not challenge many small
accounts that would likely be of interest to independent marketers. Referring to ICG's experience in Bromont, Quebec, they
state that a simple counting of customers gained and lost is misleading.
285 As Professor Carlton does not challenge these criticisms in reply (confidential exhibit CR-121), the Tribunal is of the view
that counting actual customers gained and lost does not, in itself, establish the ineffectiveness of ICG as a competitor to Superior.
(d) Gross Profit Margin
286
In Professor Carlton's view, as stated at paragraph 12 of his report (confidential exhibit CR-120), the Commissioner's
claim is that retail propane prices depend on the number of national suppliers in a country. If the Commissioner were correct,
he argues, then gross profit margins of propane dealers should be higher in Canada where the industry is more concentrated
than in the United States where there are more "national retail suppliers" competing in a local market. He presents evidence for
the period 1994-98 showing that the average gross profit margin (i.e., gross profits as a percentage of revenues) was lower for
Superior (44.5) and ICG (44.7) than for a sample consisting of the seven largest American propane dealers with multi-market
operations on which he could collect such data (47.9). This evidence, he argues, suggests that profitability is not a function of
industry concentration and hence the merger of ICG and Superior will not present a problem for competition.
287
The Commissioner's experts, Professors Schwindt and Globerman, criticize this statistical finding for failing to take
differences in product mix into account. The overall gross margins of propane dealers might vary because of profitability
differences in the end-use markets they serve. Accordingly, they argue, the lower gross profit margins of ICG and Superior
reflect the fact that they are more heavily involved with low-margin autopropane supply and less involved with residential
propane than their American counterparts. Once the gross margins are corrected for differences in product mix, the margins of
ICG and Superior are higher than the ones of the dealers in the United States.
288 At page 2 of his report in reply (confidential exhibit CR-122), Professor Carlton recalculates Superior's gross margin for
1998 assuming it had the same business mix as each of the three American propane dealers. The resulting average profit margin is
higher than Superior's margin for that year and tends to support Professors Schwindt and Globerman's citation. Professor Carlton
does not report such calculations for ICG. In the Tribunal's opinion, Professor Carlton has not shown that the Commissioner's
business mix criticism is mistaken.
(e) EBITDA
289
Professor Carlton's evidence at table 3 of his report (confidential exhibit CR-120) is that EBITDA as a percentage of
revenues are lower for ICG (11.2) and Superior (12.9) than for his sample of American dealers (15.6) for the 1994-98 period.
He interprets these data as further support for his view that profitability is not related to industry concentration.
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290
In the propane business, EBITDA equal gross profit less secondary distribution and other administrative costs, and
hence, is a measure of net cash flow from operations. As a profit measure, it has the advantage of not being distorted by the
arbitrary treatment of depreciation/amortization under generally accepted accounting rules, by the choice of capital structure
which influences interest expense or by tax planning opportunities. Accordingly, EBITDA may be preferred to other profitability
measures (such as net income) that measure profit with such distortions and are unreliable when making inter-firm comparisons.
291 The Commissioner takes issue with Professor Carlton's interpretation, stating that differences in EBITDA can be due to
differences in "net margin" across applications. He notes, for example, that net margins can differ due to differences in capital
investment across end-uses with the resulting differences in depreciation expense across end-uses. This argument is similar to
the business mix argument discussed above with respect to differences in gross profit margins across firms.
292
In fact, Superior's own estimate of its 1996 net margins was 0.1118 cpl in the residential segment and -0.0032 cpl
in auto. In 1995, those net margins were 0.1065 cpl and 0.0044 cpl, respectively (confidential exhibit CA-16 at 00923). The
Commissioner appears to suggest that such differences in net margin account for differences in EBITDA/revenue between
Canadian and American propane dealers as the former are more heavily involved in autopropane than are the latter.
293 However, the definition of net margins is not clear. If, as it appears, it includes depreciation and other costs such as head
office costs, interest expense and taxes that are not measured by end-use, then any attempt to allocate such expenses to end-uses
served by a propane dealer will require arbitrary allocation rules that make the results similarly arbitrary, if not meaningless. For
example, how should the depreciation on a delivery truck that serves both agricultural and residential customers be allocated
between these end-uses? Should it be done proportionately to litres delivered, to the number of customers, to distances, to
time involved? Each such allocation procedure is as good as any other, and equally arbitrary. Moreover, it is not clear how
depreciation should be measured. Certainly, the accounting treatment of depreciation does not attempt to measure the "wear and
tear" that takes place; accounting rules attempt only to spread the purchase price of an asset over some period of time in order
to match the cost of the asset against the revenue it generated in a particular period of time as required by accounting principles.
294
The allocation procedures adopted by Superior illustrate the problem. Overhead costs were allocated to market
segments and to geographic markets according to volumes, and operating costs according to the number of deliveries. The stated
justification for these procedures is that "they appear to produce the best results" (confidential exhibit CA-16 at 00923).
295
At paragraph 9 of his report in reply (confidential exhibit CR-122), Professor Carlton suggests that although gross
margins differ according to business mix, they reflect differences in secondary distribution costs across end-uses. Presumably,
he means that a firm requires a higher gross profit margin in an end-use with higher secondary costs than in an end-use with
lower secondary costs in order to operate profitably. However, he presents no evidence that this relationship holds in the
propane business. Indeed, he simply states that "[t]here is no reason to believe that prices for residential and auto end-uses differ
substantially after all (not just primary distribution) costs are accounted for".
296 The evidence cited above on Superior's net margins appears to provide a reason for such a belief. However, these margins
depend crucially on the allocation procedures adopted.
297
The Tribunal is not bound by the allocation procedures that Superior used, and it cannot be sure that other equally
reasonable procedures would not produce very different net margins. The Tribunal believes that it cannot attribute differences
in EBITDA to differences in margins across end-uses as suggested by the Commissioner. However, it cannot accept without
evidence that gross profits reflect higher secondary costs across end-uses as Professor Carlton suggests. It may be that, as with
gross profit margins, differences in business mix and secondary distribution costs account for some, possibly large, portion of
the EBITDA differences between large Canadian and American dealers. Hence the Tribunal is not prepared to accept Professor
Carlton's conclusion that ICG and Superior are less profitable than his sample of large American propane dealers.
H. Conclusion
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298 The Commissioner submits that this merger will lead to a substantial lessening of competition in local markets other than
"category 1" markets referred to by Professor Schwindt and Globerman, the linked market number one (markets numbers 3, 4,
6, 9, and 7, 27, 40, 50, and 53, as defined by Professor West) and the Sechelt-Powell River market of British Columbia; he also
submits that the merger will lead to a prevention of competition in the Maritimes. The Commissioner also submits that national
accounts are a separate category of business over which the merged entity will be in a position to exercise market power. In
addition to the evidence of high market shares and the difficulty of entry, the Commissioner relies on the expert opinion of
Professors Schwindt, Globerman and Ward as to the merger's impact on market structure and the ability of the merged entity
to raise price unilaterally.
299
The respondents argue that the impact of the merger on market structure will be minimal because ICG has not been a
strong competitor. In particular, they rely on the expert opinion evidence of Professor Carlton who claims, on the basis of his
statistical analysis, that ICG has not constrained Superior's prices in markets where they compete. On this basis, the respondents
argue that the removal of ICG by this merger will have no significant competitive impact.
300
The legal test to be applied under section 92 of the Act is whether the merger or proposed merger prevents or lessens,
or is likely to prevent or lessen, competition substantially.
301
In Hillsdown, cited above at paragraph [127], at page 314, the Tribunal held that a finding of a substantial lessening of
competition depends on whether the transaction will result in additional market power:
... In assessing the likely effects of a merger, one considers whether the merged firm will be able to exercise market power
additional to that which could have been exercised had the merger not occurred. A merger will lessen competition if it
enhances the ability of the merging parties to exercise "market power" by either preserving, adding to or creating the
power to raise prices above competitive levels for a significant period of time. One considers the degree of any such likely
increase and whether by reference to the particular facts of the case it should be characterized as substantial.
302 The Tribunal is largely in agreement with this statement; however, it does not agree that a merger which merely preserves
existing power over price should be seen as lessening competition. The objective of merger review is to determine whether
market power is increased at the margin.
303

In Southam, cited above at paragraph [47], at page 285, the Tribunal states:
... Most simply, are advertisers likely to be faced with significant higher prices or significantly less choice over a significant
period of time than they would be likely to experience in the absence of the acquisitions? (emphasis added)

304
Subsection 92(2) of the Act makes it clear that market shares and concentration, per se, cannot lead to a finding that a
merger will likely prevent or lessen competition in a substantial way. It reads:
For the purpose of this section, the Tribunal shall not find that a merger or proposed merger prevents or lessens, or is likely
to prevent or lessen, competition substantially solely on the basis of evidence of concentration or market share.
305
Although evidence of his market share or concentration is not sufficient to justify for finding that a merger is likely to
prevent or lessen competition substantially, it is no doubt a relevant factor. This evidence will be particularly useful in identifying
mergers that are likely to result in greater interdependence among the remaining firms in the market.
306 In light of the evidence, the Tribunal is of the view that the merger is likely to lessen competition substantially in many
local markets. The Tribunal accepts the opinion of Professors Schwindt and Globerman regarding the 16 local markets in which
the merged entity will have post-merger combined market shares of 95 percent or more and which they referred to as "merger
to monopoly". The Tribunal's concern in these markets is that the merged entity will have the ability to exercise market power
by imposing a unilateral price increase.
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307 The Tribunal accepts the Commissioner's conclusion regarding the eight markets referred to as "category 1" because the
merger is expected to have minimal impact on competition between Superior and fringe competitors.
308
The Tribunal also finds that the merger is likely to lessen competition substantially in a set of markets referred to as
"category 3" which identifies 16 markets in which ICG had a substantial market share prior to the merger but where there were
at least three competitors including Superior and ICG. In these markets, the Tribunal expects that the elimination of ICG will
enhance interdependence and reduce competition.
309
Finally, the Tribunal finds that the merger is likely to lessen competition substantially through the creation of a
dominant firm in the 33 local markets referred to as "category 2". In these markets, the Tribunal is concerned about the increased
interdependence effects that the merger is likely to produce.
310 The Tribunal finds that the merger is likely to lessen competition substantially in coordination services offered to national
account customers. It is uncontested that only the merging firms provide these services across Canada. The merger will leave
one remaining firm in Canada offering coordination services and there is no evidence to suggest that anyone capable of offering
coordination services across Canada will commence those operations. The Tribunal recognizes that not all national account
customers rely on these two companies for coordination services. However, the issue is to determine whether the merged firm
will be able to exercise market power over its national account customers by imposing a unilateral price increase. The Tribunal
is of the view that the merged entity will have the ability to do so as some witnesses indicated that they would be willing to pay
more for these services in order to avoid the higher costs of internal coordination.
311
In coming to the conclusion that the merger will likely result in a substantial lessening of competition, the Tribunal
considered the evidence of market shares and concentration provided by Professors West, Schwindt and Globerman and the
econometric evidence of Professor Ward on the ability of the merged entity to impose unilateral price increases.
312
The Tribunal also considers that barriers to entry in the retail propane business are high based on the evidence of
Professor Whinston and of several factual witnesses. The Tribunal also notes that entry has occurred in the past but that no
evidence demonstrates that it would occur within a reasonable period of time to prevent the exercise of market power. The
Tribunal is of the view that Superior's and ICG's respective market shares have remained relatively constant through the last
decade. Therefore, the Tribunal believes that Superior and ICG' combined market share constitutes approximately 70 percent
of the market on a national basis despite entry by relatively small competitors.
313
The Tribunal also finds that the merger is likely to prevent competition substantially in Atlantic Canada. In making
this finding, the Tribunal relies on the evidence of ICG's plans to vigorously expand its activities in Atlantic Canada. In this
respect, the Tribunal also considered the evidence of high market shares, the evidence of high barriers to entry and the lack of
evidence that entry did occur in the past.
V. Remedy
314
In light of the Tribunal's finding pursuant to section 92 of the Act that the merger is likely to lessen competition
substantially in many local markets and for national account customers and that the merger is likely to prevent competition
substantially in Atlantic Canada, the Tribunal is of the view that the sole remedy appropriate in this case would be the total
divestiture by Superior of all of ICG's shares and assets (including those of the previously integrated branches thereof).
315 We take note of the Supreme Court's direction in Southam, cited above at paragraph [48], at pages 789 and 790, regarding
the appropriate remedy:
The evil to which the drafters of the Competition Act addressed themselves is substantial lessening of competition. See
Competition Act, s. 92(1). It hardly needs arguing that the appropriate remedy for a substantial lessening of competition is
to restore competition to the point at which it can no longer be said to be substantially less than it was before the merger.
Further, the Supreme Court stated at page 791:
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... If the choice is between a remedy that goes farther than is strictly necessary to restore competition to an acceptable
level and a remedy that does not go far enough even to reach the acceptable level, then surely the former option must be
preferred. At the very least, a remedy must be effective. If the least intrusive of the possible effective remedies overshoots
the mark, that is perhaps unfortunate but, from a legal point of view, such a remedy is not defective.
316
The Tribunal is of the view that since the merger between Superior and ICG is likely to prevent or lessen competition
substantially in many local markets across Canada, an order for total divestiture is the sole effective remedy available to the
Tribunal. Indeed, the Tribunal is of the view that any order for partial divestiture remedy, while less intrusive, would not
effectively restore competition in these markets to the level at which it can no longer be said to be substantially less than it
was prior to the merger.
317
The Tribunal will now turn to the respondents' argument under section 96 of the Act in order to determine whether an
order for total divestiture can be made.
VI. Efficiencies
A. Summary of Efficiency Gains
318
The respondents submit that the merger will allow Superior to achieve substantial gains in efficiency. They presented
the opinion of Cole Valuation Partners Limited ("Cole") stating that the aggregate of such gains ("efficiency value") falls in
the range of $381 million to $421 million measured in constant dollars over 10 years. Cole also opines that these efficiency
gains cannot be achieved through other means common to industry practice (expert affidavit of C. O'Leary and E. Fergin (17
August 1999): confidential exhibit CR-112 at 2).
319
Cole's report entitled "Quantification of the Efficiency Value Resulting from the Merger of Superior Propane and ICG
Propane" is exhibit A. Appendix 1 to Cole's report is the report of A.T. Kearney Ltd., a management consulting firm with
expertise in, inter alia, logistics and operations management. The two reports and opinions therein constitute the "Cole-Kearney
report".
320
The Cole-Kearney report is lengthy and detailed, but its main conclusions are the efficiency gains in each of the three
major areas of operation: corporate centre, customer support and field operations. The corporate centre comprises the functions
of corporate management and includes, inter alia, head office management activities, personnel and facilities, information
systems technology, wholesale propane dealing and purchasing. The Cole-Kearney report projects that the merged entity will
require 44 fewer employees in the head office functions than in the two companies separately, that the head office rent will
decline, as will public company costs, legal, and marketing expenditures. The report states that estimated annualized savings
of $15.4 million will arise from the elimination of redundancies and that, over 10 years, total projected savings will be $141.5
million taking into account certain one-time gains (e.g., on asset disposals) and costs (such as severance) of achieving those
savings (ibid. at 9-12 and appendix 1 at section A).
321
Customer support functions include sales force and related management, customer service and administration, and
regulatory and safety. The Cole-Kearney report expects cost savings arising from the duplication of facilities and redundant
personnel in areas where both merging companies operate and from the adoption of Superior's decentralized "business model"
in which branches are supported by a centralized branch support centre and regional branch support centres. ICG's five customer
care centres will be eliminated. Annualized savings of $7.2 million are projected, resulting in $65.7 million in savings over 10
years after including one-time items (ibid. at 13-16 and appendix 1 at section B). The Cole-Kearney report notes that its estimates
of cost savings exclude the expected savings from restructurings that Superior and ICG had already planned independent of
the merger (ibid. appendix 1, tab B1 at 135, 136).
322
Field operations consist of field sites, branches and plant operations, delivery and service fleets, propane and tank
inventory, and supply and transportation. Cost savings are anticipated to result from redundancies due to overlapping geographic
markets and from the larger delivery volumes in each territory that will enable the merged entity to reduce supply and
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transportation costs. For example, the Cole-Kearney report projects 157 eliminated positions, a reduction of 17,694 tanks, and
the elimination of 5.9 million litres of propane inventory. Annualized savings of $16.7 million are expected, for a total of $193.6
million over 10 years taking one-time items into account (ibid. at 17-20 and appendix 1 at section C).
323
The aggregate cost savings identified in the Cole-Kearney report amount to $400.8 million (with a margin of
approximately $20 million) over 10 years, for a projected efficiency gain of $40.08 million (with a margin of approximately
$2 million) per year. The Cole-Kearney report asserts a very high level of confidence in its realization, in part because (a)
$13 million to $21 million of savings that would likely be realized in the absence of the merger were excluded; (b) identified
efficiency gains from the merger were included only if they could be realized with a high degree of confidence; and (c) the
efficiency gains are based on cost savings that are held to be more likely to be realized than revenue gains that are more
speculative.
324 For greater certainty, the Tribunal notes the distinction between "annualized savings" as used in the Cole-Kearney report
and "annual savings". The former term is a representative amount of one-year savings in an item when that item's cashflows
are measured year by year over 10 years, before taking one-time related cashflows (e.g., due to severance payments, or asset
disposals) into account. Accordingly, the savings for that item over 10 years need not equal the annualized savings multiplied
by 10. Adding the annualized savings from the three categories discussed above leads to annualized savings of $39.3 million
when rounded to one decimal. The latter term refers to all cashflows; for example, if the total savings over 10 years are $400.8
million, then the annual savings are $40.08 million.
B. Efficiency Net Present Value
325 The Cole-Kearney report also provides estimates of the discounted present value of the efficiency gains, the "efficiency
net present value", which falls in the range of $291 million to $308 million (ibid. at 24). This calculation depends on the discount
rate chosen and the particular set of cashflows evaluated (ibid., appendix 4 at 318). Cole adopts the midpoint of $300 million
for the point estimate of the efficiency net present value.
C. Tribunal's Summary and Evaluation
326
The Commissioner argues, based on the report in rebuttal of Professors Schwindt and Globerman and Mr. Kemp
(expert rebuttal affidavit of R. Schwindt, S. Globerman, and T. Kemp (15 September 1999): confidential exhibit CA-3131),
that $38.51 million claimed annual savings overstate what the merger is likely to generate and that only $21.2 million thereof
are appropriately considered. The Commissioner argues that many of the claimed gains in efficiency are cost savings that are
pecuniary in nature and should, therefore, be disregarded because they do not represent savings of real economic resources that
would be redeployed by other sectors of the economy. Similarly, the Commissioner asserts that certain real economic costs have
been classified as pecuniary and hence ignored when they should be deducted from claimed efficiency gains.
327
The Commissioner also asserts that the magnitudes of certain properly included efficiencies are overstated, and that
costs incurred as a result of the merger have been inadequately treated.
328 In reply, the respondents dispute several of the Commissioner's criticisms and they submit that the Commissioner's claims
in these areas should be disregarded. As many of the Commissioner's concerns are not challenged (for example, the elimination
of the "wellness programme" as pecuniary savings), the Tribunal is concerned only with those points of disagreement.
(1) Corporate Centre
329
The Commissioner asserts that claimed cost savings in corporate centre are overstated by approximately $11.9 million
per annum. Of these, the respondents defend their treatment of the Management Agreement, procurement, and public company
costs which amount to $11.4 million per annum of the Commissioner's sought-after reduction in corporate centre cost savings.
(a) Management Agreement
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Superior is managed by Superior Management Services Limited Partnership ("SMS") which acquired the obligations
and benefits (the "Management Agreement") of managing Superior from the previous manager, Union Pacific Resources
Inc., in May 1998 for $5 million (Cole-Kearney Report Compendium Binder: confidential exhibit CR-114, tab A1, appendix
B). Superior Incentive Trust ("Incentive Trust"), which holds the class A units of SMS, receives distributions thereon of the
management fees which Superior pays to SMS pursuant to the Management Agreement. The management group of Superior
(Grant Billing, Mark Schweitzer and Geoff Mackey) owns 28 percent of Incentive Trust's units and hence is entitled to 28
percent of the distributions made by Incentive Trust. A group of investors, Enterprise Capital Management Inc. (the "Enterprise
investors"), owns the remaining 72 percent of Incentive Trust's units.
331
The Commissioner asserts that the schedule of management fees in the Management Agreement provides incentives
to SMS to increase (a) the profitability of Superior, and (b) the cash distribution to unitholders of the Superior Income Fund
("cash distribution") which owns Superior. The schedule provides no entitlement to SMS when the cash distribution per unit is
less than $1.27. For cash distributions between $1.27 and $1.45, SMS is entitled to an amount equal to 15 percent of those cash
distributions and to 25 percent when the cash distribution per unit is between $1.45 and $1.89. Above $1.89, SMS receives an
amount equal to 50 percent of the cash distributions.
332
Accordingly, if the management group could achieve efficiencies that resulted in increased cash distributions, SMS
would be entitled to the management fees in respect of such efficiency-based cash distributions. Assuming that the management
group achieves the $40 million of efficiencies claimed in the Cole-Kearney report, the Commissioner estimates that SMS would
receive management fees in respect thereof of approximately $7.5 million per annum. This amount is an average based on
differing assumptions about Superior's future tax position given that management fees are a tax-deductible expense.
333
In summary, the Commissioner asserts that the management fees arising from achieving efficiencies attributed to the
instant merger are payments that compensate SMS for providing the additional management services that are required to achieve
these efficiencies. Viewed in this light, these fees are a cost of achieving the efficiencies and should therefore be deducted
from the $40 million per annum of efficiencies claimed by the respondents. The Commissioner submits that the full amount of
these fees should be deducted, not just the 28 percent thereof that would be distributable to the management group, because the
Enterprise investors have management obligations and involvement through representation on Superior's or ICG's boards.
334
The respondents offer several objections (expert reply affidavit of S. Cole, C. O'Leary, J.P. Tuttle, and E. Fergin (5
October 1999): confidential exhibit CR-113 at 9-13), the main one being that the fees do not call forth additional management
efforts by the management group because the managers were fully engaged prior to the merger and because there will be no
material change in the level of services provided by the managers; hence, no increase in economic costs will arise (ibid. at 10).
As a result, the respondents argue that no deduction of the fees against claimed efficiencies is warranted.
335
The respondents indicate that the managers received interest-free, non-recourse loans from the Enterprise investors in
order to facilitate the purchase of their 28 percent share in the Management Agreement (confidential exhibit CR-113, appendix
B at 56).
336 It appears to the Tribunal that the respondents' position is that the managers are being paid more for providing the same
amount of management services and hence that the fees they receive in the form of distributions from Incentive Trust are a
pecuniary cost only. In simpler terms, the Management Agreement redistributes some of Superior's profit to the managers at
the expense of Superior's owners since no additional management effort is provided. If the respondents' view is correct, the
Tribunal finds it a strange argument to make, as it amounts to a statement that, in effect, the management group will be overpaid
for the services they provide.
337
The respondents further argue that the Management Agreement is an investment made and paid for by the managers
and that the payments they receive from Incentive Trust are distributions of profit rather than compensation for management
services. They point out that the owners of the Management Agreement have the right to sell their interests therein. They
also submit that since the Management Agreement predates the merger and has not been amended in this respect, the level of
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management services to be provided has not changed since 1996 when the terms of the agreement were established. Hence, the
respondents argue that any change in payment must be a pecuniary transfer (confidential exhibit CR-113 at 11, 12).
338
The Tribunal does not agree that the Management Agreement is solely an investment, although it may have aspects
thereof. In view of the fact that the management fees paid to SMS pursuant to the Management Agreement are tax-deductible
expenses to Superior, they cannot be distributions of after-tax profits. While the managers purchased for their interests in the
Management Agreement supported in part by interest-free non-recourse loans, the Tribunal finds that the acquisition price they
paid only provides further incentive to them to supply additional services that increase their remuneration. Moreover, it appears
to the Tribunal that the managers' ability to transfer their interests in the Management Agreement is highly circumscribed by
section 6.1 of the Unitholders Agreement (confidential exhibit CR-113, appendix G, tab 3).
339
The Tribunal observes that managers of for-profit enterprises often receive compensation in the form of investments
or investment-related vehicles, such as shares of the managed company, stock options on company shares, low-interest loans
to acquire shares of the managed company, etc. Although the payments that they receive from these investments may be in the
form of dividends or capital gains, these forms of managerial compensation are nonetheless techniques for improving the quality
and quantity of managerial effort. In particular, these methods seek to align the interests of managers with those of owners so
that managerial decisions benefit the latter group. Thus, even when the incentive payments are in the form of distributions on
company securities held by the managers, their purpose is to provide incentive to managers to achieve corporate goals and those
payments are properly viewed as compensation for effort.
340 The Tribunal agrees with the Commissioner that, in all relevant respects, the Management Agreement provides additional
compensation to the managers for supplying additional managerial effort. Thus, these additional management fees are a true
economic cost of achieving the efficiencies claimed by the respondents and hence are properly deducted from those efficiencies.
341
However, the Tribunal disagrees with the Commissioner regarding the appropriate amount of that deduction. The
proper quantum is that amount that compensates the managers for additional effort and hence must be less than the total fees
paid to SMS under the Management Agreement because 72 percent thereof accrues to the Enterprise investors. There is no
evidence that Enterprise investors or their board representative are or will be involved in active management or in achieving
the claimed efficiencies. Accordingly, they benefit from the additional efforts provided by the management group but supply
none themselves.
342 The Tribunal views the distributions on SMS's class A units by Incentive Trust to the Enterprise investors as a pecuniary
redistribution of Superior's pre-tax profit from Superior's owners, particularly because those owners receive nothing from the
Enterprise investors when the Management Agreement changed hands.
343 The respondents calculate the payments to the managers under the Management Agreement under different assumptions
about Superior's future tax position and conclude that the managers will receive between $1.5 million and $2.8 million per
annum if $40 million of efficiencies are properly claimed and achieved. Following the Commissioner's approach, the Tribunal
adopts the average thereof, $2.2 million as the deduction from the claimed efficiencies (confidential exhibit CR-113 at 13 and
appendix B at B1).
344
The Tribunal notes that the $7.5 million deduction claimed by the Commissioner is the Commissioner's estimate of
the management fees payable to SMS in respect of this merger when the efficiency gains are $40 million per year. Since the
Commissioner asserts that this amount is itself overstated for a variety of reasons, the amount of the management fees and hence
any deduction in respect thereof must necessarily be lower if the Commissioner's assertion is correct.
345
The Tribunal notes further that the Commissioner's amount of $7.5 million average estimated management fees
equals 18.75 percent of the $40 million claimed efficiency gain. The $2.2 million average fees resulting from the respondents'
calculations are 5.5 percent of those efficiencies. Since the Tribunal agrees with the respondents as to exclusion of amounts
received by the Enterprise investors, in determining the proper amount to deduct when efficiencies are less than $40 million,
the Tribunal will use the latter percentage.
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(b) Procurement
346
The Cole-Kearney report indicates that suppliers to the merged company will experience cost savings as a result of the
combination of purchasing activities in one company rather than two. The merged company will be able to demonstrate these
savings and negotiate discounts in truck freight and rail freight rates, among other areas (confidential exhibit CR-112, tab A9
at 115). The Cole-Kearney report had claimed approximately $2.84 million per year in savings to the merged company, but
revised its estimate to $3.28 million per year in reply to the report prepared by the Commissioner's experts in rebuttal to include
cost savings at Superior's transportation affiliate, Energy Transportation Incorporated (confidential exhibit CR-114, tab 6).
347
The Commissioner submits that the procurement savings of $3.28 million per year are largely pecuniary and not well
documented. Indeed, in their report in rebuttal, the Commissioner's experts, Professors Schwindt and Globerman and Mr. Kemp,
note that the estimates are based solely on A.T. Kearney's experience in negotiating transportation contracts for other clients
(confidential exhibit CA-3131 at 19).
348
The Tribunal finds that there is insufficient evidence to support the claimed savings in the Cole-Kearney report. The
Tribunal accepts the Commissioner's criticisms and consequently concludes that no savings have been established.
(c) Public Company Costs
349 The respondents claim an annual saving due to the merger of $660,000 in avoided public company costs. Such avoided
costs include stock exchange listing fees, costs of outside directors, trustee's fees, regulatory filing costs, legal and audit fees,
etc. Absent the merger, the respondents argue that ICG would have gone public and incurred these costs (confidential exhibit
CR-112, tab A-8 at 111).
350 The Commissioner's experts criticize these savings on the basis that ICG could plausibly have been acquired by another
company and could have avoided these costs. As a result, they argue that the cost savings are not properly attributed to the
instant merger (confidential exhibit CA-3131 at 18).
351
The evidence of witness Henry Roberts, vice-president of Petro-Canada, is that arrangements had already been put in
place to take ICG public through an offering of trust units when Superior made its offer to acquire ICG; ICG had already issued
a preliminary prospectus and was promoting the offering via road shows. According to Mr. Roberts, Petro-Canada had received
expressions of interest by a few potential buyers and had discussions with them; however, no such buyer made a binding offer
to purchase ICG.
352 History aside, will these savings likely be attained if the Tribunal orders total divestiture. At the present time, the Tribunal
does not and cannot know how the ordered divestiture would take place. However, since Superior is claiming the savings in
public company costs as efficiencies, it has the burden of demonstrating to the satisfaction of the Tribunal that those savings
are properly included in the analysis under subsection 96(1). Thus, Superior must establish that it would or would likely take
ICG public in the event of a total divestiture order. It has not done so, and the efficiency claim is therefore denied.
(2) Field Operations
(a) Fleet and Driver Reductions
353 The Cole-Kearney report estimates that the merged entity will require fewer trucks of all types in the overlapping trade
areas of the merging firms, so that a number of trucks and related delivery driver positions in overlapping areas can, therefore, be
eliminated. The efficiencies in these categories arise from the elimination of certain planned vehicle purchases, the elimination
of the operating costs on vehicles removed from service, proceeds of disposal of certain delivery vehicles (confidential exhibit
CR-112, section C, tab C4), and the savings in driver remuneration (ibid., tab C-5).
354 The Cole-Kearney report uses statistical regression methods (as subsequently presented during the hearing in confidential
exhibit CR-113, appendix G, tab 5) to determine the relationship between operating hours per bulk truck and three determinants
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thereof, a trade area proxy measure of distance travelled, volumes delivered, and number of calls. Based on this statistical
analysis (Predictive Regression Model Results: exhibit A-3122 at 2), a reduction of 13.27 percent in operating hours was found
to be achievable. With this relationship, they conclude that the merged firm will require 661 trucks of all types and that 80 trucks
(75 bulk trucks and 5 cylinder trucks) currently serving the overlapping trade areas of the merging parties can be eliminated
(confidential exhibit CR-112, tab C4 at 236, 237). Correspondingly, 80 fewer delivery drivers would be needed (ibid., tab C5
at 244).
355
As a result of this analysis, the Cole-Kearney report estimates annualized savings of $2.6 million ($33.4 million over
10 years) through the elimination of these trucks, and annualized savings of $3.9 million ($36.3 million over 10 years) through
eliminating delivery driver positions (confidential exhibit CR-112 at 18). These cost savings account for approximately 17
percent of the ten-year, total gains in efficiency claimed by the Cole-Kearney report.
356
The Commissioner's experts, Professors Schwindt and Globerman, have criticized the methodology used by the ColeKearney report to predict the fleet and driver position reduction and the results therefrom (Evaluation of Appendix D of the
Cole/Kearney Reply: exhibit A-3132). They note that the key variable for assessing savings is the average distance between
customers, which is not measured by the Cole-Kearney report's trade area proxy. Moreover, they point out that while the ColeKearney report measures the relationship between operating hours per bulk truck in their sample and three determinants thereof
including volume, their measure of that volume is total branch volume (including volumes delivered by cylinder trucks) rather
than actual volumes delivered by those bulk trucks. Other problems include a poor statistical "goodness of fit" measure which
the Commissioner's experts were able to improve on by using a different model.
357 The Commissioner's experts recalculated the analysis of the Cole-Kearney report with the correct data and concluded that
the estimated reduction in operating hours was 3.62 percent (exhibit A-3132, table A-4) versus the estimate of 13.27 percent in
the Cole-Kearney report. Accordingly, 30 trucks (28 bulk trucks and 2 cylinder trucks) could be eliminated as compared with
the estimate of 80 in the Cole-Kearney report. On this basis, the Commissioner submits that cost savings will be $1.69 million
per year less than the annualized estimate in the Cole-Kearney report.
358
Professors Schwindt and Globerman and Mr. Kemp note that since the truck reduction estimate in the Cole-Kearney
report is too high, so accordingly is its estimated reduction in the number of delivery drivers (confidential exhibit A-3131 at 7).
Assuming cost savings of $48,500 per driver (confidential exhibit CR-112 at 246) eliminated, the overstatement by 50 trucks
means that Cole-Kearney's annualized cost savings from delivery driver elimination should be reduced by $2.43 million (i.e.,
50 × $48,500). The Tribunal notes that the Commissioner's approach fails to consider the reduction in one-time severance costs
that would result from terminating fewer drivers.
359 In response, the respondents emphasize that the Commissioner's experts, Professors Schwindt and Globerman, have no
experience in the propane business and have never adjusted distribution routes or implemented a merger of this type.
360
In claiming a reduction of 28 bulk trucks in overlapping areas, the Commissioner's experts advocate a reduction of
only 5.8 percent of the combined 481 bulk vehicles over 10 years, as compared with Cole-Kearney's estimated 15.6 percent
reduction. In claiming a reduction of two cylinder trucks in overlapping areas, they advocate a 4.4 percent reduction over 10
years in the 45-vehicle cylinder fleet, as compared with Cole-Kearney's estimate of 11.1 percent.
361
The Tribunal cannot endorse the truck reduction estimates of the Commissioner's experts. Although they have
demonstrated that the Cole-Kearney's approach to estimating truck reductions is flawed by a serious data problem, the Tribunal
recognizes that some gains in efficiency are likely to result from truck reduction, especially in light of the overlapping routes of
the merging parties. In the Tribunal's view, the truck reductions estimated by the Commissioner's experts are, at best, the bare
minimum of what might be achievable. Accordingly, the Tribunal is of the view that the Commissioner's claimed reduction of
$1.69 million in Cole-Kearney's estimated savings from truck reductions is likely too high.
362 The Tribunal believes that $1 million per year is a more realistic estimate of the savings from bulk truck reductions than
the $770,000 calculated by the Commissioner's experts; a similar adjustment to their cylinder truck savings yields approximate
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annual savings of $150,000. With total estimated annual savings of $1.15 million, the Tribunal believes that Cole-Kearney's
estimated annualized savings should be reduced by $1.43 million rather than by the Commissioner's figure of $1.69 million.
363
Applying the same percentage adjustment to savings in delivery drivers, the Tribunal believes that the savings will
be approximately $1.9 million, rather than the $1.46 million claimed by the Commissioner. Accordingly, the Cole-Kearney's
estimate of savings of $3.88 million per year should be reduced by $1.98 million, rather than by the Commissioner's figure
of $2.43 million.
(b) Propane Supply and Transport
364
The Commissioner submits that Cole-Kearney's estimated cost savings of $1.39 million per year in this category are
overstated. The Commissioner claims that cost savings due to bringing idle equipment into use rather than continue purchasing
transport from independent haulers are pecuniary (i.e., that the idle capacity will be transferred from the merged entity to the
private haulers that were formerly used). The Commissioner also submits that the savings attributed to reduction in the backup
rail car fleet have not been established.
365 The respondents do not challenge the Commissioner's submissions, except to point out an apparent difference in amounts
claimed between the text of the Commissioner's memorandum at page 222 and the corresponding data in table E2. According
to the Commissioner, the text error is typographical and the data in table E2 are correct.
366

On this basis, the Tribunal accepts the Commissioner's criticisms of Cole-Kearney's cost savings.

(3) Other
(a) One-Time Items
367 The Commissioner states that Cole-Kearney's "annual claimed savings" of $38.51 million are overly optimistic, unrealistic
and exaggerated. The Commissioner claims that this figure should be reduced by $17.3 million to produce annual estimated
savings of $21.21 million, a figure that would still be too high for lack of a contingency factor.
368 The Cole-Kearney report claims cost savings of $400.8 million over 10 years with a contingency factor of approximately
five percent, for a range of $381 million to $421 million. Thus, on an annual basis, claimed savings are approximately $40
million, the midpoint of the range of $38 million to $42 million, for 10 years.
369
It appears to the Tribunal that table E2 in the Commissioner's memorandum lists and aggregates Cole-Kearney's
"annualized savings" and rounds such items and their sum to two decimals; hence the Commissioner's figure of $38.51 million
per year omits one-time expenditures and receipts. Accordingly, the Commissioner's estimate of $21.21 million in annual cost
savings from the merger does not include the one-time costs and receipts that result from achieving efficiencies.
370
In final argument, the Commissioner defended this exclusion in table E2 on the basis that it would be arbitrary to
express any one-time cost or receipt as an annual amount by dividing by 10 years in order to add it to the recurring amounts.
Indeed, dividing by any other number of years would be equally arbitrary. The Tribunal agrees that it is arbitrary to express a
one-time cost or receipt as an annual amount over 10 years. However, the Tribunal does not agree that excluding these onetime amounts is appropriate.
371
In the Tribunal's view, the appropriate way to value all costs and receipts resulting from the merger, whether one-time
or recurring, is through discounting the cashflows at the time of disbursement or receipt at an appropriate discount rate to a
present value. Cole-Kearney did this in calculating the efficiency net present value discussed above. The Commissioner did
not question the methodology or the results of that calculation or offer corresponding calculations. Moreover, it appears to the
Tribunal that the respondents abandoned this approach by the time the hearing started:
DR. SCHWARTZ: No, I don't. I thought you had discounting in your report.
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MR. COLE: Yes. In the original report the $40 million, or the $39 million, and the $400 million are nominal dollars, and
in all our discussions with you we have used that paradigm. So while here in Calgary, we have not discussed discounted
dollars or net present values.
In our original report there is discussion of that, if need be, but we have not discussed it with you here today or yesterday.
transcript at 34:6863, 6864 (8 December 1999).
372
Absent this approach, the Tribunal adopts as the basis for its consideration of cost savings the respondents' estimate of
$400.8 million in total cost savings over 10 years or $40 million per annum, rather than $38.51 million per annum in annualized
savings. This is done to recognize the one-time costs and receipts, although the Tribunal is well aware that a one-time cash
receipt is more valuable the earlier it is received, while a one-time cost is more valuable the later the disbursement is made.
(b) Miscellaneous
373
The Commissioner submits that the Cole-Kearney cost savings in several other areas are overstated by approximately
$620,000 per year in aggregate. The respondents do not challenge the Commissioner's submissions. On this basis, the Tribunal
accepts the Commissioner's claims in these areas.
(c) Property Tax
374
The respondents claim that property tax payments saved by the merger are savings in user-based payments for local
services that will not be needed after the merger and hence represent real savings to the municipalities. They say that the local
property tax differs from income taxes in this respect. However, they also appear to recognize that not all of the municipal
services supported by the property tax payments will be reduced. They claim that, absent a principled way to determine which
resources will be saved, the full amount of property tax savings should be viewed as gains in efficiency.
375 The MEG's, cited above at paragraph [57], refer to merger-based tax savings as redistribution of income from taxpayers
to firms; hence tax-savings are pecuniary gains rather than true cost savings. The MEG's at paragraph 5.3 do not distinguish
between income taxes and other taxes. At the local level, many services supported by the property tax will not be reduced by
the merger (e.g., local spending on education, health, social assistance, road maintenance, councillors' salaries).
376
At the hearing, the Tribunal suggested a principled way of distinguishing between pecuniary and real savings in the
area of local services and taxes. If the firm receives an invoice for products or services provided by local government (e.g.,
the water bill from the local authority) and if the merged entity will use less of that product or service, then the savings are
appropriately regarded as resource savings. Where it is not possible to determine whether property tax savings represent real
resource savings or a pecuniary redistribution, the Tribunal agrees with the Commissioner that no claimed efficiency savings
should be allowed. However, in this case, as the amount claimed by the respondents is relatively small, the Commissioner does
not seek to reduce the efficiencies by that amount.
(d) Integration Costs
377
The Commissioner submits that the costs of the Cole-Kearney report should be deducted from claimed efficiencies as
should the costs of management in planning the merger. The respondents dispute this submission regarding the Cole-Kearney
report on the basis that the cost of retaining the consultants was incurred to satisfy the Commissioner.
378 In the Tribunal's view, the costs of the Cole-Kearney report and pre-merger planning costs should not be deducted from
claimed efficiencies. The reason is that these costs have already been incurred and do not depend on whether the merger is
allowed to proceed or on whether the efficiencies will be achieved. These costs are sunk costs and hence differ from the costs
(e.g., severance payments) that will only be incurred as a result of implementing the merger. Thus, as an economic matter, it
would be appropriate to deduct the consultants' fees only, for example, if they were contingent on the outcome of the instant
hearing, for in such case they would not be sunk.
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379
In any event, on the evidence before us, the Cole-Kearney consultants were only retained by the respondents after the
December 1998 merger. Hence, it cannot be said that the costs of the Cole-Kearney report are costs which relate to the planning
of the merger by management.
(4) Net Efficiencies
380 As noted at paragraph [372], the Tribunal includes one-time items in its analysis and, therefore, accepts $40 million per
annum as the starting point to assess efficiency claims. In view of our findings and conclusion regarding the Commissioner's
criticisms of the Cole-Kearney report, we conclude that the efficiencies and deductions therefrom are as follows:
Table 1: Deductions in Efficiencies

Deductions
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Total deductions before management fees
Gross efficiencies claimed by respondents
Net efficiencies before management fees (b-a)
Deduction regarding management fees
Net efficiencies (c-d)

one-time items
procurement
public company
costs
delivery fleet
delivery drivers
propane supply
other (excl.
management
fees)

Sought by
Commissioner

Allowed by Tribunal

$ 1.50
$ 3.28
$ 0.66

$ 0.00
$ 3.28
$ 0.66

$ 1.69
$ 2.43
$ 1.12
$ 0.62

$ 1.43
$ 1.98
$ 1.12
$ 0.62

$ 11.30
$ 40.00
$ 28.70
$ 7.50
$ 21.20

$ 9.09
$ 40.00
$ 30.91
$ 1.70
$ 29.21

($million/year)

Notes: * 5.5% of $30.91
381
Apart from the specific adjustments to the gains in efficiency claimed in the Cole-Kearney report, the Commissioner
states that even after reducing the efficiency gains to $21.2 million, that figure is still unrealistically high, in part because it
allows for no contingency factor. The Commissioner submits that the Tribunal should keep this overstatement in mind when
balancing claimed efficiencies against the anti-competitive effects of the merger.
382
The Cole-Kearney report does not contain a deduction from claimed aggregate efficiency gains as a provision for the
possibility that those gains may not be achieved. In this sense, there is no provision for contingency. Mr. Cole testified that the
efficiency gains were estimated conservatively and were expressed in aggregate with a margin of approximately five percent.
He also stated that, as described in the Cole-Kearney report (confidential exhibit CR-112, appendix 5), between $12 to $21
million of efficiency gains over 10 years were excluded because they could not be quantified precisely (transcript at 33: 6365-67
(7 December 1999)). The Tribunal is satisfied that there is a buffer zone around the estimated efficiency gains and is, therefore,
of the view that the absence of an explicit contingency provision is immaterial.
383 In this case, the Commissioner chose not to lead evidence on efficiency gains and, therefore, was limited to rebutting the
expert opinion evidence of Cole-Kearney. On its view of the evidence concerning the respondents' efficiencies, the Tribunal is
satisfied that these efficiencies of $29.2 million per year will likely be brought about by the merger.
D. Legal Analysis
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(1) Section 96 of the Act
384

Section 96 provides that:
96.(1) The Tribunal shall not make an order under section 92 if it finds that the merger or proposed merger in respect of
which the application is made has brought about or is likely to bring about gains in efficiency that will be greater than, and
will offset, the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition that will result or is likely to result from the merger or
proposed merger and that the gains in efficiency would not likely be attained if the order were made.
(2) In considering whether a merger or proposed merger is likely to bring about gains in efficiency described in subsection
(1), the Tribunal shall consider whether such gains will result in
(a) a significant increase in the real value of exports; or
(b) a significant substitution of domestic products for imported products.
(3) For the purposes of this section, the Tribunal shall not find that a merger or proposed merger has brought about or
is likely to bring about gains in efficiency by reason only of a redistribution of income between two or more persons.
(emphasis added)

385 Section 96 states, in unequivocal terms, that the Tribunal is not to make an order under section 92 if efficiency gains are
greater than and offset the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition. As stated above, the respondents claim that
significant efficiencies will result from this merger. The Commissioner, however, disputes the efficiencies claimed and further
argues that section 96 is not available, as a matter of law, to the respondents in this case.
(2) Position of the Parties
(a) Commissioner
386
The Commissioner argues that section 96 is not available, as a matter of law, in cases where a merger eliminates
competition and results in the creation of a monopoly in a relevant market. Further, he submits that in assessing the trade-off
analysis in section 96, the Tribunal has a statutory responsibility to exercise its judgment as to the weight to be accorded to the
transfer from consumers to producers, hence that applying a standard with a fixed predetermined weight is contrary to section 96.
387
The Commissioner suggests that the balancing weight standard as introduced by his expert, Peter G.C. Townley, is
consistent with a proper interpretation of section 96. He submits that the efficiency gains do not offset the anti-competitive
effects caused to the economy as a whole by this merger.
388
The Commissioner further submits that the respondents bear the onus of demonstrating all of the elements of the
efficiency defence stated in section 96.
(b) Respondents
389
The respondents claim that significant efficiencies in the range of $40 million per annum will result from the merger
between Superior and ICG. They argue that the test to be met under section 96 is that the efficiencies must offset any substantial
lessening of competition. They further argue that a substantial lessening of competition is permitted provided it is outweighed
by the efficiencies attributable to the merger. They also submit that the effects of the substantial lessening are measured by
the deadweight loss to the economy and exclude wealth transfers between producers and consumers which are neutral to the
economy.
390 Further, the respondents submit that the Commissioner is distancing himself from the MEG's, cited above at paragraph
[57], by adopting a "distributional weights" approach articulated by his expert, Professor Townley. The respondents submit
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that the efficiencies will not be realized in the absence of the merger and that there is no evidence of any existing alternative
proposals which could reasonably be expected to generate these efficiencies if a divestiture order were made under section 92.
391 With respect to the burden of proof, they argue that the Commissioner has not met his burden of establishing the effects
of the substantial lessening of competition and that the efficiencies might be achievable in some other way.
(3) Status of the MEG's
392

The parties referred to the MEG's, cited above at paragraph [57], in their written submissions and in oral argument.

393
Although the Tribunal and the Federal Court of Appeal have held in Canada (Director of Investigation & Research) v.
Tele-Direct (Publications) Inc. (1997), 73 C.P.R. (3d) 1 (Competition Trib.), at 37 and in Canada (Director of Investigation &
Research) v. Southam Inc. (1995), 63 C.P.R. (3d) 1 (Fed. C.A.), at 41, that the MEG's are not sacrosanct nor legally binding, the
Tribunal notes that they provide important enforcement guidelines reflecting the Commissioner's view on how the Act should
be interpreted. The MEG's, which were published in 1991, were prepared to inform the business community and the public as
to how the Competition Bureau analyzes the competitive impact of mergers including how it considers efficiencies.
394
The Tribunal takes notes that, since their adoption in 1991, no changes as to the interpretation of section 96 have
been made to the MEG's. Indeed, even after the issuance of the decision in Hillsdown, cited above at paragraph [127], where
Reed J. questioned whether the wealth transfer should be treated as neutral, the Commissioner continued, without amending
his position, to apply the MEG's. Howard Wetston, the Director of Investigation and Research at the time, stated that he saw no
need to revise the guidelines as the comment made by Reed J. in the Hillsdown decision was in obiter dictum.
395
The total surplus standard was reiterated on July 14, 1998 with the publication of The Merger Enforcement Guidelines
as Applied to a Bank Merger by the Competition Bureau at paragraph 109, online: Industry Canada <http://strategis.ic.gc.ca/
SSG/ct01280e.html> (last modified: 5 July 1998):
Where a merger results in a price increase, it brings about both a neutral redistribution effect and a negative resource
allocation effect on the sum of producer and consumer surplus (total surplus) within Canada. Ordinarily, the Director
measures the efficiency gains described above against the latter effect, i.e., the deadweight loss to the Canadian economy.
(reference omitted)
396
It is only after the Commissioner decided to file the application against the respondents in this case that changes to
his position became apparent. Indeed, two recent speeches by Gwillym Allen, Assistant Deputy Commissioner of Competition,
Economics and International Affairs, demonstrate a change in the Commissioner's interpretation of the efficiencies exception.
In these speeches, Mr. Allen suggests that in some cases "it is more appropriate for the Competition Tribunal to determine
whether the merger increases aggregate welfare or not" ("The treatment of Efficiencies in Merger Analysis": remarks given at
"Meet the Competition Bureau" conference, Toronto, 3 May 1999) and that "given the evidence presented in a particular merger
case, total surplus may not be an all-inclusive measure of the anticompetitive effects that are likely to arise from the merger".
Hence, "other qualitative and quantitative subjective comparisons need to be performed in order to determine if the efficiency
gains offset the anticompetitive effects" ("The Enforcement of the Efficiency Exception in Canadian Merger Cases": remarks
given to the Competition Law Group, Stikeman Elliott, Barristers and Solicitors, Toronto, 25 June 1999).
397
This change in position is quite surprising. It must not be forgotten that the point of view put forward in the MEG's
represents the considered opinion of the Commissioner, the official appointed by the Governor in Council to administer and
enforce the Act. That view, it goes without saying, is the view arrived at by the Commissioner following careful advice given to
him by his legal and economic advisers regarding the meaning of the various provisions of the Act. Although the Commissioner
is not bound by the MEG's nor are they binding upon this Tribunal, the MEG's should be given very serious consideration by
this Tribunal. Needless to say the Tribunal can disagree and in fact should disagree if it is of the opinion that the interpretation
proposed in the MEG's is wrong. However, when referring and considering the MEG's, one should bear in mind the comments
in the preface to the MEG's made by Howard Wetston, then Director of Investigation and Research. He stated that the Merger
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Guidelines were published to promote a better understanding of the Director's merger enforcement policy and to facilitate
business planning. He also noted the extensive consultation process which was followed in their preparation.
(4) Efficiency "Exception"
398 The Commissioner submits that section 96 provides a defence to an otherwise anti-competitive merger to the respondents
if they can demonstrate that the efficiency gains from the merger will be greater than and will offset the effects of any prevention
or lessening of competition resulting from the merger. The respondents, on the other hand, argue that section 96 constitutes
rather a limitation on the Tribunal's jurisdiction to make an order under section 92.
399 In Canada (Director of Investigation & Research) v. Canadian Pacific Ltd. (1997), 74 C.P.R. (3d) 55, at 63, (Competition
Trib.), the Tribunal held that section 96 was a defence available to the respondents. The Tribunal further held that the onus of
alleging and proving the material facts which form the basis of the defence fell upon the respondents:
In my view, the Director's request for particulars is reasonable. Under the Act, the existence of efficiencies essentially
constitutes a defence to the Director's application. Just as it is improper for the Director to plead bald allegations without
pleading the material facts upon which he relies, so too must the respondents plead the material facts which form the basis
of a "defence" of efficiency gains. (emphasis added)
The Tribunal can see no reason to disagree with the above statement.
(5) Burden of Proof
(a) Commissioner
400 The Commissioner submits that the respondents bear the burden of proving all the elements of the efficiency defence on
a balance of probabilities and that, once a substantial lessening competition is established pursuant to section 92, the Tribunal
should proceed to make an appropriate order unless the respondents are successful with their defence under section 96. The
Commissioner suggests that the respondents must bear the onus of establishing all the elements because they have the best
knowledge of what strategies are available to them to generate the efficiency gains that they claim and what, if any, alternate
means would or would not be available to achieve those gains. Further, the Commissioner submits that the section 11 powers
provided by the Act do not place the Commissioner in a position as knowledgeable as the respondents about their business
strategies. In support of his argument, the Commissioner relies on two Tribunal decisions: Canada (Director of Investigation
& Research) v. Canadian Pacific Ltd., cited above at paragraph [399], at page 63, and Hillsdown, cited above at paragraph
[127], at pages 332-34, where the Tribunal recognized that the burden of proving the elements of the "efficiency defence" falls
on the respondents.
401
The Commissioner also asserts that the respondents must show not only the likely efficiency gains but must also
demonstrate the scope and extent of the anti-competitive effects of the merger, absent which the Tribunal is not in a position to
determine whether the gains in efficiency are greater than and offset those effects and whether "the defence" has been established.
(b) Respondents
402
Relying on the Hillsdown decision, cited above at paragraph [127], the respondents submit that they bear the onus of
proving the existence of the efficiencies claimed or the likelihood of their existence if the merger has not been implemented.
They claim that the Commissioner bears the burden of establishing the effects of the substantial lessening of competition (i.e.,
the deadweight loss) and that the efficiencies might be achievable in some other way (e.g., a sale to third party). Indeed, the
respondents submit that the Commissioner is in a good position, in view of his investigatory powers pursuant to section 11 of
the Act, to obtain third party information.
(c) Conclusion
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403
The Tribunal is of the view that the respondents bear the burden of proving all of the elements of section 96 on a
balance of probabilities, except for "the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition", which must be demonstrated
by the Commissioner.
(6) Role of Efficiencies under the Act
404 The Commissioner reminds us that section 1.1 states that the purpose of the Act is to "maintain and encourage competition
in Canada" and that competition is not seen as an end in itself, but rather as a means to achieve the four objectives identified in
section 1.1. The Commissioner further submits that no hierarchy is established among those "potentially conflicting" objectives.
The Commissioner argues that it becomes clear when sections 96 and 1.1 are read together, that a section 96 defence will prevail
only when a merger enhances the objectives of competition policy more than it diminishes them. The Commissioner argues that
the Tribunal must decide whether Canadians and the Canadian economy are better off with or without the merger.
405 The respondents submit that the Commissioner's interpretation of section 96 is wrong since section 96 is not subordinate
to the purpose clause of section 1.1. Further, the respondents suggest that where there is a conflict between a purpose clause
statement and a substantive provision, the latter must prevail.
406 There are significant differences in the positions of the parties as to the proper interpretation of sections 1.1 (the purpose
clause) and 96 (the efficiency exception) of the Act. Many of the issues raised are of long standing, in part because there have
been so few litigated mergers in Canada since the Act was amended. In particular, no decision in a litigated merger has turned
on the question of efficiency gains and hence it appears to the Tribunal that there is considerable confusion over the meaning
of certain key terms. Before dealing with the positions of the parties, the Tribunal will set out its understanding of the relevant
sections of the Act.
407
The Act seeks to obtain the benefits of a competitive economy. As set out in the purpose clause, these benefits,
which we have characterized as the objectives of competition policy, are economic efficiency and adaptability, the expansion of
opportunities for Canadian participation in world markets and openness to foreign competition at home, opportunities for small
businesses to participate in economic activity, and competitive consumer prices and product choices. Under the purpose clause,
the Act seeks to achieve these objectives by maintaining and encouraging competition. To this end the Tribunal may, pursuant
to section 92 of the Act, order divestiture where a merger is found to prevent or lessen competition substantially.
408 There was some discussion at the hearing concerning the status that should be given to the stated objectives, particularly
whether the ordering of objectives in the list contains any useful information in interpreting the Act. Such discussion is
misdirected; the true goal specified in the purpose clause is the maintenance and encouragement of competition. It is noteworthy
that the Act does not give the Tribunal the powers to achieve the objectives individually.
409 For example, small businesses are not protected under the Act. The purpose clause indicates only that the opportunities
for small businesses to participate in economic activity will result from maintaining and encouraging competition. Hence, no
other powers are needed to realize this objective.
410 Accordingly, the listing of objectives of competition policy simply presents the rationale for maintaining and encouraging
competition. No hierarchy among the listed objectives is indicated and hence no meaning can be taken from the order in which
the listed objectives of competition policy appear in the purpose clause. Under the purpose clause, all of the objectives flow
from competition.
411 There are, of course, other objectives that could be sought, one such being the proper distribution of income and wealth
in society. It is clear, however, that when competition is maintained and encouraged, the resulting distribution of income and
wealth may not be the proper one depending on one's political or social outlook. By not including distributional considerations
in the list of objectives in the purpose clause, Parliament appears to have recognized this. Indeed, if distributional issues were
a concern, Parliament might have felt it necessary to restrict or place limits on competition in order to achieve the proper
distribution of income and wealth in society. However, such limits would place competition policy at war with itself.
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412 Turning to section 96 of the Act, the "efficiency exception", the Tribunal notes that this section contains the only provision
in the Act which limits or restricts the pursuit of competition. As noted above, section 1.1 states that competition should, in
and of itself, promote efficiency; normally there will be no conflict between the statutory means (encouraging competition) and
the desired end (efficiency). However, the existence of section 96 makes it clear that if competition and efficiency conflict in
merger review, the latter is to prevail. Thus, an anti-competitive merger that created or increased market power but also increased
efficiency could be approved. Addressing this possibility, the MEG's, cited above at paragraph [57], state at paragraph 5.1:
One such circumstance is highlighted in section 96 of the Act, where it is recognized that some mergers may be both
anticompetitive and efficiency enhancing. When a balancing of the anticompetitive effects and the efficiency gains likely
to result from a merger demonstrates that the Canadian economy as a whole would benefit from the merger, section 96(1)
explicitly resolves the conflict between the competition and efficiency goals in favor of efficiency.
The Tribunal cannot but agree with this view of section 96.
413
The existence of section 96 signals the importance that Parliament attached to achieving efficiency in the Canadian
economy. Indeed, in the view of the Tribunal, section 96 makes efficiency the paramount objective of the merger provisions
of the Act and this paramountcy means that the efficiency exception cannot be impeded by other objectives, particularly when
those other objectives are not stated in the purpose clause. To be more explicit, if, pursuant to the purpose clause, the pursuit of
competition is not to be limited by distributional concerns, then as a matter of both law and logic, the attainment of efficiency
in merger review cannot be limited thereby when competition and efficiency conflict.
(7) Commissioner's Position that Section 96 Does Not Apply to a Merger to Monopoly
414
The Commissioner submits, as a matter of law, that section 96 does not apply in the circumstances of a merger-tomonopoly. The Commissioner's position is based on the underlying purpose of the Act stated in section 1.1 which is to "maintain
and encourage competition". He submits that when a merger creates an absolute monopoly, competition is eliminated which
runs counter to the underlying purpose of the Act. Further, the Commissioner submits that when one of the effects of a merger is
the creation of a monopoly, that monopoly can never be offset or "neutralized" by efficiency gains regardless of how substantial
they are. The Commissioner also argues that if section 96 were intended to allow mergers that eliminate competition to be saved,
Parliament would have used some very specific language to so provide.
415 The Commissioner argues that there is a distinction to be made between sections 92 and 96 of the Act. Subsection 92(2)
means that one would not be able to find that a merger, for example, substantially lessens competition simply by virtue of it
being a monopoly. That subsection specifically states:
For the purpose of this section, the Tribunal shall not find that a merger or proposed merger prevents or lessens, or is
likely to prevent or lessen, competition substantially solely on the basis of evidence of concentration or market share.
(emphasis added)
416
According to the Commissioner, subsection 92(2) is very specific and only applies for the purposes of that particular
section, hence that a substantial lessening of competition leading to a 100 percent market share constitutes an elimination of
competition which is not covered by section 96. In other words, the argument is that if a merger eliminates competition, the
efficiency defence contemplated in section 96 should not apply.
417 The Commissioner conceded at the hearing that, as a matter of law, a respondent could invoke the section 96 exception
as long as its market share did not attain 100 percent:
MS STREKAF: Our submissions are that there is a different standard in the legislation that we read into the Act in Section
96 in the case of 100 percent that would not apply in your example in the case of a 96 percent situation.
If you had a 96 percent market share, we would say that it would be very difficult, in those cases, for the Respondents
to demonstrate that you could offset the effects of a 96 percent market share. But that's a question where we nonetheless
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recognize and acknowledge that in those kind of situations the Section 96 balancing needs to be performed. Our position
is different for 100 percent.
THE CHAIRMAN: A 98 percent market share and a 100 percent market share, the difference may simply be theoretical.
Practically, it may not mean anything insofar as consumers are concerned.
But you are saying, in the case of the 98 market share, they could at least attempt to have resort to 96?
MS STREKAF: That's correct.
THE CHAIRMAN: And you are saying, when they reach 100, they shouldn't be entitled to stop at the barrier and go
back home.
MS STREKAF: Yes. transcript at 41:8234, 8235 (1 February 2000).
418 The position taken by the Commissioner cannot be right. A merger that leads to a monopoly (i.e., where a merged entity
has a 100 percent market share) is not, per se, a merger in regard to which the Tribunal may make an order under section 92.
Subsection 92(2) requires, in effect, the Commissioner to adduce further evidence in order to show that the merger in question
prevents or lessens or is likely to prevent or lessen competition substantially.
419
If the Tribunal concludes that the merger is likely to prevent or lessen competition substantially, it may make an order
under section 92, subject to sections 94 to 96. Section 96 clearly provides that the Tribunal is not to make an order under section
92 if the gains in efficiency resulting from the merger are greater than and will offset the effects of any prevention or lessening of
competition. Section 96 does not make any distinction between the "elimination" and the "substantial lessening" of competition.
The section applies to any merger in respect of which the Tribunal may make an order under section 92. A merger leading
to monopoly and in respect of which the Tribunal has concluded that there will be a substantial lessening of competition, is
without doubt a merger to which section 96 applies.
(8) Effects of a Merger
420
In order to decide whether the efficiencies are greater than and offset the effects of any prevention or lessening of
competition under section 96, the Commissioner suggests that the Tribunal should adopt the balancing weight standard described
by his expert, Professor Townley. The Commissioner submits that using predetermined weights to the transfer would, as a
matter of law, be contrary to section 96. According to the Commissioner, applying a predetermined weight would constitute
an abrogation by the Tribunal of its statutory responsibility to exercise judgment. Professor Townley explained the reasons
why the various approaches (price standard, the consumer surplus standard and the total surplus) are not consistent with a
proper interpretation of section 96. In the Commissioner's view, only the balancing weight approach is consistent with a sound
interpretation of section 96.
421 The respondents submit that the total surplus standard, as stated in the MEG's, cited above at paragraph [57], is the proper
standard. They note that the Tribunal's decision in Hillsdown, cited above at paragraph [127], dated March 9, 1992, where Reed
J. in her obiter dictum, questioned the appropriateness of the total surplus standard, has not led to any change to the MEG's.
Indeed, at page 343, Reed J., in response to the submission made by both parties that the wealth transfer from consumers to
producers was neutral, raised as a question whether the transfer is always neutral and suggested that it might be appropriate to
include redistributional concerns when conducting the analysis required by subsection 96(1):
One other consideration arises with respect to the arguments concerning the efficiency defence. The parties both rely on
the judgment that the wealth transfer is a neutral one. A question posed during argument and which will be repeated here
is: is this always so? If, for example, the merging parties in question were drug companies and the relevant product market
related to a life-saving drug would economists say that the wealth transfer was neutral. The Tribunal does no more than
raise this as a question. Another question respecting the alleged neutrality of the wealth transfer is: if the dominant firm
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which charges supra-competitive prices is foreign-owned so that all the wealth transfer leaves the country, should the
transfer be considered neutral?
(a) Efficiency Effects and Redistributive Effects
422
An anti-competitive horizontal merger is a transaction that creates or enhances market power in the merged entity, the
exercise of which leads to a higher price for the same good or reduced quality therein at the same price. If competitive conditions
prevailed before the merger, the exercise of market power has several effects.
423 The economic effects of an anti-competitive merger are the effects on real resources, that is, the changes in the way the
economy deploys those resources as the result of the merger. When market power results in an increase in the price of a product,
allocative efficiency is reduced as consumers acquire less of the product and switch to lower-valued substitutes. Technical or
productive efficiency is reduced because, with less consumption of the product, industry output falls and economic resources
are diverted to the production of more costly substitute goods. A reduction in dynamic efficiencies as defined in the MEG's
could also be an effect of an anti-competitive merger.
424
Since consumers pay more for the quantity of the product at the higher price, they lose some of the surplus they had
when they paid the competitive price. A portion of this loss in consumer surplus is realized by the firm and its shareholders
in the form of higher profits. Such loss is not a social loss, but rather a redistribution of gains from the merger; real resource
use is not affected by this transfer of income.
425
However, the remaining loss of consumer surplus, beyond that realized by the shareholders in the form of increased
profits, is a social loss and is often referred to as the "deadweight loss" because there are no offsetting gains. The lost value of
output and consumption associated with the deadweight loss measures the allocative and technical inefficiency caused by the
exercise of market power and represents the economic effect of the merger.
426
As we have already stated, the Tribunal is of the view that nothing in the Act allows us to consider distributional goals
in merger review. Had this been Parliament's intention, surely the Act would have been worded differently. Robert H. Bork,
in his seminal work The Anti-Trust Paradox (New York: The Free Press, 1993), albeit in the American context, puts forward
the view that income distribution and its effects are not to be considered in antitrust matters. The Tribunal agrees entirely with
the following extract from pages 110 and 111:
The model outlined addresses the total welfare of consumers as a class. It says nothing of how shares of consumption
should be allocated through changes in the distribution of income. Yet all economic activity has income effects and, in
particular, restriction of output by the exercise of monopoly power has income effects not taken into account by weighing
only changes in allocative and productive efficiency. If the reader will look once more at Figure 4 he will see that at the
competitive price, P1, there is a large area under the demand curve that lies above the market price. This area represents
the amount above the actual price that consumers would be willing to pay rather than go without the product; it is generally
called the "consumer's surplus," perhaps on some notion that the consumer gets surplus value for his money.
Those who continue to buy after a monopoly is formed pay more for the same output, and that shifts income from them to
the monopoly and its owners, who are also consumers. This is not dead-weight loss due to restriction of output but merely a
shift in income between two classes of consumers. The consumer welfare model, which views consumers as a collectivity,
does not take this income effect into account. If it did, the results of trade-off calculations would be significantly altered.
As Williamson notes, referring to his diagram: "The rectangle ... bounded by P2 and P1 at the top and bottom respectively
and o and Q2 on the sides represents a loss of consumers' surplus (gain in monopoly profits) that the merger produces. ...
Inasmuch as the income distribution which occurs is usually large relative to the size of the dead-weight loss, attaching
even a slight weight to income distribution effects can sometimes influence the overall valuation significantly."
The issue is not crucial, perhaps, since most antitrust cases do not involve trade-off. The law's mistake has generally
consisted of seeing restriction of output where there is none, and in such cases there will be no loss of consumer surplus.
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But even in cases where the trade-off issue must be faced, it seems clear the income distribution effects of economic activity
should be completely excluded from the determination of the antitrust legality of the activity. It may be sufficient to note
that the shift in income distribution does not lessen total wealth, and a decision about it requires a choice between two
groups of consumers that should be made by the legislature rather than by the judiciary. (reference omitted)
(b) Standard for Merger Review
427
Assessing a merger's effects in this way is generally called the "total surplus standard". As discussed by the
Commissioner's expert, Professor Townley (expert affidavit (16 August 1999): exhibit A-2081), and in a recent article by
Michael Trebilcock and Ralph Winter, transfers from consumers to shareholders are not counted as losses under the total surplus
standard. The anti-competitive effect of the merger is measured solely by the deadweight loss (M. Trebilcock and R. Winter,
"The State of Efficiencies in Canadian Merger Policy" (1999-2000) 19:4 Canadian Competition Record 106). Under the total
surplus standard, efficiencies need only exceed the deadweight loss to save an anti-competitive merger.
428
Other standards have been proposed. Under a "price standard", efficiencies are not recognized as a justification for a
merger which results in a price increase to consumers. Under a "consumer surplus standard", efficiencies can be considered in
merger review only if they are sufficiently large as to prevent a price increase. Effectively, this means that transfers of income
are considered as losses; hence efficiencies must exceed the sum of the transfer of income and the deadweight loss.
429 From an economic point of view, the cost to society of an anti-competitive merger is the deadweight loss which measures
lost economic resources. If, on the other hand, the merger generates efficiencies, it creates economic resources and hence the
net economic effect of the merger in terms of resources may be much less than the deadweight loss. Indeed, the merger could be
economically positive if efficiencies were sufficiently large, in which case society would benefit economically from allowing
the merger.
430
This possibility is the basis for considering efficiencies in merger review. It is not to determine whether shareholders
will be better off at the expense of consumers, but rather whether the economy gains more resources than it loses through the
transaction. For this reason, it is important to distinguish true efficiencies, those savings that enable the firm to produce the
same amount with fewer inputs, from "pecuniary" economies, those savings that increase shareholder profits but do not allow
the firm to be more productive. This distinction is recognized in subsection 96(3) which excludes pecuniary efficiencies from
consideration. The only standard that addresses solely the effects of a merger on economic resources is the total surplus standard.
(c) Reasons for Total Surplus Standard
431 Professor Townley offers an approach ("balancing weights") in which the members of the Tribunal are invited to use their
individual judgment and discretion to evaluate whether the gains to shareholders are more or less important to society than the
losses of surplus imposed on consumers by the exercise of market power. However, the members of the Tribunal are selected
for their expertise and experience in order to evaluate evidence that is economic or commercial in nature, not to advance their
views on the social merit of various groups in society. As noted by Iacobucci J. in the Supreme Court's decision in Southam,
cited above at paragraph [48], at pages 773 and 774:
As I have already said, the Tribunal's expertise lies in economics and in commerce. The Tribunal comprises not more than
four judicial members, all of whom are judges of the Federal Court — Trial Division, and not more than eight lay members,
who are appointed on the advice of a council of persons learned in "economics, industry, commerce or public affairs". See
Competition Tribunal Act, s.3. The preponderance of lay members reflects the judgment of Parliament that, for purposes of
administering the Competition Act, economic or commercial expertise is more desirable and important than legal acumen.
432 First, the Tribunal is of the view, as already stated, that distributional concerns do not fall within the ambit of the merger
provisions of the Act. If Parliament had intended that transfers from consumers to shareholders be considered, it would no doubt
have clearly stated this intent in the Act.
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433 Second, merger review must be predictable. Adopting Professor Townley's approach would result in decisions that vary
from case to case depending on the views of the sitting members of the Tribunal regarding the groups affected by the mergers.
434
Third, the deadweight loss resulting from a price increase is typically quite small as Professors Trebilcock and Winter
note in their article, cited above at paragraph [427]. On the other hand, as the Commissioner observes, the transfer is much
larger than the deadweight loss resulting from the instant merger. This being the case, a standard that includes the transfer as an
effect under subsection 96(1) would effectively result in the unavailability of the section 96 defence.
435
Professor Ward's evidence makes this clear. Using the calculations in table 8 of his initial report (exhibit A-2059 at
34), consider a large price increase of 15 percent. The resulting deadweight loss is 1.7 percent of sales but the transfer is 11.6
percent of sales when the price-elasticity of demand is -1.5. Accordingly, a merger that offered gains in efficiency of at least 1.7
percent of sales would be approved under a total surplus standard. However, under a consumer surplus standard, the efficiency
gains would have to be at least 13.3 percent of sales.
436 When the elasticity of demand is -2.5, the deadweight loss and transfer are 2.8 percent and 9.4 percent of sales respectively.
Accordingly, the total surplus standard would approve a merger if efficiency gains were at least 2.8 percent of sales. However,
a consumer surplus standard would reject a merger unless efficiency gains were at least 12.2 percent of sales.
437 In an obiter dictum in the Hillsdown decision, cited above at paragraph [127], Reed J. appeared to favour the consumer
surplus standard. However, as the above numbers indicate, applying a consumer surplus standard would lead the Tribunal to
reject many efficiency-enhancing mergers on distributional grounds. As noted above, efficiency was Parliament's paramount
objective in passing the merger provisions of the Act and it intended the efficiency exception in subsection 96(1) to be given
effect. Accordingly, the Tribunal is not prepared to adopt a standard that frustrates the attainment of that objective.
438
Fourth, omitting income and wealth redistributional concerns from merger review does not mean that these concerns
are to be ignored by public policy. Indeed, governments at all levels have adopted specific tax and social policy measures to
address their distributional objectives. The Tribunal regards these measures as more effective ways of meeting a social policy
goals. Blocking efficiency-enhancing mergers to achieve the same ends is, in our view, contrary to the Act.
439
Fifth, the MEG's, cited above at paragraph [57], endorse the total surplus standard. Although the Tribunal is not bound
by these guidelines, it recognizes that they contain a substantial degree of economic expertise and it agrees with the observation
at footnote 57 therein that "[w]hen a dollar is transferred from a buyer to a seller, it cannot be determined a priori who is more
deserving, or in whose hands it has a greater value".
(d) Other Effects
440
The Commissioner submits that the ordinary meaning of "effect/effet", that is, something which flows causally from
something else, is the most logical to apply to interpret that language used in section 96. The parties referred to The Shorter
Oxford Dictionary, 3 rd ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973) at 631, which defines "effect" as "[s]omething caused or produced;
a result, consequence. Correl. w. cause." Similarly, they referred to the Larousse de la Langue Française (Paris: Librairie
Larousse, 1979) at 605, which defines "effet" as "[c]e qui est produit, entraîné par l'action d'une chose."
441 The Commissioner further submits that, provided the effects flow from a prevention or lessening of competition resulting
from the merger, section 96 does not place any other limitations upon the scope or range of "effects" to be considered, which
includes detrimental effects of a merger that will affect consumers such as an increase in prices, a decrease in service, product
choice or quality.
442
The respondents submit that the test to be met under section 96 is that the efficiencies must offset any substantial
lessening of competition. They further argue that a substantial lessening of competition is permitted provided it is outweighed
by the efficiencies attributable to the merger. They also submit that the effects of the substantial lessening of competition are
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measured by the deadweight loss to the economy and exclude wealth transfers between consumers and producers, which are
neutral to the economy.
443 The Tribunal observes that an anti-competitive merger may well have other important economic and social effects. Job
terminations and plant closures are often emphasized in the press, presumably because of their immediacy and significance to
the people and communities involved.
444
While not seeking to minimize the importance of these effects on those affected, the Tribunal wishes to point out that
they are not restricted to anti-competitive mergers. Layoffs and closures often result from mergers and business restructurings
that are not offensive and the Commissioner may take no notice thereof under the Act. Accordingly, the Tribunal is of the view
that these effects are not to be considered when they result from anti-competitive mergers.
445 As a result, the Tribunal cannot accept the Commissioner's submission that section 96 does not place any other limitations
upon the scope or range of "effects" to be considered.
(e) Conclusion
446 In final argument, the Commissioner refers to the "anti-competitive effects" of the merger as including the redistributive
effects of the transfer. The Tribunal does not regard the redistributive effects of a merger as anti-competitive.
447
The Tribunal further believes that the only effects that can be considered under subsection 96(1) are the effects on
resource allocation, as measured in principle by the deadweight loss which takes both quantitative and qualitative effects into
account. Accordingly, the Tribunal believes that the total surplus standard is the correct approach for analysing the effects of
a merger under subsection 96(1).
448 As a practical matter, the effects of an anti-competitive merger include effects that are difficult to quantify and may not
be captured through statistical estimation of the deadweight loss. Subsection 96(1) specifically provides that gains in efficiency
must both be greater than and offset the effects of any lessening of competition. Thus, it may be that, in a strict quantitative
comparison of efficiencies and the estimated deadweight loss, the former exceeds the latter, yet the requirement to be "greater
than" may not be met because of unmeasured qualitative effects.
449 If the word "offset" (or in French, "neutraliseront") were taken to mean "prevent" or "neutralize", this would imply that
efficiency gains had to prevent the estimated deadweight loss and the other effects of prevention or lessening of competition
from occurring or to neutralize these effects. Such interpretation would be inconsistent with the existence of the efficiency
exception which clearly allows such effects. The Commissioner submits that "offset" (in French, "neutraliseront") must be
interpreted to mean "compensate for" rather than "prevent" or "neutralize". The Tribunal agrees with this submission.
450
Whether, in a given case, the efficiency gains "offset" the effects of any prevention or lessening is a matter which the
Tribunal must assess and decide in light of the available evidence. However, the requirement to "offset" cannot be used to justify
consideration of qualitative or other effects which are not open for consideration under the Act.
(9) Deadweight Loss
451
In final argument, the Commissioner presented several estimates of deadweight loss, the transfer, and the balancing
weights resulting from the calculations undertaken to apply Professor Townley's approach. Certain of these estimates were
based on information provided in final argument that was excluded. Moreover, since the total surplus standard is, in our view,
the correct standard to use in the trade-off analysis under subsection 96(1), the Tribunal will discuss only the deadweight loss
estimate calculated from properly introduced information.
452 The Commissioner adopts the approach presented in evidence by Professor Ward, whose expert report (exhibit A-2059)
provides at table 8, on page 34, estimates of deadweight loss and consumer surplus transfer as percentages of initial sales under
various assumed values of the price elasticity of demand. In that table, Professor Ward presents those percentage estimates for
each of three values of the elasticity between -1.5 and -2.5 only, because at the time of his initial report, he did not have the
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evidence of Professors Plourde and Ryan that showed that demand for propane was inelastic and hence could not have a priceelasticity of less than -1.0.
453 The Commissioner adopts Professor Ward's estimated price increases shown at table 2 on page 8 of his affidavit in reply
(confidential exhibit CA-2060) for the residential, industrial, and automotive end-use segments of 11.7 percent, 7.7 percent
and 8.7 percent respectively, and reduces each by 0.7 percent to take account of the pass-through of cost savings. Professor
Ward obtained his estimates after the results of Professors Plourde and Ryan became available and, accordingly, he assumed an
elasticity of -1.0 in obtaining those estimates. Since Professor Ward was not able to estimate the price increase for his "other"
segment, the Commissioner adopts seven percent as appropriate for that segment because it was the smallest increase that
Professor Ward found.
454 The Commissioner presents estimates of 1998 combined sales of the merging companies in each of those segments: $94
million, $239 million, $139 million, and $113 million respectively, accounting for the combined total volumes sold by Superior
and ICG. Thus, the Commissioner's segmented sales estimates are for combined total sales, not just the combined sales of the
merging parties in overlapping areas. Since, according to Professor Ward's table, the deadweight loss varies directly with sales,
the Commissioner's estimates thereof likely overstate the deadweight losses by segment in overlapping areas.
455
The Commissioner obtains estimates of deadweight loss by segment by taking the segment sales and price increase
information and applying them to Professor Ward's table where the assumed demand elasticity is -1.5. The resulting deadweight
loss estimates based on 1998 sales data are as follows:
residential
industrial
automotive
other
total

$0.8 million
$1.0 million
$0.7 million
$0.5 million
$3.0 million

456 The respondents point out that the estimates of deadweight loss would be lower had they been calculated at an industry
demand of -1.0, as suggested by the work of Professors Plourde and Ryan. They also note the inconsistency in calculating
deadweight losses assuming an elasticity of demand of -1.5 while using price increases estimated with an elasticity of demand
of -1.0.
457 The Commissioner submitted in final argument Table R1 which calculates the deadweight loss assuming a nine percent
price increase across all segments in overlapping markets and a price elasticity of demand of -1.0. The resulting estimate of
deadweight loss is $3.43 million, although the sales revenue figure used ($572 million) was among the materials submitted in
final argument that were excluded.
458
Even though it is probably overstated, the Tribunal is prepared to accept the deadweight loss estimate of $3.0 million
put forward by the Commissioner, since the overstatement is inconsequential in view of our finding that the merger is likely
to bring about gains in efficiency in the order of $29.2 million.
(10) Trade-off Analysis
459
Pursuant to subsection 96(1), the Tribunal must ask whether the gains in efficiency exceed and offset the effects of
any prevention or lessening of competition that the merger has brought about or is likely to bring about. The Tribunal observes
that while the gains in efficiency claimed by the respondents have been measured and reduced to dollar figures, efficiency
gains could also include qualitative elements such as, for example, better service and higher quality. No evidence of qualitative
efficiency gains has been produced.
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460
Similarly, the effects of any lessening of competition can also have both measurable and qualitative elements. The
estimated value of the deadweight loss, while measuring the effect of the higher price on resource allocation, may not capture
lessening of service or quality reduction.
461 For greater certainty, the Tribunal is of the view that all of the gains in efficiency must be compared with all of the effects
of any prevention or lessening of competition, even though this requires judgment when combining measured gains (effects)
with qualitative gains (effects).
462
The Commissioner submits that subsection 96(1) requires the Tribunal to consider whether the efficiency gains would
likely be realized absent the merger. The Commissioner criticizes the Cole-Kearney report for not considering whether claimed
efficiencies could have been achieved through less anti-competitive means than a full scale merger. Following the decision on
this point in Hillsdown, cited above at paragraph [127], at page 332, the Tribunal is of the view that the test to be applied is
whether the efficiency gains would likely be realized in the absence of the merger. In dealing with this issue in Hillsdown, the
Tribunal stated:
The Director's position is that cost savings that do not arise uniquely out of the merger are not to be considered as efficiency
gains. The respondents' position is that the test to be applied is whether the efficiency gains would likely have been realized
in the absence of the merger. The tribunal accepts the respondents' position.
463
The Tribunal finds that the estimated gains in efficiency from this merger are $29.2 million per year over 10 years and
these gains in efficiency would not likely be attained if the order for total divestiture were made. The Tribunal finds that the
estimated deadweight loss is approximately $3.0 million per year over the same ten-year period.
464 The Commissioner submits that qualitative effects include distributional impacts and other qualitative elements including
changes to levels of service, product quality and product choice, increased probability of coordinated behaviour, and innovation.
For the reasons already given, the Tribunal will not consider distribution impacts.
465
The Tribunal took into account the increased probability of coordinated behaviour in its consideration of the evidence
regarding a substantial lessening of competition. To the extent that the effect of such anti-competitive behaviour is a higher
price, then it has already been reflected in the deadweight loss estimate. If there are other effects of coordinated behaviour to
be considered under section 96, further and better evidence about those effects is required. It cannot suffice simply to restate
the concern under section 92.
466 A decline in service levels, holding quality of service constant, is also reflected in the deadweight loss estimate. However,
the evidence indicates that ICG had established certain services and pricing arrangements (e.g., the Golf-Max program) that
Superior and other propane marketers did not offer. Their removal or reduction would reduce the real output of the industry.
Although no evidence was given on the likelihood or scope of the reduction or removal of these product offerings following
the merger, the exercise of market power might take such forms together with, or instead of, a direct increase in price.
467
The Tribunal must determine whether all of the gains in efficiency brought about or likely to be brought about by the
instant merger are greater than the estimated deadweight loss and the negative qualitative effects resulting or likely to result
therefrom. As noted above, this determination requires that the latter two components be combined and then compared with
total efficiency gains. The Tribunal views the impact on resource allocation of the negative qualitative effects as minimal and
as most unlikely to exceed in amount the estimated deadweight loss. Thus, the combined effects of lessening or prevention of
competition from the instant merger cannot exceed, in the Tribunal's opinion, $6 million per year for 10 years. On this basis,
the Tribunal finds that the gains in efficiency are greater than those effects.
468
The Tribunal must also determine whether all of the gains in efficiency will offset those effects. Gains in efficiency
exceed those effects by at least $23.2 million per year for 10 years and, in the Tribunal's opinion, adequately compensate society
for those effects. Accordingly, the Tribunal finds that the gains in efficiency will offset those effects.
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469
For these reasons, the Tribunal is of the view that the Commissioner's application for an order under section 92 of the
Act should be denied.
VII. Dissent Opinion (Ms. Christine Lloyd)
470
There are several areas with respect to the appreciation of the facts underlying the efficiency defence and the legal
interpretation of section 96 of the Act stated by the majority of the Tribunal with which I strongly disagree. The majority
accepted for the most part the evidence on efficiencies claimed by the respondents, Superior and ICG. The respondents relied
on the Cole-Kearney report; this expert report was prepared by two consulting firms whose mandate was to provide an opinion
as to the value of the efficiencies that are likely to result from the merger. I have great concerns with certain aspects of the
methodology and assumptions adopted by the experts that led to their calculations and resultant conclusions. Consequently, I
am not satisfied, on a balance of probabilities, that the gains in efficiency as claimed by the respondents are likely to be brought
about by the merger as required by subsection 96(1) and that the claimed efficiencies would not likely be attained if the order for
total divestiture were made. Finally, when conducting the trade-off analysis in section 96, I conclude that even if $29.2 million
of efficiencies were likely to be realized (as accepted by the majority), the proposed gains in efficiency will not be greater than
and will not offset the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition that will result or is likely to result from the merger.
A. Quantum of Efficiencies
(1) Problematic Aspects of the Methodology Used
471
The respondents submit that the merger between Superior and ICG will allow them to achieve substantial gains in
efficiency in the range of $40 million per annum based on the opinion of Cole-Kearney. They state that the aggregate of such
gains is approximately $381 to $421 million measured in constant dollars over 10 years. I have great concerns regarding the
respondents' efficiencies claimed in this proceeding as certain aspects of the methodology used to conduct the analysis are
problematic.
472
The efficiencies claimed by the respondents depend largely on the elimination of costs at the level of field operations,
i.e., redundant branches and trucks and other related cost savings. Professors Schwindt and Globerman and Mr. Kemp state at
page 23 of their report in rebuttal (confidential exhibit CA-3131) the following:
C. Total Field Operations ($193.6 million, 48.3% of savings)
Projected efficiencies generated at the field operations level are very significant, accounting for nearly half of the
anticipated total. These efficiencies are largely attributable to the rationalization of the branch system and the improvement
of delivery logistics. (emphasis added)
473
These cost savings identified by Cole-Kearney are based on a definition of Superior's trade area size and overlaps with
ICG's trade areas. The size of each trade area of Superior is defined on the basis of the farthest customer located from each
respective branch as reported in the 1998 branch templates. This farthest distance then constitutes the radius of the trade area
for each specific branch. The extent of the trade areas and trade area overlaps, in turn, constitute the framework on which the
experts calculated the efficiencies claimed to result from the implementation of the merger of Superior and ICG.
474
As stated above at paragraph [207] when assessing the validity of the 1998 branch templates, the Tribunal concludes
that these templates are suspect and unreliable. Therefore, it appears that since Superior's trade areas may not be as large as 620
kilometers, relying on these estimates to determine the extent of the overlaps may well overstate the cost savings that can be
realized. Consequently, the impact on the results of the calculated efficiencies remains unknown.
475 Further, I have noted that the experts estimate trade area overlaps through a manual process which was not verified in a
way to assure accuracy. In response to a question asked by the Tribunal, Eric Fergin, one of the respondents' experts responsible
for this process, explained how these overlaps were identified:
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MS LLOYD: Getting back to the trade area size, Mr. Fergin, do you have any sort of scatter map or anything that indicates
the customers so that we can actually see on a map indicating where the overlap is?
MR. FERGIN: No, we don't. I don't have one with me. I know one was constructed — sketches were constructed, because
they were based on rough estimates looking at the two areas, the overall area that they overlaid, and based on the raw
data that we had which was actually provided to the Bureau. I don't have a reference number for the documents.
We did that, but unfortunately, no, I don't have a scatter map.
MS LLOYD: It would be nice to see what that overlap is.
MR. FERGIN: I'm afraid I don't have something like that. (emphasis added). transcript at 34:6722 (8 December 1999).
476 As I mentioned earlier, the methodology to define the trade areas and their resultant overlaps raise significant concerns
for errors that would impact on the quantum of the efficiencies claimed. By using the farthest point to establish the radius
as opposed to a defining line around the greatest density of customers, the respondents could have overstated the number of
branches that could potentially be closed as well as the number of trucks and related equipment that could be eliminated. In fact,
using smaller trade area definitions dictated by customer density may have resulted in no overlap between certain branches.
477
Further, no mechanism or tools were used (other than the alleged review by Andrew Carroll of Superior, a process that
remains unclear) to verify the validity of the analysis conducted by the respondents' experts. I am of the view that a thorough
reality check should have been conducted. For instance, the respondents could have used a Geographic Information System
(commonly referred to as "GIS") to create a scatter map to plot customer locations in relation to each of their respective branches.
This system would have produced accurate trade area overlaps to assist the experts in determining the number of redundant
branches and accurate drive time patterns. The fact that the experts did not have recourse to an equivalent safeguard, in my
view, undermines greatly the validity of the findings made by the experts. They were discussed with Mr. Fergin at the hearing:
MR. FERGIN: ...In fact, we don't have information of granularity to show where all the branches were in each particular
area.
I believe it was Ms Lloyd who asked us last Wednesday, in fact, if we had maps that plotted out the delivery sites relative
to the branches, and as I stated at that time, we did not have that information.
MS LLOYD: I thought you told me that you did it in lead-up to the analysis.
MR. FERGIN: I'm sorry?
MS LLOYD: I though I understood that you actually did have it, but that was in the lead-up to the analysis, that you had
done it. I must have misunderstood you.
MR. FERGIN: We had done it for the areas that we rode along in during our ride-alongs, but we hadn't done it for all the
particular customers that were served by a particular branch.
MS LLOYD: I misunderstood you.
MR. FERGIN: Okay. The other comment I have is: Mr. Schwindt indicated that our methodology in terms of determining
the area served for Superior was based solely on the radius of the trade area as determined by the farthest customer.
Now, that was the initial basis, but we didn't strictly use that information without going back to Andrew Carroll of Superior
Propane, who was our key liaison on this project in terms of giving us information and validating information as to what
areas, particular branches, particular satellites served to determine that would in fact be a valid area or it should be adjusted
accordingly somewhat because of the fact that a situation like this might exist or there might be one far outlying branch.
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So the point I am trying to make is that: We did not simply use the branch radius as the only factor for determining the
trade areas served by Superior for a given branch. (emphasis added) transcript at 37:7782, 7783 (14 December 1999).
478 The only validation process presented by the respondents is that of the "ride-alongs", which were conducted to validate
the model used to predict reduction in fleet and driver personnel and other results therefrom. They submit that these ride-alongs,
which consist of spending a day with a driver delivering propane to customer locations, allow them to validate the model that
they have developed. Yet, in cross-examination by the Commissioner, Mr. Fergin conceded that he had participated in only two
ride-alongs in Sudbury (with Superior) and Stratford (with ICG) where a detailed analysis was done as to time spent on various
activities (i.e., comparing time spent driving, pumping propane, delivering and generating delivery receipts). He mentioned
that ride-alongs were also conducted without tabulating the data in Moncton, Lloydminster, Concord, Vimont, Coquitlam and
Burnaby (transcript at 37:7795 (14 December 1999)).
479
I am of the view that the validation process that was conducted in this case is insufficient to provide the assurance
that the quantum of the efficiencies claimed is accurate. Further, the validation process was only performed with respect to the
efficiencies claimed at the field operations level, most particularly with respect to the fleet reduction (annualized savings of
$2.6 million which represents $33.4 million over 10 years) and related costs. In addition, inadequacies are further demonstrated
by the fact that ride-alongs were conducted and reported using a sample of only two locations, one Superior and one ICG. As
well, no allowance for regional differences was accounted for in this analysis.
(2) Highly Optimistic Assessment (That Does Not Account for Any Costs)
480 The Commissioner's experts point out that the evaluation made by Cole-Kearney of the efficiencies is highly optimistic
not to say unrealistic because their projection of the efficiencies does not account for any costs resulting from the integration
of the two companies. They point out at pages 9 and 10 of their report in rebuttal (confidential exhibit CA-3131) that ColeKearney did not account for transition and integration costs and some volume losses. As they stated:
The projected efficiencies of this transaction are largely driven by the integration of customer support (the second tier of
administration) and field operations. These two broad categories of activities account for nearly two-thirds of the estimated
cost savings, and both are complex. The proposed integration would involve the merging of ICG's 100,000 customers with
SPI's 200,000 customer base, the integration of and rationalization of ICG's 110 distribution sites with SPI's 140 sites, the
integration of a substantial number of ICG's 700 employees into SPI's workforce of 1,300 people, and the integration and
rationalization of an extensive delivery fleet. The business involves the distribution of propane, so integration will require
the meshing of two complex networks. Moreover, the two enterprises have adopted fundamentally different operating
philosophies. One, ICG, is moving towards a more centralized, information technology dependent model, while the other,
SPI, continues to operate a more decentralized system. Given these facts, the integration of these two firms would appear to
be a daunting task. However, the Kearney Report identifies very few costs attributable to the actual process of integration.
481
It is indubitable that the rationalization of the two site networks will generate real resource savings. However, the
respondents' experts did not account for any increases in operating expenditures or ongoing capital expenditures that will result
from additional costs related to volumes, staffing levels and number of customers. I am in agreement with Professors Schwindt
and Globerman and Mr. Kemp when they state in their report in rebuttal (confidential exhibit CA-3131) at page 24 that:
... Volumes in all rationalised trade areas will increase, and, at some, volumes will more than double. Staffing will increase
at the branches .... [C]ustomers per branch will increase significantly, and this will increase the number of administrative
staff required to serve these customers....[M]any tasks will be reallocated to branch employees .... This will also increase
staffing.... [I]ncreased volumes will require more delivery and service staff ....
482 Further, Professors Schwindt and Globerman and Mr. Kemp point out that equipment located at the branch or operating
from the branch (including storage tanks and trucks) will increase, which, in turn, will require more space and expanded
infrastructure and further storage space for inventories (parts and customers tanks). This will result in increased costs that
have not been accounted for by the respondents' experts. In support of their criticism, the Commissioner's experts examined
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changes to operations and used the example of the Peterborough branch (a branch where the rationalization is straight forward)
to demonstrate the effects that the integration will have on costs, as shown at table 7 on page 26 of their report in rebuttal
(confidential exhibit CA-3131). They conclude at page 26 that:
The staffing level will increase by 60 percent. Cylinder operations will be consolidated at this site which will increase
cylinder truck traffic. The bulk delivery fleet will double. The increased fleet will require additional maintenance capacity
on the site as well as general access and parking area. This could require reconfiguration of the site to handle the step
change in delivery equipment. Bulk delivery volumes are projected to increase by 220 percent. Such a large increase will
mean that both primary deliveries and bulk truck daily liftings will also increase proportionately. This suggests that the
site will have to be reconfigured to handle the significant increase in load factors. (emphasis added)
483 The expert opinion of Professors Schwindt and Globerman and Mr. Kemp, as stated above, supports the Commissioner'
submission that the efficiencies claimed by the respondents are overstated and hence, have not been demonstrated on a balance
of probabilities:
Secondly, we reiterate that the efficiency gains that were used for the purposes of this calculation of 21.2 million, on an
annualized basis, is overstated for the reasons that we set out in the quantitative section of our materials.
While that represents taking off the deductions that we were able to specifically identify in the evidence of Professors
Schwindt and Globerman and as detailed in the argument, we have pointed out many instances where the Respondents'
efficiency gains are excessively optimistic, exaggerated, or don't meet the standard, in our submission, of being established
on a balance of probabilities. (emphasis added) transcript at 44:8737 (4 February 2000).
484
As stated in paragraph 5.7.2 of the MEG's, cited above at paragraph [57], and as discussed by the author A. Neil
Campbell in Merger Law and Practice, The Regulation of Mergers under the Competition Act (Scarborough: Carswell 1997) at
162, I am of the view that efficiencies should be measured net of the implementation costs that would be incurred in obtaining
them. Therefore, "retooling" and other costs necessary to achieve efficiency gains should be deducted from the total value of
the efficiencies.
485 In light of my remarks on the methodology used by the experts and the insufficient consideration being given to additional
costs that will result from the integration of field sites, I am of the view that the respondents have not demonstrated on a balance
of probabilities the existence of the claimed $40 million of efficiencies per annum. As I have explained earlier, some problems
identified with the methodology undermines greatly the validity of the efficiencies claimed by the respondents. There is no
question that efficiencies can be realized in any merger or most particularly in this merger. However, the requirement under
section 96 of the Act is to demonstrate the existence or the likelihood that the gains in efficiency will be brought about by the
merger, hence the quantum of the claimed efficiencies on a balance of probabilities. In my view, the respondents have not met
their burden of proof on that crucial element of their efficiency defence. As a result, I do not accept the respondents' efficiencies
claim of $40 million per annum nor the reduced quantum of $29.2 million of efficiencies as accepted by the majority. Since I
am not able to measure the degree to which these errors have affected the results nor able to quantify the inevitable costs that
will result from this merger, I am not in a position to assess the real value of the efficiencies that will result or is likely to result
from the merger and, therefore, will not speculate on their quantum.
B. The Merger has Brought About or is Likely to Bring About Gains in Efficiency (i.e., Likely to be Realized Post-Merger)
486 The respondents have not convinced me on a balance of probabilities that the $40 million of efficiencies claimed will be
realized for the reasons stated above. In addition, regardless of the quantum of efficiencies that theoretically could be realized,
the Tribunal has not been provided, in my opinion, with any evidence that they are likely to materialize post-merger.
487
In my view, the term "likely" used in section 96 requires more than the sole demonstration of the quantum of possible
efficiencies. Rather, I believe that the term "likely" requires some evidence of the implementation process leading to the
materialization of the claimed efficiencies. It is my opinion that evidence of this nature is necessary to provide the Tribunal
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with a level of assurance necessary to conclude that the efficiencies are likely to be realized post-merger (i.e., implemented
by management).
488 Evidence before the Tribunal stresses the importance of the merging parties having a detailed plan to ensure success of the
merger. On that point, Paul Inglis, one of the respondents' experts on efficiencies, discussed a study that examines 115 mergers
that took place between 1993 and 1996 in North America and which identifies the factors contributing to a successful merger. In
that regard, Mr. Inglis explained that the existence of a business plan was one of the key factors leading to a successful merger:
Success in a merger is, in large part, determined during the planning stage, but of course is executed after the merger
happens. You have to make sure that you follow through on the good plans that are made up front. And so I would like to talk
about, once again, the post-merger factors; and that is once the deal has consummated, once the agreement has been made.
What are the things that allow us to believe that there is a good chance that the merger will be executed? Again, there
are five things that we believe correlate. Is there a clear vision and strategy for the company? Do they know who the
management is going to be? Do they have a good plan for putting that management in place? Have they got the
capabilities to show results early and to gain momentum from developing those results? Have they recognized that
there are cultural differences and do they have a plan to break through those cultural differences and meld the two
organizations together? And finally, have they got a communications plan in place that will help them to execute that
change in the cultures?...
Let me turn next to determine the management responsibility point. Now, already there has been an identification of how
many people will be in the management team. They plan to go forward with ten senior management positions. And they
have a pool of senior resources to draw from. And that pool includes the likes of Geoff Mackey and Peter Jones and the
other people that are the senior managers at ICG, as well as the people inside Superior. (emphasis added) transcript at
33:6347, 6348, 6350 (7 December 1999).
489 Mr. Inglis was touching upon a crucial point when addressing the importance of having an implementation plan in order
to assure that the claimed efficiencies are executed. In the absence of such a plan, there is no assurance or any indication as to
the degree of probability that this merger will achieve the efficiency gains identified by the experts.
490 A business plan setting out the implementation process/action plan outlining time frames for each step of the integration
of the merger is necessary to achieve the claimed efficiencies. I take note that Mr. Inglis mentioned that Superior had a plan that
was well articulated and that had been scrutinized over a long time frame. Unfortunately, the Tribunal was not presented with
that alleged plan or any other plan. In fact, no such evidence was presented at the hearing. Mr. Schweitzer, Superior's Chief
Executive Officer, the sole representative of Superior's management who testified at the hearing, did not provide evidence of
the existence of a post-merger plan. It appears to me that a detailed business plan which expresses clearly the commitment
and accountability of Superior's management (including the commitment of the Chief Executive Officer) should have been
demonstrated. Further, there is no evidence that any study or due diligence was conducted to determine the cost effectiveness
of merging the two companies prior to the decision by Superior to acquire ICG. Had this exercise been undertaken, the cost
savings presented by Cole-Kearney would have had more credibility. Consequently, it appears to me that the realization of
the efficiencies claimed strictly remain possibilities and not probabilities hence, the respondents have not demonstrated on a
balance of probabilities that the efficiencies are likely to be realized.
491
One could argue that the Management Agreement referred to at paragraphs [330]-[345], which provides incentives
to SMS to increase the profitability of Superior and the cash distribution to unitholders of the Superior Income Fund (cash
distribution), further supports the view that the efficiencies are likely to be realized. However, since the additional profits, which
lead to SMS's entitlements can come from either an increase in price resulting from the exercise of market power and/or from
cost reductions, I am of the view that the Management Agreement does not offer the level of assurance necessary to conclude
that extra profits will be generated from the realization of the claimed efficiencies and hence, that these efficiencies are likely
to be achieved.
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492
In the absence of any provision under the Act regarding the enforcement of the outcome, (i.e., the realization of the
claimed efficiencies), it is even more critical that the respondents demonstrate that the merger is likely to bring about gains
in efficiency not solely on a theoretical level through experts but also through direct evidence that this is the direction that
management is committed to seriously undertake with some assurance of completion post-merger. Without such a crucial piece
of evidence, it appears to me that the efficiencies claimed remain only a theoretical exercise that may never be implemented
by management. This demonstration that the merger is likely to bring about gains in efficiency is an important element of the
efficiency defence that they had to demonstrate in order to meet their burden of proof.
493
In light of my previous comments regarding the efficiencies claimed by the respondents' experts and the lack of
information regarding the alleged commitment of management to the actual implementation, including time frames dedicated
to each step of the implementation process, I am of the view that the requirement that the respondents must demonstrate that
the merger has brought about or is likely to bring about gains in efficiency has not been met.
C. "That the Efficiencies Would Not Likely Be Attained If the Order Were Made"
494

Subparagraph 96(1) of the Act provides that:
96.(1) The Tribunal shall not make an order under section 92 if it finds that the merger or proposed merger in respect of
which the application is made has brought about or is likely to bring about gains in efficiency that will be greater than, and
will offset, the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition that will result or is likely to result from the merger
or proposed merger and that the gains in efficiency would not likely be attained if the order were made.
(2) In considering whether a merger or proposed merger is likely to bring about gains in efficiency described in subsection
(1), the Tribunal shall consider whether such gains will result in
(a) a significant increase in the real value of exports; or
(b) a significant substitution of domestic products for imported products.
(3) For the purposes of this section, the Tribunal shall not find that a merger or proposed merger has brought about or
is likely to bring about gains in efficiency by reason only of a redistribution of income between two or more persons.
(emphasis added)

495
While the Commissioner bears the onus of proving the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition resulting
from the merger on a balance of probabilities, it is the respondents' burden to prove all the elements of their defence in order to
be successful. These elements are: the existence of the claimed efficiencies, the likelihood that they will be brought about by the
merger (realized post-merger through their actual implementation), the fact that they would not likely be attained if the order
for total divestiture were made and that they are not pecuniary in nature. Once a determination has been made of what gains
(both quantitative and qualitative) should be considered in the trade-off analysis, then the balancing process can take place.
496
Indeed, section 96 limits the efficiency gains that can be considered in the trade-off analysis to those that would not
likely be attained if the order were made and to those that do not constitute a redistribution of income between two or more
persons. While I agree with the majority that only efficiencies that constitute "real" resource savings must be considered and
not those that are pecuniary in nature, I disagree with their appreciation of the requirement set out in subparagraph 96(1) and
that the gains in efficiency would not likely be attained if the order were made.
497
This requirement of subparagraph 96(1) that they would not likely be attained if the order were made leads to this
question: would the gains in efficiency likely be realized if the order for total divestiture were made? In other words, if the order
for total divestiture were made, would the two companies independently likely realize gains in efficiency in some other way?
The burden of proving this element also falls on the respondents and, in my view, has not been met on a balance of probabilities.
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498
Indeed, only those gains which would not likely be attained if the order were made can be claimed by the respondents.
This requirement is to ensure that gains that would likely be obtained absent the merger for instance as a result of internal
growth, merger or joint venture with a third party, restructuring, or contractual arrangements (e.g., specialization agreement)
are excluded from efficiencies claimed. Therefore, it appears that the merging parties had the onus of providing a reasonable
explanation as to why efficiencies would not likely be sought through an alternative mean if the order for total divestiture were
made.
499 In this case, the respondents have not, in my view, proved that the claimed efficiencies would not likely be attained if the
order for total divestiture were made. Cole-Kearney's mandate was to provide an opinion as to the value of efficiencies that were
likely to result from a merger of Superior and ICG. Their report states that alternative means were explored within the context
of common industry practice such as internal growth, merger or joint venture with a third party or specialization agreement or
licensing lease or other contractual arrangements. On that basis, they concluded that the merger is the only means by which to
achieve efficiencies. No comparative evidence was provided on the results arising from the value of efficiencies from alternative
means to assure the Tribunal that a merger was the only means by which to achieve the efficiencies. Surprisingly, restructuring
was not mentioned by the experts.
500 Further, no evidence in support of their conclusions was provided to the Tribunal nor any explanation as to why measures
such as restructuring would not likely be undertaken by Superior to reduce its costs in order to achieve efficiencies in some
other way, absent the merger. Indeed, while evidence was provided regarding ICG's transformation process (a process that led
to efficiencies which were properly not claimed by the experts), no evidence was provided as to what Superior would or would
not likely undertake to achieve efficiency gains if the order were made. The Tribunal does not have evidence to conclude that
Superior, on its own, had already "cut-out the fat" within its organization before undertaking the merger with ICG. Consequently,
the efficiencies claimed by the respondents could include cost savings that Superior would likely achieve on its own, absent
the merger. Such efficiencies resulting from Superior's own restructuring would have been discounted from the efficiencies
claimed. Indeed, as stated in the MEG's, cited above at paragraph [57], where some or all of the claimed efficiency gains would
likely be attained through other means if the order were made, they cannot be attributed to the merger and hence, must not be
considered in the section 96 trade-off analysis. For these reasons, I am of the view that the respondents failed to prove that the
gains in efficiency would not likely be attained if the order were made.
D. Issues Regarding the Trade-Off Analysis
501
As stated above, the respondents argue that the test to be met under section 96 of the Act is that the efficiencies must
be greater than and offset any substantial lessening of competition and that the effects of such are measured by the deadweight
loss to the economy and exclude wealth transfers between producers and consumers which are neutral to the economy.
502
The Commissioner submits that in conducting the trade-off analysis set out in section 96, the Tribunal has a statutory
responsibility to exercise its judgment as to the weight to be accorded to the transfer from consumers to producers. Hence, he
submits that applying a standard with a fixed predetermined weight would be contrary to section 96. Further, the Commissioner
submits that the efficiency gains do not offset, i.e., "neutralize" or "compensate for", the anti-competitive effects caused to the
economy as a whole by this merger.
503 The majority accepted that $29.2 million of efficiencies per annum is likely to be realized and is satisfied that the gains
in efficiency are greater than and offset the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition that is likely to result from the
merger. In their view, these quantitative efficiencies are greater than and offset the deadweight loss to the economy evaluated
at $3 million per annum and the qualitative effects of any prevention or lessening of competition.
504 I agree with the majority that the trade-off analysis must be conducted through a single test where quantitative (productive)
and qualitative (dynamic) efficiency gains together must be greater than and offset the quantitative (deadweight loss) and
qualitative (e.g., reduction in non-price dimensions of competition) effects of any prevention or lessening of competition
resulting from the merger. While I agree with the single test approach (i.e., as opposed to two tests, one quantitative and one
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qualitative), I disagree with their interpretation of the word "offset" in subsection 96(1) and with the weight that they attach
to the effects of this merger.
505
It is clear to me that Parliament intended the members of the Tribunal to exercise their judgment when assessing the
trade-off set out in section 96 of the Act. During the proceedings of the Legislative Committee on Bill C-91, there were several
references to the fact that the terms used in that section should not be so precise as to restrict the Tribunal's interpretation and
discretion. Rather, there was an agreement that the Tribunal should have the jurisdiction to exercise its discretion based on the
merits of a specific case. It appears that the legislator intended that the Tribunal should not become so rigid when applying the
law as to prevent some mergers that would benefit the economy and conversely allowing others that would clearly not benefit
the economy. Therefore, the legislator decided not to provide a specific list of factors in addition to those already stated in
subsection 96(2); the increase in the real value of exports and substitution of domestic products for imported products. Instead,
the legislator preferred to rely on the discretion of the Tribunal members who have expertise to hear competition law matters.
506
While I recognize that efficiencies are given special consideration under section 96 and may constitute a defence to an
otherwise anti-competitive merger, it appears to me that section 96 is an exception to the application of section 92 of the Act and
not an exception to the Act itself. As Parliament stated, the trade-off set out in section 96 involves a balancing process and does
not constitute, in my view, an absolute defence where the effects of the anti-competitive merger ought to be ignored. By that, I
mean while the section 96 trade-off gives precedence to the gains in efficiency likely to result from the merger, this section must
be interpreted in accordance with the objective and goals of the Act. This objective is to maintain and encourage competition
in Canada in order to achieve the goals of the Act (i.e., the promotion of the efficiency and adaptability of the Canadian
economy, the expansion of opportunities for Canadian participation in world markets, the equitable opportunity for small and
medium-sized enterprises to participate in the Canadian economy and the provision of competitive prices and product choices
to consumers). Therefore, it appears to me that the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition, which are contrary to
the goals stated in the purpose clause of the Act, ought to be considered (for instance, the reduction or loss of consumer choice)
in the trade-off analysis in order to determine whether the gains in efficiency are greater than and offset those effects.
507
In my view, if the analysis under section 96 were so simplistic as to only require the comparison between quantitative
efficiency gains and the deadweight loss to the economy, this could lead to distorted outcomes. For instance, such a narrow
interpretation would mean that an anti-competitive merger would more easily meet the test set out in the section as the demand
for the relevant product becomes less elastic (i.e., less price-sensitive). This perverse result arises from the fact that the calculated
deadweight loss is proportional to the elasticity of demand. Therefore, following the interpretation of the majority, smaller gains
in efficiency are required to outweigh and offset the deadweight loss to the economy when the demand is inelastic. In my view,
there is no obvious reason to explain why Parliament would have written section 96 to give preference to anti-competitive
mergers involving products for which demand is relatively inelastic (e.g., commodities).
508
Consequently, I am of the view that the qualitative effects must be given appropriate consideration in the trade-off
analysis. Indeed, while the deadweight loss can simply be depicted on a matrix and quantified, a matrix does not take into
account the peculiar effects of the merger under review. As it is recognized by authorities in the field and by the MEG's, cited
above at paragraph [57], some effects of a merger cannot be valued in dollar terms, for instance reduction in service, quality,
variety, innovation and other non-dimensions of competition. Therefore, these effects must receive a weight that is qualitative
in nature. Accordingly, as certain effects in this merger cannot be quantified, I am of the view that they must be considered as
qualitative and given an appropriate weight in the trade-off analysis.
509
As I explained earlier, I do not accept the quantum of efficiencies as adopted by the majority. However, I will use that
amount in table 2 (contained in paragraph [512]) simply for the purpose of illustration. As seen in table 2, which compares the
efficiency gains claimed in this merger to the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition, the respondents have not
claimed any qualitative effects that will benefit society as a whole. For instance, they do not claim any dynamic efficiencies
or that the efficiencies will result in a significant increase in the real value of exports as stated at subsection 96(2) of the Act.
Therefore, I cannot conclude that this merger will generate qualitative gains in efficiency that will benefit the economy as a
whole.
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510 As to the qualitative effects of any prevention or lessening of competition, I have identified some that have not been given,
in my view, sufficient weight in the analysis conducted by the majority. These effects are the loss of a vigorous competitor,
which reduces consumer choice generally, particularly for national account customers and the absence of choice due to the
elimination of competition in 16 markets. Further, the merged entity will have the ability to exercise market power which may
result in the imposition of unilateral price increases and/or a reduction or elimination of programs such as the Cap-It and Autofill offered to customers. Conversely, the merged entity could use its market power to reduce prices for a period of time in order
to squeeze competitors out of the market. This latter effect would be contrary to one of the goals stated at section 1.1 of the Act
which seeks to provide an equitable opportunity for small and medium businesses to participate in the Canadian economy.
511
Finally, I am of the opinion that consideration must be given to the significant wealth transfer from consumers to
producers that will result from a price increase. Controversy surrounds the issue as to whether the wealth transfer is an effect
that should be considered in the analysis stated at section 96. While a wealth transfer resulting from a merger is deemed to
be neutral from a pure economic standpoint, it is not neutral in the context of the purpose clause of the Act which states that
the objective is to promote and encourage competition in order to, among other goals, provide consumers with competitive
prices and product choices. I am of the view that if Parliament's intention were that gains resulting from higher profits (due
to a reduction in competition) and achieved at the expense of consumers should be viewed as neutral, surely it would have
stated so in the Act. Indeed, if this had been the intention of the legislator, no references would have been made to consumers in
section 1.1 and further, the term "effects" in section 96 would have been defined as to exclude any consideration of that nature.
Therefore, I agree with the obiter dictum of Reed J. in Hillsdown, cited above at paragraph [127], at page 337, that the word
"effects" should not be given such a restrictive interpretation as to exclude the transfer from consumers to producers.
512
I am of the opinion that the wealth transfer from consumers to producers should not be viewed as a quantitative effect.
There are no provisions in the Act suggesting that the effects must be quantified. It is my opinion that the transfer should be
given qualitative consideration in the balancing process, which requires an exercise in judgment. A qualitative consideration
allows for flexibility in the evaluation of each individual case under review.
TABLE 2: Trade-off Analysis
Positive
Negative

Quantitative
$29.2 million as accepted by the majority (see
my dissenting opinion above)
$3 million (deadweight loss)

Qualitative
The respondents provided no evidence of any
qualitative "positive" effects.
Loss of a vigorous competitor which reduces
consumer choices.
Absence of choice for consumers in 16 markets
and for national account customers.
Ability to exercise market power that may result
in:
— the imposition of a unilateral price increase
or price decrease ("to squeeze competitors out"
of the market);
— the reduction or elimination of programs
offered to customers (i.e., Cap-It, Auto-fill, etc.);
— the reduction or elimination of services (e.g.,
delivery services in certain areas); and
— significant wealth transfer from consumers to
producers.

513
I am of the view that when assessing the gains in efficiency against the effects of any prevention or lessening of
competition, the claimed efficiencies are not greater than and do not offset these effects.
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514
As stated by the Commissioner, I am of the view that in order for the defence to be successful, the respondents must
demonstrate that the efficiencies will be greater than and will offset (i.e., compensate for) the effects of a merger. The respondents
provided no evidence that the efficiencies claimed will compensate for the detrimental effects that will result from the merger.
For example, the respondents could have claimed that the merger is likely to bring about dynamic efficiencies arising from
innovation that will benefit the Canadian economy. Such qualitative efficiency gains could have been assessed in the trade-off
analysis as ways to compensate for the detrimental effects caused to the economy as a whole. However, the respondents did not
even attempt to present any such beneficial effect to the economy that will result from the merger.
E. Conclusion
515
In light of my dissenting reasons, I conclude that the respondents have not met their burden of proof of demonstrating,
on a balance of probabilities, that the merger has brought about or is likely to bring about gains in efficiency that will be greater
than and will offset the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition. Therefore, the Tribunal should make the order
for total divestiture by Superior of all of ICG's shares and assets (including those of the previously integrated branches thereof)
formulated pursuant to section 92 of the Act.
VIII. Order
516

The Tribunal hereby orders that the Commissioner's application for an order under section 92 of the Act is denied.
Application dismissed.
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Linden J.A.:
Introduction
1
These four motions have been brought in order to obtain a stay of two decisions of the Competition Tribunal pending
the determination of the appeals that have been launched in both cases, as well as for an order expediting both appeals and
seeking directions.
2 One of the decisions being appealed, dated August 30, 2000, dismissed the Commissioner's application pursuant to section
92 of the Competition Act R.S.C. 1985 c. C-34. The other decision being appealed found that an interim Hold Separate Order
dated December 11, 1998 (H.S.O.) made pursuant to section 104 automatically terminated with the decision of August 30, 2000
(and denying a stay).
3
The factual background is too complicated to set out in detail, but suffice it to say that the Respondent Superior Propane
Inc. on December 7, 1998 agreed to merge with ICG Propane Inc., which was challenged and investigated by the Commissioner
of Competition. At the 48-day hearing in which 91 witnesses were called, including 17 expert witnesses, the Tribunal, in a
108 page, 516 paragraph decision, allowed the merger to proceed, even though there was a finding of substantial lessening of
competition, on the ground that section 96(1) provided a defence.
4
Soon after the Commissioner's challenge was undertaken, an interim order to" hold separate" (H.S.O.) was entered on
consent of both parties on December 11, 1998, which order was held to have expired automatically on August 30, 2000.
5 The Commissioner wishes to keep this order in effect pending the determination of this appeal, but the Respondents wish
to proceed with the merger pending the appeal. The Respondents are confident of success but, if they are not successful, they
are of the view that the steps toward merger taken in the meantime can be undone. They are frustrated, not only by the delay,
but by the fact that they are losing $2,500,000 per month in efficiencies because of it.
6
These motions began as an urgent motion for a temporary stay on Friday, September 8, 2000, immediately following
the decision of the Tribunal; the argument proceeded on Saturday, September 9, 2000, and was adjourned to be continued on
September 18 and 19, 2000 so that the Court would have all the written reasons of the Tribunal and better material could be
prepared for the hearing. This Court must now decide whether it will dismiss the stay motions and let the merger proceed pending
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the appeal, or whether it will issue a stay continuing in force the H.S.O. dated December 11, 1998. In either event, the parties are
agreed that both appeals should be expedited and have indicated a willingness to cooperate in order to facilitate an early hearing.
Analysis
7 Both parties agree that the three element test set out in RJR-MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General), [1994] 1 S.C.R.
311 (S.C.C.), even though it was a Charter case, is the applicable one, that is,
1) there must be a serious question raised by the appeal
2) irreparable harm must be suffered by the applicant, and
3) the balance of convenience must favour a stay.
Upon an appeal, the burden on an applicant may be somewhat heavier than before a trial, but it is still not a heavy one; there
must be a serious question raised but, according to Justice Sopinka in RJR-MacDonald, supra, "the threshold is a low one",
the applicant being required to show only that the application was not "vexatious or frivolous". Even if the appeal is unlikely
to succeed, the motions Judge should consider the second and third elements because a prolonged examination of the merits
is" neither necessary nor desirable".
8 In this case there is a disagreement between the parties about whether the standard of review is correctness or reasonableness
in a case like this. There is discord about whether the issues here are questions of law or questions of fact or mixed questions
of law and fact. Some deference may well have to be accorded to certain aspects of the decision, but, in my view, there are
other issues which are of great legal significance and may well have to be decided on the basis of correctness. (See Harvard
College v. Canada (Commissioner of Patents) case (August 3, 2000), Doc. A-334-98 (Fed. C.A.)). The Court cannot abdicate
completely to the Tribunal its task of monitoring the development of competition law.
9
Thus, despite the valiant effort of Mr. Finkelstein to persuade me that there are absolutely no serious issues raised in this
appeal, to my mind, there is at least one major legal issue involved in this appeal (Applicant's one and two) that must be resolved
by this Court and which amounts by itself to a serious legal question, whatever the standard of review. That issue is the meaning
of section 96 of the Act in light of the purposes of the Act as set out in section 1.1 of the Act. It is a key issue of enormous
importance in the administration of the Act. The majority of the Tribunal employed one method of interpreting that section, but
a dissenting member of the Tribunal completely disagreed. The Commissioner has taken inconsistent positions on its meaning
in the past in the MEG's and elsewhere. A former Chair of the Tribunal, Justice Reed, in Canada (Director of Investigation
& Research) v. Hillsdown Holdings (Canada) Ltd. (1992), 41 C.P.R. (3d) 289 (Competition Trib.), at 339, expressed herself,
in an obiter dictum perhaps, in terms that may be taken to be inconsistent with the majority decision in this case, even though
she only raised the question and did not finally decide it. It seems to me quite clear that this complex and significant issue, the
meaning of s. 96, is so fundamental a legal question, that the decision of the Tribunal must be evaluated by this Court, even
though in the final analysis the Court might well give deference to it.
10 It is not necessary, therefore, for me to consider the seriousness of the other two issues raised by the Applicant concerning
the onus matter nor the situation of "merger to monopoly". Neither is it necessary for me to comment on the section 104 issue
concerning whether the Tribunal is functus in relation to the hold separate order following the issuance of its decision. As there
is at least one serious issue raised here, the first hurdle has been met.
11
I must now consider the second hurdle that must be overcome by the Applicant, irreparable damage. Counsel for
the Commissioner, basing himself on U.S. authorities, argued eloquently that once the eggs are scrambled, they cannot be
unscrambled. In other words, if the two companies are allowed to proceed with the merger pending the appeal, it will be
almost impossible to undo the damage caused by this in the event of success in the Court of Appeal. He referred to one Judge's
description of a similar circumstance as potential" chaos", if one had to undo the situation following the completion of this
merger. (See International Corona Resources Ltd. v. Lac Minerals Ltd. (1987), 21 C.P.C. (2d) 260 (Ont. C.A.)).
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12
In his report for the Commissioner attached to his affidavit, Professor Richard Schwindt of Simon Fraser University,
British Columbia, concluded that the "integration of Superior Propane Inc. and ICG operations would at best impede, and at
worst jeopardize an effective divestiture", that is, the" relatively rapid restoration of vigorous competition in the industry". This
is hardly proof that the harm "could not be remedied". (See RJR-MacDonald at 341). It is argued that, since interim integration
will "diminish or practically destroy ICG as a divestible entity", the "public interest" will be "irreparably harmed" if a stay
is refused. In other words, it is said that consumers would be subjected to the anti-competitive effect of this merger during
the period awaiting the decision on the appeal. There is no doubt that divestiture would be difficult and costly if the merger
proceeded, but the Respondents are aware of that fact and willing, if necessary, to bear the cost of it. These costs have been
expertly estimated, and it is clear that the money saved will more than offset the cost.
13
In my view, the metaphor of scrambled eggs is dramatic, but not entirely apt. When one scrambles eggs it is impossible
to unscramble them, but a merged company is not exactly like scrambled eggs. It can be broken up, though it is maybe difficult
to do so. Competition can be restored. It is not enough for it to be hard or inconvenient to do so. To obtain a stay, the damage
must be truly irreparable and proved to be so.
14 In the past great corporations, like AT&T and Standard Oil have been divided up in the U.S. The U.S. Department of Justice
is currently seeking to split up Microsoft. It can be done according to unchallenged evidence produced by the Respondents. Bob
Briggs, a senior partner in a Washington D.C. anti-trust firm that he claims is the largest private anti-trust practice in the world,
in a report attached to an affidavit, states that "there is no reason, in principle, why post-acquisition divestitures cannot be as
effective a remedy as divestiture before a merger". He gave examples of many divestitures (100 in the last 3 years), some that
have taken place even 25 years (Dupont) and 17 years (El Paso Natural Gas) after the original mergers took place. He states
that there are agencies and Courts capable of supervising the divestitures needed to enhance competition. He claims that this
type of ex post facto remedy "permits society to reap the benefits of highly desired efficiencies, while providing a powerful
incentive for management not to engage in opportunistic conduct that could trigger later calls for divestiture".
15 The evidence of Stephen Cole produced by the Respondents is most persuasive. He spent hundreds of hours on this matter
and supervised thousands of hours of research by his associates to conclude as follows:
It is feasible to divide the merged business within a reasonable time period so as to create two viable competitors who
would compete effectively in the national market and in the relevant local markets.
Part of his reasons for this is that 85 per cent of the people, trucks and tanks will be maintained in the integration process.
Even though more of the attrition may come from ICG resources, that is still a significant fact here. Another fact to consider is
that, if required, it might be possible to find a buyer for the remnants of ICG which could form the basis of a new stand alone
competitor. Amerigas was mentioned as a possible purchaser, even though its interest was originally expressed as a buyer for
ICG as a going concern. Other possible bidders were identified. Cole relied on the prior example of the C.P. divestiture that
was undertaken in this country. He opines that it is "feasible to create two propane distribution competitors by divestiture of
the integration". And he says that the Respondents can handle any costs associated with that mainly out of the savings they
will achieve in the period of the appeal process.
16
Consequently, the evidence, in my view, is overwhelming that the Applicant has not been able to establish, as it must,
that there will be irreparable harm suffered if the stay is not granted.
17 The third element is the balance of convenience, but I need not deal with that issue since I have concluded that the second
requirement has not been met. The motion succeeds only if all three requirements are proved, and one of the elements has not
been established. It is, however, clear that the financial costs to the Respondents of the delay are large, 30 million dollars per
year. The absence of an undertaking as to damages by the Applicant is also significant here. In fact, the Respondents have
voluntarily undertaken in this Court to refrain from divesting themselves of the trucks, tanks and realty, other than in the normal
course of business, pending the appeal, a wise course to follow, but not one that I would impose on them, the Commissioner
appearing to be uninterested in it.
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18
It has been said that the operations of the 2 companies cannot be merged during the winter months, that is until April
1, 2001, but the planning aspects of this complicated project could proceed in the next few months. It is in merging operation
where the major savings can be achieved, two-thirds of them. It may be that by April 1, 2001, the Court of Appeal will have
decided this appeal and, if the Commissioner is successful, the preliminary steps taken in the merger can be halted at that time.
If unsuccessful, depending on the Reasons of the Court, the Supreme Court of Canada might be asked by the Commissioner
for a stay of further steps in the merger pending an appeal there.
19

This motion for a stay will be dismissed with costs in the cause.

20
As for the motion expediting the hearing of both appeals, and for directions, the parties have agreed to the following
timetable leading to a hearing of both appeals on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, January 9, 10 and 11, 2001:
1) Appeal Books will be served and filed by October 27, 2000;
2) The Memorandum of Fact and Law of the Appellant will be served and filed by November 17, 2000;
3) The Memorandum of Fact and Law of the Respondents will be served and filed by December 15, 2000.
It will be so ordered.
Motions dismissed.
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Evans J.A.:
A. INTRODUCTION
1
This is an appeal from a decision of the Competition Tribunal ("the Tribunal"), dated August 30, 2000, dismissing an
application by the Commissioner of Competition ("the Commissioner") for an order to dissolve the merger of the respondents,
Superior Propane Inc. and ICG Propane Inc., or otherwise to remedy the lessening of competition likely to occur in the propane
delivery market in Canada as a result of the merger.
[1]
2
The appeal raises a question of fundamental importance to the administration of the Competition Act that has been the
subject of vigorous debate among economists and lawyers in Canada and elsewhere. Indeed, the issue is one on which the
Commissioner, and his predecessor, the Director of Investigation and Research, Bureau of Competition Policy, have at different
times propounded more than one view. However, the volume of the literature to which it has given rise far exceeds that of the
jurisprudence and, prior to the decision under appeal, the question had been the subject of judicial comment in only one case.
3
The question concerns the scope of the so-called "efficiency defence". Under this statutory defence, a merger must be
permitted, even though it is likely to prevent or substantially lessen competition in a particular market, if the efficiency gains
flowing from the merger are greater than, and offset, the effects of the lessening of competition.
4
The precise issue raised by this appeal is whether, for the purpose of the efficiency defence, the "effects" of an anticompetitive merger are limited as a matter of law to the loss of resources to the economy as a whole (the deadweight loss), or
whether they include a wider range of the effects of a substantial lessening of competition. The latter would include the wealth
transfer from consumers to producers that occurs when the merged entity exercises its market power to increase prices above
competitive levels, the elimination of smaller competitors from the market, and the creation of a monopoly.
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5 The Tribunal held that the merger would substantially lessen or prevent competition in nearly all local propane markets in
Canada, as well as in the market for national account coordination services associated with the delivery of propane. The total
divestiture by Superior of all of ICG's shares and assets was found to be the only appropriate remedy to prevent this. However,
by a majority the Tribunal also concluded that, since the merger was likely to result in efficiency gains of $29.2 million, and
would result in only $3.0 million of quantitative deadweight loss and $3.0 million of qualitative deadweight loss, the merger
was saved by the efficiency defence contained in the Competition Act.
6 Using the "total surplus standard", the Tribunal concluded that the deadweight loss was the sole "effect" of the lessening of
competition that must be balanced against the efficiency gains. Accordingly, the Tribunal treated as irrelevant all other effects,
including the size of the wealth transfer from consumers to Superior as a result of the higher than competitive market prices
that Superior was likely to charge for propane as a result of the merger.
B. LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK
7

The statutory provisions relevant to this appeal are as follows:

Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34

1.1 The purpose of this Act is to maintain and encourage
competition in Canada in order to promote the efficiency and
adaptability of the Canadian economy, in order to expand
opportunities for Canadian participation in world markets while
at the same time recognizing the role of foreign competition
in Canada, in —order to ensure that small and medium-sized
enterprises have an equitable opportunity to participate in the
Canadian economy and in order to provide consumers with
competitive prices and product choices.

1.1 La présente loi a pour objet de préserver
et de favoriser la concurrence au Canada
dans le but de stimuler l'adaptabilité et
l'efficience de l'économie canadienne,
d'améliorer les chances de participation
canadienne aux marchés mondiaux tout en
tenant simultanément compte du rôle de la—
concurrence étrangère au Canada, d'assurer
à la petite et à la moyenne entreprise une
chance honnête de participer à l'économie
canadienne, de même que dans le but
d'assurer aux consommateurs des prix
compétitifs et un choix dans les produits.

92. (1) Where, on application by the Commissioner, the
Tribunal finds that a merger or proposed merger prevents
or lessens, or is likely to prevent or lessen, competition
substantially——(a) in a trade, industry or profession,—(b)
among the sources from which a trade, industry or profession
obtains a product,—(c) among the outlets through which
a trade, industry or profession disposes of a product, or—
(d) otherwise than as described in paragraphs (a) to (c),—
the Tribunal may, subject to sections 94 to 96,—(e) in the
case of a completed merger, order any party to the merger or
any other person—(i) to dissolve the merger in such manner
as the Tribunal directs,—(ii) to dispose of assets or shares
designated by the Tribunal in such manner as the Tribunal
directs, or—...————————(2) For the purpose of this
section, the Tribunal shall not find that a merger or proposed
merger prevents or lessens, or is likely to prevent or lessen,
competition substantially solely on the basis of evidence of
concentration or market share.

92. (1) Dans les cas où, à la suite d'une
demande du commissaire, le Tribunal
conclut qu'un fusionnement réalisé ou
proposé empêche ou diminue sensiblement la
concurrence, ou aura vraisemblablement cet
effet_:—a) dans un commerce, une industrie
ou une profession;—b) entre les sources
d'approvisionnement auprès desquelles un
commerce, une industrie ou une profession se
procure un produit;—c) entre les débouchés
par l'intermédiaire desquels un commerce,
une industrie ou une profession écoule un
produit;—d) autrement que selon ce qui est
prévu aux alinéas a) à c),—le Tribunal peut,
sous réserve des articles 94 à 96_:—e) dans
le cas d'un fusionnement réalisé, rendre une
ordonnance enjoignant à toute personne,
que celle-ci soit partie au fusionnement ou
non_:—(i) de le dissoudre, conformément
à ses directives,—(ii) de se départir, selon
les modalités qu'il indique, des éléments
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d'actif et des actions qu'il indique,—...——
(2) Pour l'application du présent article, le
Tribunal ne conclut pas qu'un fusionnement,
réalisé ou proposé, empêche ou diminue
sensiblement la concurrence, ou qu'il aura
vraisemblablement cet effet, en raison
seulement de la concentration ou de la part du
marché.

96. (1) The Tribunal shall not make an order under section
92 if it finds that the merger or proposed merger in respect of
which the application is made has brought about or is likely
to bring about gains in efficiency that will be greater than,
and will offset, the effects of any prevention or lessening of
competition that will result or is likely to result from the merger
or proposed merger and that the gains in efficiency would
not likely be attained if the order were made.————(2) In
considering whether a merger or proposed merger is likely to
bring about gains in efficiency described in subsection (1),
the Tribunal shall consider whether such gains will result in
——(a) a significant increase in the real value of exports;
or—(b) a significant substitution of domestic products for
imported products.———(3) For the purposes of this section,
the Tribunal shall not find that a merger or proposed merger has
brought about or is likely to bring about gains in efficiency by
reason only of a redistribution of income between two or more
persons.—

96. (1) Le Tribunal ne rend pas l'ordonnance
prévue à l'article 92 dans les cas où il conclut
que le fusionnement, réalisé ou proposé,
qui fait l'objet de la demande a eu pour
effet ou aura vraisemblablement pour effet
d'entraîner des gains en efficience, que
ces gains surpasseront et neutraliseront
les effets de l'empêchement ou de la
diminution de la concurrence qui résulteront
ou résulteront vraisemblablement du
fusionnement réalisé ou proposé et que ces
gains ne seraient vraisemblablement pas
réalisés si l'ordonnance était rendue.——(2)
Dans l'étude de la question de savoir si un
fusionnement, réalisé ou proposé, entraînera
vraisemblablement les gains en efficience
visés au paragraphe (1), le Tribunal évalue
si ces gains se traduiront_:—a) soit en une
augmentation relativement importante de la
valeur réelle des exportations;—b) soit en
une substitution relativement importante de
produits nationaux à des produits étrangers.
——(3) Pour l'application du présent
article, le Tribunal ne conclut pas, en raison
seulement d'une redistribution de revenu entre
plusieurs personnes, qu'un fusionnement
réalisé ou proposé a entraîné ou entraînera
vraisemblablement des gains en efficience.

Competition Tribunal Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. 19 (2nd Supp.)

2. "judicial member" means a member of the Tribunal
appointed under paragraph 3(2)(a).

2. *juge+ Membre du Tribunal nommé en
application de l'alinéa 3(2)a).
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3. (1) There is hereby established a tribunal to be known as
the Competition Tribunal.——(2) The Tribunal shall consist
of—(a) not more than four members to be appointed from
among the judges of the Federal CourtCTrial Division by the
Governor in Council on the recommendation of the Minister
of Justice; and(b) not more than eight other members to be
appointed by the Governor in Council on the recommendation
of the Minister.——(3) The Governor in Council may establish
an advisory council to advise the Minister with respect to
appointments of lay members, which council is to be composed
of not more than ten members who are knowledgeable in
economics, industry, commerce or public affairs and may
include, without restricting the generality of the foregoing,
individuals chosen from business communities, the legal
community, consumer groups and labour.————(4) The
Minister shall consult with any advisory council established
under subsection (3) before making a recommendation with
respect to the appointment of a lay member.

3. (1) Est constitué le Tribunal de la
concurrence.———(2) Le Tribunal se
compose_:—a) d'au plus quatre membres
nommés par le gouverneur en conseil sur
recommandation du ministre de la Justice
et choisis parmi les juges de la Section de
première instance de la Cour fédérale;—b)
d'au plus huit autres membres nommés par le
gouverneur en conseil sur recommandation
du ministre.———(3) Le gouverneur en
conseil peut constituer un conseil consultatif
chargé de conseiller le ministre en ce qui
concerne la nomination des autres membres
et composé d'au plus dix personnes versées
dans les affaires publiques, économiques,
commerciales ou industrielles. Sans que soit
limitée la portée générale de ce qui précède,
ces personnes peuvent être des individus
appartenant à la collectivité juridique, à
des groupes de consommateurs, au monde
des affaires et au monde du travail.——(4)
Avant de recommander la nomination d'un
autre membre, le ministre demande l'avis du
conseil consultatif constitué en application du
paragraphe (3).

10. (1) Subject to section 11, every application to the Tribunal
shall be heard before not less than three or more than five
members sitting together, at least one of whom is a judicial
member and at least one of whom is a lay member.

10. (1) Sous réserve de l'article 11, toute
demande présentée au Tribunal est entendue
par au moins trois mais au plus cinq membres
siégeant ensemble et, parmi lesquels il doit y
avoir au moins un juge et un autre membre.

12. (1) In any proceedings before the Tribunal,—(a) questions
of law shall be determined only by the judicial members sitting
in those proceedings; and—(b) questions of fact or mixed law
and fact shall be determined by all the members sitting in those
proceedings.——13. (1) Subject to subsection (2), an appeal
lies to the Federal Court of Appeal from any decision or order,
whether final, interlocutory or interim, of the Tribunal as if it
were a judgment of the Federal CourtCTrial Division.——(2)
An appeal on a question of fact lies under subsection (1) only
with the leave of the Federal Court of Appeal.

12. (1) Dans toute procédure devant le
Tribunal_:—a) seuls les juges qui siègent ont
compétence pour trancher les questions de
droit;—b) tous les membres qui siègent ont
compétence pour trancher les questions de
fait ou de droit et de fait.———13. (1) Sous
réserve du paragraphe (2), les décisions ou
ordonnances du Tribunal, que celles-ci soient
définitives, interlocutoires ou provisoires,
sont susceptibles d'appel devant la Cour
d'appel fédérale tout comme s'il s'agissait de
jugements de la Section de première instance
de cette Cour.—(2) Un appel sur une question
de fait n'a lieu qu'avec l'autorisation de la
Cour d'appel fédérale.

C. THE TRIBUNAL'S DECISION
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8 The Tribunal heard this matter over 48 days; 39 days were devoted to hearing from 91 witnesses, including 17 experts, at
least 10 of whom have a Ph.D. in economics, while submissions from counsel took another 9 days. The reasons for decision of
the majority of the Tribunal (the presiding judicial member, Nadon J., and one of the lay members, Dr. Schwartz, an economist)
run to some 469 paragraphs. There are also substantial dissenting reasons by the second lay member, Ms. Lloyd, covering, in
part, issues that lie at the heart of this appeal.
9 The first 317 paragraphs of the majority's reasons, written by Nadon J., deal at length with whether the merger would prevent
or substantially lessen competition within the meaning of section 92 of the Competition Act. The Tribunal was unanimous in
concluding that it would and, since the Tribunal's conclusion on this is not the subject of appeal, I can deal with its findings
relatively briefly.
10 First, the Tribunal found that the merger would not substantially lessen competition in only 8 of 74 local markets for the
supply of propane: paragraph 307 of the Reasons. At the other extreme, in 16 markets the merged entity would have a monopoly
or near monopoly, that is, a market share ranging from 97% to 100%: paragraph 306. And, in another 16 markets, where there
was already substantial market concentration, the merger would remove healthy competition: paragraph 308. The remaining 33
markets were in an intermediate category in that, while Superior and ICG were the largest sellers of propane, and the merger
was likely to lessen competition substantially, competition from other suppliers would continue after the merger: paragraph
309. Finally, the Tribunal found that the merger would lessen competition substantially in the coordination services offered to
national account customers, leaving the merged entity as the only firm in Canada serving this market: paragraph 310.
11 Second, the demand for propane is fairly inelastic, that is, consumers are relatively insensitive to price increases. Although
some consumers purchase propane for less than essential purposes, such as heating their swimming pools, most purchase it for
home heating, automotive fuel and industrial purposes. Consequently, propane is not a discretionary item that most consumers
can choose to forego.
12
Moreover, the cost of switching from propane to an alternative form of fuel is relatively high. For example, consumers
who purchase propane to heat their homes will normally be deterred from substituting oil as a heating fuel by the considerable
expense of converting to an oil burning furnace unless, for instance, their furnace is at the end of its useful life: paragraphs 24-25.
13 Third, relatively high barriers to entry face potential competitors in the market and hence increase the ability of the merged
entity to raise prices above the competitive level. For example, consumers are often required to sign exclusive supply contracts
stipulating that for five years they will purchase propane exclusively from the supplier and that, in the case of Superior, when
the contract expires, consumers will give the supplier the right of first refusal. These supply contracts often contain lengthy
notice of termination clauses that, in the case of ICG, require consumers to give 180 days notice prior to the termination date
of the contract. In the absence of such notice, the contract is automatically renewed: paragraphs 132-146.
14 Another factor that makes switching suppliers difficult and costly is that the supplier, rather than the consumer, typically
owns the propane tank: paragraph 147. In addition, a reputation for reliable delivery is an important factor in this market and
consumers are therefore reluctant to switch to a new supplier with no established reputation: paragraph 154. Finally, new entrants
are also likely to be discouraged by the maturity of the market; that is, there is little potential for growth in the demand for
propane: paragraph 158.
15
In support of these findings on market entry barriers, the Tribunal noted that, when Imperial Oil Limited, a very large
corporation, entered the market for propane distribution in 1990, it withdrew after nine years because market barriers made the
venture uneconomic. Since then, no other entrants of comparable size or stature have materialized: paragraph 153.
16 On the basis of considerations of the kind noted above, the Tribunal concluded that, as a result of the merger, the merged
entity was likely to increase the price of propane by an average of 8%: paragraphs 252-253. Having found that the merger
would lead to a substantial lessening of competition contrary to section 92, the Tribunal concluded that only a total divestiture
by Superior of all ICG's assets and shares would restore competition to the pre-merger level: paragraphs 314 and 316.
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17 The Tribunal then proceeded to a consideration of the efficiency defence under section 96. It held that the merging parties
had the burden of proving the efficiencies that would not have been generated but for the merger, while the Commissioner bore
the burden of proving the anti-competitive effects, since he was in the better position to do so by virtue of the investigative
powers conferred on him by the Act: paragraph 403. The merging parties had the burden of establishing that the resulting
efficiencies would be greater than and offset the anti-competitive effects of the merger.
18
The majority calculated the net efficiency savings that would result from the merger, and could not have been achieved
by other means, to be $29.2 million in each of the next ten years: paragraph 383. Ms. Lloyd dissented from the majority's view
on this issue and held that the evidence before the Tribunal was insufficient to support this figure: paragraph 470. However,
there is no appeal from this aspect of the Tribunal's decision and it is unnecessary to say more about it here.
19
Having made its entry on the "efficiency" side of the ledger, the Tribunal then considered the "effects" that would
result from the "lessening or prevention of competition" if the merger was approved. The submissions and evidence before the
Tribunal on this question went to two issues: the definition of "effects" for the purpose of section 96 and their quantification.
The principal question in this appeal concerns the Tribunal's conclusion on the first of these issues.
20
The Tribunal had before it evidence describing various methodologies developed by economists for determining the
effects of an anti-competitive merger. I should make it clear that the various standards considered by the Tribunal are, for the
most part, the work of economists in the United States, and have been used as a basis for competition policy prescriptions.
However, antitrust law in the United States does not have an efficiency defence comparable to section 96, although efficiencies
are taken into consideration by the Federal Trade Commission when scrutinising a merger, along with other factors, including
the likely wealth transfer from consumers to producers likely to result from it.
21 Two of the methodologies for determining when efficiency gains offset the adverse effects of an anti-competitive merger
are likely to give a narrow scope to the efficiency defence. For example, under the "price standard" efficiencies will only justify
an anti-competitive merger if they result in price decreases or, at least, do not increase prices. This is the most difficult standard
for the parties to a merger to satisfy, and is the standard normally applied by the Federal Trade Commission as the basis for
approving an anti-competitive merger: Horizontal Merger Guidelines (Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission;
April 2, 1992, revised April 8, 1997), pages 148-50.
22
The "consumer surplus standard" posits that a merger should be permitted only if the resulting efficiency gains exceed
the sum of the wealth transferred to the producers and the deadweight loss occasioned by increases in price charged by the
merged entity. In practice, this standard will also be difficult to establish and consequently will tend to narrow the availability
of the efficiency defence.
23 On the basis of a report prepared for the Commissioner by an expert witness, Dr. Peter Townley, a professor of economics
at Acadia University, counsel for the Commissioner submitted that the Tribunal should adopt a "balancing weights standard"
as the basis for determining whether the efficiency gains from the merger of Superior and ICG were greater than, and offset,
its anti-competitive effects.
24
Using this methodology, the Tribunal would determine the anti-competitive effects of a merger by taking into account
a range of factors, but would not assign to each a fixed, a priori weight. The factors include: the deadweight loss; the wealth
transfer from consumers resulting from the increase in prices through the exercise of market power; the loss of product choices
and services currently associated with the product; and the prevention of competition and the creation of a monopoly or near
monopoly in some or all of the relevant markets: paragraphs 386-387 and 431.
25
The Tribunal rejected this approach in favour of the "total surplus standard" which looks only at the overall loss to the
economy as a result of the fall in demand for the merged entity's products following a post-merger increase in price, and the
inefficient allocation of resources that occurs when, as prices rise, consumers purchase a less suitable substitute. The resulting
loss of resources to the economy constitutes deadweight loss.
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26 The Tribunal relied on the analyses of leading economists and of "law and economics" scholars, mainly from the United
States, but also from Canada, in support of the "total surplus standard". Under this standard, an anti-competitive merger is
allowed to proceed when efficiency gains exceed deadweight loss. Its rationale is that this standard measures the net increase
or loss in general welfare as a result of the merger. In addition, it provides a predictable standard for merger review, and hence
firms are not deterred from effecting mergers that will increase total economic resources by an inability to predict whether their
merger will receive regulatory approval.
27 Under the total surplus standard, the wealth likely to be transferred from consumers to producers as a result of the merger
is not considered to be an anti-competitive effect, because such a transfer is neutral: that is, it neither increases, nor decreases
total societal wealth. Proponents of the total surplus standard argue that there is no economic reason for favouring a dollar in
the hands of consumers of the products of the merged entity over a dollar in the hands of the producers or its shareholders, who
are, after all, also consumers. Moreover, in the absence of complete data on the socio-economic profiles of the consumers and
of the shareholders of the producers, it would be impossible to assess whether the redistributive effects of the wealth transferred
as a result of the higher prices charged by the merged entity would be fair and equitable: paragraphs 423-425.
28
The Tribunal concluded that, properly interpreted, section 96 of the Competition Act mandates a methodology for
determining the effects to be balanced against efficiency gains that ignores wealth transfers, or distributive effects, and focusses
exclusively on the extent to which the merger increases net wealth in the economy as a whole. The reasons that the Tribunal
advanced for its conclusion can be summarized as follows.
29
First, even if the necessary data were available, an assessment of the merits, or otherwise, of the distributive effects of
a merger is a political task best performed by elected politicians, not by members of the Tribunal, who are appointed for their
expertise in economics or commerce: paragraphs 431-432 and 438.
30
Second, since section 96 allows an anti-competitive merger where the efficiencies gained thereby are greater than,
and offset, the effects of the lessening of competition, efficiency "was Parliament's paramount objective in passing the merger
provisions of the Act": paragraph 437. Therefore, "effects" in section 96 should be interpreted in a way that best attains that
objective. This excludes an interpretation that requires, or permits, distributive or other effects of a merger to be considered that
are unrelated to the maximization of total societal wealth: paragraphs 411-413, 426 and 432.
31
Third, if business people are unable to predict whether the Commissioner or the Tribunal is likely to conclude that the
efficiencies to be gained from a proposed merger will exceed, and offset, the adverse effects of the merger as calculated by the
balancing weights standard, they will be deterred from merging, to the detriment of the economy as a whole: paragraph 433.
32
Accordingly, in the Tribunal's view, the difficulty of applying the balancing weights standard advanced by the
Commissioner militates against its adoption. Indeed, even though Professor Townley favoured this approach he conceded in his
evidence that, as an economist, he could not advise the Tribunal what weights to assign to the various factors to be considered.
Hence, he could not say whether the efficiency gains from the merger of Superior and ICG were greater than and offset its effects.
33 Fourth, the Tribunal noted that in the Merger Enforcement Guidelines ("MEG") (Director of Investigation and Research,
Information Bulletin No. 5, March 1991 (Supply and Services Canada, 1991)), which had been in force since 1991, the
Commissioner had indicated that the effects of an anti-competitive merger were to be assessed for the purpose of section 96
by the total surplus standard.
34
Indeed, even after the appropriateness of the total surplus standard had been questioned by Reed J. when sitting as
the judicial member of the Tribunal in Canada (Director of Investigation & Research) v. Hillsdown Holdings (Canada) Ltd.
(1992), 41 C.P.R. (3d) 289 (Competition Trib.), the predecessor of the current Commissioner publicly reaffirmed the position
taken in the MEG. In Hillsdown, supra, Reed J. had doubted (at page 339) whether an interpretation of "effects", such as that
contained in the MEG, that omitted from consideration the wealth transferred from consumers to producers was consistent with
the purposes of the Act.
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35 Fifth, the Tribunal stated that the purpose and objectives section of the Competition Act, section 1.1, should not be read as
requiring each of the objectives listed in it to be considered in the context of identifying the effects of a merger for the purpose
of section 96. Rather, the references in section 1.1 to the Act's objectives, such as promoting "the efficiency and adaptability
of the Canadian economy", ensuring that "small and medium-sized enterprises have an equitable opportunity to participate in
the Canadian economy", and providing "consumers with competitive prices and product choices" should be regarded as no
more than statements of the beneficial results of attaining the stated purpose of the Act, namely "to promote and encourage
competition in Canada". Further, to the extent that there was a conflict between the general provision, section 1.1, and the
specific, section 96, the latter should prevail: paragraphs 408-410.
36
The dissenting member of the Tribunal took issue with much of the majority's reasoning on the meaning of "effects" in
section 96. In Ms. Lloyd's view, any interpretation of section 96 that excluded from "effects" the wealth transfer from consumers
to producers likely to result from an anti-competitive merger was inconsistent with the objectives of the Act: paragraph 506.
37
She concluded that a flexible approach that enabled the Tribunal to take into account, along with other factors, the
wealth transfer, both quantitatively and qualitatively, was more compatible with the statutory scheme, particularly in so far as its
objectives include "to provide consumers with competitive prices and product choices": paragraph 511. Ms. Lloyd summarized
(at paragraph 506) her position as follows:
While I recognize that efficiencies are given special consideration under section 96 and may constitute a defence to
an otherwise anti-competitive merger, it appears to me that section 96 is an exception to the application of section 92
of the Act and not an exception to the Act itself. (Emphasis added)
D. THE ISSUES
[38] The appeal raises three issues for the Court to decide.
[1]
(1) What standard of review is applicable to the Tribunal's determination of the "effects" of a merger to be considered
under section 96?
(2) Did the Tribunal err in law when it interpreted "effects" as limited to those identified by the total surplus standard?
(3) Did the Tribunal err in law when it imposed on the Director the legal burden of proving the effects of the merger?
E. ANALYSIS
Issue 1: The Standard of Review
39 It was common ground between counsel that, in view of the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in Canada (Director of
Investigation & Research) v. Southam Inc., [1997] 1 S.C.R. 748 (S.C.C.), if the Tribunal's interpretation of the word, "effects",
was entitled to any deference, the less deferential standard of reasonableness simpliciter would be appropriate.
40 The disputed question was, of course, whether any deference was due at all. In my view, the answer is to be found, for the
most part, in the reasoning in Southam, supra, which also concerned the Tribunal, and in Pushpanathan v. Canada (Minister of
Employment & Immigration), [1998] 1 S.C.R. 982 (S.C.C.), which is an important, comprehensive and general elaboration of
the pragmatic and functional analysis for determining the standard of judicial review of administrative action.
41
I turn, then, to an examination of the elements of the pragmatic and functional analysis as they apply to the case before
us. A consensus seems to have emerged in the jurisprudence that the expertise of the tribunal under review, and the relevance
of that expertise to resolving the issues in dispute, will normally be the most important of the pragmatic or functional factors
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considered in determining the standard of review: Pushpanathan , supra, at pages 1006-07, paragraph 32. I deal first with the
nature of the issue decided by the Tribunal in this case.
(i) The nature of the issue decided by the Tribunal
42
In holding that the meaning of the word, "effects", in section 96 is limited to the deadweight loss resulting from an anticompetitive merger, the Tribunal was clearly interpreting the Act and was thereby deciding a question of law.
43
This is because the Tribunal's ruling purports to be of general application to all cases in which the efficiency defence is
invoked. The Tribunal did not confine itself merely to identifying the factors to be considered or not considered in this case, nor
to prescribing a methodology for determining only the "effects" of Superior's merger with ICG. Instead, the Tribunal makes it
abundantly clear in its reasons that, as a matter of interpretation, the word, "effects", means only deadweight loss and that the
efficiency defence is, in all cases, simply a codification of the total surplus standard.
44
For instance, based on its conclusion that section 96 encapsulates the total surplus standard, the Tribunal made the
following findings with respect to the meaning of "the effects" of an anti-competitive merger:
[423] The economic effects of an anti-competitive merger are the effects on real resources, that is, the changes in the way
the economy deploys those resources as the result of the merger.
[427] Assessing a merger's effects in this way is generally called the "total surplus standard". ...transfers from consumers to
shareholders are not counted as losses under the total surplus standard. The anti-competitive effect of the merger is measured
solely by the deadweight loss ... Under the total surplus standard, efficiencies need only exceed the deadweight loss to save
an anti-competitive merger.
[430] ... The only standard that addresses solely the effects of a merger on economic resources is the total surplus standard.
[447] The Tribunal further believes that the only effects that can be considered under subsection 96(1) are the effects on
resource allocation, as measured in principle by the deadweight loss which takes both quantitative and qualitative effects into
account. Accordingly, the Tribunal believes that the total surplus standard is the correct approach for analysing the effects of
a merger under subsection 96(1).
Since none of these statements was made with reference to the particular facts of the case, the Tribunal must have intended
its view of the meaning of the word, "effects", to apply whenever the section 96 efficiency defence is raised.
45
Referring to the task of distinguishing the interpretation of a statutory standard (normally a question of law) from its
application to the facts of a case (often a question of mixed fact and law), Iacobucci J. said in Southam, supra (at page 768,
paragraph 37):
Of course, it is not easy to say precisely where the line should be drawn; though in most cases it should be sufficiently
clear whether the dispute is over a general proposition that might qualify as a principle of law or over a very particular set of
circumstances that is not apt to be of much interest to judges and lawyers in the future.
In a similar vein (supra, at page 767, paragraph 36), he had characterised a question as one of law "because the point in
controversy was one that might potentially arise in many cases in the future."
46 Applying these observations to this case, I am of the view that, since the Tribunal's determination of what can be considered
as an "effect" of the merger of Superior and ICG was intended to be of general application, it would be of "much interest to
judges and lawyers", because other panels of the Tribunal will regard it as a legal proposition having considerable persuasive
authority whenever they have to consider the efficiency defence under section 96. To use another of Iacobucci J.'s felicitous
phrases (Southam, supra, at page 771, paragraph 45), the Tribunal in this case clearly "forged new legal principle".
(ii) The expertise of the Tribunal
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47 Since the ultimate issue in determining the standard of review is whether the legislature should be taken to have intended
the specialist administrative tribunal or the courts to bear primary responsibility for determining the question in dispute, it must
be understood that "expertise" is a relative, not an absolute concept: C.J.A., Local 579 v. Bradco Construction Ltd., [1993] 2
S.C.R. 316 (S.C.C.), at page 335. In assessing the relative expertise of the Tribunal and the Court, I have had regard to the
following considerations.
48
First, the Tribunal is an adjudicative body. Just as it has done with the administration of human rights legislation,
Parliament has divided responsibility for administering the Competition Act between the Competition Bureau, the policymaking, investigative and enforcement agency, headed now by the Commissioner, and the Tribunal, the adjudicative agency.
In this respect, the Tribunal is different from multi-functional administrative agencies, such as securities commissions in many
provinces, which typically have wide powers that match their regulatory mandate. The absence of broad policy development
powers is a factor that limits the scope of the Tribunal's expertise: Pezim v. British Columbia (Superintendent of Brokers), [1994]
2 S.C.R. 557 (S.C.C.), at page 596.
49 Second, expertise may be assessed by reference to the composition of an administrative tribunal. Hearings of the Tribunal
are conducted before three to five members, at least one of whom must be a judicial member and one a lay member: Competition
Tribunal Act ("CTA"), subsection 10(1). This case was heard by three members: the presiding judicial member and two lay
members.
50 The judicial member is one of the maximum of four judges of the Trial Division of the Federal Court whom the Governor
in Council may appoint to the Tribunal on the recommendation of the Minister of Justice: CTA, paragraph 3(2)(a). In addition
to presiding at hearings of the Tribunal, the judicial member alone decides any questions of law that arise before the Tribunal:
CTA, paragraph 12(1)(a).
[1]
51
I note that in the Hillsdown case (supra, at page 337, note 21), Reed J. made it clear that the validity of the definition
in the MEGof "effects" involved the interpretation of section 96, and was thus a question of law alone. Hence, the Tribunal's
reasons on this issue expressed her view as the judicial member of the Tribunal.
52 In contrast, Nadon J. does not state that his determination of the meaning of "effects" is solely his decision. However, since
the Act gives to the judicial member sole responsibility for deciding questions of law, the standard of review cannot depend on
whether, in a particular case, the lay member's participation in the decision on the legal issue extended beyond consultation.
53 A maximum of eight lay members are also appointed to the Tribunal by the Governor in Council on the recommendation
of the Minister of Industry: CTA, paragraph 3(2)(b). No qualifications are prescribed for lay members. However, before making
a recommendation, the Minister must consult with an Advisory Council comprising not more than ten members, who, the CTA,
subsection 3(3) provides, are appointed from those
[1]

...who are knowledgeable in economics, industry,
commerce or public affairs and may include, without
restricting the generality of the foregoing, individuals
chosen from business communities, the legal
community, consumer groups and labour.

... personnes versées dans les affaires publiques,
économiques, commerciales ou industrielles.
Sans que soit limitée la portée générale de ce qui
précède, ces personnes peuvent être des individus
appartenant à la collectivité juridique, à des groupes
de consommateurs, au monde des affaires et au
monde du travail.
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54 It is reasonable to infer from this provision that the Council was expected to recommend the appointment of lay members
with a breadth of experience similar to that of the Advisory Council members themselves. Thus, members' fields of expertise
need not be limited to economics, but may extend more broadly to public affairs. Further, their perspectives may include not
only those of the business communities, including small and medium-sized business, but also of consumer groups and labour.
55 Questions of fact, and of mixed fact and law, are decided by all of the members of the panel of the Tribunal hearing a matter:
CTA, paragraph 12(1)(b). In addition, even though the judicial member alone decides questions of law, the judicial member
may well make his or her rulings after discussing the issues with the lay members and benefiting from whatever contribution
they are able to make to the resolution of the legal issue from their perspective and on the basis of their expertise. After all,
questions of law are rarely decided in the abstract, and generally require that careful consideration be given to the likely practical
consequences and implications of deciding them one way rather than another.
56 In short, the composition of the Tribunal indicates a considerable level of expertise. This Court does not defer to decisions
of the Trial Division of this Court on questions of law: Harvard College v. Canada (Commissioner of Patents), [2000] 4 F.C.
528 (Fed. C.A.), at paragraph 180 (F.C.A). However, the fact that no more than four members of the Court may be appointed
as judicial members suggests that, when sitting as the judicial member of the Tribunal and having the assistance of the lay
members, a judge of the Trial Division can be expected to have a level of expertise or experience in this area of the law over and
above that acquired by a judge in the ordinary course of judicial work. Nor do I disregard the importance of the understanding
of the issues in dispute in this case that the Tribunal would have obtained after conducting 48 days of hearings.
57
Indeed, on more than one occasion, the Supreme Court of Canada has recognized (Southam, supra, at pages 772-73,
paragraph 49) that the Tribunal
is especially well suited to the task of overseeing a complex statutory scheme whose objectives are peculiarly economic.
Iacobucci J. also noted in that case that, since the aims of the Competition Act are "more 'economic' than 'legal' (supra,
at page 772, paragraph 48), it was appropriate to conclude that "the Tribunal's expertise lies in economics and
commerce" (supra, at page 773, paragraph 51).
(iii) A question of law within the Tribunal's expertise?
58
Counsel for the respondents submitted that characterising a question decided by an administrative tribunal as one of
statutory interpretation, and therefore one of law, is not necessarily determinative of the standard of review: see Pushpanathan
, supra, at page 1008, paragraph 34. However, it seems to me an obvious inference from the reasons for judgment of Iacobucci
J. in Southam, supra,that, when all the factors in the pragmatic or functional mix are weighed together, the fact that the Tribunal
in the case before us was deciding a question of law with a high degree of generality tips the scale in the direction of correctness
as the applicable standard of review.
59
Thus, speaking at the level of principle, Iacobucci J. said (supra, at page 769, paragraph 39) that, if a decision-maker
fails to consider all the factors that the legislature required to be considered, "then the decision-maker has in effect applied the
wrong law, and so has made an error of law." And, turning to the Tribunal in particular, he said (supra, at page 769, paragraph
41): "If the Tribunal did ignore evidence that the law requires it to consider, then the Tribunal erred in law."
60
In my view, there is nothing about the word, "effects", to exclude the general principle that, in the absence of indicators
to the contrary, statutory interpretation is a question of law that is reviewable on a standard of correctness. As Bastarache J.
said in Pushpanathan (supra, at page 1012, paragraph 38):
Without an implied or express legislative intent to the contrary ... legislatures should be assumed to have left highly generalized
propositions of law to courts.
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61
Thus, as a linguistic matter, the word, effects, does not suggest an implicit delegation of authority to the Tribunal to
determine what factors must, and must not, be considered in determining what they are. If, as seems to be the case on the basis
of the reasoning in Southam, supra, Iacobucci J. would have regarded a general proposition advanced by the Tribunal about the
meaning of the word, "market", as subject to review for correctness, the same would seem equally true of the phrase, "the effects
of any prevention or lessening of competition". Nor am I persuaded by counsel for the respondents that in Southam (supra, at
pages 789-90, paragraphs 83-85) Iacobucci J. applied a standard other than correctness to the Tribunal's determination that the
test for the remedy was the restoration of the parties to the pre-merger competitive position.
62
Moreover, an important element of the Tribunal's reasoning was its view of the statutory objectives provision of the
Competition Act, section 1.1, and the relationship of that section to section 96. This is an issue of statutory interpretation of a
kind with which courts are accustomed to dealing in the course of their ordinary work.
63
In short, I am not satisfied that Nadon J.'s expertise in competition law in general, and in the complexities of the merger
of Superior and ICG in particular, gave him such a significant interpretative advantage over members of this Court as clearly
to indicate Parliament's intention that the standard of review on the issue in dispute here should be that of unreasonableness. At
the end of the day, the question of what count as "the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition" must be decided
within the parameters of the Act, including its stated objectives. While economic expertise undoubtedly elucidates the strengths,
weaknesses and consequences of the various choices available, it cannot be determinative of which of them, if any, is compatible
with the Competition Act.
(iv) The Tribunal's constitutive statute and the scope of judicial review
64 Finally, the provisions of an administrative tribunal's constitutive statute respecting the grounds of judicial review, or the
existence and scope of any right of appeal, may give some indication of the legislature's intention on the standard of review
to be applied by a court to the tribunal's decisions.
65
At the one extreme, a strong preclusive clause, such as the bundle of exclusive jurisdiction, finality and "no certiorari"
clauses typically found in the statutory schemes administered by labour relations boards, is indicative of a legislative intent
to keep judicial review to a minimum. Hence, patent unreasonableness is generally the standard of review applied to labour
boards' interpretation of the legislation that they administer.
66
At the other end of the spectrum are statutory rights of appeal that empower the appellate court to exercise any of the
powers of the tribunal, direct the tribunal to take any action that the court considers proper and, for this purpose, to substitute
its opinion for that of the tribunal. Rights of appeal from decisions of discipline committees of professional regulatory bodies
are often of this kind.
67
There is a right of appeal from any decision of the Tribunal to this Court "as if it were a judgment of the Federal Court
B Trial Division", except that, when the appeal is on a question of fact, leave of the Federal Court of Appeal is required: CTA,
subsections 13(1) and (2). Section 27 of the Federal Court Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. F-7, imposes no limitations on the scope of the
right of appeal from final judgments of the Trial Division to the Court of Appeal.
68
In my opinion, although expeditious decision-making is undoubtedly important in the review of mergers, the existence
of an unrestricted right of appeal on questions of law, and of a modified right of appeal on questions of fact, must be entered
as a factor indicative of Parliament's intention that the Tribunal's determinations of questions of law should be reviewable on
appeal on a correctness standard.
(v) Conclusion
69
After weighing the factors to be considered in the pragmatic or functional analysis, and carefully examining the reasons
for judgment in Southam, supra, I have concluded that it is the Court's function to determine whether the Tribunal was correct to
decide that the effects of an anti-competitive merger that may be considered under section 96 are limited to the loss of resources
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to the economy as a whole resulting from the merger, to the exclusion of effects that relate to other statutory objectives, such as
the wealth transfer from consumers to producers as a result of price increases, and the impact on competing small and medium
sized businesses. A proposition of such generality is, to my mind, clearly a question of law.
70
I am not persuaded that, on an appeal to this Court, either the expertise of the Tribunal, or the degree of indeterminacy
inherent in the word, "effects", indicates that the Court should review the Tribunal's decision on this issue on a standard other
than that of correctness.
71
As Iacobucci J. noted in Southam, (supra, at pages 774-75, paragraph 53) with respect to the statutory requirement for,
and to the role of, a judicial member of the Tribunal:
Clearly it was Parliament's view that questions of competition law are not altogether beyond the ken of judges.
This comment seems applicable also to the judges of this Court.
[72] The composition of the Tribunal, and the rights of appeal from its decisions, reflect a carefully constructed compromise
between assigning competition law exclusively to the domain of the judiciary, and entrusting it to a "non-judicial"
regulatory agency, such as the Federal Trade Commission of the United States, which would operate subject to minimal
judicial supervision: Canada (Director of Investigation & Research) v. Southam Inc., [1995] 3 F.C. 557 (Fed. C.A.), at
page 604 (per Robertson J.A.).
Issue 2: The Meaning of Effects in Section 96
73
The issue here is whether the Tribunal was correct in its interpretation of the phrase, "the effects of the prevention or
lessening of competition ...", when it limited the relevant effects of the anti-competitive merger to those determined by the
application of the total surplus standard. In my view, by so limiting the factors to be considered as "effects", the Tribunal erred
in law because it failed to ensure that all the objectives of the Competition Act, and the particular circumstances of each merger,
could be considered in the balancing exercise mandated by section 96.
74
With respect, I do not agree with the Tribunal's view that the list of objectives in section 1.1 of the Competition Act is
merely a legislative rationale for the statutory purpose of maintaining and encouraging competition or that, if it is more than that,
it should be read subject to the specific and contrary provisions of section 96. My reasons for these conclusions are as follows.
(i) The statutory text
(a) subsection 96(1)
75
Subsection 96(1) directs the Tribunal to consider whether the efficiencies produced by an anti-competitive merger are
greater than, and offset, its anti-competitive effects. This is, in substance, a balancing test that weighs efficiencies on one hand,
against anti-competitive effects on the other.
76
Writing of another provision in the Competition Act that called for the balancing of various factors, namely the
determination of the scope of the relevant market, Iacobucci J. said in Southam (supra, at page 770, paragraph 43):
A balancing test is a legal rule whose application should be subtle and flexible, but not mechanical. It would be dangerous
in the extreme to accord certain kinds of evidence decisive weight. [...] A test would be stilted and impossible of application
if it purported to assign fixed weights to certain factors.
Hence, since the efficiency defence requires the Tribunal to balance competing objectives, its operation should remain
flexible and not stilted by an overarching and restrictive interpretation.
77 In referring to "the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition", subsection 96(1) does not stipulate what effects
must or may be considered. When used in non-statutory contexts, the word, "effects", is broad enough to encompass anything
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caused by an event. Indeed, even though it does not consider the redistribution of wealth itself to be an "effect" for the purpose
of section 96, the Tribunal recognizes, as all commentators do, that one of the de facto effects of the merger is a redistribution
of wealth: paragraph 446.
78

In addition, section 5.5 of the MEG explicitly recognises that a merger may have more than one effect:

Where a merger results in a price increase, it brings both a neutral redistribution effect and a negative resource allocation
effect on the sum of producer and consumer surplus (total surplus) within Canada.
The MEG concluded, however, that:
The efficiency gains described above are balanced against the latter effect, i.e., the deadweight loss to the Canadian economy.
79 Thus, it is not doubted that the redistribution of resources is an effect of an anti-competitive merger, in the sense that it is
caused by the exercise of market power created by the merger. Nevertheless, the Tribunal's interpretation of the word, "effects",
as it is used in section 96, narrows it to a single effect, namely the loss or inefficient allocation of resources in the economy
as a whole as measured by the deadweight loss.
80 Moreover, the statutory requirement that, for the section 96 defence to succeed, the efficiency gains must be greater than,
and offset, the effects of a lessening of competition suggests a more judgmental assessment than is called for by the largely
quantitative calculation of deadweight loss that the Tribunal held was statutorily mandated.
81
Of course, the precise meaning to be given to a word when it appears in a statute, especially if it is commonly used in
everyday speech, must be determined by reference to its context. Hence, it was not necessarily an error of law for the Tribunal
in this case to give to the word, "effects", a narrower meaning than would normally be ascribed to it in other contexts. The
pertinent enquiry is whether, in the context of the Competition Act, the Tribunal was correct to narrow its meaning to the single
effect of deadweight loss.
(b) subsection 96(3)
82
I attach some weight to subsection 96(3) of the Competition Act, which provides that the Tribunal shall not find that a
merger or a proposed merger "is likely to bring about gains in efficiency by reason only of a redistribution of income between
two or more persons." Hence, subsection 96(3) expressly limits the weight accorded to redistribution in assessing the efficiencies
generated by a merger.
[1]
83 No similar limitation is imposed by the Act on the effects side of the balance. If Parliament had intended redistribution of
income to be excluded altogetherfrom the "effects" of an anti-competitive merger, as the Tribunal held, the drafter might well
have been expected to have made an express provision, similar to that contained in subsection 96(3) with respect the efficiencies
side of the balance. The absence of such a provision suggests that, contrary to the Tribunal's conclusion, Parliament did not
intend to impose such a limitation on the "effects" side.
(ii) Statutory purposes and objectives
(a) section 1.1
84

I turn now to section 1.1 of the Competition Act which, for convenience's sake, I set out again.
[1]
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The purpose of this Act is to maintain and encourage
competition in Canada in order to promote the
efficiency and adaptability of the Canadian economy,
in order to expand opportunities for Canadian
participation in world markets while at the same
time recognizing the role of foreign competition in
Canada, in order to ensure that small and mediumsized enterprises have an equitable opportunity to
participate in the Canadian economy and in order
to provide consumers with competitive prices and
product choices.

La présente loi a pour objet de préserver et de
favoriser la concurrence au Canada dans le but de
stimuler l'adaptabilité et l'efficience de l'économie
canadienne, d'améliorer les chances de participation
canadienne aux marchés mondiaux tout en tenant
simultanément compte du rôle de la concurrence
étrangère au Canada, d'assurer à la petite et à la
moyenne entreprise une chance honnête de participer
à l'économie canadienne, de même que dans le but
d'assurer aux consommateurs des prix compétitifs et
un choix dans les produits. —

85 I see nothing in the wording of this provision to indicate that it is anything other than a typical statutory purposes clause,
and should be construed accordingly. As is not uncommon in such clauses, not all of the stated purposes or objectives can be
served at the same time, nor are all necessarily consistent.
86
For instance, the objective of expanding "opportunities for Canadian participation in world markets" may be irrelevant
when the merged entity is unlikely to compete abroad. Further, as is the case here, there may be a conflict between the aim of
promoting "the efficiency and adaptability of the Canadian economy" and providing consumers with "competitive prices and
product choices." In addition, of course, the wording of a particular provision in a statute may be so clear and precise that it
must be regarded as overriding an ambiguous purpose clause.
87
Nonetheless, despite the typically indeterminate quality and inherent inconsistencies of purpose or objectives clauses,
including section 1.1, statutory provisions containing general statements of legislative purpose are integral to the statute and can
carry as much weight as its other sections: Ruth Sullivan, Driedger on the Construction of Statutes, 3 rd edition (Butterworths
Canada Ltd. 1994), pages 263-68.
Thus, a purpose clause serves as a guide to the court or tribunal in its interpretation of other statutory provisions: R. v. T.
(V.), [1992] 1 S.C.R. 749 (S.C.C.), at page 765, and may establish the parameters within which it must interpret the provisions
of the statute: C.A.I.M.A.W., Local 14 v. Canadian Kenworth Co., [1989] 2 S.C.R. 983 (S.C.C.), at page 1028.
88 In my view, section 1.1 suggests that an interpretation of "effects" should not focus exclusively on one of the objectives of
promoting competition, namely, promoting the efficiency and adaptability of the economy. Rather, the "effects" to be considered
under section 96 should also include the other statutory objectives to be served by the encouragement of competition that an
anti-competitive merger may frustrate, such as the ability of medium and small businesses to participate in the economy, and
the availability to consumers of a choice of goods at competitive prices.
89

Indeed, in moving the second reading of Bill C-91, An Act to Establish the Competition Tribunal and to amend the

Combines Investigation Act and the Bank Act and other Acts in consequence thereof, 1 st Session, 33 rd Parliament, 1984-85-86,
which became the Competition Act and Competition Tribunal Act, the Minister of Consumer and Corporate Affairs and Canada
Post noted (House of Commons Debates (April 7, 1986) at 11927):
The fourth but not the least objective is to provide consumers with competitive prices and product choices. As such, this
objective becomes the common denominator in what we are trying to achieve. This is the ultimate objective of the Bill.
(Emphasis added)
90 In spite of the existence of the multiple and ultimately inconsistent objectives set out in section 1.1, in certain instances the
Act clearly prefers one objective over another. Thus, section 96 gives primacy to the statutory objective of economic efficiency,
because it provides that, if efficiency gains exceed, and offset, the effects of an anti-competitive merger, the merger must be
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permitted to proceed, even though it would otherwise be prohibited by section 92. In this sense, the Tribunal was correct to state
that section 96 gives paramountcy to the statutory objective of economic efficiency.
91 However, it does not follow from this that the only effects to be weighed against efficiency gains are limited to potential
losses to the economy as a whole. Indeed, in the same Parliamentary speech referred to above, the Minister indicated (Debates,
supra, at 11928) that the question posed to the Tribunal is:
Would a particular merger result in efficiency gains which would offset any negative effects on competition? (Emphasis
added)
[92] Thus, although section 96 requires the approval of an anti-competitive merger where the efficiencies generated are
greater than, and offset, its anti-competitive effects, the ultimate preference for the objective of efficiency in no way restricts
the countervailing "effects" to deadweight loss. Instead, the word, "effects", should be interpreted to include all the anticompetitive effects to which a merger found to fall within section 92 in fact gives rise, having regard to all of the statutory
purposes set out in section 1.1.
(b) "economic"purposes
93 In support of the position that the only effects of a merger that can be considered under section 96 are the resources lost to
the economy as a whole, the respondents argued that the Supreme Court of Canada in Southam (supra, at page 772, paragraphs
48 and 49) authoritatively characterized the aims and objectives of the Competition Act as "more 'economic' than strictly 'legal'
and as "peculiarly economic". In my opinion, however, these statements are not dispositive of the issue under consideration
here, namely, whether the Tribunal's interpretation of "effects" was correct.
94
First, while these statements were clearly directed to the purposes of the Competition Act administered by the Tribunal,
they were made in the context of the pragmatic or functional analysis conducted to determine the appropriate standard of review.
When he used the words quoted above, Iacobucci J. was characterising the purpose of the Act in order to delineate the areas
of expertise of the Court and the Tribunal respectively. Hence, they are not decisive in the context of the issue at stake here,
namely, determining which effects of an anti-competitive merger may be considered as "effects" under section 96.
95 Second, a characterisation of the objectives of the Competition Act as economic does not necessarily lead to the conclusion
that it is only permissible to consider as "effects" under section 96 the resources likely to be lost to the economy as a whole. I
would have thought that the extent to which a merger is likely to result in the elimination of small and medium sized businesses
from a market, or to cause consumers to pay more than competitive prices, are sufficiently "economic" to fall within Iacobucci
J.'s characterisation of the aims and objectives of the Act.
96
Third, I have already noted the inclusion of persons with a wide range of backgrounds on the Advisory Council that
the Minister of Industry must consult before making recommendations to the Governor in Council on the appointment of lay
members to the Tribunal. The statutory inclusion of Council members from a wide range of backgrounds, including consumer
groups and labour, suggests that the perspectives of those appointed are likely to extend beyond general welfare economics.
This, in turn, is an indication that the Act itself is not concerned with "economics" so narrowly conceived as to exclude from
consideration under section 96 the redistributive effects of higher prices that consumers will have to pay as a result of the merger,
or its impact on small and medium sized businesses.
97 The Tribunal stated that taking into account a broader range of anti-competitive effects of a merger than the deadweight loss
would license members of the Tribunal "to advance their views on the social merit of various groups in society" or "to achieve
the proper distribution of income in society". These "political" tasks, the Tribunal stated, cannot be regarded as mandated by
the Act, because they are not within the expertise of the members of the Tribunal, who "are selected for their expertise and
experience in order to evaluate evidence that is economic and commercial in nature": paragraph 431.
98 In my view, this conclusion gives insufficient weight to the range of experience and perspectives that the Act contemplates
that the members of the Tribunal may possess, and overstates the degree of "social engineering" involved in considering a broad
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range of anti-competitive effects under section 96. Like other regulatory administrative tribunals, the Tribunal is charged with
the responsibility of protecting the public interest, which it does by striking a balance among conflicting interests and objectives
in a manner that respects the text and purposes of the legislation, is informed both by technical expertise and by the judgment
that comes from its members' varied experiences, and is responsive to the particularities of the case.
99 Of course, balancing competing objectives in order to determine where the public interest lies in a given case requires the
exercise of discretion. However, the procedure and composition of the Tribunal equip it for this task no less well than those of
other independent, specialized, administrative tribunals that are required to perform similar balancing exercises in the discharge
of their regulatory functions.
100
Finally, I also find it difficult to accept the Tribunal's interpretation of the Act for the following two reasons. First,
when Bill C-91 was introduced in Parliament it was widely regarded as a consumer protection measure. Thus, the Minister
responsible stated in the House of Commons (Debates, supra, at 11927) that the Consumers' Association of Canada saw the
Bill as promising "real progress for consumers". Indeed, the guidebook introduced when the legislation was first tabled states
(Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada, Competition Law Amendments: A Guide (December, 1985), page 4):
Consumers and small business are among the prime beneficiaries of an effective competition policy.
101 In addition, the background document released when the amendments were previously tabled (Consumer and Corporate
Affairs Canada, Combines Investigation Act Amendments 1984: Background Information and Explanatory Notes (April, 1984),
page 2), states that:
the Bill is concerned with fairness in the functioning of markets B fairness between producers and consumers, fairness
between businesses and their suppliers, and suppliers and their customers.
102 It thus seems to me unlikely that Parliament either intended or understood that the efficiency defence would allow an anticompetitive merger to proceed, regardless of how much the merged entity might raise prices, provided only that the efficiencies
achieved by the merger exceeded the resulting loss of resources in the economy at large. As Reed J. noted in the Hillsdown
case, supra, at pages 337-38, differences in the drafting of the efficiency defence in the precursors to Bill C-91, which were not
enacted, point in the same direction, and are considered in paragraphs 129-131, post.
103
Second, the result of applying the total surplus standard has some consequences that are so paradoxical in light of the
consumer protection objectives of the Act that Parliament should not be regarded as having intended to limit the "effects" of the
merger for the purpose of section 96 to deadweight loss. For example, use of the total surplus standard for calculating the anticompetitive effects of a merger makes it easier to justify a merger between suppliers of goods for which demand is relatively
inelastic than of goods for which demand is relatively elastic.
[1]
104 This is because, where the demand for particular goods is inelastic, as it is for propane, the goods cannot be substituted
as cost-effectively as where the demand is elastic. Hence, price increases that result from the exercise of market power are
tolerated more by purchasers of goods for which the demand is inelastic than by purchasers of those where the demand is elastic.
Thus, since purchasers of goods for which demand is inelastic are relatively insensitive to price, fewer will purchase substitute
goods despite increases in price. Therefore, a significant price increase will result in a smaller deadweight loss in a product
where demand is inelastic than where it is elastic.
105 Thus, on the Tribunal's interpretation of section 96, the more inelastic the demand for the goods produced by the merged
entity, the smaller will be the efficiencies required from the merger in order to offset its anti-competitive effects. It follows on
this reasoning that, for the purpose of balancing efficiencies and effects, a potentially large wealth transfer from consumers of
goods for which demand is inelastic to producers is to be ignored.
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106 It is certainly not obvious how an interpretation of "effects" that creates a differential treatment of mergers by reference
to the elasticity of demand for the goods produced by the merged entity is rationally related to any of the statutory aims of
the Competition Act.
107 Another consequence of limiting the anti-competitive "effects" of a merger to deadweight loss is that it is irrelevant that
the merger results in the creation of a monopoly in one or more of the merged entity's markets. According to the Tribunal, the
fact that the merged entity of Superior and ICG will eliminate all consumer choice, and remove all competition, in the propane
supply market, as it is likely to do in Atlantic Canada, for example, is not an "effect" that legally can be weighed under section
96 against the efficiency gains from the merger.
108 Again, such a conclusion seems to me so at odds with the stated purpose of the Act, namely "to maintain and encourage
competition", and the statutory objectives to be achieved thereby, as to cast serious doubt on the correctness of the Tribunal's
interpretation of section 96.
109
Given the purposes historically pursued by competition legislation and, in particular, the expressly stated purpose and
objectives of the Competition Act, it is reasonable to infer from Parliament's failure to state expressly that only deadweight loss
is to be considered as an "effect" of a merger for the purpose of section 96, that other effects related to the statutory purpose
and objectives, including the interests of the consumers of the merged entity's products, must also be taken into account when
the trade-off is made between efficiencies and anti-competitive effects.
(iii) Predictability
110 It was strenuously argued by counsel for the respondents that, since one of the objectives of the Competition Act set out
in section 1.1 is to "promote the efficiency and adaptability of the Canadian economy", it was important for business people to
be able to predict whether or not a proposed merger was likely to receive regulatory approval. Otherwise, they might be deterred
from entering into a merger that would violate section 92 by substantially lessening competition, but would increase wealth in
the Canadian economy as a whole by producing substantial efficiency gains.
111
Hence, it was argued, it is consistent with the purpose of section 96 to interpret the efficiency defence as requiring the
use of the total surplus standard to determine the anti-competitive effects of a merger, because the use of this standard makes
the result of the section 96 balancing exercise much more predictable. While far from self-applying, the total surplus standard
will generally make it much easier than the balancing weights approach favoured by the Commissioner to predict what will
be the "effects" of a merger.
112 While not without some attraction, this argument when considered alone is far from dispositive in a regulatory context.
And, when assessed with the stronger arguments pointing in the opposite direction, it does not in my view significantly buttress
the Tribunal's interpretation of section 96.
113 First, discretionary decision-making in the regulation of economic activity is commonplace and predictability of outcome
is a matter of degree. Indeed, since discretion is essential to the efficacy of most regulatory regimes, the interest of individuals
in being able to arrange their affairs in the more or less certain knowledge of how they will be regarded by agencies of the state
is not so highly valued as in other areas (such as taxation or criminal law) where the state impinges on individual conduct.
114
Hence, even if true, the submission that the total surplus standard may make the result of the balancing exercise more
predictable than the balancing weights approach must be assessed in the context of the administration of a public programme
of economic regulation.
115
Second, one should not exaggerate the differences in the degrees of predictability inherent in the total surplus and
balancing weights standards for determining the "effects" of an anti-competitive merger. Given the difficulties of, for example,
assessing both the relative elasticity of demand for the goods produced or supplied by a merged entity, and the qualitative aspect
of deadweight loss, the application of the total surplus standard is far from mechanical. Indeed, while section 5.5 of the MEG
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has adopted the total surplus standard, it also states that the "calculation of the anti-competitive effects of mergers is generally
very difficult to make." See also Roy M. Davidson, "When Merger Guidelines Fail to Guide" (1991) 12 Canadian Competition
Policy Record 44, at 46-47.
116 Conversely, it is in my view far from a fatal objection to the balancing weights approach that its proponent at the hearing
before the Tribunal, Professor Townley, testified that, as an economist, he was unable to determine what were the effects of the
merger of Superior and ICG and whether the efficiencies likely to be produced thereby were greater than, and offset, them. I
take his point simply to have been that he was called as a witness expert in economics and that the balancing exercise called
for by section 96 required broader public policy judgments that were outside his area of expertise, but were for the Tribunal to
make as it thought would best advance the public interest within the parameters of the Act.
117
Third, there are various tools available to administrative agencies that enable them to give more precision, and hence
predictability of application, to the discretionary statutory standards that they must apply to particular fact situations: speeches
by members of the administrative agency detailing agency thinking on an issue, and more formal published policy guidelines
that can be elaborated and tailored from time to time to take account of agency experience with administering the regulatory
scheme, for example. I discuss below the MEG issued by the Commissioner, in so far as they deal with the Competition Bureau's
view of the interpretation of section 96.
118
In addition, parties contemplating a merger may submit details to the Commissioner at an early stage of the process in
order to obtain an initial indication of whether approval is likely to be forthcoming and, if the Commissioner thinks that there
may be problems, what they are and how they may be addressed. Administrative adjudication is only the rarely seen, though
important, tip of the regulatory process iceberg.
119
Hence, even if the total surplus standard provides more predictability to prospective merging parties, when compared,
for instance, to the balancing weights approach, the predictability argument is not sufficiently compelling to persuade me that
it is the methodology mandated by section 96 for determining the "effects" of an anti-competitive merger in all cases.
(iv) Merger Enforcement Guidelines
120 Both the Tribunal and, on appeal, counsel for the respondents, gave considerable weight to the MEG, issued in 1991 by
the Director of Investigation and Research, Bureau of Competition Policy.
121 Section 5.5 of the MEG state that efficiency gains are to be balanced only against "a negative resource allocation effect on
the sum of producer and consumer surplus (total surplus within Canada)"; in other words, "the deadweight loss to the Canadian
economy." It also states that the redistribution of wealth as a result of price increases stemming from the merger is "neutral",
noting in footnote 37 that:
When a dollar is transferred from a buyer to a seller, it cannot be determined a priori who is more deserving or in whose
hands it has a greater value.
122 In a speech given in Toronto on June 8, 1992 to the Canadian Institute, the then Director of Investigation and Research
responded to the doubts expressed by Reed J., as the judicial member of the Tribunal that decided the Hillsdowncase, supra,
about whether the MEG were consistent with the Competition Act to the extent that they adopted total surplus standard as the
basis for determining the "effects" of an anti-competitive merger. The Director saw no need to amend the MEG at that time,
since economists advocated that wealth transfers to producers from consumers should be treated as a neutral effect of a merger,
Reed J.'s expressions of doubt were only obiter and the Tribunal endorsed no other methodology for determining the "effects"
to be taken into account under section 96.
123 In 1998, the approach to the determination of the anti-competitive effects of a merger adopted in the MEG was essentially
endorsed in the Competition Bureau's publication, The Merger Guidelines as Applied to a Bank Merger.
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124
The simple answer to the respondents' reliance on the MEG is that they are not law because they are not made under a
grant of statutory authority, and cannot determine the meaning of the Act. Indeed, to the extent that they are inconsistent with
the Act, they should be ignored. Further, the limited nature and intent of the MEG is clearly set out at the beginning of the
document under the heading "Interpretation":
[1]
This document is intended solely to provide enforcement guidelines. As such, it sets forth the general approach that is taken
to merger review, and is not a binding statement of how discretion will be exercised in a particular situation. Specific guidance
regarding a specific merger may be requested from the Bureau through its program advisory opinions. The Guidelines are not
intended to be a substitute for the advice of merger counsellors. They do not represent a significant change in enforcement policy
or restate the law. Final interpretation of the law is the responsibility of the Competition Tribunal and the courts. (Emphasis
added)
125 Of course, it may do little to inspire public confidence in the administration of the Competition Act that, in the context of
the merger of Superior and ICG, the present Commissioner has apparently disavowed the interpretation of section 96 advanced
in the MEG, which have still not been replaced. However, there was no allegation by the respondents that they had relied to
their detriment on the MEG when they agreed to merge. While there was no evidence in the record about any discussions that
may have taken place between the merging parties and the Bureau, it would not be surprising if such discussions had occurred
and it had been indicated to the respondents that the Commissioner no longer thought that deadweight loss, measured both
quantitatively and qualitatively, was the only "effect" that could ever be taken into account under section 96.
126
In addition, the possibility that a reviewing court may not agree with an agency's view of the law is an inevitable
risk associated with the administrative practice of issuing non-binding guidelines and other policy documents to shed light on
agency thinking and to assist those subject to the regulatory regime that it administers. This risk should deter neither the courts
from deciding what the law is, nor agencies from engaging in the often useful exercise of administrative rule-making.
(v) The authorities
127
Finally, I consider whether existing authorities demonstrate the correctness of the Tribunal's interpretation of section
96. I turn, first, to the only other judicial pronouncement on the issue, namely, the decision of Reed J. in the Hillsdown case,
supra. I agree with the respondents' position that what Reed J. said in that case is not dispositive of this case: not only is it,
like the case before us, a decision of the Tribunal, but Reed J.'s statements did not form part of the ratio and, in some respects
at least, she expressed herself more in the form of a doubt than of a definitive assertion that the interpretation in the MEG of
"effects" was wrong in law.
128
Nonetheless, I find myself largely in agreement with the reasons given by Reed J. for querying whether the Tribunal
was permitted to look only at deadweight loss when determining the effects to be balanced against any efficiency gains that,
without the merger, were unlikely to be achieved.
129 In particular, I adopt her analysis of the legislative history of section 96: Hillsdown, supra, at pages 337-39. She observed
that, unlike the present section 96, the previous, unenacted versions of the efficiency defence contained in both Bill C-42, An
Act to amend the Combines Investigation Act and to amend the Bank Act and other Acts in relation thereto or in consequence
thereof, 2 nd Session, 30 th Parliament, 1976-77, and in Bill C-29, An Act to amend the Combines Investigation Act and the
Bank Act and other Acts in consequence thereof, 2 nd Session, 32 nd Parliament, 1983-84, did not require that the efficiencies
gained from an anti-competitive merger be balanced against its effects.
130
Thus, Bill C-42 would have permitted an anti-competitive merger to proceed, provided only that substantial efficiency
gains could be proved "by way of savings of resources for the Canadian economy" that would not otherwise have been attained:
clause 31.71(5). Bill C-29 called for a determination of whether "the gains in efficiency would result in a substantial real net
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saving for the Canadian economy": clause 31.73(c). Neither of these provisions calls for a balancing of efficiencies against
effects. Instead they focus on resource maximization in the economy as a whole in the same way as the total surplus standard.
131
I agree with Reed J.'s conclusion that, seen against this background, the more open-ended direction given to decisionmakers by section 96, namely to balance the efficiency gains against the "effects" of an anti-competitive merger, should not be
interpreted in substantially the same manner as the above clauses, which explicitly permitted anti-competitive mergers when
the resulting efficiency gains produced net savings of resources for the Canadian economy. While the earlier bills seem clearly
to have encapsulated the total surplus standard in the efficiency defences, section 96 does not.
132
I note, too, that, even though she may not have been entitled as a lay member of the Tribunal to express a view on an
issue that I have held to be a question of law alone, Ms. Lloyd did not agree that "effects" were confined to deadweight loss to
the exclusion of effects relating to the other objectives of the Act: paragraph 506.
133
In a word, views expressed by Tribunal members who have considered the issue are about evenly split. I draw some
comfort from the existence of this division of opinion both between the judicial members who have considered the issue (Reed
J. and Nadon J.), and between the lay members of the Tribunal in this case, if, as I understand it, Dr. Schwartz agreed with Nadon
J. Thus, in disagreeing with the Tribunal's interpretation of section 96, I cannot be said to have gone against the unanimous
view of those more expert than I in this area of the law.
134 Finally, it was suggested in argument that the Tribunal's interpretation had the support of all economists who had studied
the issue. I do not dispute that an impressive array of economists, and law and economics specialists, both in Canada and the
United States, have argued that the total surplus standard is the appropriate basis for determining whether an anti-competitive
merger that produces efficiency gains should be permitted.
135 Nonetheless, the Horizontal Merger Guidelines, supra, in the United States continue to treat the exercise of market power
leading to an increase in price above the competitive level as the most important anti-competitive effect of a merger, and the
resulting wealth transfer from the consumers to the producers, as a misallocation of resources: see P.T. Denis, "Advances in the
1992 Horizontal Merger Guidelines in the Analysis of Competitive Effects" (Symposium on the New 1992 Merger Guidelines),
Antitrust Bulletin, Fall 1993, pages 479-515.
136
Of course, as I have already noted, since there is no specific efficiency defence in the United States' legislation, the
approach of the Federal Trade Commission to efficiency gains when considering the approval of anti-competitive mergers has
limited relevance to the problem before us. Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that efficiency gains are generally most likely
to make a difference in merger review when the likely adverse effects of the merger are not great, and will almost never justify
a merger to monopoly or near monopoly: Horizontal Merger Guidelines, supra, at page 150.
137 In addition, some commentators in the United States have expressed surprise at the interpretation of section 96 adopted in
the MEG. See, for example, J.F. Brodley, "The Economic Goals of Antitrust: Efficiency, Consumer Welfare, and Technological
Progress, (1987) 62 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1020, at 1035-36; S.F. Ross, "Afterword B Did the Canadian Parliament Really Permit
Mergers That Exploit Canadian Consumers So the World Can Be More Efficient?" (1997) 65 Antitrust Law Journal 641. Thus,
Ross writes (supra, at 652, note 41):
[1]
As Professor Brodley has observed, the logical extension of competition policy based solely on societal wealth maximization
would be to prefer a monopolist that was able to perfectly price discriminate (charge each consumer the maximum amount
each consumer was willing to pay) to the typical Canadian industry with a relatively few number of firms, which would not
produce at a single competitive price.
138 Hence, it is clear that there is more than one view among commentators on whether competition policy should disregard
a priori transfers of wealth and other "effects" of anti-competitive mergers, and consider only whether the merger has the effect
of increasing or decreasing the resources in the economy as a whole. Nonetheless, when the issue arises in the legal context of a
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section 92 proceeding instituted by the Commissioner, it must be answered by reference to the Competition Act, and Parliament's
stated purpose and objectives in enacting it. In my view, the narrow reading that the Tribunal gave to the word, "effects", in
section 96 cannot be justified by reference to the views of lawyer-economists in the United States, no matter how eminent.
(vi) Conclusions
139 Having concluded for the above reasons that the Tribunal erred in law when it interpreted section 96 as mandating that,
in all cases, the only effects of an anti-competitive merger that may be balanced against the efficiencies created by the merger
are those identified by the total surplus standard, this Court should not prescribe the "correct" methodology for determining the
extent of the anti-competitive effects of a merger. Such a task is beyond the limits of the Court's competence.
140 Whatever standard is selected (and, for all I know, the same standard may not be equally apposite for all mergers) must
be more reflective than the total surplus standard of the different objectives of the Competition Act. It should also be sufficiently
flexible in its application to enable the Tribunal fully to assess the particular fact situation before it.
141 It seems to me that the balancing weights approach proposed by Professor Townley, and adopted by the Commissioner,
meets these broad requirements. Of course, this approach will no doubt require considerable elaboration and refinement when
it comes to be applied to the facts of particular cases.
142
Further, while the adoption of the balancing weights approach is likely to expand the anti-competitive effects to be
considered, and hence to narrow the scope of the defence, I see no reason why it should, as the respondent submitted, practically
write section 96 out of the Act.
Issue 3: The Burden of Proof
143
The Tribunal held (at paragraph 403) that, since section 96 constitutes a defence to an infringement of section 92, the
merging parties bear the burden of proving each of its elements on the balance of probabilities, except the existence or scale
of the effects that must be balanced against the efficiency gains.
144 The Commissioner submitted that the Tribunal had erred in law in holding that he had the legal onus of proving anything
at all under section 96. While the evidential burden may shift as a case unfolds, the legal burden throughout, counsel for the
Commissioner argued, remains with the respondents.
145
Apart from setting out the parties' contentions, the Tribunal gave little clue about the reasons for its conclusion on
the burden of proof issue. One obvious possibility is that the Tribunal endorsed the submissions made by the party in whose
favour it decided particular issues. Thus, the Tribunal stated that the respondents had submitted that the Commissioner bears
the burden of proving the scale of the "effects" of an anti-competitive merger (that is, on the Tribunal's interpretation of section
96, the deadweight loss), because the Commissioner's investigative powers put him in a better position than the respondents
to obtain the necessary information from third parties.
146 On the hearing of the appeal, counsel for the respondents added that, if merging parties were to attempt to obtain the kind
of information required to establish the effects of the merger for the purpose of section 96, including information on competitors'
pricing and costs, they would run the risk of being accused of conspiring to restrain competition contrary to section 45 of the Act.
147
Counsel for the Commissioner, on the other hand, relied on statements made by officials of the Ministry of Consumer
and Corporate Affairs, when appearing before the Legislative Committee on Bill-91. They advised the Committee that, once
the Commissioner had proved a substantial lessening of competition under section 92, the burden of proving any defence was
borne by the merging parties.
148
On the facts, the burden of proof did not have to be decided when the present case was before the Tribunal. However,
since the effects that must be considered by the Tribunal include facts not taken into account when it first made the decision
under appeal, it is necessary for the Court to determine the issue, which is largely one of first impression.
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149
It seems clear that deciding which party bears the burden of proving what elements of the efficiency defence is a pure
question of law that is not confined to the particularities of this case. For the reasons given earlier, I am of the view that the
standard of review of the Tribunal's conclusion on this issue is correctness.
150 Two general principles would seem to support the Commissioner's position. First, the party who asserts, must prove the
assertion. Since it is the respondents who assert that the efficiency gains of the merger are likely to exceed, and to offset, its
anti-competitive effects, this principle indicates that the respondents should be required to prove each and every aspect of the
assertion. The second general principle is that the burden of proving a defence generally rests with the defendant.
151

However, the principle that the party who asserts must prove is not absolute: Sopinka, Lederman and Bryant, The

Law of Evidence in Canada, 2 nd edition, (Butterworths Canada Ltd.; 1999), page 89. In addition, in the absence of authority,
considerations of fairness, probability and policy would seem to be important determinants of the legal burden of proof: Sopinka,
Lederman and Bryant, supra, at pages 86-90.
152 It would be somewhat odd, as counsel for the respondents argued, to place the legal onus of proving the anti-competitive
effects of a merger on the party whose interest it is to deny that they exist or to minimise them. In addition, in the process of
establishing a substantial lessening of competition, the Commissioner will often have gathered evidence on the effects of the
merger that will also be relevant to the section 96 defence, including evidence on likely price increases following the merger
and the impact of the merger on inter-related businesses.
153
These are matters on which the Commissioner is in a better position than the respondents to gather evidence by virtue
of the investigative powers conferred on him by statute. Indeed, as Sopinka, Lederman and Bryant note (supra, at page 89), if
"one party is peculiarly situated to prove a fact" a court may reverse the burden and place it on that party.
154
Accordingly, I have concluded that the Tribunal was correct to distribute the legal onus of proof as it did, so that the
respondents bear the onus of proving every aspect of the section 96 defence, save for the anti-competitive effects of the merger.
F. CONCLUSIONS
155 In summary, I would allow the appeal, set aside the decision of the Tribunal with respect to the interpretation of section
96 of the Competition Act and remit the matter to the Tribunal for redetermination in a manner consistent with these reasons.
156
The Tribunal need only identify and assess "the effects of the prevention or lessening of competition" for the purpose
of section 96 and decide whether the efficiencies that the Tribunal has already found to have been proved by the respondents
are likely to be greater than, and to offset, those effects.
157
The Commissioner has the legal burden of proving the extent of the relevant effects, while the respondents have the
burden, not only of proving the scale of the efficiency gains that would not have occurred but for the merger, but also of
persuading the Tribunal on the ultimate issue, namely, that the efficiency gains are likely to be greater than, and to offset, the
effects.
158 The appellant should have his costs, but because the respondents were successful on the burden of proof issue, I would
reduce the costs awarded by 20% of those otherwise allowable.
Létourneau J.A.:
159 I have had the benefit of reading the reasons for judgment issued by my colleague, Evans J.A.. I agree with him that the
interpretation of the word "effects" in section 96 of the Competition Act (Act) R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34 involves a pure question
of law that falls to be decided on a standard of correctness.
160
I also agree with my colleague that the word "effects" in section 96 of the Act ought not to be limited, as the Tribunal
did, to the effects identified by the total surplus standard. As my colleague has pointed out, the interpretation of section 96
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of the Act involves balancing market power and efficiency gains. The approach taken in this matter both in the United States
and in Canada is by no means free from ambiguity and harsh criticism: see Robert H. Lande, The Rise and (Coming) Fall
of Efficiency as the Ruler of Antitrust (1988) 33 Antitrust 429; David B. Andretsch, Divergent Views in antitrust Economics
(1988) 33 Antitrust Bull. 135; Alan A. Fisher, Frederick I. Johnson and Robert H. Lande, Price Effects of Horizontal Mergers
(1989) 77 Calif. L.R. 777; Lloyd Constantine, An Antitrust Enforcer Confronts the New Economics (1989) 58 Antritrust L.J.
661; Roy M. Davidson, When Merger Guidelines Fail to Guide (1992), Canadian Competition Policy Record 44, at page 46;
Stephen F. Ross, Afterword - Did the Canadian Parliament Really Permit Mergers that Exploit Canadian Consumers so the
World can be More Efficient? (1997) 65 Antitrust Law Journal 641, at pages 643-646; Tim Hazledine, Rationalism Rebuffed?
Lessons from Modern Canadian and New Zealand Competition Policy (1998) Review of Industrial Organization 243; Jennifer
Halliday, The Recognition, Status and Form of the Efficiency Defence to a Merger: Current Situation and Prospects for the
Future (1999) World Competition 91. A review of these authorities reveals that the provision is at best confusing and puzzling.
At worst, it can defeat the very purpose of the Act. I reproduce sections 96 and 1.1 for convenience:
96. (1) The Tribunal shall not make an order under section 92 if it finds that the merger or proposed merger in respect of
which the application is made has brought about or is likely to bring about gains in efficiency that will be greater than, and will
offset, the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition that will result or is likely to result from the merger or proposed
merger and that the gains in efficiency would not likely be attained if the order were made.
(2) In considering whether a merger or proposed merger is likely to bring about gains in efficiency described in subsection
(1), the Tribunal shall consider whether such gains will result in
(a) a significant increase in the real value of exports; or
(b) a significant substitution of domestic products for imported products.
(3) For the purposes of this section, the Tribunal shall not find that a merger or proposed merger has brought about or is
likely to bring about gains in efficiency by reason only of a redistribution of income between two or more persons.
96. (1) Le Tribunal ne rend pas l'ordonnance prévue à l'article 92 dans les cas où il conclut que le fusionnement, réalisé ou
proposé, qui fait l'objet de la demande a eu pour effet ou aura vraisemblablement pour effet d'entraîner des gains en efficience,
que ces gains surpasseront et neutraliseront les effets de l'empêchement ou de la diminution de la concurrence qui résulteront ou
résulteront vraisemblablement du fusionnement réalisé ou proposé et que ces gains ne seraient vraisemblablement pas réalisés
si l'ordonnance était rendue.
(2) Dans l'étude de la question de savoir si un fusionnement, réalisé ou proposé, entraînera vraisemblablement les gains en
efficience visés au paragraphe (1), le Tribunal évalue si ces gains se traduiront:
a) soit en une augmentation relativement importante de la valeur réelle des exportations;
b) soit en une substitution relativement importante de produits nationaux à des produits étrangers.
(3) Pour l'application du présent article, le Tribunal ne conclut pas, en raison seulement d'une redistribution de revenu entre
plusieurs personnes, qu'un fusionnement réalisé ou proposé a entraîné ou entraînera vraisemblablement des gains en efficience.
Purpose
1.1 The purpose of this Act is to maintain and encourage competition in Canada in order to promote the efficiency and
adaptability of the Canadian economy, in order to expand opportunities for Canadian participation in world markets while at the
same time recognizing the role of foreign competition in Canada, in order to ensure that small and medium-sized enterprises
have an equitable opportunity to participate in the Canadian economy and in order to provide consumers with competitive prices
and product choices.
Objet
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1.1 La présente loi a pour objet de préserver et de favoriser la concurrence au Canada dans le but de stimuler l'adaptabilité
et l'efficience de l'économie canadienne, d'améliorer les chances de participation canadienne aux marchés mondiaux tout en
tenant simultanément compte du rôle de la concurrence étrangère au Canada, d'assurer à la petite et à la moyenne entreprise
une chance honnête de participer à l'économie canadienne, de même que dans le but d'assurer aux consommateurs des prix
compétitifs et un choix dans les produits.
161
First, section 96 is broadly worded and provides no guidance as to the meaning of efficiency found in the section, the
effects of the lessening of competition which are to be weighed against the efficiency gains, and the test, standard or trade-off
to be applied in weighing the elements.
162
For example, what kind of economic efficiency does section 96 of the Act refer to? Allocative efficiency which is
achieved when the existing products at the allocated prices satisfy the consumers' want? Or productive efficiency which is
obtained when output is produced with the most cost-effective combination of productive resources available under present
technology? Or technological or dynamic efficiency which is achieved through better industrial research development and a
better rate of technological progress?
163 What are the anti-competitive effects of the merger that are to be weighed? Is it limited to deadweight loss which occurs
when, because of higher prices, consumers choose an alternative and less appropriate substitute for the product that they would
have other bought? Does the trade-off analysis include anti-competitive effects likely to arise in other related markets which
would be affected by the merger? Does it include wealth transfers from consumers to producers that result from an exercise at
market power? Are all the effects of the merger to be weighed and what weight should be given to them? Are they all of the
same significance and value? On what basis is one effect to be preferred over the other? On what basis should some effects,
if any, be ignored or discarded?
164
What standard should be applied to the trade-off analysis required by the application of section 96? The total surplus
standard chosen by the Tribunal in this case which considers only the deadweight loss and none of the redistributive effects
involved in the wealth transfer from consumers to producers? Or the price standard under which efficiencies allow for mergers
only if prices are to be maintained or reduced? Or the consumer surplus standard which disallows a merger where the loss of
consumer surplus exceeds the efficiency gains?
165
Second, the relationship of section 96 with section 1.1, which states the purpose of the Act, is not defined and, in
fact to many, section 96 contradicts section 1.1 and defeats the purposes contained in that purpose clause. When weighing the
efficiency gains of a merger against the lessening of competition, what should be done of the stated objectives of ensuring that
small and medium-sized enterprises have an equitable opportunity to participate in the Canadian economy as well as providing
consumers with competitive prices and product choices?
166 Third, section 96 poses no limits to the kind of mergers that can be effected and authorized as long as the efficiency gains
will be greater than, and will offset, the effects of the lessening of competition and as long as these gains cannot be obtained by
other means than the merger. This means that the creation of a monopoly or near monopoly through mergers could be authorized
even though it would eliminate competition altogether, discourage competitive prices for consumers and would undermine, to
the point of eradication, the development of small and medium-size enterprises, all these effects contrary to the purposes stated
in section 1.1 of the Act.
167
Fourth, the problems created by section 96 are compounded by the fact that the provision is mandatory. The Tribunal
shall not make an order preventing a merger where the undefined and elusive balancing test of section 96 is met.
168
Fifth, section 96 appears to have no geographical scope or limit so that efficiency gains made for the benefit of foreign
corporations to the detriment of Canadian workers and consumers could be counted in the trade-off analysis that the provision
requires. Or are mergers to be approved only if the efficiency gains in Canada exceed the losses in Canada? In the increasing
context of globalization of trade and commerce, not to mention international trade treaties such as the North American Free
Trade Agreement Implementation Act, S.C. 1993, c. 44 and the World Trade Organization Agreement Implementation Act,
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S.C. 1994, c. 47, Schedules I-IV, the issue of whether the balancing test applicable under section 96 is global or limited in its
application to Canada becomes crucial. Yet, the provision still provides no guidance in this respect.
169
It is no wonder that conflicting views on the scope of section 96 have emerged and that the section, in search of
predictability and workability, has been read down by eliminating some of the significant effects of the lessening of competition.
It also comes as no surprise that many, influenced as they were by the Chicago school of thought in antitrust matters, concluded,
as the Tribunal did in the present case, that efficiency of the economy overrides competition even with respect to an Act designed
to maintain and promote competition.
170 It is true as Mr. Justice Iacobucci said in Canada (Director of Investigation & Research) v. Southam Inc., [1997] 1 S.C.R.
748 (S.C.C.), at page 772 that the focus of the Act is on economy rather than law or, if one prefers, that the "aims of the Act
are more economic than they are strictly legal". But section 96 really begs the question: what kind of economy? Monopolistic,
competitive or a proper balance between these two poles?
171
The Tribunal found that the merger was likely to prevent competition substantially in Atlantic Canada and to lessen
competition substantially in coordination services offered to national account customers: see decision, paragraphs 310 and 313.
There was also conclusive evidence that, in many large areas of the country, the merger would not merely lessen competition,
but would in fact eliminate it and create monopolies. The following Chart illustrates the impact of the merger with respect to
monopolies or near monopolies: see Compendium of the appellant, page 001327:
Table 4
Geographical Markets with Merger-to-Monopoly
Pre-Merger Post-Merger
Market SPI ICG SPI
%%%
Val d'Or 74 23 97
Sept Iles/Baie Comeau 55 45 100
Bancroft/Pembroke/Eganville 92 5 97
Dryden/Fort Frances/Kenora/Ignace 47 52 99
Echo Bay/Sault Ste Marie 55 44 99
Hearst/Wawa/Manitouwadge/Marathon 43 53 96
Little Current/Sudbury 51 48 99
North Bay 81 16 97
Thunder Bay 46 54 100
Fort McMurray 32 67 99
Whitecourt 55 45 100
Burns Lake/Terrace/Smithers/Prince Rupert 62 37 99
Fort Nelson 44 56 100
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Valemont 43 57 100
Watson Lake 25 75 100
Whitehorse 33 67 100
172
The Tribunal, in view of its conclusion that efficiency is the paramount objective of the Act, ignored as an effect of
the merger the fact that monopolies in certain product markets would ensue and failed to give any weight to that effect in its
analysis under section 96. The Act maintains and promotes competition. It assumes that economic efficiency will generally and
primarily develop through competition. It also accepts in section 96 that, in some cases, a reduction in competition can and will
produce more efficiency than competition as it existed before merger.
173 In my respectful view, however, section 96 was not meant to authorize the creation of monopolies since it would defeat
the purpose of section 1.1. The section was not intended to authorize mergers resulting in monopolies whereby, contrary to
section 1.1, competition is eliminated, small and medium-sized enterprises are not able to enter or survive in the market and
consumers are deprived of competitive prices.
174 As the Supreme Court of the United States has asserted repeatedly with respect to the U.S. antitrust laws, "Congress was
dealing with competition, which it sought to protect, and monopoly, which it sought to prevent: Standard Oil Co. v. Federal
Trade Commission, 340 U.S. 231 (U.S.S.C., 1951) , at pages 248-49 quoting A. E. Staley Manufacturing Co. v. Federal Trade
Commission, 135 F.2d 453 (U.S. C.A. 7th Cir., 1943), at page 455". As my colleague pointed out, a similar expression of
intent can be found in the Minister's (Minister of Consumer and Corporate Affairs and Canada Post) statement in the House
of Commons where he reasserted in presenting the Bill that the ultimate objective of the Act was to provide consumers with
competitive prices and product choices.
175
I agree with my colleague that the application of a balancing test requires a flexibility that the total surplus standard
does not provide. It is true that a flexible approach may not yield the predictability that the assumptions and presumptions
underlying the total surplus standard afford. However, if predictability is the preferred option, Parliament is at liberty to revisit
section 96 and say so.
176 Finally, contrary to my colleague, I believe the Tribunal erred when it put on the Commissioner the legal burden (i.e., the
burden of persuasion) of proving the effects of the lessening of competition. In practice, the merging parties will lead evidence
of efficiency gains and of some of the effects of the lessening of competition. This is the evidential burden. They need to do that
to establish that the gains offset the effects. Of course, the tendency for the merging parties might be to increase the amount of
gains and downplay the effects of the lessening of competition. This is why, as we have seen in this case, the Commissioner also
bears in practice an evidential burden, that is the burden of leading evidence as to both components of the efficiency defence to
alert the Tribunal to what the real, as opposed to the alleged, gains and effects are. In the end, however, the legal burden is on
the merging parties to convince the Tribunal, first, that the efficiency gains are of the amount that they have contended, second,
that the effects of the lessening of competition are those that they have identified and not those submitted by the Commissioner,
and third, that the efficiency gains are greater than, and will offset, the effects.
177 I agree with the respondents that the Commissioner, with his statutory investigative powers, may be in a better position
to gather information relevant to the effects and, indeed, that it would have done so in the context of the application of section
92 to which section 96 is a defence. The availability of statutory investigative powers will, indeed, enable the Commissioner
to assume his evidentiary burden of gathering and filing relevant evidence to counter and rebut the allegations and evidence of
the merging parties as to the effects of the lessening of competition. However, this is not sufficient to transfer the legal burden
of proving these effects on the Commissioner. Indeed, there is no rationale and justification for putting on the Commissioner
the burden of persuasion on one of the three components of the efficiency defence.
178
In conclusion, I would dispose of the matter as proposed by my colleague, except as to costs where I would make no
apportionment in view of my conclusion that the Tribunal also erred on the issue of the legal burden of proof.
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Appeal allowed in part.
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I. INTRODUCTION

[1] On April 4, 2001, the Federal Court of Appeal (the "Court") set aside our decision of
August 30, 2000. More particularly, the Court concluded that we erred in interpreting
section 96 of the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34 (the "Act"). As a result, the Court
remitted the matter to us for redetermination in a manner consistent with its Reasons for
Judgment (the "Appeal Judgment").
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E. EFFECTS ON SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISES [417]

[3] When determining whether the efficiencies were greater than the anti-competitive
effects, the majority adopted the "Total Surplus Standard". Under this standard, the gains
in efficiency brought about the by merger are compared against the efficiency costs of the
merger as represented by the deadweight loss. The Court found that the Tribunal erred in
law by limiting the effects to be considered to resource-allocation effects and by failing to
ensure that all of the objectives of the Act, and the particular circumstances of each
merger, were considered in the balancing exercise mandated by section 96 of the Act.

[4] The purpose of these Reasons and Order is to redetermine the extent of the effects of
the aforementioned anti-competitive merger in light of the Court's decision. Consistent
with the redetermination proceedings contemplated by the Court and upon agreement
among counsel, no additional evidence was adduced at the five day hearing.

[5] The redetermination proceedings raise several issues: (a)What is the scope of the
redetermination proceedings? (b)Which findings of the Tribunal should or should not be
revisited? (c)What is the jurisdiction and mandate of the Tribunal? (d)Which economic
standard or test should be applied under subsection 96(1) of the Act? (e)What are the
effects of the anti-competitive merger that must be considered by the Tribunal in this
case? (f)How should they be treated and who bears the burden of proof? and (g)What is
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[2] On December 7, 1998, an application was brought by the Commissioner of
Competition (the "Commissioner") pursuant to section 92 of the Act for an order
dissolving the merger of Superior Propane Inc. ("Superior") and ICG Propane Inc.
("ICG") or otherwise remedying the substantial prevention or lessening of competition
that was likely to occur in the market for propane in Canada upon the implementation of
the said merger. In our August 30, 2000, decision (the "Reasons"), we found that the
merger of Superior and ICG would substantially prevent and lessen competition based on
our analysis of the competitive effects with respect to two product markets (retail propane
and national account coordination services) and 74 local geographic markets. Further, we
concluded at paragraph 314 of our Reasons that "...the sole remedy appropriate in this
case would be the total divestiture by Superior of all of ICG's shares and assets (including
those of the previously integrated branches thereof)." The majority (Nadon J. and L.
Schwartz) found that the merger was saved from divestiture by reason of the efficiencies
resulting from the merger. Specifically, the majority concluded, pursuant to section 96 of
the Act, that the efficiencies arising from the merger were greater than, and offset, the
effects of lessening or prevention of competition attributable to the merger.

II. THE REDETERMINATION PROCEEDINGS

[6] In Air Canada (Director of Investigation and Research v. Air Canada et al. 51 C.P.R.
(3d) 131, [1993] C.C.T.D. No. 19), the Tribunal had to define the nature and extent of
redetermination proceedings which arose out of a decision of the Federal Court of
Appeal. In 1992, after having issued a consent order governing the operation of what was
then known as Gemini, a computer reservation system used by Air Canada and Canadian
Airlines, an application was brought to the Tribunal to vary the consent order. The
Tribunal made a decision as to the scope of its jurisdiction. On appeal to the Federal
Court of Appeal, the Court reversed and remitted the matter back to the Tribunal for
reconsideration. Mr. Justice Strayer, who presided the Tribunal in the redetermination
proceeding, made the following remarks starting at page 135:

...we have decided that the hearing for purposes of reconsideration will focus on
establishing that the preconditions for the making of an order in accordance with s. 92 of
the Act have been met and determining the appropriate remedy in the circumstances...

We are satisfied that the means that we have chosen are, as a practical matter, adequate,
fair and consistent with our understanding of the decision of the Federal Court of Appeal.
(at page 135)

The sole justification for the tribunal once again becoming seized of this matter is the
judgment of the Federal Court of Appeal. Without the direction to reconsider, the
Tribunal would effectively be functus. Unfortunately, and perhaps unavoidably given the
complexity of the issues, the intentions of the Federal Court of Appeal with respect to the
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the result of the trade-off analysis conducted under subsection 96(1) of the Act based on
the effects accepted by the Tribunal?

...the tribunal has a limited mandate in this matter--to reconsider certain issues in
accordance with the direction of the Federal Court of Appeal. We are of the opinion that
much of the ground to be covered in the reconsideration is broadly the same as was
previously covered...

It is our understanding of the Federal Court of Appeal decision that the tribunal has been
directed to "reconsider" the "matter" on the basis that the condition precedent to the
exercise of the power to vary has been met. The "matter" that is referred to is the
November 5, 1992, application of the Director...The hearing to be held commencing
November 15, 1993, is not a "new" case. The tribunal is neither required nor authorized
by the Court of Appeal to hold a hearing de novo. The only reason that the tribunal can
readdress this matter at all is because of the Court of Appeal decision and it must act in
accordance with that decision. (at page 140)

...

Further, although Air Canada may have some new evidence, the issue of the possible
restructuring of Canadian through a sale of its international routes was raised at the
original hearing. At that time, Air Canada had ample opportunity to canvass this issue
thoroughly. The tribunal addressed the evidence put before it in its decision of April 22,
1993, and concluded that it was not convinced that a sale of its international routes would
leave Canadian as a viable domestic competitor...This finding formed part of the decision
which was considered on appeal before the Federal Court of Appeal. Even if we were not
precluded by the finding of that court, it would be an exceptional measure for the tribunal
to reopen this issue which it has already decided and to hear new evidence... (at page
141) [Emphasis added]
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scope or nature of the hearing for reconsideration...are not entirely transparent. (at
page 136)

The Tribunal need only identify and assess "the effects of the prevention or lessening of
competition" for the purpose of section 96 and decide whether the efficiencies that the
Tribunal has already found to have been proved by the respondents are likely to be
greater than, and to offset, those effects.

The Commissioner has the legal burden of proving the extent of the relevant effects,
while the respondents have the burden, not only of proving the scale of the efficiency
gains that would not have occurred but for the merger, but also of persuading the
Tribunal on the ultimate issue, namely, that the efficiency gains are likely to be greater
than, and to offset, the effects.

[8] The parties are not in agreement regarding the scope of the redetermination
proceedings. The Commissioner argues that the scope thereof is described in paragraph
156 of the Appeal Judgment and that the "effects" that must be considered by the
Tribunal are those described in paragraph 92 of the Appeal Judgment:

Thus, although section 96 requires the approval of an anti-competitive merger where the
efficiencies generated are greater than, and offset, its anti-competitive effects, the
ultimate preference for the objective of efficiency in no way restricts the countervailing
"effects", to deadweight loss. Instead, the word, "effects" should be interpreted to include
all the anti-competitive effects to which a merger found to fall within section 92 in fact
give rise, having regard to all of the statutory purposes set out in section 1.1.
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[7] The Appeal Judgment provides the Tribunal with some guidance for the
redetermination proceedings relating mainly to (a) the scope of the proceedings, (b) the
meanings of effects for the purpose of section 96, (c) the scope of the burden on the
Commissioner and the respondents with respect to section 96, and (d) the nature of the
balancing exercise to be performed by the Tribunal pursuant to section 96. At paragraphs
156-157 of the Appeal Judgment, the Court stated:

[10] The Appeal Judgment requires the Tribunal to conduct a broad assessment of all of
the anti-competitive "effects" of the merger using a different standard or test, in lieu of
the Total Surplus Standard, that reflects all of the objectives of the purpose clause of the
Act. The Tribunal's initial findings were expressly tied to resource allocation and failed,
according to the Court, to give adequate weight to the full range of objectives set out in
the purpose clause of the Act. The Tribunal is now required to consider the wealth
transfer that will result from the merger and to reconsider its prior findings with respect
to the negative qualitative effects of the merger.

[11] One of the important related issues is whether certain findings made by the Tribunal
in its Reasons should be reexamined. Most of the Tribunal's findings in its Reasons were
not
appealed, and thus were not in issue before the Court. These findings cannot be revisited
at this time. However, there were a number of findings that were made by reason of the
erroneous interpretation of subsection 96(1) of the Act. In light of the Court's reasons and
its interpretation of that section, this Tribunal must now make certain additional findings.

[12] The respondents argue that the Commissioner is estopped from relitigating the
qualitative effects of the merger on the basis of res judicata.

[13] The Commissioner submits that a distinction must be drawn by the Tribunal between
those "findings" which must necessarily be revisited in order to comply with the Court's
direction to "consider all of the anti-competitive effects bearing in mind the purpose
clause" and those "findings" that should not be "abandoned". The Commissioner submits
that the Tribunal's "finding" regarding the negative qualitative effects of the merger must
be revisited because the Tribunal's assessment in this regard was limited to the "impact
on resource allocation of the negative qualitative effects". The Commissioner also argues
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[9] The respondents disagree with the Commissioner for what they submit is an attempt
to relitigate matters that were previously decided by the Tribunal but also attempt to
convince the Tribunal to revisit its express and implicit findings regarding the likelihood
of price increases following the merger, the size of the deadweight loss and the
corresponding size of the wealth transfer.

[14] Further, the Commissioner submits that the doctrines of functus officio and res
judicata invoked by the respondents do not apply with respect to the assessment by the
Tribunal of any "effects" which fall within the scope of the Court's direction and which
must be reconsidered in light of a proper reading of the purpose clause and in light of the
particular circumstances of this case.

[15] The majority of the Tribunal stated in its Reasons at paragraph 447, that:

The Tribunal further believes that the only effects that can be considered under
subsection 96(1) are the effects on resource allocation, as measured in principle by the
deadweight loss which takes both quantitative and qualitative effects into account...

[16] It is on the basis of this erroneous interpretation of section 96 that the majority
refused to consider the wealth transfer and limited its assessment of the negative
qualitative effects of the merger to their impact on resource allocation. As a result of this
narrow interpretation of the statute, the majority did not consider the wealth transfer or
any of the other (i.e. non-resource allocation) impacts of the negative qualitative effects
of the merger.

[17] At common law, the doctrine of res judicata only applies to a judicial decision
which constitutes a final Judgment. In this instance, the Tribunal's decision with respect
to the anti-competitive effects of the merger is not final, since the Court has remitted this
matter to the Tribunal and has directed that the Tribunal reconsider the "effects of any
prevention or lessening of competition" in accordance with a proper reading of the
statute. Accordingly, the doctrine of res judicata has no application to the findings that
were made as a result of our error in law. See
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that the estimated deadweight loss of $3 million per year attributable to price increases by
the merged entity should not be revisited.

[18] Further, when an appellate court reverses the findings of an inferior tribunal on a
particular issue, the tribunal's judgment on that issue is voided ab initio and the appellate
judgment becomes the sole source of res judicata between the parties. To the extent that
any operation of res judicata arises in this instance, the Commissioner submits it arises to
preclude Superior from challenging the express findings of the Court:

60. When a tribunal with original jurisdiction has granted, or refused, the relief claimed
and an appellate tribunal reverses the judgment or order at first instance, the former
decision, until then conclusive, is avoided ab initio and replaced by the appellate
decision, which becomes the res judicata between the parties. Even if the appeal fails the
operative decision becomes that of the appellate court which replaces the earlier decision
as the source of any estoppels.

(Spencer Bower, Turner and Handley)

III. THE ROLE OF THE TRIBUNAL

[19] The Court made a number of remarks concerning the jurisdiction and mandate of the
Tribunal, the selection and role of lay members of the Tribunal, and the significance that
should be attached to section 1.1 of the Act (the "purpose clause") when interpreting
specific provisions of the Act. We believe that it is important to expand on these remarks
in order to provide for a better understanding of these issues.
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Spencer Bower, Turner and Handley, The Doctrine of Res Judicata, 3d ed. (London:
Butterworths, 1996), paragraph 19 (General Test), paragraphs 153-54 ("Finality"),
paragraph 162 ("Decision subject to revision by tribunal itself") [hereinafter, Spencer
Bower, Turner and Handley].

[21] Further, the Court finds the purpose clause of the Act to have the "...typically
indeterminate quality and inherent inconsistencies of purpose or objective clauses...", yet
"statutory provisions containing general statements of legislative purpose are integral to
the statute and can carry as much weight as its other sections..." (Appeal Judgment, at
paragraph 87), and that balancing competing objectives in order to determine where the
public interest lies in a given case requires the exercise of discretion (Appeal Judgment,
at paragraph 99). Finally, the Tribunal is as well-suited to this task as "other independent,
specialized, administrative tribunals that are required to perform similar balancing
exercises in the discharge of their regulatory functions." (Appeal Judgment, at paragraph
99).

A. JURISDICTION AND MANDATE OF THE TRIBUNAL

[22] Regarding the Tribunal's conclusion that advancing views on the social merit of
various groups in society and achieving the proper distribution of income in society were
not its role under the Act, the Court states at paragraph 98 of the Appeal Judgment:

In my view, this conclusion gives insufficient weight to the range of experience and
perspectives that the Act contemplates that the members of the Tribunal may possess, and
overstates the degree of "social engineering" involved in considering a broad range of
anti-competitive effects under section 96. Like other regulatory administrative tribunals,
the Tribunal is charged with the responsibility of protecting the public interest, which it
does by striking a balance among conflicting interests and objectives in a manner that
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[20] More particularly, the Court describes the Tribunal as an adjudicative body and the
Court recognizes that the Tribunal lacks the wide powers of multi-functional
administrative agencies such as provincial securities commissions (Appeal Judgment, at
paragraph 48). The scope of the Tribunal's expertise is limited by virtue of not having
broad policy development powers (Appeal Judgment, at paragraph 48), but like other
regulatory administrative tribunals, it is charged with the responsibility of protecting the
public interest by striking a balance among conflicting interests and objectives (Appeal
Judgment, at paragraph 98). Yet, the composition of the Tribunal indicates a considerable
level of expertise (Appeal Judgment, at paragraph 56) by virtue of the appointment
process for lay members and their expertise (Appeal Judgment, at paragraph 54).

[23] The Court's premise seems to lead to the conclusion at paragraph 116 of the Appeal
Judgment that:

Conversely, it is in my view far from a fatal objection to the balancing weights approach
that its proponent at the hearing before the Tribunal, Professor Townley, testified that, as
an economist, he was unable to determine what were the effects of the merger of Superior
and ICG and whether the efficiencies likely to be produced thereby were greater than,
and offset, them. I take his point simply to have been that he was called as a witness
expert in economics and that the balancing exercise called for by section 96 required
broader public policy judgments that were outside his area of expertise, but were for the
Tribunal to make as it thought would best advance the public interest within the
parameters of the Act. [Emphasis added]

[24] The Tribunal is, no doubt, an adjudicative body, subject to review by the Court. The
Tribunal is a quasi-judicial body that is mandated to hear cases and make decision based
on its interpretation of the legislation (section 9 of the Competition Tribunal Act (the
"CTA")). It is of interest to compare the Tribunal with multi-functional administrative
agencies. Whereas those agencies often have a quasi-legislative function as well as policy
development and enforcement powers, the Tribunal does not. The chair of such an
agency reports to the Minister or through the Minister to the legislature; the chair of the
Tribunal, required to be a member of the Federal Court, does not. The Tribunal regulates
nothing except its own proceedings.

[25] As a purely adjudicative body, the distinctive features of the Tribunal are its
specialized area, competition law, and the presence of lay members who function in all
respects as judges except that they do not decide matters of law. The lay members'
contribution to the adjudication of matters arises from their specialized education and
expertise, which enables them to understand the specialized evidence in fields of
economics and commerce that typically appears in cases involving competition law. The
presence of lay members recognizes that competition law is highly specialized, that
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respects the text and purposes of the legislation, is informed both by technical expertise
and by the judgment that comes from its members' varied experiences, and is responsive
to the particularities of the case. [Emphasis added]

[26] Thus, it is true that the lay membership does not possess, nor will they develop, the
detailed knowledge of a particular regulated industry. This can only suggest that the role
of the Tribunal differs in critical respects from the role of multi-functional administrative
agencies. Moreover, multi-functional administrative agencies will be entirely without the
benefit of judicial members. This would be consistent with the quasi-legislative function
that some, perhaps many, of these agencies discharge in their rule-making. However, the
Tribunal has only an adjudicative function in which the judicial and lay members play
complementary roles.

[27] At the time that Bill C-91, An Act to Establish the Competition Tribunal and to
amend the Combines Investigation Act and the Bank Act and other acts in consequence
thereof (1st Session, 33rd Parliament, 1984-85-86), was introduced, the Minister explained
the need for, and the role of, the proposed tribunal:

The Economic Council of Canada's 1969 Interim Report on Competition Policy stated
that any shift of competition policy legislation out of the criminal law should be
accompanied by the formation of a specialized tribunal to adjudicate these matters. In
their 1976 Report, Lawrence A. Skeoch and Bruce C. McDonald endorsed this view but
stressed the need for the adjudicator to be separate from departmental policing and policy
making functions. This conflict in roles has also been the subject of comment recently by
the Supreme Court of Canada.

In the Southam case, the Supreme Court decided that the investigatory functions of the
RTPC [Restrictive Trade Practices Commission], such as the power to gather evidence
through hearings and to direct further investigation, impaired its ability to act as an
impartial adjudicator in authorizing search and seizure. This finding, which was made
under the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, signalled a need to create an adjudicative
body which would be free of the dual roles of investigation and adjudication that the
RTPC has carried out in the past.
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judicial training in areas outside the law is limited, and that the judges of the Federal
Court of Canada may be lacking in experience in commercial matters generally.

On balance, the Government believes it is more appropriate that these matters be
adjudicated by a highly judicialized tribunal. This hybrid will allow the use of expert lay
persons as well as judges in the decision-making process. Nevertheless, the Government
agrees that it is very important to have in the law an adjudication system that ensures the
impartiality, due process and certainty which is associated with the courts.

...

The Tribunal's functions will be strictly adjudicative. It will have no role in supervising
the investigative powers of the Director, initiating investigations or providing research of
policy advice to the Government...

(Minister of Consumer and Corporate Affairs [Canada], The Honourable Michel Côté,
Competition Law Amendments: A Guide, December 1985 at 10-11.) [Emphasis (italics)
added] [hereinafter, Competition Law Amendments: A Guide]

[28] The reasons for replacing the RTPC with the Tribunal emphasize the Tribunal's
strictly adjudicative role. Hence, the Tribunal's mandate is not to make decisions driven
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The issue of adjudication of competition matters has been the subject of much discussion
over the long history of competition law reform. Many interested parties have proposed
reliance on the ordinary courts to adjudicate competition matters. One factor often cited
in support of the courts is their ability to produce consistent results with clear and full
rights of appeal. Others have expressed a preference for the use of a specialized tribunal
because it would provide greater potential for expertise in economics and business, and
would permit more scope for response by the decision maker to social and economic
change. In particular, lay experts are better able to reflect the reality of the business
world.

[29] Since the Tribunal is not an administrative body such as the Canadian RadioTelecommunications Commission, the National Energy Board, the Ontario Securities
Commission, etc., its lay members are called upon only to apply the Act based on their
assessment of the evidence. For example, under section 92 of the Act, the lay members
must determine whether a merger prevents or lessens competition substantially and they
must contribute to the determination of the order that addresses such findings. Such
assessments do not involve public interest consideration. Hence, the Tribunal does not
fully understand the Court's remarks at paragraph 99 of the Appeal Judgment:

Of course, balancing competing objectives in order to determine where the public interest
lies in a given case requires the exercise of discretion...[Emphasis added]

B. ROLE OF LAY MEMBERS

[30] The Court drew attention to the selection process for lay members and noted that lay
members were representative of the broad-based council that considers their appointment
(Appeal Judgment, at paragraph 54). Accordingly, the Court holds that the Tribunal
exercises discretion to act on its understanding of the public interest.

[31] It is true that the CTA provides for an advisory council to vet candidates for
appointment of lay members and to make recommendations to the Minister regarding
appointments. However, the members of the advisory council, while required to be
chosen from different groups in society, are not representatives of those groups. The
Parliamentary Committee that reviewed Bill C-91 in 1986 studied this matter at length
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by "public interest concerns". In our view, the guardian of the public interest, if there is
one in competition matters, is the Commissioner who has the statutory obligation to
conduct inquiries, the discretion to initiate civil legal proceedings before the Tribunal and
other courts and the powers to enforce the Act in the public interest. The Commissioner
also has the right to intervene before administrative agencies to defend competition.

Mr. Ouellet: Mr. Chairman, I would like that subclause 3.(3) of the bill be amended by
striking out line 17 on page 2 and substituting the following:

erality of the foregoing, individuals chosen from

This is the reason for my amendment. As has been pointed out by some of the witnesses
who have appeared before us, if we leave the end of this paragraph as it is, the business
community, legal community, consumer group and labour group might believe that those
who will advise the Ministers are advising the Ministers on behalf of these communities
and groups. It might create a conflicting advisory board rather than an advisory board
which is helping the Minister, in a sense, one that gives genuine and unattached
recommendations.

By changing a word there, it will be clear that these people are not representative of these
so-called groups, but are chosen from among these groups.

The Acting Chairman (Mr. Cadieux): Mr. Domm.

Mr. Domm: Mr. Chairman, to show how interested we are in getting along with the legal
profession, and noting that the Canadian Bar Association made this point in their
presentation to the committee, we would be prepared to accept that amendment as
proposed by Mr. Ouellet.
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and amended the Bill to clarify that lay members were "individuals chosen from" certain
groups rather than "representatives of" those groups as the Bill had provided:

(Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Legislative Committee on Bill C-91. House
of Commons, Issue No. 10, Tuesday, May 20, 1986 at 10:37)

[32] Since the members of the advisory council itself were not selected in order to act as
representatives of the groups from which they were chosen, it follows that the lay
members recommended by the council were also not to be seen as representative of such
groups. The amendment by the Parliamentary Committee makes it clear that the role of
the advisory council was to consider lay appointments to the Tribunal based solely on the
expertise and experience of candidates, rather than on the extent to which those
candidates represented the interests of different groups in society. Indeed, the Minister
had already made this clear:

Parliament has long recognized the need for special investigatory powers to deal
effectively with competition matters. However, as stated by the Supreme Court decision
in the Southam case, certain procedural safeguards have to be met in order to satisfy the
protections embodied in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. There is also a
very real need to reassess the adjudication of the non-criminal matters under the Act to
ensure that the adjudicator has the economic and business expertise to deal with
competition issues and yet still provide procedural fairness and consistency in decisionmaking.

(Competition Law Amendments: A Guide, at 5.)

[33] The Tribunal further notes that the Minister is bound to consult the advisory council
only when it has been constituted. The Tribunal understands that in 1992, an order-incouncil terminated the appointment of each of the members of the advisory council
established pursuant to subsection 3(3) of the CTA. Indeed, the February 1992-93 Budget
announced the winding up of a list of agencies and committees as part of the deficit
reduction initiatives. The list included the advisory council on lay members of the
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Amendment agreed to...

[34] Accordingly, in our view, there does not appear to be a basis for inferring that
Parliament intended the lay members of the Tribunal to play the same role as members of
multi-functional administrative agencies. In particular, lay members of the Tribunal do
not exercise their discretion to determine the public interest in the face of conflicting
objectives because (a) the Tribunal is adjudicative only and, like a court, has no publicinterest mandate; (b) discretion to determine the public interest is not required to
adjudicate; (c) the Act, which itself defines the public interest, clearly articulates what the
Tribunal is to do when a merger that lessens competition substantially also generates
efficiency gains, and (d) the party with the public-interest mandate, if there is one, is the
Commissioner.

[35] The idea of the Tribunal as a court was readily accepted in 1991 by senior officials
of the federal Justice Department:

The 1986 amendment package, among other things, shifted the merger and monopoly
provisions from the criminal law to a civil basis. Adjudication of these provisions, along
with the existing civilly reviewable practices, was placed in the hands of the newly
created Competition Tribunal. The Tribunal is a hybrid court which sits in panels
consisting of judges of the Federal Court Trial Division and lay members possessing
knowledge of economics and business matters.

(D. Rutherford, Q.C., Associate Deputy Minister, Department of Justice, Canada and
J.S. Tyhurst, Counsel, Department of Justice, Canada. "Competition Law and the
Constitution: 1889-1989 and into the Twenty-First Century", chapter 8 of R.S. Khemani
and W.T. Stanbury (eds.), Historical Perspectives on Canadian Competition Policy, The
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Competition Tribunal (Hon. Gilles Loiselle, President of the Treasury Board, Managing
Government Expenditures, February 27, 1992, page 39). The document explained that
"...with Canada's competition regime now mature and well functioning, there is no longer
a need to maintain a separate statutory advisory committee [sic]." The elimination of the
advisory council indicates to us that it is unlikely that the council was constituted to
ensure the selection of members who may share their views about the public interest
generally.

[36] It is noteworthy that neither the Minister nor these senior officials made any mention
whatsoever to any public-interest role for the Tribunal or any such role therein for the lay
members of the Tribunal.

IV. ROOTS OF THE MERGER PROVISIONS OF THE ACT

[37] In the Appeal Judgment, the Court adopts the legislative history of section 96 as
recited by Madame Justice Reed in the Hillsdown decision (Canada (Director of
Investigation and Research) v. Hillsdown Holdings (Canada) Ltd. (1992) 41 C.P.R. (3d)
289) and refers to Reed J.'s analysis of the preceding, unenacted versions of the
efficiency defence in Bills C-42 and C-29. In the Court's view, these Bills "...did not
require that the efficiencies gained from an anti-competitive merger be balanced against
its effects." (Appeal Judgment, paragraph 129 at 50-51)

[38] To illustrate, the Court points out that

[130] Thus, Bill C-42 would have permitted an anti-competitive merger to proceed,
provided only that substantial efficiency gains could be proved "by way of savings of
resources for the Canadian economy" that would not otherwise have been attained:
clause 31.71(5). Bill C-29 called for a determination of whether "the gains in efficiency
would result in a substantial real net saving for the Canadian economy": clause 31.73(c).
Neither of these provisions calls for a balancing of efficiencies against effects. Instead
they focus on resource maximization in the economy as a whole in the same way as the
total surplus standard.
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Institute for Research on Public Policy, Halifax, 1991 at 277) [hereinafter, Rutherford
and Tyhurst]

(Appeal Judgment, at page 51) [Emphasis in original]

[39] It appears to the Tribunal that both the Court and Reed J. have decided the meaning
of subsection 96(1) of the Act solely by reference to its terms and to the terms of the
corresponding subsection of preceding bills designed to amend the Combines
Investigation Act, R.S.C. 1970, c.C-23, ("Combines Investigation Act"). We believe that a
careful and detailed review of the legislative history of section 96 is essential to properly
understand the true meaning of that provision.

A. 1969 INTERIM REPORT OF THE ECONOMIC COUNCIL OF CANADA

[40] The source of the various bills proposed by the federal government was the Interim
Report on Competition Policy issued by the Economic Council of Canada in July 1969
(the "Report"). That Report was the second of three reports in response to a special
Reference from the federal government dated July 22, 1966, requesting the Council:

"In the light of the Government's long-term economic objectives, to study and advise
regarding:
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[131] I agree with Reed J.'s conclusion that, seen against this background, the more openended direction given to decision-makers by section 96, namely to balance the efficiency
gains against the "effects" of an anti-competitive merger, should not be interpreted in
substantially the same manner as the above clauses, which explicitly permitted anticompetitive mergers when the resulting efficiency gains produced net savings of
resources for the Canadian economy. While earlier bills seem clearly to have
encapsulated the total surplus standard in the efficiency defences, section 96 does not.

(b) combines, mergers, monopolies and restraint of trade;

(c) patents, trade marks, copyrights and registered industrial designs."

(Report, at 1)

[41] The Economic Council pointed out in the Report that the first part of the Reference
was treated in the Council's Interim Report on Consumer Affairs, published in 1967, and
that its next report would discuss the matters in (c) of the Reference (Report, at 1). The
Economic Council wrote that:

The present Report deals with the second part - that is, with "combines, mergers,
monopolies and restraint of trade" or, as we prefer to call it, competition policy.

(Report, at 1)

Accordingly, the Economic Council distinguished competition policy from the federal
role in consumer protection.
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(a) the interests of the consumer particularly as they relate to the functions of the
Department of the Registrar General [now the Department of Consumer and Corporate
Affairs];

In the past, the major objective of Canadian competition policy has usually been
expressed in such terms as "the protection of the public interest in free competition". But
it is necessary to go behind this and ask what the preservation of competition was
intended to accomplish. One would be unwise to assume that what the legislators aimed
at was a single, simple end such as economic efficiency. At least some role was likely
played by considerations such as the desire to diffuse economic power (and thus, by
implication, political power), sympathy for the plight of the small enterprise and
entrepreneur, suspicion of big business, and concern for the fairness of competitive
behaviour.

On the whole, however, competition policy in Canada appears to have been directed
towards more strictly economic ends. Two such ends may be distinguished, one being
concerned with the distribution of income, the other with the allocation of real resources
in the economy.

Popular thinking about competition policy has tended to stress the first, or income,
objective...

Professional economists, while not ignoring income distribution effects, have tended to
be more concerned with the second objective of competition policy-the resourceallocation objective. This is a less obvious objective, but a highly relevant one for broad
economic goals such as productivity growth. To many economists, the greatest objection
to monopoly (again using the extreme example) is that it distorts the way scarce human
and physical resources are brought together and used to meet the many demands of
consumers. It leads, in other words, to inefficiency. The monopolist's prices are too high,
relative to other prices, and because the usual adjustment machinery is not operative, they
remain so. As a result, "relative prices become unreliable as indexes of relative scarcities
and relative demands ... too little will be produced and too few resources utilized in
[monopolistic] industries with high margins; and too much will be produced and too
many resources utilized in industries with low margins." ...
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[42] Describing the objectives of previous competition policy, the Economic Council
observed:

[43] The Economic Council concluded that competition policy (i.e. policies toward
combines, mergers, monopolies and restraint of trade) should focus on economic
efficiency:

It will be a recurrent theme in this Report that Canadian competition policy should aim
primarily at bringing about more efficient performance by the economy as a whole.
Competition should not itself be the objective but rather the most important single means
by which efficiency is achieved...

(Report at 9) [Emphasis in original, underlined emphasis added]

Essentially, we are advocating the adoption of a single objective for competition policy:
the improvement of economic efficiency and the avoidance of economic waste, with a
view to enhancing the well-being of Canadians...

This concentration on one objective is not meant to imply any necessary disparagement
of other objectives, such as more equitable distribution of income and the diffusion of
economic power, which have been entertained for competition policy in the past. It is
simply that we believe:

!

that a competition policy concentrated on the efficiency objective
is likely to be applied more consistently and effectively; and
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(Report, at 6-7)

(Report, at 19-20)

[44] Thus, the Report firmly established that redistributive effects of competition policy
were separate matters. The Council also cautioned against the uncritical acceptance of
competition policies in other countries, in particular, the United States:

In drawing lessons from abroad, appropriate allowance must of course be made for
differences between the Canadian and foreign economic environments. This has often
been pointed out with reference to the United States. Although competition policies in
Canada and the United States, as instituted in the late nineteenth century, were in many
ways a response to common concerns, their subsequent divergence has been partly a
reflection of certain rather deep-seated differences between the two countries...and the
smaller size and greater openness and world-trade orientation of the Canadian economy.
Perhaps the most important implication of the latter difference is that the Canadian
economy is less able than its U.S. counterpart to afford a competition policy that, on
occasion, may be prepared to sacrifice economic efficiency for other ends, such as the
preservation of small business.

(Report, at 48) [Emphasis added]

[45] The Economic Council recommended the creation of a tribunal that would
adjudicate mergers to determine anti-competitive effects and "offsetting public benefits":
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(2) that there exist more comprehensive and faster-working instruments, particularly the
tax system and the structure of transfer payments, for accomplishing the deliberate
redistribution of income and the diffusion of economic power, to whatever extent these
are thought to be desirable.

...

(8) the likelihood that the merger would be productive of substantial "social savings", i.e.
savings in the use of resources (including resources used for such purposes as research
and development), viewed from the standpoint of the Canadian economy as a whole.

(Report, at 115-116) [Underlined emphasis added]

[46] Given the Economic Council's overriding concern with efficiency and its belief that
distributional concerns were not part of competition policy, it is clear that the tribunal
was not to be concerned with the redistributional effects of an anti-competitive merger
when it considered item (8) because those effects were not losses of resources and, as
redistributions of income, were not losses to society when viewed from the standpoint of
the Canadian economy as a whole. Accordingly, the use of the phrase "offsetting public
benefits" could not be used to introduce re-distributional effects. Yet, the Economic
Council did refer to a "balancing assessment":

...[The Director] would leave the consideration of item (8), dealing with social savings, to
the tribunal, which in many cases would find itself required to perform a balancing
assessment between possible detrimental effects on competition and possible beneficial
effects in the form of social savings. It should be pointed out in this connection that what
appear to be cost savings to individual firms are not always "social savings", i.e. savings
for the total economy. Thus, for example, a firm that has grown larger by acquiring
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In its examination of a merger, the tribunal might be expected to have regard to all
aspects of the merger that were related in any important way to the tribunal's general
terms of reference. It would be primarily concerned with whether the merger was likely
to lessen competition to the detriment of final consumers, and whether there were likely
to be any offsetting public benefits. In addition, and without restricting the generality of
the foregoing, the tribunal would be requested to pay attention to the following matters in
so far as they appeared to be of substantial economic importance in any particular case:

(Report, at 117) [Emphasis added]

Accordingly, the Economic Council's "balancing assessment" referred, not to adverse
redistributive effects on consumers, but to the detrimental effects of a merger on
competition. In this assessment, the Economic Council emphasized the need to
distinguish between real savings and pecuniary savings.

B. LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF THE EFFICIENCY DEFENCE

[47] Bill C-256 was the government's first attempt to amend the Combines Investigation
Act following publication of the Report. The government did not accept the Economic
Council's insistence on economic efficiency as the sole objective of competition policy,
as can be seen in the preamble to Bill C-256:

Whereas competition in the private sector is ordinarily the best means of allocating
resources, of enhancing efficiency in the production and distribution of goods and
services and of transmitting the benefits of efficiency to the public, and competition also
furthers individual enterprise by decentralizing economic power and reducing the need
for government intervention in the achievement of economic objectives;

And Whereas it is therefore desirable to promote competition actively and also to
remove, throughout Canada, obstacles to competition whether created by combinations,
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another firm may be able to obtain certain supplies more cheaply purely by virtue of its
greater bargaining power. There are various possible outcomes in terms of profits and
prices, but there is no saving in terms of the real resources (the physical amounts of
labour, capital, etc.) required to produce and transport the supplies in question. No real
resources are freed for other uses in the economy...

And Whereas it is also recognized that in cases where a market is too small to support a
sufficient number of independent firms of efficient size to promote effective competition,
alternative means of promoting maximum efficiency may be required, but that where
such an alternative means is adopted, it is necessary to ensure that the resultant benefits
will be transmitted in substantial part and within a reasonable time to the public and that
the public will be protected against any abuses that the alternative means of promoting
efficiency may facilitate;

And Whereas it is necessary and desirable, in the interest of efficiency of production and
distribution and the transmission of the benefits thereof to the public, to promote honest
and fair dealing in the market;

Now therefore...

(House of Commons, Bill C-256, 3rd Session, 28th Parliament, 19-20 Elizabeth II, 197071. (First Reading, June 29, 1971) [Emphasis added]

[48] The preamble specifically calls attention to economic power, and to consumer
welfare when it would be necessary, due to small market size, to depart from competition
in order to achieve efficiency. The merger provisions of Bill C-256 addressed this
concern with an efficiency defence that included a "passing on" requirement:

s.34(3) A merger shall not be prohibited or dissolved by order of the Tribunal if it is
satisfied
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mergers, monopolies or other situations or practices, and such objectives can only be
achieved through the recognition, encouragement and enforcement of the role of
competition as a matter of national policy;

(b) that

(i) the merger has led, is leading or is likely to lead to a significant improvement of
efficiency over that which any of the parties to the merger could have achieved by
commencing or continuing to carry on business independently or in any other manner
that would have led to less restriction of competition than resulted or would be likely to
result from the merger, and

(ii) a substantial part of the benefits derived or to be derived from such improvement of
efficiency are being or are likely to be passed on, through conditions imposed by the
market or by order of the Tribunal, to the public within a reasonable time in the form of
lower prices or better products.

[49] It was a clear concern of Bill C-256 that redistributional effects of anti-competitive
mergers saved by efficiency gains not harm consumers beyond a reasonable time period.
This concern was successively de-emphasized in subsequent bills.

[50] Section 1 of Bill C-42 contained as preamble:

"An Act to provide for the general regulation of trade and commerce by promoting
competition and the integrity of the market place and to establish a Competition Board
and the office of Competition Policy Advocate
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(a) that none of the parties thereto could reasonably have commenced or continued to
carry on business in the relevant market independently; or

AND WHEREAS one of the basic conditions requisite to the achievement of that purpose
is the creation and maintenance of a flexible, adaptable and dynamic Canadian economy
that will facilitate the movement of talents and resources in response to market
incentives, that will reduce or remove barriers to such mobility, except where such
barriers may be inherent in economies of scale or in the achievement of other savings of
resources, and that will protect freedom of economic opportunity and choice by
discouraging unnecessary concentration and the predatory exercise of economic power
and by reducing the need for detailed public regulation of economic activity;

AND WHEREAS the effective functioning of such a market economy may only be
ensured through the recognition and encouragement of the role of competition in the
Canadian economy as a matter of national policy by means of the enactment of general
laws of general application throughout Canada and by the administration of such laws in
a consistent and uniform manner;

NOW, THEREFORE,..."

(Bill C-42, 2nd Session, 30th Parliament, 25-26 Elizabeth II, 1976-77. (First Reading
March 16, 1977) [Emphasis added]
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WHEREAS a central purpose of Canadian public policy is to promote the national
interest and the interest of individual Canadians by providing an economic environment
that is conducive to the efficient allocation and utilization of society's resources,
stimulates innovation in technology and organization, expands opportunities relating to
both domestic and export markets and encourages the transmission of those benefits to
society in an equitable manner;

s.31.71(5) The Board shall not make an order under subsection (3) where it is satisfied by
the parties to a merger or proposed merger to which this section applies that the merger or
proposed merger has brought about or that there is a high probability that it will bring
about substantial gains in efficiency, by way of savings of resources for the Canadian
economy that are not reasonably attainable by means other than the merger.
...

(7) Where the Board finds that

(a) subsection (5) applies in respect of a merger or proposed merger to which this section
applies, and

(b) the merger or proposed merger will or is likely to result in virtually complete control
by the parties to the merger or proposed merger in respect of a product in a market,

the Board shall, notwithstanding subsection (5), make an order under subsection (3)...

[52] The new approach to equity in merger review was therefore not to require a "passing
on" of the benefits of efficiency gains to consumers, but rather to deny the availability of
the efficiency defence when the merger would lead to virtually complete control of a
product in a market. However, when the efficiency defence was available, no measures
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[51] Bill C-42's preamble expresses concern for efficiency and equity generally, and
states that saving resources could entail a departure from competition. However, in
contrast with the previous bill, Bill C-42 limited the availability of the efficiency defence
and dropped the "passing on" requirement:

[53] The preamble and corresponding provisions in Bill C-13 (3rd Session, 30th
Parliament, 26 Elizabeth II, 1977) were virtually identical to the above provisions of Bill
C-42, although the efficiency defence in subsection 31.71(5) now required a "clear
probability of substantial gains in efficiency that save resources for the Canadian
economy". The limitation on the availability of the efficiency defence was retained.

[54] Bill C-29 (2nd Session, 32nd Parliament, 32-33 Elizabeth II, 1983-84) differed in
several respects. It contained no preamble or purpose clause and hence no reference to
any goal including equity. It assigned merger review to the courts with an efficiency
defence:

s.31.73 The Court shall not make an order under section 31.72...

(c) where it finds that the merger or proposed merger has brought about or is likely to
bring about gains in efficiency that will result in a substantial real net saving of resources
for the Canadian economy and that the gains in efficiency could not reasonably be
expected to be attained if the order were made.

Like Bills C-42 and C-13, there was no "passing on" requirement; however, unlike those
Bills, there was no limitation on the availability of the efficiency defence.

[55] In December, 1985, the Minister introduced Bill C-91 (1st Session, 33rd Parliament,
33-34 Elizabeth II, 1984-85) with a purpose clause and an efficiency defence which
survived subsequent Parliamentary review and were included in the Act.
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for consumer protection in respect of an anti-competitive merger were provided in the
merger provisions.

(a) of the explicit concern with distributional equity in the preambles of Bills C-256, C42 and C-13, and the explicit omission thereof in Bills C-29, C-91 and the Act;

(b) that Bill C-42 and all subsequent bills and the Act had dropped the "passing on"
requirement in the efficiency defence contained in Bill C-256, and

(c) that the limitation on the availability of the efficiency defence in Bills C-42 and C-13
was omitted from Bills C-29, C91 and the Act.

[57] In the Tribunal's view, Bill C-29, by requiring the "substantial real net saving", did
call for a comparison of gains in efficiency attributable to the merger with the effects that
reduced the savings therefrom. This formulation was an indication that the gains in
efficiency and the effects had to be expressed in like units, otherwise the netting could
not be done. For example, it is not clear how adverse redistributive effects, which are not
losses of real savings, could be netted against real savings. Moreover, Bill C-29 contained
no preamble or purpose clause and no reference to equity.

[58] While, unlike Bills C-256, C-42 and C-13, Bill C-91 made no reference to equity,
the issue of fairness to consumers came before the Parliamentary Committee reviewing
Bill C-91.
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[56] In Hillsdown, supra, Reed J. concluded that subsection 96(1) of the Act differed
from the efficiency defences in Bills C-42 and C-29 only because it required the
balancing of efficiency gains against the effects of the merger which those Bills did not
apparently require. However, it does not appear that Reed J. took note

C. THE PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE

[100] Finally, I also find it difficult to accept the Tribunal's interpretation of the Act for
the following two reasons. First, when Bill C-91 was introduced in Parliament it was
widely regarded as a consumer protection measure. Thus, the Minister responsible stated
in the House of Commons (Debates, supra, at 11927) that the Consumers' Association of
Canada saw the Bill as promising "real progress for consumers". Indeed, the guidebook
introduced when the legislation was first tabled states (Consumer and Corporate Affairs
Canada, Competition Law Amendments: A Guide (December 1985), page 4):

Consumers and small business are among the prime beneficiaries of an effective competition policy.

[101] In addition, the background document released when the amendments were
previously tabled (Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada, Combines Investigation Act
Amendments 1984: Background Information and Explanatory Notes (April 1984), page
2), states that:

the Bill is concerned with fairness in the functioning of markets-fairness between producers and consumers,
fairness between businesses and their suppliers, and suppliers and their customers.

[102] It thus seems to me unlikely that Parliament either intended or understood that the
efficiency defence would allow an anti-competitive merger to proceed, regardless of how
much the merged entity might raise prices, provided only that the efficiencies achieved
by the merger exceeded the resulting loss of resources in the economy at large. As Reed
J. noted in the Hillsdown case, supra, at pages 337-38, differences in the drafting of the
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[59] In its Appeal Judgment, the Court held the following:

[60] The Court's extract from page 4 of the Competition Law Amendments: A Guide, is an
extract from the Minister's statement noted above and, in the Tribunal's view, requires
some examination. The quoted passage comes in the context of the following:

The relatively small size of the Canadian market and the overall importance of
international trade to the economy dictates that certain industries have to be concentrated
in order to achieve scale or other efficiencies necessary to compete in world markets.
However, the trend toward increasing concentration historically has been a cause for
concern, and many industries are protected from competition by high economic and
institutional barriers to entry, such as high tariffs. The Bill brings the law into focus with
current economic realities so that it is better able to deal with the implications for
Canadian industry of foreign competition in Canada and competition in world markets.

Consumers and small business are among the prime beneficiaries of an effective
competition policy. These two groups are afforded little protection from anti-competitive
conduct on the part of large, dominant firms under the existing legislation. The Bill
strengthens the law and makes it more effective, thus ensuring fairness in the
marketplace. This will benefit consumers and will maintain and encourage the drive and
initiative of the small business sector, which has the greatest potential for job creation.

(Competition Law Amendments: A Guide, at 4) [Emphasis added]

The full extract makes it clear that the creation of dominant firms able to compete
successfully is the policy goal, and that consumers and small businesses will be better
protected from anti-competitive conduct by these firms. When viewed in context, the
cited extract does not confirm that the civil matters under Act are primarily measures for
consumer protection, although consumers and small businesses would be "among the
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efficiency defence in the precursors to Bill C-91, which were not enacted, point in the
same direction, and are considered in paragraphs 129-131, post.

[61] In quoting the document Combines Investigation Act Amendments 1984:
Background Information and Explanatory Notes (April 1984), the Court is referring not
to Bill C-91 but rather to Bill C-29. As noted above, Bill C-29 differed from its
predecessors by making no reference whatsoever to equity. Moreover, its efficiency
defence explicitly ignored the redistributive effects that concerned its predecessor bills:
the "passing on" requirement of Bill C-256 and the limitation on the efficiency defence in
Bills C-42 and C-13 were dropped from this Bill. The "fairness" in the sentence quoted
by the Court refers not to social equity but, rather, the fairness of opportunity provided in
a competitive marketplace; there is no presumption that the resulting distribution of
income and wealth in a competitive economy will be fair or equitable. Indeed,
competitive markets may distribute income and wealth inequitably.

[62] In the Tribunal's view, Parliament clearly understood that consumer protection was
not the main goal of the amendments to the Act or of the merger provisions in particular.
The Committee that considered Bill C-91 considered two amendments to the purpose
clause that would have confirmed that view, but those amendments were not adopted by
the Committee and not reported to the House of Commons:

Mr. Ouellet: My amendment, Mr. Chairman, relates to the purpose of the bill, which is
stated on page 7. I would like to strike out lines 14 to 26 and substitute the following:

The purpose of this act is first and foremost to provide consumers with competitive prices
and product choices, and also in order to [e]nsure that small and medium-size enterprises
have an equitable opportunity to participate in the Canadian economy and in order to
maintain and encourage competition in Canada in order to promote the efficiency and
adaptability of the Canadian economy, in order to expand opportunities for Canadian
participation in world markets while at the same time recognizing the role of foreign
competition in Canada.
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prime beneficiaries" not only from improved protection but also from the greater ability
to compete.

...

Mr. Ouellet: The reason for my amendment is to give priority to competitive prices and a
choice of products for consumers. A Competition Act is first and foremost one that
should protect consumers. The prime objective of a Minister of Consumer and Corporate
Affairs should be to protect consumers. The way in which the purpose of the bill is
presented suggest that consumer protection is the Minister's least concern. I do not think
that this is the case. I therefore want to restore the normal order and refer to consumers
first, then to competition in world markets and finally to the Canadian economy.

...

Mr. Domm: Yes. I appreciate the opportunity to point out that the purpose of this clause
we are discussing today is to encourage competition, and particularly participation in
world markets. It is not to overlook consumers. But I think it is to act as a guide to the
purpose and object of the legislation. Competition itself is not an end, but it is rather the
most effective means of stimulating efficiency and productivity and Canadian industrial
growth. I think that we have to be cognizant of efficiency, international competitiveness
and fairness.

Consumers would benefit directly from increased competition because that of course
results in lower prices and increased choice and better quality. I think there are some
other factors that we should consider too, such as the Constitution. I would like to ask our
gentleman from Justice to elaborate on that at this time.
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The purpose of my amendment is to give priority to consumers interests. You will note,
Mr. Chairman, that not one word of my amendment is different from clause 1.1.

Mr. Rosenberg: This morning, Mr. Ouellet, you raised the question about the
constitutionality of the tribunal's jurisdiction. In looking at your amendment, I am a little
bit concerned that in characterizing the purpose of the act as being first and foremost to
provide consumers with competitive prices and product choices, essentially it seems to be
characterized as a concern with individual contracts between consumers and the prices
consumers pay for goods rather than with a concern for competition generally.

I am concerned when you start characterizing the business of the federal government as
being individual consumer contracts, you are straying into an area which is within
provincial jurisdiction; that is, contracts or property and civil rights in the province. I
think it is important to characterize the goal of the law as being generally the
encouragement of competition.

That being the purpose, one of the effects of it is going to be to lead to lower consumer
prices and better product choice, but I think it is important not to lose sight of the fact the
general purpose has got to be with respect to the competitive system generally throughout
the country and not with respect to specific consumer concerns. The provinces have
consumer protection statutes within their jurisdiction.

Mr. Domm: Thank you very much. We should also point out some positions taken by
organizations like the Canadian Federation of Independent Business. On page 312 of
their brief, they are very pleased with the inclusion of small business in the purpose
clause. Also, the Canadian Manufacturers' Association, page 301: they are pleased with
the wording of proposed subsection 1.1, which fully recognizes competition is
international as well as domestic in today's marketplace, on page 1. The Chamber of
Commerce, on page 316, point 2, is pleased that any framework legislation such as Bill
C-91 must in itself be capable of being interpreted in a dynamic fashion. These are other
reinforcing justifications for dealing specifically with the encouragement of competition
in Canada.
Mr. Cadieux: I would just like to add, Mr. Chairman, that when you look at the title,
whether you look at it in French or in English, loi sur la concurrence or Competition Act,
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...

Motion negatived: nays, 3; yeas, 2

The Chairman: Mr. Orlikow's amendment now, on the same clause.

Mr. Orlikow: Mr. Chairman, I would move the following amendment to clause 19. I
would move to strike out lines 14 to 26 and substitute the following words:

1.1 The purpose of this Act is to maintain and encourage competition in Canada in order
to provide consumers with competitive prices and choice of goods and services wherever
they may live, while at the same time ensuring that small and medium-sized enterprises
have a full opportunity to participate in an economy with open markets.

The Chairman: Do I have some comment from Mr. Cappe or Mr. Domm? Mr. Cappe.

Mr. Cappe: Mr. Chairman, I do not have any comments on the reordering of the
objectives. I think the dropping of the reference to promoting efficiency and adaptability
of the Canadian economy is important, partly because of the way it affects consumers. I
will just make that one comment.
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and then go into the object-and if I read the English version of your text, which is perhaps
more explicit, the purpose of this act is first and foremost to provide consumers with
competitive prices, etc.-I think I agree more and more with the legal experts here that
perhaps we are creating a horse of a different colour right now. We do have to deal with
competition and of course, as a consequence, will ensure better prices for the consumer.
Because of this, I will have to vote against the proposed amendment.

(Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Legislative Committee on Bill C-91. House
of Commons, Issue No. 10, Tuesday, May 20, 1986 at 10:59-10:62)

[63] The Tribunal notes, for greater certainty, that Mr. Cappe and Mr. Rosenberg
appeared before the Committee in their positions as Assistant Deputy Minister, Policy
Coordination and General Counsel, respectively, for the Department of Consumer and
Corporate Affairs and were co-drafters of Bill C-91.

[64] It is apparent that the Minister's comments regarding Bill C-91 to which the Court
refers relate to the benefits of competition generally for consumers. As the Parliamentary
Committee emphasized, the principal focus of the amendments to the Act was not to
protect consumers directly because, inter alia, doing so intruded in the provinces' domain
and restricted the attainment of other goals, including efficiency, that also benefit
consumers.

[65] It is certainly true that Bill C-91 received support from the Consumers' Association
of Canada, but only insofar as the Bill promoted its approach to consumer welfare. In
fact, the Association was critical of the efficiency defence. A representative of the
Association appeared before the Parliamentary Committee and made the following
statement:

Mr. Thompson: ...I would just like to sum up our remarks at this stage by saying that we
think Bill C-91 is substantially better that what we have now. It is progress; there is no
question about that. This is probably a familiar refrain to this committee at this stage.
However, we think that from the consumer perspective it falls a long way short of what
we deserve...
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Amendment negatived: nays, 3; yeas, 2

We feel that those are proposals which would significantly improve price and choice for
consumers in the economy...

(Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Legislative Committee on Bill C-91, House
of Commons, Issue No. 6, Tuesday, May 8, 1986 at 6:11)

[66] The Consumers' Association of Canada was not alone in its criticism before the
Parliamentary Committee of the efficiency defence in Bill C-91. We wish to point out
and emphasize the remarks of Professor William Stanbury who stated that the provision
was vague because it required, in his view, comparing "...a redistribution of income and
the other involves with real gains in terms of the savings of resources." (Minutes of
Proceedings and Evidence of the Legislative Committee on Bill C-91, Issue No.3 ,
Tuesday, April 29, 1986 at 3:7).

[67] Mr. D. O'Hagan, representing the Canadian Labour Congress, cited the position on
the efficiency defence of the Consumers' Association of Canada with approval and
insisted that

...the tribunal is empowered to attach structural conditions to assure that efficiency gains
would be passed on to consumers in the form of better prices, better quality; to workers in
the form of more stable jobs, better incomes and better working conditions; and to other
community groups in ways that are relevant to them...
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We have a very short list of suggestions for improvements, I think it is fair to sayimprovements in the tribunal powers, opportunities for consumers to appear before the
tribunal, the removal of "unduly" from the conspiracy section, the removal of the object
or intent test from "abuse of dominant position", tightening up of the efficiency defence
and mergers, and a lowering of pre-notification thresholds.

[68] However, Mr. L. Hunter, former Director of Investigation and Research and codrafter of Bill C-91, testified before the Committee as follows:

Economic efficiency in the merger section, which is a defence as well, is really based on
two fundamental premises. First of all, we want a law that will allow the government to
be able to stop merger activity which has a serious effect on competition, however
defined. "Substantially" happens to be the word that is used. At the same time, we want
to recognize that mergers can truly bring about efficiency savings. They can lower costs.
Those cost savings are important to the economy and to consumers.

For many years, going back to the Economic Council of Canada's report in 1969, there
has been the notion of trading off these two things. On the one hand we want to look at
the effect on competition and how serious that is; on the other hand, we want to look at
what cost savings or efficiency gains there will be from the merger activity. This proposal
basically says that if those efficiency savings are greater than the likely cost of
competition, you should allow the merger.

Regarding what that efficiency test will come to mean, I think economists would tell you
that it has a relatively precise meaning. It certainly means long-run economies of scale.
By merging, you increase the production line you can undertake and that will lower your
unit cost. That is an efficiency saving. There may also be economy efficiencies that arise
from the dynamic nature of your business and the degree of innovation and research you
undertake...

(Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Legislative Committee on Bill C-91, Issue
No. 7, Monday, May 12, 1986 at 7:27-7:28)
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(Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Legislative Committee on Bill C-91, Issue
No. 9, Thursday, May 15, 1986 at 9:12-9:13)

Mr. Ouellet:...The purpose of this amendment is to remove from the bill the exception
that is given there to the industry to plead before the tribunal that the merger should be
approved where gain in efficiency would result.

My feeling is that this gain of efficiency is of such a magnitude that it could in fact impair
the tribunal in preventing some mergers from taking place. In almost every merger, it
would be possible to plead with good economics experts, accountants and so on that there
will be gains in efficiency...

Mr. Domm: We would oppose the motion for amendment. I can talk to it at some length
here, but I suppose in summary our reason for opposition would be that the purpose of
this policy is basically to promote efficiencies. This is not an absolute override but rather
a balancing defence of the benefits against the costs. For this reason, we would prefer to
leave the proposed section 68 intact as printed.
...

Mr. Orlikow: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I certainly want to support Mr. Ouellet's amendment. I
am not going to make a long speech at this stage. It has already been argued and we have
had witnesses who have pointed out that to a large extent mergers really bring no real
efficiencies and no real reductions in prices and certainly do not lead to more
competition. We have had a whole series of mergers. We had Imasco taking over Canada
Trust, Brascan Housing taking over paper companies, and mining companies going into
Trilon. I think it is in today's The Financial Post or The New York Times. We are talking
about assets of $60 billion or $90 billion, which means they have more economic power
than the major bank. You have power corporations taking over all sorts of businesses and
now moving into power finance.
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[69] Finally, the Committee debated at length an amendment to remove the efficiency
defence from the proposed merger provisions of Bill C-91:

It seems to me, and I have said this before, with this kind of clause in the bill, it is an
open invitation for these mergers to be encouraged. These kinds of clauses give the
people and the companies involved in mergers a defence to argue they are going to be
more efficient and so on, if they should be charged under the provisions of this bill. I
think it will be very difficult for the tribunal, as it has been for the courts with the old
legislation, to take any effective action. For that reason, I would support Mr. Ouellet's
amendment.

Mr. Domm: To refer to answer by Mr. Orlikow, page 7 of the bill, where we have
outlined the purpose of the bill in proposed subsection 19.(1.1), is clearly to promote the
efficiency and adaptability of the Canadian economy in order to expand opportunities for
Canadian participation in world markets.

Regarding his concern, which has just been expressed-that there is no obligation to pass
gains on to the consumer-I say such an obligation can be very difficult to objectively
measure or to monitor, and unless the lessening of competition is overwhelming,
competition in the market will result in gains passed on to consumers. For that reason, I
would not be willing to support that amendment.

Mr. Orlikow: Just for the record, Mr. Chairman, I remind Mr. Domm and members of
the committee that witnesses, including Professor Stanbury, were very emphatic that this
bill would be and is quite deficient in its ability to attain the objectives which it sets out,
if it does not give the tribunal the opportunity to deal with mergers.
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There is no evidence these take-overs, these mergers, have done anything for Canadian,
or have produced more jobs. If we could do the kind of in-depth study of those
corporations we should be doing, we would find there are less jobs now than there were
before the mergers, prices have not come down, and they have not spent more money on
research and development.

Mr. Domm: I think it goes back to a former statement I made in response to your original
motion. It is a balancing defence we are looking for. It is not a question of which one, but
rather a balancing defence of the benefits against the costs.

Mr. Ouellet: Do you agree that, as Professor Stanbury indicated to us, the matters which
the tribunal will have to consider under this clause are not comparable, since one involves
a redistribution of income and the other involves real gain and resource savings? Because
Parliament does not seem to give any guidance to the tribunal and its priorities and the
way to be applied to lessening competition and gaining efficiency, it seems it would be
very difficult for the tribunal to choose. It seems clear it would be very difficult for the
tribunal to choose. It seems clear there might be some gain of efficiency in any take-over,
in any merger. Is this what government feels is more important, to the detriment of
lessening competition?

Mr. Domm: The provision we are asking for provides "a simple redistribution of income
shall not be considered to be a gain in efficiency."

...

Mr. Ouellet: This satisfies my questions. I thank Mr. Cappe, but I still believe such
exceptions represent a major loophole in the merger sections and such a wide loophole
should not be in the legislation. If we really want to have a legislation that effectively
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Mr. Ouellet: I have a question to ask to the Parliamentary Secretary. As Professor
Stanbury has pointed out to us, proposed section 68 contemplates a trade-off between
gain and efficiency, and the lessening of competition. According to the government,
which of the two is most important?

Amendment negatived: nays, 4; yeas, 2

(Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Legislative Committee on Bill C-91, Issue
No. 11, Wednesday, May 21, 1986 at 11:38-11:42).

[70] The Tribunal notes that the Committee took issue with the absolute defence of
"superior competitive performance" under the abuse of dominance provisions in Bill C91. That defence had provided as follows:

s.51(4) No order shall be made under this section where the Tribunal finds that
competition has been, is being or is likely to be prevented or lessened substantially in a
market as a result of the superior competitive performance of the person or persons
against whom the order is sought.

The Committee rejected this absolute defence and instead provided that "superior
competitive performance" was to be a factor that the Tribunal would be required to
consider when deciding whether a practice lessened or prevented competition
substantially in a market (Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Legislative
Committee on Bill C-91, Issue No. 11, Wednesday, May 21, 1986 at 11:33, 11:35). This
factor now appears as subsection 78(4) of the Act.

D. FREE COMPETITION
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deals with mergers which could lessen competition, such exceptions where gain and
efficiency should not be accepted.

[72] The Commissioner also draws attention to the 1992 Supreme Court of Canada
decision in Nova Scotia Pharmaceuticals (R. v. Nova Scotia Pharmaceutical Society
[1992] 2 S.C.R. 606) in which the appellants were charged with two counts of conspiracy
to prevent or lessen competition unduly, contrary to the Combines Investigation Act,
paragraph 32(1)(c). The Commissioner quotes Gonthier J.'s decision:

...As this Court has always held in its previous judgments, the aim of the Act is to secure
for the Canadian public the benefit of free competition. Excessive market power runs
against the objectives of the Act...

(Commissioner's Reply Memorandum on the Redetermination Proceedings, footnote 84
at 34)

[73] The Tribunal notes that this quote omits the next and final sentence in that paragraph
of Gonthier J.'s decision which states:

When it occurs in the context of a conspiracy to restrict competition, s. 32(1)(c) will
apply.
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[71] In oral argument and in written reply, the Commissioner refers to the Court's
treatment of the wealth transfer and to its acknowledgment of the "consumer protection"
objective of the Act which, the Commissioner submits, is reflected in a long line of
Canadian jurisprudence. The Commissioner emphasizes "...the protection of the public
interest in free competition..." (Reply Memorandum of the Commissioner of Competition
on the Redetermination Proceedings ("Commissioner's Reply Memorandum on
Redetermination Proceedings"), paragraph 91 at 34) and argues that the extraction of
wealth transfers from consumers through the exercise of market power represents injury
to the public that the Supreme Court of Canada condemned in 1912 in Weidman v.
Shragge, (1912) 46 S.C.R. 4, (Commissioner's Reply Memorandum on Redetermination
Proceedings, paragraph 92 at 34).

[74] As a subsidiary matter, the Tribunal notes that the Supreme Court of Canada
declined to rely on the doctrine of "free competition" in its decisions in R. v. K.C. Irving
et al. ((1977) 32 C.C.C. (2d) 1), which dealt with charges of both monopoly and merger
and in R. v. Atlantic Sugar et al. ((1981) 54 C.C.C. (2d) 373). In R. v. Aetna Insurance et
al. ((1977) 34 C.C.C. (2d) 157), the doctrine was discussed by the majority only in the
context of the meaning of the word "unduly", and in Jabour v. Law Society of B.C. et al.
([1982] 2 S.C.R. 307), it appears that the Supreme Court of Canada ignored the concept
in order to approve the exemption of regulated conduct.

[75] The inadequacy of the criminal law approach in light of the central goal of economic
efficiency was pointed out by senior Department of Justice officials in 1991 who wrote,
quoting Bruce McDonald with approval:

Although the criminal law had provided a safe constitutional haven for nearly three
quarters of a century, concerns began to be expressed in the 1960's that competition
legislation founded on such a basis might not be effective. Bruce McDonald wrote in
1965:

The demands of 1889 are not the demands of the 1960's, and the combines cases illustrate the contortions
through which the courts have been going in their attempts to accommodate the change absent any
fundamental overhaul of the statute. The object of the statute has changed, and increasingly the control of
combines is recognized as a sophisticated problem requiring analysis of economic data. The Canadian
courts, aware of their deficiencies in the training needed for such evaluations, resist as much as possible
any debate over or inquiry into economic data or theory.
The considerations of 1889 which impelled the legislators to make the combines law criminal no longer
obtain. The undesirability of combines no longer stems appreciably from rejection on moral grounds; nor
can the Act be specific in such a way as to bring combines offences within the other general category of
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It goes without saying that Gonthier J. was referring to criminal conspiracy, and not to
the merger provisions, including the efficiency defence, under the civil law regime
introduced in 1986.

This theme was echoed by the Economic Council in its 1969 Interim Report on
Competition Policy. The Council had been asked in 1966 "In light of the government's
longterm economic objectives, to study and advise regarding ... combines, mergers,
monopolies and restraint of trade...". It concluded that the primary goal of competition
policy should be the promotion of economic efficiency. That, to the Council, also meant
moving from the strictures of the criminal law to a more flexible civil law basis:

The basic reasons for seeking to place some of the federal government's competition policy on a civil law
basis would be to improve its relevance to economic goals, its effectiveness, and its acceptability to the
general public. The greater flexibility afforded by civil law is especially to be desired in those areas of the
policy that do not lend themselves well to relatively unqualified prohibitions and that may in addition call
for some case-by-case consideration of the likely economic effects of particular business structures or
practices.

(Rutherford and Tyhurst, at 258-259)

[76] In the Tribunal's view, the statutory history and, in particular, the introduction of the
civil law regime for mergers in the 1986 amendments to the Combines Investigation Act
indicate that it would be wrong to adjudicate mergers on the basis of the "free
competition" doctrine that has been applied by courts at various times in criminal
conspiracy matters.

[77] The shift in the review of merger from criminal to civil law further indicates the
correctness of the "full-blown rule of reason" approach that Gonthier J. distinguished
from the "partial rule of reason" that he found to be required by the conspiracy provisions
in the Nova Scotia Pharmaceuticals case. Except for refusals to deal under section 75 of
the Act which does not require a finding of substantial lessening of competition, the
Tribunal has decided all cases before it, including mergers, under the full-blown rule of
reason. Accordingly, the Tribunal may review all of the effects of an anti-competitive
merger when the efficiency defence in section 96 is invoked.
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moral element...This is not to suggest that combines ought to be in one of the two categories; but only that,
if it is not, the use of the criminal law as the appropriate control device must be seriously questioned.

[78] The Court writes:

Given the purposes historically pursued by competition legislation and, in particular, the
expressly stated purpose and objectives of the Competition Act, it is reasonable to infer
from Parliament's failure to state expressly that only deadweight loss is to be considered
as an "effect" of a merger for the purpose of section 96, that other effects related to the
statutory purpose and objectives, including the interests of the consumers of the merged
entity's products, must also be taken into account when the trade-off is made between
efficiencies and anti-competitive effects.

(Appeal Judgment, paragraph 109 at 43)

[79] On the basis of the statutory history, the detailed and systematic review of Bill C-91
by the Parliamentary Committee, and the Committee's refusal to delete the efficiency
defence or to amend the purpose clause to make consumer protection the primary focus
of the legislation, the Tribunal can conclude only that the Committee was well aware that
the 1986 amendments to the Combines Investigation Act sought goals that differed from
the goals historically pursued by Canadian competition legislation. Historically, of
course, Canada's merger law did not provide an efficiency defence to an anti-competitive
merger. The introduction of section 96 itself indicates that the goals pursued by the 1986
amendments differed from those purposes historically pursued.

[80] That the Parliamentary Committee removed the absolute defence of "superior
competitive performance" under the proposed abuse of dominance provisions, but
accepted the efficiency defence for mergers without amendment is a clear indication that
the Committee fully understood the concept of efficiency and the consequences of
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E. TRIBUNAL'S CONCLUSIONS

[81] When Bill C-91 was introduced on second reading, the Minister stated in the House
of Commons that the bill was a major economically-oriented statute:

...The report of the Commission on the Economic Union and Development Prospects for
Canada underlined the importance of international trade for the Canadian economy by
saying that, as much as possible, Canada should use international trade to ensure a
continued and aggressive competition on the domestic market.
Mr. Speaker, economically oriented major statutes, such as the laws on competition,
bankruptcy, corporations, copyright and trademarks provide the essential tools for orderly
trade as they establish the basic rules for a competitive and fair market-based economy.
However, most of these instruments are old, inoperative and out of date. Our rules are
obsolete, inadequate, and in some cases, more an obstacle than an incentive to
productivity. Canadian businesses will have difficulty in taking up the challenge to claim
their fair share of international markets and facing the impact of international competition
on the domestic market if they are paralyzed by inadequate legislation. Moreover, if our
businesses are disadvantaged, all Canadians will suffer.

I therefore believe, Mr. Speaker, that the Members of this House have a clear and
pressing responsibility. They must update these statutes, eliminate such obstacles to
growth and economic prosperity and see to it that businesses and consumers are treated
fairly on the market.

(House of Commons Debates, (April 7, 1986) at 11926)
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providing the efficiency defence in merger review. It is clear to the Tribunal that the
Parliamentary Committee endorsed the view that efficiency was the paramount objective
of the merger provisions of the Act. It is difficult to reconcile these considerations with
the Court's conclusion that Parliament did not intend or understand the outcome, or that it
intended something else, particularly in light of the various preambles and purpose
clauses after Bill C-13 that dropped all reference to equity as a goal of the legislation.

[82] In its Reasons at paragraph 413, the Tribunal concluded that efficiency was the
paramount objective of the merger provisions of the Act, and the Court has stated that the
Tribunal was correct:

[90] In spite of the existence of multiple and ultimately inconsistent objectives set out in
section 1.1, in certain instances the Act clearly prefers one objective to another. Thus,
section 96 gives primacy to the statutory objective of economic efficiency, because it
provides that, if efficiency gains exceed, and offset, the effects of an anti-competitive
merger, the merger must be permitted to proceed, even though it would otherwise be
prohibited by section 92. In this sense, the Tribunal was correct to state that section 96
gives paramountcy to the statutory objective of economic efficiency.

(Appeal Judgment, at 36-37)

The Court also stated that this conclusion did not limit the definition of effects to be
considered:

[92] Thus, although section 96 requires the approval of an anti-competitive merger where
the efficiencies generated are greater than, and offset, its anti-competitive effects, the
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While, quite obviously, the government was concerned with fairness "on the market", the
primary reason for amending the Combines Investigation Act in 1986 was the need to
strengthen Canadian business and provide an incentive for productivity in the face of
aggressive international competition to which the government was committed and which
would ultimately benefit consumers. Laws on bankruptcy, corporations, copyright and
trademarks are concerned with fairness but fairness is not their purpose; those laws are
principally concerned with promoting national economic development. Similarly, the Act
is a key part of the fundamental framework for economic development. In the Tribunal's
view, the portions of the Minister's speech cited by the Court (Appeal Judgment,
paragraphs 89 and 91 at 36-37) are indeed consistent with the above-quoted remarks of
the Minister.

(Appeal Judgment, at 37)

[83] The Court instructed the Tribunal to consider redistributive effects but it did not
prescribe the method by which the Tribunal would perform its task. The Tribunal must
follow this instruction in light of the clear legislative history that indicates that the merger
provisions were not driven by the consumer interest. The Tribunal concludes that
adopting an approach that prevents efficiency-enhancing mergers in all but rare
circumstances must be wrong in law.

V. THE STANDARD OR TEST TO ASSESS THE EFFICIENCY DEFENCE

[84] The Commissioner asserts that the full amount of income redistributed by the merger
is to be included in the assessment of "effects". The Respondents argue, inter alia, that
when the appropriate treatment of the redistributive effects (i.e. the income/wealth
transfer) is made, the gains in efficiency are sufficient to allow the instant merger to
proceed.

[85] In the Tribunal's view, the appropriate standard for judging the sufficiency of
efficiency gains in relation to the effects of an anti-competitive merger is without doubt
the central issue in this matter. The different standards were addressed by the
Commissioner's expert witness, Professor Townley, in his report (exhibit A-2081) and his
testimony. The Tribunal dealt with alternate standards rather briefly given its acceptance
of the Total Surplus Standard. However, in light of the Court's decision, we will now
examine the various standards.
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ultimate preference for the objective of efficiency in no way restricts the countervailing
"effects" to deadweight loss. Instead, the word, "effects" should be interpreted to include
all the anti-competitive effects to which a merger found to fall within section 92 in fact
gives rise, having regard to all of the statutory purposes set out in section 1.1.

[86] Under a pure Price Standard, a merger can be approved only if it does not lead to an
increase in market power. No consideration of efficiencies is allowed, even if efficiencies
can be shown to lead to a price decrease.

B. MODIFIED PRICE STANDARD

[87] Although Professor Townley refers to a "price standard", he uses that label in
connection with a merger where efficiency gains can be considered. In his description of
the standard, efficiencies are considered as a positive factor in merger review but only
when the post-merger price does not rise:

If firms wish to merge, and if the merger would cause the price of the commodity in
question to decrease, both consumers and firms would be better off than before the
merger. That is, upward pressure on price is caused by increased market power while
downward pressure is exerted by decreased marginal costs. If the latter is stronger than
the former, then the potential for an overall price dec[r]ease exists, thus benefitting
consumers.

(Townley report, exhibit A-2081 at 28)

[88] For greater clarification, and due to its similarity to the Price Standard as discussed
above, the Tribunal refers to this standard as the Modified Price Standard. By requiring
that efficiency gains be so large that the post-merger price decreases as a result of the
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A. PRICE STANDARD

[89] Professor Townley notes that this standard is consistent with the Pareto
Improvement Criterion, and can therefore be endorsed as a matter of welfare economics.
He notes, however, that this standard assigns a distributional weight of zero to merging
firms (i.e. to the gains to the shareholders thereof) while assigning an infinitely large
weight to consumers. He further notes that

...The problem here is that application of this standard would disallow some mergers that
are potentially welfare-enhancing.

It was noted above that strict application of the Pareto Improvement Criterion would rule
out some projects or policies that a reasonable person would support. For example, a
policy that would make most people better off but a single person worse off would fail
this criterion. Similarly, to rule against a merger that would involve only a slight price
increase yet massive cost savings would seem unreasonable.

(Townley report, exhibit A-2081 at 28-29)

Accordingly, Professor Townley does not advocate the Modified Price Standard.

C. CONSUMER SURPLUS STANDARD
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merger, the Modified Price Standard requires that at least some of the cost-savings be
passed on to consumers in the form of lower prices. However, under a Modified Price
Standard, there is no basis for attacking a merger simply because of the efficiency gains
that can be attributed to it.

[91] As presented by Professor Townley, the Consumer Surplus Standard does not
require that the post-merger price decline or remain at the pre-merger level. It could
allow a merger to proceed even if the post-merger price increased.

[92] Professor Townley adopts the following notation to describe the effects of the
merger:

(a) the portion of lost consumer surplus (B) transferred to shareholders;
(b) the corresponding increase in the shareholder profit due to the higher price (B);
(c) the cost-savings (gains in efficiency) from the merger (A); and
(d) the loss of efficiency or deadweight loss (the remaining portion of lost consumer
surplus) from the merger (C).

In principle, at least, Professor Townley's variables are quantifiable and completely
describe all of the effects on economic efficiency and on consumer welfare. The merger
is approved if the gains in efficiency exceed total loss of consumer surplus, i.e. if
A>B+C. Where these variables are not completely quantified, the required assessment
nevertheless remains the same: are the efficiency gains greater than all of the effects on
efficiency and on consumers. (The Tribunal notes that subsection 96(1) requires that
efficiency gains exceed and offset all of the effects of lessening or prevention of
competition. It is not always clear whether advocates of the Consumer Surplus Standard
regard this standard as sufficient to meet the requirement to offset.)
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[90] Professor Townley describes the Consumer Surplus Standard as applicable to the
case of a merger characterized by a price increase and efficiency gains. If the gains in
efficiency exceed the total loss of consumer surplus (i.e. the deadweight (or efficiency)
loss plus the consumer surplus that is redistributed from consumers to shareholders as
excess profits), then the merger would be approved (Townley report, exhibit A-2081 at
29).

From a welfare perspective, assigning distributional weights according to the Consumer
Surplus Standard may be appropriate if consumers of the product in question are
relatively poor. However, what if those who consume the product of the merged firms are
relatively wealthy? That is, what if the commodity in question is a luxury produced by
firms owned by relatively poor individuals? (This is akin to legislating rent controls on
luxury apartments when the tenants are wealthier than the landlords.) I have no notion as
to how likely this situation may be, but a Consumer Surplus Standard does not allow the
discretion to deal with this type of case.

(Townley report, exhibit A-2081 at 31-32)

Accordingly, Professor Townley is critical of the Consumer Surplus Standard because it
does not discriminate among consumers, i.e. between relatively poor and relatively welloff consumers.

[94] Under the Consumer Surplus Standard, the lost consumer surplus that is transferred
to shareholders equals the excess profits received. However, the loss of surplus matters
but the corresponding profit gain does not offset that loss in any way whatsoever. Like
the Modified Price Standard, the Consumer Surplus Standard assigns a zero weight to
shareholder profits even when society benefits therefrom. As he is concerned with social
welfare maximization, Professor Townley does not ignore the possibility that gains to
shareholders could be socially positive and hence he does not advocate the Consumer
Surplus Standard either.
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[93] Professor Townley is critical of the Consumer Surplus Standard. It "...is not
consistent with any traditional welfare criterion (at least to my knowlege)..." (Townley
report, exhibit A-2081 at 29-30). Moreover, by including the entire amount of the loss of
consumer surplus experienced by all consumers, it treats all consumers alike (i.e. assigns
the same weight to each) and protects all consumers even when some consumers are
better off than the shareholders of the merged firm:

[95] According to Professor Townley, the Total Surplus Standard, like the Consumer
Surplus Standard, is applicable to a merger that results in both higher price and lower
costs. The merger is approved if the loss of consumer surplus is exceeded by the increase
in producer surplus. Using his notation, the merger is approved if: (A+B) > (B+C).

[96] In this formulation, the income loss by consumers (B) equals the corresponding
excess profit to shareholders due to the higher price (B). Unlike the Consumer Surplus
Standard, the Total Surplus Standard includes the effect on shareholders but regards these
gains and losses as exactly offsetting, so the test reduces to whether A>C. Accordingly,
total surplus increases if the cost-savings exceed the deadweight (or efficiency) loss.

[97] Professor Townley notes that the Total Surplus Standard is consistent with the
Potential Pareto Improvement Criterion, i.e. that the shareholders could fully compensate
the consumers and still be better off. He notes that the Criterion is met even though the
compensation does not take place and he criticizes the Total Surplus Standard for
regarding the gains in shareholder profit and consumer losses of income as completely
offsetting:

Therefore, like aggregate compensating variation and aggregate equivalent variation, a
positive (negative) change in total surplus measure need not indicate a welfare increase
(decrease) when income distribution issues exist but are ignored in the analysis. The total
surplus method employs equal welfare weights across individuals and firms, and this may
not be appropriate. That is, if price rises but the Total Surplus Standard is satisfied in a
situation where consumers are relatively less wealthy than producers, aggregate
economic well-being may decrease despite an increase in total surplus.
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D. TOTAL SURPLUS STANDARD

[98] Professor Townley's principal objection to the Total Surplus Standard is that it does
not distinguish between shareholders of the merged firm and consumers of the product of
the merged firm. If shareholders are uniformly better off than consumers, then the
redistribution of income arising from the merger may be unfair to the less well-off group,
and hence be socially adverse.

[99] Presumably, however, if, as in his earlier illustration of the luxury commodity, the
consumers were better off than the shareholders, Professor Townley would not be critical
of a merger that was approved under a Total Surplus Standard. In that case, the
redistribution of income would not be unfair to consumers because, by hypothesis, they
are the better-off group to begin with. The merger would both increase efficiency and
promote distributional fairness by transferring income to shareholders. Such
redistributional effect would be socially positive.

[100] The Tribunal notes that if the consumer and shareholder groups were each
characterized by variability of income and wealth of their members, it might be difficult
to characterize the redistribution of income arising from a merger as being unfair to one
group or the other.

[101] Professor Townley's concern is similar to his criticism of the Consumer Surplus
Standard. In his view, that standard fails because it treats all consumers alike, hence
protecting the better-off consumers from loss of income to supposedly equally well-off
shareholders. However, his objection to the Total Surplus Standard is that it treats
consumers and shareholders alike even when they are different. Indeed, his common
objection to both is that they each prescribe a fixed weight and could hence fail to
identify welfare-reducing mergers in particular cases.
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(Townley report, exhibit A-2081 at 18)

[102]
Accordingly, the key issue for Professor Townley is whether the distributional
considerations are properly addressed by according the producers/shareholder group and
the consumer group equal weights. Professor Townley stated that he, in his professional
academic capacity, could not indicate what the appropriate weights were, but he
advocated that the Tribunal had the capacity to do so.

[103] In his Balancing Weights Approach, Professor Townley invites the Tribunal to
attach a weight of unity to all producer gains from a merger. He proposes that a weight
(w) be determined for all consumers "...because information on individual affected
consumers is lacking..." (Townley report, exhibit A-2081 at 33), such that the weighted
surplus is zero, hence:

1(A+B) - w(B+C) = 0

where A, B and C are known quantitative estimates of the magnitudes of all of the effects
of the merger. Solving this equation for w, the balancing weight, establishes the weight
accorded to consumers as a group in order that the consumer loss and the producer gains
are just balanced.

[104] In the instant merger, the Commissioner submits that A equals $29.2 million, B
equals $40.5 million, and C equals $3 million. On these figures, the balancing weight is
found to be 1.6 (Memorandum of the Commissioner of Competition on the
Redetermination Proceedings ("Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination
Proceedings"), paragraph 113 at 46). Then, the Tribunal would decide whether the
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E. BALANCING WEIGHTS APPROACH

[105] The Commissioner urges that, in employing Professor Townley's approach to the
instant merger, the Tribunal should consider all relevant qualitative effects of the merger,
not just the qualitative information that is available regarding the distributional impacts of
the merger:

Professor Townley recognized that the computed balancing weight only accounts for
things that can be quantified and should be "assessed in light of qualitative factors".135
The other relevant qualitative effects of the merger should also be taken into account at
this stage of the analysis. These include the extremely significant qualitative effects
which are described in greater detail in Section III of this memorandum and in paragraphs
90 and 91 above.

(Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings), paragraph 117 at 47)

[106] In oral argument, counsel for the Commissioner argued that the reasonableness of
the balancing weight should be judged in relation to all the evidence and statutory
considerations:

MS STREKAF: Then, in order to look at those numbers, whether it's too high or too low,
according to Professor Townley's approach what you would need to do is look at all of
the evidence. You would need to look at 1.1 and the other guidance provided in the Act
to see whether in fact the merger should be allowed or should be rejected.

(Transcript, vol. 2, October 10, 2001, lines 1-8 at 270)
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balancing weight was reasonable "...Based on whatever quantitative and qualitative
information is available regarding the distributional impacts of a merger..." (Townley
report, exhibit A-2081 at 33).

[108] Moreover, Professor Townley advocates assigning the same weight to all
consumers only because information on individual consumers is lacking. Since Professor
Townley is concerned with welfare-maximizing mergers, where such information is
available and describes significant differences among consumers, he would presumably
want to take it into consideration.

[109]
Using the Balancing Weights Approach to assess the distributional concerns in the instant
case, the Tribunal must find that the weight that properly reflects the consumer loss is at
least 60 percent higher than the weight on shareholder gains, assuming again that the
consumer and shareholder groups are distinct and reasonably internally homogeneous. If
it can so find, then that is a factor that counts against the merger, and must be considered
with all other factors required to be considered. Indeed, if estimates of A, B, and C
accurately described all of the effects of a merger, the appropriateness of the balancing
weight would be determinative. Accordingly, if the Tribunal knew, or could derive, the
correct weight, it would be able to determine whether or not that weight exceeded the
balancing weight.

F. SOURCES OF THE CORRECT WEIGHT

[110] In the Tribunal's view, the correct weight should be established by society or
should reflect social attitudes toward equity among different income classes. There may
be several sources from which the proper weighting can be inferred, one such being the
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[107] It is not entirely clear to the Tribunal what the Commissioner is seeking here. In
particular, Professor Townley did not indicate that the computed balancing weight should
be assessed in light of information that is not relevant to the consideration of equity
between consumers and shareholders (Townley report, exhibit A-2081 at 33).

[111] Based on their recent review of the literature for the Canadian Tax Foundation,
Professors Boadway and Kitchen conclude that:

...Taken overall, the tax system seems to be roughly proportional to income. This does
not imply that government policy considered more generally is not redistributive. Much
of what governments do on the expenditure side of the budget appears to be motivated by
redistributive objectives, and it seems that a substantial amount of redistribution does, in
fact, take place through expenditure programs - a consideration that further weakens the
case for a highly progressive income tax structure.

(See R. Boadway and H. Kitchen, Canadian Tax Policy, Paper No. 103, 3rd edition,
Canadian Tax Foundation, 1999 at 45.)

[112] It appears to the Tribunal that if the proper weight is to be inferred from the tax
system alone, then it is unlikely to be as high as 1.6 given the general proportionality of
effective tax rates. However, the Tribunal would expect to have the benefit of expert
opinion in matters as specialized as this.

[113] Having regard to the combined system of taxes and public expenditures in Canada,
there appears to be a basis for attaching a greater weight to the income groups that could
be described as poor or needy than to shareholders assuming they are neither. Professor
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tax system, which is explicitly, although not solely, concerned with equity. It is clear that
the prevailing system of taxation in Canada does reflect a social consensus about the
desirability of imposing burdens on different income classes. If tax rates are progressive
with respect to income, then society has decided that the marginal dollar of income is
worth less to the high-income taxpayer than it is to the low-income taxpayer. If, for
example, the lowest tax rate is 20 percent and the highest is 50 percent, there is clear
indication that low-income individuals are favoured over high-income individuals;
assigning a weight of 1.0 to the latter group, the corresponding weight on the former
would be 2.5.

G. STANDARD FOR EVALUATING EFFICIENCY GAINS IN THE UNITED
STATES

[114] Commenting on the Total Surplus Standard, the Court writes as follows:

[134] Finally, it was suggested in argument that the Tribunal's interpretation had the
support of all economists who had studied the issue. I do not dispute that an impressive
array of economists, and law and economic specialists, both in Canada and the United
States, have argued that the total surplus standard is the appropriate basis for determining
whether an anti-competitive merger that produces efficiency gains should be permitted.

[135] Nonetheless, the Horizontal Merger Guidelines, supra, in the United States
continue to treat the exercise of market power leading to an increase in price above the
competitive level as the most important anti-competitive effect of a merger, and the
resulting wealth transfer from the consumers to the producers, as a misallocation of
resources...

[136] Of course, as I have already noted, since there is no specific efficiency defence in
the United States' legislation, the approach of the Federal Trade Commission to
efficiency gains when considering the approval of anti-competitive mergers has limited
relevance to the problem before us. Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that efficiency
gains are generally most likely to make a difference in merger review when the likely
adverse effects of the merger are not great, and will almost never justify a merger to
monopoly or near monopoly: Horizontal Merger Guidelines, supra, at page 150.
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Townley's report presents certain information in this regard which the Tribunal examines
below.

(Appeal Judgment, at 52-53)

[115] It is clear that the Court has placed weight on the treatment of efficiencies under
U.S. antitrust law and has used it as the benchmark to evaluate the Tribunal's assessment
under the Act. In the Tribunal's view, the differences between the American and
Canadian approaches to merger review and efficiencies are very significant and cannot be
appreciated without some knowledge of the history of American antitrust. (The Tribunal
relies on two publications of the American Bar Association, Section of Antitrust Law:
Monograph 12, Horizontal Mergers: Law and Policy (1986) and Mergers and
Acquisitions: Understanding the Antitrust Issues, Robert S. Schlossberg and Clifford H.
Aronson, eds. (2000) for its review of the American approach to efficiencies.)

[116] The Price Standard guided courts in the United States for much of the past century
and created judicial hostility toward efficiency evidence and arguments. In Brown Shoe
(United States v. Brown Shoe Co., 179 F. Supp. 721, aff'd 370 U.S. 294 (1962)), the
district court agreed with the government that certain advantages to Brown Shoe as a
result of the acquisition would actually lower the price or raise product quality; however,
the independent retailer would be less able to compete with the more efficient merged
firm.

[117] On appeal to the United States Supreme Court, Brown Shoe strongly denied that
the merger would produce any cost savings, while the government, believing that such
savings existed, attacked the alleged efficiency gains, charging that they would allow
Brown Shoe to lower its prices. The United States Supreme Court recognized that
consumers might benefit from the merger, and further noted that the law protected
competition, not competitors. Nonetheless, it was primarily concerned that American
antitrust law protected viable, small, locally-owned businesses and resolved the
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[137] In addition, some commentators in the United States have expressed surprise at the
interpretation of section 96 adopted in the MEG. See, for example, J.F. Brodley, "The
Economic Goals of Antitrust: Efficiency, Consumer Welfare, and Technological
Progress, (1987) 62 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1020, at 1035-36; S.F. Ross, "Afterword-Did the
Canadian Parliament Really Permit Mergers That Exploit Canadian Consumers So the
World Can Be More Efficient?" (1997) 65 Antitrust Law Journal 641...

[118] In Philadelphia National Bank (United States v. Philadelphia National Bank et al.,
374 U.S. 321 (1963)), the defendants attempted to justify the merger by arguing, inter
alia, that the new firm would be better able to compete with large out-of-state banks and
would benefit the economy of the local community. While not contesting the accuracy of
these assertions, the United States Supreme Court held at page 371:

...We are clear, however, that a merger the effect of which 'may be substantially to lessen
competition' is not saved because, on some ultimate reckoning of social or economic
debits and credits, it may be deemed beneficial...

In Proctor and Gamble (FTC v. Proctor and Gamble Co., 386 U.S. 568 at 580 (1967)),
the
United States Supreme Court wrote:

Possible economies cannot be used as a defense to illegality. Congress was aware that
some mergers which lessen competition may also result in economies but it struck the
balance in favor of protecting competition.

In Foremost Dairies (F.T.C. v. Foremost Dairies, 60 F.T.C. 944 (1962), the U.S. Federal
Trade Commission held that significant gains in efficiency from the merger placed
smaller rivals at a serious competitive disadvantage.
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competing considerations in favour of "decentralization" (Brown Shoe Co. v. United
States, 370 U.S. 294, at 344 (1962)).

[120] The judicial hostility toward efficiencies was reflected in the 1968 Merger
Guidelines of the U.S. Department of Justice that allowed efficiencies as a justification
for a merger otherwise subject to challenge only "under exceptional circumstances".
Similarly, the 1982 Guidelines allowed for consideration of efficiency gains only in
"extraordinary circumstances".

[121] In our view, the hostility toward efficiencies in the United States arose not because
the antitrust laws were opposed to efficiency per se, but rather because those laws were
primarily concerned with "decentralization", i.e. preventing industrial concentration. In
Brown Shoe, the United States Supreme Court was concerned that since the merged firm
would have a market share exceeding 5 percent, a decision to approve the merger would
result in the inability to prevent similar mergers by Brown's competitors. In Philadelphia
National Bank, the Court was concerned with the relationship between market power and
market structure as measured by market share and as endorsed by economists of that
period. The Court held that a transaction that gave the merging firms a post-merger
market share of 30 percent was presumptively illegal and could not be justified by other
beneficial aspects such as efficiency gains. The "incipiency doctrine" arising from Brown
Shoe and the "structuralist presumption" from Philadelphia National Bank are perhaps
the principal results of the policy toward efficiencies embedded in the Price Standard.

[122] It appears to the Tribunal that the enforcement agencies in the United States have
moved away from the Price Standard to either the Modified Price Standard or the
Consumer Surplus Standard. Following revisions in 1984 and 1992 to the treatment of
efficiencies in the Merger Guidelines, the current guidelines were adopted in 1992 and
clarified in 1997:

The Agency will not challenge a merger if cognizable efficiencies are of a character and
magnitude that the merger is not likely to be anticompetitive in any relevant market. To
make the requisite determination, the Agency considers whether cognizable efficiencies
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[119] These decisions illustrate the American hostility toward efficiencies. Under the
Price Standard, efficiency gains from a merger could not constitute a defence, but could
assist the government in defeating the merger.

(Horizontal Merger Guidelines, Issued by the U.S. Department of Justice and the Federal
Trade Commission, Revised section 4, April 8, 1997) [hereinafter, Horizontal Merger
Guidelines]

[123] If the Agencies require that proven efficiencies must prevent price increases in
order to reverse the potential harm to consumers, then the applicable standard is the
Modified Price Standard. As written, however, the guidelines appear to regard preventing
a price increase as sufficient but not necessary to reverse the harm to consumers.
Accordingly, the Agencies' applicable standard may be the Consumer Surplus Standard.
Whatever the standard, it is clear that the impact on the consumer is the paramount
concern when efficiency gains are considered in merger review in the United States.

[124] While there is no statutory defence of efficiency in American antitrust law, the
enforcement agencies use their discretion in deciding whether to challenge a merger and
will consider efficiencies as part of their assessment of the competitive effects of the
merger. Accordingly, if cognizable efficiency gains are so large that the merger can no
longer be said to harm consumers, then the agencies are prepared to approve the merger.
In this sense, efficiency gains must "cleanse" the transaction in order to avoid challenge.

[125] It appears that the only litigated cases in the United States in which challenged
mergers were allowed to proceed based on efficiency gains have involved the merger of
non-profit hospitals (FTC v. Butterworth Health Corp., 946 F. Supp. 1285 (W.D.
Michigan 1996), aff'd,121 F.3d 708 (6th Cir. 1997) (per curiam)(table decision)) and
United States v. Long Island Jewish Medical Center, 983 F. Supp. 121 (E.D.N.Y. 1997)).
In these cases, the non-profit status of the merging parties was important in the courts'
findings that the efficiency gains would ultimately benefit consumers.
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likely would be sufficient to reverse the merger's potential harm to consumers in the
relevant market, e.g., by preventing price increases in that market...

[127] Exemplifying this hostility, the U.S. Federal Trade Commission recently referred to
two recent cases involving efficiencies and submitted:

...Both Cardinal Health and Staples hold that, even if an efficiencies defense can be
entertained, defendants must show that the "proven" efficiencies will be passed on and
that they overwhelm any possible anticompetitive effects of the merger.

(Federal Trade Commission v. H.J. Heinz Company, et al., Reply Brief for the PlaintiffAppellant Federal Trade Commission, No.00-5362, November 29, 2000 at 43 footnote
20)

[128] The current head of the U.S. Federal Trade Commission provided a review of the
recent
litigation as of 1999 in which plausible efficiency claims were successfully attacked by
the enforcement agencies and he concluded that the historical attitudes toward
efficiencies remain:

...First, the government's attitude toward merger efficiencies has evolved toward greater
acceptance. The days are long past when a merger will be attacked because it would
lower costs. Moreover, at least in their Guidelines, the Agencies no longer argue that
lower costs are not merger specific because of a hypothetical, but unlikely to be achieved
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[126] But for the case of non-profit hospital mergers, there are no litigated cases in the
United States in which cognizable efficiency gains were found large enough to permit an
otherwise anti-competitive merger to proceed. The practical effect of the shift from a
Price Standard to the Modified Price Standard or the Consumer Surplus Standard by the
government enforcement agencies in the United States has been to continue the
traditional hostility to efficiency gains (see D. Garza. The New Efficiencies Guidelines:
The Same Old Wine in a More Transparent Bottle, Antitrust, Summer 1997 at 6-10.).

Second, problems nevertheless remain...Because the merging parties must show that the
merger will likely lower costs, there is no justification for the government's prejudice
against certain efficiencies. Hostility reflects the long standing reluctance to accept fully
the cost-reducing potential of mergers.

Third, the Agencies' attitude in court remains one of unrelenting hostility toward claims
of lower costs...

Perhaps these litigated cases do not accurately reflect the government's attitude. Mergers
are now rarely litigated, and it may be too much to expect that the Agencies eschew
advocacy. Nevertheless, these cases provide evidence of the lack of change in
governmental attitudes. Past studies have found that overly hostile Agency attitudes
toward merger efficiencies were widespread, and these recent cases are completely
consistent with those studies.

(Timothy J. Muris, The Government and Merger Efficiencies: Still Hostile After All These
Years, George Mason Law Review, vol. 7:3, 1999 at 729-752, at 751)

[129] The Tribunal concludes that in the United States, there is effectively no efficiency
defence to an anti-competitive merger except in unusual cases such as non-profit hospital
mergers. The courts and the enforcement agencies have adopted the position that no harm
to consumers can be tolerated under the antitrust laws, and hence efficiency gains cannot
justify an anti-competitive merger.
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in practice, alternative means to obtain the efficiencies. Nor is the "pass-on" requirement
a basis for near automatic rejection of claimed lower costs.

H. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CANADIAN AND AMERICAN APPROACHES
TO MERGERS AND EFFICIENCIES

[131] It is clear that the Court has placed weight on the American approach to antitrust
and on the views of American commentators who, in line with that approach, are
antagonistic to the Total Surplus Standard. In so doing, the Court does not appear to take
account of the historic and continuing hostility toward efficiencies in merger review
under American antitrust law and the reasons for that hostility, and it may not have
completely realized the several critical, and perhaps subtle, ways in which the merger
provisions of Canada's Act differ from the antitrust statutes and the judicial histories
thereof in the United States.

(1) Market Structure Considerations

[132] First, under subsection 92(2) of the Act, evidence consisting solely of market share
or concentration is insufficient for the Tribunal to conclude that a merger will lessen or
prevent competition substantially. This provision is a reaction to the incipiency doctrine
adopted by the U.S. Supreme Court in Brown Shoe and to the structuralist presumption
arising from Philadelphia National Bank. It should not be forgotten that American
merger review had, by the 1960s, focussed virtually entirely on whether the post-merger
market share was large enough to support a finding of illegality. It was not until its
decision in General Dynamics (U.S. v. General Dynamics Corp. 415 U.S. 486 (1974)) in
1974 that the United States Supreme Court departed from rigid reliance on calculated
market shares and gave consideration to other pertinent factors.

[133] Whereas the decisions in Brown Shoe and Philadelphia National Bank reflected the
economic learning of the day, the drafters of the amendments to Canada's Act in 1986
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[130] Yet, as is clear from Muris' critique, the Tribunal cannot but note that there is
strong debate within the American antitrust regime over the appropriate treatment of
efficiencies in merger review.

(2) Efficiencies and Competitive Effects

[134] Second, as noted above, the Horizontal Merger Guidelines of the American
enforcement agencies ("Horizontal Merger Guidelines") require that efficiency gains
"cleanse" the merger of its harmful effects. In this way, the analysis of efficiencies is
directly tied to the analysis of the merger's competitive effects on consumers. Only when
the agencies are convinced that the negative effects have been eliminated will they
decline to challenge the merger.

[135] The requirement that proven efficiency gains "cleanse" the anti-competitive merger
arises in the United States from the absence of a specific affirmative statutory defence
that would permit an anti-competitive merger to proceed. The late Professor Areeda,
perhaps the foremost expert on American antitrust law, addressed this matter succinctly:

Although we have, to be sure, spoken of an economies "defense," it is not as a defense to
a final conclusion that a merger "lessens competition" or is "illegal". Rather, the
"defense" terminology refers to the rebuttal of a first order inference from a portion of the
evidence (such as market shares) that a merger presumptively lessens competition and
violates the statute. That is, it is a defense to a prima facie case...

(P. Areeda et. al; Antitrust Law, Vol. IVA (Revised Edition), Aspen Publishers, 1998 at
28)
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sought to take advantage of the more recent scholarship and research literature that
placed the market power-market share relationship in considerable doubt. Accordingly, if
"monopoly" is taken to mean one producer, then even in that extreme case a merger to
monopoly cannot automatically be found to lessen competition substantially under
section 92 just because the firm has a market share of 100 percent.

[137] It is plainly Parliament's intent that, in merger review, efficiencies are to be
considered only under section 96 and not under section 92. As a result, the consideration
of efficiency gains is not to be tied into the analysis of competitive effects of the merger.
Section 96 is worded accordingly by requiring that gains in efficiency be "greater than
and offset" the effects of lessening or prevention of competition, rather than prevent those
effects from occurring. Accordingly, "cleansing" of those effects is not required under the
Act and, indeed, effects of lessening or prevention of competition may remain even when
the test under section 96 is met.

(3) Trade-off Analysis

[138] Third, as the Horizontal Merger Guidelines note, efficiencies are considered at the
level of the individual relevant market. Consequently, in a merger where several relevant
product and/or geographic markets have been delineated, the efficiency gains must
reverse the harm in each such market. Accordingly, the insufficiency of those gains in
even one relevant market can lead the enforcement agencies to disregard efficiency gains
produced by the merger entirely.

[139] With one exception, the Horizontal Merger Guidelines allow no trade-off whereby,
for example, efficiency gains in one part of the country offset the anti-competitive effects
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[136] The approach to efficiencies under subsection 96(1) of the Act is very different.
There is no requirement for efficiency gains to prevent the effects of lessening or
prevention of competition from occurring, and the Tribunal found accordingly (Reasons,
at paragraph 449). Were this the requirement, efficiencies would be considered as a factor
in the section 92 inquiry. Indeed, the respondents argued this in the liability phase when
they sought to show that the cost-savings from the instant merger were so large that the
price would actually fall, hence the merger would not be anti-competitive. The Tribunal
rejected this argument in its entirety when it concluded that section 92 was about market
power, the ability to influence price, rather than about whether price would, or would
likely, rise or fall as a result of the merger (Reasons, at paragraph 258).

Section 7 of the Clayton Act prohibits mergers that may substantially lessen competition
"in any line of commerce . . . in any section of the country." Accordingly, the Agency
normally assesses competition in each relevant market affected by a merger
independently and normally will challenge the merger if it is likely to be anticompetitive
in any relevant market. In some cases, however, the Agency in its prosecutorial discretion
will consider efficiencies not strictly in the relevant market, but so inextricably linked
with it that a partial divestiture or other remedy could not feasibly eliminate the
anticompetitive effect in the relevant market without sacrificing the efficiencies in the
other market(s). Inextricably linked efficiencies rarely are a significant factor in the
Agency's determination not to challenge a merger. They are most likely to make a
difference when they are great and the likely anticompetitive effect in the relevant
market(s) is small.

(Horizontal Merger Guidelines, section 4, footnote 36)

Accordingly, it is only when efficiencies are inextricably linked that inter-market tradeoffs can be considered, but even that exception is rare and related to the inadequacy of
the remedy.

[140] By contrast, section 96 of the Act applies to the transaction in its entirety. There is
no requirement that gains in efficiency in one market or area exceed and offset the effects
in that market or area. Rather, the tests of "greater than" and "offset" in section 96 require
a comparison of the aggregate gains in efficiency with the aggregate of the effects of
lessening or prevention of competition across all markets and areas. Accordingly, the Act
clearly contemplates that some markets or areas may experience gains in efficiency that
exceed the effects therein, while others may not.

(4) Industrial Concentration
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in another part. According to those Guidelines, the reason for this treatment is found in
the Clayton Act:

[142] Commentators on the penultimate version of the amendments to the Act, while
calling attention to mergers that increase concentration in the small Canadian economy,
write:

On the other hand, smallness of market also means a greater probability of the existence
of non-captured scale and other economies. For this reason, it seems to us essential that
when a Canadian merger is challenged, the parties to it be given ample opportunity to
offer an economies-capture defence. We must add, however, for this defence to be valid,
the economies must occur in real resource use, as contrasted with the mere use of the
new-found market power of bigness to squeeze extra "pecuniary" gains out of the profit
margins of upstream suppliers, or of downstream processors and distributors.

(B. Dunlop, D. McQueen and M. Trebilcock, Canadian Competition Policy: A Legal and
Economic Analysis, Canada Law Book Inc., Toronto 1987 at 186)

Given the size of the American economy and the historic purpose of American antitrust
laws, it is not surprising that the potential for losing scale economies was not a significant
concern; indeed, under the Price Standard, such economies worked against the merger.
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[141] The Court recognizes that the American antitrust laws do not contain an explicit
efficiency defence, but does not explain the rationale. Given the historical American
concern with preventing increases in industrial concentration and the possible political
ramifications of conjoining economic and political power, efficiency concerns have been
given much less importance. The same cannot be said for Canada. Since industrial
concentration was already high in certain sectors and because of the increased openness
of the Canadian economy to foreign competition, further increases in domestic
concentration were deemed less important than the gains in economic efficiency that
could be obtained, if proven. Moreover, the express concern in 1971 with economic and
political power in Bill C-256 was dropped from subsequent attempts to amend the
Combines Investigation Act.

[143] As noted above, small business historically received special consideration in the
United States. The survival of small, locally-owned enterprises was a key goal of antitrust
laws and, as noted above, efficiency considerations in mergers that created large
competitors to small business were treated with hostility. While the emphasis of the U.S.
antitrust laws on protecting small businesses from competition from larger firms has
diminished very markedly, the hostile attitudes toward efficiencies have not.

[144] The treatment of small business under Canada's Act is again very different. As the
Tribunal noted, the purpose clause of the Act does not protect small businesses from
large competitors; rather the Act provides that, under competition, small businesses have
an "equitable opportunity" to participate in economic activity. Accordingly, if by virtue
of greater efficiency, a merged firm obtains a competitive advantage over smaller, less
efficient competitors, the Act finds no violation. If however that merger is anticompetitive, then if the test under section 96 is satisfied, the merger would proceed
nonetheless.

(6) Foreign Ownership

[145] Another important difference between the two countries is the implicit concern
with Canadian ownership and economic control. In light of the degree of industrial
concentration in Canada, mergers among large Canadian companies in the same industry
would frequently be denied absent a recognized defence. One consequence of this is that
large Canadian companies could more easily merge with foreign enterprises since the
resulting merged company would less frequently cross the anti-competitive threshold in
Canada.
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(5) Small Business

(7) Efficiencies: "merger-specific" v. "order-driven"

[147] As stated in the Horizontal Merger Guidelines, claimed efficiency gains must be
"merger-specific". Although those Guidelines do not elaborate, this requirement appears
to mean that a claimed efficiency gain is not cognizable if it could be achieved in another,
presumably less anti-competitive, way.

[148] The Tribunal found that the gains in efficiency in the instant merger would not be
achieved absent the merger (i.e. if the order were made) and hence could be included in
the test under subsection 96(1) (Reasons, at paragraph 462). This requirement is not the
same as the one used by the American enforcement agencies. After satisfying itself that
the two approaches were not identical, the Tribunal noted the same distinction was
addressed in Hillsdown, supra, which supported the view that the Act did not require that
claimed gains in efficiency not be achievable in another, less anti-competitive way,
although this was the requirement of the Commissioner's Merger Enforcement Guidelines
("MEGs").

[149] The Commissioner may require that efficiency gains be merger-specific when
deciding whether to challenge a merger. However, once an application is brought under
the Act, included efficiency gains are "order-driven" rather than "merger-specific". Since
an order of the Tribunal is formulated based on its findings under section 92 of the Act,
efficiency gains are evaluated in light of the order. Hence, efficiencies can have no
influence on the order that the Tribunal formulates.
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[146] It must be remembered that the Act was amended and the efficiency defence
inserted therein at the same time as the debate on free trade with the United States and the
growing trend toward privatization. In a globally more liberal environment for
international trade and investment, the efficiency defence in section 96 allows the
possibility that mergers among major Canadian businesses may produce entities that may
possibly compete more effectively with large foreign enterprises at home and abroad.

[150] The Court refers approvingly (Appeal Judgment, at paragraph 137) to American
commentators who clearly articulate consumer protection as the overriding objective of
U.S. antitrust laws. However, the merger provisions of Canada's Act are not so focussed
on consumer protection. It appears to the Tribunal that American commentators have
generally not realized this. Instead, they have been quick to attack section 96 of Canada's
Act, and always on the basis that it diverges from the approach under American antitrust
law. In this, the commentators are entirely correct, but they ignore Canadian economic
conditions and concerns, in particular, the comparatively small size of the Canadian
economy.

[151] For example, in his analysis of the Act, Professor Ross advocates that the phrase
"prevention or lessening of competition" in subsection 96(1) be interpreted in the same
way as the phrase "restrain or injure competition unduly" in section 45 (presumably
paragraph 45(1)(d)) and hence prevent redistributions of wealth from anti-competitive
mergers as Parliament intended for criminal conspiracy (S. Ross, Afterword-Did the
Canadian Parliament Really Permit Mergers That Exploit Canadian Consumers So That
The World Can Be More Efficient?, Antitrust Law Journal, vol. 65, Issue 1, Fall 1996 at
641) [hereinafter, Ross]. The Tribunal disagrees with this view. If Parliament had
intended the same meanings to these phrases, it would have used the same language when
it added section 96 to the Act in 1986.

[152] Secondly, Professor Ross notes the concern that the Consumer Surplus Standard
would "...effectively read an efficiency defence out of the Competition Act" (Ross, at
647). Referring to the obiter dicta comments of Reed J. in the Hillsdown decision, he
concludes that that standard would permit mergers where the efficiency gains are
"...almost certain" and the "threat of substantially lessened competition is only likely..."
(Ross, at 648). However, nothing in the Act suggests this, and in the Tribunal's view, the
requirement that efficiency gains be shown on a balance of probabilities applies equally
to any effects that are asserted.
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I. AMERICAN COMMENTARY

[154] Professor Ross defines and criticizes a "total Canadian welfare model" because,
when it results in blocking a merger by excluding efficiency gains and effects outside of
Canada, it violates the non-discrimination requirements under international treaties and
agreements (Ross, at 643-644). In the Tribunal's understanding, the "total Canadian
welfare model" as defined by Professor Ross includes consideration of the deadweight
loss to the Canadian economy and losses due to income transfer from Canadian
consumers to foreign shareholders. Accordingly, it is a version of the Consumer Surplus
Standard in which effects are limited to those experienced in Canada. As discussed
below, the Tribunal disagrees with his conclusion regarding Canada's international
obligations and his interpretation of the purpose clause of the Act.

[155] In the Tribunal's view, Professor Ross appears to be antagonistic to any approach
that differs from the approach adopted in the United States. Indeed, although his position
is not entirely clear, his view appears to the Tribunal to be that no harm from an anticompetitive merger should be tolerated, regardless of proven efficiency gains. Although
he refers to a consumer welfare standard, he appears to articulate the Modified Price
Standard, which was criticized by Professor Townley at the first hearing.

[156] The Court's reliance on Professor Brodley's article is puzzling since that article
does not discuss Canadian law at all (Joseph F. Brodley, The Economic Goals of
Antitrust: Efficiency, Consumer Welfare, and Technological Progress (1987) 62 N.Y.U.
Law Review, 1020) [hereinafter, Brodley]. It cites neither the Act nor the Canadian
MEGs, and it does not express surprise at the interpretation of section 96 adopted in the
MEGs. Instead, addressing the on-going debate within American antitrust law Professor
Brodley writes that one approach to reconciling efficiency and consumer welfare would
be to abandon the consumer interest. In light of Congressional and judicial decisions, he
finds this unacceptable (Brodley, at 1035-36).

[157] Professor Brodley emphasizes that consumer protection is the goal of American
antitrust law. Regarding economic goals, he concludes:
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[153] Professor Ross may be correct to conclude that subsection 96(2) is inconsistent
with the Total Surplus Standard (Ross, at 648), but it is also inconsistent with the
Consumer Surplus Standard and the Modified Surplus Standard.

Professor Brodley's article serves as a reminder of the debate within American antitrust
law as it adapts to economic conditions a century after the antitrust laws were first
introduced. It discusses Canada's approach not at all.

[158] The Tribunal does not criticize the American antitrust regime, but it notes that it is
the result of circumstances, policies, and judicial interpretation of the pertinent statutes
that are unique to the United States. The opinions of American commentators on
Canada's Act, whether cited by the Court or by the Commissioner, should be seen in the
context of historical and continuing hostility toward efficiencies in merger review in the
United States.

[159] In the Tribunal's view, the prevailing hostile approach to efficiencies in American
antitrust law derives from the primary focus of that regime on consumer protection. The
adoption of the American approach to efficiencies under the Act would, without question,
introduce the hostility that characterizes that approach. As noted above, the amendments
in 1986 to the merger provisions of the Combines Investigation Act were primarily
focussed on economic efficiency.

J. DOES THE TOTAL SURPLUS STANDARD VITIATE SECTION 92?

[160] In its Reasons, the Tribunal emphasized that the Consumer Surplus Standard could
not be correct in law because it frustrates the attainment of efficiency that was
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...These economic objectives can be implemented by placing greater emphasis on
stability and predictability of antitrust rules, preventing exclusionary conduct that
threatens production efficiency, and recognizing a limited efficiencies defense when
otherwise restrictive conduct would enhance production or innovation efficiency.
(Brodley, at 1053)

[161] The Commissioner now takes issue with that conclusion, and submits that adopting
the Total Surplus Standard leads to the opposite situation, wherein anti-competitive
mergers would routinely be saved because relatively small gains in efficiency will need
to be proven in order to exceed the deadweight loss (Transcript, vol. 5, October 15, 2001,
at 809-815).

[162] In the Tribunal's view, these matters are extremely important for the proper
understanding of the merger provisions of the Act.

(1) Background

[163] In its Reasons regarding the Consumer Surplus Standard, the Tribunal took note of
the observation of Professors Trebilcock and Winter that the deadweight loss of a price
increase is typically quite small and the Tribunal confirmed this observation using data
from the instant merger and Table 8 of Professor Ward's expert report (exhibit A-2059 at
34) to determine the deadweight loss of a hypothetical 15 percent price increase
(Reasons, at paragraphs 434-436).

[164] In describing the effects of an anti-competitive merger, the Tribunal distinguished
between the efficiency effects and the redistributive effects thereof, and it did so under
the assumption that competitive conditions prevailed before such a merger (Reasons, at
paragraph 422). In the Tribunal's understanding, this is the typical approach in applying
economic theory and, accordingly, when that theory is properly applied, the deadweight
loss typically will be small.
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Parliament's paramount objective in passing the merger provisions of the Act (Reasons, at
paragraph 437).

It is our submission therefore that in order to perform an accurate total surplus standard
test, the measure of deadweight loss to be contrasted to the efficiency gains must be done
without the limitation imposed by the pre-merger perfectly competitive price assumption.
The evidence shown in this case strongly supports the view that there exists at least a
degree of market power in the market such that firms do not pre-merger set price exactly
equal to average variable cost or marginal cost and that, given this markup, the true
deadweight loss measure is that provided by Table T3.

(Commissioner's Memorandum of Fact and Law, at paragraph 756)

[166] In final argument, the Commissioner presented Table R3 to address an error in
Table T3. The Tribunal excluded R3 and certain other estimates of the deadweight loss
because they were based on information in respect of which expert opinion was required.
As the Commissioner had not led any expert evidence in this regard, the respondents did
not have the opportunity to address the matter raised in R3 (Reasons, at paragraph 451).

[167] The Tribunal notes the estimates of deadweight loss shown in Table R3 were
$54.89 million, calculated on an assumed price increase of nine percent, and $23.44
million calculated on an assumed price increase of four percent. Because Table R3 and
other estimates of the deadweight loss premised on the existence of pre-merger
distortions in price were excluded, the Tribunal did not discuss in its Reasons the
Commissioner's argument that the measurement of the deadweight loss should take such
distortions into account.
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[165] The Tribunal notes that where competitive conditions do not prevail before the
merger, then the deadweight loss from an anti-competitive merger may be much larger.
In final argument in the first hearing, the Commissioner discussed this possibility at
length and presented alternate estimates of the deadweight loss (Commissioner's
Memorandum of Fact and Law, at paragraphs 744-756). The Commissioner concluded:

[169] The Tribunal cannot and will not revisit its decision. Nevertheless, it appears to the
Tribunal that the typical analysis of effects, based on the assumption that pre-merger
conditions were competitive, may not have been appropriate in this case and that the
deadweight loss may be much larger than the estimate thereof on which the
Commissioner now relies. It therefore cannot be said that the Total Surplus Standard
necessarily would have led the Tribunal to approve the instant merger had the deadweight
loss been measured properly.

(2) "Greater than and offset..."

[170] The Commissioner suggests that under the Total Surplus Standard, an anticompetitive merger could be saved by minor cost-savings:

It is our submission that is in fact what the Act was intended to address, to address
situations where you had very substantial efficiency gains that resulted from the merger.
It was in those circumstances that the efficiency defence is intended to apply, not
intended to apply to authorize mergers where you simply can demonstrate that by getting
rid of a president and a vice-president it is enough to allow otherwise a merger that
reduces competition and increases prices to pass the test.

(Transcript, vol. 5, October 15, 2001, lines 15-25 at 815)
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[168] However, both of the estimates of deadweight loss shown in Table R3 were
substantially larger than the $3 million estimate of deadweight loss, predicated on an
average price increase of 8 percent, on which the Commissioner now relies. If these
estimates had been properly introduced and had withstood cross-examination, the
Tribunal might have concluded, using the Total Surplus Standard that it adopted, that the
estimated efficiency gains of $29.2 million did not exceed and offset the effects of
lessening of competition so measured.

[172] Indeed, as the Tribunal pointed out in its Reasons (at paragraphs 449-450 and 468),
subsection 96(1) makes it quite clear that the efficiency defence is not available if
efficiency gains merely exceed the effects of lessening or prevention of competition. To
be available, those gains must also offset the effects, and it cannot be concluded that the
Tribunal would find that efficiency gains (whether large or small) that marginally
exceeded the effects (whether large or small) would also offset those effects. In
particular, it cannot be concluded that an anti-competitive merger would be approved
under section 96 if the only savings were the salaries of two senior executives.

[173] In the instant case, the Tribunal found that the proven gains in efficiency were
substantial in comparison to the losses in efficiency as measured by the deadweight loss,
and this finding allowed the Tribunal to conclude that the statutory requirement to offset
had also been met (Reasons, at paragraph 468). In the Tribunal's view, the application of
the Total Surplus Standard in merger review under the Act does not result in the
automatic acceptance of an anti-competitive merger, even where the pre-merger
environment can properly be characterized as competitive. As noted above, when the
evidence shows that pre-merger conditions are not competitive, it cannot be concluded
that the deadweight loss would necessarily be so small that only minor gains in efficiency
would exceed and offset that loss under the Total Surplus Standard.

K. CAN THE CONSUMER SURPLUS STANDARD BE MET IN THIS CASE?

[174] The Commissioner submits that:
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[171] In the Tribunal's view, this submission is premised on the conventional assumption
that competitive conditions prevail prior to an anti-competitive merger, hence the
resulting deadweight loss must be relatively small. The Tribunal used the same approach
in its Reasons, at paragraph 422, when explaining and analyzing the effects in the typical
case; it was not, however, illustrating the entire statutory requirement. While the Tribunal
agrees that in such cases, relatively small gains in efficiency will be needed to exceed the
typically small deadweight loss, the Act requires more under section 96.

(Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 93 at 38-39)

In stating that the measured transfer of income (i.e. the measured redistributive effect)
should be added in its entirety to the measured deadweight loss, and combined with those
qualitative effects which are themselves efficiency effects or re-distributive effects on
consumers, the Commissioner is advocating the Consumer Surplus Standard in respect
thereof. Moreover, the Commissioner cites with approval the "...pragmatic approach of
adding the wealth transfer to the allocative efficiency losses for the purposes of
performing the section 96 defence..." suggested by American authors Fisher, Lande and
Ross (Commissioner's Reply Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph
102 at 39).

[175] Referring only to measured effects, the Commissioner submits that the instant
merger could succeed if the proven annual efficiency gains were at least 7.5 percent of
annual sales (Transcript, volume 5, October 15, 2001, at 814, line 12 to 815, line 2). On
annual sales of $585 million, proven efficiencies of at least 7.5 percent thereof would
exceed the Commissioner's measured total ($43.5 million) of the deadweight loss and
income transfer.

[176] The Tribunal notes that proven efficiencies, in this case equal to $29.2 million per
year for ten years, are five percent of annual sales and hence are insufficient to exceed the
total loss of consumer surplus as measured by the Commissioner.
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...As a result, once the estimated size of the transfer is quantified by the Commissioner, it
represents a relevant "measured effect" that should be added to the other measured effects
for the purpose of determining the combined measured and qualitative effects, unless the
Respondents demonstrate with appropriate evidence that some other treatment for the
transfer is appropriate in the performance of the tradeoff in the circumstances of a
particular case...

[178] However, the evidence in this case is that propane demand is inelastic; hence the
demand elasticity could not be less than -1.0. Indeed, as the Tribunal noted in its
Reasons, the respondents had argued that the measured deadweight loss was overstated
because it was calculated at the demand elasticity of -1.5 and they noted that it was
inconsistent with the estimation of price increases at a demand elasticity of -1.0 which the
Commissioner had done by adopting and rounding down the estimated price increases in
Table 2 of Professor Ward's Reply Affidavit to the Rebuttal Affidavit of Dennis W.
Carlton & Gustavo E. Bamberger (exhibit A-2060) (Reasons, at paragraph 456)

[179] The Commissioner acknowledged that the combined deadweight loss and
redistributional effect are larger when calculated at a demand elasticity of -1.0 than when
calculated at a demand elasticity of -1.5:

Second, the majority noted that the respondents pointed out the deadweight loss estimates
would be lower if they had been calculated at an industry demand of -1.0. As previously
noted in oral argument, Professor Ward's Table 8 demonstrates that as demand becomes
more inelastic, the deadweight loss for a particular price increase becomes smaller but the
transfer becomes larger by an amount that makes the combined deadweight loss and
transfer larger. As a result, if an elasticity of -1.0 had been used to prepare the table in
Appendix A instead of an elasticity of -1.5, the deadweight loss would have been smaller,
the transfer would have been larger, and the combined deadweight loss and transfer in the
aggregate would also have been larger.
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[177] The Tribunal disagrees with the Commissioner's submission: if the instant merger
had produced proven efficiency gains equal to 7.5 percent of sales, then they would still
be less than the measured loss of consumer surplus; hence, the Consumer Surplus
Standard as applied only to measured deadweight loss and the income transfer would not
be satisfied. The Commissioner's total measured loss of surplus is based on price
increases averaging 8 percent across all business segments, and on a demand elasticity of
-1.5; referring to Table 8 in Professor Ward's report (exhibit A-2059), the Commissioner
finds that the components of lost surplus, the deadweight loss and the transfer, are 0.5
percent and 7.0 percent of sales respectively under those conditions.

[180] While there is no evidence on the deadweight loss and transfer calculated at a
demand elasticity of -1.0, it is clear that the lost surplus would exceed 7.5 percent of sales
when calculated at a demand elasticity of -1.0. Accordingly, the Commissioner is
incorrect to state that proven efficiency gains of 7.5 percent of sales would be required in
order to meet the Consumer Surplus Standard.

[181] In the Tribunal's view, the inability of efficiency gains of five percent of sales to
meet the Consumer Surplus Standard in this case, and the insufficiency of gains of 7.5
percent to do so, amply illustrates that the required level of proven efficiency gains
thereunder is unlikely to be attained except in the rarest of circumstances. We are of the
view that the defence in subsection 96(1) would, for all intents and purposes, never
succeed under this standard.

L. IS THE ENTIRE TRANSFER NECESSARILY INCLUDED?

[182] The Commissioner's position is that the statistical and other evidence that informs
the assessment of adverse redistributional effects is unnecessary in light of the Appeal
Judgment of the Court. In the Commissioner's view, the redistribution of income and
wealth as measured by the transfer of $40.5 million is the effect to be included in its
entirety with no inquiry into the adverse elements thereof. In addition, the Balancing
Weights Approach is nothing more than a tool to assist the Tribunal.

[183] However, if the Commissioner is correct that the entire $40.5 million is to be
included, then the Balancing Weights Approach is no longer necessary because it adds
nothing to the decision that the Tribunal must make.
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(Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 22 at 14)

The Commissioner submits the merger clearly reduces the competitiveness of propane
prices and this "effect" of the merger reduces the benefits of competitive propane prices
to Canadian propane consumers by at least the amount of the consumers' surplus transfer.
While it may be true that individual shareholders of Superior are, in some sense,
consumers of propane themselves, it is the competitiveness of propane prices to
consumers as consumers of the relevant product, and who are affected by the price
increase, that is at issue here. Indeed, since all producers are in some sense consumers,
competitive prices that benefit consumers will benefit all producers as well. The
important consideration is that the consumers' surplus transfer is the immediate result of
the anti-competitive merger. There is no preference for one or another class of consumer,
but simply a public interest decision embedded in the Act that requires the likelihood of
consumers being deprived of the benefits of more competitive prices (consumers' surplus
transfer) as a result of an anti-competitive merger to be negatively weighted. Because in
any given case competitive prices benefit the consumers of a product, but not the
producers of that product, the identification of "competitive prices to consumers" as a
goal of the Act effectively makes a policy choice to favour consumers.

(Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 29 at 16-17)

[185] In recognizing that shareholders are also consumers, the Commissioner draws
attention to the simultaneous positive and negative redistributional effects on those
individuals. Yet the Commissioner asserts that no consideration of positive
redistributional effects is warranted even in those circumstances. In our view, this
situation would more reasonably be judged socially neutral in the analysis of effects
under section 96 of the Act.
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[184] The Commissioner's position is that the measured redistributive effect must be
taken into account in its entirety even when the consumers and shareholders are the same
people:

[187] A second reason for rejecting the necessity of including the entire amount of the
transfer is that doing so vitiates the statutory efficiency defence. In their earlier influential
article on American antitrust, Fisher and Lande observed:

In approaching wealth transfers for a tradeoff analysis, the first problem is that the
legislative history provides us with no guidance as to the precise relative weights of
wealth transfers and efficiency effects. Giving any weight at all to redistribution would
greatly affect the welfare tradeoff, because in general the redistribution effect (area S in
Diagram IV-1) is many times greater than the deadweight loss (area D in Diagram IV1)...As the percentage increase in price or the elasticity of demand decreases, the
redistribution effect becomes dramatically larger than the deadweight loss. Since the
elasticity of demand and the probable percentage price increase are interrelated, in most
mergers fitting theWilliamsonian conditions the redistribution effect is likely to be
between approximately four and forty times the deadweight loss.

(A. Fisher and R. Lande, Efficiency Considerations in Merger Enforcement, California
Law Review, vol. 71, December 1983, no.6, 1582, at 1644-1645) [Emphasis added]
[hereinafter, Fisher and Lande]

[188] As an example of Fisher and Lande's analysis, where the price elasticity of demand
is
-1.0 and the consequential price increase is 10 percent, the wealth transfer will be 20
times the deadweight loss (for constant elasticity of demand). Accordingly, proven
efficiency gains would be insufficient unless they were at least 21 times greater than the
deadweight loss. For linear demand under the same conditions, the wealth transfer will be
22 times the deadweight loss. Hence, proven efficiency gains would be insufficient unless
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[186] In the Tribunal's view, there is no policy choice to favour consumers in the merger
provisions of the Act. The Tribunal concluded that efficiency was the paramount
objective of the merger provisions of the Act, and the Court agreed while requiring that
the transfer be considered under subsection 96(1). A similar policy choice to favour
efficiency is found in section 86 of the Act which permits higher prices to consumers if
efficiencies are large enough to justify the specialization agreement.

[189] By comparison, the proven efficiency gains in the instant merger ($29.2 million)
are approximately 10 times the measured deadweight loss. Thus, even where the
deadweight loss is relatively small and the proven efficiency gains are substantial in
comparison, the latter will almost always be insufficient if the entire transfer were
required to be included. In the Tribunal's view, the Fisher-Lande calculations demonstrate
that including the entire transfer would result in the availability of the efficiency defence
in section 96 only in rare circumstances.

[190] A similar conclusion was reached in 1993 by a former official of the Bureau of
Competition Policy who noted:

...If the words "the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition" are not limited
to the deadweight loss resulting from a merger...but are also considered to contemplate
the wealth transfer associated with any price increase expected to result from the
merger... merging parties will very rarely, if ever, be able to meet the requirements of s.
96. The combined effect of the deadweight loss and the neutral wealth transfer resulting
from a price increase typically far exceeds in order of magnitude any efficiencies which
may be brought about by a merger. The Director recently stated that he is not aware of
any merger that would have generated efficiencies sufficient to outweigh the sum of the
likely wealth transfer and deadweight loss of the merger, and that he does not believe that
such a merger will likely present itself in the future.

(P. S. Crampton, The Efficiency Exception for Mergers: An Assessment of Early Signals
from the Competition Tribunal, the Canadian Business Law Journal, vol. 21, 1993, 371,
at 386)

Accordingly, a second reason for not requiring the full inclusion of the transfer, as a
matter of law, is that it would make the defence of efficiency in section 96 unavailable
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they were at least 23 times greater than the deadweight loss (Fisher and Lande, Table IV4 at 1645).

[191] Although arguing that the full amount of the transfer should be included in the
measured effects, counsel for the Commissioner suggests two situations in which the
transfer could be treated as neutral, or reduced and not given full effect. In the first such
situation, excess profits from sales to non-residents should be excluded. The second is the
case of pre-existing monopsony.

(1) Redistribution to Foreigners

[192] While advocating that the entire amount of the redistributed income be included as
an effect for the analysis under subsection 96(1), counsel for the Commissioner suggests,
in response to a question from the Tribunal (Transcript, vol. 1, October 9, 2001, at 68,
lines 18-23) that there may be circumstances where the Tribunal should use its discretion
to do otherwise. One instance is a merger of Canadian exporters following which the
price increase is paid very largely by foreign consumers. In this case, counsel submits
that the domestic component of the wealth transfer may be quite modest and the large
component falling on foreign consumers could be ignored. The Tribunal should use its
discretion to disregard the latter and therefore give the total wealth transfer less weight;
accordingly, significant efficiency gains in comparison with the loss of efficiency (i.e. a
small deadweight loss) and other effects could well allow the anti-competitive merger to
proceed (Transcript, vol. 1, October 9, 2001, at 72, line 15, at 73, line 6).

[193] The respondents argue, similarly, that many of Superior's largest customers are
foreign-owned companies and that the effect of the transfer on these foreign shareholders
is not an adverse effect that should be considered (Memorandum of the Respondents
Superior Propane Inc. and ICG Propane Inc. in Relation to the Redetermination
Proceedings ("Respondents' Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings"), paragraph
136 at 62).
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except in rare circumstances, hence vitiating a statutory provision the paramount
objective of which is economic efficiency.

[195] The international ramifications of section 96 have been discussed by the American
Professor Ross whose article was cited with approval by the Court. He posits an anticompetitive acquisition under the Act in Canada of a Canadian-owned firm by an
American-owned firm where efficiency gains are large but accrue only in the United
States; yet consumers pay higher prices, there are significant layoffs in Canada, and the
deadweight loss is small. He concludes that under a "...total world welfare" standard,
such merger would be approved, but under the "...consumer surplus model (roughly
followed in the United States)", it would be blocked. He further concludes that under a
"...total Canadian welfare model", the merger could be blocked by excluding the
efficiency gains in the United States, but this raises serious questions of discrimination
under Canada's international obligations under NAFTA and GATT. Accordingly, for this
reason, and because he endorses the American approach to efficiencies generally, he
doubts that the Canadian Parliament intended a standard other than the Consumer Surplus
Standard (Ross, at 643-644).

[196] Under the purpose clause of the Act, the purpose thereof is to maintain and
encourage competition in Canada in order, inter alia, to promote the efficiency and
adaptability of the Canadian economy. Accordingly, in the Tribunal's view, efficiency
gains and deadweight loss (i.e. losses in efficiency) in foreign markets resulting from an
anti-competitive merger in Canada are to be excluded in the application of section 96.
This is clearly stated in the statute and is not a discretionary matter for the Tribunal.
Accordingly, if the deadweight loss in foreign markets is an excluded effect, so are all
other effects in foreign markets. In the Tribunal's view, the Act does not endorse a "total
world welfare" standard.

[197] A "total Canadian welfare standard" as defined by Professor Ross may or may not
be discriminatory under Canada's international obligations, but the Act is not. In the
Tribunal's understanding, those obligations require "national treatment" in the application
of Canadian laws. Accordingly, if efficiency gains and effects in foreign markets are
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[194] The Tribunal notes that international aspects of the application of section 96 have
been raised previously, most notably by Madame Justice Reed in obiter dicta in the
Hillsdown decision. Reed J. queried whether the Act required neutral treatment of the
redistribution of income consequent to an anti-competitive merger of foreign-owned
firms located in Canada, as the excess profits earned on sales to Canadian consumers
would flow to the foreign shareholders. It appears that the hypothetical situation posited
by counsel to the Commissioner is the opposite of that characterized by Reed J.

[198] Accordingly, the Tribunal agrees with counsel for the Commissioner that the
portion of the transfer experienced by foreign consumers should be excluded in the
section 96 analysis. However, the Tribunal does not agree that so doing is a matter of
discretion.

(2) Pre-existing Monopsony

[199] Counsel for the Commissioner submits that a second such instance for the
Tribunal's exercise of discretion under subsection 96(1) arises in the case of an anticompetitive merger that offers countervailing power to an existing monopsony. Where
consumers have organized to extract a subcompetitive price from producers in an
industry, the gain in consumer surplus is not a gain to society because it comes at the
expense of a corresponding loss in producers' profits. A subsequent merger that conferred
market power on producers might be allowed to proceed in light of efficiency gains by
ignoring the loss of the consumer surplus due to the pre-existing monopsony; only that
portion of the wealth transfer that resulted from the increase in price above the
competitive level would be considered (Transcript, vol. 5, October 15, 2001, at 825, line
23 to 826, line 17).

[200] The Tribunal agrees that, if it is to consider redistributional effects under a standard
other than the Total Surplus Standard, it should not automatically count the loss of
consumer surplus attributable to pre-existing monopsony power against the merger if
section 96 is invoked. The appropriate treatment of the various redistributional effects
depends on the evidence presented, and that portion of the wealth transfer from
consumers to producers may not be an adverse effect of the merger.
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excluded when reviewing an anti-competitive merger of two Canadian-owned firms in
Canada, the same exclusion must be accorded if those merging firms are owned by nonresidents. In Professor Ross' hypothetical, the anti-competitive merger of an Americanowned and a Canadian-owned firm would be blocked under the Total Surplus Standard
(even if consideration of the layoffs was excluded) because there are no gains in
efficiency in Canada.

(3) General

[202] Accordingly, it is not clear to the Tribunal why it should take less than the full
amount of the transfer into consideration in the subsection 96(1) analysis only in these
two situations advanced by counsel for the Commissioner. In light of the concerns of
Madame Justice Reed and Professor Townley, both of whose concerns are given weight
by the Court, and having regard for the approach taken by the Commissioner's advisers in
light of the Commissioner's dissatisfaction with the approach published in the 1992
MEGs, it is clear to the Tribunal that it should consider all effects routinely for their
socially adverse, positive and neutral impacts.

[203] In the Tribunal's view, the monopsony example raises a critical issue. Why should
the
merger provisions of the Act deny the consumer benefit in that instance? There must be
some reason why merger policy concerns itself with the competitive price, even when
achieving that price harms consumers by denying their monopsonistic gains.

[204] The answer to that question, which has never been discussed in any part of the
review of the instant merger is, clearly, economic efficiency itself. Competitive prices are
desirable, not because they are low or fair to consumers-indeed, they may be quite the
opposite-but rather because, in a wide range of circumstances, they promote economic
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[201] Although the Tribunal agrees with the submission of counsel, it notes that a merger
policy that favours consumers over producers/shareholders would object to the loss of
pre-existing monopsony benefits and, hence, in the scenario offered by counsel, the loss
to consumers of their monopsony benefits would be counted against a merger that offered
countervailing market power. Yet this is not the approach offered by counsel for the
Commissioner, presumably because it is not what the Act requires. As noted previously,
the Tribunal held and the Court agreed that the paramount objective of the merger
provisions of the Act is efficiency.

[205] Doubtless, there will be mergers that redistribute income adversely. If these
redistributive welfare losses cannot be addressed more effectively in other ways, then
there is a strong argument for taking them into account in merger policy. As noted by the
Report of the Economic Council of Canada, and also in our Reasons, it was the Tribunal's
view (Reasons, at paragraph 438) that redistributional issues were better handled outside
of competition law. An example was offered by Madame Justice Reed in the Hillsdown,
supra, decision: the merger of two drug companies where the relevant product is a lifesaving drug.

[206] The Tribunal notes that Parliament established the Patented Medicine Prices
Review Board ("PMPRB"), an independent, quasi-judicial body, on December 7, 1987.
Its regulatory function is to protect consumer interests by regulating the maximum prices
charged by manufacturers for patented medicines to ensure that they are not excessive.
The PMPRB's mandate extends to all patented drugs, prescription and non-prescription
medicines sold in Canada for human and veterinary use (see generally www.pmprbcepmb.gc.ca).

[207] It thus appears that Parliament had already fully addressed Madame Justice Reed's
concern when it established the PMPRB, equipped it with expert board members and
professional staff, and mandated it specifically to ensure that prices of medicines were
not excessive. There is no proper role for the Tribunal in this aspect of drug company
mergers, as it would duplicate the role of the PMPRB which, unlike the Tribunal, has the
relevant expertise and authority to regulate medicine prices in the consumer interest.
Moreover, patentholders have rights which extend beyond the Tribunal's jurisdiction.

[208] The regulation of retail propane prices is an option that is open to government.
There is no doubt that Parliament does not hesitate to use all of the means at its disposal
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efficiency quite generally. If this were not true, then there would be no particular reason
to favour competitive markets. Clearly, there are more effective ways to ensure low and
fair consumer prices over the economy as a whole than through a policy of maintaining
and encouraging competition in Canada, but these other ways risk substantial, widespread
bureaucracy and inefficiency, and reduction in economic growth and living standards,
and they would not long be tolerated by Canadians.

M. CONSUMER SURPLUS STANDARD CANNOT BE CORRECT IN LAW

[209] In describing the Consumer Surplus Standard, the Court did not expressly endorse,
neither did it reject, it. Rather, the Court stated:

[22] The "consumer surplus standard" posits that a merger should be permitted only if the
resulting efficiency gains exceed the sum of the wealth transferred to the producers and
the deadweight loss occasioned by increases in price charged by the merged entity. In
practice, this standard will also be difficult to establish and consequently will tend to
narrow the availability of the efficiency defence.

(Appeal Judgment at 12)

[210] While the Court concluded that the Tribunal erred in law by adopting the Total
Surplus Standard, it declined to prescribe the correct methodology:

[139] ...Such a task is beyond the limits of the Court's competence.

[140] Whatever standard is selected (and, for all I know, the same standard may not be
equally apposite for all mergers) must be more reflective than the total surplus standard
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to raise the welfare of all Canadians. The Tribunal's proper role, especially since it deals
only with the civil matters under the Act, is to ensure that the benefits of a competitive
economy are achieved within the law.

[141] It seems to me that the balancing weights approach proposed by Professor
Townley, and adopted by the Commissioner, meets these broad requirements. Of course,
this approach will no doubt require considerable elaboration and refinement when it
comes to be applied to the facts of particular cases.
[142] Further, while the adoption of the balancing weights approach is likely to expand
the anti-competitive effects to be considered, and hence narrow the scope of the defence,
I see no reason why it should, as the respondent submitted, practically write section 96
out of the Act.

(Appeal Judgment at 54-55)

[211] It is clear however that the Commissioner's expert witness on welfare economics,
Professor Townley, rejected the Consumer Surplus Standard because it failed to
distinguish between those consumers for whom the merger's impact would be socially
adverse and those for whom it would not (i.e. it applied a "fixed weight a priori").

[212] It appears that, on appeal, the respondents argued that the Balancing Weights
Approach would vitiate the efficiency defence in subsection 96(1). The Court disagreed
with the respondents' submission, but the Court's response at paragraph 142 of the Appeal
Judgment indicates that it was concerned that section 96 not be vitiated by reason of the
standard adopted by the Tribunal.

[213] The Tribunal accepts, as it must, the Court's directive that the Balancing Weights
Approach does not vitiate the efficiency defence. Recognizing the Court's concern, the
Tribunal also takes the instruction that, as a matter of law, it cannot adopt a standard that
vitiates section 96.
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of the different objectives of the Competition Act. It should also be sufficiently flexible in
its application to enable the Tribunal to fully assess the particular fact situation before it.

[215] The fact that in this case proven efficiency gains of 7.5 percent of sales would not
satisfy the Consumer Surplus Standard adequately demonstrates that the requirement
therein is so high that it would be met, if ever, only in rare circumstances. Based on its
review of the legislative history of the Act and the Parliamentary review of the 1986
amendments, the Tribunal concludes that the efficiency defence (and the exclusion of the
limitations thereon in preceding bills) was not inserted into the Act for such limited use;
rather, it was meant to be an essential part of the Canadian merger policy that emphasizes
economic efficiency.

VI. THE EFFECTS

[216] The Commissioner accepts, as he must, the Tribunal's finding of estimated
efficiency gains of $29.2 million per year for ten years, although he insists that the
measured deadweight loss of $3 million per year for ten years is correct despite the
Tribunal's attempt to quantify certain qualitative effects. The Commissioner maintains
that the full amount of the estimated income transfer of $40.5 million per year should be
included and asserts several effects that the Tribunal should consider qualitatively in light
of the purpose clause of the Act and the ruling of the Court. The Commissioner submits
that regardless of the way in which the Tribunal performs the analysis under section 96 of
the Act, it will find that the respondents have not met their burden to show that
efficiencies both exceed and offset the effects.
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[214] The Tribunal concludes that the Consumer Surplus Standard, which requires that
the full amount of the transfer be added to the deadweight loss in establishing the effects
of an anti-competitive merger, is so limiting that its adoption in all cases would be
contrary to the conclusion of the Court, would rule out the inquiry that Professor
Townley regards as necessary to assess the welfare effects of the merger, and generally
makes the efficiency defence unavailable under the Act, and so cannot be correct in law
because it vitiates the statutory provision in subsection 96(1).

[218] The respondents further assert that whereas the Commissioner is now advocating
the Consumer Surplus Standard, only the adverse portion of the income transfer can be
considered.
Since propane expenditures account for a relatively small portion of total expenditure for
all consumers, the effect of the predicted price increase is small as is the impact of the
transfer. Propane consumers are not generally poor or needy, and accordingly, the entire
transfer of income should be regarded as neutral. On this basis, the Tribunal should allow
the merger to proceed.

A. DEADWEIGHT LOSS

[219] The Commissioner submits that the resource misallocation effect (loss of
efficiency) of the merger was correctly measured by the deadweight loss of $3 million
per annum and should not be revisited by the Tribunal. In response to the Tribunal's
conclusion in its Reasons that the measured deadweight loss was probably overstated, the
Commissioner states that any overstatement due to the estimation based on total
combined sales rather than combined sales of the parties in overlapping markets is de
minimus (Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraphs
19- 20 at 13).

[220] In response to the Tribunal's conclusion that the measured deadweight loss was
overstated since it had been calculated incorrectly with a demand elasticity of -1.5 rather
than -1.0, the Commissioner refers to Table 8 of Professor Ward's expert report (exhibit
A-2059) that demonstrates that the deadweight loss for a particular price increase
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[217] The respondents assert that the Tribunal must make specific findings regarding the
deadweight loss because it did not do so in its Reasons following the first hearing.
Moreover, the Tribunal should consider that Professor Ward's evidence failed to find
price increases in certain segments, hence the Commissioner's estimates of deadweight
loss and transfer in these segments should be reduced or disregarded. Regarding
qualitative effects and certain other matters, the Tribunal is functus officio and cannot
revisit its findings. In addition, the Commissioner is prevented from introducing new
evidence in the current hearing and therefore cannot establish certain effects.

[221] The Commissioner states that the measured deadweight loss of $3 million was
based solely on the price increase by the merged entity and did not include the misallocation effect (i.e. deadweight loss) due to interdependent pricing in certain markets by
competing firms (Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings,
paragraphs 23-24 at 14-15).

[222] The Commissioner states that the deadweight loss estimate does not include the
mis-allocation of resources due to the prospective elimination of certain programs and
services by the merged firm. The Commissioner notes that the Tribunal concluded that
the impact thereof would be minimal and most unlikely to exceed, in amount, the
estimated deadweight loss, implying a maximum effect equivalent to that of a price
increase in the range of 7-11 percent. It appears that the Commissioner does not seek to
disturb the Tribunal's conclusion (Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination
Proceedings, paragraph 40 at 20-21).

[223] Pointing out that the Tribunal concluded that the upper limit on the deadweight loss
was $6 million, the respondents submit that the Tribunal did not make a specific finding
on the size of the deadweight loss and they submit that the Tribunal should do so now.
The respondents further assert that the Tribunal did not find that any specific price
increase was likely when it made findings about the anti-competitive effects
(Respondents' Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 21 at 8) and
that, on Professor Ward's evidence, the Tribunal could not conclude that a price increase
would occur on a balance of probabilities (Respondents' Memorandum on
Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 25 at 10). They also maintain that only sales
volumes in overlapping markets can be used when estimating the deadweight loss and the
redistributive effect, and then only for residential and industrial business segments
because Professor Ward did not make any estimates of price increases for his "Other"
segment and his estimate for auto-propane was statistically insignificant (Respondents'
Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 26 at 10). They introduce
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becomes smaller as demand becomes more inelastic, and that while the deadweight loss
would have been smaller if calculated at a demand elasticity of -1.0, the redistributive
effect would have been larger and the combined deadweight loss and transfer would also
have been larger (Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings,
paragraph 22 at 14). See paragraph 178 supra. However, the Commissioner does not
argue that the Tribunal should revisit its conclusion regarding the overstatement of the
deadweight loss on this basis.

[224] The respondents submit that the proper estimation of the deadweight loss would
exclude Superior's sales in Atlantic Canada because it is not an overlapping market,
would exclude sales in "Category 1" markets since there is no substantial lessening of
competition therein and would reduce sales in the automotive segment for lack of
statistically significant evidence of a price increase, inter alia. The respondents' further
estimates of the deadweight loss and transfer are substantially lower; the Commissioner
offers rebuttal thereto in reply.

[225] The respondents submit that the Tribunal's Reasons included consideration of the
deadweight loss in Atlantic Canada, hence the Tribunal is functus officio in that regard
(Respondents' Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 74 at 35). They
further submit that any deadweight loss arising from interdependent and coordinated
pricing behaviour has already been considered by the Tribunal when it accepted the
measured deadweight loss of $3 million (Respondents' Memorandum on Redetermination
Proceedings, paragraph 76 at 36). The respondents also state that the Tribunal fully
considered the deadweight loss implications of the negative qualitative effects of the
merger, found them minimal, and is functus officio in that regard (Respondents'
Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraphs 66-67 at 29-31).

[226] The purpose of this Redetermination Hearing is the consideration of effects that
were not considered in the Reasons which followed the first hearing. The Tribunal made
certain findings in respect of the deadweight loss and those findings were not disturbed
by the Court. Those findings will not be revisited.

[227] In its Reasons, the Tribunal did not consider separately the deadweight loss arising
from interdependent and coordinated pricing by competitors of the merged firm because
the Commissioner did not argue for consideration of this effect. Rather, the
Commissioner argued that interdependent and coordinated pricing was itself the effect to
be considered, and the Tribunal disagreed (Reasons, at paragraph 465). Since the
Commissioner did not propound deadweight loss from interdependent and coordinated
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calculations that the deadweight loss is $1.8 million and the transfer of income is $23.7
million which estimates are themselves overstatements (Respondents' Memorandum on
Redetermination Proceedings, paragraphs 61-64 at 26-28).

[228] In any case, the Tribunal notes that there is no evidence of deadweight loss from
interdependent and coordinated pricing on the record. Professor Ward did not address this
issue at all in his expert report, and in his oral testimony cited by the Commissioner,
Professor Ward said in regard thereto only "...There could possibly be two different
effects..." (Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 24
at 14-15). It appears to the Tribunal that Professor Ward did not examine these effects or
present any opinion thereon. Accordingly, the Tribunal can reach no conclusion about
deadweight loss from interdependent and coordinated pricing by competitors.

[229] The Tribunal agrees with the respondents that it did not adopt a specific price
increase for the purpose of assessing the deadweight loss. Rather, it accepted the
Commissioner's estimate of $3 million as the deadweight loss and the Tribunal
augmented it by its assessment of the maximum deadweight loss that could be attributed
to changes in the product line by the merged firm. Accordingly, the Tribunal concluded
that the deadweight loss would not exceed $6 million.

[230] The Tribunal agrees with the respondents that it did not make a specific finding on
the deadweight loss, for the reason that it was not necessary to do so in light of the small
magnitude thereof in relation to proven efficiency gains. The Tribunal did, however,
accept the $3 million estimated deadweight loss that the Commissioner proposed was the
effect of the price increase by the merged firm. The Tribunal finds merit in some, but not
all, of the respondents' claims that this estimate is overstated. Subsection 96(1) requires
consideration of all effects of lessening or prevention of competition in Canada. Hence,
there is no basis for excluding sales in Atlantic Canada just because it is not an
overlapping market. Similarly, there is no basis for excluding sales in Category 1 markets
just because no substantial lessening of competition was shown therein in the section 92
inquiry. On the other hand, the respondents may be correct that no deadweight loss in
auto-propane should be considered because Professor Ward's estimated price increase in
auto-propane was statistically insignificant and because his was the only statistical
evidence before the Tribunal regarding the magnitudes of likely price increases.
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pricing by competitors of the merged firm at the first hearing, the Tribunal did not make a
specific finding in that regard. Rather, the Tribunal found, after all of the evidence, that
the full extent of the measured (or estimated) deadweight loss was $3 million.

[232] The Commissioner further quotes the American authors noted above who make the
point that the redistributive effects can have additional negative implications for
efficiency. Citing articles by R. Posner and by R. Lande, these authors argue that the
redistributed income will eventually be transformed into efficiency losses because the
merged firm may become complacent and allow costs to rise (Commissioner's Reply
Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 103 at 39). To the Tribunal,
this interesting observation suggests that the estimated deadweight loss from the instant
merger is too low. However, these inferences are unsupported by anything on the record
and the Tribunal will not consider them further.

[233] In the Tribunal's view, the requirement in subsection 96(1) that efficiency gains
must be "greater than" the effects of lessening or prevention of competition favours a
quantification of efficiency gains and the effects to be considered, where possible. That a
particular effect cannot, even in principle, be quantified does not relieve the Tribunal of
assessing that effect in the "greater than" test. Accordingly, where it is possible to
quantitatively estimate such effects even in a rough way, perhaps by establishing limits as
the Tribunal has done regarding certain qualitative effects, it is desirable to do so where
the evidence permits. On the other hand, effects that are, in principle, measurable should
be estimated; failure to do so will not lead the Tribunal to view them qualitatively.

B. INTERDEPENDENT AND COORDINATED BEHAVIOUR

[234] The Commissioner argues now that the redistribution of income arising from the
coordinated pricing behaviour of competitors should be considered as a qualitative effect
by the Tribunal.
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[231] Given the express purpose of this Redetermination Hearing, the Tribunal will not
revisit its conclusion that Professor Ward did give an opinion about price increases
generally and in certain segments such as auto-propane. Accordingly, the Tribunal will
not revisit its conclusions that the $3 million estimate of deadweight loss submitted by
the Commissioner is probably over-stated and that the total deadweight loss is most
unlikely to exceed $6 million.

MEMBER SCHWARTZ: Apart from Dr. Ward's testimony here, which I don't want to
minimize, I don't recall that the Commissioner advocated it in the first hearing that these
were sources of deadweight loss and transfer that needed to be considered. Rather that the
Commissioner said, as I understood it, that interdependence and coordination were
themselves, I suppose, so important that they needed to be given a qualitative
consideration outside of any deadweight loss or transfer issues.

So am I wrong when I say the Commission did not seek to have deadweight loss and
transfer from the coordinated effects considered?

MS. STREKAF: Well, I think that - I guess two responses.

First of all, there was no calculation put forward with respect to what the deadweight loss
and transfer would be with respect to category two and three markets in the original case.
I think the second response, and that relates to - part of the scope of this hearing is to now
focus in and drill down very specifically in accordance with what the Federal Court of
Appeals direction has been and to examine the effects in their totality. And in looking -

...

MS. STREKAF: In this context here, we are not - we had not put forward a specific
number as to what those deadweight loss and transfers would be. But relying on the
evidence that was at the hearing of Professor Ward, he recognized that there would be an
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[235] The Commissioner did not propound this effect at the first hearing.

MEMBER SCHWARTZ: Thank you very much.

(Transcript, vol. 1, October 9, 2001, at 116, line 25 to 118, line 22)

[236] In the Tribunal's view, the same evidentiary issues that attend the claim of
deadweight loss from interdependent and coordinated behaviour attend the claim of
redistributional effect. There is no evidence thereof on the record. Again, Professor Ward
did not address this redistributional effect in his expert report. His oral evidence is, as
noted above, speculative. Indeed, his oral evidence cited by the Commissioner addresses
the possibility of loss of producer surplus by the competing independent firms, not the
possible loss of consumer surplus by migrating customers (Commissioner's
Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 24 at 15).

[237] Since the Tribunal had adopted the Total Surplus Standard, it would not have
considered the redistributional effect of interdependent and coordinated behaviour by
competitors had it been propounded at the first hearing. In light of the Appeal Judgment,
the Tribunal is of the view that it should consider the submissions of the parties in this
matter. However, as there is no evidence on which the Tribunal could assess the claimed
redistributive effect of interdependent and coordinated behaviour, the Tribunal rejects the
Commissioner's submission.

C. SERVICE QUALITY AND PROGRAMMES
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additional deadweight loss and a transfer, and in discussing the coordination effects more
specifically later on in the brief, we attempt to try and put some boxes around what those
numbers might be to give you kind of an order of magnitude of how you might view that
from a qualitative perspective rather than trying to quantify those numbers.

[239] The respondents point out that the Tribunal stated in its Reasons that there was no
evidence regarding the scope of any program removal or service reduction. In addition,
they argue that the Commissioner has not explained why consumers value choice per se,
i.e. beyond the effect it has on price or quality of service, which matters have already
been considered by the Tribunal (Respondents' Memorandum on Redetermination
Proceedings, paragraphs 68-73 at 31-34).

[240] The Tribunal recognized that ICG had established certain services and pricing
arrangements that Superior and other propane marketers did not offer. (However the
Commissioner notes that, in western Canada, Superior offers a program similar to ICG's
"Cap-It" arrangement.) In the Tribunal's view, GolfMax and similar arrangements are
specialized marketing arrangements and represent ways in which ICG has sought to
differentiate itself from its competition in selling propane. The removal of certain
specialized marketing arrangements by the merged company would cause a buyer for
whom that arrangement was its preferred way of acquiring propane, to select a lesspreferred arrangement. As with switching induced by a direct increase in price, this
change of arrangements would entail a loss of efficiency as measured, in principle at
least, by the deadweight loss and a redistribution of income from buyer to seller. If
estimates of these effects could be made, the effects of reduced choice would be captured
in the conventional way. If such estimates could not be made, then the effects would have
to be established in some other way per the evidence.

[241] On the evidence that propane demand was inelastic, the Tribunal concluded that
propane consumption would not decline significantly if those marketing arrangements
were eliminated. On the evidence, the Tribunal concluded that to the extent that certain
marketing arrangements were removed, the deadweight loss therefrom would be
"minimal" and "...most unlikely to exceed in amount the estimated deadweight loss..." of
$3 million. (Reasons, paragraphs 466-467). In this way, the Tribunal used the available
evidence to place an upper bound on the effect on efficiency brought about by the
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[238] The Commissioner maintains that the Tribunal, while it considered the deadweight
loss effect of the removal or reduction of services and pricing arrangements offered by
ICG, should now consider the redistribution of income associated with that exercise of
market power. It should further consider the qualitative impacts associated with the
elimination of or reduction in consumer choice in, for example, the national account
coordination services product market (Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination
Proceedings, paragraphs 34-41 at 19-21).

[242] The Tribunal was directed by the Court to consider the redistributive effects that it
ignored initially. However, the Tribunal notes that at the first hearing, the Commissioner
did not adduce any evidence on this matter. Rather, the Commissioner was content to
argue that the removal/reduction of programs and services should be considered as
(negative) qualitative effects. The Commissioner never argued, and hence adduced no
evidence, regarding the redistributive effect resulting from this removal/reduction of
programs and services.

D. ATLANTIC CANADA

[243] The Commissioner submits that the prevention of competition in Atlantic Canada
that the Tribunal found in its section 92 inquiry is an effect to be considered qualitatively
under section 96 of the Act. The respondents state that there is insufficient information on
the record to assess the effect of this prevention of competition and that the Tribunal is
functus officio in regard to the effects of prevention in Atlantic Canada, except for
redistributional effects.

[244] The Tribunal accepted that the merger prevents ICG's plans to expand in Atlantic
Canada from being implemented. As a result, the price of propane will likely be higher
than it would be if the merger did not take place. Accordingly, the possible effects of this
prevention of competition in Atlantic Canada would be the efficiency gains and reduction
in excess profits that would have resulted from the additional competition that the merger
precludes.

[245] Having identified and accepted the prevention of competition in Atlantic Canada,
the Tribunal must assess the effects of such prevention. The prevention itself is
distinguishable from its effects in the same way as above where the Commissioner
distinguished between interdependent pricing and the effects thereof. There is no
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reduction or removal of certain marketing arrangements argued by the Commissioner as a
qualitative factor.

[246] With respect to the prevented efficiency gains, the Tribunal notes that the
Commissioner's calculation of the $3 million deadweight loss included sales by Superior
in Atlantic Canada. Such calculation is an indirect way of including the prevented
efficiency gains in Atlantic Canada. Though it might be a poor estimate, it was not
criticized as such and accordingly, there is no basis or need for the Tribunal to reconsider
the deadweight loss effect in a qualitative way. The Tribunal is functus officio in regard to
the deadweight loss in Atlantic Canada.

[247] Regarding the redistribution of income in the form of reduced excess profits to
incumbents, the Tribunal agrees with the respondents that there is no evidence that would
assist it in evaluating this effect from either a qualitative or quantitative perspective.

[248] The Court states that the Tribunal found that, while the merged entity will eliminate
"...all consumer choice, and remove all competition, in the propane supply market, as it is
likely to do in Atlantic Canada, for example...", these effects were not to be considered
under section 96 (Appeal Judgment, paragraph 107 at 43).

[249] It appears to the Tribunal that, with respect, the Court may have confused
prevention of competition and choice with reduction of competition and choice. There is
no evidence that this merger will remove all competition in Atlantic Canada. Moreover,
the Tribunal did not find that the merger would, or likely would, remove all competition
in the propane supply market in Atlantic Canada. Finally, if the Court's statement
concerning the elimination of consumer choice is a reference to Atlantic Canada, the
Tribunal notes that it did not find that the merger would, or would likely, eliminate all
consumer choice there.
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evidence on the record about the extent to which the price of propane would have fallen if
ICG's expansion had occurred, and accordingly the possible efficiency gains and
redistributional effects that the merger prevents in Atlantic Canada are not directly
measured.

[250] Referring to the Appeal Judgment, the Commissioner submits that the merger will
result in additional losses of efficiency (i.e. deadweight loss) and additional redistribution
of income in interrelated markets. The Commissioner points out that only 10.7 percent of
the combined volumes of propane sold by Superior and ICG in 1998 were for residential
end-use applications, and that propane is used as an intermediate input in a variety of
industries and businesses (Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination
Proceedings, paragraphs 30-33 at 17-18).

[251] The Commissioner submits further that:

An increase in the price of propane for these customers has the potential to increase the
cost of goods produced or the services provided by these customers. Where an increase in
propane prices results in a price increase for those other products, there will be additional
resource misallocation (deadweight loss) and transfer effects beyond those identified
above. These additional effects also result from the merger. While it is not feasible to
quantify these effects, where, as here, the product involved represents a significant input
in other products, this effect should be taken into account...

(Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 33 at 18)

[252] The respondents assert that the Commissioner has provided no evidence on the
effects from the merger in interrelated markets.

[253] In the Tribunal's view, the issue here is whether an intermediate purchaser of
propane will absorb the propane price increase or pass it on in some way. Whether the
increase is large or
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E. INTERRELATED MARKETS

[254] The statutory wording of section 96 requires the showing of "...effects of any
prevention or lessening of competition that will result or is likely to result...". In the
Tribunal's view, the Commissioner's reference to the "...potential to increase the cost of
goods..." is an insufficient basis for inferring that the effects or likely effects thereof will
occur or for estimating the magnitudes thereof even in a rough way. In the Tribunal's
view, the Commissioner has alluded to, but has not established, the effects and
consequently the Tribunal agrees with the respondents. The Tribunal comments further
on this matter below.

[255] However, the Tribunal agrees that effects in related markets, where they are shown
to arise from the lessening or prevention of competition, are important considerations
under the Act and notes that the wording of subsection 96(1) provides for their inclusion.
In particular, it is important to identify in which of the interrelated markets the effects
occur in order to assess whether the redistribution of income occurs from consumer to
shareholder or between shareholders of different businesses.

F. LOSS OF POTENTIAL DYNAMIC EFFICIENCY GAINS

[256] The Commissioner submits that the merger will result in the loss of dynamic
efficiency gains that would have been achieved by ICG's "transformation project". While
these foregone gains are difficult to predict, the Commissioner submits that qualitative
consideration thereof is warranted because this concern relates to the objective of
efficiency and adaptability in the purpose clause of the Act. The respondents state that the
Tribunal is functus officio as regards dynamic efficiencies.

[257] The Tribunal notes that ICG had adopted a new business model and was in the
process of implementing various technologies when the merger occurred. The
Commissioner notes:
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small or whether propane is a significant input is not the issue.

(Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 78 at 32)

[258] To accept the Commissioner's claim, the Tribunal would have to accept that ICG's
transformation plan would succeed in achieving dynamic efficiency gains and cost
savings. While there is evidence that ICG planned to introduce certain new technologies,
there is no evidence on the gains or savings therefrom; for example, no expert witness
testified to the likelihood of these gains being achieved, their "dynamic" character, or
their quantum, and accordingly, the loss of such gains appears speculative even,
apparently, to the Commissioner. Accordingly, the Tribunal rejects the Commissioner's
submission.

G. MONOPOLY

[259] In written argument, the Commissioner asserts that the creation of monopolies in
16 geographic markets for retail propane and the creation of monopoly in the "national
accounts coordination services" market are qualitative effects that must be considered in
the section 96 inquiry pursuant to the purpose clause of the Act (Commissioner's
Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraphs 67-73 at 29-31).

[260] In oral argument, the Commissioner characterizes the instant merger as a monopoly
having regard not only to those 16 geographic markets, but also to the much larger
number of geographic markets where market power will be created or enhanced and will
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...Whether the ICG model or the Superior model would have ultimately proved to be the
more efficient remains an open question, however, what has been lost as a result of the
merger are any potential dynamic efficiencies or enhanced competition that might have
resulted over time from ICG's adoption of a technology-based approach to propane
distribution...

[261] The respondents maintain that since section 96 concerns the "...effects of any
lessening or prevention of competition...", the Commissioner must show additional
effects of monopoly beyond those which have already been included in the deadweight
loss and redistribution of income, and that no such additional evidence has been
presented. They also maintain that the decision of the Court requires consideration of
monopoly as a factor under section 96 only when the merged firm will have a market
share of 100 percent, such not being the case in the instant merger. Finally, the
respondents introduce calculations showing that the effects (deadweight loss and
redistribution of income) in the Commissioner's monopoly markets are small.

[262] The Court referred to the creation of monopoly as follows:
[107] Another consequence of limiting the anti-competitive "effects" of a merger to
deadweight loss is that it is irrelevant that the merger results in the creation of a
monopoly in one or more of the merged entity's markets. According to the Tribunal, the
fact that the merged entity of Superior and ICG will eliminate all consumer choice, and
remove all competition, in the propane supply market, as it is likely to do in Atlantic
Canada, for example, is not an "effect" that legally can be weighed under section 96
against the efficiency gains from the merger.

[108] Again, such a conclusion seems to me to be so at odds with the stated purpose of
the Act, namely "to maintain and encourage competition", and the statutory objectives to
be achieved thereby, as to cast serious doubt on the correctness of the Tribunal's
interpretation of section 96.

(Appeal Judgment at 43)

(1) Definitional
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be expressed in coordinated pricing behaviour by other propane suppliers therein
(Transcript, vol. 1, October 9, 2001, at 92, lines 9-24 and at 94, lines 1-11).

consumer choice and remove all competition, in the propane supply market, and in
particular it did not find that this was likely in Atlantic Canada.

[264] Even in those 16 markets described by the Commissioner's experts as "monopoly or
near-monopoly markets", many consumers will have other product choices. The Tribunal
accepted that, for the purposes of the section 92 inquiry, the product market was limited
to "retail propane" and hence excluded other fuels pursuant to the criterion it adopted for
market delineation (i.e. the five percent price increase of the "hypothetical monopolist"
test). The result of that approach is the exclusion of alternatives that exist but are unlikely
to be chosen. While other choices are available, it appeared to the Tribunal that they
would not be chosen in sufficient quantities to meet the criterion it adopted, and hence
those choices were excluded from the product market.

[265] To further illustrate the issues of market definition, the Tribunal refers to its finding
that "national account coordination services" constitutes a separate product market and
that the instant merger is a merger of the only two firms in Canada that currently provide
the service (Reasons, at paragraphs 73-82). In the sense that only one supplier will remain
after the merger, the merger can be said to create a monopoly in "national account
coordination services".

[266] Nevertheless, it is not clear that a purchaser with propane requirements at many
different locations will have "no choice". As the respondents argued, such firms will be
able to obtain propane through regional and local suppliers and would even get a lower
price for propane that would cover the apparently small incremental staffing cost to the
national buyer. Moreover, as the Tribunal indicated in its Reasons, some national buyers
of propane do in fact purchase propane this way. The Commissioner did not challenge
that evidence at the first hearing.
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[263] The Tribunal did not find that the merged entity of Superior and ICG would
eliminate all

[268] In the Tribunal's view, the term "monopoly" should be used with some appreciation
of the definitional issues. The difficulty of defining monopoly outside of pure economic
theory has been emphasized by Professors Trebilcock and Winter in an article cited by
the Tribunal at paragraph 427 of its Reasons:

...To the layperson or undergraduate economics student, "monopoly" refers to a firm that
sells free of any competitive discipline a product with no substitutes. A monopoly sodefined is fictional. Every product has some alternatives, if only because a consumer can
keep the "cash" to purchase other commodities and services. Market power is a matter of
degree, so a "monopoly" is not categorically defined...

(M. Trebilcock and R. Winter, The State of Efficiencies in Canadian Merger Policy,
Canadian Competition Record, Winter 1999-2000, vol. 19, no. 4, at 108)

[269] Professor Ware made similar observations:

Monopolies are much in the news in turn of the century Canada. Perhaps prompted by the
Propane case as well as the merger of Air Canada and Canadian Airlines, there has been a
virtual cacophony of "monopoly" allegations in the press. The implication seems to be
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[267] However, the Tribunal based its decision to delineate a separate product market on
the witness testimony that indicated that certain national buyers would bear a significant
increase in the price of propane by the merged firm rather than switch to these regional
and local suppliers despite the apparent monetary savings. Accordingly, the merger
cannot be said to eliminate all choice for those buyers; all that can be said is that after the
merger, the remaining choices will be so unattractive to some national buyers that,
despite the apparent economic advantage, they will not choose them. Hence, it was
appropriate to delineate a separate product market for the purposes of the Tribunal's
inquiry under section 92. The Tribunal did not characterize the merger as a monopoly in
"national account coordination services".

Although the term "monopoly" has a ring of precision to it, and forms a foundation stone
for every student's introduction to economics, many would be surprised to learn that as an
economic concept, the term monopoly is quite misleading and almost vacuous...

The fact that monopoly is not a robust economic concept does not mean that competition
policy and antitrust economics are ill-conceived. Rather, they are properly concerned
with the search for market power and its abuse, not for monopoly, or even
"monopolization". If predicated on the search for market power, the term monopoly can
be understood more accurately as the product of an exercise in the definition of an
antitrust market. What a merger to monopoly in this sense would mean is that for some
products, firms involved in a proposed merger would have sufficient market power postmerger to profitably raise price by 5% (holding all other prices constant and abstracting
from several factors...). The process of market delineation, as set out in the merger
guidelines of Canada (and the United States) is not a process of identifying "monopoly"
or even pure economic market power. It is a legal and procedural device designed as a
step, albeit an important step, in a sequence of investigations established to identify the
possibility that market power will increase as a consequence of a merger. Note that this
exercise does not conclude that there are no other substitutes for the candidate products
(so that the merger actually creates, in an economic sense, a monopoly); but, rather that a
merger has the potential to create a minimum degree of market power. I use the term
potential because subsequent steps in the analysis must consider the likelihood of entry
within an adequate time period, the effect of capacity constraints, whether countervailing
buyer power might exist, the implications of the merger for innovation, etc.

Monopoly, then, is at best an elusive concept. The Tribunal and the Competition Bureau
have, hitherto, largely recognized that such structural identifiers are only tools in the
evaluation of market power and its consequences for economic efficiency...

(R. Ware, Efficiencies and the Propane Case, International Antitrust Bulletin, Vol. 3,
Issue 3, Fall/Winter 2000 at 17-18)
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that one only has to make this label stick to a proposed grouping or reorganization in
order to bring down the wrath of competition law justly upon it.

[270] Although the Act does not provide a definition of the term "monopoly", its
predecessor statute did. Section 33 of the Combines Investigation Act stated:

Every person who is party or privy to or knowingly assists in, or in the formation of, a
merger or monopoly is guilty of an indictable offence and is liable to imprisonment for
two years.

Section 2 thereof provided a definition of "monopoly":

"monopoly" means a situation where one or more persons either substantially or
completely controls throughout Canada or any area thereof the class or species of
business in which they are engaged and have operated such business or are likely to
operate it to the detriment or against the interest of the public, whether consumers,
producers or others, but a situation shall not be deemed a monopoly within the meaning
of this definition by reason only of the exercise of any right or enjoyment of any interest
derived under the Patent Act, or any other Act of the Parliament of Canada.

[271] Under the amendments of 1986 to the Combines Investigation Act, merger is now a
civil rather than a criminal offense. Since the definition of monopoly under section 2 of
the Combines Investigation Act was not carried into the new Act, the Tribunal can
assume only that that definition was not intended to be used. Indeed, the absence of any
definition of monopoly indicates only that Parliament felt that none was needed under the
Act as amended.
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(2) Statutory History and Related Provisions

[273] It is noteworthy that the offence of "monopolization" under the Combines
Investigation Act, was decriminalized in 1986. The provisions thereof were amended and
were included under "abuse of a dominant position" in section 79 of the amended Act.
Accordingly, assuming a monopoly could be adequately defined, its formation does not
constitute an offence under that section; indeed, nor is the occurrence of an anticompetitive act by such entity proscribed. Rather, the Commissioner is required to
demonstrate dominance, a practice of anti-competitive acts, and the substantial lessening
or prevention of competition that results from that practice.

[274] As further indication that the civil provisions of the Act are not hostile to monopoly
per se, the Tribunal refers to section 86 which allows the Tribunal to order the
registration of a specialization agreement, and thereby to permit monopoly or elements
thereof, when gains in efficiency are sufficiently large, i.e. when:

...the implementation of the agreement is likely to bring about gains in efficiency that will
be greater than, and will offset, the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition
that will result or is likely to result from the agreement and the gains in efficiency would
not likely be attained if the agreement were not implemented...

(Act, paragraph 86(1)(a))
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[272] Under section 92, the Tribunal must decide whether a merger lessens or prevents
competition substantially and, per subsection 92(2), it cannot so find solely on the basis
of evidence of market share or concentration. Accordingly, even a merger to market share
of 100 percent does not automatically violate section 92. Only after its consideration of
entry and other factors can the Tribunal conclude that such merger will lessen or prevent
competition substantially. Labelling such a merger as a "monopoly" neither adds to, nor
detracts from, the Tribunal's required inquiry, which concerns the ability to exercise
market power. The Tribunal is of the view that the creation of monopoly is irrelevant to
its task under the merger provisions of the Act.

[275] If the Court intended the creation of a monopoly to be a factor to be considered in
conducting the subsection 96(1) inquiry then, mutatis mutandis, that view must also apply
to specialization agreements because the efficiency test is the same. However, section 86
specifically authorizes the creation of monopoly or elements thereof through
specialization agreements. It would make no sense to require the Tribunal to consider the
creation of a monopoly as a negative effect of a specialization agreement when, by law,
monopoly is permitted, indeed, desired, in that form.

(3) Section 96 Applies to this Merger

[276] Writing in partial dissent of the Court, Létourneau, J.A. states that

...section 96 was not meant to authorize the creation of monopolies since it would defeat
the purpose of section 1.1. This section was not intended to authorize mergers resulting in
monopolies whereby, contrary to section 1.1, competition is eliminated, small and
medium-sized enterprises are not able to enter or survive in the market and consumers are
deprived of competitive prices.

(Létourneau, J.A., Appeal Judgment, paragraph 15 at 8-9)

[277] If, as it appears, Létourneau, J.A. is suggesting that the efficiency defence should
not be available when mergers lead to structural monopolies then, with respect, he must
be wrong. Defining monopoly as 100 percent market share, the Commissioner argued at
the first hearing that section 96 was not available to such mergers as a matter of law,
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Thus, an agreement that might otherwise be struck down as a criminal conspiracy may be
registered when the gains in efficiency from the agreement are shown to meet essentially
the same test as applies to mergers under subsection 96(1).

[278] As noted above, Bills C-42 and C-13 made the efficiency defence unavailable when
the merger would result in virtually complete control of a product in a market. This
provision was not included in Bills C-29, C-91 or the Act.

[279] If Létourneau, J.A. is commenting on the instant transaction then, with respect, he
must be largely mistaken about its effects. The merger, while it lessens and prevents
competition substantially, does not eliminate all competition and does not prevent entry
by small and medium-sized businesses and does not prevent their survival in the market.
Yet it is an anti-competitive merger and it does deprive consumers of competitive prices.

[280] It follows therefore, that in terms of the section 96 inquiry, the finding of monopoly
according to any particular definition thereof is irrelevant. If the creation of a so-called
monopoly is not per se sufficient to justify a conclusion of substantial lessening or
prevention of competition under section 92 of the Act, then its creation cannot be a bar to
the application of section 96. The Court did not interfere with the Tribunal's decision that
the defence in section 96 applies to the instant merger. Since section 96 compares
efficiency gains with the "...effects of any prevention or lessening of competition that will
result or is likely to result from the merger...", the Court must have meant that there were
effects of the substantial lessening on the record that the Tribunal had not considered.
[281] Absent a statutory definition of monopoly, the Tribunal concludes that for the
purposes of the Act, monopoly can be defined only as an entity with a high degree of
market power. Indeed, by referring to markets not considered to be "monopoly or nearmonopoly", the Commissioner advocated such in oral argument. Accordingly, its effects
for the purposes of section 96 of the Act are those efficiency and redistributive effects
associated with any other exercise of market power; if there are other effects associated
with the concept of monopoly, then they must be proven. However monopoly may be
defined, a merger thereto is not more objectionable under the Act than other instances of
substantial lessening or prevention of competition unless additional effects are shown.
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although mergers to a market share of 96 percent would be reviewed in a different way.
As discussed in its Reasons, at paragraphs 418-419, the Tribunal held otherwise and the
Court did not disturb this conclusion saying, rather, that the Tribunal should consider the
purpose clause of the Act when analysing the effects under section 96. For this reason,
the Commissioner no longer maintains the position taken at the first hearing.

(4) Additional Effects

[283] It is clear from the history of American antitrust law that the conjoining of
economic power and political power was a clear concern. Other values were also
protected under American antitrust law, including job loss, effects on local communities,
and decentralization by the absolute protection of small businesses. These effects are
clearly matters that would have to be considered qualitatively if they were held to be
effects for the purpose of section 96. Apart from the effect on small and medium-sized
enterprises, such effects were not held to result from the instant merger.

[284] The larger issue in regard to most of these concerns is that they are not connected
to any of the objectives of Canadian competition policy, so it will be difficult to introduce
them into the inquiry under section 96. For example, the Tribunal observed that job loss
resulting from an anti-competitive merger was not an effect of lessening of competition
for the purpose of section 96 because such losses also result from mergers that are not
anti-competitive and in that case the Commissioner can take no notice thereof under the
Act (Reasons, at paragraphs 443-444).

[285] The Tribunal agrees with the respondents that, having considered all of the
concerns raised by the Commissioner (i.e. deadweight loss, interdependent pricing,
service quality, etc.) to consider, in addition, the creation, per se, of monopoly as a
qualitative factor under section 96 is to double-count those effects (Respondents'
Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 87 at 40). Accordingly, the
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[282] In the Tribunal's opinion, the definitional problem reflects differences of opinion
regarding the relationship between section 96 and the purpose clause. As it stated in its
Reasons, the Tribunal views section 96 as a clear instruction that competition is not be to
maintained or encouraged as otherwise required by the purpose clause. On this view, the
Tribunal's task is clear; there is no conflict in the operation of these two important
provisions.

H. SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISES

[286] Referring to the Appeal Judgment, the Commissioner submits that, in its inquiry
under section 96, the Tribunal should consider the impact of the merger on small and
medium-sized enterprises in view of the reference thereto in the purpose clause of the
Act.

[287] The Commissioner cites the following:

. expert evidence that the market power this merger confers on Superior will allow it to
discipline competitors by selectively lowering prices and thereby squeezing competitors
in certain markets (Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings,
paragraph 56, at page 26)

. an internal document in which a Superior branch manager states that ICG and Irving
each gained a commercial account at Superior's expense and that Superior would retaliate
if the "trend" continued (Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings,
paragraph 58, at pages 26-27)

. an internal ICG document in which an ICG employee in Alberta states that ICG
retaliated against Canwest and Cal-Gas and that the latter is now "pricing responsibly"
(Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 59, at page
27)
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Commissioner must demonstrate those effects of monopoly which have not yet been
considered; however, no such effects have been shown.

. evidence that Superior retaliated against Imperial Oil's attempted entry (Commissioner's
Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraphs 61-62, at pages 27-28)

. one witness' testimony that he was concerned with predatory pricing and the
confidential testimony of another that prices are sometimes so low that he finds it
difficult to survive (Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings,
paragraphs 63-64, at page 28)

. expert evidence that the acquisition of ICG makes it more likely that Superior will
discipline competitors engaged in aggressive discounting by meeting their prices
(Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraphs 63-64, at
page 28)

The Commissioner also asserts, but does not show, that the merger increases Superior's
ability to effectively deter expansion or entry of small and medium-sized propane
suppliers with restrictive practices known to increase rivals' costs or decrease rivals'
revenues (Commissioner's Memoramdum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraphs
56-66 at 26-29).

[288] The respondents state that small competitors will benefit from the merger to the
extent that they follow the price increases of the merged firm and hence will not be
harmed. They also state that the Tribunal is functus officio regarding deterrence of entry
and expansion, disciplining of competitors, and the qualitative effects flowing from entry
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. the testimony of Mr. Edwards that he did not want to establish operations in a market
with only one major competitor (Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination
Proceedings, paragraph 60, at page 27)

[289] The Tribunal takes the witness claims of predatory pricing seriously, but regards
the testimony of the two competitors cited by the Commissioner as insufficient to
establish predation. The Act is concerned with predation but there is no indication that
any of these firms complained to the Commissioner about the pricing behaviour of
Superior or of ICG prior to the merger. Moreover, the suggestion of predatory pricing is
made by two competitors that remain in the industry. Distinguishing between predatory
conduct and aggressive competition requires more evidence than is available here. In this
regard, some of the cited testimony is confidential. Having reviewed the confidential
transcript, however, the Tribunal regards this evidence as speculative and it cannot find
predation or the likelihood thereof on the strength of such testimony.

[290] The Tribunal accepted the evidence that new entrants or smaller firms seeking to
expand find it difficult to compete for customers of Superior and ICG, in part, because of
those firms' practice of writing customer contracts with certain anti-competitive
provisions; 90-95 percent of both firms' customers are under standard form contracts
(Reasons, at parapraph 132). As the Tribunal noted, there was some suggestion that
Superior was considering relaxing some of these provisions if the merger proceeded, and
there was discussion whether Superior's plans in this regard would be effective.
Nonetheless, there is no evidence that the conditions of entry will be more difficult in this
regard after the merger.

[291] The Commissioner's examples of competitor discipline do not establish that
Superior disciplined its small competitors; ICG, Irving, and Imperial Oil are certainly not
small or medium-size businesses. That ICG apparently disciplined the regional firms is
not evidence that Superior did so.

[292] The Commissioner cites the experience of Mr. Edwards, who chose to locate his
new propane business near London, Ontario. A former president of Superior, Mr.
Edwards testified that he established his propane marketing business near London for a
combination of personal and business reasons. His complete testimony is:
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restriction (Respondents' Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraphs 7985 at 37-40).

MR. MILLER: Why is that?

MR. EDWARDS: Well, I had experienced that previously when I was out in Atlantic
Canada. I competed nose to nose with the Irvings. If you move to Atlantic Canada to
compete against the Irvings, I think you have an appreciation for what nose-to-nose
competition with the Irvings would be like. It would be aggressive, at best.

I chose London because there is a variety of competitors serving a variety of markets, so I
thought if I was going to enter the business, I would be better to enter it in that form.

MR. MILLER: In that there is more room to move against smaller independents?
MR. EDWARDS: If you duke it out with one major competitor, I suppose - my
experience with the Irvings was that the duking out, it can be fairly punishing for a new
entrant.

I thought if I positioned myself amidst a variety of competitors, I could incrementally
compete with them a little bit here, a little bit there.
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MR. EDWARDS: One was a personal one. I had moved from Toronto to London to do
something else, and that didn't work out, so when I decided to re-enter the business, I was
in London. Also, it's very close to the Sarnia infrastructure, which is the principal supply
point in North America. The economies between Windsor and Toronto are very stable
and often buoyant and steady, stable kinds of economies. There was - I didn't want to find
myself competing in a market where I had one competitor.

[293] Mr. Edwards was president and chief executive officer of Superior until May 1996,
and he incorporated his propane business in London, Ontario in June 1997 (Transcript,
vol. 8, October 6, 1999, at 1063). Accordingly, his experience with the Irvings must have
been during his tenure at Superior. Hence, his testimony must be taken to mean that
Superior found it difficult to compete with Irving in Atlantic Canada, not that Irving
"punished" small and medium-sized competitors, although it may be true.

[294] The Commissioner cites the expert evidence of Professors Schwindt and
Globerman, who testified that by eliminating ICG as a competitor, the merger would
provide a greater incentive for Superior to meet price reductions by independent firms
that competed actively on price; it would not have to share the eventual benefits of this
disciplining strategy with ICG. In this way, independent firms (presumably, small and
medium-sized enterprises) would be less inclined to compete on price. This expert
opinion evidence was not challenged by the respondents at the first hearing, and the
Tribunal accepted that evidence of the likely market structure in many geographic
markets in coming to its decision that the merger lessened competition substantially.

[295] The respondents submit that the Tribunal is functus officio with respect to the
evidence of deterrence of entry and expansion, disciplining of competitors, and the
qualitative effects flowing from entry restriction. The Tribunal considered the evidence
on these matters in connection with its inquiry under section 92 of the Act. It cannot
reconsider its findings or entertain new evidence. However, in light of the Appeal
Judgment of the Court, the Tribunal must now consider, based on evidence available on
the record, the effects of the merger on small and medium-sized enterprises in its inquiry
under section 96 that it did not consider in its first Reasons.

[296] In the Tribunal's view, while the Commissioner has not shown that Superior
behaved aggressively toward its small and medium-sized competitors, the Commissioner
has provided a reasonable basis for believing that this merger will likely result in
coordinated pricing by its small and medium-sized competitors. The Commissioner does
not dispute the respondents' claim that these competitors will likely experience higher
margins and profits in consequence as the respondents suggest; rather, the Commissioner
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(Transcript, vol. 8, October 6, 1999, at 1070, line 11 to 1071, line 20)

[297] According to the Court, the impact of an anti-competitive merger on small and
medium-sized enterprises is an effect of lessening or prevention of competition to be
considered under subsection 96(1). The Court expresses its concern at several points in its
Appeal Judgment. At paragraph 4, the Court suggests that "...the elimination of smaller
competitors from the market..." is an effect that should be considered.

[298] The Tribunal observes that there is no evidence in this case that the merger
eliminates smaller competitors from the market, and the Commissioner does not submit
such. In the Tribunal's view, the Commissioner is concerned that smaller competitors will
choose to price interdependently rather than offer competitive challenge to the merged
firm. The concern expressed by Professors Schwindt and Globerman was not predatory
behaviour by the merged firm; rather, they used the words "retaliation" and "squeeze" to
indicate interdependence. In their expert report, predation is not mentioned even once
(Report of R. Schwindt and S. Globerman, exhibit A-2056, (August 16, 1999) at 25-41).

[299] At paragraph 69 of the Appeal Judgment, the Court concludes that the
determination of the effects to be considered under section 96, including "...the impact on
competing small and medium sized businesses...", is a question of law. At paragraph 88,
the Court concludes that these effects should

...include the other statutory objectives to be served by the encouragement of competition
that an anti-competitive merger may frustrate, such as the ability of medium and small
businesses to participate in the economy...

[300] The purpose clause of the Act states that when competition is maintained and
encouraged, an equitable opportunity to participate in economic activity will be afforded
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maintains that the resulting market structure is contrary to the goal of competition in the
purpose clause of the Act, and that the impact on small and medium-sized competitors is
inconsistent with an equitable opportunity to participate in economic activity as stated
therein.

[301] When those enterprises are competitors of the merged firm, it will not suffice to
determine that the merger has a negative impact on them. Many mergers that are not anticompetitive will negatively affect smaller competitors and may indeed cause them to
reposition or exit, but such mergers do not deny an equitable opportunity of smaller
competitors to participate in economic activity. What must be shown is that the effect on
small and medium-sized enterprises is an effect of the lessening or prevention of
competition. That smaller competitors will begin to price in an
interdependent/coordinated fashion in many relevant markets is a lessening of
competition. While there may be deadweight loss and redistributive effects, there is, as
noted above, no evidence thereof.

[302] Alternatively, the small and medium-sized enterprises may be customers of the
merged firm. In reply, the Commissioner states that the opportunity to charge anticompetitive prices is incompatible with the objective of the purpose clause of the Act that
relates to an equitable opportunity for small and medium-sized businesses to participate
in the economy:

The paragraph quoted in fact says the opposite of the Respondents' characterization. It
says that the Tribunal should not focus on one effect of the merger to the exclusion of the
others; it does not say that any effect that benefits small business must be considered as a
positive effect. It refers to the wording of the Act, which relates to an equitable
opportunity for small and medium-sized businesses to participate in the economy. That
does not include an opportunity to charge anti-competitive prices. Indeed, the Court also
refers to the goal of the availability to consumers of a choice of goods at competitive
prices, which is antithetical to the "positive" effect, cited by the Respondents, of a price
increase resulting from an anti-competitive merger and subsequent price coordination
amongst propane suppliers to exploit that increase.
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to small and medium-sized enterprises. If the Tribunal is to consider the effect of an anticompetitive merger on small and medium-sized enterprises in the inquiry under
subsection 96(1), then it must determine whether the merger denies those enterprises an
equitable opportunity to participate in economic activity.

[303] In the Tribunal's view, the emphasized statement cannot be correct. If the purpose
clause gave small and medium-sized business customers the absolute right to competitive
prices, there would be an irreconcilable conflict between section 96 and the purpose
clause because the former permits an anti-competitive merger when its requirements are
met. In the Tribunal's view, the purpose clause does not grant absolute entitlements; even
the objective of efficiency and adaptability is not absolute but is, rather, based on the
result of a tradeoff analysis. Section 96 accords the efficiency objective in merger review
priority over the other objectives only when its requirements are met. Accordingly, small
and medium-sized business customers do not lose an equitable opportunity to participate
in economic activity when the anti-competitive merger and the higher price are permitted
by section 96. Similarly, small business customers of a firm that is part of a registered
specialization agreement may also pay supra-competitive prices, yet the Act allows such
agreements when the requirements of section 86 are met. An equitable opportunity to
participate is not an absolute right to competitive prices granted by the purpose clause of
the Act.

[304] More generally, since, as in section 96, the statute explicitly permits an anticompetitive merger to proceed subject to certain conditions being met, it is illogical and
contradictory to require that those conditions include the attainment of results that would
be achieved under competition. Such an approach surely vitiates the statutory provision
in section 96. Since this cannot be what the Court meant, it must be correct for the
Tribunal to focus on the denial of an equitable opportunity of small and medium-sized
businesses to participate in economic activity.

[305] To find the denial of an equitable opportunity of small and medium-sized
enterprises to participate requires a demonstration that anti-competitive conduct offensive
under the Act (i.e. section 79 or section 50) is taking place or will likely take place. On
the evidence in this case, the Tribunal cannot conclude that small and medium-sized
competitors and customers will lose an equitable opportunity to participate in economic
activity.
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(Commissioner's Reply Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 76 at
29) [Emphasis (italics) added]

[306] The Tribunal recognized the redistributive effects of the instant merger, but treated
them as offsetting because it concluded that the Total Surplus Standard was the
applicable standard; hence, the redistributive effects were, on balance, socially neutral.
The Court concluded that the Tribunal

...erred in law when it interpreted section 96 as mandating that, in all cases, the only
effects of an anti-competitive merger that may be balanced against the efficiencies
created by the merger are those identified by the total surplus standard...

(Appeal Judgment, paragraph 139 at 54)

Accordingly, among the effects which the Tribunal must consider are the redistributive
effects based on the evidence available in the record.

A. COMMISSIONER'S POSITION

[307] The Commissioner asserts that the higher price that will result from the merger will
have the effect of transferring $40.5 million from propane consumers to shareholders of
the merged firm annually. In the Commissioner's view, this is a "measured effect" of the
merger that should be added to the other measured effects for the purpose of assessing all
of the merger's effects. The Commissioner also submits that once the estimated size of
the transfer has been quantified, the Commissioner's burden has been satisfied and that
the respondents must demonstrate with appropriate evidence that some other treatment
for the transfer is appropriate (Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination
Proceedings, paragraphs 92-93 at 38-39).
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VII. REDISTRIBUTIVE EFFECTS (THE WEALTH TRANSFER)

[309] In taking this view, the Commissioner refers to decisions in criminal cases under
the Act and its predecessor statutes pursuant to which the objective of competition law is
free competition for the public at large and that injury to the public from supracompetitive prices cannot be justified. Accordingly, "...[a] wealth transfer which arises
from the direct exercise of market power and the imposition of increased prices prima
facie offends the purpose and objectives of the Act." (Commissioner's Reply
Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 92 at 34-35).

[310] The Commissioner notes that an alternate treatment of the transfer is provided in
the opinion in dissent of Tribunal Member, Ms. Lloyd, who concluded that the wealth
transfer should be considered from a qualitative perspective (Commissioner's
Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 102 at 42-43). However, the
Commissioner does not advocate this view.

[311] A third approach to the wealth transfer was that offered by Professor Townley, who
would consider whether the Balancing Weights Approach is reasonable based on the
evidence regarding the distributional aspects of the merger (Commissioner's
Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 110 at 45). However, the
Commissioner states that Professor Townley's approach has been superseded by the
Court's Appeal Judgment which recognizes the significance of the transfer itself. While
adopting the Townley approach would, in the Commissioner's submission, lead the
Tribunal to disapprove the merger (Commissioner's Reply Memorandum on
Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 100 at 38), the Commissioner does not rely on
that approach.
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[308] The Commissioner submits that it is important to distinguish between producers
(i.e. shareholders of the merged firm) and consumers of propane even if the former are
also consumers thereof. Under the purpose clause of the Act, the concern for competitive
prices to consumers requires that the entire redistributional effect be taken into account
(Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraphs 26-29 at 1517).

[313] The Commissioner submits that as a result of the Appeal Judgment of the Court,
the new approach adopted by his senior advisors in regard to assessing the transfer
following the Commissioner's rejection of the Total Surplus Standard in the MEGs also
reflected an incorrect and overly narrow interpretation of the Act (Commissioner's Reply
Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 99 at 37-38). Accordingly, the
Commissioner no longer relies on that approach, which was emphasized at the first
hearing.

B. RESPONDENTS' POSITION

[314] The respondents submit that in its Appeal Judgment, the Court did not prescribe the
correct methodology for assessing the effects under subsection 96(1). Accordingly, and in
light of that Judgment, the Tribunal must fully assess the particular fact situation before it
and consider only that portion of the wealth transfer that the Commissioner has shown to
have adverse distributional impact and is important in its magnitude (Respondents'
Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraphs 100-101 at 45-46).

[315] They further submit that the Commissioner's own position in law at the first
hearing was that articulated by Mr. G. Allen, a senior advisor in the Bureau of
Competition Policy, and that that approach seeks to determine the significant adverse
redistributive effects of the transfer. That approach is consistent with Professor Townley's
approach and, consistent with these experts, the entire income transfer cannot
automatically count against the merger (Respondents' Memorandum on Redetermination
Proceedings, paragraphs 106-108 at 48-49).
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[312] In the Commissioner's further submission, Professor Townley's Balancing Weights
Approach is "...simply a tool that is available to assist the Tribunal in performing the
tradeoff..." and that it is the respondents' burden to satisfy the Tribunal on the ultimate
issue with respect to section 96 (Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination
Proceedings, paragraph 119 at 480) [Emphasis in original]. According to the
Commissioner, it is not necessary to consider the disproportionate effect on relatively
low-income families and small, rural businesses that Professor Townley described in his
report (Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 116 at
47).

[317] The respondents cite witness testimony that propane expenditure is a small fraction
of the buyer's total expenditures (Respondents' Memorandum on Redetermination
Proceedings, paragraph 130 at 59) and that the effect of an eight percent price increase is
a transfer of less than one percent of annual income of the buyer. While denying that
there is evidence of an average eight percent price increase, they suggest that the income
transfer therefrom would be inconsequential (Respondents' Memorandum on
Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 131 at 59).

[318] The respondents assert that the redistributional effect of the merger is not adverse.
They argue that the transfer of income will, in part, be between shareholders of the
merged company and the shareholders of large, publicly-owned enterprises that buy
propane, and the shareholders may even be the same persons. Further, many of Superior's
largest customers are controlled by substantial foreign investors whose interests are not
protected by the Act, particularly under the purpose clause thereof (Respondents'
Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraphs 133-136 at 60-62).

[319] They also state that propane consumers are not generally poor or needy and that
there is no evidence to the contrary. Many consumers are large industrial and agricultural
concerns and wealthy individuals. They refer to Professor Townley's expert report
(exhibit A-2081) that cited results of a survey of propane consumers by the Canadian
Market Research Ltd. survey in 1997 ("CMR Study"), finding that 10 percent of
residential customers studied used propane to heat their swimming pools. They also
assert that the CMR Study is of limited scope, and they question why income transferred
from people who use propane to heat second homes, cottages or ski chalets should be
treated as a negative effect. They submit that the Commissioner has the burden of
justifying that treatment (Respondents' Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings,
paragraphs 138-147 at 62-67).
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[316] They submit that the Commissioner has now adopted the Consumer Surplus
Standard, and they point out that Professor Townley testified that that standard involves
an a priori fixed weight and was inconsistent with traditional welfare economics
(Respondents' Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraph 122 at 54-55
and paragraph 125 at 56-57).

C. DECISION OF THE COURT

[321] At paragraph 74 of its Appeal Judgment, the Court disagreed with the Tribunal's
interpretation of the purpose clause of the Act and stated that it should not be read subject
to the specific and contrary provisions of section 96. In paragraph 75, the Court describes
the test to be applied under subsection 96(1) as a "balancing test". At paragraph 77, the
Court states that

In referring to "the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition",
subsection 96(1) does not stipulate what effects must or may be considered. When used
in non-statutory contexts, the word, "effects", is broad enough to encompass anything
caused by an event. Indeed, even though it does not consider the redistribution of wealth
itself to be an "effect" for the purpose of section 96, the Tribunal recognizes, as all
commentators do, that one of the de facto effects of the merger is a redistribution of
wealth...

(Appeal Judgment, at 32)

[322]
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[320] The respondents further submit that there is no evidence on the importance of the
income effect on agricultural and auto-propane buyers. They conclude that there is no
evidence that the redistributional impact of the merger is adverse, and that adopting the
approaches of G. Allen and Professor Townley results in a neutral treatment of the wealth
transfer (Respondents' Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, paragraphs 148150 at 67-68).

...the Tribunal erred in law when it interpreted section 96 as mandating that, in all cases,
the only effects of an anti-competitive merger that may be balanced against the
efficiencies created by the merger are those identified by the total surplus standard...

(Appeal Judgment, paragraph 139 at 54)

[323] The Court further concluded that it should not prescribe the correct methodology,
such task being beyond the limits of the Court's competence (Appeal Judgment, at
paragraph 139). It also stated that:

Whatever standard is selected (and, for all I know, the same standard may not be equally
apposite for all mergers) must be more reflective than the total surplus standard of the
different objectives of the Competition Act. It should also be sufficiently flexible in its
application to enable the Tribunal to fully assess the particular fact situation before it.

(Appeal Judgment, paragraph 140 at 54)

[324] The Court then suggested that the Balancing Weights Approach of Professor
Townley was consistent with its broad requirements:
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With reference to Reed J.'s comments obiter dicta in the Hillsdown decision at
paragraph 131 of the Appeal Judgment, to the dissenting view of Ms. Lloyd at paragraph
132, to the treatment of the wealth transfer under the Horizontal Merger Guidelines,
paragraphs 135-136, approvingly to certain American commentators on the interpretation
of section 96 in the Commissioner's MEGs, paragraph 137, and in opposition to the views
of "lawyer-economists" in the United States, paragraph 138, the Court concludes that

(Appeal Judgment, paragraph 141 at 55)

D. TRIBUNAL'S ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSFER

[325] On the basis of the above, the Tribunal must now determine how to treat the
redistributive effect (i.e. the transfer of wealth) based on the submissions of the parties,
while taking instruction from the Court.

(1) General

[326] There is some confusion over terminology. The Tribunal does not consider the
redistribution of income that results from an anti-competitive merger to be an "anticompetitive effect". Rather, having regard to the decision of the Court, and referring to
the wording of subsection 96(1), the redistributional impacts are among the effects of
lessening or prevention of competition that the merger brings about or is likely to bring
about. Redistribution of income and/or wealth occurs in many different ways in society,
and often has nothing to do with competition policy. For example, government may
redistribute income through the tax system or through public expenditures without
transferring income anti-competitively.
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It seems to me that the balancing weights approach proposed by Professor Townley, and
adopted by the Commissioner, meets these broad requirements. Of course, this approach
will no doubt require considerable elaboration and refinement when it comes to be
applied to the facts of particular cases.

Nonetheless, the Horizontal Merger Guidelines, supra, in the United States continue to
treat the exercise of market power leading to an increase in price above the competitive
level as the most important anti-competitive effect of a merger, and the resulting wealth
transfer from the consumers to the producers, as a misallocation of resources: see P.T.
Denis...

(Appeal Judgment, paragraph 135 at 53)
At places in its Appeal Judgment the Court appears to refer to the redistributional effect
as an anti-competitive effect, but such reference may reflect a convenient vocabulary
rather than a statement of judicial understanding. In line with conventional economic
analysis, the Tribunal does not regard the wealth transfer as anti-competitive or as a
misallocation of resources. An anti-competitive effect is a misallocation of resources that
reduces society's aggregate real income and wealth. A transfer redistributes income and
wealth within society but does not reduce it.

[328]
Whatever the practice or terminology may be in the United States, the Tribunal seeks to
distinguish these two sets of effects. In its Reasons, the Tribunal distinguished between
the resource-allocation effects of an anti-competitive merger and the redistributive effects
(Reasons, at paragraphs 422-425). It stated that it did not regard the redistributive effects
of a merger as anti-competitive (Reasons, at paragraph 446), which does not preclude
giving consideration to those effects.

[329] In the simplest analysis, the redistribution of income that results from an anticompetitive merger of producers has a negative effect on consumers (through loss of
consumer surplus) and a corresponding positive effect on shareholders (excess profit).
Whether these two effects are completely or only partially offsetting is a social decision
that, in Professor Townley's words, requires a value judgment and will depend on the
characteristics of those consumers and shareholders. In some cases, society may be more
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[327] The Tribunal notes the distinction for greater certainty because it is a distinction
that is not made by the Court:

Yet it is rarely so clear where or how the redistributive effects are experienced. As
Williamson notes:

For some products, however, the interests of users might warrant greater weight than
those of sellers; for other products, such as products produced by disadvantaged
minorities and sold to the very rich, a reversal might be indicated. But a general case that
user interests greatly outweigh seller interests is not easy to make and possibly reflects a
failure to appreciate that profits ramify through the system in ways-such as taxes,
dividends, and retained earnings-that greatly attenuate the notion that monolithic
producer interests exist and are favored...

(O. Williamson, Economies as an Antitrust Defense Revisited, volume 125, No. 4,
University of Pennsylvania Law Review, 1977, 699, at 711)

When viewed in this light, the redistributive effects are generally difficult to identify
correctly, and will involve multiple social decisions. Given the informational
requirements of such assessments, the assumption of neutrality could be appropriate in
many circumstances.

[330] The Court notes favourably the views of Madame Justice Reed expressed in obiter
dicta in the Hillsdown decision. In commenting on the Total Surplus Standard in
Hillsdown, Madame Justice Reed questioned whether the redistributional effects were
always offsetting and hence socially neutral. In her example of a life-saving drug, she
questioned whether society was unaffected by the redistribution from ailing consumers to
shareholders of the producer when it exercised its market power and raised the price of
the drug. Accordingly, Madame Justice Reed appeared to articulate the view that the
redistributional effects might not always be socially neutral; yet she did not state that this
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concerned about one group than the other. In that case, the redistribution of income will
not be neutral to society but rather will be seen as a social cost of, or social gain from, the
merger.

[331] In criticizing the Consumer Surplus Standard, Professor Townley offered an
example in which shareholders of a producer of a luxury good were less wealthy than the
buyers (Townley Report, exhibit A-2081 at 32). In such cases, the exercise of market
power would result in excess profits to the less wealthy group and would be seen as
socially positive, rather than neutral. Such examples need not be far-fetched; mergers
among airlines may benefit travellers who, on average, may be better off than the
shareholders thereof; similarly, mergers among taxi owners, or among owners of ski
resorts.

[332] In its Appeal Judgment, the Court noted the following:

...Proponents of the total surplus standard argue that there is no economic reason for
favouring a dollar in the hands of consumers of the products of the merged entity over a
dollar in the hands of the producers or its shareholders, who are, after all, also consumers.
Moreover, in the absence of complete data on the socio-economic profiles of the
consumers and of the shareholders of the producers, it would be impossible to assess
whether the redistributive effects of the wealth transferred as a result of the higher prices
charged by the merged entity would be fair and equitable: paragraphs 423-425.

(Appeal Judgment, paragraph 27 at 13-14)

The Tribunal can only agree that such information is required to determine the fairness
and equity of the resulting distribution of income under a standard other than the Total
Surplus Standard.
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was always the case so that the assumption of neutrality could be appropriate, presumably
in less dire circumstances.

[333] Having regard to the comments, in obiter dicta, of Madame Justice Reed in
Hillsdown cited above, and to the favourable view thereof of the Court, the Tribunal must
accept that the redistributional effects can legitimately be considered neutral in some
instances, but not in others. Fairness and equity require complete data on socio-economic
profiles on consumers and shareholders of producers to know whether the redistributive
effects are socially neutral, positive or adverse. While complete data may never be
attainable, the Tribunal must be able to establish on the evidence the socially adverse
effects of the transfer.

[334] It is true, as the Commissioner submits, that the purpose clause of the Act does not
discriminate against certain groups of consumers. However, the Tribunal cannot conclude
that the redistribution of income is an effect that is necessarily always or entirely negative
from society's viewpoint. To do so would be to adopt the "a priori fixed weight" to which
Professor Townley objects based on his expertise in welfare economics. Moreover, that
approach characterizes the Consumer Surplus Standard which, in the Tribunal's opinion,
vitiates the statutory efficiency defence in section 96; accordingly, the Tribunal is not
prepared to adopt that standard.

[335] Noting that the Court has reservations about certain standards for the treatment of
efficiency gains but has indicated its general approval of the Balancing Weights
Approach of Professor Townley, the Tribunal is of the view that it should, as Professor
Townley stated in his report, consider whatever qualitative or quantitative information is
available that allows it to assess the redistributional effects. It therefore rejects the
Commissioner's submission that the transfer of income must necessarily be included in its
entirety once the Commissioner has estimated the size thereof and quantified it as a
measured effect to be added to the other measured effects when assessing all of the
effects of the merger under subsection 96(1). In the Tribunal's view, this largely
quantitative approach is opposite to the instruction of the Court.

[336] The Commissioner's alternatives to this approach are: (i) the qualitative approach
advocated by Ms. Lloyd in dissent; (ii) the Balancing Weights Approach of Professor
Townley, and (iii) at the first hearing, the evaluation of the adverse redistributional
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(2) Tribunal's Approach to the Redistributive Effects

[337] The Commissioner's revised view of the Balancing Weights Approach is surprising
because the Court indicated its approval thereof, albeit with the comment that it requires
further refinement and elaboration when applied to the facts of a particular case. The
Commissioner's abandonment of the case-by-case assessment of adverse redistributive
effects as propounded at the first hearing is also surprising, as it provides the elaboration
and refinement in particular cases that supports the Balancing Weights Approach.

[338] Following the instruction of the Court, the Tribunal would adopt the Balancing
Weights Approach if there were sufficient information in evidence to come to an
assessment of whether the estimated balancing weight of 1.6 is reasonable given the
socio-economic differences between and among consumers and shareholders. Moreover,
no alternate weight has been submitted nor any other approach that the Tribunal could
use to evaluate the reasonableness of the estimated balancing weight of 1.6 as a measure
of redistributive effects. While not adopting the Balancing Weights Approach, the
Commissioner submits that in view of the record in its entirety, there is no basis for
concluding that a weight of 1.6 or less is reasonable. There is, however, some limited
information in the record that the Tribunal can use to reach a conclusion on the
redistributive effects.

(3) Pecuniary Gains

[339] Before reviewing that information, the Tribunal takes note of the Court's remarks
concerning subsection 96(3) of the Act which, if correct, have very significant
implications for the understanding of the merger provisions of the Act. Following the
interpretation of the Commissioner's MEGs, the Tribunal regarded subsection 96(3) as
denying that pecuniary savings could be included in "gains in efficiency". For example, if
a merger of buyers enabled them to extract lower prices from sellers through the exercise
of bargaining power, those savings would be a redistribution of pecuniary income from
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effects on a case-by-case basis described by the Commissioner's senior adviser G. Allen.
It appears to the Tribunal that approach (i) is not now advocated by the Commissioner,
and the Commissioner claims that the decision of the Court renders approach (iii)
incorrect in law and that approach (ii) is incomplete and useful only as a tool to assist it in
its broader inquiry.

[340] Thus, the Tribunal has viewed subsection 96(3) as a statutory reminder that there
must be a gain to society, as opposed to a gain to one party at the expense of another, in
order for a gain in efficiency to exist, i.e. that only those savings that resulted from
improved resource allocation could be considered. In the Tribunal's view, the provision
has no implications for the treatment of effects, a view that appears to be shared by all
commentators on this part of the Act.
[341] The Court's remarks concerning subsection 96(3) are as follows:

[82] I attach some weight to subsection 96(3) of the Competition Act, which provides that
the Tribunal shall not find that a merger or proposed merger "is likely to bring about
gains in efficiency by reason only of a redistribution of income between two or more
persons." Hence, subsection 96(3) expressly limits the weight accorded to redistribution
in assessing the efficiencies generated by the merger.

[83] No similar limitation is imposed by the Act on the effects side of the balance. If
Parliament had intended redistribution of income to be excluded altogether from the
"effects" of an anti-competitive merger, as the Tribunal held, the drafter might well have
been expected to have made an express provision, similar to that contained in
subsection 96(3) with respect the efficiencies side of the balance. The absence of such a
provision suggests that, contrary to the Tribunal's conclusion, Parliament did not intend
to impose such a limitation on the "effects" side.

(Appeal Judgment, at 33-34)
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sellers to buyers, not an increase in societal real income as the result of the improved use
of resources achieved through the merger. Accordingly, those savings should not be
treated as gains in efficiency, even though buyers do achieve lower prices thereby.
Another example of a pecuniary gain is tax-savings achieved by the merger, which
represent a transfer from taxpayers generally to shareholders of the merged firm.

[343] In the Tribunal's view, it is very doubtful that Parliament intended that pecuniary
gains be considered in merger review under section 96, whether the pecuniary gains
benefitted either buyers or sellers. Certainly, there is nothing in the statutory history or
legislative review that suggests this. Indeed, as the Court stated, efficiency is explicitly
the paramount objective of section 96.

[344] While the Court affirmed the Tribunal's conclusion, it required a broader
conception of "effects":

[92] Thus, although section 96 requires the approval of an anti-competitive merger where
the efficiencies generated are greater than, and offset, its anti-competitive effects, the
ultimate preference for the objective of efficiency in no way restricts the countervailing
"effects" to deadweight loss. Instead, the word, "effects", should be interpreted to include
all the anti-competitive effects to which a merger found to fall within section 92 in fact
gives rise, having regard to all of the statutory purposes set out in section 1.1.

(Appeal Judgment, at 37)

[345] The Tribunal is of the view that the Court's instruction to it to consider all relevant
effects including redistributive effects does not require it to consider pecuniary gain as an
effect under subsection 96(1).

(4) Professor Townley's Statistical Evidence
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[342] If the Court is correct, then the pecuniary gain that benefits consumers as
exemplified above, although not a gain in efficiency, would be an effect of the merger
because, apparently, no limitation has been imposed on "effects".

[347] Professor Townley calls attention to the pattern in Table 2 that the expenditure
share declines as household income and total expenditure rise. For example, propane
expenditure constitutes 1.68 percent of the total expenditure of the 20 percent of
households with the lowest income (i.e. the lowest-income quintile). For the 20 percent of
households that have the highest income (the highest-income quintile), propane spending
is only 0.07 percent thereof. Professor Townley notes that while absolute spending does
not display this pattern, the fact that bottled propane expenditure decreases as a share of
total expenditure as income rises indicates to him that a price increase would have a
relatively larger impact the lower one's income (Townley report, exhibit A-2081, at 36).

[348] Professor Townley also points out that the average household expenditure on
bottled propane nation-wide is only 0.23 percent of total household expenditure.
However, he expresses concern that the Statistics Canada survey, because it does not
distinguish among uses of propane (i.e. home heating versus running a barbeque), does
not convey the impact of a price increase on households that use it for home heating
(Townley report, exhibit A-2081 at 36). He regards the household expenditure data in the
Statistics Canada survey as heavily skewed toward minor consumers (Townley report,
exhibit A-2081, at 38).

[349] Professor Townley quotes from a 1998 report of the Propane Gas Association, that
cites a Statistics Canada estimate that 102,000 Canadian households are "fuelled by
propane" (Townley report, exhibit A-2081, at 38). It is not entirely clear what the phrase
"fuelled by propane" refers to, and the Tribunal cannot conclude that it refers exclusively
to home heating.
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[346] Table 2 of Professor Townley's expert report contains information from the
Statistics Canada report entitled Family Expenditure in Canada, 1996, and presents data
on consumption of "bottled propane" by household income quintile. Table 2 states that
household expenditure on bottled propane is 0.23 percent of total household expenditure.
Accordingly, bottled propane expenditures are shown to constitute a very small share of
total household spending (Townley report, exhibit A-2081, at 37).

[351] While the 4.7 percent of households in the lowest-income quintile number only
102,465 households out of all 10,900,500 households in Canada as stated in Table 2, they
should not, in the Tribunal's view, be ignored. However, as Professor Townley points out,
the Statistics Canada survey includes the non-essential uses of propane by households in
that income quintile. There is no information on the record in this regard that would assist
in determining the extent to which the redistribution of income from this group is
adverse.

[352] The Court alluded to a possible distinction between essential and non-essential
uses:

Second, the demand for propane is fairly inelastic, that is, consumers are relatively
insensitive to price increases. Although some consumers purchase propane for less than
essential purposes, such as heating their swimming pools, most purchase it for home
heating, automotive fuel and industrial purposes. Consequently, propane is not a
discretionary item that most consumers can choose to forego.

(Appeal Judgment, paragraph 11, at 8)

[353] It appears to the Tribunal that while many consumers (including business
consumers) do, in fact, have choices available other than propane, these alternatives may,
for various reasons, not be attractive and so would not likely be adopted. However, there
is no doubt, given the available evidence, but that many consumers have no good
alternatives. Yet, if the essentiality of the application is a relevant variable, it will be
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[350] Setting aside the household expenditure data that Professor Townley suggests may
be skewed, the Tribunal observes that according to the Statistics Canada data shown in
Table 2, 4.7 percent of the households in the lowest-income quintile and 29.1 percent of
households in the highest-income quintile consume bottled propane. Accordingly,
consumption of bottled propane is not limited to low-income groups.

[354] The CMR study, as described by Professor Townley, is a 1997 survey of
commercial and residential customers of Superior in Atlantic Canada, Ontario and
Quebec. The survey finds that Superior's commercial customers tend to be small
businesses in rural areas, and its residential customers tend to be low-income, older-thanaverage and located in rural areas. Among Superior's residential customers in eastern
Canada,

...15% of Superior customers earned less than $25,000 per year, 11% earned between
$25,000 and $35,000 annually, 12% earned between $35,000 and $45,000, 11% between
$55,000 and $75,000, and 9% earned more than $75,000 annually. (32% of those
surveyed did not state their annual income.)

(Townley report, exhibit A-2081, at 39)

[355] The CMR study of eastern Canada consumers tends to support the impressions
gained from the Statistics Canada material concerning residential consumers of propane.
There is discussion of consumption by residential end-use or essentiality; for example,
53 percent of Superior's residential customers use propane for heating and 10 percent to
heat a swimming pool (Townley report, exhibit A-2081, at 39).

[356] The Tribunal cannot avoid the conclusion that the redistributive effect of the
merger on low-income households that purchase propane will be socially adverse. As
suggested above, however, the number of such households is quite small and some
undetermined number of them may not be using propane for essential purposes.

[357] The Tribunal places less weight on the redistributive effect on households which, as
the respondents observe, use propane for swimming pools, barbeques, heating second
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difficult to draw firm conclusions about the adverse effect of the re-distribution of
income based on the available evidence.

(5) Interrelated Markets: Redistributive Effects

[358] The Tribunal noted above the Commissioner's observation that slightly more than
10 percent of propane sales by the merged company will be made directly to consuming
households. The remaining 90 percent of sales will be made to businesses that use
propane as an intermediate input in their production processes. Having regard to the
Court's concern for interrelated markets and to the witness testimony at the first hearing,
the Tribunal can only conclude that such propane will be acquired by large and
successful, and in some cases widely-owned, companies that are well-known, as well as
by small and medium-sized businesses about which little information is available.

[359] The Tribunal heard the testimony of some small and medium-sized business
owners, and it infers therefrom and from the CMR study regarding Superior's commercial
customers in eastern Canada, that propane is used by some businesses whose owners will
be negatively affected by the reduction in their profits that will result from their higher
costs of propane to the extent that they cannot pass the price increase on in the form of
higher prices for their products. For example, local restaurant owners that appeared as
witnesses for the Commissioner may be able to raise their prices to offset their increased
costs. On the other hand, it appears that some unstated number of family-owned
agricultural operations use propane in crop-drying and those businesses may have no
alternative or perhaps only unattractive alternatives to that use, and no ability to increase
their prices.

[360] The Commissioner refers to witness evidence that propane is "...a significant input
for farmers for grain drying..." (Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination
Proceedings, paragraph 32, at 18). Relying on the witness evidence, the respondents point
out that the gross retail cost of propane accounts for two to three percent of the cost of
drying crops and that the projected increase therein due to the merger would represent an
effect that would be regarded by the Commissioner's recently-adopted methodology for
assessing redistributive effects as unimportant (Respondents' Memorandum on
Redetermination Proceedings, paragraphs 129-130, at 58-59).
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homes, cottages and ski chalets. Many, although not necessarily all, of those households
will presumably be in the higher income groups. The record is silent in this regard.

[362] The Tribunal notes further that since 90 percent of the merged firm's sales will be
to other businesses, the impact of the price increase will fall on the products of those
firms and will, through interrelated markets, ultimately be borne by business owners and
household purchasers throughout the economy, to the extent that they are not borne by
the lower profits of owners of those businesses that purchase the propane directly from
the merged company. How the burden of the price increase is ultimately shared across
business owners in interrelated markets and by households is an important question that
is difficult to answer. Certainly, however, shareholders of the merged firm will not escape
the price increases.

[363] Yet, having regard to the evidence of regressivity of the price increase on
consumers of "bottled propane" discussed above, there is no basis for assuming that
outcome generally. The price increase may hit higher income groups disproportionately
depending on their consumption patterns and on the extent to which propane is involved
in the production of those goods and services. There is no evidence according to which
such incidence of the price increase on 90 percent of initial propane sales might be
inferred.

[364] There may well be some small and medium-sized businesses that are only
marginally profitable and also unable to pass on the price increase. However, there is no
information on the record that would allow the Tribunal to assess the number of such
enterprises or to distinguish between them and those that are perhaps quite successful. In
the former, the redistribution of profit to the shareholders of the merged firm might not be
socially neutral; in the latter, perhaps, it would be.
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[361] More importantly, in the Tribunal's view, there is nothing on the record that allows
us to conclude that owners of agricultural enterprises are needy; indeed, according to the
testimony of some owners of agricultural operations concerning the size of their
businesses, they may be relatively well-off. Absent better evidence in this regard, it is
impossible to determine whether and to what extent the redistribution of profits from
agricultural businesses to the merged company's shareholders is socially adverse. Similar
lack of information applies to the other small and medium-sized businesses to which the
Commissioner refers.

[365] Based on its review of the evidence, the Tribunal cannot agree with the
respondents' position that the redistributive effects are completely neutral. It is our view
that the gains and losses are not completely offsetting and that there is a social loss that
requires consideration.

[366] However, on the basis of the evidence, the Tribunal cannot find that such loss is
measured by the Commissioner's measured transfer of $40.5 million per annum, because
the Commissioner has not demonstrated that that amount is the socially adverse effect.
There is considerable reason to think that portions, perhaps significant portions, of the
measured transfer are redistributions of profit among shareholders that society would
regard neutrally.

[367] The evidence tends to support the socially adverse redistributive effects regarding
low-income households that use propane for essential purposes and have no good
alternatives, but the number of such households appears to be small. In the Balancing
Weights Approach of Professor Townley, the interests of those households should be
weighted more heavily than the interests of the shareholders of the merged firm, but the
higher weight is not determinable given the information on the record. In the Tribunal's
view, the interests of other households and business owners should be weighted equally
with shareholders of the merged firm in this case, particularly since, as the Commissioner
has noted, all producers are, in a sense, consumers as well.

[368] The Tribunal notes that it is possible to quantify the adverse redistributive effects of
the transfer on household consumers of bottled propane in the lowest-income quintile
based on the evidence of Professor Townley and Professor Ward. As there are
approximately 102,465 consuming households in that group, and as the average
expenditure per consuming household in that group is $277 per year (Townley report,
exhibit A-2081, Table 2), total sales to that group are approximately $28.4 million per
annum. Since the Commissioner's measured deadweight loss assumes a demand elasticity
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(6) Tribunal's Decision on Redistributive Effects

approximately $2.6 million. This estimate assumes that all propane consumed by
households in this group is for essential purposes.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

[369] It is clear, in our view, that the Court did not direct us to consider the entire amount
of the wealth transfer as an "effect" of the lessening or prevention of competition. Rather,
the Court has directed us to consider all of the "effects" in light of the statutory purposes
of the purpose clause of the Act. Had the Court been of the view that the full amount of
the wealth transfer constituted an "effect" under subsection 96(1), it would, no doubt,
have said so in clear terms. The Court did not make a determination nor did it purport to
make one with respect to the "effects" that will result from the prevention or lessening of
competition in the merger under review. The Court did not attempt to make such a
determination because the findings to be made are clearly within the Tribunal's expertise.
The Court recognized this when it stated at paragraph 139 of the Appeal Judgment:

Having concluded for the above reasons that the Tribunal erred in law when it interpreted
section 96 as mandating that, in all cases, the only effects of an anti-competitive merger
that may be balanced against the efficiencies created by the merger are those identified by
the total surplus standard, this Court should not prescribe the "correct" methodology for
determining the extent of the anti-competitive effects of a merger. Such a task is beyond
the limits of the Court's competence.

[370] Having assessed the measured adverse redistributive effect based on the evidence,
it remains for the Tribunal to decide how to combine it with the measured deadweight
loss of $3 million and the maximum deadweight loss attributable to changes in the
merged company's product line of $3 million. Weighting redistributive effects equally
with efficiency losses, the three effects would be added together to produce a maximum
total effect of approximately $8.6 million.
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of -1.5 and a price increase to residential consumers in general of 11 percent
(Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings, Appendix A), the
transfer is 9.2 percent of sales (Ward report, exhibit A-2059, Table 8). Accordingly, on
the Commissioner's evidence, the measured adverse redistributive effect on that group is

A. OBSERVATION

[372] In the Tribunal's view, demonstrating significant adverse redistributional effects in
merger review will, in most instances, not be an easy task. This may be why the
Commissioner has argued so strongly for the inclusion of the transfer in its entirety, no
questions asked. As cited by the respondents in part, Mr. Howard Wetston, the former
Director of Investigation and Research addressed the evidentiary issue in commenting on
the Hillsdown decision. Speaking of section 96, he said:

The section itself is broadly framed, and so, it may be argued, supports various
interpretations. Economists have advocated treating the wealth transfer neutrally owing to
the difficulty of assigning weights a priori on who is more deserving of a dollar. Even
considering that some system of weighting could be articulated, the practical implications
of this are likely insurmountable - for, who is losing and who is receiving the transfer?
Shares are often widely held in companies. Are the shareholders of pension-fund
investors in a firm more or less deserving than the customers of that firm? Moreover, who
are the customers? In cases of intermediate products, is one looking to the shareholders of
the consuming companies or to their customers?
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[371] However, there is no statutory basis under the Act (or in U.S. antitrust law) for
assuming such equal weighting: perhaps the adverse redistributive effects should weigh
twice as heavily as efficiency losses, in which case the three weighted effects would not
exceed $11.2 million. Alternatively, since efficiency concerns are paramount in merger
review, perhaps adverse redistributive effects should be weighted half as much as
deadweight losses. In the instant case, it is clear that the adverse redistributive effects are,
on the evidence, quite small. Accordingly, the Tribunal is of the view that any under any
reasonable weighting scheme, the gains in efficiency of $29.2 million are greater than
and offset all of the effects of lessening and prevention of competition attributable to the
merger under review.

Under these circumstances, I am respectfully of the view that, from an enforcement
perspective, it is preferable not to depart at this time from the approach adopted in the
Merger Enforcement Guidelines. Moreover, it should be understood that, regardless of
the interpretation, the number of cases falling into this category will not be large.

(Remarks delivered by Howard I. Wetston, Q.C., Director of Investigation and Research,
Bureau of Competition Policy, to the Canadian Institute, Toronto, June 8, 1992)

[373] In the Tribunal's view, the remarks of Mr. Wetston are very significant. First, he
recognized that adequate measurement of the redistributive effects of a lessening or
prevention of competition might well be impossible in light of the difficult questions that
must be addressed. Second, Mr. Wetston recognized that no such effort was required
under the American approach. However, there is no indication in the statute or elsewhere
that Parliament intended this approach. The explicit efficiency defence in subsection
96(1) of the Act is clear evidence that Parliament intended not to follow the American
approach to efficiencies.

[374] This decision has been a very difficult exercise. The difficulty results in great part
from the wording of subsection 96(1) of the Act which requires the Tribunal to weigh
efficiencies against the "effects" of a lessening or prevention of competition. In that
regard, we believe that the view expressed by Professor W.T. Stanbury before the
legislative committee on Bill C-91, is entirely apposite:

Now I come to the matter of the efficiency defence. Proposed section 68 [now s.96] of
Bill C-91 clearly contemplates a trade-off between gains in efficiency and the lessening
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One solution to this dilemma is to adopt the U.S.-style approach to consideration of
efficiencies; namely, that savings must be passed on to consumers. Yet, if Parliament's
desire had been to deny the possibility of any price impact on customers by giving
consideration to the wealth transfer effects of a merger, then this could have been
specified in the language of the section.

Second, there is an inherent and unavoidable value judgment that the tribunal must make
in dealing with proposed section 68. The sad part is that Parliament has given no
guidance to the tribunal as to its priorities, as to the weights to be applied to the
lessening of competition [effects] and gains in efficiency.

...

With respect to the efficiency defence, there the clarification is not much of definition but
of saying to the tribunal what priorities Parliament puts upon efficiency as opposed to the
lessening of competition. It is a judgment call; there is no technical way that can be
handled by numbers or anything of that sort. But Parliament could say...

Let me just give you an historical example. In Bill C-256 the efficiency defence could be
used only if the firms under review could show that at least part of the gains in efficiency
were going to be passed on to consumers, you may recall. There is no such provision
here. It seems to me that Parliament is indicating its priorities, that there is a difference in
priorities there. I am not saying that we should adopt that; I am saying that Parliament
should decide and give instructions to the tribunal as to what values it wants the
tribunals to adopt. The tribunal has to adopt a value - it cannot avoid it - in dealing with
proposed section 68 of the Bill.

(Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Legislative Committee on Bill C-91,
Monday, May 7, 1986, Issue 7, page 3:4) [Emphasis added]
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of competition. This raises a number of difficult questions. The first and most important
is the matter of incommensurability - namely, that the tribunal will be asked to deal and
make a judgment between a lessening of competition, which will probably result in
higher prices, and gains in efficiency, which are real savings to society. These are not
comparable kinds of things because one involves a redistribution of income and the other
involved real gains in terms of the savings of resources.

[375] Ms. Lloyd, in her dissenting opinion, which we have had the benefit of reading in
draft form, has taken a different view of the matter. It is clear that, in her view, even if the
merged company had been able to show efficiencies of, say, $100 million per year, that
would not have sufficed to offset the effects of any prevention or lessening of
competition.

[376] Ms. Lloyd has taken what we would characterize as the "qualitative approach". We
are convinced that under that approach rarely will a merger succeed in passing the
section 96 test. Our review of the legislative history of the merger provisions, and in
particular, of section 96 of the Act, leads us to conclude that that could not have been
Parliament's intention.

[377] The Tribunal therefore concludes that the Commissioner's application must be
dismissed.
IX. CONCURRING OPINION (DR. L. SCHWARTZ)
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It was the Tribunal's initial view, on its acceptance of the Total Surplus Standard, that the
Act did not give rise to the difficulties to which Professor Stanbury referred. However, in
light of the Court's Appeal Judgment, we feel that, as Professor Stanbury pointed out to
the Legislative Committee, subsection 96(1) requires the Tribunal to compare matters
that cannot be easily, if at all, compared. On the one hand, there are efficiencies, which
are real savings to society, and on the other hand, there are the redistribution effects
which arise by reason of a price increase. We have attempted to render the incomparable
"comparable" by, whenever possible, quantifying the effects. We have not been totally
successful in this endeavour but we have come to the conclusion that the $29.2 million of
efficiencies brought about by the merger is greater than and outweighs the "effects" of the
lessening of competition.

A. CHICAGO SCHOOL

[379] In the Appeal Judgment, Létourneau, J.A. suggests that advocates of the "Chicago
School of thought in antitrust matters" agree with the earlier decision of the Tribunal in
this merger case (Appeal Judgment, at paragraph 11, Létourneau, J.A.). I have difficulty
in characterizing the attitude of the Chicago School regarding the proper treatment of
efficiency in merger review. For example, Nadon, J. cited the views of Robert Bork with
approval (Reasons, at paragraph 426). However, Judge Posner writes:

... The problem, as we shall see, is that it is very difficult to measure the efficiency
consequences of a challenged practice; and thus throughout this book we shall be
continually endeavoring to find ways of avoiding the prohibition of efficient, albeit anticompetitive, practices without having to compare directly the gains and losses from a
challenged practice...

(R.A. Posner, Antitrust Law: An Economic Perspective, Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1976 at 22)

In Judge Posner's view, the measurement of efficiency gains and losses is so difficult that
it ought to be avoided. In my view, there is no agreement among Chicago School
advocates on the proper treatment of efficiencies in reviewing horizontal mergers under
American antitrust law.
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[378] Agreeing as I do with the Tribunal's decision, I would like to comment on certain
ancillary matters that have arisen. In my view, the Court and Létourneau, J.A., have
raised economic issues that I feel require further discussion.

[381] If economic theory and analysis are relevant under the Act, then virtually every
decision of the Tribunal will reflect the "applied price theory" perspective of the Chicago
School to some extent. In my view, however, the present and earlier decisions of the
Tribunal in the instant case cannot be described as wholly consistent with that school of
antitrust thought.

[382] Létourneau, J.A. regards section 96 of the Act as vague.

...Are all the effects of the merger be weighed and what weight should be given to them?
Are they all of the same significance and value? On what basis is one effect to be
preferred over the other? On what basis should some effects, if any, be ignored or
discarded?

(Appeal Judgment, at paragraph 5)

[383] Up until the Court released its Appeal Judgment in the instant matter, I had not
viewed section 96 of the Act as vague, having in mind the recommendation of the
Economic Council of Canada in its 1969 Report, the exclusion of redistributive
objectives from the 1986 amendments in contrast to earlier bills, the Parliamentary
review, various Ministerial statements, and particularly, the paramountcy of the objective
of economic efficiency in section 96 of the Act that the Court has confirmed. That said, if
the Act is vague, it is my view that the apparent preference in some quarters for following
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[380] In my understanding, the Chicago School of thought views all antitrust matters
through the lens of applied price theory. On this view, I doubt that a separate product
market for "national account coordination services" could be justified in light of the
uncontradicted evidence proffered by the respondents. However, relying on the oral
evidence of the Commissioner's witnesses, the Tribunal did not adopt applied price
theory's conception of firms; it could be said, rather, that the Tribunal adopted a
"transactions cost" perspective.

[384] As noted by the Tribunal at paragraph 187 supra, Lande and Fisher acknowledged
the lack of guidance in the American legislative history regarding the relative weighting
of wealth transfers and efficiency effects. Fisher and Lande, who are generally critical of
the Chicago School of antitrust, appeared to adopt the same position as Judge Posner.
They concluded that case-by-case adjudication of efficiency gains versus effects was
itself so "unworkable", even under the Consumer Surplus Standard, that merger review
should avoid any such analysis (Fisher and Lande, at 1650). Their recommended
approach was to evaluate all mergers based on rigid market-share criteria with few
exceptions (Fisher and Lande, at 1691) and, of course, none for efficiency. However, the
Act specifically calls for a case-by-case assessment of gains in efficiency and effects of
lessening or prevention of competition, and it rules out sole reliance on market shares.

[385] In my view, the proclaimed supremacy of the consumer interest in the United
States is frequently overstated. The recurring softwood lumber dispute between Canada
and the United States amply illustrates how the interests of domestic lumber producers in
the United States have prevailed at the expense of the American consumer (particularly
homebuyers), and evidence of gains in efficiency is not even required of those producers
in return for the market restrictions that they seek. When viewing the American antitrust
regime, we ought to remember that it is often circumscribed by other policies in which
the consumer interest is not paramount.

B. IMPLICATIONS OF SUBSECTION 96(2)

[386] There is a view that the efficiency defence in subsection 96(1) is available only
when subsection 96(2) considerations are directly involved. This is not my understanding
and, in response to a direct question from the Tribunal, the Commissioner did not take
that position (Transcript, vol. 1, October 9, 2001, line 7, at 85). Subsection 96(2) requires
special attention be given to exports and imports where they are involved, but subsection
96(1) applies to mergers generally, even if imported and exported goods and services are
not involved.
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the American approach will be of limited assistance in achieving the objectives of the
purpose clause of the Act.

C. SMALL BUSINESS

[388] The Court, relying on the purpose clause, has stated that the effects of an anticompetitive merger on small businesses must be considered when section 96 is invoked.
Given the Court's emphasis on the purpose clause, it is puzzling that such consideration is
only to be accorded under section 96. If the Court is correct in its view of the significance
to be paid to small and medium-sized enterprises under the Act, surely it would be
expected that such concern would be as relevant, if not more so, under section 92.

[389] Section 93 of the Act lists certain factors that the Tribunal may consider when
determining whether a merger prevents or lessens competition substantially under
section 92. Neither efficiency nor small business are listed factors, and I infer therefrom
that it was not Parliament's intent to allow the Tribunal to consider these factors in
coming to a conclusion under section 92.

[390] It is true that paragraph (h) in section 93 of the Act enables the Tribunal to consider
any non-listed factor. However, in light of the purpose of the Act as provided in the
purpose clause, objectives relating to efficiency and small businesses were wellunderstood; bluntly, they were too big to miss. Hence, if Parliament wanted to allow the
Tribunal to consider these factors in the section 92 inquiry, it would not have left them to
the residual paragraph (h) in section 93. The Tribunal refused to consider the impact of
efficiency gains on price in its analysis under section 92 (Reasons, at paragraph 258), and
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[387] As I understand the legislative history, the 1986 amendments, including section 96,
were motivated in large part by the pressures of growing international trade and
investment on Canadian businesses and by the need to encourage them to restructure in
order to be able to succeed in the more competitive environment that ultimately benefits
Canadian consumers. However, this does not indicate to me that the efficiency defence in
subsection 96(1) was limited to mergers where subsection 96(2) considerations were
directly involved. Rather, Canadian firms that become more efficient through mergers
that stimulate exports and reduce imports can be given special consideration.

[391] Similarly, a merger may have profound implications for small businesses, yet that
is not a factor in the Tribunal's assessment of whether the merger prevents or lessens
competition substantially. Thus, if parties to a merger did not invoke section 96, there
would be no basis for the Tribunal to consider the small-business implications at all.

[392] The purpose clause applies to the Act in its entirety. Accordingly, I think the better
view is that since the impact of a merger on small business is, per statute, not a
consideration under section 92 or section 93, then it may be inconsistent to give that
impact greater weight under section 96.

D. DEADWEIGHT LOSS AND ELASTICITY OF DEMAND

[393] At paragraph 103 of the Appeal Judgment, the Court holds that applying the Total
Surplus Standard leads to "paradoxical" consequences when viewed in light of the
consumer protection objectives of the Act. In particular, that standard

... makes it easier to justify a merger between suppliers of goods for which demand is
relatively inelastic than of goods for which demand is relatively elastic.

The Court continues:
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the Court did not disturb the Tribunal's conclusion that efficiency gains could not be
considered under section 92 even if there were clear evidence that the price would decline
as a result of those gains.

[105] Thus, on the Tribunal's interpretation of section 96, the more inelastic the demand
for the goods produced by the merged entity, the smaller will be the efficiencies required
from the merger in order to offset its anti-competitive effects. It follows on this reasoning
that, for the purpose of balancing efficiencies and effects, a potentially large wealth
transfer from consumers of goods for which demand is inelastic to producers is to be
ignored.

[106] It is certainly not obvious how an interpretation of "effects" that creates a
differential treatment of mergers by reference to the elasticity of demand for the goods
produced by the merged entity is rationally related to any of the statutory aims of the
Competition Act.

(Appeal Judgment, at 42) [Underlined emphasis added]

[394] It appears to me that the Court has placed some weight on its findings in these
matters. With respect, I believe that the Court's views rest on a misapprehension of the
relationship between deadweight loss and elasticity of demand.

[395] What can be said is that, for a given demand elasticity and pre-merger sales, the
calculated deadweight loss will be larger the larger is the price increase. This conclusion
is reached by inspecting the formula for approximating the deadweight loss when
competitive conditions prevail prior to the merger:
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[104] This is because, where the demand for particular goods is inelastic, as it is for
propane, the goods cannot be substituted as cost-effectively as where the demand is
elastic. Hence, price increases that result from the exercise of market power are tolerated
more by purchasers of goods for which the demand is inelastic than by purchasers of
those where the demand is elastic. Thus, since purchasers of goods for which demand is
inelastic are relatively insensitive to price, fewer will purchase substitute goods despite
increases in price. Therefore, a significant price increase will result in a smaller
deadweight loss where demand is inelastic than where it is elastic.

Similarly, a larger demand elasticity results in a larger deadweight loss, holding the other
variables, including the price increase, constant. Certain issues can be illuminated by
using this formula and the ceteris paribus assumption (Reasons, at paragraphs 435-436).

In pricing decisions, however, the ceteris paribus assumption is not met because the price
increase will depend on the demand elasticity. A firm with market power will impose a
larger price increase when demand is inelastic than when demand is elastic, for in the
latter case, customers will more readily shift to alternatives. Thus, where demand is
elastic, the price increase will be relatively small; hence the deadweight loss will be
relatively small. In contrast, where demand is inelastic, the price increase will be
relatively large, hence the deadweight loss will be relatively large.

Thus, it is not reasonable to suppose that a firm with market power would impose the
same "significant price increase" whether demand was inelastic or elastic. Therefore, it
does not follow that the deadweight loss would necessarily be smaller in the former case
than in the latter, yet this is the Court's view.

[396] The evidence of Professor Ward in this case illustrates the relationship between
deadweight loss and demand elasticity. Using the average price increases of Superior and
ICG when regional and discount firms are in the market, drawn from Table 7 of his
expert report (exhibit A-2059) and, in parentheses, the associated deadweight losses as a
percentage of sales in his Table 8 shows the following pattern:

Propane Demand Elasticity
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deadweight loss (percentage price increase)2 x demand elasticity x sales/2

Residential price increase 8.0% 4.1% 2.1%
deadweight loss (0.5%) (0.2%) (0.1%)

Industrial price increase 8.9% 5.4% 3.3%
deadweight loss (0.6%) (0.3%) (0.1%)

Automotive price increase 7.7% 4.5% 2.7%
deadweight loss (0.5%) (0.3%) (0.1%)

[397] For example, when demand is relatively elastic (-2.5), the deadweight loss in
residential will be 0.1 percent of sales in that segment. However, if demand were
relatively inelastic (-1.5), the deadweight loss would be larger, i.e. 0.5 percent of sales,
because the price increase is much larger. The same pattern is observed in the industrial
and automotive segments. Thus, contrary to the Court's view, it is apparent that the
deadweight loss is larger when demand is inelastic than when it is elastic.

[398] These distinctions and the possibility for error were, I believe, first pointed out by
W.M. Landes and R.A. Posner in their well-known 1981 paper (Market Power in
Antitrust Cases, 94 Harvard Law Review, No. 5, March 1981, 937, at 991-996) wherein
they criticize Professor Scherer, apparently for a similar mistake in his text. As quoted by
the Tribunal at paragraph 188 supra, Fisher and Lande also noted in 1983 that the
probable percentage price increase and the elasticity of demand are interrelated. The
relationship between deadweight loss and elasticity of demand is, in my view, a
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-1.5 -2.0 -2.5

X. DISSENTING OPINION (MS. CHRISTINE LLOYD)

[399] The majority of the Tribunal redetermined the effects of the aforementioned anticompetitive merger for the purpose of the efficiency defence under section 96 of the Act,
in light of the Appeal Judgment dated April 4, 2001. I recognize that efficiencies are
given special consideration under section 96 of the Act and may constitute a defence in
an otherwise anti-competitive merger. Section 96 involves a balancing process and as
stated by the Court, must be assessed in accordance with the objective and goals of the
Act. This objective is to maintain and encourage competition in Canada in order to
achieve the goals of the Act. These goals are: the promotion of the efficiency and
adaptability of the Canadian economy; the expansion of opportunities for Canadian
participation in world markets; the equitable opportunity for small and medium-sized
enterprises to participate in the Canadian economy and the provision of competitive
prices and product choices to consumers.

[400] My dissent has regard to the majority's assessment and treatment of selected effects
and their resultant conclusions. I am also concerned with the issue of the burden of proof
as it relates to the complexity and extensiveness of the evidence that the majority claims
should have been introduced by the Commissioner in order to prove certain effects of the
merger. For instance, is it required that each of the effects of the merger be quantified by
the Commissioner in order to be considered in the analysis? Which of the effects should
be considered on a qualitative basis when conducting the analysis prescribed by section
96 of the Act? Finally, and importantly, I disagree with the view of the majority that the
Tribunal should only consider "the socially adverse" portion of the consumers' surplus
transfer in the section 96 analysis. Indeed, I cannot find any justification under the Act or
elsewhere for treating the transfer of consumer wealth in this manner.

[401] The majority concludes that no consideration should be given to some of the effects
presented by the Commissioner. These effects are: the reduction or elimination of
customer programs; the prevention of competition in Atlantic Canada; the effects in
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sophisticated one and I criticize no one. However, the Tribunal did not err in its
appreciation of this relationship or its implications, and I respectfully disagree with the
findings of the Court and the conclusions that it reached thereon.

[402] Consequently, when conducting the trade-off analysis in section 96, I considered
certain effects that were dismissed by the majority and conclude that the efficiency gains
are not greater than and do not "offset" the negative effects of this anti-competitive
merger within the parameters of the Act.

A. REDUCTION OR ELIMINATION OF CUSTOMER PROGRAMS

[403] The majority, consistent with the earlier reasoning, only considered the impact on
"resource allocation" when addressing the negative qualitative effects of the merger. The
majority concluded that this effect was minimal and that the amount was unlikely to
exceed the estimated deadweight loss. The Commissioner, in argument, points out that
the majority did not, however, consider the transfer effects that would be associated with
a reduction in real output and the creation of a deadweight loss. In these Reasons, the
majority decided not to consider the redistributive effect associated with the
removal/reduction of programs and services as the Commissioner did not adduce any
evidence on this matter. Consequently, the majority decided not to revisit the original
conclusion on this issue. While I agree with the majority that no evidence was adduced as
to the amount of the transfer effects associated with a reduction in real output and the
creation of a deadweight loss, I am nevertheless of the opinion that the effects associated
with the elimination or the reduction of consumer choice should be considered on a
qualitative basis.

[404] In my opinion, in the absence of ICG as a vigorous competitor, Superior, postmerger, will feel no competitive pressure or incentive to maintain the innovative
programs established by ICG. One of the goals under the purpose clause of the Act is to
provide consumers with competitive prices and product choices. Bundling propane with
special service features is a means of differentiating an otherwise indistinguishable
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interrelated markets; the loss of potential dynamic efficiency gains, and the effects on
small and medium-sized enterprises. I believe that these effects should be given
consideration. In relation to the consumers' surplus transfer, the majority decided to
consider only the part deemed "socially adverse". I disagree with that conclusion. I am of
the view that the transfer should be considered in its entirety when assessing the trade-off
analysis.

[405] It is clear that the merger will have a significant negative impact on customer
programs, services and product choice because of the disappearance of ICG as a
competitor. As a result, Superior no longer has to compete on the basis of those services.
Nonetheless, as the value of these services is very difficult to assess and hence are not
quantified, I am of the view that they should be considered from a qualitative perspective.

[406] In the case before us, consumers with a preference for a large national supplier of
propane or with a need for "national account coordination services" will be deprived of
all choice of suppliers. Indeed, Superior will lack incentive to provide national account
customers with value added features beyond a central billing function. This potential loss
of value-added features through the loss of ICG deprives the customer of product choices
and while it cannot be quantified, this loss cannot be ignored and must be given weight
qualitatively in the balancing process.

B. PREVENTION OF COMPETITION IN ATLANTIC CANADA

[407] The majority recognized at paragraph 244, supra, that the merger prevents ICG's
plans to expand in Atlantic Canada from being implemented and as a result, the price of
propane will likely be higher than it would be if the merger does not take place.
Accordingly, they conclude that the effects of this prevention in Atlantic Canada should
have been quantified in the form of efficiency gains and reduction in excess profits to the
incumbents that would have resulted from additional competition that the merger
precludes. The majority concludes that there is no evidence on the record about the extent
of these effects resulting therefrom.

[408] It is a fact that Superior and Irving are the predominant operators in Atlantic
Canada. ICG was looking to establish a branch office in Sydney, Nova Scotia, in
partnership with the Petro-Canada agent. One of the expected results emerging from the
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product. Providing a value-added feature sets the product apart from its competitors and
this competitive advantage for the company then in turn, benefits consumers.

[409] Therefore, I agree with the Commissioner's position that the loss of the benefits of
competition that might otherwise have developed in Atlantic Canada due to ICG's
activities in the absence of the merger is a relevant qualitative effect that should be taken
into consideration. The fact that it is difficult to predict what would have occurred in the
absence of the merger does not mean that the real effect of the merger preventing
competition from developing in Atlantic Canada should be left out of the analysis.

C. THE EFFECTS IN INTERRELATED MARKETS

[410] The majority is of the view that an increase in the price of propane which has the
potential to increase the costs of goods produced or the services provided by businesses
(i.e. an increase in the price of a significant input), is not relevant. The majority states at
paragraph 253, supra, that the issue here is whether an intermediate purchaser of propane
will absorb the propane price increase or pass it on to customers in some way. Further,
the majority states that whether the increase is large or small or whether propane is a
significant input is not the issue.

[411] I strongly disagree with this view, especially in light of the Court, who
acknowledged that one of the effects of a merger that may be relevant to the efficiency
defence, is the "...impact of the merger on inter-related businesses." (Appeal Judgment, at
paragraph 152).

[412] Regarding the effects on interrelated businesses, the evidence demonstrates that by
far the majority of propane volume (89.3 percent) in 1998 was sold by Superior and ICG
Propane Inc. to bulk agents and for commercial, agricultural, industrial and automotive
end use applications. Only 10.7 percent was sold for residential use. Further, there is
significant evidence on the record that shows that the cost of propane was a significant
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additional competition in the region might have included more competitive prices and
more product choices. Any potential benefits through the increased competition that ICG
would have created are now thwarted by the merger.

[413] This evidence indicates to me that the negative effects of a price increase would
affect businesses as the cost of goods or services they produce would increase. Due to the
fact that the relevant product in this case constitutes an input into a wide range of
products and services in the Canadian economy, it is not feasible to quantify the
additional resource allocation (deadweight loss) and transfer effects for each product or
service affected by this "cost increase". This effect is important and must, in my view, be
taken into account and be given appropriate weight in the balancing process.

D. THE LOSS OF POTENTIAL DYNAMIC EFFICIENCY GAINS

[414] The majority rejects the Commissioner's submissions that the merger will result in
the loss of dynamic efficiency gains that would have been achieved by ICG's
transformation process. The majority states at paragraph 258, supra, that there is no
evidence on the gains therefrom, and note that no expert witness testified to the
likelihood of these gains being achieved, their "..."dynamic" character, or their quantum,
and accordingly the loss of such gains appears speculative..."

[415] Although more in the nature of an obiter, I feel compelled here to express my
surprise with the comment made by the majority regarding the necessity to have evidence
on the "likelihood of those efficiency gains being achieved". In my humble opinion, this
evidence regarding "likelihood" was not adduced with respect to the $29.2 million of
efficiency gains alleged to result from the merger. In that regard, I expressed my concerns
with respect to the likelihood of the respondents' alleged efficiency gains being achieved.
I discussed these concerns in detail in my previous dissenting opinion (Reasons, at
paragraphs 486-493).

[416] The evidence demonstrates that ICG, in a competitive environment, had, prior to
the merger, undergone a business re-engineering to enhance efficiency and improve
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input for products or services. This evidence was reported at paragraphs 30 and 32 of the
Commissioner's Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings.

E. EFFECTS ON SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISES

[417] The majority expresses the views at paragraphs 286 to 305, supra, that the
Commissioner has not shown that Superior behaved aggressively toward its small and
medium-sized competitors. Further, the majority states that, although it takes the
witnesses claims of predatory pricing seriously, the evidence is not sufficient to establish
predation.

[418] The majority comes to the conclusion that in order to consider the effects of
Superior's increased market power and its ability therefrom to resort to "unfair tactics" to
deter entry, or expansion or to discipline small and medium-sized enterprises, a case of
predatory pricing should have been presented by the Commissioner. I recognize that
pricing aggressively is an element of healthy competition and may not constitute
violations under the provisions of the Act. However, I am of the view that evidence of a
company's past conduct might constitute a relevant factor to be considered. The potential
effect that this merged company might have on small and medium-sized enterprises in the
future, and their equitable opportunity to compete becomes an issue.

[419] Indeed, the evidence demonstrates that Superior's practices are designed to either
increase rivals' costs or decrease rivals' revenues. Superior's own records indicate that
"retaliation" is a response to any competitive company who has taken or attempts to take
business away from Superior. This evidence was referred to in the Commissioner's
Memorandum on Redetermination Proceedings at paragraphs 56 to 66. It is apparent that
Superior's increased market power gives it the ability to "discipline" its competitors.
Superior's retaliatory behaviour goes beyond normal competitive practices. Some
examples of Superior's retaliatory behaviour are drastic margin cuts, tying up customers
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productivity. ICG had embraced technology as one method by which to achieve that goal.
They had established computer-based systems to better manage the business and had
given themselves a competitive advantage in the propane market. The process was not
fully implemented when Superior acquired ICG and these innovations will now be
reversed. I am of the view that the merger results in the loss of a propane company
prepared to re-engineer its approach to conduct its business and attempt through
innovation to improve its efficiency and competitiveness.

[420] Small and medium-sized enterprises are entitled under the Act to an equitable
opportunity to compete. This increased ability to deter expansion, entry and discipline
competitors is a real possibility that is supported by Superior's past behaviour. It is an
effect that runs contrary to the goal of the Act to "provide an equitable opportunity for
small and medium-sized enterprises to participate in the Canadian economy" and hence
should be given weight in the balancing exercise.

F. THE CONSUMERS' SURPLUS TRANSFER

[421] A significant effect of this merger is the wealth transfer from consumers to
Superior Propane Inc. (consumers' surplus transfer) which has been estimated by the
Commissioner to be as high as $40.5 million per annum. This wealth transfer results from
the supra-competitive market prices that Superior would likely charge as a consequence
of its market power. In the view of the Court, the Act is not in itself concerned with
"economics" so narrowly conceived as to exclude from consideration under section 96
these redistributive effects and hence these effects must be given weight in the balancing
process.

[422] In its earlier Reasons, the majority recognized the redistributive effects of the
instant merger, but treated them as offsetting because it concluded that the Total Surplus
Standard was required in law; hence, that the redistributive effects were, on balance,
socially neutral. In these Reasons, the majority asks what treatment should be given to the
consumers' surplus transfer based on the submissions of the parties, while taking
instruction from the Court. The majority concludes that the redistribution of income that
results from an anti-competitive merger of producers has a negative effect on consumers
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with multi-year contracts, removal charges, free tanks (normally rented) and the "last
look" on tenders. Imperial Oil's failure to enter propane retailing is an example of
Superior's aggressive reaction and inclination to resort to measures that deter expansion,
entry or discipline competitors. While I recognize that Imperial Oil does not fall into the
category of "small and medium-sized enterprises", I believe that Imperial Oil's exit from
the market is indicative of how Superior's behaviour could negatively impact small and
medium-sized enterprises. Furthermore, I see no reason why Superior would act any
differently towards a company considered small or medium-sized.

[423] The merger reduces the competitiveness of propane prices and this effect reduces
the benefits of competitive propane prices to all Canadian propane consumers by at least
the amount of the consumers' surplus transfer. While individual shareholders of Superior
may well be consumers of propane, the principle issue at hand is the competitiveness of
propane prices for all Canadian consumers regardless of consumer segment; that is their
demographics or the product end-use. The important consideration is that competitive
propane prices should be available to all propane consumers as they are all affected by a
price increase. Hence, the consumers' surplus transfer is an immediate effect resulting
from the anti-competitive merger. I am of the view that there should be no preference for
one segment of consumers over another segment. Indeed, the purpose clause of the Act
explicitly recognizes the goal of providing consumers with "competitive prices". Further,
the majority's approach for treating the transfer would require complete data on the socioeconomic profiles of the consumers and of the shareholders of the producers. With such
an approach, it would be impossible to assess whether redistributive effects on the wealth
transferred as a result of the higher prices charged by the merged entity would be fair and
equitable.

[424] The fact that the merger will likely result in a transfer estimated at $40.5 million
per annum due to Superior's ability to exercise its market power in the form of higher
prices is a serious consideration given the Appeal Judgment and the language of the
purpose clause of the Act. Therefore, I came to the conclusion that the entirety of the
estimated income transfer of $40.5 million per year should be included in the section 96
trade-off analysis in light of the purpose clause.
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(loss of consumers' surplus) and a correspondingly positive effect on shareholders (excess
profit) and states that whether these two effects are completely or only partially offsetting
is a social decision. Further, the majority recognizes at paragraph 333 of these Reasons
that redistributional effects can legitimately be considered neutral in some instances, but
not in others. The majority then went on to say that "...[w]hile complete data may never
be attainable, the Tribunal must be able to establish on the evidence the socially adverse
effects of the transfer." The majority concludes that the redistributive effects are not
completely neutral in the instant merger but refuse to consider the entirety of the
Commissioner's measured transfer of $40.5 million per annum on the grounds that he has
not demonstrated that this amount is the socially adverse effect. The majority is of the
view that the interests of households and business owners should be given equal weights
with shareholders of the merged entity in this case, particularly since, as the
Commissioner has noted, all producers are, in a sense, consumers as well.

[425] As stated above at paragraph 400, I am concerned with the position adopted by the
majority which requires the Commissioner to present evidence of a quantitative nature
with regards to the effects of the anti-competitive merger for the purpose of the section
96 analysis. In my view, such requirement makes the Commissioner's evidentiary burden
formidable. Indeed, as the Commissioner points out, certain effects under consideration
are more qualitative in nature and in many instances some are impossible to quantify. For
instance, the majority discards the effects on interrelated markets as, in their view, the
magnitude of that effect was not established by the Commissioner. The majority implies
at paragraph 254 that this effect should have been measured by calculating the
deadweight loss and transfer effects resulting from a price increase in each market
affected by the merger. Propane being a commodity, the end-uses of which extends to a
very large number of businesses in Canada, makes such measurement highly complex.
With such a required approach, not only would the Commissioner have to prove the
number of businesses affected but he would also have to present evidence of a
deadweight loss arising in each industry (interrelated market). That would be a daunting
task to prove even one specific effect of the merger.

[426] Finally, although the majority recognized at paragraph 372, with respect to the
transfer effect in particular, that demonstrating significant adverse redistributional effects
in merger review will, in most instances, "not be an easy task", the majority nevertheless
maintains the view that this would constitute the appropriate treatment for the transfer. As
I stated above, I see no justification under the Act for reducing the transfer to the part that
is "socially adverse". The purpose clause of the Act explicitly recognizes the goal of
providing all Canadian consumers with "competitive prices". I am concerned that the
approach adopted by the majority regarding the transfer might well be impossible to
implement in light of the complex issues such an approach would entail.

[427] If the standard imposed on the Commissioner, as a result of this decision, were that
he had to quantify each of the effects of an anti-competitive merger and demonstrate the
socially adverse redistributional effect (part of the consumers' surplus transfer), it is my
opinion that the merger provisions of the Act would be, at a minimum difficult, if not
impossible to enforce.
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G. REQUIREMENT TO QUANTIFY THE EFFECTS

[428] In light of my dissenting reasons, when conducting the trade-off analysis in section
96, I conclude that the efficiency gains of $29.2 million per year are not greater than the
combined measured effects ($43.5 million per year) and serious qualitative effects that I
discussed above. As a result, the merger fails the "greater than" aspect of the test.

[429] Further, I am of the view that the efficiency gains of $29.2 million per year do not
"adequately compensate society", do not "offset" the negative effects of this anticompetitive merger within the parameters of the Act, for the combined measured $40.5
million of consumers' surplus transfer, the estimated deadweight loss of $3 million per
year and the negative qualitative effects that I have identified. Finally, as I stated in my
previous dissenting opinion, I still cannot find any meaningful consideration or real
benefits in the nature of dynamic efficiencies that could have had an impact on the
outcome of my analysis. Indeed, the respondents provided no evidence that the
efficiencies claimed will compensate for the detrimental effects that will result from the
merger. For example, the respondents could have claimed that the merger is likely to
bring about dynamic efficiencies arising from innovation that will benefit the Canadian
economy. Such qualitative efficiency gains could have been assessed in the trade-off
analysis as ways to compensate for the detrimental effects caused to the economy as a
whole. However, the respondents did not even attempt to present any such beneficial
effect to the economy that will result from the merger.

[430] Finally, as I discussed above at paragraph 425, I am of the view that this case raises
serious concerns with respect to the evidentiary burden that must be met by the
Commissioner in order to enforce the merger provisions of the Act. As I stated earlier, I
disagree with the majority that each effect of the anti-competitive merger should be
quantified in order to be considered under section 96 of the Act. Such a task would
amount to an extremely difficult exercise to carry out with any degree of reliability.

(1) Observation
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H. CONCLUSION

[432] Relying on estimates and calculations to arrive at what appears to be a precise
number provides a false sense of security in that numbers interpretation. In addition it
eliminates or at a minimum, reduces the discretion/judgment that the Court allowed the
Tribunal in conducting the balancing exercise. The Court recognized "...given the
difficulties of for example assessing both the relative elasticity of demand for the goods
produced or supplied by a merged entity, and the qualitative aspect of deadweight loss,
the application of the total surplus standard is far from mechanical..." In my view it is
inherent in this statement that the Court accepts that the results derived from any merger
analysis may be imprecise and subject to margins of error. A qualitative analysis and
learned judgment is therefore essential.

XI. ORDER

[433] The Tribunal hereby orders that the Commissioner's application for an order under
section 92 of the Act is denied.

Dated at Ottawa, this 4th day of April, 2002

SIGNED on behalf of the Tribunal by the presiding judicial member.
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[431] In this case, I was particularly concerned with the tremendous number of estimates
that were provided as input into the calculations that formed part of the extensive
economic evidence presented in relation to the efficiencies defence. For example, the
input required to establish deadweight loss and transfer estimates included compounded
estimates of volumes, prices per litre by end-use and projected price increases by enduse. This is not to say that using some arithmetic standard is not necessary; however, in
my view such a standard should be used as a tool/guide in reaching a decision and should
not be interpreted as having such precision so as to be concluded as being an end in itself.
Qualitative input is, in my view, imperative in analysing the effects of an anticompetitive merger.
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(s) M. Nadon
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Issue
1
The issue on this appeal from the Competition Tribunal is whether the Tribunal followed the directions given to it by this
Court in Canada (Commissioner of Competition) v. Superior Propane Inc., [2001] 3 F.C. 185 (Fed. C.A.).
Facts
2
Prior to December 1998, Superior Propane Inc. (Superior) and ICG Propane Inc. (ICG) were each engaged in the retail
sale and distribution of propane and related services.
3

On December 7, 1998, Superior acquired ICG (the Superior/ICG merger or merger).

4
On December 7, 1998, the Commissioner of Competition (the "Commissioner") filed an application under section 92 of
the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34 as amended (the "Act"), for an order to dissolve the merger of Superior and ICG on
the grounds that the merger would substantially prevent or lessen competition.
5
By Reasons and Order dated August 30, 2000, the Competition Tribunal (the "Tribunal") found that the merger was
likely to lessen competition substantially in many local markets and for national account customers and was likely to prevent
competition substantially in Atlantic Canada. However, the Tribunal did not make the order for dissolution of the merger sought
by the Commissioner under section 92. It found, pursuant to section 96, that the merger was likely to bring about gains in
efficiency that would be greater than and would offset the effect of the prevention and lessening of competition that would
result from the merger.
6

The Commissioner appealed the Tribunal's denial of a dissolution order to this Court.

1

7
By judgment dated April 4, 2001, this Court allowed the Commissioner's appeal on the grounds that the Tribunal had
misinterpreted section 96 of the Act. The matter was remitted to the Tribunal for redetermination in a manner consistent with
the reasons of the Court.
8
By Reasons and Order dated April 4, 2002, the Tribunal, after conducting the redetermination ordered by the Court,
dismissed the Commissioner's application (the "redetermination decision").
9
This is an appeal by the Commissioner from the Tribunal's dismissal of his application following its redetermination
proceedings.
Analytical Approach
10
In order to determine whether the Tribunal, in its redetermination decision, failed to follow the directions of the Federal
Court of Appeal, it is necessary to consider:
1. the relevant legislative scheme;
2. the relevant findings of the Tribunal in its original decision;
3. what the Court found to be in error in the Tribunal's original decision;
4. what the Court concluded and directed the Tribunal to do; and
5. whether the Tribunal, in its redetermination decision, did what it was directed to do by the Court.
1. The Relevant Legislative Scheme
11
Section 92 of the Act provides that if the Tribunal finds that a merger prevents or lessens or is likely to prevent or
lessen competition substantially, it may, subject to section 96, order that the merger be dissolved. Section 96 is referred to as
the "efficiency defence". The Tribunal shall not order dissolution of a merger under section 92 if it finds that the merger is
likely to bring about gains in efficiency that will be greater than, and will offset, the effects of any prevention or lessening of
competition that will likely result from the merger and that the gains in efficiency would not likely be attained if the dissolution
order were made.
12

Sections 92 and 96 provide:
92. (1) Where, on application by the Commissioner, the Tribunal finds that a merger or proposed merger prevents or lessens,
or is likely to prevent or lessen, competition substantially
(a) in a trade, industry or profession,
(b) among the sources from which a trade, industry or profession obtains a product,
(c) among the outlets through which a trade, industry or profession disposes of a product, or
(d) otherwise than as described in paragraphs (a) to (c),
the Tribunal may, subject to sections 94 to 96,
(e) in the case of a completed merger, order any party to the merger or any other person
(i) to dissolve the merger in such manner as the Tribunal directs,
(ii) to dispose of assets or shares designated by the Tribunal in such manner as the Tribunal directs, or
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(iii) in addition to or in lieu of the action referred to in subparagraph (i) or (ii), with the consent of the person
against whom the order is directed and the Commissioner, to take any other action, or
(f) in the case of a proposed merger, make an order directed against any party to the proposed merger or any other
person
(i) ordering the person against whom the order is directed not to proceed with the merger,
(ii) ordering the person against whom the order is directed not to proceed with a part of the merger, or
(iii) in addition to or in lieu of the order referred to in subparagraph (ii), either or both
(A) prohibiting the person against whom the order is directed, should the merger or part thereof be
completed, from doing any act or thing the prohibition of which the Tribunal determines to be necessary to
ensure that the merger or part thereof does not prevent or lessen competition substantially, or
(B) with the consent of the person against whom the order is directed and the Commissioner, ordering the
person to take any other action.
(2) For the purpose of this section, the Tribunal shall not find that a merger or proposed merger prevents or lessens, or is
likely to prevent or lessen, competition substantially solely on the basis of evidence of concentration or market share.
96. (1) The Tribunal shall not make an order under section 92 if it finds that the merger or proposed merger in respect of
which the application is made has brought about or is likely to bring about gains in efficiency that will be greater than, and
will offset, the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition that will result or is likely to result from the merger
or proposed merger and that the gains in efficiency would not likely be attained if the order were made.
(2) In considering whether a merger or proposed merger is likely to bring about gains in efficiency described in subsection
(1), the Tribunal shall consider whether such gains will result in
(a) a significant increase in the real value of exports; or
(b) a significant substitution of domestic products for imported products.
(3) For the purposes of this section, the Tribunal shall not find that a merger or proposed merger has brought about or is
likely to bring about gains in efficiency by reason only of a redistribution of income between two or more persons.
92. (1) Dans les cas où, à la suite d'une demande du commissaire, le Tribunal conclut qu'un fusionnement réalisé ou proposé
empêche ou diminue sensiblement la concurrence, ou aura vraisemblablement cet effet :
a) dans un commerce, une industrie ou une profession;
b) entre les sources d'approvisionnement auprès desquelles un commerce, une industrie ou une profession se procure
un produit;
c) entre les débouchés par l'intermédiaire desquels un commerce, une industrie ou une profession écoule un produit;
d) autrement que selon ce qui est prévu aux alinéas a) à c),
le Tribunal peut, sous réserve des articles 94 à 96 :
e) dans le cas d'un fusionnement réalisé, rendre une ordonnance enjoignant à toute personne, que celle-ci soit partie
au fusionnement ou non :
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(i) de le dissoudre, conformément à ses directives,
(ii) de se départir, selon les modalités qu'il indique, des éléments d'actif et des actions qu'il indique,
(iii) en sus ou au lieu des mesures prévues au sous-alinéa (i) ou (ii), de prendre toute autre mesure, à condition
que la personne contre qui l'ordonnance est rendue et le commissaire souscrivent à cette mesure;
f) dans le cas d'un fusionnement proposé, rendre, contre toute personne, que celle-ci soit partie au fusionnement
proposé ou non, une ordonnance enjoignant :
(i) à la personne contre laquelle l'ordonnance est rendue de ne pas procéder au fusionnement,
(ii) à la personne contre laquelle l'ordonnance est rendue de ne pas procéder à une partie du fusionnement,
(iii) en sus ou au lieu de l'ordonnance prévue au sous-alinéa (ii), cumulativement ou non :
(A) à la personne qui fait l'objet de l'ordonnance, de s'abstenir, si le fusionnement était éventuellement
complété en tout ou en partie, de faire quoi que ce soit dont l'interdiction est, selon ce que conclut le Tribunal,
nécessaire pour que le fusionnement, même partiel, n'empêche ni ne diminue sensiblement la concurrence,
(B) à la personne qui fait l'objet de l'ordonnance de prendre toute autre mesure à condition que le
commissaire et cette personne y souscrivent.
(2) Pour l'application du présent article, le Tribunal ne conclut pas qu'un fusionnement, réalisé ou proposé, empêche ou
diminue sensiblement la concurrence, ou qu'il aura vraisemblablement cet effet, en raison seulement de la concentration
ou de la part du marché.
96. (1) Le Tribunal ne rend pas l'ordonnance prévue à l'article 92 dans les cas où il conclut que le fusionnement,
réalisé ou proposé, qui fait l'objet de la demande a eu pour effet ou aura vraisemblablement pour effet d'entraîner des
gains en efficience, que ces gains surpasseront et neutraliseront les effets de l'empêchement ou de la diminution de la
concurrence qui résulteront ou résulteront vraisemblablement du fusionnement réalisé ou proposé et que ces gains ne
seraient vraisemblablement pas réalisés si l'ordonnance était rendue.
(2) Dans l'étude de la question de savoir si un fusionnement, réalisé ou proposé, entraînera vraisemblablement les gains
en efficience visés au paragraphe (1), le Tribunal évalue si ces gains se traduiront :
a) soit en une augmentation relativement importante de la valeur réelle des exportations;
b) soit en une substitution relativement importante de produits nationaux à des produits étrangers.
(3) Pour l'application du présent article, le Tribunal ne conclut pas, en raison seulement d'une redistribution de revenu
entre plusieurs personnes, qu'un fusionnement réalisé ou proposé a entraîné ou entraînera vraisemblablement des gains
en efficience.
2. The Relevant Findings of the Tribunal in its Original Decision
13 In its original decision, the Tribunal found that the Superior/ICG merger would prevent or lessen competition substantially.
The Tribunal then went on to consider the efficiency defence under section 96. The Tribunal used what economists refer to as
the "total surplus standard" to weigh "the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition" against efficiency gains. The
effect that is looked at under the total surplus standard is the "deadweight" loss of wealth to the economy resulting from the
merger. Deadweight loss results from the fall in demand for the merged entities' products following a post-merger increase in
price, and the inefficient allocation of resources that occurs when, as prices rise, consumers purchase a less suitable substitute.
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Under the total surplus standard, an anti-competitive merger is allowed to proceed when efficiency gains are greater than and
offset this deadweight loss to the economy.
14
The total surplus standard does not consider the effect of the wealth likely to be transferred from consumers to the
shareholders of the merged entity as a result of the anti-competitive merger and the consequent increase of prices. This "wealth
transfer" or "redistributive effect" is considered to be neutral. Under the total surplus standard, there is no economic reason
for favouring a dollar in the hands of consumers over a dollar in the hands of the shareholders of the merged entity who are
also consumers.
15 In its original decision, the Tribunal found that the efficiency gains over ten years were estimated to be $29.2 million per
year. The initial deadweight loss calculation measured by the total surplus standard was estimated to be not more than $3 million
per year over ten years. In addition, the Tribunal considered negative qualitative effects resulting from the potential reduction or
removal of product offerings following the merger. Specifically, ICG had established certain services and pricing arrangements
that Superior and other propane marketers did not. The Tribunal found that the removal or reduction of these services would
reduce the real output of the industry. In the view of the Tribunal, the combined effect of the initial loss calculation of $3 million
and the negative qualitative effects would result in a total deadweight loss that would not exceed $6 million per year over ten
years. Because the Tribunal found that efficiency gains of $29.2 million per year exceeded the deadweight loss of $6 million, it
concluded that the efficiency gains were greater than and would offset the effects of the lessening or prevention of competition.
As a result, it dismissed the Commissioner's application to dissolve the merger.
3. What the Court Found to be in Error in the Tribunal's Original Decision
16 The Court found that because the Tribunal's adoption of the total surplus standard purported to be of general application
to all cases in which the efficiency defence was invoked, and did not confine itself to the facts of this particular case, it was
deciding a question of law. The Court determined that the Tribunal erred in law because it limited the relevant effects of an anticompetitive merger for purposes of section 96 to only deadweight loss, effectively making the efficiency defence in all cases,
a codification of the total surplus standard. The Court found that a wider range of effects should be considered and that it was
an error in a section 96 analysis not to have regard for the purposes set out in section 1.1 of the Act. Section 1.1 provides:
1.1 The purpose of this Act is to maintain and encourage competition in Canada in order to promote the efficiency and
adaptability of the Canadian economy, in order to expand opportunities for Canadian participation in world markets while
at the same time recognizing the role of foreign competition in Canada, in order to ensure that small and medium-sized
enterprises have an equitable opportunity to participate in the Canadian economy and in order to provide consumers with
competitive prices and product choices.
1.1 La présente loi a pour objet de préserver et de favoriser la concurrence au Canada dans le but de stimuler l'adaptabilité et
l'efficience de l'économie canadienne, d'améliorer les chances de participation canadienne aux marchés mondiaux tout en
tenant simultanément compte du rôle de la concurrence étrangère au Canada, d'assurer à la petite et à la moyenne entreprise
une chance honnête de participer à l'économie canadienne, de même que dans le but d'assurer aux consommateurs des prix
compétitifs et un choix dans les produits.
4. What the Court Concluded and Directed the Tribunal to Do
17
The Court remitted the matter to the Tribunal for redetermination. In its decision, the Court provided directions to the
Tribunal for the redetermination proceedings. The conclusions of the Court and the directions it gave to the Tribunal can be
summarized as follows:
1. For purposes of section 96, the effects cannot be limited to the deadweight loss, as required by the total surplus standard,
in all cases;
2. The correct methodology for determining the extent of anti-competitive effects of a merger is left to the Tribunal;
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3. The methodology chosen in any given case should be sufficiently flexible to enable the Tribunal to fully measure the
particular facts before it;
4. In this case, the balancing weights approach, proposed by expert witness Professor Peter Townley, would be acceptable,
although it would require elaboration and refinement on application to the facts;
5. For purposes of redetermination, the Tribunal need only identify and assess the effects of the prevention or lessening
of competition, having regard to the purposes set out in section 1.1 of the Act, and decide whether the efficiency gains
already proven were likely to be greater than and to offset those effects; and
6. The burden of proving the extent of the anti-competitive effects is on the Commissioner; the burden of proving the
scale of efficiency gains and whether the efficiency gains are likely to be greater than and to offset those effects is on
the respondent.
18

The Court's conclusions and directions are found at paragraphs 159 to 162, 176 and 177 of its decision:
¶ 159 Having concluded for the above reasons that the Tribunal erred in law when it interpreted section 96 as mandating
that, in all cases, the only effects of an anti-competitive merger that may be balanced against the efficiencies created by
the merger are those identified by the total surplus standard, this Court should not prescribe the "correct" methodology
for determining the extent of the anti-competitive effects of a merger. Such a task is beyond the limits of the Court's
competence. [Emphasis added]
¶ 160 Whatever standard is selected (and, for all I know, the same standard may not be equally apposite for all mergers)
must be more reflective than the total surplus standard of the different objectives of the Competition Act. It should also be
sufficiently flexible in its application to enable the Tribunal fully to assess the particular fact situation before it.
¶ 161 It seems to me that the balancing weights approach proposed by Professor Townley, and adopted by the
Commissioner, meets these broad requirements. Of course, this approach will no doubt require considerable elaboration
and refinement when it comes to be applied to the facts of particular cases.
¶ 162 Further, while the adoption of the balancing weights approach is likely to expand the anti-competitive effects to be
considered, and hence to narrow the scope of the defence, I see no reason why it should, as the respondents submitted,
practically write section 96 out of the Act.
.....
¶ 176 The Tribunal need only identify and assess "the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition" for the purpose
of section 96 and decide whether the efficiencies that the Tribunal has already found to have been proved by the respondents
are likely to be greater than, and to offset, those effects.
¶ 177 The Commissioner has the legal burden of proving the extent of the relevant effects, while the respondents have
the burden, not only of proving the scale of the efficiency gains that would not have occurred but for the merger, but also
of persuading the Tribunal on the ultimate issue, namely, that the efficiency gains are likely to be greater than, and to
offset, the effects.

5. Whether the Tribunal, in its Redetermination Decision, Did What it Was Directed to Do by the Court?
a) The Tribunal's Redetermination Decision
19

I conclude that prima facie, the Tribunal has followed the directions of the Court.

20
In its redetermination decision, the Tribunal placed the burden of proving the extent of the anti-competitive effects on
the Commissioner. Further, it did not restrict itself to the total surplus standard for weighing the anti-competitive effects of the
merger against the efficiency gains. Rather, it had regard to the balancing weights approach of Professor Townley. In general,
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the balancing weights approach requires the Tribunal to weigh the effects of the merger on consumers against the effects of
the merger on the shareholders of the merged entity. This involves a two-step process. First, the Tribunal must determine the
relative weights to be assigned to producer gains and consumer losses, to equate them, or to make the wealth transfer neutral
in effect. Second, the Tribunal must engage itself in a value judgment process to decide whether the assigned weights are
reasonable in light of societal interests, namely, any disparity between the incomes of the relevant consumers and shareholders
of the merged entity.
21 While the Tribunal did not adopt the precise model proposed by Professor Townley, it did use the model as a foundation
for its assessment of the extent of the anti-competitive effects. To this end, having regard to the purposes set out in section 1.1
of the Act, the Tribunal specifically considered the following effects:
(a) deadweight loss;
(b) interdependent and coordinated behaviour of competitors;
(c) service quality and programs;
(d) on Atlantic Canada;
(e) interrelated markets;
(f) loss of potential dynamic efficiency gains;
(g) monopoly; and
(h) small and medium sized enterprises.
The Tribunal's consideration of the balancing weights approach of Professor Townley and the regard that it had for the purposes
of section 1.1 of the Act accord with both the direction and latitude given to it by the Court.
22 The controversial aspect of the Tribunal's chosen methodology relates to its treatment of the wealth transfer from consumers
to the shareholders of the merged entity. This wealth transfer was calculated at approximately $40.5 million per year. In oral
argument, the Commissioner asserted that the entire wealth transfer of $40.5 million should be added to the deadweight loss
of $6 million. If so, the total of $46.5 million would outweigh the efficiency gains of $29.2 million and the merger would be
disallowed. This approach is essentially what economists refer to as the consumer surplus standard.
23 However, implicit in this approach is that the $40.5 million wealth transfer is entirely socially adverse. For purposes of the
subsection 96(1) inquiry, the Tribunal was not prepared to assume that the entirety of the wealth transfer should necessarily be
considered a socially adverse effect of the merger. The wealth transfer might have positive or neutral social effects. It concluded
that it was only the socially adverse portion of the wealth transfer that should count against the efficiency gains (the "socially
adverse effects approach"). It, therefore, rejected the Commissioner's submission that the entire wealth transfer be included in
the calculation of anti-competitive effects under subsection 96(1).
24 The only socially adverse effects of the merger that the Tribunal was able to find were the effects on low income households
that used propane for essential purposes and had no good alternatives. The Tribunal calculated this socially adverse portion of
the wealth transfer to be approximately $2.6 million per year.
25
Having regard to the balancing weights approach of Professor Townley, the Tribunal acknowledged that the interests
of these low income consumers should be weighted more heavily than the interests of the shareholders of the merged entity.
However, the appropriate weight was not determinable from the evidence in the record. Nonetheless, the Tribunal found that
even if the adverse portion of the wealth transfer was doubled, the total anti-competitive effects would not exceed $11.2 million
(adverse portion of wealth transfer of $5.2 million (2 × $2.6 million) + deadweight loss of $6 million). As a result, the Tribunal
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concluded that under any reasonable weighting, the merger should be allowed as the gains in efficiency of $29.2 million per year
would be greater than, and would offset, the effects of the prevention and lessening of competition attributable to the merger.
26 The Court left it to the Tribunal to decide upon the methodology for determining the extent of anti-competitive effects of the
merger. The Tribunal did not restrict itself to the total surplus standard. The Tribunal used, as a foundation for its methodology,
the balancing weights approach of Professor Townley and had regard to the purposes in section 1.1 of the Act. It considered the
evidence and placed the onus of proving anti-competitive effects on the Commissioner. Prima facie it followed the directions
given to it by this Court.
(b) Errors Asserted by the Commissioner
27

I turn now to the specific errors that the Commissioner asserts to determine if my prima facie conclusion is displaced.

i) Did the Tribunal err in not including the entire wealth transfer as an anti-competitive effect of the merger?
28 The Tribunal considered only a portion of the wealth transfer, together with the deadweight loss, to be the anti-competitive
effects of the merger. The Tribunal found that the inclusion of the entire wealth transfer as an anti-competitive effect, namely,
the consumer surplus standard, would be contrary to the conclusion of the Court. It would also rule out consideration of the
welfare effects of the transfer as proposed by Professor Townley and would vitiate the efficiency defence.
29
As to its finding that inclusion of the entire wealth transfer would vitiate the efficiency defence, the Commissioner says
that there was no evidence that was properly before the Tribunal to make such a finding. One of the economic authorities that the
Tribunal relied upon (A. Fisher & R. Lande, "Efficiency Considerations In Merger Analysis" (1983) 71 Calif. Law Rev. 1582)
had earlier been rejected by the Tribunal in its original proceedings when the Commissioner attempted to rely on it. Further,
the Commissioner argued that the Fisher and Lande article and the other authority relied upon by the Tribunal (P.S. Crampton,
"The Efficiency Exception for Mergers: An Assessment of Early Signals from the Competition Tribunal" (1993), 21 Can. Bus.
L.J. 371) were not introduced into evidence and neither were accepted as authoritative works by the expert witnesses at trial.
30 The respondent was unable to point to any properly introduced evidence that supported the Tribunal's vitiation conclusion.
Without evidence to support its conclusion, I am of the opinion that the Tribunal could not conclude that inclusion of the entire
wealth transfer in the effects analysis would vitiate the efficiency defence.
31
However, there were other bases relied upon by the Tribunal for rejecting inclusion of the entire wealth transfer in its
assessment of anti-competitive effects. One was that it was contrary to the conclusion of the Court. The other was that it would
rule out the inquiry that the balancing weights approach regarded as necessary to assess the welfare effects of the merger. While
the Court did not expressly reject the consumer surplus standard, it did endorse utilization of the balancing weights approach
advanced by Professor Townley. The balancing weights approach rejects inclusion of the entire wealth transfer because to
include it would not provide the discretion necessary to deal with the impact of a merger on different socio-economic statuses
of consumers and shareholders of a merged entity.
32
Therefore, while there was no evidence to support the Tribunal's vitiation finding, there was evidence and rationale to
support the Tribunal's rejection of the consumer surplus standard and inclusion of the entire wealth transfer in its assessment
of anti-competitive effects. Therefore, the vitiation finding was inconsequential.
33 The Tribunal acted well within the discretion conferred upon it by the Court when it engaged in the socially adverse effects
approach. The Court allowed the Tribunal to select the methodology to be applied in determining the extent of anti-competitive
effects for purposes of subsection 96(1). Furthermore, in oral argument, while seeking inclusion of the entire wealth transfer
in this case, the Commissioner acknowledged that inclusion of the entire wealth transfer was not applicable in all cases; one
example being where an increase in price following a merger of Canadian exporters is primarily paid by non-residents. Before
this Court, the Commissioner did not argue that it was an error of law for the Tribunal not to have included the entire wealth
transfer in the assessment of anti-competitive effects.
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ii) Did the Tribunal err by refusing to consider effects of the merger from a qualitative perspective?
34 By refusing to consider the effects of the merger from a qualitative perspective, the Commissioner argues that the Tribunal
failed to follow the directions of the Court to consider all effects. The Commissioner refers to paragraph 233 of the majority
reasons:
In the Tribunal's view, the requirement in subsection 96(1)that efficiency gains must be "greater than" the effects of
lessening or prevention of competition favours a quantification of efficiency gains and the effects to be considered, where
possible. That a particular effect cannot, even in principle, be quantified does not relieve the Tribunal of assessing the
effect in the "greater than" test. Accordingly, where it is possible to quantitatively estimate such effects even in a rough
way, perhaps by establishing limits as the Tribunal has done regarding certain qualitative effects, it is desirable to do so
where the evidence permits. On the other hand, effects that are, in principle, measurable should be estimated; failure to
do so will not lead the Tribunal to view them qualitatively.
35 As I read paragraph 233, the Tribunal was not refusing to consider all effects. On the contrary, the Tribunal acknowledged
that it must consider all effects, even if they could not be quantified. Paragraph 233 indicates that where effects are measurable,
they should be estimated. The Tribunal goes so far as to say that estimates may even be rough, perhaps by establishing limits.
But when it is possible to do so, some quantification must be undertaken. Effects will only be considered qualitatively if they
cannot be quantitatively estimated.
36
The Commissioner objects that the Tribunal is imposing a duty to quantify even when the possibility of quantification
is only "theoretical". However, the Tribunal's willingness to accept rough estimates, it seems to me, is the practical answer to
this objection.
37
Paragraph 233 is guidance to the Commissioner as to the nature of the evidence required to demonstrate the extent of
the relevant effects — he must quantify effects where they can be quantified. I think it is understandable why the Tribunal
would be of this view.
38 Including the wealth transfer in the effects analysis necessarily involves a significant degree of subjective judgment. The
Tribunal's goal appears to have been to minimize the degree of subjective judgment required in the effects assessment process
under subsection 96(1). The Tribunal's insistence on quantification, where possible, is to enable it to make the most objective
judgment that can be made in the circumstances. In my view, that is not unreasonable.
iii) Did the Tribunal Err by Adopting a Restrictive View of the Merger on Small and Medium Sized Enterprises?
39 In its analysis of the effects of the merger on small and medium sized enterprises, the Tribunal began by considering the
question of predatory pricing against competitors by Superior. In my view, the Tribunal rightly observed that there is often a fine
distinction between aggressive competition and predatory pricing. In the Tribunal's opinion, there was insufficient evidence of
predation of competitors by Superior. The sufficiency of evidence is a matter for the Tribunal to consider and determine.
40 The Tribunal then found there was no evidence that the merger would make it more difficult for potential competitors to
enter the market. In the view of the Tribunal, there was no evidence of Superior disciplining competitors. These were matters
that had been dealt with in its original decision. No new evidence was advanced on redetermination. As such, these findings
were not revisited in the redetermination proceedings.
41
Having regard to the purpose section of the Act, section 1.1, the Tribunal identified the obligation placed on it by the
Court as one of considering whether small and medium sized enterprises are denied an equitable opportunity to participate in
economic activity. Insofar as competitors were concerned, the Tribunal acknowledged the potential for coordinated pricing by
these competitors as a result of the merger; that is, that competitors might, under the umbrella of the merged entity's pricing,
charge prices higher than those at competitive levels. However, this was not evidence of competitors being denied an equitable
opportunity to participate in the Canadian economy.
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42 As to small and medium sized business customers of the merged entity, the Tribunal found that an equitable opportunity
for participation in the economy in a subsection 96(1) analysis does not confer a right to competitive prices on those customers.
The Tribunal must be correct on this point because a subsection 96(1) analysis only arises when a merger has been found
to prevent or lessen competition substantially with the potential consequence that the merged entity will charge higher than
competitive prices.
43
The Tribunal concluded that to find a denial of an equitable opportunity of small and medium sized enterprises to
participate in the economy requires a demonstration that anti-competitive conduct contrary to the Act is taking place or will
likely take place. In the view of the Tribunal, the evidence did not demonstrate anti-competitive conduct contrary to the Act.
44
The Commissioner says that the Tribunal's express reference, in paragraph 305 of its reasons, to conduct contemplated
by sections 50 and 79 of the Act is too narrow. Paragraph 305 states:
To find the denial of an equitable opportunity of small and medium sized enterprises to participate requires a demonstration
that anti-competitive conduct offensive under the Act (i.e. section 79 or section 50) is taking place or will likely take place.
On the evidence in this case, the Tribunal cannot conclude that small and medium sized competitors and customers will
lose an equitable opportunity to participate in economic activity.
I would agree with the Commissioner that the Tribunal's focus was too narrow if, indeed, it had restricted itself to sections
50 and 79 only. However, it seems to me that the Tribunal's reference is to conduct that is contrary to any provision of the
Act, and its reference to sections 50 and 79 were examples only. Section 50 includes predatory pricing and section 79 refers to
abuse of dominance, two considerations that could be relevant in the case of a merger found to prevent or lessen competition
substantially. But as I have said, these were only examples. Had they been the only provisions the Tribunal considered relevant,
the Tribunal would not have used the more expansive term "anti-competitive conduct offensive under the Act" and would have
referred specifically to the two provisions alone.
45 Beyond "anti-competitive conduct offensive under the Act", the Commissioner has not indicated what other type of activity
the merged entity could engage in that would deny small and medium sized enterprises an equitable opportunity to participate
in the Canadian economy. In the absence of some other type of conduct being identified by the Commissioner that should be
taken into account, I cannot say that the Tribunal erred in identifying the conduct at issue as that which is contrary to the Act.
iii) Did the Tribunal err by refusing to consider the creation of a monopoly per se as an anti-competitive effect in its subsection
96(1) analysis?
46
The Commissioner argues that the Tribunal erred by failing to consider the creation of a monopoly per se as a distinct
anti-competitive effect under the subsection 96(1) analysis. I am unable to agree with this argument.
47
The Court found that, where the Tribunal limits the anti-competitive effects of a merger to deadweight loss, the creation
of a monopoly becomes an irrelevant consideration. As a result, the Court observed that the elimination of all consumer choice
and the removal of all competition would not be weighed as anti-competitive effects in a subsection 96(1) analysis.
48 The question is, how did the Court direct the Tribunal to deal with the question of monopoly and did the Tribunal follow
those instructions.
49 I do not interpret the Court as finding that monopoly per se must be treated by the Tribunal as an anti-competitive effect
to be weighed against efficiency gains under subsection 96(1). Monopoly, however it might be defined (e.g. 95 percent market
share, 100 percent market share, high barriers to entry), is a description of a market condition, not the effect of that market
condition. If monopoly is to be taken into account for purposes of subsection 96(1), it is the effects of the monopoly that must
be considered, not the existence of the monopoly per se.
50 In its redetermination decision, the Tribunal noted that in its substantial lessening or prevention of competition approach,
it had already taken into account a number of effects of the merger "i.e., deadweight loss, interdependent pricing, service quality
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etc.". To consider these effects again, as arising from the monopoly condition, would be to double count them. The Tribunal,
therefore, concluded that for the additional effects of a monopoly to be taken into account, the Commissioner was required
to provide evidence of effects that had not already been considered. However, the Tribunal found that the Commissioner had
presented no evidence of such additional effects.
51
The question is one of evidence. If the condition of monopoly resulted in additional effects that had not already been
taken into account by the Tribunal, there had to be evidence of those effects. In the absence of the Commissioner providing
evidence of additional effects resulting from monopoly that had not already been introduced, I cannot say that the Tribunal erred
in finding that a monopoly condition did not give rise to additional anti-competitive effects.
v) Did the Tribunal err by Failing to Respect the Principle of Stare Decisis?
52 The Commissioner argues that the Tribunal erred in law in criticizing the judgment of the Court and in doing so, he says
the Tribunal failed to respect the principle of stare decisis. As a result, the Commissioner says the Tribunal failed or refused
to consider matters that the Court directed it to consider.
53
There is no question that the Tribunal was critical of this Court's findings on a number of points. It criticized the
Court's finding that the Tribunal had the responsibility to protect the public interest rather than focussing on whether a merger
prevents or lessens competition substantially. It questioned the Court's view that effects other than the deadweight loss to the
economy should be taken into account when the paramount objective of the merger provisions is efficiency. It commented on the
Court's consideration of United States law in respect of mergers and observed that the Court did not appear to take into account
differences between Canadian and United States merger law. The Tribunal expressed doubt about the Court's consideration
of subsection 96(3), namely that pecuniary gains or losses to consumers might be considered in the effects analysis under
subsection 96(1). The Tribunal was also of the view that consideration of monopoly which had already been considered in the
section 92 analysis constituted double counting when reconsidered in a subsection 96(1) analysis.
54
The principle of stare decisis is, of course, well known to lawyers and judges. Lower courts must follow the law as
interpreted by a higher coordinate court. They cannot refuse to follow it: Reference re Constitutional Questions; Reference re
Canada Temperance Act, Reference re Canada Temperance Act, [1939] 4 D.L.R. 14 (Ont. C.A.), at 33; aff'd [1946] 2 D.L.R. 1
(Ontario P.C.); Woods Manufacturing Co. v. R., [1951] S.C.R. 504 (S.C.C.), at 515. This principle applies equally to tribunals
having to follow the directions of a higher court as in this case. On redetermination, the duty of a tribunal is to follow the
directions of the reviewing court.
55 However, there is a difference between criticism of a higher court's decision and a refusal to follow the decision. I know
of no rule of law that precludes a lower court or tribunal from expressing disagreement with a decision of a higher court. While
infrequent, lower courts do periodically question the decision of a higher court. On occasion, courts question the wisdom of
statutes enacted by Parliament and recommend changes to the law when they think it is appropriate to do so.
56
Certainly, the extent to which the Tribunal criticized the decision of the Court in this case was unusual. Obviously, the
members of the Tribunal have strongly held views on the matters on which they commented. However, such criticism does not
amount to an error of law unless combined with defiance of the Court's directions. The sole issue is whether the Tribunal failed
or refused to follow the directions of this Court. For the reasons I have already given, it did not.
57 The only question left is whether, in finding that only $2.6 million of the $40.5 million wealth transfer should be considered
an anti-competitive effect to be weighed against the merger, did the Tribunal merely pay "lip service" to the Court's direction?
In other words, does the criticism of the Court's judgment by the Tribunal, together with the relatively small amount of the
wealth transfer accepted by the Tribunal as an anti-competitive effect, suggest that the Tribunal was implicitly defying the
Court's direction?
58
In its reasons, the Tribunal went to some length in describing the approach it would follow. The Court left it open to the
Tribunal to adopt the socially adverse effects approach to the wealth transfer. The Tribunal based its analysis on this approach,
but found that there was a dearth of evidence presented by the Commissioner respecting the adverse effects of the merger.
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Consideration of the evidence is the function of the Tribunal. I cannot say that the Tribunal's conclusion in this case is contrary
to the overwhelming weight of evidence or that it ignored evidence or that the inferences that it drew were unreasonable. The
methodology and analysis that it adopted were within the discretion conferred upon the Tribunal by the Court.
59
For these reasons, I cannot say that the Tribunal failed to respect the principle of stare decisis. It did not just pay lip
service to the directions of the Court, nor did it defy its directions.
v) Did the Tribunal Err in its Allocation of the Onus of Proof?
60
The Court placed the onus of proving the extent of anti-competitive effects on the Commissioner. The respondent had
the onus of proving efficiency gains, as well as the onus of persuading the Tribunal that the efficiency gains were likely to be
greater than, and to offset the anti-competitive effects.
61
In addition to deadweight loss, the Commissioner argues that the entire wealth transfer of $40.5 million should initially
be included in the anti-competitive effects of the merger for the purposes of the subsection 96(1) analysis. He says that if the
respondent disagreed, it was up to the respondent to prove that the amount should be reduced.
62 I cannot see how the Commissioner's approach is consistent with the direction of the Court. The Commissioner's approach
can only be correct if he had satisfied the Tribunal that prima facie, the entire wealth transfer should be considered as an adverse
effect of the merger. He did not. The onus of proving the extent of the anti-competitive effects is on the Commissioner. According
to the Tribunal's socially adverse effects approach to the wealth transfer, the Commissioner had to persuade the Tribunal of the
extent of those effects. The Commissioner satisfied the Tribunal that only $2.6 million, representing the socially adverse effects
on low income households, could be considered.
63
The Commissioner says that the socially adverse effects approach essentially eliminates any burden on the respondent
of persuading the Tribunal on the ultimate issue, that the efficiencies exceed and outweigh those effects. I do not agree. In
the first place, the Court left it open to the Tribunal to decide upon the methodology for determining the extent of the anticompetitive effects of the merger. The socially adverse effects approach is the methodology chosen by the Tribunal and it is
not inconsistent with the Court's directions. The burden on the Commissioner under this approach may be greater than under a
different approach, but there is no evidence to suggest that it is impossible to meet.
64 In any event, the burden of proving that the efficiencies exceed and outweigh the anti-competitive effects may be relatively
straightforward where the efficiencies and effects are quantified and there is significant disparity between the two. However,
when qualitative considerations are to be taken into account, the determination of whether efficiency gains exceed and offset
those effects may be more difficult to assess. Either way, the burden will be on the respondent to satisfy the Tribunal that the
efficiency gains are greater than and offset the socially adverse effects of a merger.
Natural Justice
65
The Commissioner says the Tribunal considered academic studies and articles that were not properly before it through
witnesses who could be cross-examined. Where an error of natural justice has occurred, the relief to be granted is to remit the
matter to the Tribunal for redetermination. However, in oral argument, the Commissioner expressly waived that relief if the
Court found that the Tribunal's only error was one of natural justice.
66 As I do not find that the Tribunal committed other errors which would justify intervention by this Court, it is not necessary
to address the natural justice issue.
Standard of Review
67
I also do not think it is necessary to address the standard of review. Even on a correctness standard, I have not found
error on the part of the Tribunal.
Conclusion
12

68

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

J. Richard C.J.:
I agree.
Létourneau J.A. (Dissenting in part):
69 I have had the benefit of reading the reasons drafted by my colleague Rothstein J.A. For all practical purposes, I agree in
substance with most of his findings except for the one which relates to the impact of monopolies and which, in my respectful
view, strikes at the heart of the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34 as amended (Act) and which is of national interest. My
view and assessment of the Act on this issue lead me to a different conclusion, one which results in my allowing the appeal
in part. I shall also comment on two other findings, but my views on these two other matters have no bearing on the merits
per se of the appeal.
The facts
70 I need not state again the relevant facts and findings of the Competition Tribunal (Tribunal) summarized by my colleague,
except for the facts relating to the creation of monopolies as a result of the merger. In its first decision rendered on August 30,
2000, later set aside by this Court and sent back for new determination on April 4, 2001, the Tribunal found that the merger
would result in monopolies or near-monopolies in the following large areas of the country:
Table 4 Geographical Markets with Merger-to-Monopoly

Val d'Or
Sept Iles/Baie Comeau
Bancroft/Pembroke/Eganville
Dryden/Fort Frances/Kenora/Ignace
Echo Bay/Sault Ste Marie
Hearst/Wawa/Manitouwadge/Marathon
Little Current/Sudbury
North Bay
Thunder Bay
Fort McMurray
Whitecourt
Burns Lake/Terrace/Smithers/Prince Rupert
Fort Nelson
Valemont
Watson Lake
Whitehorse

Pre-Merger SPI
%
74
55
92
47
55
43
51
81
46
32
55
62
44
43
25
33

Post-Merger
ICG %
23
45
5
52
44
53
48
16
54
67
45
37
56
57
75
67

Market SPI %
97
100
97
99
99
96
99
97
100
99
100
99
100
100
100
100

This conclusion of the Tribunal is not in dispute. It is to the legal impact of this conclusion that I now turn to in the context of
the efficiency defence provided by section 96 of the Act. To put it perhaps in clearer terms, I shall ask and determine whether
the defence of efficiency authorizes the creation of monopolies through mergers.
Whether subsection 96(1) which recognizes a defence of efficiency authorizes mergers to monopolies
71
In its decision rendered on April 4, 2001, as my colleague Rothstein J.A. pointed out, this Court ruled that the Tribunal
erred in its interpretation of section 96 of the Act and the efficiency defence when it limited the anti-competitive effects to be
considered to the deadweight loss in all cases.
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72 However, the majority of the Court did not assign any weight to the relevant effects. I was sitting on the panel and I went
further than my colleagues with respect to the creation of monopolies in view of the purpose of the Act stated in section 1.1:
Purpose
1.1 The purpose of this Act is to maintain and encourage competition in Canada in order to promote the efficiency and
adaptability of the Canadian economy, in order to expand opportunities for Canadian participation in world markets while
at the same time recognizing the role of foreign competition in Canada, in order to ensure that small and medium-sized
enterprises have an equitable opportunity to participate in the Canadian economy and in order to provide consumers with
competitive prices and product choices.
Objet
1.1 La présente loi a pour objet de préserver et de favoriser la concurrence au Canada dans le but de stimuler l'adaptabilité et
l'efficience de l'économie canadienne, d'améliorer les chances de participation canadienne aux marchés mondiaux tout en
tenant simultanément compte du rôle de la concurrence étrangère au Canada, d'assurer à la petite et à la moyenne entreprise
une chance honnête de participer à l'économie canadienne, de même que dans le but d'assurer aux consommateurs des prix
compétitifs et un choix dans les produits. (Emphasis added)
I was of the view that efficiency of the economy expressed in the defence of efficiency was not meant to and could not override
and eliminate competition in an Act designed to maintain and promote competition. Economic efficiency was not, in my opinion,
the paramount objective of the Act as found by the Tribunal. At paragraphs 13 to 16 of my reasons, I wrote:
[13] The Tribunal found that the merger was likely to prevent competition substantially in Atlantic Canada and to lessen
competition substantially in coordination services offered to national account customers: see decision, paragraphs 310 and
313. There was also conclusive evidence that, in many large areas of the country, the merger would not merely lessen
competition, but would in fact eliminate it and create monopolies. The following Chart illustrates the impact of the merger
with respect to monopolies or near monopolies: see Compendium of the appellant, page 001327:
Table 4 Geographical Markets with Merger-to-Monopoly

Val d'Or
Sept Iles/Baie Comeau
Bancroft/Pembroke/Eganville
Dryden/Fort Frances/Kenora/Ignace
Echo Bay/Sault Ste Marie
Hearst/Wawa/Manitouwadge/Marathon
Little Current/Sudbury
North Bay
Thunder Bay
Fort McMurray
Whitecourt
Burns Lake/Terrace/Smithers/Prince Rupert
Fort Nelson
Valemont
Watson Lake
Whitehorse

Pre-Merger SPI
%
74
55
92
47
55
43
51
81
46
32
55
62
44
43
25
33

Post-Merger
ICG %
23
45
5
52
44
53
48
16
54
67
45
37
56
57
75
67

Market SPI %
97
100
97
99
99
96
99
97
100
99
100
99
100
100
100
100

[14] The Tribunal, in view of its conclusion that efficiency is the paramount objective of the Act, ignored as an effect of the
merger the fact that monopolies in certain product markets would ensue and failed to give any weight to that effect in its
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analysis under section 96. The Act maintains and promotes competition. It assumes that economic efficiency will generally
and primarily develop through competition. It also accepts in section 96 that, in some cases, a reduction in competition
can and will produce more efficiency than competition as it existed before merger.
[15] In my respectful view, however, section 96 was not meant to authorize the creation of monopolies since it would
defeat the purpose of section 1.1. The section was not intended to authorize mergers resulting in monopolies whereby,
contrary to section 1.1, competition is eliminated, small and medium-sized enterprises are not able to enter or survive in
the market and consumers are deprived of competitive prices.
[16] As the Supreme Court of the United States has asserted repeatedly with respect to the U.S. antitrust laws, "Congress
was dealing with competition, which it sought to protect, and monopoly, which it sought to prevent: Standard Oil v. Federal
Trade Comm'n, 340 U.S. 231, at pages 248-49 (1951) quoting A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. v. Federal Trade Comm'n, 135 F. 2d
453, at page 455 (7 th Cir. 1943)". As my colleague pointed out, a similar expression of intent can be found in the Minister's
(Minister of Consumer and Corporate Affairs and Canada Post) statement in the House of Commons where he reasserted
in presenting the Bill that the ultimate objective of the Act was to provide consumers with competitive prices and product
choices. (Emphasis added)
73 I remain convinced that the creation of monopolies is the ultimate adverse, anti-competitive effect which defeats the very
purpose of the Act as expressed in section 1.1. In the name of economic efficiency, the Act allows for a substantial lessening of
competition, but it does not authorize its elimination altogether. As I mentioned in my previous reasons, Parliament intended,
and the Act reflects that intent in section 1.1, that efficiency of the Canadian economy will generally and primarily develop
through competition and enhancement of competition in Canada.
74 Prior to the enactment of bill C-91, which is now the Act, prevention of monopolies and maintenance of competition were
ensured through the criminal process. Such process was found to be cumbersome and not as efficient as desired. It was replaced
by a civil process designed to ease the burden of fighting illegal mergers. Answering questions in the House of Commons on
the proposed Bill, Mr. Côté, then Minister of Consumers and Corporate Affairs, stated at page 1:7 of the House of Commons
Debates, on April 23, 1986:
It is widely recognized that the major weakness in the existing competition legislation is the assessment of complex
economic activity in a criminal law setting. This means that in the past the courts had to determine beyond any reasonable
doubt if a merger was against the public interest. In the 75 years of the act's existence this has been impossible to prove,
Mr. Chairman. This bill proposes a balanced approach. Merger will now become a civil reviewable matter rather than a
criminal offence. A special competition tribunal will be created to provide expediency and fairness together with expertise
in decision-making.
Le projet de loi propose une disposition civile rigoureuse sur les fusionnements, il sera plus facile, entre autres, de prouver
qu'un fusionnement est illégal, et les critères d'examen de ces fusionnements seront également renforcés.
Il est largement reconnu que la principale faiblesse de l'actuelle législation en matière de concurrence réside dans
l'évaluation d'activités économiques complexes dans un cadre de droit criminel. Cela signifie que par le passé, la Cour
devait prouver "au-delà de tout doute raisonnable" qu'un fusionnement allait à l'encontre de l'intérêt public. En 75 ans, la
Loi actuelle n'a donné lieu à aucune condamnation dans une affaire de fusionnement. Le projet de loi C-91 propose une
nouvelle approche : les fusionnements seront considérés comme ressortissant au droit civil et non plus au droit criminel et
un Tribunal de concurrence sera créé pour assurer que les décisions seront rendues avec équité et rapidité.The bill proposes
a tough civil law on mergers. Not only are we diminishing the burden of proving a merger is illegal, we are also considerably
strengthening the merger test provisions. (Emphasis added)
75
During the debates, some members of the House expressed concerns about concentration of power and wealth in the
hands of a few individuals. The Minister of Consumers and Corporate Affairs, ibid., at page 1:18, reasserted that the purpose
of the Act was to enhance competition in Canada:
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Mr. Côté (Langelier): Mr. Chairman, if I may say so, this bill deals with competition and in it, we are trying to bring
about amendments which will enhance competition in this country. What does this mean? It means that we are creating
opportunities for investments and jobs and bringing about the economic renewal that everybody is expecting. We are on
the road to doing that. I think our record proves that already, after 18 months.
M. Côté (Langelier) : Monsieur le président, si je peux me permettre de le dire, le projet de loi traite de la concurrence
et les amendements que nous proposons visent à améliorer la concurrence dans ce pays. Qu'est-ce que cela signifie? Cela
signifie que nous créons de nouvelles possibilités d'investissement et de nouveaux emplois et que nous favorisons la relance
économique qu'attendent tous les Canadiens. Nous avons déjà fait des progrès à cet égard. Je pense que notre bilan, après
18 mois, le prouve. (Emphasis added)
76

At page 1:19, after further discussions on the issue of concentration, the Minister affirmed again the purpose of the Act:
Mr. Côté (Langelier): I am not saying I am not concerned, Mr. Chairman. I am saying this bill deals with competition and
not with concentration. That is what I think. I am not saying that personally I am not concerned about some concentration
in the marketplace. What I am saying is that this bill deals with the competition aspect.
We are here to make sure we are providing the legislation, the proper mechanisms, to enhance competition in this country.
That is what we are here for.
M. Côté (Langelier) : Je ne dis pas que cela ne me préoccupe pas, Monsieur le président. Je dis que le projet de loi
traite de la concurrence et non pas de la concentration. Voilà ce que je pense. Je ne vous dis pas que je ne m'inquiète pas
personnellement du degré de concentration qui existe sur le marché. Ce que je vous dis, c'est que le projet de loi traite
de la concurrence.
Notre mandat c'est d'adopter une loi et des mécanismes susceptibles d'améliorer la concurrence au Canada. Voilà notre
mandat. (Emphasis added)

77 A substantial review of the debates in the House of Commons and its Committees on the issue of economic efficiency and
competition reveals that the discussion among Parlementarians was not always free from ambiguity. However, the Minister's
position consistently remained the same: enhancement of competition in Canada. This is precisely the principle embodied
in section 1.1 of the Act: maintenance and enhancement of competition in Canada (not elimination) in order to promote the
efficiency and adaptability of the Canadian economy.
78 In conclusion, I wish to add that the issue of monopolies in the context of an Act which favours competition is not a mere
question of evidence. It is a question of principle, a fundamental issue which, in this case, has been addressed by Parliament in
section 1.1 of the Act. As I previously mentioned, it is the ultimate adverse, anti-competitive effect, an effect that runs counter to
the expressed values, purposes and objectives of the Act. Having said that, the next question is: what is the appropriate remedy
in the circumstances?
The appropriate remedy
79
The remedy should be tailored to correct the problems created by the merger without, if possible, compromising it
and its resulting gains in economic efficiency. I believe it is possible to solve the problems of monopoly in the geographical
areas identified without putting in question the whole merger. I would leave it to the Tribunal and rely upon its expertise to
determine what course of action is best in the circumstances, and issue orders accordingly. The Tribunal possesses wide powers
under section 92 of the Act to order that the merger be dissolved in part or that assets or shares be disposed of. It can order
that part of the merger not be proceeded with. With the consent of the Commissioner of Competition (Commissioner) and the
respondents, it can order the respondents to take any other action which will prevent or eliminate the creation of monopolies
in the designated geographical areas.
Whether the Tribunal erred by adopting a restrictive view of the merger on small and medium sized enterprises
16

80
As my colleague Rothstein J.A. pointed out in his reasons, the Commissioner complained that the Tribunal took too
narrow a view of the kind of anti-competitive conduct that is offensive under the Act by restricting itself to conduct prohibited
in sections 50 and 79 of the Act. These sections identify some prohibited or illegal practices. The Tribunal addressed the issue
in the following terms in paragraph 305 of its reasons:
To find the denial of an equitable opportunity of small and medium sized enterprises to participate requires a demonstration
that anti-competitive conduct offensive under the Act (i.e. section 79 or section 50) is taking place or will likely take place.
On the evidence in this case, the Tribunal cannot conclude that small and medium sized competitors and customers will
lose an equitable opportunity to participate in economic activity. (Emphasis added)
81 I am not sure that the Tribunal referred to these two sections only as examples of offensive anti-competitive conduct. The
use of these words "i.e. section 79 or section 50" as opposed to "e.g. section 79 or section 50", in the context of reprehensible
conducts, points, in my view, more towards a restrictive than an expansive definition or particularization of the preceding words
"anti-competitive conduct offensive under the Act".
82 In any event, I agree with my colleague Rothstein J.A. that the Tribunal's focus was too narrow if its intent was to restrict
the words "anti-competitive conduct offensive under the Act" to the conducts identified in sections 50 and 79 only. I also agree
with him that, "in the absence of some other type of conduct being identified by the Commissioner that should be taken into
account", there is no reason to interfere with the Tribunal's decision on that point.
The role of a Tribunal on redetermination proceedings
83
I do not want to conclude my reasons without saying, in the interest of a proper administration of justice, a word about
the role of a tribunal on redetermination proceedings. To use the words of Lord Hailsham in Cassell & Co. v. Broome, [1972]
1 All E.R. 801 (U.K. H.L.), at page 809, "I desire to do so briefly and with studied moderation". Let me say at the outset that
it is not necessarily improper to express some criticism at a judicial decision. Often times, such criticism eventually brings
a change to the law or its judicial interpretation. However, this is not the role of a tribunal on redetermination proceedings
whereby the tribunal is instructed to implement the directives of the reviewing Court, generally on the basis of the record before
it. The role of the tribunal is to act in accordance with the decision of the reviewing Court: Air Canada v. Canada (Director
of Investigation & Research) (1993), 51 C.P.R. (3d) 131 (Competition Trib.), at page 140. It is to implement the decision, not
cast doubts on its merits.
84
For reasons that I will explain, it is hazardous, to say the least, at the stage of a redetermination to engage or appear
to be engaging in a criticism of the reviewing Court's findings and directives or a re-litigation of its authority. First, it has the
potential of undermining the system of administration of justice and the public confidence in it. In Woods Manufacturing Co. v.
R., [1951] S.C.R. 504 (S.C.C.), at page 515, the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, for a unanimous Court, warned all courts
against such temptation:
There is this to be added. It is fundamental to the due administration of justice that the authority of decisions be scrupulously
respected by all courts upon which they are binding. Without this uniform and consistent adherence the administration
of justice becomes disordered, the law becomes uncertain, and the confidence of the public in it undermined. Nothing is
more important than that the law as pronounced, including the interpretation by this Court of the decisions of the Judicial
Committee, should be accepted and applied as our tradition requires; and even at the risk of that fallibility to which all
judges are liable, we must maintain the complete integrity of relationship between the courts. If the rules in question are
to be accorded any further examination or review, it must come either from this Court or from the Judicial Committee.
85
In Cassell & Co., supra, the English Court of Appeal criticized a decision of the House of Lords and instructed judges
of first instance to ignore that decision. After having stated at page 809 that it was "not open to the Court of Appeal to give
gratuitous advice to judges of first instances to ignore decisions of the House of Lords in this way", the House of Lords went
on to explain why it was highly undesirable to take this course even if it were entitled to do so:
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The course taken would have put judges of first instance in an embarrassing position, as driving them to take sides in an
unedifying dispute between the Court of Appeal or three members of it (for there is no guarantee that other Lords Justices
would have followed them and no particular reason why they should) and the House of Lords. But, much worse than this,
litigants would not have known where they stood. None could have reached finality short of the House of Lords, and,
in the meantime, the task of their professional advisers of advising them either as to their rights, or as to the probable
cost of obtaining or defending them, would have been, quite literally, impossible. Whatever the merits, chaos would have
reigned until the dispute was settled, and, in legal matters, some degree of certainty is at least as valuable a part of justice
as perfection.
While in that case the Court of Appeal, no doubt, had gone further than the Tribunal did in the case at bar, it illustrates the kind
of difficulties generated for other panels of the same Tribunal, the reviewing Court and litigants.
86
In the present instance, the Commissioner complains, and, rightly so, that the criticisms and the comments made by the
Tribunal at the reviewing Court's decision generated unnecessary uncertainty and confusion with respect to the actual state of
the law and its future application, thereby making the present appeal inevitable.
87
Re-litigation of a reviewing Court's authority on redetermination proceedings may also affect the public and the parties'
perception of a tribunal who engages in such conduct. It can be seen as arrogance or lack of maturity. Either way, it has the
potential of undermining the credibility of the tribunal itself.
88
In addition, such conduct is a perfect recipe for an unnecessary fuelling of litigation as it provides additional grounds
of appeal. The present appeal is a living example of that. I need only reproduce some of the grounds of appeal invoked by
the Commissioner:
The Tribunal Erred in Law in Failing to Abide by the Appeal Judgment, and the Tribunal Exceeded its Jurisdiction on
its Redetermination
The Tribunal Erred in Rejecting this Court's Ruling Regarding the Tribunal's Statutory Mandate
The Tribunal Erred in Rejecting this Court's Interpretation of Sections 1.1 and 96(1) of the Act
(i) The Tribunal Erred in Rejecting this Court's Interpretation of the Objectives and Legislative History of the Act
(ii) The Tribunal Erred in Rejecting this Court's Analysis of U.S. Antitrust Law and the Legal Academic Authorities
(iii) The Tribunal Erred in Rejecting this Court's Conclusions Regarding the Significance of s. 96(3) of the Act
(iv) The Tribunal Erred in Rejecting this Court's Finding that the Creation of Monopolies was a Distinct Effect under
s. 96(1) of the Act
89 Finally, and this is perhaps just as or even more important than the other reasons given, it may give rise to an allegation of
bias on the part of the tribunal or an allegation that the tribunal showed on redetermination a closed mind leading to a reasonable
apprehension of bias. An allegation of bias, especially actual as opposed to apprehended bias, made against a tribunal is a serious
allegation and one that ought not to be made lightly. It casts doubt on the integrity of a tribunal and its members: see Arthur
c. Canada (Procureur général), 2001 CAF 223 (Fed. C.A.). A tribunal should, on redetermination proceedings, be careful not
to leave itself open to such allegations.
Conclusion
90
For the reasons given in relation to the issue of monopoly, I would allow the appeal in part with costs, set aside the part
of the Tribunal's decision which authorizes mergers to monopolies in the geographical areas identified in Table 4 and refer the
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matter back to the Tribunal with instructions to take the necessary measures, including disposal of assets or shares, to ensure
that the merger does not result in the creation of monopolies in the said geographical areas.
Appeal dismissed.
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Vancouver ’ s two daily newspapers (owned by
Southam Inc.) were less successful, when compared
with daily newspapers in other regions of Canada, relative to the many smaller community newspapers circu lating in their distribution area. The community newspapers differed from the dailies in that they served a
smaller area, were distributed free of charge, and were
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art. 92( 1 )
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Les deux quotidiens de Vancouver ( propriete de Southam Inc.) connaissaient moins de succes
par comparaison avec les quotidiens publies dans d’autres regions
que les nombreux journaux communaudu Canada
taires de plus petite taille circulant dans leur zone de distribution. Les journaux communautaires different des
quotidiens du fait qu’ils desservent des regions plus res-
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printed from one to three times a week. In 1989,
Southam Inc. began to acquire community and specialized newspapers in the area, and one year later had
obtained a controlling interest in 13 community newspapers (including the two strongest ones, the North Shore
News and the Vancouver Courier), a real estate advertising publication, three distribution services and two
printing concerns. Southam Inc. also established a local
supplement to one of its dailies but eventually discontin ued it.

treintes , qu’ ils sont distribues gratuitement et qu’ils ne
paraissent qu’ une a trois fois par semaine . En 1989,
Southam Inc. a commence a acquerir des journaux com munautaires et des journaux specialises dans la region,
et un an plus tard, elle avait acquis une participation
majoritaire dans 13 journaux communautaires (dont les
deux plus vigoureux, le North Shore News et le Vancouver Courier ) , une publication specialisee dans la publicity immobiliere, trois entreprises de distribution et deux
imprimeries. Elle a aussi commence a inserer un supplement local dans un de ses quotidiens, mais elle a fini par
cesser de publier ce supplement.

The respondent applied for an order requiring
Southam to divest itself of the North Shore News , the
Vancouver Courier , and the Real Estate Weekly , alleging
that the concentration of these properties in the hands of
one publisher was likely to lessen competition substantially in the retail print advertising and real estate print
advertising markets in the Lower Mainland. The Competition Tribunal found a substantial lessening in competition in the real estate print advertising market in the
North Shore. It ordered Southam to divest itself , at its
option, of either the North Shore News or the Real
Estate Weekly . It rejected Southam’s proposal that it sell
the real estate section of the North Shore News . The
Director of Investigation and Research appealed the
Tribunal’ s decision on the merits and Southam appealed
the Tribunal’ s decision on the remedy. The Federal
Court of Appeal allowed the first appeal and dismissed
the second.

L’intime a demande une ordonnance enjoignant a
Southam de se departir du North Shore News , du Vancouver Courier et du Real Estate Weekly , soutenant que
la concentration de ces entreprises entre les mains d’ un
seul editeur de journaux aurait vraisemblablement pour
effet de diminuer sensiblement la concurrence sur les
marches de la publicity imprimee dans les secteurs de
1’immobilier et de la vente au detail dans le Lower
Mainland . Le Tribunal de la concurrence a conclu a
1’existence d’ une diminution sensible de la concurrence
sur le marche de la publicity immobiliyre imprimee dans
le North Shore. II a ordonne a Southam de se departir, a
son choix, du North Shore News ou du Real Estate
Weekly et il a rejete la mesure de redressement proposee
par Southam, savoir la vente de la section immobiliere
du North Shore News. Le directeur des enquetes et
recherches a interjete appel de la decision du Tribunal
quant au fond et Southam a fait de meme a l’egard de
celle concernant la mesure de redressement. La Cour
d’appel federale a accueilli le premier appel et rejete le
second.

This appeal raises two issues . The first is whether the
Federal Court of Appeal erred in concluding that it
owed no deference to the Tribunal’s finding about the
dimensions of the relevant market and in subsequently
substituting for that finding one of its own. The second
is whether the Federal Court of Appeal erred in refusing
to set aside the Tribunal’s remedial order.

Le prysent pourvoi souleve deux questions. La premiere est de savoir si la Cour d’appel federale a commis
une erreur en concluant qu’elle n’avait pas a faire rnontre de retenue 4 l’ ygard de la conclusion du Tribunal sur
les dimensions du marche pertinent, et en substituant
ensuite sa propre conclusion a celle du Tribunal. La
deuxieme question consiste a determiner si la Cour
d’ appel a fait erreur en refusant d’annuler l’ ordonnance
du Tribunal concernant la mesure de redressement.

Held: The appeal on the merits should be allowed; the
appeal on the remedy should be dismissed.

Arrit : Le pourvoi quant au fond est accueilli; le pourvoi quant a la mesure de redressement est rejete.

Merits

L ' appel quant au fond

The standard of review is a function of many factors
and may fall between correctness, at the more exacting
end of the spectrum, and patently unreasonable, at the
more deferential end. In the absence of a privative
clause, the reviewing court may review decisions taken

La norme de controle est fonction de divers facteurs,
et elle peut se situer a un point donny entre celle de la
decision correcte, soit la norme exigeant le moins de
retenue, et celle du caractere manifestement deraisonnable, soit la norme en exigeant le plus. En l’absence de
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by the Tribunal even within its own jurisdiction .
Accordingly, the task for the reviewing court in a statu tory appeal is more akin to appellate review than to judicial review. Nevertheless, the reviewing court must look
to several factors to determine what limits it should
observe in exercising its statutorily mandated appellate
function. Among the factors to be considered are the
nature of the problem before the tribunal, the applicable
law properly interpreted in the light of its purpose and
the area of the tribunal’s expertise.

-
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i clause privative, les decisions du Tribunal peuvent etre
t controlees meme s ’il n’a pas outrepasse sa competence ,
Par consequent, la tache du tribunal judiciaire appele a

instruire un appel prevu par un texte de loi s’ apparente
plus h un appel qu’ a un controle judiciaire. II doit toutefois prendre en consideration plusieurs facteurs pour
determiner quelles sont les limites qu ’il doit observer
dans l’exercice de la juridiction d’ appel prevue par la
loi. Parmi ces facteurs, on retrouve la nature du probleme, les regies de droit applicables et interprettes adequatement eu egard a leur objet, et l’expertise du tribunal administratif .

The problem before the Tribunal in this case was a
problem of mixed law and fact. Questions of law are
questions about what the correct legal test is; questions
of fact are questions about what actually took place
between the parties; and questions of mixed law and fact
are questions about whether the facts satisfy the legal
tests . The distinction between questions of law and
questions of mixed law and fact will sometimes be difficult to make. In theoretical terms, the rule is that as the
level of generality of the challenged proposition
approaches complete particularity, the matter
approaches unqualified application of law and draws
away from the forging of new law, and hence draws
nigh to being an unqualified question of mixed law and
fact.

Le Tribunal etait saisi d’ une question de droit et de
fait. Les questions de droit concernent la determination
du critere juridique applicable; les questions de fait portent sur ce qui s’est reellement passe entre les parties; et,
enfin, les questions de droit et de fait consistent a determiner si les faits satisfont au critere juridique . La distinction entre les questions de droit et les questions de
droit et de fait est parfois difficile a faire. Theoriquement, la regie veut que lorsque le niveau de generalite
de la proposition contestee se rapproche de la particularite absolue, T affaire prenne le caractere d’une question
d’application pure ne comportant pas la formulation de
nouvelles regies de droit, et s’approche done d ’ une
question de droit et de fait parfaite .

The Tribunal did not fail to consider relevant items of
evidence and so did not err in law by failing to consider
them . To suggest that it erred in law by failing to accord
adequate weight to certain factors is inimical to the very
notion of a balancing test, which is a kind of legal rule
whose application should be subtle and flexible, but not
mechanical. As a matter of law, the Tribunal should
consider each factor, but the according of weight to the
factors should be left , at least initially, to the Tribunal.
The Tribunal forged no new legal principle and so any
error it might have made can only have been one of
mixed law and fact. This suggests that some measure of
deference accordingly is owed to the Tribunal’ s decision. Appellate courts should be reluctant to venture into
a re-examination of the conclusions of the Tribunal on
questions of mixed law and fact.

Le Tribunal n’a pas omis de tenir compte d ’elements
de preuve pertinents, il n’a done pas commis d’erreur de
droit a ce titre. Pretendre que le Tribunal aurait commis
une erreur de droit en n’accordant pas un poids suffisant
a certains facteurs est incompatible avec la notion meme
de critere de ponderation, critere qui est une sorte de
regie de droit qui doit etre appliquee non pas rnecaniquement, mais de maniere souple et subtile. En droit, le
Tribunal doit tenir compte de chacun des facteurs; T appreciation du poids des divers facteurs doit cependant
etre laissee au Tribunal, du moins au depart. Le Tribunal
n’a forge aucun nouveau principe de droit, de sorte que
s’il a commis une erreur, ce ne peut 6 tre qu’ une erreur
de droit et de fait. Cela tend a indiquer qu’il y a lieu de
faire preuve d’ un certain degre de retenue a l’ egard de la
decision du Tribunal . Les cours d’appel devraient hesiter
a reexaminer les conclusions du Tribunal sur les quesi tions de droit et de fait.

The absence of a privative clause counsels a less deferential posture for appellate courts than would be
appropriate if a privative clause were present. The Tribunal, however, has been recognized as being especially
well-suited to overseeing a complex statutory scheme
whose objectives are peculiarly economic. Because an

L’ absence de clause privative engage a une moins
grande retenue de la part des cours d’appel que ce ne
serait le cas s’il y en avait une. Le Tribunal a toutefois
ete reconnu comme particulierement bien place pour
surveiller un regime legislatif complexe, dont les objectifs sont singulibrement economiques. Comme les cours
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appellate court is likely to encounter difficulties in
understanding the economic and commercial ramifications of the Tribunal’s decisions and consequently to be
less able to secure the fulfilment of the purpose of the
Competition Act , the purpose of the Act is better served
by appellate deference to the Tribunal’s decisions.

d’appel sont susceptibles d’eprouver de la difficulty a
bien saisir les ramifications economiques et commerciales des decisions du Tribunal et que, par consequent,
elles sont moins aptes que celui-ci a voir it la realisation
de l’objet de la Loi sur la concurrence , cet objet est
mieux servi si les cours d’appel font montre de retenue a
Tegard des decisions du Tribunal.

Expertise, which in this case overlaps with the purpose of the statute that the Tribunal administers , is the
most important of the factors that a court must consider
in settling on a standard of review. The Tribunal’s
expertise lies in economics and in commerce, and these
are matters concerning which the members of the Tribu nal are likely to be far more knowledgeable than the typical judge will be. The particular dispute in this case is
one that falls squarely within the area of the Tribunal’s
expertise.

L’expertise, qui en l’espfece se confond avec l’objet
de la loi appliquee par le Tribunal, est le facteur le plus
important qu’ une cour doit examiner pour arrfeter la
norme de coin role applicable. Le champ d’expertise du
Tribunal consiste dans les questions economiques et
commerciales , des questions au sujet desquelles les
membres du Tribunal sont susceptibles d’ en savoir
beaucoup plus que la plupart des juges. Le point particulier en litige relfeve nettement de [’expertise du Tribunal.

A standard more deferential than correctness but less
deferential than “not patently unreasonable” is required.
Because several considerations, including particularly
the expertise of the Tribunal, counsel deference while
others suggest a more exacting form of review, the
proper standard of review falls somewhere between the
ends of the spectrum.

La norme qui s’impose en est une qui exige une retenue plus grande que la norme de la decision correcte,
mais moins elevee que celle de la decision «non manifestement deraisonnable*. Parce que plusieurs considerations , dont particulierement 1’expertise du Tribunal ,
appellent a la retenue, tandis que d’autres suggerent une
forme de controle plus exigeante, la norme de controle
appropriee se situe a quelque part entre les deux extremites du spectre.

The need for a third standard of review is especially
clear in cases, like this one, in which appeal from a
tribunal’s decision lies by statutory right. The presence
of the statutory right of appeal obviates the need to find
a jurisdictional error . Because the standard of patent
unreasonableness is principally a test for determining
whether a tribunal has exceeded its jurisdiction, it will
rarely be the appropriate standard of review in statutory
appeals. However, because tribunals typically enjoy
some expertise and deal with problems of a difficult and
intricate nature, a standard more deferential than correctness is needed . This third standard should be
whether the decision of the Tribunal is unreasonable.
This test is to be distinguished from the most deferential
standard of review, which requires courts to consider
whether a tribunal’ s decision is patently unreasonable.
An unreasonable decision is one that, in the main, is not
supported by any reasons that can stand up to a somewhat probing examination . The difference between
“unreasonable” and “patently unreasonable” lies in the
immediacy or obviousness of the defect. If the defect is
apparent on the face of the tribunal’s reasons, then the
tribunal’s decision is patently unreasonable. But if it
takes some significant searching or testing to find the

La nfecessite d’avoir recours a une troisieme norme
est particulierement evidente dans les cas ou , comme en
l’espece, le droit d’ interjeter appel de la decision du tribunal administrate est prevu par un texte de loi. L’existence d’ un tel droit fait qu’ il n’est pas necessaire de
chercher des erreurs de nature juridictionnelle. Comme
la norme du caractfere manifestement deraisonnable sert
principalement a determiner si un tribunal a outrepasse
sa competence, elle sera rarement la norme a appliquer
dans ce type d’appels. Parce que les tribunaux administratifs possedent generalement une certaine expertise et
sont saisis de probifemes difficiles et complexes, il est
necessaire d’ appliquer une norme appelant a plus de
retenue que la norme de la decision correcte. Cette troisifeme norme devrait elre fondee sur la question de
savoir si la decision du Tribunal est deraisonnable. Ce
critfere doit etre distingue de la norme de controle qui
appelle le plus haut degre de retenue, et en vertu de
laquelle les tribunaux doivent dire si la decision du tribunal administratif est manifestement deraisonnable. Est
deraisonnable la decision qui, dans l’ ensemble, n’est
etayee par aucun motif capable de resister & un examen
assez pousse. La difference entre «deraisonnable» et
«manifestement deraisonnable* reside dans le caractfere
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defect, then the decision is unreasonable but not patently
unreasonable.

flagrant ou evident du defaut . Si le defaut est manifeste
au vu des motifs du tribunal, la decision de celui-ci est
alors manifestement deraisonnable . Cependant, s’il faut
proceder a un examen ou a une analyse en profondeur
pour deceler le defaut, la decision est alors deraisonnable mais non manifestement deraisonnable.

The “clearly wrong” test is close to the standard of
reasonableness simpliciter . Many things are wrong that
are not unreasonable, but when “clearly” is added to
“wrong”, the meaning is brought much nearer to that of
“unreasonable” . Consequently, the clearly wrong test
represents a striking out from the correctness test in the
direction of deference. But the clearly wrong test does
not go so far as the standard of patent unreasonableness.
The clearly wrong test, because of its familiarity to
Canadian judges, may serve as a guide in applying the
standard of reasonableness simpliciter.

II existe un rapport etroit entre la norme de la decision raisonnable simpliciter et le critere de la decision
manifestement erronee . II est vrai que bien des choses
erronees ne sont pas pour autant deraisonnables; mais
quand le mot « manifestement » est accole au mot
«errone», ce dernier mot prend un sens beaucoup plus
proche de celui du mot «deraisonnable» . Par consequent, le critere de la decision manifestement erronee
marque un deplacement, du critere de la decision correcte vers un critere exigeant Papplication de retenue.
Cependant, le critere de la decision manifestement erronee ne va pas aussi loin que la norme du caractere manifestement deraisonnable. Parce que le critere de la decision manifestement erronee est bien connu des juges au
Canada, il peut leur servir de guide dans Papplication de
la norme de la decision raisonnable simpliciter.

In the final result, the standard of reasonableness simply instructs reviewing courts to accord considerable
weight to the views of tribunals about matters with
respect to which they have significant expertise. While
it is convenient to put the matter in terms of a standard
of review , at bottom the issue is the weight that should
be accorded to expert opinions.

En definitive, la norme de la decision raisonnable ne
fait que dire aux cours chargees de controler les decisions des tribunaux administratifs d’accorder un poids
considerable aux vues de ces tribunaux sur les questions
a l’egard desquelles ceux-ci possedent une grande
expertise. Meme s’il est commode de parler de norme
de condole, au fond, la question qui se pose est celle du
poids qui doit etre accorde aux opinions des experts.

The Tribunal did not act unreasonably when it
decided that Southam’ s daily newspapers and community newspapers are in different product markets.

Le Tribunal n’a pas agi deraisonnablement lorsqu ’il a
decide que les quotidiens de Southam et les journaux
communautaires occupent des marches differents pour
ce qui est du produit.

That tlie Tribunal discounted evidence of functional
interchangeability between the dailies and the commu nity newspapers was reasonable on the facts and was not
without foundation or logical coherence. It is reasonable, if only reasonable, to suppose that advertisers are
sufficiently discerning about the media they employ that
they are unlikely to respond to changes in the relative
prices of the two kinds of newspapers by taking their
business from the one to the other.

Compte tenu des faits, il etait raisonnable pour le Tribunal d ’ ecarter la preuve de l’ interchangeabilite fonctionnelle entre les quotidiens et les journaux communautaires, et cette decision n’est pas sans fondement ou
coherence logique. Il est a tout le moins raisonnable de
supposer que les annonceurs choisissent avec suffisamment de perspicacity les medias qu’ ils utilisent, et qu’il
est done peu probable qu’ ils reagissent aux variations
des prix relatifs des deux types de journaux en faisant
passer leur clientele de Pun a l’autre .

The Tribunal also discounted evidence that Southam
regarded the community newspapers as competitors for
its dailies. This discounting is perhaps unusual given
that Southam’ s expert identified this competition with
community newspapers as the source of the dailies’ dif ficulties . The Tribunal ’ s findings, however, were not

Le Tribunal n’a pas tenu compte non plus de la
preuve que Southam considerait les journaux communautaires comme ses principaux concurrents. Il est peutetre etrange que le Tribunal n’ ait pas tenu compte du
temoignage de l’experte de Southam indiquant que les
journaux communautaires etaient la source des diffi-
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unreasonable and they did not need to be correct. Judicial restraint is needed if a cohesive, rational and sensible system of judicial review is to be fashioned .

cultes de Southam. Toutefois, les conclusions du Tribu nal ne sont pas deraisonnables, et dies n’ont pas a etre
correctes. La retenue judiciaire s’impose si l’on veut
fagonner un systeme de controle judiciaire coherent,
rationnel et judicieux.

Remedy

L’appel quant d la mesure de redressement

Because the Competition Act addresses the problem
of substantial lessening of competition , the appropriate
remedy is to restore competition to the point at which it
can no longer be said to be substantially less than it was
before the merger. The test that the Tribunal has applied
in consent cases should be applied in all cases.

Parce que la Loi sur la concurrence s’attaque au probleme de la diminution sensible de la concurrence, la
mesure de redressement appropriee consiste a retablir la
concurrence de fagon qu’ il ne soit plus possible de dire
qu’elle est sensiblement inferieure a ce qu ’ elle etait
avant le fusionnement. Le critere applique par le Tribu nal dans les affaires oil les parties consentent k la
mesure de redressement devrait etre applique dans tous

les cas .

The Tribunal’s choice of remedy is a matter of mixed
law and fact and the standard of review is one of reasonableness.

La determination de la mesure de redressement par le
Tribunal est une question de droit et de fait, et la norme
de controle applicable est celle de la decision raisonnable.

Southam’s proposed remedy of selling the real estate
section of the North Shore News fails because it would
not likely be effective in eliminating the substantial lessening of competition . This decision was not unreasonable and should be allowed to stand. The remedy chosen
by the Tribunal is not punitive, because the Tribunal
found that it was the only effective remedy. If the choice
is between a remedy that goes farther than is strictly
necessary to restore competition to an acceptable level
and a remedy that does not go far enough even to reach
the acceptable level, then surely the former option must
be preferred. The Tribunal did not wrongly require the
appellants to demonstrate the effectiveness of their proposed remedy; the person who asserts should prove.

La mesure de redressement proposee par Southam,
qui consistait a vendre le supplement immobilier insere
dans le North Shore News, ne pouvait etre retenue parce
qu’elle ne serait vraisemblablement pas un moyen efficace d’61iminer la diminution sensible de la concurrence. La decision de ne pas la retenir n’etait pas deraisonnable et devrait etre confirmee. La mesure de
redressement choisie par le Tribunal n’est pas punitive,
car celui- ci a conclu qu’elle etait la seule mesure efficace. S’il faut choisir entre une mesure qui va au-dela de
ce qui est strictement necessaire pour retablir la concurrence a un niveau acceptable, et une mesure qui ne permet meme pas d’atteindre le niveau acceptable, alors
c’est certes la premiere qui doit etre preferee. Le Tribu nal n’a pas eu tort d’exiger que les appelantes demontrent l’efficacite de la mesure de redressement qu’ elles
proposent; celui qui fait une allegation a 1’obligation de
la prouver.
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LE JUGE IACOBUCCJ
La principale question
soulevee par le present pourvoi est de savoir si le
principe de la retenue judiciaire doit etre applique
aux decisions du Tribunal de la concurrence (le
«Tribunal»). Suivant la methode exposee par notre
Cour dans sa jurisprudence recente, je conclus
qu’il convient de faire montre de retenue a 1’egard
de la decision en cause.

1. Facts

1. Lesfaits

Two daily newspapers serve the region in and
around Vancouver. They are the Vancouver Sun
and the Vancouver Province . The appellant
Southam Inc. , through its subsidiary Pacific Press
Limited, owns both.

Deux quotidiens desservent la region de Vancouver, le Vancouver Sun et le Vancouver Province. L’appelante Southam Inc. est proprietaire des
deux, par l’entremise de sa Male Pacific Press
Limited.

In addition to the two dailies, many smaller
community newspapers circulate in the Lower
Mainland of British Columbia. These community
newspapers differ from the daily newspapers in a
few respects: they serve smaller regions, they are
distributed free of charge to all households in the
regions they serve, and they are published only
once, twice, or at most three times weekly . Community newspapers have been more successful in
the Lower Mainland than in any other comparable
region of Canada. Daily newspapers, by contrast,
have been less successful in Vancouver than in
other major Canadian cities.

Outre ces deux quotidiens, de nombreux journaux communautaires de plus petite taille circulent
dans le Lower Mainland en Colombie-Britannique.
Ces joumaux communautaires different des quotidiens a certains egards: ils desservent des regions
plus restreintes, ils sont distribues gratuitement a
tous les foyers des regions qu’ils desservent et ils
ne paraissent qu’au plus trois fois par semaine. Les
journaux communautaires connaissent plus de succes dans le Lower Mainland que dans toute autre
region comparable du pays. Par contraste, les quotidiens sont moins populaires a Vancouver que
dans les autres grandes villes canadiennes.

3

In 1986, Southam consulted Dr. Christine
Urban , an American expert, about the problems its
Vancouver dailies were facing. Dr. Urban identified Vancouver’s strong community newspapers as
the cause of the dailies’ malaise. She advised
Southam to act to stem the growing power of the
community newspapers.

En 1986, Southam a consulte une experte americaine, Christine Urban, au sujet des problemes de
ses quotidiens de Vancouver. L’experte a affirme
que la vigueur des joumaux communautaires de
Vancouver etait la cause des difficultes des quotidiens. Elle a conseille a Southam d ’agir pour endiguer 1’expansion des joumaux communautaires.

4

In September, 1986, Southam introduced a flyer
delivery service to the Lower Mainland. Known as
Flyer Force, the new service offered delivery of
flyers to even the households that did not receive a
Southam newspaper. In 1988, several community
newspapers, whose business included the delivery
of flyers, joined to form a group whose geographic
reach would rival Flyer Force’ s. This group was
initially called the MetroVan Group. Later in 1988,

En septembre 1986, Southam a introduit un service de distribution de prospectus publicitaires
dans le Lower Mainland. Dans le cadre de ce nouveau service, appele Flyer Force, les prospectus
etaient meme livres aux foyers qui n’etaient pas
abonnes aux quotidiens de Southam. En 1988, plusieurs joumaux communautaires dont les activites
comportaient entre autres la distribution de prospectus publicitaires se sont reunis pour former un

5
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the Metro Van Group expanded and changed its
name to MetroGroup.

groupe, MetroVan, dont le rayonnement geographique rivaliserait avec celui de Flyer Force. Plus
tard en 1988, le groupe s’ est elargi et a pris le nom
de MetroGroup.

6

In September, 1988, Southam began to publish
the North Shore Extra . This was a bi-weekly publication whose editorial focus was on the North
Shore district of the Lower Mainland. The Extra
was inserted as a supplement into copies of the
Vancouver Sun bound for households in the North
Shore. Additionally , the Extra was delivered to
North Shore households that did not receive the
Sun .

En septembre 1988, Southam a commence a
publier un bihebdomadaire, le North Shore Extra ,
dont le contenu redactionnel s’ adressait au district
North Shore du Lower Mainland. L’ Extra etait un
supplement insere dans les exemplaires du Vancouver Sun destines aux foyers du North Shore. De
plus, V Extra etait egalement distribue aux foyers
du North Shore qui n’etaient pas abonnes au Sun .

7

In January , 1989, Southam began to acquire
community and specialized newspapers in the
Lower Mainland. By May , 1990, the company had
acquired a controlling interest in 13 community
newspapers, a real estate advertising publication,
three distribution services, and two printing concerns. Among its acquisitions were the Lower
Mainland’s two strongest community newspapers,
the North Shore News and the Vancouver Courier ,
as well as the Real Estate Weekly .

En janvier 1989, Southam a commence a acquerir des journaux communautaires et des joumaux
specialises du Lower Mainland. En mai 1990, cette
societe avait acquis une participation majoritaire
dans 13 journaux communautaires, une publication
specialisee dans la publicite immobiliere, trois
entreprises de distribution et deux imprimeries.
Parmi ces acquisitions, on trouvait les deux journaux communautaires les plus vigoureux, le North
Shore News et le Vancouver Courier , ainsi que le
Real Estate Weekly.

8

In April, 1990, Southam discontinued the North
Shore Extra.

En avril 1990, Southam a cesse de publier le
North Shore Extra.

9

On November 20, 1990, the respondent, the
Director of Investigation and Research, applied for
an order requiring Southam to divest itself of the
North Shore News , the Vancouver Courier , and the
Real Estate Weekly. The Director’s reason for taking this step was that Southam’s acquisition of
these publications was likely to lessen competition
substantially in the retail print advertising and real
estate print advertising markets in the Lower
Mainland.

Le 20 novembre 1990, le directeur des enquetes
et recherches intime a demande une ordonnance
enjoignant a Southam de se departir du North
Shore News , du Vancouver Courier et du Real
Estate Weekly. Le motif invoque par le directeur
pour faire cette demarche etait que 1’ acquisition de
ces publications par Southam aurait vraisemblablement pour effet de diminuer sensiblement la concurrence sur les marches de la publicite imprimce
dans les secteurs de l’immobilier et de la vente au
detail dans le Lower Mainland.

In early 1991, Southam shut down Flyer Force.

Au debut de 1991, Southam a ferme Flyer
Force.

10

ll

2. Relevant Statutory Provisions

2. Les dispositions legislatives pertinentes

Section 92 of the Competition Act , R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-34 addresses the problem of mergers

L’article 92 de la Loi sur la concurrence , L.R.C.
(1985), ch. C-34, vise le probleme des fusionne-
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competition

ments qui auront vraisemblablement pour effet de
diminuer sensiblement la concurrence:

92. (1) Where, on application by the Director, the Tribunal finds that a merger or proposed merger prevents
or lessens, or is likely to prevent or lessen, competition
substantially
(a) in a trade, industry or profession ,

92. ( 1 ) Dans les cas ou, a la suite d’ une demande du
directeur, le Tribunal conclut qu’ un fusionnement realise ou propose empeche ou diminue sensiblement la
concurrence, ou aura vraisemblablement cet effet:
a ) dans un commerce , une Industrie ou une profession ;

(b) among the sources from which a trade, industry or

b ) entre les sources d’ approvisionnement aupres desquelles un commerce, une industrie ou une profession
se procure un produit;

that are likely
substantially:

to

lessen

profession obtains a product,
(c) among the outlets through which a trade, industry
or profession disposes of a product, or

c) entre les debouches par I’intermediaire desquels un
commerce, une industrie ou une profession ecoule un
produit;

( d ) otherwise than as described in paragraphs (a)
to (c),

d) autrement que selon ce qui est prevu aux alineas a )
a c ),

the Tribunal may, subject to sections 94 to 96,
(e) in the case of a completed merger, order any party
to the merger or any other person

le Tribunal peut, sous reserve des articles 94 a 96:
e ) dans le cas d’un fusionnement realise, rendre une
ordonnance enjoignant a toute personne, que celle-ci
soit partie au fusionnement ou non:
(i) de le dissoudre, conformement a ses directives,

(i) to dissolve the merger in such manner as the
Tribunal directs,
(ii ) to dispose of assets or shares designated by the
Tribunal in such manner as the Tribunal directs, or

(ii) de se departir, selon les modalites qu ’il indique,
des elements d’ actif et des actions qu’il indique,

(iii) in addition to or in lieu of the action referred to
in subparagraph (i) or (ii), with the consent of the
person against whom the order is directed and the
Director , to take any other action, . . .

(iii) en sus ou au lieu des mesures prevues au sousalinea (i) ou (ii ), de prendre toute autre rnesure, a
condition que la personne contre qui l’ordonnance
est rendue et le directeur souscrivent a cette
mesure; . . .

Various sections of the Competition Tribunal
Act , R .S.C., 1985, c. 19 (2nd Supp.), create and
provide for the constitution of the Tribunal :

Divers articles de la Loi sur le Tribunal de la
concurrence , L .R . C. (1985) , ch . 19 (2e suppl . ) ,
pourvoient a la creation du Tribunal et a sa composition:

3. . . .

3. . . .

(2) The Tribunal shall consist of

(2) Le Tribunal se compose:

(a ) not more than four members to be appointed from
among the judges of the Federal Court — Trial Division by the Governor in Council on the recommendation of the Minister of Justice; and

a ) d’au plus quatre membres nommes par le gouverneur en conseil sur recommandation du ministre de la
Justice et choisis parrni les juges de la Section de premiere instance de la Cour federate ;

( b) not more than eight other members to be
appointed by the Governor in Council on the recommendation of the Minister.

b) d’ au plus huit autres membres nommes par le gou verneur en conseil sur recommandation du ministre..

(3) The Governor in Council may establish an advisory council to advise the Minister with respect to
appointments of lay members, which council is to be

(3) Le gouverneur en conseil peut constituer un con seil consultatif charge de conseiller le ministre en ce qui
concerne la nomination des autres membres et compose
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composed of not more than ten members who are
knowledgeable in economics, industry, commerce or
public affairs and may include, without restricting the
generality of the foregoing, individuals chosen from
business communities , the legal community, consumer
groups and labour.

d ’au plus dix personnes versees dans les affaires
publiques, economiques, commerciales ou industrielles.
Sans que soit limitee la portee g6nerale de ce qui precede, ces personnes peuvent etre des individus appartenant a la collectivite juridique, a des groupes de con sommateurs, au monde des affaires et au monde du
travail.

4. (1) The Governor in Council shall designate one of
the judicial members to be Chairman of the Tribunal.

4 (1) Le gouverneur en conseil nomme, parmi les
juges , le president du Tribunal.

.

13
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10 (1) Subject to section 11, every application to the
Tribunal shall be heard before not less than three or
more than five members sitting together, at least one of
whom is a judicial member and at least one of whom is
a lay member.

10 (1) Sous reserve de 1’article 11, toute demande
presentee au Tribunal est entendue par au moins trois
niais au plus cinq membres siegeant ensemble et, parmi
lesquels il doit y avoir au moins un juge et un autre
membre.

(2) The Chairman shall designate a judicial member
to preside at any hearing or , if the Chairman is present
at a hearing, may preside himself .

(2) Le president designe, pour chaque seance du Tribunal , un juge a titre de president , mais s’il est present,
il peut lui-meme la presider.

Sections 12 and 13 divide questions before the
Tribunal into questions of law, questions of fact,
and questions of mixed law and fact, and assign
responsibility for resolving those questions, both
in the first instance and on appeal:

Les articles 12 et 13 de cette loi divisent les
questions soumises au Tribunal en questions de
droit, en questions de fait et en questions de droit
et de fait, et ils attribuent la competence pour les
trancher, tant en premiere instance et en appel:

12. (1) In any proceedings before the Tribunal,
(a) questions of law shall be determined only by the
judicial members sitting in those proceedings ; and
(.b) questions of fact or mixed law and fact shall be
determined by all the members sitting in those proceedings .

12. (1) Dans toute procedure devant le Tribunal:
a ) seuls les juges qui siegent ont competence pour
trancher les questions de droit ;
b ) tous les membres qui siegent ont competence pour
trancher les questions de fait ou de droit et de fait.

(2) In any proceedings before the Tribunal,

(2) Dans toute procedure devant le Tribunal:

( a ) in the event of a difference of opinion among the
members determining any question, the opinion of
the majority shall prevail; and

a ) Topinion de la majorite l’emporte s’il y a divergence d’opinion entre les membres sur une question
donnee;

( b ) in the event of an equally divided opinion among
the members determining any question, the presiding
member may determine the question.

b ) le president de seance peut trancher toute question
si les opinions sur celle-ci sont egalement partagees
entre les membres.

13. (1) Subject to subsection ( 2), an appeal lies to the
Federal Court of Appeal from any decision or order ,
whether final, interlocutory or interim, of the Tribunal
as if it were a judgment of the Federal Court - Trial
Division.

13. (1) Sous reserve du paragraphe (2), les decisions
ou ordonnances du Tribunal, que celles-ci soient definitives, interlocutoires ou provisoires, sont susceptibles
d’appel devant la Cour d’appel federate tout comrne s’ il
s’agissait de jugements de la Section de premiere instance de cette Cour.
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(2) An appeal on a question of fact lies under subsection (1) only with the leave of the Federal Court of
Appeal .

(2) Un appel sur une question de fait n’a lieu qu ’avec
l ’ autorisation de la Cour d’ appel federate.

3. Judgments in Appeal

3. Les decisions portees en appel

A. Competition Tribunal

A. Le Tribunal de la concurrence
(i) Decision quant au fond (1992), 43 C.P.R .
( 3d ) 161, motifs additionnels (1993 ) , 48
C .P.R . (3d) 224

Following 40 days of hearings, the Tribunal
found that the acquisition by Southam of the community newspapers and affiliated businesses did
not substantially lessen competition in the market
for retail print advertising in the Lower Mainland.
The Tribunal did find , however, that Southam’ s
purchases had substantially lessened competition
in the market for real estate print advertising in the
North Shore region. After hearing argument on the
issue of remedies, the Tribunal ordered Southam to
divest itself , at its option, of either the North Shore
News or the Real Estate Weekly. The Tribunal
rejected Southam’s proposed remedy , which was
to sell the real estate section of the North Shore
News.

Au terme de 40 jours d ’audience, le Tribunal a
statue que 1’ acquisition par Southam des journaux
communautaires et des entreprises affiliees n’ avait
pas diminue sensiblement la concurrence sur le
marche de la publicite imprimee dans le secteur de
la vente au detail, ou publicite-detaillants imprimee, dans le Lower Mainland II a cependant conclu que les acquisitions de Southam avaient diminue sensiblement la concurrence sur le marche de
la publicite imprimee dans le secteur immobilier,
ou publicite immobiliere imprimee, dans la region
du North Shore. Apres avoir entendu les argu ments au sujet des mesures de redressement, le Tribunal a ordonne a Southam de se departir, a son
choix , du North Shore News ou du Real Estate
Weekly . Le Tribunal a rejete la mesure de redressement proposee par Southam, savoir la vente de la
section immobiliere du North Shore News.

During the hearing, the Tribunal heard from 50
witnesses and received literally volumes of docu ments in evidence. That the Tribunal paid heed to
this prodigious body of evidence is clear from its
written reasons, which occupy some 147 pages in a
law report. Fortunately, it is not necessary for purposes of this appeal to reproduce the Tribunal’s
reasons in any detail.

Au cours de Taudience, le Tribunal a entendu 50
temoins et re£ u litteralement une montagne de
documents en preuve. II ressort clairement des
motifs ecrits du Tribunal, qui remplissent quelque
147 pages d’ un recueil de jurisprudence, qu ’il a
tenu compte de cette prodigieuse masse d’elements
de preuve. Heureusement, il n’est pas necessaire
de reproduire en detail les motifs du Tribunal pour
trancher le present pourvoi .

15

The principal underlying question for the Tribu nal was whether Southam’s daily newspapers and
its newly acquired community newspapers are in
the same market. Its approach to this problem was
to ask whether the two kinds of products are close
substitutes for one another. The traditional economic measure of substitutability is cross-elasticity
of demand , which is the extent to which consumers
will switch from one product to another in

Le Tribunal a estime que la principale question
sous-jacente etait de savoir si les quotidiens de
Southam et les journaux communautaires recemment acquis par cette entreprise occupaient le
meme marche. Pour y repondre, il s’est demande si
les deux produits etaient des substituts proches.
L ’ indicateur economique classique du caractere
substitutif est 1’ elasticity croisee de la demande,
c’est-a-dire la mesure dans laquelle des acheteurs

16

.
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response to slight changes in their relative prices.
However, the Tribunal recognized that direct statistical evidence of cross-elasticity of demand will
rarely be available. Accordingly , the members
determined that recourse should be had to “indirect
evidence” of substitutability . Indirect indicia of
substitutability include (at p. 179) “ the physical
characteristics of the products, the uses to which
the products are put, and whatever evidence there
is about the behaviour of buyers that casts light on
their willingness to switch from one product to
another in response to changes in relative prices”.
Also relevant are “ [t] he views of industry participants about what products and which firms they
regard as actual and prospective competitors”.
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passent d’ un produit a un autre par suite de legeres
modifications de leurs prix relatifs. Toutefois, le
Tribunal a reconnu que Ton dispose rarement de
preuves statistiques directes de l’elasticite croisee
de la demande. En consequence, les membres du
Tribunal ont decide qu’il fallait recourir a la
«preuve indirecte» du caractere substitutif , et men tionne (a la p. 179), comme indices indirects du
caractere substitutif , [TRADUCTION] «les caracteristiques physiques des produits , les usages auxquels
ils se pretent et le comportement des acheteurs qui
temoigne de leur desir de passer d ’ un produit a un
autre en reponse a des changements dans les prix
relatifs» . «L’ opinion des participants de Tindustrie
sur les produits et les firmes qu’ils considerent
comme etant leurs concurrents reels et potentiels »
est aussi un facteur pertinent.

17

Almost 100 pages of the Tribunal’ s decision are
taken up with a painstaking review and evaluation
of the evidence. On the strength of this, the Tribunal concluded that daily newspapers and community newspapers, though remarkably similar at first
glance, serve different retail print advertising markets. Daily newspapers, which circulate widely but
reach only a relatively small percentage of households, appeal to the advertising needs of large
national firms that serve customers throughout a
metropolitan region . Community newspapers, by
contrast, circulate only within small communities
but typically reach all of the households within
those communities. These newspapers appeal to
local advertisers whose customers live only within
a certain district. In support of this conclusion , the
Tribunal presented an informal survey of the behaviour of selected advertisers in the Lower Mainland.

Presque 100 pages de la decision du Tribunal
sont consacrees a une analyse et a une evaluation
minutieuses de la preuve. Celui-ci en est arrive a la
conclusion que les quotidiens et les journaux communautaires, quoiqu’ils presentent a premiere vue
des ressemblances remarquables, desservent des
marches differents en matiere de publicite-detaillants imprimee. Les quotidiens, qui ont line large
circulation , mais ne rejoignent qu’ un pourcentage
relativement faible de foyers , repondent aux
besoins en publicite des grandes entreprises d’ envergure nationale qui desservent des clients dans
1’ensemble d’ une agglomeration urbaine. A l ’oppose, les joumaux communautaires ne circulent
que dans de petites localites, mais ils rejoignent
generalement tous les foyers de ces localites. Ces
journaux sont interessants pour les annonceurs
locaux dont les clients habitent un secteur particu lier. Pour etayer cette conclusion, le Tribunal a presente un sondage informel sur le comportement
d ’annonceurs choisis du Lower Mainland.

18

The Tribunal also cited considerable evidence to
suggest that Southam regarded the community
newspapers as its chief competitors . In one document, Dr. Christine Urban , an American newspaper consultant retained by Southam , identified
strong community newspapers as the root of
Southam’ s problems in the Lower Mainland. In
another document quoted in the Tribunal’s deci-

Le Tribunal a egalement fait etat d’ une preuve
considerable pour affirmer que Southam considerait les joumaux communautaires comme ses principaux concurrents. Dans un document, Christine
Urban , experte-conseil americaine du secteur des
journaux et dont Southam a retenu les services, a
indique que la presence de vigoureux journaux
communautaires etait a Torigine des problemes de
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Southam dans le Lower Mainland. Dans un autre
document, cite dans la decision du Tribunal a la
p. 195, un cadre de Southam a fait une mise en
garde contre le danger de conceder aux joumaux
communautaires [TRADUCTION] «une portion substantielle de ce qui est normalement le volume
d’affaires des quotidiens». Toutefois, les membres
du Tribunal n’ ont pas estime que cette preuve de
ce qu ’ils ont appele la concurrence interindustrielle» etait decisive. A leur avis, elle montrait que
Southam croyait etre en concurrence avec les journaux communautaires. Mais le simple fait d’affirmer qu’on croit a l’existence de quelque chose ne
garantit pas que c’est la realite, et, en 1’occurrence,
le Tribunal a conclu que la croyance de Southam
n’etait pas fondee . «Etant donne la structure
actuelle de leurs produits» , a statue le Tribunal, a
la p. 277, «les quotidiens et les journaux communautaires represented au mieux , pour certains
annonceurs, de faibles substituts» .

Because the two kinds of newspapers were at
best only weak substitutes, the Tribunal concluded
that they were not in the same relevant product
market and therefore that the acquisition by
Southam of several community newspapers and
affiliated businesses did not substantially lessen
competition in the market for retail print advertising in the Lower Mainland.

Parce que les deux types de joumaux etaient au
mieux de faibles substituts, le Tribunal a conclu
qu’ils n’occupaient pas le meme marche pertinent
pour ce qui est du produit et que, en consequence,
Tacquisition par Southam de plusieurs journaux
communautaires et entreprises affiliees n’avait pas
diminue sensiblement la concurrence sur le marche
de la publicite-detaiJlants imprimee dans le Lower
Mainland.

19

However, the Tribunal did find that the acquisition by Southam of both the North Shore News ,
with its weekly real estate supplement, and the
Real Estate Weekly , with its North Shore edition,
gave Southam monopoly power over the market
for real estate print advertising on the North Shore.
The result was to lessen competition substantially
in that market. The Tribunal ordered the parties to
appear at a later date to consider the question of
the remedy .

Toutefois, le Tribunal a effectivement conclu
que Tacquisition par Southam du North Shore
News , avec son supplement immobilier hebdomadaire, et du Real Estate Weekly , avec son edition
du North Shore, avait confere a Southam un pouvoir monopolistique sur le marche de la publicity
immobiliere imprimee dans le North Shore, situation qui avait eu pour resultat de diminuer sensiblement la concurrence dans ce marche. Le Tribunal a ordonne aux parties de se presenter a une date
ulterieure pour debattre la question de la mesure de
redressement.

20

(ii) As to remedy (1992), 47 C.P.R. (3d) 240

Having heard argument on the question, the Tribunal found that the test of a proposed remedy in
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sion at p. 195, an official of Southam warned
against the danger of conceding forever to the
community newspapers “a substantial portion of
what is normally daily newspaper business”. However, the members did not regard this evidence of
what they called “inter-industry competition” as
decisive. In their view, it showed that Southam
believed that it was competing with the community
newspapers. But simply to state that something is
believed does not guarantee that it is so, and in this
case the Tribunal found that Southam’s belief was
unfounded. “With their present product configurations”, concluded the Tribunal at p. 277, “the dailies and community newspapers are at best weak
substitutes for some advertisers”.

(ii) Decision quant a la mesure de redressement
(1992), 47 C.P.R. (3d) 240

Apres avoir entendu les arguments sur la question, le Tribunal a conclu que le critere d’evalua-
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tion d’ une mesure de redressement proposee dans
une procedure contentieuse consiste a se demander
si elle retablira la situation concurrentielle qui
existait avant le fusionnement et non, comme a
pretendu Southam, si elle eliminera la diminution
sensible de la concurrence qu’ a pu entrainer le
fusionnement. Toutefois, le Tribunal a statue que,
meme s’il acceptait le critere suggere par Southam,
la mesure de redressement proposee par cette derniere, c’est-a-dire la vente du supplement immobilier hebdomadaire du North Shore News , ne serait
pas efficace pour autant. II a estime que, laisse a
lui-meme, le supplement immobilier ne serait vraisemblablement pas viable; sa presence ne serait
certes pas aussi notable dans le North Shore a titre
de publication independante qu’elle l’etait comme
partie du North Shore News. Le Tribunal a sou ligne que Southam avait offert de conclure, avec
tout acheteur eventuel, un arrangement concernant
le maintien de 1’ association entre le supplement et
le North Shore News. Toutefois, les membres du
Tribunal ont conclu qu’ils n’ avaient pas le pouvoir
d’ ordonner a Southam de conclure un tel arrangement. Et, de toute faqon , le Tribunal doutait que la
conclusion d’une telle association negociee serait
propre a favoriser la concurrence. En consequence,
il a ordonne a Southam de se departir, a son choix,
du North Shore News ou du Real Estate Weekly.

B. Federal Court of Appeal

B . La Cour d’appel federale

(i) On the merits, [1995] 3 F.C. 557

1997 CanLII 385 (SCC)

contested proceedings is whether it will restore the
competitive situation as it existed before the
merger and is not, as Southam submitted , whether
it will eliminate any substantial lessening of competition that the merger may have produced. However, the Tribunal found that, even accepting
Southam’ s proposed test, Southam ’s proposed
remedy of selling the weekly real estate supplement to the North Shore News still would not be
effective. The Tribunal thought it likely that the
real estate supplement would founder on its own;
certainly it would not be as substantial a presence
in the North Shore as a stand-alone publication as
it had been as part of the North Shore News. The
Tribunal noted that Southam had offered to reach
an accommodation with any prospective buyer
concerning the continuation of the supplement’s
association with the North Shore News. The Tribunal members concluded, however, that they lacked
the jurisdiction to order Southam to reach an
accommodation. And in any event, the Tribunal
doubted whether such a negotiated association
would be conducive to the fostering of a competitive environment. Accordingly , the Tribunal
ordered Southam to divest itself , at its option, of
either the North Shore News or the Real Estate
Weekly.

(i) Decision quant au fond , [1995] 3 C.F. 557

22

The Director of Investigation and Research
appealed the Tribunal’ s decision on the merits and
Southam appealed the Tribunal’s decision on the
remedy . The Federal Court of Appeal allowed the
first appeal and dismissed the second.

Le directeur des enquetes et recherches a interjete appel de la decision du Tribunal quant au fond
et Southam a fait de meme a l’ egard de celle concernant la mesure de redressement. La Cour d’ appel federale a accueilli le premier appel et rejete le
second.

23

Robertson J.A., writing for the court, concluded
that the Tribunal, though it had stated the correct
formula, had nonetheless applied the wrong legal
test. He accepted the Tribunal’s account of the
kinds of evidence that it had to consider, but stated
that the Tribunal had failed to consider all of these.
He found, in particular, that the Tribunal had not
considered evidence that daily newspapers and
community newspapers are functionally inter -

Le juge Robertson, qui a redige les motifs de la
Cour d’appel federale, a conclu que, bien qu ’il ait
enonce la bonne formule, le Tribunal avait neanmoins applique le mauvais critere juridique. II a
accepte T expose fait par le Tribunal des divers
types de preuve dont il devait tenir compte, mais il
a declare que le Tribunal ne les avait pas toutes prises en consideration. Il a statue, en particulier, que
celui-ci n’ avait pas pris en compte la preuve que
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changeable and evidence that the owners of the
daily newspapers considered themselves to be in
competition against the community newspapers.
Failure to consider relevant factors, he said , is an
error of law. And to his mind, the Tribunal is entitled to no deference on a question of law.

les quotidiens et les journaux communautaires sont
fonctionnellement interchangeables et que les proprietaries des quotidiens se consideraient en concurrence avec les journaux communautaires.
L’omission de tenir compte de facteurs pertinents,
a-t-il dit, est une erreur de droit. Et, de l’avis du
juge, il n’y a pas lieu de faire preuve de retenue
envers la decision du Tribunal sur une question de
droit.

By way of buttressing this conclusion, he
emphasized that the Competition Tribunal Act
mandates an unusual division of labour among the
members of the Tribunal. Each panel of the Tribunal, he observed, must have at least one judicial
member and the judicial members of any panel are
entirely responsible for the settling of such legal
questions as may arise in the course of a proceeding. Section 12 of the Act provides:

Pour renforcer cette conclusion, il a souligne
que la Loi sur le Tribunal de la concurrence etablit
une repartition inhabituelle des taches entre les
membres du Tribunal. Chaque formation du Tribunal, a-t-il fait observer, doit compter au moins un
juge, qui a l’entiere responsabilite de trancher les
questions de droit soulevees durant les procedures.
L’article 12 de cette loi est ainsi redige:

12. ( 1 ) In any proceedings before the Tribunal ,
( a ) questions of law shall be determined only by the
judicial members sitting in those proceedings; and
( h) questions of fact or mixed law and fact shall be
determined by all the members sitting in those proceedings .

12. ( 1 ) Dans toute procedure devant le Tribunal:
a ) seuls les juges qui siegent ont competence pour
trancher les questions de droit;
b ) tous les membres qui siegent ont competence pour
trancher les questions de fait ou de droit et de fait.

Consequently, an appeal from the Tribunal on a
question of law is akin to an appeal from the Trial
Division of the Federal Court. What is more, an
appeal lies from any decision of the Tribunal on a
question of law, and no privative clause protects
the Tribunal’s decisions. The Competition Tribunal
Act provides:

Par consequent, l’appel d’une decision du Tribunal
sur une question de droit equivaut a un appel d’une
decision de la Section de premiere instance de la
Cour federale. Qui plus est, il est possible d’interjeter appel de toute decision du Tribunal sur une
question de droit, et aucune clause privative ne
protege les decisions de celui ci. L’ article 13 de la
Loi sur le Tribunal de la concurrence est ainsi
conqu:

13. ( 1 ) Subject to subsection ( 2), an appeal lies to the
Federal Court of Appeal from any decision or order,
whether final , interlocutory or interim, of the Tribunal
as if it were a judgment of the Federal Court - Trial
Division.

13. ( 1 ) Sous reserve du paragraphe (2), les decisions
ou ordonnances du Tribunal, que celles-ci soient definitives , interlocutoires ou provisoires , sont susceptibles
d’appel devant la Cour d’ appel federate tout connne s ’il
s ’ agissait de jugements de la Section de premiere instance de cette Cour.

Robertson J.A. further stressed that the judicial
members of the Tribunal are not more expert in
matters of law than are judges of the Federal Court
of Appeal.

Le juge Robertson a en outre souligne que les
juges siegeant au Tribunal n ’ont pas une expertise
plus grande des questions de droit que les juges de
la Cour d’appel federale.

Invoking the power of the Federal Court of
Appeal to substitute its own findings for those of a

Invoquant le pouvoir qu’a la Cour d’appel federale de substituer ses propres conclusions a celles
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tribunal , Robertson J . A. held that the evidence
before the Tribunal of the functional interchangeability of daily and community newspapers and of
inter -industry competition was more than sufficient to show that the two kinds of newspapers are
in the same market. Accordingly , he remitted the
matter back to the Tribunal with instructions that it
should inquire whether the acquisition of the North
Shore News , the Vancouver Courier , and the Real
Estate Weekly had resulted in a substantial lessen ing of competition in the market for retail print
advertising in the Lower Mainland of British
Columbia.
(ii) As to remedy (1992), 47 C.P.R. (3d) 240
26

27
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d’ un tribunal administratif , le juge Robertson a statue que la preuve dont disposait le Tribunal quant a
l’interchangeabilite fonctionnelle des quotidiens et
des journaux communautaires et a la concurrence
interindustrielle etait plus que suffisante pour
demontrer que les deux types de journaux faisaient
partie du meme marche. En consequence, il a renvoye 1’affaire au Tribunal en lui intimant de determiner si T acquisition du North Shore News , du
Vancouver Courier et du Real Estate Weekly avait
eu pour effet de diminuer sensiblement la concurrence sur le marche de la publicite-detaillants
imprimee dans le Lower Mainland de la ColombieBritannique.
(ii) Decision quant a la mesure de redressement
(1992), 47 C.P.R. ( 3d ) 240

Turning to Southam’s appeal of the remedy,
Robertson J .A. declined to decide what the appropriate test for a remedy is, because Southam’s proposed remedy failed regardless of the test applied.
In answer to Southam’s protest that the Tribunal
had imposed a penalty on it, Robertson J .A.
observed that the Tribunal had sought only to
impose an effective remedy. To his mind, this way
of proceeding could not be objectionable. Against
the complaint that the Tribunal had wrongly placed
the burden of proving the effectiveness of its proposed remedy on Southam, Robertson J . A.
invoked the maxim that he who asserts must prove.
To Southam’s argument that the Tribunal had
wrongly dismissed its proposed remedy as ineffective, he said that curial deference was due to the
Tribunal on this, a finding of mixed law and fact.

Relativement a l’appel de Southam touchant la
mesure de redressement, le juge Robertson s’est
abstenu de se prononcer sur le critere approprie
d’evaluation de la mesure de redressement, etant
donne que celle proposee par Southam ne pouvait
etre retenue, quel que soit le critere applique. En
reponse aux protestations de Southam que le Tribunal lui avait inflige une sanction , le juge
Robertson a fait observer que le Tribunal ne visait
qu’a appliquer une mesure de redressement efficace. D’apres lui, cette fafon de faire etait irreprochable. Relativement a l’argument que le Tribunal
avait, a tort, impose a Southam la charge de prouver l’efficacite de la mesure de redressement
qu’elle proposait, le juge Robertson a invoque la
maxime selon laquelle il appartient a celui qui fait
une allegation de la prouver. Repondant a 1’ argument de Southam que le Tribunal avait eu tort de
rejeter la mesure de redressement qu’elle avait proposee, le juge a dit qu’il fallait faire montre de
retenue a l’ egard de cette decision du Tribunal , qui
portait sur une question de droit et de fait.

4. Issues

4. Les questions en litige

This appeal raises two issues. The first is
whether the Federal Court of Appeal erred in concluding that it owed no deference to the Tribunal’s
finding about the dimensions of the relevant market and in subsequently substituting for that finding one of its own. The second is whether the

Le present pourvoi souleve deux questions. La
premiere est de savoir si la Cour d’appel federate a
commis une erreur en concluant qu’elle n’avait pas
a faire montre de retenue a l’egard de la conclusion
du Tribunal sur les dimensions du marche pertinent, et en substituant ensuite sa propre conclusion
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Federal Court of Appeal erred in refusing to set
aside the Tribunal’s remedial order.

a celle du Tribunal. La deuxieme question consiste
a determiner si la Cour d ’ appel federale a fait
erreur en refusant d’annuler l’ordonnance du Tribunal concernant la mesure de redressement.

5. Analysis

5. L’analyse

The principal question in this appeal concerns
the limits that an appellate court should observe in
deciding a statutory appeal from a decision like the
one that the Tribunal reached in this case. Ultimately, this comes down to a question about the
standard of review that an appellate court should
apply in a case such as this one. In the reasons that
follow , the answer given is that the Tribunal
should be held to the standard of reasonableness
simpliciter. In other words, a court, in reviewing
the Tribunal’s decision , must inquire whether that
decision was reasonable. If it was, then the decision should stand . Otherwise, it must fall.

La principale question soulevee par le present
pourvoi concerne les limites que doit respecter une
juridiction d ’appel chargee de statuer sur un appel
presente en vertu d ’ un texte de loi a l’encontre
d’ une decision comme celle qu’ a rendue le Tribunal en l’espece. En derniere analyse, il s’agit de
determiner la norme de controle que doit appliquer
une cour d’appel dans un cas comme celui qui
nous interesse. Dans les motifs qui suivent, la
reponse donnee a cette question est que la norme
de la decision raisonnable simpliciter doit etre
appliquee aux decisions du Tribunal. Autrement
dit, la cour appelee a controler la decision du Tribunal doit se demander si cette decision etait raisonnable. Dans 1’ affirmative, la decision doit etre
confirmee. Dans le cas contraire, elle doit etre
annulee.

The secondary question is whether the Tribunal
chose an appropriate remedy. My conclusion is
that, even though the Tribunal imposed too strict a
test, its chosen remedy is appropriate.

La question secondaire est de savoir si le Tribunal a choisi une mesure de redressement appropriate. Je conclus que, meme s’il a applique un critere trop strict , la mesure qu’il a choisie est
appropricc.

A. Statutory Right of Appeal

A . Le droit d’ appel prevu par la loi

In Pezim. v. British Columbia ( Superintendent of
Brokers ) , [ 1994] 2 S.C.R. 557, a decision which,
like this one, concerned a decision of an expert tribunal that was subject to a statutory right of
appeal, the Court declared that the standard of
review is a function of many factors. Depending
on how the factors play out in a particular instance,
the standard may fall somewhere between correctness , at the more exacting end of the spectrum, and
patently unreasonable, at the more deferential end.
See pp. 589-90.

Dans Pezim c. Colombie - Britannique ( Superintendent of Brokers ) , [1994] 2 R.C.S. 557 , arret qui,
comme le present pourvoi, portait sur une decision
d’ un tribunal specialise assujettie a un droit d ’ appel prevu par la loi, notre Cour a declare que la
norme de controle est fonction de divers facteurs.
Selon les facteurs en jeu dans un cas particulier, la
norme peut se situer a un point donne entre celle
de la decision correcte, soit la norme exigeant le
moins de retenue, et celle du caractere manifestement deraisonnable, soit la norme en exigeant le
plus. Voir les pp. 589 et 590.

30

An appellate court must consider the factors
with a view to determining the approach that it
should take as a court sitting in appeal of the deci-

La cour d’appel doit tenir compte des differents
facteurs en jeu en vue de determiner l’ approche
qu’elle doit adopter en tant que cour chargee d’ins-
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sion of the tribunal. There is no privative clause,
and so jurisdiction is not at issue. The tribunal
enjoys jurisdiction by virtue of its constating statute and the appellate court enjoys jurisdiction by
virtue of a statutory right of appeal. The legislative
intent is clear. The question is what limits an
appellate court should observe in the exercise of its
statutorily mandated appellate function.

truire l’appel de la decision du tribunal administratif. Comme il n’y a pas de clause privative, en l’espece, aucune question de competence ne se pose.
Le tribunal administratif en cause tire sa competence de sa loi constitutive et la corn: d’appel tire la
sienne du droit d’appel prevu par la loi. L’intention
du legislateur est claire. La question qui se pose est
celle de savoir quelles sont les limites que doit
observer la cour d’appel dans l’exercice du role de
juridiction d’ appel que lui confie la loi.

32

I wish to emphasize that in cases like the instant
appeal no question arises about the extent of the
tribunal’s jurisdiction. Where the statute confers a
right of appeal, an appellate court need not look to
see whether the tribunal has exceeded its jurisdiction by breaching the rules of natural justice or by
rendering a decision that is patently unreasonable.
The manner and standard of review will be determined in the way that appellate courts generally
determine the posture they will take with respect to
the decisions of courts below . In particular, appellate courts must have regard to the nature of the
problem, to the applicable law properly interpreted
in the light of its purpose, and to the expertise of
the tribunal.

Je tiens a souligner que, dans les cas comme
celui qui nous occupe, aucune question ne se pose
en ce qui concerne l’etendue de la competence du
tribunal administratif . Lorsque la loi pertinente
etablit un droit d’appel, la cour d’appel n’a pas a se
demander si le tribunal administratif a outrepasse
sa competence soit en manquant aux regies de la
justice naturelle soit en rendant une decision manifestement deraisonnable. La maniere dont la cour
controlera la decision et la norme qu’elle appliquera a cette fin seront determinees de la fagon
dont les cours d’appel etablissent generalement la
position qu’elles adopteront a l’egard des decisions
des juridictions inferieures. De fa9on plus particuliere, les cours d’appel doivent tenir compte de la
nature du probleme, des regies de droit applicables
et interpretees adequatement eu egard a leur objet,
et de l’expertise du tribunal administratif.

33

I propose to consider each of the relevant factors
in turn.

Je vais maintenant etudier chacun des facteurs
pertinents a tour de role.

B. The Nature of the Problem Before the Tribunal

B. La nature du probleme dont etait saisi le Tribunal

34

35

The parties vigorously dispute the nature of the
problem before the Tribunal. The appellants say
that the problem is one of fact. The respondent
insists that the problem is one of law. In my view,
the problem is one of mixed law and fact.
Section 12(1) of the Competition Tribunal Act
contemplates a tripartite classification of questions
before the Tribunal into questions of law, questions of fact, and questions of mixed law and fact.
Briefly stated, questions of law are questions about
what the correct legal test is; questions of fact are

Les parties ne s’entendent pas du tout sur la
nature du probleme dont etait saisi le Tribunal . Les
appelantes affirment qu’il s’ agit d’une question de
fait, alors que l’intime soutient que c’est une question de droit. A mon avis, il s’agit d’ une question
de droit et de fait.

Le paragraphe 12(1) de la Loi sur le Tribunal de
la concurrence classe les questions soumises au
Tribunal en trois categories: les questions de droit,
les questions de fait et les questions de droit et de
fait. En resume, les questions de droit concernent
la determination du critere juridique applicable; les
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questions about what actually took place between
the parties ; and questions of mixed law and fact
are questions about whether the facts satisfy the
legal tests. A simple example will illustrate these
concepts. In the law of tort, the question what
“ negligence” means is a question of law. The question whether the defendant did this or that is a
question of fact. And, once it has been decided that
the applicable standard is one of negligence, the
question whether the defendant satisfied the appropriate standard of care is a question of mixed law
and fact. I recognize, however, that the distinction
between law on the one hand and mixed law and
fact on the other is difficult. On occasion, what
appears to be mixed law and fact turns out to be
law, or vice versa .

questions de fait portent sur ce qui s’est reellement
passe entre les parties ; et, enfin , les questions de
droit et de fait consistent a determiner si les faits
satisfont au critere juridique. Un exemple simple
permettra d’illustrer ces concepts. En droit de la
responsabilite civile delictuelle , la question de
savoir en quoi consiste la « negligence» est une
question de droit. Celle de savoir si le defendeur a
fait ceci ou cela est une question de fait. Une fois
qu ’il a ete decide que la norme applicable est la
negligence, la question de savoir si le defendeur a
respecte la norme de diligence appropriee est une
question de droit et de fait. Toutefois, je reconnais
que la distinction entre les questions de droit ,
d’une part, et celles de droit et de fait, d’autre part,
est difficile a faire. Parfois, ce qui semble etre une
question de droit et de fait se revele une question
de droit, ou vice versa.

For example, the majority of the British Columbia Court of Appeal in Pezim , supra , concluded
that it was an error of law to regard newly acquired
information on the value of assets as a “material
change” in the affairs of a company. It was common ground in that case that the proper test was
whether the information constituted a material
change; the argument was about whether the
acquisition of information of a certain kind qualified as such a change. To some extent, then, the
question resembled one of mixed law and fact. But
the question was one of law, in part because the
words in question were present in a statutory provision and questions of statutory interpretation are
generally questions of law, but also because the
point in controversy was one that might potentially
arise in many cases in the future: the argument was
about kinds of information and not merely about
the particular information that was at issue in that
case. The rule on which the British Columbia
Securities Commission seemed to rely
that
newly acquired information about the value of
assets can constitute a material change — was a

Par exemple, dans Pezim , precite, la Cour d’appel de la Colombie- Britannique a la majorite a
conclu que constituait une erreur de droit le fait de
considerer que de nouveaux renseignements sur la
valeur d’elements d’actif etaient un «changement
important» dans les affaires d’une societe. Tous
etaient d’accord pour dire, dans cette affaire, que le
critere approprie etait de determiner si les renseignements constituaient un changement important;
le debat portait sur la question de savoir si l’obtention d’ un certain type de renseignements pouvait
etre qualifiee de changement de cette nature. Dans
une certaine mesure, done, la question ressemblait
a une question de droit et de fait. II s’agissait
cependant d’ une question de droit, en partie parce
que les mots en cause se trouvaient dans une disposition legislative et que les questions d’interpretation des lois sont generalement des questions de
droit, mais aussi parce que le point litigieux etait
susceptible de se presenter a nouveau dans bon
nombre de cas dans le futur: le debat concernait les
types de renseignements et non simplement les
renseignements particuliers vises par l’instance. La
regie sur laquelle la British Columbia Securities
Commission semblait s’etre appuyee — le fait que
de nouveaux renseignements sur la valeur d’elements d’actif peuvent constituer un changement
important
etait une question de droit, parce

—
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matter of law , because it had the potential to apply
widely to many cases.

qu ’elle etait susceptible de s’appliquer a un grand
nombre de cas.

37

By contrast, the matrices of facts at issue in
some cases are so particular, indeed so unique, that
decisions about whether they satisfy legal tests do
not have any great precedential value. If a court
were to decide that driving at a certain speed on a
certain road under certain conditions was negligent, its decision would not have any great value
as a precedent. In short, as the level of generality
of the challenged proposition approaches utter particularity, the matter approaches pure application,
and hence draws nigh to being an unqualified
question of mixed law and fact. See R. P. Kerans,
Standards of Review Employed by Appellate
Courts (1994), at pp. 103-108. Of course, it is not
easy to say precisely where the line should be
drawn; though in most cases it should be sufficiently clear whether the dispute is over a general
proposition that might qualify as a principle of law
or over a very particular set of circumstances that
is not apt to be of much interest to judges and lawyers in the future.

A 1’oppose, il arrive que les faits dans certaines
affaires soient si particuliers, de fait qu’ils soient si
uniques, que les decisions concernant la question
de savoir s’ils satisfont aux criteres juridiques
n’ont pas une grande valeur comme precedents. Si
une cour decidait que le fait d’avoir conduit a une
certaine vitesse, sur une route donnee et dans des
conditions particulieres constituait de la negligence, sa decision aurait peu de valeur comme precedent. Bref , plus le niveau de generality de la proposition contestee se rapproche de la particularity
absolue, plus l’affaire prend le caractere d’ une
question d’application pure, et s’approche done
d’une question de droit et de fait parfaite. Voir R.
P. Kerans, Standards of Review Employed by
Appellate Courts (1994), aux pp. 103 a 108. II va
de soi qu’il n’est pas facile de dire avec precision
ou doit etre tracee la ligne de demarcation;
quoique, dans la plupart des cas, la situation soit
suffisamment claire pour permettre de determiner
si le litige porte sur une proposition gendrale qui
peut etre qualifiee de principe de droit ou sur un
ensemble tres particulier de circonstances qui n’est
pas susceptible de presenter beaucoup d’interet
pour les juges et les avocats dans l’avenir.

38

Part of the confusion in this case arises from the
fact that the parties are arguing about two different
questions. On the surface, it appears that the parties agree about the law: both say that, in determining the dimensions of the relevant market, the Tribunal must consider indirect evidence of crosselasticity of demand. No one quarrels with the
Tribunal’s understanding of the kinds of indirect
evidence it should consider.

La confusion dans le present cas resulte en partie du fait que les parties debattent deux questions
differentes. A premiere vue, il semble que les parties soient d’accord sur le droit: toutes deux disent
que, pour determiner les dimensions du marche
pertinent, le Tribunal doit tenir compte de la
preuve indirecte de l’elasticite croisee de la
demande. Personne ne conteste l’opinion du Tribunal sur les types de preuve indirecte qu’il doit
prendre en consideration.

39

However, the respondent says that, having
informed itself correctly on the law, the Tribunal
proceeded nevertheless to ignore certain kinds of
indirect evidence. Because the Tribunal must be
judged according to what it does and not according
to what it says, the import of the respondent’s submission is that the Tribunal erred in law. After all,
if a decision -maker says that the correct test
requires him or her to consider A, B, C, and D, but

Toutefois, l’intime dit que, apres s’etre instruit
correctement sur le droit applicable, le Tribunal a
neanmoins fait abstraction de certains types de
preuve indirecte. Comme il faut apprecier les decisions du Tribunal a la lumiere de ce qu’il fait et
non de ce qu’il dit, l’argument de Tintime
implique que le Tribunal a fait une erreur de droit.
Apres tout, si un decideur dit que, en vertu du critere applicable, il lui faut tenir compte de A, B, C
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et D, mais que, dans les faits, il ne prend en consideration que A, B et C, alors le resultat est le
meme que s’il avait applique une regie de droit lui
dictant de ne tenir compte que de A, B et C. Si le
bon critere lui commandait de tenir compte aussi
de D, il a en fait applique la mauvaise regie de
droit et commis, de ce fait, une erreur de droit.

The appellants, for their part, maintain that the
Tribunal considered all the relevant kinds of indi
rect evidence, including the kinds that the respon
dent says it ignored. Accordingly , the appellants
argue that if the Tribunal erred, it can only have
been in applying the correct legal test to the facts.
Such an error, say the appellants, is an error of
fact. As authority for their position, they cite a passage from the decision of this Court in R. v. Nova
Scotia Pharmaceutical Society , [1992] 2 S.C.R.
606, at p. 647:

Pour leur part, les appelantes soutiennent que le
Tribunal a tenu compte de tous les types pertinents
de preuve indirecte, y compris de ceux dont, au
dire de l’intime, il aurait fait abstraction . En consequence, les appelantes affirment que si le Tribunal
a fait erreur, ce ne peut etre que dans 1’ application
aux faits du bon critere juridique. Une telle erreur,
d’affirmer les appelantes, est une erreur de fait. Au
soutien de leur th£se, elles citent un passage de
T arret de notre Cour R. c. Nova Scotia Pharmaceutical Society , [1992] 2 R.C.S. 606, a la p. 647:

In the context of s. 32( l )(c), the process followed and
the criteria used to arrive at a determination of “ undueness” are questions of law and as such are reviewable by
an appellate court. The application of this process and
these criteria, that is the full inquiry, often involving
complicated economic issues, into whether the
impugned agreement was an undue restriction on competition, remains a question of fact. The general rule that
appellate courts should be reluctant to venture into a reexamination of the factual conclusions of the trial judge
applies with special force in a complex matter such as
here.

Dans le contexte de l’al. 32( l )c), le processus suivi et
les entires utilises pour determiner le caractfere «indu »
sont des questions de droit et comme telles sont susceptibles de revision par une cour d’appel. L’application de
ce processus et de ces criteres, e’est-a-dire l’examen
complet, portant souvent sur des questions d’ordre £conomique compliqu6es, en vue de determiner si l’accord
attaque 6tait une limitation indue de la concurrence,
reste une question de fait. La rfegle generate voulant que
les cours d’appel devraient h6siter k reexaminer les conclusions de fait du juge du proces s’applique avec une
force particulifcre dans une affaire complexe comme la
presente.

Both positions, so far as they go, are correct. If
the Tribunal did ignore items of evidence that the
law requires it to consider, then the Tribunal erred
in law. Similarly , if the Tribunal considered all the
mandatory kinds of evidence but still reached the
wrong conclusion, then its error was one of mixed
law and fact. The question, then, becomes whether
the Tribunal erred in the way that the respondent
says it erred.

Les deux theses, en tant que telles, sont exactes.
Si le Tribunal a effectivement fait abstraction
d’elements de preuves que le droit lui commande
de prendre en consideration , il a alors commis une
erreur de droit. De meme, s’il a tenu compte de
tous les types de preuve requis, mais qu’il a neanmoins tire la mauvaise conclusion, son erreur est
alors une erreur de droit et de fait. En consequence, la question est de savoir si le Tribunal a
commis l’erreur que lui reproche l’intime.

41

Even a cursory reading of the Tribunal’s reasons
discloses that the Tribunal did not fail to consider
relevant items of evidence. The respondent charges
and the Federal Court of Appeal agreed with
that the Tribunal ignored
him on this point

Meme un examen superficiel des motifs du Tribunal rdvble qu ’il n’a pas omis de tenir compte
d’elemcnts de preuve pertinents. L’intime pretend
point sur lequel la Cour d’ appel federate a dit
elrc d’accord avec lui
que le Tribunal a fait

42
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in fact the decision-maker considers only A, B, and
C, then the outcome is as if he or she had applied a
law that required consideration of only A, B , and
C. If the correct test requires him or her to consider
D as well, then the decision-maker has in effect
applied the wrong law, and so has made an error of
law .
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evidence of functional interchangeability and of
inter-industry competition. But this overlooks the
14 pages that the Tribunal devoted to functional
interchangeability , and the 28 pages that the Tribunal devoted to inter-industry competition. See
pp. 191-218 and pp. 225-38. A great part, if not
actually the bulk of the Tribunal’s decision is taken
up with an examination of the very factors that the
respondent says it ignored. Therefore, the Tribunal
did not err in law by failing to consider relevant
factors.

abstraction de la preuve de l ’interchangeabilite
fonctionnelle et de la concurrence interindustrielle.
Cette these passe toutefois sous silence les 14
pages que le Tribunal a consacrees a l’interchan geabilite fonctionnelle et les 28 pages qu’il a consacrees a la concurrence interindustrielle. Voir les
pages 191 a 218 et 225 a 238. Une grande partie,
sinon la majeure partie de la decision du Tribunal
examine les facteurs memes dont, au dire de 1’intime, il aurait fait abstraction . Par consequent , le
Tribunal n’ a pas omis de tenir compte de facteurs
pertinents et il n’a done pas commis d ’erreur de
droit a ce titre.

43

The suggestion remains, however, that the Tribunal might have erred in law by failing to accord
adequate weight to certain factors. The problem
with this suggestion is that it is inimical to the very
notion of a balancing test. A balancing test is a
legal rule whose application should be subtle and
flexible, but not mechanical. It would be dangerous in the extreme to accord certain kinds of evidence decisive weight as, for example, by saying
that evidence of inter-industry competition should
always be sufficient to prove that two companies
are operating in the same market. A test would be
stilted and impossible of application if it purported
to assign fixed weights to certain factors as, for
example, by saying that evidence of inter-industry
competition should weigh 10 times as heavily in
the Tribunal’s deliberations as does evidence of
physical similarities between the products in question. These sorts of things are not readily quantifiable. They should not be considered as matters of
law but should be left initially at least to determi nation by the Tribunal. The most that can be said ,
as a matter of law, is that the Tribunal should consider each factor; but the according of weight to
the factors should be left to the Tribunal.

Il reste cependant 1’ argument que le Tribunal
aurait commis une erreur de droit en n’ accordant
pas un poids suffisant a certains facteurs. Le problerne que pose cet argument est qu’il est incompatible avec la notion meme de critere de ponderation. Un tel critere est une regie de droit qui doit
etre appliquee non pas mecaniquement, mais de
maniere souple et subtile. Il serait extremement
dangereux d’accorder a certains types de preuve un
poids decisif , par exemple en disant que la preuve
de l’existence de la concurrence interindustrielle
est toujours suffisante pour etablir que deux
socictes exercent leurs activites sur le meme marche. Un critdre serait artificiel et impossible a
appliquer s’il pretendait accorder un poids fixe a
certains facteurs, par exemple si, suivant ce critere,
la preuve de la concurrence interindustrielle avait
10 fois plus de poids dans les deliberations du Tribunal que la preuve de ressemblances physiques
entre les produits en cause. Les choses de ce genre
ne sont pas facilement quantifiables. Elies ne
devraient pas etre considerees comme des questions de droit, mais plutot etre laissees, du moins
au depart, a l’appreciation du Tribunal. Tout au
plus est-il possible d’affirmer, en droit, que le Tribunal doit tenir compte de chacun des facteurs;
1’appreciation du poids des divers facteurs doit
cependant etre laissee au Tribunal .

44

It seems, then , that if the Tribunal erred, it was
in applying the law to the facts ; and that is a matter
of mixed law and fact. This is especially so if , as
here, the legal principle being applied involves a
balancing test , because with a typical multi-

Il semble done que si le Tribunal a commis une
erreur e’est en appliquant le droit aux faits ; ce qui
est une question de droit et de fait. C’est particulierement vrai dans les cas ou , comme en l’espece, le
principe de droit applique comporte un critere de
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factored balancing test so many factors weigh in
the balance that a duplication of any one set of relevant circumstances in the future is unlikely. At
the outside, the decision of the Tribunal in this
case stands for the proposition that a large daily
newspaper does not compete for retail advertising
business with small community newspapers
though probably it does not stand even for so general a proposition as that, because the Tribunal’s
decision rested in part on its assessment of the
behaviour of these parties. Depending as it does so
fully on the facts and circumstances of the case,
the decision is too particular to have any great
value as a general precedent.

ponderation, car dans le cas d’ un critere de ponderation typique comptant de multiples facteurs, tant
d’elements doivent etre examines qu’il est peu probable qu’un ensemble donne de faits pertinents se
reproduise dans 1’avenir. A la limite, la decision
rendue par le Tribunal en 1’espece permet d’affirmer qu’un grand quotidien ne fait pas concurrence
aux petits joumaux communautaires pour le marche de la publicite-detaillants, encore que la decision du Tribunal n’etaye probablement meme pas
une proposition aussi generale, puisqu’elle reposait
en partie sur son appreciation du comportement
des parties en cause. Comme la decision est aussi
entierement tributaire des faits et circonstances de
l’espece, elle est trop particuliere pour avoir une
valeur considerable a titre de precedent de portee
generale.

In short, the Tribunal forged no new legal principle, and so its error, if there was an error, can
only have been of mixed law and fact. It should be
noted that no one has suggested that the Tribunal
erred in its findings of fact. All of this tends to
suggest that some measure of deference is owed to
the decision of the Tribunal because, to paraphrase
what Gonthier J. stated in Nova Scotia Pharmaceu tical Society , supra , appellate courts should be
reluctant to venture into a re-examination of the
conclusions of the Tribunal on questions of mixed
law and fact.

Bref, le Tribunal n’ a forge aucun nouveau principe de droit, de sorte que son erreur, si tant est
qu’il en ait commis une, ne peut etre qu’ une erreur
de droit et de fait. II convient de signaler que personne n’a pretendu que le Tribunal a tire des conclusions de fait erronees. Tout cela tend a indiquer
qu’il y a lieu de faire preuve d’un certain degre de
retenue a l ’egard de la decision du Tribunal, parce
que, pour paraphraser les propos du juge Gonthier
dans Nova Scotia Pharmaceutical Society , precite,
les cours d’appel devraient hesiter a reexaminer les
conclusions du juge du proces sur les questions de
droit et de fait.

C. The Words of the Tribunal’ s Constating Statute

C. Le libelle de la loi constitutive du Tribunal

Section 13 of the Competition Tribunal Act confers a right of appeal from orders and decisions of
the Tribunal:

L’article 13 de la Loi sur le Tribunal de la concurrence etablit le droit d’interjeter appel des
ordonnances et des decisions du Tribunal:

.

.

13 (1) Subject to subsection (2), an appeal lies to the
Federal Court of Appeal from any decision or order,
whether final, interlocutory or interim, of the Tribunal
as if it were a judgment of the Federal Court — Trial
Division.

13 (1) Sous reserve du paragraphe (2), les decisions
ou ordonnances du Tribunal, que celles-ci soient definitives, interlocutoires ou provisoires, sont susceptibles
d’appel devant la Cour d’appel federate tout comme s’il
s’agissait de jugements de la Section de premiere instance de cette Cour.

(2) An appeal on a question of fact lies under subsection (1) only with the leave of the Federal Court of
Appeal.

(2) Un appel sur une question de fait n’a lieu qu’avec
l’autorisation de la Cour d’appel federate.

That Parliament granted such a broad, even unfettered right of appeal, as if from a judgment of a

Le fait que le legislateur ait accorde un droit d’appel aussi large, et meme inconditionnel, tout
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trial court, perhaps counsels a less-than-deferential
posture for appellate courts than would be appropriate if a privative clause were present. However,
as this Court has noted several times recently , the
absence of a privative clause does not settle the
question. See Pezim , supra , at p. 591; Bell Canada
v. Canada ( Canadian Radio-Television and. Tele communications Commission ) , [1989] 1 S.C.R .
1722, at p. 1746.

comme s’il s’ agissait de jugements d’une cour de
premiere instance, engage peut-etre a une moins
grande retenue de la part des cours d’appel que ce
ne serait le cas s’il y avait une clause privative.
Toutefois, comme notre Cour l’a souligne a plu sieurs reprises recemment, 1’absence d’ une clause
privative ne decide pas la question. Voir Pezim ,
precite , a la p. 591, et Bell Canada c. Canada
( Conseil de la radiodiffusion et des telecommuni cations canadiennes ) , [1989] 1 R.C.S. 1722, a la
p. 1746.

D. The Purpose of the Statute that the Tribunal
Administers

D. L’objet de la loi appliquee par le Tribunal

Parliament has described the purpose of the
Competition Act in the following terms:

Le Parlement a enonce l’objet de la Loi sur la
concurrence dans les termes suivants:

1.1 The purpose of this Act is to maintain and
encourage competition in Canada in order to promote
the efficiency and adaptability of the Canadian econ omy, in order to expand opportunities for Canadian participation in world markets while at the same time recognizing the role of foreign competition in Canada, in
order to ensure that small and medium-sized enterprises
have an equitable opportunity to participate in the Canadian economy and in order to provide consumers with
competitive prices and product choices.

1.1 La presente loi a pour objet de preserver et de
favoriser la concurrence au Canada dans le but de stimu ler T adaptability et Tefficience de i’economie canadienne, d’ ameliorer les chances de participation canadienne aux marches mondiaux tout en tenant
simultanement compte du role de la concurrence etrangere au Canada, d’ assurer a la petite et a la moyenne
entreprise une chance honnete de participer a 1’ economic canadienne, de meme que dans le but d’assurer aux
consommateurs des prix competitifs et un choix dans les
produits.

Competition Act , s. 1.1, as am. by R.S.C., 1985,
c. 19, s. 19 (2nd Supp.).

Loi sur la concurrence , art. 1.1, mod. par L.R.C.
(1985 ) , ch. 19, art. 19 (2e suppl.).

48

The aims of the Act are more “economic” than
they are strictly “legal”. The “efficiency and adapt ability of the Canadian economy” and the relationships among Canadian companies and their foreign
competitors are matters that business women and
men and economists are better able to understand
than is a typical judge. Perhaps recognizing this,
Parliament created a specialized Competition Tribunal and invested it with responsibility for the
administration of the civil part of the Competition
Act. See Competition Tribunal Act , s. 8(1).

11 est assez clair que les objectifs vises par la Loi
sont davantage «economiques» que strictement
« juridiques». « [L]’ adaptability et l’efficience de
l’economie canadienne» et les relations entre les
entreprises canadiennes et leurs concurrents etrangers sont des questions que les gens d’affaires et
les economistes sont plus a meme de comprendre
que les juges en general. C’est peut-etre pour tenir
compte de ce fait que le Parlement a cree un tribunal specialise dans le domaine de la concurrence et
l’a charge de 1’application de la partie civile de la
Loi sur la concurrence . Voir la Loi sur le Tribunal
de la concurrence , par. 8(1).

49

This Court has said in the past that the Tribunal
is especially well-suited to the task of overseeing a
complex statutory scheme whose objectives are
peculiarly economic:

Dans le passe, notre Cour a dit que le Tribunal
est particulierement bien place pour surveiller un
regime legislatif complexe, dont les objectifs sont
singulierement economiques:

47
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Section 8(1) [of the Competition Tribunal Act ] confirms
the jurisdiction of the Tribunal over Part VEIL The civil
part of the [ Competition Act\ therefore falls entirely
under the Tribunal’s jurisdiction. It is readily apparent
from the [ Competition Act] and the [ Competition Tribunal Act ] that Parliament created the Tribunal as a specialized body to deal solely and exclusively with Part
VIII [of the Competition Act ] , since it involves complex
issues of competition law, such as abuses of dominant
position and mergers.

Le paragraphe 8 (1) de la [ Loi sur le Tribunal de la concurrence ] confirme la competence du Tribunal a l’egard
de la partie VIII. Par consequent, la partie civile de la
[ Loi sur la concurrence ] releve entierement de la com petence du Tribunal . II ressort nettement de la [ Loi sur
la concurrence ] et de la [ Loi sur le Tribunal de la concurrence ] que le legislates a cree le Tribunal comme
organisme specialise charge de traiter uniquement et
exclusivement de la partie VIII de la [ Loi sur la concurrence ] , puisqu ’elle vise des questions complexes de
droit en matiere de concurrence comme les abus de
position dominante et les fusionnements .

Chrysler Canada Ltd. v. Canada ( Competition Tri bunal ) , [1992] 2 S.C.R. 394, at p. 406.

Chrysler Canada Ltd. c. Canada ( Tribunal de la
concurrence ) , [1992] 2 R.C.S. 394, a la p. 406.

Because an appellate court is likely to encounter
difficulties in understanding the economic and
commercial ramifications of the Tribunal’s decisions and consequently to be less able to secure the
fulfilment of the purpose of the Competition Act
than is the Tribunal, the natural inference is that
the purpose of the Act is better served by appellate
deference to the Tribunal’s decisions.

Comme les cours d’ appel sont susceptibles
d’eprouver de la difficulty a bien saisir les ramifications economiques et commerciales des decisions du Tribunal et que, par consequent, elles sont
moins aptes que celui-ci h voir a la realisation de
l’objet de la Loi sur la concurrence , il est logique
d’en deduire que l’objet de la Loi est mieux servi
si les cours d ’ appel font montre de retenue a
l’egard des decisions du Tribunal.

E. The Area of the Tribunal’ s Expertise

E. Le champ d’ expertise du Tribunal

Expertise, which in this case overlaps with the
purpose of the statute that the tribunal administers,
is the most important of the factors that a court
must consider in settling on a standard of review.
This Court has said as much several times before,
though perhaps never so clearly as in the following
passage, from United Brotherhood of Carpenters
and Joiners of America, Local 579 v. Bradco Construction Ltd., [1993] 2 S.C.R. 316, at p. 335:

L’expertise, qui en l ’espece se confond avec
l ’objet de la loi appliquee par le tribunal , est le facteur le plus important qu’ une cour doit examiner
pour arreter la norme de controle applicable. Notre
Cour l’a maintes fois repete, mais peut-etre jamais
aussi clairement que dans le passage suivant de
l’arret Fraternite unie des charpentiers et menuisiers d’ Amerique , section locale 579 c. Bradco
Construction Ltd. , [1993] 2 R.C.S. 316, a la p. 335:

. . . the expertise of the Uibunal is of the utmost impor-

. . . [l’]expertise [du tribunal] est de la plus haute impor-

tance in determining the intention of the legislator with
respect to the degree of deference to be shown to a
tribunal’s decision in the absence of a full privative
clause. Even where the tribunal’s enabling statute provides explicitly for appellate review, as was the case in
Bell Canada . . ., it has been stressed that deference
should be shown by the appellate tribunal to the opin ions of the specialized lower tribunal on matters
squarely within its jurisdiction .

tance pour ce qui est de determiner Tintention du legislates quant au degre de retenue dont il faut faire preuve
& l’ egard de la decision d’ un tribunal en 1’absence d’une
clause privative integrate. Meme lorsque la loi habilitante du tribunal prevoit expressement Texamen par
voie d’ appel, comme c’etait le cas dans Taffaire Bell
Canada [. . .], on a souligne qu ’il y avait lieu pour le
tribunal d’ appel de faire preuve de retenue envers les
opinions que le tribunal specialise de juridiction inferieure avait exprimees sur des questions relevant directement de sa competence.

As I have already said , the Tribunal ’ s expertise
lies in economics and in commerce. The Tribunal

Comme je l’ ai dit plus tot, le champ d’expertise
du Tribunal consiste dans les questions econo

-
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miques et commerciales. Le Tribunal se compose
d’au plus quatre juges, tous de la Section de premiere instance de la Cour federate, et d’au plus
huit autres membres nommes sur l’avis d’un conseil consultatif compose de personnes versees dans
« les affaires publiques, economiques , commerciales ou industrielles». Voir la Loi sur le Tribunal
de la concurrence , art. 3. La preponderance, en
nombre , des membres qui ne sont pas juges
temoigne du fait que le Parlement a estime que,
pour 1’application de la Loi sur la concurrence ,
1’expertise en matiere economique et commerciale
est plus souhaitable et plus importante que la connaissance profonde du droit.

The particular dispute in this case concerns the
a matdefinition of the relevant product market
ter that falls squarely within the area of the Tribunal’s economic or commercial expertise. Undeniably, the determination of cross-elasticity of
demand, which is in theory the truest indicium of
the dimensions of a product market, requires some
economic or statistical skill. But even an assessment of indirect evidence of substitutability, such
as evidence that two kinds of products are functionally interchangeable, needs a variety of discernment that has more to do with business experience than with legal training. Someone with
experience in business will be better able to predict
likely consumer behaviour than a judge will be.
What is more, indirect evidence is useful only as a
surrogate for cross-elasticity of demand , so that
what is required in the end is an assessment of the
economic significance of the evidence; and to this
task an economist is almost by definition better
suited than is a judge.

Dans le present pourvoi, le point particulier en
litige conceme la definition du marche pertinent
pour ce qui est du produit
question qui releve
nettement de 1’expertise du Tribunal en matiere
economique et commerciale. II est indeniable que
pour determiner 1’ elasticity croisee de la demande,
qui est en theorie l’indice le plus juste des dimensions du marche d’ un produit, il faut certaines connaissances en economique ou en statistique. Toutefois, meme 1’appreciation de la preuve indirecte du
caractere substitutif , par exemple la preuve que
deux types de produit sont fonctionnellement interchangeables, exige une capacite de discemement
participant davantage de 1’experience des affaires
que de la formation juridique. Des gens d’affaires
experimentes sont plus aptes qu’ un juge a predire
le comportement probable des consommateurs.
Qui plus est, la preuve indirecte n’est utile qu’en
tant que facteur de remplacement de 1’elasticity
croisee de la demande, de sorte que ce qui est
necessaire, en derniere analyse, c’est l’appreciation
de 1’importance de la preuve sur le plan economique, et, pour accomplir cette tache, un economi ste est, pratiquement par definition, mieux prepare qu’ un juge.

All of this is not to say that judges are somehow
incompetent in matters of competition law. Signif icantly, Parliament mandated that the Tribunal
should include judicial members, and that the
Chairman should always be a judge. See Competi tion Tribunal Act , s. 4. Clearly it was Parliament’s
view that questions of competition law are not

Cela ne revient pas a dire que les juges sont
d ’ une certaine maniere incompetents en ce qui
concerne le droit de la concurrence. II importe de
rappeler que le Parlement a prescrit que le Tribunal
devait compter des juges et que le president de
celui-ci soit toujours un juge. Voir la Loi sur le Tribunal de la concurrence , art. 4. De toute evidence,
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comprises not more than four judicial members, all
Trial
of whom are judges of the Federal Court
Division , and not more than eight lay members,
who are appointed on the advice of a council of
persons learned in “economics, industry, commerce or public affairs”. See Competition Tribunal
Act , s . 3. The preponderance of lay members
reflects the judgment of Parliament that, for purposes of administering the Competition Act , economic or commercial expertise is more desirable
and important than legal acumen.
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altogether beyond the ken of judges. However , one
of the principal roles of the judicial members is to
decide such questions of pure law as may arise
before the Tribunal . Over those questions they
have exclusive jurisdiction. See, supra , at
s . 12( l )(a). But over questions of fact and of
mixed law and fact, the judicial members share
their jurisdiction with the lay members. See, supra ,
at s. \2{\ ){ b ) . Thus, while judges are able to pronounce on questions of the latter kind , they may do
so only together with the lay members; and , in a
typically constituted panel, such as the one that sat
in this case, the lay members outnumber the judicial ones, so that in the event of a disagreement
between the two camps, the lay members as a
group will prevail. This makes sense because, as I
have observed, the expertise of the lay members is
invaluable in the application of the principles of
competition law.

le Parlement a estime que les questions de droit de
la concurrence ne sont pas tout a fait hors de la
portee des juges. Toutefois, un des roles principaux
des juges est de trancher les questions de droit pur
auxquelles est appele a repondre le Tribunal. Ils
possedent une competence exclusive sur ces questions . Voir, ibid ., al. I 2( l )a ). Toutefois, sur les
questions de fait ou de droit et de fait, ils partagent
leur competence avec les autres membres du Tribunal. Voir, ibid . , al. 12(1 )b ). Ainsi, bien que les
juges puissent se prononcer sur le dernier type de
questions mentionne, ils ne peuvent le faire que de
concert avec les autres membres. Au sein d’ une
formation ordinaire, telle celle qui a entendu la
presente affaire, les juges sont en minorite, de
sorte qu ’ en cas de disaccord entre les deux
groupes, le point de vue des autres membres l’emporte. Un tel fonctionnement est logique parce que,
comme je l’ ai fait observer, 1’expertise de ces derniers est inestimable pour 1’ application des principes du droit de la concurrence.

F. The Standard

F. La norme

In my view, considering all of the factors I have
canvassed, what is dictated is a standard more def erential than correctness but less deferential than
“ not patently unreasonable ”. Several considerations counsel deference: the fact that the dispute is
over a question of mixed law and fact; the fact that
the purpose of the Competition Act is broadly economic, and so is better served by the exercise of
economic judgment; and the fact that the application of principles of competition law falls squarely
within the area of the Tribunal’s expertise. Other
considerations counsel a more exacting form of
review: the existence of an unfettered statutory
right of appeal from decisions of the Tribunal and
the presence of judges on the Tribunal. Because
there are indications both ways, the proper standard of review falls somewhere between the ends
of the spectrum. Because the expertise of the Tribunal, which is the most important consideration ,

A

mon avis, compte tenu de tous les facteurs
que j’ai examines, la norme qui s’impose en est
une qui exige une retenue plus grande que la
norme de la decision correcte, mais moins dlevde
que celle de la decision « non manifestement deraisonnable». Plusieurs considerations appellent a la
retenue: le fait que le litige porte sur une question
de droit et de fait; le fait que l’objet de la Loi sur la
concurrence a un caractere largement economique
et que, en consequence, le jugement porte par des
economistes en favorisera davantage la realisation ;
le fait que T application des principes du droit de la
concurrence releve nettement du champ d’expertise du Tribunal. D’ autres considerations conseillent une forme de controle plus exigeante: 1’exis tence d’un droit inconditionnel, prevu par la loi,
d’interjeter appel des decisions du Tribunal; la presence de juges au sein du Tribunal. Comme il
existe des facteurs en faveur de l’ une et 1’autre des
theses, la norme de controle appropriee se situe a
cjuclquc part entre les deux extremites du spectre.
Etant donne que 1’expertise du Tribunal, qui est la
consideration la plus importante, suggere de faire
montre de retenue, il est justifie d’ appliquer une
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suggests deference, a posture more deferential than
exacting is warranted.

norme faisant plus de place a la retenue qu’a la
severite.

55

I wish to emphasize that the need to find a middle ground in cases like this one is almost a necessary consequence of our standard-of -review jurisprudence. Because appeal lies by statutory right
from the Tribunal’s decisions on questions of
mixed law and fact, the reviewing court need not
confine itself to the search for errors that are
patently unreasonable . The standard of patent
unreasonableness is principally a jurisdictional test
and, as I have said , the statutory right of appeal
puts the jurisdictional question to rest. See Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 963 v. New
Brunswick Liquor Corp., [1979] 2 S.C.R. 227, at
p. 237 . But on the other hand, appeal from a decision of an expert tribunal is not exactly like appeal
from a decision of a trial court. Presumably if Parliament entrusts a certain matter to a tribunal and
not (initially at least) to the courts, it is because the
tribunal enjoys some advantage that judges do not.
For that reason alone, review of the decision of a
tribunal should often be on a standard more deferential than correctness. Accordingly, a third standard is needed.

Je tiens a souligner que la necessite de trouver
une solution mitoyenne dans les cas comme celui
qui nous interesse est presque une consequence
inevitable de notre jurisprudence en matibre de
norme de controle. Etant donne que la loi etablit le
droit d’interjeter appel des decisions du Tribunal
sur les questions de droit et de fait, la cour chargee
du controle de ces decisions n’est pas tenue de se
limiter a y chercher des erreurs manifestement
deraisonnables . La norme du caractere manifestement deraisonnable est principalement un critere
applicable aux questions de competence et, comme
je 1’ai dit, le droit d’appel prevu par la loi regie la
question de la competence en l’espbce. Voir l’arret
Syndicat canadien de la Fonction publique , section
locale 963 c. Societe des alcools du Nouveau Brunswick , [1979] 2 R.C.S. 227, a la p. 237. Par
ailleurs, l’appel d’une decision d’ un tribunal administratif specialise n’est pas exactement comme un
appel forme contre une decision d’une cour de premiere instance. Si le Parlement confie l’examen de
certaines questions a un tribunal administratif plutot qu’aux tribunaux ordinaires (du moins en premiere instance), il est permis de presumer que c’est
parce que le tribunal administratif apporte un certain avantage que les juges ne sont pas en mesure
d’offrir. Pour cette seule raison , le controle des
decisions d’un tribunal administratif doit souvent
se faire non pas en regard de la norme de la decision correcte, mais en fonction d’ une norme exigeant de faire montre de retenue. En consequence,
une troisieme norme est necessaire.

56

I conclude that the third standard should be
whether the decision of the Tribunal is unreasonable. This test is to be distinguished from the most
deferential standard of review , which requires
courts to consider whether a tribunal’s decision is
patently unreasonable. An unreasonable decision is
one that, in the main, is not supported by any reasons that can stand up to a somewhat probing
examination . Accordingly , a court reviewing a
conclusion on the reasonableness standard must
look to see whether any reasons support it. The
defect, if there is one, could presumably be in the

Je conclus que cette troisieme norme devrait ctre
fondee sur la question de savoir si la decision du
Tribunal est deraisonnable. Ce critere doit etre distingue de la norme de controle qui appelle le plus
haut degre de retenue, et en vertu de laquelle les
tribunaux doivent dire si la decision du tribunal
administratif est manifestement deraisonnable. Est
deraisonnable la decision qui , dans l’ ensemble,
n’est etayee par aucun motif capable de resister a
un examen assez pousse. En consequence, la cour
qui controle une conclusion en regard de la norme
de la decision raisonnable doit se demander s’il
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evidentiary foundation itself or in the logical process by which conclusions are sought to be drawn
from it. An example of the former kind of defect
would be an assumption that had no basis in the
evidence, or that was contrary to the overwhelming weight of the evidence. An example of the latter kind of defect would be a contradiction in the
premises or an invalid inference.

existe quelque motif etayant cette conclusion. Le
defaut, s’il en est, pourrait decouler de la preuve
elle-meme ou du raisonnement qui a ete applique
pour tirer les conclusions de cette preuve. Un
exemple du premier type de defaut serait une
hypothbse qui n’avait aucune assise dans la preuve
ou qui allait a l’encontre de l’ essentiel de la
preuve. Un exemple du deuxieme type de defaut
serait une contradiction dans les premisses ou
encore une inference non valable.

The difference between “ unreasonable” and
“patently unreasonable” lies in the immediacy or
obviousness of the defect. If the defect is apparent
on the face of the tribunal’s reasons, then the tribunal’s decision is patently unreasonable. But if it
takes some significant searching or testing to find
the defect, then the decision is unreasonable but
not patently unreasonable. As Cory J. observed in
Canada ( Attorney General ) v. Public Service Alli ance of Canada , [1993] 1 S.C.R. 941, at p. 963,
“[i]n the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary
‘patently’, an adverb, is defined as ‘openly , evidently, clearly’ ”. This is not to say, of course, that
judges reviewing a decision on the standard of patent unreasonableness may not examine the record.
If the decision under review is sufficiently difficult, then perhaps a great deal of reading and
thinking will be required before the judge will be
able to grasp the dimensions of the problem. See
National Com Growers Assn. v. Canada ( Import
Tribunal ), [1990] 2 S.C.R. 1324, at p. 1370, per
Gonthier J.; see also Toronto ( City ) Board of Edu cation v. O.S.S.T.F., District 15 , [ 1997] 1 S.C.R.
487, at para. 47, per Cory J . But once the lines of
the problem have come into focus, if the decision
is patently unreasonable, then the unreasonableness will be evident.

La difference entre «deraisonnable » et de
« manifestement deraisonnable» reside dans le
caractere flagrant ou Evident du defaut. Si le defaut
est manifeste au vu des motifs du tribunal, la decision de celui-ci est alors manifestement ddraisonnable. Cependant, s’il faut proceder a un examen
ou h une analyse en profondeur pour deceler le
defaut, la decision est dors deraisonnable mais non
manifestement deraisonnable. Comme l’a fait
observer le juge Cory dans Canada ( Procureur
general ) c. Alliance de la fonction publique du
Canada, [1993] 1 R.C.S. 941, a la p. 963, «[d]ans
le Grand Larousse de la langue franfaise, l’adjectif
manifeste est ainsi d6fini: «Se dit d’ une chose que
Ton ne peut con tester, qui est tout a fait evidente» ». Cela ne veut pas dire, evidemment, que
les juges qui controlent une decision en regard de
la norme du caractere manifestement deraisonnable ne peuvent pas examiner le dossier. Si la decision controlee par un juge est assez complexe, il
est possible qu’il lui faille faire beaucoup de lecture et de reflexion avant d’etre en mesure de saisir
toutes les dimensions du probleme. Voir National
Corn Growers Assn. c. Canada ( Tribunal des
importations ), [1990] 2 R.C.S. 1324, a la p. 1370,
le juge Gonthier; voir aussi Conseil de Veducation
de Toronto ( Cite ) c. F.E.E.E.S.O., district 15 ,
[1997] 1 R.C.S. 487, au par. 47, le juge Cory. Mais
une fois que les contours du probleme sont devenus apparents, si la decision est manifestement
deraisonnable, son caractere deraisonnable ressortira.

The standard of reasonableness simpliciter is the
same standard that was applied in Pezim , and for
good reason: the parallels between this case and
that one are obvious. Pezim involved the decision

La norme de la decision raisonnable simpliciter
est celle-la meme qui a ete appliquee dans Pezim ,
et a juste titre: les paralleles entre cet arret et le
present pourvoi sont evidents. L’affaire Pezim por-
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of a securities commission, one of whose tasks was
to be sensitive to and enhance capital market efficiency; this appeal involves the decision of the Tribunal, one of whose tasks is to recognize and in its
own way to promote the efficiency of the Canadian
economy. In Pezim , appeals from decisions of the
securities commission lay as of right; in this case ,
appeals from decisions of the Tribunal lie as of
right. The questions in Pezim were entirely within
the competence of the commission to answer; the
question in this appeal is entirely within the competence of the Tribunal to answer. The principal
difference between Pezim and this case is that
Pezim involved what were called questions of law.
However, as I have already explained, the questions in that case were questions of law only in a
somewhat attenuated sense. The difference
between the questions in the two cases is therefore
not as great as it might at first seem.

tait sur une decision rendue par une commission
des valeurs mobilieres, dont l’ une des taches etait
de surveiller le marche des capitaux et de favoriser
son bon fonctionnement; le present pourvoi concerne une decision du Tribunal, dont Tune des
taches est de reconnaitre et de stimuler a sa
maniere Tefficience de Teconomie canadienne.
Dans Pezim , les decisions de la commission etaient
susceptibles d’appel de plein droit; il en est de
meme des decisions du Tribunal en l’espece. Dans
Pezim , les questions relevaient entierement de la
competence de la commission; en Tespece, la
question en cause releve entierement de la competence du Tribunal . La principale difference entre
1’affaire Pezim et celle qui nous occupe est que la
premiere portait sur ce qu’ on a appele des questions de droit. Toutefois, comme je Tai explique
plus tot, les questions en litige dans cet arret
n ’etaient des questions de droit que dans un sens
un peu attenue. La difference entre les questions
dans les deux affaires n’est done pas aussi grande
qu ’elle pourrait le sembler a premiere vue.

The standard of reasonableness simpliciter is
also closely akin to the standard that this Court has
said should be applied in reviewing findings of
fact by trial judges. In Stein v. " Kathy K” ( The
Ship ) , [1976] 2 S.C.R. 802, at p. 806, Ritchie J.
described the standard in the following terms:

La norme de la decision raisonnable simpliciter
se rapproche egalement de la norme que notre
Cour a declare applicable pour le controle des conclusions de fait des juges de premiere instance.
Dans Stein c. « Kathy K » ( Le navire ) , [1976]
1 R.C.S. 802, a la p. 806, le juge Ritchie a decrit la
norme dans les termes suivants:

. . . the accepted approach of a court of appeal is to test
the findings [of fact] made at trial on the basis of
whether or not they were clearly wrong rather than
whether they accorded with that court’s view of the balance of probability. [Emphasis added.]

. . . il est generalement admis qu’ une cour d’appel doit

Even as a matter of semantics, the closeness of
the “clearly wrong” test to the standard of reasonableness simpliciter is obvious. It is true that many
things are wrong that are not unreasonable; but
when “clearly” is added to “wrong” , the meaning
is brought much nearer to that of “unreasonable”.
Consequently, the clearly wrong test represents a
striking out from the correctness test in the direction of deference. But the clearly wrong test does
not go so far as the standard of patent unreasonableness. For if many things are wrong that are not

se prononcer sur les conclusions tirees en premiere instance en recherchant si elles sont manifestement erronees et non si elles s’accordent avec 1’ opinion de la
Cour d’appel sur la preponderance des probabilites. [Je
souligne.]

Meme d’ un point de vue semantique, le rapport
etroit entre le critere de la decision « manifestement
erronee» et la norme de la decision raisonnable
simpliciter est evident. Il est vrai que bien des choses erronees ne sont pas pour autant ddraisonnables; mais quand le mot «manifestement » est
accole au mot «errone» , ce dernier mot prend un
sens beaucoup plus proche de celui du mot «deraisonnable». Par consequent, le critere de la decision
manifestement erronee marque un deplacement, du
critere de la decision correcte vers un critere exi-
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unreasonable, then many things are clearly wrong
that are not patently unreasonable (on the assumption that “clearly ” and “patently” are close synonyms). It follows, then, that the clearly wrong test,
like the standard of reasonableness simpliciter ,
falls on the continuum between correctness and the
standard of patent unreasonableness. Because the
clearly wrong test is familiar to Canadian judges, it
may serve as a guide to them in applying the standard of reasonableness simpliciter.
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geant 1’application de retenue. Cependant, le cri
tere de la decision manifestement erronee ne va
pas aussi loin que la norme du caractere manifeste
ment deraisonnable. Car s’il existe bien des choses
qui sont eironees sans etre deraisonnables, il y a
egalement bien des choses qui sont manifestement
erronees sans pour autant etre manifestement
deraisonnables. II s’ensuit done que le critere de la
decision manifestement erronee, tout comme la
norme de la decision raisonnable simpliciter , s’inscrit sur le continuum, entre la norme de la decision
correcte et celle du caractere manifestement derai
sonnable. Parce que le critere de la decision mani
festement erronee est bien connu des juges au
Canada, il peut leur servir de guide dans 1’applica
tion de la norme de la decision raisonnable simpli
citer.

-
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Putting all of the foregoing considerations into
the balance and taking my cue from this Court’s
decisions on the subject, including particularly relatively recent decisions, I am of the view that decisions of the Tribunal should be subject to review
on a reasonableness standard. That this standard is
appropriate and sensible becomes clear when one
considers the complexity of economic life in our
country and the need for effective regulatory
instruments administered by those most knowledgeable and informed about what is being regulated. It bears noting , however, that the standard I
have chosen permits recourse to the courts for
judicial intervention in cases in which the Tribunal
has been shown to have acted unreasonably.

Soupesant toutes ces considerations, a la lumiere
des arrets de notre Cour sur la question, y compris
d’arrets assez recents, je suis d’avis que les decisions du Tribunal sont susceptibles de controle suivant la norme de la decision raisonnable. Le caractere approprie et judicieux de cette norme est
evident, compte tenu de la complexity de notre
economic et du besoin d’instruments de reglemen
tation efficaces, appliques par ceux qui sont les
plus competents et les mieux renseignes sur l’objet
de la reglementation . Il convient toutefois de
signaler que la norme que j’ai choisie permet l’in
tervention des tribunaux judiciaires dans les cas ou
il est etabli que le tribunal administratif a agi de
fa§on deraisonnable.

61

In the final result, the standard of reasonableness
simply instructs reviewing courts to accord considerable weight to the views of tribunals about matters with respect to which they have significant
expertise. While a policy of deference to expertise
may take the form of a particular standard of
review , at bottom the issue is the weight that
should be accorded to expert opinions. In other
words, deference in terms of a “standard of reasonableness” and deference in terms of “weight” are
two sides of the same coin. In this respect, I agree

En definitive, la norme de la decision raisonnable ne fait que dire aux cours chargees de controler
les decisions des tribunaux administratifs d’ accor
der un poids considerable aux vues exprimees par
ces tribunaux sur les questions a l’egard desquelles
ceux-ci possedent une grande expertise. Meme si
le respect d’une politique de retenue en faveur de
1’expertise peut se traduire par une norme de con
trole particuliere, au fond, la question qui se pose
est celle du poids qui doit etre accorde aux opi
nions des experts. En d’autres mots, la retenue examinee en fonction de la «norme de la decision raisonnable» et la retenue examinee en fonction du
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with Kerans, supra , at p. 17, who has described
deference to expertise in the following way:

« poids [des opinions] » sont deux facettes d ’ un
meme probleme. A cet egard , je suis d’ accord avec
M. Kerans, op. cit. , a la p. 17, qui a decrit ainsi la
retenue qui doit etre temoignee devant 1’expertise:

Experts, in our society , are called that precisely because
they can arrive at well-informed and rational conclusions . If that is so, they should be able to explain, to a
fair-minded but less well-informed observer, the reasons
for their conclusions . If they cannot, they are not very
expert. If something is worth knowing and relying upon,
it is worth telling . Expertise commands deference only
when the expert is coherent. Expertise loses a right to
deference when it is not defensible . That said , it seems
obvious that [appellate courts] manifestly must give
great weight to cogent views thus articulated . [Emphasis
added .]

[TRADUCTION] Dans notre societe , les experts ont droit a
ce titre precisement parce qu ’ils sont capables de tirer
des conclusions eclairees et rationnelles . Si c’ est le cas ,
ils devraient toe en mesure d’ expliquer a un observateur
impartial mais moins bien renseigne qu’eux les raisons
justifiant leurs conclusions . S ’ ils ne sont pas capables de
le faire, ce ne sont pas de grands experts . Si une conclusion vaut la peine d’ etre connue et merite qu’ on s ’ y fie,
elle vaut la peine d’etre exposee . L’ expertise ne commande la retenue que si l ’ expert est coherent . L’expertise perd le droit a la retenue, lorsque les opinions exprim6es sont indefendables . Cela dit, il semble evident que
manifestement [les cours d’ appels] doivent accorder un
poids considerable aux opinions convaincantes expri ntees de la maniere indiquee . [Je souligne .]

G. Application of the Standard

G. L’ application de la norme

63

The question, then , is whether the Tribunal acted
unreasonably when it decided that Southam’s daily
newspapers and community newspapers are in dif ferent product markets. I conclude that it did not.

La question est done de savoir si le Tribunal a
agi deraisonnablement lorsqu’il a decide que les
quotidiens de Southam et les joumaux communautaires occupent des marches differents pour ce qui
est du produit. Je conclus qu’il n’a pas agi deraisonnablement.
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The Federal Court of Appeal identified what it
thought were two defects in the Tribunal’s decision . The first is that the Tribunal failed to consider
evidence that daily newspapers and community
newspapers are functionally interchangeable. The
second is that the Tribunal failed to consider evidence that Southam considered the community
newspapers to be its principal rivals in the Lower
Mainland.

La Cour d’appel federate a decele ce qu’elle a
juge etre deux defauts dans la decision du Tribunal. Le premier est que le Tribunal aurait omis de
tenir compte d’elements de preuve indiquant que
les quotidiens et les journaux communautaires sont
fonctionnellement interchangeables. Le deuxieme
est que le Tribunal aurait omis de prendre en
compte des elements de preuve indiquant que
Southam considerait les journaux communautaires
comme ses principaux concurrents dans le Lower
Mainland.

65

By “functional interchangeability”, the Federal
Court of Appeal apparently meant “end use” or
“purpose”. See pp. 636-37. The Tribunal , for its
part, elaborated (at pp. 225-38) at great length on
the use to which advertisers put daily and commu nity newspapers. At the end of 14 pages, it came to
the conclusion with which the Federal Court of
Appeal would later take issue: that advertisers use
daily newspapers to reach consumers throughout

Par «interchangeabilite fonctionnelle», la Cour
d’ appel federate voulait apparemment dire utilisation finale» ou «fin ». Voir les pp. 636 et 637.
Quant a lui, le Tribunal s’est longuement attarde
(aux pp. 225 a 238) a l’utilisation que les annon ceurs font des quotidiens et des journaux commu nautaires. Au terme de 14 pages d’analyse, le Tribunal a tire la conclusion que la Cour d’appel
federate allait plus tard contester: les annonceurs
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the entire Lower Mainland and use community
newspapers to reach smaller, “local” audiences.

utilisent les quotidiens pour rejoindre les consommateurs dans tout le Lower Mainland, et ils utilisent les journaux communautaires pour rejoindre
des clienteles «locales» plus restreintes.

The Federal Court of Appeal quarrelled with
this conclusion on several grounds. Its first, and
most general objection , was to the weight that the
Tribunal assigned to the criterion of functional
interchangeability. In the court’s view, at p. 635,
the Tribunal gave this important criterion short
shrift: “the Tribunal clearly failed to consider the
importance of functional interchangeability , which
is not simply one of many criteria to be considered
but a central part of the framework”. However, as I
have already noted , the weighing of criteria in a
balancing test must be largely a matter of discretion . The very purpose of a multi-factored test,
such as the one that the Tribunal used to determine
the dimensions of the relevant product market, is
to permit triers of fact to do justice in diverse par-

La Cour d’ appel federale a mis cette conclusion
en doute pour plusieurs motifs. Sa premiere objection et aussi la plus generale concernait le poids
que le Tribunal avait accorde au critere de l’interchangeabilite fonctionnelle. De l’avis de la Cour
d’ appel federale, ii la p. 635, le Tribunal avait fait
peu de cas de ce critere important: il «a manifestement omis de tenir compte de l’importance de l’interchangeabilite fonctionnelle, qui n’est pas simplement un critere parmi d’autres a prendre en
consideration, mais une partie centrale du cadre».
Toutefois, comme je l’ai deja signale, l ’appreciation des divers elements d’ un critere de ponderation doit, dans une large mesure, 8tre laissee au
pouvoir discretionnaire du decideur. L’objet meme
d’ un critere comportant de multiples facteurs, tel
celui qu’ a utilise le Tribunal pour determiner les
dimensions du marche pertinent pour ce qui est du
produit, est de permettre au juge des faits de rendre
justice dans des situations de fait particulieres.

ticular cases.
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As a general matter, in cases like this one, the
aims and objectives of the statute may not be
served by assigning principal or overriding importance to any one factor. It cannot be said as a matter of law that evidence of functional interchangeability should weigh more heavily in the balance
than other kinds of evidence. The question therefore must be whether the Tribunal’s attention to
functional interchangeability was reasonable on
the facts of this case.

En regie generale, dans des affaires comme celle
qui nous occupe, il est possible que le fait d’accorder une importance primordiale ou preponderante
a un facteur donne ne favorise pas la realisation
des buts et des objectifs de la loi. Il est impossible
d’affirmer, en droit, que la preuve de l’interchangeabilite fonctionnelle devrait avoir plus de poids
que d’ autres types de preuve. La question est done
de savoir si 1’attention accordee par le Tribunal a
l’interchangeabilite fonctionnelle etait raisonnable
compte tenu des faits de l’espece.

67

For my part, I cannot say that the Tribunal acted
unreasonably to discount the evidence of functional interchangeability . It had its reasons for
doing so, and those reasons cannot be said to be
without foundation or logical coherence. In particular, the Tribunal seems to have thought that daily
newspapers and community newspapers serve dif ferent purposes. The former appeal to large advertisers who wish to convey their message throughout a metropolitan region. The latter appeal to
smaller advertisers, who wish to reach all or many

Quant a moi, je ne peux affirmer que le Tribunal
a agi deraisonnablement en ecartant la preuve de
l ’interchangeabilite fonctionnelle. Il avait ses raisons pour le faire, et il est impossible d’ affirmer
que ces raisons sont sans fondement ou coherence
logique. En particulier, le Tribunal semble avoir
ete d’avis que les quotidiens et les journaux communautaires servent des fins differentes. Les premiers interessent les gros annonceurs qui veulent
transmettre leur message sur tout le territoire d’ une
grande agglomeration. Les seconds interessent les
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of the consumers living in a particular
neighbourhood or district of a city. See the Tribunal’s decision at p. 238. While I might not agree,
as a matter of empirical “fact”, that this description
of the purposes of the respective kinds of newspaper is exhaustive, I think that it is not without its
reasons. It is reasonable, if only reasonable, to suppose that advertisers are sufficiently discerning
about the media they employ that they are unlikely
to respond to changes in the relative prices of the
two kinds of newspaper by taking their business
from the one to the other. Fortunately for the Tribunal, its decision need only be reasonable and not
necessarily correct.

plus petits annonceurs qui veulent rejoindre l’ensemble ou une grande partie des consommateurs
habitant un quartier ou un district d’ une ville. Voir
la decision du Tribunal, a la p. 238. Quoique je
pourrais ne pas etre d’accord pour dire que, empiriquement, il s’agit la d’ une description exhaustive
des fins auxquelles servent ces divers types de
journaux , j’ estime neanmoins qu’elle n’est pas
sans fondement. II est a tout le moins raisonnable
de supposer que les annonceurs choisissent avec
suffisamment de perspicacite les medias qu’ils utilisent, et qu’il est done peu probable qu’ils reagissent aux variations des prix relatifs des deux types
de journaux en faisant passer leur clientele de l ’ un
a 1’autre. Heureusement pour le Tribunal, il suffit
que sa decision soit raisonnable, et pas necessairement qu’elle soit correcte.

However, that does not finish the matter. The
Federal Court of Appeal had two other difficulties
with the Tribunal’s approach, and they appear to
go to the reasoning that underlies the Tribunal’s
conclusion. The first is that it is inconsistent to
lump together daily newspapers and community
newspapers for purposes of distinguishing them
from broadcast media but then to separate the two
kinds of newspapers for purposes of distinguishing
them from one another. The second is that the
Tribunal’s conclusion confuses geographical scope
with purpose. Both alleged difficulties turn out on
closer inspection not to be troubling.

Toutefois , cela ne regie pas la question. La Cour
d ’appel federale a eprouve deux autres difficultes a
1’egard de l’approche du Tribunal, difficultes qui
semblent toucher le raisonnement sur lequel repose
la conclusion tiree par celui-ci. La premiere est
qu’il est contradictoire de mettre dans le meme
panier les quotidiens et les journaux communautaires pour les distinguer des medias electroniques,
puis de separer les deux types de journaux dans le
but de les distinguer les uns des autres. La
deuxieme difficult est que la conclusion du Tribu nal confond le rayonnement geographique et la fin.
Or, il appert d ’ un examen approfondi que les deux
difficultes invoquees ne sont pas troublantes.

The Federal Court of Appeal, at p. 636,
described the first alleged difficulty in these terms:
“If ‘multiple price/product’ advertising is a relevant purpose for distinguishing between print and
electronic media then it must also be relevant as
between advertising in daily and community newspapers”. But, with respect, this conclusion does not
follow. It is perfectly consistent to distinguish
between the broadcast media and the print media
on one ground and to distinguish further between
two kinds of print media on another ground.
Broadcasters attract advertisers who want to convey an “image”. See the Tribunal’s decision at
p. 221. Newspapers attract advertisers who want to
convey a great deal of specific information about a

La Cour d’appel federale, a la p. 636, a decrit en
ces termes la premiere difficult invoquee: «Si la
publicite “multi- prix/multi-produits” est une fin
pertinente pour faire la distinction entre les
imprimes et les medias electroniques , alors elle
doit egalement etre pertinente pour faire la distinction entre la publicite dans les quotidiens et la
publicite dans les journaux communautaires». En
toute deference, toutefois, cette conclusion n’est
pas fondee. Il est parfaitement logique de faire une
distinction entre les medias electroniques et la
presse pour un motif donne, puis d’etablir une distinction entre deux types de journaux pour un autre
motif. La radio et la television attirent les annonceurs qui veulent projeter une «image de marque».

^
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variety of products all at once. Accordingly , the
two kinds of media serve different markets. However, from the fact that newspapers in general
serve a certain broad class of advertiser, it does not
follow that all newspapers serve precisely the same
particular advertisers, or the same relevant advertising markets. Further division of the market is
possible. Thus, daily newspapers serve advertisers
who wish to reach even a relatively small proportion of people throughout a large region. Community newspapers serve advertisers who wish to
reach a large proportion of people in a small
region . See, supra, at p. 238. These markets are at
least possibly, and therefore reasonably, different.

Voir la decision du Tribunal, a la p. 221. Les journaux attirent les annonceurs qui veulent communiquer quantite de renseignements precis sur divers
produits d’un seul coup. En consequence, les deux
types de medias desservent des marches differents.
Toutefois, du fait que les joumaux en general
respondent aux besoins d’ une categorie generale
d’ annonceurs, il ne s’ensuit pas que tous les journaux desservent precisement ces memes annonceurs ou les memes marches publicitaires pertinents. Le marche peut etre fragmente davantage.
Ainsi, les quotidiens sont utilises par les annonceurs qui veulent rejoindre une proportion meme
relativement faible des foyers sur tout le territoire
d ’ une grande region . Les journaux communau taires sont utilises par les annonceurs qui veulent
rejoindre une grande proportion des foyers dans
une region restreinte. Voir, precite, a la p. 238. II
est a tout le moins possible, et done raisonnable,
que ces marches soient differents.

If the identification of an overarching, broad
purpose that two kinds of products serve were suf ficient to place those products in the same market,
then all products could be placed in the same market, because all products serve the general purpose
of satisfying consumers’ needs. Certainly , following the Federal Court of Appeal ’s reasoning it
would be possible to argue that broadcast media
and print media are in the same market because
both kinds of media serve advertisers. But it is not
so, and the Federal Court of Appeal admitted at
p. 636 that it is not so. The trick is to settle on the
correct level of generality . Canadian courts have
recognized as much in the past:

S’il suffisait, pour situer deux types de produits
sur le meme marche, de determiner qu’ils servent
tous deux une fin generale dominante, tous les produits pourraient etre dits sur le meme marche,
puisqu’ils visent tous la meme fin generale, e’esta-dire satisfaire les besoins des consommateurs.
Certes, si Ton suivait le raisonnement de la Cour
d’appel federale, il serait possible de soutenir que
les medias electroniques et la presse sont sur le
meme marche parce que les deux types de medias
sont utilises par les annonceurs. Mais tel n’est pas
le cas, et la Cour d’appel federale l’ a reconnu a la
p. 636. La solution e’est de s’en tenir au juste
niveau de generalite. Les tribunaux canadiens ont
reconnu ce fait dans le passe:

. . . speaking generally, it is of importance to bear in
mind that the term “market” is a relative concept. In one
sense, there is only one market in an economy since, to

[TRADUCTION] . . . d’ une fagon generale, il importe de se
rappeler que le «marche» est un concept relatif . En un
sens, il n’y a qu’ un seul marche dans une 6conomie
puisque, dans une certaine mesure, tous les produits et
services sont des substituts qui se disputent la clientele
des consommateurs.

some extent, all products and services are substitutes for
each other in competing for the customer’s dollar .

In another sense, almost every firm has its own market since, in most industries, each firm’s product is dif ferentiated, to some extent, from that of all other firms.

Dans un autre sens, presque chaque entreprise a son
propre marche puisque, dans la plupart des secteurs, le
produit de chaque entreprise se differencie, jusqu ’a un
certain point, de celui de toutes les autres entreprises.
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Defining the relevant market in any particular case,
therefore, requires a balanced consideration of a number
of characteristics or dimensions to meet the analytical
needs of the specific matter under consideration .

Pour definir le march6 pertinent dans un cas donne, il
faut done soupeser un certain nombre de caracteristiques
ou de dimensions afin de repondre aux besoins analytiques de la question precise en cause.

The Queen v. J. W. Mills & Son Ltd , [1968] 2 Ex.
C.R. 275, at p. 305.

The Queen c. J. W. Mills & Son Ltd. , [1968] 2 R.C.
de Vt . 275, a la p. 305.
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What has to be kept in mind is that purposes are
as various as markets, and both come in different
sizes. Consequently it is unhelpful to suggest that
once a purpose has been identified, all those products that serve that purpose should be considered
to fall within a single market. It is the correct or
relevant purpose that must be found, which is to
say the broadest purpose that is consistent with a
high cross-elasticity of demand. For example, cars
and tanks both serve the general purpose of conveying people from place to place. But no one
would suggest that cars and tanks are in the same
market. The reason is that consumers do not modify their car-purchasing behaviour in response to
slight changes in the price of tanks, and governments do not modify their tank-purchasing behaviour in response to slight changes in the price of
cars. A person who is in the market for a station
wagon does not shop with an eye on the price of
armaments. Again, the Minister of National
Defence does not check prices at local car dealerships before announcing an acquisition of new military hardware.

Ce qu ’il ne faut pas oublier e’est que les fins
visees sont aussi diverses que les marches, et que
la taille des deux varie. En consequence, il n’est
pas utile d’ affirmer qu’ une fois qu’on a identifie
une fin donnee, tous les produits qui servent cette
fin doivent etre consideres comme appartenant a
un seul et meme marche. Ce qu’il faut determiner
e’est la fin correcte ou pertinente, en d’ autres mots
la fin la plus generale qui est compatible avec une
forte elasticite croisee de la demande. Par exemple,
tant les automobiles que les chars d ’assaut servent
la fin generale qu’est le transport des personnes
d’ un lieu a un autre. Cependant, personne n’oserait
affirmer que les voitures et les chars d’assaut
visent un seul et meme marche. La raison en est
que les consommateurs ne vont pas modifier leur
comportement en matiere d’achat d’ automobiles
par suite de legeres variations du prix des chars
d’assaut, et que les Etats ne vont pas modifier leur
comportement quant a 1’achat de chars d’assaut en
reponse a de legeres variations du prix des automobiles. La personne qui se cherche une familiale ne
se preoccupera pas du prix de l’armement. A l’inverse, le ministre de la Defense nationale ne verifie
pas les prix chez les concessionnaires automobiles
avant d’annoncer 1’achat de nouveau materiel de
guerre.

73

The relevant purpose is a function of the psychology of consumption or preference. Consequently , in order to choose the relevant purpose,
the adjudicator must possess in advance some idea
about the behaviour of consumers. In this way, the
purpose inquiry is a little circular. Tribunals
inquire into purpose in order to get a grip on the
tendency of consumers to substitute one product
for another, but they will not hit on the right purpose unless they already have a notion of what
consumers will substitute for what. This circularity
does not, however, alter the fact that more is
needed to establish functional interchangeability

La fin pertinente est fonction de la psychologie
de la consommation ou des preferences. Par consequent, pour determiner la fin pertinente, le decideur doit avoir au prealable une certaine idee du
comportement des consommateurs. De ce point de
vue, la determination de la fin a quelque chose de
circulaire. En effet, on s’interroge sur la fin afin de
discerner chez les consommateurs la tendance a
substituer un produit a un autre, mais on ne decouvrira pas la fin exacte a moins d’avoir deja une
idee des produits que les consommateurs sont disposes a remplacer par un autre. Cette circularite ne
change cependant rien au fait qu’il faut davantage
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than citation of a common purpose. That daily
newspapers and community newspapers both seek
the trade of “multiple price/product” advertisers
does not show , without more, that they are competing in the same market. It was open to the Tribunal
to conclude, after consulting evidence of the behaviour of advertisers, that purchasing decisions in
the real world are taken on the basis of some more
particular purpose than to convey information
about several products at once.

que la mention d’une fin commune pour etablir
l’interchangeabilite fonctionnelle. Le fait que les
quotidiens et les journaux communautaires cherchent tous a s’accaparer la publicite «multi-prix/
multi -produits» ne prouve pas, a lui seul, qu’ils se
font concurrence sur le meme marche. II etait loisible au Tribunal de conclure, apres avoir pris connaissance de la preuve relative au comportement
des annonceurs, que les decisions d’achat dans le
monde reel sont prises en fonction d’ un objectif
plus particulier que celui de communiquer des renseignements sur plusieurs produits d’un seul coup.

The Federal Court of Appeal at p. 636-37 also
took issue, at a theoretical level, with the Tribunal’s attention to the geographic scope of the dif ferent kinds of newspapers:

La Cour d’appel federate, aux pp. 636 et 637, a
egalement mis en doute, sur le plan theorique,
Timportance accordee par le Tribunal a l’etendue
geographique des divers types de journaux:

But the fact that the community newspapers are more
local in nature does not go to the question of functional
interchangeability, but to the behaviour of buyers as to
preference for geographical scope. This latter subjective
factor should not be mingled with the purely objective
factor of functional interchangeability which focuses on

Toutefois, ce caractere plus local des journaux communautaires ne se rapporte pas a la question de Tinterchangeabilite fonctionnelle, mais au comportement des acheteurs quant a leur preference pour l’etendue
geographique. II ne faudrait pas confondre ce dernier
facteur subjectif avec le facteur purement objectif qu’est
l’ interchangeabilite fonctionnelle, lequel est axe sur
1’ utilisation d’ un produit ou les fins auxquelles il sert.

use or purpose .

Immediately , any argument that depends on a classification of purpose as “objective” is suspect. Purpose is at least, in part, a matter of intention and so
is at least , in part , “subjective ”. Presumably ,
almost any object can be put to a multitude of uses.
An axe handle, for example, can serve as a bludgeon or as an axe handle. The purpose it serves
depends on the intention of the person in whose
hand it is. In like manner, the purposes daily newspapers and community newspapers serve depend
on the intentions of their users.

Au depart, tout argument qui depend de la classification d’ une fin comme etant «objective» est suspect. La fin est, en partie du moins, affaire d’intention , de sorte qu ’elle est a tout le moins
partiellement «subjective» . II est permis de supposer que pratiquement tout objet peut servir a une
multitude de fins. Par exemple, un manche de
hache peut servir de gourdin , ou tout simplement
de manche de hache. La fin a laquelle il sert
depend de T intention de celui qui en dispose. De
meme, les fins auxquelles servent les quotidiens et
les journaux communautaires dependent des intentions de leurs utilisateurs.

In the right hands, both could function as birdcage liners or as wrapping for fish and chips. At
times, both probably do. However, those functions
are uninteresting because they are atypical, and the
Tribunal was right not to mention them. But in
order to exclude those purposes and settle on the
relevant ones, the Tribunal had to consider, at least
implicitly , the intentions of the users of the two
kinds of newspaper. Therefore, it was not illegiti-

Selon la personne qui les a en main, les deux
types de publications pourraient servir soit a couvrir le fond d’une cage a oiseaux soit a emballer du
poisson et des frites a l’anglaise. A l’occasion, ils
servent probablement a ces fins. Toutefois, ces utilisations sont sans interet car elles sont atypiques,
et le Tribunal a eu raison de ne pas les mentionner.
Toutefois, pour exclure ces fins et retenir les fins
pertinentes, le Tribunal a du examiner, du moins
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mate for the Tribunal to look to what the Federal
Court of Appeal at p. 636 called “preference for
geographical scope” . Reaching consumers
throughout a large region is one purpose. Reaching
consumers in a neighbourhood is another purpose.
It does not matter that the difference between them
is in the intention of the advertiser. Intention is a
component of purpose. Of course, “objective” considerations also play a part. A newspaper cannot be
an aircraft, however much someone might wish
that it could be. And this is reflected in the Tribunal’s distinction. A community newspaper cannot
reach a large audience, however much an advertiser might wish that it could , and a daily newspaper cannot reach only the consumers in a small
locality.

implicitement, les intentions des utilisateurs des
deux types de journaux. En consequence, il n’ etait
pas illegitime que le Tribunal tienne compte de ce
que la Cour d’ appel federale a appele, aux pp. 636
et 637, la « preference pour l’etendue geographique». Rejoindre les consommateurs sur tout le
territoire d’ une vaste region est une fin. Rejoindre
ceux habitant un quartier en est une autre. II est
sans importance que la difference entre ces deux
fins reside dans T intention de l’ annonceur. L’intention est un element constitutif de la fin. Bien
sur, des considerations «objectives» jouent aussi
un role. On aura beau souhaiter le contraire, un
journal n’est pas un aeronef . Et la distinction que
fait le Tribunal tient compte de cette realite. Un
annonceur aura beau souhaiter qu’il en soit autrement , un journal communautaire ne peut pas
rejoindre un large public, et un quotidien ne peut
pas rejoindre uniquement les consommateurs
d’ une localite.

It appears, then, that the Tribunal considered at
length, at much greater length than did the Federal
Court of Appeal, whether daily newspapers and
community newspapers serve the same purpose. It
concluded that they do not, and gave reasons for its
conclusion. The reasons that the Federal Court of
Appeal offered for questioning that conclusion arc,
with respect, unconvincing. Accordingly , failing
the appearance of some other basic objection to the
Tribunal’s conclusion about functional interchangeability, that conclusion should stand.

II semble done que le Tribunal a examine en
profondeur
beaucoup plus en profondeur que ne
la question de
l ’a fait la Cour d’ appel federale
s avoir si les quotidiens et les journaux communautaires servent la meme fin. II a conclu que non , et il
a motive cette conclusion . En toute deference, les
motifs que la Cour d’appel federale a donnes pour
mettre en doute cette conclusion ne sont pas convaincants. En consequence , en 1’ absence de
quelque autre objection fondamentale a la conclusion du Tribunal a l’egard de l’interchangeabilite
fonctionnelle, cette conclusion doit etre confirmee.

The Federal Court of Appeal also found fault
with the Tribunal’s treatment of evidence that
Southam regarded the community newspapers as
its chief competitors. In particular, it objected to
the Tribunal’ s preference for a “more focused
analysis” of the evidence of inter -industry competition. In the court’s view at p. 638, “[t]he evidence
of broad competitiveness is sufficient to show that
there is competition in fact between the Pacific
Dailies and the community newspapers”. It was
error, said the Federal Court of Appeal, for the Tribunal to ignore that evidence.

La Cour d’appel federale a egalement critique la
fag on dont le Tribunal a traite la preuve que
Southam considerait les journaux communautaires
comme ses principaux concurrents. En particulier,
elle a desapprouve la preference du Tribunal pour
une «analyse plus rigoureuse» de la preuve de la
concurrence interindustrielle. De l’ avis de la Cour,
a la p. 638, «la preuve de concurrence «generale»
[. . .] est suffisante pour etablir 1’existence d ’ une
concurrence veritable entre les quotidiens de Pacific et les journaux communautaires» . Le Tribunal a
commis une erreur, d ’ affirmer la Cour d’ appel
federale, en faisant abstraction de cette preuve.

—

—
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In fact, the Tribunal devoted 28 pages of its reasons (at pp. 191-218) to the question of interindustry competition . The Tribunal did not
“ignore” evidence of broad inter-industry competition . It simply did not regard that evidence as decisive (at pp. 191-92):

En fait, le Tribunal a consacre 28 pages de ses
motifs (les pp. 191 a 218) a la question de la concurrence interindustrielle. Le Tribunal n’a pas «fait
abstraction » de la preuve concernant la concurrence interindustrielle generate. II a simplement
estime que cette preuve n’etait pas decisive (aux
pp. 191 et 192):

78

. . . determining that Pacific Press regarded the commu -

. . . le fait que Pacific Press ait considere les journaux
communautaires comme des «concurrents» ne suffit pas
pour qu’on les classe dans le meme marche. La concurrence peut etre interpretee de bien des facons selon les
personnes en cause. La tache qui incombe au Tribunal
est d’etablir si les quotidiens et les journaux communautaires sont dans le meme marche du produit afin de
determiner l’ incidence des acquisitions faisant 1’objet de
la presente affaire. Comme nous en avons fait etat cidessus en termes plus generaux , l’exercice consiste a
savoir si les quotidiens et les journaux communautaires
sont des substituts efficaces en matiere de services de
publicite- detaillants par la presse. A cet egard, les
mesures prises et les opinions exprimees par les participants sur le marche altegue sont reconnues par les deux
parties et par les temoins experts comme etant une
importante source de renseignements pour aider a
repondre a cette question. [Je souligne.]
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nity newspapers as “competitors” is not by itself enough
to place them in the same market. Competition means
many things to many people. What the tribunal must
establish is whether dailies and the community newspapers are in the same product market for the purposes of
assessing the implications of the acquisitions in question
in this case. As discussed above in general terms, that
exercise involves resolving whether dailies and commu nity newspapers are effective substitutes for newspaper
retail advertising services. The actions taken and the
views expressed by participants in the alleged market
are recognized by both parties and by expert witnesses
as an important source of information in trying to
answer this question. [Emphasis added.]

In short, the Tribunal found that although evidence
of inter -industry competition suggests a certain
conclusion, it is not sufficient by itself to establish
that conclusion . In this it relied on the elementary
principle that thinking something is so does not
make it so. A company can believe that it is competing with another company without it actually
(or legally) being so.

Bref , le Tribunal a conclu que, bien que la preuve
de la concurrence interindustrielle suggere une certaine conclusion, cette preuve n’est pas suffisante
en soi pour justifier la conclusion. Pour dire cela, il
s’est appuye sur le principe elementaire voulant
que le simple fait de croire a une chose n’en fait
pas une realite. Une entreprise peut croire qu’elie
est en concurrence avec une autre sans pour autant
l’etre dans les faits (ou en droit).

It is possible that if I were deciding this case de
novo , I might not dismiss so readily as the Tribunal
did what is admittedly weighty evidence of interindustry competition. In my view , it is very
revealing that Southam’s own expert, an American
newspaper consultant , identified the community
newspapers as the source of Southam’s difficulties
in the Lower Mainland. To find, in the face of such
evidence, that the daily newspapers and the community newspapers are not competitors is perhaps
unusual. In that sense, the Tribunal’ s finding is dif ficult to accept. However, it is not unreasonable.
The Tribunal explained that, in its view , Southam
was mistaken about who its competitors were; and

Peut-etre que si je statuais sur cette affaire de
novo , je n’ecarterais pas aussi facilement que l’a
fait le Tribunal la preuve de la concurrence interindustrielle qui, reconnait-on, a un poids considerable. A mon avis, il est tres revelateur que la propre
experte de Southam, une experte-conseil americaine de l’industrie des journaux, a indique que les
journaux communautaires etaient la source des difficultes de Southam dans le Lower Mainland . Conclure, au vu d’ une telle preuve, que les quotidiens
et les journaux communautaires ne sont pas concurrents est peut-etre etrange. En ce sens, la conclusion du Tribunal est difficile a accepter. Toutefois, elle n’est pas deraisonnable. Le Tribunal a
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though I may not consider that reason compelling,
I cannot say that it is not a reason for which there
is a logical and evidentiary underpinning. More
generally , I notice that the Tribunal seems to have
been preoccupied with the definition of the relevant market. It is possible that the members may
occasionally have lost sight of the ultimate inquiry ,
which is whether the acquisition of the community
newspapers by Southam substantially lessened
competition. But again, I cannot say that the Tribunal’s approach was unreasonable. Definition of the
relevant market is indeed a necessary step in the
inquiry ; and the fact that the Tribunal dwelled on it
is perhaps understandable if , as seems to have been
the case, the bounds of the relevant market were
not clear.

explique que, a son avis, Southam se trompait au
sujet de l’identite de ses concurrents ; et, bien que
je ne trouve peut-etre pas ce motif convaincant, je
ne peux affirmer qu’il est denue de logique et sans
fondement dans la preuve. De fagon plus generate,
je remarque que le Tribunal semble avoir ete preoccupe par la definition du marche pertinent. II est
possible que ses membres aient , a 1’ occasion ,
perdu de vue la question ultime, c’est-a-dire celle
de savoir si 1’ acquisition des journaux communautaires par Southam diminuait sensiblement la concurrence. Ici aussi, il m’est impossible d’ affirmer
que l ’approche du Tribunal etait deraisonnable. La
definition du marche pertinent est effectivement
une etape necessaire de l’examen; et le fait que le
Tribunal s’ y soit attarde est peut-etre comprehensible si, comme cela semble avoir ete le cas, les
limites du marche pertinent n’etaient pas evidentes.
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I wish to observe, by way of concluding my discussion of this issue, that a reviewer, and even one
who has embarked upon review on a standard of
reasonableness simpliciter , will often be tempted
to find some way to intervene when the reviewer
him- or herself would have come to a conclusion
opposite to the tribunal’s. Appellate courts must
resist such temptations. My statement that I might
not have come to the same conclusion as the Tribunal should not be taken as an invitation to appellate
courts to intervene in cases such as this one but
rather as a caution against such intervention and a
call for restraint. Judicial restraint is needed if a
cohesive, rational, and, I believe, sensible system
of judicial review is to be fashioned.

En guise de conclusion de mon analyse de cette
question , je tiens a faire observer que le decideur
charge du controle de la decision, et meme un
decideur appliquant la norme de la decision raisonnable simpliciter , sera souvent tente de trouver un
moyen d’intervenir dans les cas oil il aurait luimeme tire la conclusion contraire. Les cours d ’appel doivent resister a cette tentation. Mon affirmation selon laquelle je ne serais peut-etre pas arrive
a la meme conclusion que le Tribunal ne devrait
pas etre consideree comme une invitation aux
cours d’appel a intervenir dans les cas comme
celui qui nous interesse, mais plutot comme une
mise en garde contre pareille intervention et
comme un appel a la retenue. La retenue judiciaire
s’impose si Ton veut fagonner un systeme de controle judiciaire coherent, rationnel et, a mon sens,
judicieux .

81

Accordingly , the Tribunal’s conclusion must
stand.

En consequence, la conclusion du Tribunal doit
etre confirmee.

H. Remedy

H. La mesure de redressement

Having found that Southam’s acquisitions had
produced a substantial lessening of competition in
the market for real estate print advertising on the
North Shore, the Tribunal ordered Southam to
divest itself , at its own option , of either the Real

Ayant conclu que les acquisitions de Southam
avaient eu pour effet de diminuer sensiblement la
concurrence sur le marche de la publicite immobiliere imprimee dans le North Shore, le Tribunal a
ordonne a Southam de se departir, a son choix, du
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Estate Weekly or the North Shore News. The Federal Court of Appeal declined to disturb this remedy. I agree with the Federal Court of Appeal that
the remedy settled upon by the Tribunal should be
allowed to stand.

North Shore News ou du Real Estate Weekly . La
Cour d ’appel federale a refuse de modifier cette
mesure de redressement. Je suis d ’accord avec elle
que la mesure de redressement fixee par le Tribu nal doit etre maintenue.

The appellants submit that the correct test for a
remedy under the Competition Act is whether it
eliminates any substantial lessening of competition
that the merger may have caused. The appellants
observe that this is the standard that has been
applied in cases under s. 92( l )( e)(iii) of the Competition Act , in which the parties have consented to
the remedy. See, e.g., Canada ( Director of Investigation & Research ) v. Air Canada (1989), 27
C.P.R. (3d ) 476 (Comp. Trib.), at pp. 513-14. They
observe also that substantial lessening of competition is the evil that Parliament has sought to
address in the Act. Mergers themselves are not
considered to be objectionable except in so far as
they produce a substantial lessening of competition. Therefore, restoration to the pre-merger situation is not what is wanted. Indeed , presumably
some lessening of competition following a merger
is tolerated, because the Act proscribes only a substantial lessening of competition. The appellants
object further to what they see as the punitive quality of the remedy that the Tribunal imposed, and to
what they regard as the illicit shifting to them of
the burden of showing that the proposed remedy
would be effective.

Les appelantes soutiennent que le bon critere
pour determiner la mesure de redressement en
vertu de la Loi sur la concurrence consiste a se
demander si la mesure elimine la diminution sensible de la concurrence que le fusionnement a pu
causer. Elies soulignent qu’il s’ agit de la norme
qui a ete appliquee dans les affaires fondees sur le
sous-al. 92( l )e)(iii) de la Loi sur la concurrence , et
dans lesquelles les parties consentaient a la mesure
de redressement. Voir, par exemple, Canada
( Directeur des enquetes et recherches ) c. Air
Canada (1989), 27 C.P.R. (3d) 476 (Trib. cone.),
aux pp. 513 et 514. Les appelants soulignent en
outre que la diminution sensible de la concurrence
est le mal que le Parlement cherche a eliminer par
la Loi. Les fusionnements en soi ne sont pas condamnables, sauf dans la mesure ou ils entrainent
une diminution sensible de la concurrence. Par
consequent, le retablissement de la situation qui
existait avant le fusionnement n’est pas ce qui est
voulu. De fait, il est vraisemblable qu’une certaine
diminution de la concurrence par suite d’ un fusionnement soit toleree, car la Loi interdit seulement la
diminution sensible de la concurrence. Les appelantes contestent aussi ce qu ’elles perqoivent
comme 1’aspect punitif de la mesure de redressement ordonnee par le Tribunal, et ce qu’elles considered comme le deplacement illicite sur leurs
epaules du fardeau de prouver l’efficacite de la
mesure proposee.

The respondent, for his part, says that the test of
a remedy is whether it restores the parties to the
pre-merger competitive situation. I believe that the
appellants’ test is the better one.

Pour sa part, Fin time affirme que le critere de
determination de la mesure de redressement consiste k se demander si celle-ci retablit les parties
dans la situation de concurrence dans laquelle elles
se trouvaient avant le fusionnement. Je crois que le
critere des appelantes est celui qui doit etre retenu.

84

The evil to which the drafters of the Competition
Act addressed themselves is substantial lessening
of competition. See Competition Act , s. 92(1). It
hardly needs arguing that the appropriate remedy
for a substantial lessening of competition is to

Le mal auquel les redacteurs de la Loi sur la
concurrence s’attaquaient est la diminution sensible de la concurrence. Voir la Loi sur la concurrence , par. 92(1). II n’est guere besoin de demon trer que la mesure de redressement appropriate en
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restore competition to the point at which it can no
longer be said to be substantially less than it was
before the merger. This is the test that the Tribunal
has applied in consent cases. The Tribunal
attempted to distinguish this case from those cases
on precisely the ground that here the Director did
not consent to the appellants’ proposed remedy.
But the distinction is not a sensible one. I can think
of only two reasons why the test should be more
forgiving where the parties have consented to a
remedy. The first is that parties who have not consented should be punished for their obduracy. The
second, which is related to the first, is that the law
should provide parties with an incentive to come to
a consensual arrangement. Neither reason is valid
on closer analysis. The burden of a harsh standard
falls entirely on one of the parties: the company.
No punishment falls on the Director when he or
she is obdurate, and the harsh standard gives him
or her no incentive to consent to a remedy. Therefore, even if there is a policy of encouraging consent and punishing obduracy, it is not well served
by the imposition of a more stringent standard in
cases in which the parties have not consented. The
better approach is to apply the same standard in
contested proceedings as in consent proceedings.

cas de diminution sensible de la concurrence consiste a retablir la concurrence de fagon qu ’il ne soit
plus possible de dire qu’elle est sensiblement inferieure a ce qu’elle etait avant le fusionnement. II
s’agit du critere que le Tribunal a applique dans les
affaires ou les parties consentaient a la mesure de
redressement. Le Tribunal a tente de faire une distinction entre ces affaires et le present cas, precisement en invoquant le motif que, en l’espece, le
directeur n’a pas consenti a la mesure de redressement proposee par les appelantes. Ce n’est toutefois pas une distinction judicieuse. Je ne peux voir
que deux raisons pour lesquelles le critere devrait
etre plus indulgent lorsque les parties consentaient
a la mesure de redressement. La premiere est que
les parties qui n’ y consentaient pas devraient etre
punies pour leur obstination. La deuxieme, qui est
liee a la premiere, est que la loi devrait fournir aux
parties une incitation a convenir d’un arrangement
consensuel. Ni Tune ni l’autre ne resistent a un
examen attentif. Les consequences de T application
d’une norme severe retombent entierement sur une
seule des parties: Tentreprise. Le directeur n’encourt aucune sanction s’il se montre obstine, et la
norme severe ne T incite pas a consentir a la
mesure de redressement. Par consequent, meme
s’il existe une politique visant a encourager les
parties a donner leur consentement et a les punir si
elles font montre d’obstination, elle n’est pas bien
servie par Tapplication d’ une norme rigoureuse
dans les cas ou les parties ne consentaient pas a la
mesure de redressement. II est preferable d’appliquer la meme norme, tant dans les procedures contentieuses que dans celles ou les parties consentent
a la mesure de redressement.

However, the appellants do not benefit by their
proposed standard. The reason is that the Tribunal
expressly found that, even accepting that the
appropriate standard is the one used in consent
proceedings , Southam’s proposed remedy fails
because it would not likely be effective in eliminating the substantial lessening of competition.
Robertson J.A. accepted this finding, saying that it
was entitled to deference. I agree.

Toutefois, la norme proposee par les appelantes
ne leur apporte aucun avantage. La raison de ce
fait est que le Tribunal a expressement conclu que,
meme en admettant que la norme appropriee soit
celle appliquee dans les procedures ou les parties
consentent a la mesure de redressement, celle proposee par Southam est inacceptable parce qu’elle
ne serait vraisemblablement pas un moyen efficace
d ’eliminer la diminution sensible de la concurrence. Le juge Robertson a accepte cette conclusion, affirmant qu’il y avait lieu de faire preuve de
retenue a cet egard. Je suis d’ accord .
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The Tribunal’s choice of remedy is a matter of
mixed law and fact. The question whether a particular remedy eliminates the substantial lessening of
competition is a matter of the application of a legal
standard to a particular set of facts. Therefore, for
reasons I have already given, the Tribunal’s decision must be reviewed according to a standard of
reasonableness.

La determination de la mesure de redressement
par le Tribunal est une question de droit et de fait.
La question de savoir si une mesure de redressement donnee elimine la diminution sensible de la
concurrence emporte l ’ application d’ une norme
juridique a un ensemble particulier de faits. En
consequence, pour les motifs que j’ai deja exposes,
je suis d’avis que la decision du Tribunal doit etre
controlee suivant la norme de la decision raisonnable.

Because the Tribunal did not decide unreasonably when it decided that Southam’ s proposed remedy would not be effective, its decision should be
allowed to stand. What Southam proposed was that
it should sell the real estate supplement that
appears weekly in the North Shore News. But, as
the Tribunal very properly pointed out, it is not
clear that the supplement would prosper or even
survive on its own. Even if the supplement continued to enjoy the advantages of a close association
with the North Shore News , the closeness of the
association would not tend to foster competition.
See the Tribunal’ s decision, supra , at p. 252.

Comme le Tribunal n’a pas pris une decision
deraisonnable en concluant que la mesure de
redressement proposee par Southam serait inefficace, sa decision devrait etre confirmee. Ce que
Southam a propose c’est de vendre le supplement
immobilier publie chaque semaine dans le North
Shore News . Mais , comme le Tribunal l’ a a tres
juste titre souligne, il n’est pas evident que le supplement prospererait, ni meme que, laissc a luimeme, il survivrait. Meme si le supplement continuait de profiter des avantages de 1’ association
etroite avec le North Shore News , ces rapports
ctroits ne seraient pas propres a favoriser la con currence. Voir la decision du Tribunal, precitee, a
la p. 252.

The appellants’ other objections to the remedy
are unconvincing. The remedy is not punitive,
because the Tribunal found that it was the only
effective remedy. If the choice is between a remedy that goes farther than is strictly necessary to
restore competition to an acceptable level and a
remedy that does not go far enough even to reach
the acceptable level, then surely the former option
must be preferred . At the very least, a remedy must
be effective. If the least intrusive of the possible
effective remedies overshoots the mark, that is perhaps unfortunate but, from a legal point of view,
such a remedy is not defective. As for the claim
that the Tribunal wrongly required the appellants
to demonstrate the effectiveness of their proposed
remedy , no more need be said than that he who

Les autres objections formulees par les appelantes a l’encontre de la mesure de redressement ne
sont pas convaincantes. Celle-ci n’est pas punitive,
car le Tribunal a conclu qu ’elle etait la seule
mesure efficace. S’il faut choisir entre une mesure
qui va au-dela de ce qui est strictement necessaire
pour retablir la concurrence a un niveau acceptable, et une mesure qui ne permet meme pas d ’at teindre le niveau acceptable, alors c’est certes la
premiere qui doit etre preferee. Une mesure de
redressement doit a tout le moins etre efficace. Si
la moins attentatoire des mesures de redressement
efficaces possibles va au-dela de ce qui est necessaire, c’est peut-etre malheureux mais , d’ un point
de vue juridique, une telle mesure n’est pas defectueuse. Quant a 1’argument que le Tribunal a eu
tort d’exiger des appelantes qu’elles demontrent
l’efficacite de la mesure de redressement qu’elles
proposent, qu’il suffise de dire que celui qui fait
une allegation a 1’obligation de la prouver, comme
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l’a si bien dit le juge Robertson ((1995) 127 D.L.R.
(4th) 329), a la p. 337.

Therefore, I would dismiss the appeal of the
remedy.

En consequence, je suis d ’avis de rejeter le
pourvoi en ce qui conceme la mesure de redressement.

6. Conclusion

6. La conclusion

91

The Tribunal decided that the acquisition by
Southam of several community newspapers did not
substantially lessen competition in the market for
retail print advertising in the Lower Mainland of
British Columbia. That decision is entitled to def erence. Because it is not unreasonable, it must be
allowed to stand.

Le Tribunal a ddcidd que Tacquisition par
Southam de plusieurs journaux communautaires
n’avait pas diminue sensiblement la concurrence
sur le marche de la publicite-detaillants dans le
Lower Mainland en Colombie-Britannique. II y a
lieu de faire preuve de retenue a l’egard de cette
decision. Comme cette decision n’est pas deraisonnable, elle doit etre confirmee.

92

Accordingly, I would allow the appeal on the
merits with costs throughout, set aside the judgment of the Federal Court of Appeal, and restore
the order of the Tribunal. I would dismiss the
appeal on the remedy with costs.

En consequence, je suis d’avis d’accueillir le
pourvoi quant au fond , avec depens devant tous les
tribunaux, d’annuler l’arret de la Cour d’appel
federate et de retablir l’ordonnance du Tribunal. Je
suis d’avis de rejeter avec depens le pourvoi en ce
qui conceme la mesure de redressement.

Appeal on the merits allowed with costs; appeal
on the remedy dismissed with costs.

Pourvoi quant au fond accueilli avec depens;
pourvoi quant a la mesure de redressement rejete
avec depens.

Solicitors for the appellants: Blake, Cassels &
Graydon, Toronto.

Procureurs des appelantes; Blake , Cassels &
Graydon, Toronto.

Solicitors for the respondent: Davis &
Company, Vancouver.

Procureurs de Tintime: Davis & Company,
Vancouver.
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Teitelbaum J:
1
On November 29, 1990, the Director of Investigation and Research filed a notice of application with the Competition
Tribunal under s. 92 of the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34, as amended, asking the tribunal to order Southam Inc. to
divest certain publishing businesses that it had acquired in the Vancouver area. In broad terms, the Director alleges that the
acquisitions have and will lessen competition substantially in the market for advertising services in that area. The Director has
now applied to the tribunal for an interim order pursuant to s. 104 pending its final resolution of the case on the merits.
2
The interim order originally proposed by the Director was attached to the notice of application for an interim order as
Appendix I. The interim order requested was against the respondents Southam Inc., Lower Mainland Publishing Ltd. ("LMPL"),
Rim Publishing Inc. ("RIM"), North Shore Free Press Ltd. ("NSFP"), Speciality Publishers Inc. and Elty Publications Ltd.
("Elty"). It excluded only the respondent Yellow Cedar Properties Ltd.
3
At the close of the hearing on March 7, 1991, I gave certain directives from the bench which resulted in the submission
by counsel of a revised interim order on consent. It is the latter order which was issued by the tribunal on March 18, 1991. The
following are my reasons for the decisions that ultimately resulted in the approval of that consent interim order.
Principles for granting interlocutory or injunctive relief
4

Section 104 of the Act reads as follows:
104(1) Where an application has been made for an order under this Part, other than an interim order under section
100, the Tribunal, on application by the Director, may issue such interim order as it considers appropriate, having
regard to the principles ordinarily considered by superior courts when granting interlocutory or injunctive relief.
(2) An interim order issued under subsection (1) shall be on such terms, and shall have effect for such period of time,
as the Tribunal considers necessary and sufficient to meet the circumstances of the case.
(3) Where an interim order issued under subsection (1) is in effect, the Director shall proceed as expeditiously as
possible to complete proceedings under this Part arising out of the conduct in respect of which the order was issued.

5

As stated in the notice of application for an interim order filed by the Director:
2. The grounds for this application are:

1

a. there is a serious issue to be determined by the Competition Tribunal, that is, whether the acquisition by the
Respondent Southam Inc. of direct and indirect control of, or, a significant interest in the businesses of publishing
The Vancouver Courier, the North Shore News, and the Real Estate Weekly prevents or lessens, or is likely to
prevent or lessen, competition substantially in relevant markets within the meaning of sections 91 and 92 of the
Competition Act ;
b. irreparable harm will result if an interim order is not made and if as a result, the Respondents proceed
to partially or fully implement the challenged acquisitions, the Tribunal's ability to remedy the effects of the
acquisitions will be substantially impaired; and
c. the balance of convenience favours the granting of an interim order, in that, the public interest in maintaining
and encouraging competition outweighs any inconvenience or harm to the Respondents that may result.
6
In support of the application, the Director also filed two affidavits of Andre Brantz, sworn on March 4 and March 7,
1991, respectively, together with exhibits. Mr. Brantz is a public servant employed by the Government of Canada as a senior
commerce officer on the staff of the Director.
7
In reply, the respondents filed the affidavit, with exhibits, of David Perks, an employee of Southam Inc. and publisher
of The Gazette in the City of Montreal.
8 Pursuant to s. 104 of the Competition Act, in considering an application for an interim order the tribunal is to have regard
to "the principles ordinarily considered by superior courts when granting interlocutory or injunctive relief". The parties do not
disagree on the relevant principles for granting such relief. Neither disputes that the framework set out by the Supreme Court
of Canada in Metropolitan Stores (MTS) Ltd. v. Manitoba Food & Commercial Workers, Local 832 (1987), 38 D.L.R. (4th)
321 (S.C.C.), at pp. 333-4, [1987] 1 S.C.R. 110, 87 C.L.L.C. 14,015 (S.C.C.), is an appropriate starting point. In that case,
Beetz J. outlined the three broad tests that govern injunctive relief: a preliminary assessment of the merits of the case of the
party requesting the relief, the existence of irreparable harm to the interests of that party and an evaluation of the balance of
convenience as between the parties.
9
I need do no more than quote Pinard J. in Poolman v. Eiffel Productions S.A. (1991), 35 C.P.R. (3d) 384 (Fed. T.D.)at p.
386, for a concise statement of what must be demonstrated to the court before an interlocutory (or interim) injunction will issue:
In determining whether or not the court should grant an interlocutory injunction, the plaintiff must convince the court that
there is a serious question to be tried. Once the plaintiff has satisfied this prerequisite, the granting of relief depends upon
a consideration of other matters, including the threatened harm to the plaintiff which is not adequately compensable by
way of damages, the relative effect of the injunction upon both parties, and the balance of convenience: see Manitoba
(Attorney-General) v. Metropolitan Stores (MTS) Ltd. (1987), 38 D.L.R. (4th) 321, [1987] 1 S.C.R. 110, 87 C.L.L.C.
14,015; American Cyanamid Co. v. Ethicon Ltd., [1975] A.C. 396 (H.L.); Turbo Resources Ltd. v. Petro-Canada Inc.
(1989), 24 C.P.R. (3d) 1, [1989] 2 F.C. 451, 22 C.I.P.R. 172 (C.A.).
10
I will now consider each of these requirements as it relates to this case. It should be noted at the outset that counsel
for the respondents indicated that he did not oppose the Director's position on the questions of a serious issue to be tried and
irreparable harm to the applicant. The respondents are on the record with their agreement that, in principle, they had no objection
to the issuance of an interim order. They did, however, vigorously oppose the issuance of the particular interim order originally
proposed by the Director and attached to his notice of application for an interim order. Thus, the particular terms of the interim
order became the focus of the argument or, in other words, the parties only joined issue over the question of the balance of
convenience. I will briefly review the other two requirements merely to provide a context for the later discussion.
(a) Serious issue

2

11
I do not intend to repeat here what the Director has alleged in his application to the tribunal under s. 92 of the Act.
Having reviewed the documentation I am satisfied that there are serious issues to be tried. Surely no one can claim that the
application of the Director is frivolous or vexatious. Whether the Director is correct in his conclusions and statements of fact is
not a question to be determined at this time. The allegations in the notice of application raise serious issues with respect to the
market influence resulting from the merger of Southam Inc. and the other respondents. The Director alleges that the remaining
participants in the market may not be able to provide effective competition and that the merged operations will be in a position
to impose and sustain increased charges for advertising for a significant period of time.
(b) Irreparable harm
12 The Director has no private interest in the present proceedings before the tribunal. It is the public interest in maintaining
and encouraging competition in Canada that he argues will be irreparably harmed in the absence of an interim order. He further
argues that injury to the public interest may be caused by the lack of an adequate remedy should the tribunal eventually order
divestiture of the acquired businesses only to find that they were no longer viable, independent units and the harm to competition
in the market in the meantime. The two are clearly linked; the more integrated and coordinated are the operations of the various
publishers, the less they are actively competing in their markets.
13
Protecting divestiture as a valid remedial option will always be a strong impetus for interim relief in merger cases.
The futility of attempting to "unscramble the eggs" upon a later finding that the merger will indeed likely lessen competition
substantially is apparent. The legislative scheme attempts to guard against this eventuality by, for example, instituting a regime
for pre-notification of some mergers and allowing the Director to apply for interim relief under ss. 100 and 104.
(c) Balance of convenience
14 The tribunal must look to balancing the equities between the parties by canvassing the alternative forms of interim relief.
If an interim order is to issue, it should be adequate to its purpose but not any more intrusive or restrictive than is absolutely
necessary. The balancing operation cannot be an exact science since the relative degrees of harm or inconvenience are largely
unquantifiable.
15
It is over the exact terms of the order, what is necessary and what is too onerous, that the parties join issue. The most
contentious feature of the draft order originally submitted by the Director was the appointment by Rim, Elty and NSFP of
an independent supervisor to monitor compliance with the remainder of the order by the managers of the publications owned
by those companies. The supervisor would report to the Director any instances of non-compliance and he was also given
the power to veto certain expenditures by the businesses (over $10,000). The remainder of the order implemented a "hold
separate" arrangement; the individual businesses were to be maintained in a competitive, independent and separate state, current
management was not to be altered and the exchange of confidential information was restricted.
16
The respondents objected that this arrangement was too onerous and was unnecessary to safeguard the public interest
in preserving the businesses as independent, competitive entities for divestiture. The businesses would be unduly impeded
in their daily operations. Southam Inc. also argued that it was entitled to the means to monitor its substantial investment in
these companies. The respondents thus proposed that an arrangement similar to the undertakings that were in place during
the Director's investigation would be sufficient. Under that arrangement, Mr. Perks, the publisher of The Gazette, supervised
compliance with the terms of the hold separate and the respondents argued that he should continue in that supervisory capacity.
The respondents also proposed that the current managements of both the Vancouver Courier and the North Shore Free Press be
replaced by Messrs. Grippo and Aunger, who would jointly manage the two papers.
17 At the close of argument, I informed counsel that I was of the opinion that an interim order in the general form produced
by the Director should issue, including the appointment of independent supervisors. I concluded that the balance of convenience
weighed in favour of granting the request for independent supervisors. The following are my reasons for so concluding.
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18
In the event that the tribunal eventually orders a divestiture of some or all of the publishing businesses acquired by
Southam Inc., there must still be something to be divested in order to remedy a substantial lessening of competition. How is
this to be achieved? This is to be achieved only by ensuring that the three businesses, although owned directly or indirectly by
Southam Inc., are kept and operated, to the fullest extent possible, separate from each other and separate from Southam.
19 It would not be sufficient, in my view, to simply order that the businesses be kept separate and apart. In the final analysis,
all the persons involved work for the same company, Southam. I rejected the suggestion of the respondents that Mr. Perks should
continue in the role of supervisor because it would place him, in my opinion, in an untenable situation. This is not to suggest that
Mr. Perks would not make every effort to fulfill the obligations placed upon him in good faith. But, the fact remains that he is an
employee of the Southam Group and, as publisher of one of its major newspapers, a high-ranking employee. He has also been
involved in various aspects of the acquisitions in question and is a director of LMPL, NSFP and Rim. These companies own the
publications which are to be held separate. It would be impossible for Mr. Perks to sufficiently divorce himself from the interests
of the Southam Group, naturally his first loyalty, in order to adequately police compliance with an interim order of this nature.
20
These observations with respect to Mr. Perks apply in some degree to all of the employees directly involved with these
publications. Extra measures are required to ensure that the businesses are indeed operated independently. I am satisfied that the
appointment of a supervisor to supervise the management of each business will ensure that the existing managements effectively
carry on the businesses as if they were not part of the Southam empire, to the extent possible.
21
In the course of my remarks, I also informed counsel, however, that since the supervisors were to report any breach of
the interim order to the Director, they should be paid by the Director and not by the respondents.
22 I indicated as well that the independent supervisor should only supervise and not interfere in any way with the operation
of the businesses. Counsel for the Director described the supervisor as a "sort of watchdog". His sole function is to ensure that
none of the three newspapers "cooperate" in any way with each other.
23 Finally, I should point out that, whatever the inconvenience of the interim relief to the respondents, which was not in fact
specifically addressed in argument, the commitment of the Tribunal to expeditious proceedings will ensure that this arrangement
will only be in place for a relatively short period of time. It will be in the interest of all involved to work towards a quick
resolution of the s. 92 application.
24
Counsel were able to produce a consent interim order in accordance with these directions, which I have signed. That
order comprises a "hold separate" arrangement with the businesses managed by the current management teams. Compliance
with the order is safeguarded by a "monitor" who has access to the premises, to information on operations and to meetings
of management and who reports any breach to the Director and to Southam. It is, of course, up to the Director to then take
such steps as he thinks appropriate. Furthermore, the Director may also request periodic written reports on compliance from
the monitor. The monitor has no other powers. The monitor may be an employee of the Southam Group but the appointment
of a particular individual is subject to the approval of the Director. If the monitor is not an employee then the Director will pay
all remuneration and expenses of that individual.
25 I am satisfied that this case requires the services of a monitor, notwithstanding the good faith of all of the parties and that
the consent interim order is appropriate in the circumstances. Application granted.
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Facts
1 In 1999, the appellants, the largest waste manufacturing company in Canada, proposed to acquire the second largest waste
management company. The Commissioner of Competition raised various concerns. The appellants satisfied all but one of the
Commissioner's concerns: the Commissioner wanted the appellants to divest themselves of the Ridge Landfill in south-western
Ontario, but the appellants opposed that request.
2
The parties agreed that the appellants' acquisition of the Ridge Landfill would be submitted to the Competition Tribunal.
The appellants' ownership of the Ridge Landfill is now subject to a consent interim "hold separate" order which requires that
the Ridge Landfill be managed and operated by an independent manager, pending resolution of the contested proceedings.
3 In April 2000, the Commissioner filed an application under section 92 of the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34, seeking
an order requiring the appellants to divest themselves of the Ridge Landfill. In its March 28, 2001, decision, the Competition
Tribunal concluded that the appellants' acquisition of the Ridge Landfill would be likely to substantially prevent or lessen
competition for the disposal of institutional, commercial and industrial waste in both the Greater Toronto Area and the ChathamKent area. By its remedy order of October 3, 2001, the Competition Tribunal ordered the divestiture of the Ridge Landfill.
4
The appellants' appeal from that order to this Court was unsuccessful and their application for leave to appeal to the
Supreme Court of Canada was denied.
5
On May 29, 2003, the appellants filed with the Competition Tribunal an application to rescind or vary the Tribunal's
divestiture order pursuant to section 106 of the Competition Act. The appellants alleged that there had been a change of
circumstances that should result in a recission of the divestiture order.
6 After negotiations between the parties, the Commissioner consented to a stay requiring the appellants to divest themselves
of the Ridge Landfill within sixty days after any decision of the Tribunal that did not rescind the appellants' obligation to
divest themselves of the Ridge Landfill. By its decision of June 28, 2004, the Competition Tribunal dismissed the appellants'
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reconsideration application. As a result, the appellants are required to divest themselves of the Ridge Landfill on or before
August 27, 2004.
7 The appellants have appealed the Competition Tribunal's June 28, 2004, decision to this Court. By the motion now before
me, they seek a stay of the order requiring divestiture of the Ridge Landfill pending determination of their appeal.
Analysis
8

I deal with the three branches of the test for granting a stay in turn.

1. Serious Issue
9
In RJR-MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General), [1994] 1 S.C.R. 311 (S.C.C.), the Supreme Court of Canada has
instructed trial and appellate courts on the assessment of a serious question to be tried. The threshold is low. Once satisfied that
the application is neither frivolous nor vexatious, the motions judge should proceed to consider irreparable harm and balance
of convenience. A prolonged inquiry into the merits is neither necessary nor desirable (page 337).
10 It appears that, in the original section 92 proceedings, a central issue was whether there would be excess landfill capacity
in Ontario. The Competition Tribunal determined that under competitive conditions, excess capacity would result in a decrease
in tipping fees for the use of landfill capacity. It accepted the Commissioner's evidence that such excess capacity would be
available by 2002.
11
In their section 106 application, the appellants argue that such excess capacity will not be available until at least 2006
or 2007 and that this delay constitutes a change of circumstances which, if known at the time of the section 92 hearing, would
have caused the Competition Tribunal not to require divestiture of the Ridge Landfill.
12 One alleged reason that the creation of excess capacity will be delayed is the quashing by the Ontario Divisional Court of
the Terms of Reference for an environmental assessment of a proposed expansion of the appellants' Richmond Landfill and the
resulting refusal of the Ontario Minister of the Environment to approve the Terms of Reference for an environmental assessment
of a proposed expansion of the appellants' Warwick Landfill.
13
The Tribunal found that the appellants had known of the judicial review application seeking to quash the Terms of
Reference at the time of the original section 92 application but did not disclose it to the Tribunal. Further, the Tribunal held
that, as the judicial review was awaiting disposition by the Ontario Court of Appeal, the litigation uncertainty that had existed
at the time of the original section 92 application continued. It therefore held that the appellants could not rely on the granting
of the judicial review to establish a change in circumstances.
14 The appellants argue that the Tribunal erred in making this finding. They say that at the time of the section 92 application,
they had no obligation to inform the Tribunal of a freshly commenced judicial review application which they wrongly considered
to have little chance of success. The appellants also say that the level of litigation uncertainty has changed because there is
a significant and substantial difference between the commencement of proceedings challenging a Ministerial decision and a
ruling of the Court quashing that decision, even though the ruling may be subject to appeal.
15 The Commissioner, however, says that the appellants are merely trying to re-litigate issues that have already been decided
as they have not presented any new facts that were not known at the time of the original hearing. Furthermore, she says that
even if evidence of a lack of excess capacity is admitted, the failure of the Tribunal's prediction that there would be such excess
capacity cannot constitute changed circumstances for the purposes of section 106. The Commissioner argues that predictions
are inherently uncertain and that if section 106 can be invoked whenever a prediction made by the Tribunal does not occur
exactly as predicted, Tribunal decisions will never be final.
16 I am careful to express no opinion on the resolution of these issues. Nor have I dealt with all the arguments raised by the
appellants. I only say that the arguments to which I have referred are not frivolous or vexatious. On that basis, the appellants
have satisfied me that there is a serious issue for appeal.
2

2. Irreparable Harm
17 The Ridge Landfill is an asset that is profitable to the appellants and that the appellants wish to retain. If no stay is granted,
they will have to divest themselves of it by August 27, 2004. Once that occurs, if the appeal is successful, the appellants will
not, for all practical purposes, be able to re-acquire it. The appellants further say that the profits lost as a result of divestiture
are not recoverable in any way in the event their appeal is successful.
18
If a party is forced to dispose of an economically attractive asset and has no practical way of re-acquiring it, I think that
falls into the category of irreparable harm. It is not compensable in damages because there is no right at law to claim damages
from the Commissioner in the event the appellants succeed in their appeal. I am satisfied the appellants have met the irreparable
harm branch of the test for granting a stay.
3. Balance of Convenience
19 The Commissioner says the balance of convenience favours her position. She says there is a public interest in competition.
She argues that divestiture of the Ridge Landfill is consistent with that public interest as the market power resulting from the
appellants' ownership of the Ridge Landfill would enable it to increase tipping fees for the disposal of waste from the Greater
Toronto Area and Chatham-Kent area. She also says that there is a public interest in quick determination of competition cases.
In her view, granting the stay would harm this interest as it would open the door to an endless loop of appeals and section 106
applications which could indefinitely delay any remedy granted by the Tribunal.
20 Counsel for the appellants cross-examined a Competition Officer of the Commissioner on her affidavits in this and prior
proceedings. Under cross-examination, the Competition Officer stated that price would not be immediately impacted if a stay
were granted:
Q ...are you now saying that if the stay is granted there will be an immediate impact in pricing in the marketplace?
A There may not be an immediate impact in pricing, but there might be other impacts that are not related to immediately
to the - a direct price because Canadian - today Canadian waste does not have control of the price at the Ridge, so clearly
price immediately is not impacted if a stay is granted.
21

Nonetheless, the Competition Officer said that there were important service compontents to consider:
Q ...would you agree that pricing is probably the most important competitive dimension when it comes to waste disposal?
A Certainly it is probably the most important. Although equally - not equally but certainly high up there is the service
components and access to landfill and the hours that are required. There are definitely some service components, they are
very very important Q Right, but we are not talking about Swiss watches where brand has much to do with it?
A Correct. It is the service elements with price.
Q Right. It is disposing - it is getting rid of that truckload of waste at a competitive price?
A Correct.
Q And the tribunal's finding in terms of substantial prevention of competition, substantial limitation of competition,
presumably involve an impact on pricing?
A Yes.
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22
From my reading of these questions and answers and the Tribunal's section 92 decision, it appears to me that pricing is
by far the most important competitive consideration that led to the Tribunal's finding that there will be a substantial prevention
or lessening of competition if the appellants are allowed to retain the Ridge Landfill.
23
The appeal is scheduled to be heard on November 4, 2004, less than three months from now. Even if the decision is
reserved, a stay would be in place for only a few more months. In view of the admission of the Competition Officer, I am unable
to give much weight to the argument that the public interest in competition will be harmed if a stay is granted for a relatively
short period of time. According to the evidence, the granting of the stay will not have any immediate impact on pricing. Indeed,
when the possibility of imposing a condition on the stay that the appellants agree not to increase prices during the period of the
stay was raised, counsel for the Commissioner rejected such a possibility indicating that if a stay were to be granted, the best
solution would be to get on with a hearing of the appeal as soon as possible.
24
I agree with the Commissioner that there is a public interest in the expeditious determination of competition cases.
However, expeditiousness must be consistent with due process. The appellants are entitled to appeal. The requirement for
expedition is best met by an early hearing of the appeal and the parties have agreed that the earliest date suitable to them and to
the Court is the week of November 1. Finally, with respect to the prospect of damaging the merger review process by allowing
stays of the Tribunal's orders, each case must be decided on its own facts. I do not think a general rule should be established
that would fetter the discretion of the Court in considering stay applications.
25

For these reasons, I have concluded that the balance of convenience favours the appellants.

Conclusion
26
I would grant the stay of the Competition Tribunal's divestiture order dated October 3, 2001 (save and except for the
provisions of paragraph 30 thereof) until the hearing and determination of this appeal. As a term of such stay, I would order that
the 180-day time period referred to in paragraphs 7, 8, 14(a) and 15 of the divestiture order expire 60 days after any disposition
of this appeal that does not rescind the appellants' obligation to divest themselves of the Ridge Landfill or remit the matter to
the Tribunal for further determination. Costs should be in the cause.
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REASONS FOR DECISION
INTRODUCTION
[1]
The applicant, Douglas J. Cardinal, is an Indigenous person. As a child, Mr. Cardinal
attended residential school. He now works as a prominent architect.
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[2]
Mr. Cardinal has commenced two applications, respectively, before the Canadian Human
Rights Commission (the “CHRC”) and the Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario (the “HRTO”)
(collectively the “Human Rights Proceedings”) seeking orders enjoining the Cleveland Indians
Baseball Company Limited Partnership (the “Cleveland Team”), Major League Baseball
(“MLB”) and Rogers Communications Inc. (“Rogers”) (collectively the “respondents”) from
displaying, broadcasting, communicating or otherwise disseminating images, representations,
depictions or descriptions using the word “Indian” (the “Name”) or any form thereof in relation
to the Cleveland Indians and the “Chief Wahoo” logo (the “Logo”) within Canada.
[3]
The basis for the applications before the CHRC and the HRTO is that the use of the
Name and Logo:


constitutes discrimination against Mr. Cardinal on the grounds
of race, ancestry, colour, ethnic and national origin in the
offering of services, namely the provision of professional sports
entertainment in the Rogers Centre and as broadcast to a
national audience, contrary to s. 1 of the Ontario Human Rights
Code (the “OHRC”) and s. 5 of the Canadian Human Rights
Act (the “CHRA”);



constitutes harassment against Mr. Cardinal in the provision of
services, on the grounds of race, ancestry, colour, ethnic and
national origins, contrary to s. 14(1)(a) of the CHRA; and



violates s. 13(1) of the OHRC, in that it is the publication or
display of a notice, sign, symbol, emblem, or other similar
representation that is intended to incite the infringement of Part
I of the OHRC.

[4]
Mr. Cardinal also has commenced this application seeking an interim and interlocutory
injunction enjoining the same activities.
[5]
At the hearing of the application, Mr. Cardinal refined his position and sought the
following:


An interim and interlocutory injunction restraining the
Cleveland Team from displaying the Name or the Logo.



An interim and interlocutory injunction restraining Rogers from
using or displaying the Name and the Logo in its broadcast or
in the Rogers Centre.
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An interim and interlocutory junction restraining MLB from
broadcasting the Name or Logo through its television networks
in Canada.

BACKGROUND
[6]
This application was brought on an urgent basis. The Notice of Application was issued on
Friday, October 14, 2016, and the application proceeded the following Monday. The first game
in Toronto of the American League Championship Series (the “ALCS”) between the Toronto
Blue Jays and the Cleveland Team was to commence later that evening.
[7]
The speed at which the application was brought led to certain evidentiary issues. Some
affidavits relied upon unproven polls, newspaper reports, journal articles and third party
statements. In other instances, I asked counsel to provide me with information concerning the
effects of the injunction if it were granted. This led to counsel stating their beliefs based on
discussions with their clients that were not contained in the record.
[8]
Fortunately, the filed record was sufficiently developed to allow me to deal with all of the
issues raised in the application. As these reasons will demonstrate, the aforementioned
documents and statements, while occasionally useful, played little part in determining the
disputed issues.
[9]
Given the urgent nature of the injunction and the nature of the relief sought, I advised the
parties in advance of the hearing that I would render a decision with the reasons to follow. I
dismissed the application and I am now providing those reasons.
PRELIMINARY ISSUES
[10] In addition to making submissions involving the interim and interlocutory injunction, the
parties raised a number of other discrete issues. I will first deal with these issues and then analyse
the specific request for the injunction.
Jurisdiction
[11] The parties do not dispute that this Court has jurisdiction to grant an injunction with
respect to the Human Rights Proceedings. Jurisdiction in this regard was expressly affirmed by
the Supreme Court of Canada in Canada (Human Rights Commission) v. Canadian Liberty Net,
[1998] 1 S.C.R. 626.
[12] MLB submits, however, that this Court lacks jurisdiction to restrain MLB’s activities
since MLB conducts its activities with respect to the Name and the Logo in the United States. It
relies upon the Supreme Court of Canada decision in Club Resorts Ltd. v. Van Breda, 2012 SCC
17, [2012] 1 S.C.R. 572. I disagree.
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[13] It is noteworthy that in its record, factum and argument, MLB went beyond challenging
the jurisdiction of the Court and arguably attorned to this Court’s jurisdiction: Wolfe v. Wyeth,
2011 ONCA 347, 92 C.P.R. (4th) 208, at para. 44. Given the last-minute nature of the
application, however, I am not prepared to determine the issue of jurisdiction on this basis. It was
also not raised at the application by any party.
[14] MLB submits that, since there is currently patent litigation proceeding in the United
States concerning the Name and Logo, this Court should, “let the United States Supreme Court
determine what conduct will be acceptable or unacceptable within the United States”.
[15] In this regard, MLB submits that Van Breda did not oust the traditional bases for Court
jurisdiction and points to principles of private international law, including comity, as barring this
Court from assuming jurisdiction. Notwithstanding MLB’s argument, I am satisfied that this
Court has jurisdiction on the basis of the real and substantial connection test set out in Van
Breda. In Van Breda, the Supreme Court enumerated four connecting factors which
presumptively enable a Court to assume jurisdiction. Two of those factors are present in this
case: MLB carries on business in the province and the alleged discriminatory acts would have
been committed here. Furthermore, the Cleveland Team’s Name and Logo are the subjects of
registered trademarks in both the United States and Canada.
[16] The weakness in MLB’s submission is that the principle of comity, which is a principle
of mutual respect and courtesy between nations, is already reflected in the real and substantial
connection test. The Supreme Court specifically commented, at para. 84, that principles such as
comity may influence the connecting factors. Here, however, given the above facts, the principle
of comity does not preclude and rather supports this Court assuming jurisdiction.
[17] In my view, MLB’s submission that I should let the United States Supreme Court
determine the issue ignores the reality of the nature of this application. This application primarily
concerns whether the use of the Name and depiction of the Logo discriminates in the provision
of a service to Mr. Cardinal, who is a Canadian and First Nation citizen. While the patent
litigation in the United States may engage the acceptability of the Name and Logo to some
extent, I cannot envision how the determination in the United States would or should be
determinative of whether the use of the Name and depiction of the Logo discriminate in the
provision of a service to an Indigenous person living in Ontario, Canada.1
[18] Based on the foregoing, I am satisfied that this Court has jurisdiction to deal with all
aspects of the application concerning MLB.

1

MLB also argued that, if Mr. Cardinal wanted to challenge the Canadian trademarks, he should do so pursuant to
the provisions of the Trademark Act, R.S.C. 1985, c.T-13. I see no reason why this restriction ought to be imposed
and MLB provided no legal authority to support its position.
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[19] Mr. Cardinal, at the time of the hearing, was not present in Ontario as he had travelled to
China. On this basis alone, Rogers submits the application should be dismissed as Rogers does
not broadcast in China; therefore, Mr. Cardinal could not view the broadcast, and would not
suffer irreparable harm. Rogers also takes issue with the fact that Mr. Cardinal did not disclose in
his affidavit that he would in China on the day of the first ALCS game.
[20] In my view, the application should not be dismissed on this basis. There are many ways
in which Mr. Cardinal could still access the televised broadcast of the game while in China or at
a later date. He deposed that he will watch the ALCS.
[21] While it would have been preferable to have this information disclosed in the affidavit,
nothing of significance turns on it and certainly Mr. Cardinal did not seek to suppress
information about his whereabouts. It was his own lawyer who disclosed his trip to Rogers’
counsel on the morning of the application.
The Failure to File an Undertaking Concerning Damages
[22] Mr. Cardinal has not provided the usual undertaking concerning damages and his
affidavit is silent on this point.
[23] Rogers and the Cleveland Team submit that the failure to file the undertaking is fatal
since it is mandatory pursuant to the provisions of Rule 40.03 of the Rules of Civil Procedure,
R.R.O. 1990 Reg. 194, unless otherwise ordered by the Court.
[24] Rogers also argues that the Notice of Application does not seek relief from this
obligation, which is also fatal.
[25] Alternatively, Rogers and the Cleveland Team submit that Mr. Cardinal ought to have
offered an undertaking to pay some portion of damages (given the fact that any damages
sustained could be far beyond his ability to pay). The failure to do so and file evidence with
respect to his ability to pay, they say, is also fatal.
[26] First, I am not prepared to dismiss the application on the basis that Mr. Cardinal failed to
seek this relief in the Notice of Application. To dismiss the application on this technical basis
would honour form over substance. I have the authority to dispense with this requirement as part
of the “further and other relief” sought by Mr. Cardinal. This issue was well-identified by the
parties and fully argued.
[27] Second, in the specific and unique circumstances of this case, I am not of the view that
the failure to provide the undertaking or provide an explanation should be fatal.
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Mr. Cardinal’s Trip to China

[28] The parties generally agree that there is no meaningful undertaking that Mr. Cardinal
could provide to compensate the respondents with respect to the damages that they would sustain
if the injunction was granted. While it is exceptional to grant an injunction without an
undertaking, I agree with Mr. Cardinal’s submission that greater flexibility ought to be granted in
cases such as this one which have broader public interest significance and which concern human
rights as opposed to commercial and pecuniary interests. These types of cases are unlike
commercial cases where such an undertaking ought to be filed absent extenuating circumstances.
This application is similar to that dealt with by Justice D. Brown (as he then was) in Batty v. City
of Toronto, 2011 ONSC 6785, 342 D.L.R. (4th) 121.2 In Batty, he dispensed with the need to file
an undertaking given the Charter-based nature of the relief sought by the applicants. This
application invokes quasi-constitutional issues of similarly broad significance.
THE INJUNCTION
The Applicable Legal Test
[29] Mr. Cardinal submits that the applicable test is the “serious issue to be tried” test set out
RJR – Macdonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General), [1994] 1 S.C.R. 311. Pursuant to the
decision in RJR – Macdonald, Mr. Cardinal must demonstrate:


there is a serious issue to be tried;



the moving party would suffer irreparable harm if the order were not made; and



the balance of convenience favours granting the order.

[30] The Cleveland Team submits that the appropriate test is the “clearest of cases” test from
Canadian Liberty Net, and Canada (Human Rights Commission) v. Winnicki, 2005 FC 1493,
[2006] 3 F.C.R. 446. Alternatively, the Cleveland Team submits that the appropriate test is the
strong prima facie test from RJR – Macdonald. Rogers agrees that the strong prima facie test is
the appropriate test.
[31] I accept Mr. Cardinal’s submission that the “serious issue to be tried”, set out in RJR –
Macdonald, is the applicable test.
[32] The “clearest of cases” test established by the Supreme Court in Canadian Liberty Net
and applied by the federal Court in Winnicki does not apply here. A review of those cases

2

The Batty case involved the 2011 international protest in which protesters had occupied a municipal park in
Toronto for several weeks.
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[33] In Canadian Liberty Net, Justice Bastarache, writing for the majority, modified the RJR –
Macdonald test for circumstances in which the moving party sought to enjoin non-commercial
hate speech. In these circumstances, the test for an injunction asks whether the case before it is
one of the “rarest and clearest of cases” which would justify an interlocutory injunction
restricting “pure” speech as opposed to asking whether there is a serious issue to be tried, or
whether there is a strong prima facie case. The test for an injunction to restrict pure speech
jettisons the second and third stages of the RJR – Macdonald test in favour of a high threshold at
the first stage. Justice Bastarache’s primary concern appeared to be that the first stage of the RJR
– Macdonald test did not adequately protect freedom of expression in the context of noncommercial hate speech. He explained this distinction between commercial and non-commercial
speech at para. 47:
In my view, the Cyanamid test, even with these slight modifications, is
inappropriate to the circumstances presented here. The main reason for
this is that Cyanamid, as well as the two other cases mentioned above,
involved the commercial context in which the criteria of “balance of
convenience” and “irreparable harm” had some measureable meaning
and which varied from case to case. Moreover, where expression is
unmixed with some other commercial purpose or activity, it is
virtually impossible to use the second and third criteria without
grievously undermining the right to freedom of expression contained
in 2(b) of the Charter. The reason for this is that the speaker usually has
no tangible or measureable interest other than the expression itself,
whereas the party seeking the injunction will almost always have such an
interest. This test developed in the commercial context stacks the cards
against the non-commercial speaker where there is no tangible,
immediate utility arising from the expression other than the freedom of
expression itself. (Emphasis added).
[34] Since the irreparable harm stage and balance of convenience stages favour the moving
party in these cases of alleged hate-speech, the low threshold of a serious issue to be tried fails to
adequately protect freedom of speech in the context of non-commercial speech.
[35] In the immediate case, the respondents have a tangible and measureable interest in the
use of Name and Logo by virtue of the negative monetary effects an injunction would have on
the respondents. Because this case involves commercial speech, the applicable tests of
irreparable harm and balance of convenience provide significant hurdles for Mr. Cardinal to
surmount and they adequately protect freedom of speech. A higher threshold at the first stage is
not necessary.
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demonstrates that the “clearest of cases” test is intended for non-commercial speech. The speech
in this case is commercial.

[36] Similarly, I do not accept the submission that the strong prima facie test applies in this
case. In RJR – Macdonald, the Supreme Court outlined three exceptional cases in which the
higher threshold of a strong prima facie case should be used instead of the “serious issue to be
tried” test. The case law that developed thereafter has established additional exceptions. None of
those exceptions apply to this case.
[37] I do not accept Rogers’ submission that if the injunction were granted it would amount to
a final determination of the rights of the parties. Rogers claims that the injunction would
constitute a final resolution of the underlying dispute because Rogers would be enjoined from
broadcasting games involving the Cleveland Team during the entirety of the playoffs. I disagree.
[38] Rogers would not be prevented from broadcasting the game but rather would have to do
so in a severely trimmed down fashion and could not use the Name or Logo, audibly or visually.
The Cleveland Team would also have to wear uniforms that did not display the Name or Logo.
Regardless of the practical consequences of the injunction, the final resolution of the issues
would be determined in the Human Rights Proceedings.
[39] Rogers further submits that the relief sought by Mr. Cardinal constitutes a mandatory
interlocutory injunction. Again, I disagree. In my view, Mr. Cardinal is seeking a prohibitive
injunction. Rogers’ submission ignores “inherent frailties” in the distinction between a
mandatory injunction and a prohibitive injunction: Bark & Fitz Inc. v. 2139138, 2010 ONSC
1793, at para. 7.
[40] Often, a mandatory injunction may be rephrased in negative terms, and a prohibitive
injunction may be phrased in positive terms. This is because, as Sharpe J. A. notes in Injunctions
and Specific Performance, “the burden imposed by a prohibitive order is often substantial and a
negative order often may amount in practical terms to an order requiring a certain course of
action”.3
[41] That is precisely the scenario in this case. The relief requested by Mr. Cardinal, while
framed in negative terms, could have had the practical effect of requiring the respondents to
undertake positive acts, including: (1) altering broadcasts, and (2) changing uniforms.
[42] In my view, however, even if the practical effect of the injunction would require the
respondents to undertake positive actions, those actions do not rise to the level of a mandatory
injunction and do not turn this prohibitive injunction into a mandatory injunction. The import of
the requested relief is fundamentally prohibitive: it seeks not to change the Name or Logo, but to
prevent, on an interim basis, their use and depiction in broadcasts during the ALCS.

3

loose-leaf (2015-Rel. 24), (Toronto: Thomson Reuters Canada Ltd., 1992)
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The Court typically looks to see if the case is “arguable”, “raises a
serious issue to be tried” or is “not frivolous and vexatious”. If a
preliminary or interlocutory order will have drastic consequences
(including, for example, an interlocutory mandatory injunction or a
Mareva or Anton Piller order), the bar is raised to the level of “strong
prima facie case”.
[44] In my view, the Ontario Court of Appeal was not creating a new exception for
“extraordinarily intrusive” injunctions. Rather, the Court was using “drastic consequences” to
explain the existing exceptions, which include mandatory injunctions, while leaving open the
question of whether other exceptions might exist.
[45] In any event, Mr. Cardinal is not seeking to block the broadcast, but rather to alter its
presentation. The consequences, while significant, do not reach the level of being so drastic that
the bar is raised to a strong prima facie case. In my view, the “serious issue to be tried” test, with
its checks and balances, is the appropriate test given the nature of the relief sought.
Application of the Test
[46] For the reasons set out below, I have determined that, while there are serious questions to
be tried, Mr. Cardinal failed to establish irreparable harm or that the balance of convenience
favours him.
Serious Questions to be Tried
[47] Mr. Cardinal submits that the respondents collectively provide a sports entertainment
service to the Canadian public. He submits that the use of the Name and Logo in the provision of
that service has significance as follows:


A broadcast is a service within the meanings of s. 1 of the
OHRC and s. 5 of the CHRA and similarly the Names and Logo
are contrary to those provisions.



The use of the Name and Logo are contrary to s. 13(1) of the
OHRC which prohibits the publication of any “notice, sign,
symbol, emblem or other similar representation” that indicates
an intention to infringe a right under Part I of the OHRC or is
intended to incite the infringement of a right under Part I. In
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[43] Last, Rogers submits that an additional exception exists for injunctions which would be
extraordinarily intrusive. In this regard, Rogers relies on Cytrynbaum v. Look Communications
Inc., 2013 ONCA 455, 116 O.R. (3d) 241. In Cytrynbaum, the Court of Appeal commented, at
para. 54,
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The use of the Name and Logo harass Indigenous persons in the
provision of a service contrary to s. 14(1) of the CHRA.

[48] In my view, this raises three serious issues to be tried. First, do the respondents provide a
service within the meaning of the legislation? Second, do the Name or Logo discriminate against
Mr. Cardinal, or harass Mr. Cardinal, in the provision of a service? Third, how and to what
extent is the respondents’ right to freedom of expression relevant? I will address each in turn.

Do the Respondents Provide a Service?
[49] Mr. Cardinal submits that the definition of “service” ought to be given a broad and liberal
interpretation with respect to the issue of the provision of a service. I am of the view that this is a
serious issue to be tried.
[50] In part, Mr. Cardinal relies upon the definition set out in Ontario (Attorney General) v.
Ontario Human Rights Commission (2007), 88 O.R. (3d) 455, at para. 39, where the Divisional
Court held that a service is “something which is of a benefit which is provided by one person to
another or to the public”. The Cleveland Team argues that it does not provide a service to Mr.
Cardinal as he has not purchased any tickets or merchandise from the team. The Cleveland Team
also cannot sell tickets to the ALCS games played in Toronto nor can it sell merchandise at those
games. Rogers and MLB took no position with respect to the issue of service.
[51] While the case law offers no clear answer as to whether the respondents provide a
service, it is well established that a consumer relationship is not necessary to meet the definition
of a service. For instance, in Huang v. 1233065 Ontario Inc. (c.o.b. Ottawa Chinese Senior
Assn.), 2006 HRTO 1, a seniors’ association was found to offer a service.
[52] The issue of whether a service is offered is a question of mixed fact and law:
Incorporated Synod of the Diocese of Toronto v. Ontario (Human Rights Commission), 236
O.A.C. 110 (Div. Ct.). A factual record establishing the nature of the relationship between the
respondents and Mr. Cardinal is required to properly analyze this issue. As I indicated earlier in
my reasons, the factual record in this case was not entirely satisfactory. Given the broad
definition of a service, however, I am of the view that there is a serious issue to be tried before
the HRTO and CHRT as to whether a service is provided, notwithstanding the possible absence
of a consumer relationship between Mr. Cardinal and some or all of the respondents.
Do the Name and Logo Discriminate or Harass in the Provision of a Service?
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this regard, he argues that a reasonably foreseeable
consequence the use of the Name and Logo is the incitement of
additional racism, contrary to Part I.
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[54] The proper perspective to be applied is “subjective-objective”, that being the perspective
of a reasonable person in Mr. Cardinal’s position: see Law v. Canada (Minister of Employment
& Immigration), [1999] 1 S.C.R. 497, at para. 60; Quebec v. A, 2013 SCC 5, [2013] 1 S.C.R. 61,
at para. 430; Lavoie v. Canada, 2002 SCC 23, [2002] 1 S.C.R. 769.
[55] While no Canadian court has gone so far as to find that the term “Indian” or a similar
logo constitutes discrimination, harassment or a violation of the OHRC or CHRA there is some
support in the case law for the proposition that a reasonable person in Mr. Cardinal’s position
would view the Name and/or Logo as perpetuating prejudice or stereotypes against Indigenous
persons and suffer an adverse impact. In Canada (Human Rights Commission) v. Canada
(Attorney General), 2016 FCA 200, 8 Admin L.R. (6th) 1, Gleason J.A. commented, at para. 9,
Since Confederation, the federal government has followed a policy
of defining who is an “Indian” for the purpose of regulating its
relationship with indigenous peoples. For some time, such status
has been – and continues to be – governed by the Indian Act, which
sets out the criteria for determining whether an individual is an
“Indian” under the Act. (I refer to such a determination in the
balance of the Reasons as a grant of “Indian status” and am
sensitive to the fact that many indigenous people find this
terminology offensive. It is, however, the terminology that is used
in the legislation and thus is relevant to the issues in this appeal.).
(Emphasis added)
[56] Similarly, in R. v. Yang (1996), 31 O.R. (3d) 66 (Div. Ct.), Justice La Forme (as he then
was) commented on the special investigation unit’s use of the term “Indian Stock”,
Before going further, I wish to comment upon any practice of law
or those legislative enforcement agencies who cleverly and
cavalierly describe matters within their jurisdiction or concern in
pejorative and insensitive terms such as that of “Indian Stock”.
Whether intended or not, it is an indication and illustration of
disrespect for a segment of our society and smacks of
condescension and contains, at least in my mind, racial slurs and
demeaning overtones. It is a practice which all segments of our
society, regardless of role or responsibility, should strive to neither
practice nor condone.
[57] The respondents, with the exception of MLB, essentially concede that these issues
deserve to be discussed and debated in our society. The Cleveland Team has gone so far as to
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[53] I am also satisfied that there is a serious issue to be tried as to whether the Name and/or
Logo offend the provisions of the OHRC and the CHRA.
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Freedom of Expression
[58]

The third serious issue to be tried is the relevance of freedom of expression.

[59] First, freedom of expression is relevant with respect to the issue of whether the
respondents provide a service. Where there is ambiguity about whether ‘services’ include the
interactions in question, it must be resolved in favour of the protection of rights under the
Charter: Tesseris v. Greek Orthodox Church of Canada, 2011 HRTO 775, at para. 6. While Mr.
Cardinal would obviously prefer “services” to be interpreted in accordance with the Charter’s s.
15 equality guarantee, the s. 2(b), right to freedom of expression must also be considered in
determining whether the respondents offer a service.
[60] In Dallaire v. Les Chevaliers de Colomb – Conseil 6542, 2011 HRTO 639, for instance,
the HRTO found an inscription on a monument was not a service, in part, on the basis that to
find otherwise would infringe the respondent’s freedom of expression and religion: see also
Barth v. Ottawa (City), 2016 HRTO 740, at para. 15; Marceau v. Brock University, 2013 HRTO
569, at paras. 13-20.
[61] Similarly, the issue of freedom of expression weaves its way through many of the issues
that will be raised in the Human Rights Proceedings. Freedom of expression is guaranteed under
the Charter and has been held to protect the abilities of individuals to express their opinions,
however unpopular, distasteful or even repugnant: Saskatchewan (Human Rights Commission) v.
Whatcott, 2013 SCC 11, [2013] 1 S.C.R. 467, at paras. 1 & 50, Irwin Toy Ltd. v. Quebec
(Attorney General), [1989] 1 S.C.R. 927, at para. 41, and Canada (Human Rights Commission)
v. Taylor, [1990] 3 S.C.R. 892, at para. 50.
[62] In this regard, freedom of expression will obviously have to be dealt with in the context
of the OHRC and CHRA. For example, freedom of expression may be dispositive of the
incitement of discrimination issue referred to in s. 13(1) of the OHRC since section 13(2)
expressly states that s. 13(1) “shall not interfere with freedom of expression or opinion”.
[63] Finally, MLB argues the Whatcott decision protects all speech that does not rise to the
level of hate speech. I disagree.
[64] As the British Columbia Supreme Court concluded in Pardy v. Earle, 2013 BCSC 1079,
284 C.R.R. (2d) 250, at paras. 11 & 193, the question of whether legislation that prohibits
discriminatory speech, in the provision of a service, unjustifiably infringes freedom of expression
is distinct from the question of whether the prohibition of hate speech is constitutionally valid.
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conduct polling with respect to the issue, broadened the use of its other logos and facilitated
protests at its home stadium. Based on the existing case law, and the evolving societal
discussion, the issue as to whether the Name and/or Logo run contrary to the provisions of the
OHRC and the CHRA is a serious issue to be tried.
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Irreparable Harm
[66] Mr. Cardinal asserts that he will suffer irreparable harm. He argues that he cannot be
compensated in damages for the subjective experience of discrimination and harassment that he
faces as a result of the Name and Logo.
[67] Mr. Cardinal relies upon the decisions of Justice C. Brown in Wahgoshig First Nation v.
Ontario, 2011 ONSC 7708, 108 O.R. (3d) 647, and Justice G. P. Smith in Platinex Inc. v.
Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug First Nation, (2006) 272 D.L.R. (4th) 727. Generally, both of
those cases support the notion that irreparable harm can be caused to Indigenous persons who
may lose land as a result of commercial activities. The loss of land is important from a cultural
and spiritual perspective and no award of damages could compensate for that loss. Here, Mr.
Cardinal argues by analogy that the unique position of Indigenous persons must be considered
and no damages can compensate him for the harm he would sustain from being repeatedly
subjected to the Name and Logo.
[68] I do not accept that Mr. Cardinal has established that he will sustain irreparable harm in
the context of an interlocutory injunction. The precise issue is whether the harm suffered by Mr.
Cardinal, pending the determination of the serious issues to be tried, is without remedy and
hence irreparable. Both OHRC and the CHRC provide damages as a remedy with respect to the
harm Mr. Cardinal claims he has incurred due to discrimination. In my view, this distinguishes
this case from Wahgoshig and Platinex Inc. which dealt with the immediate spectre of the loss of
property to which the Indigenous applicants had cultural and spiritual relationships. Also, the
situation here is a different one. Mr. Cardinal deposes he cannot experience the ALCS series
without experiencing an affront to his dignity. I accept the truth of this statement. This has,
however, been on-going for years, and does not constitute evidence of irreparable harm during
the time frame between the hearing of the application and the OHRC and CHRA hearings, so as
to invoke this court’s extraordinary equitable jurisdiction.
[69] The issue of delay, raised by the respondents, is also germane to this analysis.4 The
application was commenced at the very last minute and argued mere hours before the

4

Indeed, delay alone can disentitle an applicant from an injunction. As Sharpe J. A. explains in Injunctions and
Specific Performance, at para. 1820-1.830 “A plaintiff, once entitled to an injunction or specific performance may
lose that right on account of delay in asserting the claim…Consideration of delay is an aspect of the more general
principle which takes into account the injustice of awarding relief against a party who will be prejudiced on account
of a change of position related to acts or omissions of the party seeking relief.” Given the public interest nature of
this application and my conclusion that there are serious issues to be tried, however, I would not dismiss the
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[65] I now turn to address the remaining issues of irreparable harm and balance of
convenience.
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[70] In my view, there is no reason why the application cannot have been brought long ago on
a non-urgent basis. Mr. Cardinal has offered no explanation for the delay in his affidavit and the
absence of any explanation supports my view that there is no evidence of irreparable harm
during the time frame between the hearing of the application and the OHRC and CHRA hearings.
At the hearing, Mr. Cardinal argued that the urgency was dictated by the fact that the Cleveland
Team only qualified for the ALCS eight days prior to the first game of the series being played. In
my view, given the above, this is not a reasonable explanation and I do not understand how the
team’s standing in the league makes a difference to the alleged injuries caused by its Name and
Logo.
[71] Nor does the argument that this series would be broadcast to a broader audience than
previous games explain the delay. Only irreparable harm to Mr. Cardinal personally is relevant at
the second stage of the RJR – Macdonald test. Third party interests are considered at the balance
of convenience stage. The harm complained of, by Mr. Cardinal, remains the same.
[72] The application seeks to change the status quo, which has been in place for many years.
The last minute nature of the application, if granted, would materially prejudice the respondents.
The Cleveland Team’s uniforms, the broadcast and the signage at the Rogers Centre would all
have had to be significantly changed three hours or less prior to game time. In some respects, this
was not possible and in others it would create upheaval.
[73] I further agree with the Cleveland Team that this case is similar to that of Hearing Clinic
(Niagara Falls) Inc. v. the Ellesmere Hearing Centre Ltd. [2008] O.J. No. 5271 (S.C.) in which
the court found that the applicant had failed to demonstrate irreparable harm in part because of
its delay in bringing the injunction application:
Finally, it must also be noted that there has been considerable delay
in bringing this motion forward. The plaintiff was aware of the
difficulties concerning competing overtures to his alleged client
base as early as the spring of 2007, yet did not bring this motion
until October 2008. Although it is true that certain pieces of
evidence did not surface until recently, that evidence did not
suddenly transform the plaintiff’s claim to one of urgency
justifying interlocutory relief. Delay in injunction cases usually

application on the basis of delay alone. Instead, I prefer to deal with the issue of delay within the irreparable harm
and balance of convenience analyses.
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commencement of the first game of the ALCS. Before Mr. Cardinal’s application, the Cleveland
Team played approximately 200 games in Toronto since the Toronto Blue Jays joined the league
in 1977, which includes seven regular season games played in 2016.
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The very fact of delay by the plaintiff, quite apart from
any question of prejudice to the defendant, may often
serve as evidence that the risk is not significant enough to
warrant interlocutory relief. [Emphasis added]
[74] In all of these circumstances, Mr. Cardinal has failed to demonstrate that he would suffer
irreparable harm if the injunction was not granted.
Balance of Convenience
[75]

Finally, the balance of convenience favours the respondents.

[76] Once again, the issue of delay must be considered. As noted, the very late nature of this
application, if granted, will cause material prejudice to the respondents. I do not accept Mr.
Cardinal’s submission that the injunction would only result in insignificant changes concerning
the uniforms and broadcast. The record before me discloses that the effects would be profoundly
negative.
[77]

These last-minute changes include:


significant alternations to the signage at the Rogers Centre;



scrapping pre-recorded graphics on the centre field video board;



forcing the Cleveland Team to endure a considerable distraction
at an important time in the franchise’s history;



causing a competitive disadvantage to Rogers as against
competitors not subject to the injunction; and



implementing limitations on the pending broadcast.

[78] Further, the damage would be irreparable to the respondents as there is no undertaking
concerning damages or likely any ability to pay in any event.
[79] I am sensitive to the argument that Mr. Cardinal and other Indigenous persons, who find
the Name and Logo offensive, may feel harmed by the broadcast of the Name and Logo to a
record number of viewers during the ALCS. However, I am of the view that the remedies sought
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negates or undermines allegations of irreparable harm. As
stated in Justice Sharpe’s text, Injunction and Specific
Performance, at para. 1.990:
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[80] The totality of these factors significantly tips the balance of convenience in favour of the
respondents, particularly where Mr. Cardinal has the ability to pursue his application for
discrimination, which could include a claim for damages, in the Human Rights Proceedings.
DISPOSITION
[81] For the reasons above, I dismissed the application. MLB and Rogers have indicated that
they are not pursuing costs. If the Cleveland Team is pursuing its costs I can be spoken to by the
parties.

Mr. Justice T. McEwen

Released: November 30, 2016
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would only have very limited value since they would not bind other media broadcasting the
Name or Logo in Canada, nor would it prevent fans, who would undoubtedly be part of the
broadcast, from wearing team apparel displaying the Name and Logo.
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I.

Introduction

[1]

The Minister of Health (the appellant or the Minister) moves for a stay of the judgment of

the Federal Court issued on April 7, 2020 (per Justice Barnes) (2020 FC 397) until this Court
determines the appeal.

[2]

It is useful to provide some background to these reasons.
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[3]

The respondent is the owner of Canadian Patent No. 2,600,905 (the ʿ905 Patent). It seeks

a Certificate of Supplementary Protection (CSP) under Canada’s CSP regime for its shingles

the Patent Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. P-4 and the Certificate of Supplementary Protection Regulations,
S.O.R./2017-165. The origins of Canada’s CSP regime lie in Chapter 20 of the CanadaEuropean Union Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) dealing with
supplementary patent-like protection for certain eligible pharmaceutical patents.

[4]

A CSP provides pharmaceutical patentees, like the respondent, with an additional period

of “patent-like rights” capped at two years. The intent in allowing an additional two years is to
compensate for the patent term lost during the research and regulatory approval of new drugs.

[5]

The ʿ905 Patent will expire on March 1, 2026. The respondent applied to the Minister for

a CSP to extend the expiration date of the ʿ905 Patent and the drug SHINGRIX to March 1,
2028. The Minister, by letter dated August 3, 2018, refused to issue the CSP.

[6]

This motion and the substantive appeal arise in the context of the respondent’s judicial

review application of the Minister’s decision of August 3, 2018, denying the CSP.

[7]

The Federal Court allowed the respondent’s judicial review application but did not order

the issuance of the CSP. The Federal Court ordered that the matter be redetermined by the
Minister on the merits and in accordance with its reasons. The Federal Court found that this was
not an appropriate case to direct the Minister to issue a CSP to the respondent. The Federal Court
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vaccine SHINGRIX and the ʿ905 Patent. The CSP regime encompasses sections 104 to 134 of
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set aside the Minister’s decision as unreasonable because it failed to take appropriate account of
Canada’s CETA commitments and the full scope and purposes of the applicable CETA

[8]

On June 8, 2020, the appellant filed a Notice of Appeal of the Federal Court judgment

and reasons. On June 15, 2020, the appellant filed her motion record, asking this Court to grant
an order staying the judgment of the Federal Court until the appeal is determined. The appellant
relies on paragraph 50(1)(b) of the Federal Courts Act, R.C.S. 1985, c. F-7, saying that the stay
is in the interest of justice.

II.

Analysis

[9]

To stay the Federal Court’s judgment, the appellant must satisfy the tri-partite test

outlined in RJR –MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General), [1994] 1 S.C.R. 311, 111
D.L.R. (4th) 385, at page 334 [RJRMacDonald]. The appellant must establish to this Court’s
satisfaction that there is a serious issue to be tried, that she will suffer irreparable harm if the stay
is not granted, and that the balance of convenience favours granting the stay. All three questions
must be answered in the affirmative, and failure on any single question is fatal to the motion for
the stay. The standard of proof is a balance of probabilities, and the burden of proof lies on the
appellant throughout (Novopharm Limited v. Janssen-Ortho Inc., 2006 FCA 406, 358 N.R. 155
at paras. 8, 11).
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provisions.

A.

Serious Issue to Be Tried

[10]

The rule on a motion for a stay is that the Court conducts a preliminary investigation of

the merits. The threshold for seriousness is “a low one”. The moving party needs only show that
it is “neither vexatious nor frivolous” (RJRMacDonald, at p. 337).

[11]

In the present case, the Notice of Appeal sets out several grounds for the appeal to this

Court. The appellant asserts that the Federal Court erred in law in concluding that the decision of
the Minister, in refusing to issue a CSP in respect of the respondent’s ‘905 Patent and drug
SHINGRIX, was unreasonable. Essentially, the appellant submits that the Federal Court
improperly applied the reasonableness standard. She also argues that the Federal Court erred by
interpreting the relevant provisions of the CETA de novo, without regard for the Minister’s
reasons; by interpreting those provisions incorrectly and by using those incorrect interpretations
as the standard by which to assess the reasonableness of the Minister’s decision. She advances
the same argument regarding the Federal Court’s interpretation of the relevant provisions of the
Patent Act and the Certificate of Supplementary Protection Regulations.

[12]

The respondent does not agree with how the Minister has characterized the Federal

Court’s decision, but nonetheless accepts that the issues raised in this appeal, including the
respondent’s entitlement to a CSP for SHINGRIX, meet the standard of a serious issue pursuant
to the test in RJRMacDonald.

[13]

I agree that the appellant has met the first threshold requirement.

2020 FCA 135 (CanLII)
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B.

Irreparable Harm

[14]

Turning to the second part of the test, in RJRMacDonald, at page 341, the Supreme Court

has stated that “irreparable harm” refers to the nature of the harm suffered rather that its
magnitude. It is harm either which cannot be quantified in monetary terms or which cannot be
cured, usually because one party cannot collect damages from the other.

[15]

To establish irreparable harm, the appellant must adduce clear and non-speculative

evidence that irreparable harm will follow if the motion for the stay is denied. It may not be
simply based on assertions (United States Steel Corporation v. Canada, 2010 FCA 200, 191
A.C.W.S. (3d) 707 at para. 7).

[16]

Instead, “there must be evidence at a convincing level of particularity that demonstrates a

real probability that unavoidable irreparable harm will result unless a stay is granted.” (Glooscap
Heritage Society v. Canada (National Revenue), 2012 FCA 255, 440 N.R. 232 at para. 31
[Glooscap]; see also Dywidag Systems International, Canada, Ltd. v. Garford Pty Ltd., 2010
FCA 232, 406 N.R. 304 at para. 14; Canada (Attorney General) v. Canada (Information
Commissioner), 2001 FCA 25, 268 N.R. 328 at para. 12; Laperrière v. D. & A. MacLeod
Company Ltd., 2010 FCA 84, 402 N.R. 341 at para. 17; Janssen Inc. v. Abbvie Corporation,
2014 FCA 176, 242 A.C.W.S. (3d) 11 at para. 46).

[17]

In support of her motion, the appellant relies on the affidavit of Kendra Laurie Cann

affirmed on June 11, 2020. Ms. Cann is a Patent Officer employed in the Health Products and
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Food Branch of Health Canada. As part of her duties and direct involvement in the eligibility of
the assessment of the CSP application in question, she reviewed and informed herself of the

C.

Evidence of Irreparable Harm

[18]

In her affidavit, Ms. Cann describes the effect of a redetermination of the matter by the

Minister prior to the disposition of the appeal. She deposes that the Minister may decide to issue
the CSP, rendering the appeal moot. She affirms that if this Court should decide not to hear the
appeal because it is moot, the respondent will enjoy the benefit of an additional two years of sui
generis protection, despite the Minister’s concerns with the Federal Court’s reasons for
judgment. More specifically, she says that a CSP granted in this case would act as a barrier to
prevent the authorization for sale and marketing of subsequent entry products for an additional
two years, that is, until March 1, 2028.

[19]

Alternatively, she deposes that should this Court allow the appeal and restore the

Minister’s decision, the Minister would need to address the CSP that she might issue pending the
appeal. Ms. Cann adds that neither the Patent Act nor the CSP Regulations provide the Minister
with express authority to revoke a CSP after it has been issued. In either event, Ms. Cann relies
on a report of the Parliamentary Budget Officer dated April 26, 2018, and attached as an exhibit
to her affidavit to depose that the cost of SHINGRIX for the Canadian public and other payers
within the health care system will remain higher for two additional years. She says that a CSP
would prevent competitors from entering the market for two years following the expiry of the
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Certified Tribunal Record associated with the judicial review application.
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patent, allowing the respondent to maintain its market share and keeping the costs of SHINGRIX

[20]

Ms. Cann asserts that the Canadian public and payers in the Health Care system would

not be compensated for these higher costs, and therefore would suffer irreparable harm. She
affirms that it is in the public interest for the Minister to delay the redetermination of this matter
until after this Court has rendered a decision on the appeal.

[21]

In addition, Ms. Cann says that there is a risk of compromising the public interest in the

integrity and predictability of the Minister’s statutory decision-making authority under the CSP
regime because the Federal Court adopted a broad definition of “medicinal ingredient”. There are
currently a number of pending CSP applications, and the Minister may have to address multiple
CSP applications without the benefit of guidance from this Court in this novel area. Without a
stay, the Minister will be compelled to make decisions that may be subsequently found to be
inconsistent with the views of this Court, leading to unjustified expansion of the eligibility for
CSPs and creating uncertainty for drug manufacturers by jeopardizing the orderly administration
of the CSP regime.

D.

Appellant’s Position

[22]

Relying on Ms. Cann’s affidavit, the appellant advances four arguments outlining why a

failure to grant a stay would result in irreparable harm.
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[23]

First, there is a substantial risk that the appeal will be rendered moot, resulting in the

Minister and the public being denied the opportunity to obtain guidance from this Court on the

[24]

Second, if this Court declines to hear the appeal because it is moot, Canadians will be

denied the opportunity to pay lower prices for competitors’ biosimilar versions of SHINGRIX
during the two-year term of the CSP.

[25]

Third, the revocation of a CSP issued in error is difficult and uncertain. The Minister has

no legislative authority to revoke or cancel a CSP issued in the interim. Even if the Minister were
to bring an application to declare the CSP invalid or void, the outcome of such an application is
unpredictable.

[26]

Finally, there is a risk that contradictory decisions will compromise the public interest in

the integrity of the Minister’s decision-making authority and in the certainty and predictability of
the CSP regime. On this fourth point, the appellant argues that the Federal Court’s expansive
interpretation of the CSP regime, and in particular, the meaning of “medicinal ingredient” to any
ingredient that has “biological activity” is an expression that is absent from both the CETA and
the CSP regime. She relies on this Court’s decision of Commissioner of Patents v. Belzberg,
2009 FCA 275, 396 N.R. 342, at paragraph 22 [Belzberg] where it was accepted that there might
be cases for which a stay is desirable, in order to avoid confusion, additional delay and
inconsistency. The appellant does point out that in Belzberg, the motion for the stay was denied
because of a failure to adduce specific evidence of the irreparable harm. However, the appellant
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submits that in the present case, the Minister has provided the affidavit of Ms. Cann to

E.

Respondent’s Position

[27]

The respondent argues that the evidence of alleged irreparable harm is hypothetical and

unsupported. It says that the Minister’s submissions on irreparable harm rest on a series of faulty
assumptions that have not been borne out.

[28]

First, it rightfully points out that Ms. Cann says that if the Minister redetermines the

matter and decides to issue a CSP, the appeal could become moot. It argues that as a prerequisite,
a CSP for SHINGRIX must be issued before any of the irreparable harm alleged by the Minister
can occur. Importantly, the Federal Court did not order the Minister to issue a CSP in this case.
The Minister’s allegations on irreparable harm therefore do not arise from the Federal Court’s
judgment.

[29]

Furthermore, the Minister has not submitted any evidence that she intends to reconsider

or issue a CSP for SHINGRIX in the near future, or at all.

[30]

Second, on the allegations that there will be harm to the public interest if the Minister in

her redetermination decides to issue the CSP, the respondent argues that there is no evidence of
Canadians facing increased costs for the purchase with respect to the vaccine SHINGRIX. The
authors of the Parliamentary report relied upon by Ms. Cann state that their findings are not
applicable to patented drugs without generics. The vaccine market is unique even amongst
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biologics. There are no so-called “generic” vaccine products, and the general market-entry
assumptions found in the report bear no relevance to the unique development and marketing of

and should be rejected.

[31]

Third, there is no evidence that the integrity of the CSP regime will be impacted. In her

affidavit, Ms. Cann concludes that in the absence of a stay, the Minister will be compelled to
make decisions that may be inconsistent with the views of this Court. There is no concrete
evidence however provided on how the Minister will be compelled to make such a decision.
Furthermore, the Minister herself has conceded that “[e]ven if this Court grants the stay in this
case, the Minister will still be required to consider new applications for CSPs made based on the
Reasons of the Federal Court Judgment.” (Minister’s written representations, at para. 68, p. 157
of the Motion Record of the appellant). In other words, the stay itself will not prevent alleged
irreparable harm from occurring.

[32]

Finally, the respondent argues that the Minister’s delay in pursuing the appeal and this

motion for a stay should weigh against any finding that there is actual irreparable harm that
needs to be mitigated by a stay.

[33]

On this fourth point, the respondent says that the Federal Court released its confidential

decision on March 20, 2020. It took the Minister three months to bring this motion. Despite
prompting from the respondent, there were further delays before the Minister took the necessary
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steps to have this matter designated a Selected File in accordance with this Court’s Notice to the

F.

Decision

[34]

I have considered the appellant’s main submissions and her reply submissions. I cannot

accept her arguments on the demonstration of irreparable harm.

[35]

The judgment of the Federal Court is not time-limited and does not order that the

Minister issue a CSP. Although the Minister may not ignore the judgment pending appeal and
must follow her normal procedures and timeframes to make a fresh decision in accordance with
the Federal Court judgment, at this point it remains that no CSP has been issued or ordered.

[36]

I am not satisfied on the record before me that the Minister has established irreparable

harm. I have no concrete evidence on this point. At best, the evidence proffered by the appellant
is hearsay evidence, in the form of a Parliamentary Report attached as an exhibit. Much of the
irreparable harm alleged by the appellant and described in the affidavit of Ms. Cann is
argumentative and speculative.

[37]

The evidence proffered by the appellant has not satisfied me that she will suffer

irreparable harm if the stay of the Federal Court judgment is not granted. On this record, I am not
persuaded that the public interest will be impacted. Whether or not biosimilar manufacturers will
be prevented from entering the market for an additional two years, from March 1, 2026, to
March 1, 2028, remains to be seen. The Parliamentary Report does not assist me in my analysis
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of this question, as it does not consider vaccines such as SHINGRIX. In short, I agree with the

[38]

The crux of the appellant’s appeal is a disagreement with respect to the Federal Court’s

interpretation of “medicinal ingredient”, the CSP regime and CETA. This Court held in Belzberg
that RJRMacDonald does not generally relieve the Crown from her burden of establishing
irreparable harm, including specifically where the Crown “is seeking a stay of an order in which
there was no challenge to the validity of a law, but only a dispute as to its interpretation.”
(Belzberg at paras. 17-19).

[39]

As stated earlier, I find that the appellant has failed to overcome the irreparable harm

hurdle. Because the appellant has failed to demonstrate that she will suffer irreparable harm if
her motion for a stay of the judgment of the Federal Court is dismissed, I need not consider the
third step of the test, the balance of convenience.

[40]

With respect to the respondent’s argument that the Minister herself has delayed the

appeal and the motion for a stay by waiting more than three months to bring matters before the
Court, I am satisfied that on April 22, 2020, the Minister advised the Court by letter of her
intention to appeal and her motion requesting an extension of time to be filed during the week of
May 11th, 2020. In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, this Court established a program of
selecting a limited number of files to proceed by way of a Notice to the Parties and the
Profession dated June 11, 2020, entitled “Gradual phase-out of Suspension Period: COVID-19”.
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These are unprecedented times and I am satisfied that the Minister acted promptly in the

[41]

I find that there is merit in having the appeal set down in a timely manner. This appeal

raises a serious issue and will be this Court’s first opportunity to consider Canada’s newly
enacted CSP regime. Furthermore, I note in the appellant’s reply submissions that the Agreement
on the Contents of the Appeal Book was filed on August 5, 2020, and the parties have now
agreed upon a timetable for the hearing of the appeal.

III.

Conclusion

[42]

The appellant has provided no concrete evidence of any irreparable harm it would suffer

if the Court denied the order for a stay of the Federal Court judgment. The evidence provided in
support of their request for an order to stay the judgment has not met the tri-partite test outlined
in RJRMacDonald.

[43]

For these reasons, the motion for stay of the Judgment of the Federal Court issued on

April 7, 2020 (2020 FC 397) is dismissed.

[44]

The appellant’s motion for an expedited hearing is granted, and the timetable for the

hearing of the appeal shall be as set out in Schedule A to the appellant’s reply submissions, save
for the due date of the filing of the Agreement on Contents of the Appeal Book, which was filed
on August 5, 2020.
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[45]

This motion is brought in the context of an appeal from a Federal Court judgment

disposing of an application for judicial review of the Minister’s decision under the Patent Act. As

pay the costs of the respondent. The respondent’s request for costs is denied.

"Marianne Rivoalen"
J.A.
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Present: McLachlin C.J. and Abella, Moldaver,
Karakatsanis, Wagner, Gascon, Côté, Brown and
Rowe JJ.

Présents : La juge en chef McLachlin et les juges Abella,
Moldaver, Karakatsanis, Wagner, Gascon, Côté, Brown
et Rowe.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR
BRITISH COLUMBIA

EN APPEL DE LA COUR D’APPEL DE LA
COLOMBIE-BRITANNIQUE

Injunctions — Interlocutory injunction — Non-party
— Technology company bringing action against distributor for unlawful use and sale of its intellectual property
through Internet — Company granted interlocutory injunction against Google, a non-party to underlying action, to cease indexing or referencing certain search
results on its Internet search engine — Whether Google
can be ordered, pending trial of action, to globally deindex websites of distributor which, in breach of several
court orders, is using those websites to unlawfully sell
intellectual property of another company — Whether
Supreme Court of British Columbia had jurisdiction to
grant injunction with extraterritorial effect — Whether, if
it did, it was just and equitable to do so.

Injonctions — Injonction interlocutoire — Tiers —
Entreprise de technologie intentant une action contre un
distributeur pour utilisation et vente illégales de ses éléments de propriété intellectuelle au moyen d’Internet
— Entreprise obtenant une injonction interlocutoire intimant à Google, un tiers à l’action sous-jacente, de cesser
le listage et le référencement de certains résultats de son
moteur de recherche sur Internet — Google peut-elle se
voir ordonner, en attendant l’issue du procès sur l’action,
de délister l’ensemble des sites Web d’un distributeur qui
utilise, en contravention avec plusieurs ordonnances judiciaires, ces sites pour vendre illégalement les éléments
de propriété intellectuelle d’une autre entreprise? — La
Cour suprême de la Colombie-Britannique avait-elle
compétence pour accorder une injonction ayant des effets
extraterritoriaux? — Dans l’affirmative, était-il juste et
équitable qu’elle le fasse?

E is a small technology company in British Columbia that launched an action against D. E claimed that D,
while acting as a distributor of E’s products, began to relabel one of the products and pass it off as its own. D
also acquired confidential information and trade secrets
belonging to E, using them to design and manufacture a
competing product. D filed statements of defence disputing E’s claims, but eventually abandoned the proceedings
and left the province. Some of D’s statements of defence
were subsequently struck.

E est une petite entreprise de technologie de la
Colombie-Britannique qui a intenté une action contre D.
E a soutenu que D, pendant qu’il agissait comme distributeur de ses produits, avait commencé à réétiqueter un
de ceux-ci et à le faire passer pour le sien. D a également
acquis des renseignements confidentiels et des secrets
commerciaux appartenant à E, et les a utilisés pour concevoir et fabriquer un produit concurrent. D a déposé des défenses dans lesquelles il conteste les allégations de E, mais
a fini par abandonner les procédures et quitter la province.
Certaines défenses de D ont par la suite été radiées.

Despite court orders prohibiting the sale of inventory
and the use of E’s intellectual property, D continues to
carry on its business from an unknown location, selling
its impugned product on its websites to customers all

Malgré les ordonnances judiciaires interdisant la vente
de biens figurant dans l’inventaire et l’utilisation des éléments de propriété intellectuelle d’E, D a continué d’exercer ses activités à partir d’un endroit inconnu et a vendu
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over the world. E approached Google and requested that
it de-index D’s websites. Google refused. E then brought
court proceedings, seeking an order requiring Google to
do so. Google asked E to obtain a court order prohibiting D from carrying on business on the Internet saying it
would comply with such an order by removing specific
webpages.

le produit en cause sur ses sites Web à des clients partout
dans le monde. E s’est adressé à Google et lui a demandé
de délister les sites Web de D. Google a refusé. E a ensuite intenté une action visant à obtenir une ordonnance
intimant à Google de le faire. Google a demandé à E d’obtenir une ordonnance judiciaire interdisant à D d’exercer
des activités sur Internet et lui a dit qu’elle se conformerait à une telle ordonnance en supprimant des pages Web
précises.

An injunction was issued by the Supreme Court of
British Columbia ordering D to cease operating or carrying on business through any website. Between December
2012 and January 2013, Google advised E that it had deindexed 345 specific webpages associated with D. It did
not, however, de-index all of D’s websites. De-indexing
webpages but not entire websites proved to be ineffective
since D simply moved the objectionable content to new
pages within its websites, circumventing the court orders.
Moreover, Google had limited the de-indexing to searches
conducted on google.ca. E therefore obtained an interlocutory injunction to enjoin Google from displaying any part
of D’s websites on any of its search results worldwide. The
Court of Appeal for British Columbia dismissed Google’s
appeal.

La Cour suprême de la Colombie-Britannique a décerné une injonction intimant à D de cesser d’exercer des
activités sur tout site Web. Entre décembre 2012 et janvier
2013, Google a avisé E qu’elle avait délisté 345 pages Web
précises liées à D. Elle n’a toutefois pas délisté tous les
sites Web de D. Le délistage de pages Web plutôt que de
sites Web au complet s’est révélé inefficace, puisque D
avait simplement déplacé le contenu répréhensible vers
de nouvelles pages de ses sites Web, contournant ainsi
les ordonnances judiciaires. De plus, Google avait limité
le délistage aux recherches effectuées sur google.ca. E a
donc obtenu une injonction interlocutoire visant à interdire
à Google d’afficher toute partie des sites Web de D dans
ses résultats de recherche partout dans le monde. La Cour
d’appel de la Colombie-Britannique a rejeté l’appel interjeté par Google.

Held (Côté and Rowe JJ. dissenting): The appeal is
dismissed and the worldwide interlocutory injunction
against Google is upheld.

Arrêt (les juges Côté et Rowe sont dissidents) : Le
pourvoi est rejeté et l’injonction interlocutoire mondiale
contre Google est confirmée.

Per McLachlin C.J. and Abella, Moldaver,
Karakatsanis, Wagner, Gascon and Brown JJ.: The
issue is whether Google can be ordered, pending a trial,
to globally de-index D’s websites which, in breach of
several court orders, is using those websites to unlawfully
sell the intellectual property of another company.

La juge en chef McLachlin et les juges Abella,
Moldaver, Karakatsanis, Wagner, Gascon et Brown : La
question est de savoir si Google peut se voir ordonner, en
attendant la tenue d’un procès, de délister l’ensemble des
sites Web de D, qui utilise, en contravention avec plusieurs ordonnances judiciaires, ces sites pour vendre illégalement les éléments de propriété intellectuelle d’une
autre entreprise.

The decision to grant an interlocutory injunction is a
discretionary one and entitled to a high degree of deference. Interlocutory injunctions are equitable remedies that
seek to ensure that the subject matter of the litigation will
be preserved so that effective relief will be available when
the case is ultimately heard on the merits. Their character
as “interlocutory” is not dependent on their duration pending trial. Ultimately, the question is whether granting the
injunction is just and equitable in the circumstances of the
case.

La décision d’accorder une injonction interlocutoire
est une décision discrétionnaire qui commande un degré
élevé de déférence. Les injonctions interlocutoires sont
des réparations en equity qui visent à préserver l’objet du
litige, de sorte qu’une réparation efficace sera possible
lorsque l’affaire sera finalement jugée au fond. Leur caractère « interlocutoire » ne dépend pas de leur durée dans
l’attente du procès. En définitive, il s’agit de déterminer
s’il est juste et équitable d’accorder l’injonction eu égard
aux circonstances de l’affaire.

The test for determining whether the court should exercise its discretion to grant an interlocutory injunction
against Google has been met in this case: there is a serious

On a satisfait en l’espèce au critère applicable pour déterminer si le tribunal devrait exercer son pouvoir discrétionnaire d’octroyer une injonction interlocutoire contre
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issue to be tried; E is suffering irreparable harm as a result
of D’s ongoing sale of its competing product through the
Internet; and the balance of convenience is in favour of
granting the order sought.

Google : il existe une question sérieuse à juger, E subit un
préjudice irréparable du fait que D continue de vendre son
produit concurrent sur Internet et la prépondérance des
inconvénients favorise l’octroi de l’ordonnance sollicitée.

Google does not dispute that there is a serious claim,
or that E is suffering irreparable harm which it is inadvertently facilitating through its search engine. Nor
does it suggest that it would be inconvenienced in any
material way, or would incur any significant expense, in
de-indexing D’s websites. Its arguments are that the injunction is not necessary to prevent irreparable harm to E
and is not effective; that as a non-party it should be immune from the injunction; that there is no necessity for
the extraterritorial reach of the order; and that there are
freedom of expression concerns that should have tipped
the balance against granting the order.

Google ne conteste pas le fait qu’il existe une demande
sérieuse ou que E subit un préjudice irréparable qu’elle
facilite par inadvertance au moyen de son moteur de recherche. Elle ne soutient pas non plus qu’elle subirait des
inconvénients appréciables ou qu’elle engagerait des dépenses importantes en délistant les sites Web de D. Ses
arguments sont les suivants : l’injonction n’est pas nécessaire pour empêcher E de subir un préjudice irréparable et
n’est pas efficace; en tant que tiers, elle devrait échapper
à l’injonction; il n’est pas nécessaire que l’ordonnance ait
une portée extraterritoriale; des questions relatives à la
liberté d’expression auraient dû faire pencher la balance
contre l’octroi de l’ordonnance.

Injunctive relief can be ordered against someone
who is not a party to the underlying lawsuit. When nonparties are so involved in the wrongful acts of others that
they facilitate the harm, even if they themselves are not
guilty of wrongdoing, they can be subject to interlocutory injunctions. It is common ground that D was unable
to carry on business in a commercially viable way without its websites appearing on Google. The injunction in
this case flows from the necessity of Google’s assistance
to prevent the facilitation of D’s ability to defy court orders and do irreparable harm to E. Without the injunctive
relief, it was clear that Google would continue to facilitate that ongoing harm.

Une injonction peut être décernée contre un tiers par
rapport à l’action sous-jacente. Des tiers qui sont mêlés
aux actes fautifs d’autres personnes à un point tel qu’ils
facilitent le préjudice peuvent, même s’ils n’ont euxmêmes commis aucun acte répréhensible, faire l’objet
d’injonctions interlocutoires. Nul ne conteste que D ne
pouvait pas exercer des activités d’une façon viable sur
le plan commercial si ses sites Web n’apparaissaient pas
sur Google. L’injonction en l’espèce découle du fait que
le concours de Google est nécessaire pour ne pas faciliter la violation d’ordonnances judiciaires par D et causer
un préjudice irréparable à E. Sans cette injonction, il était
clair que Google continuerait de faciliter ce préjudice
continu.

Where it is necessary to ensure the injunction’s effectiveness, a court can grant an injunction enjoining conduct
anywhere in the world. The problem in this case is occurring online and globally. The Internet has no borders —
its natural habitat is global. The only way to ensure that
the interlocutory injunction attained its objective was to
have it apply where Google operates — globally. If the
injunction were restricted to Canada alone or to google.
ca, the remedy would be deprived of its intended ability to
prevent irreparable harm, since purchasers outside Canada
could easily continue purchasing from D’s websites, and
Canadian purchasers could find D’s websites even if those
websites were de-indexed on google.ca.

Lorsqu’il faut assurer l’efficacité de l’injonction, un tribunal peut accorder une injonction dictant une conduite à
adopter n’importe où dans le monde. Le problème en l’espèce se pose en ligne et à l’échelle mondiale. L’Internet
n’a pas de frontières — son habitat naturel est mondial.
La seule façon de s’assurer que l’injonction interlocutoire
atteint son objectif est de la faire appliquer là où Google
exerce ses activités, c’est-à-dire mondialement. Si l’injonction se limitait au Canada seulement ou à google.ca,
la réparation ne pourrait pas empêcher comme il se doit
le préjudice irréparable, car les acheteurs à l’extérieur
du Canada pourraient facilement continuer à acheter des
produits sur les sites Web de D et les acheteurs canadiens
pourraient trouver ces sites même si ceux-ci ont été délistés de google.ca.

Google’s argument that a global injunction violates
international comity because it is possible that the order
could not have been obtained in a foreign jurisdiction, or
that to comply with it would result in Google violating

L’argument de Google selon lequel une injonction
mondiale contrevient au principe de la courtoisie internationale parce qu’il est possible que l’ordonnance ne puisse
pas être accordée dans un autre pays ou que Google viole
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the laws of that jurisdiction, is theoretical. If Google has
evidence that complying with such an injunction would
require it to violate the laws of another jurisdiction, including interfering with freedom of expression, it is always free to apply to the British Columbia courts to vary
the interlocutory order accordingly. To date, Google has
made no such application. In the absence of an evidentiary
foundation, and given Google’s right to seek a rectifying order, it is not equitable to deny E the extraterritorial
scope it needs to make the remedy effective, or even to put
the onus on it to demonstrate, country by country, where
such an order is legally permissible.

les lois de ce pays en se conformant à celle-ci est théorique. Si Google dispose d’éléments de preuve démontrant que, pour se conformer à une telle injonction, elle
doit contrevenir aux lois d’un autre pays, et notamment
porter atteinte à la liberté d’expression, elle peut toujours
demander aux tribunaux de la Colombie-Britannique de
modifier l’ordonnance interlocutoire en conséquence.
Jusqu’à maintenant, Google n’a pas présenté une telle
demande. En l’absence d’un fondement de preuve, et
compte tenu du droit de Google de demander une ordonnance de rectification, il n’est pas équitable de refuser
d’accorder à E la portée extraterritoriale dont elle a besoin
pour rendre la réparation efficace, ou même de lui imposer le fardeau de démontrer où — pays par pays — une
telle ordonnance est légalement autorisée.

D and its representatives have ignored all previous
court orders made against them, have left British Columbia, and continue to operate their business from unknown
locations outside Canada. E has made efforts to locate
D with limited success. D is only able to survive — at
the expense of E’s survival — on Google’s search engine
which directs potential customers to D’s websites. This
makes Google the determinative player in allowing the
harm to occur. On balance, since the world-wide injunction is the only effective way to mitigate the harm to E
pending the trial, the only way, in fact, to preserve E itself pending the resolution of the underlying litigation,
and since any countervailing harm to Google is minimal
to non-existent, the interlocutory injunction should be
upheld.

D et ses représentants ont fait abstraction de toutes les
ordonnances judiciaires antérieures prononcées contre
eux, ont quitté la Colombie-Britannique et continuent
d’exploiter leur entreprise à partir d’endroits inconnus à
l’extérieur du Canada. E a cherché à localiser D, mais
avec peu de succès. D ne doit sa survie — au détriment
de celle d’E — qu’au moteur de recherche de Google,
lequel dirige les clients potentiels vers ses sites Web.
Ces circonstances font en sorte que Google a joué un
rôle déterminant en permettant au préjudice de se produire. Tout bien considéré, puisqu’une injonction mondiale est la seule façon efficace de réduire le préjudice
causé à E jusqu’à l’issue du procès — la seule façon, en
fait, de préserver E elle-même jusqu’à ce que le litige
sous-jacent soit réglé — et puisque le préjudice subi par
Google en contrepoids est minime, voire inexistant, l’injonction interlocutoire devrait être confirmée.

Per Côté and Rowe JJ. (dissenting): While the court
had jurisdiction to issue the injunctive order against
Google, it should have refrained from doing so. Numerous
factors affecting the grant of an injunction strongly favour
judicial restraint in this case.

Les juges Côté et Rowe (dissidents) : Même si le tribunal avait compétence pour prononcer l’injonction contre
Google, il aurait dû s’abstenir de le faire. De nombreux
facteurs à prendre en considération pour décider s’il y a
lieu d’accorder ou non une injonction militent fortement
en faveur de la retenue judiciaire en l’espèce.

First, the Google Order in effect amounts to a final determination of the action because it removes any potential
benefit from proceeding to trial. In its original underlying
claim, E sought injunctions modifying the way D carries
out its website business. E has been given more injunctive relief than it sought in its originating claim, including requiring D to cease website business altogether. Little
incentive remains for E to return to court to seek a lesser
injunctive remedy. This is evidenced by E’s choice to not
seek default judgment during the roughly five years which
have passed since it was given leave to do so. The Google
Order provides E with more equitable relief than it sought

Premièrement, l’ordonnance visant Google équivaut en
fait au règlement final de l’action puisqu’il n’existe plus
d’avantage possible à tirer d’un procès. Dans sa demande
initiale sous-jacente, E a demandé des injonctions modifiant la façon dont D exerce ses activités au moyen de sites
Web. E a obtenu une injonction supérieure à celle qu’elle
avait sollicitée dans sa demande initiale, injonction prévoyant notamment que D cesse complètement ses activités
au moyen de tout site Web. E n’a guère avantage à retourner devant le tribunal pour obtenir une injonction moins
sévère, comme en témoigne son choix de ne pas demander
de jugement par défaut pendant la période d’environ cinq
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against D and gives E an additional remedy that is final in
nature. The order against Google, while interlocutory in
form, is final in effect. The test for interlocutory injunctions does not apply to an order that is effectively final. In
these circumstances, an extensive review of the merits of
this case was therefore required but was not carried out
by the court below, contrary to caselaw. The Google Order does not meet the test for a permanent injunction.
Although E’s claims were supported by a good prima
facie case, it was not established that D designed and sold
counterfeit versions of E’s product, or that this resulted
in trademark infringement and unlawful appropriation of
trade secrets.

ans qui s’est écoulée depuis qu’elle a obtenu l’autorisation
de ce faire. L’ordonnance visant Google fournit à E une
réparation en equity supérieure à celle sollicitée contre D
et lui accorde une réparation additionnelle de nature finale.
Bien que de forme interlocutoire, l’ordonnance visant
Google a un effet final. Le critère relatif aux injonctions interlocutoires ne s’applique pas à une ordonnance qui est en
fait finale. Dans ces circonstances, il fallait donc procéder
à un examen approfondi sur le fond, lequel n’a pas été effectué par la juridiction inférieure, contrairement à la jurisprudence. L’ordonnance visant Google ne satisfait pas au
critère applicable à l’octroi d’une injonction permanente.
Même si les allégations d’E reposaient sur une preuve à
première vue valable, il n’a pas été établi que D a conçu et
vendu des versions contrefaites de son produit ou que cela
a causé une contrefaçon de marque de commerce et une
appropriation illégale de secrets commerciaux.

Second, Google is a non-party to the proceedings between E and D. E alleged that Google’s search engine
was facilitating D’s ongoing breach by leading customers
to D’s websites. However, the prior order that required D
to cease carrying on business through any website was
breached as soon as D established a website to conduct
its business, regardless of how visible that website might
be through Google searches. Google did not aid or abet
the doing of the prohibited act.

Deuxièmement, Google est un tiers à l’instance opposant E et D. E a soutenu qu’en dirigeant les clients vers
les sites Web de D, le moteur de recherche de Google facilitait la perpétration continue par D de la violation reprochée. Cependant, il y a eu manquement à l’ordonnance
antérieure intimant à D de cesser d’exercer des activités
par l’entremise de tout site Web dès que D a créé un site
Web pour exercer ses activités, peu importe à quel point
ce site était visible lors de recherches sur Google. Google
n’a pas aidé à la perpétration de l’acte prohibé ni encouragé celle-ci.

Third, the Google Order is mandatory and requires ongoing modification and supervision because D is launching new websites to replace de-listed ones. Courts should
avoid granting injunctions that require such cumbersome
court-supervised updating.

Troisièmement, l’ordonnance visant Google est une
ordonnance mandatoire qui nécessite des modifications
et une supervision continues parce que D met en service
de nouveaux sites Web pour remplacer ceux qui sont délistés. Les tribunaux devraient éviter d’accorder des injonctions impliquant un processus aussi lourd de mise à
jour sous supervision judiciaire.

Furthermore, the Google Order has not been shown to
be effective in making D cease operating or carrying on
business through any website. Moreover, the Google Order
does not assist E in modifying D’s websites, as E sought
in its originating claim for injunctive relief. The most that
can be said is the Google Order might reduce the harm to
E. But it has not been shown that the Google Order is effective in doing so. D’s websites can be found using other
search engines, links from other sites, bookmarks, email,
social media, printed material, word-of-mouth, or other
indirect means. D’s websites are open for business on the
Internet whether Google searches list them or not.

En outre, il n’a pas été démontré que l’ordonnance visant Google constituait un moyen efficace pour empêcher
D d’exercer des activités par l’entremise de tout site Web.
De plus, l’ordonnance visant Google n’aide pas E à faire
modifier les sites Web de D, comme E l’a demandé dans
sa demande initiale d’injonction. Le plus que l’on puisse
dire, c’est que l’ordonnance visant Google pourrait réduire le préjudice causé à E. Mais il n’a pas été démontré
que cette ordonnance constitue un moyen efficace de ce
faire. On peut trouver les sites Web de D à l’aide d’autres
moteurs de recherche, de liens d’autres sites, de signets,
de courriels, de médias sociaux, de documents imprimés,
du bouche à oreille ou d’autres moyens indirects. Peu importe s’ils apparaissent ou non dans les résultats d’une recherche sur Google, les sites Web de D sont néanmoins
accessibles aux clients potentiels sur Internet.
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Finally, there are alternative remedies available to E.
E sought a world-wide Mareva injunction to freeze D’s assets in France, but the Court of Appeal for British Columbia urged E to pursue a remedy in French courts. There
is no reason why E cannot do what the Court of Appeal
urged it to do. E could also pursue injunctive relief against
the ISP providers. In addition, E could initiate contempt
proceedings in France or in any other jurisdiction with a
link to the illegal websites. Therefore, the Google Order
ought not to have been granted.

Enfin, d’autres recours s’offrent à E. Cette dernière a
demandé une injonction Mareva de portée mondiale pour
geler les biens de D en France, mais la Cour d’appel de
la Colombie-Britannique a recommandé avec insistance
à E d’exercer un recours devant les tribunaux français.
Il n’y a pas de raison qu’E ne puisse pas faire ce que la
Cour d’appel lui a recommandé avec insistance de faire.
E pourrait également demander une injonction contre les
fournisseurs de services Internet. De plus, E pourrait intenter une procédure pour outrage en France ou dans tout
autre pays ayant un lien avec les sites Web illégaux. En
conséquence, l’ordonnance visant Google n’aurait pas dû
être accordée.
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The judgment of McLachlin C.J. and Abella,
Moldaver, Karakatsanis, Wagner, Gascon and
Brown JJ. was delivered by

Version française du jugement de la juge en
chef McLachlin et des juges Abella, Moldaver,
Karakatsanis, Wagner, Gascon et Brown rendu par

[1] Abella J. — The issue in this appeal is
whether Google can be ordered, pending a trial, to
globally de-index the websites of a company which,
in breach of several court orders, is using those websites to unlawfully sell the intellectual property of
another company. The answer turns on classic interlocutory injunction jurisprudence: is there a serious
issue to be tried; would irreparable harm result if the
injunction were not granted; and does the balance of
convenience favour granting or refusing the injunction. Ultimately, the question is whether granting the
injunction would be just and equitable in all the circumstances of the case.

[1] La juge Abella — La question en l’espèce
est de savoir si Google peut se voir ordonner, en attendant la tenue d’un procès, de délister l’ensemble
des sites Web d’une entreprise qui utilise, en contravention avec plusieurs ordonnances judiciaires, ces
sites pour vendre illégalement les éléments de propriété intellectuelle d’une autre entreprise. La réponse repose sur la jurisprudence classique sur les
injonctions interlocutoires : existe-t-il une question
sérieuse à juger, le fait de ne pas accorder d’injonction causerait-il un préjudice irréparable et la prépondérance des inconvénients favorise-t-elle l’octroi
ou le rejet de l’injonction? En définitive, il s’agit de
déterminer s’il serait juste et équitable d’accorder
l’injonction eu égard à l’ensemble des circonstances
de l’affaire.
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Background

Contexte

[2] Equustek Solutions Inc. is a small technology company in British Columbia. It manufactures
networking devices that allow complex industrial
equipment made by one manufacturer to communicate with complex industrial equipment made by
another manufacturer.

[2] Equustek Solutions Inc. est une petite entreprise de technologie de la Colombie-Britannique.
Elle fabrique des dispositifs de réseautage qui
permettent la communication entre des appareils
industriels complexes produits par différents fabricants.

[3] The underlying action between Equustek and
the Datalink defendants (Morgan Jack, Datalink
Technology Gateways Inc., and Datalink Technologies Gateways LLC ― “Datalink”) was launched
by Equustek on April 12, 2011. It claimed that Datalink, while acting as a distributor of Equustek’s
products, began to re-label one of the products
and pass it off as its own. Datalink also acquired
confidential information and trade secrets belonging to Equustek, using them to design and manufacture a competing product, the GW1000. Any
orders for Equustek’s product were filled with the
GW1000. When Equustek discovered this in 2011,
it terminated the distribution agreement it had with
Datalink and demanded that Datalink delete all references to Equustek’s products and trademarks on
its websites.

[3] L’action sous-jacente entre Equustek et le
groupe défendeur Datalink (Morgan Jack, Datalink
Technology Gateways Inc. et Datalink Technologies
Gateways LLC ― « Datalink ») a été intentée par
Equustek le 12 avril 2011. Equustek a soutenu que
Datalink, pendant qu’il agissait comme distributeur
de ses produits, avait commencé à réétiqueter un de
ceux-ci et à le faire passer pour le sien. Datalink a
également acquis des renseignements confidentiels
et des secrets commerciaux appartenant à Equustek,
et les a utilisés pour concevoir et fabriquer un produit concurrent, le GW1000. Pour toute commande
d’un produit d’Equustek, le produit GW1000 était
envoyé. Lorsqu’Equustek a découvert cela en 2011,
elle a mis fin à l’entente de distribution qu’elle avait
avec Datalink et a exigé que celui-ci supprime toutes
les mentions des produits et des marques de commerce d’Equustek sur ses sites Web.

[4] The Datalink defendants filed statements of
defence disputing Equustek’s claims.

[4] Le groupe Datalink a déposé des défenses dans
lesquelles il conteste les allégations d’Equustek.

[5] On September 23, 2011, Leask J. granted an
injunction ordering Datalink to return to Equustek
any source codes, board schematics, and any other
documentation it may have had in its possession
that belonged to Equustek. The court also prohibited Datalink from referring to Equustek or any of
Equustek’s products on its websites. It ordered Datalink to post a statement on its websites informing
customers that Datalink was no longer a distributor
of Equustek products and directing customers interested in Equustek’s products to Equustek’s website.
In addition, Datalink was ordered to give Equustek a
list of customers who had ordered an Equustek product from Datalink.

[5] Le 23 septembre 2011, le juge Leask a accordé
une injonction ordonnant à Datalink de remettre
à Equustek les codes sources, les schémas et tout
autre document appartenant à Equustek qu’il pourrait avoir en sa possession. La cour a également interdit à Datalink de faire référence à Equustek ou
à ses produits sur ses sites Web. Elle lui a ordonné
d’afficher sur ses sites Web un avis informant les
clients que Datalink ne distribuait plus les produits
d’Equustek et dirigeant les clients intéressés par ces
produits vers le site Web de cette entreprise. De plus,
Datalink s’est vu ordonner de remettre à Equustek
la liste des clients qui avaient commandé un produit
d’Equustek auprès de Datalink.

[6] On March 21, 2012, Fenlon J. found that
Datalink had not properly complied with this order

[6] Le 21 mars 2012, la juge Fenlon a conclu que
Datalink ne s’était pas dûment conformé à cette
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and directed it to produce a new customer list and
make certain changes to the notices on their websites.

ordonnance et lui a ordonné de produire une nouvelle liste de clients et d’apporter certaines modifications aux avis affichés sur ses sites Web.

[7] Datalink abandoned the proceedings and left
the jurisdiction without producing any documents
or complying with any of the orders. Some of Datalink’s statements of defence were subsequently
struck.

[7] Datalink a abandonné les procédures et a quitté
la province sans produire les documents et sans se
conformer aux ordonnances. Certaines défenses de
Datalink ont par la suite été radiées.

[8] On July 26, 2012, Punnett J. granted a Mareva
injunction freezing Datalink’s worldwide assets, including its entire product inventory. He found that
Datalink had incorporated “a myriad of shell corporations in different jurisdictions”, continued to sell
the impugned product, reduced prices to attract more
customers, and was offering additional services that
Equustek claimed disclosed more of its trade secrets.
He concluded that Equustek would suffer irreparable
harm if the injunction were not granted, and that, on
the balance of convenience and due to a real risk of
the dissipation of assets, it was just and equitable to
grant the injunction against Datalink.

[8] Le 26 juillet 2012, le juge Punnett a accordé
une injonction Mareva gelant l’actif global de
Datalink, y compris son inventaire complet de produits. Il a conclu que Datalink avait incorporé [TRADUCTION] « une myriade de coquilles vides dans
différents pays », avait continué de vendre le produit
en cause et avait réduit les prix pour attirer plus de
clients, et que ce groupe offrait des services additionnels qui, selon Equustek, entraînaient la divulgation d’autres secrets commerciaux de son entreprise.
Il a conclu qu’Equustek subirait un préjudice irréparable si l’injonction n’était pas accordée, et que,
selon la prépondérance des inconvénients et en raison d’un risque réel de dilapidation de l’actif, il était
juste et équitable qu’une injonction soit prononcée
contre Datalink.

[9] On August 3, 2012, Fenlon J. granted another
interlocutory injunction prohibiting Datalink from
dealing with broader classes of intellectual property,
including “any use of whole categories of documents
and information that lie at the heart of any business
of a kind engaged in by both parties”. She noted that
Equustek’s “earnings ha[d] fallen drastically since
[Datalink] began [its] impugned activities” and concluded that “the effect of permitting [Datalink] to
carry on [its] business [would] also cause irreparable
harm to [Equustek]”.

[9] Le 3 août 2012, la juge Fenlon a décerné une
autre injonction interlocutoire contre Datalink,
lui interdisant d’utiliser des catégories plus larges
d’éléments de propriété intellectuelle, ce qui comprenait [TRADUCTION] « l’utilisation de catégories
entières de documents et de renseignements qui sont
au cœur d’activités du type de celles auxquelles se
livrent les deux parties ». Elle a souligné que les
gains d’Equustek « ont chuté considérablement depuis que [. . .] Datalink [a] commencé à exercer les
activités contestées », et a conclu que « le fait de
permettre à [Datalink] d’exercer [ses] activités [causerait] aussi un préjudice irréparable à [Equustek] ».

[10] On September 26, 2012, Equustek brought
an application to have Datalink and its principal,
Morgan Jack, found in contempt. No one appeared
on behalf of Datalink. Groves J. issued a warrant
for Morgan Jack’s arrest. It remains outstanding.

[10] Le 26 septembre 2012, Equustek a présenté
une demande pour faire déclarer coupables d’outrage au tribunal les sociétés Datalink et leur directeur, Morgan Jack. Personne n’a comparu pour
Datalink. Le juge Groves a délivré un mandat d’arrestation contre Morgan Jack, mais celui-ci demeure
non exécuté.
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[11] Despite the court orders prohibiting the sale
of inventory and the use of Equustek’s intellectual
property, Datalink continues to carry on its business
from an unknown location, selling its impugned
product on its websites to customers all over the
world.

[11] Malgré les ordonnances judiciaires interdisant la vente de biens figurant dans l’inventaire et
l’utilisation des éléments de propriété intellectuelle
d’Equustek, Datalink a continué d’exercer ses activités à partir d’un endroit inconnu et a vendu le
produit en cause sur ses sites Web à des clients partout dans le monde.

[12] Not knowing where Datalink or its suppliers were, and finding itself unable to have the websites removed by the websites’ hosting companies,
Equustek approached Google in September 2012
and requested that it de-index the Datalink websites.
Google refused. Equustek then brought court proceedings seeking an order requiring Google to do so.

[12] Puisqu’elle ne savait pas où Datalink ou ses
fournisseurs se trouvaient, et qu’elle était incapable
de faire retirer les sites Web par les entreprises les
hébergeant, Equustek s’est adressée à Google en
septembre 2012 et lui a demandé de délister les sites
Web de Datalink. Google a refusé. Equustek a ensuite intenté une action visant à obtenir une ordonnance intimant à Google de le faire.

[13] When it was served with the application materials, Google asked Equustek to obtain a court
order prohibiting Datalink from carrying on business on the Internet. Google told Equustek it would
comply with such an order by removing specific
webpages. Pursuant to its internal policy, Google
only voluntarily de-indexes individual webpages,
not entire websites. Equustek agreed to try this approach.

[13] Lorsqu’elle s’est vu signifier les documents
relatifs à la demande, Google a demandé à Equustek
d’obtenir une ordonnance judiciaire interdisant à
Datalink d’exercer des activités sur Internet. Google
a dit à Equustek qu’elle se conformerait à une telle
ordonnance en supprimant des pages Web précises.
Selon sa politique interne, Google ne déliste volontairement que des pages Web déterminées, et non
des sites complets. Equustek a accepté d’essayer
cette approche.

[14] On December 13, 2012, Equustek appeared
in court with Google. An injunction was issued by
Tindale J. ordering Datalink to “cease operating
or carrying on business through any website”. Between December 2012 and January 2013, Google
advised Equustek that it had de-indexed 345 specific webpages associated with Datalink. It did not,
however, de-index all of the Datalink websites.

[14] Le 13 décembre 2012, Equustek a comparu
devant le tribunal avec Google. Le juge Tindale a
décerné une injonction intimant à Datalink de [TRADUCTION] « cesser d’exercer des activités sur tout site
Web ». Entre décembre 2012 et janvier 2013, Google
a avisé Equustek qu’elle avait délisté 345 pages Web
précises liées à Datalink. Elle n’a toutefois pas délisté tous les sites Web de Datalink.

[15] Equustek soon discovered that de-indexing
webpages but not entire websites was ineffective
since Datalink simply moved the objectionable
content to new pages within its websites, circumventing the court orders.

[15] Equustek s’est vite aperçue que le délistage
de pages Web plutôt que de sites Web au complet
n’était pas efficace, puisque Datalink avait simplement déplacé le contenu répréhensible vers de nouvelles pages de ses sites Web, contournant ainsi les
ordonnances judiciaires.

[16] Google had limited the de-indexing to those
searches that were conducted on google.ca. Google’s
search engine operates through dedicated websites
all over the world. The Internet search services are

[16] Google avait limité le délistage aux recherches
effectuées sur google.ca. Le moteur de recherche de
Google fonctionne grâce à des sites Web spécialisés
partout dans le monde. Les services de recherche sur
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free, but Google earns money by selling advertising
space on the webpages that display search results.
Internet users with Canadian Internet Protocol addresses are directed to “google.ca” when performing
online searches. But users can also access different
Google websites directed at other countries by using
the specific Uniform Resource Locator, or URL, for
those sites. That means that someone in Vancouver,
for example, can access the Google search engine
as though he or she were in another country simply
by typing in that country’s Google URL. Potential
Canadian customers could, as a result, find Datalink’s websites even if they were blocked on google.
ca. Given that the majority of the sales of Datalink’s
GW1000 were to purchasers outside of Canada,
Google’s de-indexing did not have the necessary
protective effect.

Internet sont gratuits, mais Google gagne de l’argent
en vendant de l’espace publicitaire sur les pages
Web qui affichent les résultats de recherche. Les utilisateurs d’Internet ayant une adresse de protocole
Internet canadien sont dirigés vers « google.ca » lorsqu’ils effectuent une recherche en ligne. Cependant,
ceux-ci peuvent également avoir accès à différents
sites Web de Google destinés à d’autres pays en utilisant le localisateur uniforme de ressources ou URL
spécifique de ces sites. Cela signifie qu’une personne
à Vancouver, par exemple, peut avoir accès au moteur de recherche de Google comme si elle était
dans un autre pays simplement en tapant l’URL de
Google de ce pays. Les clients canadiens potentiels
pourraient donc trouver les sites Web de Datalink
même s’ils étaient bloqués sur google.ca. Comme la
majeure partie des ventes du GW1000 de Datalink
étaient faites à des acheteurs à l’extérieur du Canada,
le délistage effectué par Google n’a pas eu l’effet
protecteur nécessaire.

[17] Equustek therefore sought an interlocutory
injunction to enjoin Google from displaying any
part of the Datalink websites on any of its search
results worldwide. Fenlon J. granted the order (374
D.L.R. (4th) 537 (B.C.S.C.)). The operative part
states:

[17] Equustek a donc demandé une injonction interlocutoire visant à interdire à Google d’afficher
toute partie des sites Web de Datalink dans ses résultats de recherche partout dans le monde. La juge
Fenlon a accordé l’ordonnance (374 D.L.R. (4th)
537 (C.S. C.-B.)). Le disposif se lit ainsi :

Within 14 days of the date of this order, Google Inc. is to
cease indexing or referencing in search results on its internet search engines the [Datalink] websites . . ., including all of the subpages and subdirectories of the listed
websites, until the conclusion of the trial of this action or
further order of this court. [Emphasis added.]

[TRADUCTION] Dans les 14 jours suivant la date de la
présente ordonnance, Google Inc. cessera le listage et
le référencement des sites Web [de Datalink], y compris
l’ensemble des sous-pages et des sous-répertoires des
sites Web énumérés, dans les résultats de ses moteurs de
recherche sur Internet, et ce, jusqu’à l’issue du procès
relativement à la présente action ou jusqu’à nouvelle ordonnance de la cour. [Italiques ajoutés.]

[18] Fenlon J. noted that Google controls between
70-75 percent of the global searches on the Internet and that Datalink’s ability to sell its counterfeit
product is, in large part, contingent on customers
being able to locate its websites through the use of
Google’s search engine. Only by preventing potential customers from accessing the Datalink websites,
could Equustek be protected. Otherwise, Datalink
would be able to continue selling its product online
and the damages Equustek would suffer would not
be recoverable at the end of the lawsuit.

[18] La juge Fenlon a souligné que Google
contrôle entre 70 et 75 p. 100 des recherches mondiales dans Internet, et que la capacité de Datalink
de vendre son produit contrefait dépend, en grande
partie, du fait que les clients sont capables de trouver ses sites Web grâce au moteur de recherche de
Google. Ce n’est qu’en empêchant les clients potentiels d’avoir accès aux sites Web de Datalink
qu’Equustek pourrait être protégée. Autrement,
Datalink pourrait continuer de vendre son produit
en ligne et Equustek ne pourrait pas être indemnisée
pour le préjudice subi à la fin de la poursuite.
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[19] Fenlon J. concluded that this irreparable harm
was being facilitated through Google’s search engine; that Equustek had no alternative but to require
Google to de-index the websites; that Google would
not be inconvenienced; and that, for the order to be
effective, the Datalink websites had to be prevented
from being displayed on all of Google’s search results, not just google.ca. As she said:

[19] La juge Fenlon a conclu que ce préjudice
irréparable était facilité par le moteur de recherche
de Google, qu’Equustek n’avait d’autre choix que
d’exiger que Google déliste les sites Web de Data
link, que Google ne subirait pas d’inconvénient et
que, pour que l’ordonnance soit efficace, il fallait
empêcher que les sites de Datalink soient affichés
dans tous les résultats de recherche de Google, et
non seulement dans ceux de google.ca. Comme elle
l’affirme :

On the record before me it appears that to be effective,
even within Canada, Google must block search results on
all of its websites. Furthermore, [Datalink’s] sales originate primarily in other countries, so the Court’s process
cannot be protected unless the injunction ensures that
searchers from any jurisdiction do not find [Datalink’s]
websites.1

[TRADUCTION] D’après le dossier dont je suis saisie, j’estime que, pour être efficace, même à l’intérieur du Canada, Google doit bloquer les résultats de recherche sur
tous ses sites Web. De plus, les ventes [de Datalink] ont
lieu principalement dans d’autres pays, de sorte que le
processus judiciaire ne peut être protégé que si l’injonction empêche les personnes qui effectuent des recherches
à partir de quelques pays que ce soit de trouver les sites
Web [de Datalink]1.

[20] The Court of Appeal of British Columbia
dismissed Google’s appeal (386 D.L.R. (4th) 224).
Groberman J.A. accepted Fenlon J.’s conclusion
that she had in personam jurisdiction over Google
and could therefore make an order with extraterritorial effect. He also agreed that courts of inherent
jurisdiction could grant equitable relief against nonparties. Since ordering an interlocutory injunction
against Google was the only practical way to prevent
Datalink from flouting the court’s several orders, and
since there were no identifiable countervailing comity or freedom of expression concerns that would
prevent such an order from being granted, he upheld
the interlocutory injunction.

[20] La Cour d’appel de la Colombie-Britannique
a rejeté l’appel interjeté par Google (386 D.L.R. (4th)
224). Le juge Groberman a souscrit à la conclusion
de la juge Fenlon selon laquelle elle avait compétence personnelle à l’égard de Google et qu’elle
pouvait donc rendre une ordonnance ayant des effets extraterritoriaux. Il a également reconnu que
les tribunaux investis d’une compétence inhérente
pouvaient accorder une réparation en equity contre
des tiers. Puisqu’une injonction interlocutoire contre
Google était la seule façon possible d’empêcher Datalink de faire fi des diverses ordonnances judiciaires,
et, puisqu’aucune considération identifiable — en
matière de courtoisie ou de liberté d’expression —
susceptible de faire contrepoids n’empêchait l’octroi
d’une telle ordonnance, il a confirmé l’injonction interlocutoire.

[21] For the following reasons, I agree with
Fenlon J. and Groberman J.A. that the test for
granting an interlocutory injunction against Google
has been met in this case.

[21] Pour les motifs suivants, je suis d’accord avec
la juge Fenlon et le juge Groberman pour dire qu’on
a satisfait au critère applicable à l’octroi d’une injonction interlocutoire contre Google en l’espèce.

Analysis

Analyse

[22] The decision to grant an interlocutory injunction is a discretionary one and entitled to a high

[22] La décision d’accorder une injonction interlocutoire est une décision discrétionnaire qui

1

Paragraph 148.

1

Paragraphe 148.
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degree of deference (Manitoba (Attorney General)
v. Metropolitan Stores Ltd., [1987] 1 S.C.R. 110, at
pp. 155-56). In this case, I see no reason to interfere.

commande un degré élevé de déférence (Manitoba
(Procureur général) c. Metropolitan Stores Ltd.,
[1987] 1 R.C.S. 110, p. 155-156). En l’espèce, je ne
vois aucune raison de modifier cette décision.

[23] Injunctions are equitable remedies. “The
powers of courts with equitable jurisdiction to grant
injunctions are, subject to any relevant statutory
restrictions, unlimited” (Ian Spry, The Principles
of Equitable Remedies (9th ed. 2014), at p. 333).
Robert Sharpe notes that “[t]he injunction is a flexible and drastic remedy. Injunctions are not restricted
to any area of substantive law and are readily enforceable through the court’s contempt power” (Injunctions and Specific Performance (loose-leaf ed.),
at para. 2.10).

[23] Les injonctions sont des réparations en equity.
[TRADUCTION] « Les pouvoirs des tribunaux ayant
compétence en equity pour accorder des injonctions
sont, sous réserve de toute restriction législative pertinente, illimités » (Ian Spry, The Principles of Equitable Remedies (9e éd. 2014), p. 333). Robert Sharpe
souligne que [TRADUCTION] « [l]’injonction est une
réparation souple et draconienne. Les injonctions ne
s’appliquent pas uniquement à un domaine de droit
substantiel et elles peuvent être facilement exécutées
au moyen du pouvoir judiciaire en matière d’outrage » (Injunctions and Specific Performance (éd. à
feuilles mobiles), par. 2.10).

[24] An interlocutory injunction is normally enforceable until trial or some other determination of
the action. Interlocutory injunctions seek to ensure
that the subject matter of the litigation will be “preserved” so that effective relief will be available when
the case is ultimately heard on the merits (Jeffrey
Berryman, The Law of Equitable Remedies (2nd ed.
2013), at pp. 24-25). Their character as “interlocutory” is not dependent on their duration pending
trial.

[24] Une injonction interlocutoire est normalement exécutoire jusqu’au procès ou jusqu’à tout
autre règlement de l’action. De telles injonctions
visent à « préserver » l’objet du litige, de sorte
qu’une réparation efficace sera possible lorsque
l’affaire sera finalement jugée au fond (Jeffrey
Berryman, The Law of Equitable Remedies (2e éd.
2013), p. 24-25). Leur caractère « interlocutoire »
ne dépend pas de leur durée dans l’attente du procès.

[25] RJR — MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney
General), [1994] 1 S.C.R. 311, sets out a three-part
test for determining whether a court should exercise
its discretion to grant an interlocutory injunction: is
there a serious issue to be tried; would the person
applying for the injunction suffer irreparable harm
if the injunction were not granted; and is the balance of convenience in favour of granting the interlocutory injunction or denying it. The fundamental
question is whether the granting of an injunction is
just and equitable in all of the circumstances of the
case. This will necessarily be context-specific.

[25] L’arrêt RJR — MacDonald Inc. c. Canada
(Procureur général), [1994] 1 R.C.S. 311, établit le
critère à trois volets suivant pour déterminer si un
tribunal devrait exercer son pouvoir discrétionnaire
d’octroyer une injonction interlocutoire : existe-t-il
une question sérieuse à juger, la personne sollicitant
l’injonction subirait-elle un préjudice irréparable si
cette mesure n’était pas accordée et la prépondérance des inconvénients favorise-t-elle l’octroi ou
le refus de l’injonction interlocutoire? Il s’agit essentiellement de savoir si l’octroi d’une injonction
est juste et équitable eu égard à l’ensemble des circonstances de l’affaire. La réponse à cette question
dépendra nécessairement du contexte.

[26] Google does not dispute that there is a serious
claim. Nor does it dispute that Equustek is suffering
irreparable harm as a result of Datalink’s ongoing

[26] Google ne conteste pas le fait qu’il existe
une demande sérieuse. L’entreprise ne conteste pas
non plus qu’Equustek subit un préjudice irréparable
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sale of the GW1000 through the Internet. And it acknowledges, as Fenlon J. found, that it inadvertently
facilitates the harm through its search engine which
leads purchasers directly to the Datalink websites.

du fait que Datalink continue de vendre le GW1000
sur Internet. Elle reconnaît aussi, comme l’a conclu
la juge Fenlon, qu’elle facilite par inadvertance le
préjudice au moyen de son moteur de recherche, lequel dirige les acheteurs directement aux sites Web
de Datalink.

[27] Google argues, however, that the injunction
issued against it is not necessary to prevent that
irreparable harm, and that it is not effective in so
doing. Moreover, it argues that as a non-party, it
should be immune from the injunction. As for the
balance of convenience, it challenges the propriety
and necessity of the extraterritorial reach of such an
order, and raises freedom of expression concerns
that it says should have tipped the balance against
granting the order. These arguments go both to
whether the Supreme Court of British Columbia
had jurisdiction to grant the injunction and whether,
if it did, it was just and equitable to do so in this
case.

[27] Google soutient, toutefois, que l’injonction
décernée contre elle n’est pas nécessaire pour empêcher ce préjudice irréparable et qu’elle ne constitue pas un moyen efficace d’y parvenir. De plus, elle
fait valoir qu’en tant que tiers, elle devrait échapper
à l’injonction. En ce qui a trait à la prépondérance
des inconvénients, elle conteste l’opportunité et la
nécessité de la portée extraterritoriale d’une telle
ordonnance, et soulève des questions relatives à la
liberté d’expression qui, selon elle, auraient dû faire
pencher la balance contre l’octroi de l’ordonnance.
Ces arguments se rapportent à la question de savoir
si la Cour suprême de la Colombie-Britannique avait
compétence pour accorder l’injonction et, dans l’affirmative, s’il était juste et équitable qu’elle le fasse
en l’espèce.

[28] Google’s first argument is, in essence, that
non-parties cannot be the subject of an interlocutory injunction. With respect, this is contrary to
the jurisprudence. Not only can injunctive relief be
ordered against someone who is not a party to the
underlying lawsuit, the contours of the test are not
changed. As this Court said in MacMillan Bloedel
Ltd. v. Simpson, [1996] 2 S.C.R. 1048, injunctions
may be issued “in all cases in which it appears to
the court to be just or convenient that the order
should be made . . . on terms and conditions the
court thinks just” (para. 15, citing s. 36 of the Law
and Equity Act, R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 224). MacMillan
Bloedel involved a logging company seeking to restrain protesters from blocking roads. The company
obtained an interlocutory injunction prohibiting not
only specifically named individuals, but also “John
Doe, Jane Doe and Persons Unknown” and “all persons having notice of th[e] Order” from engaging in
conduct which interfered with its operations at specific locations (para. 5). In upholding the injunction,
McLachlin J. noted that

[28] Essentiellement, le premier argument de
Google veut que les tiers ne puissent faire l’objet d’une injonction interlocutoire. Soit dit en tout
respect, cette affirmation est contraire à la jurisprudence. Non seulement une injonction peut être
décernée contre un tiers par rapport à l’action sousjacente, mais les contours du critère applicable demeurent les mêmes. Comme la Cour l’a affirmé dans
MacMillan Bloedel Ltd. c. Simpson, [1996] 2 R.C.S.
1048, en citant l’art. 36 de la Law and Equity Act,
R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 224, les tribunaux peuvent accorder des injonctions [TRADUCTION] « dans tous les
cas où il [leur] paraît juste ou opportun de le faire,
[. . .] selon les modalités qu’[ils] juge[nt] équitables »
(par. 15). Cet arrêt mettait en cause une entreprise
d’exploitation forestière qui cherchait à empêcher
des manifestants de barrer des chemins. L’entreprise
a obtenu une injonction interlocutoire interdisant non
seulement à des personnes nommément désignées,
mais aussi à [TRADUCTION] « John Doe, Jane Doe et
autres personnes inconnues » et à « toutes les personnes ayant connaissance de [l’]ordonnance » de
faire tout acte nuisant à ses activités dans les lieux
spécifiés (par. 5). Confirmant l’injonction, la juge
McLachlin a fait observer ce qui suit :
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[i]t may be confidently asserted . . . that both English
and Canadian authorities support the view that nonparties are bound by injunctions: if non-parties violate
injunctions, they are subject to conviction and punishment for contempt of court. The courts have jurisdiction
to grant interim injunctions which all people, on pain of
contempt, must obey. [Emphasis added; para. 31.]

Il est [. . .] possible d’affirmer avec confiance que la
jurisprudence tant anglaise que canadienne appuie le
point de vue que les injonctions sont opposables aux
tiers : si des tiers violent une injonction, ils s’exposent
à une condamnation et à une peine pour outrage au tribunal. Les tribunaux ont compétence pour accorder des
injonctions provisoires que tous, sous peine de condamnation pour outrage, doivent respecter. [Italiques ajoutés;
par. 31.]

See also Berryman, at pp. 57-60; Sharpe, at
paras. 6.260 to 6.265.

Voir également Berryman, p. 57-60; Sharpe,
par. 6.260 à 6.265.

[29] In other words, where a non-party violates a
court order, there is a principled basis for treating
the non-party as if it had been bound by the order.
The non-party’s obligation arises “not because [it]
is bound by the injunction by being a party to the
cause, but because [it] is conducting [itself] so as to
obstruct the course of justice” (MacMillan Bloedel,
at para. 27, quoting Seaward v. Paterson, [1897] 1
Ch. 545 (C.A.), at p. 555).

[29] En d’autres mots, lorsqu’un tiers contrevient
à une ordonnance judiciaire, il existe un fondement
rationnel au fait de traiter celui-ci comme s’il était
lié par l’ordonnance. Une obligation incombe au
tiers, [TRADUCTION] « non pas parce que l’injonction lui est opposable en tant que partie à l’action,
mais parce que son acte est une entrave à la justice » (MacMillan Bloedel, par. 27, citant Seaward
c. Paterson, [1897] 1 Ch. 545 (C.A.), p. 555).

[30] The pragmatism and necessity of such an approach was concisely explained by Fenlon J. in the
case before us when she offered the following example:

[30] La juge Fenlon a, en l’espèce, expliqué de
manière concise le pragmatisme et la nécessité d’une
telle approche en donnant l’exemple suivant :

. . . a non-party corporation that warehouses and
ships goods for a defendant manufacturing company
might be ordered on an interim injunction to freeze the
defendants’ goods and refrain from shipping them. That
injunction could affect orders received from customers
around the world. Could it sensibly be argued that the
Court could not grant the injunction because it would
have effects worldwide? The impact of an injunction on
strangers to the suit or the order itself is a valid consideration in deciding whether to exercise the Court’s jurisdiction to grant an injunction. It does not, however, affect
the Court’s authority to make such an order.2

[TRADUCTION] . . . une entreprise tiers qui entrepose
et expédie des biens pour une entreprise de fabrication
défenderesse pourrait se voir imposer une injonction provisoire visant à geler les biens de la défenderesse et à
lui interdire de les expédier. Une telle injonction pourrait avoir une incidence sur les commandes passées par
des clients partout dans le monde. Peut-on raisonnablement soutenir que la cour ne peut pas accorder l’injonction parce que celle-ci aurait des effets partout dans le
monde? L’effet d’une injonction sur des tiers par rapport à la poursuite ou à l’ordonnance elle-même est une
considération dont la cour peut valablement tenir compte
lorsqu’elle décide si elle exerce sa compétence pour
accorder une injonction. Elle n’a pas toutefois aucune
incidence sur le pouvoir de la cour de rendre une telle
ordonnance2.

[31] Norwich orders are analogous and can also
be used to compel non-parties to disclose information or documents in their possession required by a
claimant (Norwich Pharmacal Co. v. Customs and

[31] Les ordonnances de type Norwich sont semblables et peuvent également être utilisées pour obliger des tiers à communiquer des renseignements
ou des documents qu’ils ont en leur possession et

2

Paragraph 147.

2

Paragraphe 147.
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Excise Commissioners, [1974] A.C. 133 (H.L.),
at p. 175). Norwich orders have increasingly been
used in the online context by plaintiffs who allege that they are being anonymously defamed or
defrauded and seek orders against Internet service
providers to disclose the identity of the perpetrator
(York University v. Bell Canada Enterprises (2009),
311 D.L.R. (4th) 755 (Ont. S.C.J.)). Norwich disclosure may be ordered against non-parties who are
not themselves guilty of wrongdoing, but who are
so involved in the wrongful acts of others that they
facilitate the harm. In Norwich, this was characterized as a duty to assist the person wronged (p. 175;
Cartier International AG v. British Sky Broadcasting Ltd., [2017] 1 All E.R. 700 (C.A.), at para. 53).
Norwich supplies a principled rationale for granting injunctions against non-parties who facilitate
wrongdoing (see Cartier, at paras. 51-55; and Warner-Lambert Co. v. Actavis Group PTC EHF, 144
B.M.L.R. 194 (Ch.)).

qu’un demandeur exige (Norwich Pharmacal Co.
c. Customs and Excise Commissioners, [1974] A.C.
133 (H.L.), p. 175). Ces ordonnances sont de plus
en plus utilisées dans le contexte numérique par des
demandeurs qui prétendent être victimes de diffamation ou de fraude anonyme et qui cherchent à obtenir
des ordonnances contre des fournisseurs de services
Internet afin d’obliger ceux-ci à divulguer l’identité
de l’auteur de l’infraction (York University c. Bell
Canada Enterprises (2009), 311 D.L.R. (4th) 755
(C.S.J. Ont.)). Une divulgation de type Norwich peut
être ordonnée contre des tiers qui n’ont eux-mêmes
commis aucun acte répréhensible, mais qui sont mêlés aux actes fautifs d’autres personnes à un point
tel qu’ils facilitent le préjudice. Ce principe a été décrit dans Norwich comme une obligation d’aider la
personne lésée (p. 175; Cartier International AG c.
British Sky Broadcasting Ltd., [2017] 1 All E.R. 700
(C.A.), par. 53). Norwich fournit une justification rationnelle au fait d’accorder des injonctions à l’égard
de tiers qui facilitent l’acte répréhensible (voir Cartier, par. 51-55; et Warner-Lambert Co. c. Actavis
Group PTC EHF, 144 B.M.L.R. 194 (Ch.)).

[32] This approach was applied in Cartier, where
the Court of Appeal of England and Wales held
that injunctive relief could be awarded against five
non-party Internet service providers who had not
engaged in, and were not accused of any wrongful
act. The Internet service providers were ordered to
block the ability of their customers to access certain websites in order to avoid facilitating infringements of the plaintiff’s trademarks. (See also Jaani
Riordan, The Liability of Internet Intermediaries
(2016), at pp. 412 and 498-99.)

[32] Cette approche a été appliquée dans Cartier,
où la Cour d’appel d’Angleterre et du Pays de Galles
a conclu qu’une injonction pouvait être décernée
contre cinq tiers fournisseurs de services Internet qui
n’avaient pris part à aucun acte fautif et qui n’étaient
pas accusés de tels actes. Ceux-ci se sont vu ordonner de bloquer l’accès de leurs clients à certains
sites Web pour éviter de faciliter la contrefaçon des
marques de commerce du groupe demandeur. (Voir
également Jaani Riordan, The Liability of Internet
Intermediaries (2016), p. 412 et 498-499.)

[33] The same logic underlies Mareva injunctions, which can also be issued against non-parties.
Mareva injunctions are used to freeze assets in order
to prevent their dissipation pending the conclusion
of a trial or action (Mareva Compania Naviera S.A.
v. International Bulkcarriers S.A., [1975] 2 Lloyd’s
Rep. 509 (C.A.); Aetna Financial Services Ltd. v.
Feigelman, [1985] 1 S.C.R. 2). A Mareva injunction
that requires a defendant not to dissipate his or her assets sometimes requires the assistance of a non-party,
which in turn can result in an injunction against the
non-party if it is just and equitable to do so (Stephen
Pitel and Andrew Valentine, “The Evolution of the

[33] La même logique sous-tend les injonctions
Mareva, lesquelles peuvent également être décernées
contre des tiers. Ces injonctions sont utilisées pour
geler l’actif afin d’empêcher sa dilapidation avant la
conclusion du procès ou de l’action (Mareva Compania Naviera S.A. c. International Bulkcarriers
S.A., [1975] 2 Lloyd’s Rep. 509 (C.A.); Aetna Financial Services Ltd. c. Feigelman, [1985] 1 R.C.S. 2).
Une injonction Mareva qui exige que le défendeur
ne dilapide pas son actif exige parfois le concours
d’un tiers, ce qui peut ensuite donner lieu à une injonction contre le tiers si cela est juste et équitable
(Stephen Pitel et Andrew Valentine, « The Evolution
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Extra-territorial Mareva Injunction in Canada: Three
Issues” (2006), 2 J. Priv. Int’l L. 339, at p. 370;
Vaughan Black and Edward Babin, “Mareva Injunctions in Canada: Territorial Aspects” (1997), 28 Can.
Bus. L.J. 430, at pp. 452-53; Berryman, at pp. 12831). Banks and other financial institutions have, as a
result, been bound by Mareva injunctions even when
they are not a party to an underlying action.

of the Extra-territorial Mareva Injunction in Can
ada : Three Issues » (2006), 2 J. Priv. Int’l L. 339,
p. 370; Vaughan Black et Edward Babin, « Mareva
Injunctions in Canada : Territorial Aspects » (1997),
28 Rev. can. dr. comm. 430, p. 452-453; Berryman,
p. 128-131). Des injonctions Mareva ont donc été
déclarées opposables à des banques et à d’autres institutions financières même lorsque celles-ci n’étaient
pas parties à l’action sous-jacente.

[34] To preserve Equustek’s rights pending the
outcome of the litigation, Tindale J.’s order of December 13, 2012 required Datalink to cease carrying on business through the Internet. Google had
requested and participated in Equustek’s obtaining
this order, and offered to comply with it voluntarily.
It is common ground that Datalink was unable to
carry on business in a commercially viable way unless its websites were in Google’s search results.
In the absence of de-indexing these websites, as
Fenlon J. specifically found, Google was facilitating Datalink’s breach of Tindale J.’s order by enabling it to continue carrying on business through
the Internet. By the time Fenlon J. granted the injunction against Google, Google was aware that in
not de-indexing Datalink’s websites, it was facilitating Datalink’s ongoing breach of Tindale J.’s order, the purpose of which was to prevent irreparable
harm to Equustek.

[34] Pour préserver les droits d’Equustek jusqu’à
l’issue du litige, le juge Tindale a, dans une ordonnance rendue le 13 décembre 2012, exigé que
Datalink cesse d’exercer des activités sur Internet.
Google avait demandé à Equustek de solliciter cette
ordonnance, a participé à l’obtention de celle-ci et
a offert de s’y conformer volontairement. Nul ne
conteste que Datalink ne pouvait exercer des activités d’une façon viable sur le plan commercial que
si ses sites Web figuraient dans les résultats de recherche de Google. Comme l’a expressément conclu
la juge Fenlon, en ne délistant pas ces sites, Google
facilitait la violation par Datalink de l’ordonnance
du juge Tindale, car elle lui permettait de continuer à
exercer ses activités sur Internet. Au moment où elle
s’est vu imposer une injonction par la juge Fenlon,
Google savait qu’en ne délistant pas les sites Web
de Datalink, elle facilitait la violation continue par
Datalink de l’ordonnance du juge Tindale, ordonnance dont l’objet était d’empêcher qu’Equustek subisse un préjudice irréparable.

[35] Much like a Norwich order or a Mareva injunction against a non-party, the interlocutory injunction in this case flows from the necessity of
Google’s assistance in order to prevent the facilitation of Datalink’s ability to defy court orders and do
irreparable harm to Equustek. Without the injunctive
relief, it was clear that Google would continue to facilitate that ongoing harm.

[35] Tout comme une ordonnance Norwich ou une
injonction Mareva prononcée contre un tiers, l’injonction interlocutoire en l’espèce découle du fait
que le concours de Google est nécessaire pour ne
pas faciliter la violation d’ordonnances judiciaires
par Datalink et causer un préjudice irréparable à
Equustek. Sans cette injonction, il était clair que
Google continuerait de faciliter ce préjudice continu.

[36] Google’s next argument is the impropriety
of issuing an interlocutory injunction with extraterritorial effect. But this too contradicts the existing
jurisprudence.

[36] L’argument suivant de Google veut que l’octroi d’une injonction interlocutoire ayant des effets
extraterritoriaux est inapproprié. Cependant, cette
affirmation contredit également la jurisprudence actuelle.
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[37] The British Columbia courts in these proceedings concluded that because Google carried on
business in the province through its advertising and
search operations, this was sufficient to establish the
existence of in personam and territorial jurisdiction.
Google does not challenge those findings. It challenges instead the global reach of the resulting order. Google suggests that if any injunction is to be
granted, it should be limited to Canada (or google.ca)
alone.

[37] Les tribunaux de la Colombie-Britannique
dans la présente affaire ont conclu que, comme
Google exploitait une entreprise dans la province au
moyen d’activités de publicité et de recherche, cela
était suffisant pour établir l’existence d’une compétence personnelle et territoriale. Google ne conteste
pas ces conclusions; elle conteste plutôt la portée
mondiale de l’ordonnance en résultant. Google suggère que, si une injonction est accordée, elle devrait
se limiter au Canada (ou à google.ca) seulement.

[38] When a court has in personam jurisdiction,
and where it is necessary to ensure the injunction’s
effectiveness, it can grant an injunction enjoining that
person’s conduct anywhere in the world. (See Impulsora Turistica de Occidente, S.A. de C.V. v. Transat
Tours Canada Inc., [2007] 1 S.C.R. 867, at para. 6;
Berryman, at p. 20; Pitel and Valentine, at p. 389;
Sharpe, at para. 1.1190; Spry, at p. 37.) Mareva injunctions have been granted with worldwide effect
when it was found to be necessary to ensure their effectiveness. (See Mooney v. Orr (1994), 98 B.C.L.R.
(2d) 318 (S.C.); Berryman, at pp. 20 and 136; Babanaft International Co. S.A. v. Bassatne, [1990] 1
Ch. 13 (C.A.); Republic of Haiti v. Duvalier, [1990]
1 Q.B. 202 (C.A.); Derby & Co. v. Weldon, [1990]
1 Ch. 48 (C.A.); and Derby & Co. v. Weldon (Nos. 3
and 4), [1990] 1 Ch. 65 (C.A.); Sharpe, at paras. 1.1190
to 1.1220.)

[38] Lorsqu’un tribunal a une compétence personnelle et qu’il est nécessaire d’assurer l’efficacité de l’injonction, il peut accorder une injonction
dictant la conduite de la personne visée n’importe
où dans le monde. (Voir Impulsora Turistica de
Occidente, S.A. de C.V. c. Transat Tours Canada
Inc., [2007] 1 R.C.S. 867, par. 6; Berryman, p. 20;
Pitel et Valentine, p. 389; Sharpe, par. 1.1190; Spry,
p. 37.) Des injonctions Mareva ayant des effets à
l’échelle mondiale ont été octroyées lorsque cela a
été jugé nécessaire pour assurer leur efficacité. (Voir
Mooney c. Orr (1994), 98 B.C.L.R. (2d) 318 (C.S.);
Berryman, p. 20 et 136; Babanaft International Co.
S.A. c. Bassatne, [1990] 1 Ch. 13 (C.A.); Republic of
Haiti c. Duvalier, [1990] 1 Q.B. 202 (C.A.); Derby
& Co. c. Weldon, [1990] 1 Ch. 48 (C.A.); Derby
& Co. c. Weldon (Nos. 3 and 4), [1990] 1 Ch. 65
(C.A.); Sharpe, par. 1.1190 à 1.1220.)

[39] Groberman J.A. pointed to the international
support for this approach:

[39] Le juge Groberman a souligné l’appui que
reçoit cette approche à l’échelle internationale :

I note that the courts of many other jurisdictions have
found it necessary, in the context of orders against Internet abuses, to pronounce orders that have international
effects. Several such cases are cited in the arguments
of [International Federation of Film Producers Associations and International Federation of the Phonographic
Industry], including APC v. Auchan Telecom, 11/60013,
Judgment (28 November 2013) (Tribunal de Grande Instance de Paris); McKeogh v. Doe (Irish High Court, case
no. 20121254P); Mosley v. Google, 11/07970, Judgment
(6 November 2013) (Tribunal de Grande Instance de
Paris); Max Mosley v. Google (see “Case Law, Hamburg
District Court: Max Mosley v. Google Inc. online: Inform’s Blog https://inforrm.wordpress.com/2014/02/05/

[TRADUCTION] Je constate que les tribunaux de bien
d’autres pays ont jugé nécessaire, dans le contexte d’ordonnances contre des abus commis sur Internet, de
prononcer des ordonnances ayant des effets à l’échelle internationale. Plusieurs affaires de ce type sont citées dans
les arguments de la [Fédération internationale des associations de producteurs de films et de la Fédération internationale de l’industrie phonographique], y compris APC c.
Auchan Telecom, 11/60013, jugement (28 novembre 2013)
(Tribunal de grande instance de Paris); McKeogh c. Doe
(Irish High Court, affaire no 20121254P); Mosley c.
Google, 11/07970, jugement (6 novembre 2013) (Tribunal de grande instance de Paris); Max Mosley c. Google
(voir « Case Law, Hamburg District Court: Max Mosley
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case-law-hamburg-district-court-max-mosley-v-googleinc-google-go-down-again-this-time-in-hamburgdominic-crossley/) and ECJ Google Spain SL, Google
Inc. v. Agencia Española de Protección de Datos, Mario
Costeja González, C-131/12 [2014], CURIA.3

c. Google Inc. en ligne : Inform’s Blog https://inforrm.
wordpress.com/ 2014/02/05/case-law-hamburg-districtcourt-max-mosley-v-google-inc-google-go-down-againthis-time-in-hamburg-dominic-crossley/) et ECJ Google
Spain SL, Google Inc. c. Agencia Española de Protección
de Datos, Mario Costeja González, C-131/12 [2014],
CURIA3.

[40] Fenlon J. explained why Equustek’s request
that the order have worldwide effect was necessary
as follows:

[40] La juge Fenlon a expliqué comme suit pourquoi il était nécessaire qu’Equustek demande que
l’ordonnance ait des effets à l’échelle mondiale :

The majority of GW1000 sales occur outside Canada.
Thus, quite apart from the practical problem of endless
website iterations, the option Google proposes is not
equivalent to the order now sought which would compel
Google to remove the [Datalink] websites from all search
results generated by any of Google’s websites worldwide. I therefore conclude that [Equustek does] not have
an out-of-court remedy available to [it].4

[ TRADUCTION] La majeure partie des ventes du
GW1000 sont faites à l’extérieur du Canada. En conséquence, indépendamment du problème pratique que représentent les innombrables nouvelles versions des sites
Web, la solution que propose Google n’équivaut pas à
l’ordonnance que l’on sollicite maintenant et qui obligerait Google à retirer les sites Web de [Datalink] de
tous les résultats de recherche générés par l’un des sites
Web de Google à travers le monde. Je conclus donc que
[Equustek ne] dispose pas d’une réparation extrajudiciaire4.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . . to be effective, even within Canada, Google must
block search results on all of its websites.5

. . . pour être efficace, même à l’intérieur du Canada,
Google doit bloquer les résultats de recherche sur tous
ses sites Web5.

As a result, to ensure that Google did not facilitate
Datalink’s breach of court orders whose purposes
were to prevent irreparable harm to Equustek, she
concluded that the injunction had to have worldwide effect.

En conséquence, pour faire en sorte que Google ne
facilite pas la violation par Datalink d’ordonnances
judiciaires dont l’objet était d’empêcher qu’Equustek
subisse un préjudice irréparable, elle a conclu que
l’injonction devait avoir des effets à l’échelle mondiale.

[41] I agree. The problem in this case is occurring
online and globally. The Internet has no borders —
its natural habitat is global. The only way to ensure
that the interlocutory injunction attained its objective
was to have it apply where Google operates — globally. As Fenlon J. found, the majority of Datalink’s
sales take place outside Canada. If the injunction
were restricted to Canada alone or to google.ca, as
Google suggests it should have been, the remedy
would be deprived of its intended ability to prevent

[41] Je suis d’accord. Le problème en l’espèce se
pose en ligne et à l’échelle mondiale. L’Internet n’a
pas de frontières — son habitat naturel est mondial.
La seule façon de s’assurer que l’injonction interlocutoire atteint son objectif est de la faire appliquer
là où Google exerce ses activités, c’est-à-dire mondialement. Comme l’a conclu la juge Fenlon, la
majeure partie des ventes de Datalink a lieu à l’extérieur du Canada. Si l’injonction se limitait au Canada seulement ou à google.ca, ce qui aurait dû être

3
4
5

Paragraph 95.
Paragraph 76.
Paragraph 148.

3
4
5

Paragraphe 95.
Paragraphe 76.
Paragraphe 148.
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irreparable harm. Purchasers outside Canada could
easily continue purchasing from Datalink’s websites, and Canadian purchasers could easily find
Datalink’s websites even if those websites were deindexed on google.ca. Google would still be facilitating Datalink’s breach of the court’s order which
had prohibited it from carrying on business on the
Internet. There is no equity in ordering an interlocutory injunction which has no realistic prospect of
preventing irreparable harm.

le cas selon Google, la réparation ne pourrait pas
empêcher comme il se doit le préjudice irréparable.
Les acheteurs à l’extérieur du Canada pourraient facilement continuer à acheter des produits sur les sites
Web de Datalink et les acheteurs canadiens pourraient facilement trouver les sites Web de Datalink
même si ceux-ci ont été délistés de google.ca.
Google faciliterait toujours la violation par Datalink
de l’ordonnance judiciaire lui interdisant d’exercer
des activités sur Internet. Une injonction interlocutoire n’offrant aucune possibilité réaliste d’empêcher
le préjudice irréparable ne constitue pas une réparation en equity.

[42] The interlocutory injunction in this case is
necessary to prevent the irreparable harm that flows
from Datalink carrying on business on the Internet,
a business which would be commercially impossible
without Google’s facilitation. The order targets Datalink’s websites — the list of which has been updated as Datalink has sought to thwart the injunction
— and prevents them from being displayed where
they do the most harm: on Google’s global search
results.

[42] L’injonction interlocutoire en l’espèce est nécessaire pour empêcher le préjudice irréparable qui
découle du fait que Datalink exploite une entreprise
sur Internet, ce qui lui serait impossible de faire sur
le plan commercial sans l’aide de Google. L’ordonnance vise les sites Web de Datalink — dont la liste
a été mise à jour lorsque Datalink a voulu contrecarrer l’injonction — et interdit que ceux-ci soient
affichés là où ils sont le plus dommageables, c’està-dire dans les résultats de recherche de Google à
travers le monde.

[43] Nor does the injunction’s worldwide effect
tip the balance of convenience in Google’s favour.
The order does not require that Google take any
steps around the world, it requires it to take steps
only where its search engine is controlled. This is
something Google has acknowledged it can do —
and does — with relative ease. There is therefore no
harm to Google which can be placed on its “inconvenience” scale arising from the global reach of the
order.

[43] Les effets de l’injonction à l’échelle mondiale
ne font pas non plus en sorte que la prépondérance
des inconvénients favorise Google. L’ordonnance
n’exige pas que Google prenne des mesures partout
dans le monde; elle oblige l’entreprise à en prendre
uniquement à l’endroit où son moteur de recherche
est contrôlé. Google a reconnu que c’est quelque
chose qu’elle peut faire — et qu’elle fait — assez
facilement. La portée mondiale de l’ordonnance ne
cause donc pas à Google un préjudice susceptible de
faire partie des « inconvénients ».

[44] Google’s argument that a global injunction
violates international comity because it is possible
that the order could not have been obtained in a foreign jurisdiction, or that to comply with it would
result in Google violating the laws of that jurisdiction is, with respect, theoretical. As Fenlon J. noted,
“Google acknowledges that most countries will

[44] L’argument de Google selon lequel une injonction mondiale contrevient au principe de la
courtoisie internationale parce qu’il est possible
que l’ordonnance ne puisse pas être accordée dans
un autre pays ou que Google viole les lois de ce
pays en se conformant à celle-ci est, en toute déférence, théorique. Comme l’a souligné la juge Fenlon,
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likely recognize intellectual property rights and view
the selling of pirated products as a legal wrong”.6

[TRADUCTION] « Google convient que la plupart
des pays reconnaîtront probablement les droits de
propriété intellectuelle et considéreront la vente de
produits piratés comme une transgression du droit
positif »6.

[45] And while it is always important to pay respectful attention to freedom of expression concerns,
particularly when dealing with the core values of
another country, I do not see freedom of expression
issues being engaged in any way that tips the balance of convenience towards Google in this case. As
Groberman J.A. concluded:

[45] Et, bien qu’il soit toujours important d’accorder une attention respectueuse aux questions liées à
la liberté d’expression, en particulier lorsque des valeurs fondamentales d’un autre pays sont en cause,
je ne crois que de telles questions font pencher la balance en faveur de Google en l’espèce. Comme l’a
conclu le juge Groberman :

In the case before us, there is no realistic assertion
that the judge’s order will offend the sensibilities of any
other nation. It has not been suggested that the order
prohibiting the defendants from advertising wares that
violate the intellectual property rights of the plaintiffs
offends the core values of any nation. The order made
against Google is a very limited ancillary order designed
to ensure that the plaintiffs’ core rights are respected.

[TRADUCTION] Dans le cas qui nous occupe, il n’est
pas réaliste d’affirmer que l’ordonnance rendue par la
juge heurtera les sensibilités d’une autre nation. Personne n’a prétendu que l’ordonnance interdisant aux
défendeurs d’annoncer des marchandises qui contreviennent aux droits de propriété intellectuelle des demandeurs porte atteinte aux valeurs fondamentales d’une
nation. L’ordonnance prononcée contre Google est une
ordonnance accessoire très limitée visant à assurer le respect des droits fondamentaux des demandeurs.

. . . the order in this case is an interlocutory one, and
one that can be varied by the court. In the unlikely event
that any jurisdiction finds the order offensive to its core
values, an application could be made to the court to modify the order so as to avoid the problem.7

. . . l’ordonnance en l’espèce est une ordonnance interlocutoire pouvant être modifiée par un tribunal. Dans
le cas improbable où un pays jugerait que l’ordonnance
porte atteinte à ses valeurs fondamentales, une demande
de modification de l’ordonnance pourrait être présentée
au tribunal afin d’éviter le problème7.

[46] If Google has evidence that complying with
such an injunction would require it to violate the
laws of another jurisdiction, including interfering
with freedom of expression, it is always free to apply to the British Columbia courts to vary the interlocutory order accordingly. To date, Google has
made no such application.

[46] Si Google dispose d’éléments de preuve démontrant que, pour se conformer à une telle injonction, elle doit contrevenir aux lois d’un autre pays,
et notamment porter atteinte à la liberté d’expression, elle peut toujours demander aux tribunaux de
la Colombie-Britannique de modifier l’ordonnance
interlocutoire en conséquence. Jusqu’à maintenant,
Google n’a pas présenté une telle demande.

[47] In the absence of an evidentiary foundation,
and given Google’s right to seek a rectifying order,
it hardly seems equitable to deny Equustek the extraterritorial scope it needs to make the remedy effective, or even to put the onus on it to demonstrate,
country by country, where such an order is legally

[47] En l’absence d’un fondement de preuve, et
compte tenu du droit de Google de demander une
ordonnance de rectification, il ne semble guère équitable de refuser d’accorder à Equustek la portée
extraterritoriale dont elle a besoin pour rendre la réparation efficace, ou même de lui imposer le fardeau

6
7

Paragraph 144.
Paragraphs 93-94.

6
7

Paragraphe 144.
Paragraphes 93-94.
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permissible. We are dealing with the Internet after
all, and the balance of convenience test has to take
full account of its inevitable extraterritorial reach
when injunctive relief is being sought against an
entity like Google.

de démontrer où — pays par pays — une telle ordonnance est légalement autorisée. Après tout, la
présente affaire porte sur l’Internet et le critère de la
prépondérance des inconvénients doit tenir pleinement compte de son inévitable portée extraterritoriale
lorsqu’une injonction est demandée contre une entité
comme Google.

[48] This is not an order to remove speech that, on
its face, engages freedom of expression values, it is
an order to de-index websites that are in violation of
several court orders. We have not, to date, accepted
that freedom of expression requires the facilitation
of the unlawful sale of goods.

[48] L’ordonnance ne vise pas la suppression de
propos qui, à première vue, font intervenir des valeurs liées à la liberté d’expression; elle vise plutôt
le délistage de sites Web qui contreviennent à plusieurs ordonnances judiciaires. Jusqu’à maintenant,
nous n’avons pas reconnu que la liberté d’expression exige qu’on facilite la vente illégale de biens.

[49] And I have trouble seeing how this interferes
with what Google refers to as its content neutral
character. The injunction does not require Google to
monitor content on the Internet, nor is it a finding
of any sort of liability against Google for facilitating
access to the impugned websites. As for the balance
of convenience, the only obligation the interlocutory
injunction creates is for Google to de-index the Datalink websites. The order is, as Fenlon J. observed,
“only a slight expansion on the removal of individual URLs, which Google agreed to do voluntarily”.8
Even if it could be said that the injunction engages
freedom of expression issues, this is far outweighed
by the need to prevent the irreparable harm that
would result from Google’s facilitating Datalink’s
breach of court orders.

[49] De plus, j’ai de la difficulté à voir comment
cela compromet ce que Google appelle son caractère
neutre sur le plan du contenu. L’injonction n’exige
pas que Google surveille le contenu sur Internet et
elle ne constitue pas non plus une conclusion selon laquelle Google est responsable de quelque
façon que ce soit d’avoir facilité l’accès aux sites
Web en cause. En ce qui a trait à la prépondérance
des inconvénients, la seule obligation qu’impose à
Google l’injonction interlocutoire est celle de délister les sites Web de Datalink. Comme l’a constaté la
juge Fenlon, l’ordonnance ne prévoit [TRADUCTION]
« qu’un peu plus que le retrait d’adresses URL données, ce que Google a accepté de faire volontairement »8. Même si on pouvait dire que l’injonction
soulève des questions relatives à la liberté d’expression, celles-ci sont largement contrebalancées par la
nécessité d’empêcher le préjudice irréparable qui découlerait du fait que Google facilite la violation par
Datalink des ordonnances judiciaires.

[50] Google did not suggest that it would be inconvenienced in any material way, or would incur
any significant expense, in de-indexing the Datalink
websites. It acknowledges, fairly, that it can, and
often does, exactly what is being asked of it in this
case, that is, alter search results. It does so to avoid
generating links to child pornography and websites
containing “hate speech”. It also complies with notices it receives under the US Digital Millennium

[50] Google n’a pas soutenu qu’elle subirait des
inconvénients appréciables ou qu’elle engagerait
des dépenses importantes en délistant les sites Web
de Datalink. Elle reconnaît, objectivement, qu’elle
peut faire, et qu’elle fait souvent, exactement ce qui
lui est demandé en l’espèce, c’est-à-dire modifier
des résultats de recherche. Elle le fait pour éviter
de générer des liens vers des sites de pornographie
juvénile ou renfermant des « propos haineux ». Elle

8

Paragraph 137.

8
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Copyright Act, Pub. L. No. 105-304, 112 Stat. 2680
(1998), to de-index content from its search results
that allegedly infringes copyright, and removes websites that are subject to court orders.

se conforme aux avis qu’elle reçoit en application
de la loi américaine intitulée Digital Millennium
Copyright Act, Pub. L. No. 105-304, 112 Stat. 2680
(1998) — avis sollicitant le délistage du contenu de
ses résultats de recherche qui porterait atteinte à des
droits d’auteur —, et elle retire les sites Web assujettis à des ordonnances judiciaires.

[51] As for the argument that this will turn into a
permanent injunction, the length of an interlocutory
injunction does not, by itself, convert its character
from a temporary to a permanent one. As previously
noted, the order requires that the injunction be in
place “until the conclusion of the trial of this action
or further order of this court”. There is no reason not
to take this order at face value. Where an interlocutory injunction has been in place for an inordinate
amount of time, it is always open to a party to apply
to have it varied or vacated. Google has brought no
such application.

[51] En ce qui a trait à l’argument selon lequel
l’injonction deviendra permanente, la durée d’une
injonction interlocutoire n’a pas, en soi, pour effet de transformer une injonction provisoire en une
injonction permanente. Comme il a déjà été mentionné, l’ordonnance exige que l’injonction soit en
vigueur [TRADUCTION] « jusqu’à l’issue du procès
relativement à la présente action ou jusqu’à nouvelle
ordonnance de la cour ». Il n’y a aucune raison de
mettre en doute cette ordonnance. Lorsqu’une injonction interlocutoire est en vigueur pendant une
période excessivement longue, les parties peuvent
toujours demander qu’elle soit modifiée ou annulée.
Google n’a présenté aucune demande en ce sens.

[52] Datalink and its representatives have ignored
all previous court orders made against them, have
left British Columbia, and continue to operate their
business from unknown locations outside Canada.
Equustek has made efforts to locate Datalink with
limited success. Datalink is only able to survive —
at the expense of Equustek’s survival — on Google’s
search engine which directs potential customers to
its websites. In other words, Google is how Datalink
has been able to continue harming Equustek in defiance of several court orders.

[52] Datalink et ses représentants ont fait abstraction de toutes les ordonnances judiciaires antérieures prononcées contre eux, ont quitté la
Colombie-Britannique et continuent d’exploiter leur
entreprise à partir d’endroits inconnus à l’extérieur
du Canada. Equustek a cherché à localiser Datalink,
mais avec peu de succès. Datalink ne doit sa survie
— au détriment de celle d’Equustek — qu’au moteur de recherche de Google, lequel dirige les clients
potentiels vers ses sites Web. Autrement dit, c’est
Google qui a permis à Datalink de continuer de causer un préjudice à Equustek au mépris de plusieurs
ordonnances judiciaires.

[53] This does not make Google liable for this
harm. It does, however, make Google the determinative player in allowing the harm to occur. On balance, therefore, since the interlocutory injunction
is the only effective way to mitigate the harm to
Equustek pending the resolution of the underlying
litigation, the only way, in fact, to preserve Equustek
itself pending the resolution of the underlying litigation, and since any countervailing harm to Google is
minimal to non-existent, the interlocutory injunction
should be upheld.

[53] Google n’est pas pour autant responsable de
ce préjudice. Toutefois, ces circonstances font en
sorte que Google a joué un rôle déterminant en l’espèce en permettant au préjudice de se produire. Tout
bien considéré, puisque l’injonction interlocutoire est
la seule façon efficace de réduire le préjudice causé
à Equustek jusqu’à ce que le litige sous-jacent soit
réglé — la seule façon, en fait, de préserver Equustek
elle-même jusqu’à ce que le litige sous-jacent soit
réglé — et puisque le préjudice subi par Google en
contrepoids est minime, voire inexistant, l’injonction
interlocutoire devrait donc être confirmée.
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[54] Je suis d’avis de rejeter le pourvoi avec dépens devant notre Cour et devant la Cour d’appel de
la Colombie-Britannique.
Version française des motifs rendus par

[55] Côté and Rowe JJ. (dissenting) — Equustek
Solutions Inc., Robert Angus and Clarma Enterprises Inc. (“Equustek”) seek a novel form of equitable relief ― an effectively permanent injunction,
against an innocent third party, that requires court
supervision, has not been shown to be effective, and
for which alternative remedies are available. Our
response calls for judicial restraint. While the court
had jurisdiction to issue the June 13, 2014 order
against Google Inc. (“Google Order”) (2014 BCSC
1063, 374 D.L.R. (4th) 537, per Fenlon J.), in our
view, it should have refrained from doing so. The authority to grant equitable remedies has always been
constrained by doctrine and practice. In our view,
the Google Order slipped too easily from these constraints.

[55] Les juges Côté et Rowe (dissidents) —
Le groupe intimé, Equustek Solutions Inc., Robert
Angus et Clarma Enterprises Inc. (« Equustek »),
sollicite une nouvelle forme de réparation en equity
― une injonction qui, dans les faits, est permanente,
contre un tiers innocent, qui requiert la supervision
du tribunal et dont l’efficacité n’a pas été démontrée,
et ce, malgré l’existence d’autres recours. Notre réponse commande la retenue judiciaire. Même si le
tribunal avait compétence pour prononcer l’ordonnance du 13 juin 2014 contre Google Inc. (« ordonnance visant Google ») (2014 BCSC 1063, 374
D.L.R. (4th) 537, la juge Fenlon), nous estimons
qu’il aurait dû s’abstenir de le faire. Le pouvoir d’accorder une réparation en equity a toujours été limité
par la doctrine et la pratique. À notre avis, l’ordonnance visant Google a évité trop facilement ces restrictions.

[56] As we will explain, the Google Order is effectively final redress against a non-party that has
neither acted unlawfully, nor aided and abetted illegal action. The test for interlocutory injunctions
established in RJR ― MacDonald Inc. v. Canada
(Attorney General), [1994] 1 S.C.R. 311, does not
apply to an order that is effectively final, and the
test for a permanent injunction has not been satisfied. The Google Order is mandatory and requires
court supervision. It has not been shown to be effective, and there are alternative remedies available
to Equustek.

[56] Comme nous l’expliquerons, l’ordonnance
visant Google constitue dans les faits une réparation
finale contre un tiers qui n’a pas agi illégalement, ni
aidé à la perpétration d’un acte illégal ni encouragé
celle-ci. Le critère relatif aux injonctions interlocutoires établi dans RJR — MacDonald Inc. c. Canada
(Procureur général), [1994] 1 R.C.S. 311, ne s’applique pas à une ordonnance qui est en fait finale, et
il n’a pas été satisfait au critère applicable à l’octroi
d’une injonction permanente. L’ordonnance visant
Google est une ordonnance mandatoire nécessitant
la supervision du tribunal. Il n’a pas été démontré
qu’elle était efficace et d’autres recours s’offrent à
Equustek.

I. Judicial Restraint

I. Retenue judiciaire

[57] The power of a court to grant injunctive relief
is derived from that of the Chancery courts of England (Fourie v. Le Roux, [2007] UKHL 1, [2007] 1
All E.R. 1087, at para. 30), and has been confirmed

[57] Le pouvoir des tribunaux d’accorder une injonction est issu de celui des Cours de chancellerie
d’Angleterre (Fourie c. Le Roux, [2007] UKHL 1,
[2007] 1 All E.R. 1087, par. 30), et il a été confirmé
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en Colombie-Britannique par le par. 9(1) de la
loi intitulée Law and Equity Act, R.S.B.C. 1996,
c. 253 :

39 (1)  An injunction or an order in the nature of mandamus may be granted or a receiver or receiver manager appointed by an interlocutory order of the court
in all cases in which it appears to the court to be just
or convenient that the order should be made.

39 (1)  Le tribunal peut, dans tous les cas où il lui paraît
juste ou opportun de le faire, accorder une injonction
ou une ordonnance de la nature d’un mandamus, ou
nommer un séquestre ou un séquestre-gérant par ordonnance interlocutoire.

[58] In Fourie, Lord Scott explained that “provided the court has in personam jurisdiction over
the person against whom an injunction, whether
interlocutory or final, is sought, the court has jurisdiction, in the strict sense, to grant it” (para. 30).
However, simply because a court has the jurisdiction
to grant an injunction does not mean that it should.
A court “will not according to its settled practice
do so except in a certain way and under certain circumstances” (Lord Scott, at para. 25, quoting from
Guaranty Trust Co. of New York v. Hannay & Co.,
[1915] 2 K.B. 536, at p. 563; see also Cartier International AG v. British Sky Broadcasting Ltd.,
[2014] EWHC 3354 (Ch.), [2015] 1 All E.R. 949, at
paras. 98-100). Professor Spry comes to similar conclusions (I. C. F. Spry, The Principles of Equitable
Remedies (9th ed. 2014), at p. 333):

[58]

The powers of courts with equitable jurisdiction to
grant injunctions are, subject to any relevant statutory restrictions, unlimited. Injunctions are granted only when
to do so accords with equitable principles, but this restriction involves, not a defect of powers, but an adoption
of doctrines and practices that change in their application
from time to time. [Footnote omitted.]

[TRADUCTION] Les pouvoirs des tribunaux ayant compétence en equity pour décerner des injonctions sont,
sous réserve de toute restriction législative pertinente,
illimités. Les injonctions sont prononcées seulement
lorsque cela est conforme aux principes d’equity; cette
restriction implique non pas une absence de pouvoirs,
mais l’adoption de doctrines et de pratiques dont l’application diffère de temps à autre. [Note en bas de page
omise.]

[59] The importance of appropriately modifying
judicial restraint to meet the needs of justice was
summarized by Lord Nicholls in Mercedes Benz
A.G. v. Leiduck, [1996] 1 A.C. 284 (P.C.), at p. 308:
“As circumstances in the world change, so must the
situations in which the courts may properly exercise their jurisdiction to grant injunctions. The exercise of the jurisdiction must be principled, but the
criterion is injustice.”

[59] Lord Nicholls a résumé l’importance d’adapter la retenue judiciaire aux besoins de la justice
dans Mercedes Benz A.G. c. Leiduck, [1996] 1 A.C.
284 (C.P.), p. 308 : [TRADUCTION] « Tout comme la
situation dans le monde évolue, il doit en être de
même des situations où les tribunaux peuvent exercer à bon droit leur compétence pour accorder des
injonctions. L’exercice de la compétence doit reposer sur des principes, mais le critère applicable est
celui de l’injustice. »

Dans Fourie, lord Scott a expliqué que, [TRA« si le tribunal a compétence personnelle
à l’égard de la personne contre laquelle l’injonction
— interlocutoire ou permanente — est demandée,
il a compétence, au sens strict, pour l’accorder »
(par. 30). Cependant, le seul fait qu’un tribunal ait
compétence pour accorder une injonction ne signifie
pas qu’il devrait le faire. Un tribunal « ne le fera,
selon sa pratique établie, que d’une certaine façon
et dans certaines circonstances » (lord Scott, par. 25,
citant Guaranty Trust Co. of New York c. Hannay &
Co., [1915] 2 K.B. 536, p. 563; voir aussi Cartier
International AG c. British Sky Broadcasting Ltd.,
[2014] EWHC 3354 (Ch.), [2015] 1 All E.R. 949,
par. 98-100). Le professeur Spry est arrivé à des
conclusions semblables (I. C. F. Spry, The Principles
of Equitable Remedies (9e éd. 2014), p. 333) :
DUCTION]
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[60] Changes to “settled practice” must not overshoot the mark of avoiding injustice. In our view,
granting the Google Order requires changes to
settled practice that are not warranted in this case:
neither the test for an interlocutory nor a permanent injunction has been met; court supervision is
required; the order has not been shown to be effective; and alternative remedies are available.

[60] Les changements à la « pratique établie » ne
doivent pas aller au-delà de l’objectif d’éviter une
injustice. À notre avis, accorder l’ordonnance visant
Google exige des changements à la pratique établie
qui ne sont pas justifiés en l’espèce : ni le critère applicable à l’octroi d’une injonction interlocutoire ni
celui applicable à l’octroi d’une injonction permanente ne sont respectés; la supervision du tribunal
est requise; il n’a pas été démontré que l’ordonnance
était efficace; et d’autres recours sont possibles.

II. Factors Suggesting Restraint in This Case

II. Facteurs commandant la retenue en l’espèce

A. The Effects of the Google Order Are Final

A. Les effets de l’ordonnance visant Google sont
finaux

[61] In RJR ― MacDonald, this Court set out the
test for interlocutory injunctions ― a serious question to be tried, irreparable harm, and the balance of
convenience ― but also described an exception (at
pp. 338-39):

[61] Dans RJR — MacDonald, la Cour a établi le
critère applicable à l’octroi des injonctions interlocutoires ― question sérieuse à juger, préjudice
irréparable et prépondérance des inconvénients ―,
mais elle a aussi prévu une exception (p. 338-339) :

Two exceptions apply to the general rule that a judge
should not engage in an extensive review of the merits.
The first arises when the result of the interlocutory motion will in effect amount to a final determination of the
action. This will be the case either when the right which
the applicant seeks to protect can only be exercised immediately or not at all, or when the result of the application will impose such hardship on one party as to remove
any potential benefit from proceeding to trial. . . .

Il existe deux exceptions à la règle générale selon laquelle un juge ne devrait pas procéder à un examen approfondi sur le fond. La première est le cas où le résultat
de la demande interlocutoire équivaudra en fait au règlement final de l’action. Ce sera le cas, d’une part, si le
droit que le requérant cherche à protéger est un droit qui
ne peut être exercé qu’immédiatement ou pas du tout, ou,
d’autre part, si le résultat de la demande aura pour effet
d’imposer à une partie un tel préjudice qu’il n’existe plus
d’avantage possible à tirer d’un procès. . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

The circumstances in which this exception will apply
are rare. When it does, a more extensive review of the
merits of the case must be undertaken. Then when the
second and third stages of the test are considered and applied the anticipated result on the merits should be borne
in mind. [Emphasis added.]

Les circonstances justifiant l’application de cette exception sont rares. Lorsqu’elle s’applique, le tribunal
doit procéder à un examen plus approfondi du fond de
l’affaire. Puis, au moment de l’application des deuxième
et troisième étapes de l’analyse, il doit tenir compte des
résultats prévus quant au fond. [Nous soulignons.]

[62] In our view, the Google Order “in effect
amount[s] to a final determination of the action”
because it “remove[s] any potential benefit from
proceeding to trial”. In order to understand this conclusion, it is useful to review Equustek’s underlying
claim. Equustek sought, in its Further Amended Notice of Civil Claim against Datalink, damages, declarations, and:

[62] À notre avis, l’ordonnance visant Google
« équivau[t] en fait au règlement final de l’action »
puisqu’il « n’existe plus d’avantage possible à tirer
d’un procès ». Pour comprendre cette conclusion,
il est utile d’examiner la demande sous-jacente
d’Equustek. Dans son avis de poursuite civile modifié déposé contre Datalink, Equustek a demandé des
dommages-intérêts, des jugements déclaratoires et :
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A temporary and permanent injunction restraining the
Defendants from:

[TRADUCTION] Une injonction provisoire et permanente
interdisant aux défendeurs les actes suivants :

a.

using the Plaintiffs’ trademarks and free-riding on
the goodwill of any Equustek products on any website;

a.

utiliser les marques de commerce des demandeurs et
bénéficier sans contrepartie de l’achalandage attaché
aux produits d’Equustek sur tout site Web;

b.

making statements disparaging or in any way referring to the Equustek products;

b.

faire des déclarations dépréciant les produits
d’Equustek ou renvoyant de quelque façon que ce
soit à ceux-ci;

c.

distributing the offending manuals and displaying
images of the Plaintiff’s products on any website;
and

c.

distribuer les manuels en cause et afficher des
images des produits des demandeurs sur tout site
Web; et

d.

selling the GW1000 line of products which were
created by the theft of the Plaintiff’s trade secrets;

d.

vendre la gamme de produits GW1000 créés par
suite du vol des secrets commerciaux des demandeurs;

and obliging them to:

et leur imposant les obligations suivantes :

e.

immediately disclose all hidden websites;

e.

divulguer immédiatement tous les sites Web cachés;
et

f.

display a page on all websites correcting [their]
misrepresentations about the source and continuing
availability of the Equustek products and directing
customers to Equustek.

f.

afficher une page sur tous les sites Web corrigeant
[leurs] déclarations inexactes concernant la source
et la disponibilité continue des produits d’Equustek
et qui dirige les clients vers Equustek.

In short, Equustek sought injunctions modifying
the way in which Datalink carries out its website
business, along with damages and declarations. On
June 20, 2012, Datalink’s response was struck and
Equustek was given leave to apply for default judgment. It has not done so. On December 13, 2012,
Justice Tindale ordered that

En résumé, Equustek a demandé des injonctions
modifiant la façon dont Datalink exerce ses activités
de sites Web, ainsi que des dommages-intérêts et des
jugements déclaratoires. Le 20 juin 2012, la réponse
de Datalink a été radiée et Equustek a été autorisée à
solliciter un jugement par défaut, mais elle ne l’a pas
fait. Le 13 décembre 2012, le juge Tindale a ordonné
que

[t]he Defendants Morgan Jack, Datalink Technologies
Gateways Inc. and Datalink Technologies Gateways
LLC (the “Datalink Defendants”) cease operating or carrying on business through any website, including those
contained in Schedule “A” and all associated pages,
subpages and subdirectories, and that these Defendants
immediately take down all such websites, until further
order of this court. [“December 2012 Order”]

[TRADUCTION] [l]es défendeurs Morgan Jack, Datalink
Technologies Gateways Inc. et Datalink Technologies
Gateways LLC (les « défendeurs Datalink ») cessent
d’exercer des activités par l’entremise de tout site Web, y
compris ceux mentionnés à l’annexe « A » ainsi que l’ensemble des pages, des sous-pages et des sous-répertoires
connexes, et ferment immédiatement tous ces sites,
jusqu’à ce que la cour rende une nouvelle ordonnance.
[« ordonnance de décembre 2012 »]

The December 2012 Order gives Equustek more
than the injunctive relief it sought in its originating
claim. Rather than simply ordering the modification
of Datalink websites, the December 2012 Order requires the ceasing of website business altogether.
In our view, little incentive remains for Equustek

L’ordonnance de décembre 2012 accorde à Equustek
plus que l’injonction qu’elle sollicitait dans sa demande initiale. Plutôt que de simplement exiger la
modification des sites Web de Datalink, cette ordonnance prévoit la cessation complète de ses activités
au moyen de tout site Web. À notre avis, Equustek
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to return to court to seek a lesser injunctive remedy. This is evidenced by Equustek’s choice to not
seek default judgment during the roughly five years
which have passed since it was given leave to do so.

n’a guère avantage à retourner devant le tribunal
pour obtenir une injonction moins sévère, comme en
témoigne le choix d’Equustek de ne pas demander
de jugement par défaut pendant la période d’environ
cinq ans qui s’est écoulée depuis qu’elle a obtenu
l’autorisation de ce faire.

[63] As for the Google Order, it provides Equustek
with an additional remedy, beyond the December
2012 Order and beyond what was sought in its original claim. In our view, granting of the Google Order
further erodes any remaining incentive for Equustek
to proceed with the underlying action. The effects of
the Google Order are final in nature. Respectfully,
the pending litigation assumed by our colleague
Abella J. is a fiction. The Google Order, while interlocutory in form, is final in effect. Thus, it gives
Equustek more relief than it sought.

[63] En ce qui a trait à l’ordonnance visant Google,
elle accorde une réparation additionnelle à Equustek,
réparation allant au-delà de l’ordonnance de décembre 2012 et de ce qu’elle réclamait dans sa demande initiale. À notre avis, le fait d’accorder cette
ordonnance érode davantage toute motivation que
pourrait encore avoir Equustek à donner suite à l’action sous-jacente. Les effets de l’ordonnance visant
Google sont de nature finale. Avec égards, le litige
pendant que prend pour acquis notre collègue la juge
Abella est une fiction. Bien que de forme interlocutoire, l’ordonnance visant Google a un effet final. En
conséquence, elle accorde à Equustek une réparation
supérieure à celle qu’elle demandait.

[64] Procedurally, Equustek requested an interlocutory order in the course of its litigation with
Datalink. While Equustek’s action against Datalink
could technically endure indefinitely (P. G. Fraser, J.
W. Horn and S. A. Griffin, The Conduct of Civil Litigation in British Columbia (2nd ed. (loose-leaf)),
at § 14.1) ― and thus the interlocutory status of
the injunction could technically endure indefinitely
― it does not follow that the Google Order should
be considered interlocutory. Courts of equity look
to substance over form, because “a dogged devotion to form has often resulted in injustice” (John
Deere Ltd. v. Firdale Farms Ltd. (1987), 45 D.L.R.
(4th) 641 (Man. C.A.), at p. 645). In Parkin v.
Thorold (1852), 16 Beav. 59, 51 E.R. 698, at p. 701,
Lord Romilly explained it thus:

[64] Sur le plan procédural, Equustek a demandé
une ordonnance interlocutoire dans le cadre du litige
l’opposant à Datalink. Même si l’action d’Equustek
contre Datalink pourrait théoriquement durer indéfiniment (P. G. Fraser, J. W. Horn et S. A. Griffin,
The Conduct of Civil Litigation in British Columbia (2e éd. (feuilles mobiles)), § 14.1) — et que la
nature interlocutoire de l’injonction pourrait donc
théoriquement durer indéfiniment —, il ne s’ensuit
pas que l’ordonnance visant Google devrait être
considérée comme une ordonnance interlocutoire.
Les tribunaux d’equity privilégient l’examen du
fond plutôt que de la forme, parce que [TRADUCTION]
« un attachement inébranlable à la forme a souvent
entraîné une injustice » (John Deere Ltd. c. Firdale
Farms Ltd. (1987), 45 D.L.R. (4th) 641 (C.A. Man.),
p. 645). Dans Parkin c. Thorold (1852), 16 Beav. 59,
51 E.R. 698, p. 701, lord Romilly a expliqué cela de
la façon suivante :

. . . Courts of Equity make a distinction in all cases between that which is matter of substance and that which is
matter of form; and if [they do] find that by insisting on
the form, the substance will be defeated, [they hold] it to
be inequitable to allow a person to insist on such form,
and thereby defeat the substance.

[TRADUCTION] . . . Les tribunaux d’equity font dans tous
les cas une distinction entre une question de fond et une
question de forme, et, s’ils concluent que le fait d’insister
sur une question de forme ira à l’encontre du fond, ils
jugeront inéquitable de permettre à une personne d’insister sur une telle question et d’aller ainsi à l’encontre
du fond.
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In our view, the substance of the Google Order
amounts to a final remedy. As such, it provides
Equustek with more equitable relief than it sought
against Datalink, and amounts to final resolution via
Google. It is, in effect, a permanent injunction.

Nous sommes d’avis que la substance de l’ordonnance visant Google équivaut à une réparation finale. Cette ordonnance fournit donc à Equustek
une réparation en equity supérieure à celle sollicitée contre Datalink et équivaut au règlement final de
l’action par l’entremise de Google. Il s’agit, dans les
faits, d’une injonction permanente.

[65] Following RJR ― MacDonald (at pp. 33839), an extensive review of the merits is therefore
required at the first stage of the analysis (Schooff
v. British Columbia (Medical Services Commission), 2010 BCCA 396, 323 D.L.R. (4th) 680, at
paras. 26-27). Yet this was not done. When Justice
Fenlon considered Equustek’s application for an
interim injunction enjoining Google to cease indexing or referencing Datalink’s websites, she did
not conduct an extensive review of the merits. She
did however note that Equustek had raised an arguable case, and that Datalink was presumed to have
admitted the allegations when its defenses were
struck (para. 151). The rule is not immutable that
if a statement of defense is struck, the defendant is
deemed to have admitted the allegations contained
in the statement of claim. While the facts relating
to Datalink’s liability are deemed to be admitted,
the court can still exercise its discretion in assessing Equustek’s claims (McIsaac v. Healthy Body
Services Inc., 2009 BCSC 1716, at paras. 42 and 44
(CanLII); Plouffe v. Roy, 2007 CanLII 37693 (Ont.
S.C.J.), at para. 53; Spiller v. Brown (1973), 43
D.L.R. (3d) 140 (Alta. S.C. (App. Div.)), at p. 143).
Equustek has avoided such an assessment. Thus, an
extensive review of the merits was not carried out.

[65] Selon l’arrêt RJR — MacDonald (p. 338339), il faut, à la première étape de l’analyse, procéder à un examen approfondi sur le fond (Schooff
c. British Columbia (Medical Services Commission),
2010 BCCA 396, 323 D.L.R. (4th) 680, par. 26-27).
Cependant, cela n’a pas été fait. Lorsque la juge
Fenlon s’est penchée sur la demande d’injonction
interlocutoire présentée par Equustek dans le but
d’obliger Google à cesser le listage ou le référencement des sites Web de Datalink, elle n’a pas effectué
un tel examen. Elle a toutefois souligné qu’Equustek
avait présenté une cause défendable et que Datalink
était présumée avoir admis les allégations lorsque
ses moyens de défense avaient été radiés (par. 151).
La règle selon laquelle le défendeur est réputé avoir
admis les allégations contenues dans la déclaration
lorsque sa défense est radiée n’est pas immuable.
Bien que les faits relatifs à la responsabilité de
Datalink soient réputés avoir été admis, le tribunal
peut toujours exercer son pouvoir discrétionnaire
lorsqu’il évalue les allégations d’Equustek (McIsaac
c. Healthy Body Services Inc., 2009 BCSC 1716,
par. 42 et 44 (CanLII); Plouffe c. Roy, 2007 CanLII
37693 (C.S.J. Ont.), par. 53; Spiller c. Brown (1973),
43 D.L.R. (3d) 140 (C.S. Alb. (Div. app.)), p. 143).
Equustek a évité une telle évaluation. Un examen
approfondi sur le fond n’a donc pas eu lieu.

[66] The Google Order also does not meet the
test for a permanent injunction. To obtain a permanent injunction, a party is required to establish: (1)
its legal rights; (2) that damages are an inadequate
remedy; and (3) that there is no impediment to the
court’s discretion to grant an injunction (1711811
Ontario Ltd. v. Buckley Insurance Brokers Ltd., 2014
ONCA 125, 371 D.L.R. (4th) 643, at paras. 74-80;
Spry, at pp. 395 and 407-8). Equustek has shown the
inadequacy of damages (damages are ascertainable
but unlikely to be recovered, and the wrong is continuing). However, in our view, it is unclear whether

[66] De plus, l’ordonnance visant Google ne satisfait pas au critère applicable à l’octroi d’une
injonction permanente. Pour obtenir une telle injonction, une partie doit établir que : (1) des droits
lui sont reconnus, (2) des dommages-intérêts ne
constituent pas une réparation adéquate et (3) rien
n’empêche le tribunal d’exercer son pouvoir discrétionnaire d’accorder une injonction (1711811 Ontario Ltd. c. Buckley Insurance Brokers Ltd., 2014
ONCA 125, 371 D.L.R. (4th) 643, par. 74-80; Spry,
p. 395 et 407-408). Equustek a démontré le caractère inadéquat des dommages-intérêts (le montant
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the first element of the test has been met. Equustek’s
claims were supported by a good prima facie case,
but it was not established that Datalink designed and
sold counterfeit versions of its product, or that this
resulted in trademark infringement and unlawful appropriation of trade secrets.

de ceux-ci est déterminable, mais a peu de chances
d’être recouvré, et l’acte répréhensible se poursuit).
Cependant, à notre avis, on ne sait pas avec certitude si le premier élément du test est respecté. Les
allégations d’Equustek reposaient sur une preuve à
première vue valable, mais il n’a pas été établi que
Datalink a conçu et vendu des versions contrefaites
de son produit ou que cela a causé une contrefaçon
de marque de commerce et une appropriation illégale de secrets commerciaux.

[67] In any case, the discretionary factors affecting the grant of an injunction strongly favour judicial restraint. As we will outline below, the Google
Order enjoins a non-party, yet Google has not aided
or abetted Datalink’s wrongdoing; it holds no assets of Equustek’s, and has no information relevant
to the underlying proceedings. The Google Order is
mandatory and requires court supervision. It has not
been shown to be effective, and Equustek has alternative remedies.

[67] Quoi qu’il en soit, les facteurs à prendre en
considération dans l’exercice du pouvoir discrétionnaire d’accorder ou non une injonction militent
fortement en faveur de la retenue judiciaire. Comme
nous l’indiquerons plus loin, l’ordonnance visant
Google oblige un tiers à faire quelque chose; pourtant, Google n’a pas aidé ni encouragé Datalink à
commettre l’acte répréhensible en cause, ne détient
aucun élément d’actif d’Equustek et ne dispose
d’aucun renseignement pertinent à l’égard de la procédure sous-jacente. L’ordonnance visant Google est
une ordonnance mandatoire nécessitant la supervision du tribunal. Son efficacité n’a pas été démontrée et d’autres recours s’offrent à Equustek.

B. Google Is a Non-Party

B. Google est un tiers

[68] A court order does not “technically” bind
non-parties, but “anyone who disobeys the order
or interferes with its purpose may be found to have
obstructed the course of justice and hence be found
guilty of contempt of court” (MacMillan Bloedel
Ltd. v. Simpson, [1996] 2 S.C.R. 1048, at paras. 23
and 27). In MacMillan Bloedel, the injunction prohibiting named individuals from blocking a logging
road also caused non-parties to face contempt proceedings for doing the act prohibited by the injunction.

[68] Une ordonnance judiciaire n’est pas, « strictement parlant », opposable aux tiers, mais « quiconque
enfreint l’ordonnance ou en gêne l’application peut
se voir reprocher une entrave à la justice et donc se
rendre coupable d’outrage au tribunal » (MacMillan
Bloedel Ltd. c. Simpson, [1996] 2 R.C.S. 1048,
par. 23 et 27). Dans l’arrêt MacMillan Bloedel, l’injonction qui interdisait à des personnes nommément
désignées de bloquer un chemin d’exploitation a également entraîné l’introduction de procédures pour outrage contre des tiers du fait que ceux-ci avaient posé
l’acte que l’injonction interdisait.

[69] The instant case is not one where a nonparty with knowledge of a court order deliberately
disobeyed it and thereby deprecated the court’s authority. Google did not carry out the act prohibited
by the December 2012 Order. The act prohibited
by the December 2012 Order is Datalink “carrying
on business through any website”. That act occurs

[69] Il ne s’agit pas en l’espèce d’un cas où un
tiers ayant connaissance d’une ordonnance judiciaire y a délibérément désobéi, faisant ainsi fi de
l’autorité du tribunal. Google n’a pas posé l’acte
prohibé par l’ordonnance de décembre 2012. Cette
dernière interdit à Datalink [TRADUCTION] « d’exercer des activités par l’entremise de tout site Web ».
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whenever Datalink launches websites to carry out
business ― not when other parties, such as Google,
make it known that such websites exist.

Datalink pose un tel acte chaque fois qu’elle met en
service des sites Web pour exercer ses activités ―
et non lorsque d’autres parties, comme Google, font
connaître l’existence de ces sites.

[70] There is no doubt that non-parties also risk
contempt proceedings by aiding and abetting the
doing of a prohibited act (Seaward v. Paterson,
[1897] 1 Ch. 545 (C.A.); D. Bean, A. Burns and I.
Parry, Injunctions (11th ed. 2012), at para. 9-08).
Lord Denning said in Acrow (Automation) Ltd. v.
Rex Chainbelt Inc., [1971] 1 W.L.R. 1676 (C.A.), at
p. 1682:

[70] Il n’y a aucun doute que des tiers risquent
aussi de faire l’objet de procédures pour outrage
s’ils aident à la perpétration de l’acte prohibé ou
encouragent celle-ci (Seaward c. Paterson, [1897]
1 Ch. 545 (C.A.); D. Bean, A. Burns et I. Parry, Injunctions (11e éd. 2012), par. 9-08). Lord Denning
a affirmé ce qui suit dans Acrow (Automation) Ltd.
c. Rex Chainbelt Inc., [1971] 1 W.L.R. 1676 (C.A.),
p. 1682 :

It has long been held that the court has jurisdiction to
commit for contempt a person, not a party to the action,
who, knowing of an injunction, aids and abets the defendant in breaking it. The reason is that by aiding and abetting the defendant, he is obstructing the course of justice.

[TRADUCTION] Il est établi depuis longtemps que le
tribunal a le pouvoir de condamner pour outrage une
personne qui n’est pas partie à l’action et qui, sachant
qu’une injonction existe, aide et encourage le défendeur
à y contrevenir. La raison est qu’en aidant et en encourageant le défendeur, cette personne entrave le cours de la
justice.

[71] In our view, Google did not aid or abet the
doing of the prohibited act. Equustek alleged that
Google’s search engine was facilitating Datalink’s
ongoing breach by leading customers to Datalink
websites (Fenlon J.’s reasons, at para. 10). However,
the December 2012 Order was to cease carrying
on business through any website. That Order was
breached as soon as Datalink established a website
to conduct its business, regardless of how visible
that website might be through Google searches. If
Equustek’s argument were accepted, the scope of
“aids and abets” would, in our view, become overbroad. It might include the companies supplying
Datalink with the material to produce the derivative
products, the companies delivering the products,
or as Google argued in its factum, it might also include the local power company that delivers power
to Datalink’s physical address. Critically, Datalink breached the December 2012 Order simply by
launching websites to carry out business, regardless
of whether Google searches ever reveal the websites.

[71] À notre avis, Google n’a pas aidé à la perpétration de l’acte prohibé ni encouragé celle-ci.
Equustek a soutenu qu’en dirigeant les clients vers
les sites Web de Datalink, le moteur de recherche
de Google facilitait la perpétration continue par
Datalink de la violation reprochée (motifs de la
juge Fenlon, par. 10). Cependant, l’ordonnance de
décembre 2012 visait la cessation des activités par
l’entremise de tout site Web. Il y a eu manquement à
cette ordonnance dès que Datalink a créé un site Web
pour exercer ses activités, peu importe à quel point
ce site était visible lors de recherches sur Google. Si
l’argument d’Equustek était retenu, la portée de l’expression « aide et encourage » deviendrait, à notre
avis, excessive. Elle pourrait permettre d’inclure les
entreprises qui fournissent à Datalink les matériaux
nécessaires à la production des produits dérivés,
celles qui livrent les produits ou, comme Google
l’a fait valoir dans son mémoire, l’entreprise locale
d’électricité qui fournit de l’électricité à l’adresse
physique de Datalink. Fait crucial, Datalink a contrevenu à l’ordonnance de décembre 2012 simplement
en mettant en service des sites Web pour exercer ses
activités, peu importe si les recherches sur Google
révélaient ceux-ci.
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[72] We agree with our colleague Justice Abella
that Mareva injunctions and Norwich orders can operate against non-parties. However, we respectfully
disagree that the Google Order is similar in nature
to those remedies. Mareva injunctions are granted to
freeze assets until the completion of a trial ― they
do not enforce a plaintiff’s substantive rights (Mercedes Benz, at p. 302). In contrast, the Google Order
enforces Equustek’s asserted intellectual property
rights by seeking to minimize harm to those rights.
It does not freeze Datalink’s assets (and, in fact, may
erode those assets).

[72] Nous convenons avec notre collègue la juge
Abella que les injonctions Mareva et les ordonnances de type Norwich sont opposables aux tiers.
Cependant, avec égards, nous croyons que l’ordonnance visant Google n’est pas de nature semblable
à ces réparations. Les injonctions Mareva visent
à geler des actifs jusqu’à la fin du procès, et non
pas à assurer le respect des droits substantiels du
demandeur (Mercedes Benz, p. 302). En revanche,
l’ordonnance visant Google assure le respect des
droits de propriété intellectuelle revendiqués par
Equustek en cherchant à réduire au minimum l’atteinte à ces droits. Elle ne gèle pas certains actifs de
Datalink (et, en réalité, elle pourrait les amoindrir).

[73] Norwich orders are made to compel information from third parties. In Norwich Pharmacal Co.
v. Customs and Excise Commissioners, [1974] A.C.
133 (H.L.), at p. 175, Lord Reid identified

[73] Les ordonnances de type Norwich visent à
obliger des tiers à fournir des renseignements. Dans
Norwich Pharmacal Co. c. Customs and Excise
Commissioners, [1974] A.C. 133 (H.L.), p. 175,
lord Reid a fait ressortir

a very reasonable principle that if through no fault of his
own a person gets mixed up in the tortious acts of others so as to facilitate their wrong-doing he may incur no
personal liability but he comes under a duty to assist the
person who has been wronged by giving him full information and disclosing the identity of the wrongdoers.

[TRADUCTION] un principe très raisonnable voulant que
si, sans que ce soit sa faute, une personne est mêlée aux
actes délictueux d’autres personnes de manière à faciliter
l’acte répréhensible qui leur est reproché, elle n’engage
peut-être pas sa responsabilité personnelle, mais elle est
tenue d’aider la personne lésée en lui donnant des renseignements complets et en lui révélant l’identité des malfaiteurs.

Lord Reid found that “without certain action on
[Customs’] part the infringements could never have
been committed” (p. 174). In spite of this finding,
the court did not require Customs to take specific
action to prevent importers from infringing the patent of Norwich Pharmacal; rather the court issued
a limited order compelling Customs to disclose the
names of importers. In Cartier, the court analogized
from Norwich to support an injunction requiring Internet service providers (“ISPs”) to block access to
trademark-infringing websites because “it is via the
ISPs’ services” that customers view and purchase
the infringing material (para. 155). That injunction
did not extend to parties merely assisting in finding
the websites.

Lord Reid a conclu que [TRADUCTION] « si les [autorités douanières] n’avaient pas accompli certains
actes, une partie des violations n’aurait jamais pu
être commise » (p. 174). Malgré cette conclusion,
la cour n’a pas exigé que les autorités douanières
prennent des mesures précises pour empêcher les
importateurs de contrefaire le brevet de Norwich
Pharmacal; la cour a plutôt rendu une ordonnance
limitée obligeant les autorités douanières à révéler
les noms des importateurs. Dans Cartier, la cour a
établi une analogie avec l’affaire Norwich pour justifier une injonction intimant à des fournisseurs de
services Internet (« FSI ») de bloquer l’accès à des
sites Web contrefaisant des marques de commerce
parce que [TRADUCTION] « c’est par l’entremise des
services des FSI » que les clients voient et achètent
les produits contrefaits (par. 155). Cette injonction ne
s’appliquait pas aux parties qui ne faisaient qu’aider
à localiser les sites Web.
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[74] In the case at bar, we are of the view that
Google does not play a role in Datalink’s breach of
the December 2012 Order. Whether or not the December 2012 Order is violated does not hinge on
the degree of success of the prohibited website business. Rather, the December 2012 Order is violated
merely by Datalink conducting business through a
website, regardless of the visibility of that website
or the number of customers that visit the website.
Thus Google does not play a role analogous to Customs in Norwich nor the ISPs in Cartier. And unlike
the order in Norwich, the Google Order compels
positive action aimed at the illegal activity rather
than simply requiring the provision of information
to the court.

[74] En l’espèce, nous sommes d’avis que Google
ne joue aucun rôle dans la violation par Datalink de
l’ordonnance de décembre 2012. La question de savoir s’il y a violation de l’ordonnance de décembre
2012 ne dépend pas du degré de succès des activités
prohibées exercées par l’entremise de sites Web. Il
y a manquement à cette ordonnance du simple fait
que Datalink exerce des activités par l’entremise
d’un site Web, peu importe la visibilité de ce site
ou le nombre de clients qui le visitent. En conséquence, Google ne joue pas un rôle analogue à celui des autorités douanières dans Norwich ni à celui
des FSI dans Cartier. Et, contrairement à l’ordonnance prononcée dans Norwich, l’ordonnance visant Google requiert la prise de mesures concrètes
à l’égard de l’activité illégale plutôt que de simplement exiger que des renseignements soient fournis
au tribunal.

C. The Google Order Is Mandatory

C. L’ordonnance visant Google est une ordonnance mandatoire

[75] While the distinction between mandatory
and prohibitive injunctions has been questioned (see
National Commercial Bank of Jamaica Ltd. v. Olint
Corp., [2009] 1 W.L.R. 1405 (P.C.), at para. 20),
courts have rightly, in our view, proceeded cautiously where an injunction requires the defendant to
incur additional expenses to take positive steps (Redland Bricks Ltd. v. Morris, [1970] A.C. 652 (H.L.),
at pp. 665-66; J. Berryman, The Law of Equitable
Remedies (2nd ed. 2013), at pp. 199-200). Also relevant to the decision of whether to grant a mandatory injunction is whether it might require continued
supervision by the courts, especially where the terms
of the order cannot be precisely drawn and where
it may result in wasteful litigation over compliance
(Co-operative Insurance Society Ltd. v. Argyll Stores
(Holdings) Ltd., [1998] A.C. 1 (H.L.)).

[75] Bien que la distinction entre les injonctions
mandatoires et les injonctions prohibitives ait été
mise en doute (voir National Commercial Bank of
Jamaica Ltd. c. Olint Corp., [2009] 1 W.L.R. 1405
(C.P.), par. 20), les tribunaux ont, à juste titre selon
nous, procédé avec prudence lorsqu’une injonction
exigeait que le défendeur engage des dépenses additionnelles pour prendre des mesures concrètes
(Redland Bricks Ltd. c. Morris, [1970] A.C. 652
(H.L.), p. 665-666; J. Berryman, The Law of Equitable Remedies (2e éd. 2013), p. 199-200). Pour décider s’il convient ou non d’accorder une injonction
mandatoire, il est également pertinent de se demander si celle-ci nécessiterait une supervision judiciaire continue, en particulier lorsque les modalités
de l’ordonnance ne peuvent être définies avec précision et lorsque le respect de l’ordonnance pourrait donner lieu à des litiges onéreux (Co-operative
Insurance Society Ltd. c. Argyll Stores (Holdings)
Ltd., [1998] A.C. 1 (H.L.)).

[76] The Google Order requires ongoing modification and supervision because Datalink is launching new websites to replace de-listed ones. In
fact, the Google Order has been amended at least
seven times to capture Datalink’s new sites (orders

[76] L’ordonnance visant Google nécessite des
modifications et une supervision continues parce
que Datalink met en service de nouveaux sites
Web pour remplacer ceux qui sont délistés. En fait,
cette ordonnance a été modifiée au moins sept fois
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dated November 27, 2014; April 22, 2015; June 4,
2015; July 3, 2015; September 15, 2015; January
12, 2016 and March 30, 2016). In our view, courts
should avoid granting injunctions that require such
cumbersome court-supervised updating.

pour permettre d’englober les nouveaux sites de
Datalink (ordonnances datées du 27 novembre 2014,
du 22 avril 2015, du 4 juin 2015, du 3 juillet 2015,
du 15 septembre 2015, du 12 janvier 2016 et du
30 mars 2016). À notre avis, les tribunaux devraient
éviter d’accorder des injonctions impliquant un processus aussi lourd de mise à jour sous supervision
judiciaire.

D. The Google Order Has Not Been Shown to Be
Effective

D. L’efficacité de l’ordonnance visant Google n’a
pas été démontrée

[77] A court may decline to grant an injunction
on the basis that it would be futile or ineffective in
achieving the purpose for which it is sought (Spry,
at pp. 419-20; Berryman, at p. 113). For example,
in Attorney General v. Observer Ltd., [1990] 1 A.C.
109 (H.L.), the Spycatcher memoirs of an M.I.5
agent were already readily available, thus making a
perpetual injunction against publication by the defendant newspapers ineffective.

[77] Un tribunal peut refuser d’accorder une injonction au motif qu’elle serait inutile ou inefficace
pour atteindre l’objectif recherché (Spry, p. 419-420;
Berryman, p. 113). Par exemple, dans Attorney Gen
eral c. Observer Ltd., [1990] 1 A.C. 109 (H.L.), les
mémoires d’un agent du MI-5, intitulés Spycatcher,
étaient déjà facilement accessibles, ce qui rendait
inefficace l’octroi d’une injonction permanente de
non-publication contre les journaux défendeurs.

[78] In our view, the Google Order is not effective in enforcing the December 2012 Order. It is recalled that the December 2012 Order requires that
Datalink “cease operating or carrying on business
through any website” — it says nothing about the
visibility or success of the website business. The
December 2012 Order is violated as soon as Datalink launches websites to carry on business, regardless of whether those websites appear in a Google
search. Moreover, the Google Order does not assist
Equustek in modifying the Datalink websites, as
Equustek sought in its originating claim for injunctive relief.

[78] À notre avis, l’ordonnance visant Google est
inefficace pour assurer le respect de l’ordonnance
de décembre 2012. Il importe de rappeler que l’ordonnance de décembre 2012 exige que Datalink
« cess[e] d’exercer des activités par l’entremise de
tout site Web »; elle ne prévoit rien à l’égard de la
visibilité ou du succès de ces activités. Il y a manquement à cette ordonnance dès que Datalink met
en service des sites Web pour exercer ses activités,
peu importe si ceux-ci apparaissent dans les résultats
d’une recherche sur Google. De plus, l’ordonnance
visant Google n’aide pas Equustek à faire modifier
les sites Web de Datalink, comme Equustek l’a demandé dans sa demande initiale d’injonction.

[79] The most that can be said is that the Google
Order might reduce the harm to Equustek which
Fenlon J. found “Google is inadvertently facilitating” (para. 152). But it has not been shown that the
Google Order is effective in doing so. As Google
points out, Datalink’s websites can be found using other search engines, links from other sites,
bookmarks, email, social media, printed material,
word-of-mouth, or other indirect means. Datalink’s websites are open for business on the Internet whether Google searches list them or not. In our

[79] Le plus que l’on puisse dire, c’est que l’ordonnance visant Google pourrait réduire le préjudice causé à Equustek, préjudice que [TRADUCTION]
« Google facilite par inadvertance », selon la juge
Fenlon (par. 152). Mais il n’a pas été démontré que
cette ordonnance constitue un moyen efficace de ce
faire. Comme le souligne Google, on peut trouver les
sites Web de Datalink à l’aide d’autres moteurs de
recherche, de liens d’autres sites, de signets, de courriels, de médias sociaux, de documents imprimés,
du bouche à oreille ou d’autres moyens indirects.
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view, this lack of effectiveness suggests restraint in
granting the Google Order.

Peu importe s’ils apparaissent ou non dans les résultats d’une recherche sur Google, les sites Web de
Datalink sont néanmoins accessibles aux clients potentiels sur Internet. À notre avis, l’absence d’efficacité commande la retenue relativement à l’octroi de
l’ordonnance visant Google.

[80] Moreover, the quest for elusive effectiveness
led to the Google Order having worldwide effect.
This effect should be taken into consideration as a
factor in exercising discretion. Spry explains that
territorial limitations to equitable jurisdiction are
“to some extent determined by reference to questions of effectiveness and of comity” (p. 37). While
the worldwide effect of the Google Order does not
make it more effective, it could raise concerns regarding comity.

[80] De plus, la recherche d’une efficacité illusoire a conféré à l’ordonnance des effets à l’échelle
mondiale, effets qui devraient constituer un facteur à
prendre en considération dans l’exercice du pouvoir
discrétionnaire. Le professeur Spry explique que les
limites territoriales de la compétence en equity sont
[TRADUCTION] « dans une certaine mesure établies en
fonction de questions d’efficacité et de courtoisie »
(p. 37). Bien qu’ils ne rendent pas l’ordonnance visant Google plus efficace, les effets à l’échelle mondiale de cette ordonnance pourraient soulever des
préoccupations relatives à la courtoisie.

E. Alternatives Are Available

E. D’autres solutions sont possibles

[81] Highlighting the lack of effectiveness are
the alternatives available to Equustek. An equitable
remedy is not required unless there is no other appropriate remedy at law (Spry, at pp. 402-3). In our
view, Equustek has an alternative remedy in law.
Datalink has assets in France. Equustek sought a
world-wide Mareva injunction to freeze those assets,
but the Court of Appeal for British Columbia urged
Equustek to pursue a remedy in French courts: “At
present, it appears that the proposed defendants reside in France. . . . The information before the Court
is that French courts will assume jurisdiction and
entertain an application to freeze the assets in that
country” (2016 BCCA 190, 88 B.C.L.R. (5th) 168,
at para. 24). We see no reason why Equustek cannot
do what the Court of Appeal urged it to do. Equustek
could also pursue injunctive relief against the ISPs,
as was done in Cartier, in order to enforce the December 2012 Order. In addition, Equustek could initiate contempt proceedings in France or in any other
jurisdiction with a link to the illegal websites.

[81] Les alternatives à la disposition d’Equustek
démontrent l’inefficacité de l’ordonnance. Une réparation en equity n’est requise que s’il n’existe
aucun autre recours juridique approprié (Spry,
p. 402-403). À notre avis, Equustek dispose d’un tel
autre recours. Datalink possède des biens en France.
Equustek a demandé une injonction Mareva de portée mondiale pour geler ces biens, mais la Cour d’appel de la Colombie-Britannique a recommandé avec
insistance à Equustek d’exercer un recours devant
les tribunaux français : [TRADUCTION] « À l’heure
actuelle, il semble que les défendeurs proposés résident en France. [. . .] Selon les renseignements
soumis à la Cour, les tribunaux français se déclareront compétents et entendront la demande visant le
gel des biens dans ce pays » (2016 BCCA 190, 88
B.C.L.R. (5th) 168, par. 24). Nous ne voyons pas
pourquoi Equustek ne peut pas faire ce que la Cour
d’appel lui a recommandé avec insistance de faire.
Equustek pourrait également — comme ce fut le cas
dans Cartier — demander une injonction contre les
FSI afin de faire respecter l’ordonnance de décembre
2012. De plus, Equustek pourrait intenter une procédure pour outrage en France ou dans tout autre pays
ayant un lien avec les sites Web illégaux.
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III. Conclusion

III. Conclusion

[82] For these reasons, we are of the view that the
Google Order ought not to have been granted. We
would allow the appeal and set aside the June 13,
2014 order of the Supreme Court of British Columbia.

[82] Pour ces motifs, nous estimons que l’ordonnance visant Google n’aurait pas dû être accordée.
Nous sommes d’avis d’accueillir le pourvoi et d’annuler l’ordonnance prononcée le 13 janvier 2014 par
la Cour suprême de la Colombie-Britannique.

Appeal dismissed with costs, Côté and Rowe
JJ. dissenting.

Pourvoi rejeté avec dépens, les juges Côté et
Rowe sont dissidents.
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IN THE MATTER OF the Competition Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. C 34 as amended;
AND IN THE MATTER OF an inquiry commenced under section 10 of the Competition Act,
relating to certain alleged anti-competitive conduct in the markets for E-books in Canada;
AND IN THE MATTER OF the filing and registration of a consent agreement pursuant to
section 105 of the Competition Act;
AND IN THE MATTER OF an application under section 106(2) of the Competition Act, by
Kobo Inc. to rescind or vary the Consent Agreement between the Commissioner of Competition
and Hachette Book Group Canada Ltd., Hachette Book Group, Inc., Hachette Digital, Inc.;
HarperCollins Canada Limited; Holtzbrinck Publishers, LLC; and Simon & Schuster Canada, a
division of CBS Canada Holdings Co. filed and registered with the Competition Tribunal on
February 7, 2014, under section 105 of the Competition Act.
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Kobo Inc.
(applicant)
and
The Commissioner of Competition,
Hachette Book Group Canada Ltd.,
Hachette Book Group, Inc.,
Hachette Digital Inc.,
HarperCollins Canada Limited,
Holtzbrinck Publishers, LLC; and
Simon & Schuster Canada, a division of CBS Canada Holdings Co.
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Reasons for Order: March 27, 2014
Reasons signed by: Mr. Justice Donald J. Rennie
REASONS FOR ORDER GRANTING THE APPLICANT’S MOTION FOR A STAY
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Competition Tribunal

INTRODUCTION

[1]
Kobo Inc. (the “Applicant” or “Kobo”) brought a motion to stay the implementation of a
consent agreement reached pursuant to section 105 of the Competition Act, RSC 1985, c C-34
(the “Act”), signed February 6, 2014 and registered February 7, 2014 (the “Consent
Agreement”), between the Commissioner of Competition (the “Commissioner”) and Hachette
Book Group Canada Ltd., Hachette Book Group, Inc., Hachette Digital, Inc.; HarperCollins
Canada Limited; Holtzbrinck Publishers, LLC; and Simon & Schuster Canada, a division of CBS
Canada Holdings Co. (collectively, the “Consenting Publishers”) on the basis that Kobo has filed
an application under subection 106(2) of the Act to rescind or vary the Consent Agreement.
[2]
These reasons are further to my order of March 18, 2014 granting the stay sought by
Kobo.
II.

BACKGROUND

[3]
Kobo is an E-book retailer operating in Canada since February 2009. It is the largest Ebook retailer in Canada.
[4]
In the summer of 2012, the Commissioner commenced an investigation into the E-book
industry in Canada. This investigation came on the heels of an investigation by the United States
Department of Justice (“U.S. DOJ”) into the E-book market in the U.S., which resulted in
settlement agreements between the U.S. DOJ and several U.S. publishers, some of which are the
U.S. affiliates of the Consenting Publishers. In Canada, the Commissioner’s 18-month
investigation culminated in the registration of the Consent Agreement on February 7, 2014.
[5]
The Consent Agreement requires each Consenting Publisher to amend or terminate any
contract it has with an E-book retailer that, directly or indirectly, restricts the E-book retailer’s
ability to discount the price of E-books sold to consumers in Canada or that makes the retail
price of an E-book sold by one retailer dependent on the retail price of the same E-book sold by
another retailer (this latter type of clause is known as a “Price MFN clause”). The effective
period of the Consent Agreement would commence forty (40) days following the date of its
registration and last for eighteen (18) months. As the Consent Agreement was registered on
February 7, 2014, its effective period is set to commence on March 19, 2014.
[6]
Kobo’s contracts with each of the Consenting Publishers are “Agency Agreements”.
Agency Agreements are typically agreements where the retailer is appointed as a non-exclusive
agent for the marketing and delivery of E-books on the publisher’s behalf. The publisher sets the
retail price, and the retailer receives a commission (usually 30%) for each E-book sold. It is
apparent that some or all of Kobo’s Agency Agreements contain clauses that would be prohibited
by the Consent Agreement.
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I.

(2) A person directly affected
by a consent agreement, other
than a party to that agreement,
may apply to the Tribunal
within 60 days after the
registration of the agreement
to have one or more of its
terms rescinded or varied. The
Tribunal may grant the
application if it finds that the
person has established that the
terms could not be the subject
of an order of the Tribunal.

(2) Toute personne
directement touchée par le
consentement — à l’exclusion
d’une partie à celui-ci — peut,
dans les soixante jours suivant
l’enregistrement, demander au
Tribunal d’en annuler ou d’en
modifier une ou plusieurs
modalités. Le Tribunal peut
accueillir la demande s’il
conclut que la personne a
établi que les modalités ne
pourraient faire l’objet d’une
ordonnance du Tribunal.

[8]
Subsection 106(2) was added to the Act as part of the 2002 amendments replacing the old
consent order regime, wherein draft consent orders required the Tribunal’s pre-approval, with the
current consent agreement regime, which does not. The old regime was inefficient and
ineffective, and Parliament intended for the amendments to create a more streamlined and timely
process (Burns Lake Native Development Corporation v Commissioner of Competition and West
Fraser Timber Co Ltd, 2006 Comp Trib 16, at para 26-32) [Burns Lake]).
[9]
On February 21, 2014, Kobo also brought the present motion for an order staying the
registration of the Consent Agreement pending the determination of its application under
subsection 106(2). The motion was heard on March 17, 2014, and at the hearing, counsel for the
Respondents took no position and made no submissions. The Consent Agreement provides that
the Consenting Publishers will not, for the purposes of the agreement only, including execution,
registration, enforcement, variation or rescission, contest the Commissioner’s allegations that
further to an agreement or arrangement, they have engaged in conduct with the result that
competition in the markets for E-books in Canada has been substantially prevented or lessened,
contrary to section 90.1 of the Act.
[10] On March 18, 2014, I granted Kobo’s motion for an order staying the Consent Agreement
and these are the reasons for that order.
III.

ISSUES & DISCUSSION

[11] A consent agreement, filed pursuant to section 105 of the Act, has, upon registration, the
same force and effect, and proceedings may be taken, as if it were an order of the Tribunal. Such
a consent agreement is to be based on terms that could be the subject of an order of the Tribunal.
[12] The issue on this motion is whether the Tribunal should stay the implementation of the
Consent Agreement pending the disposition of Kobo’s subsection 106(2) application. The test
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[7]
On February 21, 2014, Kobo brought an application to rescind or vary the Consent
Agreement pursuant to subection 106(2) of the Act, which provides that:

for stay was established by the Supreme Court of Canada in RJR-MacDonald Inc v Canada
(Attorney General), [1994] 1 SCR 311 at p 334 [RJR-MacDonald]:

[13]

I deal with each element of the test in turn.
a.

Serious issue to be tried

[14] For the limited purposes of this stay motion, the Commissioner concedes that Kobo is a
“person directly affected” within the meaning of subsection 106(2).
[15] Kobo argues that the legislative history of subsection 106(2) of the Act indicates that it
was meant to operate as a meaningful “safety valve” on the Commissioner’s power to enter into
consent agreements, and the serious issues it proposes must be looked at in that context.
[16] Kobo asserts that its application raises important unanswered questions about the Consent
agreement and the operation of subsection 106(2). It contends that its application raises two
serious triable issues. The basis for these serious issues is the fact that the Consent Agreement
was reached notwithstanding that the Commissioner has failed to articulate the existence of an
agreement or arrangement between the Consenting Publishers falling under section 90.1 of the
Act (a “90.1 agreement”). Kobo argues that the fact that the Commissioner has not made
allegations or proven the existence of a 90.1 agreement leads to the first serious issue, which is:
Does the Tribunal have jurisdiction to make any order under s.
90.1 in the absence of an existing or proposed agreement or
arrangement among competitors (or even an allegation of such an
agreement)?
[17] Kobo argues that the Tribunal lacks such jurisdiction. Its position, therefore, is that a
consent agreement under section 105 purporting to defeat a 90.1 agreement must satisfy the
substantive requirements of section 90.1. It argues against a narrow interpretation of subsection
106(2) wherein the Tribunal need only be satisfied that it has jurisdiction to make orders of the
nature contemplated in a consent agreement. However, in the event that such a narrow
interpretation is adopted, Kobo argues that a second serious issue nonetheless arises, which is:
Can the Tribunal make an order prohibiting a person from doing
anything under a putative 90.1 agreement where it has not
identified any terms of such an agreement or is not satisfied that
such an agreement exists or is proposed?
[18] Kobo again argues that it cannot, as paragraph 90.1(1)(a) gives the Tribunal the power to
prohibit a person from doing anything under a 90.1 agreement, a power that is impossible to
exercise without actually identifying such an agreement. Although paragraph 90.1(1)(b) permits
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a) There is a serious issue to be tried;
b) The applicant will suffer irreparable harm if the stay is not granted; and
c) The balance of convenience favours granting the stay.

[19] Kobo further asserts that the Commissioner has in the past acknowledged the seriousness
of a question similar to the ones it now proposes. In Burns Lake, the Tribunal answered two
questions brought to it by the Commissioner on reference, but there was actually a third question
that was initially raised by the Commissioner but later dropped. This question was: “In an
application under subsection 106(2) of the Act to vary or rescind the terms of a consent
agreement, is the Tribunal authorized, by the language "that the terms could not be the subject of
an order of the Tribunal," to engage in a de novo review of whether the merger or proposed
merger is likely to substantially lessen or prevent competition?” (Burns Lake Native
Development Corporation v Commissioner of Competition and West Fraser Timber Co Ltd,
2005 Comp Trib 19, at para 39, aff’d Burns Lake Native Development Corporation v. Canada
(Commissioner of Competition), 2006 FCA 97). In other words, it had to do with the Tribunal’s
scope of review on a 106(2) application. This, Kobo argues, is analogous to the serious questions
it now raises, and if it was serious enough to be considered on a reference by the Commissioner,
it is serious enough to pass the low threshold of the RJR-MacDonald test.
[20] The Commissioner, on the other hand, contends that Kobo has failed to raise any serious
issue because subsection 106(2) should be read restrictively, such that consent agreements under
section 105 should not be tied to the substantive provisions of section 90.1. The Commissioner
points out that under Rule 106(2) of the Competition Tribunal Rules, SOR/2008-141, there are
only three statutory requirements for a valid consent agreement, namely that the consent
agreement must set out:
(a) the sections of the Act under which the agreement is made;
(b) the name and address of each person in respect of whom the agreement is sought; and
(c) the terms of the agreement.
[21] It is therefore not necessary, the Commissioner submits, for a consent agreement to
provide any particulars that go beyond these three statutory requirements. As such, the Consent
Agreement did not need to indicate the particulars of any existing or proposed 90.1 agreement
that may have existed between the Consenting Publishers. Consent agreements are negotiations,
and part of those negotiations may include what is not revealed to the public.
[22] Alternatively, the Commissioner argues that even if the Tribunal finds that a consent
agreement must be substantively tied to and establish the elements of the alleged anticompetitive conduct, the consent agreement nonetheless accords with section 90.1 of the Act, as
paragraph 90.1(1)(b) gives the Tribunal the power to prohibit a person, on consent of that person
and the Commissioner, from taking “any other action”.
[23] The threshold for this element of the test is a low one, once the decision-maker is
satisfied that the application is neither vexatious nor frivolous, he should proceed to consider the
other elements (RJR-MacDonald, at p 337). In my view, there is no doubt that Kobo’s
application raises serious issues related to the interpretation of subsection 106(2). The fact that
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a consent agreement to require a third party to “take any other action”, Kobo argues this still
requires a determination that there has been a 90.1 agreement, and in any case that the Consent
Agreement contains prohibitions, placing it firmly within the scope of paragraph 90.1(1)(a).

[24]

The first element of the RJR-MacDonald test is accordingly met.
b.

Irreparable harm

[25] Kobo submits that it will suffer irreparable financial harm if this stay is not granted. It
bases this harm on four sources of evidence:
(i) the Commissioner’s press release of February 7, 2014 announcing the
Consent Agreement (the “Press Release”) and a newspaper article dated March
13, 2014;
(ii) two letters of termination/amendment that Kobo received from two of the four
Consenting Publishers following registration of the Consent Agreement (the
“Amendment Letters”);
(iii) Kobo’s experience in the U.S. following implementation of settlement
agreements there; and
(iv) Kobo’s internal business forecasting.
[26] Kobo argues that it will be only E-book retailers like Kobo, not the Consenting
Publishers, that will suffer financial loss due to the implementation of the Consent Agreement.
This is demonstrated by the Press Release and especially by the Amendment Letters. The
Amendment Letters unilaterally purport to transform the existing Agency Agreements into
“Agency Lite” agreements, whereby pricing restrictions are lifted but the Consenting Publishers
are still entitled to revenues of 70% of the retail price that they set. This means that Kobo alone
would bear the cost of any discount they choose to offer on the retail price. Thus, Kobo asserts
that the financial harm from the Consent Agreement will fall squarely on Kobo, and on other Ebook retailers like it, and not on the Consenting Publishers.
[27] Based on its experience in the U.S. market following the implementation of similar
settlement agreements there, Kobo has calculated that it will suffer substantial financial losses as
a result. It maintains that the U.S. is an apt comparator market on which to base its forecasting.
Kobo also provides internal financial forecasts predicting significant losses that would result
from the implementation of the Consent Agreement, and argues that the assumptions made in
those forecasts are fair, as explained in the affidavit of Michael Tamblyn, Kobo’s Chief Content
Officer. Kobo also makes the point that it is the type and not the magnitude of harm that is
relevant on a motion for stay, but nonetheless provides numbers to demonstrate that it has a clear
evidentiary basis for its assertion of harm.
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the Commissioner in Burns Lake had initially listed a virtually identical issue in the reference is a
compelling point. The application also raises the bigger, underlying question of whether a
consent agreement under section 105 of the Act that purports to defeat a 90.1 agreement requires
the Commissioner to satisfy the substantive requirements of section 90.1, and if so, to what
extent. This interplay of sections 90.1 and 105, and how it relates to applications under
subsection 106(2), is an issue that has not been previously dealt with by the Tribunal, and is
neither vexatious nor frivolous in nature. Indeed, the fact that Kobo and the Commissioner have
each offered multiple possible theories of this interplay testifies to the fact that there is a serious
issue to be determined.

[28] Kobo submits that the time and money it would have to spend on switching to an Agency
Lite model would also contribute to its harm.

[30] The Commissioner argues that Kobo will not suffer financial harm because of its current
financial position. Further, its evidence of financial loss is speculative, since its methodology for
calculating losses incorporates many flawed assumptions and does not take into account all
relevant economic factors. One of these flawed assumptions is that as the price of e-books would
drop, Kobo’s volume of sale would remain constant. The Commissioner submits that this is
contrary to basic economic theory which recognizes that as the price drops, the volume of sales
increases.
[31] The Commissioner also argues that any financial harm suffered by Kobo can be avoided
because part of their projected losses results from the business strategy it has intentionally
adopted. Such losses can also likely be remedied, as there is evidence that Kobo has been
developing contingency plans to deal with the implementation of the Consent Agreement.
[32] From a policy perspective, the Commissioner urges the Tribunal not to accept financial
harm as a valid basis for staying the registration of the Consent Agreement, as to do so would be
wholly at odds with the purpose of the Act, which is to protect competition, not competitors. Any
financial harm suffered by Kobo, the Commissioner argues, would not be caused by the Consent
Agreement; rather, it would be caused by Kobo no longer being able to charge artificiallyinflated, anti-competitive prices for its E-books. The Commissioner submits that this is not the
type of “harm” that the Act should in any way protect.
[33] The Commissioner also presents a “floodgates” argument. He contends that if this stay is
granted on the basis of this type of harm, it will undermine the consent agreement regime
because future consent agreements will be subjected to stays, since third parties will almost
invariably be affected financially by such agreements. This runs counter to the intention of
Parliament in implementing a streamlined and proficient consent agreement regime.
[34] In reply to the Commissioner’s allegation that its loss is speculative because of flawed
assumptions, Kobo notes that the Commissioner only questioned Mr. Tamblyn on one
assumption and not any of the others, and this failure to cross-examine shifts the burden to the
Commissioner in demonstrating the assumptions were inappropriate pursuant to the Federal
Court decision in Effem Foods Ltd. v. H.J. Heinz Co. of Canada (1997), 75 C.P.R. (3d) 331.
Kobo further retorts that the Commissioner cannot assert that Kobo is benefiting from inflated
prices for E-books when he has never alleged, let alone proven, that Kobo is or has ever been
engaged in any kind of anti-competitive conduct.
[35] In my view, Kobo has established, on the balance of probabilities, that it will suffer
irreparable harm if this stay is not granted. The profitability of Kobo’s business has no bearing
on whether it will suffer harm, and the jurisprudence recognizes that harm can occur to a
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[29] Finally, Kobo argues it would have no right to claim damages from the Commissioner,
and this makes the harm it will suffer irreparable.

[36] I do not accept the Commissioner’s assertion that Kobo’s projected losses arise from the
business strategy it has intentionally adopted and so are avoidable, as there is no evidence of this.
The argument that any harm Kobo might suffer can be remedied since Kobo has contingency
plans also fails. The fact that Kobo is prepared for the worst merely shows that it has prudent
business sense.
[37] Further, I cannot accept the Commissioner’s policy argument that the type of harm Kobo
asserts cannot qualify as harm for the purposes of this stay because that would be contrary to the
purposes of the Act. While a reduction in E-book prices may ostensibly be good for consumers,
the Commissioner has provided no legal reason why financial loss on part of a retailer resulting
from such price reductions cannot constitute harm for the purposes of the stay test.
[38] The Commissioner argues that recognizing this type of harm will open the floodgates,
resulting in stays of future consent agreements as a matter of course. However, this is
speculative, and ignores the fact that any future applicant must still prove that such harm will
indeed result, as well as satisfy the other two elements of the RJR-MacDonald test. It also
assumes, in so far as applications are made under subsection 106(2), that the tribunal will not
manage them in a manner that respects a balance between the interest of the business community
in certainty, the interest of the Commissioner in enforcement of the Act and those of others who
are directly affected by the consent agreement.
[39] In conclusion, I am therefore satisfied that Kobo will suffer financial harm and that such
harm is not speculative. In reaching this conclusion, it should be noted that the evidence of harm
before the Tribunal is neither speculative nor comprised of mere assertions; rather the evidence is
comprised of actual financial data, reasoned projections, and further validated by reference to the
known experience in the U.S. market. The evidence before the Tribunal is markedly different
than that before the Federal Court of Appeal in Gateway City Church v. Canada (Minister of
National Revenue), 2013 FCA 126, relied upon by the Commissioner.
[40] The harm would be irreparable. The Federal Court of Appeal has recognized that an
applicant’s inability to claim damages from the Commissioner in the event it is successful in its
application contributes to the irreparable nature of the financial harm (Tervita Corp v Canada
(Commissioner of Competition), 2012 FCA 223 at para 15, 434 NR 159 [Tervita]; Canada
(Commissioner of Competition) v Canadian Waste Services Holdings Inc, 2004 FCA 273 at para
18; Nadeau Poultry Farm Limited v. Groupe Westco Inc. et al., 2008 Comp. Trib. 16, at para.
29).
[41]

The second element of the RJR-MacDonald test is accordingly met.
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company whose path to profitability is blocked (Danone Canada Inc v Canada (Attorney
General), 2009 FC 44 at para 59, 343 FTR 17). I am also not convinced by the Commissioner’s
argument that Kobo’s forecasting data are speculative. The Commissioner has adduced no
evidence to challenge the soundness of Kobo’s methodology. I therefore find that Kobo’s
financial projections are not merely speculative.

c.

Balance of convenience

[43] Kobo asserts that the public will not be prejudiced because the Consent Agreement does
not impose a permanent ban on the clauses therein prohibited; it simply imposes an 18 month
ban. The granting of the stay will therefore not make the Consent Agreement any less effective;
it will simply be effective for a later set of customers. The fact that in the U.S., each settlement
agreement was implemented approximately six months after it was filed and the implementation
of the agreements spanned 16 months indicates that there is no urgency. Kobo therefore contends
that it stands to reason that delay in implementing the Consent Agreement will not make its
terms any less effective.
[44] On the other hand, Kobo argues that without a stay it will be severely prejudiced, because
it is very likely that its application will become moot. Without the stay, there would be very little
incentive for Kobo to continue its application, since even if Kobo were ultimately successful in
its application, without staying the Consent Agreement, the damage will be done, the market will
have shifted, and there would be no way for it to recoup its losses.
[45] Kobo submits that despite the fact that the Consent Agreement is the result of the actions
of a government officer in the implementation of his statutory duties, the public interest does not
weigh heavily in the Commissioner’s favour because this is not a case where Kobo is asking for
the suspension of a law or program. Rather, this stay is more akin to an exemption, in which the
public interest weighs less heavily in favour of the government. Indeed, Kobo argues that the
public interest favours granting the stay and hearing its 106(2) application on the merits, since
the public deserves clarity, transparency and direction in the consent agreement process, which is
currently lacking in light of the pending serious questions.
[46] Kobo finally contends that it has acted in a timely manner. Subsection 106(2) permits that
an application may be brought within 60 days of the registration of a consent agreement, but
Kobo brought its application within two weeks. Indeed, Kobo points out that the Consent
Agreement is set to be implemented 40 days after registration, which is 20 days prior to the
expiry of the 60 day period permitted to bring a 106(2) application under the Act. The
implication is that the terms of the Consent Agreement frustrate or restrict Kobo’s rights under
section 106(2), and this should also favour granting a stay until Kobo’s application can be
decided on the merits.
[47] The Commissioner argues that the balance of convenience favours rejecting the stay
because to do otherwise would frustrate the purpose of the Act in maintaining and encouraging
competition in Canada. Without the implementation of the Consent Agreement, the public will
continue to be deprived of the benefits of open price competition in the E-book market. The
Commissioner submits that that public interest weighs heavily in his favour because this is a
situation where a public officer is carrying out his statutory duties (RJR-MacDonald). The
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[42] Kobo submits that the balance of convenience lies in its favour because the public will
not be prejudiced by the issuance of the stay, but Kobo will be greatly prejudiced if the stay is
not granted. In fact, Kobo argues that the public interest actually favours granting a stay.

[48] In my view, the balance of convenience favours granting the stay. While maintaining the
status quo might have the effect of depriving consumers of lower E-book prices in the short
term, not granting the stay will certainly have a profound impact on the usefulness of Kobo’s
application. In the event that Kobo is successful in its application and the Tribunal finds that the
Consent Agreement ought to be rescinded or varied, Kobo would have already suffered loss and
there would be no way to wind back the clock.
[49] I am also swayed by Kobo’s argument that the public interest does not weigh heavily in
favour of the Commissioner, because Kobo’s application raises concerns that are in the public’s
interest to resolve. The Commissioner has not satisfied me that the potential of lower prices of Ebooks is such an urgent matter so as to outweigh the importance of resolving the questions raised
by Kobo in its application. That lack of urgency is demonstrated by the fact that similar
agreements in the U.S. were implemented in a staggered fashion over the course of 16 months. In
my view, the best way to balance the competing public interests at stake here is to grant this stay
and move Kobo’s application along as expeditiously as possible. Justice Mainville adopted a
similar approach in Tervita at para 19.
[50]

Thus, the balance of convenience favours granting the stay.

[51] The third and final element of the RJR-MacDonald test is accordingly met. Kobo is
therefore entitled to the stay that it seeks.
[52]

These reasons are in support of the order dated March 18, 2014 granting the stay.
DATED at Ottawa, this 27th day of March, 2014.
SIGNED on behalf of the Tribunal by the Chairperson.

(s) Donald J. Rennie
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Commissioner further argues that since Kobo’s financial harm is speculative, there is no real
prejudice to it should the Consent Agreement go forward.
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I. Introduction
1
Nadeau Ferme Avicole Limitée/Nadeau Poultry Farm Limited (the "Applicant") applies to the Competition Tribunal
pursuant to section 104 of the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34 as amended (the "Act"), for an order directing the
Respondents to continue to deal with the Applicant and to supply it with live chickens on the usual trade terms, in the volumes
previously supplied, pending the Tribunal's decision on the Applicant's main application under section 75 of the Act.
2 The Applicant operates a chicken processing facility in Saint-François-de-Madawaska, New Brunswick (the "St-François
Plant") and the Respondents currently supply approximately 46% of its live chickens.
3
The Respondent Groupe Westco Inc. ("Westco") possesses approximately 51% of New Brunswick's chicken production
and supplies 31.5% of the Applicant's live chickens. As of July 20, 2008, Westco will cease supplying live chickens to the
Applicant by reason of its decision to have its live chickens processed by Olymel, a Quebec based processor, pursuant to a
partnership agreement.
4
The Respondents Volailles Acadia S.E.C. and Volailles Acadia Inc/Acadia Poultry Inc. ("Acadia") supply approximately
10% of the Applicant's live chickens and the Respondent Groupe Dynaco, Coopérative Agroalimentaire ("Dynaco"), supplies
4.5%. As of September 15, 2008, Acadia and Dynaco will cease supplying live chickens to the Applicant.

1

5
On March 17, 2008, the Applicant applied to the Tribunal for leave to seek an order under section 75 of the Act and for
an interim supply order under section 104. Leave was granted on May 12, 2008, as the Tribunal concluded that it had reason
to believe that the Applicant is directly and substantially affected in its business by a practice referred to in section 75 that
could be subject to an order under that section. A complete description of the parties' businesses, their business plans and all the
relevant facts appear in that decision (see Nadeau Ferme Avicole Ltée v. Groupe Westco Inc., 2008 Comp. Trib. 7 (Competition
Trib.)) and will not be repeated here.
6
After the filing of further written submissions with regard to the application for interim relief and cross-examinations by
the Applicant and Westco on their opponent's affidavits, the submissions of counsel for all parties on this application for an
interim supply order were heard in Ottawa on June 23, 2008.
II. The Test for Interim Relief
7

Section 104 of the Act sets out the test to be applied on an application for an interim order. It reads:
104. (1) Where an application has been made for an order under this Part, other than an interim order under section 100
or 103.3, the Tribunal, on application by the Commissioner or a person who has made an application under section 75
or 11, may issue such interim order as it considers appropriate, having regard to the principles ordinarily considered
by superior courts when granting interlocutory or injunctive relief.
(2) An interim order issued under subsection (1) shall be on such terms, and shall have effect for such period of time,
as the Tribunal considers necessary and sufficient to meet the circumstances of the case.
[...]
104. (1) Lorsqu'une demande d'ordonnance a été faite en application de la présente partie, sauf en ce qui concerne
les ordonnances provisoires en vertu des articles 100 ou 103.3, le Tribunal peut, à la demande du commissaire
ou d'une personne qui a présenté une demande en vertu des articles 75 ou 77, rendre toute ordonnance provisoire
qu'il considère justifiée conformément aux principes normalement pris en considération par les cours supérieures en
matières interlocutoires et d'injonction.
(2) Une ordonnance provisoire rendue aux termes du paragraphe (1) contient les conditions et a effet pour la durée
que le Tribunal estime nécessaires et suffisantes pour parer aux circonstances de l'affaire.
[...]

8
The Tribunal has consistently applied the principles found in the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in RJRMacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General), [1994] 1 S.C.R. 311 (S.C.C.), when considering an application for an interim
supply order. The Supreme Court of Canada held in that decision that to issue an order for injunctive relief, a court must first be
satisfied that there is a serious issue to be tried. Second, it must be determined whether the applicant would suffer irreparable
harm if the injunction were refused. Finally, an assessment must be made as to which of the parties would suffer greater harm
from the granting or refusal of the remedy pending a decision on the merits.
III. Analysis
A. Serious Issue to be tried
9
I will turn to the first part of the test: whether the evidence before the Tribunal is sufficient to satisfy it that there is a
serious issue to be tried.

2

10 The Applicant submits that, leave having been granted, it has demonstrated that there is a serious issue to be tried. In the
alternative, it asserts that the evidence adduced demonstrates that there is a serious issue to be tried and that the requirements
of section 75 of the Act have been met.
11
The Respondents contend that the Applicant has failed to establish, even on a prima facie basis, that it meets all of
the criteria set out in section 75. They assert in their written submissions that there is insufficient evidence showing that the
Applicant is "substantially affected in [its] business [...] due to [its] inability to obtain adequate supplies of a product anywhere
in a market on usual trade terms" (para. 75(1)(a) of the Act). The Respondents submit that the expression "substantially affected
in his business" ("sensiblement gênée dans son entreprise") is synonymous with being unable to continue to carry on business
("être incapable de continuer à exploiter son entreprise". See Hearing Transcript, p. 107). To conclude otherwise, argue the
Respondents, would mean that each time the Applicant loses supply and revenue, it is substantially affected. As the Applicant's
own evidence shows that it can carry on business with a weekly supply of 300,000 live chickens, the Applicant has failed to
establish that it is substantially affected in its business.
12 The Respondents further contend that the Applicant has failed to provide sufficient evidence that it is unable to obtain ("se
procurer") adequate supplies of live chickens anywhere in a market on usual trade terms. They say that the Applicant has not
made any attempt to replace the Respondents' supply whereas the evidence indicates that other sources of supply are available in
the market on usual trade terms. They stress that the definition of "trade terms" set out in subsection 75(3) of the Act explicitly
excludes price. So even if the Applicant's assertion that it would have to pay higher premiums to replace the Respondents' live
chickens proves to be true, the Applicant still failed to establish, even on a prima facie basis, that it is unable to obtain adequate
supplies on usual trade terms.
13
The Respondent Westco further submits that the Applicant's inability to obtain adequate supplies of live chickens is in
no way linked to "insufficient competition among suppliers in the market" as is required by paragraph 75(1)(b). Rather, it is the
result of Westco's legitimate business decision to add chicken processing to its business plan. The Respondents also contend
in their written submissions that there is no evidence indicating that there is insufficient competition among chicken producers
in the market.
14
Finally, the Respondent Westco refers to the Tribunal's decision in Quinlan's, above, to assert that live chickens are not
in ample supply under paragraph 75(1)(d). Westco asserts that as of July 20, 2008, Westco's live chickens are to be processed
in Quebec pursuant to its partnership agreement with Olymel. As Westco has no excess supply given the national supply
management scheme in place, it should be free to select the customers to whom it will sell the product. Since Westco has chosen
that customer, the Tribunal cannot conclude that the product in question is in ample supply.
15

In RJR-MacDonald, above, the Court described the consideration of a serious issue to be tried as follows (at pp. 337-338):
What then are the indicators of "a serious question to be tried"? There are no specific requirements which must be met in
order to satisfy this test. The threshold is a low one. The judge on the application must make a preliminary assessment of
the merits of the case. [...] Once satisfied that the application is neither vexatious nor frivolous, the motions judge should
proceed to consider the second and third tests, even if of the opinion that the plaintiff is unlikely to succeed at trial. A
prolonged examination of the merits is generally neither necessary nor desirable.

16 The Tribunal has applied this test in respect of a private application pursuant to section 104 of the Act. An interim supply
order was granted by the Tribunal in Quinlan's of Huntsville Inc. v. Fred Deeley Imports Ltd., 2004 Comp. Trib. 15 (Competition
Trib.). In describing the standard for granting such an order, Madam Justice Simpson stated at paragraph 24 of her reasons:
One of the principles applied by Superior Courts in dealing with interim orders requires the Judge to have regard for all the
circumstances of the case, including its practical and statutory context. In that regard, it seems wrong to conclude that a
private applicant, who has just been granted leave on the basis of the fact that the Tribunal "could" find the facts necessary
to prove a section 75 case, must show a strong prima facie case in a subsequent motion for an interim order. In my view,
the demonstration of a serious issue (in the sense that it is not frivolous or vexatious) is most consistent with the statutory
3

scheme which sets a relatively low threshold for leave. It is also the case that, in the context of an application under section
75, a mandatory order is not an extraordinary remedy. Rather, it is what the section is all about and it seems to me that, in
this context, orders which preserve or resume supply should not be viewed as exceptional.
17
I have carefully reviewed the Respondents' submissions relating to the factors to be met in order to obtain relief under
section 75 of the Act. Those arguments raise complex questions of fact and law which may require assessing the credibility of
evidence and considering expert evidence. Such questions are ill suited for determination in an application for interim relief
where a prolonged examination of the merits is generally neither necessary nor desirable. Having reviewed the evidence and
arguments of the parties, I am of the opinion that the application is neither vexatious nor frivolous. I therefore conclude, in view
of the principles set out in RJR-MacDonald and based on the record before me, that the Applicant has raised serious issues to
be tried on the merits of its case under section 75 of the Act. This is not to suggest that I am in any way satisfied that the case
has been met under section 75. I remind the reader of the low threshold that must be met at this stage.
B. Irreparable Harm
18

I will now turn to the second part of the test, the question of irreparable harm.

19 The Applicant asserts that the St-François Plant is the Applicant's only business and that it would suffer irreparable harm
if an interim order were refused. The Applicant's affiant, Mr. Anthony Tavares, formerly the Chief Executive Officer of Maple
Lodge Holding Corporation, the Applicant's parent company, attests that the Applicant will suffer the following irreparable
harm should 46% of its supply of live chickens be lost:
1. a massive loss of revenue estimated at $20,000,000 and profits estimated at $3,336,000 over the six month period from
July, 2008, to the end of January, 2009, would result from the loss of supply by Westco only. The Applicant contends that
this loss of profits represents over 50% of its annual profits which will not be recoverable.
2. an immediate inability to fulfill the needs of its customers which would cause immediate damage to the relationships the
Applicant has built with its customers over the last 18 years. More specifically, this would result in: a loss of confidence,
a loss of goodwill, a potential loss of market share, and a potential loss of customers.
3. an immediate impact on the viability of the St-François Plant. The Applicant asserts that it has developed long term
supply relationships with New Brunswick producers which allowed it to develop stable and profitable markets for its
products. It contends that it depends on live chickens supplied by the Respondents without which the St-Francois Plant
will only be able to operate at 40% capacity or just over 3 /4 of one shift per day. The Applicant claims that the majority of
the 340 jobs at the plant will be lost if supply from the Respondents is cut off, and the viability of the whole plant would
be severely compromised.
20 Mr. Tavares' affidavit further attests that the Applicant "requires a guarantee of 350,000 chickens per week to stay viable."
However, on cross-examination, he stated that a weekly supply of 300,000 live chickens would allow the Applicant to get by
and that "getting by" referred to "viability in the long term" and that "[d]epending on the markets, it could mean losing a lot of
money." He also stated that after the Respondents cut off supply, the Applicant will have a supply of 294 450 live chickens.
21
During the hearing, counsel for the Applicant confirmed that the Applicant had secured, since the filing of its initial
affidavit, an additional 25,000 live chickens to be supplied from Nova Scotia. This volume would apparently be available to
the Applicant sometime early this fall. The only dispute between the parties relating to the volume concerns the number of
live chickens to be supplied by the Respondent Dynaco after September 15, 2008. The Respondent Westco contends that an
additional 3 679 chickens would continue to be supplied to the Applicant by Dynaco via Slipp Farm whereas counsel for the
Applicant denied that allegation.
22
The Respondents contend that the Applicant adduced no clear and tangible evidence that the Respondents' refusals will
result in irreparable harm to the Applicant before a hearing on the merits. The Respondents assert that irreparable harm, if
any, which would result from a loss of supply, can only be that harm attributable to a loss of supply which would cause the
4

Applicant to fall below its viability threshold. In the Respondents' submissions, the Applicant's own evidence suggests that
threshold to be at 300,000 live chickens per week, a threshold which is not in jeopardy in the circumstances of this case. The
Respondents consequently argue there can be no irreparable harm. The Respondents further maintain that the Tribunal would
not have jurisdiction to make an order beyond the Applicant's viability threshold since it could not then be said that the Applicant
is "substantially affected in his business", a prerequisite of paragraph 75(1)(a) of the Act.
23
The Respondents stress that the Applicant has operated the St-François Plant for 15 years with less than 350,000 live
chickens per week and that it is only recently that the Applicant's weekly supply has increased. The Respondents also contend
there are other sources of supply of live chickens in the market on usual trade terms and that the Applicant has failed to make
any efforts to access this supply.
24
The Applicant's affiant, Mr. Tavares, in his supplementary affidavit, affirms that since chicken supply is controlled in
Canada by the supply management system, alternative sources of supply could only be obtained with great difficulty and only
if the Applicant paid "extortionate" prices and diverted existing supplies from other processors. He further attests that it is
difficult to transport live chickens from Quebec or Ontario and that the Applicant has already had problems in the winter with
respect to the transportation of live chickens from Nova Scotia including attrition rates in transit and concerns raised under
laws governing livestock handling.
25
The Supreme Court of Canada held in RJR-MacDonald, above, at p. 341, that "irreparable" refers to the nature of the
harm suffered rather than its magnitude; it is harm which either cannot be quantified in monetary terms or which cannot be
cured. It would include instances where one party will be put out of business by the court's decision.
26 Normally, proof of irreparable harm cannot be inferred and evidence establishing irreparable harm must be clear and not
speculative. However, here, there can be no direct evidence of harm because the Respondents are still supplying the Applicant
with live chickens. The evidence relating to loss resulting in irreparable harm must, of necessity, be inferred. The relief sought
in this application is akin to a quia timet injunction. The jurisprudence teaches that an applicant seeking a quia timet injunction
may establish that it will suffer irreparable harm through inferences that can reasonably be drawn from the evidence. See: CIBAGeigy Canada Ltd. v. Novopharm Ltd. (1994), 83 F.T.R. 161 (Fed. T.D.) at paras. 117-120. While the drawing of inferences
that logically follow from the evidence is permitted in such circumstances, there must nevertheless be clear evidence showing
how such harm will occur and why it will be irreparable. In the absence of such evidence, there is nothing on which inferences
of irreparable harm can reasonably and logically be based. See: Bayer Healthcare AG v. Sandoz Canada Inc., 2007 FC 352
(F.C.) at para. 35.
27 The Respondents Dynaco and Acadia contend that because of the small number of live chickens they respectively supply
to the Applicant, there can be no irreparable harm as a result of their supplies being cut off. I continue to be of the view that
there is sufficient evidence of ties between the Respondents which allows me to consider, for the purposes of this application
for interim relief, the Respondents' supply collectively.
28
I reject the Respondents' argument that irreparable harm, if any, can only be sustained for losses which result from
a reduction of supply below the Applicant's self declared viability level. The Applicant's evidence is that it can be viable at
350,000 live chickens per week and in September 2008, it will have almost this number of live chickens. However, viability is
not the starting point for an analysis of irreparable harm. In my view, companies can suffer irreparable harm long before they
hit the point where they are no longer viable.
29
The most compelling evidence adduced by the Applicant about irreparable harm is the evidence regarding the loss of
profits that would be suffered by the Applicant should supply from the Respondents be terminated. Mr. Tavares, the Applicant's
affiant, attests that "each 100,000 chickens represent approximately 150,000 kg of saleable product with a selling value of
approximately $3/kg or $450,000." The profit on this volume would be approximately 50¢/kg or $75,000. Accordingly, the
removal of "Westco's 186,230 birds alone would cause revenue loss of over $830,000 per week, and loss of profits of more than
$139,000 per week." Mr. Tavares states that "[b]ecause of the high level of fixed costs, loss of the Westco birds alone would
reduce profits by about 50% on an annualized basis." This evidence is not contested by the Respondents. It is clear evidence
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showing how the harm alleged will occur. It is irreparable because the Tribunal has no authority to award damages should
the Applicant meet with success on the underlying application. Further, the Respondents have not provided an undertaking to
compensate for the stated losses, should they not be successful on the application.
30 The Applicant also asserts irreparable harm concerning the damage to its customer base over the past 18 years, including
loss of confidence and goodwill and potential loss of market share and customers. Given the significant volume of live chickens
involved, 46% of the Applicant's total current supply, the impact on the Applicant of such a disruption of supply is, in my view,
overwhelming. I am prepared to infer that irreparable harm can reasonably and logically result to the Applicant's customer base
in such circumstances. This inference can be drawn because a reduction in supply of this magnitude necessarily implies that the
Applicant will be unable to continue to provide its customers with the level of service it currently provides, since it will simply
not have sufficient supply of live chickens to do so. The Applicant may be able to replace some of its live chickens from other
suppliers, essentially from outside New Brunswick, as recent experience indicates. However, I am prepared to infer, based on
the record, that such efforts are unlikely to sufficiently address the very significant deficiency in supply in the short term.
31 The Applicant has failed to adduce any direct evidence that it would default in its contractual commitments to its customers.
There is only the affidavit evidence of Mr. Tavares who asserts that "[i]nterruption of supply would create an immediate inability
to fulfill the needs of Nadedu's customers." There is, nevertheless, sufficient evidence on the record upon which the inference
of irreparable harm to the Applicant's customer base can reasonably and logically be based, and I so find.
32

It can also be inferred, based on the record before me, that a reduction of supply of this magnitude will have a significant

impact on the operational efficiencies of the St-François Plant. Reducing operations to 3 /4 of one shift per day cannot be as
efficient or as profitable as operating at one or two shifts per day, since the fixed overhead costs remain the same.
33
Finally, the record shows that the Applicant has not, historically, relied on producers from outside New Brunswick. The
current supply from Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island is recent and results from a shortage of processing capacity in Nova
Scotia, which apparently, is a short term situation. Also, there is evidence of a recent contract for 25,000 live chickens to be
supplied from Nova Scotia. Further, the evidence does clearly establish that there is a benefit to the Applicant in accessing
its supply of live chickens from its nearest suppliers. This is not an insignificant component of the cost of doing business,
particularly given the recent increases in fuel costs. There is also evidence to establish other difficulties associated with
transporting live chickens long distances, such as the Canadian climate, the condition of the birds upon arrival and transportation
requirements. On the evidence, I can infer that live chickens supplied from Nova Scotia or from more distant suppliers will
generally cost more to the Applicant than those obtained through its traditional New Brunswick supply.
34 The Respondents argue that the Applicant has a duty to mitigate by purchasing live chickens from other producers. This
would necessarily entail accessing supply outside New Brunswick since the Respondents collectively produce almost 75% of
New Brunswick's total quota. There would simply be insufficient supply left in New Brunswick to replace the Applicant's lost
volume. Additionally, this would involve extra costs for the Applicant.
35 The Applicant relies on Quinlan's, above, in support of its contention it has no duty to mitigate. In Quinlan's, the Tribunal
had this to say at paragraph 25:
In my view, when bringing a case under section 75 of the Act, there is no duty to mitigate damages by entering into supply
arrangements to replace the items at issue in the case. Quinlan's was a H-D [Harley-Davidson] dealer and, if it can prove
its case, it may continue to be a H-D dealer. It is unrealistic to suggest that, pending a final ruling on its access to H-D
products, it is required to make supply agreements with other motorcycle manufacturers. It may choose to do so, but to
require it to do so is contrary to the scheme of section 75.
36
In my view Quinlan's does not stand for the general proposition that there is no duty to mitigate in refusal to deal cases.
The case can be distinguished on the facts and finds no application here. In Quinlan's, the Tribunal was saying that on an interim
basis no duty to mitigate is present when mitigation involves a fundamental change to the nature of an applicant's business. In
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Quinlan's, the Applicant was an exclusive Harley-Davidson dealer. It could not be expected to mitigate the loss of supply of
Harley-Davidson motorcycles by attempting to secure supply from another manufacturer.
37
Here the Applicant is dealing in a commodity, live chickens. On the evidence, there is nothing exclusive about the
live chickens the Applicant requires in order to operate. Save for the complications and additional costs associated with the
transportation of live chickens from longer distances, which may be significant, a chicken is a chicken. I reject the Applicant's
contention that it had no duty to mitigate. It could not sit idly by and make no attempt to secure additional live chickens when
faced with the loss of about half of its supply. However, what is adequate mitigation will turn on the circumstances of each ease.
38
In this case, the Applicant's failure to mitigate is of little or no consequence. This is so because of the magnitude of the
lost supply. On the record before me, it can be inferred that even if the Applicant had been diligent in its efforts to mitigate,
such efforts could not have resulted in the replacement of the lost supply of live chickens in the short or medium term.
39
In this case, the volume of live chickens at issue is very significant. It represents 46% of the Applicant's current supply,
most of which is from New Brunswick. The impact of the loss of such a volume would be overwhelming to any processor. I am
therefore satisfied on the record before me and for the above reasons, that interruption of the stated supply from the Respondents
constitutes irreparable harm to the Applicant for the purposes of this application.
C. Balance of Inconvenience
40

Finally, I turn to the last part of the test: balance of inconvenience.

41 The Applicant asserts that the inconvenience it will suffer, should interim relief be withheld, is more substantial than the
inconvenience the Respondents will suffer if interim relief is granted. It contends that it will suffer a massive loss of revenue
and profits, that it will have to lay off employees, and that it will lose customers, confidence, and goodwill.
42
The Respondent Westco asserts that the balance of inconvenience favours Westco. Westco's affiant attests that Westco's
profits from the sale of its live chickens to Olymel, pursuant to the partnership agreement, would be superior to those resulting
from its dealings with the Applicant. According to Westco's evidence, Olymel will also share with Westco a percentage of
the profits generated by the processing of the live chickens. Westco further submits that an interim supply order will delay
the implementation of its decision to integrate chicken processing in its business plan which will also lead to delay in the
construction of the new processing facility.
43
All three Respondents contend in their submissions that an interim order by the Tribunal would limit their freedom to
choose to whom to sell their live chickens.
44 In the balance of inconvenience test, the Tribunal must determine which of the two parties will suffer the greater harm from
the granting or refusal of an interlocutory injunction, pending a decision on the merits. See: RJR-MacDonald, above, at p. 342.
45 I am of the view that the balance of inconvenience in this case weighs in favour of the Applicant and is not offset by the
harm that the Respondents will suffer if relief is granted. The evidence adduced by the Applicant establishes that without the
Respondents' live chickens, there will be a significant loss of profits, a significant impact on the operational efficiencies of the
Applicant's St-François Plant, and a significant harm to the Applicant's customer base. I have accepted, for the purposes of this
application, that irreparable harm on this basis has been established.
46 The Respondent Westco has tendered evidence of the quantum of financial losses it will allegedly incur should the order for
interim relief be granted. In the circumstances of this case, the inconvenience associated with harm to the Applicant's existing
enterprise outweighs the inconvenience that would flow from delaying the implementation of the Respondent Westco's business
plan or partnership agreement. In the Applicant's case, what is at stake is more than a loss of profits, but also a significant
impact on its customer base and on the operational efficiencies of its existing plant, while the Respondent Westco's losses are
limited to reduced profits in the interim.
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47
Further, the evidence in respect of the major project contemplated by the partnership, namely the new processing plant
in New Brunswick, is uncertain as the project has not yet advanced to the point where evidence regarding, for example, the
location of the new processing facility and the commencement of construction, is readily available. The Respondent Westco
has not adduced its partnership agreement with Olymel or any other agreement regarding the partnership or the construction
of the new processing plant.
48 In the circumstances of this case, I am satisfied that the inconvenience to the Applicant, should interim relief be withheld,
outweighs the inconvenience the Respondents will suffer if interim relief is granted.
D. Tribunal's Discretion to Issue Interim Relief
49
The Respondent Westco contends that the Tribunal should refuse to exercise its discretion to grant an order. An interim
order would, according to the Respondents, be contrary to the spirit of the Competition Act because it would guarantee the
Applicant's dominant position in the New Brunswick chicken processing market. The Respondents should be able to select the
customers to whom they wish to sell their live chickens.
50
The Respondents also refer to a bill recently passed by the New Brunswick legislature; Bill 81, An Act to Amend the
Natural Products Act (2d Sess., 56th Leg., New Brunswick, 2008) which gives the New Brunswick Minister of Agriculture the
power to designate the plants where chickens may be processed. The Respondents indicate that the New Brunswick legislature
has therefore exercised its constitutional power to address the situation at issue and that the Tribunal, in such circumstances,
should refuse to exercise its discretion to grant interim relief. The Respondents do not explicitly assert that the Tribunal does
not have jurisdiction to issue the relief sought, they merely contend that out of "caution", the Tribunal should "read down" the
powers it has pursuant to section 104 ("il est prudent et constitutionnellement préférable de donner, aux importants pouvoirs
que la loi [...] accorde [au Tribunal] en vertu de F article 104, une interprétation atténuée de manière à éviter un éventuel conflit
constitutionnel". See: Hearing Transcript, p. 185).
51 Subsection 104(1) of the Act provides that the Tribunal "may" issue such interim order as it considers appropriate. Such
an order shall be on such terms, and shall have effect for such period of time, as the Tribunal considers necessary and sufficient
to meet the circumstances of the case.
52
I am not convinced that the Tribunal should refuse to exercise its discretion to grant an interim order by reason of the
passage of Bill 81. The debates surrounding Bill 81 indicate that the Minister of Agriculture was aware of the proceedings before
the Competition Tribunal and that the power set out in Bill 81 is meant to constitute a temporary measure. Further, the Bill has
not yet been proclaimed in force and, in my view, the alleged conflicts, constitutional or otherwise, are speculative at this stage.
53
The Tribunal's power to grant interim relief pursuant to section 104 of the Act in no way conflicts with the spirit of the
Competition Act. The provision provides for a temporary measure pending a final disposition of the matter on its merits.
IV. Conclusion
54
In the circumstances, I am satisfied that the Applicant has satisfied the tripartite conjunctive test for the granting of an
interlocutory injunction.
55

In consequence, an order granting the interim relief sought will be granted.
FOR THESE REASONS THE TRIBUNAL ORDERS THAT:

56

The Application for Interim Relief is granted.

57
The Respondents are to continue to supply the Applicant with live chickens on the usual trade terms at the current level
of weekly supply, namely 271,350 live chickens.
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58
This requirement to supply will last until a final decision is made on the merits of the application under section 75 of
the Act. This volume of supply is to be reduced by 25,000 live chickens per week upon the first delivery of the live chickens
to the Applicant expected from Nova Scotia in September, 2008, and further reduced by any other supply of live chickens the
Applicant may secure during this interim period.
59
Absent agreement between the Respondents, the reductions in supply contemplated above shall be prorated on the basis
of the current level of supply of each Respondent to the Applicant.
60

The Applicant shall have its costs on the application.
Application granted.
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[*1210] ANDERSON, Circuit Judge:
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Clayton Act and ordering divestiture. The Commission
held that Polypore's February 2008 acquisition of
Microporous would substantially lessen competition or
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* Honorable

Jerome Farris, United States Circuit Judge for the
Ninth Circuit, sitting by designation.

Polypore and the acquired Microporous Products are
producers
of
battery
separators.
Battery
[**2] separators are membranes installed between the
positive and negative plates in flooded lead-acid
batteries to prevent short circuits and to regulate the
flow of electrical current between the plates. The
manufacturers of these separators make them for
different types of batteries and their size and thickness
are adjusted accordingly. Different types of batteries
also perform better with separators made of different
materials.
Polypore, through its Daramic division, primarily
manufactured pure polyethylene ("PE") separators for
use in automotive and motive batteries. Automotive
batteries, also known as starter-lighter-ignition ("SLI")
batteries, are used in cars, trucks, buses, boats, and jet
skis, while motive batteries are used in mobile industrial
machines such as forklifts and mining equipment.
Daramic also produced separators for deep-cycle
batteries, which are used in equipment that requires a
lower amperage over a longer period of time. Daramic
had two production plants in the United States and five
overseas.
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The much smaller Microporous (formerly known as
Amerace) manufactured pure rubber battery separators
(called Flex-Sil) for use in deep-cycle batteries and a
line
of
rubberized
[**3] PE-based
separators
(CellForce) for use in motive batteries. Microporous did
not yet actually sell in the SLI battery market although
for several years they had been investigating entry into
that market. Microporous operated one plant in Piney
Flats, Tennessee, and constructed one in Feistritz,
Austria, which was not yet operational and was intended
to serve European customers. Microporous had also
purchased equipment for another production line that
the parties refer to as the "line in boxes" and which
constituted some of the acquired assets.
Microporous's Flex-Sil product was recognized as being
the industry standard for deep-cycle batteries. Polypore
introduced its Daramic HD product for the deep-cycle
market, which is made of latex-coated polyethylene. It is
arguably not as effective, and is used in low-end
batteries. Despite a higher price, Microporous's Flex-Sil
still controlled 90% of the market, while Daramic
controlled the remaining 10%. The market shares were
the opposite in the motive market, with Daramic owning
90% to Microporous's 10%.
The other company that produces battery separators in
the United States is Entek. Entek produces separators
for SLI batteries but ceased [**4] producing separators
for motive batteries. Entek and Daramic alone competed
in the SLI market, with Entek controlling 52% of sales to
Daramic's 48%. One of the battery producers testified,
however, that Daramic and Entek did not behave as
competitors. SLI production accounts for three-quarters
of all battery separator production. There are numerous
other separator producers in Europe and Asia but they
do not sell to North American battery makers.
The Commission identified these three battery types1 as
the relevant product markets and North America as the
geographic scope of each. Major customers for the
battery separators were Johnson Controls ("JCI"), the
largest manufacturer of SLI batteries; Exide, the global
leader in motive power batteries; Trojan Battery
Company, the global leader in deep-cycle batteries and
Microporous's largest customer; East Penn Battery;
Crown Battery; [*1212] EnerSys; Douglas Battery,
which makes motive and deep-cycle batteries; and U.S.
Battery, which makes deep-cycle batteries.

1 The

ALJ identified a fourth battery type - the uninterruptible
power source("UPS") — but the Commission rejected that
finding, and it is not at issue on appeal.

In the early to mid 2000s, [**5] Microporous began
testing the waters of the SLI market. One of Daramic's
vice presidents, Tucker Roe, testified that its largest
customer, JCI, told him that Microporous was bidding on
SLI contracts in 2003. Daramic responded to this
information by convincing JCI to enter into a long-term
supply contract by suggesting that it would cut off supply
to JCI's European facilities if JCI declined Daramic's
long-term contract. Microporous in fact ran sample SLI
separators for JCI in 2003 and 2004, and obtained for
its product the status of "qualified" by JCI. For other
reasons, however, JCI ultimately entered into a contract
with Entek. Microporous began talks in 2007 with Exide
about producing SLI separators for Exide's North
American and European markets, and the two
companies entered into memoranda of understanding in
September 2007 and February 2008. Exide tested some
of the sample separators that Microporous created, and
planned to purchase Microporous separators beginning
in 2010. Polypore was concerned about losing East
Penn Battery to Microporous after it learned of
Microporous's overtures in this area, and the
Commission found that Polypore made price
concessions in order to retain [**6] East Penn's
business.
Polypore internal memos reveal that it had developed
the "MP Plan," which was a response to competition
from Microporous. The MP Plan sought to secure longterm contracts with customers that Polypore thought
were in danger of switching to Microporous. Internal
memos reveal Polypore's concern about losing business
to this "real threat." Polypore's 2008 budget projected
that Daramic would lose increasing amounts of business
to Microporous and would be forced to reduce prices if it
did not acquire Microporous. Indeed, Daramic froze its
2009 prices because of fear about Microporous. One
battery producer, EnerSys, used Microporous's prices in
the motive market as leverage to bring down Daramic's
prices, succeeding in that effort in 2004. Polypore was
also concerned that it would lose East Penn's business
if it did not act.
The president of Daramic put Microporous on the top of
his list of potential acquisitions to "eliminate price
competition." The 2008 budget predicted that it could
increase the prices of CellForce and Microporous's
industrial products if it did acquire Microporous.
Microporous was in the process of expanding its
production capacity in both North America [**7] and
Europe, constructing a new plant in Feistritz, Austria,
with two PE lines that could produce either motive or
SLI battery separators. Its plan was to shift production of
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its motive battery separators for European customers to
Austria so that it could increase that production for
domestic customers in the United States. A March 2005
memo from the Daramic head of sales to the CEO
warned that Microporous's plans for expansion into a
second line would result in a loss of customers for
Daramic. Through the next two years, the threat of
Microporous's expansion was the subject of numerous
memoranda, and acquisition was discussed as a means
to avoid costly competition.
The Commission issued an administrative complaint on
September 9, 2008. Specifically relevant to the issues in
this appeal, the FTC charged that Polypore's acquisition
of Microporous may substantially lessen competition or
tend to create a monopoly for several types of battery
separators, in violation of § 7 of Clayton Act.2 After a
four-week hearing, the ALJ issued an extensive opinion
holding that [*1213] the acquisition was reasonably
likely to substantially lessen competition in four relevant
markets. It ordered the divestiture [**8] of all acquired
assets, including the plant in Austria. Polypore appealed
the decision to the Commission, which issued a
comprehensive opinion affirming the decision for three
of the relevant markets — SLI, motive, and deep-cycle
— but not for the fourth, UPS batteries. Thus, it issued a
modified divestiture order. On appeal, Polypore argues
that the Commission erred when it employed the
Philadelphia National3 presumption to find that Polypore
had illegally merged to a duopoly in the SLI market. It
also asserts that the Commission erred when it found
one market for both Microporous's and Polypore's deepcycle battery separators, and that Entek would not enter
the motive battery separator market. Finally, Polypore
challenges the Commission's inclusion of Microporous's
Austrian plant in the divestiture order.
II. STANDARD OF REVIEW

Schering-Plough Corp. v. FTC, 402 F.3d 1056, 1063
(11th Cir. 2005). We also review the application of the
facts to the law de novo. FTC v. Ind. Fed'n of Dentists,
476 U.S. 447, 454, 106 S. Ct. 2009, 2016, 90 L. Ed. 2d
445 (1986). Our review of the factual findings is
governed by 15 U.S.C. § 45(c), which provides that
"[t]he findings of the Commission as to the facts, if
supported by evidence, shall be conclusive." The statute
forbids a court to "make its own appraisal of the
testimony, picking and choosing for itself among
uncertain and conflicting inferences." FTC v. Algoma
Lumber Co., 291 U.S. 67, 73, 54 S. Ct. 315, 318, 78 L.
Ed. 655, 18 F.T.C. 669 (1934). The court must accept
the Commission's findings of fact if they are supported
by "such relevant evidence as a reasonable mind might
accept as adequate to support a conclusion." Universal
Camera Corp. v. NLRB, 340 U.S. 474, 477, 71 S. Ct.
456, 459, 95 L. Ed. 456 (1951) (quotation marks
omitted). We accord deference to the Commission's
[**10] chosen remedy for violations of the Act. Jacob
Siegel Co. v. FTC, 327 U.S. 608, 611, 66 S. Ct. 758,
760, 90 L. Ed. 888, 42 F.T.C. 902 (1946).
III. DISCUSSION

A. SLI Separators
Polypore argues that the Commission erred when it
analyzed the acquisition as a horizontal merger by
treating Microporous as an actual competitor in the SLI
separator market rather than a potential competitor. By
treating Microporous as an actual competitor, Polypore
also argues that the Commission improperly relied on
the presumption of liability found in Philadelphia
National. Polypore argues that the Commission should
have used only the potential competition doctrine
because Microporous had not entered the SLI market at
the time of the acquisition or in the years beforehand.

We review the Commission's legal conclusions de novo.

2 The

complaint also charged Polypore with entering into an
unlawful joint marketing agreement with Hollingsworth & Vose,
in violation of § 5 of the FTC Act, and that Daramic
monopolized the alleged relevant markets, in violation of § 5,
by executing contracts with large customers that would
preclude or deter Microporous from competing effectively. The
ALJ found against Polypore on [**9] the first count but against
complaint counsel on the second. Neither decision was
appealed to the Commission.
3 United

States v. Philadelphia National Bank, 374 U.S. 321,
83 S. Ct. 1715, 10 L. Ed. 2d 915 (1963).

Section 7 of the Clayton Act prohibits acquisitions
"where in any line of commerce or in any activity
affecting commerce in any section of the country, the
effect of such acquisition may be substantially to lessen
competition, or tend to create a monopoly." 15 U.S.C. §
18. Congress enacted § 7 to "arrest anticompetitive
[*1214] tendencies in their 'incipiency.'" United States
v. Phila. Nat'l Bank, 374 U.S. 321, 362, 83 S. Ct. 1715,
1741, 10 L. Ed. 2d 915 (1963) (quoting Brown Shoe Co.
v. United States, 370 U.S. 294, 317, 322, 82 S. Ct.
1502, 1519-20, 1522, 8 L. Ed. 2d 510 (1962)). [**11] In
Philadelphia National, the Supreme Court determined
that the "intense congressional concern" with economic
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concentration counseled against requiring "elaborate
proof of market structure, market behavior, or probable
anticompetitive effects." Id. at 363, 83 S. Ct. at 1741.
Instead, the Court stated,
a merger which produces a firm controlling an
undue percentage share of the relevant market,
and results in a significant increase in the
concentration of firms in that market is so inherently
likely to lessen competition substantially that it must
be enjoined in the absence of evidence clearly
showing that the merger is not likely to have such
anticompetitive effects.
Id. This test, it reasoned, comported with economic
theory because competition is "greatest when there are
many sellers, none of which has any significant market
share . . . ." Id. (quotation and citation omitted).4
In United States v. El Paso Natural Gas Co., 376 U.S.
651, 84 S. Ct. 1044, 12 L. Ed. 2d 12(1964), the
Supreme Court discussed a situation factually similar to
the instant case. El Paso involved the acquisition of a
gas company that was deemed a threat by one of its
competitors, El Paso. A California utility had approached
the acquired company, Pacific Northwest, about
supplying natural gas, and when they reached a
tentative agreement, El Paso responded by lowering its
pricing and offering a firm supply of gas — as opposed
to the intermittent supply that it had been providing — to
the utility. Id. at 655, 84 S. Ct. at 1046. As a result, the
tentative agreement with Pacific Northwest was
terminated. The Court held that the acquired company
was shown to have been a substantial factor in the
California market: "Though young, it was prospering and
appeared strong enough to warrant a 'treaty' with El
Paso that protected El Paso's California markets." Id. at
659, 84 S. Ct. at 1048. The acquired company had not
actually sold gas in the market but the Court noted that
§ 7 of the Clayton Act was concerned with probabilities,
not certainties. Id. at 658, 84 S. Ct. at 1048.
[**13] "Unsuccessful bidders are no less competitors
than the successful one." Id. at 661, 84 S. Ct. at 1049.
As the Court noted, "[w]e would have to wear blinders
not to see that the mere efforts of Pacific Northwest to

get into the California market, though unsuccessful, had
a powerful influence on El Paso's business attitudes."
Id. at 659, 84 S. Ct. at 1048. It then emphasized again
that § 7 was intended to "arrest the trend toward
concentration, the tendency to monopoly, before the
consumer's alternatives disappeared." Id. at 659, 84 S.
Ct. at 1049. In a healthy, growing market, the fact that
the acquired company did not win a contract or had
never sold in the market was not conclusive. Id. at 660,
84 S. Ct. at 1049.
Like the acquired company in El Paso that was already
engaged in the business of selling gas in other markets,
Microporous was already making similar separators. It
would need only to retool a production line, and it had
already purchased a new one that could produce the
[*1215] SLI separators. It had begun discussions with
several companies and had produced a sample product
satisfactorily for at least one large customer. It had even
submitted quotes and entered into memoranda of
[**14] understanding with another large customer. Both
Polypore and El Paso certainly considered the
companies that they acquired to be competitive threats.
Both companies lowered their prices and gave other
concessions in response to their customers' dealings
with the acquired companies. Polypore began to discuss
the possibility of acquiring Microporous to eliminate
competition and developed the MP Plan to remove
Microporous as a competitive threat not only in the
deep-cycle market but also in the SLI market. As the
Court stated in El Paso, the Clayton Act is about
probabilities and not certainties. Polypore clearly viewed
Microporous as a serious threat and sought to acquire it
to eliminate that threat.
We conclude that the facts of the instant case are
sufficiently similar to those in El Paso such that it guides
our decision in this case. In both cases, the preacquisition relevant market was highly concentrated.5 In
both cases, the acquisition ensured a continuation of the
high concentration and eliminated the decrease in
concentration that would result from the acquired
company's entry into the market. In both cases, the preacquisition market activity by the acquired company although [**15] resulting in no actual sales — had a

4 Once

the Government makes a showing that the firm controls
an undue percentage share of the relevant market and the
acquisition would cause a significant increase in the
concentration, the defendant must produce evidence that
shows the market share statistics inaccurately show the
probable effect on competition. [**12] FTC v. Univ. Health,
Inc., 938 F.2d 1206, 1218 (11th Cir. 1991).

5 El

Paso supplied more than 50% of the gas consumed in
California and was the only out-of-state provider. Here,
Daramic controlled 48% of the SLI market to Entek's 52%, and
one battery producer testified that the two did not act as
competitors.
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substantial, actual pro-competitive effect on the market.6
In both cases, the perception by the acquiring company
of the competitive threat posed by the acquired
company provided additional evidence of the acquired
company's competitive presence.7 Indeed, the instant
case is stronger for the government than was El Paso in
that here, there was additional evidence that Polypore
increased SLI prices following the acquisition.
As noted above, in concluding that the acquisition may
substantially lessen competition in the SLI market, the
Commission applied the Philadelphia National
presumption. Polypore's primary challenge to the
Commission's application of the presumption is that the
Commission erred by treating Microporous as an actual
competitor, rather than using the potential competitor
analysis. Although we have noted that the instant case
seems very close in principle to El Paso, it is true that
the Supreme Court in that case did not expressly invoke
the presumption, and did not expressly label the
acquired company as an actual competitor.8 However, a
later Supreme Court case did so. In United [*1216]
States v. Marine Bancorporation, 418 U.S. 602, 94 S.
Ct. 2856, 41 L. Ed. 2d 978 (1974), the Court stated that
El Paso was an actual competitor case, rather than a
potential competitor case. Id. at 623, 94 S. Ct. at 2871.
Thus, because El Paso was an actual competition case,
because it is very [**17] close in principle to this case,
and because the actual competitor issue is Polypore's

6 In

El Paso, Pacific Northwest's dealings with the utility
customer caused El Paso to depart from its previous offer of
interruptible supply and offer the utility a long-term contract for
firm deliveries and at lower prices. In the instant case,
Microporous's dealings with East Penn caused Polypore to
make price concessions to East Penn. Similarly, Microporous's
overture to JCI caused Polypore to seek a longer term
contract.
7 See

Graphic Prods. Distribs., Inc. v. Itek Corp., 717 F.2d
1560, 1573 (11th Cir. 1983) [**16] ("Evidence of intent is
highly probative . . . 'because knowledge of intent may help
the court to interpret the facts and to predict consequences.'")
(quoting Chi. Bd. of Trade v. United States, 246 U.S. 231, 238,
38 S. Ct. 242, 244, 62 L. Ed. 683 (1918)).
8 Although

El Paso did not use the term actual competitor, that
meaning was clear. The court held: "Unsuccessful bidders are
no less competitors than the successful one." 376 U.S. at 661,
84 S. Ct. at 1049. It also noted that the acquired company's
efforts to win contracts, "though unsuccessful, had a powerful
influence" on El Paso. Id. at 659, 84 S. Ct. at 1048. Similarly,
Microporous was an unsuccessful bidder, and its efforts had
an influence on the market very similar to that in El Paso.

primary challenge in this regard,9 we see no error
resulting from the Commission's application of the
Philadelphia National presumption to find that Polypore
had illegally acquired Microporous, thus substantially
lessening competition.10
To overcome the Philadelphia National presumption,
Polypore would need to show that the merger to
duopoly did not have an anticompetitive effect. This it
cannot do. The representative for Exide testified that
prices for SLI separators are less favorable than those

9 Polypore's

only other argument - that the acquisition here did
not increase concentration because Microporous had no
actual pre-acquisition sales in the market - is foreclosed by El
Paso. Moreover, the acquisition here did increase
concentration in that it eliminated the pre-acquisition influence
on the market exercised by Microporous. And, it eliminated the
competition in the [**18] market which Polypore itself
contemplated in its MP Plan.
10 Our

confidence that Microporous was an actual competitor is
amply supported by the Supreme Court decisions in El Paso
and Marine Bancorporation. That conclusion, and the
applicability of the presumption, is also confirmed by the
leading scholar:
The acquisition by an already dominant firm of a new or
nascent rival can be just as anticompetitive as a merger
to monopoly. If the rival has already made its first sale in
the monopolist's market, the merger is clearly
"horizontal." If the rival has not yet made its first sale, the
tendency is to call the acquisition a "potential
competition" or non-horizontal merger. But the distinction
between "actual" and "potential" competition is readily
exaggerated. For example, a firm that submits bids
against the dominant firm but loses is clearly an "actual"
competitor, perhaps even forcing the dominant firm to
lower its bid in the face of a rival bidder. But even the firm
that is preparing to make its first bid or its first sale must
be counted as an "actual" rival once the entry decision
has been made.
Acquisition of such a rival preserves the dominant firm's
status, at least until another [**19] nascent rival appears
on the scene. In most such cases, we do not believe it is
worthwhile to ascertain the number of rivals or the
likelihood or time period in which another nascent rival
will appear. The important point is that the acquisition
eliminates an important route by which competition could
have increased in the immediate future. It thus bears a
very strong presumption of illegality that should rarely be
defeated.
4 Phillip E. Areeda & Herbert Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law ¶
912a (3d ed. 2006).
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submitted before the acquisition. Specifically, the
representative testified that it will "pay more, in the
millions of dollars more" than it did before the
acquisition. Polypore has not pointed to any evidence
that negates this evidence of anticompetitve effect.11
Thus, we hold that the Commission correctly found that
the merger substantially lessened competition and
violated § 7 of the Clayton Act.12

[*1217] B. Deep-Cycle Separators
Polypore argues that its product and Microporous's
product for deep-cycle batteries were not close
competitive substitutes and so should not be considered
part of the same product market. Polypore cites United
States Anchor Manufacturing, Inc. v. Rule Industries,
Inc., 7 F.3d 986, 995-99 (11th Cir. 1993), [**21] where
we held that if customers perceive a significant quality
difference between the products, especially where there
is a wide disparity in price, the court will treat the
products as being in separate markets. Polypore argues
that Microporous's pure rubber separators were
recognized as being superior in deep-cycle applications
and that customers were willing to pay a premium for
that superiority. Daramic HD, the Polypore competitor to
Microporous's Flex-Sil, was only able to gain a small
portion of the deep-cycle market and was used
exclusively in low-end batteries. Polypore points to the
fact that several of the battery makers had not qualified
Daramic HD for use and another exclusively used
Microporous's product. Ninety percent of the market was
in Microporous's hands and accounted for most of
Microporous's sales.

11 Our

careful review of the [**20] record persuades us that
the several challenges to the Commission's findings of fact are
wholly without merit - e.g., with respect to whether
Microporous's dealings with JCI, Exide, and East Penn
involved the SLI market; with respect to whether Microporous's
board of directors was on board with the expansion plans of
management; with respect to the imminent capability of
Microporous to supply the SLI market; and with respect to
whether before acquisition, Polypore did in fact act in
procompetitive ways (in the SLI market as well as the other
two markets) in response to Microporous's dealings in the
market.
12 Because

we conclude that this case is guided by El Paso,
and because the Commission properly applied the
Philadelphia National presumption, we do not reach the
Commission's alternative holding that the acquisition violated §
7 based on the potential competitor doctrine.

"Defining a relevant product market is primarily a
process of describing those groups of producers which,
because of the similarity of their products, have the
ability—actual or potential—to take significant amounts
of business away from each other." U.S. Anchor, 7 F.3d
at 995 (quotations and citations omitted). As such, it is a
factual question that we review for clear [**22] error.
United States v. Engelhard Corp., 126 F.3d 1302, 1305
(11th Cir. 1997). In U.S. Anchor, we looked at the
factors set forth in Brown Shoe Co. v. United States,
370 U.S. 294, 82 S. Ct. 1502, 8 L. Ed. 2d 510 (1962):
industry or public recognition of the submarket as a
separate economic entity, the product's peculiar
characteristics and uses, unique production
facilities, distinct customers, distinct prices,
sensitivity to price changes, and specialized
vendors . . . .
U.S. Anchor, 7 F.3d at 995 (quoting Brown Shoe, 370
U.S. at 325, 82 S. Ct. at 1523). "The boundaries of the
product market are determined by 'the reasonable
interchangeability of use . . . between the product itself
and substitutes for it.'"Engelhard, 126 F.3d at 1305
(quoting Brown Shoe, 370 U.S. at 325, 82 S. Ct. at
1523-24).
Here, the Commission based its finding on the switch of
several battery producers from Flex-Sil to Daramic HD.
Daramic HD increased its share of the market, at FlexSil's expense, from 3.8% in 2005 to 10.6% in 2007. The
Commission specifically cited the switch by U.S. Battery
and Exide, with the latter using both Flex-Sil and
Daramic HD in its golf cart batteries, which make up
80% of its sales. Significantly, [**23] the Commission
also pointed to the successful threat by three companies
to switch to Daramic HD to avoid a price increase by
Microporous.
If
the
two
brands
were
not
interchangeable, the threat would not have been
successful. There is also evidence that Microporous
considered the two competitors: in its own preacquisition assessment of its value to Polypore,
Microporous noted that Polypore would gain complete
control of the deep-cycle separator market if the
acquisition occurred.
There is ample evidence to support the Commission's
finding that there was only one market for deep-cycle
battery separators. [*1218] Several of the battery
producers used both products in their deep-cycle
batteries and used the presence of Daramic HD to bring
down Microporous's prices. While the industry
recognized that Flex-Sil, being a pure rubber separator,
was superior, it was willing to substitute Daramic HD
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when it could in order to keep prices lower. Thus,
although there were distinct prices, there were not
distinct customers. The products were used for slightly
different purposes — i.e., Flex-Sil was used in higher
end batteries than Daramic HD — but both were used in
deep-cycle applications and both were [**24] made in
the same type of production facilities. Thus, under the
Brown Shoe factors, we conclude that the Commission
did not err when it found that there existed only one
market.

C. Motive Separators
Polypore argues that the Commission erred in holding
that Polypore had not shown that Entek would enter the
motive
battery
market
and
counteract
the
anticompetitive effects of the merger to monopoly in that
market. It points out that motive battery separators are
made from PE, the same substance used in SLI
separators. The only difference between the two types
of separators is that motive separators are generally
larger and thicker. Accordingly, the only difference in the
production lines is larger rollers, which are easily
switched out in a matter of hours. Additionally, Polypore
highlights the fact that Entek produced motive
separators in the 1990s, and expressed interest in
resuming that role in 2006 when Daramic had a strike.
The Commission did not err when it held that Polypore
had not shown that Entek was a participant in the
motive battery market or that it had plans to enter it.
Although Entek was approached by both Exide and
EnerSys, it failed to follow through with those overtures.
[**25] As of the time of the trial, in June 2009, Entek
had not even run any material for Exide. EnerSys
repeatedly made overtures to Entek, only to have it
finally respond with an unsatisfactory quote. Polypore
has not pointed to any evidence that rebuts these
findings.

D. Divestiture
Conceding that the Commission enjoys broad authority
to craft a remedy, Polypore argues that the divestiture
order was too extensive because it included
Microporous's Austrian plant. The Commission's
authority, it argues, must relate logically to the harms
identified by the Commission and the specific markets at
issue. Polypore notes that the Commission specifically
limited the relevant markets to North America and held
that battery separator producers outside of North

America did not compete here. The Commission stated
that its rationale for including the Austrian plant was to
allow the acquiring company to maintain sufficient
capacity at the Tennessee plant to compete effectively
in North America. But, Polypore asserts, the
Commission had already determined that Microporous
was an effective and important competitor for North
American customers from its Tennessee plant alone.
Additionally, Polypore posits, the [**26] evidence
showed that there was excess production capacity at
the Tennessee plant. Finally, Polypore argues that the
Commission did not explain why an Asian or European
separator manufacturer would not be fully satisfied with
just the North American facility, which would satisfy its
need for a foothold in North America.
The Commission has broad discretion in the formulating
of a remedy for unlawful practices. Jacob Siegel Co. v.
FTC, 327 U.S. 608, 611, 66 S. Ct. 758, 760, 90 L. Ed.
888, 42 F.T.C. 902 (1946). Here, the Commission
[*1219] did not abuse its discretion when it ordered the
divestiture of the Austrian plant. The Commission
reasoned that the Austrian plant needed to be divested
to restore the competition eliminated by the acquisition
and provide the acquirer with the ability to compete.
Ford Motor Co. v. United States, 405 U.S. 562, 573, 92
S. Ct. 1142, 1149, 31 L. Ed. 2d 492 (1972) ("The relief
in an antitrust case must be 'effective to redress the
violations' and 'to restore competition.'") (quoting United
States v. E. I. Du Pont De Nemours & Co., 366 U.S.
316, 326, 81 S. Ct. 1243, 1250, 6 L. Ed. 2d 318 (1961)).
It found that when Microporous produced CellForce for
its foreign customers at its Tennessee plant, capacity
constraints limited its [**27] ability to compete for
additional North American business. However, once the
Feistritz plant was constructed, Microporous was able to
commit to additional North American sales to
customers. Additionally, the Commission reasoned that
multiple plants provide insurance against supply
disruptions and provide the ability to supply local
customers, which in turn made Microporous a more
effective competitor. These are all reasonable
considerations such that we will not disturb the order.13

13 Polypore

argues in its reply brief that the divestiture order
should have contained a "safety valve," like that found in
Chicago Bridge & Iron Co. v. FTC, 534 F.3d 410 (5th Cir.
2008), which permitted the exclusion of certain assets in the
divestiture order if the acquirer and the monitor trustee both
found them unnecessary. However, Polypore neither raised
this issue before the Commission nor in its initial brief so the
issue is waived. See Norelus v. Denny's, Inc., 628 F.3d 1270,
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IV. CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, we conclude that the
Commission
is
due
to
be
affirmed.
The
[**28] Commission did not err when it treated the
acquisition as a horizontal merger, found that there was
a single market for deep-cycle separators, determined
that Entek would not enter the motive market, and
included Microporous's Austrian plant in its divestiture
order.
AFFIRMED.

End of Document

1297 (11th Cir. 2010) (initial brief); Cotherman v. FTC, 417
F.2d 587, 591-92 (5th Cir. 1969) (exhaustion before the FTC).
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[1]
Pusateri’s seeks an interlocutory injunction until trial to preserve a lay-by on Bay Street,
in Toronto, that is used for valet parking for its grocery store customers. The City of Toronto
plans to remove the lay-by as part of improvements to Bay Street.
[2]
To obtain the interlocutory injunction, Pusateri’s must establish, on a balance of
probabilities, that:
(a) there is a serious issue to be tried;
(b) it will suffer irreparable harm if the injunction is not granted; and
(c) the balance of convenience weighs in favour of granting the injunction.1
Disposition
[3]
There is no serious issue to be tried that would lead the trial court to prevent removal of
the lay-by. Pusateri’s remedy is exclusively in damages. And so, for the reasons that follow, the
injunction motion is dismissed with costs.

1

R.J.R. MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General), [1994] 1 S.C.R. 311 at para. 53.
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Reasons

[4]
The threshold on the merits for an interlocutory injunction is low. An injunction may
issue even if the plaintiff is unlikely to succeed at trial, so long as the claim is “neither frivolous
nor vexatious”.2
[5]
The precise weight accorded the merits remains controversial, both under the first branch
of the test, and in considering the balance of convenience. 3 However, these controversies are not
material to this motion. Using the lowest of thresholds, Pusateri’s cannot show a serious issue to
be tried that it is entitled to prevent removal of the lay-by.
The Injunction Jurisdiction
[6]
Interlocutory injunctions are equitable remedies which “may be granted… where it
appears… to be just or convenient to do so”. 4 An interlocutory injunction ordinarily remains in
place until the end of the case.5 Its purpose is not to grant judgment pending trial but to maintain
a reasonable state of affairs so that the trial court may do justice at the end of the case. Justice
Sharpe puts the principle as follows in his textbook:
The problem posed by interlocutory injunction applications may best be understood
in terms of balancing the relative risks of granting or withholding the remedy before
full adjudication of the legal rights at issue. These risks may be stated as follows.
The plaintiff must show a risk that his or her rights will be destroyed by the
defendant’s actions before the court has rendered its judgment at trial. The risk to the
plaintiff is that if an immediate remedy is not granted, his or her rights will be so
impaired by the time of trial and judgment that it will be simply too late to afford an
adequate remedy.
… Inherent in the exercise of granting a remedy before the rights of the parties have
been determined lies the risk of harming the defendant by enjoining a course of
conduct that ultimately may be found to be lawful. 6

2

R.J.R. MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General), [1994] 1 S.C.R. 311, at para. 53.
R.J. Sharpe, Injunctions and Specific Performance (Looseleaf, 2012), paras. 2.90-2.280, 2.540. See, for example,
TELUS v. Rogers, 2009 BCCA 581, where the motions judge granted the injunction under the third branch of the
test based on his assessment of the relative strength of the parties’ cases, an approach approve d by the Court of
Appeal.
4
Courts of Justice Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. C.43, s.101.
5
R.J. Sharpe, Injunctions and Specific Performance (Looseleaf, 2012), para. 2.15.
6
R.J. Sharpe, Injunctions and Specific Performance (Looseleaf, 2012), paras. 2.60, 2.70.
3
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(a) No Serious Issue To Be Tried

[8]
Sometimes the form of the final order is not a permanent injunction, but has similar
effect. For example, an applicant challenging a by-law or administrative decision disqualifying
it from its current use of land may be entitled to an interlocutory injunction where, if the
applicant cannot continue its land use pending trial, it may be driven out of business before the
case is decided. An interlocutory injunction may permit the applicant to continue its impugned
use until trial, and at trial a remedy will be sought that, though not taking the form of a
permanent injunction, will permit the plaintiff to continue in its use of the land into the future.7
[9]
So it is not the case that an interlocutory injunction is only available if the trial court may
order a permanent injunction at trial. But an interlocutory injunction will only be available if it is
necessary to permit the plaintiff to benefit from the final decision at trial.
… interlocutory orders are made only with a view to assuring that the rights of the
plaintiff asserted in the action may be effectually enforced by the Court in the event
that the action ultimately succeeds. Thus for example, construction of a building in
alleged breach of a building by-law will be restrained pending the trial of the action
in order that the Court not be faced at the trial with a fait accompli.8
[10]

Or in other words, an injunction will not be granted where:
… no prospective act of the Defendant… can in any way endanger the ultimate
accomplishment by the Plaintiff of all of the relief claimed by it in the event that the
Plaintiff succeeds at trial.9

[11] Pustaeri’s argues that this proposition is not so clear as a result of the British Columbia
Court of Appeal’s decision in TELUS v. Rogers.10 At issue in that case was Rogers’ allegedly
deceptive advertising. It claimed that it had “Canada’s most reliable network”. TELUS, one of
Rogers’ competitors, alleged that this claim was not true. TELUS commenced proceedings
against Rogers under the Competition Act and sought an injunction to restrain Rogers from its
deceptive advertising pending trial. However, under the Competition Act, only the Attorney

7

See, for example, Orica Canada Inc. v. Township of East Luther Grand Valley (2009), 62 M.P.L.R. (4th ) 267 (Ont.
S.C.J.) per Milanetti J.
8
Cellular Rental Systems Inc. v. Bell Mobility Cellular Inc., [1995] O.J. No. 1535, paras. 29, 31-33.
9
City of London v. Talbot Square, 22 O.R. (2d) 21.
10
TELUS Communications Co. v. Rogers Communications Inc., 2009 BCCA 581.
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[7]
In many cases, the plaintiff must show that it could be entitled to a permanent injunction
after trial in order to obtain an interlocutory injunction pending the trial. For example, if the
plaintiff is seeking a final order that a large tree not be cut down, she may seek an interlocutory
injunction until trial to preserve the tree. If the tree is cut down before trial, it could not be
restored afterwards.

Private parties like TELUS are limited to damages and

[12] The motions judge concluded that Rogers’ advertising was no longer correct. But could
an injunction lie to restrain its use pending trial? It was close to the Christmas season and both
firms alleged that they would suffer substantial harm – TELUS if it was faced with erroneous
advertising while trying to sell its services, and Rogers if it was deprived of its advertising
without sufficient time to develop alternative materials. The motions judge found that many of
the injunction factors were balanced and decided the motion in favour of TELUS based on his
assessment of the relative strength of the parties’ cases.
[13] The British Columbia Court of Appeal approached the case initially as a matter of
jurisdiction, an issue it raised itself at the hearing of the appeal. It concluded that the trial court,
as a court of inherent jurisdiction, had the jurisdiction to grant an injunction “notwithstanding
that the statute itself does not provide for the issuance of injunctions at the behest of a private
party”.11 The Court of Appeal then went on to hold as follows:
In saying that the Supreme Court had jurisdiction to grant an interlocutory injunction,
we do not wish to be taken as endorsing the proposition that the plaintiffs might, at
the conclusion of the case, be entitled to a permanent injunction. There is some
authority that acknowledges jurisdiction to grant an interlocutory injunction in a
claim under s.36 of the Competition Act but denies there is jurisdiction to issue a
permanent injunction….12 We express no view on whether a permanent injunction
can be granted to a private party in a claim brought pursuant to s.36 of the
Competition Act.
While we are of the view that the Supreme Court has jurisdiction to grant an
interlocutory injunction in a claim brought under s.36 of the Competition Act, the
scheme of the Act, and its concentration on damages as the appropriate final remedy
are important considerations for the court in considering whether interlocutory relief
ought to be granted. In particular, the court should be careful in considering whether
the plaintiff can make out a case for “irreparable harm” in the analysis of the test for
an interlocutory injunction.
In the case before us, the defendant did not contend that the concentration on
damages as a remedy in the statute ought to have led the chambers judge to find that
any harm that might be suffered by the plaintiff should not be characterized as
“irreparable”. We do not, therefore, propose to say anything further about this issue.

11

TELUS v. Rogers, ibid., at para. 44.
947101 Ontario Ltd. v. Barrhaven Town Centre Inc. (1995), 31 O.R. (3d) 237 (Ont. Gen. Div.) and Mead Johnson
Canada v. Ross Pediatrics (1996), 31 O.R. (3d) 237 (Ont. Gen. Div.).
12
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General may obtain an injunction.
punitive damages.

[14]

With the greatest of respect, I have difficulty with this analysis:

(a) The court cites two Ontario trial decisions as authority that an interlocutory injunction
may be available even where an injunction is not available after trial. One of the cited
decisions stands for the opposite principle. 14 The other cited decision has no support in
other cases or in academic commentary and seems either wrong on this point or based on
the quasi-criminal nature of breaches of the Competition Act and the likelihood that the
Attorney General would seek an injunction if illegal conduct persisted after a civil
decision to this effect.15
(b) “Harm” and “remedy” are distinct and should be treated separately, so as not to confuse
the analysis. There are many cases where a plaintiff may be restricted to a remedy in
damages but where the harm is nonetheless “irreparable”. The plaintiff whose tree is cut
down before trial will only receive damages; that does not preclude her from an
injunction to preserve the tree pending trial. In wrongful death cases, damages are
awarded to compensate for the most irreparable of harms. Loss of a business or loss of
market share are frequently cited as the sorts of “harms” that may be “irreparable”. And
yet they can be and are compensated by awards of damages in many cases. And there are
cases where, clearly, damages would be an adequate remedy, but the defendant would be
unable to pay them, thus justifying injunctive relief. 16
(c) The unavailability of relief other than damages at the end of trial bears directly on
whether there is a situation that the court needs to preserve so that justice may be done at
the end of the case. “Justice”, in this context, is not a reference to the Chancellor’s foot,
or the motion judge’s inherent sense of what may be fair. It refers to the recourse
available to the plaintiff on the proper application of the law.
[15] I am not bound by the analysis in TELUS v. Rogers and I decline to follow it. To quote
again from Justice Sharpe’s textbook, “the basic premise of granting an interlocutory injunction

13

14

TELUS v. Rogers, supra, at paras. 45-48.

947101 Ontario Ltd. v. Barrhaven Town Centre Inc. (1995), 121 D.L.R. (4th ) 748 (Ont. Gen. Div.), per Spence J.
Mead Johnson Canada v. Ross Pediatrics (1996), 31 O.R. (3d) 237 (Ont. Gen. Div.).
16
See R.J. Sharpe, Injunctions and Specific Performance (Looseleaf, 2012), para. 2.415; Southern Manitoba
Railway Inc. v. Meeches (2008), 300 D.L.R. (4th ) 733, 234 Man. R. (2d) 46 (Q.B.); Hubbard v. Pitt, [1976] Q.B. 142
(C.A.); Carbo Ceramics v. China Ceramics Proppant Ltd. (2004), 34 C.P.R. (4th ) 431 (F.C.A.).
15
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Given that we find that the Supreme Court did have jurisdiction to issue an
injunction, we agree that the chambers judge applied the correct test to injunctive
relief by first considering whether TELUS had demonstrated that it had an arguable
case, next considering whether it would suffer irreparable harm if no injunction were
granted, and finally considering where the balance of convenience lay as between the
parties.13 [emphasis in original]

Application to this Case
[16] Pusateri’s alleges injurious affection and/or infringement of an easement. The claim in
injurious affection sounds in damages only. It cannot be a basis for enjoining the City from
removing the lay-by. The claim to an easement is entirely without merit.
Injurious Affection and Nuisance
[17] Section 2(1) of the Expropriations Act 18 provides that, where a statutory authority, such
as the City of Toronto, causes losses to an owner of land, the “statutory owner shall compensate
the owner of land for loss or damage caused by injurious affection”.19
[18] A claim for injurious affection by a statutory authority like the City of Toronto can only
be a claim in damages, and it can only be brought before the Ontario Municipal Board. 20 The
court may grant an interlocutory injunction where final relief is to be granted in another forum,
such as the Municipal Board.21 But it should only do so if the injunction is necessary to preserve
the ability of the Municipal Board to do justice at the end of the case.
[19] Pusateri’s may be assisted in its claim for injurious affection by the Supreme Court of
Canada decision in Antrim Truck Centre Ltd. v. Ontario (Ministry of Transportation).22 In that
case, Ontario relocated an access ramp to Highway 401. This relocation destroyed the plaintiff’s
business as a gas station and rest stop. The plaintiff’s land was not expropriated, but because its
business was no longer near an access ramp, its customer base disappeared. But the case has
nothing to do with injunctions. It was a claim for damages.23
[20] I conclude that there is a “serious issue to be tried” that Pustaeri’s may be injuriously
affected if the City removes the lay-by. But its remedy is damages, and only damages. There is
no serious issue that Pustartei’s is entitled to prevent removal of the lay-by on this basis.

17

R.J. Sharpe, Injunctions and Specific Performance (Looseleaf, 2012), para. 2.550, 2.600-2.630.
R.S.O. 1990, c. E.26, s.2(1).
19
Ibid., s.21.
20
Curactive Organic Skin Care v. City of Toronto et al., 2011 ONSC 2041; aff’d. 2012 ONCA 81.
21
See Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees v. Canadian Pacific Ltd., [1996] 2 S.C.R. 495, 50 C.P.C.
(3d) 128, 136 D.L.R. (4th ) 289.
22
2013 SCC 13.
23
See also Newfoundland (Minister of Works, Services and Transportation) , v. Airport Realty Ltd., 2001 NFCA 45
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[is that] the plaintiff must demonstrate that, unless an injunction is granted, his or her rights will
be nullified or impaired by the time of trial”.17 It is this premise that illuminates the test in RJRMacdonald and lies at the heart of the proper exercise of discretion to grant or deny an
interlocutory injunction.

[21] The lay-by was authorized in a by-law enacted by City Council which, on its face, does
not create an easement. An easement by prescription or adverse possession cannot be created
over a public highway. Bay Street is a “public highway”. And the “public highway” includes
the sidewalks and the travelled portion of the roadway.
[22] Pusateri’s has never been entitled to exclusive use of the lay-by. Any member of the
public may pull into the lay-by to pick up or drop off passengers. After the lay-by is removed,
Pusateri’s and its customers will not be barred from using the portion of Bay Street now
occupied by the lay-by. It will still be there, in a different form, and will provide public access to
the store: it will be a sidewalk.
[23] Pusateri’s points to language in the by-law creating the lay-by that, it says, establishes an
easement. There is no merit to this argument.
[24] The request for the lay-by was sent to the Community Council without any qualifying
language. There was no term. The Community Council added conditions to the bylaw. One
included a requirement for Pusateri’s to pay the cost of restoring the lay-by if it was no longer
“viable” or “needed”. This clause was not for Pusateri’s benefit – it benefited the City by
specifying that Pusateri’s would bear the cost of both construction and removal of the lay-by.
[25] It may be an issue whether Pusateri’s is required to bear the cost of restoring the lay-by in
the current circumstances. Pusateri’s is aggrieved that the lay-by will be removed. As I have
indicated, it may pursue a claim for injurious affection before the Ontario Municipal Board: I
express no view on the merits of such an application. Similarly, the City may seek to recover
from Pusateri’s the cost of restoring the lay-by for use as sidewalk, roadway and related uses. I
say nothing about the merits of that potential claim.
(b) No Irreparable Harm
[26] Pusateri’s led evidence that 30% of its gross business comes from customers who use the
lay-by when visiting the store. Pusateri’s then assumes that all of this business will be lost if the
lay-by is removed. If this happens then a profitable store will lose money. The business will
fail. 120 employees will be thrown out of work.
[27] I do not accept this argument. Indeed, I found it vaguely ridiculous. If the lay-by is
removed then Pusatrei’s, presumably a well-managed business, will seek alternative
arrangements for its customers. Some customers may be lost. For the purposes of this motion, I
am prepared to accept that some non-trivial number of customers may be lost.
[28] But there is another problem here. The lay-by is not like a tree. It did not take a century
to grow. It is not like some great edifice, the cost of which is enormous. If a court so orders, the
lay-by could be reconstructed, not in decades or years, but in days or weeks. The cost to
construct it, ten years ago, was around $55,000. At the end of trial, the lay-by could be restored,
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if this remedy was available in law. This, in and of itself, shows that there will not be irreparable
harm if the City is permitted to proceed with its plans immediately.

[29] The City has the statutory authority to manage public highways within Toronto. It did so
in 2003 when it authorized the lay-by. It did so again in 2013 when it decided to remove the layby, restore the sidewalks, and add trees, while it was resurfacing Bay Street. These decisions are
matters of public policy and are within the City’s jurisdiction. It would be a serious derogation
from City Council’s authority to delay implementation of its public policy by way of an
injunction. This does not preclude the court from issuing an injunction in an appropriate case, as
some of the land use and zoning cases indicate. However, the private interest of Pusateri’s in its
current form of valet parking pales in comparison to the City’s interest in prompt and efficient
road improvements and maintenance. The balance of convenience weighs against granting the
injunction in this case.
Summary
[30] The record in this case was developed well, and the motion argued fully and with great
ability. I am grateful to counsel for that assistance.
[31] Pusateri’s sincerely and strongly believes that the lay-by should remain. But this is a
policy debate, not a legal one. This court does not weigh in on whether policy choices by elected
governments are good or otherwise. As a matter of law, I am comfortable that Pusateri’s
position was put to me at its very highest and most persuasively, and yet this was not a close call.
[32] I understand that the City plans to remove the lay-by immediately, while it has
construction personnel and equipment at the ready. I was told that the work had to begin by
November 15th , at the very latest, and will take about two days to complete.
[33] I extend the interim order until 5:00 p.m., November 6, 2013, to enable Pusateri’s to seek
a further extension pending any motion it may bring for leave to appeal in the Divisional Court.
Costs
[34] The City has prevailed and is entitled to its costs. If these cannot be agreed, the City shall
make brief written submissions by November 20, 2013. Pusateri’s may respond by November
29, 2013. There shall be no reply or oral costs submissions unless I direct otherwise.

D.L. Corbett J.
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An accused was charged with the first degree murder of
a person under the age of 18. Upon the Crown’s request,
a mandatory ban prohibiting the publication, broadcast
or transmission in any way of any information that could
identify the victim was ordered pursuant to s. 486.4(2.2)
of the Criminal Code. Prior to the issuance of the publication ban, CBC posted information revealing the identity of the victim on its website. As a result of CBC’s
refusal to remove this information, the Crown sought an
order citing CBC in criminal contempt of the publication
ban and an interlocutory injunction directing the removal
of the victim’s identifying information. The chambers
judge concluded that the Crown had not established the
requirements for a mandatory interlocutory injunction,
and dismissed its application. The majority of the Court
of Appeal allowed the appeal and granted the mandatory
interlocutory injunction.

Held: The appeal should be allowed.

197

Un accusé a été inculpé du meurtre au premier degré
d’une personne âgée de moins de 18 ans. À la demande du
ministère public, une interdiction mandatoire de publier
ou de diffuser de quelque façon que ce soit tout renseignement permettant d’identifier la victime a été délivrée
en vertu du par. 486.4(2.2) du Code criminel. Avant la
délivrance de l’interdiction de publication, la SRC a affiché sur son site Web des renseignements qui révélaient
l’identité de la victime. Compte tenu du refus de la SRC
de retirer ces renseignements de son site Web, le ministère
public a sollicité une assignation pour outrage criminel
contre la SRC pour violation de l’interdiction en question
ainsi qu’une injonction interlocutoire exigeant le retrait
des renseignements identifiant la victime. Le juge en cabinet a conclu que le ministère public n’avait pas satisfait
aux exigences relatives à l’injonction interlocutoire mandatoire et a rejeté sa demande. Les juges majoritaires de la
Cour d’appel ont accueilli l’appel et accordé l’injonction
interlocutoire mandatoire.
Arrêt : L’appel est accueilli.

To obtain a mandatory interlocutory injunction, the
appropriate criterion for assessing the strength of the applicant’s case at the first stage of the RJR — MacDonald
test is not whether there is a serious issue to be tried, but
rather whether the applicant has demonstrated a strong
prima facie case. The potentially severe consequences for
a defendant which can result from a mandatory interlocutory injunction further demand an extensive review of the
merits at the interlocutory stage. This modified RJR —
MacDonald test entails showing a strong likelihood on the
law and the evidence presented that, at trial, the applicant
will be ultimately successful in proving the allegations
set out in the originating notice. The applicant must also
demonstrate that irreparable harm will result if the relief
is not granted and that the balance of convenience favours
granting the injunction.

Pour obtenir une injonction interlocutoire mandatoire,
le critère approprié pour juger de la solidité de la preuve du
demandeur à la première étape du test énoncé dans RJR —
MacDonald n’est pas celui de l’existence d’une question
sérieuse à juger, mais plutôt celui de savoir si le demandeur
a établi une forte apparence de droit. Les conséquences potentiellement sérieuses pour un défendeur de la délivrance
d’une injonction interlocutoire mandatoire exigent en outre
qu’un examen approfondi soit fait sur le fond à l’étape interlocutoire. Suivant cette version modifiée du test énoncé
dans RJR — MacDonald, le demandeur doit démontrer une
forte chance au regard du droit et de la preuve présentée que,
au procès, il réussira ultimement à prouver les allégations
énoncées dans l’acte introductif d’instance. Le demandeur
doit aussi démontrer qu’il subira un préjudice irréparable
si la réparation n’est pas accordée et que la prépondérance
des inconvénients favorise la délivrance de l’injonction.

In this case, a literal reading of the originating notice
shows that the Crown brought an application for criminal
contempt and sought an interim injunction in that proceeding. The Crown thus proceeded on the basis that its
application for an interlocutory injunction was sought in
respect of the citation for criminal contempt. The originating notice itself, and the sequencing therein of the
relief sought, belies its putatively hybrid character. The
two applications are linked, such that the latter is tied not
to the mere placement by CBC of the victim’s identifying
information on its website, but to the sought-after criminal contempt citation. Each prayer for relief does not
launch an independent proceeding; rather, both relate to

En l’espèce, une interprétation littérale de l’avis introductif d’instance démontre que le ministère public a
intenté une action pour outrage criminel et a cherché à
obtenir une injonction interlocutoire dans le cadre de cette
instance. Le ministère public s’est donc fondé sur le fait
que l’injonction interlocutoire était sollicitée à l’égard de
la demande d’assignation pour outrage criminel. L’avis
introductif d’instance en soi, ainsi que l’ordre dans lequel
les réparations y sont demandées, contredit qu’il puisse
avoir un caractère hybride. Les deux demandes sont liées,
de sorte que la deuxième se rapporte non pas au simple
affichage sur le site Web de la SRC des renseignements
identifiant la victime, mais à l’assignation pour outrage
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the alleged criminal contempt. In addition, an injunction
is not a cause of action, in the sense of containing its own
authorizing force. It is a remedy. An originating application must state both the claim and the basis for it and
the remedy sought. Here, the Crown’s originating notice
discloses only a single basis for seeking a remedy: CBC’s
alleged criminal contempt of court. Therefore, the Crown
was bound to show a strong prima facie case of criminal
contempt of court. This case should not however be taken
as standing for the proposition that injunctive relief is
ordinarily or readily available in criminal matters. The
delineation of the circumstances in which an interlocutory
injunction may be sought and issued to enjoin allegedly
criminal conduct is not decided here.

criminel sollicitée. Chaque demande de réparation ne
donne pas lieu à une instance distincte; elles sont plutôt
toutes les deux liées à l’outrage criminel reproché. De
plus, l’injonction n’est pas une cause d’action, en ce sens
qu’elle ne contient pas son propre pouvoir d’autoriser
l’action. Il s’agit d’une réparation. Une demande introductive d’instance doit énoncer tant l’objet de la demande et
son fondement que la réparation demandée. En l’espèce,
la demande introductive d’instance du ministère public
n’indique qu’un motif pour lequel il veut obtenir une
réparation : l’outrage criminel au tribunal reproché à la
SRC. Le ministère public était donc tenu d’établir une
forte apparence de droit quant à l’existence d’un outrage
criminel au tribunal. L’issue du présent appel ne devrait
cependant pas être interprétée comme signifiant que l’injonction est une réparation courante et facile à obtenir
dans les affaires criminelles. La façon dont il faut définir
les circonstances permettant de demander et de délivrer
une injonction interlocutoire pour empêcher une conduite
prétendument criminelle n’est pas tranchée ici.

The decision to grant or refuse an interlocutory injunction is a discretionary exercise, with which an appellate
court must not interfere solely because it would have
exercised the discretion differently. Appellate intervention
is justified only where the chambers judge proceeded on
a misunderstanding of the law or of the evidence before
him, where an inference can be demonstrated to be wrong
by further evidence that has since become available, where
there has been a change of circumstances or where the
decision to grant or refuse the injunction is so aberrant that
it must be set aside on the ground that no reasonable judge
could have reached it. In this case, the Crown’s burden
was not to show a case for criminal contempt that leans
one way or another, but rather a case, based on the law
and evidence presented, that has a strong likelihood that
it would be successful in proving CBC’s guilt of criminal
contempt of court. This is not an easy burden to discharge
and the Crown has failed to do so here. The chambers
judge applied the correct legal test in deciding the Crown’s
application and his decision that the Crown’s case failed
to satisfy that test did not, in these circumstances, warrant
appellate intervention.

La décision d’accorder ou de refuser une injonction
interlocutoire relève d’un pouvoir discrétionnaire, et les
cours d’appel ne doivent pas modifier la décision en découlant simplement parce qu’elles auraient exercé ce pouvoir différemment. Une intervention en appel est justifiée
uniquement lorsque le juge en cabinet a pris une décision
qui repose sur une erreur de droit ou sur une interprétation
erronée de la preuve produite devant lui, lorsque le caractère erroné d’une conclusion peut être démontré par des
éléments de preuve supplémentaires dont on dispose au
moment de l’appel, lorsque les circonstances ont changé
ou lorsque la décision du juge d’accorder ou de refuser
l’injonction est à ce point aberrante qu’elle doit être infirmée pour le motif qu’aucun juge raisonnable n’aurait pu la
rendre. En l’espèce, le fardeau du ministère public n’était
pas de présenter une preuve d’outrage criminel qui penche
dans un sens ou dans l’autre, mais plutôt une preuve qui, au
regard du droit et des éléments de preuve présentés, avait
une forte chance de réussir à prouver la culpabilité de la
SRC pour outrage criminel au tribunal. Il n’est pas facile
de s’acquitter d’un tel fardeau et le ministère public n’a pas
réussi à le faire en l’espèce. Le juge en cabinet a appliqué le
bon test juridique lorsqu’il s’est prononcé sur la demande
du ministère public, et sa décision selon laquelle la preuve
présentée par ce dernier ne satisfaisait pas à ce test ne justifiait pas, dans les circonstances, une intervention en appel.
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2016 ABCA 326, 404 D.L.R. (4th) 318, [2017] 3
W.W.R. 413, 43 Alta. L.R. (6th) 213, 93 C.P.C. (7th)
269, [2016] A.J. No. 1085 (QL), 2016 CarswellAlta
2034 (WL Can.), qui a infirmé une decision du juge
Michalyshyn, 2016 ABQB 204, [2016] 9 W.W.R.
613, 37 Alta. L.R. (6th) 299, 86 C.P.C. (7th) 373,
[2016] A.J. No. 336 (QL), 2016 CarswellAlta 620
(WL Can.). Pouvoi accueilli.
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Introduction

[1] The background leading to this appeal was
summarized in the reasons of the chambers judge:1

[1] Le contexte ayant mené au présent pourvoi est
résumé dans les motifs du juge en cabinet1 :

On March 5, 2016, [the accused] was charged with the
first degree murder of D.H., a person under the age of 18
(“the victim”). On March 15, 2016 the Crown requested
and a judge ordered a mandatory ban under s. 486.4(2.2)
of the Criminal Code, R.S.C., 1985, c. C-46. The order
prohibits the publication, broadcast or transmission in any
way of information that could identify the victim.

[traduction] Le 5 mars 2016, [l’accusé] a été inculpé
du meurtre au premier degré de D. H., une personne âgée
de moins de 18 ans (« la victime »). Le 15 mars 2016, le
ministère public a demandé et obtenu une interdiction
mandatoire en vertu du par. 486.4(2.2) du Code criminel,
L.R.C. 1985, c. C-46. L’ordonnance interdit de publier
ou de diffuser de quelque façon que ce soit tout renseignement qui permettrait d’établir l’identité de la victime.

1

1

2016 ABQB 204, [2016] 9 W.W.R. 613, at paras. 2-6 (emphasis
added).

2016 ABQB 204, [2016] 9 W.W.R. 613, par. 2-6 (je souligne).
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As of March 16, 2016, two articles which pre-existed
the publication ban, and which identified the victim by
name and photograph (“the articles”), continued to exist
on the CBC Edmonton website.

En date du 16 mars 2016, deux articles publiés avant
l’interdiction de publication, et qui révélaient l’identité
de la victime par son nom et sa photo (« les articles »),
figuraient encore sur le site Web de la SRC d’Edmonton.

In response to a March 16, 2016 Edmonton Police Service inquiry, a senior digital producer with CBC Edmonton
advised that no future stories would contain the victim’s
identifying information.

Le 16 mars 2016, lors d’une conversation entre un détective du service de police d’Edmonton et un producteur
principal de contenu numérique de la SRC d’Edmonton,
ce dernier a affirmé qu’aucun article futur ne contiendrait
de renseignements permettant d’établir l’identité de la
victime.

On March 18, 2016, however, the pre-publication ban
articles remained on the website, unaltered.

Or, le 18 mars 2016, les articles publiés avant l’interdiction de publication figuraient toujours sur le site Web,
sans qu’ils aient été modifiés.

One of the articles contains some evidence that the victim’s identity appears already in wide circulation, by way
of social media, but also by reason of the fact the victim
attended school and lived in a smaller Alberta community
where the murder is alleged to have occurred.

Un des articles contient des éléments de preuve selon lesquels l’identité de la victime est déjà largement
connue en raison des médias sociaux, mais aussi parce
que la victime fréquentait l’école et vivait dans une petite
collectivité de l’Alberta où le meurtre aurait été commis.

[2] Because CBC would not remove from its website the victim’s identifying information published
prior to the order granting a publication ban, the
Crown filed an Originating Notice seeking an order
citing CBC in criminal contempt of the publication
ban, and an interlocutory injunction2 directing removal of that information from CBC’s website. As
the terms of that Originating Notice are important to
my proposed disposition of this appeal, I reproduce
them here, in relevant part:3

[2] Puisque la Société Radio-Canada (« SRC ») ne
voulait pas retirer de son site Web les renseignements
qui établissaient l’identité de la victime publiés avant
la délivrance de l’ordonnance de non-publication, le
ministère public a déposé un avis introductif d’instance afin de faire déclarer la SRC coupable d’outrage criminel pour violation de l’interdiction en
question, et afin d’obtenir une injonction interlocutoire2 exigeant le retrait des renseignements en cause
du site Web de la SRC. Les mots utilisés dans l’avis
introductif d’instance sont importants compte tenu de
la décision que j’entends rendre dans le présent pourvoi; j’en reproduis donc ici les passages pertinents3 :
[traduction]

TAKE NOTICE that an Application will be made by the
Attorney General of Alberta on behalf of her Majesty
the Queen before the presiding Justice of the Court of
Queen’s Bench, . . . for an Order citing [CBC] in criminal
contempt of court.

PRENEZ AVIS que le procureur général de l’Alberta, au
nom de Sa Majesté la Reine, présentera une demande au
juge présidant la Cour du Banc de la Reine [. . .] visant
l’obtention d’une ordonnance déclarant [la SRC] coupable
d’outrage criminel au tribunal.

2

The Crown’s Originating Notice uses the term “interim injunction”. In substance, however, the Crown’s application was for
an interlocutory injunction. (See R. J. Sharpe, Injunctions and
Specific Performance (4th ed. 2012), at paras. 2.15 and 2.55.)

2

3

A.R., at pp. 39-40.

3

L’avis introductif d’instance du ministère public utilise le terme
anglais « interim injunction » ([traduction] « injonction
intérimaire »). Il s’agit toutefois en substance d’une demande
d’injonction interlocutoire. (Voir R. J. Sharpe, Injunctions and
Specific Performance (4e éd. 2012), par. 2.15 et 2.55.)
d.a., p. 39-40.
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AND FURTHER TAKE NOTICE that an application will
be made for an interim injunction, directing that [CBC]
remove any information from their website that could
identify the complainant in the [subject] case.

ET EN OUTRE PRENEZ AVIS qu’une demande d’injonction intérimaire sera présentée afin qu’il soit ordonné
à [la SRC] de retirer de son site Web tout renseignement
qui permettrait d’établir l’identité de la plaignante dans
[la présente] affaire.

RELIEF SOUGHT:

RÉPARATION DEMANDÉE :

1. That [CBC] be cited in criminal contempt of court.

1. Que [la SRC] soit déclarée coupable d’outrage criminel
au tribunal.

2. That [CBC] be directed to remove any information
from their website that could identify the complainant
in the [subject] case.

2. Qu’il soit ordonné à [la SRC] de retirer de son site Web
tout renseignement qui permettrait d’établir l’identité
de la plaignante dans [la présente] affaire.

3. That an appropriate sentence be imposed against [CBC].

3. Qu’une peine appropriée soit infligée à [la SRC].

4. Any such further order that this Honourable Court
deems appropriate.

4. Toute autre ordonnance que cette honorable Cour juge
appropriée.

[3] The chambers judge concluded that the Crown
had not established the requirements for a mandatory interlocutory injunction, and dismissed its application. On appeal, the Court of Appeal divided
on whether the Crown was entitled to a mandatory
interlocutory injunction. While the majority allowed
the appeal and granted the injunction, Greckol J.A.,
in dissent, would have dismissed the appeal, finding
that the majority applied incorrect legal principles to
the Crown’s application.4

[3] Le juge en cabinet a conclu que le ministère
public n’avait pas satisfait aux exigences relatives à
l’injonction interlocutoire mandatoire et a rejeté sa
demande. En appel, les juges étaient divisés quant au
droit du ministère public d’obtenir une telle injonction. Bien que les juges majoritaires aient accueilli
l’appel et accordé l’injonction, la juge Greckol, dissidente, aurait rejeté l’appel, concluant que les juges
majoritaires appliquaient des principes juridiques
erronés à la demande du ministère public4.

[4] For the reasons that follow, I would allow the
appeal. In my respectful view, the chambers judge
applied the correct legal test in deciding the Crown’s
application, and his decision that the Crown’s case
failed to satisfy that test did not, in these circumstances, warrant appellate intervention.

[4] Pour les motifs qui suivent, j’accueillerais le
pourvoi. À mon avis, le juge en cabinet a appliqué
le bon test juridique lorsqu’il s’est prononcé sur la
demande du ministère public, et sa décision selon
laquelle la preuve présentée par ce dernier ne satisfaisait pas à ce test ne justifiait pas, dans les circonstances, une intervention en appel.

II. Legislative Provisions

II. Dispositions législatives

[5] Sections 486.4(2.1) and 486.4(2.2) of the Criminal Code,5 taken together, provide that a presiding
judge or justice shall make an order, upon application
by the victim or the prosecutor, for a publication ban
in cases involving offences against victims under the
age of 18 years. Specifically, the Crown or the victim

[5] Les paragraphes 486.4(2.1) et 486.4(2.2) du
Code criminel5, considérés conjointement, prévoient
que le juge ou le juge de paix qui préside est tenu,
à la demande de la victime ou du poursuivant, de
rendre une ordonnance d’interdiction de publication
dans les affaires relatives à toute infraction dont la

4

4

5

2016 ABCA 326, 404 D.L.R. (4th) 318.
R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46.

5

2016 ABCA 326, 404 D.L.R. (4th) 318.
L.R.C. 1985, c. C-46.
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is entitled to an order “directing that any information
that could identify the victim shall not be published
in any document or broadcast or transmitted in any
way”.

victime est âgée de moins de 18 ans. Plus particulièrement, le ministère public ou la victime a droit à une
ordonnance « interdisant de publier ou de diffuser
de quelque façon que ce soit tout renseignement qui
permettrait d’établir l’identité de la victime ».

III. Judicial History

III. Historique judiciaire

A. The Chambers Judge’s Reasons

A. Motifs du juge en cabinet

[6] Acceding to the parties’ submissions, the chambers judge applied a modified version of the tripartite
test for an interlocutory injunction stated in RJR —
MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General).6 This
required the Crown to prove (1) a strong prima facie
case for finding CBC in criminal contempt; (2) that
the Crown would suffer irreparable harm were the
injunction refused; and (3) that the balance of convenience favoured granting the injunction.

[6] Souscrivant aux arguments des parties, le juge
en cabinet a appliqué une version modifiée du test
en trois étapes applicable à l’octroi d’une injonction
interlocutoire énoncé dans RJR — MacDonald Inc.
c. Canada (Procureur général)6, selon lequel le ministère public devait établir (1) une forte apparence
de droit menant à la conclusion que la SRC était
coupable d’outrage criminel; (2) que le ministère
public subirait un préjudice irréparable si la demande
d’injonction était rejetée; et (3) que la prépondérance
des inconvénients favorisait l’octroi de l’injonction.

[7] As to the requirement of a strong prima facie
case, the Crown had argued for a “broad interpretation” of s. 486.4(2.1)’s terms “publish[ed]” and
“transmit[ted]”, such that it would catch web-based
articles posted prior to the publication ban.7 The
chambers judge, however, concluded that the case
authorities did not support such an interpretation.
In these circumstances, and applying the test for
criminal contempt stated in United Nurses of Alberta
v. Alberta (Attorney General),8 he found that the
Crown could not “likely succeed” in proving beyond
a reasonable doubt that CBC, by leaving the victim’s
identifying information on its website after the publication ban had been issued, was in “open and public
defiance” of that order.9

[7] En ce qui a trait à l’exigence relative à la forte
apparence de droit, le ministère public a revendiqué
une [traduction] « interprétation large » des mots
« publish[ed] » et « transmitt[ed] » de la version
anglaise du par. 486.4(2.1), de sorte que ceux-ci
viseraient les articles mis en ligne avant le prononcé
de l’interdiction de publication7. Le juge en cabinet
a cependant conclu que la jurisprudence n’étayait
pas une telle interprétation. Dans ces circonstances,
et appliquant le test relatif à l’outrage criminel établi dans l’arrêt United Nurses of Alberta c. Alberta
(Procureur général)8, il a jugé que le ministère public
ne pourrait « vraisemblablement » pas « réussir » à
démontrer hors de tout doute raisonnable que la SRC,
en laissant sur son site Web les renseignements identifiant la victime après la délivrance de l’interdiction
de publication, était en « transgression patente et
publique » de cette ordonnance9.

[8] Regarding the requirement of irreparable harm,
the Crown had argued such harm would be suffered
by the administration of justice, since the ongoing

[8] En ce qui a trait à l’exigence relative au préjudice irréparable, le ministère public a soutenu que
ce serait l’administration de la justice qui subirait un

6

6

7
8
9

[1994] 1 S.C.R. 311.
Chambers judge’s reasons, at para. 26.
[1992] 1 S.C.R. 901, at p. 933.
Chambers judge’s reasons, at para. 34.

7
8
9

[1994] 1 R.C.S. 311.
Motifs du juge en cabinet, par. 26.
[1992] 1 R.C.S. 901, p. 933.
Motifs du juge en cabinet, par. 34.
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display of the victim’s identifying information on
CBC’s website would deter others from seeking assistance or remedies. The chambers judge declined
to so find, however, noting that the underlying policy objective of protecting a victim’s anonymity loses
significance where the victim is deceased. And, in assessing balance of convenience, the chambers judge
determined that the compromising of CBC’s freedom
of expression, and of the public’s interest in that expression, outweighed any harm to the administration
of justice that would result from leaving the two impugned articles on CBC’s website.

tel préjudice, puisque l’affichage continu des renseignements identifiant la victime sur le site Web de la
SRC dissuaderait d’autres personnes de demander
de l’aide ou de solliciter des réparations. Le juge en
cabinet a refusé de tirer une telle conclusion, mais
il a souligné que l’objectif de politique sous-jacent
visant la protection de l’anonymat des victimes perd
de son importance lorsque la victime est décédée. De
plus, lorsqu’il a soupesé la prépondérance des inconvénients, le juge en cabinet a établi que l’atteinte à
la liberté d’expression de la SRC, et à l’intérêt du
public envers cette expression, l’emportait sur tout
préjudice causé à l’administration de la justice qui
découlerait du fait que les deux articles en cause
soient laissés sur le site Web de la SRC.

B. The Court of Appeal

B. La Cour d’appel

[9] At the Court of Appeal, the majority (Slatter
and McDonald JJ.A.) reversed the chambers judge’s
decision and granted the mandatory interlocutory injunction sought by the Crown. The chambers judge,
it held, had erred by characterizing this matter as
requiring the Crown to demonstrate a strong prima
facie case of criminal contempt. Rather, the Originating Notice, “[w]hile essentially civil in nature, . . .
has a ‘hybrid’ aspect to it”,10 in that it seeks both a
citation for criminal contempt and the removal of the
victim’s identifying information from CBC’s website. The request for the interlocutory injunction, the
majority explained, is “tied back” to the latter request
for an order removing the identifying information,
and not to the request for a criminal contempt citation.11 The issue, therefore, was “whether the Crown
has demonstrated a strong prima facie case entitling
it to a mandatory order directing removal of the identifying material from the website”.12

[9] En Cour d’appel, les juges majoritaires (les
juges Slatter et McDonald) ont infirmé la décision du
juge en cabinet et ont accordé l’injonction interlocutoire mandatoire demandée par le ministère public.
Selon eux, le juge en cabinet avait commis une erreur
en jugeant que le ministère public devait établir une
forte apparence de droit quant à l’existence d’un outrage criminel. En effet, l’avis introductif d’instance,
[traduction] « [b]ien qu’il soit essentiellement de
nature civile, [. . .] comporte un aspect “hybride” »10,
dans la mesure où il vise l’obtention d’une assignation pour outrage criminel et le retrait du site Web de
la SRC des renseignements identifiant la victime. Les
juges majoritaires ont expliqué que la demande d’injonction interlocutoire « se rapportait » à la demande
relative à l’ordonnance de retrait des renseignements
identifiant la victime, et non à la demande relative
à l’assignation pour outrage criminel11. En conséquence, la question était de savoir si « le ministère
public a établi une forte apparence de droit donnant
ouverture en sa faveur à une ordonnance mandatoire
visant le retrait du site Web des renseignements identifiant la victime »12.

[10] As to whether or not s. 486.4(2.1)’s reference
to identifying information that is “published” is (as
the Crown contends) met by the ongoing appearance

[10] Quant à la question de savoir si les renseignements identifiant la victime sont considérés comme
« publi[és] » aux termes du par. 486.4(2.1) (comme

10

10

11
12

para. 5.
para. 6.
para. 7.

11
12

par. 5.
par. 6.
par. 7.
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of such information on a website after it is first
posted, the majority conceded that “either position
is arguable”.13 That said, the majority viewed the
Crown as having a strong prima facie case for a
mandatory interlocutory injunction, since, if “published” is construed as a continuous activity, CBC
is arguably wilfully disobeying the publication ban.
Further, such disobedience is harmful to the integrity of the administration of justice, and contrary
to Parliament’s direction that such orders are to be
mandatory.14 Finally, the balance of convenience did
not favour CBC, since the publication ban must be
presumed to be constitutional at this stage of the proceedings, and freedom of expression would not, in
any case, be a defence against the contempt charge.

le prétend le ministère public) du fait qu’ils apparaissent de façon continue sur le site Web depuis
qu’ils y ont été affichés pour la première fois, les
juges majoritaires ont reconnu que [traduction]
« les deux thèses sont défendables »13. Cela dit, selon
eux, le ministère public avait établi une forte apparence de droit justifiant l’octroi d’une injonction interlocutoire mandatoire puisque, si le mot « publier »
est interprété comme étant une activité continue,
on peut faire valoir que la SRC a volontairement
désobéi à l’interdiction de publication. En outre,
une telle désobéissance porte préjudice à l’intégrité
de l’administration de la justice, et est contraire à la
directive du législateur selon laquelle de telles ordonnances sont mandatoires14. Enfin, pour les juges
majoritaires, la prépondérance des inconvénients ne
milite pas en faveur de la SRC, puisque, à cette étape
de l’instance, il faut présumer que l’interdiction de
publication est constitutionnelle et que la liberté
d’expression ne peut, en aucun cas, constituer un
moyen de défense contre l’accusation d’outrage.

[11] Justice Greckol would have dismissed the
appeal. In her view, the majority’s characterization
of the relief sought in the Originating Notice as “hybrid” was misplaced, since the Crown’s application
for an interlocutory injunction was brought in respect
of the sought-after citation for criminal contempt.
The chambers judge asked the right question (being, whether the Crown could show a strong prima
facie case of criminal contempt), and his exercise
of discretion to refuse an injunction was entitled to
deference. And here, where the proscriptions against
“publish[ing]” and “transmitt[ing]” may reasonably
bear two meanings, one capturing the impugned
articles and one not, no strong prima facie case of
criminal contempt could be shown. Further, and even
allowing that open defiance of a facially valid court
order may amount to irreparable harm to the administration of justice, the ambit of s. 486.4’s proscriptions is an unsettled question. And, as the victim in
this case is deceased, the privacy of the victim is not
vulnerable to harm. Finally, and even if the pertinent provisions of the Criminal Code are presumed
constitutional, the chambers judge was entitled to

[11] La juge Greckol aurait rejeté le pourvoi. À
son avis, les juges majoritaires ont été mal avisés
de qualifier d’« hybride » la réparation demandée
dans l’avis introductif d’instance, puisque la demande
d’injonction interlocutoire du ministère public a été
présentée à l’égard de l’assignation sollicitée pour
outrage criminel. Le juge en cabinet a posé la bonne
question (soit celle de savoir si le ministère public
pouvait établir une forte apparence de droit quant à
l’existence d’un outrage criminel) et l’exercice de
son pouvoir discrétionnaire de refuser de délivrer
une injonction commandait la retenue. En outre, en
l’espèce, où les proscriptions relatives à la « publi[cation] » et la « diffu[sion] » peuvent raisonnablement comporter deux sens — un visant les articles
en cause et l’autre non —, aucune forte apparence
de droit quant à l’existence d’un outrage criminel ne
peut être établie. De plus, même si on admet que la
transgression patente d’une ordonnance judiciaire en
apparence valide peut constituer un préjudice irréparable pour l’administration de la justice, la portée des
proscriptions énoncées à l’art. 486.4 du Code criminel
est une question non résolue. J’ajouterais que, comme

13

13

14

para. 10.
para. 11.

14

par. 10.
par. 11.
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consider freedom of expression in assessing the balance of convenience.

la victime en l’espèce est décédée, sa vie privée n’est
pas susceptible de subir un préjudice. Finalement, et
même si les dispositions pertinentes du Code criminel
sont présumées constitutionnelles, le juge en cabinet
pouvait tenir compte de la liberté d’expression lorsqu’il a soupesé la prépondérance des inconvénients.

IV. Analysis

IV. Analyse

A. What Is the Applicable Framework for Granting
a Mandatory Interlocutory Injunction?

A. Quel est le cadre d’analyse applicable à la délivrance d’une injonction interlocutoire mandatoire?

[12] In Manitoba (Attorney General) v. Metropolitan Stores Ltd.15 and then again in RJR — MacDonald, this Court has said that applications for
an interlocutory injunction must satisfy each of the
three elements of a test which finds its origins in
the judgment of the House of Lords in American
Cyanamid Co. v. Ethicon Ltd.16 At the first stage, the
application judge is to undertake a preliminary investigation of the merits to decide whether the applicant
demonstrates a “serious question to be tried”, in the
sense that the application is neither frivolous nor
vexatious.17 The applicant must then, at the second
stage, convince the court that it will suffer irreparable harm if an injunction is refused.18 Finally, the
third stage of the test requires an assessment of the
balance of convenience, in order to identify the party
which would suffer greater harm from the granting
or refusal of the interlocutory injunction, pending a
decision on the merits.19

[12] Dans l’arrêt Manitoba (Procureur général)
c. Metropolitan Stores Ltd.15, et plus tard dans l’arrêt RJR — MacDonald, la Cour a affirmé que les
demandes d’injonction interlocutoire devaient respecter chacun des trois volets du test qui tire son
origine de la décision de la Chambre des Lords
dans American Cyanamid Co. c. Ethicon Ltd.16 À
la première étape, le juge de première instance doit
procéder à un examen préliminaire du bien-fondé
de l’affaire pour décider si le demandeur a fait la
preuve de l’existence d’une « question sérieuse à
juger », c’est-à-dire que la demande n’est ni futile
ni vexatoire17. À la deuxième étape, le demandeur
doit convaincre la cour qu’il subira un préjudice
irréparable si la demande d’injonction est rejetée18.
Enfin, à la troisième étape, il faut apprécier la prépondérance des inconvénients, afin d’établir quelle
partie subirait le plus grand préjudice en attendant
qu’une décision soit rendue sur le fond, selon que
la demande d’injonction est accueillie ou rejetée19.

[13] This general framework is, however, just that
— general. (Indeed, in RJR — MacDonald, the Court
identified two exceptions which may call for “an
extensive review of the merits” at the first stage of
the analysis.20) In this case, the parties have at every
level of court agreed that, where a mandatory interlocutory injunction is sought, the appropriate inquiry
at the first stage of the RJR — MacDonald test is into
whether the applicants have shown a strong prima

[13] Ce cadre d’analyse n’est toutefois que général. (En effet, dans RJR — MacDonald, la Cour a
cerné deux exceptions qui pourraient commander un
« examen plus approfondi du fond d’une affaire » à
la première étape de l’analyse20.) Dans le présent litige, les parties ont convenu à chaque palier judiciaire
que, lorsqu’une injonction interlocutoire mandatoire
est sollicitée, la question à trancher à la première étape
du test énoncé dans RJR — MacDonald était celle de

15

15

16
17
18
19
20

[1987] 1 S.C.R. 110.
[1975] A.C. 396.
RJR — MacDonald, at pp. 334-35.
RJR — MacDonald, at pp. 334 and 348.
RJR — MacDonald, at p. 334.
pp. 338-39.

16
17
18
19
20

[1987] 1 R.C.S. 110.
[1975] A.C. 396.
RJR — MacDonald, p. 334-335.
RJR — MacDonald, p. 334 et 348.
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facie case. I note that this heightened threshold was
not applied by this Court in upholding such an injunction in Google Inc. v. Equustek Solutions Inc.21
In Google, however, the appellant did not argue that
the first stage of the RJR — MacDonald test should
be modified. Rather, the appellant agreed that only
a “serious issue to be tried” needed to be shown
and therefore the Court was not asked to consider
whether a heightened threshold should apply.22 By
contrast, in this case, the application by the courts
below of a heightened threshold raises for the first
time the question of just what threshold ought to be
applied at the first stage where the applicant seeks a
mandatory interlocutory injunction.

savoir si les demandeurs ont établi une forte apparence de droit. J’observe que ce seuil plus exigeant
n’a pas été appliqué par la Cour lorsqu’elle a maintenu une telle injonction dans Google Inc. c. Equustek
Solutions Inc.21 Dans cet arrêt, l’appelante n’avait toutefois pas plaidé que la première étape du test énoncé
dans RJR — MacDonald devait être modifiée. Elle
avait plutôt reconnu qu’il suffisait de prouver l’existence d’une « question sérieuse à juger », de sorte que
la Cour n’a pas été appelée à se pencher sur l’opportunité d’appliquer un seuil plus élevé22. En revanche,
en l’espèce, l’application par les tribunaux d’instances
inférieures d’un seuil plus élevé pose pour la première
fois la question du seuil qui devrait être effectivement
appliqué à la première étape, lorsque le demandeur
sollicite une injonction interlocutoire mandatoire.

[14] Canadian courts have, since RJR — MacDonald, been divided on this question. In Alberta, Nova
Scotia and Ontario, for example, the applicant must
establish a strong prima facie case.23 Conversely,
other courts have applied the less searching “serious
issue to be tried” threshold.24

[14] Depuis RJR — MacDonald, les tribunaux
canadiens sont divisés quant à cette question. En
Alberta, en Nouvelle-Écosse et en Ontario, par
exemple, le demandeur doit établir une forte apparence de droit23. À l’inverse, d’autres tribunaux ont
appliqué le seuil moins exigeant, soit celui de la
« question sérieuse à trancher »24.

[15] In my view, on an application for a mandatory
interlocutory injunction, the appropriate criterion
for assessing the strength of the applicant’s case at
the first stage of the RJR — MacDonald test is not
whether there is a serious issue to be tried, but rather
whether the applicant has shown a strong prima facie

[15] À mon avis, lorsqu’il s’agit d’examiner une
demande d’injonction interlocutoire mandatoire, le
critère approprié pour juger de la solidité de la preuve
du demandeur à la première étape du test énoncé dans
RJR — MacDonald n’est pas celui de l’existence
d’une question sérieuse à juger, mais plutôt celui de

21

21

22
23

24

2017 SCC 34, [2017] 1 S.C.R. 824.
Google, at paras. 25-27.
Medical Laboratory Consultants Inc. v. Calgary Health Region,
2005 ABCA 97, 19 C.C.L.I. (4th) 161, at para. 4; Modry v. Alberta
Health Services, 2015 ABCA 265, 388 D.L.R. (4th) 352, at para. 40;
Conway v. Zinkhofer, 2006 ABCA 74, at paras. 28-29 (CanLII); D.E.
& Sons Fisheries Ltd. v. Goreham, 2004 NSCA 53, 223 N.S.R. (2d)
1, at para. 10; AMEC E&C Services Ltd. v. Whitman Benn and
Associates Ltd., 2003 NSSC 112, 214 N.S.R. (2d) 369, at para. 20,
aff’d 2003 NSCA 126, 219 N.S.R. (2d) 126; Cytrynbaum v. Look
Communications Inc., 2013 ONCA 455, 307 O.A.C. 152, at para. 54.
Sawridge Band v. Canada, 2004 FCA 16, [2004] 3 F.C.R. 274, at
para. 45; Jamieson Laboratories Ltd. v. Reckitt Benckiser LLC,
2015 FCA 104, 130 C.P.R. (4th) 414, at paras. 1 and 22-25; Potash
Corp. of Saskatchewan Inc. v. Mosaic Potash Esterhazy Limited
Partnership, 2011 SKCA 120, 341 D.L.R. (4th) 407, at para. 42;
La Plante v. Saskatchewan Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals, 2011 SKCA 43, [2012] 3 W.W.R. 293, at paras. 1617; Summerside Seafood Supreme Inc. v. Prince Edward Island
(Minister of Fisheries, Aquaculture and Environment), 2006
PESCAD 11, 256 Nfld. & P.E.I.R. 277, at para. 65.
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case. A mandatory injunction directs the defendant to
undertake a positive course of action, such as taking
steps to restore the status quo, or to otherwise “put
the situation back to what it should be”, which is
often costly or burdensome for the defendant and
which equity has long been reluctant to compel.25
Such an order is also (generally speaking) difficult
to justify at the interlocutory stage, since restorative
relief can usually be obtained at trial. Or, as Justice
Sharpe (writing extrajudicially) puts it, “the risk of
harm to the defendant will [rarely] be less significant
than the risk to the plaintiff resulting from the court
staying its hand until trial”.26 The potentially severe
consequences for a defendant which can result from
a mandatory interlocutory injunction, including the
effective final determination of the action in favour
of the plaintiff, further demand what the Court described in RJR — MacDonald as “extensive review
of the merits” at the interlocutory stage.27

savoir si le demandeur a établi une forte apparence de
droit. Une injonction mandatoire intime au défendeur
de faire quelque chose — comme de rétablir le statu
quo —, ou d’autrement [traduction] « restaurer la
situation », ce qui est souvent coûteux et pénible pour
le défendeur et ce que de longue date l’equity a été réticente à faire25. Une telle ordonnance est également
(en règle générale) difficile à justifier à l’étape interlocutoire, puisque la réparation qui vise à restaurer la
situation peut habituellement être obtenue au procès.
De plus, comme l’a exprimé le juge Sharpe (dans un
ouvrage de doctrine), « le risque qu’un tort soit causé
au défendeur est [rarement] moins important que le
risque couru par le demandeur du fait de la décision
du tribunal de ne pas agir avant le procès »26. Les
conséquences potentiellement sérieuses pour un défendeur du prononcé d’une injonction interlocutoire
mandatoire, y compris la décision finale relativement
à la poursuite en faveur du plaignant, exigent en outre
ce que la Cour a décrit dans RJR — MacDonald
comme étant « un examen approfondi sur le fond »
à l’étape interlocutoire27.

[16] A final consideration that may arise in some
cases is that, because mandatory interlocutory injunctions require a defendant to take positive action, they can be more burdensome or costly for
the defendant. It must, however, be borne in mind
that complying with prohibitive injunctions can also
entail costs that are just as burdensome as mandatory injunctions.28 While holding that applications
for mandatory interlocutory injunctions are to be
subjected to a modified RJR — MacDonald test, I
acknowledge that distinguishing between mandatory
and prohibitive injunctions can be difficult, since an
interlocutory injunction which is framed in prohibitive language may “have the effect of forcing the
enjoined party to take . . . positive actions”.29 For
example, in this case, ceasing to transmit the victim’s
identifying information would require an employee
of CBC to take the necessary action to remove that

[16] Dans certains cas, un dernier élément devra
être examiné, soit que, parce que les injonctions interlocutoires mandatoires requièrent que le défendeur
fasse quelque chose, elles peuvent constituer un fardeau plus important ou avoir des conséquences coûteuses pour lui. Il faut toutefois garder à l’esprit que le
respect d’injonctions prohibitives peut entraîner des
coûts aussi lourds que ceux découlant des injonctions
mandatoires28. Tout en concluant que les demandes
d’injonctions interlocutoires mandatoires doivent être
examinées à la lumière d’une version modifiée du test
énoncé dans RJR — MacDonald, je reconnais qu’il
peut être difficile de faire une distinction entre les
injonctions mandatoires et les injonctions prohibitives, puisqu’une injonction interlocutoire au libellé
prohibitif peut avoir [traduction] « l’effet de forcer
le défendeur à faire quelque chose »29. Par exemple,
en l’espèce, cesser de diffuser les renseignements

25

25

Injunctions and Specific Performance, par. 1.510, 1.530 et 2.640.

26

Injunctions and Specific Performance, par. 2.640.
RJR — MacDonald, p. 338-339.
Injunctions and Specific Performance, par. 1.530 et 1.540. Voir
aussi Potash, par. 43-44.
Potash, par. 44; voir aussi Injunctions and Specific Performance,
par. 1.540.

26
27
28

29

Injunctions and Specific Performance, at paras. 1.510, 1.530 and
2.640.
Injunctions and Specific Performance, at para. 2.640.
RJR — MacDonald, at pp. 338-39.
Injunctions and Specific Performance, at paras. 1.530 and 1.540.
See also Potash, at paras. 43-44.
Potash, at para. 44; see also Injunctions and Specific Performance,
at para. 1.540.
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information from its website. Ultimately, the application judge, in characterizing the interlocutory
injunction as mandatory or prohibitive, will have
to look past the form and the language in which
the order sought is framed, in order to identify the
substance of what is being sought and, in light of
the particular circumstances of the matter, “what
the practical consequences of the . . . injunction are
likely to be”.30 In short, the application judge should
examine whether, in substance, the overall effect of
the injunction would be to require the defendant to
do something, or to refrain from doing something.

établissant l’identité de la victime requerrait qu’un
employé de la SRC prenne les mesures nécessaires
pour retirer ces renseignements du site Web de l’entreprise. En définitive, le juge de première instance,
lorsqu’il qualifie l’injonction interlocutoire de mandatoire ou de prohibitive, doit regarder au-delà de
la forme et du libellé de la demande sollicitant l’ordonnance de manière à déceler l’essence de ce qui
est recherché et, à la lumière des circonstances particulières de l’affaire, à déterminer [traduction]
« quelles risquent d’être les conséquences pratiques
de l’injonction »30. Bref, le juge de première instance
doit examiner si, en substance, l’effet global de l’injonction consisterait à exiger du défendeur qu’il fasse
quelque chose ou qu’il s’abstienne de le faire.

[17] This brings me to just what is entailed by
showing a “strong prima facie case”. Courts have
employed various formulations, requiring the applicant to establish a “strong and clear chance of
success”;31 a “strong and clear” or “unusually strong
and clear” case;32 that he or she is “clearly right” or
“clearly in the right”;33 that he or she enjoys a “high
probability” or “great likelihood of success”;34 a
“high degree of assurance” of success;35 a “significant prospect” of success;36 or “almost certain” success.37 Common to all these formulations is a burden
on the applicant to show a case of such merit that it is
very likely to succeed at trial. Meaning, that upon a
preliminary review of the case, the application judge

[17] Ceci m’amène à ce qu’implique l’établissement d’une « forte apparence de droit ». Les tribunaux
ont utilisé diverses formulations, exigeant que le demandeur présente la preuve [traduction] « convaincante et manifeste d’une possibilité de succès »31; qu’il
présente une preuve [traduction] « convaincante et
manifeste » ou « exceptionnellement convaincante
et manifeste »32; qu’il a [traduction] « nettement
raison »33; qu’il y a une [traduction] « forte probabilité » ou une « forte chance de succès »34; qu’il
y a une [traduction] « grande assurance » quant
au succès35; une [traduction] « perspective importante » de succès36; ou un succès [traduction]
« presque assuré »37. Toutes ces formulations ont en

30

30

31

32

33

34
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37

National Commercial Bank Jamaica Ltd. v. Olint Corp. Ltd.,
[2009] UKPC 16, [2009] 1 W.L.R. 1405, at para. 20.
H&R Block Canada Inc. v. Inisoft Corp., 2009 CanLII 37911
(Ont. S.C.J.), at para. 24.
Fradenburgh v. Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corp., 2010 ONSC
5387, at para. 14 (CanLII); Boehringer Ingelheim (Canada) Inc.
v. Bristol-Myers Squibb Canada Inc. (1998), 83 C.P.R. (3d) 51
(Ont. Ct. (Gen. Div.)), at paras. 49 and 52 (citing Shepherd Home
Ltd. v. Sandham, [1970] 3 All E.R. 402 (Ch. D.), at p. 409).
Barton-Reid Canada Ltd. v. Alfresh Beverages Canada Corp.,
2002 CanLII 34862 (Ont. S.C.J.), at para. 9; Bark & Fitz Inc.
v. 2139138 Ontario Inc., 2010 ONSC 1793, at para. 12 (CanLII).
Quality Pallets and Recycling Inc. v. Canadian Pacific Railway
Co., 2007 CanLII 13712 (Ont. S.C.J.), at para. 16.
West Nipissing Economic Development Corp. v. Weyerhaeuser
Co., 2002 CanLII 26148 (Ont. S.C.J.), at para. 16.
Parker v. Canadian Tire Corp., [1998] O.J. No. 1720, at para. 11
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Barton-Reid, at paras. 9, 12 and 17. (See, generally, M.-A. Vermette, “A Strong Prima Facie Case for Rationalizing the Test
Applicable to Interlocutory Mandatory Injunctions” in T. L.
Archibald and R. S. Echlin, eds., Annual Review of Civil Litigation, 2011 (2011), 367, at pp. 378-79.)
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must be satisfied that there is a strong likelihood on
the law and the evidence presented that, at trial, the
applicant will be ultimately successful in proving the
allegations set out in the originating notice.

commun d’imposer au demandeur le fardeau de présenter une preuve telle qu’il serait très susceptible
d’obtenir gain de cause au procès. Cela signifie que,
lors de l’examen préliminaire de la preuve, le juge de
première instance doit être convaincu qu’il y a une
forte chance au regard du droit et de la preuve présentée que, au procès, le demandeur réussira ultimement à prouver les allégations énoncées dans l’acte
introductif d’instance.

[18] In sum, to obtain a mandatory interlocutory
injunction, an applicant must meet a modified RJR —
MacDonald test, which proceeds as follows:

[18] En résumé, pour obtenir une injonction interlocutoire mandatoire, le demandeur doit satisfaire
à la version modifiée que voici du test établi dans
RJR — MacDonald :

(1)

The applicant must demonstrate a strong
prima facie case that it will succeed at trial.
This entails showing a strong likelihood on
the law and the evidence presented that, at
trial, the applicant will be ultimately successful in proving the allegations set out in the
originating notice;

(1)

Le demandeur doit établir une forte apparence
de droit qu’il obtiendra gain de cause au procès. Cela implique qu’il doit démontrer une
forte chance au regard du droit et de la preuve
présentée que, au procès, il réussira ultimement à prouver les allégations énoncées dans
l’acte introductif d’instance;

(2)

The applicant must demonstrate that irreparable harm will result if the relief is not granted;
and

(2)

Le demandeur doit démontrer qu’il subira un
préjudice irréparable si la demande d’injonction n’est pas accueillie;

(3)

The applicant must show that the balance of
convenience favours granting the injunction.

(3)

Le demandeur doit démontrer que la prépondérance des inconvénients favorise la délivrance de l’injonction.

B. Does the Liberty Net “Rarest and Clearest of
Cases” Test Apply in These Circumstances?

B. Le test d’un cas parmi « les plus manifestes, et
extrêmement rares » énoncé dans Liberty Net
s’applique-t-il dans ces circonstances?

[19] CBC argues that, on an application for an interlocutory injunction where a media organization’s
right to free expression is at stake, the application
judge should apply the test stated in Canada (Human
Rights Commission) v. Canadian Liberty Net.38 This
would entail the applicant showing “the rarest and
clearest of cases”,39 such that the conduct complained
of would be impossible to defend.

[19] Selon la SRC, dans le cas d’une demande
d’injonction interlocutoire où la liberté d’expression
d’un média est en jeu, le juge de première instance
devrait appliquer le test énoncé dans l’arrêt Canada
(Commission des droits de la personne) c. Canadian
Liberty Net38. Ainsi, le demandeur serait tenu de
prouver qu’il s’agit d’un cas parmi [traduction]
« les plus manifestes, et extrêmement rares »39, de
sorte que le comportement reproché serait impossible à défendre.

38

38

39

[1998] 1 S.C.R. 626.
Liberty Net, at para. 49 (emphasis deleted).

39

[1998] 1 R.C.S. 626.
Liberty Net, par. 49 (soulignement omis).
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[20] In Liberty Net, the Court explained that the
RJR — MacDonald tripartite test is not appropriately
applied to cases of “pure” speech, comprising the
expression of “the non-commercial speaker where
there is no tangible, immediate utility arising from
the expression other than the freedom of expression itself”.40 This appeal does not present such a
case. The reason the Court gave in Liberty Net for
not applying the RJR — MacDonald test to “pure”
speech was that the defendant in such cases “has no
tangible or measurable interest [also described as a
‘tangible, immediate utility’] other than the expression itself”.41 Where discriminatory hate speech or
other potentially low-value speech is at issue (as was
the case in Liberty Net), the RJR — MacDonald test
would “stac[k] the cards” against the defendant at the
second and third stages.42 In this appeal, however, the
chambers judge correctly identified a “tangible, immediate utility” to CBC’s posting of the identifying
information, being the “public’s interest” in CBC’s
right to express that information, and in freedom of
the press.43 Because CBC does not therefore face the
same disadvantage as defendants face at the second
and third stages of the RJR — MacDonald test in
cases of low- to no-value speech, it is unnecessary to
apply the “clearest of cases” threshold, and I would
not do so.

[20] Dans Liberty Net, la Cour a expliqué que le
test en trois étapes établi dans RJR — MacDonald
ne convient pas dans les affaires de liberté d’expression « seulement », ce qui comprend celle de
la personne « qui s’exprime en dehors [du] contexte
[commercial], lorsque le discours en cause n’a pas
d’utilité concrète et directe à part la liberté d’expression elle-même »40. Le présent appel n’est pas
un cas de ce type. Pour expliquer sa décision dans
Liberty Net de ne pas appliquer le test énoncé dans
RJR — MacDonald pour les affaires de liberté d’expression « seulement », la Cour a affirmé que le
défendeur dans de tels cas « n’a [. . .] aucun intérêt tangible ou mesurable [aussi appelé “utilité
concrète et directe”] outre le discours lui-même »41.
Lorsqu’un discours haineux discriminatoire ou un
autre type de discours possiblement de peu de valeur est en cause (comme c’était le cas dans Liberty Net), le test énoncé dans RJR — MacDonald
« joue[rait] contre » le défendeur aux deuxième et
troisième étapes42. Cependant, dans le présent appel, le juge en cabinet a correctement discerné une
« utilité concrète et directe » à ce que la SRC diffuse
l’information permettant d’établir l’identité de la
victime, soit [traduction] « l’intérêt public » à ce
que la SRC ait le droit d’exprimer la teneur de ces
renseignements, et la liberté de la presse43. Puisque
la SRC n’a donc pas à faire face au même désavantage que les défendeurs aux deuxième et troisième
étapes du test énoncé dans RJR — MacDonald dans
les cas où il est question d’un discours de peu ou
pas de valeur, il n’est pas nécessaire d’appliquer
le seuil du cas parmi « les plus manifestes » et je
m’abstiendrais de le faire.

C. What Strong Prima Facie Case Must the Crown
Show?

C. Quelle forte apparence de droit le ministère
public doit-il établir?

[21] As I have already canvassed, in this case, the
majority at the Court of Appeal, in reversing the
chambers judge, reasoned that he had mischaracterized the basis for which the Crown had sought the
injunction. Specifically, the majority said that the

[21] Comme je l’ai déjà évoqué, lorsque, en l’espèce, les juges majoritaires de la Cour d’appel ont
infirmé la décision du juge en cabinet, ils ont estimé
que celui-ci avait mal évalué le fondement de la demande d’injonction présentée par le ministère public.

40

40

41
42
43

paras. 47 and 49.
para. 47 (emphasis in original).
para. 47.
Chambers judge’s reasons, at para. 59.

41
42
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par. 47 et 49.
par. 47 (souligné dans l’original).
par. 47.
Motifs du juge en cabinet, par. 59.
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Originating Notice, properly read, was “hybrid”,44
such that the application for the injunction did not
“relate directly”45 to the criminal contempt citation, but to the direction sought that CBC remove
the victim’s identifying information from its website. The identical wording shared by part of the
Originating Notice’s preamble (“AND FURTHER
TAKE NOTICE that an application will be made
for an interim injunction, directing that [CBC] remove any information from their website that could
identify the complainant in the [subject] case”) and
the part of the Originating Notice which sought an
injunction (“That [CBC] be directed to remove any
information from their website that could identify
the complainant in the [subject] case”) was said to
demonstrate “that the request for an interim injunction is tied back . . . to . . . the removal of the objectionable postings”.46 The “strong prima facie case”
which the Crown was bound to show, then, was not
one of criminal contempt, but rather of an “entitl[ement] . . . to a mandatory order directing removal of
the identifying material from the website”.47

Plus précisément, les juges majoritaires ont affirmé
que l’avis introductif d’instance, correctement interprété, était [traduction] « hybride »44, de sorte que
la demande d’injonction n’était pas « directement
liée »45 à la demande d’assignation pour outrage
criminel, mais plutôt à la directive sollicitée exigeant
que la SRC retire de son site Web tout renseignement
identifiant la victime. Ils ont soutenu que le libellé
identique du préambule de l’avis introductif d’instance ([traduction] « ET EN OUTRE PRENEZ
AVIS qu’une demande d’injonction intérimaire sera
présentée afin qu’il soit ordonné à [la SRC] de retirer de son site Web tout renseignement qui permettrait d’établir l’identité de la plaignante dans [la
présente] affaire ») et de la partie de l’avis introductif
d’instance où l’injonction est sollicitée (« Qu’il soit
ordonné à [la SRC] de retirer de son site Web tout
renseignement qui permettrait d’établir l’identité de
la plaignante dans [la présente] affaire ») prouvait
que « la demande d’injonction interlocutoire se rapportait [. . .] au [. . .] retrait des articles en cause »46.
Selon les juges majoritaires, la « forte apparence de
droit » que le ministère public était tenu d’établir
n’était donc pas celle quant à l’existence d’un outrage criminel, mais plutôt celle quant à l’existence
du « droit [. . .] à une ordonnance mandatoire visant
le retrait du site Web des renseignements identifiant
la victime »47.

[22] In dissent, Greckol J.A. saw the matter differently. “A literal reading of the Originating Notice”,
she said, “shows that the Crown brought an application for criminal contempt and sought an interim
injunction in that proceeding”.48 This was in her
view confirmed by the record which reveals that the
Crown had proceeded on the basis that its application
for an interlocutory injunction was sought in respect
of the citation for criminal contempt.

[22] Dissidente, la juge Greckol a vu l’affaire d’un
autre œil. Elle a affirmé qu’une [traduction] « interprétation littérale de l’avis introductif d’instance
démontre que le ministère public a intenté une action pour outrage criminel et a cherché à obtenir une
injonction interlocutoire dans le cadre de cette instance »48. Selon elle, le dossier — qui révèle que le ministère public s’était fondé sur le fait que l’injonction
interlocutoire était sollicitée à l’égard de la demande
d’assignation pour outrage criminel — le confirmait.

[23] For two reasons, I agree with Greckol J.A.
First, the Originating Notice itself, and the sequencing therein of the relief sought, belies its putatively

[23] Je souscris à l’opinion de la juge Greckol
pour deux raisons. Premièrement, l’avis introductif
d’instance en soi, ainsi que l’ordre dans lequel les
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para. 5.
para. 6.
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C.A. reasons, at para. 23 (emphasis added).
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hybrid character. It begins by giving notice (“TAKE
NOTICE”) of an “an [a]pplication . . . for an Order
citing [CBC] in criminal contempt of court”. That
notice is immediately followed by a further notice
(“AND FURTHER TAKE NOTICE”) of an “application . . . for an interim injunction, directing that
[CBC] remove any information from [its] website
that could identify the complainant in the [subject]
case”.49 The text “AND FURTHER TAKE NOTICE”
makes plain that the two applications are linked, such
that the latter is tied not to the mere placement by
CBC of the victim’s identifying information on its
website, but to the sought-after criminal contempt
citation. In other words, each prayer for relief does
not launch an independent proceeding; rather, both
relate to the alleged criminal contempt.

réparations y sont demandées, contredit qu’il puisse
avoir un caractère théoriquement hybride. En effet,
il commence par un avis ([traduction] « PRENEZ
AVIS ») quant à la présentation d’une « demande
[. . .] visant l’obtention d’une ordonnance déclarant
[la SRC] coupable d’outrage criminel au tribunal ».
Cet avis est immédiatement suivi d’un autre avis
(« ET EN OUTRE PRENEZ AVIS ») quant à la présentation d’une « demande d’injonction intérimaire
[. . .] afin qu’il soit ordonné à [la SRC] de retirer
de son site Web tout renseignement qui permettrait
d’établir l’identité de la plaignante dans [la présente]
affaire »49. L’expression « ET EN OUTRE PRENEZ
AVIS » indique clairement que les deux demandes
sont liées, de sorte que la deuxième se rapporte non
pas au simple affichage sur le site Web de la SRC des
renseignements identifiant la victime, mais à l’assignation pour outrage criminel sollicitée. Autrement
dit, chaque demande de réparation ne donne pas lieu
à une instance distincte; elles sont plutôt toutes les
deux liées à l’outrage criminel reproché.

[24] The second reason goes to the fundamental
nature of an injunction and its relation to a cause of
action. Rule 3.8(1) of the Alberta Rules of Court50
requires that an originating application state both
“the claim and the basis for it”, and “the remedy
sought”. In other words, an applicant must record
both “a basis” and “[a] remedy”. An injunction is
generally “a remedy ancillary to a cause of action”.51
And here, the Crown’s Originating Notice discloses
only a single basis for seeking that remedy: CBC’s
alleged criminal contempt of court. As I have already
noted, this is consistent with how the Crown framed
its case at the courts below.

[24] La deuxième raison pour laquelle je souscris
à la conclusion de la juge Greckol se rapporte à la
nature fondamentale d’une injonction et à son lien
avec une cause d’action. Le paragraphe 3.8(1) des
Alberta Rules of Court50 prévoit qu’une demande
introductive d’instance doit énoncer tant [traduction] « l’objet de la demande et son fondement »,
que « la réparation demandée ». Autrement dit, le
demandeur doit indiquer tant « un fondement »
qu’« [une] réparation ». En général, une injonction
est « une réparation qui est subordonnée à une cause
d’action »51. Or, en l’espèce, la demande introductive
d’instance du ministère public n’indique qu’un motif
pour lequel il veut obtenir cette réparation : l’outrage
criminel au tribunal reproché à la SRC. Comme je
l’ai déjà souligné, cette analyse est conforme à la
façon dont le ministère public a présenté sa thèse
aux tribunaux de juridictions inférieures.

[25] The majority’s conclusion at the Court of
Appeal that the basis for the injunction is an “entitl[ement] . . . to a mandatory order directing removal

[25] En conséquence, la conclusion des juges
majoritaires de la Cour d’appel selon laquelle l’injonction repose sur le [traduction] « droit à une
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A.R., at p. 39.
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of the identifying material from the website”,52 therefore, simply begs the question: what, precisely, is the
source in law of that entitlement? An injunction is not
a cause of action, in the sense of containing its own
authorizing force. It is, I repeat, a remedy. This is undoubtedly why, before both the chambers judge and
the Court of Appeal, the Crown framed the matter as
an application for an interlocutory injunction in the
proceedings for a criminal contempt citation.53 And,
on that point, I respectfully endorse Greckol J.A.’s
conclusion that it was not for the Court of Appeal to
re-cast the Crown’s case as a civil application for an
interlocutory injunction pending a permanent injunction. The Crown was bound to show a strong prima
facie case of criminal contempt of court.

ordonnance mandatoire visant le retrait du site Web
des renseignements identifiant la victime »52 soulève clairement la question de savoir quelle est la
source précise de ce droit. L’injonction n’est pas
une cause d’action, en ce sens qu’elle ne contient
pas son propre pouvoir d’autoriser l’action. Il s’agit,
je le répète, d’une réparation. C’est sans doute la
raison pour laquelle, tant devant le juge en cabinet
que devant la Cour d’appel, le ministère public a
présenté l’affaire comme étant une demande d’injonction interlocutoire dans le cadre d’une demande
d’assignation pour outrage criminel53. À cet égard,
je souscris respectueusement à la conclusion de la
juge Greckol selon laquelle il n’appartient pas à la
Cour d’appel de reformuler la thèse du ministère
public comme s’il s’agissait d’une demande d’injonction interlocutoire au civil en attendant qu’une
injonction permanente soit accordée. Le ministère
public était tenu d’établir une forte apparence de
droit quant à l’existence d’un outrage criminel au
tribunal.

[26] I add this. It is implicit in the foregoing analysis that, in some circumstances, an interlocutory
injunction may be sought and issued to enjoin allegedly criminal conduct. The delineation of those
circumstances, however, I would not decide here.
To be clear, the disposition of this appeal should
not be taken as standing for the proposition that
injunctive relief is ordinarily or readily available in
criminal matters, or that — even had the Crown been
able to show in this case a strong prima facie case
of criminal contempt — an injunction would have
been available.

[26] J’ajouterais ceci. Dans l’analyse qui précède,
il est implicite que, dans certaines circonstances,
une injonction interlocutoire peut être demandée et
délivrée pour empêcher une conduite prétendument
criminelle. Je ne me prononcerai toutefois pas ici sur
la façon dont il faudrait définir ces circonstances. Je
tiens toutefois à préciser que l’issue du présent appel
ne devrait pas être interprétée comme signifiant que
l’injonction est une réparation courante et facile à
obtenir dans les affaires criminelles, ou que — même
si le ministère public avait été en mesure d’établir en
l’espèce une forte apparence de droit quant à l’existence d’un outrage criminel — une injonction aurait
pu être prononcée.

D. Is the Crown Entitled to a Mandatory Interlocutory Injunction?

D. Le ministère public a-t-il droit à une injonction
interlocutoire mandatoire?

[27] The decision to grant or refuse an interlocutory
injunction is a discretionary exercise, with which an
appellate court must not interfere solely because it
would have exercised the discretion differently. In

[27] La décision d’accorder ou de refuser une injonction interlocutoire relève d’un pouvoir discrétionnaire, et les cours d’appel ne doivent pas modifier
la décision en découlant simplement parce qu’elles
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Metropolitan Stores,54 the Court endorsed this statement of Lord Diplock in Hadmor Productions Ltd.
v. Hamilton55 about the circumstances in which that
exercise of discretion may be set aside. Appellate intervention is justified only where the chambers judge
proceeded “on a misunderstanding of the law or of
the evidence before him”, where an inference “can
be demonstrated to be wrong by further evidence that
has [since] become available”, where there has been
a change of circumstances, or where the “decision
to grant or refuse the injunction is so aberrant that it
must be set aside on the ground that no reasonable
judge . . . could have reached it”.56 This principle was
recently affirmed in Google.57

auraient exercé ce pouvoir différemment. Dans l’arrêt Metropolitan Stores54, la Cour a fait sienne l’affirmation de lord Diplock dans Hadmor Productions
Ltd. c. Hamilton55 concernant les circonstances dans
lesquelles l’exercice de ce pouvoir discrétionnaire
peut être infirmé. Une intervention en appel est justifiée uniquement lorsque le juge en cabinet a pris
une décision qui [traduction] « repose sur une erreur de droit ou sur une interprétation erronée de la
preuve produite devant lui », lorsque « le caractère
erroné [d’une conclusion] peut être démontré par des
éléments de preuve supplémentaires dont on dispose
au moment de l’appel », lorsque les circonstances ont
changé, ou lorsque la « décision du juge d’accorder
ou de refuser l’injonction est à ce point aberrante
qu’elle doit être infirmée pour le motif qu’aucun
juge raisonnable [. . .] [n’]aurait pu la rendre »56. Ce
principe a récemment été confirmé dans Google57.

[28] In this case, and as I have explained, the first
stage of the modified RJR — MacDonald test required the Crown to satisfy the chambers judge that
there was a strong likelihood on the law and the
evidence presented that it would be successful in
proving CBC’s guilt of criminal contempt of court.
This is not an easy burden to discharge and, as I shall
explain, the Crown has failed to do so here.

[28] En l’espèce, comme je l’ai expliqué, la première étape de la version modifiée du test établi dans
RJR — MacDonald exigeait que le ministère public
convainque le juge en cabinet qu’il y avait une forte
chance au regard du droit et de la preuve présentée
qu’il réussirait à prouver la culpabilité de la SRC
pour outrage criminel au tribunal. Il n’est pas facile
de s’acquitter d’un tel fardeau et, comme je l’expliquerai plus loin, le ministère public n’a pas réussi à
le faire en l’espèce.

[29] In United Nurses of Alberta, McLachlin J.
(as she then was) described the elements of criminal
contempt of court in these terms:

[29] Dans l’arrêt United Nurses of Alberta, la juge
McLachlin (maintenant juge en chef) a décrit les
éléments de l’outrage criminel au tribunal de cette
façon :

To establish criminal contempt the Crown must prove
that the accused defied or disobeyed a court order in a
public way (the actus reus), with intent, knowledge or
recklessness as to the fact that the public disobedience
will tend to depreciate the authority of the court (the mens

Pour démontrer l’outrage criminel, le ministère public
doit prouver que l’accusé a transgressé une ordonnance
d’un tribunal ou y a désobéi publiquement (l’actus reus),
tout en voulant que cette désobéissance publique contribue
à miner l’autorité de la cour, en le sachant ou sans s’en
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rea). The Crown must prove these elements beyond a
reasonable doubt.58

soucier (la mens rea). Le ministère public doit prouver ces
éléments hors de tout doute raisonnable58.

[30] As to the actus reus — that is, as to whether the
Crown could demonstrate a strong prima facie case
that CBC “defied or disobeyed [the publication ban]
in a public way”59 by leaving the victim’s identifying information on its website — the chambers judge
rejected the Crown’s submission that s. 486.4(2.1)’s
terms “publish[ed]” and “transmit[ted]” should be
“broad[ly]” interpreted.60 In his view, the meaning
of that text was not so obvious that the Crown could
“likely succeed at trial” in showing that s. 486.4(2.1)
would capture the impugned articles on CBC’s website, since they had been posted prior to the issuance
of a publication ban. In other words, and as CBC argued before the chambers judge, the statutory text
might also be reasonably taken as prohibiting only
publication which occurred for the first time after a
publication ban.

[30] Pour ce qui est de l’actus reus — c’est-à-dire
la question de savoir si le ministère public pouvait
établir une forte apparence de droit selon laquelle la
SCR a [traduction] « transgressé [l’interdiction
de publication] ou y a désobéi publiquement »59 en
laissant sur son site Web les renseignements identifiant la victime —, le juge en cabinet a rejeté l’argument du ministère public voulant que les mots
« publish[ed] » et « transmitt[ed] » de la version
anglaise du par. 486.4(2.1) devaient recevoir une interprétation « large »60. À son avis, le sens de ce texte
n’était pas évident au point où le ministère public
« aurait vraisemblablement eu gain de cause au procès » pour démontrer que le par. 486.4(2.1) viserait
les articles qu’elle reprochait à la SRC d’avoir affichés sur son site Web, puisqu’ils avaient été affichés
avant la délivrance de l’interdiction de publication.
Autrement dit, et comme la SRC l’a soutenu devant
le juge en cabinet, le texte de loi pourrait aussi être
raisonnablement interprété comme interdisant seulement les publications diffusées pour la première fois
après la délivrance d’une interdiction de publication.

[31] Significantly, the majority at the Court of
Appeal conceded that “either position is arguable”.61
In my respectful view, that was, in substance, an
acknowledgment that the Crown had not shown a
strong prima facie case of criminal contempt. Before
us, the Crown urged this Court to infer that the majority nevertheless “leaned” towards the Crown’s
preferred interpretation of “publish[ed]” when it
stated that to see the matter otherwise would “significantly limit the scope of many legal rights and obligations that depend on making information available
to third parties [and] [i]f publishing is a continuous
activity, then it is also arguable that [CBC] is wilfully
disobeying the court order”.62 But, even allowing
that this may be so, the Crown’s burden was not to
show a case for criminal contempt that “leans” one
way or another, but rather a case, based on the law

[31] Je souligne que les juges majoritaires de la
Cour d’appel ont reconnu que [traduction] « les
deux thèses sont défendables »61, ce qui, à mon avis,
constituait essentiellement une reconnaissance que
le ministère public n’avait pas établi une forte apparence de droit quant à l’existence d’un outrage
criminel. Ce dernier a demandé à la Cour de conclure
que les juges majoritaires de la Cour d’appel avaient
néanmoins « penché » vers l’interprétation du mot
anglais « publish[ed] » qu’il privilégie lorsqu’ils ont
affirmé que de voir l’affaire autrement « réduirait
de façon importante la portée de nombreux droits et
obligations qui dépendent de l’accès pour des tiers
à des renseignements [et que] [s]i la publication est
une activité continue, on peut aussi soutenir que [la
SRC] désobéit volontairement à l’ordonnance de
la cour »62. Or, même si on admettait que tel puisse
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and evidence presented, that has a strong likelihood
of success at trial. And, again with respect, I see
nothing in the chambers judge’s reasons or, for that
matter, in the majority reasons which persuades me
that the chambers judge, in refusing the interlocutory injunction sought here, committed any of the
errors described in Hadmor as justifying appellate
intervention.

être le cas, le fardeau du ministère public n’était
pas de présenter une preuve d’outrage criminel qui
« penche » dans un sens ou dans l’autre, mais plutôt
une preuve qui, au regard du droit et des éléments
de preuve présentés, avait une forte chance d’entraîner son succès au procès. En outre, rien dans
ses motifs — ni d’ailleurs dans les motifs des juges
majoritaires — ne me convainc que, lorsqu’il a rejeté
la demande d’injonction interlocutoire en l’espèce,
le juge en cabinet a commis une des erreurs décrites
dans l’arrêt Hadmor qui justifierait une intervention
en appel.

[32] My finding on this point is determinative, and
obviates the need to consider mens rea, or the other
two stages of the RJR — MacDonald test.

[32] Ma conclusion sur ce point étant déterminante; il est inutile que j’examine tant la mens rea
que les deux autres étapes du test établi dans l’arrêt
RJR — MacDonald.

V. Conclusion

V. Conclusion

[33]

[33]

I would allow this appeal.

Appeal allowed.

Je suis d’avis d’accueillir le pourvoi.

Pourvoi accueilli.
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Case Summary
Criminal law — Evidence — Admissibility — Expert evidence — General approach to necessity requirement
— Young child complaining about alleged sexual assaults 30 months after incidents — Defence counsel
indicating that lengthy delay in reporting incidents suggested that complainant had fabricated story —
Child psychologist testifying that length of time before disclosure was not indicative of truth of allegation
because many factors and circumstances may affect timing of complaint — Whether trial judge erred in
admitting expert evidence — Whether necessity requirement met — Whether principle concerning timing of
complaint should be set out in trial judge's instructions to jury instead of in expert evidence.
The complainant alleged that the accused had sexually assaulted her when she was 5 to 6 years old. The
complainant told no one about these events for two and a half years. At trial, defence counsel cross-examined the
complainant, who was 10 years old at the time, on the lengthy delay in reporting the incidents and suggested that
she had fabricated the story. The Crown called a child psychologist to testify that a child's delay in alleging sexual
abuse does not support an inference of falsehood. During a voir dire, the psychologist gave a general explanation
applicable to all children that delayed disclosure could occur for a variety of reasons and does not indicate the truth
of an allegation. The trial [page276] judge admitted the expert evidence and the jury found the accused guilty of
sexual assault and invitation to sexual touching. The Court of Appeal held that the expert evidence should not have
been admitted because it was neither relevant nor necessary, set aside the verdict for this and other reasons, and
ordered a new trial. The Crown appealed from the finding that the expert evidence was inadmissible but agrees that
the order for a new trial was warranted based on the Court of Appeal's other reasons for setting aside the verdict.
On the only issue raised in this appeal, the Court of Appeal held that the expert evidence should not have been
admitted.
Held (McLachlin C.J. and L'Heureux-Dubé and Gonthier JJ. dissenting on the merits): The appeal should be
dismissed.
Per Iacobucci, Major, Binnie and Arbour JJ.: The psychologist's evidence was not necessary and should not have
been admitted at trial. The necessity requirement of the Mohan analysis exists to ensure that the dangers
associated with expert evidence are not lightly tolerated. While some degree of deference is owed to the trial
judge's discretionary determination of whether the Mohan requirements have been met on the facts of a particular
case, that discretion cannot be used to dilute the requirement for necessity. Mere helpfulness or a finding that the
evidence might reasonably assist the jury is not enough to admit an expert's opinion. The need for expert evidence
must be assessed in light of its potential to distort the fact-finding process. Expert opinion is admissible if
exceptional issues require special knowledge outside the experience of the trier of fact. The admissibility
requirements governing expert evidence do not eliminate the dangers associated with opinion evidence. In
Joe McGrade
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R. v. D.D.
particular, the province of the jury might be usurped by that of the expert witness and jurors might attorn to the
opinion of an expert. Furthermore, expert opinions usually are derived from unsworn material not available for
cross-examination. Finally, expert evidence is time-consuming and expensive.
Here, one statement of principle emerges from the expert evidence: the timing of disclosure signifies nothing; not all
children immediately disclose sexual abuse; and the timing of disclosure depends upon the circumstances
[page277] of the particular victim. The content of this evidence had no technical quality sufficient to require an
expert's testimony. It was neither unique nor scientifically puzzling but was rather the proper subject for a simple
jury instruction. The doctrine of recent complaint in sexual assault cases as a principle of law no longer exists in
Canada and a failure to make a timely complaint must not be the subject of an adverse inference based upon
rejected stereotypical assumptions of how persons react to sexual abuse. A trial judge should instruct a jury that
there is no inviolable rule on how people who are the victims of trauma like a sexual assault will behave. In
assessing the credibility of a complainant, the timing of the complaint is simply one circumstance to consider in the
factual mosaic of a particular case. A delay in disclosure, standing alone, will never give rise to an adverse
inference against the credibility of the complainant. A proper jury charge in this case would have dispelled the
possibility of stereotypical reasoning, saved time and expense, and eliminated superfluous or prejudicial content.
Per McLachlin C.J. and L'Heureux-Dubé and Gonthier JJ. (dissenting on the merits): The psychologist's evidence
was admissible because it met the test for admitting expert evidence set out in Mohan that requires relevance,
necessity, the lack of any other exclusionary rule and a properly qualified expert. Its probative value also
outweighed its prejudicial effects. These criteria are case-specific and factual. An appellate court cannot lay down
broad rules that categories of expert evidence are always admissible or inadmissible and there is no general rule on
the admissibility of expert opinion evidence on delays by children in reporting sexual assault.
The trial judge was correct in finding that the psychologist's evidence was relevant to a fact in issue at the trial. The
trial turned on the credibility of the complainant and the issue of delay was subsidiary to the complainant's
credibility. The "fact in issue" was whether a child's delay in reporting sexual abuse suggests that the alleged abuse
did not occur. This fact was put in issue by the defence indicating that it would ask the jury to infer that the alleged
events were fabrications based on the complainant's delayed reporting of the incident. Whether the complainant
was not credible because she delayed disclosure was a fact in issue and the psychologist's [page278] discussion of
reasons other than fabrication for a child delaying reporting sexual abuse was relevant to that issue. Further, it is
not a persuasive argument that it is common sense inference rather than a fact that a child's delay in reporting
suggests that the event did not occur. Issues of fact include both facts and logical inferences that may be drawn
from facts. Moreover, the evidence did not violate the rule against oath-helping because the psychologist did not
interview the complainant and did not testify on whether she had told the truth. The evidence did implicate the
complainant's credibility but this was permissible and almost inevitable in a case that turns on credibility.
With respect to the necessity requirement, the psychologist's evidence provided information likely to be outside the
ordinary experience and knowledge of the jury and more than merely helpful. There is still a need to explain
children's reactions to abuse and it was open to the trial judge to conclude that the psychologist's evidence would
assist the jurors by giving them an understanding of the issue of delay in reporting that their ordinary knowledge
and experience might not provide. There is no need to depart from the flexibility of the Mohan approach by
adumbrating the necessity requirement with sub-rules relating to the type of science at issue or with a rule that
expert evidence is only needed to explain abnormal behaviour. Furthermore, the fact that the complainant testified
did not preclude the psychologist's evidence. The defence put the reasons for delay in question and it was open to
the trial judge to permit the Crown to respond with evidence of other possible explanations for the delay. Lastly,
while the need for expert evidence may be diminished if the same objective can be met with a warning to the jury, a
warning in this case would not have been a complete substitute for the psychologist's evidence. Expert evidence
may serve purposes that instruction does not.
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McLACHLIN C.J. (dissenting on the merits)
1 This case raises the issue of when expert evidence may be admitted regarding a child's delay in making an
allegation of sexual abuse. The accused in this case says that such evidence is irrelevant, unnecessary and
calculated to distort the trial process. The prosecution, on the other hand, maintains that the evidence is relevant
and necessary. The trial judge admitted the expert evidence and the jury convicted the accused. The Court of
Appeal set aside the verdict on other grounds and ordered a new trial. It also held that the trial judge erred in
admitting the expert evidence and that it should not be admitted at the new trial.
2 The Crown did not appeal the order for a new trial. The only issue before us is whether the Court of Appeal erred
in holding that expert evidence on delay in reporting child abuse should not have been admitted in this case. The
issue is important. Quite often children do not complain about an alleged sexual assault until some time after the
incident. This raises the question of whether expert evidence is admissible on the issue of what [page281]
inferences may be drawn from a child's delay in reporting.
I.

Facts

3 The prosecution's case is that the accused, who was living with the complainant's mother, sexually assaulted the
complainant by making her touch his penis on numerous occasions in 1991 and 1992 when she was 5 to 6 years
old. The complainant told no one about these events for two and a half years. In January 1995, the complainant had
a conversation with a school friend about "gross" things, some of which were true and some of which were false.
During the conversation, the complainant told her friend about the assaults. The friend reported the complainant's
disclosure to a teacher, and the matter was referred to the Children's Aid Society. A Society worker interviewed the
complainant in the presence of a police officer. The complainant first said that she could not remember any sexual
touching, but later revealed incidents involving the accused. The accused categorically denies the allegations.
4 Charges were laid and the matter proceeded to trial. At the time of the trial the complainant was 10 years old.
Defence counsel cross-examined the complainant on why she had waited so long to report the incidents and
suggested that she had fabricated the story to "one up" the stories told by her friend. In response, the Crown sought
to call child psychologist Dr. Peter Marshall to rebut defence counsel's submission that the lateness of the
complainant's disclosure supported an inference that she was not telling the truth when she said that the accused
had sexually assaulted her. The trial judge called a voir dire on the admissibility of Dr. Marshall's evidence on this
point.
5 During the voir dire, Dr. Marshall discussed delayed disclosure of child sexual abuse, based on his knowledge of
the scientific literature in the area. He testified that there are many factors which can affect the timing of a
complaint, including the relationship between the child and the abuser and [page282] the nature of the abuse.
Some factors might discourage children from reporting abuse, such as embarrassment; fear of getting themselves
or others into trouble; bribery or threats by the perpetrator; fear of being punished or sent away; disruption of the
family; or fear that they would not be believed. Young children might also not fully comprehend what happened or
not see anything wrong with the abuse.
6 Dr. Marshall also discussed the timing of allegations of abuse and its relevance to determining whether the abuse
actually occurred. In his opinion, most sexual abuse is never disclosed, so one cannot assume that disclosure
normally happens immediately. He testified that children disclose at various lengths of time after the event, so there
is a continuum from immediate disclosure to delayed disclosure to no disclosure. When cross-examined by defence
counsel as to whether the profile of a victim of abuse could be developed by reference to the timing of the
complaint, Dr. Marshall stated "the fact of the delay ... doesn't even enter into my thinking as to whether or not it
happened.... [T]he research says that the length of time before a child reveals something is not diagnostic". The trial
judge asked him to clarify what it means when delay is "not diagnostic", to which Dr. Marshall responded "[i]t proves
nothing either way".
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7 After Dr. Marshall testified, the trial judge asked defence counsel whether he took issue with Dr. Marshall's
opinion that a delay in disclosure is not diagnostic. Defence counsel initially agreed that "the delay is provable of
nothing". Crown counsel sought confirmation of that point, because "the whole tenor of [defence counsel's] crossexamination of the complainant ... was, If it happened you would have told somebody". Defence counsel then
stated that he intended to indicate to the jury that [page283] "the fact that the victim did not tell anybody is certainly
evidence that it didn't happen to her".
II.

Decisions

8 At the conclusion of the voir dire, the trial judge ruled Dr. Marshall's evidence admissible. He considered the four
criteria for admission of expert evidence set out in R. v. Mohan, [1994] 2 S.C.R. 9: relevance, necessity, absence of
an exclusionary rule and a qualified expert. He held that the evidence was relevant to the delay in disclosure, given
the defence's position that the jury could draw a "common sense" inference from the delay that the complainant had
fabricated the sexual assaults. On necessity, the trial judge took the view that he was bound by the statement in R.
v. Marquard, [1993] 4 S.C.R. 223, at p. 249 (per McLachlin J.), that
[e]xpert evidence has been properly led to explain the reasons why young victims of sexual abuse often do
not complain immediately. Such evidence is helpful; indeed it may be essential to a just verdict.
He also held that Dr. Marshall's evidence was outside the knowledge and expertise of the jury and that its
admission would be necessary for the jury to reach a just verdict. He found the third and fourth Mohan criteria
clearly met as well. Therefore, he found the expert evidence admissible.
9 The Court of Appeal ((1998), 113 O.A.C. 179) held that Dr. Marshall's evidence was neither relevant nor
necessary. To be relevant, evidence must be directed to establishing a fact in issue. Here the evidence was
relevant to the complainant's credibility, not to a fact in issue. Nor was the evidence necessary, since it dealt with a
matter within the knowledge and experience of the ordinary juror. Moreover, taking relevance and necessity
together, the prejudicial effects of the evidence outweighed its probative value. For these reasons, the Court of
[page284] Appeal held that the trial judge had erred in admitting the expert evidence, and directed that it not be
admitted at the new trial.
III. Issue
10 The key issue on this appeal is whether the Court of Appeal was correct in concluding that Dr. Marshall's
evidence could not meet the criteria of relevance and necessity and hence should not be recalled at the new trial.
IV. Analysis
11 The test for the admissibility of expert evidence was consolidated in Mohan, supra. Four criteria must be met by
a party which seeks to introduce expert evidence: relevance, necessity, the lack of any other exclusionary rule, and
a properly qualified expert. Even where these requirements are met, the evidence may be rejected if its prejudicial
effect on the conduct of the trial outweighs its probative value.
12 The application of the four Mohan criteria is case-specific. Determinations of relevance and necessity, as well
as the assessment of whether the prejudicial effect of the evidence outweighs its probative value, must be made
within the factual context of the trial. As Sopinka J. said of relevance in R. v. Morin, [1988] 2 S.C.R. 345, at p. 370,
the inquiry "is very much a function of the other evidence and issues in a case". Taking into account the other
evidence, the issues and her knowledge of the jury, the trial judge determines what are the live issues in the trial
and whether the evidence will be necessary to enable the jury to dispose of them. The point was well put in R. v. F.
(D.S.) (1999), 43 O.R. (3d) 609 (C.A.), at p. 625:
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The trial judge has the advantage of hearing the evidence in issue, observing the jury and being able to
appreciate the dynamics of the particular trial.... [T]he trial judge may also be in a better position to
determine [page285] what may come within the normal experience of the average juror in the community in
which the case is being tried.
Finally, the trial judge may be in the best position to determine whether the probative value of the evidence is
outweighed by its prejudicial effect on the trial. The trial judge knows the issues, the evidence and the jury and is
charged with the ultimate responsibility of running a fair trial.
13 For these reasons appellate courts owe deference to decisions of trial judges to admit or reject expert evidence:
F. (D.S.), supra; R. v. B. (C.R.), [1990] 1 S.C.R. 717. See also R. v. K. (A.) (1999), 45 O.R. (3d) 641 (C.A.); R. v.
Villamar, [1999] O.J. No. 1923 (QL) (C.A.), and R. v. C. (G.) (1996), 110 C.C.C. (3d) 233 (Nfld. C.A.). This does not
preclude appellate review. Where the record clearly does not support a finding of admissibility on the basis of the
Mohan criteria, the Court of Appeal may rule that the evidence should not have been admitted. However, the casespecific nature of the inquiry means that an appellate court cannot lay down in advance broad rules that particular
categories of expert evidence are always inadmissible. Such a categorical approach would undermine Mohan's
requirement of a case-by-case analysis of the four applicable criteria.
14 It follows that we cannot say as a general rule that expert evidence on a child's delay in reporting sexual assault
is always admissible. Nor can we say it is never admissible. We can only say that it may be admissible if the four
Mohan criteria are satisfied and if the prejudicial impact of the evidence does not outweigh its probative value. The
trial judge erred if he took the comments in Marquard, supra, as indicating as a matter of stare decisis that expert
evidence on delayed disclosure always meets the necessity test. By the same token, it would be erroneous to say
that such evidence can never be admitted, as the Crown submits the Court of Appeal suggested. Admissibility of
expert evidence must be determined on a case-by-case [page286] basis in the factual context of the case as it
develops.
15 Against this background, I turn to the issue of whether the Mohan criteria for admissibility were met in this case.
A. Relevance
16 The trial judge found Dr. Marshall's evidence relevant to a fact in issue -- the significance of the child's delay in
reporting. The Court of Appeal, by contrast, held that the evidence was not relevant to a fact in issue, but only to the
complainant's credibility.
17 In my view, the trial judge was correct in finding that Dr. Marshall's evidence was relevant to a fact in issue at
the trial. The trial turned on the credibility of the complainant. If her testimony was believed, the offence was proved
as charged. If there was a reasonable doubt about her credibility, the case was not made out. The issue of delay
was subsidiary to the complainant's credibility. The "fact in issue" was whether a child's delay in reporting sexual
abuse suggests that the alleged abuse did not occur. The defence put that fact in issue by indicating that it would
ask the jury to infer from the delay in reporting that the alleged events were not real occurrences but fabrications.
According to the defence, the complainant "was not credible because she waited too long". That was the fact in
issue. Dr. Marshall's evidence was relevant to that issue because he discussed reasons other than fabrication, such
as fear of not being believed, that might explain why a child would delay reporting sexual abuse.
18 It is argued that the relevance requirement is not met because the "fact in issue" -- that a child's delay in
reporting suggests the events did not occur -- is not a fact but a common sense inference. This argument is not
persuasive. How the inference is made does not affect whether there is [page287] an issue of fact at stake. Issues
of fact include both facts and the logical inferences which may (or may not) be drawn therefrom. At trial, defence
counsel made an issue of the reason for the delayed allegation, cross-examining the child and asking the jury to
infer from the delay that the events did not occur. For the purposes of determining relevance, it does not matter
whether the inference is made by counsel, drawing on "common sense", or with the assistance of expert evidence.
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Either way, what is at issue is a factual proposition put by the defence -- namely, that a child's delay in reporting
abuse makes it more likely that the abuse did not occur.
19 The Court of Appeal reasoned that Dr. Marshall's evidence should be excluded because it represented "a
blatant attempt to bolster the credibility of the only witness the Crown had to the alleged assault" (para. 18).
Finlayson J.A. noted the principle, with which I agree, that the actual credibility of a particular witness is not
generally the proper subject of opinion evidence: see R. v. Béland, [1987] 2 S.C.R. 398; Marquard, supra; R. v. B.
(F.F.), [1993] 1 S.C.R 697; Mohan, supra; R. v. Burns, [1994] 1 S.C.R. 656. This is known as the rule against oathhelping. In my view, Dr. Marshall's evidence did not violate that principle. In Marquard, supra, at p. 249, I noted that
there is a growing consensus that while expert evidence on the ultimate credibility of a witness is not
admissible, expert evidence on human conduct and the psychological and physical factors which may lead
to certain behaviour relevant to credibility, is admissible, provided the testimony goes beyond the ordinary
experience of the trier of fact.
(See also D. M. Paciocco and L. Stuesser, The Law of Evidence (2nd ed. 1999), at pp. 131-32.) As Finlayson J.A.
recognized, Dr. Marshall had not interviewed the complainant. He could not and did not testify on the issue of
whether she was telling the truth. That remained for the jury to evaluate, [page288] taking into account the
testimony given by the child, her mother and Dr. Marshall, along with defence counsel's argument that the jury
should infer fabrication.
20 As with much evidence in a trial, Dr. Marshall's testimony could be said to implicate the credibility of the
complainant. Such consequences are permissible and indeed almost inevitable in a case that turns on credibility.
Expert evidence would not be relevant if it did not make one version of events more probable than another, so it
almost always affects the believability of one or more witnesses. It follows that an issue of fact can almost always
be reformulated in terms of credibility. This does not necessarily preclude admitting the expert evidence. Provided
the evidence does not directly address the issue of credibility simpliciter, it may be found relevant, even where the
expert's testimony may increase or diminish the credibility of a witness. Here the question at trial was whether the
respondent sexually assaulted the complainant. A sub-issue was whether the complainant's delay in reporting
suggested that he did not assault her. The expert evidence of Dr. Marshall on the reasons why children may delay
reporting sexual abuse was relevant to that sub-issue, without being directed at simply bolstering the complainant's
credibility.
B. Necessity
21 When it comes to necessity, the question is whether the expert will provide information which is likely to be
outside the ordinary experience and knowledge of the trier of fact: Burns, supra; Mohan, supra; R. v. Lavallee,
[1990] 1 S.C.R. 852; R. v. Abbey, [1982] 2 S.C.R. 24; Kelliher (Village of) v. Smith, [1931] S.C.R. 672. "Necessity"
means that the evidence must be more than merely "helpful", but necessity need not be judged "by too strict a
standard": Mohan, supra, at p. 23. Absolute necessity is not required.
[page289]
22 The trial judge concluded that the evidence of delayed disclosure was outside the knowledge and expertise of
the jury, citing the statement in Marquard, supra, that such evidence has been properly received in the past. (As
mentioned earlier, if the trial judge was bypassing a thorough examination of necessity on the basis that it could be
inferred as a matter of law, he proceeded contrary to the case-by-case method Mohan prescribes. However, the
question before us is whether his conclusion was justified, not how he arrived at it.) By contrast, the Court of Appeal
held that the question of what inferences could be drawn from delay in disclosure was a matter within the
knowledge and expertise of the jury, on which they required no expert help.
23 The issue again may be put in simple terms: was there a sufficient basis for the trial judge to conclude that the
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issue of the child's delay in disclosure might involve matters beyond the ordinary knowledge and expertise of the
jury? Was the evidence necessary to enable the trier of fact to properly dispose of the credibility issue? In
answering this question, we must bear in mind that the trial judge is in the best position of determining the level of
the jurors' understanding and what may assist them.
24 In my view, there was an ample foundation for the trial judge's conclusion that Dr. Marshall's evidence went
beyond the ordinary knowledge and expertise of the jury. Based on his knowledge of the relevant scientific
literature, Dr. Marshall was able to present insights into why a child might not report incidents of sexual abuse
promptly. Those insights might not be within the knowledge of the ordinary juror. Appellate courts have upheld
numerous decisions in which trial judges have admitted expert evidence on delayed disclosure to assist the trier of
fact in child sexual abuse cases: see, e.g., C. (G.), supra; R. v. Mair (1998), 122 C.C.C. (3d) 563 (Ont. C.A.); R. v.
T. (D.B.) (1994), 89 C.C.C. (3d) 466 (Ont. C.A.); R. v. C. (R.A.) (1990), 57 C.C.C. (3d) 522 (B.C.C.A.). These
decisions indicate that there is still a significant [page290] perceived need for explanation of children's reactions to
abuse, as it may be outside the knowledge and experience of ordinary people.
25 Dr. Marshall testified, in essence, that contrary to what the ordinary juror might assume, there is no "normal"
child response. Some abused children complain immediately, others wait for a period of time, and some never
disclose the abuse. Thus the timing of the complaint, he testified, does not help to diagnose whether it is true or
fabricated. He also outlined the factors that may lead to delay in disclosure, such as fear of reprisal, lack of
understanding, fear of disrupting the family, the nature of the child's relationship with the abuser, and the nature of
the abuse. Some of these explanations might have occurred to ordinary jurors as a matter of experience and
common sense, but some might not have been apparent to them without expert assistance. Having heard on the
voir dire what Dr. Marshall proposed to say, it was open to the trial judge to conclude that his evidence would assist
the jurors by giving them an understanding of the issue of delay in reporting that their ordinary knowledge and
experience might not provide.
26 The accused raises three arguments against the finding that Dr. Marshall's evidence met the criterion of
necessity. First, he argues that in the area of behavioural science, normal human behaviour should not require
expert explanation. Only abnormal behaviour should satisfy the necessity requirement. Since the factors that might
explain a delay in disclosure -- fear, embarrassment, lack of understanding -- are all normal human reactions and
by implication within the ken of the jury, he submits that the necessity requirement is not met.
27 I am reluctant to depart from the flexibility of the Mohan approach by adumbrating the necessity criterion with
sub-rules relating to the type of [page291] science at issue. It seems to me that the wisest course is to retain the
present approach. The trial judge must determine necessity in each individual case judged simply by whether the
expert testifies on matters beyond the ordinary juror's knowledge and experience. Laying down category-based
rules for the admissibility of expert evidence would contradict the principled approach of Mohan. I see no reason to
judge social sciences by a different standard than other sciences. The Mohan criteria already require a qualified
expert and permit scrutiny of the newness or validity of the science on which the proposed evidence is based.
28 Moreover, a rule that expert evidence can be called only on abnormal behaviour would raise problems. It might
be difficult to accurately distinguish between "normal" and "abnormal" human behaviour: see Mohan, supra, at pp.
35-36 (thus raising the spectre of ancillary expert evidence on what is normal and abnormal). Another problem is
that the proposed rule rests on a questionable assumption -- that ordinary jurors will invariably know all they need to
know about "normal" behaviour in order to do justice in all cases. Judges and jurors are human, but their knowledge
of a particular aspect of human behaviour may not equal that of an expert. As Wilson J. wrote in Lavallee, supra, at
pp. 870-71:
The longstanding recognition that psychiatric or psychological testimony also falls within the realm of expert
evidence is predicated on the realization that in some circumstances the average person may not have
sufficient knowledge of or experience with human behaviour to draw an appropriate inference from the facts
before him or her.
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In such cases, expert testimony may be necessary to assist the trier of fact in resolving an issue. This does not
mean, of course, that expert evidence is required in all cases in which the issue of delayed disclosure arises. It is
for the parties to assess, and [page292] ultimately the trial judge to decide, whether the facts of a particular case
establish a need to put expert evidence before the trier of fact: R. v. T.E.M. (1996), 187 A.R. 273 (C.A.).
29 The accused's second argument against necessity is that the expert evidence on reasons for delay was not
required because the child herself explained why she had not reported the incident more promptly. The fact that the
complainant testifies does not preclude the trial judge from admitting other evidence on the issue. The defence
having put the reason for delay in question by suggesting that it showed that the incidents had not occurred, it was
open to the trial judge to permit the prosecution to respond with evidence of other possibilities. In so far as the
expert provided information and insights that went beyond the complainant's testimony and the ordinary juror's
knowledge, it might well have been required to assist the jury in properly assessing her credibility. Dr. Marshall's
evidence did not simply repeat the complainant's evidence. He went further, positing that such explanations are
common among child abuse victims. Furthermore, the current scientific consensus is that the truth or falsity of such
an allegation cannot be determined on the basis of its timing. This was a subject that the child could not and did not
attempt to address.
30 The accused's third argument on necessity is that to the extent there was something the jury might not know
from their own experience, the trial judge could have relayed this instruction to the jury in his charge. I agree that a
trial judge considering the need to call expert evidence can ask whether the same thing could be accomplished by a
warning to the jury. To the extent it can, the need to call the expert evidence may be diminished. However, before
concluding that a jury direction renders expert evidence unnecessary, the trial judge must be satisfied that the jury
instruction will achieve the same purpose as the expert [page293] evidence. If not, the expert evidence may still
remain necessary.
31 In this case, it is suggested that the trial judge could have told the jury that children who suffer sexual abuse do
not always complain at the first opportunity and that the jury should not automatically infer from delay in disclosure
that the events did not take place and the complainant fabricated them. It is questionable whether such a warning
would have served as a complete substitute for the expert evidence. The expert testified not only that many children
do not report abuse immediately, but also went on to discuss the reasons why children may delay, based on the
scientific literature. This additional information might reasonably have assisted the jury in deciding what, if anything,
to infer from the delay, in a way that the proposed direction by the trial judge would not. If so, the evidence
remained necessary.
32 Moreover, the expert is subject to cross-examination. After the expert's evidence is tested by crossexamination, the jury might be in a better position to evaluate the issue of delay than if it only received a simple
judicial warning that delay in reporting does not necessarily mean that the child was fabricating the event. Finally,
the trial judge may conclude that the jury needs to receive information on the issue immediately, rather than
awaiting the end of the trial. Given the risks inherent in instructing the jury in segments throughout the trial (see R.
v. Ménard, [1998] 2 S.C.R. 109), the trial judge may find expert evidence timely. In T.E.M., supra, the court held that
a trial judge may instruct the jury that people who suffer sexual abuse do not always complain at the first
opportunity and that the trier of fact must not make an adverse inference on the complainant's credibility based
purely on the stereotype that any delay in disclosure indicates falsehood. The court went on to add that the
availability of an instruction does not prevent the parties from also leading expert [page294] evidence on the issue. I
agree: expert evidence may serve purposes that instruction does not.
33 Given the additional assistance that Dr. Marshall's testimony may have provided to the jury, I cannot conclude
that the trial judge erred by failing to find that it was unnecessary because he could have given a jury warning. This
is particularly so in view of the fact that the defence never raised this argument at trial. That said, the trial judge on
the new trial should consider whether the expert's testimony is necessary to that trial in light of all the relevant
circumstances, including the arguments of counsel and the possibility of a judicial instruction.
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C. No Other Exclusionary Rule
34 The third criterion for admitting expert evidence is that it must not be excluded by the operation of any other
rule. The only exclusionary rule raised here is the principle that an expert may not testify on the ultimate issue of
credibility. As discussed earlier, this rule was not violated because Dr. Marshall testified on an issue that was
subsidiary to the complainant's credibility. He did not express an opinion on whether her allegations were true or
false. It was left for the jury to determine whether they accepted all, some or none of the evidence of the
complainant.
D. Properly Qualified Expert
35 The final requirement for admissibility is that the expert be properly qualified. Neither the accused nor the Court
of Appeal suggested that Dr. Marshall was not properly qualified to testify on the subject of delayed disclosure.
E. Probative Value Versus Prejudicial Effects
36 This leaves for consideration the general requirement that the probative value of expert evidence must outweigh
its prejudicial effects. Probative value is determined by considering the reliability, [page295] materiality and cogency
of the expert testimony: see K. (A.), supra, at para. 114 (per Charron J.A.). As with the other elements of the Mohan
test, probative value and prejudicial effects are case-specific. The determinations made by the trial judge deserve
appellate deference. In this case, Dr. Marshall's evidence brought relevant facts and opinions to the case that were
not within the jury's knowledge and would not otherwise have been available to assist them. Dr. Marshall's
qualifications were not questioned. His testimony was understandable and convincing. Taken together, these
factors suggest that the expert evidence possessed considerable probative value.
37 The accused argues that the probative value of the evidence was outweighed by two important prejudicial
effects: (1) that Dr. Marshall's evidence would neutralize a legitimate line of argument and interfere with his right of
self-defence; and (2) that Dr. Marshall's evidence would distort the trial process through the undue weight the jury
may place on expert evidence.
38 The first alleged prejudicial effect does not withstand scrutiny. As the trial judge noted in his decision on the voir
dire, admitting Dr. Marshall's evidence would not prohibit defence counsel from making its "common sense"
argument that delay casts doubt on whether the alleged assaults occurred. The Crown's expert evidence merely
countered that argument by providing evidence that it was contrary to the current consensus in the scientific
community. Conflicting evidence and inferences are the natural product of the adversarial nature of the trial
process. Each side seeks to bring evidence to support its arguments. Expert witnesses are subject to crossexamination to probe the validity of their evidence and the weight to be assigned to it. At the end of the day, the jury
decides what they accept and what they reject. Evidence is neither inadmissible nor unfair simply [page296]
because it contradicts an argument put by the other side.
39 The second prejudicial effect merits closer consideration. Low value expert testimony can distort the fact-finding
process by taking a relatively simple issue, dressing it up in scientific language and presenting the trier of fact with a
ready-made decision. The jury may be tempted to avoid engaging in serious consideration of the actual facts and
instead rely on the apparent expertise of the scientist. In effect, the expert may usurp the domain of the jury. Trial
judges must take this possibility into account in determining whether the prejudicial effect of expert evidence
outweighs its probative value.
40 Part of this concern is addressed at the necessity stage: a party seeking to call expert evidence must show that
the subject matter of the expert's opinion falls outside the likely range of knowledge and experience of the trier of
fact. Nonetheless, that may not suffice. Even if expert evidence may assist the judge or jury, that benefit must be
balanced against its costs. Can the expert address the issue in understandable terms? Is the judge or jury likely to
take the expert's word as unchallengeable truth, or will the trier of fact be able to examine it critically? At the same
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time, the judge must not underestimate the ability of jurors to assess evidence; they may be quite capable of
discerning whether scientific information is legitimate or not, as long as it is presented in accessible language.
41 The concern that the jury may be misled was not made out in this case. Dr. Marshall testified in a clear and
straightforward manner. He avoided scientific terms which might obfuscate the issue and confuse the jury. His
evidence was easy to understand and well within the ability of the jury to evaluate. Unlike some expert witnesses,
Dr. Marshall did not rely on his credentials or "the mystique of science" to bolster his testimony: see Béland, supra,
at p. 434. Nor did his testimony verge on advocacy. He neither explicitly nor implicitly commented on the
complainant's credibility or the ultimate [page297] issue of the guilt or innocence of the accused. Defence counsel
engaged Dr. Marshall in cross-examination and did not seem hindered by the scientific nature of the evidence. On
the circumstances that prevailed in the trial below, I cannot conclude that the trial judge erred in holding that the
probative value of Dr. Marshall's evidence outweighed its prejudicial effects.
V.

Conclusion

42 I conclude that the record amply supports the trial judge's conclusion that Dr. Marshall's evidence was
admissible. The Court of Appeal erred in holding that the evidence should not have been admitted and should not
be admitted on the new trial. At the new trial, it will be up to the trial judge to consider the facts, the issues and the
submissions of counsel and determine whether the evidence of Dr. Marshall (or any other expert the parties seek to
call) meets the Mohan criteria for determining admissibility.
43 Given that the expert evidence issue was secondary to the Court of Appeal's main ruling that a new trial is
necessary on other grounds, I would dismiss the appeal and confirm the order for a new trial on the issue on which
error was conceded.
The judgment of Iacobucci, Major, Binnie and Arbour JJ. was delivered by
MAJOR J.
44 This appeal raises the question of whether expert evidence may be admitted to inform the jury that children
who have suffered sexual abuse respond in different ways with respect to disclosing the abuse. The expert here did
not interview the child, so his evidence was not specific to this complainant but was a general explanation
applicable to all children.
[page298]
45 The reasons of the Chief Justice conclude that the evidence of the child psychologist should be admissible as
expert evidence. I reach a different conclusion. In my respectful opinion, the expert evidence tendered by the Crown
failed to meet the necessity requirement identified in R. v. Mohan, [1994] 2 S.C.R. 9, to which these reasons are
confined.
I.

General Approach to the Necessity Requirement

II. Standard of Necessity
46 The second requirement of the Mohan analysis exists to ensure that the dangers associated with expert
evidence are not lightly tolerated. Mere relevance or "helpfulness" is not enough. The evidence must also be
necessary.
47 I agree with the Chief Justice that some degree of deference is owed to the trial judge's discretionary
determination of whether the Mohan requirements have been met on the facts of a particular case, but that
discretion cannot be used erroneously to dilute the requirement of necessity. Mohan expressly states that mere
helpfulness is too low a standard to warrant accepting the dangers inherent in the admission of expert evidence. A
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fortiori, a finding that some aspects of the evidence "might reasonably have assisted the jury" is not enough. As
stated by J. Sopinka, S. N. Lederman and A. W. Bryant,
expert evidence must be necessary in order to allow the fact finder: (1) to appreciate the facts due to their
technical nature, or; (2) to form a correct judgment on a matter if ordinary persons are unlikely to do so
without the assistance of persons with special knowledge.
(The Law of Evidence in Canada (2nd ed. 1999), at p. 620, citing Mohan, supra, at p. 23.)
B. Dangers of Expert Evidence
48 In Mohan, Sopinka J. stated that the need for expert evidence must be assessed in light of its potential to distort
the fact-finding process. A brief examination of the dangers associated with the [page299] admission of expert
evidence is helpful to the analysis of this appeal.
49 A basic tenet of our law is that the usual witness may not give opinion evidence, but testify only to facts within
his knowledge, observation and experience. This is a commendable principle since it is the task of the fact finder,
whether a jury or judge alone, to decide what secondary inferences are to be drawn from the facts proved.
50 However, common law courts have since the 14th century recognized that certain exceptional issues require the
application of special knowledge lying outside the experience of the usual trier of fact. Expert opinion evidence
became admissible as an exception to the rule against opinion evidence in those cases where it was necessary to
provide "a ready-made inference which the judge and jury, due to the technical nature of the facts, are unable to
formulate" (R. v. Abbey, [1982] 2 S.C.R. 24, at p. 42).
51 Despite the emergence of the exception, it has been repeatedly recognized that the admissibility requirements
of expert evidence do not eliminate the dangers traditionally associated with it. Nevertheless, they are tolerated in
those exceptional cases where the jury would be unable to reach their own conclusions in the absence of
assistance from experts with special knowledge.
52 Historically, there existed two modes of utilizing such expert knowledge as was available: first, to select jurors
who by experience were best suited to deal with the facts before them, and second, to call experts as friends of the
court rather than as witnesses for one side or the other. (See Learned Hand, "Historical and Practical
Considerations Regarding Expert Testimony" (1901), 15 Harv. L. Rev. 40.) In this manner, the neutrality of the
experts was assured. This notion has long disappeared and now the "professional expert witness" has emerged.
Although not biased in a dishonest sense, these witnesses frequently move from the impartiality generally
associated with professionals [page300] to advocates in the case. In some notable instances, it has been
recognized that this lack of independence and impartiality can contribute to miscarriages of justice. (See, e.g., The
Commission on Proceedings Involving Guy Paul Morin (Kaufman Report) (1998), at p. 172.)
53 The primary danger arising from the admission of any opinion evidence is that the province of the jury might be
usurped by that of the witness. This danger is especially prevalent in cases of expert opinion evidence. Faced with
an expert's impressive credentials and mastery of scientific jargon, jurors are more likely to abdicate their role as
fact-finders and simply attorn to the opinion of the expert in their desire to reach a just result. See Mohan, supra,
per Sopinka J. at p. 21:
There is a danger that expert evidence will be misused and will distort the fact-finding process. Dressed up
in scientific language which the jury does not easily understand and submitted through a witness of
impressive antecedents, this evidence is apt to be accepted by the jury as being virtually infallible and as
having more weight than it deserves. As La Forest J. stated in R. v. Béland, [1987] 2 S.C.R. 398, at p. 434,
with respect to the evidence of the results of a polygraph tendered by the accused, such evidence should
not be admitted by reason of "human fallibility in assessing the proper weight to be given to evidence
cloaked under the mystique of science".
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54 The danger of attornment to the opinion of the expert is further increased by the fact that expert evidence is
highly resistant to effective cross-examination by counsel who are not experts in that field. In cases where there is
no competing expert evidence, this will have the effect of depriving the jury of an effective framework within which to
evaluate the merit of the evidence.
55 Additional dangers are created by the fact that expert opinions are usually derived from academic literature and
out-of-court interviews, which material is unsworn and not available for cross-examination. [page301] Though not
properly admissible as evidence for the proof of its contents, this material generally finds its way into the
proceedings because "if an expert is permitted to give his opinion, he ought to be permitted to give the
circumstances upon which that opinion is based" (R. v. Dietrich (1970), 1 C.C.C. (2d) 49 (Ont. C.A.), at p. 65). In
many cases, this material carries with it prejudicial effects which require special instructions to the jury (Abbey,
supra, at p. 45).
56 Finally, expert evidence is time-consuming and expensive. Modern litigation has introduced a proliferation of
expert opinions of questionable value. The significance of the costs to the parties and the resulting strain upon
judicial resources cannot be overstated. When the door to the admission of expert evidence is opened too widely, a
trial has the tendency to degenerate into "a contest of experts with the trier of fact acting as referee in deciding
which expert to accept" (Mohan, supra, at p. 24).
C. Summary of General Approach to Necessity
57 In summary of the general principles expressed above, I adopt the following passage by Professor Paciocco:
As the Mohan Court explained, the four-part test serves as recognition of the time and expense that is
needed to cope with expert evidence. It exists in appreciation of the distracting and time-consuming thing
that expert testimony can become. It reflects the realization that simple humility and a desire to do what is
right can tempt triers of fact to defer to what the expert says. It even addresses the fact that with expert
testimony, lawyers may be hard-pressed to perform effectively their function of probing and testing and
challenging evidence because its subject matter will often pull them beyond their competence, let alone
their expertise. This leaves the trier of fact without sufficient information to assess its reliability adequately,
increasing the risk that the expert opinion will simply be attorned to. When should we place the legal system
and the truth at such risk by allowing expert evidence? Only when lay persons are apt to come to a wrong
conclusion without expert assistance, [page302] or where access to important information will be lost
unless we borrow from the learning of experts. As Mohan tells us, it is not enough that the expert evidence
be helpful before we will be prepared to run these risks. That sets too low a standard. It must be necessary.
(D. Paciocco, Expert Evidence: Where Are We Now? Where Are We Going? (1998), at pp. 16-17.)
II.

Application of General Principles

A.

Introduction

58 In my view, the content of the expert evidence admitted in this case was not unique or scientifically puzzling but
was rather the proper subject for a simple jury instruction. This being the case, its admission was not necessary.
59 Distilling the probative elements of Dr. Marshall's testimony from its superfluous and prejudicial elements, one
bald statement of principle emerges. In diagnosing cases of child sexual abuse, the timing of the disclosure,
standing alone, signifies nothing. Not all victims of child sexual abuse will disclose the abuse immediately. It
depends upon the circumstances of the particular victim. I find surprising the suggestion that a Canadian jury or
judge alone would be incapable of understanding this simple fact. I cannot identify any technical quality to this
evidence that necessitates expert opinion.
B. The Law in Relation to Timing of Disclosure
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60 In medieval times, the opinion expressed in Dr. Marshall's evidence was contrary to our law. Authorities from as
early as the 13th century reveal that the common law once contained an absolute requirement that victims of sexual
abuse raise an immediate "hue and cry" in order for their appeal to be heard. An example is provided by the
following archaic passage cited in Wigmore on Evidence (2nd ed. 1923), vol. III, at p. 764:
[page303]
When therefore a virgin has been so deflowered and overpowered, against the peace of the lord the king,
forthwith and while the act is fresh she ought to repair with hue and cry to the neighboring vills and there
display to honest men the injury done to her, the blood and her dress stained with blood, and the tearing of
her dress; and so she ought to go to the provost of the hundred and to the serjeant of the lord the king and
to the coroners and to the viscount and make her appeal at the first county court.
By the end of the 1700s, this formal requirement had evolved into a factual presumption. See, e.g., Hawkins' Pleas
of the Crown, where the author states: "It is a strong, but not a conclusive, presumption against a woman that she
made no complaint in a reasonable time after the fact" (cited by Hawkins J. in R. v. Lillyman, [1896] 2 Q.B. 167, at
pp. 170-71).
61 Owing to the inflexibility of the common law, the notion of hue and cry persisted throughout most of the 20th
century. See Kribs v. The Queen, [1960] S.C.R. 400, per Fauteux J., at p. 405:
The principle is one of necessity. It is founded on factual presumptions which, in the normal course of
events, naturally attach to the subsequent conduct of the prosecutrix shortly after the occurrence of the
alleged acts of violence. One of these presumptions is that she is expected to complain upon the first
reasonable opportunity, and the other, consequential thereto, is that if she fails to do so, her silence may
naturally be taken as a virtual self-contradiction of her story.
This reasoning was followed in Timm v. The Queen, [1981] 2 S.C.R. 315.
62 Today and for some time, the rationale in Kribs has been repeatedly subjected to criticism, is not followed, and
has been overruled. The Report of the Federal/Provincial Task Force on Uniform Rules of Evidence (1982), at p.
301, as cited by Sopinka, Lederman and Bryant, supra, at p. 322, states:
The expectations of medieval England as to the reaction of an innocent victim of a sexual attack are no
longer relevant. A victim may have a genuine complaint but [page304] delay making it because of such
legitimate concerns as the prospect of embarrassment and humiliation, or the destruction of domestic or
personal relationships. The delay may also be attributable to the youth or lack of knowledge of the
complainant or to threats of reprisal from the accused. In contemporary society, there is no longer a logical
connection between the genuineness of a complaint and the promptness with which it is made.
In response to this criticism, Parliament chose to abrogate the authority of Kribs and Timm by statute (see s. 275 of
the Criminal Code, R.S.C., 1985, c. C-46).
63 Application of the mistake reflected in the early common law now constitutes reversible error. See R. v. W. (R.),
[1992] 2 S.C.R. 122, per McLachlin J. (as she then was) at p. 136:
Finally, the Court of Appeal relied on the fact that neither of the older children was "aware or concerned that
anything untoward occurred which is really the best test of the quality of the acts." This reference reveals
reliance on the stereotypical but suspect view that the victims of sexual aggression are likely to report the
acts, a stereotype which found expression in the now discounted doctrine of recent complaint. In fact, the
literature suggests the converse may be true; victims of abuse often in fact do not disclose it, and if they do,
it may not be until a substantial length of time has passed.
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The significance of the complainant's failure to make a timely complaint must not be the subject of any presumptive
adverse inference based upon now rejected stereotypical assumptions of how persons (particularly children) react
to acts of sexual abuse: R. v. M. (P.S.) (1992), 77 C.C.C. (3d) 402 (Ont. C.A.), at pp. 408-9; R. v. T.E.M. (1996),
187 A.R. 273 (C.A.).
C. Appropriateness of a Judicial Instruction
64 Given that the statement of principle expressed by Dr. Marshall reflects the current state of Canadian [page305]
law, it could have and should have been included in the trial judge's instructions to the jury. As this would have
effectively dispelled the possibility that the jury might engage in stereotypical reasoning, it was not necessary to
inject the dangers of expert evidence into the trial.
65 A trial judge should recognize and so instruct a jury that there is no inviolable rule on how people who are the
victims of trauma like a sexual assault will behave. Some will make an immediate complaint, some will delay in
disclosing the abuse, while some will never disclose the abuse. Reasons for delay are many and at least include
embarrassment, fear, guilt, or a lack of understanding and knowledge. In assessing the credibility of a complainant,
the timing of the complaint is simply one circumstance to consider in the factual mosaic of a particular case. A delay
in disclosure, standing alone, will never give rise to an adverse inference against the credibility of the complainant.
66 It was submitted that it is preferable to introduce the concept contained in Dr. Marshall's evidence to the jury by
way of expert testimony rather than by judicial instruction. In my view, this argument is flawed. There is nothing to
be gained from a cross-examination of the simple and irrefutable proposition advanced in this case by the expert.
As well, there is no benefit to be derived from the added flexibility of expert evidence since the undeniable nature of
the proposition does not lend itself to future advancements in knowledge and understanding.
67 A jury instruction, in preference to expert opinion, where practicable, has advantages. It saves time and
expense. But of greater importance, it is given by an impartial judicial officer, and any risk of superfluous or
prejudicial content is eliminated.
68 In this appeal, the evidence presented by the expert was precisely what the jury would have been instructed by
a proper charge. There is no difference of substance between the two.
[page306]
III. Conclusion
69 The doctrine of recent complaint as a principle of law did not exist in Canada at the time of the trial. The expert
evidence supported the wisdom of having abolished that principle. There was no basis for the exercise of the trial
judge's discretion to permit expert evidence that supported the correctness of the change in our law.
70 As a result, the expert evidence led in this case, as disclosed by the trial record, was not capable and did not
meet the second requirement of necessity in the Mohan analysis. If a proper jury instruction had been given, there
was no possibility that the jury would have been unable to grasp the concept because of its technical nature, there
being none in this case. There was no possibility that the jury would reach an erroneous conclusion if not assisted
by the expert.
71 As a consequence, the appeal is dismissed. I agree with the conclusion of the Ontario Court of Appeal that the
expert evidence tendered by the Crown in this case was inadmissible. As there is to be a new trial in any event, I
refrain from deciding whether the prejudicial effect of its admission resulted in a miscarriage of justice on the facts
of this case.
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Case Summary
Evidence — Admissibility — Expert evidence — Battered woman, fearing attack and possible death, killing
spouse — Defence of self-defence — Expert witness giving psychiatric assessment of battered woman —
Assessment based in part on inadmissible evidence — Whether or not expert evidence admissible —
Whether trial judge's charge to the jury with respect to expert evidence adequate — Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46, s. 34(2)(a), (b).
Criminal law — Battered women — Battered woman, fearing attack and possible death, killing spouse —
Defence of self-defence — Expert witness giving psychiatric assessment of battered woman —
Assessment based in part on inadmissible evidence — Whether or not expert evidence admissible —
Whether trial judge's charge to the jury with respect to expert evidence adequate.
Appellant, a battered woman in a volatile common law relationship, killed her partner late one night by shooting him
in the back of the head as he left her room. The shooting occurred after an argument where the appellant had been
physically abused and was fearful for her life after being taunted with the threat that either she kill him or he would
get her. She had frequently been a victim of his physical abuse and had concocted excuses to explain her injuries
to medical staff on those occasions. A psychiatrist with extensive professional experience in the treatment of
battered wives prepared a psychiatric assessment of the appellant which was used in support of her defence of
self-defence. He explained her ongoing terror, her inability to escape the relationship despite the violence and the
continuing pattern of abuse which put her life in danger. He testified that in his opinion the appellant's shooting of
the deceased the [page853] final desperate act of a woman who sincerely believed that she would be killed that
night. In the course of his testimony, he related many things told to him by the appellant for which there was no
admissible evidence. She did not testify at the trial. The jury acquitted the appellant but its verdict was overturned
by a majority of the Manitoba Court of Appeal.
The issues before this Court were whether the evidence of the psychiatrist should have been before the court at all
and whether, if it should, the trial judge's instructions with respect to it were adequate.

Held:

The appeal should be allowed.

Per Dickson C.J. and Lamer, Wilson, L'Heureux-Dubé, Gonthier and McLachlin JJ.: Expert testimony is admissible
to assist the fact-finder in drawing inferences in areas where the expert has relevant knowledge or experience
beyond that of the lay person. It is difficult for the lay person to comprehend the battered wife syndrome. It is
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commonly thought that battered women are not really beaten as badly as they claim, otherwise they would have left
the relationship. Alternatively, some believe that women enjoy being beaten, that they have a masochistic strain in
them. Each of these stereotypes may adversely affect consideration of a battered woman's claim to have acted in
self-defence in killing her partner. Expert evidence can assist the jury in dispelling these myths.
Expert testimony relating to the ability of an accused to perceive danger from her partner may go to the issue of
whether she "reasonably apprehended" death or grievous bodily harm on a particular occasion. Expert testimony
pertaining to why an accused remained in the battering relationship may be relevant in assessing the nature and
extent of the alleged abuse. By providing an explanation as to why an accused did not flee when she perceived her
life to be in danger, expert testimony may also assist the jury in assessing the reasonableness of her belief that
killing her batterer was the only way to save her own life.
Expert evidence does not and cannot usurp the jury's function of deciding whether, in fact, the accused's
perceptions and actions were reasonable. But fairness [page854] and the integrity of the trial process demand that
the jury have the opportunity to hear that opinion.
Here, there was ample evidence on which the trial judge could conclude, apart from the psychiatrist's evidence, that
the appellant was battered repeatedly and brutally by the deceased over the course of their relationship. The expert
testimony was properly admitted in order to assist the jury in determining whether the appellant had a reasonable
apprehension of death or grievous bodily harm and believed on reasonable grounds that she had no alternative but
to shoot. Each of the specific facts underlying the expert's opinion need not be proven in evidence before any
weight could be given to it. As long as there is some admissible evidence to establish the foundation for the expert's
opinion, the trial judge cannot subsequently instruct the jury to completely ignore the testimony. The judge must, of
course, warn the jury that the more the expert relies on facts not proved in evidence the less weight the jury may
attribute to the opinion.
Per Sopinka J.: The very special facts in R. v. Abbey, and the decision required on those facts, have contributed to
the development of a principle concerning the admissibility and weight of expert opinion evidence that is selfcontradictory: an expert opinion relevant in the abstract to a material issue in a trial but based entirely on unproven
hearsay is admissible but entitled to no weight whatsoever. Such an opinion, however, is irrelevant and therefore
inadmissible. A practical distinction exists between evidence that an expert obtains and acts upon within the scope
of his or her expertise, as in consultation with colleagues, and evidence that an expert obtains from a party to
litigation touching a matter directly in issue. Where the information upon which an expert forms his or her opinion
comes from a party to the litigation, or from any other source that is inherently suspect, a court ought to require
independent proof of that information. The lack of such proof will have a direct effect on the weight to be given to
the opinion. Where an expert's opinion is based in part upon suspect information and in part upon either admitted
facts or facts sought to be proved, the matter is purely one of weight. That was the situation here, and in the
circumstances, the trial judge properly admitted the expert evidence and adequately charged the jury.
[page855]
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[Editor's note: An errata was published at [2009] 1 S.C.R., page iv. The change indicated therein has been made to this
document and the text of the errata as published in S.C.R. is appended to the judgment.]

The judgment of Dickson C.J. and Lamer, Wilson, L'Heureux-Dubé, Gonthier and McLachlin JJ. was delivered by
WILSON J.
1 The narrow issue raised on this appeal is the adequacy of a trial judge's instructions to the jury regarding expert
evidence. The broader issue concerns the utility of expert evidence in assisting a jury confronted by a plea of selfdefence to a murder charge by a common law wife who had been battered by the deceased.
1. The Facts
2 The appellant, who was 22 years old at the time, had been living with Kevin Rust for some three to four years.
Their residence was the scene of a boisterous party on August 30, 1986. In the early hours of August 31 after most
of the guests had departed the appellant and Rust had an argument in the upstairs bedroom which was used by the
appellant. Rust was killed by a single shot in the back of the head from a .303 calibre rifle fired by the appellant as
he was leaving the room.
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3 The appellant did not testify but her statement made to police on the night of the shooting was put in evidence.
Portions of it read as follows:
Me and Wendy argued as usual and I ran in the house after Kevin pushed me. I was scared, I was really
scared. I locked the door. Herb was downstairs with Joanne and I called for Herb but I was crying when I
called him. I said, "Herb come up here please." Herb came up to the top of the stairs and I told him that
Kevin was going to hit me actually beat on me again. Herb said he knew and that if I was his old lady things
would be different, he gave me a hug. OK, we're friends, there's nothing between us. He said "Yeah, I
know" and he went [page857] outside to talk to Kevin leaving the door unlocked. I went upstairs and hid in
my closet from Kevin. I was so scared... . My window was open and I could hear Kevin asking questions
about what I was doing and what I was saying. Next thing I know he was coming up the stairs for me. He
came into my bedroom and said "Wench, where are you?" And he turned on my light and he said "Your
purse is on the floor" and he kicked it. OK then he turned and he saw me in the closet. He wanted me to
come out but I didn't want to come out because I was scared. I was so scared. [The officer who took the
statement then testified that the appellant started to cry at this point and stopped after a minute or two.] He
grabbed me by the arm right there. There's a bruise on my face also where he slapped me. He didn't slap
me right then, first he yelled at me then he pushed me and I pushed him back and he hit me twice on the
right hand side of my head. I was scared. All I thought about was all the other times he used to beat me, I
was scared, I was shaking as usual. The rest is a blank, all I remember is he gave me the gun and a shot
was fired through my screen. This is all so fast. And then the guns were in another room and he loaded it
the second shot and gave it to me. And I was going to shoot myself. I pointed it to myself, I was so upset.
OK and then he went and I was sitting on the bed and he started going like this with his finger [the appellant
made a shaking motion with an index finger] and said something like "You're my old lady and you do as
you're told" or something like that. He said "wait till everybody leaves, you'll get it then" and he said
something to the effect of "either you kill me or I'll get you" that was what it was. He kind of smiled and then
he turned around. I shot him but I aimed out. I thought I aimed above him and a piece of his head went that
way.
4 The relationship between the appellant and Rust was volatile and punctuated by frequent arguments and
violence. They would apparently fight for two or three days at a time or several times a week. Considerable
evidence was led at trial indicating that the appellant was frequently a victim of physical abuse at the hands of Rust.
Between 1983 and 1986 the appellant made several trips to hospital for injuries including severe bruises, a
fractured nose, multiple contusions and a black eye. One of the attending physicians, Dr. Dirks, testified that he
disbelieved the appellant's [page858] explanation on one such occasion that she had sustained her injuries by
falling from a horse.
5 A friend of the deceased, Robert Ezako, testified that he had witnessed several fights between the appellant and
the deceased and that he had seen the appellant point a gun at the deceased twice and threaten to kill him if he
ever touched her again. Under cross-examination Ezako admitted to seeing or hearing the deceased beat up the
appellant on several occasions and, during the preliminary inquiry, described her screaming during one such
incident like "a pig being butchered". He also saw the appellant with a black eye on one occasion and doubted that
it was the result of an accident as she and the deceased stated at the time. Another acquaintance of the couple
recalled seeing the appellant with a split lip.
6 At one point on the night of his death Rust chased the appellant outside the house and a mutual friend, Norman
Kolish, testified that the appellant pleaded with Rust to "leave me alone" and sought Kolish's protection by trying to
hide behind him. A neighbour overheard Rust and the appellant arguing and described the tone of the former as
"argumentative" and the latter as "scared". Later, between the first and second gunshot, he testified that he could
hear that "somebody was beating up somebody" and the screams were female. Another neighbour testified to
hearing noises like gunshots and then a woman's voice sounding upset saying "Fuck. He punched me in the face.
He punched me in the face." He looked out the window and saw a woman matching the description of the appellant.
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7 Three witnesses who attended the party testified to hearing sounds of yelling, pushing, shoving and thumping
coming from upstairs prior to the gunshots. It is not disputed that two shots were fired by the appellant. The first one
went through a window screen. It is not clear where Rust was at the time. The appellant in her statement says that
he was upstairs, while another witness places him in the basement. The second shot was the fatal [page859] one.
After the second shot was fired the appellant was seen visibly shaken and upset and was heard to say "Rooster
[the deceased] was beating me so I shot him," and "You know how he treated me, you've got to help me." The
arresting officer testified that en route to the police station the appellant made various comments in the police car,
including "He said if I didn't kill him first he would kill me. I hope he lives. I really love him," and "He told me he was
gonna kill me when everyone left."
8 The police officer who took the appellant's statement testified to seeing a red mark on her arm where she said
the deceased had grabbed her. When the coroner who performed an autopsy on the deceased was shown pictures
of the appellant (who had various bruises), he testified that it was "entirely possible" that bruises on the deceased's
left hand were occasioned by an assault on the appellant. Another doctor noted an injury to the appellant's pinkie
finger consistent with those sustained by the adoption of a defensive stance.
9 The expert evidence which forms the subject matter of the appeal came from Dr. Fred Shane, a psychiatrist with
extensive professional experience in the treatment of battered wives. At the request of defence counsel Dr. Shane
prepared a psychiatric assessment of the appellant. The substance of Dr. Shane's opinion was that the appellant
had been terrorized by Rust to the point of feeling trapped, vulnerable, worthless and unable to escape the
relationship despite the violence. At the same time, the continuing pattern of abuse put her life in danger. In Dr.
Shane's opinion the appellant's shooting of the deceased was a final desperate act by a woman who sincerely
believed that she would be killed that night:
... I think she felt, she felt in the final tragic moment that her life was on the line, that unless she defended
herself, unless she reacted in a violent way that she would die. I mean he made it very explicit to her, from
what she told me and from the information I have from [page860] the material that you forwarded to me,
that she had, I think, to defend herself against his violence.
10 Dr. Shane stated that his opinion was based on four hours of formal interviews with the appellant, a police
report of the incident (including the appellant's statement), hospital reports documenting eight of her visits to
emergency departments between 1983 and 1985, and an interview with the appellant's mother. In the course of his
testimony Dr. Shane related many things told to him by the appellant for which there was no admissible evidence.
They were not in the appellant's statement to the police and she did not testify at trial. For example, Dr. Shane
mentioned several episodes of abuse described by the appellant for which there were no hospital reports. He also
related the appellant's disclosure to him that she had lied to doctors about the cause of her injuries. Dr. Shane
testified that such fabrication was typical of battered women. The appellant also recounted to Dr. Shane occasions
on which Rust would allegedly beat her, then beg her forgiveness and ply her with flowers and temporary displays
of kindness. Dr. Shane was aware of the incidents described by Ezako about the appellant's pointing a gun at Rust
on two occasions and explained it as "an issue for trying to defend herself. She was afraid that she would be
assaulted." The appellant denied to Dr. Shane that she had homicidal fantasies about Rust and mentioned that she
had smoked some marijuana on the night in question. These facts were related by Dr. Shane in the course of his
testimony.
11 The appellant was acquitted by a jury but the verdict was overturned by a majority of the Manitoba Court of
Appeal and the case sent back for retrial.
2. Lower Court Judgments
Manitoba Queen's Bench (Scott A.C.J.Q.B.)
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12 After Dr. Shane testified and was cross-examined Crown counsel brought an application to have the evidence
of Dr. Shane withdrawn from the jury. The first reason he gave was that the jury [page861] was perfectly capable of
deciding the issue on the admissible evidence and that expert evidence was therefore "unnecessary and
superfluous". The second reason was that Dr. Shane's comment that he found the accused credible was "wholly
improper" in light of her failure to testify as to the facts upon which Dr. Shane based his opinion. The trial judge
denied the application stating that the Crown's concerns could be met through an appropriate charge to the jury:
But I understand fully the concern that the Crown has at this time because a substantial chunk of the factual
evidence that Dr. Shane relied on is simply not evidence in these proceedings and is not before the jury
and my task, even with a very attentive jury such as this one, is going to be very difficult because of that
fact.
But I think, under the circumstances, that the better course of action and the more realistic one to follow is
to deal with the fact that it is in evidence and to attempt to explain to the jury as adequately and as fully as I
can the difference between what is evidence and what is not in evidence and the impact that that ought to
have on the weight that they choose to attach to the opinion of Dr. Shane.
13 With respect to the appellant's out-of-court statements, the trial judge cautioned the jury that, "[a]s with the
verbal testimony, you may accept all, part or none of the statements attributed to Lyn Lavallee and as with all
evidence, the real question is whether the things reported to have been said are true." Later he introduced Dr.
Shane's testimony as follows:
As counsel put it yesterday, you cannot decide this case on things you didn't hear. You cannot decide this
case on things the witnesses didn't see or hear.
A somewhat different, though related, evidentiary caution has to be noted with respect to the expert opinion
evidence of Dr. Shane. There were two matters in his evidence, two facts, two sources of information that
he had reference to which are not evidence in this case and that is the suggestion that people had been
smoking marijuana at the party and the confirmatory [page862] evidence, as he called it, received from the
mother of Lyn Lavallee. These are not matters in evidence before you.
For example, there is absolutely no evidence that anyone was smoking marijuana at this party and you
must not consider that it took place. There is no evidence from the mother of the accused before you.
The extent to which this impacts on the weight of the opinion of Dr. Shane is a matter for you to decide. You
must appraise the value of the resulting opinion in light of the fact that there is no evidence about these
matters before you. In terms of the matters considered by Dr. Shane he is left, therefore, with the
deceased's statement, some supplementary information from the police report and his interpretation of the
hospital records.
If the premises upon which the information is substantially based has not been proven in evidence, it is up
to you to conclude that it is not safe to attach a great deal of weight to the opinion. An opinion of an expert
depends, to a large extent, on the validity of the facts assumed by the evidence by the expert.
If there are some errors and the factual assumptions aren't too important to the eventual opinion, that's one
thing. If there are errors or matters not in evidence and those matters are substantial, in you view, in terms
of the impact on the expert's opinion, then you will want to look at the value and weight of that opinion very
carefully. It depends on how important you think the matters were that Dr. Shane relied on that are not in
evidence. [Emphasis added.]
14 The trial judge then reviewed the evidence given by Dr. Shane regarding the appellant's emotional and mental
state at the time of the killing. He reiterated Dr. Shane's opinion that the appellant's act was "a reflection of her
catastrophic fear that she had to defend herself". He also drew attention to Dr. Shane's awareness that the
appellant would occasionally be the aggressor despite her denial to him that she had homicidal fantasies:
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[Dr. Shane] noted that at times Lyn Lavallee would be the aggressor from all of the underlying hostility. She
couldn't leave psychologically because there were steel fences in her mind and she was tyrannized
psychologically. She said she loved him and he felt that she did.
[page863]
She denied to him thinking at any time of killing Kevin Rust. That is to say she did not entertain any
homicidal fantasies and he felt that what she told him was reasonable.
It is the position of the Crown that Dr. Shane's opinion stands or falls on the veracity of Lyn Lavallee
because he relied so heavily and extensively on what she told him and the evidence contained in the
statement, Exhibit 16. That's for you to decide.
Undoubtably [sic] she was a very important source, if not the major source, of his information. Dr. Shane
agreed that if what she told him was erroneous, he would have to reassess his position.
On cross-examination he reiterated that in his opinion her action was spontaneous to the moment to try to
defend herself. The straw that broke the camel's back was the threat, "When the others leave you're going
to get it.", even though similar statements had been made to her on other occasions. According to what she
told him, the accused felt compelled to shoot.
Based on the information he had in his interview, it was his opinion that the acts of the accused were
impulsive and not premeditated. He disagreed with the Crown's suggestion that Lyn Lavallee took the
opportunity when it presented itself.
He conceded that patients had, on occasion, lied and misled him in the past.
Manitoba Court of Appeal (Monnin C.J.M., Philp and Huband JJ.) (1988), 52 Man. R. (2d) 274
15 Writing for himself and Monnin C.J.M., Philp J.A. begins by observing, at p. 275, that there was "ample
evidence for the jury to conclude that Rust abused the accused." He adds that it "was a reasonable inference for
the jury to draw that the injuries resulted from Rust's violent and abusive behaviour, notwithstanding her
explanations at the time to the contrary".
16 Turning to Dr. Shane's evidence, the majority comments that in the course of stating the factual basis of his
opinions and conclusions, Dr. Shane referred to many facts, incidents and events which were not before the court in
the form of admissible evidence. These included: the smoking of marijuana on the night of the shooting; the
deterioration of the intimate relationship between the appellant [page864] and Rust (the appellant had told Shane
that they were sleeping in separate bedrooms); a reference to an abortion the appellant had obtained, after which
Rust allegedly threatened to tell her parents that she was a "baby killer"; incidents where Rust would allegedly beg
forgiveness from the appellant after beating her up; the appellant's "incredible remorse" after killing Rust, and the
appellant's denial to Dr. Shane that she harboured homicidal fantasies about Rust.
17 Philp J.A. then refers to the appellant's written statement to the police in which she professed her love for Rust
and her hope that he wouldn't die. At p. 277, he pointed out "discrepancies and conflicts in the narrative of events in
the accused's statement, and the evidence of witnesses who testified at her trial", particularly with respect to the
location of Rust when the first shot was fired. With respect to the accused's unsworn statement he concludes at p.
278:
... in the circumstances of this case, where much of the factual basis for the plea of self-defence lay in the
statement of the accused, the jury ought not to have been told to "give this evidence no more nor less
weight than any other evidence heard by you"; that the frailties of such assertions should have been
pointed out.
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The instructions of the trial judge to the jury with respect to the evidence of Dr. Shane are a more troubling
matter. The problem presented by the accused's out of court statement and comments, in my view, comes
to a head in that context.
18 Philp J.A. then turns to the judgment of Dickson J. (as he then was) in R. v. Abbey, [1982] 2 S.C.R. 24, a case
from this Court dealing with the admissibility of expert evidence and the use to which it can be put. After quoting
from the judgment, Philp J.A. states at p. 279:
Canadian authorities support the view that an expert can state to the court the basis for his opinion, and
that it is desirable that he do so. In Abbey, Dickson, J., confirmed this approach and referred to the
"obligation" of the party tendering evidence of the factual basis [page865] for the opinions of experts, to
establish, "through properly admissible evidence, the factual basis on which such opinions are based". He
cautioned: "Before any weight can be given to an expert's opinion, the facts upon which the opinion is
based must be found to exist."
Referring back to the case at bar, Philp J.A. comments, at p. 279, that the record did not disclose "the full extent of
these secondhand facts, or their importance in the formation of Dr. Shane's opinion; nor can one speculate what his
opinion might have been had his inquiries been limited to the admissible evidence properly before the court."
19 In his assessment of the trial judge's charge to the jury, Philp J.A. remarks that the trial judge properly pointed
out that there was no evidence about marijuana smoking on the night in question, nor was there any evidence
before them from the mother of the appellant. Philp J.A. found this latter warning insufficient. While he considered
the trial judge's general instructions regarding the weight that should be placed on expert evidence to be proper, he
felt that they "did not go far enough in the circumstances of this case". He gives three reasons (at p. 280):
Firstly, the comments, placed in juxtaposition to the trial judge's reference to the "two facts, two sources of
information that (Dr. Shane) had reference to which are not evidence in this case ...", lose their impact. The
jury may well have concluded that the trial judge's warning related only to Dr. Shane's reference to the
marijuana, and to the "confirmatory evidence" of the accused's mother.
Secondly, I think the trial judge was in error in telling the jury that the police report (presumably, the
document referred to by Dr. Shane as the "police summary of the incident") was a matter left for Dr. Shane
to consider. That document was not evidence before the court, nor do we know what facts it contained.
Finally, although the trial judge did not refer to Dr. Shane's interviews with the accused (and her mother)
when he told the jury what matters were left for Dr. Shane to consider, the conclusion that the jury was to
ignore facts related in these interviews unless they were otherwise established by admissible evidence (and
to [page866] weigh Dr. Shane's opinion accordingly) is dispelled by the trial judge's later references to
these interviews.
Philp J.A. then quotes the passages from the trial judge's charge in which he reviewed Dr. Shane's admission that
he would have to reassess his position if what the appellant had told him was not true. Philp J.A. also draws
attention to the remark by the trial judge that the Crown emphasized that Shane's opinion would stand or fall on the
appellant's veracity. In Philp J.A.'s view, these aspects of the trial judge's instructions were also deficient (at p. 281):
With respect, those comments of the trial judge, so crucial to the plea of self-defence, amounted to a
misdirection. The issue was not just the veracity of the accused (and at this point, a careful charge with
respect to the accused's unsworn self-serving evidence would have been appropriate). The pivotal
questions the jury had to decide were the extent to which Dr. Shane's opinion was based on facts not
established by admissible evidence; and the weight to be accorded to his opinion.
Finally, Philp J.A. finds, at p. 281, that the trial judge's charge fell so short of the standard required in Abbey that a
new trial was warranted:
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This was an unusual case. The accused shot Rust in the back of the head when he was leaving the
bedroom. The accused says Rust loaded the rifle and handed it to her. Friends of the accused and Rust,
including the couple who had planned to stay overnight, were present in another part of the residence. In
these circumstances, absent the evidence of Dr. Shane, it is unlikely that the jury, properly instructed,
would have accepted the accused's plea of self-defence. The accused did not testify, and the foundation for
her plea of self-defence was, in the main, her unsworn exculpatory evidence and the hearsay evidence
related by Dr. Shane. Because Dr. Shane relied upon facts not in evidence, including those related to him
in his lengthy interviews with the accused, the factual basis for his opinion should have been detailed in his
evidence.
Philp J.A. concludes by suggesting to the Crown that they proceed with a charge of manslaughter rather than
second degree murder since a properly [page867] instructed jury would, in his opinion, be unlikely to convict the
appellant of the latter offence.
20 Writing in dissent Huband J.A. summarizes the basis of Dr. Shane's opinion that the appellant acted out of a
genuine fear for her life. He acknowledges, at p. 282, that "self-defence in this context finds some support in the
evidence presented to the jury."
21 Huband J.A. points out the conflict in the evidence about how the appellant obtained the gun and where Rust
was when the first shot was fired. Noting the appellant's statement to the police about how frightened of the
deceased she was, he states, at p. 282, that "the significance of the statement is that, if believed, it establishes
some foundation for a psychiatric opinion that she acted out of fear for her own safety as a person who had been
subjected to continuous abuse." Ezako's evidence confirms that Rust beat the appellant and that, although the
appellant may have "often provoked" the arguments, she "invariably got the worst of it".
22 With respect to Dr. Shane's evidence, Huband J.A. remarks, at p. 273, that in addition to hospital records and
the accused's statement to the police, Dr. Shane "had the advantage of speaking at length with the accused herself,
and also with the mother of the accused, in formulating his opinion". In Huband J.A.'s view (at p. 283), the "learned
trial judge was well aware of the need to give adequate warning to the jury as to the weight to be placed upon the
testimony of Dr. Shane. It was quite obvious that Dr. Shane relied upon statements by the accused and her mother
which were unsworn hearsay comments and not part of the evidence in the case."
23 Turning to this Court's judgment in Abbey, Huband J.A. expresses the view, at p. 283, that the [page868]
"learned trial judge followed the advice of the Supreme Court of Canada to the letter":
The learned trial judge begins by making it clear to the jury that they could not rely on the opinion of Dr.
Shane on matters where there was no supporting evidence. He chose a good example. In relating what the
accused had told him Dr. Shane said that marijuana had been smoked at the party that evening. None of
the witnesses who testified as to what occurred during the evening mentioned any involvement with
marijuana. Nor is such an involvement indicated in the accused's statement to the police. Dr. Shane's
testimony constitutes no proof that marijuana was smoked, and to the extent that it became a factor in
formulating his opinion, then his opinion must be discounted.
The learned trial judge also noted that while Dr. Shane referred to conversations with the accused's mother,
no such evidence had been presented to the jury.
But the learned trial judge could not tell the jury to disregard Dr. Shane's report in its entirely. He was
required to tell the jury, as he did, that there was some evidentiary support for Dr. Shane's opinion, -- the
accused's own statement and the hospital records. Indeed, if anything, I think the learned trial judge was
unfair to the accused in not also mentioning the evidence of Mr. Ezako as constituting evidentiary
foundation supporting Dr. Shane's opinion.
24 Huband J.A. finds that the trial judge specifically warned the jury that Dr. Shane's conversations with the
accused and her mother extended beyond the evidence before the court when he told them that "it is not safe to
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attach a great deal of weight" to the opinion of an expert when the information on which it is predicated has not
been proven in evidence. After quoting the relevant passage Huband J.A. comments at p. 284:
I suppose one could argue that the learned trial judge should have said it is not safe to attach "any" weight
to the opinion rather than it is not safe to attach "a great deal" of weight to the opinion. He could have said
that an expert's opinion depends "totally" instead of "to a large extent" on the validity of the factual
foundation upon which he has proceeded. In my view, however, the jury would fully comprehend the import
of the learned trial judge's remarks. After the jury received its instruction and retired, counsel was invited to
comment on the charge ... Crown counsel voiced no complaints.
...
[page869]
This accused was acquitted by a jury of her peers on the basis of self-defence, which might strike one as
being somewhat fanciful. We should not, however, search out semantic excuses to order a new trial, at high
public cost, in the belief that the jury should have been more skeptical and arrived at a different verdict.
3. Relevant Legislation
25
Criminal Code, R.S.C., 1985, c. C-46:
34. ...
(2) Every one who is unlawfully assaulted and who causes death or grievous bodily harm in repelling the
assault is justified if
(a) he causes it under reasonable apprehension of death or grievous bodily harm from the violence
with which the assault was originally made or with which the assailant pursues his purposes, and
(b) he believes on reasonable and probable grounds, that he cannot otherwise preserve himself from
death or grievous bodily harm.
4. Issues on Appeal
26 It should be noted that two bases for ordering a new trial are implicit in the reasons of the majority of the Court
of Appeal. In finding that "absent the evidence of Dr. Shane, it is unlikely that the jury, properly instructed, would
have accepted the accused's plea of self-defence" the Court of Appeal suggests that the evidence of Dr. Shane
ought to have been excluded entirely. The alternative ground for allowing the Crown's appeal was that Dr. Shane's
testimony was properly admitted but the trial judge's instructions with respect to it were deficient. Thus, the issues
before this Court are as follows:
1. Did the majority of the Manitoba Court of Appeal err in concluding that the jury should have
considered the plea of self-defence absent the expert evidence of Dr. Shane?
2. Did the majority of the Manitoba Court of Appeal err in holding that the trial judge's [page870]
charge to the jury with respect to Dr. Shane's expert evidence did not meet the requirements set
out by this Court in Abbey, thus warranting a new trial?
5. Analysis
(i)

Admissibility of Expert Evidence
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27 In Kelliher (Village of) v. Smith, [1931] S.C.R. 672, at p. 684, this Court adopted the principle that in order for
expert evidence to be admissible "the subject-matter of the inquiry must be such that ordinary people are unlikely to
form a correct judgment about it, if unassisted by persons with special knowledge". More recently, this Court
addressed the admissibility of expert psychiatric evidence in criminal cases in R. v. Abbey, supra. At p. 42 of the
unanimous judgment Dickson J. stated the rule as follows:
With respect to matters calling for special knowledge, an expert in the field may draw inferences and state
his opinion. An expert's function is precisely this: to provide the judge and jury with a ready-made inference
which the judge and jury, due to the technical nature of the facts, are unable to formulate. "An expert's
opinion is admissible to furnish the Court with scientific information which is likely to be outside the
experience and knowledge of a judge or jury. If on the proven facts a judge or jury can form their own
conclusions without help, then the opinion of the expert is unnecessary" (Turner (1974), 60 Crim. App. R.
80, at p. 83, per Lawton L.J.)
See also R. v. Béland, [1987] 2 S.C.R. 398, at p. 415, in which McIntyre J. speaks of an expert witness possessing
"special knowledge and experience going beyond that of the trier of fact".
28 Where expert evidence is tendered in such fields as engineering or pathology, the paucity of the lay person's
knowledge is uncontentious. The long-standing recognition that psychiatric or psychological testimony also falls
within the realm of expert evidence is predicated on the realization that in some circumstances the average person
may not have sufficient knowledge of or experience with [page871] human behaviour to draw an appropriate
inference from the facts before him or her. An example may be found in R. v. Lyons, [1987] 2 S.C.R. 309, in which
this Court approved the use of psychiatric testimony in dangerous offender applications. At p. 366, La Forest J.
remarks that "psychiatric evidence is clearly relevant to the issue whether a person is likely to behave in a certain
way and, indeed, is probably relatively superior in this regard to the evidence of other clinicians and lay persons".
29 The need for expert evidence in these areas can, however, be obfuscated by the belief that judges and juries
are thoroughly knowledgeable about "human nature" and that no more is needed. They are, so to speak, their own
experts on human behaviour. This, in effect, was the primary submission of the Crown to this Court.
30 The bare facts of this case, which I think are amply supported by the evidence, are that the appellant was
repeatedly abused by the deceased but did not leave him (although she twice pointed a gun at him), and ultimately
shot him in the back of the head as he was leaving her room. The Crown submits that these facts disclose all the
information a jury needs in order to decide whether or not the appellant acted in self-defence. I have no hesitation in
rejecting the Crown's submission.
31 Expert evidence on the psychological effect of battering on wives and common law partners must, it seems to
me, be both relevant and necessary in the context of the present case. How can the mental state of the appellant
be appreciated without it? The average member of the public (or of the jury) can be forgiven for asking: Why would
a woman put up with this kind of treatment? Why should she continue to live with such a man? How could she love
a partner who beat her to the point of requiring hospitalization? We would expect the woman to pack her bags and
go. Where is her self-respect? Why does she not cut loose and make a new life for herself? Such is the reaction of
the [page872] average person confronted with the so-called "battered wife syndrome". We need help to understand
it and help is available from trained professionals.
32 The gravity, indeed, the tragedy of domestic violence can hardly be overstated. Greater media attention to this
phenomenon in recent years has revealed both its prevalence and its horrific impact on women from all walks of
life. Far from protecting women from it the law historically sanctioned the abuse of women within marriage as an
aspect of the husband's ownership of his wife and his "right" to chastise her. One need only recall the centuries old
law that a man is entitled to beat his wife with a stick "no thicker than his thumb".
33 Laws do not spring out of a social vacuum. The notion that a man has a right to "discipline" his wife is deeply
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rooted in the history of our society. The woman's duty was to serve her husband and to stay in the marriage at all
costs "till death do us part" and to accept as her due any "punishment" that was meted out for failing to please her
husband. One consequence of this attitude was that "wife battering" was rarely spoken of, rarely reported, rarely
prosecuted, and even more rarely punished. Long after society abandoned its formal approval of spousal abuse
tolerance of it continued and continues in some circles to this day.
34 Fortunately, there has been a growing awareness in recent years that no man has a right to abuse any woman
under any circumstances. Legislative initiatives designed to educate police, judicial officers and the public, as well
as more aggressive investigation and charging policies all signal a concerted effort by the criminal justice system to
take spousal abuse seriously. However, a woman who comes before a judge or jury with the claim that she has
been battered and suggests that this may be a relevant factor in evaluating her subsequent [page873] actions still
faces the prospect of being condemned by popular mythology about domestic violence. Either she was not as badly
beaten as she claims or she would have left the man long ago. Or, if she was battered that severely, she must have
stayed out of some masochistic enjoyment of it.
35 Expert testimony on the psychological effects of battering have been admitted in American courts in recent
years. In State v. Kelly, 478 A.2d 364 (1984), at p. 378, the New Jersey Supreme Court commended the value of
expert testimony in these terms:
It is aimed at an area where the purported common knowledge of the jury may be very much mistaken, an
area where jurors' logic, drawn from their own experience, may lead to a wholly incorrect conclusion, an
area where expert knowledge would enable the jurors to disregard their prior conclusions as being common
myths rather than common knowledge.
The Court concludes at p. 379 that the battering relationship is "subject to a large group of myths and stereotypes."
As such, it is "beyond the ken of the average juror and thus is suitable for explanation through expert testimony." I
share that view.
(ii) The Relevance of Expert Testimony to the Elements of Self-Defence
36 In my view, there are two elements of the defence under s. 34(2) of the Code which merit scrutiny for present
purposes. The first is the temporal connection in s. 34(2)(a) between the apprehension of death or grievous bodily
harm and the act allegedly taken in self-defence. Was the appellant "under reasonable apprehension of death or
grievous bodily harm" from Rust as he was walking out of the room? The second is the assessment in s. 34(2)(b) of
the magnitude of the force used by the accused. Was the accused's belief that she could not "otherwise preserve
herself from [page874] death or grievous bodily harm" except by shooting the deceased based "on reasonable
grounds"?
37 The feature common to both s. 34(2)(a) and (b) is the imposition of an objective standard of reasonableness on
the apprehension of death and the need to repel the assault with deadly force. In Reilly v. The Queen, [1984] 2
S.C.R. 396, this Court considered the interaction of the objective and subjective components of s. 34(2), at p. 404:
Subsection (2) of s. 34 places in issue the accused's state of mind at the time he caused death. The
subsection can only afford protection to the accused if he apprehended death or grievous bodily harm from
the assault he was repelling and if he believed he could not preserve himself from death or grievous bodily
harm otherwise than by the force he used. Nonetheless, his apprehension must be a reasonable one and
his belief must be based upon reasonable and probable grounds. The subsection requires that the jury
consider, and be guided by, what they decide on the evidence was the accused's appreciation of the
situation and his belief as to the reaction it required, so long as there exists an objectively verifiable basis
for his perception.
Since s. 34(2) places in issue the accused's perception of the attack upon him and the response required to
meet it, the accused may still be found to have acted in self-defence even if he was mistaken in his
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perception. Reasonable and probable grounds must still exist for this mistaken perception in the sense that
the mistake must have been one which an ordinary man using ordinary care could have made in the same
circumstances. [Emphasis in original.]
38 If it strains credulity to imagine what the "ordinary man" would do in the position of a battered spouse, it is
probably because men do not typically find themselves in that situation. Some women do, however. The definition
of what is reasonable must be adapted to circumstances which are, by and large, foreign to the world inhabited by
the hypothetical "reasonable man".
39 I find the case of State v. Wanrow, 559 P.2d 548 (1977), helpful in illustrating how the factor of gender can be
germane to the assessment of what [page875] is reasonable. In Wanrow the Washington Supreme Court
addressed the standard by which a jury ought to assess the reasonableness of the female appellant's use of a gun
against an unarmed intruder. The Court pointed out that the appellant had reason to believe that the intruder had
molested her daughter in the past and was coming back for her son. The appellant was a 5'4" woman with a broken
leg. The assailant was 6'2" and intoxicated. The Court first observed, at p. 558, that "in our society women suffer
from a conspicuous lack of access to training in and the means of developing those skills necessary to effectively
repel a male assailant without resorting to the use of deadly weapons." Later it found that the trial judge erred in his
instructions to the jury by creating the impression that the objective standard of reasonableness to be applied to the
accused was that of an altercation between two men. At p. 559, the Court makes the following remarks which I find
apposite to the case before us:
The respondent was entitled to have the jury consider her actions in the light of her own perceptions of the
situation, including those perceptions which were the product of our nation's "long and unfortunate history
of sex discrimination." Until such time as the effects of that history are eradicated, care must be taken to
assure that our self-defense instructions afford women the right to have their conduct judged in light of the
individual physical handicaps which are the product of sex discrimination. To fail to do so is to deny the
right of the individual woman involved to trial by the same rules which are applicable to male defendants.
I turn now to a consideration of the specific components of self-defence under s. 34(2) of the Criminal Code.
A. Reasonable Apprehension of Death
40 Section 34(2)(a) requires that an accused who intentionally causes death or grievous bodily harm in repelling an
assault is justified if he or she does so "under reasonable apprehension of death or grievous bodily harm". In the
present case, the assault precipitating the appellant's alleged [page876] defensive act was Rust's threat to kill her
when everyone else had gone.
41 It will be observed that s. 34(2)(a) does not actually stipulate that the accused apprehend imminent danger
when he or she acts. Case law has, however, read that requirement into the defence: see Reilly v. The Queen,
supra; R. v. Baxter (1975), 33 C.R.N.S. 22 (Ont. C.A.); R. v. Bogue (1976), 30 C.C.C. (2d) 403 (Ont. C.A.). The
sense in which "imminent" is used conjures up the image of "an uplifted knife" or a pointed gun. The rationale for
the imminence rule seems obvious. The law of self-defence is designed to ensure that the use of defensive force is
really necessary. It justifies the act because the defender reasonably believed that he or she had no alternative but
to take the attacker's life. If there is a significant time interval between the original unlawful assault and the
accused's response, one tends to suspect that the accused was motivated by revenge rather than self-defence. In
the paradigmatic case of a one-time bar-room brawl between two men of equal size and strength, this inference
makes sense. How can one feel endangered to the point of firing a gun at an unarmed man who utters a death
threat, then turns his back and walks out of the room? One cannot be certain of the gravity of the threat or his
capacity to carry it out. Besides, one can always take the opportunity to flee or to call the police. If he comes back
and raises his fist, one can respond in kind if need be. These are the tacit assumptions that underlie the imminence
rule.
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42 All of these assumptions were brought to bear on the respondent in R. v. Whynot (1983), 9 C.C.C. 449
(N.S.C.A.). The respondent, Jane Stafford, shot her sleeping common law husband as he lay passed out in his
truck. The evidence at trial indicated that the deceased "dominated the household and exerted his authority by
striking and slapping the various members and from time to time administering beatings to Jane Stafford and the
others" (at p. 452). The respondent testified [page877] that the deceased threatened to kill all of the members of her
family, one by one, if she tried to leave him. On the night in question he threatened to kill her son. After he passed
out the respondent got one of the many shotguns kept by her husband and shot him. The Nova Scotia Court of
Appeal held that the trial judge erred in leaving s. 37 (preventing assault against oneself or anyone under one's
protection) with the jury. The Court stated at p. 464:
I do not believe that the trial judge was justified in placing s. 37 of the Code before the jury any more than
he would have been justified in giving them s. 34. Under s. 34 the assault must have been underway and
unprovoked, and under s. 37 the assault must be such that it is necessary to defend the person assaulted
by the use of force. No more force may be used than necessary to prevent the assault or the repetition of it.
In my opinion, no person has the right in anticipation of an assault that may or may not happen, to apply
force to prevent the imaginary assault.
43 The implication of the Court's reasoning is that it is inherently unreasonable to apprehend death or grievous
bodily harm unless and until the physical assault is actually in progress, at which point the victim can presumably
gauge the requisite amount of force needed to repel the attack and act accordingly. In my view, expert testimony
can cast doubt on these assumptions as they are applied in the context of a battered wife's efforts to repel an
assault.
44 The situation of the appellant was not unlike that of Jane Stafford in the sense that she too was routinely beaten
over the course of her relationship with the man she ultimately killed. According to the testimony of Dr. Shane these
assaults were not entirely random in their occurrence. The following exchange during direct examination elicited a
discernible pattern to the abuse:
Q. How did they react during the tension that preceded the beatings? How would her...
R. Well, typically before a beating there's usually some verbal interchange and there are threats and
typically [page878] she would feel, you know, very threatened by him and for various reasons.
He didn't like the way she dressed or if she -- didn't like the way she handled money or she wasn't paying
him enough attention or she was looking at other men, all sorts of reasons, and she would be defending
herself, trying to placate him, which was typical, saying, you know, trying to calm him down, trying to soothe
him, you know, so nothing violent would happen and sometimes it would work. You know, as people's
experiences indicated or as people who write about this process, if you will, have indicated.
But often, as reflected by what she has told me, and the information I have from other people, such as her
mother, often it would fail and she would end up being beaten and assaulted.
Q. And that would be followed by this forgiveness state?
R. It typically would be followed by, you know, this make-up period.
Earlier in his testimony Dr. Shane explained how this "make-up" period would be characterized by contrite and
affectionate behaviour by Rust:
In this particular case she documented many times, after he would beat her, he would send her flowers and
he would beg her for forgiveness and he would love her and then the relationship would come back to a
sense of equilibrium, if you will .... But then, because of the nature of the personalities, it would occur again.
45 The cycle described by Dr. Shane conforms to the Walker Cycle Theory of Violence named for clinical
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psychologist Dr. Lenore Walker, the pioneer researcher in the field of the battered wife syndrome. Dr. Shane
acknowledged his debt to Dr. Walker in the course of establishing his credentials as an expert at trial. Dr. Walker
first describes the cycle in the book The Battered Woman, (1979). In her 1984 book, The Battered Woman
Syndrome, Dr. Walker reports the results of a study involving 400 battered women. Her research was designed to
test empirically the theories expounded in her earlier book. At pp. 95-96 of The Battered Woman Syndrome she
summarizes the Cycle Theory as follows:
[page879]
A second major theory that was tested in this project is the Walker Cycle Theory of Violence (Walker,
1979). This tension reduction theory states that there are three distinct phases associated in a recurring
battering cycle: (1) tension building, (2) the acute battering incident, and (3) loving contrition. During the first
phase, there is a gradual escalation of tension displayed by discrete acts causing increased friction such as
name-calling, other mean intentional behaviors, and/or physical abuse. The batterer expresses
dissatisfaction and hostility but not in an extreme or maximally explosive form. The woman attempts to
placate the batterer, doing what she thinks might please him, calm him down, or at least, what will not
further aggravate him. She tries not to respond to his hostile actions and uses general anger reduction
techniques. Often she succeeds for a little while which reinforces her unrealistic belief that she can control
this man ....
The tension continues to escalate and eventually she is unable to continue controlling his angry response
pattern. "Exhausted from the constant stress, she usually withdraws from the batterer, fearing she will
inadvertently set off an explosion. He begins to move more oppressively toward her as he observes her
withdrawal .... Tension between the two becomes unbearable" (Walker, 1979, p. 59). The second phase,
the acute battering incident, becomes inevitable without intervention. Sometimes, she precipitates the
inevitable explosion so as to control where and when it occurs, allowing her to take better precautions to
minimize her injuries and pain.
"Phase two is characterized by the uncontrollable discharge of the tensions that have built up during phase
one" (p. 59). The batterer typically unleashes a barrage of verbal and physical aggression that can leave
the woman severely shaken and injured. In fact, when injuries do occur it usually happens during this
second phase. It is also the time police become involved, if they are called at all. The acute battering phase
is concluded when the batterer stops, usually bringing with its cessation a sharp physiological reduction in
tension. This in itself is naturally reinforcing. Violence often succeeds because it does work.
In phase three which follows, the batterer may apologize profusely, try to assist his victim, show kindness
and [page880] remorse, and shower her with gifts and/or promises. The batterer himself may believe at this
point that he will never allow himself to be violent again. The woman wants to believe the batterer and,
early in the relationship at least, may renew her hope in his ability to change. This third phase provides the
positive reinforcement for remaining in the relationship, for the woman. In fact, our results showed that
phase three could also be characterized by an absence of tension or violence, and no observable lovingcontrition behaviour, and still be reinforcing for the woman.
46 Dr. Walker defines a battered woman as a woman who has gone through the battering cycle at least twice. As
she explains in her introduction to The Battered Woman, at p. xv, "Any woman may find herself in an abusive
relationship with a man once. If it occurs a second time, and she remains in the situation, she is defined as a
battered woman."
47 Given the relational context in which the violence occurs, the mental state of an accused at the critical moment
she pulls the trigger cannot be understood except in terms of the cumulative effect of months or years of brutality.
As Dr. Shane explained in his testimony, the deterioration of the relationship between the appellant and Rust in the
period immediately preceding the killing led to feelings of escalating terror on the part of the appellant:
But their relationship some weeks to months before was definitely escalating in terms of tension and in
terms of the discordant quality about it. They were sleeping in separate bedrooms. Their intimate
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relationship was lacking and things were building and building and to a point, I think, where it built to that
particular point where she couldn't -- she felt so threatened and so overwhelmed that she had to -- that she
reacted in a violent way because of her fear of survival and also because, I think because of her, I guess,
final sense that she was -- that she had to defend herself and her own sense of violence towards this man
who had really desecrated her and damaged her for so long.
48 Another aspect of the cyclical nature of the abuse is that it begets a degree of predictability to the violence that
is absent in an isolated violent encounter between two strangers. This also means that it may in fact be possible for
a battered spouse to accurately predict the onset of violence [page881] before the first blow is struck, even if an
outsider to the relationship cannot. Indeed, it has been suggested that a battered woman's knowledge of her
partner's violence is so heightened that she is able to anticipate the nature and extent (though not the onset) of the
violence by his conduct beforehand. In her article "Potential Uses for Expert Testimony: Ideas Toward the
Representation of Battered Women Who Kill" (1986), 9 Women's Rights Law Reporter 227, psychologist Julie
Blackman describes this characteristic, at p. 229:
Repeated instances of violence enable battered women to develop a continuum along which they can "rate"
the tolerability or survivability of episodes of their partner's violence. Thus, signs of unusual violence are
detected. For battered women, this response to the ongoing violence of their situations is a survival skill.
Research shows that battered women who kill experience remarkably severe and frequent violence relative
to battered women who do not kill. They know what sorts of danger are familiar and which are novel. They
have had myriad opportunities to develop and hone their perceptions of their partner's violence. And,
importantly, they can say what made the final episode of violence different from the others: they can name
the features of the last battering that enabled them to know that this episode would result in life-threatening
action by the abuser.
At p. 236, Dr. Blackman relates the role of expert testimony in cases where a battered woman kills her batterer
while he is sleeping (or not actively posing a threat her) and pleads self-defence:
Perhaps the single most important idea conveyed by expert testimony in such a case pertains to the notion
that a battered woman, because of her extensive experience with her abuser's violence, can detect
changes or signs of novelty in the pattern of normal violence that connote increased danger. Support for
this assertion must come from the woman herself, in her spontaneous, self-initiated description of the
events that precede her action against the abuser. Only then can testimony from an expert offer scientific
support for the idea that such a [page882] danger detection process can occur and can be expected to be
as accurate as the "reasonable man" standard would imply.
49 Of course, as Dr. Blackman points out, it is up to the jury to decide whether the distinction drawn between
"typical" violence and the particular events the accused perceived as "life threatening" is compelling. According to
the appellant's statement to police, Rust actually handed her a shotgun and warned her that if she did not kill him,
he would kill her. I note in passing a remarkable observation made by Dr. Walker in her 1984 study The Battered
Woman Syndrome. Writing about the fifty battered women she interviewed who had killed their partners, she
comments at p. 40:
Most of the time the women killed the men with a gun; usually one of several that belonged to him. Many of
the men actually dared or demanded the woman use the gun on him first, or else he said he'd kill her with
it. [Emphasis added.]
50 Where evidence exists that an accused is in a battering relationship, expert testimony can assist the jury in
determining whether the accused had a "reasonable" apprehension of death when she acted by explaining the
heightened sensitivity of a battered woman to her partner's acts. Without such testimony I am skeptical that the
average fact-finder would be capable of appreciating why her subjective fear may have been reasonable in the
context of the relationship. After all, the hypothetical "reasonable man" observing only the final incident may have
been unlikely to recognize the batterer's threat as potentially lethal. Using the case at bar as an example the
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"reasonable man" might have thought, as the majority of the Court of Appeal seemed to, that it was unlikely that
Rust would make good on his threat to kill the appellant that night because they had guests staying overnight.
[page883]
51 The issue is not, however, what an outsider would have reasonably perceived but what the accused reasonably
perceived, given her situation and her experience.
52 Even accepting that a battered woman may be uniquely sensitized to danger from her batterer, it may yet be
contended that the law ought to require her to wait until the knife is uplifted, the gun pointed or the fist clenched
before her apprehension is deemed reasonable. This would allegedly reduce the risk that the woman is mistaken in
her fear, although the law does not require her fear to be correct, only reasonable. In response to this contention, I
need only point to the observation made by Huband J.A. that the evidence showed that when the appellant and
Rust physically fought the appellant "invariably got the worst of it". I do not think it is an unwarranted generalization
to say that due to their size, strength, socialization and lack of training, women are typically no match for men in
hand-to-hand combat. The requirement imposed in Whynot that a battered woman wait until the physical assault is
"underway" before her apprehensions can be validated in law would, in the words of an American court, be
tantamount to sentencing her to 'murder by instalment': State v. Gallegos, 719 P.2d 1268 (N.M. 1986), at p. 1271. I
share the view expressed by Willoughby in "Rendering Each Woman Her Due: Can a Battered Woman Claim SelfDefense When She Kills Her Sleeping Batterer" (1989), 38 Kan. L. Rev. 169, at p. 184, that "society gains nothing,
except perhaps the additional risk that the battered woman will herself be killed, because she must wait until her
abusive husband instigates another battering episode before she can justifiably act".
B. Lack of Alternatives to Self-Help
53 Section 34(2) requires an accused who pleads self-defence to believe "on reasonable grounds" that it is not
possible to otherwise preserve him or herself from death or grievous bodily harm. The [page884] obvious question
is if the violence was so intolerable, why did the appellant not leave her abuser long ago? This question does not
really go to whether she had an alternative to killing the deceased at the critical moment. Rather, it plays on the
popular myth already referred to that a woman who says she was battered yet stayed with her batterer was either
not as badly beaten as she claimed or else she liked it. Nevertheless, to the extent that her failure to leave the
abusive relationship earlier may be used in support of the proposition that she was free to leave at the final
moment, expert testimony can provide useful insights. Dr. Shane attempted to explain in his testimony how and
why, in the case at bar, the appellant remained with Rust:
She had stayed in this relationship, I think, because of the strange, almost unbelievable, but yet it happens,
relationship that sometimes develops between people who develop this very disturbed, I think, very
disturbed quality of a relationship. Trying to understand it, I think, isn't always easy and there's been a lot
written about it recently, in the recent years, in psychiatric literature. But basically it involves two people
who are involved in what appears to be an attachment which may have sexual or romantic or affectionate
overtones.
And the one individual, and it's usually the women in our society, but there have been occasions where it's
been reversed, but what happens is the spouse who becomes battered, if you will, stays in the relationship
probably because of a number of reasons.
One is that the spouse gets beaten so badly -- so badly -- that he or she loses the motivation to react and
becomes helpless and becomes powerless. And it's also been shown sometimes, you know, in -- not that
you can compare animals to human beings, but in laboratories, what you do if you shock an animal, after a
while it can't respond to a threat of its life. It becomes just helpless and lies there in an amotivational state,
if you will, where it feels there's no power and there's no energy to do anything.
So in a sense it happens in human beings as well. It's almost like a concentration camp, if you will. You get
paralyzed with fear.
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The other thing that happens often in these types of relationships with human beings is that the person who
[page885] beats or assaults, who batters, often tries -- he makes up and begs for forgiveness. And this
individual, who basically has a very disturbed or damaged self-esteem, all of a sudden feels that he or she - we'll use women in this case because it's so much more common -- the spouse feels that she again can
do the spouse a favour and it can make her feel needed and boost her self-esteem for a while and make
her feel worthwhile and the spouse says he'll forgive her and whatnot.
54 Apparently, another manifestation of this victimization is a reluctance to disclose to others the fact or extent of
the beatings. For example, the hospital records indicate that on each occasion the appellant attended the
emergency department to be treated for various injuries she explained the cause of those injuries as accidental.
Both in its address to the jury and in its written submissions before this Court the Crown insisted that the appellant's
injuries were as consistent with her explanations as with being battered and, therefore, in the words of Crown
counsel at trial, "the myth is, in this particular case, that Miss Lavallee was a battered spouse". In his testimony Dr.
Shane testified that the appellant admitted to him that she lied to hospital staff and others about the cause of her
injuries. In Dr. Shane's opinion this was consistent with her overall feeling of being trapped and helpless:
... she would never say that she'd been abused by the man with whom she was living and that usually
happened because of this whole process. He would beg her. I mean she would tell me that on occasions he
would beat her and then the police would be called by, I think, on one occasion a neighbour and he got
down on his knees and he begged forgiveness and he loved her and he felt so terrible about it. And so this
would be a typical scenario. Whenever she would go to the hospital, that he would attempt to, I think,
attempt to have her forgive him and he would love her so much more.
Again she would feel so needed and this would start the whole cycle over again.
And he would also blackmail her on occasions. She had an abortion when she was in the early part of their
relationship and he would blackmail her saying, "You know, I will tell your parents that you were a baby
killer", et cetera.
[page886]
But basically the manner in which, I think, she would be prevented from telling the doctors or other people
about the beatings was related to the fact that this whole process would repeat itself. He would want
forgiveness and tell her he would love her and it would never happen again and she would feel grateful.
She would feel a little loved. It would help her self-esteem again and she would feel a little safer for a while
too. It would allow her to have a sense, a window of security for a period because she felt so trapped in this
relationship.
[page887]
55 The account given by Dr. Shane comports with that documented in the literature. Reference is often made to it
as a condition of "learned helplessness", a phrase coined by Dr. Charles Seligman, the psychologist who first
developed the theory by experimenting on animals in the manner described by Dr. Shane in his testimony. A related
theory used to explain the failure of women to leave battering relationships is described by psychologist and lawyer
Charles Patrick Ewing in his book Battered Women Who Kill (1987). Ewing describes a phenomenon labelled
"traumatic bonding" that has been observed between hostages and captors, battered children and their parents,
concentration camp prisoners and guards, and batterers and their spouses. According to the research cited by
Ewing there are two features common to the social structure in each of these apparently diverse relationships. At
pp. 19-20, he states:
The first of these common features is an imbalance of power "wherein the maltreated person perceives
himself or herself to be subjugated or dominated by the other". The less powerful person in the relationship
-- whether battered woman, hostage, abused child, cult follower, or prisoner -- becomes extremely
dependent upon, and may even come to identify with, the more powerful person. In many cases, the result
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of such dependency and identification is that the less powerful, subjugated persons become "more negative
in their self-appraisal, more incapable of fending for themselves, and thus more in need of the high power
person." As this "cycle of dependency and lowered self-esteem" is repeated over time, the less powerful
person develops a "strong affective bond" to the more powerful person in the abusive relationship.
The second feature common to the relationships between battered woman and batterer, hostage and
captor, battered child and abusive parent, cult follower and leader, and prisoner and guard is the periodic
nature of the abuse. In each relationship, the less powerful person is subjected to intermittent periods of
abuse, which alternate with periods during which the more powerful, abusive person treats the less
powerful person in a "more normal and acceptable fashion."
...
Given the clear power differential between battered women and their batterers and the intermittent nature of
physical and psychological abuse common to battering relationships, it seems fair to conclude...that many
battered women are psychologically unable to leave their batterers because they have developed a
traumatic bond with them. [Citations omitted.]
This strong "affective bond" may be helpful in explaining not only why some battered women remain with their
abusers but why they even profess to love them. Of course, as Dr. Ewing adds, environmental factors may also
impair the woman's ability to leave -- lack of job skills, the presence of children to care for, fear of retaliation by the
man, etc. may each have a role to play in some cases.
56 This is not to say that in the course of a battering relationship a woman may never attempt to leave her partner
or try to defend herself from assault. In The Battered Woman Syndrome, supra, Dr. Walker notes, at p. 30, that
women may sometimes "react to men's violence against them by striking back, but their actions are generally
ineffective at hurting or stopping the men. They may be effective in controlling the level of the man's violence
against them". In the case at bar Dr. Shane was aware that the appellant had pointed a gun at Rust in the past. In
direct examination he stated:
And what would also happen from time to time is that there would be moments where she would attempt to
hit back to defend herself or she may take a weapon to defend herself in order to prevent herself from being
harmed or even, when the underlying rage may accumulate, [page888] if you will, the feeling that she had
to do something to him in order to survive, in order to defend herself.
57 The same psychological factors that account for a woman's inability to leave a battering relationship may also
help to explain why she did not attempt to escape at the moment she perceived her life to be in danger. The
following extract from Dr. Shane's testimony on direct examination elucidates this point:
Q. Now, we understand from the evidence that on this night she went -- I think you've already described it
in your evidence -- and hid in the closet?
R. Yes.
S. Can you tell the jury why she, for instance, would stay in that house if she had this fear? Why wouldn't
she so [sic] someplace else? Why would she have to hide in the closet in the same house?
T. Well, I think this is a reflection of what I've been talking about, this ongoing psychological process, her
own psychology and the relationship, that she felt trapped. There was no out for her, this learned
helplessness, if you will, the fact that she felt paralyzed, she felt tyrannized. She felt, although there
were obviously no steel fences around, keeping her in, there were steel fences in her mind which
created for her an incredible barrier psychologically that prevented her from moving out. Although she
had attempted on occasion, she came back in a magnetic sort of a way. And she felt also that she
couldn't expect anything more. Not only this learned helplessness about being beaten, beaten, where
her motivation is taken away, but her whole sense of herself. She felt this victim mentality, this
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concentration camp mentality if you will, where she could not see herself be in any other situation
except being tyrannized, punished and crucified physically and psychologically.
58 I emphasize at this juncture that it is not for the jury to pass judgment on the fact that an accused battered
woman stayed in the relationship. Still less is it entitled to conclude that she forfeited her right to self-defence for
having done so. I would also point out that traditional self-defence doctrine does not require a person to retreat from
her home instead of defending herself: R. v. Antley (1963), 42 C.R. 384 (Ont. C.A.). A man's home may be his
[page889] castle but it is also the woman's home even if it seems to her more like a prison in the circumstances.
59 If, after hearing the evidence (including the expert testimony), the jury is satisfied that the accused had a
reasonable apprehension of death or grievous bodily harm and felt incapable of escape, it must ask itself what the
"reasonable person" would do in such a situation. The situation of the battered woman as described by Dr. Shane
strikes me as somewhat analogous to that of a hostage. If the captor tells her that he will kill her in three days time,
is it potentially reasonable for her to seize an opportunity presented on the first day to kill the captor or must she
wait until he makes the attempt on the third day? I think the question the jury must ask itself is whether, given the
history, circumstances and perceptions of the appellant, her belief that she could not preserve herself from being
killed by Rust that night except by killing him first was reasonable. To the extent that expert evidence can assist the
jury in making that determination, I would find such testimony to be both relevant and necessary.
60 In light of the foregoing discussion I would summarize as follows the principles upon which expert testimony is
properly admitted in cases such as this:
1. Expert testimony is admissible to assist the fact-finder in drawing inferences in areas where the expert
has relevant knowledge or experience beyond that of the lay person.
2. It is difficult for the lay person to comprehend the batter wife syndrome. It is commonly thought that
battered women are not really beaten as badly as they claim, otherwise they would have left the
relationship. Alternatively, some believe that women enjoy being beaten, that they have a masochist
strain in them. Each of these stereotypes may adversely affect consideration of a battered woman's
claim to have acted in self-defence in killing her mate.
[page890]
3. Expert evidence can assist the jury in dispelling these myths.
4. Expert testimony relating to the ability of an accused to perceive danger from her mate may go to the
issue of whether she "reasonably apprehended" death or grievous bodily harm on a particular
occasion.
5. Expert testimony pertaining to why an accused remained in the battering relationship may be relevant
in assessing the nature and extent of the alleged abuse.
6. By providing an explanation as to why an accused did not flee when she perceived her life to be in
danger, expert testimony may also assist the jury in assessing the reasonableness of her belief that
killing her batterer was the only way to save her own life.
61 Quite apart from Dr. Shane's testimony there was ample evidence on which the trial judge could conclude that
the appellant was battered repeatedly and brutally by Kevin Rust over the course of their relationship. The fact that
she may have exhibited aggressive behaviour on occasion or tried (unsuccessfully) to leave does not detract from a
finding of systematic and relentless abuse. In my view, the trial judge did not err in admitting Dr. Shane's expert
testimony in order to assist the jury in determining whether the appellant had a reasonable apprehension of death
or grievous bodily harm and believed on reasonable grounds that she had no alternative but to shoot Kevin Rust on
the night in question.
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62 Obviously the fact that the appellant was a battered woman does not entitle her to an acquittal. Battered women
may well kill their partners other than in self-defence. The focus is not on who the woman is, but on what she did. In
"The Meaning of Equality for Battered Women Who Kill Men in Self-Defense" (1985), 8 Harv. Women's L.J. 121, at
p. 149, Phyllis Crocker makes the point succinctly:
[page891]
The issue in a self-defence trial is not whether the defendant is a battered woman, but whether she
justifiably killed her husband. The defendant introduces testimony to offer the jury an explanation of
reasonableness that is an alternative to the prosecution's stereotypic explanations. It is not intended to earn
her the status of a battered woman, as if that would make her not guilty.
The trial judge, to his credit, articulated the same principle when introducing Dr. Shane's testimony in the course of
his instructions to the jury. After referring to "the so-called battered spouse syndrome", he cautions:
Let me say at the outset that I think it is better that we try not to attach labels to this. It doesn't matter what
we call it. What is important is the evidence itself and how it impacts on the critical areas of the intent of the
accused and the issue of self-defence.
63 Ultimately, it is up to the jury to decide whether, in fact, the accused's perceptions and actions were reasonable.
Expert evidence does not and cannot usurp that function of the jury. The jury is not compelled to accept the
opinions proffered by the expert about the effects of battering on the mental state of victims generally or on the
mental state of the accused in particular. But fairness and the integrity of the trial process demand that the jury have
the opportunity to hear them.
(iii) Adequacy of Trial Judge's Charge to the Jury
64 The second issue raised in this case is the adequacy of the trial judge's charge to the jury with respect to the
expert evidence furnished by Dr. Shane. It appears that Dr. Shane relied on various sources in formulating his
opinion -- his series of interviews with the appellant, an interview with her mother, a police report of the incident
(including information regarding her statement to the police), and hospital records documenting eight of her visits to
emergency departments between 1983 and 1986. Neither the appellant nor her mother testified at trial. The
contents of their statements to Dr. Shane were hearsay.
[page892]
65 In Abbey, supra, this Court addressed the bases upon which expert evidence that relies on hearsay is
admissible. The accused in that case was charged with importing cocaine and his defence was insanity. The
accused did not testify. A psychiatrist gave his opinion as to the sanity of the accused and, in the course of giving
the basis for his conclusions, referred to incidents and hallucinations related to him by the accused for which there
was no admissible evidence. The Crown submitted before this Court that the trial judge "accepted and treated as
factual much of this hearsay evidence" related to the psychiatrist. Dickson J. found that the point was "well taken".
This was the preliminary finding on which the case was based and I think it is fair to say that the trial judge in the
case at bar clearly did not make the same mistake as did the trial judge in Abbey. At pp. 44-46 of his judgment,
Dickson J. articulated the hazards inherent in admitting expert testimony based on hearsay:
The danger, of course, in admitting such testimony is the ever present possibility, here exemplified, that the
judge or jury, without more, will accept the evidence as going to the truth of the facts stated in it. The
danger is real and lies at the heart of this case. Once such testimony is admitted, a careful charge to the
jury by the judge or direction to himself is essential. The problem, however, as pointed out by Fauteux J. in
Wilband resides not in the admissibility of the testimony but rather the weight to be accorded to the opinion.
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Although admissible in the context of his opinion, to the extent that it is second-hand his testimony is not
proof of the facts stated.
...
It was appropriate for the doctors to state the basis for their opinions and in the course of doing so, to refer
to what they were told not only by Abbey but by others, but it was error for the judge to accept as having
been proved the facts upon which the doctors had relied in forming their opinions. While it is not questioned
that medical experts are entitled to take into consideration all possible information in forming their opinions,
this in no way removes from the party tendering such evidence the obligation of establishing, through
properly admissible [page893] evidence, the factual basis on which such opinions are based. Before any
weight can be given to an expert's opinion, the facts upon which the opinion is based must be found to
exist.
66 For present purposes I think the ratio of Abbey can be distilled into the following propositions:
1. An expert opinion is admissible if relevant, even if it is based on second-hand evidence.
2. This second-hand evidence (hearsay) is admissible to show the information on which the expert
opinion is based, not as evidence going to the existence of the facts on which the opinion is based.
3. Where the psychiatric evidence is comprised of hearsay evidence, the problem is the weight to be
attributed to the opinion.
4. Before any weight can be given to an expert's opinion, the facts upon which the opinion is based must
be found to exist.
67 In the case at bar the trial judge was clearly of the view that Dr. Shane's evidence was relevant. He would not
have admitted it otherwise. As I stated above, in light of the evidence of the battering relationship which subsisted
between the appellant and the deceased, the trial judge was correct in so doing.
68 With respect to the second point, the trial judge warned the jury generally that they could not "decide the case
on the basis of things the witnesses did not see or hear," which would seem to include those matters which Dr.
Shane neither saw nor heard. He then gave the marijuana smoking and the confirmatory evidence of the appellant's
mother as two sources of information which were not evidence in the case. In my opinion, it would have been
preferable if the trial judge had described the interview with the appellant as a source of inadmissible evidence, the
marijuana smoking being an example of inadmissible evidence from that source. Nevertheless, I think the
[page894] trial judge makes his meaning clear to the jury in the subsequent passage:
In terms of the matters considered by Dr. Shane he is left, therefore, with the deceased's [sic -- he means
accused's] statement, some supplementary information from the police report and his interpretation of the
hospital records.
The trial judge thus eliminates the interview with the appellant and his conversation with her mother as sources of
admissible evidence. Elsewhere he reinforces the rule that the jury can only consider the admissible evidence. He
refers to the hospital visits made by the appellant:
Another evidentiary caution is necessary here. Mr. Brodsky, in his remarks, said, as he did in calling some
of the evidence respecting hospital attendances that this is only a representative sample. He ought not to
have said that. It is not evidence and must be completely disregarded by you. The only evidence before you
are the eight attendances that you heard about and nothing else -- eight attendances and nothing else.
69 The trial judge's instructions regarding the weight attributable to Dr. Shane's opinion also emphasize his
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distinction between admissible evidence and hearsay:
If the premises upon which the information is substantially based has not been proven in evidence, it is up
to you to conclude that it is not safe to attach a great deal of weight to the opinion. An opinion of an expert
depends, to a large extent, on the validity of the facts assumed by the evidence of the expert.
If there are some errors and the factual assumptions aren't too important to the eventual opinion, that's one
thing. If there are errors or matters not in evidence and those matters are substantial, in you view, in terms
of the impact on the expert's opinion, then you will want to look at the value and weight of that expert's
opinion very carefully. It depends on how important you think the matters were that Dr. Shane relied on that
are not in evidence. [Emphasis added.]
70 I agree with Huband J.A. that these instructions with respect to weight conform to this Court's judgment in
Abbey. The only complaint can be [page895] with the trial judge's attempt to distinguish admissible from
inadmissible evidence. The trial judge was certainly not as clear as he might have been but I have no hesitation in
finding that a retrial is not warranted on this account.
71 Given that Dr. Shane relied extensively on his interview with the appellant, the trial judge drew particular
attention to the additional element of credibility that could affect the quality of Dr. Shane's opinion:
It is the position of the Crown that Dr. Shane's opinion stands or falls on the veracity of Lyn Lavallee
because he relied so heavily and extensively on what she told him and the evidence contained in the
statement, Exhibit 16. That's for you to decide.
Later in the charge, he elaborates:
Undoubtably [sic] she was a very important source, if not the major source, of his information. Dr. Shane
agreed that if what she told him was erroneous, he would have to reassess his position.
On cross-examination he reiterated that in his opinion her action was spontaneous to the moment to try to
defend herself. The straw that broke the camel's back was the threat, "When the others leave you're going
to get it", even though similar statements had been made to her on other occasions. According to what she
told him, the accused felt compelled to shoot.
Based on the information he had in the interview, it was his opinion that the acts of the accused were
impulsive and not premeditated. He disagreed with the Crown's suggestion that Lyn Lavallee took the
opportunity when it presented itself.
He conceded that patients had, on occasion, lied and misled him in the past.
72 The fourth proposition I have extracted from Abbey is that there must be admissible evidence to support the
facts on which the expert relies before any weight can be attributed to the opinion. The majority of the Manitoba
Court of Appeal appears to interpret this as a requirement that each and every fact relied upon by the expert must
be independently proven and admitted into evidence before the entire opinion can be given any weight.
[page896]
73 Dr. Shane referred in his testimony to various facts for which there was no admissible evidence. The information
was elicited from his interviews with the appellant. It included the smoking of marijuana prior to the killing, the
deterioration of the intimate relationship between the appellant and Rust, past episodes of physical and
psychological abuse followed by intervals of contrition, the apparent denial of homicidal fantasies on the appellant's
part, and her remorse after killing Rust.
74 If the majority of the Court of Appeal is suggesting that each of these specific facts must be proven in evidence
before any weight could be given to Dr. Shane's opinion about the accused's mental state, I must respectfully
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disagree. Abbey does not, in my view, provide any authority for that proposition. The Court's conclusion in that case
was that the trial judge erred in treating as proven the facts upon which the psychiatrist relied in formulating his
opinion. The solution was an appropriate charge to the jury, not an effective withdrawal of the evidence. In my view,
as long as there is some admissible evidence to establish the foundation for the expert's opinion, the trial judge
cannot subsequently instruct the jury to completely ignore the testimony. The judge must, of course, warn the jury
that the more the expert relies on facts not proved in evidence the less weight the jury may attribute to the opinion.
75 On my reading of the record Dr. Shane had before him admissible evidence about the nature of the relationship
between the appellant and Rust in the form of the appellant's statement to the police and the hospital records. In
addition, there was substantial corroborative evidence provided at trial by Ezako, the emergency room doctor who
testified to doubting the appellant's explanation of her injuries. There was also the evidence of the witnesses on the
night of the shooting who testified to the appellant's frightened appearance, tone of voice, and conduct in dealing
with Rust. The evidence pointed to the image of a woman who was brutally abused, who lied about the cause of her
[page897] injuries, and who was incapable of leaving her abuser. As Huband J.A. comments in dissent, if the trial
judge erred at all, he was probably remiss in not mentioning the corroborative evidence of Ezako as buttressing the
evidentiary foundation on which Dr. Shane premised his opinion.
76 The majority of the Court of Appeal attached particular significance to the absence of admissible evidence on
the question whether the appellant had homicidal fantasies about Rust. As I read the evidence the appellant's
alleged denial of homicidal fantasies appeared to add little to Dr. Shane's overall opinion about her mental state on
the night in question. Moreover, the evidence given by Ezako about her being an aggressor in the past and even
pointing a gun at Rust were far more incriminating in terms of evincing a prior intent to kill than the presence or
absence of homicidal fantasies. The gun pointing incidents were explained by Dr. Shane as not inconsistent with
her victimized condition and not necessarily indicative of pre-meditation. Clearly, Dr. Shane's explanation was
something the jury could evaluate in the context of all the evidence.
77 Where the factual basis of an expert's opinion is a melange of admissible and inadmissible evidence the duty of
the trial judge is to caution the jury that the weight attributable to the expert testimony is directly related to the
amount and quality of admissible evidence on which it relies. The trial judge openly acknowledged to counsel the
inherent difficulty in discharging such a duty in the case at bar. In my view, the trial judge performed his task
adequately in this regard. A new trial is not warranted on the basis of the trial judge's charge to the jury.
78 I would accordingly allow the appeal, set aside the order of the Court of Appeal, and restore the acquittal.
[page898]
The following are the reasons delivered by
SOPINKA J.
79 I have read the reasons of my colleague Justice Wilson, and I agree in the result that this appeal must be
allowed. I find it necessary, however, to add a few words concerning the interpretation of this Court's decision in R.
v. Abbey, [1982] 2 S.C.R. 24.
80 Abbey has been roundly criticized: see, e.g., Schiff, Evidence in the Litigation Process, vol. 1 (3rd ed. 1988), at
pp. 473-76; and Delisle, Evidence: Principles and Problems (2nd ed. 1989), at pp. 477-79. The essence of the
criticism is that Abbey sets out more restrictive conditions for the use of expert evidence than did previous decisions
of this Court (i.e., City of St. John v. Irving Oil Co., [1966] S.C.R. 581; Wilband v. The Queen, [1967] S.C.R. 14; and
R. v. Lupien, [1970] S.C.R. 263). Upon reflection, it seems to me that the very special facts in Abbey, and the
decision required on those facts, have contributed to the development of a principle concerning the admissibility
and weight of expert opinion evidence that is self-contradictory. The contradiction is apparent in the four principles
set out by Wilson J. in the present case, at pp. 893, which I reproduce here for the sake of convenience:
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1. An expert opinion is admissible if relevant, even if it is based on second-hand evidence.
2. This second-hand evidence (hearsay) is admissible to show the information on which the expert
opinion is based, not as evidence going to the existence of the facts on which the opinion is based.
3. Where the psychiatric evidence is comprised of hearsay evidence, the problem is the weight to be
attributed to the opinion.
4. Before any weight can be given to an expert's opinion, the facts upon which the opinion is based must
be found to exist.
81 The combined effect of numbers 1, 3 and 4 is that an expert opinion relevant in the abstract to a material issue
in a trial but based entirely on unproven hearsay (e.g., from the mouth of the accused, as in Abbey) is admissible
but entitled to no weight whatsoever. The question that arises is how any evidence can be admissible and yet
entitled [page899] to no weight. As one commentator has pointed out, an expert opinion based entirely on unproven
hearsay must, if anything, be inadmissible by reason of irrelevance, since the facts underlying the expert opinion
are the only connection between the opinion and the case: see Wardle, "R. v. Abbey and Psychiatric Opinion
Evidence: Requiring the Accused to Testify" (1984), 17 Ottawa L. Rev. 116, at pp. 122-23.
82 The resolution of the contradiction inherent in Abbey, and the answer to the criticism Abbey has drawn, is to be
found in the practical distinction between evidence that an expert obtains and acts upon within the scope of his or
her expertise (as in City of St. John), and evidence that an expert obtains from a party to litigation touching a matter
directly in issue (as in Abbey).
83 In the former instance, an expert arrives at an opinion on the basis of forms of enquiry and practice that are
accepted means of decision within that expertise. A physician, for example, daily determines questions of immense
importance on the basis of the observations of colleagues, often in the form of second- or third-hand hearsay. For a
court to accord no weight to, or to exclude, this sort of professional judgment, arrived at in accordance with sound
medical practices, would be to ignore the strong circumstantial guarantees of trustworthiness that surround it, and
would be, in my view, contrary to the approach this Court has taken to the analysis of hearsay evidence in general,
exemplified in Ares v. Venner, [1970] S.C.R. 608. In R. v. Jordan (1984), 39 C.R. (3d) 50 (B.C.C.A.), a case
concerning an expert's evaluation of the chemical composition of an alleged heroin specimen, Anderson J.A. held,
and I respectfully agree, that Abbey does not apply in such circumstances. (See also R. v. Zundel (1987), 56 C.R.
(3d) 1 (Ont. C.A.), at p. 52, where the court recognized an expert opinion based upon evidence "... of a general
nature which is widely [page900] used and acknowledged as reliable by experts in that field.")
84 Where, however, the information upon which an expert forms his or her opinion comes from the mouth of a
party to the litigation, or from any other source that is inherently suspect, a court ought to require independent proof
of that information. The lack of such proof will, consistent with Abbey, have a direct effect on the weight to be given
to the opinion, perhaps to the vanishing point. But it must be recognized that it will only be very rarely that an
expert's opinion is entirely based upon such information, with no independent proof of any of it. Where an expert's
opinion is based in part upon suspect information and in part upon either admitted facts or facts sought to be
proved, the matter is purely one of weight. In this respect, I agree with the statement of Wilson J. at p. 896, as
applied to circumstances such as those in the present case:
... as long as there is some admissible evidence to establish the foundation for the expert's opinion, the trial
judge cannot subsequently instruct the jury to completely ignore the testimony. The judge must, of course,
warn the jury that the more the expert relies on facts not proved in evidence the less weight the jury may
attribute to the opinion.
85 As Wilson J. holds, the trial judge's charge to the jury was adequate, and the appeal ought therefore to be
allowed.
*****
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Errata, published at [2009] 1 S.C.R., page iv
[1990] 1 S.C.R. p. 856, line b-2 of the English version. Read "and McLachlin JJ." instead of "Cory JJ."
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Criminal law — Evidence — Witnesses — Crossexamination — Right of accused to cross-examine
prosecution witnesses — Whether counsel must provide
evidentiary foundation for cross-examination or whether
good faith basis sufficient for raising questions.

Droit criminel — Preuve — Témoins — Contreinterrogatoire — Droit de l’accusé de contre-interroger
les témoins à charge — L’avocat doit-il présenter des éléments de preuve au soutien de son contre-interrogatoire
ou est-il suffisant qu’il soit de bonne foi lorsqu’il pose
ses questions?

Criminal law — Procedural unfairness at trial —
Curative proviso — Defence counsel obliged to call
police investigators as her own witnesses against her
wishes and to forfeit statutory right to address jury
last — Whether resulting trial unfairness could be saved
by applying curative proviso — Criminal Code, R.S.C.
1985, c. C-46, s. 686(1)(b)(iii).

Droit criminel — Iniquité procédurale au procès —
Disposition réparatrice — L’avocate de la défense a été
obligée d’assigner elle-même les policiers enquêteurs et
de renoncer au droit que lui reconnaît la loi de s’adresser
au jury en dernier — L’injustice en résultant pouvait-elle
être corrigée par l’application de la disposition réparatrice? — Code criminel, L.R.C. 1985, ch. C-46, art.
686(1)b)(iii).

The victim was severely beaten by five men. He
claimed that he had been beaten over a gold chain but
two police officers stated in separate reports, which were
disclosed to the defence, that they believed the attack
was related to a drug debt. The victim identified the
accused in a photographic line-up. The defence theory
was that the beating related to an unpaid drug debt and
that the victim had identified the accused as his assailant
to protect the real offenders — his associates in a drug
ring. The Crown did not intend to call the officers as
witnesses. In a voir dire and repeatedly at trial, the trial
judge stated that defence counsel could only proceed
with her proposed cross-examination of the Crown’s
witnesses if she provided substantive evidence of the
drug debt theory. Defence counsel called the officers and
the accused lost his statutory right to address the jury
last. The defence did not present any other evidence. The
accused was convicted of robbery, assault causing bodily

Ayant subi une sévère correction aux mains de cinq
hommes, la victime a affirmé avoir été battue au sujet
d’une chaîne en or. Toutefois, dans des rapports distincts communiqués à la défense, deux policiers ont dit
croire que l’agression était reliée à une dette de drogue.
La victime a identifié l’accusé à l’occasion d’une séance
d’identification photographique. La thèse de la défense
était que l’attaque se rapportait à une dette de drogue
impayée et que la victime avait désigné l’accusé comme
étant son agresseur afin de protéger les véritables malfaiteurs — ses associés au sein d’un réseau de trafiquants
de drogue. Le ministère public n’entendait pas citer les
policiers comme témoins. Au cours d’un voir-dire ainsi
qu’à plusieurs reprises au cours du procès, le juge a
indiqué que l’avocate de la défense ne pourrait contreinterroger les témoins à charge comme elle projetait de
le faire que si elle fournissait une preuve de fond étayant
sa thèse de la dette de drogue. L’avocate de la défense a
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harm, kidnapping and possession of a dangerous weapon.
In affirming the convictions, the Court of Appeal held
that the trial judge had erred in requiring defence counsel
to call evidence in support of her drug debt theory but that
the verdict could be saved by resort to s. 686(1)(b)(iii) of
the Criminal Code.

elle-même assigné les policiers et l’accusé a de ce fait
perdu le droit que lui accorde la loi de s’adresser au jury
en dernier. La défense n’a présenté aucune autre preuve.
L’accusé a été déclaré coupable de vol qualifié, de voies
de fait causant des lésions corporelles, d’enlèvement et
de possession d’arme dangereuse. Confirmant les déclarations de culpabilité, la Cour d’appel a estimé que le
juge du procès avait commis une erreur en exigeant de
l’avocate de la défense qu’elle produise des éléments
de preuve au soutien de sa thèse de la dette de drogue,
mais elle a conclu que le verdict pouvait être maintenu par application du sous-al. 686(1)b)(iii) du Code
criminel.

Held: The appeal should be allowed and a new trial
ordered.

Arrêt : Le pourvoi est accueilli et un nouveau procès
est ordonné.

The trial judge unduly restricted the right of the
accused to conduct a full and proper cross-examination
of the principal Crown witness. The accused was not
required to undertake to call evidence to support his
drug debt theory as a condition for permitting the
cross-examination. The right of an accused to crossexamine prosecution witnesses without significant
and unwarranted constraint is an essential component
of the right to make a full answer and defence. The
right of cross-examination, which is protected by ss.
7 and 11(d) of the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms, must be jealously protected and broadly
construed. A question can be put to a witness in crossexamination regarding matters that need not be proved
independently, provided that counsel has a good faith
basis for putting the question. It is not uncommon for
counsel to believe what is in fact true without being
able to prove it otherwise than by cross-examination.
“A good faith basis” is a function of the information
available to the cross-examiner, his or her belief in its
likely accuracy, and the purpose for which it is used.
The information may fall short of admissible evidence
and may be incomplete or uncertain, provided the
cross-examiner does not put suggestions to the witness
recklessly or that he or she knows to be false. The crossexaminer may pursue any hypothesis that is honestly
advanced on the strength of reasonable inference,
experience or intuition and there is no requirement of
an evidentiary foundation for every factual suggestion
put to a witness in cross-examination. Where a question
implies the existence of a disputed factual predicate that
is manifestly tenuous or suspect, a trial judge may seek
assurance that a good faith basis exists for the question.
If the judge is satisfied in this regard and the question is
not otherwise prohibited, counsel should be permitted
to put the question to the witness. In this case, the
existence of a good faith basis for the defence’s drug
debt theory had become apparent over the course of the

Le juge du procès a indûment limité le droit de l’accusé de mener un contre-interrogatoire complet et approprié du principal témoin à charge. L’accusé n’était pas
tenu de s’engager à présenter des éléments de preuve au
soutien de sa thèse de la dette de drogue pour être autorisé à procéder au contre-interrogatoire. Le droit d’un
accusé de contre-interroger les témoins à charge, sans
se voir imposer d’entraves importantes et injustifiées,
est un élément essentiel du droit à une défense pleine et
entière. Le droit de contre-interroger, qui est garanti par
l’art. 7 et l’al. 11d) de la Charte canadienne des droits et
libertés, doit être protégé jalousement et être interprété
généreusement. Il est possible de contre-interroger un
témoin sur des points qui n’ont pas besoin d’être prouvés
indépendamment, pourvu que l’avocat soit de bonne foi
lorsqu’il pose ses questions. Il n’est pas inhabituel qu’un
avocat prête foi à un fait qui est effectivement vrai, sans
qu’il soit capable d’en faire la preuve autrement que par
un contre-interrogatoire. La « bonne foi » est fonction
des renseignements dont dispose le contre-interrogateur,
de l’opinion de celui-ci sur leur probable exactitude et
du but de leur utilisation. Ces renseignements peuvent ne
pas être des éléments de preuve admissibles et ils peuvent avoir un caractère incomplet ou incertain, pourvu
toutefois que le contre-interrogateur ne soumette pas au
témoin des hypothèses qui soient inconsidérées ou qu’il
sait être fausses. Le contre-interrogateur peut soulever
toute hypothèse qu’il avance honnêtement sur la foi
d’inférences raisonnables, de son expérience ou de son
intuition et rien ne l’oblige à présenter un fondement
de preuve à l’égard de chaque fait soumis à un témoin.
Lorsqu’une question implique l’existence d’une assise
factuelle contestée et manifestement fragile ou suspecte,
le juge du procès peut demander à l’avocat l’assurance
qu’il pose la question de bonne foi. Si les assurances
données à cet égard satisfont le juge et que la formulation
de la question n’est pas prohibée pour une autre raison,
l’avocat devrait être autorisé à poser la question au
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two voir dires. The trial judge erred in law by requiring
an evidentiary foundation for the cross-examination.

témoin. En l’espèce, l’existence de la bonne foi requise
pour justifier la présentation de la thèse de la dette de
drogue était ressortie clairement au cours des deux voirdires. Le juge du procès a commis une erreur de droit en
exigeant, pour la tenue du contre-interrogatoire, la production d’un fondement de preuve.

The trial judge’s error cannot be cured by resort
to s. 686(1)(b)(iii) of the Code. The ruling had an
intimidating effect on defence counsel, disrupted the
rhythm of her cross-examinations, and manifestly
constrained their scope. It obliged defence counsel to
call police investigators as her own witnesses against her
wishes. The Crown was permitted to cross-examine its
own officers and the accused was found to have forfeited
his statutory right to address the jury last. This had a
fatal impact on the fairness of the trial. It cannot be said
that in the absence of the trial judge’s error, there is no
reasonable possibility that the verdict would have been
different and it would be wrong in these circumstances to
apply the curative proviso.

Il est impossible de remédier à l’erreur du juge du
procès en appliquant le sous-al. 686(1)b)(iii) du Code
criminel. La décision contestée du juge du procès a eu un
effet inhibiteur sur l’avocate de la défense, elle a perturbé
le rythme de ses contre-interrogatoires et elle a clairement limité leur portée. Cette décision a obligé l’avocate
de la défense à citer, bien malgré elle, les policiers enquêteurs comme témoins à décharge. Le ministère public a
été autorisé à contre-interroger ses propres agents et l’accusé a été considéré comme ayant renoncé au droit que
la loi lui accorde de s’adresser au jury en dernier. Cette
situation a eu des conséquences fatales sur l’équité du
procès. Il est impossible d’affirmer qu’il n’existe aucune
possibilité raisonnable que le verdict eût été différent en
l’absence de l’erreur du juge du procès. De plus, il serait
erroné dans les circonstances d’appliquer la disposition
réparatrice.
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Les juges Major et Fish —
I.

Aperçu

1

Cross-examination may often be futile and sometimes prove fatal, but it remains nonetheless a faithful friend in the pursuit of justice and an indispensable ally in the search for truth. At times, there will
be no other way to expose falsehood, to rectify error,
to correct distortion or to elicit vital information that
would otherwise remain forever concealed.

Bien que le contre-interrogatoire puisse souvent
s’avérer futile et parfois se révéler fatal, il demeure
néanmoins un ami fidèle dans la poursuite de la justice ainsi qu’un allié indispensable dans la recherche
de la vérité. Dans certains cas, il n’existe en effet
aucun autre moyen de mettre au jour des faussetés,
de rectifier une erreur, de corriger une distorsion ou
de découvrir un renseignement essentiel qui, autrement, resterait dissimulé à jamais.

2

That is why the right of an accused to crossexamine witnesses for the prosecution — without
significant and unwarranted constraint — is an
essential component of the right to make full answer
and defence.

Voilà pourquoi le droit de l’accusé de contreinterroger les témoins à charge — sans se voir imposer d’entraves importantes et injustifiées — est un
élément essentiel du droit à une défense pleine et
entière.

3

The Court of Appeal found in this case that the trial
judge had unduly restricted the right of the accused
to conduct a full and proper cross-examination
of the principal Crown witness. We agree with that
finding.

En l’espèce, la Cour d’appel a conclu que le juge
du procès avait indûment limité le droit de l’accusé
de mener un contre-interrogatoire complet et approprié du principal témoin à charge. Nous souscrivons
à cette conclusion.

4

We agree as well that the judge’s error resulted
from his understandable misapplication of this
Court’s decision in R. v. Howard, [1989] 1 S.C.R.
1337. The trial judge considered that he was bound
by Howard to require the appellant to “follow up
with substantive evidence” every factual hypothesis
defence counsel intended to put to a Crown witness
in cross-examination. As the Court of Appeal made
plain, this is not the law: Howard did not purport to

Nous sommes nous aussi d’avis que l’erreur
commise par le juge résulte de son application erronée, mais compréhensible, de l’arrêt de notre Cour
R. c. Howard, [1989] 1 R.C.S. 1337. S’estimant lié
par cette décision, le juge du procès a exigé de l’appelant qu’il [TRADUCTION] « étaye par une preuve
de fond » chacune des hypothèses factuelles que son
avocate avait l’intention de soumettre à un témoin
à charge en contre-interrogatoire. Comme l’a
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change the well-established rule in this regard, and
should not be understood to have added an evidentiary burden to the requirement of good faith that has
long been considered the governing standard.

clairement indiqué la Cour d’appel, il ne s’agit pas
là du droit applicable : l’arrêt Howard n’a pas modifié la règle établie à cet égard et il n’a pas eu pour
effet d’ajouter un fardeau de preuve à l’obligation
de bonne foi qui est depuis longtemps considérée
comme la norme applicable.

The Court of Appeal nonetheless concluded
that the judge’s misapplication of Howard could
be cured by resort to the harmless error proviso of
s. 686(1)(b)(iii) of the Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985,
c. C-46.

La Cour d’appel a néanmoins jugé qu’il était possible de remédier à l’application erronée de l’arrêt
Howard par le juge du procès au moyen de l’exception relative aux erreurs sans conséquence prévue
au sous-al. 686(1)b)(iii) du Code criminel, L.R.C.
1985, ch. C-46.

5

With respect, we have reached a different conclusion.

En toute déférence, nous arrivons à une conclusion différente, et ce pour les raisons suivantes.

6

First, because the trial judge’s impugned ruling
had an intimidating effect on defence counsel, disrupted the rhythm of her cross-examinations, and
manifestly constrained their scope.

Premièrement, la décision contestée du juge du
procès a eu un effet inhibiteur sur l’avocate de la
défense, elle a perturbé le rythme de ses contreinterrogatoires et elle a clairement limité leur
portée.

7

Second, because the ruling obliged defence counsel, against her wishes, to call police investigators
as her own witnesses. The Crown was then permitted to cross-examine its own officers — while the
appellant, having been obliged by a mistaken ruling
to call them, was found to have thereby forfeited his
statutory right to address the jury last.

Deuxièmement, la décision a obligé l’avocate
de la défense à citer, bien malgré elle, les policiers
enquêteurs comme témoins à décharge. Le ministère
public a été autorisé à contre-interroger ses propres
agents — alors que l’appelant, qui a été contraint de
les assigner à cause d’une décision erronée, s’est
de ce fait trouvé à renoncer au droit que la loi lui
accorde de s’adresser au jury en dernier.

8

In this latter regard, we do not think it necessary to consider here afresh whether it is generally an advantage to have the last word. Many able
and experienced counsel — and others — certainly
take that view. Moreover, the defence, where it calls
no witnesses, is given that right by s. 651(3) of the
Criminal Code. Here, the defence wished to exercise that right and was prevented from doing so by
the judge’s erroneous ruling in law.

Pour ce qui est de ce dernier aspect, nous ne
jugeons pas nécessaire, dans le présent pourvoi, de
réexaminer la question de savoir s’il est en général
avantageux de parler en dernier. Nombre d’avocats
compétents et expérimentés — ainsi que d’autres
personnes — sont assurément de cet avis. En outre,
le par. 651(3) du Code criminel reconnaît expressément ce droit à la défense lorsqu’elle n’assigne
aucun témoin. En l’espèce, la défense souhaitait
exercer ce droit et elle en a été empêchée par la
décision erronée en droit du juge.

9

For these reasons and those that follow, we have
concluded that the trial judge’s misapprehension of
the governing principles of cross-examination had a
fatal impact on the conduct of the defence and on the
fairness of the trial.

Pour les motifs qui précèdent et pour ceux exposés ci-après, nous estimons que l’interprétation erronée par le juge du procès des principes régissant le
contre-interrogatoire a eu des conséquences fatales sur la conduite de la défense et sur l’équité du
procès.

10
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In our respectful view, the appeal should therefore be allowed and a new trial ordered.

À notre humble avis, le pourvoi doit donc être
accueilli et un nouveau procès doit être ordonné.

II. Facts

II. Faits

12

On February 19, 1999, Stephen Barnaby was
viciously beaten by five men with baseball bats, four
of them said to have been masked. He was found
outside an apartment building, collapsed, shivering,
with broken bones and with other severe injuries to
his head and legs. He had no wallet, no house keys
and no identification.

Le 19 février 1999, Stephen Barnaby a été sauvagement battu à coups de bâtons de baseball par
cinq hommes, dont quatre étaient, dit-on, masqués.
Il a été retrouvé à l’extérieur d’un immeuble d’habitation, inconscient, grelottant et souffrant de fractures et de blessures graves à la tête et aux jambes. Il
n’avait sur lui ni portefeuille, ni clés de maison, ni
pièces d’identité.

13

Barnaby told a uniformed officer, with whom he
spoke briefly soon after the attack, that he had been
beaten over a gold chain.

Monsieur Barnaby a dit à un policier en uniforme
avec qui il s’est brièvement entretenu peu après
l’agression qu’on l’avait battu à propos d’une chaîne
en or.

14

Detective Sean Lawson, initially assigned to
the case, stated in his “Occurrence Report” that
the attack was believed to be over a drug debt and
the victim was being less than truthful. His suspicion in this regard was based on a conversation
with Barnaby at the hospital, on the ferocity of the
beating, on the fact that Barnaby had a drug-related
conviction, and on other elements of Detective
Lawson’s own preliminary investigation.

Dans son [TRADUCTION] « Rapport circonstancié » (« Occurrence Report »), le détective Sean
Lawson, initialement chargé de l’affaire, a écrit
que l’attaque était selon lui reliée à une dette de
drogue et que la victime ne disait pas toute la vérité.
Le détective Lawson fondait ses soupçons à cet
égard sur une conversation qu’il avait eue avec M.
Barnaby à l’hôpital, sur la brutalité de la râclée, sur
la déclaration de culpabilité prononcée antérieurement contre ce dernier pour une infraction liée à la
drogue et sur d’autres éléments découverts au cours
de ses démarches préliminaires.

15

On the following morning, referring to the
Barnaby attack in his “Daily Major” report summarizing all serious crimes that had occurred during
his shift, Detective-Sergeant Ian Ganson wrote:
“believed to be [over] a drug debt [. . .] further
inquiries”. Ganson, it should be noted, never spoke
directly with Barnaby. He merely relied, in the usual
way, on information he had received from subordinate investigators and uniformed officers.

Le lendemain matin, faisant état de l’agression commise contre M. Barnaby dans son
[TRADUCTION] « Rapport quotidien sur les infractions graves » (« Daily Major »), lequel résume
tous les crimes graves survenus pendant son quart
de travail, le sergent-détective Ian Ganson a écrit
ceci : [TRADUCTION] « [s]erait reliée à une dette
de drogue [. . .] l’enquête se poursuit ». Il convient de souligner que le sergent-détective Ganson
n’a jamais parlé directement à M. Barnaby. Il s’est
simplement fié, comme à l’habitude, aux renseignements reçus d’enquêteurs subalternes et de policiers
en uniforme.

16

Lawson’s “Occurrence Report” and Ganson’s
“Daily Major” report were disclosed to the defence

Le « Rapport circonstancié » du détective Lawson
et le « Rapport quotidien sur les infractions graves »
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du sergent-détective Ganson ont, comme l’exige la
loi, été communiqués à la défense en temps utile.
Voir R. c. Stinchcombe, [1991] 3 R.C.S. 326.

Detective Michael Korb and his partner, Detective
Martin Ottaway, took over the investigation the
day after the attack and obtained a statement from
Barnaby at the hospital. Korb and Ottaway were
aware of the “drug deal gone bad” theory mentioned
by Lawson and Ganson, but both testified that it did
not influence their investigation. Unlike Lawson and
Ganson, Korb and Ottaway believed Barnaby’s version of the assault and the reasons for it.

Le lendemain de l’attaque, le détective Michael
Korb et son coéquipier, le détective Martin Ottaway,
ont pris l’enquête en main et obtenu une déclaration de M. Barnaby à l’hôpital. Messieurs Korb
et Ottaway étaient au courant de la thèse de la
[TRADUCTION] « transaction de drogue ayant mal
tourné » mentionnée par MM. Lawson et Ganson,
mais ils ont tous les deux témoigné que cette thèse
n’avait pas influencé leur enquête. Contrairement à
leurs collègues, MM. Korb et Ottaway ont prêté foi
à la version de M. Barnaby au sujet de l’agression et
aux raisons qu’il a données à cet égard.

17

Barnaby, at a photographic line-up, identified the
appellant as the unmasked attacker.

Lors d’une séance d’identification photographique, M. Barnaby a identifié l’appelant comme étant
l’agresseur non masqué.

18

III. Proceedings Below

III. Historique des procédures

A. Ontario Superior Court of Justice

A. Cour supérieure de justice de l’Ontario

The appellant’s trial commenced, before judge
and jury, on October 21, 1999.

Le procès de l’appelant devant juge et jury a
débuté le 21 octobre 1999.

19

Crown counsel was aware, from pre-trial discussions, of the defence theory that Barnaby’s beating
related to an unpaid drug debt and that he had identified the appellant as his assailant to protect the real
offenders — his associates in a drug ring.

L’avocat du ministère public avait pris connaissance, au cours de discussions préalables au
procès, de la thèse de la défense suivant laquelle
M. Barnaby aurait été battu à cause d’une dette de
drogue et aurait identifié l’appelant comme étant
son agresseur afin de protéger les véritables malfaiteurs — ses associés au sein d’un réseau de trafiquants de drogue.

20

Before opening his case, Crown counsel urged
the trial judge to prohibit cross-examination along
these lines in the absence of the “required” evidentiary foundation. In support of its position, the
Crown relied on Howard, supra, and stated that neither Lawson nor Ganson would be called as Crown
witnesses.

Avant de présenter sa preuve, l’avocat du ministère public a demandé au juge du procès d’interdire
tout contre-interrogatoire à ce propos, vu l’absence
du fondement de preuve [TRADUCTION] « requis ».
Au soutien de sa demande, le ministère public a
invoqué l’arrêt Howard, précité, et déclaré que ni le
détective Lawson ni le sergent-détective Ganson ne
seraient cités comme témoins à charge.

21

Throughout the ensuing voir dire, the trial
judge made it clear that, on his view of the law, the
defence could only proceed with its proposed crossexamination if it provided “substantive evidence”

Tout au long du voir-dire ayant suivi cette
demande, le juge du procès a clairement indiqué
que, suivant son interprétation du droit, la défense
ne pouvait procéder au contre-interrogatoire projeté

22
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of its “drug debt” theory. The following exchange
is illustrative:

que si elle fournissait une « preuve de fond » étayant
sa thèse de la « dette de drogue ». L’échange suivant
illustre la position du juge :

THE COURT: She is under no obligation at this point to
advise as to the nature of her defence or what evidence
she intends to call, but the law is quite clear that if you are
making an allegation of that nature and of that substance,
that you are required then to commit to leading some
evidence in that regard. Is that your intention, madam,
or . . . .

[TRADUCTION] LA COUR : Elle n’a aucune obligation
à ce moment-ci de révéler la nature de sa défense ou
les éléments de preuve qu’elle entend présenter, mais le
droit est très clair, si une allégation de cette nature est
formulée, il faut s’engager à produire certains éléments
de preuve à cet égard. Est-ce là votre intention, madame,
ou . . .

MS. ROBB [Defence counsel]: Your . . . Honour, my
friend’s well aware of the evidence. I didn’t dream this up
on my own. The investigating officers, within moments at
arriving at the scene, checked CPIC and made notations
to the effect that they didn’t believe this was over a gold
chain. They believed it was over a drug deal gone bad.
That’s where this came from, from the Crown’s disclosure. [Emphasis added.]

MME ROBB [avocate de la défense] : Votre [. . .]
Seigneurie, mon confrère est bien au fait de la preuve. Je
n’ai rien inventé. Dans les instants qui ont suivi leur arrivée sur les lieux, les enquêteurs ont interrogé le CIPC et
ont noté qu’ils ne croyaient pas que l’agression avait pour
objet une chaîne en or. Ils estimaient qu’une transaction
de drogue ayant mal tourné était à l’origine de l’agression. C’est de là que ça vient, de la preuve communiquée
par le ministère public. [Nous soulignons.]

When defence counsel refused to give an undertaking to present an evidentiary foundation for
the proposed cross-examination, the trial judge
repeated the constraint he was placing on the crossexamination of Crown witnesses:

Lorsque l’avocate de la défense a refusé de s’engager à présenter un fondement de preuve au soutien
du contre-interrogatoire qu’elle projetait de mener,
le juge du procès a réitéré les limites qu’il imposait à l’égard du contre-interrogatoire des témoins à
charge :

MS. ROBB: Well, I mean you have to see my position,
Your Honour. I can’t investigate, prosecute, and prove
Mr. Barnaby’s a drug dealer. I’m not in a position to do
that. The defence theory is that this man made up Mr.
Lyttle as the attacker to protect himself from the people
that beat him up because he didn’t pay the money for
drugs. That’s the defence theory.

[TRADUCTION] MME ROBB : Bien, vous devez comprendre ma position, votre Seigneurie. Je ne peux enquêter sur
M. Barnaby, intenter des poursuites contre lui et prouver
qu’il est un trafiquant de drogue. Je ne suis pas en mesure
de faire ça. La thèse de la défense est que cet homme a
inventé le fait que M. Lyttle soit son agresseur afin de se
protéger contre ceux qui l’ont battu parce qu’il n’a pas
versé l’argent de drogues. Voilà la thèse de la défense.

THE COURT: Well, he can give that evidence, not — you
have no obligation to tell us whether you are calling him
or not. But I can only tell you the law is that if you are
going to make those allegations by cross-examining, in
the course of cross-examination of the Crown witnesses,
you had better follow up with substantive evidence. That
is the law. [Emphasis added.]

LA COUR : Bien il peut fournir cette preuve, non —
vous n’êtes pas obligée de nous dire si vous l’assignez ou
non. Tout ce que je peux vous dire, c’est que le droit prévoit que si vous êtes pour faire ces allégations en contreinterrogatoire, dans le cours du contre-interrogatoire
des témoins à charge, vous avez tout intérêt à les étayer
ensuite par une preuve de fond. C’est le droit applicable.
[Nous soulignons.]

In his preliminary ruling, later often repeated, the
trial judge warned defence counsel that there was a
danger of a mistrial if she put the “drug debt” allegations to the Crown witnesses and then failed to
provide what he considered to be the necessary evidentiary support:

Dans sa décision préliminaire, ainsi qu’à plusieurs reprises par la suite, le juge du procès a prévenu l’avocate de la défense du risque d’annulation
du procès si elle faisait état aux témoins à charge
des allégations relatives à la « dette de drogue » et si
elle ne fournissait pas ultérieurement le fondement
de preuve qu’il estimait nécessaire :
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[THE COURT]: The answer is, if you are indicating
that the questions are necessary to your defence, and
that you will comply with the rule in R. v. Howard, and
cases going back as far as Browne and Dunn, then I will
certainly allow you to ask them, but there better be the
follow-up at some point down the road.

[TRADUCTION] [LA COUR] : La réponse est que, si
vous affirmez que les questions sont nécessaires à votre
défense et que vous allez vous conformer à la règle établie dans R. c. Howard, et à des décisions remontant aussi
loin que l’arrêt Browne et Dunn, je vais alors certainement vous autoriser à les poser, mais il vaut mieux que la
preuve requise suive à un moment donné.

MS. ROBB: All right. At this point when the Crown calls
its first witness, regardless of follow-up, am I allowed to
ask about the CPIC?

MME ROBB : D’accord. À ce moment-ci, lorsque le
ministère public appellera son premier témoin, indépendamment de la preuve à apporter plus tard, suis-je autorisée à le questionner au sujet du CIPC?

THE COURT: Yes. Certainly.

LA COUR : Oui, certainement.

MS. ROBB: So, the only question you’re saying I can’t
ask is to the victim?

MME ROBB : Donc, vous dites que la seule question que
je ne peux poser s’adresse à la victime?

THE COURT: I am not — no, you misunderstood me
entirely. I am not saying you can or cannot ask any questions. It is your case, it is your defence, you conduct it as
you see fit. I am just saying that there will be strict adherence to the rules of evidence, which require that if you
ask a question of the nature we have discussed, that, at
some point, you are required to produce some foundation
or substantive basis for asking that question. You cannot
simply pick out of the air an allegation of that nature and
hope that it will persuade the jury. There has to be factual
underpinning for it. And that if it comes later in the trial,
fine, no problem . . . .

LA COUR : Je ne — non, vous ne m’avez pas compris du
tout. Je ne dis pas que vous pouvez poser des questions ou
que vous ne pouvez pas le faire. C’est votre cause, c’est
votre défense, vous la menez comme bon vous semble. Je
dis simplement qu’il y aura application stricte des règles
de preuve, lesquelles exigent que si vous posez une question de la nature de celle dont nous avons discuté, vous
êtes tenue, à un moment donné, de produire des éléments
de preuve de fond étayant cette question. Vous ne pouvez
tout simplement pas soulever comme ça une allégation de
cette nature et espérer qu’elle convainque le jury. Cette
allégation doit avoir un fondement factuel. Si ce fondement est établi plus tard au cours du procès, alors tout va
bien, aucun problème . . .

.

.

.

. . . you have done your duty.

.

.

.

.
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. . . vous avez satisfait à votre obligation.

.

.

.

.

But if it does not come, then you are subject to an application by the Crown for a mistrial. [Emphasis added.]

Mais s’il ne l’est pas, vous vous exposez à une demande
d’annulation du procès par le ministère public. [Nous
soulignons.]

Later that same day, the submissions on the
defence theory continued. The trial judge settled the
issue by reiterating his previous ruling:

Plus tard le même jour, la présentation des observations sur la thèse de la défense s’est poursuivie. Le
juge du procès a tranché la question en réitérant sa
décision antérieure :

[THE COURT]: All right, we are going to handle this in
the same way we are handling the other issue that we
discussed at length this morning. You will be permitted
to ask those questions. If you fail to follow-up, and under
the R. v. Howard case you are obligated to, I presume by
now you have read it. I will quote, just to deal with that

[TRADUCTION] [LA COUR] : Bon, nous allons régler ça
de la même manière que nous avons réglé l’autre question dont nous avons discuté en profondeur ce matin.
Vous serez autorisée à poser ces questions. Si vous
ne présentez pas les éléments de preuve requis, et suivant l’arrêt R. c. Howard vous êtes tenue de le faire, je
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issue briefly, from page [1347] of the Judgment by Mr.
Justice Lamer where he says quite clearly:

présume que vous l’avez lu depuis. Je citerai, juste pour
régler rapidement cette question, cet extrait de la page
[1347] du jugement du juge Lamer, où celui-ci dit très
clairement :

“It is not open to the examiner or cross-examiner to
put as a fact, or even a hypothetical fact, that which is
not and will not become part of the case as admissible
evidence.”

« Celui qui interroge ou contre-interroge ne peut pas
présenter comme un fait, ni même comme un fait
hypothétique, ce qui ne fait pas partie et ne fera pas
partie des éléments admissibles et mis en preuve. »

MS. ROBB: Okay, Your Honour . . . .

MME ROBB : D’accord, votre Seigneurie . . .

THE COURT: So, there is your directive. If you fail to
abide by that directive, there will be consequences. [i.e.,
a mistrial] . . . .

LA COUR : Voilà donc votre directive. Si vous ne vous y
soumettez pas, il y aura des conséquences. [c.-à-d. l’annulation du procès] . . .

Near the end of the examination-in-chief of
Ottaway, the second Crown witness, defence counsel expressed concern over the trial judge’s ruling
and raised the issue of a mistrial. In the absence of
the jury, Ms. Robb indicated that she intended to
pursue the “drug debt” theory in cross-examination
and sought reassurance that in the event the Crown
did ask for a mistrial, she would be permitted to
address the court. The trial judge confirmed that
the defence would be given such an opportunity and
stated:

Peu avant la fin de l’interrogatoire principal de M.
Ottaway, le deuxième témoin à charge, l’avocate de
la défense a exprimé certaines inquiétudes à l’égard
de la décision du juge du procès et elle a soulevé la
question de l’annulation du procès. En l’absence du
jury, Mme Robb a précisé qu’elle entendait continuer à parler de la thèse de la dette de drogue lors du
contre-interrogatoire et elle a demandé l’assurance
que, si le ministère public sollicitait l’annulation du
procès, elle serait autorisée à s’adresser au tribunal.
Le juge du procès a confirmé que la défense aurait
cette possibilité et il a déclaré ceci :

THE COURT: . . . You will be permitted to ask whatever
questions you think are relevant to the defence of your
client, and I will simply apply the rules of evidence, if, at
some later [time] in the trial, you do not produce substantive evidence to – which, looking back, would have warranted that question and that suggestion to the witness.
Now, we are going to leave it at that. We are going to
bring the jury in. Let us get on with the trial.

[TRADUCTION] LA COUR : . . . Vous serez autorisée à
poser toutes les questions que vous estimez pertinentes
pour la défense de votre client, et je ne ferai qu’appliquer
les règles de preuve si, plus tard au cours du procès, vous
ne présentez pas la preuve de fond afin — qui, avec le
recul, aurait justifié cette question et cette suggestion au
témoin. Bon nous allons nous arrêter là. Nous allons rappeler le jury. Continuons le procès.

I ask you, before they come in, Ms. Robb, to simply read
the decision of Mr. Justice Darichuk in the Manitoba . . .
Queen’s Bench [R. v. Evans (1994), 93 Man. R. (2d)
77]. . . . He quite clearly says:

Je vous demande simplement, avant qu’ils n’entrent,
Mme Robb, de lire la décision de Monsieur le juge
Darichuk, de la Cour du Banc de la Reine du Manitoba
[R. c. Evans (1994), 93 Man. R. (2d) 77]. [. . .] Il dit très
clairement :

“Does the right of cross-examination encompass the
right to assert specific factual suggestions without
confirmation from counsel that the matters suggested
are or will be part of his or her case, and that evidence
will be led on that subject? I think not.”

« Le droit de contre-interroger emporte-t-il celui
d’avancer des faits précis sans confirmation par l’avocat que les points mentionnés font ou feront partie de
sa thèse et que des éléments de preuve seront produits
à ce sujet? Je ne crois pas. »

The issue of the foundation for the defence
theory arose again during the cross-examination of
Ottaway. In order to avoid the possibility of a mistrial should defence counsel not abide by his ruling,
the trial judge conducted a second voir dire, this

La question du fondement de preuve requis au
soutien de la thèse de la défense s’est de nouveau
soulevée pendant le contre-interrogatoire de M.
Ottaway. Pour éviter que le procès ne soit annulé
au cas où l’avocate de la défense ne se conformerait
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time to determine the nature of the facts that would
in his view warrant defence counsel’s proposed
cross-examination. Ottaway and Lawson were
called to testify.

pas à sa décision, le juge du procès a tenu un second
voir-dire afin de déterminer cette fois la nature
des faits qui justifieraient à son avis le contreinterrogatoire projeté par l’avocate de la défense.
MM. Ottaway et Lawson ont été appelés à témoigner.

On the voir dire, the trial judge asked who would
call Lawson. Obviously resigned to the trial judge’s
treatment of Howard, defence counsel replied,
“Well, if my friend is not gonna call Officer Lawson,
I will.”

Au cours du voir-dire, le juge du procès a demandé
qui assignerait le détective Lawson. Manifestement
résignée à la façon dont le juge du procès appliquait
l’arrêt Howard, l’avocate de la défense a répondu
ceci : [TRADUCTION] « Bien, si mon confrère n’assigne pas l’agent Lawson, je le ferai. »

28

The trial judge considered that Lawson’s testimony would provide what he saw as the “substantive evidence” requirement. And it was on this basis
that he ultimately permitted the defence to crossexamine Crown witnesses with respect to its “drug
debt” theory.

Le juge du procès estimait que le témoignage du
détective Lawson apporterait ce qu’il considérait
comme la « preuve de fond » requise et c’est sur ce
fondement qu’il a fini par permettre à la défense de
contre-interroger les témoins à charge à propos de sa
thèse fondée sur la dette de drogue.

29

After Ottaway’s evidence, and once the jury was
excused, the trial judge returned to the evidentiary
basis for defence counsel’s cross-examination:

Après le témoignage de M. Ottaway et une fois
le jury retiré, le juge du procès est revenu sur la
question du fondement de preuve requis au soutien
du contre-interrogatoire mené par l’avocate de la
défense :

30

THE COURT: Just before we leave. Apropos and flowing from my ruling with respect to cross-examination,
Ms. Robb, I noticed [on] a number of occasions you put
questions to this witness, 1) inquiring as to whether he’d
seen a BMW in the driveway; 2) whether he checked the
owners of all the cars that they took the license plates
from; 3) with respect to whether they saw a Maxima in
the driveway; 4) whether Ms. Veta Smith had any outstanding charges for importing and 5) suggesting that
there were many other suspects . . . that they investigated. These are all questions of the same nature as
the one that you wanted to ask with respect to the drug
deal situation. I assume you are going to be leading evidence with regard to these various items or there will be
evidence coming out. There was no objection taken by
your friend and they are not, of course, as egregious or
perhaps as important to your defence as the drug related
thing and I’ve given you the latitude to ask those questions but, you have a tendency to ask questions, take a
no answer. We wonder whether there will be evidence
down the road to substantiate the finding of a BMW, for
instance, in the driveway.

[TRADUCTION] LA COUR : Avant de quitter. À propos
de ma décision concernant le contre-interrogatoire, Mme
Robb, j’ai remarqué qu’à de nombreuses occasions vous
avez posé à ce témoin des questions 1) lui demandant
s’il avait vu une BMW dans l’entrée de l’immeuble, 2)
s’il avait vérifié l’identité des propriétaires de tous les
véhicules dont ils avaient relevé le numéro d’immatriculation, 3) s’ils avaient vu une Maxima dans l’entrée
de l’immeuble, 4) si des accusations d’importation
pesaient contre Mme Veta Smith et 5) suggérant que
beaucoup d’autres suspects [. . .] avaient fait l’objet
d’une enquête. Ce sont toutes des questions de la nature
de celle que vous vouliez poser au sujet de la [transaction] de drogue. Je présume que vous allez présenter des
éléments de preuve concernant ces différents points ou
que des éléments de preuve se feront jour. Aucune objection n’a été soulevée par votre confrère et ces points ne
sont pas aussi sérieux ou peut-être pas aussi importants
pour votre défense que la thèse de la drogue, et je vous
ai donné la latitude nécessaire pour poser ces questions,
mais vous avez tendance à poser des questions, et à vous
contenter d’un non comme réponse. Nous nous demandons si vous présenterez des éléments de preuve qui, par
exemple, confirmeront la présence d’une BMW dans
l’entrée de l’immeuble.
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MS. ROBB: Well, Your Honour, I got . . . [that from the
Crown’s disclosure].

MME ROBB : Bien, votre Seigneurie, j’ai tiré [. . .] [cela
de la preuve communiquée par le ministère public].

THE COURT: Technically, under the Rule you can’t
simply leave that hanging as you have.

LA COUR : Techniquement, suivant la Règle, vous ne
pouvez pas simplement laisser cette question en suspens
comme vous l’avez fait.

When defence counsel later advised the court that
she wished to address the jury last and did not wish
to be forced to forego this right by calling evidence,
the trial judge stated:

Lorsque, plus tard, l’avocate de la défense a dit
au tribunal qu’elle souhaitait s’adresser au jury en
dernier et qu’elle ne voulait pas être obligée de
renoncer à ce droit en produisant des éléments de
preuve, le juge du procès a déclaré ceci :

THE COURT: . . . Madam. I’m going to ask you not to
use that terminology again. The Crown is not forcing you
to call Lawson. The reason I am suggesting you must call
Lawson is because you committed to call Lawson freely
during the course of a voir dire in which you won the
day and your point prevailed to a great extent upon the
commitment you made to the court that you would call
Lawson so that you would have the opportunity to abide
by the Howard principle that if you are going to crossexamine in this particular area you have to produce, as
the Crown says, “the beef”. [Emphasis added.]

[TRADUCTION] LA COUR : Madame, je vais vous
demander de ne plus utiliser cette terminologie. Le
ministère public ne vous oblige pas à assigner Lawson.
La raison pour laquelle j’affirme que vous devez assigner
Lawson est que vous vous êtes engagée de plein gré à
l’assigner au cours d’un voir-dire où vous avez eu gain de
cause, et votre argument a prévalu en grande partie parce
que vous vous êtes engagée envers le tribunal à assigner
Lawson, afin d’être en mesure de vous conformer au
principe établi dans l’arrêt Howard qui requiert que, si
vous entendez contre-interroger sur ce sujet en particulier, vous devez, comme le dit le ministère public, livrer
« la marchandise ».

32

Defence counsel then asked the trial judge to
himself call Lawson as a witness in accordance
with R. v. Cook, [1997] 1 S.C.R. 1113, but the judge
refused to do so.

L’avocate de la défense a alors demandé au juge
du procès de citer lui-même M. Lawson comme
témoin, conformément à l’arrêt R. c. Cook, [1997] 1
R.C.S. 1113, mais le juge a refusé.

33

As a result, Lawson and Ganson were called by
the defence, and the appellant lost his statutory right
to address the jury last. On cross-examination by the
Crown, Lawson and Ganson described their “drug
debt” suppositions as initial theories or “hunches”
which appeared, they said, to have been disproved
by further police investigation.

Par conséquent, MM. Lawson et Ganson ont été
assignés par la défense et l’appelant a perdu le droit
que lui reconnaît la loi de s’adresser au jury en dernier. Durant le contre-interrogatoire mené par le
ministère public, MM. Lawson et Ganson ont présenté leurs hypothèses sur la « dette de drogue »
comme étant des théories de départ ou des « intuitions » qui, ont-ils dit, se sont révélées non fondées
lorsque la police a poussé son enquête.

31
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The defence did not present any other evidence.

La défense n’a présenté aucun autre élément de
preuve.

The appellant was convicted of robbery, assault
causing bodily harm, kidnapping and possession of
a dangerous weapon.

L’appelant a été déclaré coupable de vol qualifié, de voies de fait causant des lésions corporelles,
d’enlèvement et de possession d’arme dangereuse.

B. Ontario Court of Appeal (2002), 61 O.R. (3d)
97

B. Cour d’appel de l’Ontario (2002), 61 O.R. (3d)
97

On appeal to the Ontario Court of Appeal, the
court found that the trial judge had erred in applying

L’appelant a interjeté appel à la Cour d’appel de
l’Ontario, qui a estimé que le juge du procès avait
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Howard, but that the verdict could be saved, and the
appeal dismissed, by resort to s. 686(1)(b)(iii) of the
Criminal Code.

commis une erreur en appliquant l’arrêt Howard,
mais que le verdict pouvait être maintenu et l’appel pouvait être rejeté en recourant au sous-al.
686(1)b)(iii) du Code criminel.

Delivering the judgment of the court, Carthy J.A.
concluded (at para. 11) that the broad rule enunciated by Lamer J. (as he then was) in Howard had
no application in the circumstances of this case as it
was intended to apply only with respect to the crossexamination of expert witnesses:

Prononçant le jugement de la Cour d’appel,
le juge Carthy a conclu (au par. 11) que la règle
générale énoncée par le juge Lamer (plus tard Juge
en chef) dans l’arrêt Howard ne s’appliquait pas
dans les circonstances de l’espèce, car cette règle
ne visait que le contre-interrogatoire des témoins
experts :

Lamer J. could not have been intending to lay down a
broad rule encompassing all forms of cross-examination
and to be overruling well-established authorities of this
court and others without referring to them. The implications of such a strict rule would pervade and restrict all
traditional cross-examinations containing any element of
speculation.

[TRADUCTION] Le juge Lamer ne saurait avoir eu l’intention d’établir une règle générale applicable à toutes les
formes de contre-interrogatoire et d’écarter les précédents bien établis de notre cour et d’autres tribunaux sans
les mentionner. Les incidences d’une règle aussi stricte
s’étendraient à tous les contre-interrogatoires traditionnels comportant un élément de spéculation et en restreindraient la portée.

Carthy J.A. found, correctly in our view, that
Howard did not overrule R. v. Bencardino (1973),
15 C.C.C. (2d) 342 (Ont. C.A.), which stood for the
principle that counsel can cross-examine on matters he or she may not be able to prove directly so
long as counsel had a good faith basis for asking the
question. He also referred to R. v. Krause, [1986] 2
S.C.R. 466, and noted, at para. 19, that:

Le juge Carthy a estimé, à juste titre selon
nous, que l’arrêt Howard n’écartait pas l’arrêt R. c.
Bencardino (1973), 15 C.C.C. (2d) 342 (C.A. Ont.),
lequel étaye le principe qu’un avocat peut contreinterroger le témoin sur des points qu’il n’est peutêtre pas en mesure de prouver directement, pourvu
qu’il pose ses questions en toute bonne foi. Il a aussi
fait état de l’arrêt R. c. Krause, [1986] 2 R.C.S. 466,
et mentionné ceci, au par. 19 :

[T]he general rule is for a broad right of cross-examination unconstrained by direct relevance to issues and then
a narrower right, but not a compulsion, to rebut with further evidence if the issue is not collateral.

[TRADUCTION] [L]a règle générale reconnaît un large
droit de contre-interroger qui n’est pas subordonné à
une exigence de pertinence directe des questions avec les
points en litige, puis un droit plus limité, qui n’est toutefois pas une obligation, de réfuter les dires du témoin
par d’autres éléments de preuve s’il ne s’agit pas d’une
question incidente.

The Court of Appeal held that the trial judge had
erred in requiring defence counsel to undertake to
call evidence to support her “drug debt” theory as a
condition for permitting cross-examination on that
subject.

La Cour d’appel a conclu que le juge du procès
avait commis une erreur en imposant à l’avocate de la défense, comme préalable au contreinterrogatoire relatif à sa thèse de la « dette de
drogue », qu’elle s’engage à présenter des éléments
de preuve au soutien de celle-ci.

39

The court was satisfied, however, that this error
had occasioned no substantial wrong or miscarriage
of justice within the meaning of s. 686(1)(b)(iii) of
the Criminal Code and dismissed the appeal.

Cependant, convaincue que cette erreur n’avait
entraîné aucun tort important ni aucune erreur judiciaire au sens du sous-al. 686(1)b)(iii) du Code criminel, la Cour d’appel a débouté l’appelant.

40
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IV. Discussion

IV. Analyse

As mentioned at the outset, the right of an accused
to cross-examine prosecution witnesses without significant and unwarranted constraint is an essential
component of the right to make a full answer and
defence. See R. v. Seaboyer, [1991] 2 S.C.R. 577, at
p. 608, per McLachlin J. (as she then was):

Comme il a été mentionné au départ, le droit
d’un accusé de contre-interroger les témoins à
charge, sans se voir imposer d’entraves importantes
et injustifiées, est un élément essentiel du droit à une
défense pleine et entière. Voir l’arrêt R. c. Seaboyer,
[1991] 2 R.C.S. 577, p. 608, la juge McLachlin
(maintenant Juge en chef) :

The right of the innocent not to be convicted is
dependent on the right to present full answer and defence.
This, in turn, depends on being able to call the evidence
necessary to establish a defence and to challenge the evidence called by the prosecution. . . . In short, the denial
of the right to call and challenge evidence is tantamount
to the denial of the right to rely on a defence to which the
law says one is entitled. [Emphasis added.]

Le droit de l’innocent de ne pas être déclaré coupable est lié à son droit de présenter une défense pleine
et entière. Il doit donc pouvoir présenter les éléments
de preuve qui lui permettront d’établir sa défense ou de
contester la preuve présentée par la poursuite. [. . .] Bref,
la dénégation du droit de présenter ou de contester une
preuve équivaut à la dénégation du droit d’invoquer un
moyen de défense autorisé par la loi. [Nous soulignons.]

In R. v. Osolin, [1993] 4 S.C.R. 595, Cory J.
reviewed the relevant authorities and, at p. 663,
explained why cross-examination plays such an
important role in the adversarial process, particularly, though of course not exclusively, in the context of a criminal trial:

Dans l’arrêt R. c. Osolin, [1993] 4 R.C.S. 595,
le juge Cory a examiné la jurisprudence pertinente
et, à la p. 663, il a expliqué pourquoi le contreinterrogatoire joue un rôle aussi important dans
le processus de débat contradictoire, particulièrement — mais évidemment pas seulement — dans
les procès criminels :

There can be no question of the importance of crossexamination. It is of essential importance in determining
whether a witness is credible. Even with the most honest
witness cross-examination can provide the means to
explore the frailties of the testimony. For example, it can
demonstrate a witness’s weakness of sight or hearing. It
can establish that the existing weather conditions may
have limited the ability of a witness to observe, or that
medication taken by the witness would have distorted
vision or hearing. Its importance cannot be denied. It is
the ultimate means of demonstrating truth and of testing veracity. Cross-examination must be permitted so
that an accused can make full answer and defence. The
opportunity to cross-examine witnesses is fundamental
to providing a fair trial to an accused. This is an old and
well-established principle that is closely linked to the
presumption of innocence. See R. v. Anderson (1938), 70
C.C.C. 275 (Man. C.A.); R. v. Rewniak (1949), 93 C.C.C.
142 (Man. C.A.); Abel v. The Queen (1955), 115 C.C.C.
119 (Que. Q.B.); R. v. Lindlau (1978), 40 C.C.C. (2d) 47
(Ont. C.A.).

Le contre-interrogatoire a une importance incontestable. Il remplit un rôle essentiel dans le processus
qui permet de déterminer si un témoin est digne de foi.
Même lorsqu’il vise le témoin le plus honnête qui soit,
il peut permettre de jauger la fragilité des témoignages.
Il peut servir, par exemple, à montrer le handicap visuel
ou auditif d’un témoin. Il peut permettre d’établir que les
conditions météorologiques pertinentes ont pu limiter la
capacité d’observation d’un témoin, ou que des médicaments pris par le témoin ont pu avoir un effet sur sa vision
ou son ouïe. Son importance ne peut être mise en doute.
C’est le moyen par excellence d’établir la vérité et de
tester la véracité. Il faut autoriser le contre-interrogatoire
pour que l’accusé puisse présenter une défense pleine et
entière. La possibilité de contre-interroger les témoins
constitue un élément fondamental du procès équitable
auquel l’accusé a droit. Il s’agit d’un principe ancien et
bien établi qui est lié de près à la présomption d’innocence. Voir les arrêts R. c. Anderson (1938), 70 C.C.C.
275 (C.A. Man.); R. c. Rewniak (1949), 93 C.C.C. 142
(C.A. Man.); Abel c. La Reine (1955), 23 C.R. 163 (B.R.
Qué.); et R. c. Lindlau (1978), 40 C.C.C. (2d) 47 (C.A.
Ont.).

Commensurate with its importance, the right to
cross-examine is now recognized as being protected

Vu son importance, le droit de contre-interroger
est maintenant reconnu comme un droit protégé par
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l’art. 7 et l’al. 11d) de la Charte canadienne des
droits et libertés. Voir l’arrêt Osolin, précité, p. 665.

The right of cross-examination must therefore
be jealously protected and broadly construed. But it
must not be abused. Counsel are bound by the rules
of relevancy and barred from resorting to harassment, misrepresentation, repetitiousness or, more
generally, from putting questions whose prejudicial effect outweighs their probative value. See R.
v. Meddoui, [1991] 3 S.C.R. 320; R. v. Logiacco
(1984), 11 C.C.C. (3d) 374 (Ont. C.A.); R. v.
McLaughlin (1974), 15 C.C.C. (2d) 562 (Ont. C.A.);
Osolin, supra.

Le droit de contre-interroger doit donc être protégé jalousement et être interprété généreusement.
Il ne doit cependant pas être exercé de manière abusive. Les avocats sont liés par les règles de la pertinence et il leur est interdit de harceler le témoin, de
faire des déclarations inexactes, de se répéter inutilement ou, de façon plus générale, de poser des
questions dont l’effet préjudiciable excède la valeur
probante. Voir R. c. Meddoui, [1991] 3 R.C.S. 320;
R. c. Logiacco (1984), 11 C.C.C. (3d) 374 (C.A.
Ont.); R. c. McLaughlin (1974), 15 C.C.C. (2d) 562
(C.A. Ont.); Osolin, précité.
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Just as the right of cross-examination itself is
not absolute, so too are its limitations. Trial judges
enjoy, in this as in other aspects of the conduct of
a trial, a broad discretion to ensure fairness and to
see that justice is done — and seen to be done. In
the exercise of that discretion, they may sometimes
think it right to relax the rules of relevancy somewhat, or to tolerate a degree of repetition that would
in other circumstances be unacceptable. See United
Nurses of Alberta v. Alberta (Attorney General),
[1992] 1 S.C.R. 901, at p. 925.

Tout comme le droit de contre-interroger n’est
pas lui-même absolu, les limites dont il est assorti
ne le sont pas elles non plus. Le juge du procès
jouit, à cet égard comme dans d’autres aspects de
la conduite d’un procès, d’un large pouvoir discrétionnaire lui permettant d’assurer l’équité de celuici et de voir à ce que justice soit rendue — et perçue
comme l’ayant été. Il peut arriver que, dans l’exercice de ce pouvoir discrétionnaire, le juge estime
approprié d’assouplir quelque peu les règles de la
pertinence ou de tolérer un degré de répétition qui
serait par ailleurs inacceptable dans d’autres circonstances. Voir United Nurses of Alberta c. Alberta
(Procureur général), [1992] 1 R.C.S. 901, p. 925.
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This appeal concerns the constraint on crossexamination arising from the ethical and legal duties
of counsel when they allude in their questions to disputed and unproven facts. Is a good faith basis sufficient or is counsel bound, as the trial judge held in
this case, to provide an evidentiary foundation for
the assertion?

Le présent pourvoi porte sur les contraintes que
doivent respecter les avocats en raison de leurs obligations légales et déontologiques lorsque, en contreinterrogatoire, ils font allusion dans leurs questions
à des faits contestés et non prouvés. La bonne foi
de l’avocat est-elle suffisante ou ce dernier doit-il,
comme a conclu le juge du procès en l’espèce, produire des éléments de preuve au soutien de ses affirmations?

46

Unlike the trial judge, and with respect, we
believe that a question can be put to a witness in
cross-examination regarding matters that need not
be proved independently, provided that counsel
has a good faith basis for putting the question. It
is not uncommon for counsel to believe what is in
fact true, without being able to prove it otherwise
than by cross-examination; nor is it uncommon for

En toute déférence, contrairement au juge du
procès, nous croyons qu’il est possible de contreinterroger un témoin sur des points qui n’ont pas
besoin d’être prouvés indépendamment, pourvu que
l’avocat soit de bonne foi lorsqu’il pose ses questions. Il n’est pas inhabituel qu’un avocat prête foi
à un fait qui est effectivement vrai, sans qu’il soit
capable d’en faire la preuve autrement que par un
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reticent witnesses to concede suggested facts — in
the mistaken belief that they are already known to
the cross-examiner and will therefore, in any event,
emerge.

contre-interrogatoire; il n’est pas non plus inhabituel
qu’un témoin récalcitrant admette les faits qu’on
lui suggère — croyant erronément que le contreinterrogateur les connaît déjà et que, en conséquence,
leur existence va de toute façon être révélée.

48

In this context, a “good faith basis” is a function
of the information available to the cross-examiner,
his or her belief in its likely accuracy, and the purpose for which it is used. Information falling short
of admissible evidence may be put to the witness. In
fact, the information may be incomplete or uncertain, provided the cross-examiner does not put suggestions to the witness recklessly or that he or she
knows to be false. The cross-examiner may pursue
any hypothesis that is honestly advanced on the
strength of reasonable inference, experience or intuition. The purpose of the question must be consistent with the lawyer’s role as an officer of the court:
to suggest what counsel genuinely thinks possible
on known facts or reasonable assumptions is in our
view permissible; to assert or to imply in a manner
that is calculated to mislead is in our view improper
and prohibited.

Dans ce contexte, la « bonne foi » est fonction des renseignements dont dispose le contreinterrogateur, de l’opinion de celui-ci sur leur probable exactitude et du but de leur utilisation. Des
renseignements qui ne constitueraient par ailleurs
pas des éléments de preuve admissibles peuvent être
présentés aux témoins. En fait, des renseignements
peuvent avoir un caractère incomplet ou incertain,
pourvu que le contre-interrogateur ne soumette pas
au témoin des hypothèses qui soient inconsidérées
ou qu’il sait être fausses. Le contre-interrogateur
peut soulever toute hypothèse qu’il avance honnêtement sur la foi d’inférences raisonnables, de son
expérience ou de son intuition. Le but de la question
doit être compatible avec le rôle que joue l’avocat
en tant qu’auxiliaire de justice : il est à notre avis
permis à l’avocat de suggérer un fait qu’il considère
sincèrement possible à la lumière de faits connus ou
d’hypothèses raisonnables; il est toutefois inacceptable et interdit selon nous d’énoncer un fait ou de
suggérer implicitement son existence dans le but de
tromper.

49

In Bencardino, supra, at p. 347, Jessup J.A.
applied the English rule to this effect:

Dans l’arrêt Bencardino, précité, p. 347, le juge
Jessup de la Cour d’appel de l’Ontario a appliqué la
règle anglaise sur la question :

. . . whatever may be said about the forensic impropriety
of the three incidents in cross-examination, I am unable
to say any illegality was involved in them. As Lord
Radcliffe said in Fox v. General Medical Council, [1960]
1 W.L.R. 1017 at p. 1023:

[TRADUCTION] . . . indépendamment du caractère
malséant des trois incidents survenus lors du contreinterrogatoire, il m’est impossible de conclure qu’ils ont
quoi que ce soit d’illégal. Comme l’a dit lord Radcliffe
dans l’arrêt Fox c. General Medical Council, [1960] 1
W.L.R. 1017, p. 1023 :

An advocate is entitled to use his discretion as to
whether to put questions in the course of crossexamination which are based on material which he is
not in a position to prove directly. The penalty is that, if
he gets a denial or some answer that does not suit him,
the answer stands against him for what it is worth.

Un avocat dispose de la latitude voulue pour poser, en
contre-interrogatoire, des questions reposant sur des
éléments d’information qu’il n’est pas en mesure de
prouver directement. Le prix à payer est que, s’il obtient
une dénégation ou une réponse qui ne lui convient pas,
cette réponse joue contre lui pour ce qu’elle vaut.

More recently, in R. v. Shearing, [2002] 3 S.C.R.
33, 2002 SCC 58, while recognizing the need
for exceptional restraint in sexual assault cases,

Plus récemment, dans l’arrêt R. c. Shearing,
[2002] 3 R.C.S. 33, 2002 CSC 58, tout en reconnaissant l’exceptionnelle retenue dont doivent
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faire montre les avocats dans les affaires d’agression sexuelle, le juge Binnie a réaffirmé, aux par.
121-122, la règle générale établissant « la grande
latitude que, dans la plupart des cas, le processus
contradictoire laisse aux contre-interrogateurs de
recourir à des hypothèses et à des insinuations non
prouvées pour tenter de désarçonner le témoin qui
ment . . . ». Toutefois, comme il a été mentionné au
départ, cette vaste latitude ne saurait être assimilée à
la liberté d’action absolue et le contre-interrogatoire
reste assujetti aux obligations de bonne foi et d’intégrité professionnelle ainsi qu’aux autres limites
précisées plus tôt (par. 44-45). Voir également les
arrêts Seaboyer, précité, p. 598, et Osolin, précité,
p. 665.

A trial judge must balance the rights of an
accused to receive a fair trial with the need to prevent unethical cross-examination. There will thus be
instances where a trial judge will want to ensure that
“counsel [is] not merely taking a random shot at a
reputation imprudently exposed or asking a groundless question to waft an unwarranted innuendo into
the jury box”. See Michelson v. United States, 335
U.S. 469 (1948), at p. 481, per Jackson J.

Le juge du procès doit établir un juste équilibre entre le droit de l’accusé à un procès équitable
et la nécessité d’empêcher la tenue d’un contreinterrogatoire contraire à l’éthique. Il surviendra en
conséquence des cas où le juge du procès voudra
s’assurer que [TRADUCTION] « l’avocat ne se contente pas simplement d’attaquer à l’aveuglette une
réputation imprudemment compromise ou de poser
une question non fondée afin de lancer une insinuation injustifiée à l’intention des jurés ». Voir
Michelson c. United States, 335 U.S. 469 (1948),
p. 481, le juge Jackson.
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Where a question implies the existence of a disputed factual predicate that is manifestly tenuous or
suspect, a trial judge may properly take appropriate steps, by conducting a voir dire or otherwise, to
seek and obtain counsel’s assurance that a good faith
basis exists for putting the question. If the judge is
satisfied in this regard and the question is not otherwise prohibited, counsel should be permitted to put
the question to the witness.

Lorsqu’une question implique l’existence d’une
assise factuelle contestée et manifestement fragile
ou suspecte, le juge du procès peut à bon droit prendre les mesures qui s’imposent — soit en tenant un
voir-dire soit autrement — pour obtenir de l’avocat
l’assurance qu’il pose la question de bonne foi. Si
les assurances données à cet égard satisfont le juge
et que la formulation de la question n’est pas prohibée pour une autre raison, l’avocat devrait être autorisé à poser la question au témoin.

52

Central to the trial judge’s ruling in this case was
his understandable but mistaken view of Howard.

Un aspect central de la décision du juge du
procès en l’espèce est l’interprétation, par ailleurs
compréhensible mais erronée, qu’il a donnée de
l’arrêt Howard.

53

The Court of Appeal distinguished Howard on
the basis that it applied only to expert witnesses.

La Cour d’appel a déclaré l’arrêt Howard inapplicable à l’espèce pour le motif que cette décision
ne viserait que les témoins experts.
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Binnie J. reaffirmed, at paras. 121-22, the general
rule that “in most instances the adversarial process
allows wide latitude to cross-examiners to resort to
unproven assumptions and innuendo in an effort to
crack the untruthful witness . . .”. As suggested at
the outset, however, wide latitude does not mean
unbridled licence, and cross-examination remains
subject to the requirements of good faith, professional integrity and the other limitations set out
above (paras. 44-45). See also Seaboyer, supra, at
p. 598; Osolin, supra, at p. 665.
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In our respectful opinion, the ratio of Howard
has been misunderstood and misapplied. Howard
dealt essentially with the admissibility of evidence.
Unfortunately, the reasons of Lamer J. have been
applied beyond their context and the record in this
case leaves no doubt that a misapprehension of
Howard weighed heavily on the trial of the appellant.

À notre humble avis, la ratio decidendi de l’arrêt
Howard a été mal comprise et mal appliquée. Cet
arrêt portait essentiellement sur l’admissibilité de la
preuve. Malheureusement, les motifs du juge Lamer
ont reçu une application débordant leur contexte et,
en l’espèce, il ressort indubitablement du dossier
que l’interprétation erronée de l’arrêt Howard a pesé
lourd au procès de l’appelant.

56

In Howard, the accused and his co-accused had
been tried jointly and found guilty of first degree
murder. The Court of Appeal concluded that the
trial judge had erred in some respects and ordered a
new trial. The co-accused pleaded guilty to second
degree murder prior to the second trial. At the first
trial, both the Crown and defence called footprint
experts in order to establish or disprove, respectively, that the footprints found beside the body of
the victim were those of the co-accused, a certain
Trudel.

Dans l’arrêt Howard, l’accusé et son coaccusé
ont été jugés ensemble et reconnus coupables de
meurtre au premier degré. La Cour d’appel a conclu
que le juge de première instance avait commis certaines erreurs et elle a ordonné la tenue d’un nouveau procès. Le coaccusé a plaidé coupable à une
accusation de meurtre au deuxième degré avant
le second procès. Au cours du premier procès, le
ministère public et la défense ont tous deux cité
des experts en empreintes de pieds, pour déterminer si les empreintes relevées près du corps de
la victime étaient celles du coaccusé, un certain
Trudel.
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At the second trial, before the defence expert testified, the Crown sought the court’s permission to ask
the defence expert on cross-examination whether or
not the fact that the co-accused had pleaded guilty
to the murder and had accepted a statement of facts
that put him at the scene of the crime would change
the expert’s opinion that the footprints were not
those of the co-accused as he had testified at the
first trial. The trial judge ruled that the Crown could
ask the question. The defence chose not to call the
expert.

Au deuxième procès, avant que l’expert de la
défense ne témoigne, le ministère public a sollicité
du tribunal l’autorisation de demander à l’expert de
la défense, en contre-interrogatoire, si le fait que le
coaccusé avait plaidé coupable à l’accusation de
meurtre et avait accepté un exposé des faits précisant qu’il se trouvait sur les lieux du crime modifiait
l’opinion qu’il avait exprimée au premier procès,
à savoir que les empreintes n’étaient pas celles du
coaccusé. Le juge du procès a estimé que le ministère public pouvait poser la question. La défense a
choisi de ne pas faire témoigner son expert.

58

The issue was whether or not the Crown was entitled to refer, in cross-examining the defence expert,
to the guilty plea entered by the co-accused. It is in
this context that Howard must be understood. The
ratio of Howard, at p. 1348, is that counsel should
not inject bias into the application of the witness’s
expertise by being told of, and asked to take into
account, a fact that is corroborative of one of the
alternatives he is asked to “scientifically determine”:

Il s’agissait de décider si l’avocat du ministère
public avait le droit de parler du plaidoyer de culpabilité du coaccusé au cours du contre-interrogatoire
du témoin expert de la défense. C’est dans ce contexte que l’arrêt Howard doit être interprété. Selon
la ratio decidendi de l’arrêt Howard, exprimée à la
p. 1348, les avocats ne doivent pas influencer l’application par le témoin expert de ses connaissances
spécialisées en lui communiquant un fait qui corrobore l’une des possibilités qu’on lui demande
d’« établir scientifiquement » et en lui demandant
de prendre ce fait en considération :
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Les experts aident le juge des faits à arriver à une
conclusion en appliquant à un ensemble de faits des connaissances scientifiques particulières, que ne possèdent
ni le juge ni le jury, et en exprimant alors une opinion sur
les conclusions que l’on peut en tirer. Par conséquent, un
expert ne peut pas tenir compte de faits qui ne sont pas
soumis à son examen à titre d’expert professionnel, car
ils n’ont pas de rapport avec son examen d’expert; à fortiori, on ne devrait pas lui communiquer ni lui demander
de prendre en considération un fait qui corrobore l’une
des possibilités qu’on lui demande d’établir scientifiquement car cela fausserait l’expertise elle-même. Si les
policiers avaient dit aux experts de la poursuite, lorsqu’on
avait retenu leurs services, que Trudel avait avoué et qu’il
reconnaissait les faits qui établissaient qu’il s’agissait de
ses empreintes de pieds, il nous faudrait nous demander
si leur conclusion est vraiment scientifique. Il en est ainsi
parce que leur domaine d’expertise ne s’étend pas à la
crédibilité de Trudel et que ce qu’il a admis n’a absolument rien à voir avec ce qu’on leur a demandé de faire
pour aider la Cour, c’est-à-dire d’appliquer leurs connaissances scientifiques aux « faits scientifiques » pertinents,
à savoir les moules, etc.

Stated another way, the Crown should not have
been authorized to ask the expert to take into
account the co-accused’s guilty plea or his adoption of the Crown’s statement of facts. The Crown
had not called the co-accused as a witness and as
Lamer J. later pointed out, at p. 1349, “[a]t the next
trial Trudel may be called, if the Crown so chooses,
to testify to these facts that would tend to prove that
[the expert] was wrong in his conclusion.”

Autrement dit, le ministère public n’aurait pas dû
être autorisé à demander à l’expert de prendre en
considération le plaidoyer de culpabilité du coaccusé
ou le fait que ce dernier avait souscrit à l’exposé des
faits du ministère public. Celui-ci n’avait pas cité le
coaccusé comme témoin et, comme le juge Lamer
l’a ensuite souligné à la p. 1349, « [d]ans le cadre
du nouveau procès, le ministère public peut, s’il le
souhaite, appeler Trudel à témoigner sur les faits qui
tendraient à prouver que [l’expert] s’est trompé dans
sa conclusion. »
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The source of the confusion in Howard may
originate in the following remarks by Lamer J., at
p. 1347:

Les remarques suivantes du juge Lamer, à la
p. 1347 de l’arrêt Howard, pourraient être à l’origine de la confusion :
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The fact that Trudel had pleaded guilty and had
acknowledged that the footprint was his was not at the
time the question intended to be put to the expert, and
was not going to become, a fact adduced in evidence; nor
was it a fact that could fairly be inferred from the facts in
evidence. It is not open to the examiner or cross-examiner
to put as a fact, or even a hypothetical fact, that which is
not and will not become part of the case as admissible
evidence. [Emphasis added.]

Le fait que Trudel avait plaidé coupable et avait
reconnu que les empreintes de pieds étaient les siennes
n’était pas un fait présenté en preuve à l’époque où l’on
voulait poser la question à l’expert et n’allait pas le devenir par la suite. Ce n’était pas non plus un fait qu’on pouvait vraiment déduire des faits soumis en preuve. Celui
qui interroge ou contre-interroge ne peut pas présenter
comme un fait, ni même comme un fait hypothétique, ce
qui ne fait pas partie et ne fera pas partie des éléments
admissibles et mis en preuve. [Nous soulignons.]

The question that the Crown proposed to put to
the expert in Howard would have circumvented the

Dans l’arrêt Howard, la question que le ministère public se proposait de poser à l’expert lui aurait
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Experts assist the trier of fact in reaching a conclusion
by applying a particular scientific skill not shared by the
judge or the jury to a set of facts and then by expressing
an opinion as to what conclusions may be drawn as a
result. Therefore, an expert cannot take into account facts
that are not subject to his professional expert assessment,
as they are irrelevant to his expert assessment; a fortiori,
as injecting bias into the application of his expertise, he
should not be told of and asked to take into account such
a fact that is corroborative of one of the alternatives he
is asked to scientifically determine. If the Crown experts
had been told by the police when they were retained that
Trudel had in fact confessed and that he acknowledged
facts that established that it was his footprint, we would
be left in doubt as to whether their conclusion is a genuine scientific conclusion. This is so because their expertise does not extend to Trudel’s credibility, and what he
admits to is totally irrelevant to what they were asked to
do to help the Court, that is apply their scientific knowledge to the relevant “scientific facts”, i.e., the moulds,
etc.
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rules of evidence. Trudel had not testified and his
guilty plea was not adduced in evidence. The question and answer were irrelevant to the validity of the
expert’s opinion and therefore inadmissible. There is
a crucial difference between questions put on crossexamination that relate to and rely on inadmissible
evidence and cross-examination on unproven facts.
See P. M. Brauti, “Improper Cross-Examination”
(1998), 40 Crim. L.Q. 69, at p. 91.

permis de contourner les règles de preuve. Trudel
n’avait pas témoigné et son plaidoyer de culpabilité n’était pas soumis en preuve. La question et
la réponse étaient sans rapport avec la validité de
l’opinion de l’expert et elles étaient par conséquent
inadmissibles. Il existe une différence fondamentale
entre le fait de poser, en contre-interrogatoire, des
questions qui portent et reposent sur des éléments de
preuve inadmissibles et le fait de contre-interroger
un témoin sur des faits non établis. Voir P. M. Brauti,
« Improper Cross-Examination » (1998), 40 Crim.
L.Q. 69, p. 91.
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Rather than confining Howard to the admissibility of evidence as Finlayson J.A. did in R. v. Norman
(1993), 16 O.R. (3d) 295 (C.A.), at p. 310, trial and
appellate courts, as illustrated in this appeal, have
not infrequently interpreted Howard as standing for
a broad proposition that restricts cross-examination
to questions based on facts established in evidence.
See R. v. Fiqia (1993), 145 A.R. 241 (C.A.), at
paras. 44-50; R. v. Fickes (1994), 132 N.S.R. (2d)
314 (C.A.), at paras. 9-10.

Au lieu de restreindre l’arrêt Howard à l’admissibilité de la preuve, ainsi que l’a fait le juge Finlayson
dans l’arrêt R. c. Norman (1993), 16 O.R. (3d) 295
(C.A.), p. 310, il est arrivé assez fréquemment,
comme en témoigne le présent pourvoi, que des tribunaux de première instance et d’appel tirent de cet
arrêt la proposition générale voulant que les seules
questions autorisées en contre-interrogatoire soient
celles portant sur les faits étayés par la preuve. Voir
R. c. Fiqia (1993), 145 A.R. 241 (C.A.), par. 44-50;
R. c. Fickes (1994), 132 N.S.R. (2d) 314 (C.A.),
par. 9-10.
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The conclusion that Howard mandates or authorizes the requirement of an evidentiary foundation
for every factual suggestion put to a witness (expert
or not) in cross-examination is misplaced. Howard
cannot be invoked for this purpose. It is unlikely that
the Court intended to add an evidentiary requirement to the foundation for cross-examination and
thus limit the scope of cross-examination which had
been developed by the long history of the common
law and accompanying jurisprudence. Howard
therefore cannot be accepted as an authority beyond
the ratio of that case which concerned the admissibility of certain evidence.

La conclusion selon laquelle l’arrêt Howard
a pour effet d’exiger, ou de permettre au tribunal d’exiger, un fondement de preuve à l’égard de
chaque fait soumis à un témoin (expert ou non) en
contre-interrogatoire est injustifiée. Cet arrêt ne peut
être invoqué au soutien d’une telle proposition. Il est
peu probable que la Cour ait voulu ajouter un fardeau de preuve aux exigences déjà applicables au
contre-interrogatoire et ainsi limiter la portée de
celui-ci, portée qui avait évolué au fil de la longue
histoire de la common law et de la jurisprudence
pertinente. On ne saurait donc accepter que l’arrêt
Howard, qui portait sur l’admissibilité de certains
éléments de preuve, fasse autorité au-delà de sa
ratio decidendi.
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The trial judge also made reference to the case of
Browne v. Dunn (1893), 6 R. 67 (H.L.), as support
for the proposition that an evidentiary foundation is
required for questions put in cross-examination. He
was mistaken. The rule in Browne v. Dunn requires
counsel to give notice to those witnesses whom the

Le juge du procès a aussi invoqué l’arrêt Browne
c. Dunn (1893), 6 R. 67 (H.L.), pour étayer la proposition selon laquelle il est nécessaire de présenter un fondement de preuve à l’égard des questions
posées en contre-interrogatoire. Il a fait erreur. La
règle établie dans Browne c. Dunn oblige l’avocat à
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cross-examiner intends later to impeach. The rationale for the rule was explained by Lord Herschell, at
pp. 70-71:

prévenir les témoins dont il entend mettre en doute
la crédibilité ultérieurement. La justification de cette
règle a été expliquée ainsi par lord Herschell, aux
p. 70-71 :

Now, my Lords, I cannot help saying that it seems
to me to be absolutely essential to the proper conduct
of a cause, where it is intended to suggest that a witness
is not speaking the truth on a particular point, to direct
his attention to the fact by some questions put in crossexamination showing that that imputation is intended to
be made, and not to take his evidence and pass it by as
a matter altogether unchallenged, and then, when it is
impossible for him to explain, as perhaps he might have
been able to do if such questions had been put to him,
the circumstances which it is suggested indicate that the
story he tells ought not to be believed, to argue that he is
a witness unworthy of credit. My Lords, I have always
understood that if you intend to impeach a witness you
are bound, whilst he is in the box, to give him an opportunity of making any explanation which is open to him;
and, as it seems to me, that is not only a rule of professional practice in the conduct of a case, but is essential
to fair play and fair dealing with witnesses. Sometimes
reflections have been made upon excessive crossexamination of witnesses, and it has been complained
of as undue; but it seems to me that a cross-examination
of a witness which errs in the direction of excess may
be far more fair to him than to leave him without crossexamination, and afterwards to suggest that he is not
a witness of truth, I mean upon a point on which it is
not otherwise perfectly clear that he has had full notice
beforehand that there is an intention to impeach the credibility of the story which he is telling.

[TRADUCTION] Bien, vos Seigneuries, je ne peux
m’empêcher d’affirmer qu’il m’apparaît absolument
essentiel au déroulement régulier d’une instance, lorsqu’un avocat entend suggérer qu’un témoin ne dit pas la
vérité sur un point en particulier, d’attirer l’attention de
ce témoin sur ce fait en lui posant en contre-interrogatoire
certaines questions indiquant qu’on fera cette imputation,
et non d’accepter son témoignage et d’en faire abstraction
comme s’il était absolument incontesté puis, lorsqu’il lui
est impossible d’expliquer — ce qu’il aurait peut-être
pu faire si ces questions lui avaient été posées — les
circonstances qui, prétend-on, montrent que sa version
des faits ne doit pas être retenue, de soutenir qu’il n’est
pas un témoin digne de foi. Vos Seigneuries, il m’a toujours semblé que l’avocat qui entend mettre en doute le
témoignage d’une personne doit, lorsque cette personne
se trouve à la barre des témoins, lui donner l’occasion
d’offrir toute explication qu’elle est en mesure de présenter. De plus, il me semble qu’il ne s’agit pas seulement
d’une règle de pratique professionnelle dans la conduite
d’une affaire, mais également d’une attitude essentielle
pour agir de façon loyale envers les témoins. On souligne parfois le caractère excessif du contre-interrogatoire
auquel un témoin est soumis, reprochant à ce contreinterrogatoire d’être abusif. Toutefois, il me semble
qu’un contre-interrogatoire mené par un avocat péchant
par excès de zèle peut se révéler beaucoup plus équitable
pour le témoin que le fait de ne pas le contre-interroger
puis de suggérer qu’il ne dit pas la vérité, je veux dire
sur un point à l’égard duquel il n’est par ailleurs pas clair
qu’il a été pleinement informé au préalable qu’on entendait mettre en doute la crédibilité de sa version des faits.

The rule, although designed to provide fairness to witnesses and the parties, is not fixed. The
extent of its application is within the discretion of
the trial judge after taking into account all the circumstances of the case. See Palmer v. The Queen,
[1980] 1 S.C.R. 759, at pp. 781-82; J. Sopinka, S. N.
Lederman and A. W. Bryant, The Law of Evidence
in Canada (2nd ed. 1999), at pp. 954-57. In any
event, the foregoing rule in Browne v. Dunn remains
a sound principle of general application, though
irrelevant to the issue before the trial judge in this
case.

Bien qu’elle vise à faire en sorte que les témoins
et les parties soient traités équitablement, cette règle
n’a pas un caractère absolu. La mesure dans laquelle
elle est appliquée est une décision qui relève du
pouvoir discrétionnaire du juge du procès, eu égard
à toutes les circonstances de l’affaire. Voir Palmer
c. La Reine, [1980] 1 R.C.S. 759, p. 781-782;
J. Sopinka, S. N. Lederman et A. W. Bryant, The
Law of Evidence in Canada (2e éd. 1999), p. 954 et
957. Quoi qu’il en soit, la règle susmentionnée établie dans l’arrêt Browne c. Dunn demeure un principe valable d’application générale, bien qu’elle ne
soit pas pertinente pour la question dont était saisi le
juge du procès en l’espèce.
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As long as counsel has a good faith basis for
asking an otherwise permissible question in crossexamination, the question should be allowed. In
our view, no distinction need be made between
expert and lay witnesses within the broad scope
of this general principle. Counsel, however, bear
important professional duties and ethical responsibilities, not just at trial, but on appeal as well. This
point was emphasized by Lord Reid in Rondel v.
Worsley, [1969] 1 A.C. 191 (H.L.), at pp. 227-28,
when he said:

Pourvu que l’avocat agisse de bonne foi lorsqu’il pose en contre-interrogatoire une question
par ailleurs admissible, cette question devrait être
autorisée. À notre avis, il n’est pas nécessaire
d’établir de distinction entre les témoins experts
et les témoins profanes à l’intérieur du vaste cadre
de ce principe général. Toutefois, les avocats sont
assujettis à d’importantes obligations professionnelles et déontologiques, non seulement au cours
du procès mais aussi en appel. Lord Reid a souligné l’importance de ce point dans l’arrêt Rondel
c. Worsley, [1969] 1 A.C. 191 (H.L.), p. 227-228,
lorsqu’il a dit ceci :

Every counsel has a duty to his client fearlessly to
raise every issue, advance every argument, and ask every
question, however distasteful, which he thinks will help
his client’s case. But, as an officer of the court concerned
in the administration of justice, he has an overriding duty
to the court, to the standards of his profession, and to
the public, which may and often does lead to a conflict
with his client’s wishes or with what the client thinks
are his personal interests. Counsel must not mislead the
court, he must not lend himself to casting aspersions on
the other party or witnesses for which there is no sufficient basis in the information in his possession, he must
not withhold authorities or documents which may tell
against his clients but which the law or the standards of
his profession require him to produce. . . . [Emphasis
added.]

[TRADUCTION] Tout avocat a envers son client l’obligation de ne pas hésiter à soulever tout point, à faire
valoir tout argument et à poser toute question — aussi
répugnante que puisse être cette intervention — qui
selon lui aide la cause de son client. Cependant, en tant
qu’officier de justice soucieux de l’intérêt de l’administration de la justice, il a envers le tribunal, les normes de
sa profession et le public une obligation primordiale qui
peut entrer en conflit et qui dans bien des cas entre effectivement en conflit avec les désirs d’un client ou avec ce
que le client estime être ses intérêts personnels. L’avocat
ne doit pas induire le tribunal en erreur, il ne doit pas se
permettre de lancer des accusations contre l’autre partie
ou les témoins sans avoir en sa possession les renseignements suffisants pour les étayer, il ne doit pas cacher
de la jurisprudence ou des documents qui pourraient
être défavorables à ses clients, mais que le droit ou les
normes de sa profession l’obligent à déposer. . . [Nous
soulignons.]

By requiring an evidentiary foundation on the
basis of Howard, the trial judge erred in law. Over
the course of the two voir dires the existence of
a good faith basis for the defence’s “drug debt”
theory had, in any event, become apparent. This
basis included, but was not limited to, the police
reports, the complainant Barnaby’s drug conviction, his admission at the preliminary hearing that
he had dealt in drugs, and the drug conviction of the
complainant’s acquaintance who drove him to the
alleged scene of the attack.

Le juge du procès a commis une erreur de droit
en exigeant, sur la base de l’arrêt Howard, la production d’un fondement de preuve. De toute façon,
l’existence de la bonne foi requise pour justifier
la présentation de la thèse de la dette de drogue
était ressortie clairement au cours des deux voirdires. Parmi les éléments étayant cette bonne foi,
mentionnons les rapports de police, la déclaration de culpabilité figurant au dossier du plaignant Barnaby pour une affaire de drogue et son
aveu, à l’enquête préliminaire, qu’il avait vendu
de la drogue et la déclaration de culpabilité pour
une affaire de drogue prononcée contre la personne — une connaissance du plaignant — qui
l’avait conduit sur les lieux présumés de l’agression.
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V. Conclusion

V. Conclusion

In order to determine whether there has been
no substantial wrong or miscarriage of justice as a
result of a trial judge’s error, an appellate court must
determine “whether there is any reasonable possibility that the verdict would have been different had
the error at issue not been made”. See R. v. Bevan,
[1993] 2 S.C.R. 599, at p. 617.

Afin de déterminer si l’erreur du juge du procès
a causé un tort important ou une erreur judiciaire
grave, la cour d’appel saisie de la question doit se
demander « s’il existe une possibilité raisonnable
que le verdict eût été différent en l’absence de l’erreur en question ». Voir R. c. Bevan, [1993] 2 R.C.S.
599, p. 617.
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In R. v. Anandmalik (1984), 6 O.A.C. 143, at
p. 144, the Ontario Court of Appeal recognized that
the importance of cross-examination becomes even
more critical when credibility is the central issue in
the trial:

Dans l’arrêt R. c. Anandmalik (1984), 6 O.A.C.
143, p. 144, la Cour d’appel de l’Ontario a reconnu
que le contre-interrogatoire revêt une importance
plus cruciale encore lorsque la crédibilité est la
question centrale du procès :

69

In a case where the guilt or innocence of the [accused]
largely turned on credibility, it was a serious error to
limit the [accused] of his substantial right to fully crossexamine the principal Crown witness. It would not be
appropriate in the circumstances to invoke or apply
the curative provisions of s. 613(1)(b)(iii) [now s.
686(1)(b)(iii)].

[TRADUCTION] Dans une affaire où la culpabilité ou
l’innocence de l’[accusé] dépendait largement de la
question de la crédibilité, ce fut une grave erreur que
de priver l’[accusé] de son droit fondamental de contreinterroger pleinement le principal témoin de la poursuite.
Il ne serait pas approprié dans les circonstances d’invoquer ou d’appliquer les dispositions réparatrices du sousal. 613(1)b)(iii) [maintenant le sous-al. 686(1)b)(iii)].

The Manitoba Court of Appeal echoed these sentiments in R. v. Wallick (1990), 69 Man. R. (2d) 310,
at p. 311:

La Cour d’appel du Manitoba a fait écho à cette
opinion dans l’arrêt R. c. Wallick (1990), 69 Man. R.
(2d) 310, p. 311 :

Cross-examination is a most powerful weapon of the
defence, particularly when the entire case turns on credibility of the witnesses. An accused in a criminal case has
the right of cross-examination in the fullest and widest
sense of the word as long as he does not abuse that right.
Any improper interference with the right is an error
which will result in the conviction being quashed.

[TRADUCTION] Le contre-interrogatoire est un outil
très puissant à la disposition de la défense, particulièrement lorsque toute l’affaire repose sur la crédibilité des
témoins. Dans un procès criminel, l’accusé a le droit de
contre-interroger les témoins, et ce au sens le plus complet et le plus large du terme, pourvu qu’il n’abuse pas
de ce droit. Toute limitation irrégulière de ce droit constitue une erreur susceptible d’entraîner l’annulation de la
déclaration de culpabilité.

It follows that where, as here, a trial judge
improperly interfered with an accused’s right to
cross-examine, infused a mistrial chill into the proceedings, and placed conditions on a legitimate line
of questioning that forfeited the accused’s statutory
right to address the jury last, a substantial wrong
occurred and an unfair trial resulted.

Il s’ensuit que dans les cas où, comme en l’espèce, le juge du procès a limité irrégulièrement le
droit de l’accusé de contre-interroger, a fait peser la
menace d’annulation du procès et a subordonné la
présentation d’une série de questions légitimes au
respect de conditions qui ont eu pour effet de faire
perdre à l’accusé le droit que lui confère la loi de
s’adresser au jury en dernier, un tort important a été
causé et un procès inéquitable en a résulté.
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This alone is sufficient to dispose of the appeal in
the appellant’s favour.

Cette conclusion justifie à elle seule de trancher
le pourvoi en faveur de l’appelant.
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Moreover, we are not convinced that, in the
absence of the trial judge’s error, there is no “reasonable possibility that the verdict would have been
different”. See Bevan, supra, at p. 617.

En outre, nous ne sommes pas convaincus qu’il
n’existe aucune « possibilité raisonnable que le verdict eût été différent » en l’absence de l’erreur commise par le juge du procès. Voir l’arrêt Bevan, précité, p. 617.
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In our respectful view, it would be wrong in these
circumstances to apply the curative proviso.

À notre humble avis, il serait erroné dans les circonstances d’appliquer la disposition réparatrice.

75

We would instead allow the appeal and order a
new trial.

Au contraire, nous sommes d’avis d’accueillir
le pourvoi et d’ordonner la tenue d’un nouveau
procès.

Appeal allowed.

Pourvoi accueilli.

Solicitors for the appellant: Pinkofskys, Toronto.

Procureurs de l’appelant : Pinkofskys, Toronto.

Solicitor for the respondent: Attorney General of
Ontario, Toronto.

Procureur de l’intimée : Procureur général de
l’Ontario, Toronto.
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The judgment of the Court on the applications for interlocutory relief was delivered by Sopinka and Cory JJ.:
I. Factual Background
1 These applications for relief from compliance with certain Tobacco Products Control Regulations, amendment , SOR/93-389
as interlocutory relief are ancillary to a larger challenge to regulatory legislation which will soon be heard by this Court.
2 The Tobacco Products Control Act , R.S.C., 1985, c. 14 (4th Supp.), S.C. 1988, c. 20, came into force on January 1, 1989.
The purpose of the Act is to regulate the advertisement of tobacco products and the health warnings which must be placed
upon tobacco products.
3 The first part of the Tobacco Products Control Act , particularly ss. 4 to 8, prohibits the advertisement of tobacco products and
any other form of activity designed to encourage their sale. Section 9 regulates the labelling of tobacco products, and provides
that health messages must be carried on all tobacco packages in accordance with the regulations passed pursuant to the Act.
4
Sections 11 to 16 of the Act deal with enforcement and provide for the designation of tobacco product inspectors who
are granted search and seizure powers. Section 17 authorizes the Governor in Council to make regulations under the Act.

1

Section 17(f ) authorizes the Governor in Council to adopt regulations prescribing "the content, position, configuration, size and
prominence" of the mandatory health messages. Section 18(1)(b ) of the Act indicates that infringements may be prosecuted
by indictment, and upon conviction provides for a penalty by way of a fine not to exceed $100,000, imprisonment for up to
one year, or both.
5 Each of the applicants challenged the constitutional validity of the Tobacco Products Control Act on the grounds that it is
ultra vires the Parliament of Canada and invalid as it violates s. 2(b ) of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms . The
two cases were heard together and decided on common evidence.
6 On July 26, 1991, Chabot J. of the Quebec Superior Court granted the applicants' motions, [1991] R.J.Q. 2260, 82 D.L.R.
(4th) 449 , finding that the Act was ultra vires the Parliament of Canada and that it contravened the Charter . The respondent
appealed to the Quebec Court of Appeal. Before the Court of Appeal rendered judgment, the applicants applied to this court for
interlocutory relief in the form of an order that they would not have to comply with certain provisions of the Act for a period
of 60 days following judgment in the Court of Appeal.
7
Up to that point, the applicants had complied with all provisions in the Tobacco Products Control Act . However, under
the Act, the complete prohibition on all point of sale advertising was not due to come into force until December 31, 1992. The
applicants estimated that it would take them approximately 60 days to dismantle all of their advertising displays in stores. They
argued that, with the benefit of a Superior Court judgment declaring the Act unconstitutional, they should not be required to
take any steps to dismantle their displays until such time as the Court of Appeal might eventually hold the legislation to be valid.
On the motion the Court of Appeal held that the penalties for non-compliance with the ban on point of sale advertising could
not be enforced against the applicants until such time as the Court of Appeal had released its decision on the merits. The court
refused, however, to stay the enforcement of the provisions for a period of 60 days following a judgment validating the Act.
8 On January 15, 1993, the Court of Appeal for Quebec, [1993] R.J.Q. 375, 102 D.L.R. (4th) 289 , allowed the respondent's
appeal, Brossard J.A. dissenting in part. The Court unanimously held that the Act was not ultra vires the government of Canada.
The Court of Appeal accepted that the Act infringed s. 2(b ) of the Charter but found, Brossard J.A. dissenting on this aspect, that
it was justified under s. 1 of the Charter . Brossard J.A. agreed with the majority with respect to the requirement of unattributed
package warnings (that is to say the warning was not to be attributed to the Federal Government) but found that the ban on
advertising was not justified under s. 1 of the Charter . The applicants filed an application for leave to appeal the judgment
of the Quebec Court of Appeal to this Court.
9
On August 11, 1993, the Governor in Council published amendments to the regulations dated July 21, 1993, under the
Act: Tobacco Products Control Regulations, amendment , SOR/93-389. The amendments stipulate that larger, more prominent
health warnings must be placed on all tobacco products packets, and that these warnings can no longer be attributed to Health
and Welfare Canada. The packaging changes must be in effect within one year.
10 According to affidavits filed in support of the applicant's motion, compliance with the new regulations would require the
tobacco industry to redesign all of its packaging and to purchase thousands of rotograve cylinders and embossing dies. These
changes would take close to a year to effect, at a cost to the industry of about $30,000,000.
11
Before a decision on their leave applications in the main actions had been made, the applicants brought these motions
for a stay pursuant to s. 65.1 of the Supreme Court Act , R.S.C., 1985, c. S-26 (ad. by S.C. 1990, c. 8, s. 40) or, in the event
that leave was granted, pursuant to r. 27 of the Rules of the Supreme Court of Canada , SOR/83-74. The applicants seek to
stay "the judgment of the Quebec Court of Appeal delivered on January 15, 1993", but "only insofar as that judgment validates
sections 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 10 of [the new regulations]". In effect, the applicants ask to be released from any obligation to comply
with the new packaging requirements until the disposition of the main actions. The applicants further request that the stays be
granted for a period of 12 months from the dismissal of the leave applications or from a decision of this Court confirming the
validity of Tobacco Products Control Act .
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12
The applicants contend that the stays requested are necessary to prevent their being required to incur considerable
irrecoverable expenses as a result of the new regulations even though this Court may eventually find the enabling legislation
to be constitutionally invalid.
13

The applicants' motions were heard by this Court on October 4. Leave to appeal the main actions was granted on October 14.

II. Relevant Statutory Provisions
Tobacco Products Control Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. 14 (4th Supp.), S.C. 1988, c. 20, s. 3:
14
3. The purpose of this Act is to provide a legislative response to a national public health problem of substantial and pressing
concern and, in particular,
(a ) to protect the health of Canadians in the light of conclusive evidence implicating tobacco use in the incidence
of numerous debilitating and fatal diseases;
(b ) to protect young persons and others, to the extent that is reasonable in a free and democratic society, from
inducements to use tobacco products and consequent dependence on them; and
(c ) to enhance public awareness of the hazards of tobacco use by ensuring the effective communication of pertinent
information to consumers of tobacco products.
Supreme Court Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. S-26, s. 65.1 (ad. S.C. 1990, c. 8, s. 40):
15
65.1 The Court or a judge may, on the request of a party who has filed a notice of application for leave to appeal, order
that proceedings be stayed with respect to the judgment from which leave to appeal is being sought, on such terms as to
the Court or the judge seem just.
Rules of the Supreme Court of Canada, SOR/83-74, s. 27:
16
27. Any party against whom judgment has been given, or an order made, by the Court or any other court, may apply to
the Court for a stay of execution or other relief against such a judgment or order, and the Court may give such relief upon
such terms as may be just.
III. Courts Below
17

In order to place the applications for the stay in context it is necessary to review briefly the decisions of the courts below.

Superior Court, [1991] R.J.Q. 2260, 82 D.L.R. (4th) 449
18
Chabot J. concluded that the dominant characteristic of the Tobacco Products Control Act was the control of tobacco
advertising and that the protection of public health was only an incidental objective of the Act. Chabot J. characterized the
Tobacco Products Control Act as a law regulating advertising of a particular product, a matter within provincial legislative
competence.
19
Chabot J. found that, with respect to s. 2(b ) of the Charter , the activity prohibited by the Act was a protected activity,
and that the notices required by the Regulations violated that Charter guarantee. He further held that the evidence demonstrated
that the objective of reducing the level of consumption of tobacco products was of sufficient importance to warrant legislation
3

restricting freedom of expression, and that the legislative objectives identified by Parliament to reduce tobacco use were a
pressing and substantial concern in a free and democratic society.
20
However, in his view, the Act did not minimally impair freedom of expression, as it did not restrict itself to protecting
young people from inducements to smoke, or limit itself to lifestyle advertising. Chabot J. found that the evidence submitted by
the respondent in support of its contention that adver tising bans decrease consumption was unreliable and without probative
value because it failed to demonstrate that any ban of tobacco advertising would be likely to bring about a reduction of tobacco
consumption. Therefore, the respondent had not demonstrated that an advertising ban restricted freedom of expression as little
as possible. Chabot J. further concluded that the evidence of a rational connection between the ban of Canadian advertising and
the objective of reducing overall consumption of tobacco was deficient, if not non-existent. He held that the Act was a form of
censorship and social engineering which was incompatible with a free and democratic society and could not be justified.
Court of Appeal (on the application for a stay)
21 In deciding whether or not to exercise its broad power under art. 523 of the Code of Civil Procedure of Québec to "make
any order necessary to safeguard the rights of the parties", the Court of Appeal made the following observation on the nature
of the relief requested:
But what is at issue here (if the Act is found to be constitutionally valid) is the suspension of the legal effect of part of the
Act and the legal duty to comply with it for 60 days, and the suspension, as well, of the power of the appropriate public
authorities to enforce the Act. To suspend or delay the effect or the enforcement of a valid act of the legislature, particularly
one purporting to relate to the protection of public health or safety is a serious matter. The courts should not lightly limit or
delay the implementation or enforcement of valid legislation where the legislature has brought that legislation into effect.
To do so would be to intrude into the legislative and the executive spheres. [Emphasis in original.]
The Court made a partial grant of the relief sought as follows:
Since the letters of the Department of Health and Welfare and appellants' contestation both suggest the possibility that the
applicants may be prosecuted under Sec. 5 after December 31, 1992 whether or not judgment has been rendered on these
appeals by that date, it seems reasonable to order the suspension of enforcement under Sec. 5 of the Act until judgment
has been rendered by this Court on the present appeals. There is, after all, a serious issue as to the validity of the Act,
and it would be unfairly onerous to require the applicants to incur substantial expense in dismantling these point of sale
displays until we have resolved that issue.
We see no basis, however, for ordering a stay of the coming into effect of the Act for 60 days following our judgment
on the appeals.
.....
Indeed, given the public interest aspect of the Act, which purports to be concerned with the protection of public health, if
the Act were found to be valid, there is excellent reason why its effect and enforcement should not be suspended (A.G. of
Manitoba v. Metropolitan Stores (MTS) Ltd., [1987] 1 S.C.R. 110 , 127, 135). [Emphasis in original.]
Court of Appeal (on the validity of the legislation), [1993] R.J.Q. 375, 102 D.L.R. (4th) 289
1. LeBel J.A. (for the majority)
22
LeBel J.A. characterized the Tobacco Products Control Act as legislation relating to public health. He also found that it
was valid as legislation enacted for the peace, order and good government of Canada.
23
LeBel J.A. applied the criteria set out in R. v. Crown Zellerbach Canada Ltd., [1988] 1 S.C.R. 401 , and concluded that
the Act satisfied the "national concern" test and could properly rest on a purely theoretical, unproven link between tobacco
advertising and the overall consumption of tobacco.
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24 LeBel J.A. agreed with Brossard J.A. that the Act infringed freedom of expression pursuant to s. 2(b ) of the Charter but
found that it was justified under s. 1 of the Charter . LeBel J.A. concluded that Chabot J. erred in his findings of fact in failing
to recognize that the rational connection and minimal impairment branches of the Oakes test have been attenuated by later
decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada. He found that the s. 1 test was satisfied since there was a possibility that prohibiting
tobacco advertising might lead to a reduction in tobacco consumption, based on the mere existence of a [Translation] "body of
opinion" favourable to the adoption of a ban. Further he found that the Act appeared to be consistent with minimal impairment as
it did not prohibit consumption, did not prohibit foreign advertising and did not preclude the possibility of obtaining information
about tobacco products.
2. Brossard J.A. (dissenting in part)
25
Brossard J.A. agreed with LeBel J.A. that the Tobacco Products Control Act should be characterized as public health
legislation and that the Act satisfied the "national concern" branch of the peace, order and good government power.
26
However, he did not think that the violation of s. 2(b ) of the Charter could be justified. He reviewed the evidence and
found that it did not demonstrate the existence of a connection or even the possibility of a connection between an advertising
ban and the use of tobacco. It was his opinion that it must be shown on a balance of probabilities that it was at least possible
that the goals sought would be achieved. He also disagreed that the Act met the minimal impairment requirement since in his
view the Act's objectives could be met by restricting advertising without the need for a total prohibition.
IV. Jurisdiction
27
A preliminary question was raised as to this Court's jurisdiction to grant the relief requested by the applicants. Both the
Attorney General of Canada and the interveners on the stay (several health organizations, i.e., the Heart and Stroke Foundation of
Canada, the Canadian Cancer Society, the Canadian Council on Smoking and Health, and Physicians for a Smoke-Free Canada)
argued that this Court lacks jurisdiction to order a stay of execution or of the proceedings which would relieve the applicants
of the obligation of complying with the new regulations. Several arguments were advanced in support of this position.
28
First, the Attorney General argued that neither the old nor the new regulations dealing with the health messages were in
issue before the lower courts and, as such, the applicants' requests for a stay truly cloaks requests to have this Court exercise an
original jurisdiction over the matter. Second, he contended that the judgment of the Quebec Court of Appeal is not subject to
execution given that it only declared that the Act was intra vires s. 91 of the Constitution Act, 1867 and justified under s. 1 of
the Charter . Because the lower court decision amounts to a declaration, there is, therefore, no "proceeding" that can be stayed.
Finally, the Attorney General characterized the applicants' requests as being requests for a suspension by anticipation of the 12month delay in which the new regulations will become effective so that the applicants can continue to sell tobacco products for
an extended period in packages containing the health warnings required by the present regulations. He claimed that this Court
has no jurisdiction to suspend the operation of the new regulations.
29
The interveners supported and elaborated on these submissions. They also submitted that r. 27 could not apply because
leave to appeal had not been granted. In any event, they argued that the words "or other relief" are not broad enough to permit
this Court to defer enforcement of regulations that were not even in existence at the time the appeal judgment was rendered.
30
The powers of the Supreme Court of Canada to grant relief in this kind of proceeding are contained in s. 65.1 of the
Supreme Court Act and r. 27 of the Rules of the Supreme Court of Canada .
Supreme Court Act
31
65.1 The Court or a judge may, on the request of a party who has filed a notice of application for leave to appeal, order
that proceedings be stayed with respect to the judgment from which leave to appeal is being sought, on such terms as to
the Court or the judge seem just.
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Rules of the Supreme Court of Canada
32
27. Any party against whom judgment has been given, or an order made, by the Court or any other court, may apply to
the Court for a stay of execution or other relief against such a judgment or order, and the Court may give such relief upon
such terms as may be just.
33
Rule 27 and its predecessor have existed in substantially the same form since at least 1888 (see Rules of the Supreme
Court of Canada , 1888, General Order No. 85(17)). Its broad language reflects the language of s. 97 of the Act whence the
Court derives its rule-making power. Subsection (1)(a ) of that section provides that the rules may be enacted:
97. ...
(a ) for regulating the procedure of and in the Court and the bringing of cases before it from courts appealed from
or otherwise, and for the effectual execution and working of this Act and the attainment of the intention and objects
thereof;
Although the point is now academic, leave to appeal having been granted, we would not read into the rule the limitations
suggested by the interveners. Neither the words of the rule nor s. 97 contain such limitations. In our opinion, in interpreting the
language of the rule, regard should be had to its purpose, which is best expressed in the terms of the empowering section: to
facilitate the "bringing of cases" before the Court "for the effectual execution and working of this Act". To achieve its purpose
the rule can neither be limited to cases in which leave to appeal has already been granted nor be interpreted narrowly to apply
only to an order stopping or arresting execution of the Court's process by a third party or freezing the judicial proceeding
which is the subject matter of the judgment in appeal. Examples of the former, traditionally described as stays of execution,
are contained in the subsections of s. 65 of the Act which have been held to be limited to preventing the intervention of a third
party such as a sheriff but not the enforcement of an order directed to a party. See Keable v. Attorney General (Can.), [1978] 2
S.C.R. 135 . The stopping or freezing of all proceedings is traditionally referred to as a stay of proceedings. See Battle Creek
Toasted Corn Flake Co. v. Kellogg Toasted Corn Flake Co. (1924), 55 O.L.R. 127 (C.A.) . Such relief can be granted pursuant
to this Court's powers in r. 27 or s. 65.1 of the Act.
34
Moreover, we cannot agree that the adoption of s. 65.1 in 1992 (S.C. 1990, c. 8, s. 40) was intended to limit the Court's
powers under r. 27. The purpose of that amendment was to enable a single judge to exercise the jurisdiction to grant stays
in circumstances in which, before the amendment, a stay could be granted by the Court. Section 65.1 should, therefore, be
interpreted to confer the same broad powers that are included in r. 27.
35
In light of the foregoing and bearing in mind in particular the language of s. 97 of the Act we cannot agree with the first
two points raised by the Attorney General that this Court is unable to grant a stay as requested by the applicants. We are of the
view that the Court is empowered, pursuant to both s. 65.1 and r. 27, not only to grant a stay of execution and of proceedings in
the traditional sense, but also to make any order that preserves matters between the parties in a state that will prevent prejudice
as far as possible pending resolution by the Court of the controversy, so as to enable the Court to render a meaningful and
effective judgment. The Court must be able to intervene not only against the direct dictates of the judgment but also against its
effects. This means that the Court must have jurisdiction to enjoin conduct on the part of a party in reliance on the judgment
which, if carried out, would tend to negate or diminish the effect of the judgment of this Court. In this case, the new regulations
constitute conduct under a law that has been declared constitutional by the lower courts.
36
This, in our opinion, is the view taken by this Court in Labatt Breweries of Canada Ltd. v. Attorney General of Canada,
[1980] 1 S.C.R. 594 . The appellant Labatt, in circumstances similar to those in this case, sought to suspend enforcement of
regulations which were attacked by it in an action for a declaration that the regulations were inapplicable to Labatt's product.
The Federal Court of Appeal reversed a lower court finding in favour of Labatt. Labatt applied for a stay pending an appeal
to this Court. Although the parties had apparently agreed to the terms of an order suspending further proceedings, Laskin C.J.
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dealt with the issue of jurisdiction, an issue that apparently was contested notwithstanding the agreement. The Chief Justice,
speaking for the Court, determined that the Court was empowered to make an order suspending the enforcement of the impugned
regulation by the Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs. At page 600, Laskin C.J. responded as follows to arguments
advanced on the traditional approach to the power to grant a stay:
It was contended that the Rule relates to judgments or orders of this Court and not to judgments or orders of the Court
appealed from. Its formulation appears to me to be inconsistent with such a limitation. Nor do I think that the position
of the respondent that there is no judgment against the appellant to be stayed is a tenable one. Even if it be so, there is
certainly an order against the appellant. Moreover, I do not think that the words of Rule 126, authorizing this Court to grant
relief against an adverse order, should be read so narrowly as to invite only intervention directly against the order and not
against its effect while an appeal against it is pending in this Court. I am of the opinion, therefore, that the appellant is
entitled to apply for interlocutory relief against the operation of the order dismissing its declaratory action, and that this
Court may grant relief on such terms as may be just. [Emphasis added.]
37 While the above passage appears to answer the submission of the respondents on this motion that Labatt was distinguishable
because the Court acted on a consent order, the matter was put beyond doubt by the following additional statement of Laskin
C.J. at p. 601:
Although I am of the opinion that Rule 126 applies to support the making of an order of the kind here agreed to by counsel
for the parties, I would not wish it to be taken that this Court is otherwise without power to prevent proceedings pending
before it from being aborted by unilateral action by one of the parties pending final determination of an appeal.
Indeed, an examination of the factums filed by the parties to the motion in Labatt reveals that while it was agreed that the dispute
would be resolved by an application for a declaration, it was not agreed that pending resolution of the dispute the enforcement
of the regulations would be stayed.
38 In our view, this Court has jurisdiction to grant the relief requested by the applicants. This is the case even if the applicants'
requests for relief are for "suspension" of the regulation rather than "exemption" from it. To hold otherwise would be inconsistent
with this Court's finding in Manitoba (Attorney General) v. Metropolitan Stores (MTS) Ltd., [1987] 1 S.C.R. 110 . In that case,
the distinction between "suspension" and "exemption" cases is made only after jurisdiction has been otherwise established and
the public interest is being weighed against the interests of the applicant seeking the stay of proceedings. While "suspension" is
a power that, as is stressed below, must be exercised sparingly, this is achieved by applying the criteria in Metropolitan Stores
strictly and not by a restrictive interpretation of this Court's jurisdiction. Therefore, the final argument of the Attorney General
on the issue of jurisdiction also fails.
39
Finally, if jurisdiction under s. 65.1 of the Act and r. 27 were wanting, we would be prepared to find jurisdiction in s.
24(1) of the Charter . A Charter remedy should not be defeated due to a deficiency in the ancillary procedural powers of the
Court to preserve the rights of the parties pending a final resolution of constitutional rights.
V. Grounds for Stay of Proceedings
40

The applicants rely upon the following grounds:
1. The challenged Tobacco Products Control Regulations, amendment were promulgated pursuant to ss. 9 and 17 of the
Tobacco Products Control Act , S.C. 1988, c. 20.
2. The applicants have applied to this Court for leave to appeal a judgment of the Quebec Court of Appeal dated January
15, 1993. The Court of Appeal overturned a decision of the Quebec Superior Court declaring certain sections of the Act
to be beyond the powers of the Parliament of Canada and an unjustifiable violation of the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms .
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3. The effect of the new regulations is such that the applicants will be obliged to incur substantial unrecoverable expenses
in carrying out a complete redesign of all its packaging before this Court will have ruled on the constitutional validity
of the enabling legislation and, if this Court restores the judgment of the Superior Court, will incur the same expenses a
second time should they wish to restore their packages to the present design.
4. The tests for granting of a stay are met in this case:
(i) There is a serious constitutional issue to be determined.
(ii) Compliance with the new regulations will cause irreparable harm.
(iii) The balance of convenience, taking into account the public interest, favours retaining the status quo until this
court has disposed of the legal issues.
VI. Analysis
41
The primary issue to be decided on these motions is whether the applicants should be granted the interlocutory relief
they seek. The applicants are only entitled to this relief if they can satisfy the test laid down in Manitoba (Attorney General) v.
Metropolitan Stores (MTS) Ltd., supra . If not, the applicants will have to comply with the new regulations, at least until such
time as a decision is rendered in the main actions.
A. Interlocutory Injunctions, Stays of Proceedings and the Charter
42
The applicants ask this Court to delay the legal effect of regulations which have already been enacted and to prevent
public authorities from enforcing them. They further seek to be protected from enforcement of the regulations for a 12-month
period even if the enabling legislation is eventually found to be constitutionally valid. The relief sought is significant and its
effects far reaching. A careful balancing process must be undertaken.
43
On one hand, courts must be sensitive to and cautious of making rulings which deprive legislation enacted by elected
officials of its effect.
44
On the other hand, the Charter charges the courts with the responsibility of safeguarding fundamental rights. For the
courts to insist rigidly that all legislation be enforced to the letter until the moment that it is struck down as unconstitutional
might in some instances be to condone the most blatant violation of Charter rights. Such a practice would undermine the spirit
and purpose of the Charter and might encourage a government to prolong unduly final resolution of the dispute.
45
Are there, then, special considerations or tests which must be applied by the courts when Charter violations are alleged
and the interim relief which is sought involves the execution and enforceability of legislation?
46
Generally, the same principles should be applied by a court whether the remedy sought is an injunction or a stay. In
Metropolitan Stores , at p. 127, Beetz J. expressed the position in these words:
A stay of proceedings and an interlocutory injunction are remedies of the same nature. In the absence of a different test
prescribed by statute, they have sufficient characteristics in common to be governed by the same rules and the courts have
rightly tended to apply to the granting of interlocutory stay the principles which they follow with respect to interlocutory
injunctions.
47
We would add only that here the applicants are requesting both interlocutory (pending disposition of the appeal) and
interim (for a period of one year following such disposition) relief. We will use the broader term "interlocutory relief" to describe
the hybrid nature of the relief sought. The same principles apply to both forms of relief.
48
Metropolitan Stores adopted a three-stage test for courts to apply when considering an application for either a stay or an
interlocutory injunction. First, a preliminary assessment must be made of the merits of the case to ensure that there is a serious
8

question to be tried. Secondly, it must be determined whether the applicant would suffer irreparable harm if the application
were refused. Finally, an assessment must be made as to which of the parties would suffer greater harm from the granting or
refusal of the remedy pending a decision on the merits. It may be helpful to consider each aspect of the test and then apply it
to the facts presented in these cases.
B. The Strength of the Plaintiff's Case
49
Prior to the decision of the House of Lords in American Cyanamid Co. v. Ethicon Ltd., [1975] A.C. 396 , an applicant
for interlocutory relief was required to demonstrate a "strong prima facie case" on the merits in order to satisfy the first test.
In American Cyanamid , however, Lord Diplock stated that an applicant need no longer demonstrate a strong prima facie case.
Rather it would suffice if he or she could satisfy the court that "the claim is not frivolous or vexatious; in other words, that
there is a serious question to be tried". The American Cyanamid standard is now generally accepted by the Canadian courts,
subject to the occasional reversion to a stricter standard: see Robert J. Sharpe, Injunctions and Specific Performance (2nd ed.
1992), at pp. 2-13 to 2-20.
50 In Metropolitan Stores , Beetz J. advanced several reasons why the American Cyanamid test rather than any more stringent
review of the merits is appropriate in Charter cases. These included the difficulties involved in deciding complex factual and
legal issues based upon the limited evidence available in an interlocutory proceeding, the impracticality of undertaking a s.
1 analysis at that stage, and the risk that a tentative determination on the merits would be made in the absence of complete
pleadings or prior to the notification of any Attorneys General.
51 The respondent here raised the possibility that the current status of the main action required the applicants to demonstrate
something more than "a serious question to be tried." The respondent relied upon the following dicta of this Court in Laboratoire
Pentagone Ltée v. Parke, Davis & Co., [1968] S.C.R. 269 , at p. 272:
The burden upon the appellant is much greater than it would be if the injunction were interlocutory. In such a case the
Court must consider the balance of convenience as between the parties, because the matter has not yet come to trial. In
the present case we are being asked to suspend the operation of a judgment of the Court of Appeal, delivered after full
consideration of the merits. It is not sufficient to justify such an order being made to urge that the impact of the injunction
upon the appellant would be greater than the impact of its suspension upon the respondent.
To the same effect were the comments of Kelly J.A. in Adrian Messenger Services v. The Jockey Club Ltd. (No. 2) (1972), 2
O.R. 619 (C.A.) , at p. 620:
Unlike the situation prevailing before trial, where the competing allegations of the parties are unresolved, on an application
for an interim injunction pending an appeal from the dismissal of the action the defendant has a judgment of the Court in
its favour. Even conceding the ever-present possibility of the reversal of that judgment on appeal, it will in my view be in
a comparatively rare case that the Court will interfere to confer upon a plaintiff, even on an interim basis, the very right
to which the trial Court has held he is not entitled.
And, most recently, of Philp J. in Bear Island Foundation v. Ontario (1989), 70 O.R. (2d) 574 (H.C.) , at p. 576:
While I accept that the issue of title to these lands is a serious issue, it has been resolved by trial and by appeal. The reason
for the Supreme Court of Canada granting leave is unknown and will not be known until they hear the appeal and render
judgment. There is not before me at this time, therefore, a serious or substantial issue to be tried. It has already been tried
and appealed. No attempt to stop harvesting was made by the present plaintiffs before trial, nor before the appeal before
the Court of Appeal of Ontario. The issue is no longer an issue at trial.
52 According to the respondent, such statements suggest that once a decision has been rendered on the merits at trial, either
the burden upon an applicant for interlocutory relief increases, or the applicant can no longer obtain such relief. While it might
be possible to distinguish the above authorities on the basis that in the present case the trial judge agreed with the applicant's
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position, it is not necessary to do so. Whether or not these statements reflect the state of the law in private applications for
interlocutory relief, which may well be open to question, they have no application in Charter cases.
53
The Charter protects fundamental rights and freedoms. The importance of the interests which, the applicants allege,
have been adversely affected require every court faced with an alleged Charter violation to review the matter carefully. This
is so even when other courts have concluded that no Charter breach has occurred. Furthermore, the complex nature of most
constitutional rights means that a motions court will rarely have the time to engage in the requisite extensive analysis of the
merits of the applicant's claim. This is true of any application for interlocutory relief whether or not a trial has been conducted. It
follows that we are in complete agreement with the conclusion of Beetz J. in Metropolitan Stores , at p. 128, that "the American
Cyanamid 'serious question' formulation is sufficient in a constitutional case where, as indicated below in these reasons, the
public interest is taken into consideration in the balance of convenience."
54
What then are the indicators of "a serious question to be tried"? There are no specific requirements which must be met
in order to satisfy this test. The threshold is a low one. The judge on the application must make a preliminary assessment of
the merits of the case. The decision of a lower court judge on the merits of the Charter claim is a relevant but not necessarily
conclusive indication that the issues raised in an appeal are serious: see Metropolitan Stores, supra , at p. 150. Similarly, a
decision by an appellate court to grant leave on the merits indicates that serious questions are raised, but a refusal of leave in a
case which raises the same issues cannot automatically be taken as an indication of the lack of strength of the merits.
55
Once satisfied that the application is neither vexatious nor frivolous, the motions judge should proceed to consider the
second and third tests, even if of the opinion that the plaintiff is unlikely to succeed at trial. A prolonged examination of the
merits is generally neither necessary nor desirable.
56
Two exceptions apply to the general rule that a judge should not engage in an extensive review of the merits. The first
arises when the result of the interlocutory motion will in effect amount to a final determination of the action. This will be the
case either when the right which the applicant seeks to protect can only be exercised immediately or not at all, or when the
result of the application will impose such hardship on one party as to remove any potential benefit from proceeding to trial.
Indeed Lord Diplock modified the American Cyanamid principle in such a situation in N.W.L. Ltd. v. Woods, [1979] 1 W.L.R.
1294 , at p. 1307:
Where, however, the grant or refusal of the interlocutory injunction will have the practical effect of putting an end to the
action because the harm that will have been already caused to the losing party by its grant or its refusal is complete and of a
kind for which money cannot constitute any worthwhile recompense, the degree of likelihood that the plaintiff would have
succeeded in establishing his right to an injunction if the action had gone to trial is a factor to be brought into the balance
by the judge in weighing the risks that injustice may result from his deciding the application one way rather than the other.
Cases in which the applicant seeks to restrain picketing may well fall within the scope of this exception. Several cases indicate
that this exception is already applied to some extent in Canada.
57 In Trieger v. Canadian Broadcasting Corp. (1988), 54 D.L.R. (4th) 143 (Ont. H.C.) , the leader of the Green Party applied
for an interlocutory mandatory injunction allowing him to participate in a party leaders' debate to be televised within a few
days of the hearing. The applicant's only real interest was in being permitted to participate in the debate, not in any subsequent
declaration of his rights. Campbell J. refused the application, stating at p. 152:
This is not the sort of relief that should be granted on an interlocutory application of this kind. The legal issues involved
are complex and I am not satisfied that the applicant has demonstrated there is a serious issue to be tried in the sense of
a case with enough legal merit to justify the extraordinary intervention of this court in making the order sought without
any trial at all. [Emphasis added.]
58
In Tremblay v. Daigle, [1989] 2 S.C.R. 530 , the appellant Daigle was appealing an interlocutory injunction granted by
the Quebec Superior Court enjoining her from having an abortion. In view of the advanced state of the appellant's pregnancy,
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this Court went beyond the issue of whether or not the interlocutory injunction should be discharged and immediately rendered
a decision on the merits of the case.
59
The circumstances in which this exception will apply are rare. When it does, a more extensive review of the merits of
the case must be undertaken. Then when the second and third stages of the test are considered and applied the anticipated result
on the merits should be borne in mind.
60 The second exception to the American Cyanamid prohibition on an extensive review of the merits arises when the question
of constitutionality presents itself as a simple question of law alone. This was recognized by Beetz J. in Metropolitan Stores
, at p. 133:
There may be rare cases where the question of constitutionality will present itself as a simple question of law alone which
can be finally settled by a motion judge. A theoretical example which comes to mind is one where Parliament or a legislature
would purport to pass a law imposing the beliefs of a state religion. Such a law would violate s. 2(a ) of the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms , could not possibly be saved under s. 1 of the Charter and might perhaps be struck down
right away; see Attorney General of Quebec v. Quebec Association of Protestant School Boards, [1984] 2 S.C.R. 66 , at
p. 88. It is trite to say that these cases are exceptional.
A judge faced with an application which falls within the extremely narrow confines of this second exception need not consider
the second or third tests since the existence of irreparable harm or the location of the balance of convenience are irrelevant
inasmuch as the constitutional issue is finally determined and a stay is unnecessary.
61 The suggestion has been made in the private law context that a third exception to the American Cyanamid "serious question
to be tried" standard should be recognized in cases where the factual record is largely settled prior to the application being made.
Thus in Dialadex Communications Inc. v. Crammond (1987), 34 D.L.R. (4th) 392 (Ont. H.C.) , at p. 396, it was held that:
Where the facts are not substantially in dispute, the plaintiffs must be able to establish a strong prima facie case and must
show that they will suffer irreparable harm if the injunction is not granted. If there are facts in dispute, a lesser standard
must be met. In that case, the plaintiffs must show that their case is not a frivolous one and there is a substantial question
to be tried, and that, on the balance of convenience, an injunction should be granted.
To the extent that this exception exists at all, it should not be applied in Charter cases. Even if the facts upon which the Charter
breach is alleged are not in dispute, all of the evidence upon which the s. 1 issue must be decided may not be before the motions
court. Furthermore, at this stage an appellate court will not normally have the time to consider even a complete factual record
properly. It follows that a motions court should not attempt to undertake the careful analysis required for a consideration of
s. 1 in an interlocutory proceeding.
C. Irreparable Harm
62
Beetz J. determined in Metropolitan Stores , at p. 128, that "[t]he second test consists in deciding whether the litigant
who seeks the interlocutory injunction would, unless the injunction is granted, suffer irreparable harm". The harm which might
be suffered by the respondent, should the relief sought be granted, has been considered by some courts at this stage. We are of
the opinion that this is more appropriately dealt with in the third part of the analysis. Any alleged harm to the public interest
should also be considered at that stage.
63
At this stage the only issue to be decided is whether a refusal to grant relief could so adversely affect the applicants'
own interests that the harm could not be remedied if the eventual decision on the merits does not accord with the result of the
interlocutory application.
64 "Irreparable" refers to the nature of the harm suffered rather than its magnitude. It is harm which either cannot be quantified
in monetary terms or which cannot be cured, usually because one party cannot collect damages from the other. Examples of the
former include instances where one party will be put out of business by the court's decision (R.L. Crain Inc. v. Hendry (1988),
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48 D.L.R. (4th) 228 (Sask. Q.B.) ); where one party will suffer permanent market loss or irrevocable damage to its business
reputation (American Cyanamid, supra ); or where a permanent loss of natural resources will be the result when a challenged
activity is not enjoined (MacMillan Bloedel Ltd. v. Mullin, [1985] 3 W.W.R. 577 (B.C.C.A.) ). The fact that one party may be
impecunious does not automatically determine the application in favour of the other party who will not ultimately be able to
collect damages, although it may be a relevant consideration (Hubbard v. Pitt, [1976] Q.B. 142 (C.A.) ).
65
The assessment of irreparable harm in interlocutory applications involving Charter rights is a task which will often be
more difficult than a comparable assessment in a private law application. One reason for this is that the notion of irreparable
harm is closely tied to the remedy of damages, but damages are not the primary remedy in Charter cases.
66 This Court has on several occasions accepted the principle that damages may be awarded for a breach of Charter rights:
(see, for example, Mills v. The Queen, [1986] 1 S.C.R. 863 , at pp. 883, 886, 943 and 971; Nelles v. Ontario, [1989] 2 S.C.R.
170 , at p. 196). However, no body of jurisprudence has yet developed in respect of the principles which might govern the
award of damages under s. 24(1) of the Charter . In light of the uncertain state of the law regarding the award of damages for
a Charter breach, it will in most cases be impossible for a judge on an interlocutory application to determine whether adequate
compensation could ever be obtained at trial. Therefore, until the law in this area has developed further, it is appropriate to
assume that the financial damage which will be suffered by an applicant following a refusal of relief, even though capable of
quantification, constitutes irreparable harm.
D. The Balance of Inconvenience and Public Interest Considerations
67 The third test to be applied in an application for interlocutory relief was described by Beetz J. in Metropolitan Stores at p.
129 as: "a determination of which of the two parties will suffer the greater harm from the granting or refusal of an interlocutory
injunction, pending a decision on the merits". In light of the relatively low threshold of the first test and the difficulties in
applying the test of irreparable harm in Charter cases, many interlocutory proceedings will be determined at this stage.
68
The factors which must be considered in assessing the "balance of inconvenience" are numerous and will vary in each
individual case. In American Cyanamid , Lord Diplock cautioned, at p. 408, that:
[i]t would be unwise to attempt even to list all the various matters which may need to be taken into consideration in deciding
where the balance lies, let alone to suggest the relative weight to be attached to them. These will vary from case to case.
He added, at p. 409, that "there may be many other special factors to be taken into consideration in the particular circumstances
of individual cases."
69
The decision in Metropolitan Stores , at p. 149, made clear that in all constitutional cases the public interest is a 'special
factor' which must be considered in assessing where the balance of convenience lies and which must be "given the weight it
should carry." This was the approach properly followed by Blair J. of the General Division of the Ontario Court in Ainsley
Financial Corp. v. Ontario Securities Commission (1993), 14 O.R. (3d) 280 , at pp. 303-4:
Interlocutory injunctions involving a challenge to the constitutional validity of legislation or to the authority of a law
enforcement agency stand on a different footing than ordinary cases involving claims for such relief as between private
litigants. The interests of the public, which the agency is created to protect, must be taken into account and weighed in the
balance, along with the interests of the private litigants.
1. The Public Interest
70
Some general guidelines as to the methods to be used in assessing the balance of inconvenience were elaborated by
Beetz J. in Metropolitan Stores . A few additional points may be made. It is the "polycentric" nature of the Charter which
requires a consideration of the public interest in determining the balance of convenience: see Jamie Cassels, "An Inconvenient
Balance: The Injunction as a Charter Remedy", in J. Berryman, ed., Remedies: Issues and Perspectives , 1991, 271, at pp. 301-5.
However, the government does not have a monopoly on the public interest. As Cassels points out at p. 303:
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While it is of utmost importance to consider the public interest in the balance of convenience, the public interest in Charter
litigation is not unequivocal or asymmetrical in the way suggested in Metropolitan Stores . The Attorney General is not
the exclusive representative of a monolithic "public" in Charter disputes, nor does the applicant always represent only an
individualized claim. Most often, the applicant can also claim to represent one vision of the "public interest". Similarly,
the public interest may not always gravitate in favour of enforcement of existing legislation.
71 It is, we think, appropriate that it be open to both parties in an interlocutory Charter proceeding to rely upon considerations
of the public interest. Each party is entitled to make the court aware of the damage it might suffer prior to a decision on the
merits. In addition, either the applicant or the respondent may tip the scales of convenience in its favour by demonstrating to
the court a compelling public interest in the granting or refusal of the relief sought. "Public interest" includes both the concerns
of society generally and the particular interests of identifiable groups.
72
We would therefore reject an approach which excludes consideration of any harm not directly suffered by a party to the
application. Such was the position taken by the trial judge in Morgentaler v. Ackroyd (1983), 150 D.L.R. (3d) 59 (Ont. H.C.) ,
per Linden J., at p. 66.
The applicants rested their argument mainly on the irreparable loss to their potential women patients, who would be unable
to secure abortions if the clinic is not allowed to perform them. Even if it were established that these women would suffer
irreparable harm, such evidence would not indicate any irreparable harm to these applicants , which would warrant this
court issuing an injunction at their behest. [Emphasis in original.]
73
When a private applicant alleges that the public interest is at risk that harm must be demonstrated. This is since private
applicants are normally presumed to be pursuing their own interests rather than those of the public at large. In considering the
balance of convenience and the public interest, it does not assist an applicant to claim that a given government authority does
not represent the public interest. Rather, the applicant must convince the court of the public interest benefits which will flow
from the granting of the relief sought.
74
Courts have addressed the issue of the harm to the public interest which can be relied upon by a public authority in
different ways. On the one hand is the view expressed by the Federal Court of Appeal in Attorney General of Canada v. Fishing
Vessel Owners' Association of B.C., [1985] 1 F.C. 791 , which overturned the trial judge's issuance of an injunction restraining
Fisheries Officers from implementing a fishing plan adopted under the Fisheries Act , R.S.C. 1970, c. F-14, for several reasons,
including, at p. 795:
(b) the Judge assumed that the grant of the injunction would not cause any damage to the appellants. This was wrong.
When a public authority is prevented from exercising its statutory powers, it can be said, in a case like the present one,
that the public interest, of which that authority is the guardian, suffers irreparable harm.
This dictum received the guarded approval of Beetz J. in Metropolitan Stores at p. 139. It was applied by the Trial Division of
the Federal Court in Esquimalt Anglers' Association v. Canada (Minister of Fisheries and Oceans) (1988), 21 F.T.R. 304 .
75
A contrary view was expressed by McQuaid J.A. of the P.E.I. Court of Appeal in Island Telephone Co., Re (1987), 67
Nfld. & P.E.I.R. 158 , who, in granting a stay of an order of the Public Utilities Commission pending appeal, stated at p. 164:
I can see no circumstances whatsoever under which the Commission itself could be inconvenienced by a stay pending
appeal. As a regulatory body, it has no vested interest, as such, in the outcome of the appeal. In fact, it is not inconceivable
that it should welcome any appeal which goes especially to its jurisdiction, for thereby it is provided with clear guidelines
for the future, in situations where doubt may have therefore existed. The pub lic interest is equally well served, in the
same sense, by any appeal....
76 In our view, the concept of inconvenience should be widely construed in Charter cases. In the case of a public authority,
the onus of demonstrating irreparable harm to the public interest is less than that of a private applicant. This is partly a function
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of the nature of the public authority and partly a function of the action sought to be enjoined. The test will nearly always be
satisfied simply upon proof that the authority is charged with the duty of promoting or protecting the public interest and upon
some indication that the impugned legislation, regulation, or activity was undertaken pursuant to that responsibility. Once these
minimal requirements have been met, the court should in most cases assume that irreparable harm to the public interest would
result from the restraint of that action.
77
A court should not, as a general rule, attempt to ascertain whether actual harm would result from the restraint sought.
To do so would in effect require judicial inquiry into whether the government is governing well, since it implies the possibility
that the government action does not have the effect of promoting the public interest and that the restraint of the action would
therefore not harm the public interest. The Charter does not give the courts a licence to evaluate the effectiveness of government
action, but only to restrain it where it encroaches upon fundamental rights.
78
Consideration of the public interest may also be influenced by other factors. In Metropolitan Stores , it was observed
that public interest considerations will weigh more heavily in a "suspension" case than in an "exemption" case. The reason for
this is that the public interest is much less likely to be detrimentally affected when a discrete and limited number of applicants
are exempted from the application of certain provisions of a law than when the application of certain provisions of a law is
suspended entirely. See Black v. Law Society of Alberta (1983), 144 D.L.R. (3d) 439 ; Vancouver General Hospital v. Stoffman
(1985), 23 D.L.R. (4th) 146 ; Rio Hotel Ltd. v. Commission des licences et permis d'alcool, [1986] 2 S.C.R. ix .
79
Similarly, even in suspension cases, a court may be able to provide some relief if it can sufficiently limit the scope of
the applicant's request for relief so that the general public interest in the continued application of the law is not affected. Thus
in Ontario Jockey Club v. Smith (1922), 22 O.W.N. 373 (H.C.) , the court restrained the enforcement of an impugned taxation
statute against the applicant but ordered him to pay an amount equivalent to the tax into court pending the disposition of the
main action.
2. The Status Quo
80
In the course of discussing the balance of convenience in American Cyanamid , Lord Diplock stated at p. 408 that when
everything else is equal, "it is a counsel of prudence to ... preserve the status quo." This approach would seem to be of limited
value in private law cases, and, although there may be exceptions, as a general rule it has no merit as such in the face of the
alleged violation of fundamental rights. One of the functions of the Charter is to provide individuals with a tool to challenge
the existing order of things or status quo. The issues have to be balanced in the manner described in these reasons.
E. Summary
81 It may be helpful at this stage to review the factors to be considered on an application for interlocutory relief in a Charter
case.
82
As indicated in Metropolitan Stores , the three-part American Cyanamid test should be applied to applications for
interlocutory injunctions and as well for stays in both private law and Charter cases.
83
At the first stage, an applicant for interlocutory relief in a Charter case must demonstrate a serious question to be tried.
Whether the test has been satisfied should be determined by a motions judge on the basis of common sense and an extremely
limited review of the case on the merits. The fact that an appellate court has granted leave in the main action is, of course, a
relevant and weighty consideration, as is any judgment on the merits which has been rendered, although neither is necessarily
conclusive of the matter. A motions court should only go beyond a preliminary investigation of the merits when the result of the
interlocutory motion will in effect amount to a final determination of the action, or when the constitutionality of a challenged
statute can be determined as a pure question of law. Instances of this sort will be exceedingly rare. Unless the case on the merits
is frivolous or vexatious, or the constitutionality of the statute is a pure question of law, a judge on a motion for relief must, as
a general rule, consider the second and third stages of the Metropolitan Stores test.
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84
At the second stage the applicant must convince the court that it will suffer irreparable harm if the relief is not granted.
'Irreparable' refers to the nature of the harm rather than its magnitude. In Charter cases, even quantifiable financial loss relied
upon by an applicant may be considered irreparable harm so long as it is unclear that such loss could be recovered at the time
of a decision on the merits.
85
The third branch of the test, requiring an assessment of the balance of inconvenience, will often determine the result
in applications involving Charter rights. In addition to the damage each party alleges it will suffer, the interest of the public
must be taken into account. The effect a decision on the application will have upon the public interest may be relied upon by
either party. These public interest considerations will carry less weight in exemption cases than in suspension cases. When the
nature and declared purpose of legislation is to promote the public interest, a motions court should not be concerned whether
the legislation actually has such an effect. It must be assumed to do so. In order to overcome the assumed benefit to the public
interest arising from the continued application of the legislation, the applicant who relies on the public interest must demonstrate
that the suspension of the legislation would itself provide a public benefit.
86 We would add to this brief summary that, as a general rule, the same principles would apply when a government authority
is the applicant in a motion for interlocutory relief. However, the issue of public interest, as an aspect of irreparable harm to the
interests of the government, will be considered in the second stage. It will again be considered in the third stage when harm to
the applicant is balanced with harm to the respondent including any harm to the public interest established by the latter.
VII. Application of the Principles to these Cases
A. A Serious Question to be Tried
87 The applicants contend that these cases raise several serious issues to be tried. Among these is the question of the application
of the rational connection and the minimal impairment tests in order to justify the infringement upon freedom of expression
occasioned by a blanket ban on tobacco advertising. On this issue, Chabot J. of the Quebec Superior Court and Brossard J.A. in
dissent in the Court of Appeal held that the government had not satisfied these tests and that the ban could not be justified under
s. 1 of the Charter . The majority of the Court of Appeal held that the ban was justified. The conflict in the reasons arises from
different interpretations of the extent to which recent jurisprudence has relaxed the onus fixed upon the state in R. v. Oakes,
[1986] 1 S.C.R. 103 , to justify its action in public welfare initiatives. This Court has granted leave to hear the appeals on the
merits. When faced with separate motions for interlocutory relief pertaining to these cases, the Quebec Court of Appeal stated
that "[w]hatever the outcome of these appeals, they clearly raise serious constitutional issues." This observation of the Quebec
Court of Appeal and the decision to grant leaves to appeal clearly indicate that these cases raise serious questions of law.
B. Irreparable Harm
88 The applicants allege that if they are not granted interlocutory relief they will be forced to spend very large sums of money
immediately in order to comply with the regulations. In the event that their appeals are allowed by this Court, the applicants
contend that they will not be able either to recover their costs from the government or to revert to their current packaging
practices without again incurring the same expense.
89 Monetary loss of this nature will not usually amount to irreparable harm in private law cases. Where the government is the
unsuccessful party in a constitutional claim, however, a plaintiff will face a much more difficult task in establishing constitutional
liability and obtaining monetary redress. The expenditures which the new regulations require will therefore impose irreparable
harm on the applicants if these motions are denied but the main actions are successful on appeal.
C. Balance of Inconvenience
90 Among the factors which must be considered in order to determine whether the granting or withholding of interlocutory
relief would occasion greater inconvenience are the nature of the relief sought and of the harm which the parties contend they
will suffer, the nature of the legislation which is under attack, and where the public interest lies.
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91
The losses which the applicants would suffer should relief be denied are strictly financial in nature. The required
expenditure is significant and would undoubtedly impose considerable economic hardship on the two companies. Nonetheless,
as pointed out by the respondent, the applicants are large and very successful corporations, each with annual earnings well
in excess of $50,000,000. They have a greater capacity to absorb any loss than would many smaller enterprises. Secondarily,
assuming that the demand for cigarettes is not solely a function of price, the companies may also be able to pass on some of
their losses to their customers in the form of price increases. Therefore, although the harm suffered may be irreparable, it will
not affect the long-term viability of the applicants.
92 Second, the applicants are two companies who seek to be exempted from compliance with the latest regulations published
under the Tobacco Products Control Act . On the face of the matter, this case appears to be an "exemption case" as that phrase
was used by Beetz J. in Metropolitan Stores . However, since there are only three tobacco producing companies operating in
Canada, the application really is in the nature of a "suspension case". The applicants admitted in argument that they were in
effect seeking to suspend the application of the new regulations to all tobacco producing companies in Canada for a period of
one year following the judgment of this Court on the merits. The result of these motions will therefore affect the whole of the
Canadian tobacco producing industry. Further, the impugned provisions are broad in nature. Thus it is appropriate to classify
these applications as suspension cases and therefore ones in which "the public interest normally carries greater weight in favour
of compliance with existing legislation" (p. 147).
93
The weight accorded to public interest concerns is partly a function of the nature of legislation generally, and partly a
function of the purposes of the specific piece of legislation under attack. As Beetz J. explained, at p. 135, in Metropolitan Stores :
Whether or not they are ultimately held to be constitutional, the laws which litigants seek to suspend or from which they
seek to be exempted by way of interlocutory injunctive relief have been enacted by demo cratically-elected legislatures
and are generally passed for the common good, for instance: ... the protection of public health .... It seems axiomatic that
the granting of interlocutory injunctive relief in most suspension cases and, up to a point, as will be seen later, in quite a
few exemption cases, is susceptible temporarily to frustrate the pursuit of the common good. [Emphasis added.]
94

The regulations under attack were adopted pursuant to s. 3 of the Tobacco Products Control Act which states:
3. The purpose of this Act is to provide a legislative response to a national public health problem of substantial and pressing
concern and, in particular,
(a ) to protect the health of Canadians in the light of conclusive evidence implicating tobacco use in the incidence
of numerous debilitating and fatal diseases;
(b ) to protect young persons and others, to the extent that is reasonable in a free and democratic society, from
inducements to use tobacco products and consequent dependence on them; and
(c ) to enhance public awareness of the hazards of tobacco use by ensuring the effective communication of pertinent
information to consumers of tobacco products.

95 The Regulatory Impact Analysis Statement, in the Canada Gazette , Part II, Vol. 127, No. 16, p. 3284, at p. 3285, which
accompanied the regulations stated:
The increased number and revised format of the health messages reflect the strong consensus of the public health
community that the serious health hazards of using these products be more fully and effectively communicated to
consumers. Support for these changes has been manifested by hundreds of letters and a number of submissions by public
health groups highly critical of the initial regulatory requirements under this legislation as well as a number of Departmental
studies indicating their need.
96
These are clear indications that the government passed the regulations with the intention of protecting public health and
thereby furthering the public good. Further, both parties agree that past studies have shown that health warnings on tobacco
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product packages do have some effects in terms of increasing public awareness of the dangers of smoking and in reducing the
overall incidence of smoking in our society. The applicants, however, argued strenuously that the government has not shown
and cannot show that the specific requirements imposed by the impugned regulations have any positive public benefits. We do
not think that such an argument assists the applicants at this interlocutory stage.
97 When the government declares that it is passing legislation in order to protect and promote public health and it is shown
that the restraints which it seeks to place upon an industry are of the same nature as those which in the past have had positive
public benefits, it is not for a court on an interlocutory motion to assess the actual benefits which will result from the specific
terms of the legislation. That is particularly so in this case, where this very matter is one of the main issues to be resolved in the
appeal. Rather, it is for the applicants to offset these public interest considerations by demonstrating a more compelling public
interest in suspending the application of the legislation.
98 The applicants in these cases made no attempt to argue any public interest in the continued application of current packaging
requirements rather than the new requirements. The only possible public interest is that of smokers' not having the price of a
package of cigarettes increase. Such an increase is not likely to be excessive and is purely economic in nature. Therefore, any
public interest in maintaining the current price of tobacco products cannot carry much weight. This is particularly so when it is
balanced against the undeniable importance of the public interest in health and in the pre vention of the widespread and serious
medical problems directly attributable to smoking.
99
The balance of inconvenience weighs strongly in favour of the respondent and is not offset by the irreparable harm that
the applicants may suffer if relief is denied. The public interest in health is of such compelling importance that the applications
for a stay must be dismissed with costs to the successful party on the appeal.
Applications dismissed.
Solicitors of record:
Solicitors for the applicant RJR — MacDonald Inc.: Mackenzie, Gervais , Montreal.
Solicitors for the applicant Imperial Tobacco Inc.: Ogilvy, Renault , Montreal.
Solicitors for the respondent: Côté & Ouellet , Montreal.
Solicitors for the interveners on the application for interlocutory relief the Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada, the Canadian
Cancer Society, the Canadian Council on Smoking and Health, and Physicians for a Smoke-Free Canada: McCarthy, Tétrault
, Toronto.
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Reasons for Judgment of the Honourable Madam Justice Huddart:

[1]

On 24 September 1998 the respondent obtained an order in the Supreme

...communicating directly or indirectly, including through
agents or intermediaries, with persons or entities who were,
at any time during the Defendant’s employment by the Plaintiff
or RRS Transport Inc., customers of the Plaintiff or RRS
Transport Inc. until the trial or other disposition of this
matter. ...

[2]

In addition the appellant was ordered to deliver forthwith to the

respondent “any document or record pertaining to the business of the
Plaintiff.” The respondent had sought an injunction restraining the
appellant from directly or indirectly

“contacting, canvassing, diverting

or soliciting … clients or customers … of the plaintiff in any way
whatsoever until the trial …”.

[3]

In granting leave on 1 December 1998, Mr. Justice Hall varied the

order to substitute a non-solicitation order for the non-communication
order of the chambers judge.

[4]

The appellant began to work in the trucking industry as a

warehouseman and truck driver in 1962. In 1989 he started working for RRS
Transport Inc. (RRS), one of four trucking businesses acquired by the
respondent company during 1997.

At both RRS and the respondent, the

appellant managed the LTL (less than truckload) operations. In 1990 he
purchased a 25% interest in RRS for $50,000.00. During the last week of
March 1997 he sold his interest to the majority shareholder for $212,500
and signed a one-year employment contract, to commence 1 May 1997. It
appears this sale facilitated the sale of RRS shares to the respondent.

[5]

The employment contract contained these clauses:
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8. Nordeen shall not either during or after the term of this
Agreement divulge of [sic] disclose the private affairs of the
Company, any trade secrets of the Company, any information
concerning the business affairs of the Company or its
customers or the names of its customers to anyone other than
the directors of the Company and shall not make any use of
such information of his own purpose. [Emphasis added].

[6]

It did not contain a non-competition or non-solicitation clause

regarding customers following the one-year term; nor did it contain any
clause specifically prohibiting the appellant from using any list of
contacts he brought with him to RRS and amended during, or after the term
of employment.

[7]

In August, the respondent began discussions under the terms of a

confidentiality agreement made 12 August 1997, about the sale of its RRS
division to Big Freight Systems Inc.

The appellant, because of his

knowledge of the RRS operations, participated in those discussions.
However, he was not a party to the confidentiality agreement nor was he
involved in their negotiations.

[8]

The respondent commented on Big Freight’s letter of intent in a

letter dated 22 March 1998. Included in that letter was this comment
regarding the RRS customer list:

(b)
We are not prepared to surrender the customer list until
the equipment condition has been waived, pursuant to the
inspection of the equipment.

and under the heading Conditions this further comment:

(f)
Our position towards the customer list is that we are
making no representation or warranty as to the customers of
RRS. We are selling the assets of the business and are
offering the customer list at an arbitrary cost of $10,000.

1999 BCCA 597 (CanLII)
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We are of the opinion that the customer list will be made
available, however, I am not convinced that it should be a
condition of closing, since the bulk of the purchase price is
for the equipment. As such, we will make available the list
after you have waived the equipment condition, however, I am
not prepared to make the customer list a condition of closing.
We will provide whatever assistance we can in ensuring that
the customers remain with the business, however, this is not a
major part of the cost of the transaction and the cost
associated with a failed closing is significant in light of
the fact that this flat dock business is not our core business
and the current customer base may feel uncomfortable staying
with a supplier with the stated objective of divesting. We
are not uncomfortable with you visiting the customers, but
only as a transition exercise and not as a condition of
closing.

[9]

An agreement was not reached.

On 28 April 1998, Big Freight

withdrew its offer to purchase and negotiations ended.

[10]

At the expiry of his employment contract on 30 April 1998, the

appellant wrote:

Sir:
My contract with RRS Transport Inc. expired April 30th,
1998 and I feel, without regret, that it is time to tender my
resignation.
Understanding the shortage of staff, I am willing to
provide you with a minimum of two weeks notice.
My time with this company has been eleven years and at
this point I see no future or immediate resolve.
Michael Nordeen

[11]

On 29 June 1998, the appellant took up employment with Big Freight

as manager of its LTL Division near the respondent’s office in Langley.
He took with him two binders containing information accumulated over his
years in the trucking business.
customers.

Included were references to RRS

He considered he was entitled to use the information he had

accumulated during his 27 years in the trucking business to solicit
business on behalf of his new employer and does not dispute that he did
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so. He asserted before the chambers judge that only one of the RRS
customers he contacted after leaving the respondent had not been brought

[12]

In June the respondent sued for an injunction and an accounting of

the benefits the appellant had received from his use of its customer list
in contravention of the “fiduciary duty and duty of confidence” he owed
the respondent as a “key managerial employee,” and alternately, for
damages.

No claim was made based on clause 8 of the employment contract.

Rather the respondent relied on implied duties, as appears from the
statement of claim:

8. It was an implied term of said employment agreement that Nordeen
would act honestly and bona fide during his employment with TCT, and
that upon resignation from his employment, or termination, Nordeen
would:

[1]
not contact or solicit any customers or lease operators of
TCT;
[2]
not use or disclose to any person, association or corporation
any confidential information or knowledge relating to the business
of TCT; and
[3]
not appropriate or exploit to his advantage business
opportunities which arose while Nordeen was in the employ of TCT.
9. On or about June 5, 1998, Nordeen resigned from the employ
of TCT and immediately thereafter obtained employment with Big
Freight Systems Inc. in Langley, British Columbia, and
commenced solicitation of the customers, drivers and lease
operators of TCT, using the confidential information of TCT,
all in breach of fiduciary duty, duty of confidence and
contract.

[13]

The chambers judge was satisfied there was a serious issue to be

tried as to whether the appellant had “breached his contract of employment
or his duty to his employer”, particularly with respect to customers, that
the respondent would suffer irreparable harm by the very nature of the
alleged breach of duty, and that the balance of convenience lay with the
respondent because he did not see “a significant hardship [to the
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appellant] relative to the potential harm that may be done [to the
respondent], in restricting the defendant from communicating with anyone
who was ever a customer while he worked for the plaintiff or its

would provide an adequate remedy, the chambers judge wrote:

… What is in issue is the degree to which the defendant’s
contacts and experience in the industry were, if at all,
acquired through and subject to the duties arising out of his
employment with the plaintiff.

[14]

He considered nothing in the nature of trade secrets and little in

the way of confidential information was involved.

The protection of such

information appears to have been the purpose of clause 8 of the employment
contract.

[15]

The appellant had delivered the two binders to his counsel. The

injunction had the effect of preventing the appellant from discharging his
duties with Big Freight until it was varied by Mr. Justice Hall in
December; it prevented him from competing with TCT for its customers on
his own or his employer’s account, even if they contacted him.

[16]

The appellant acknowledges he must show the chambers judge erred in

principle or made an order that resulted in a clear injustice before this
court may discharge the injunction.
judge applied the correct test.

He also acknowledges the chambers

However, he alleges four errors in

principle in the application of the test established by the Supreme Court
of Canada in RJR-MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General), [1994] 1
S.C.R. 311.

[17]

The first three are that the chambers judge erred in finding the

three elements of the test for an interlocutory injunction had been
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established by evidence. The fourth is that he granted a term wider in
scope than that sought or merited on the evidence.

The fourth has been

repaired by the order varying the injunction and is no longer in issue.

enjoined any contact with anyone who had been a customer of the respondent
during the appellant’s employment by it.

[18]

The essence of the appellant’s first ground is that the chambers

judge erred when he referred to the law regarding fiduciary duties owed by
key employees and management personnel, rather than the law regarding
duties owed by a departing employee.

There was evidence the appellant was

a key employee with managerial functions sufficient to support a finding
he had at least a good faith duty to his employer not to compete unfairly
upon the termination of his employment contract.

It is difficult to find

an error in principle on the part of the chambers judge in these
circumstances in finding there was a serious issue to be tried as to
whether a duty not to solicit customers existed and was breached.

In

these circumstances it matters not with regard to the first branch of the
test for an interlocutory injunction whether there was evidence sufficient
to raise a serious question about the existence and breach of a fiduciary
duty or a breach of the employment contract.

“The threshold is a low

one,” as the Supreme Court noted in RJR-MacDonald, supra, at 337. The
scope of the duty not to compete unfairly is uncertain; what is unfair
will vary with the particular circumstances and depend on the facts found
at trial.

[19]

There was also evidence to support the conclusion the respondent was

suffering market loss as a result of the appellant’s contact with its
customers, market loss it considered was likely to be permanent.

This may

constitute irreparable harm, as the Supreme Court of Canada made clear at
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However, it seems it was the alleged breach of a

fiduciary duty with its potential for a permanent injunction, rather than
breach of a duty to compete fairly, that led the chambers judge to infer

accounting or award of damages, and thus that the harm the appellant was
causing was potentially irreparable. I garner that from his reference to
the passage he quoted from the reasons of Sachs L.J. in Evans Marshall &
Co. Ltd. v. Bertola S.A. et al., [1973] 1 W.L.R. 349 (H.L.).

In that

contest between two corporate entities, Lord Sachs expressed the view that
it was just to visit the difficulty of quantifying damages on the
defendant in breach of a fiduciary duty.

[20]

If all the respondent lost was the opportunity to demonstrate its

ability to serve its customers’ needs following the departure of the
appellant, that opportunity could be valued as can most business
opportunities.

It is the allegation that the appellant was under a

fiduciary duty not to solicit customers of the respondent that is at the
root of the respondent’s claim for a permanent injunction.

The respondent

accepts that in every other way the appellant may compete in its market;
he may advertise for business and he may respond to customers who contact
him.

[21]

At para. 10, the chambers judge concluded that damages would not be

an adequate remedy because “… any solicitation of its custom …
subsequently found to be improper may well result in harm that is by its
nature incalculable” and further that “…the potential for irreparable harm
has been demonstrated.”

That conclusion flows naturally from the premise

that a fiduciary duty not to solicit has been broken.

I can see no

logical error in that conclusion to the extent there is evidence to
support a finding of fiduciary duty owed and breached.
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The worrisome aspect of the chambers judge’s reasoning is his not

seeing “a significant hardship relative to the potential harm that may be
done, in restricting the defendant from communicating with anyone who was

The hardship to the appellant was the impediment such an order would place
on his continued employment in the trucking business.
had developed a client base.

Over 27 years he

Without any solicitation on his part it

could be expected at least some of those with whom he did business would
want to do business with him at his new place of employment. Not to be
able to accept orders from a third party is an extraordinary limitation on
the freedom of a person to earn a living, and thus a significant hardship
that should have been carefully considered in assessing the balance of
convenience between these parties, and again in devising the terms of any
injunction found to be necessary.

The consequences of an injunction to

the appellant are no more measurable than those to the respondent if an
injunction were not granted.

Where the nature of the harm in either case

is not measurable, the court must focus on the balance of inconvenience.

[23]

About that test, the court noted in RJR-MacDonald, at 342:

... In light of the relatively low threshold of the first test
and the difficulties in applying the test of irreparable harm
in Charter cases, many interlocutory proceedings will be
determined at this stage.

[24]
case.

The Supreme Court in

RJR-MacDonald was considering a constitutional

However, the court accepted the approach to the balance of

convenience taken by the House of Lords in a commercial case, American
Cyanamid Co. v. Ethicon Ltd., [1975] A.C. 396.

By that approach, weight

should be placed on the strength of the case only where there is no
credible dispute on the evidence that the strength of one party’s case is
disproportionate to that of the other party.

Such is not the case here.
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It is difficult to fit this case within the exception noted by the Supreme
Court in RJR MacDonald that the strength of the case should be the
predominant consideration where the interlocutory injunction will
This case requires discovery and a trial

to determine what, if any, right the respondent has to protect its share
of the LTL market.

The respondents only very recently set the matter for

trial, in March 2001 for eight days.

[25]

In these circumstances, I turn for guidance to the Reasons of Madam

Justice McLachlin in B.C. (A.G.) v. Wale (1986), 9 B.C.L.R. (2d) 333 at
346.

At the end of the analysis, a court must do what is just and

equitable in all the circumstances of the case.

If we recall that the

basic purpose of an interlocutory injunction is to ensure a plaintiff’s
rights are not nullified or impaired by the time of the trial and add the
consideration implicit in balancing relative convenience that harm to the
defendant should be minimized, it becomes apparent that justice is not
being served in this case by the continuation of an injunction against the
solicitation of customers 17 months after the termination of the
appellant’s employment by the respondent.

[26]

Having regard to the evidence of the appellant’s employment position

and duties there was a proper basis for prohibiting the appellant from
soliciting customers of the appellant and customers of RRS Transport Inc.
However, in my view, the time has come now to dissolve the injunction.
The balance of convenience has now shifted to the appellant.

The

respondent has had an adequate opportunity to solidify its customer base
after the appellant’s departure and to move its action speedily to trial.
The consequences of the respondent’s delay in setting the matter for trial
should not be visited upon the appellant.
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This case raises an issue that did not arise for consideration in

Barton Insurance Brokers Ltd. v. Irwin (1999), 40 C.C.E.L. (2d) 159.

That

issue concerns the duration of injunctive relief ordered concerning a

enterprise.

As to that, I should think courts ought to be careful to

limit the grant of equitable relief to that reasonably necessary to
protect the interests threatened.

In such circumstances, I believe that

generally any injunctive

relief should be time limited, perhaps with liberty to the moving party to
seek to extend the duration of any such relief granted.

Each case will,

of course, fall to be decided on its particular circumstances but
generally, save in exceptional circumstances, I doubt if it would be easy
to persuade a court to initially grant an order extending this sort of
equitable relief beyond approximately one year from the date of
termination of employment and in many cases, a shorter period may be
deemed adequate.

[28]

I would allow the appeal and order the injunction dissolved.

I

would allow the appellant the costs of this appeal but not disturb the
order of the chambers judge as to the costs in the Supreme Court.

“The Honourable Madam Justice Huddart”

I AGREE:

“The Honourable Madam Justice Prowse”

I AGREE:

“The Honourable Mr. Justice Hall”
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Four permits for the operation of secure landfills for
the disposal of hazardous waste generated by oil and gas
operations have been issued in Northeastern British Co
lumbia. T holds two permits and operates two landfills
pursuant to them. A third permit is held by an Aboriginal
community but the landfill has not yet been constructed.
The fourth permit is held by B, a wholly owned subsidi
ary of C. When T acquired C, the Commissioner of Com
petition (the “Commissioner”) opposed the transaction
on the ground that it was likely to substantially prevent
competition in secure landfill services in Northeastern
British Columbia. The Commissioner asked the Compe
tition Tribunal (the “Tribunal”) to order, pursuant to s. 92
of the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34 (the “Act”),
that the transaction be dissolved, or in the alternative, that
T divest itself of B or C.

Quatre permis d’exploitation visant des sites d’enfouis
sement sécuritaire des déchets dangereux produits par des
exploitations pétrolières et gazières ont été délivrés dans
le Nord-Est de la Colombie-Britannique. T est titulaire de
deux de ces permis et exploite deux sites d’enfouissement
conformément à ces permis. Un troisième permis est dé
tenu par une collectivité autochtone, mais les installations
n’ont pas encore été construites. Le quatrième permis
est détenu par B, une filiale en propriété exclusive de C.
Quand T a acquis C, la commissaire de la concurrence
s’est opposée à cette opération, au motif qu’elle aurait
vraisemblablement pour effet de nuire sensiblement à la
concurrence dans les services d’enfouissement sécuri
taire du Nord-Est de la Colombie-Britannique. La com
missaire a demandé au Tribunal de la concurrence (le
« Tribunal ») d’ordonner l’annulation de la transaction
en vertu de l’art. 92 de la Loi sur la concurrence, L.R.C.
1985, c. C-34 (la « Loi »), ou, à titre subsidiaire, d’or
donner à T de se départir de B ou de C.

Pursuant to s. 92 of the Act, the Tribunal found that the
merger was likely to prevent competition substantially in
the relevant market. It further found that the efficiencies
gained by the merger were not greater than and would not
offset the anti-competitive effects of the merger, such that
T had failed to bring itself within the efficiencies excep
tion contained in s. 96 of the Act. The Tribunal ordered T
to divest itself of B. The Federal Court of Appeal upheld
the Tribunal’s conclusion that the merger would likely
substantially prevent competition. With respect to the s. 96
efficiencies defence, the court held that the Tribunal erred
in a number of respects. However, in its fresh assessment
of the matter, the court concluded that the merger only
provided marginal gains in efficiency which were not sig
nificant enough to approve a merger under s. 96. As a re
sult, the court dismissed the appeal.

Le Tribunal a conclu, en vertu de l’art. 92, que le fu
sionnement aurait vraisemblablement pour effet d’em
pêcher sensiblement la concurrence dans le marché en
cause. Il a statué en outre que les gains en efficience
engendrés par le fusionnement ne surpassaient pas les
effets anticoncurrentiels du fusionnement et ne les neu
traliseraient pas, de telle sorte que T ne pouvait invoquer
l’exception relative aux gains en efficience énoncée à
l’art. 96 de la Loi. Il a ordonné à T de se départir de B.
La Cour d’appel fédérale a confirmé la conclusion du
Tribunal selon laquelle le fusionnement proposé aurait
vraisemblablement pour effet d’empêcher sensiblement
la concurrence. Quant à la défense fondée sur les gains
en efficience prévue à l’art. 96, de l’avis de la cour, le
Tribunal s’était trompé à certains égards. Toutefois, après
une nouvelle appréciation de la question, la cour a con
clu que le fusionnement avait seulement engendré des
gains en efficience négligeables, qui n’étaient pas assez
importants pour que le fusionnement soit approuvé sous
le régime de l’art. 96. Par conséquent, la cour a rejeté
l’appel.

Held (Karakatsanis J. dissenting): The appeal should
be allowed, the divestiture order set aside and the s. 92 ap
plication dismissed.

Arrêt (la juge Karakatsanis est dissidente) : Le pourvoi
est accueilli, l’ordonnance de dessaisissement est annulée
et la demande présentée en vertu de l’art. 92 est rejetée.

Per McLachlin C.J. and Rothstein, Cromwell, Moldaver
and Wagner JJ.: While a standard of reasonableness pre
sumptively applies in this case because the questions at
issue are questions of law arising under the Tribunal’s
home statute, that presumption is rebutted. The appeal
provision in the Competition Tribunal Act, R.S.C. 1985,
c. 19 (2nd Supp.), evidences a clear Parliamentary inten
tion that decisions of the Tribunal be reviewed on a less

La juge en chef McLachlin et les juges Rothstein,
Cromwell, Moldaver et Wagner : Même si la norme de
contrôle de la décision raisonnable est présumée ap
plicable en l’espèce, car les questions en litige sont des
questions de droit qui concernent la loi constitutive du
Tribunal, cette présomption est réfutée. La disposition
d’appel de la Loi sur le Tribunal de la concurrence,
L.R.C. 1985, c. 19 (2e suppl.), témoigne de l’intention
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than deferential standard, supporting the view that ques
tions of law should be reviewed for correctness and ques
tions of fact and mixed law and fact for reasonableness.

claire du législateur de ne pas imposer la retenue judi
ciaire dans le contrôle des décisions du Tribunal, ce qui
appuie la thèse selon laquelle la norme de la décision
correcte s’applique aux questions de droit et celle de la
décision raisonnable aux questions mixtes de droit et de
fait et aux questions de fait.

The concern under the “prevention” branch of s. 92 of
the Act is that a firm with market power will use a merger
to prevent competition that could otherwise arise in a con
testable market. To determine whether a merger gives rise
to a substantial prevention of competition under s. 92(1),
the Tribunal must look to the “but for” market condition
to assess the competitive landscape that would likely
exist if there was no merger. First, it is necessary to iden
tify the firm or firms the merger would prevent from in
dependently entering the market. Typically, the potential
competitor will be one of the merged parties: the acquired
firm or the acquiring firm. The potential entry of the ac
quired firm will be the focus of the analysis when, but for
the merger, it would likely have entered the relevant mar
ket. The potential entry of the acquiring firm will be the
focus of the analysis when, but for the merger, the ac
quiring firm would have entered the relevant market in
dependently or through the acquisition and expansion of
a smaller firm.

Le volet de l’art. 92 relatif à l’« empêchement » vise
à prévenir qu’une entreprise possédant une puissance
commerciale procède à un fusionnement pour empê
cher la concurrence susceptible par ailleurs de s’exercer
dans un marché contestable. Pour déterminer si un fu
sionnement empêche sensiblement la concurrence, aux
termes du par. 92(1), le Tribunal doit envisager l’état
du marché, n’eût été le fusionnement, pour apprécier le
paysage concurrentiel qui existerait vraisemblablement
si le fusionnement n’avait pas eu lieu. Premièrement, il
faut déterminer l’entreprise — ou les entreprises — que
le fusionnement empêcherait d’entrer dans le marché de
manière indépendante. Le concurrent éventuel est ha
bituellement une partie au fusionnement : l’entreprise
acquise ou l’entreprise acquérante. L’analyse est axée
sur l’entrée potentielle dans le marché par la première
lorsque, n’eût été le fusionnement, celle-ci aurait vrai
semblablement pénétré le marché en cause. L’analyse
est axée sur l’entrée potentielle dans le marché par la se
conde lorsque, n’eût été le fusionnement, celle-ci aurait
pénétré le marché en question de manière indépendante
ou par le truchement de l’acquisition et de l’expansion
d’une entreprise de plus petite taille.

Second, it is necessary to examine the “but for” market
condition to see if, absent the merger, the potential com
petitor would have likely entered the market and if so
whether the effect of that competitor’s entry on the market
would likely be substantial. If the independent entry
has no effect on the market power of the acquiring firm
then the merger cannot be said to prevent competition
substantially. At this stage of the analysis, any factor
that could influence entry upon which evidence has been
adduced should be considered, such as the plans and
assets of that merging party, current and expected market
conditions, and other factors listed in s. 93 of the Act.
The timeframe for entry must be discernible. In other
words, there must be evidence of when the merging party
is realistically expected to enter the market in absence
of the merger. That evidence must be sufficient to meet
the “likely” test on a balance of probabilities, keeping in
mind that the further into the future the Tribunal looks,
the more difficult it will be to meet the test. The inherent
time delay that a new entrant, facing certain barriers and
acting diligently to overcome them, could be expected
to experience when trying to enter the market is an im
portant consideration, but should not support an effort to

Deuxièmement, il faut examiner l’état du marché pour
voir si, n’eût été le fusionnement, le concurrent éventuel
serait vraisemblablement entré dans le marché et, dans
l’affirmative, si l’effet de la pénétration par le concurrent
éventuel aurait vraisemblablement un effet sensible sur
le marché. Si la pénétration par le concurrent n’a aucun
effet sur la puissance commerciale de l’entreprise ac
quérante, l’on ne peut dire du fusionnement qu’il a pour
effet d’empêcher sensiblement la concurrence. À cette
étape de l’analyse, tous les éléments qui sont suscepti
bles d’influer sur cette pénétration du marché et à l’égard
desquels une preuve a été produite doivent être pris en
considération, comme les plans et éléments d’actif de
la partie concernée, les conditions du marché actuelles
et attendues et d’autres facteurs, énumérés à l’art. 93 de
la Loi. Le délai de pénétration du marché doit être dis
cernable. Autrement dit, il doit y avoir une preuve du
moment où la partie au fusionnement aurait, de façon
réaliste, pénétré le marché en l’absence du fusionnement.
La preuve doit être suffisante pour qu’il soit satisfait à la
condition de « vraisemblance » selon la prépondérance
des probabilités, mais il ne faut pas oublier que plus
l’examen par le Tribunal porte loin dans le futur, plus
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look farther into the future than the evidence supports. As
for whether a potential competitor’s entry into the market
will have a substantial effect, it is necessary to assess a
variety of dimensions of competition including price and
output, as well as the degree and duration of any effect it
would have on the market. Section 93 of the Act provides
a non-exhaustive list of factors that may be considered.

il est difficile d’y satisfaire. La période qu’un nouveau
concurrent aux prises avec certains obstacles et qui agit
avec diligence pour les surmonter pourrait voir s’écouler
lorsqu’il tente de pénétrer le marché est certes un facteur
important, mais ne permet toutefois pas d’envisager audelà de ce que la preuve appuie. Quant à savoir si la pé
nétration du marché par un concurrent éventuel aura un
effet sensible, il faut examiner diverses dimensions de la
concurrence, dont le prix et les extrants, ainsi que l’am
pleur et la durée de tout effet qu’elle aurait sur le marché.
L’article 93 de la Loi dresse une liste non exhaustive de
facteurs dont il peut être tenu compte.

In the present case, the Tribunal’s conclusion that the
merger is likely to substantially prevent competition is
correct. It used a forward-looking “but for” analysis,
identified the acquired party as the focus of the analysis,
and assessed whether, but for the merger, the acquired
party would likely have entered the relevant market in a
manner sufficient to compete with T. The Tribunal did
not speculate; rather, it made findings of fact based on
the abundant evidence before it. While the Tribunal’s
treatment of the asserted 10 percent reduction in prices
that would allegedly have been realized in absence of the
merger was flawed, there was sufficient other evidence
upon which it could find a substantial prevention of com
petition as a result of the merger.

En l’espèce, la conclusion du Tribunal selon laquelle
le fusionnement aura vraisemblablement pour effet
d’empêcher sensiblement la concurrence est correcte. Il
a procédé à une analyse prospective axée sur l’absence
hypothétique, a mis la partie acquise au centre de l’ana
lyse et a demandé si, n’eût été le fusionnement, la par
tie acquise aurait vraisemblablement pénétré le marché
pertinent dans une mesure suffisante pour livrer concur
rence à T. Le Tribunal n’a fait aucune conjecture; il a
plutôt tiré des conclusions de fait sur le fondement de la
preuve abondante dont il disposait. Si la caractérisation
par le Tribunal de la soi-disant baisse du prix de 10 p. 100
qui aurait été réalisée en l’absence du fusionnement était
mal fondée, il disposait de suffisamment d’autres élé
ments de preuve pour conclure que le fusionnement em
pêcherait sensiblement la concurrence.

As s. 92 of the Act is engaged, it is necessary to de
termine whether the s. 96 efficiencies defence applies to
prevent the making of an order under s. 92. The defence
requires an analysis of whether the efficiency gains of the
merger, which result from the integration of resources,
outweigh the anti-competitive effects, which result from
the decrease in or absence of competition in the relevant
geographic and product market. The Commissioner has
the burden of proving the anti-competitive effects, and
the merging parties bear the onus of proving the remain
ing elements of the defence. There are different possible
methodologies for the comparative exercise under s. 96,
two of which have been the subject of judicial consider
ation in Canada: the “total surplus standard” which involves
quantifying the deadweight loss which will result from
a merger, and the “balancing weights standard” under
which the Tribunal weighs the effects of the merger on
consumers against the effects of the merger on the share
holders of the merged entity. Because the Act does not
set out which methodology should be used, the Tribunal
has the flexibility to make the ultimate choice of meth
odology in view of the particular circumstances of each
merger.

Étant donné qu’il est satisfait à l’art. 92 de la Loi, il y
a lieu de déterminer si la défense fondée sur les gains en
efficience prévue à l’art. 96 fait obstacle à l’ordonnance
visée à l’art. 92. La défense commande une analyse vi
sant à déterminer si les gains en efficience qu’entraîne
le fusionnement, résultant de l’intégration des ressour
ces, surpassent les effets anticoncurrentiels qui décou
lent de la diminution ou de l’absence de concurrence
dans le marché géographique et dans celui du produit en
cause. La commissaire est tenue de prouver les effets an
ticoncurrentiels; les parties au fusionnement assument
quant à elles la charge de prouver les autres éléments
de la défense. Il existe diverses manières de procéder
à l’exercice de comparaison qu’appelle l’art. 96; deux
ont été examinées par les tribunaux au Canada : le cri
tère du « surplus total », qui implique une quantification
de la perte sèche qui découlera d’un fusionnement, et le
critère des « coefficients pondérateurs » suivant lequel le
Tribunal compare les effets du fusionnement sur les con
sommateurs et sur les actionnaires de l’entité fusionnée.
Comme la Loi ne précise pas la méthode à appliquer, le
Tribunal jouit de la latitude requise pour décider en bout
de ligne à la lumière des circonstances propres à chaque
fusionnement.
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While s. 96 does give primacy to economic efficiency,
it is not without limitation. Not all economic effic iencies
should be taken into account under s. 96. A distinction
should be drawn between efficiencies claimed because a
merging party would be able to bring those efficiencies
into being faster than would be the case but for the merger
(“early-mover efficiencies”), and efficiencies that a merg
ing party could realize sooner than a competitor only be
cause the competitor would be delayed in implementing
those efficiencies because of legal proceedings associated
with a divestiture order (“order implementation efficien
cies”). Efficiencies that are the result of the regul atory pro
cess of the Act are not cognizable under s. 96, because
they result from the operation and application of the legal
framework regulating competition law in Canada, rather
than from the merger itself. On the other hand, early-mover
efficiencies are cognizable under s. 96, because they are
real economic effic iencies that are caused by the merger.
In this case, however, the classification of the one-year
transportation and market efficiency gains claimed by T
as either early-mover efficiencies or order implementa
tion efficiencies would not be dispositive because the ef
ficiencies were not ultimately realized by T.

L’article 96 accorde effectivement la primauté à l’ef
ficience de l’économie, mais il n’est pas dépourvu de
limites. Ce ne sont pas tous les gains en efficience éco
nomiques qui devraient être pris en considération dans
l’analyse qu’appelle l’art. 96. Il y a lieu de distinguer
entre les gains en efficience qu’une partie au fusionne
ment prétend être en mesure de réaliser plus rapidement
qu’en l’absence du fusionnement (« gains en efficience
du premier arrivé ») et les gains en efficience qu’une
partie au fusionnement pourrait réaliser plus tôt qu’un
concurrent pour la seule raison que ce dernier devrait
attendre la fin de la procédure de dessaisissement (« gains
en efficience liés à l’exécution d’une ordonnance »). Les
gains en efficience qui résultent de l’application de la Loi
ne peuvent être pris en compte au titre de l’art. 96, car
ils découlent de l’exécution et de l’application du cadre
qui réglemente le droit de la concurrence au Canada, plu
tôt que du fusionnement en soi. En revanche, les gains
en efficience du premier arrivé sont admissibles pour
l’application de l’art. 96, car il s’agit de gains en effi
cience économiques qui résultent véritablement du fu
sionnement. Néanmoins, en l’espèce, la classification de
ces gains en efficience d’un an relatifs au transport et à
l’expansion du marché invoqués par T à titre de gains du
premier arrivé ou de gains liés à l’exécution d’une or
donnance ne serait pas déterminante, puisque ces gains
n’ont pas été réalisés.

In its consideration of the efficiencies defence, the
Tribunal should consider all available quantitative and
qualitative evidence. It is the Commissioner’s burden to
quantify all quantifiable anti-competitive effects. Effects
that can be quantified should be quantified, even as esti
mates, provided such estimates are grounded in evidence
that can be challenged and weighed. If effects are realis
tically measurable, failure to at least estimate the quanti
fication of those effects will not result in the effects being
assessed on a qualitative basis. Effects will only be con
sidered qualitatively if they cannot be quantitatively esti
mated. This approach minimizes the degree of subjective
judgment necessary in the analysis and enables the Tribu
nal to make the most objective assessment possible in the
circumstances.

Dans l’analyse de la défense fondée sur les gains en
efficience, le Tribunal devrait prendre en considération
tous les éléments quantitatifs et qualitatifs à sa disposi
tion. Il incombe à la commissaire de quantifier tous les
effets anticoncurrentiels quantifiables. Les effets qui peu
vent être quantifiés devraient l’être, ou à tout le moins
être estimés, dans la mesure où de telles estimations sont
fondées sur une preuve qui peut être attaquée et sou
pesée. L’omission d’en donner au moins une estima
tion quantitative, lorsqu’il est réalistement possible de
le faire, ne donnera pas lieu à une analyse qualitative de
ces effets. Seuls les effets ne pouvant être estimés sur le
plan quantitatif seront pris en considération sur le plan
qualitatif. Cette méthode réduit au minimum le jugement
subjectif nécessaire dans l’analyse et permet au Tribunal
d’effectuer l’évaluation la plus objective possible dans
les circonstances.

Here, the Commissioner did not quantify quantifiable
anti-competitive effects and therefore failed to meet her
burden under s. 96. Specifically, there is no price elastic
ity information which means that the possible range of
deadweight loss resulting from the merger is unknown.
To permit the Tribunal to consider the price decrease ev
idence without the rest of the information necessary to

En l’espèce, la commissaire n’a pas quantifié les ef
fets anticoncurrentiels quantifiables et, partant, elle ne
s’est pas acquittée du fardeau que lui impose l’art. 96.
En particulier, sans données sur l’élasticité par rapport
au prix, la fourchette possible de la perte sèche résultant
du fusionnement est inconnue. Permettre au Tribunal
de tenir compte de la baisse des prix invoquée sans les
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quantify deadweight loss admits far too much subjectivity
into the analysis, with no guarantee that the Tribunal will
have enough information to ensure that a subjective as
sessment would align with what would actually be ob
served if the effect were properly quantified. As a result,
those quantifiable anti-competitive effects should be as
signed zero weight. In setting the weight of these effects
at undetermined, the Federal Court of Appeal allowed for
subjective judgment to overtake the analysis. Its “unde
termined” approach also raises concerns of fairness to
the merging parties, in that it places them in the impossi
ble position of having to demonstrate that the efficiency
gains exceed and offset an amount that is undetermined.
Under this approach, requiring the merging parties to
prove the remaining elements of the defence on a balance
of probabilities becomes an unfair exercise as they do not
know the case they have to meet.

autres données sur la perte sèche fait intervenir une trop
grande subjectivité dans l’équation, et rien ne garantit
qu’il dispose de données suffisantes pour vérifier si
l’analyse subjective concorderait avec celle fondée sur des
effets quantifiés en bonne et due forme. Par conséquent,
les effets anticoncurrentiels quantifiables doivent alors
être jugés nuls. En concluant que ces effets avaient une
valeur indéterminée, la Cour d’appel fédérale a permis
qu’un jugement subjectif dicte l’analyse. La démarche
de la Cour d’appel fédérale, qui a attribué une valeur
« indéterminée », soulève aussi des questions d’équité à
l’égard des parties au fusionnement en ce sens qu’on les
met dans une situation insoutenable : démontrer que les
gains en efficience surpassent et neutralisent une somme
indéterminée. Ainsi, exiger des parties au fusionnement
qu’elles prouvent les autres éléments de la défense selon
la prépondérance des probabilités devient un exercice
inéquitable, car elles ignorent la preuve qui leur est op
posée.

The balancing test under s. 96 mandates a flexible but
objectively reasonable approach by which the Tribunal
must determine both quantitative and qualitative aspects
of the merger, and then weigh and balance those aspects.
The test may be framed as a two-step inquiry. First, the
quantitative efficiencies of the merger should be com
pared against the quantitative anti-competitive effects.
Where the quantitative anti-competitive effects outweigh
the quantitative efficiencies, this step will in most cases
be dispositive, and the defence will not apply. Under the
second step, the qualitative efficiencies should be bal
anced against the qualitative anti-competitive effects,
and a final determination must be made as to whether the
total efficiencies offset the total anti-competitive effects
of the merger at issue. However, despite the flexibility the
Tribunal has in applying this balancing approach, more
than marginal efficiency gains should not be required for
the defence to apply. The words of the Act do not provide
a basis for requiring this kind of threshold. Nor does the
statutory context of s. 96(1) indicate that it should be read
to include a threshold significance requirement. As a re
sult, the Federal Court of Appeal erred in holding that an
anti-competitive merger cannot be approved under s. 96
if only marginal or insignificant gains in efficiency result
from that merger.

La pondération qu’exige l’art. 96 commande une
méthode souple, mais objectivement raisonnable invitant
le Tribunal à déterminer les aspects tant quantitatifs que
qualitatifs du fusionnement, puis à les soupeser. On peut
concevoir le critère comme une analyse en deux étapes.
Dans un premier temps, il faut comparer les gains en
efficience quantitatifs du fusionnement à ses effets anti
concurrentiels quantitatifs. Si les effets anticoncurren
tiels quantitatifs dépassent les gains en efficience quan
titatifs, l’analyse prend alors fin dans la plupart des cas,
et la défense ne s’appliquera pas. Dans un deuxième
temps, il faut mettre en balance les gains en efficience
qualitatifs et les effets anticoncurrentiels qualitatifs et
décider en dernière analyse si le total des gains en effi
cience neutralise le total des effets anticoncurrentiels du
fusionnement en cause. Cependant, en dépit de la lati
tude dont jouit le Tribunal lorsqu’il applique cette mé
thode de pondération, il ne faudrait pas exiger des gains
en efficience plus que négligeables pour que la défense
s’applique. Le libellé de la Loi ne permet pas d’exiger un
tel seuil. Le contexte législatif du par. 96(1) ne permet pas
non plus que cette disposition soit assortie d’un seuil im
plicite. La Cour d’appel fédérale a donc commis une er
reur en statuant qu’un fusionnement anticoncurrentiel ne
saurait être approuvé sous le régime de l’art. 96 si seuls
des gains négligeables ou insignifiants en découlent.

In this case, the Commissioner did not meet her bur
den to prove the anti-competitive effects, and as such,
the weight given to the quantifiable effects is zero. There
are no proven qualitative effects. T, however, established
overhead efficiency gains resulting from B’s obtaining

En l’espèce, la commissaire ne s’est pas acquittée de
la charge qui lui incombait de prouver l’existence d’ef
fets anticoncurrentiels, de sorte qu’une valeur nulle a été
accordée aux effets quantifiables. Aucun effet anticoncur
rentiel qualitatif n’a été établi. Or, T a établi l’existence de
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access to T’s administrative and operating functions. These
proven gains meet the “greater than and offset” require
ment, and the efficiencies defence has therefore been
made out.

gains en efficience liés à la baisse des coûts indirects qui
découlent de l’obtention par B de l’accès aux fonctions
administratives et opérationnelles de T. Ces gains prouvés
satisfont à la condition de surpassement et de neutralisa
tion, et par conséquent, la défense fondée sur les gains en
efficience a été établie.

Per Abella J.: The applicable standard of review in
this case is reasonableness, not correctness. Following
the case of Pezim v. British Columbia (Superintendent of
Brokers), [1994] 2 S.C.R. 557, which introduced a new
edifice for the review of specialized tribunals, the juris
prudence of this Court has developed into a presumption
that, regardless of the presence or absence of either a right
of appeal or a privative clause, when a tribunal is inter
preting its home statute, reasonableness applies. While
the statutory language granting the right of appeal in this
case may be different from the language granting the
right of appeal in other cases where this Court has applied
a reasonableness standard, it is not sufficiently different
to undermine the established principle of deference to
tribunal expertise in the interpretation of the tribunal’s
own statute. Using such language to trump the deference
owed to tribunal expertise, elevates the factor of statutory
language to a pre-eminent and determinative status we
have long denied it. To apply correctness in this case rep
resents a reversion to the pre-Pezim era, undermines the
statutorily-recognized expertise of the Tribunal, and con
stitutes an inexplicable variation from the Court’s juris
prudence that is certain to engender the very “standard
of review” confusion that inspired this Court to try to
weave the strands together in the first place. Applying the
reasonableness standard, the Tribunal’s interpretation of
s. 96 of the Act was unreasonable.

La juge Abella : La norme de contrôle judiciaire qui
s’applique en l’espèce est celle de la décision raisonnable,
et non celle de la décision correcte. Après l’arrêt Pezim
c. Colombie-Britannique (Superintendent of Brokers),
[1994] 2 R.C.S. 557, qui a jeté les bases d’un nouvel édi
fice de révision des décisions des tribunaux spécialisés,
la jurisprudence de la Cour a créé une présomption selon
laquelle, qu’il y ait ou non de droit d’appel ou de clause
privative, dès lors qu’un tribunal administratif interprète sa
propre loi constitutive, c’est la norme de la décision raison
nable qui s’applique. Bien que le libellé de la disposition
accordant le droit d’appel en l’espèce diffère de celui qui
est en cause dans d’autres affaires où la Cour applique la
norme de la décision raisonnable, il ne diffère pas suffi
samment pour saper le principe établi, à savoir que la défé
rence s’impose à l’égard de l’interprétation par un tribunal
expert de sa loi constitutive. Invoquer ce genre de libellé
pour supplanter la déférence que commande l’expertise
du tribunal a pour effet d’élever le facteur du libellé de
la loi au rang d’élément prééminent et déterminant que
nous avons longtemps refusé de lui reconnaître. Appli
quer la norme de la décision correcte en l’espèce cons
titue un retour à la situation antérieure à l’arrêt Pezim,
sape l’expertise du Tribunal reconnue par le texte législa
tif et représente un écart inexplicable par rapport à la ju
risprudence de la Cour qui va engendrer sans aucun doute
la confusion relative à la « norme de contrôle » qui avait
amené la Cour au départ à vouloir y mettre de l’ordre. Si
l’on applique la norme de la décision raisonnable, l’in
terprétation de l’art. 96 de la Loi par le Tribunal n’était
pas raisonnable.

Per Karakatsanis J. (dissenting): T was not entitled
to the benefit of the s. 96 efficiencies defence. Efficien
cies and effects should be quantified wherever reason
ably possible in the s. 96 analysis, and the assessment of
qualitative effects should be objectively reasonable, sup
ported by evidence and clear reasoning. However, the
need for “reasonable objectivity” does not justify a hier
archical approach to quantitative and qualitative aspects
under the efficiencies defence; nor should qualitative
effects be of lesser importance than quantitative effects.
The statutory language of the Act does not distinguish be
tween quantitative and qualitative efficiencies, and many
of the wide-ranging purposes of the Act set out in s. 1.1

La juge Karakatsanis (dissidente) : T n’avait pas le
droit de se prévaloir de la défense fondée sur les gains en
efficience en l’espèce. Les gains en efficience et les effets
anticoncurrentiels devraient être quantifiés chaque fois
qu’il est raisonnablement possible de le faire dans le cadre
de l’analyse que commande l’art. 96, et l’évaluation des
effets qualitatifs devrait être objectivement raisonnable et
étayée par des éléments de preuve et un raisonnement clair.
Toutefois, la nécessité d’une « objectivité raisonnable »
ne saurait justifier une conception hiérarchique des as
pects quantitatifs et qualitatifs qu’il faut évaluer au re
gard de la défense fondée sur les gains en efficience; et les
aspects qualitatifs ne jouent pas un rôle moins important
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may not be quantifiable. Indeed, many important anticompetitive effects of a merger may be qualitative in na
ture, and in some cases, those qualitative effects may be
determinative in the s. 96 analysis. The legislation man
dates a purposive analysis, and the relative significance
of qualitative and quantitative gains or effects can only be
determined in the circumstances of each case. It is neither
helpful nor necessary to predetermine their relative role
and importance in the s. 96 defence.

que les effets quantitatifs. Le libellé de la Loi n’établit
aucune distinction entre les gains en efficience quan
titatifs et qualitatifs, et plusieurs des objets variés de Loi
prévus à l’art. 1.1 peuvent ne pas être quantifiables. En
effet, il se peut que nombre d’effets anticoncurrentiels im
portants d’un fusionnement soient de nature qualitative et,
dans certains cas, ces effets qualitatifs peuvent être dé
terminants dans l’analyse qu’appelle l’art. 96. La loi pré
voit une analyse téléologique, et l’importance relative des
gains ou effets qualitatifs d’une part et quantitatifs d’autre
part ne peut être déterminée qu’au cas par cas. Il n’est
ni utile ni nécessaire de déterminer à l’avance le rôle et
l’importance de chaque catégorie dans l’analyse visant à
décider si la défense fondée sur l’art. 96 s’applique.

The Federal Court of Appeal’s view that the s. 96 anal
ysis is at heart about balancing overall efficiency gains
against overall anti-competitive effects is an approach
that provides an appropriate level of flexibility, given that
efficiencies and anti-competitive effects will not always
be easy to measure. The s. 96 framework enables the ex
pert Tribunal to holistically assess the entirety of the ev
idence before it, rather than artificially bifurcating the
analysis of qualitative and quantitative effects that may,
in some cases, more helpfully be analyzed together.

L’avis de la Cour d’appel fédérale, selon qui l’analyse
qu’appelle l’art. 96 porte essentiellement sur la pondéra
tion des gains en efficience toutes catégories confondues
et des effets anticoncurrentiels toutes catégories confon
dues, permet une certaine souplesse, les gains en efficience
et les effets anticoncurrentiels n’étant pas toujours faci
les à mesurer. Le cadre applicable à l’art. 96 permet au
Tribunal expert d’évaluer globalement la preuve qui lui a
été présentée plutôt que de scinder artificiellement l’ana
lyse des effets qualitatifs et des effets quantitatifs. En ef
fet, dans certains cas, il peut être plus utile de les analyser
ensemble.

Further, while the Commissioner bears the eviden
tiary burden to lead evidence of the anti-competitive ef
fects of a merger, and bears the risk that the failure to
fully quantify such effects where possible may render the
evidence insufficient to counter the evidence of efficiency
gains, the failure to quantify quantifiable anti-competitive
effects does not invalidate the evidence that established
there was a known anti-competitive effect of undeter
mined extent. Relevant evidence is generally admissible,
and the failure to lead the best evidence available goes to
weight, not admissibility. Neither the statutory language
of the Act nor its purpose or context require that an anticompetitive effect of undetermined weight become irrel
evant or inadmissible.

En outre, si la commissaire doit présenter des élé
ments de preuve sur les effets anticoncurrentiels du fu
sionnement et assume le risque qu’une quantification
incomplète des effets quantifiables soit insuffisante pour
réfuter la preuve des gains en efficience, la preuve ayant
établi qu’il y avait un effet anticoncurrentiel connu d’une
valeur indéterminée n’est pas invalidée du fait d’une
quantification incomplète. La preuve pertinente est gé
néralement admissible, et le défaut de présenter la meil
leure preuve possible influe sur le poids qui peut être
accordé à cette preuve, non pas sur son admissibilité. Ni
le libellé de la Loi ni par ailleurs son objet ou son con
texte ne font en sorte qu’un effet anticoncurrentiel d’une
valeur indéterminée devienne non pertinent ou inadmis
sible.

The Federal Court of Appeal was entitled to conclude
that the Tribunal’s finding that prices would have been
10 percent lower in the relevant area in the absence
of a merger amounted to evidence of a known anticompetitive effect of undetermined weight. The court
was also in a position to accept that T’s pre-existing mo
nopoly was likely to magnify the anti-competitive effects
of the merger. Ultimately, the court was entitled to find
that the proven efficiency gains were marginal to the

La Cour d’appel fédérale pouvait juger que la con
clusion du Tribunal selon laquelle les prix auraient été
inférieurs de 10 p. 100 dans la zone pertinente, n’eût été
le fusionnement, constituait la preuve d’un effet anticon
currentiel connu, mais d’une valeur indéterminée. Elle
pouvait également juger que le monopole préexistant de T
aurait vraisemblablement pour effet d’amplifier les effets
anticoncurrentiels du fusionnement. Finalement, la cour
pouvait conclure à bon droit que les gains en efficience
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point of being negligible and did not likely exceed the
known (but undetermined) anti-competitive effects.

établis étaient minimes au point d’être négligeables et
n’excédaient vraisemblablement pas les effets anticon
currentiels connus mais indéterminés.
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I. Overview

I. Aperçu

[1] The appellant in this case, Tervita Corp., oper
ates two hazardous waste secure landfills in British
Columbia. In February 2010, Tervita Corp. acquired
a company which held a permit for another secure
landfill site. This transaction attracted the attention
of the Commissioner of Competition, who initiated

[1] L’appelante dans la présente affaire, Tervita
Corp., exploite deux sites d’enfouissement sécuri
taire de déchets dangereux en Colombie-Britannique.
En février 2010, elle a procédé à l’acquisition d’une
entreprise titulaire d’un permis visant un autre site
d’enfouissement sécuritaire. Cette opération a attiré

Argument subsidiaire de la
commissaire...................................161
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the merger review process under the Competition
Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34 (the “Act”).

l’attention de la commissaire de la concurrence, qui
a alors ordonné l’examen du fusionnement sous le
régime de la Loi sur la concurrence, L.R.C. 1985, c.
C-34 (la « Loi »).

[2] The purpose of the Act is in part “to maintain
and encourage competition in Canada in order to
promote the efficiency and adaptability of the Cana
dian economy” (s. 1.1). It is within this context that
merger reviews are conducted. This appeal provides
this Court the opportunity to address two issues in
merger review: the “prevention” branch of s. 92 and
the s. 96 efficiencies defence.

[2] La Loi a pour objet notamment « de préser
ver et de favoriser la concurrence au Canada dans
le but de stimuler l’adaptabilité et l’efficience de
l’économie canadienne » (art. 1.1). C’est dans cet
esprit que s’effectue l’examen d’un fusionnement.
Le présent pourvoi offre à la Cour l’occasion de se
pencher sur deux aspects d’un tel exercice : le vo
let de l’art. 92 relatif à l’« empêchement » et la dé
fense fondée sur les gains en efficience, énoncée à
l’art. 96.

II. Facts

II. Faits

[3] Four permits for the operation of secure land
fills for the disposal of hazardous waste generated
by oil and gas operations have been issued in North
eastern British Columbia. The appellant Tervita
Corp. holds two of the permits and operates two
hazardous waste landfills pursuant to them: the Sil
verberry (capacity for 6,000,000 tonnes of waste)
and Northern Rockies (3,344,000 tonnes) landfills.
A third permit was issued for the Peejay site, a site
developed by an Aboriginal community, but the
landfill has not yet been constructed.

[3] Quatre permis d’exploitation visant des sites
d’enfouissement sécuritaire des déchets dangereux
produits par des exploitations pétrolières et gazières
ont été délivrés dans le Nord-Est de la ColombieBritannique. Tervita Corp., appelante, est titulaire de
deux de ces permis, en vertu desquels elle exploite
les sites d’enfouissement Silverberry (capacité de
six millions de tonnes de déchets) et Northern Rock
ies (3 344 000 tonnes). Un troisième permis a été
délivré à l’égard du site Peejay, aménagé par une
collectivité autochtone, mais dont les installations
n’ont pas encore été construites.

[4] The fourth permit, Babkirk site, is held by the
appellant Babkirk Land Services Inc. (“Babkirk”), a
wholly owned subsidiary of the appellant Complete
Environmental Inc. (“Complete”). The previous Bab
kirk owners operated a hazardous waste landfill on
the site from 1998 to 2004. In 2009, they sold Bab
kirk to Complete, which is owned and controlled by
five investors (the “Vendors”).

[4] Le quatrième permis, délivré à l’égard du site
Babkirk, est détenu par Babkirk Land Services Inc.
(« Babkirk »), appelante en l’espèce, une filiale en
propriété exclusive de Complete Environmental Inc.
(« Complete »), autre appelante. De 1998 à 2004,
les propriétaires précédents de Babkirk ont exploité
à cet endroit un site d’enfouissement de déchets
dangereux. En 2009, ils ont vendu Babkirk à Com
plete, que cinq investisseurs (les « vendeurs ») pos
sédaient et contrôlaient.

[5] The Vendors intended to begin operating the
Babkirk site mainly as a bioremediation facility
which would treat contaminated soil using microorganisms, and to complement the bioremediation
site with a secure landfill facility to store hazardous

[5] Sur le site Babkirk, les vendeurs comptaient
exploiter principalement une installation de bio
restauration utilisant des microorganismes pour
la décontamination des sols, assortie d’un site
d’enfouissement sécuritaire ayant la capacité de
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waste not amenable to bioremediation. In February
2010, the Vendors received a permit for this secure
landfill with a capacity of 750,000 tonnes.

stocker les déchets dangereux qui ne se prêtent pas
à la biorestauration. En février 2010, le permis
d’enfouissement a été délivré pour une capacité de
750 000 tonnes.

[6] Soon afterwards, a company called Integrated
Resources Technologies Ltd. (“IRTL”) offered to
purchase Complete. The Vendors then explored the
possibility of selling to other third parties. Secure
Energy Services (“SES”) showed some interest,
but at a lower price. The Vendors decided to accept
IRTL’s offer, but it was withdrawn in June 2010 due
to lack of financing. In one last attempt to sell, the
Vendors pursued various discussions with SES and
Tervita Corp., then known as CCS Corp. (herein
after “Tervita Corp.”). In July 2010, the Vendors
reached an understanding with Tervita Corp. and a
letter of intent was signed.

[6] Peu de temps après, Integrated Resources
Technologies Ltd. (« IRTL ») a offert d’acquérir
Complete. Les vendeurs ont ensuite envisagé la pos
sibilité de vendre à des tiers. Secure Energy Services
(« SES ») s’est montrée intéressée, mais offrait un
prix inférieur. Les vendeurs avaient décidé d’accep
ter l’offre d’IRTL quand elle l’a retirée en juin 2010
pour financement insuffisant. Dans une ultime tenta
tive, les vendeurs ont engagé des pourparlers avec
SES et Tervita Corp., dont la raison sociale était
alors CCS Corp. (ci-après « Tervita Corp. »). En
juillet 2010, une entente est intervenue entre les ven
deurs et Tervita Corp., qui ont signé la lettre d’in
tention.

[7] The sale of the Vendors’ shares in Complete
(including Babkirk and the Babkirk site) closed on
January 7, 2011. However, prior to closing, the Com
missioner of Competition informed the parties that
she opposed the transaction on the ground that it
was likely to substantially prevent competition in
secure landfill services in Northeastern British Co
lumbia. After closing, the Commissioner asked the
Competition Tribunal to order, pursuant to s. 92 of
the Competition Act, that the transaction be dis
solved, or in the alternative, that Tervita Corp. di
vest itself of Complete or Babkirk.

[7] La vente des parts des vendeurs dans Com
plete (qui possède Babkirk et le site Babkirk) a
été conclue le 7 janvier 2011. Or, auparavant, la
commissaire de la concurrence avait informé les
parties qu’elle s’opposait à cette opération, au mo
tif qu’elle aurait vraisemblablement pour effet de
nuire sensiblement à la concurrence dans les ser
vices d’enfouissement sécuritaire du Nord-Est de la
Colombie-Britannique. Après la vente, la commis
saire a demandé au Tribunal de la concurrence d’or
donner l’annulation de la transaction en vertu de
l’art. 92 de la Loi sur la concurrence ou, à titre sub
sidiaire, d’ordonner à Tervita Corp. de se départir
de Complete ou de Babkirk.

[8] The three appellants in this appeal, Tervita
Corp., Complete and Babkirk, are hereinafter re
ferred to collectively as “Tervita”.

[8] Les trois appelantes dans le présent pourvoi,
Tervita Corp., Complete et Babkirk, sont ci-après
appelées collectivement « Tervita ».

III. Statutory Provisions

III. Dispositions législatives

[9] The relevant statutory provisions in this case
are included in the Appendix. The statutory provi
sions most directly at issue in this appeal are ss. 92,
93 and 96 of the Act.

[9] Les dispositions législatives pertinentes, dont
les art. 92, 93 et 96 de la Loi, sont reproduites en
annexe.
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IV. Decisions Below

IV. Historique judiciaire

A. Competition Tribunal, [2012] C.C.T.D. No. 14
(QL)

A. Tribunal de la concurrence, 2012 CACT 14
(CanLII)

[10] Pursuant to s. 92, the Tribunal found that the
merger was likely to prevent competition substan
tially in the relevant market. The Tribunal further
found that Tervita had not brought itself within the
efficiencies exception contained in s. 96 that would
have permitted the merger notwithstanding s. 92.
It found that the efficiencies gained by the merger
were not greater than the effects of the likely pre
vention of competition resulting from the merger,
and would not offset those effects. It ordered Tervita
to divest itself of Babkirk.

[10] Le Tribunal a conclu, en vertu de l’art. 92,
que le fusionnement aurait vraisemblablement pour
effet d’empêcher sensiblement la concurrence dans
le marché en cause. Il a statué en outre que Tervita
ne pouvait invoquer l’exception relative aux gains
en efficience énoncée à l’art. 96, en application de
laquelle le fusionnement serait permis en dépit de
l’art. 92, car les gains en efficience engendrés ne
surpassaient ou ne neutralisaient pas les effets an
ticoncurrentiels vraisemblables du fusionnement. Il
a ordonné à Tervita de se départir de Babkirk.

(1) Section 92

(1) Article 92

[11] The Tribunal assessed whether “effective com
petition in the relevant market likely [would] have
emerged ‘but for’ the [m]erger” (para. 129). The par
ties “essentially agreed” that the commencement of
the timeframe for considering the “but for” market
condition, i.e. a market condition where the merger
did not occur, was the end of July 2010 (para. 131).
This was the point in time a letter of intent between
Tervita and the Vendors was signed. The Tribunal
agreed that this timeframe commenced at the end of
July 2010.

[11] Le Tribunal a demandé s’il y aurait « vrai
semblablement eu une concurrence réelle en l’ab
sence du fusionnement » (par. 129). Les parties
étaient « essentiellement d’accord » pour dire que la
période à examiner pour déterminer l’état du mar
ché en l’absence du fusionnement commençait à la
fin de juillet 2010 (par. 131), car c’était l’époque à
laquelle Tervita et les vendeurs avaient signé la let
tre d’intention. Le Tribunal en a convenu.

[12] As of the end of July 2010, the Tribunal saw
only two realistic scenarios for the Babkirk site:

[12] Selon le Tribunal, à la fin de juillet 2010,
seuls deux scénarios réalistes pouvaient se présen
ter pour le site Babkirk :

1.

The Vendors would have sold to a waste company
called [SES], which would have operated a Secure
Landfill; or

1.

Les vendeurs auraient vendu à une société de dé
chets appelée [SES], laquelle aurait exploité un site
d’enfouissement sécuritaire;

2.

The Vendors would have operated a bioremediation
facility together with a half cell of Secure Landfill.
[para. 132]

2.

Les vendeurs auraient exploité une installation de
biorestauration ainsi qu’une demi-cellule d’enfouis
sement sécuritaire. [par. 132]

[13] The Tribunal found that, on a balance of prob
abilities, SES would not have made an acceptable
offer for the Complete site at any time during the
summer of 2010. Thus, according to the Tribunal,
the Vendors would have moved forward with the
second option: operate the Babkirk site as a biore
mediation facility.

[13] Le Tribunal a conclu que, selon la prépon
dérance des probabilités, SES n’aurait à aucun mo
ment à l’été de 2010 présenté une offre acceptable
à l’égard du site Complete. Ainsi, de l’avis du Tri
bunal, les vendeurs auraient choisi la deuxième op
tion : exploiter une installation de biorestauration
au site Babkirk.
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[14] Bioremediation is a “method of treating soil
by using micro-organisms to reduce contamination”
(para. 42). The Tribunal concluded that the Vendors
would have had the bioremediation facility fully
operational by October 2011, but that it would have
been unprofitable. The Tribunal concluded that it
was “unreasonable to suppose that [the Vendors]
would have been prepared to operate unprofitably
beyond the fall of 2012” (para. 206). Accordingly,
the Tribunal found that the Vendors would have
either begun operating the Babkirk site as a secure
landfill themselves or would have sold the site to
a purchaser who would have operated the site as
a secure landfill. Either way, the Babkirk site fullservice secure landfill would have been a “direct and
substantial” competitor with Tervita no later than
the spring of 2013 (para. 215).

[14] La biorestauration est une « méthode de
traitement du sol qui fait appel à des microorga
nismes pour diminuer le degré de contamination »
(par. 42). Le Tribunal a conclu que les vendeurs
auraient rendu l’installation de biorestauration
pleinement opérationnelle au plus tard en octobre
2011, mais que celle-ci ne se serait pas révélée ren
table. Il était d’avis qu’il n’était « pas raisonna
ble de supposer [que les vendeurs] auraient été en
mesure d’exploiter une installation non rentable
après l’automne 2012 » (par. 206). En conséquence,
selon le Tribunal, les vendeurs auraient opté pour
l’enfouissement sécuritaire ou auraient vendu le
site Babkirk à un acheteur, qui l’aurait exploité
pour l’enfouissement sécuritaire. Quel que soit le
scénario, Tervita et le site d’enfouissement sécu
ritaire à service complet Babkirk seraient devenus
des concurrents « directs et importants » au plus
tard au printemps 2013 (par. 207).

[15] The Tribunal found that a likely effect of the
merger would have been to allow Tervita to maintain
its ability to exercise materially greater market power
than it would in the absence of the merger. It found
that in the absence of the merger, disposal fees,
called “tipping fees” in the industry, would have
been 10 percent lower in the “Contestable Area”
(the relevant geographic market) (para. 229(iii)).

[15] Le Tribunal a conclu que Tervita aurait se
lon toute vraisemblance continué d’exercer une
puissance commerciale beaucoup plus importante
grâce au fusionnement que sans le fusionnement.
Il a conclu que l’absence de fusionnement se serait
traduite par une diminution des droits d’élimination
— que l’on appelle « redevances de déversement »
dans l’industrie — de 10 p. 100 dans la « région
contestable » (la zone pertinente pour ce marché)
(par. 229(iii)).

[16] The Tribunal concluded that the merger was
likely to prevent competition substantially.

[16] Le Tribunal a conclu que le fusionnement au
rait vraisemblablement pour effet d’empêcher sen
siblement la concurrence.

(2) Section 96

(2) Article 96

[17] The s. 96 efficiencies defence is an exception
to the application of s. 92. The defence prohibits the
Tribunal from making an order precluding a merger
when it finds that the merger is likely to bring about
gains in efficiency that would be greater than and
would offset the anti-competitive effects of the
merger.

[17] La défense fondée sur les gains en efficience
prévue à l’art. 96 constitue une exception à l’ap
plication de l’art. 92. Elle empêche le Tribunal de
rendre une ordonnance interdisant un fusionnement
dans les cas où il conclut que celui-ci aura vraisem
blablement pour effet d’entraîner des gains en effi
cience qui surpasseront et neutraliseront les effets
anticoncurrentiels du fusionnement.

[18] The Tribunal found that the Commissioner
had failed to meet her burden to demonstrate the

[18] Le Tribunal était d’avis que la commissaire
ne s’était pas acquittée du fardeau de démontrer la
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extent of the quantifiable anti-competitive effects.
The Commissioner’s expert had only estimated that
a price decrease of 10 percent would be precluded
by the merger but provided no estimate of the vol
ume having regard to the elasticity of demand. The
Tribunal found that this meant that Tervita could
not take a position about whether the number it
calculated as its total efficiencies was greater than
the adverse effects of the merger (para. 246). How
ever, the Tribunal concluded that, “in the unusual
circumstances of this case”, Tervita was not preju
diced by the Commissioner’s failure to quantify the
anti-competitive effects of the merger. Tervita was
still able to effectively attack the Commissioner’s
expert’s findings and assert the s. 96 defence (para.
246). The Tribunal accepted, on a balance of prob
abilities, the Commissioner’s expert’s estimate of a
minim
 um annual deadweight loss (paras. 301-3).

mesure des effets anticoncurrentiels quantifiables.
L’expert de la commissaire avait estimé seulement
que le fusionnement empêcherait une baisse des
prix de 10 p. 100, mais il n’a fourni aucune estima
tion quant au volume compte tenu de l’élasticité de
la demande. Selon le Tribunal, Tervita n’était donc
pas en mesure de déterminer si, suivant ses calculs,
le total des gains en efficience surpassait les effets
néfastes du fusionnement (par. 246). Il a cependant
conclu que, « dans les circonstances inhabituelles
de la présente affaire », le fait que la commissaire
n’avait pas quantifié les effets anticoncurrentiels
du fusionnement n’avait causé aucun préjudice à
Tervita. Cette dernière avait pu contester les con
clusions de l’expert de la commissaire et opposer la
défense fondée sur l’art. 96 (par. 246). Le Tribunal
a admis, suivant la norme de la prépondérance des
probabilités, l’estimation avancée par l’expert de la
commissaire au sujet de la valeur minimale de la
perte sèche annuelle (par. 301-303).

[19] The Tribunal also accepted what it found to
be qualitative anti-competitive effects — namely
environmental effects related to price reduction onsite clean-up and “value propositions”, or offers
Tervita would have made in a competitive environ
ment to certain customers resulting in lower total
cost for overall waste services used by such custom
ers (paras. 306-7).

[19] Le Tribunal a admis également ce qu’il a
jugé être des effets anticoncurrentiels qualitatifs
— à savoir d’une part les effets environnementaux
de l’assainissement des lieux découlant de la ré
duction des prix et d’autre part les « propositions
de valeur », qui représentent les offres que Tervita
aurait faites dans un contexte concurrentiel à cer
tains clients et qui se seraient traduites pour eux par
une baisse du coût total des services généraux d’éli
mination des déchets (par. 306-307).

[20] The Tribunal rejected most of Tervita’s
claimed efficiencies gains because they would likely
be achieved even if the divestiture order were made
(para. 265). The Tribunal also rejected the claimed
“order implementation efficiencies” (“OIEs”) —
those transportation and market expansion effic ien
cies resulting from delays associated with the imple
mentation of a divestiture order. The Tribunal held
that OIEs are not cognizable under s. 96, because to
give merging parties the benefit of these efficien
cies would be contrary to the purposes of the Act
(para. 270). The Tribunal did accept “overhead” ef
ficiencies claimed by Tervita (para. 275).

[20] Le Tribunal a rejeté la plupart des gains
en efficience invoqués par Tervita au motif que
ceux-ci se réaliseraient vraisemblablement même
s’il prononçait l’ordonnance de dessaisissement
(par. 265). Le Tribunal a rejeté également les « gains
en efficience liés à l’exécution de l’ordonnance »
(« GEEO ») — soit ceux associés au transport et
à l’expansion du marché découlant du délai d’exé
cution de l’ordonnance de dessaisissement. Le Tri
bunal a conclu que les GEEO ne sont pas admis
sibles pour l’application de l’art. 96, car accorder
aux parties au fusionnement le bénéfice de ces gains
en efficience irait à l’encontre des objectifs de la
Loi (par. 270). Le Tribunal a cependant admis les
gains en efficience liés à la « baisse des coûts in
directs » avancés par Tervita (par. 275).
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[21] The Tribunal weighed the proven quantifi
able efficiency gains against the quantifiable anticompetitive effects it accepted and found that the
combined quantitative and qualitative efficiency gains
were not likely to be “greater than” the combined
quantitative and qualitative anti-competitive effects
(paras. 313-14). The Tribunal further supported this
conclusion on the basis that, in the absence of a
s. 92 order, the merger would maintain a monopo
listic structure in the relevant market, thus preclud
ing “benefits of competition that will arise in ways
that will defy prediction” (para. 317).

[21] Le Tribunal a comparé les gains en efficience
quantifiables établis aux effets anticoncurrentiels
quantifiables qu’il a admis, concluant que les gains
en efficience quantitatifs et qualitatifs ne « surpas
seront » vraisemblablement pas les effets anticon
currentiels quantitatifs et qualitatifs (par. 313-314).
Il a fondé cette conclusion également sur le fait que,
si l’ordonnance visée à l’art. 92 n’était pas pro
noncée, le fusionnement maintiendrait une struc
ture monopolistique dans le marché en question, de
sorte qu’il empêcherait la réalisation des « avan
tages de la concurrence de manière impossible à
prévoir » (par. 317).

[22] In his concurring reasons, Chief Justice
Crampton1 held that for non-quantified effects,
where there is not sufficient evidence to provide even
a rough quantification of an effect that is ordinarily
quantifiable, the Tribunal is still able to accord this
factor some qualitative weight (para. 408).

[22] Dans ses motifs concordants, le juge en
chef Crampton1 a affirmé qu’il est loisible au Tribu
nal, lorsque la preuve ne permet pas de quantifier,
même grossièrement, des effets qui seraient nor
malement quantifiables, de leur attribuer une valeur
qualitative (par. 408).

B. Federal Court of Appeal, 2013 FCA 28, [2014]
2 F.C.R. 352

B. Cour d’appel fédérale, 2013 CAF 28, [2014] 2
R.C.F. 352

[23] Tervita appealed to the Federal Court of Ap
peal, challenging the divestiture order made by the
Tribunal.

[23] Tervita a contesté devant la Cour d’appel
fédérale l’ordonnance de dessaisissement prononcée
par le Tribunal.

[24] The Federal Court of Appeal first determined
that the Tribunal’s findings on questions of law should
be reviewed on a standard of correctness, while its
findings on questions of fact or of mixed law and fact
should be reviewed on a standard of reasonableness
(paras. 52-68).

[24] Dans un premier temps, la Cour d’appel
a déterminé que la norme de la décision correcte
s’appliquait aux conclusions du Tribunal sur les
questions de droit et que celle de la décision raison
nable s’appliquait à ses conclusions sur les ques
tions de fait ou sur les questions mixtes de fait et de
droit (par. 52-68).

(1) Section 92
[25] The Federal Court of Appeal confirmed the
Tribunal’s approach that the analysis required un
der s. 92 of the Act is “necessarily forward-looking”
(para. 87) and therefore the Tribunal was correct in
“look[ing] into the future to ascertain whether the
[Babkirk site entering] the market would have oc
curred within a reasonable period of time” (para. 88).
1

Crampton C.J. is a judicial member of the Competition Tribunal
as well as the Chief Justice of the Federal Court.

(1) Article 92
[25] La Cour d’appel fédérale a confirmé la con
ception du Tribunal, suivant laquelle l’analyse
qu’appelle l’art. 92 de la Loi est « nécessairement
prospective » (par. 87). À son avis, c’est à bon droit
que le Tribunal a envisagé « l’avenir afin de vérifier
si la pénétration du marché [par le site Babkirk]
aurait eu lieu dans un délai raisonnable » (par. 88).
1

Le juge en chef Crampton est juge du Tribunal de la concurrence
et juge en chef de la Cour fédérale.
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While recognizing that what constitutes a reason
able period of time will “necessarily vary from case
to case and will depend on the business under con
sideration” (para. 89), the court set out two guide
lines for determining what constitutes a “reasonable
period of time”:

Tout en reconnaissant que ce qui est susceptible
de constituer un délai raisonnable « varie néces
sairement d’une affaire à l’autre et dépend du type
d’entreprise en cause » (par. 89), la cour a énoncé
deux critères permettant de circonscrire ce concept :

(1)

“the time frame must be discernible” (para. 90),
and

(1)

« le délai doit être discernable » (par. 90),

(2)

“the time frame for market entry should
normally fall within the temporal dimension
of the barriers to entry into the market at
issue” (para. 91).

(2)

« le délai de pénétration du marché devrait
normalement s’inscrire dans la dimension
temporelle des obstacles à la pénétration du
marché en question » (par. 91).

[26] Applying those guidelines, the Federal Court
of Appeal held that the Tribunal “discerned a clear
time frame under which the Babkirk site would en
ter the market for secure landfills” (para. 92) and that
this discernible timeframe “was also well within the
temporal framework of the barriers to market entry”
(para. 94).

[26] Ayant appliqué ces critères, la Cour d’appel
fédérale est arrivée à la conclusion que le Tribunal
« discernait un délai évident à l’intérieur duquel le
site Babkirk pénétrerait le marché des sites d’en
fouissement sécuritaires » (par. 92) et que ce délai
discernable « s’inscrivait résolument dans le cadre
temporel des obstacles à la pénétration du marché »
(par. 94).

[27] The Federal Court of Appeal upheld the Tri
bunal’s conclusion that the proposed merger would
likely substantially prevent competition.

[27] La Cour d’appel fédérale a confirmé la con
clusion du Tribunal selon laquelle le fusionnement
proposé aurait vraisemblablement pour effet d’em
pêcher sensiblement la concurrence.

(2) Section 96
[28] The Federal Court of Appeal found that the
Tribunal had erred in allowing the Commissioner
to discharge her burden of proving the quantifiable
anti-competitive effects through a reply expert re
port setting out a “rough estimate” of the dead
weight loss arising from the merger (para. 128).
Tervita had suffered prejudice because the Tribunal
had accepted the methodology of the Commissioner’s
expert which was “clearly deficient” (para. 124) as
the methodology used was not capable of calculat
ing the deadweight loss (paras. 123-25). Although
Tervita has the ultimate burden of establishing that
the efficiency gains are greater than and offset the
anti-competitive effects, this “does not relieve the
Commissioner of her burden to prove the anticompetitive effects and to quantify those effects
where possible” (para. 127).

(2) Article 96
[28] Selon la Cour d’appel fédérale, c’est à tort
que le Tribunal a permis à la commissaire de pro
duire en réplique un rapport d’expert énonçant une
« estimation approximative » de la perte sèche dé
coulant du fusionnement pour s’acquitter de son
fardeau de prouver les effets anticoncurrentiels
quantifiables (par. 128). Tervita a subi un préjudice
du fait que le Tribunal a admis la méthodologie
« clairement déficiente » (par. 124) de l’expert de
la commissaire, qui ne permettait pas le calcul de
la perte sèche (par. 123-125). Même s’il incombe à
Tervita d’établir que les gains en efficience surpas
sent et neutralisent les effets anticoncurrentiels, cela
« ne dégage nullement la commissaire du fardeau de
prouver les effets anticoncurrentiels et de les quan
tifier autant que possible » (par. 127).
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[29] The Federal Court of Appeal agreed with the
Tribunal that to recognize the OIEs would be con
trary to the overall scheme of the Act (para. 135).
Further, because Tervita had still not started to build
or operate at the Babkirk site, those gains had not
been and never would be realized (para. 138).

[29] La Cour d’appel fédérale a souscrit à la
conclusion du Tribunal selon laquelle prendre en
considération les gains en efficience liés à l’exé
cution d’une ordonnance serait contraire à l’objec
tif global de la Loi (par. 135). De plus, Tervita
n’ayant pas encore entrepris la construction ou l’ex
ploitation du site Babkirk, ces gains ne s’étaient
pas matérialisés et ne se matérialiseraient jamais
(par. 138).

[30] Respecting the final balancing under s. 96,
the Federal Court of Appeal found that the Tribu
nal had generally set out the right test (para. 146),
except that its methodology was overly subjective.
Efficiencies and anti-competitive effects should be
quantified wherever reasonably possible, and the
weight given to unquantifiable qualitative effects
must be reasonable (para. 148). The court held that
the Tribunal erred in a number of respects, includ
ing considering qualitative environmental effects
that were not cognizable under s. 96 (paras. 15556), double-counting the reduced site clean-up as
both a qualitative effect and as part of the deficient
deadweight loss analysis (para. 157) and consid
ering Tervita Corp.’s monopoly as a distinct anticompetitive effect (paras. 159-61).

[30] La Cour d’appel fédérale a conclu que le
Tribunal avait généralement énoncé le bon cri
tère pour la pondération finale qu’appelle l’art. 96
(par. 146), mais que sa méthodologie était trop
subjective. Les gains en efficience et les effets an
ticoncurrentiels devraient être quantifiés chaque
fois qu’il est raisonnablement possible de le faire,
et la valeur accordée aux effets qualitatifs qu’il
est impossible de quantifier doit être raisonnable
(par. 148). De l’avis de la cour, le Tribunal s’était
trompé à certains égards. Entre autres, il avait pris
en considération des effets environnementaux qua
litatifs que n’admet pas l’art. 96 (par. 155-156), il
avait compté la réduction des coûts d’assainisse
ment des lieux à la fois dans les effets qualitatifs
et dans son analyse déficiente de la perte sèche
(par. 157) et il avait tenu le monopole détenu par
Tervita Corp. pour un effet anticoncurrentiel dis
tinct (par. 159-161).

[31] In the Federal Court of Appeal’s fresh assess
ment of the matter, it concluded that the quantita
tive anti-competitive effects of the merger which
were not quantified by the Commissioner should be
afforded an “undetermined” weight (paras. 167-68),
as opposed to a weight of zero. In this case, the
merger only provided marginal gains in efficiency
while at the same time strengthening the market mo
nopoly in the area (para. 169). The court held that
an anti-competitive merger cannot be approved
under s. 96 if only marginal or insignificant gains
in efficiency result from it (paras. 170-72). In this
case, the conclusion was strengthened because “a
pre-existing monopoly, such as is the case here, will
usually magnify the anti-competitive effects of a
merger” (para. 173).

[31] Ayant procédé à une nouvelle appréciation
de la question, la Cour d’appel fédérale a con
clu qu’il fallait donner aux effets anticoncurren
tiels quantitatifs du fusionnement qui n’avaient
pas été quantifiés par la commissaire, non pas une
valeur nulle, mais une valeur « indéterminée »
(par. 130). Dans la présente affaire, le fusionnement
a seulement engendré des gains en efficience
négligeables tout en renforçant la situation de mo
nopole dans le secteur (par. 169). La cour a sta
tué qu’un fusionnement anticoncurrentiel ne peut
être approuvé sous le régime de l’art. 96 s’il per
met seulement de réaliser des gains en efficience
négligeables ou insignifiants (par. 170-172). Cette
conclusion se trouve confirmée ici parce qu’« un
monopole préexistant comme celui dont il s’agit en
l’espèce aura habituellement pour effet d’amplifier
les effets anticoncurrentiels d’un fusionnement »
(par. 173).
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[32] The Federal Court of Appeal dismissed
Tervita’s appeal.

[32] La Cour d’appel fédérale a rejeté l’appel de
Tervita.

V. Issues

V. Questions en litige

[33]

[33] Trois questions sont soulevées dans le pré
sent pourvoi :

This appeal raises three issues:

1. What is the appropriate standard of review?

1. Quelle est la norme de contrôle applicable?

2. What is the proper legal test to determine when
a merger gives rise to a substantial prevention
of competition under s. 92(1) of the Act?

2. Quel critère juridique permet de déterminer dans
quel cas un fusionnement a pour effet d’empê
cher sensiblement la concurrence au sens où il
faut entendre cette expression pour l’application
du par. 92(1) de la Loi?

3. What is the proper approach to the efficiencies
defence under s. 96 of the Act and, in this
respect:

3. Comment faut-il envisager la défense fondée
sur les gains en efficience prévue à l’art. 96 de
la Loi et, à cet égard :

a.

Can order implementation efficiencies be in
cluded as efficiency gains in the balancing anal
ysis?

a.

Les gains en efficience liés à l’exécution d’une
ordonnance comptent-ils dans la pondération?

b.

What is the proper approach to the requirement
that efficiency gains be greater than and offset
the anti-competitive effects?

b.

Comment faut-il envisager la condition selon la
quelle les gains en efficience doivent surpasser
et neutraliser les effets anticoncurrentiels?

VI. Analysis

VI. Analyse

A. Standard of Review

A. Norme de contrôle

[34] The parties agree that the Federal Court of
Appeal properly applied a correctness standard of
review to the Tribunal’s determinations of questions
of law. I agree that correctness is the applicable
standard in this case.

[34] Les parties sont d’accord pour dire que la
Cour d’appel fédérale a bien appliqué la norme de
contrôle de la décision correcte à l’égard des con
clusions du Tribunal sur les questions de droit. J’en
conviens, la norme de contrôle applicable dans la
présente affaire est celle de la décision correcte.

[35] The questions at issue are questions of law
arising under the Tribunal’s home statute and there
fore a standard of reasonableness presumptively
applies (Dunsmuir v. New Brunswick, 2008 SCC 9,
[2008] 1 S.C.R. 190, at para. 54; Smith v. Alliance
Pipeline Ltd., 2011 SCC 7, [2011] 1 S.C.R. 160, at
para. 28, per Fish J.; Alberta (Information and Pri
vacy Commissioner) v. Alberta Teachers’ Association,
2011 SCC 61, [2011] 3 S.C.R. 654, at para. 30).

[35] Les questions en litige sont des questions de
droit qui concernent la loi constitutive du Tribunal.
La norme de contrôle de la décision raisonnable est
présumée applicable (Dunsmuir c. Nouveau-Bruns
wick, 2008 CSC 9, [2008] 1 R.C.S. 190, par. 54;
Smith c. Alliance Pipeline Ltd., 2011 CSC 7, [2011]
1 R.C.S. 160, par. 28, le juge Fish; Alberta (Informa
tion and Privacy Commissioner) c. Alberta Teach
ers’ Association, 2011 CSC 61, [2011] 3 R.C.S. 654,
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However, the presumption of reasonableness is re
butted in this case.

par. 30). Or, dans la présente affaire, cette présomp
tion est réfutée.

[36] A decision or order of the Tribunal on a ques
tion of law is appealable as of right as if “it were
a judgment of the Federal Court” with the proviso
that leave is required for appeals on questions of fact
(Competition Tribunal Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. 19 (2nd
Supp.), s. 13(1)). The Federal Court of Appeal has
consistently held that questions of law arising from
decisions of the Tribunal should be reviewed on a
correctness standard (see Canada (Commissioner of
Competition) v. Superior Propane Inc., 2001 FCA
104, [2001] 3 F.C. 185 (“Superior Propane II”), at
paras. 59-91; see also Air Canada v. Canada (Com
missioner of Competition), 2002 FCA 121, [2002] 4
F.C. 598, at para. 43; Canada (Commissioner of
Competition) v. Canada Pipe Co., 2006 FCA 233,
[2007] 2 F.C.R. 3, at para. 34; Canada (Commis
sioner of Competition) v. Labatt Brewing Co., 2008
FCA 22, 64 C.P.R. (4th) 181, at para. 5).

[36] Les décisions ou ordonnances du Tribunal
sur les questions de droit sont susceptibles d’appel
de plein droit tout comme « s’il s’agissait de juge
ments de la Cour fédérale », alors que l’appel sur
des questions de fait est subordonné à l’autorisa
tion de la Cour d’appel fédérale (Loi sur le Tribunal
de la concurrence, L.R.C. 1985, c. 19 (2e suppl.),
par. 13(1)). Cette dernière a statué dans tous les
cas que la norme de la décision correcte s’appli
que aux questions de droit soulevées dans les déci
sions du Tribunal (voir Canada (Commissaire de la
concurrence) c. Supérieur Propane Inc., 2001 CAF
104, [2001] 3 C.F. 185 (« Supérieur Propane II »),
par. 59-91; voir aussi Air Canada c. Canada (Com
missaire de la concurrence), 2002 CAF 121, [2002]
4 C.F. 598, par. 43; Canada Commissaire de la con
currence) c. Tuyauteries Canada Ltée, 2006 CAF
233, [2007] 2 R.C.F. 3, par. 34; Commissaire de la
concurrence c. Brassage Labatt Ltée, 2008 CAF 22,
par. 5).

[37] In finding that the presumption of reasonable
ness is not rebutted, Justice Abella acknowledges
that the statutory language in the appeal provisions
in Pezim v. British Columbia (Superintendent of
Brokers), [1994] 2 S.C.R. 557; McLean v. British
Columbia (Securities Commission), 2013 SCC 67,
[2013] 3 S.C.R. 895; and Smith differs from the lan
guage at issue here, but is of the opinion that “it
is not sufficiently different to undermine the estab
lished principle of deference to tribunal expertise
in the interpretation of the tribunal’s own statute”
(para. 179).

[37] En concluant que la présomption d’applica
tion de la norme de la décision raisonnable n’avait
pas été réfutée, la juge Abella reconnaît que le li
bellé des dispositions prévoyant le droit d’appel qui
étaient en cause dans les affaires Pezim c. ColombieBritannique (Superintendent of Brokers), [1994] 2
R.C.S. 557; McLean c. Colombie-Britannique (Se
curities Commission), 2013 CSC 67, [2013] 3 R.C.S.
895; et Smith se distingue du libellé sur lequel porte
le présent litige. Or, elle est d’avis que la formulation
« ne diffère pas suffisamment pour saper le principe
établi, à savoir que la déférence s’impose à l’égard
de l’interprétation par un tribunal expert de sa loi
constitutive » (par. 179).

[38] With respect, the difference in statutory lan
guage between the Competition Tribunal Act and
the legislation relied upon by Justice Abella is sig
nificant. The appeal provision at issue in Pezim
and McLean provided that individuals affected
by decisions of the B.C. Securities Commission
“may appeal to the Court of Appeal with leave of a
justice of that court” (Securities Act, S.B.C. 1985,
c. 83, s. 149(1), which later became Securities Act,

[38] Je ferai observer que la différence entre le
libellé de la Loi sur le Tribunal de la concurrence
et celui des lois qu’invoque ma collègue est impor
tante. La disposition en cause dans les affaires Pezim
et McLean prévoit qu’une personne touchée par
une décision de la Commission des valeurs mobi
lières de la Colombie-Britannique [traduction]
« peut, avec autorisation, interjeter appel devant la
Cour d’appel » (Securities Act, S.B.C. 1985, c. 83,
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R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 418, s. 167(1)). The appeal pro
vision in Smith provided that, under the National
Energy Board Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. N-7, “[a] de
cision, order or direction of an Arbitration Com
mittee may, on a question of law or a question of
jurisdiction, be appealed to the Federal Court”
(s. 101). By contrast, the Competition Tribunal Act
provides that “an appeal lies to the Federal Court
of Appeal from any decision or order . . . of the
Tribunal as if it were a judgment of the Federal
Court” (s. 13(1)).

par. 149(1), plus tard Securities Act, R.S.B.C. 1996,
c. 418, par. 167(1)). La disposition de la Loi sur
l’Office national de l’énergie, L.R.C. 1985, c. N-7,
dont il est question dans l’affaire Smith est ainsi
rédigée : « Appel d’une décision ou d’une ordon
nance du comité d’arbitrage peut être interjeté, sur
une question de droit ou de compétence, devant la
Cour fédérale . . . » (art. 101). En revanche, la Loi
sur le Tribunal de la concurrence prévoit : « . . . les
décisions ou ordonnances du Tribunal [. . .] sont
susceptibles d’appel devant la Cour d’appel fédérale
tout comme s’il s’agissait de jugements de la Cour
fédérale » (par. 13(1)).

[39] The statutes at issue in Pezim, McLean, and
Smith did not contain statutory language directing
that appeals of tribunal decisions were to be consid
ered as though originating from a court and not an
administrative source. The appeal provision in the
Competition Tribunal Act evidences a clear Parlia
mentary intention that decisions of the Tribunal be
reviewed on a less than deferential standard, sup
porting the view that questions of law should be
reviewed for correctness and questions of fact and
mixed law and fact for reasonableness. The pre
sumption that questions of law arising under the
home statute should be reviewed for reasonableness
is rebutted here.

[39] Dans les affaires Pezim, McLean et Smith,
les dispositions légales en cause ne prévoyaient pas
qu’en cas d’appel, la décision administrative devait
être traitée comme si elle émanait d’une cour de
justice plutôt que d’un tribunal administratif. La dis
position d’appel de la Loi sur le Tribunal de la con
currence témoigne de l’intention claire du législa
teur de ne pas imposer la retenue judiciaire dans le
contrôle des décisions du Tribunal, ce qui appuie la
thèse selon laquelle la norme de la décision correcte
s’applique aux questions de droit et celle de la dé
cision raisonnable aux questions mixtes de droit et
de fait et aux questions de fait. En l’espèce, la pré
somption suivant laquelle les questions de droit
qui concernent la loi constitutive du Tribunal sont
assujetties à la norme de la décision raisonnable est
réfutée.

[40] I also agree with the Federal Court of Appeal
that the standard of review for mixed questions of
fact and law and questions of fact is reasonableness.
Reasonableness is normally the “governing standard”
for questions of fact or mixed fact and law (Smith,
at para. 26). In this case, there is nothing to indicate
that this presumption should be rebutted.

[40] Je partage également l’avis de la Cour d’ap
pel fédérale pour qui la norme de contrôle appli
cable aux questions mixtes de fait et de droit et
aux questions de fait est celle de la décision raison
nable. C’est généralement « la norme de la déci
sion raisonnable qui s’applique » aux questions de
fait ou mixtes de fait et de droit (Smith, par. 26).
Dans la présente affaire, rien n’indique que cette
présomption doive être réfutée.

B. Merger Review Analysis Under Section 92 of the
Act

B. Cadre analytique applicable à l’examen du fu
sionnement prévu par l’art. 92 de la Loi

[41] At the outset, it will be helpful to provide a
brief overview of the merger review process under
the Act.

[41] Avant toute chose, il serait utile de donner
un aperçu du processus légal d’examen du fusion
nement.
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(1) Examen du fusionnement : aperçu

[42] Merger review is conducted under s. 92 of
the Act. A merger is “an acquisition of control or a
significant interest in all or part of the business of
another” (B. A. Facey and D. H. Assaf, Competition
and Antitrust Law: Canada and the United States
(4th ed. 2014), at p. 205). Section 91 of the Act de
fines merger as follows:

[42] L’examen du fusionnement est effectué sous
le régime de l’art. 92 de la Loi. Le fusionnement
est [TRADUCTION] « l’acquisition du contrôle sur
une partie ou la totalité de l’entreprise d’autrui ou
d’une participation importante dans celle-ci » (B. A.
Facey et D. H. Assaf, Competition and Antitrust
Law : Canada and the United States (4e éd. 2014),
p. 205). L’article 91 de la Loi définit le fusionne
ment dans les termes suivants :

91.  [Definition of “merger”] In sections 92 to 100,
“merger” means the acquisition or establishment, direct
or indirect, by one or more persons, whether by purchase
or lease of shares or assets, by amalgamation or by com
bination or otherwise, of control over or significant inter
est in the whole or a part of a business of a competitor,
supplier, customer or other person.

91.  [Définition de « fusionnement »] Pour l’appli
cation des articles 92 à 100, « fusionnement » désigne
l’acquisition ou l’établissement, par une ou plusieurs
personnes, directement ou indirectement, soit par achat
ou location d’actions ou d’éléments d’actif, soit par
fusion, association d’intérêts ou autrement, du contrôle
sur la totalité ou quelque partie d’une entreprise d’un
concurrent, d’un fournisseur, d’un client, ou d’une autre
personne, ou encore d’un intérêt relativement important
dans la totalité ou quelque partie d’une telle entreprise.

[43] A merger review is designed to identify those
mergers that will have anti-competitive effects
(Facey and Assaf, at p. 209). Section 92 identifies
these anti-competitive effects as either substantially
lessening competition or substantially preventing
competition. Section 92(1) provides for remedial
orders to be made when a merger is found to either
lessen or prevent competition substantially.

[43] L’examen vise à déterminer les fusionnements
qui auront des effets anticoncurrentiels (Facey et
Assaf, p. 209). Aux termes de l’art. 92, un effet
anticoncurrentiel empêche ou diminue sensiblement
la concurrence. Le paragraphe 92(1) confère au
Tribunal le pouvoir de prononcer une ordonnance
de réparation lorsqu’il conclut qu’un fusionnement
empêche ou diminue sensiblement la concurrence.

[44] Generally, a merger will only be found to
meet the “lessen or prevent substantially” standard
where it is “likely to create, maintain or enhance
the ability of the merged entity to exercise market
power, unilaterally or in coordination with other
firms” (O. Wakil, The 2014 Annotated Competition
Act (2013), at p. 246). Market power is the ability
to “profitably influence price, quality, variety, ser
vice, advertising, innovation or other dimensions
of competition” (Canada (Commissioner of Com
petition) v. Canadian Waste Services Holdings Inc.,
2001 Comp. Trib. 3, 11 C.P.R. (4th) 425, at para. 7,
aff’d 2003 FCA 131, 24 C.P.R. (4th) 178, leave to
appeal refused, [2004] 1 S.C.R. vii). Or, in other
words, market power is “the ability to maintain
prices above the competitive level for a consider
able period of time without such action being un
profi table” (Canada (Director of Investigation and

[44] De manière générale, il ne sera satisfait
à la norme de l’empêchement ou de la diminu
tion sensible que si un fusionnement a vraisem
blablement pour effet de [TRADUCTION] « créer,
de maintenir ou d’accroître la capacité de l’entité
fusionnée d’exercer une puissance commerciale,
unilatéralement ou de concert avec d’autres entre
prises » (O. Wakil, The 2014 Annotated Competi
tion Act (2013), p. 246). La puissance commerciale
s’entend de la capacité « d’exercer avec profit une
influence sur les prix, la qualité, la variété, le service,
la publicité, l’innovation et les autres dimensions
de la concurrence » (Canada (Commissaire de la
concurrence) c. Canadian Waste Services Holdings
Inc., 2001 Trib. conc. 3, [2001] D.T.C.C. no 3 (QL),
par. 7, conf. par 2003 CAF 131, autorisation d’ap
pel refusée, [2004] 1 R.C.S. vii). Autrement dit,
elle s’entend de « la capacité de maintenir des prix
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Research) v. Hillsdown Holdings (Canada) Ltd.
(1992), 41 C.P.R. (3d) 289 (Comp. Trib.), at p. 314);
where “price” is “generally used as shorthand for all
aspects of a firm’s actions that have an impact on
buyers” (J. B. Musgrove, J. MacNeil and M. Osborne,
eds., Fundamentals of Canadian Competition Law
(2nd ed. 2010), at p. 29). If a merger does not have
or likely have market power effects, s. 92 will not
generally be engaged (B. A. Facey and C. Brown,
Competition and Antitrust Laws in Canada: Merg
ers, Joint Ventures and Competitor Collaborations
(2013), at p. 141).

plus élevés que le niveau concurrentiel pendant une
longue période, sans que cette pratique soit non
rentable » (Directeur des enquêtes et recherches c.
Hillsdown Holdings Ltd., 1992 CanLII 1901 (Trib.
conc.), p. 49), où « prix » est [TRADUCTION] « gé
néralement le terme qui regroupe tous les aspects
des activités d’une entreprise qui ont une incidence
sur les acheteurs » (J. B. Musgrove, J. MacNeil et
M. Osborne, dir., Fundamentals of Canadian Com
petition Law (2e éd. 2010), p. 29). Le fusionnement
qui n’a aucun effet ou n’aura vraisemblablement
aucun effet sur la puissance commerciale ne met
généralement pas en jeu l’art. 92 (B. A. Facey et
C. Brown, Competition and Antitrust Laws in Ca
nada : Mergers, Joint Ventures and Competitor Col
laborations (2013), p. 141).

[45] The merger’s likely effect on market power is
what determines whether its effect on competition
is likely to be “substantial”. Two key components
in assessing substantiality under the “lessening”
branch are the degree and duration of the exercise
of market power (Hillsdown, at pp. 328-29). There
is no reason why degree and duration should not
also be considered under the “prevention” branch.

[45] L’effet vraisemblable du fusionnement sur
la puissance commerciale permet de déterminer si
ce dernier aura vraisemblablement un effet « sen
sible » sur la concurrence. Le degré et la durée de
l’exercice de la puissance commerciale sont des
éléments clés dans l’analyse permettant de dé
terminer si le fusionnement aura pour effet de di
minuer sensiblement la concurrence (Hillsdown,
p. 78). Rien n’interdit que ces éléments soient éga
lement pris en considération pour déterminer s’il y
aura empêchement.

[46] What constitutes “substantial” will vary from
case to case. The Tribunal has not found it useful to
apply rigid numerical criteria:

[46] Ce que l’on peut qualifier de « sensible »
variera d’une affaire à l’autre. Le Tribunal n’a pas
jugé utile d’appliquer un critère numérique strict :

What will constitute a likely “substantial” lessening will
depend on the circumstances of each case. . . .Various
tests have been proposed: a likely 5% price rise sustain
able for one year; a 5% price rise sustainable over two
years; a small but significant and non-transitory price
rise. The Tribunal does not find it useful to apply rigid
numerical criteria although these may be useful for en
forcement purposes.

Ce qui constituera vraisemblablement une diminution
« sensible » dépendra des circonstances dans chaque
cas. [. . .] On a proposé plusieurs critères : hausse de prix
vraisemblable de 5 % pouvant être maintenue pendant
un an; hausse de prix de 5 % pouvant être maintenue
pendant plus de deux ans; hausse de prix faible, mais
notable, et non transitoire. Le Tribunal ne juge pas utile
d’utiliser des critères numériques stricts, bien que ceux-ci
puissent être utiles pour des fins d’application.

(Hillsdown, at pp. 328-29)

(Hillsdown, p. 78)

[47] If the Tribunal concludes that the merger sub
stantially lessens or prevents or is likely to substan
tially lessen or prevent competition, the Tribunal
is empowered to make a remedial order pursuant

[47] S’il conclut que le fusionnement diminue
ou empêche sensiblement ou aura vraisemblable
ment pour effet de diminuer ou d’empêcher sensi
blement la concurrence, le Tribunal est habilité par
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to s. 92(1)(e) and (f). The Tribunal “may prohibit
the parties from proceeding with all or part of the
merger, or it may order the dissolution of a com
pleted merger or divestiture of assets or shares”
(Musgrove, MacNeil and Osborne, at p. 185).

les al. 92(1)e) et f) à prononcer une ordonnance
de réparation. Il [TRADUCTION] « peut interdire aux
parties de procéder au fusionnement en tout ou
en partie ou encore ordonner que le fusionnement
réalisé soit dissous ou que l’on se départisse d’élé
ments d’actif ou d’actions » (Musgrove, MacNeil et
Osborne, p. 185).

[48] The ability to make a remedial order is sub
ject to exceptions (see ss. 94 to 96 of the Act). For
the purposes of this appeal, only s. 96, the so-called
efficiencies defence, is relevant. After a finding that
a merger engages s. 92(1), s. 96 may be invoked by
the parties to the merger to preclude a s. 92 remedial
order. Section 96 will preclude such an order if it is
found that the merger is likely to bring about effi
ciencies that are greater than and will offset the anticompetitive effects resulting from the merger.

[48] Le pouvoir de prononcer une ordonnance de
réparation est assorti d’exceptions (voir les art. 94
à 96 de la Loi). Dans le cadre du présent pourvoi,
seul est pertinent l’art. 96, qui prévoit le moyen
de défense que l’on dit fondé sur les gains en effi
cience. À la conclusion selon laquelle le fusionne
ment satisfait aux critères énoncés au par. 92(1), les
parties au fusionnement peuvent opposer l’art. 96
pour faire obstacle à l’ordonnance de réparation
prévue à l’art. 92. Ainsi, aux termes de l’art. 96,
l’ordonnance n’est pas rendue s’il est conclu que
le fusionnement entraînera vraisemblablement des
gains en efficience qui surpasseront et neutralise
ront les effets anticoncurrentiels.

(2) Determining Whether a Substantial Lessen
ing or Prevention Will Likely Occur

(2) Le fusionnement aura-t-il vraisemblablement
pour effet de diminuer ou d’empêcher sensi
blement la concurrence?

(a) “But For” Analysis Should Be Used

a)

Analyse axée sur l’absence hypothétique

[49] The Tribunal, relying on Canada Pipe, used
the “but for” test to assess the merger in this case.

[49] Appliquant l’arrêt Tuyauteries Canada, le
Tribunal a recouru au critère de l’absence hypothé
tique pour examiner le fusionnement dans la pré
sente affaire.

[50] Canada Pipe was a case involving abuse of
dominance under s. 79(1)(c) of the Act. The words
of s. 79(1)(c) — “is having or is likely to have the
effect of preventing or lessening competition sub
stantially in a market” — are very close to the words
of s. 92(1) — “likely to prevent or lessen” — and
convey the same ideas. In Canada Pipe, the Fed
eral Court of Appeal employed a “but for” test to
conduct the inquiry:

[50] L’affaire Tuyauteries Canada portait sur un
abus de position dominante au sens de l’al. 79(1)c)
de la Loi. Les termes de l’al. 79(1)c) — « la prati
que a, a eu ou aura vraisemblablement pour effet
d’empêcher ou de diminuer sensiblement la con
currence dans un marché » — se rapprochent de
très près de ceux du par. 92(1) — « empêche ou
diminue [. . .] vraisemblablement » — et évoquent
les mêmes idées. Dans cette affaire, la Cour d’ap
pel fédérale a appliqué le critère de l’absence hy
pothétique :

. . . the Tribunal must compare the level of competitive
ness in the presence of the impugned practice with that

. . . le Tribunal doit comparer le niveau de concurrence
sur le marché caractérisé par la présence de la pratique
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which would exist in the absence of the practice, and then
determine whether the preventing or lessening of compe
tition, if any, is “substantial”. . . .

attaquée au niveau qui existerait en l’absence de cette
pratique, pour ensuite établir si la concurrence est em
pêchée ou diminuée « sensiblement », en supposant
qu’elle le soit tant soit peu. . .

The comparative interpretation described above is in
my view equivalent to the “but for” test proposed by the
appellant. [paras. 37-38]

Or, l’interprétation comparative que je viens de dé
crire est à mon sens équivalente au critère de l’« absence
hypothétique » proposé par l’appelante. [par. 37-38]

[51] A similar comparative analysis is conducted
under s. 92(1). A merger review, by its nature, re
quires examining a counterfactual scenario: “. . .
whether the merger will give the merged entity the
ability to prevent or lessen competition substantially
compared to the pre-merger benchmark or ‘but for’
world” (Facey and Brown, at p. 205). The “but for”
test is the appropriate analytical framework under
s. 92.

[51] Le paragraphe 92(1) appelle une analyse
comparative similaire. De par sa nature, l’examen
du fusionnement emporte l’examen d’un scénario
conjectural : [TRADUCTION] « . . . le fusionnement
permettra-t-il à l’entité fusionnée d’empêcher ou de
diminuer sensiblement la concurrence par rapport
à l’état de fait antérieur au fusionnement et qui sert
de repère » (Facey et Brown, p. 205). Le critère de
l’absence hypothétique est le cadre analytique qu’il
convient d’appliquer sous le régime de l’art. 92.

(b) The “But For” Analysis Under Section 92(1)
Is Forward-Looking

b)

L’analyse axée sur l’absence hypothétique
qu’appelle le par. 92(1) est prospective

[52] The words of the Act and the nature of the
“but for” merger review analysis that must be con
ducted under s. 92 of the Act require that this analy
sis be forward-looking.

[52] Le libellé de la Loi et la nature de l’analyse
axée sur l’absence hypothétique à laquelle il faut
procéder dans le cadre de l’examen du fusionne
ment sous le régime de l’art. 92 commandent une
démarche prospective.

[53] The Tribunal must determine whether “a
merger or proposed merger prevents or lessens, or
is likely to prevent or lessen, competition substan
tially”. While the tense of the words “prevents or
lessens” indicates existing circumstances, the or
dinary meaning of “is likely to prevent or lessen”
points to events in the future. To the same effect, the
French text of s. 92(1) states “qu’un fusionnement
réalisé ou proposé empêche ou diminue sensible
ment la concurrence, ou aura vraisemblablement
cet effet”. Both the English and French text allow
for a forward-looking analysis. This proposition is
not controversial. Both parties to this appeal agree
that a forward-looking analysis is appropriate.

[53] Le Tribunal est appelé à déterminer si « un
fusionnement réalisé ou proposé empêche ou di
minue sensiblement la concurrence, ou aura vrai
semblablement cet effet ». Si le temps présent
des verbes « empêche ou diminue » renvoie aux
circonstances actuelles, l’emploi du futur dans
« aura vraisemblablement » annonce un acte qui
se produira à l’avenir. Le libellé de la version an
glaise de la disposition a le même effet. Elle est
ainsi rédigée : « . . . a merger or proposed merger
prevents or lessens, or is likely to prevent or lessen,
competition substantially ». L’expression « is likely
to prevent or lessen » dans son sens ordinaire indi
que quant à elle des actes futurs. Le texte anglais et
le texte français permettent tous deux une analyse
prospective. Cette proposition ne suscite aucune
controverse. Les deux parties au présent pourvoi
reconnaissent qu’une analyse prospective est de
mise.
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Similarités et différences entre les volets
relatifs à la « diminution » et à l’« em
pêchement » de l’art. 92

[54] In his concurring reasons at the Tribunal,
Crampton C.J. found that the assessment of a mer
ger review under either the “prevention” or “lessen
ing” branch is “essentially the same” (para. 367).
Both focus on “whether the merged entity is likely
to be able to exercise materially greater market
power than in the absence of the merger” (ibid.).
Under both branches, the lessening or prevention
in question must be “substantial” (Canada (Com
missioner of Competition) v. Superior Propane Inc.,
2000 Comp. Trib. 15, 7 C.P.R. (4th) 385 (“Superior
Propane I”), at paras. 246 and 313). And the anal
ysis under both the “lessening” and “prevention”
branches is forward-looking.

[54] Dans les motifs concordants qu’il a rédi
gés pour le Tribunal, le juge en chef Crampton a
conclu que les points sur lesquels porte l’examen
d’un fusionnement sont « fondamentalement les
mêmes », qu’il s’agisse du volet relatif à la « di
minution » ou de celui relatif à l’« empêchement »
(par. 367). Quel que soit le volet, il s’agit de déter
miner « si l’entité fusionnée sera vraisemblablement
en mesure d’exercer une puissance commerciale
beaucoup plus importante qu’en l’absence de fu
sionnement » (ibid.). Dans un cas comme dans
l’autre, il est question de diminuer ou d’empêcher
« sensiblement » (Canada (Commissaire de la con
currence) c. Supérieur Propane Inc., 2000 Trib.
conc. 15, [2000] D.T.C.C. no 15 (QL) (« Supérieur
Propane I »), par. 48). En outre, l’analyse, peu im
porte qu’elle cherche à déterminer s’il y aura « di
minution » ou « empêchement », est prospective.

[55] However, there are some differences between
the two branches. In determining whether com
petition is substantially lessened, the focus is on
whether the merged entity would increase its mar
ket power. Under the “prevention” branch, the fo
cus is on whether the merged entity would retain its
existing market power. As explained by Chief Jus
tice Crampton in his concurring reasons:

[55] Les deux volets diffèrent cependant à certains
égards. Pour déterminer s’il y a diminution sensi
ble de la concurrence, il faut demander si l’entité
fusionnée accroîtra sa puissance commerciale. Dans
le cas de l’empêchement, la question est celle de
savoir si l’entité fusionnée conservera sa puissance
commerciale. Pour reprendre les propos du juge en
chef Crampton dans ses motifs concordants :

In determining whether competition is likely to be
lessened, the more particular focus of the assessment is
upon whether the merger is likely to facilitate the exer
cise of new or increased market power by the merged
entity, acting alone or interdependently with one or more
rivals. In determining whether competition is likely to be
prevented, that more particular focus is upon whether the
merger is likely to preserve the existing market power of
one or both of the merging parties, by preventing the ero
sion of such market power that otherwise likely would
have taken place if the merger did not occur. [Emphasis
in original.]

Pour déterminer si le fusionnement aura vraisem
blablement pour effet de diminuer la concurrence, le
Tribunal s’en tiendra à déterminer si le fusionnement
aura vraisemblablement pour effet de rendre plus facile
l’exercice d’une nouvelle ou d’une plus grande puissance
commerciale par l’entité issue du fusionnement qu’elle
ait agi seule ou en interdépendance avec d’autres entre
prises rivales. Pour déterminer si le fusionnement aura
vraisemblablement pour effet d’« empêcher » la concur
rence, le Tribunal cherchera à savoir si le fusionnement
aura vraisemblablement pour effet de préserver la puis
sance commerciale de l’une des parties fusionnantes
ou des deux, en empêchant l’érosion de cette puissance
commerciale qui se serait vraisemblablement produite en
l’absence de fusionnement. [En italique dans l’original.]

(Tribunal decision, at para. 368)

(Décision du Tribunal, par. 368)
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C. The “Prevention” Branch of Section 92(1)

C. Volet relatif à l’« empêchement » du par. 92(1)

[56] While this Court has had occasion to consider
the “lessening” branch of s. 92(1) in Canada (Direc
tor of Investigation and Research) v. Southam Inc.,
[1997] 1 S.C.R. 748, this is the first case in which
we have had the opportunity to focus on the “pre
vention” branch of s. 92(1).

[56] Bien que la Cour ait eu l’occasion de se
pencher sur le volet du par. 92(1) relatif à la « di
minution » dans l’affaire Canada (Directeur des
enquêtes et recherches) c. Southam Inc., [1997] 1
R.C.S. 748, c’est la première fois qu’elle examine
le volet relatif à l’« empêchement ».

[57] Tervita seeks clarity as to the appropriate le
gal test under the “prevention” branch. In Tervita’s
view, the “Tribunal erred in its application of the
legal test for a substantial prevention of competi
tion” (A.F., at para. 59). Tervita argues that “the
Act requires that the Tribunal focus its analysis on
the merger under review” (ibid.). Tervita acknowl
edges that s. 92 does involve a forward-looking ap
proach, but submits that what should be projected
into the future is the merging parties as they are,
with their assets, plans and businesses at the time of
the merger. Tervita argues that the Act does not per
mit the Tribunal to speculate, as it says it did in this
case, and that its “fundamental error” is that it fo
cused “not on the merger between Tervita and [the
Vendors], but rather on how competition might have
developed looking years into the future” (A.F., at
para. 71).

[57] Tervita demande que le critère juridique
applicable au volet relatif à l’« empêchement »
soit clarifié. À son avis, le [TRADUCTION] « Tribunal
a appliqué erronément le critère juridique servant
à déterminer s’il y a empêchement sensible de la
concurrence » (m.a., par. 59). Elle soutient en outre
que « la Loi oblige le Tribunal à faire porter son
analyse sur le fusionnement en question » (ibid.). Si
elle reconnaît que l’art. 92 commande une analyse
prospective, elle soutient cependant que ce qui doit
être projeté dans l’avenir, ce sont les parties au
fusionnement dans leur état actuel — y compris
leurs éléments d’actif, leurs plans et leurs activités
à la date du fusionnement. Tervita fait valoir que
la Loi ne permet pas au Tribunal de faire des con
jectures comme, soutient-elle, il l’a fait dans la pré
sente affaire, et que son « erreur fondamentale »
tient au fait qu’il s’est concentré « non pas sur le
fusionnement entre Tervita et [les vendeurs], mais
sur la manière dont la concurrence pourrait s’être
développée au fil des ans » (m.a., par. 71).

[58] My understanding of Tervita’s argument is
that the wording of s. 92 essentially limits the in
quiry to whether the Babkirk site was a viable com
petit ive entrant into the secure landfill market at the
time it was acquired by Tervita. That is, in order to
establish that the merger is likely to substantially
prevent competition, a party to the merger must be a
potential competitor based on the assets, plans and
businesses of the party at the time of the merger.

[58] Si je comprends bien, Tervita soutient que le
libellé de l’art. 92 limite essentiellement l’analyse
à la question de savoir si le site Babkirk était un
nouveau concurrent viable dans le marché de l’en
fouissement sécuritaire à la date de son acquisition
par Tervita. Autrement dit, selon elle, pour établir
que le fusionnement aura vraisemblablement pour
effet d’empêcher sensiblement la concurrence, une
partie au fusionnement doit constituer un concurrent
éventuel compte tenu de ses éléments d’actif, de ses
plans et de ses activités à la date du fusionnement.

[59] For the reasons that follow, I am unable to
agree with Tervita. Rather, I agree with the Commis
sioner that the wording of s. 92 generally supports
the analysis and conclusions of the Tribunal and the
Federal Court of Appeal with respect to s. 92.

[59] Pour les motifs qui suivent, je ne suis pas
d’accord. En revanche, je partage l’avis de la com
missaire selon lequel le libellé de l’art. 92 appuie
généralement l’analyse et les conclusions du Tri
bunal et de la Cour d’appel fédérale sur cette dis
position.
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(1) The Law
[60] The concern under the “prevention” branch
of s. 92 is that a firm with market power will use a
merger to prevent competition that could otherwise
arise in a contestable market. The analysis under
this branch requires looking to the “but for” market
condition to assess the competitive landscape that
would likely exist if there was no merger. It is nec
essary to identify the potential competitor, assess
whether but for the merger that potential competitor
is likely to enter the market and determine whether
its effect on the market would likely be substantial.

(a) Identify the Potential Competitor

Rothstein J.

[2015] 1 S.C.R.

(1) Le droit
[60] Le volet de l’art. 92 relatif à l’« empê
chement » vise à prévenir qu’une entreprise pos
sédant une puissance commerciale procède à un
fusionnement pour empêcher la concurrence sus
ceptible par ailleurs de s’exercer dans un marché
contestable. L’analyse qu’il commande envisage
l’état du marché, n’eût été le fusionnement, pour
apprécier le paysage concurrentiel qui existerait
vraisemblablement si le fusionnement n’avait pas
eu lieu. Elle détermine le concurrent éventuel, la
probabilité qu’il entre dans le marché en l’absence
du fusionnement et la probabilité qu’il y ait un effet
sensible.
a)

Déterminer le concurrent éventuel

[61] The first step is to identify the firm or firms the
merger would prevent from independently entering
the market, i.e. identifying the potential competi
tor. In the competition law jurisprudence “entry” is
considered “either the establishment of a new firm
in the market whether entirely new to the industry
or new to the geographic area . . ., or local firms
which previously did not offer the product in ques
tion commencing to do so” (Hillsdown, at p. 325).

[61] La première étape consiste à déterminer
l’entreprise — ou les entreprises — que le fu
sionnement empêcherait d’entrer dans le marché
de manière indépendante, c.-à-d. le concurrent
éventuel. Selon la jurisprudence qui porte sur le
droit de la concurrence, il y a « entrée dans le mar
ché » quand « une nouvelle firme s’établit dans
le marché, qu’elle soit complètement nouvelle
venue dans l’industrie ou nouvelle venue dans la
région géographique [. . .], ou bien quand des fir
mes locales qui n’offraient pas avant le produit
en question commencent à le faire » (Hillsdown,
p. 68).

[62] Typically, the potential competitor will be
one of the merged parties: the acquired firm or the
acquiring firm. The potential entry of the acquired
firm will be the focus of the analysis when, but for
the merger, the acquired firm would likely have en
tered the relevant market. The potential entry of
the acquiring firm will be the focus of the analysis
when, but for the merger, the acquiring firm would
have entered the relevant market independently or
through the acquisition and expansion of a smaller
firm, a so-called “toehold” entry.

[62] Le concurrent éventuel est habituellement
une partie au fusionnement : l’entreprise acquise
ou l’entreprise acquérante. L’analyse est axée sur
l’entrée potentielle dans le marché par la première
lorsque, n’eût été le fusionnement, celle-ci aurait
vraisemblablement pénétré le marché en cause.
L’analyse est axée sur l’entrée potentielle dans le
marché par la seconde lorsque, n’eût été le fusion
nement, celle-ci aurait pénétré le marché en question
de manière indépendante ou par le truchement de
l’acquisition et de l’expansion d’une entreprise de
plus petite taille, ce que l’on appelle l’entrée sur le
marché « à échelle réduite ».

[63] I would also not rule out the possibility that,
as suggested by Chief Justice Crampton in his con
curring reasons, a likely substantial prevention of

[63] Je n’exclurais pas non plus la possibilité,
comme l’a expliqué le juge en chef Crampton dans
ses motifs concordants, qu’un fusionnement ait
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vraisemblablement pour effet d’empêcher sensi
blement la concurrence en faisant obstacle à « une
future situation de concurrence autre » (par. 386).
À mon avis, cela signifie qu’il est possible qu’un
tiers ne puisse pénétrer ce marché par suite du fu
sionnement.
b)

L’état du marché n’eût été le fusionnement

[64] The second step in determining whether a
merger engages the “prevention” branch is to exam
ine the “but for” market condition to see if, absent
the merger, the potential competitor (usually one of
the merging parties) would have likely entered the
market and if so whether that entry would have de
creased the market power of the acquiring firm. If
the independent entry has no effect on the market
power of the acquiring firm then the merger cannot
be said to prevent competition substantially.

[64] Pour déterminer si un fusionnement « em
pêche » la concurrence, il faut dans un deuxième
temps examiner l’état du marché pour voir si,
n’eût été le fusionnement, le concurrent éventuel
(normalement une partie au fusionnement) serait
vraisemblablement entré dans le marché et, dans
l’affirmative, si cette entrée aurait réduit la puis
sance commerciale de l’entreprise acquérante. Si la
pénétration par le concurrent n’a aucun effet sur la
puissance commerciale de l’entreprise acquérante,
l’on ne peut dire du fusionnement qu’il a pour effet
d’empêcher sensiblement la concurrence.

[65] Tervita argues that the intention of s. 92 is
“to establish a merger test that provides certainty to
Canadian businesses” (A.F., at para. 66). However,
the term “likely” in s. 92 does not require certainty.
“Likely” reflects the reality that merger review is an
inherently predictive exercise, but it does not give
the Tribunal licence to speculate; its findings must
be based on evidence.

[65] Tervita soutient que l’objet de l’art. 92 est
[TRADUCTION] « d’établir un critère en matière de
fusionnement qui offre une certitude aux entre
prises canadiennes » (m.a., par. 66). Or, le terme
« vraisemblablement » à l’art. 92 n’exige pas la
certitude. Il traduit le fait que l’examen du fusion
nement est en soi un exercice prédictif, sans toute
fois permettre au Tribunal de conjecturer; ce dernier
doit fonder ses conclusions sur la preuve.

[66] There is only one civil standard of proof: proof
on a balance of probabilities (F.H. v. McDougall,
2008 SCC 53, [2008] 3 S.C.R. 41, at paras. 40 and
49). This means that in order for s. 92 of the Act to
be engaged, the Tribunal must be of the view that it
is more likely than not that the merger will result in
a substantial prevention of competition. Mere pos
sibilities are insufficient to meet this standard. And,
as will be discussed, as events are projected further
into the future, the risk of unreliability increases
such that at some point the evidence will only be
considered speculative.

[66] Il n’existe qu’une seule norme de preuve en
matière civile : la preuve selon la prépondérance
des probabilités (F.H. c. McDougall, 2008 CSC 53,
[2008] 3 R.C.S. 41, par. 40 et 49). Il en découle
que, pour que l’art. 92 de la Loi s’applique, le Tri
bunal doit être d’avis que le fusionnement aura
probablement pour effet d’empêcher sensiblement
la concurrence. La simple possibilité ne permet
pas de satisfaire à cette norme. Et, comme nous le
verrons, plus la situation est projetée dans l’avenir,
plus le risque de non-fiabilité s’accroît, tant et si
bien qu’à un certain point, la preuve sera jugée con
jecturale seulement.
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Une partie au fusionnement serait-elle vrai
semblablement entrée dans le marché?

[67] In determining whether one of the merging
parties would, in the absence of the merger, be likely
to enter the market independently, any factor that
in the opinion of the Tribunal could influence entry
upon which evidence has been adduced should be
considered. This will include the plans and assets
of that merging party, current and expected market
conditions, and other factors listed in s. 93 of the
Act.

[67] Pour déterminer si, n’eût été le fusionne
ment, l’une des parties à ce dernier serait vrai
semblablement entrée dans le marché de manière
indépendante, le Tribunal doit prendre en consi
dération tous les éléments qui, de son avis, sont
susceptibles d’influer sur cette pénétration du mar
ché et à l’égard desquels une preuve a été produite.
Il s’agit notamment des plans et éléments d’actif
de la partie concernée, des conditions du marché
actuelles et attendues et d’autres facteurs, énumérés
à l’art. 93 de la Loi.

[68] Where the evidence does not support the
conclusion that one of the merging parties or a third
party would enter the market independently, there
cannot be a finding of likely prevention of compe
tition by reason of the merger. To the same effect,
where the evidence is only that there is a possibility
of the merging party entering the market at some
time in the future, a finding of likely prevention can
not be made. In this respect, I agree with Justice
Mainville that the timeframe for entry must be dis
cernible (F.C.A. decision, at para. 90). While timing
does not need to be a “precisely calibrated deter
mination” (ibid.), there must be evidence of when
the merging party is realistically expected to enter
the market in absence of the merger. Otherwise the
timing of entry is simply speculative and the test of
likelihood of prevention of competition is not met.
Even where there is evidence of a timeframe for in
dependent entry, the farther into the future predic
tions are made, the less reliable they will be. The
Tribunal must be cautious in declaring a lengthy
timeframe to be discernible, especially when entry
depends on a number of contingencies.

[68] Lorsque la preuve ne permet pas de conclure
que l’une des parties au fusionnement ou un tiers
aurait pénétré le marché de manière indépendante,
l’on ne peut conclure que le fusionnement aura
vraisemblablement pour effet d’empêcher la con
currence. De même, si la preuve permet d’établir
uniquement qu’il est possible que la partie au fu
sionnement pénètre le marché à l’avenir, l’on ne
peut conclure à un empêchement vraisemblable. À
cet égard, je suis d’accord avec le juge Mainville : le
délai de pénétration du marché doit être discernable
(décision de la C.A.F., par. 90). S’il ne faut pas né
cessairement une « date précise » (ibid.), il doit ce
pendant y avoir une preuve du moment où la partie
au fusionnement aurait, de façon réaliste, pénétré le
marché en l’absence du fusionnement. Sinon, c’est
de la simple conjecture, et il n’est pas satisfait à la
condition de vraisemblance. Même lorsqu’il y a
une preuve d’un délai de pénétration du marché de
manière indépendante, plus on regarde loin dans le
futur, moins cette prédiction sera fiable. Le Tribu
nal doit faire preuve de prudence avant de déclarer
qu’un long délai est discernable, surtout lorsque la
pénétration du marché dépend d’un certain nombre
d’impondérables.

[69] My understanding of Tervita’s argument is
that it seeks to limit the Tribunal’s ability to look into
the future to what can be discerned from the merging
parties’ assets, plans and business at the time of the
merger. However, in my view, there is no legal basis
to restrict the evidence the Tribunal can look at in
this way.

[69] Si je comprends bien, Tervita cherche à cir
conscrire l’examen prospectif du Tribunal aux seuls
éléments qu’il est possible de dégager des éléments
d’actif, des plans et des activités des parties au fu
sionnement à la date de celui-ci. Or, à mon avis,
rien ne permet en droit de restreindre ainsi la preuve
que le Tribunal peut examiner.
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[70] Justice Mainville held that how far into the
future the Tribunal can look when assessing whether,
but for the merger, the merging party would have
entered the market should normally be determined
by the lead time required to enter a market due to
barriers to entry, which he referred to as the “tem
poral dimension” of the barriers to entry: “. . . the
time frame for market entry should normally fall
within the temporal dimension of the barriers to
entry into the market at issue” (F.C.A. decision, at
para. 91).

[70] Selon le juge Mainville, la période visée par
un tel examen prospectif — à savoir si, en l’absence
du fusionnement, la partie à celui-ci aurait pénétré
le marché — est normalement fonction du délai de
pénétration du marché compte tenu des obstacles,
qu’il a qualifiée de « dimension temporelle » des
obstacles à l’entrée : « . . . le délai de pénétration
du marché devrait normalement s’inscrire dans la
dimension temporelle des obstacles à la pénétration
du marché en question » (décision de la C.A.F.,
par. 91).

[71] Barriers to entry relate to how easily a firm
can commence business in the relevant market and
establish itself as a viable competitor (Canada (Di
rector of Investigation and Research) v. Laidlaw
Waste Systems Ltd. (1992), 40 C.P.R. (3d) 289, at
p. 330). The lead time required to enter a market
due to barriers to entry (“lead time”) refers to the
inherent time delay that a new entrant, facing cer
tain barriers and acting diligently to overcome them,
could be expected to experience when trying to enter
the market.

[71] Les obstacles à la pénétration du marché se
rapportent au degré de facilité qu’éprouverait une
entreprise à s’établir dans le marché en question
en tant que concurrente viable (Canada (Directeur
des enquêtes et recherches : Loi sur la concurrence)
c. Laidlaw Waste Systems Ltd., [1992] D.T.C.C.
no 1 (QL), p. 42-43). Le délai de pénétration d’un
marché découlant des obstacles à cette pénétration
(« délai de pénétration ») s’entend de la période
qu’un nouveau concurrent aux prises avec certains
obstacles et qui agit avec diligence pour les sur
monter pourrait voir s’écouler lorsqu’il tente de
pénétrer le marché.

[72] In setting lead time as the appropriate length
of time to consider, Justice Mainville relied on the
American case BOC International Ltd. v. Federal
Trade Commission, 557 F.2d 24 (2d Cir. 1977), which
considered whether a merger violated s. 7 of the Clay
ton Act, 15 U.S.C. § 18, under the “actual potential
competition” doctrine, the U.S. equivalent of the
“prevention” branch of s. 92 of the Act. BOC Inter
national turned on whether the evidence was suf
ficient to meet the requirements under the “actual
potential competition” doctrine. The U.S. Federal
Trade Commission found that there was a “reason
able probab ility” that the acquiring firm would have
“eventually entered” the U.S. market but for its ac
quisition of the acquired company (BOC Interna
tional, at p. 28).

[72] En désignant le délai de pénétration comme
étant la période pertinente pour l’analyse, le juge
Mainville a renvoyé à l’affaire américaine BOC In
ternational Ltd. c. Federal Trade Commission, 557
F.2d 24 (2d Cir. 1977), dans laquelle il fallait déter
miner si un fusionnement contrevenait à l’art. 7 de
la Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. § 18, sur le fondement de
la doctrine de la [traduction] « concurrence éven
tuelle véritable », l’équivalent aux É.-U. du volet
relatif à « l’empêchement » de l’art. 92 de la Loi.
L’affaire BOC International soulevait la question
de savoir si la preuve était suffisante pour qu’il soit
satisfait à la doctrine de la « concurrence éven
tuelle véritable ». La Federal Trade Commission
des É.-U. a conclu qu’il était « raisonnablement
probable » que l’entreprise acquérante aurait « fini
par pénétrer » le marché américain, n’eût été l’ac
quisition par elle de la société acquise (BOC Inter
national, p. 28).

[73] The Second Circuit Court of Appeals held that
the language “eventual entry” made the overall test

[73] La Second Circuit Court of Appeals a statué
que l’emploi de l’expression [TRADUCTION] « finir
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based largely on “ephemeral possibilities” (BOC In
ternational, at pp. 28-29). An actual potential entrant
should be expected to enter in the “near” future,
with “near” being defined in relation to the barriers
to entry relevant in that particular industry:

par pénétrer » faisait reposer largement le critère
général sur « des possibilités éphémères » (BOC
International, p. 28-29). Un véritable nouveau con
current éventuel devrait s’attendre à pénétrer le
marché dans un « proche » avenir, le qualificatif
« proche » étant défini par rapport aux obstacles
à la pénétration qui sont pertinents dans l’industrie
en question :

. . . it seems necessary under Section 7 that the finding of
probable entry at least contain some reasonable temporal
estimate related to the near future, with “near” defined
in terms of the entry barriers and lead time necessary for
entry in the particular industry, and that the finding be
supported by substantial evidence in the record.

[traduction] . . . il semble nécessaire sous le régime
de l’article 7 que, pour en arriver à une conclusion de
pénétration probable, on ait au moins une estimation
temporelle raisonnable relativement à un proche avenir,
le qualificatif « proche » étant défini par rapport aux
obstacles à la pénétration et aux délais requis pour la
pénétration dans l’industrie en question, et que la con
clusion repose sur une preuve substantielle au dossier.

(BOC International, at p. 29)

(BOC International, p. 29)

[74] Neither Justice Mainville nor BOC Interna
tional expressly explain why the lead time should
establish the length of time the Tribunal can look
into the future when assessing whether, absent the
merger, there would have been likely independent
entry of one of the merging parties. Though Justice
Mainville notes that lead time should be treated “as a
guidepost and not as a fixed temporal rule” (para. 91),
it is important to emphasize that lead time should
not be used to justify predictions about the distant
future. In some contexts, relevant lead time may be
short, and thus a determination of whether market
entry is likely within that timeframe may be suffi
ciently definite to meet the “likely” test. However,
in other contexts — for example, those where prod
uct development or regulatory approval processes
may extend for some years — the lead time may be
so lengthy that a determination of the probab ility of
market entry at the far end of that timeframe would
be influenced by so many unknown and unknowable
contingencies as to render such a prediction largely
speculative.

[74] Ni le juge Mainville ni l’affaire BOC Inter
national n’expliquent expressément pourquoi le
délai de pénétration devrait permettre de détermi
ner la période visée par l’examen prospectif que fait
le Tribunal pour décider si, n’eût été le fusionne
ment, il y aurait vraisemblablement eu pénétration
indépendante du marché par une partie à celui-ci.
Le juge Mainville précise que le délai de pénétra
tion devrait être vu comme étant une « ligne direc
trice, et non pas [une] règle temporelle coulée dans
le béton » (par. 91), mais il importe de souligner
qu’il ne devrait pas justifier des prédictions dans
un avenir éloigné. Dans certains contextes, ce délai
peut être court; partant il est possible de déterminer
avec suffisamment de précision si la pénétration
du marché dans cette période est vraisemblable,
de sorte que la condition de « vraisemblance » soit
remplie. Toutefois, dans d’autres contextes — par
exemple ceux où le développement du produit ou
les processus d’approbation réglementaires peu
vent s’étaler sur des années —, le délai de péné
tration peut être si long qu’une décision quant à la
probabilité d’une pénétration du marché avant la
fin de cette période serait influencée par tant d’im
pondérables et inconnues qu’elle tiendrait en grande
partie de la conjecture.

[75] The timeframe that can be considered must of
course be determined by the evidence in any given

[75] La période qui peut être prise en considération
dépend évidemment de la preuve produite dans un
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case. The evidence must be sufficient to meet the
“likely” test on a balance of probabilities, keeping
in mind that the further into the future the Tribunal
looks the more difficult it will be to meet this test.
Lead time is an important consideration, though this
factor should not support an effort to look farther
into the future than the evidence supports.

cas donné. La preuve doit être suffisante pour qu’il
soit satisfait à la condition de « vraisemblance »
selon la prépondérance des probabilités, mais il ne
faut pas oublier que plus l’examen par le Tribunal
porte loin dans le futur, plus il est difficile d’y satis
faire. S’il est un facteur important, le délai de péné
tration ne permet toutefois pas d’envisager au-delà
de ce que la preuve appuie.

[76] Business can be unpredictable and business
decisions are not always based on objective facts
and dispassionate logic; market conditions may
change. In assessing whether a merger will likely
prevent competition substantially, neither the Tribu
nal nor courts should claim to make future business
decisions for companies. Factual findings about what
a company may or may not do must be based on
evidence of the decision the company itself would
make; not the decision the Tribunal would make in
the company’s circumstances.

[76] Les affaires peuvent être imprévisibles, et
les décisions commerciales ne reposent pas tou
jours sur des faits objectifs et une froide logique;
l’état du marché peut fluctuer. Pour déterminer si
un fusionnement aura vraisemblablement pour ef
fet d’empêcher sensiblement la concurrence, ni le
Tribunal ni les cours de justice ne devraient pré
tendre prendre des décisions commerciales futures
pour les sociétés. Les conclusions factuelles quant
à ce qu’une société ferait ou ne ferait pas doivent
reposer sur une preuve de la décision que la société
même prendrait, et non pas sur la décision que le
Tribunal prendrait dans la même situation.

[77] If the Tribunal determines that the identified
merging party would, absent the merger, be likely to
enter within a discernible timeframe, the next ques
tion is whether this entry would likely result in a sub
stantial effect on competition in the market.

[77] Si le Tribunal détermine qu’en l’absence
du fusionnement, la partie au fusionnement serait
vraisemblablement entrée dans le marché dans un
délai discernable, il faut ensuite déterminer si cette
entrée aurait vraisemblablement un effet sensible
sur la concurrence dans le marché.

(ii) Likely to Have a Substantial Effect on the
Market

(ii) Y aurait-il vraisemblablement un effet sen
sible sur le marché?

[78] It is not enough that a potential competitor
must be likely to enter the market; this entry must be
likely to have a substantial effect on the market. As
discussed above, assessing substantiality requires
assessing a variety of dimensions of competition in
cluding price and output. It also involves assessing
the degree and duration of any effect it would have
on the market.

[78] Il ne suffit pas qu’un concurrent éventuel
pénètre vraisemblablement le marché; il faut aussi
que cette pénétration ait vraisemblablement un effet
sensible sur le marché. Comme nous l’avons vu,
pour déterminer s’il y aurait un effet sensible, il faut
nécessairement examiner diverses dimensions de la
concurrence, dont le prix et les extrants. Il faut éga
lement mesurer l’ampleur et la durée de tout effet
qu’elle aurait sur le marché.

[79] Section 93 provides a non-exhaustive list
of factors that may be considered when assessing
whether a merger substantially lessens or prevents
competition or is likely to do so, including whether a
party is a failing business, the availability of accept
able substitutes, barriers to entry into the relevant

[79] L’article 93 dresse une liste non exhaus
tive de facteurs dont le Tribunal peut tenir compte
pour déterminer si un fusionnement diminue ou
empêche sensiblement la concurrence ou aura vrai
semblablement cet effet, notamment la déconfiture
de l’entreprise d’une partie, la mesure dans laquelle
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sont disponibles des substituts acceptables, les en
traves à l’accès au marché en cause, la mesure dans
laquelle il y a ou il y aurait concurrence réelle après
un fusionnement et la possibilité que le fusionnement
entraîne la disparition d’un concurrent dynamique et
efficace.

(2) Application to the Present Case

(2) Application à la présente affaire

[80] The Tribunal’s analytical framework and
conclusion that the merger will likely substantially
prevent competition are, in my view, correct. The
Tribunal correctly applied the analytical framework
set out above. It used a forward-looking “but for”
analysis to determine whether the merger was likely
to substantially prevent competition. The Tribunal
identified the acquired party, the Vendors, as the
focus of the analysis. The Tribunal then assessed
whether, but for the merger, the Vendors would have
likely entered the relevant product market in a man
ner sufficient to compete with Tervita.

[80] Le cadre analytique et la conclusion selon
laquelle le fusionnement aura vraisemblablement
pour effet d’empêcher sensiblement la concurrence
sont corrects selon moi. Le Tribunal a bien appliqué
le cadre analytique énoncé précédemment. Il a pro
cédé à une analyse prospective axée sur l’absence
hypothétique pour déterminer si le fusionnement au
rait vraisemblablement pour effet d’empêcher sen
siblement la concurrence. Il a mis la partie acquise
(les vendeurs) au centre de l’analyse. Le Tribunal a
ensuite demandé si, n’eût été le fusionnement, les
vendeurs auraient vraisemblablement pénétré le mar
ché du produit pertinent dans une mesure suffisante
pour livrer concurrence à Tervita.

[81] The Tribunal concluded that the merger
“is more likely than not to maintain the ability of
[Tervita] to exercise materially greater market power
than in the absence of the [m]erger, and that the
[m]erger is likely to prevent competition substan
tially” (para. 229(iv)). In coming to this conclusion
the Tribunal assessed a number of the s. 93 factors
including the following:

[81] Le Tribunal a conclu que le fusionnement
« permettrait, selon toute vraisemblance, [à Tervita]
de maintenir sa capacité d’exercer une puissance
commerciale beaucoup plus importante qu’en l’ab
sence du fusionnement, et que le fusionnement au
rait vraisemblablement pour effet d’empêcher sensi
blement la concurrence » (par. 229(iv)). Avant d’en
arriver à cette conclusion, le Tribunal a soupesé
certains facteurs énumérés à l’art. 93, dont les sui
vants :

•

barriers to entry were “at least 30 months” and
there was “no evidence of any proposed entry in
the Contestable Area” (para. 222; see s. 93(d));

•

Les entraves à l’accès au marché s’étalaient
sur « au moins 30 mois » et il n’y avait aucune
preuve d’un « projet d’entrée sur le marché pro
jetée dans la région contestable » (par. 222; voir
l’al. 93d));

•

there is an absence of acceptable substitutes
and effective remaining competition (para. 223;
see s. 93(c));

•

L’absence de substitut acceptable et de concur
rence réelle (par. 223; voir l’al. 93c));

•

there would be sufficient demand for secure
landfill services to make transforming the Bab
kirk site to a secure landfill profitable as demand

•

La demande de services d’enfouissement sécu
ritaires aurait été suffisante pour que la transfor
mation du site Babkirk en un site d’enfouissement
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sécuritaire soit rentable, étant donné « l’augmen
tation anticipée [. . .] de la demande de services
de décharge sécuritaire, en raison des nouveaux
forages effectués dans la région située au nord et
à l’ouest de l’installation Babkirk » (par. 207; voir
l’al. 93f));

•

the permitted capacity of the Babkirk site was
sufficient to allow it to “compete effectively”
with Tervita (para. 208; see s. 93(f)); and

•

La capacité autorisée du site Babkirk était suf
fisante pour lui permettre d’entrer « effective
ment en concurrence » avec Tervita (par. 208;
voir l’al. 93f));

•

“the [m]erger preserves a monopolistic market
structure, and thereby prevents the emergence
of potentially important competition” (para. 297;
see s. 93(e)).

•

« le fusionnement préserve une structure de mar
ché monopolistique et, par conséquent, empêche
l’émergence d’une concurrence potentiellement
importante » (par. 297; voir l’al. 93e)).

[82] I agree with the Commissioner that “the
Tribunal did not speculate on what would happen
to the Babkirk site . . . . It made findings of fact
based on the abundant evidence before it” (R.F., at
para. 61). The reasonableness of the factual findings
were reviewed by the Federal Court of Appeal and
found to be supported by sufficient evidence. While,
as will be discussed, I question the Tribunal’s treat
ment of the asserted 10 percent reduction in prices
that would allegedly have been realized in the ab
sence of a merger (para. 229(iii)), it is evident that
there was sufficient other evidence upon which the
Tribunal could find a substantial prevention of com
petition as a result of the merger.

[82] Je partage l’avis de la commissaire selon qui
[TRADUCTION] « le Tribunal n’a fait aucune conjecture
sur ce qu’il adviendrait du site Babkirk [. . .] Il a tiré
des conclusions de fait sur le fondement de la preuve
abondante dont il disposait » (m.i., par. 61). La Cour
d’appel fédérale a évalué le caractère raisonnable des
conclusions factuelles et a conclu qu’elles étaient ap
puyées par une preuve suffisante. Si, ainsi que nous
le verrons, je mets en doute la caractérisation par le
Tribunal de la soi-disant baisse du prix de 10 p. 100
qui aurait été réalisée en l’absence du fusionnement
(par. 229(iii)), manifestement, il disposait de suffi
samment d’autres éléments de preuve pour conclure
que le fusionnement empêcherait sensiblement la
concurrence.

[83] Accordingly, the Tribunal’s conclusion that
the merger is likely to substantially prevent compe
tition was correct. As s. 92 is engaged, it is neces
sary to determine whether the s. 96 defence applies
to prevent the making of an order under s. 92.

[83] Par conséquent, la conclusion du Tribunal
selon laquelle le fusionnement aura vraisembla
blement pour effet d’empêcher sensiblement la
concurrence était correcte. Étant donné qu’il est
satisfait à l’art. 92, il y a lieu de déterminer si la
défense prévue à l’art. 96 fait obstacle à l’ordon
nance visée à l’art. 92.

D. The Efficiencies Defence

D. Défense fondée sur les gains en efficience

[84] Tervita raises two issues with respect to the
Tribunal’s assessment of the s. 96 efficiencies de
fence. First, should OIEs, or efficiencies that would
arise because of the time necessary to implement the
Tribunal’s divestiture order under s. 92, be taken into

[84] Tervita soulève deux questions en ce qui con
cerne l’examen par le Tribunal de la défense fon
dée sur les gains en efficience que prévoit l’art. 96.
Premièrement, les GEEO — ceux qui seraient réali
sés en raison du délai d’exécution de l’ordonnance
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de dessaisissement rendue par le Tribunal en vertu de
l’art. 92 — devraient-ils compter dans la pondération
qu’exige l’art. 96? Deuxièmement, comment faut-il
procéder à cette pondération? Avant de trancher les
questions soulevées en appel, il est utile de passer en
revue l’historique de la défense légale fondée sur les
gains en efficience et la manière dont les tribunaux
l’ont traitée auparavant.
(1) Historique de la défense fondée sur les gains
en efficience

[85] Section 96 was included as part of the new
Competition Act, proclaimed into force on June 19,
1986. The process of reforming Canada’s competi
tion laws began in 1966 when the federal govern
ment requested a study from the Economic Council
of Canada. The Council’s 1969 report “identified
economic efficiency as the overriding policy objec
tive” of legislative reform (A. N. Campbell, Merger
Law and Practice: The Regulation of Mergers Un
der the Competition Act (1997), at p. 21). After a
number of attempts to amend the legislation and
following a lengthy and extensive consultative pro
cess, the new Competition Act was introduced. This
amendment process reflected concerns raised about
the number of significant mergers taking place in
Canada (Facey and Assaf, at p. 9; see also W. T.
Stanbury and G. B. Reschenthaler, “Reforming Ca
nadian Competition Policy: Once More Unto the
Breach” (1981), 5 Can. Bus. L.J. 381, at p. 388). In
early 1981, the federal Minister of Consumer and
Corporate Affairs solicited the views of his provincial
counterparts, trade associations, consumer groups
and academics with respect to proposals for amend
ing the Combines Investigation Act, R.S.C. 1970,
c. C-23 (ibid., at p. 381). This process “yielded valu
able experience laying the groundwork for what was
to become the Competition Act” (Facey and Assaf, at
p. 10).

[85] L’article 96 faisait partie de la nouvelle Loi
sur la concurrence, entrée en vigueur le 19 juin
1986. La réforme de la législation canadienne sur
la concurrence a été entreprise en 1966 lorsque le
gouvernement fédéral a demandé au Conseil éco
nomique du Canada de se pencher sur la question.
Dans le rapport qu’il a publié en 1969, le Conseil
[TRADUCTION] « a dit de l’efficience économique
qu’elle était l’objectif politique prépondérant » de
la réforme législative (A. N. Campbell, Merger Law
and Practice : The Regulation of Mergers Under
the Competition Act (1997), p. 21). Après quelques
tentatives de modification législative et au terme
de consultations longues et vastes, le législateur a
adopté la nouvelle Loi sur la concurrence. Il répon
dait ainsi aux préoccupations formulées à l’égard
du nombre de fusionnements importants inter
venus au Canada (Facey et Assaf, p. 9; voir aussi
W. T. Stanbury et G. B. Reschenthaler, « Reform
ing Canadian Competition Policy : Once More
Unto the Breach » (1981), 5 Rev. can. dr. comm.
381, p. 388). Au début de 1981, le ministre fédéral
de la Consommation et des Affaires commerciales
avait sollicité l’opinion de ses homologues provin
ciaux, d’associations syndicales, de groupes de con
sommateurs et d’universitaires sur des propositions
de modifications à la Loi relative aux enquêtes sur les
coalitions, S.R.C. 1970, c. C-23 (ibid., p. 381). Cette
démarche [TRADUCTION] « a permis d’obtenir une
expérience précieuse qui a servi à établir les assises
de ce qui allait devenir la Loi sur la concurrence »
(Facey et Assaf, p. 10).

[86] Bill C-91, An Act to establish the Competition
Tribunal and to amend the Combines Investigation
Act and the Bank Act and other Acts in consequence

[86] Le projet de loi C-91, la Loi constituant le
Tribunal de la concurrence et modifiant la Loi re
lative aux enquêtes sur les coalitions et la Loi sur
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thereof, was introduced in the House of Commons
in 1985 (1st Sess., 33rd Parl., first reading Dec. 17,
1985, assented to June 17, 1986, S.C. 1986, c. 26).
This bill included comprehensive amendments to the
Combines Investigation Act, including the creation
of a new expert adjudicative body, the Competition
Tribunal, and the inclusion of the efficiencies de
fence (Facey and Assaf, at pp. 9-10).

les banques et apportant des modifications corré
latives à d’autres lois, a été déposé à la Chambre
des communes en 1985 (1re sess., 33e lég., première
lecture le 17 déc. 1985, sanctionnée le 17 juin 1986,
L.C. 1986, c. 26). Ce projet de loi a modifié profon
dément la Loi relative aux enquêtes sur les coali
tions, notamment en constituant un nouvel organisme
décisionnel expert, le Tribunal de la concurrence, et
en prévoyant la défense fondée sur les gains en effi
cience (Facey et Assaf, p. 9-10).

[87] A stand-alone statutory efficiencies defence
was considered “particularly appropriate for Can
ada because a small domestic market often precludes
more than a few firms from operating at efficient
levels of production and because Canadian firms
need to be able to exploit scale economies to remain
competitive internationally” (Campbell, at p. 152;
see also House of Commons Debates, vol. VIII, 1st
Sess., 33rd Parl., April 7, 1986, at p. 11962; Minis
ter of Consumer and Corporate Affairs, Competition
Law Amendments: A Guide (1985), at p. 4). In the
context of the relatively small Canadian economy, to
which international trade is important, the efficien
cies defence is Parliamentary recognition that, in
some cases, consolidation is more beneficial than
competition (ibid., at pp. 15-17).

[87] Une défense distincte fondée sur les gains
en efficience, d’origine législative, avait été jugée
[TRADUCTION] « convenir particulièrement au Ca
nada, car un marché intérieur modeste ne permet
souvent qu’à quelques entreprises tout au plus de
produire à des niveaux efficients, et les entreprises
canadiennes doivent pouvoir tirer parti d’écono
mies d’échelle pour demeurer concurrentielles sur
le marché international » (Campbell, p. 152; voir
aussi Débats de la Chambre des communes, vol. VIII,
1re sess., 33e lég., 7 avril 1986, p. 11962; ministre de
la Consommation et des Corporations, Réforme de la
législation sur la concurrence : Guide (1985), p. 4).
Dans le contexte de l’économie canadienne relati
vement modeste, où le commerce international est
important, le législateur reconnaît par la défense
fondée sur les gains en efficience que, dans certains
cas, le regroupement est plus avantageux que la con
currence (ibid., p. 15-17).

(2) Jurisprudential History of Section 96
[88] The leading case law on the interpretation of
the efficiencies defence remains the Superior Pro
pane series of cases, which began when the Com
missioner applied to the Tribunal seeking an order
to prevent a merger between the two largest national
distributors of propane (Superior Propane I, rev’d
on other grounds in Superior Propane II, leave to
appeal dismissed, [2001] 2 S.C.R. xiii; redetermi
nation in Canada (Commissioner of Competition)
v. Superior Propane Inc., 2002 Comp. Trib. 16, 18
C.P.R. (4th) 417 (“Superior Propane III”), aff’d
2003 FCA 53, [2003] 3 F.C. 529 (“Superior Propane IV”)). Although this Court is not bound by these
decisions, the Superior Propane cases considered

(2) Historique jurisprudentiel de l’art. 96
[88] Encore aujourd’hui, la jurisprudence de prin
cipe sur l’interprétation de la défense fondée sur les
gains en efficience est la série Supérieur Propane,
qui commence lorsque le commissaire s’adresse au
Tribunal pour obtenir une ordonnance interdisant un
fusionnement entre les deux plus importants distri
buteurs nationaux de propane (Supérieur Propane I,
inf. pour d’autres motifs dans Supérieur Propane II,
autorisation d’appel rejetée, [2001] 2 R.C.S. xiii;
nouvelle décision dans Commissaire de la concur
rence c. Supérieur Propane Inc., 2002 Trib. conc. 16
(en ligne) (« Supérieur Propane III »), conf. par
2003 CAF 53, [2003] 3 C.F. 529 (« Supérieur Pro
pane IV »)). Bien que notre Cour ne soit pas liée par
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a number of factors relevant to the efficiencies de
fence and its application.

ces décisions, il reste que celles-ci traitent un certain
nombre de facteurs pertinents quant à la défense
fondée sur les gains en efficience et à son application.

[89] The Superior Propane I case confirmed that
s. 96 is a defence to the application of s. 92 (paras.
398-99). As such, the onus of alleging and proving
that efficiency gains from the merger will be greater
than and will offset the effects of any prevention or
lessening of competition resulting from the merger
falls upon the merging parties (Superior Propane I,
at para. 399; Superior Propane II, at para. 154; Su
perior Propane IV, at para. 64).

[89] Supérieur Propane I a confirmé que l’art. 96
établit une défense à l’application de l’art. 92 (par.
398-399). Pour cette raison, il incombe aux parties
au fusionnement de l’invoquer et de prouver que les
gains en efficience entraînés par le fusionnement
surpasseront et neutraliseront les effets de tout em
pêchement ou de toute diminution de la concurrence
résultant du fusionnement (Supérieur Propane I,
par. 399; Supérieur Propane II, par. 154; Supérieur
Propane IV, par. 64).

[90] The s. 96 efficiencies defence requires an anal
ysis of whether the efficiency gains of the merger,
which result from the integration of resources, out
weigh the anti-competitive effects, which result
from the decrease in or absence of competition in
the relevant geographic and product market. As
the Federal Court of Appeal explained in Superior
Propane II, “This is, in substance, a balancing test
that weighs efficiencies on one hand, against anticompetitive effects on the other” (para. 95).

[90] La défense que prévoit l’art. 96 commande
une analyse visant à déterminer si les gains en effi
cience qu’entraîne le fusionnement, résultant de
l’intégration des ressources, surpassent les effets
anticoncurrentiels qui découlent de la diminution
ou de l’absence de concurrence dans le marché géo
graphique et dans celui du produit en cause. Pour
reprendre les propos exprimés par la Cour d’appel
fédérale dans l’affaire Supérieur Propane II, « [i]l
s’agit, en substance, d’un critère de pondération qui
met en balance les gains en efficience d’un côté et
les effets anticoncurrentiels de l’autre » (par. 95).

(3) Methodological Approaches to Section 96

(3) Méthodologies applicables à l’art. 96

[91] There are different possible methodologies
for the comparative exercise under s. 96 (Facey and
Brown, at pp. 256-57). In Canada, two main stan
dards have been the subject of judicial consider
ation: the “total surplus standard” and the “balancing
weights standard”. For both standards, two types of
economic surplus are relevant: producer surplus and
consumer surplus.

[91] Il existe diverses manières de procéder à
l’exercice de comparaison qu’appelle l’art. 96
(Facey et Brown, p. 256-257). Au Canada, les tri
bunaux ont examiné deux grands critères : celui
du « surplus total » et celui des « coefficients pon
dérateurs ». Pour chacun, deux types de surplus
économique sont pertinents : le surplus du produc
teur et le surplus du consommateur.

[92] Producer surplus “measures how much more
producers are able to collect in revenue for a product
than their cost of producing it” (Facey and Brown,
at p. 256). Producer surplus therefore represents the
wealth that accrues to producers. Consumer surplus
is “a measure of how much more the consumers of a
product would have been willing to pay to purchase
the product compared to the prevailing market price”
(ibid.). Consumer surplus therefore represents the

[92] Le surplus du producteur [TRADUCTION] « me
sure la différence entre les recettes attribuables à un
produit et ses coûts de production » (Facey et Brown,
p. 256). Le surplus du producteur représente donc
les richesses qui reviennent aux producteurs. En
revanche, le surplus du consommateur « mesure la
différence entre le prix que les consommateurs d’un
produit auraient été disposés à payer par rapport
au prix du marché courant » (ibid.). Le surplus du
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savings that accrue to consumers from what they
would have been willing to pay.

consommateur représente donc les économies qui
reviennent aux consommateurs par rapport à ce que
ces derniers auraient été disposés à payer.

[93] The term “total surplus” refers to the sum
of producer and consumer surplus (see Facey and
Brown, at p. 256). If a producer covers its costs, in
cluding its cost of capital, by selling a unit of a prod
uct at $20 and a consumer is willing to buy the unit
for $40, then the total surplus created by the unit is
$20. If the eventual sale price is $30, for example,
then each of producer and consumer surplus is in
creased by $10 as a result of the transaction. The
total surplus in the economy represents the aggre
gate of the total surplus created by each unit pro
duced.

[93] Le terme « surplus total » renvoie à la somme
du surplus du producteur et du surplus du consom
mateur (voir Facey et Brown, p. 256). Si un pro
ducteur fait ses frais, y compris le coût du capital,
en vendant un produit 20 $ et qu’un consomma
teur est disposé à l’acheter 40 $, le surplus total
créé par l’article est égal à 20 $. Si le prix de vente
est de 30 $, par exemple, le surplus du producteur
et le surplus du consommateur augmentent chacun
de 10 $ par suite de l’opération. Le surplus total à
l’échelle de l’économie représente la somme du sur
plus total créé par chaque article produit.

[94] The total surplus standard involves quanti
fying the deadweight loss which will result from a
merger — “the amount by which total surplus is re
duced under certain market conditions that reduce
the quantity of a good that is supplied” (Facey and
Brown, at pp. 256-57). Deadweight loss “results
from the fall in demand for the merged entities’
products following a post-merger increase in price,
and the ineffic ient allocation of resources that oc
curs when, as prices rise, consumers purchase a less
suitable substitute” (Superior Propane IV, at para. 13).
Estimates of the elasticity of demand — or the de
gree to which demand for a product varies with its
price — are necessary to calculate the deadweight
loss (Tribunal decision, at para. 244).

[94] Le critère du surplus total implique une
quantification de la perte sèche qui découlera d’un
fusionnement — [traduction] « ce qui est retran
ché au surplus total dans certaines conditions du
marché ayant pour effet de réduire la quantité d’un
bien qui est fourni » (Facey et Brown, p. 256-257).
La perte sèche « résulte de la chute de la demande
des produits des entités fusionnées par suite d’une
hausse de prix intervenue après le fusionnement et
de l’affectation inefficiente des ressources qui se
produit lorsque, par suite de la hausse des prix, les
consommateurs achètent un produit de substitution
convenant moins bien » (Supérieur Propane IV,
par. 13). L’estimation de l’élasticité de la demande
— ou la mesure dans laquelle la demande d’un pro
duit varie selon son prix — est nécessaire aux fins
du calcul de la perte sèche (décision du Tribunal,
par. 244).

[95] Under the total surplus standard, equal weight
is given from a welfare perspective to changes in
producer and consumer surplus (Facey and Brown,
at p. 257). The decrease in total surplus resulting
from decreased competition is balanced against any
offsetting increase in total surplus resulting from
more efficient production. The focus of this method
is purely on the magnitude of the total surplus: the
degree to which total surplus is allocated between
producers and consumers is not considered. In
other words, the total surplus standard measures

[95] Suivant le critère du surplus total, une valeur
égale est attribuée, du point de vue du bien-être, aux
changements du surplus du producteur et du surplus
du consommateur (Facey et Brown, p. 257). La ré
duction du surplus total qui découle d’une concur
rence réduite est compensée par toute hausse du
surplus total découlant de l’optimisation de la pro
duction. Cette méthode s’intéresse exclusivement à
la valeur du surplus total : le rapport entre le surplus
des producteurs et le surplus des consommateurs ne
joue pas dans la balance. Autrement dit, le critère
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only the total benefit flowing to the economy and
is not concerned with to whom the benefits flow;
the analysis of the relevant effects is limited to the
deadweight loss (Superior Propane IV, at para. 16).
Therefore, the total surplus standard “does not con
sider the effect of the wealth likely to be transferred
from consumers to the shareholders of the merged
entity as a result of the anti-competitive merger
and the consequent increase of prices. This ‘wealth
transfer’ or ‘redistributive effect’ is considered to
be neutral” (Superior Propane IV, at para. 14). As
such, under the total surplus standard approach, an
anti-competitive merger will proceed when effi
ciency gains to producer surplus are greater than the
decrease in consumer surplus.

du surplus total mesure uniquement le bénéfice to
tal pour l’économie sans égard à qui en jouit; l’ana
lyse des effets pertinents est limitée à la seule perte
sèche (Supérieur Propane IV, par. 16). Ainsi, le cri
tère du surplus total « ne tient pas compte de l’effet
de la richesse qui sera vraisemblablement transfé
rée des consommateurs aux actionnaires de l’entité
fusionnée par suite du fusionnement anticoncurren
tiel et de l’augmentation des prix en résultant. Ce
“transfert de richesse” ou cet “effet de redistribution”
est considéré comme neutre » (Supérieur Propane
IV, par. 14). Ainsi donc, suivant le critère du sur
plus total, un fusionnement anticoncurrentiel va de
l’avant lorsque les gains en efficience associés au
surplus du producteur sont supérieurs à la réduction
du surplus du consommateur.

[96] In the Superior Propane cases, the Tribunal
and the Federal Court of Appeal recognized another
methodology called the “balancing weights” ap
proach. This approach enables Tribunal members
to “use their individual judgment and discretion to
evaluate whether the gains to shareholders are more
or less important to society than the losses of sur
plus imposed on consumers by the exercise of mar
ket power” (Superior Propane I, at para. 431).

[96] Dans la série Supérieur Propane, le Tribunal
et la Cour d’appel fédérale ont reconnu une autre
méthode, celle des « coefficients pondérateurs ».
Elle appelle les membres du Tribunal à « exercer
leur jugement personnel et leur discrétion pour
déterminer si les gains qui reviennent aux action
naires sont plus importants (ou moins importants)
pour la société que la réduction du surplus du con
sommateur causée par l’exercice d’une puissance
commerciale » (Supérieur Propane I, par. 431).

[97] As explained in Superior Propane IV, under
the balancing weights approach, the Tribunal weighs
the effects of the merger on consumers against the
effects of the merger on the shareholders of the
merged entity. The Tribunal first determines the rel
ative weights to be assigned to producer gains and
consumer losses, to equate them, or to make the
wealth transfer neutral in effect. Then, the Tribunal
engages in a value judgment process to conclude
whether the assigned weights are reasonable in light
of any disparity between the incomes of the relevant
consumers and shareholders of the merged entity
(Superior Propane IV, at para. 20).

[97] Ainsi qu’il est expliqué dans Supérieur
Propane IV, suivant la méthode des coefficients
pondérateurs, le Tribunal compare les effets du
fusionnement sur les consommateurs et les effets
du fusionnement sur les actionnaires de l’entité fu
sionnée. Il détermine dans un premier temps les
coefficients pondérateurs à attribuer aux gains des
producteurs et aux pertes des consommateurs, pour
les égaliser ou pour neutraliser l’effet du transfert
de richesse. Ensuite, le Tribunal doit porter un ju
gement de valeur pour décider si les coefficients
pondérateurs attribués sont raisonnables compte
tenu de la disparité entre les revenus des consom
mateurs touchés et des actionnaires de l’entité fu
sionnée (Supérieur Propane IV, par. 20).

[98] The Tribunal may also adopt a modified ver
sion of the balancing weights approach (see Supe
rior Propane IV, at paras. 21 and 26). Under this
modified approach, socially adverse redistribution
effects, or the portion of the wealth transfer that is

[98] Le Tribunal peut aussi appliquer une mé
thode des coefficients pondérateurs modifiée (voir
Supérieur Propane IV, par. 21 et 26). Suivant cette
méthode modifiée, les effets de redistribution so
cialement défavorables, soit la portion du transfert
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attributable to higher prices paid by low-income
households, may be taken into account as an anticompetitive effect, while components of the wealth
transfer that are not socially adverse may be treated
as neutral (Superior Propane III, at para. 333).

de la richesse qui est attribuable aux prix plus élevés
payés par les ménages à faible revenu, peuvent être
considérés comme des effets anticoncurrentiels, tan
dis que les éléments du transfert de la richesse qui
ne sont pas socialement défavorables peuvent être
considérés comme neutres (Supérieur Propane III,
par. 333).

[99] However, there is no mandated “correct”
methodology for the s. 96 analysis (Superior Pro
pane II, at paras. 139-42). The statute does not set
out which standard should be used. From an eco
nomic perspective, there are arguments in favour of
the total surplus standard (see M. Trebilcock et al.,
The Law and Economics of Canadian Competition
Policy (2002), at pp. 146-51). However, that is not
the issue before this Court and, for the purpose of
this case, it suffices to say that Superior Propane II
established that the Tribunal has the flexibility to
make the ultimate choice of methodology in view
of the particular circumstances of each merger.

[99] Cependant, aucune méthode « correcte » n’est
prescrite pour l’analyse qu’appelle l’art. 96 (Supé
rieur Propane II, par. 139-142). La loi ne précise
pas le critère à appliquer. Certains arguments éco
nomiques militent en faveur du critère du surplus
total (voir M. Trebilcock et autres, The Law and
Economics of Canadian Competition Policy (2002),
p. 146-151). Or, là n’est pas la question dont notre
Cour est saisie et, pour nos fins, il suffit de dire que
l’affaire Supérieur Propane II a permis d’établir que
le Tribunal jouit de la latitude requise pour déci
der en bout de ligne de la méthode à la lumière des
circonstances propres à chaque fusionnement.

[100] The Tribunal should consider all avail
able quantitative and qualitative evidence (Superior
Propane I, at para. 461; Superior Propane III, at
para. 335). While quantitative aspects of a merger
are those which can be measured and reduced to
dollar amounts, qualitative elements of a merger,
including in some cases such things as better or
worse service or lower or higher quality, may not
be measurable as they are dependent on individual
preferences in the market (see Superior Propane I,
at paras. 459-60). Effects that can be quantified
should be quantified, even as estimates. If effects are
realistically measurable, failure to at least estimate
the quantification of those effects will not result
in the effects being assessed on a qualitative basis
(Superior Propane III, at para. 233; Superior Pro
pane IV, at para. 35).

[100] Le Tribunal devrait prendre en considé
ration tous les éléments quantitatifs et qualitatifs à
sa disposition (Supérieur Propane I, par. 461; Su
périeur Propane III, par. 335). Si les aspects quan
titatifs d’un fusionnement sont ceux qui peuvent
être mesurés et exprimés en dollars, les éléments
qualitatifs, y compris dans certains cas les facteurs
comme l’amélioration ou la diminution du service
ou de la qualité, peuvent ne pas être mesurables,
puisqu’ils dépendent des préférences individuelles
dans le marché (voir Supérieur Propane I, par. 459460). Les effets qui peuvent être quantifiés devraient
l’être, ou à tout le moins être estimés. L’omission
d’en donner au moins une estimation quantitative,
lorsqu’il est réalistement possible de le faire, ne
donnera pas lieu à une analyse qualitative de ces
effets (Supérieur Propane III, par. 233; Supérieur
Propane IV, par. 35).

[101] The above principles developed in the Su
perior Propane series of cases provide the founda
tion for the analysis of the s. 96 efficiencies defence.
These principles serve as the backdrop to the legal
issues in the present case: consideration of whether
specific efficiencies are valid efficiencies for the pur
poses of the defence and the proper approach to the
balancing exercise under s. 96.

[101] Élaborés dans la série Supérieur Propane,
les principes qui précèdent étayent l’analyse de la
défense fondée sur les gains en efficience prévue à
l’art. 96. Ils sous-tendent les questions juridiques
soulevées en l’espèce, à savoir l’admissibilité de
certains gains en efficience pour l’application de la
défense et la manière de procéder à la pondération
qu’appelle l’art. 96.
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(4) Order Implementation Efficiencies Are Not
Valid Efficiencies Under Section 96

(4) Les gains en efficience liés à l’exécution de
l’ordonnance ne sont pas admissibles pour
l’application de l’art. 96

[102] In the context of a merger, efficiencies are
pro-competitive benefits. As Brian A. Facey and
Cassandra Brown explain, “Economists’ conception
of efficiency revolves around the benefit, value or
satisfaction that accrues to society due to the actions
and choices of its members” (p. 253). There are
three components: (1) production efficiency, which
“is achieved when output is produced using the most
cost-effective combination of productive resources
available under existing technology”; (2) innovation
or dynamic efficiency, which “is achieved through
the invention, development and diffusion of new
products and production processes”; and (3) alloca
tive efficiency, which “is achieved when the existing
stock of goods and productive output is allocated
throughout the price system to those buyers who
value them most in terms of willingness to pay, such
that ‘resources available to society are allocated
to their most valuable use’” (Facey and Brown, at
pp. 253-55, quoting Competition Bureau, Merger
Enforcement Guidelines (2011), at para. 12.4).

[102] Dans le contexte d’un fusionnement, les
gains en efficience sont des avantages favorisant la
concurrence. Ainsi que Brian A. Facey et Cassandra
Brown l’expliquent, [TRADUCTION] « la conception
qu’ont les économistes de l’efficience tient à l’avan
tage, à la valeur ou à la satisfaction que tire la so
ciété des actions et des choix de ses membres »
(p. 253). Elle se compose de trois éléments : (1)
l’efficience de la production, « réalisée lorsque la
production de l’extrant repose sur la combinaison
la plus économique de ressources productives que
permet la technologie existante »; (2) l’innovation
ou l’efficience dynamique, « réalisée grâce à l’in
vention, à l’élaboration et à la diffusion de nou
veaux produits et processus de production »; (3)
l’efficience de la répartition des ressources, « réa
lisée lorsque les stocks actuels de biens et d’ex
trants productifs sont répartis dans tout le système
des prix parmi les acheteurs qui y tiennent le plus
au regard de leur volonté de payer, de telle sorte
que “les ressources dont dispose la société sont
affectées à leur emploi le plus valable” » (Facey
et Brown, p. 253-255, citant le Bureau de la con
currence, Fusions — Lignes directrices pour l’ap
plication de la loi (2011), par. 12.4).

[103] Tervita argues that the Tribunal erred in re
jecting valid efficiencies from its consideration of
the efficiency gains, namely those referred to by the
Tribunal as OIEs. Tervita submits that all economic
efficiencies, however arising, should be considered.

[103] Tervita fait valoir que le Tribunal a exclu
à tort des gains en efficience qu’il a appelés les
GEEO. Or, selon elle, tous les gains en efficience
économiques, peu importe la manière dont ils sont
réalisés, devraient être pris en considération.

[104] Tervita claimed certain transportation and
market expansion efficiencies which Tervita could
have attained more quickly than a third party pur
chaser of the Babkirk site (A.F., at para. 100). As the
Federal Court of Appeal explained, the transpor
tation gains in efficiency are “productive gains in
efficiency realized by the customers who are closer
to the Babkirk site, than to Tervita’s Silverberry se
cure landfill. Since Tervita acquired the site alleg
edly to open a full-service secure landfill operation
there, customers located closer to that site would
achieve transportation cost savings” (para. 131).

[104] Tervita a fait valoir certains gains en effi
cience liés au transport et à l’expansion du marché
qu’elle prétendait pouvoir réaliser plus rapidement
qu’un tiers acquéreur du site Babkirk (m.a., par.
100). Ainsi que la Cour d’appel fédérale l’a expli
qué, en matière de transport, il s’agit « des gains de
productivité réalisés par les clients qui se trouvent
plus près du site Babkirk que du site d’enfouisse
ment sécuritaire Silverberry de Tervita. Étant donné
que Tervita aurait acquis le site en vue d’y ouvrir
un site d’enfouissement sécuritaire à service com
plet, les clients situés plus près de ce site que de
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Tervita asserted before the Tribunal that, had the
Commissioner not intervened, it would have al
ready been operating a secure landfill at the Babkirk
site by the spring of 2012 (Tribunal decision, at
para. 269). However, a third party purchaser would
have been unlikely to have a secure landfill in oper
ation before the spring of 2013. Only Tervita there
fore could have enabled customers to achieve these
additional transportation efficiencies for that oneyear period.

l’autre auraient réalisé des économies au chapi
tre du transport » (par. 131). Tervita a affirmé de
vant le Tribunal que, n’eût été l’intervention de la
commissaire, elle aurait exploité un site d’enfouis
sement sécuritaire au site Babkirk dès le printemps
2012 (décision du Tribunal, par. 269). En revanche,
un tiers acquéreur n’y serait probablement pas arrivé
avant le printemps 2013. Seule Tervita aurait donc
pu permettre aux clients de réaliser ces gains en
efficience supplémentaires liés au transport durant
la période d’un an.

[105] The market gains in efficiency are the result
of additional hazardous waste which would be dis
posed at the Babkirk site secure landfill: “Since
there are significant costs and risks associated with
transporting such waste over long distances to the
Silverberry secure landfill, a site requiring a shorter
transportation route (such as the Babkirk site) would
attract more hazardous waste than would otherwise
have been disposed of at Silverberry . . .” (F.C.A.
decision, at para. 132). As with the transportation
gains in efficiency, Tervita would have been able to
achieve the market gains one year earlier than a third
party purchaser — from the spring of 2012 to the
spring of 2013.

[105] Les gains en efficience liés à l’expansion
du marché résultent de quantités accrues de dé
chets dangereux éliminés au site d’enfouissement
sécuritaire Babkirk : « Étant donné les coûts et les
risques considérables associés au transport de ce
type de déchets sur un trajet aussi long que celui
qui mène au site d’enfouissement sécuritaire Silver
berry, un site moins éloigné (comme le site Babkirk)
aurait l’avantage de réduire le trajet et d’attirer ainsi
davantage de déchets dangereux que ne le ferait le
seul site Silverberry . . . » (décision de la C.A.F.,
par. 132). Comme pour ce qui est des gains en effi
cience liés au transport, Tervita aurait été en mesure
de réaliser des gains liés à l’expansion du marché
un an plus tôt qu’un tiers acquéreur, c’est-à-dire du
printemps 2012 au printemps 2013.

[106] The Tribunal held that these one-year trans
portation and market efficiency gains were a result
of the time associated with the implementation of
its divestiture order, including the time required
to effect the actual sale of the shares or assets of
Babkirk (estimated to take at least six months in
cluding the due diligence process), to modify or
prepare an operations plan for the landfill, for the
B.C. Ministry of the Environment (“MOE”) to ap
prove the operations plan, and for the purchaser to
construct the landfill, which can only be undertaken
between June and September (para. 269). As such,
the Tribunal held that the OIEs were not cognizable
efficiencies under the Act (paras. 269-70).

[106] Le Tribunal a conclu que ces gains en ef
ficience d’un an relatifs au transport et à l’expan
sion du marché étaient liés au délai d’exécution de
son ordonnance de dessaisissement, dont le temps
nécessaire pour conclure la vente effective des ac
tions ou des éléments d’actif de Babkirk (selon
les estimations, cela devait prendre au moins six
mois, en comptant les mesures de vérification),
pour dresser le plan d’exploitation du site d’en
fouissement ou le modifier, pour que le ministère
de l’Environnement de la Colombie-Britannique
(« ME ») approuve le plan d’exploitation et pour
que l’acquéreur construise le site d’enfouisse
ment, ce qui n’est possible qu’entre juin et septem
bre (par. 269). Ainsi, le Tribunal a conclu que les
GEEO n’étaient pas admissibles pour l’application
de la Loi (par. 269-270).
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[107] A distinction should be drawn between ef
ficiencies claimed because a merging party would
be able to bring those efficiencies into being faster
than would be the case but for the merger (what
could be called “early-mover” efficiencies), and ef
ficiencies that a merging party could realize sooner
than a competitor only because the competitor
would be delayed in implementing those efficien
cies because of legal proceedings associated with
a divestiture order (what the Tribunal identified as
OIEs). While, as will be discussed, OIEs are not
cognizable efficiencies under s. 96, early-mover
efficiencies are real economic efficiencies that are
caused by the merger, and not by delays associated
with legal proceedings; were it not for the merger,
the economy would not gain the benefit of those ef
ficiencies that would have accrued in the time pe
riod between the merger and the actions of a future
competitor.

[107] Il y a lieu de distinguer entre les gains en
efficience qu’une partie au fusionnement prétend
être en mesure de réaliser plus rapidement qu’en
l’absence du fusionnement (ce que l’on pourrait ap
peler les gains en efficience « du premier arrivé »)
et les gains en efficience qu’une partie au fusionne
ment pourrait réaliser plus tôt qu’un concurrent
pour la seule raison que ce dernier devrait attendre
la fin de la procédure de dessaisissement (ce que
le Tribunal a appelé les GEEO). Si, comme nous
le verrons, les GEEO ne sont pas admissibles pour
l’application de l’art. 96, les gains en efficience du
premier arrivé constituent en revanche des gains
en efficience économiques qui résultent véritable
ment du fusionnement, et non pas du délai d’exécu
tion associé à une instance judiciaire. N’eût été le
fusionnement, l’économie n’aurait tiré aucun profit
de ces gains en efficience qui auraient été réalisés
entre la date du fusionnement et celle des actions
d’un concurrent futur.

[108] Though the Tribunal held that the one-year
efficiencies claimed by Tervita were OIEs, the Tri
bunal’s reasons also appear to suggest that those ef
ficiencies could have been classified as early-mover
efficiencies. The Tribunal noted that Tervita would
have been prepared to operate the Babkirk site as a
secure landfill by the summer of 2012 (para. 269),
and also found that, under its “but for” analysis in
which the merger would not have occurred, the site
would not have been operated as a secure landfill
accepting significant quantities of waste until the
spring of 2013 (para. 207). Thus, it would appear
that any transportation and market expansion ef
ficiencies arising from the operation of the Babkirk
site as a secure landfill from 2012 to 2013 under
Tervita’s plans could have arisen not due to delays
caused by legal proceedings, but by Tervita’s abil
ity to bring the site into operation sooner than a
potential competitor.

[108] S’il a qualifié de GEEO les gains en effi
cience que Tervita a prétendu pouvoir réaliser du
rant la période d’un an, le Tribunal laisse toutefois
entendre qu’il aurait pu s’agir de gains en efficience

du premier arrivé. Selon lui, Tervita aurait été prête
à exploiter un site d’enfouissement sécuritaire au
site Babkirk à l’été 2012 (par. 269). En outre, suivant
son analyse axée sur l’absence hypothétique — où
il n’y a pas de fusionnement —, le site d’enfouis
sement sécuritaire n’aurait pas été prêt à accepter
des quantités importantes de déchets avant le prin
temps 2013 (par. 207). Il semblerait donc que les
gains en efficience liés au transport et à l’expansion
du marché susceptibles de découler de l’exploitation
d’un site d’enfouissement sécuritaire au site Babkirk
de 2012 à 2013 selon les plans de Tervita auraient
pu être attribuables non pas aux délais associés à
une instance judiciaire, mais à la capacité de Tervita
d’exploiter le site plus rapidement qu’un concurrent
éventuel.

[109] The Tribunal’s reasons appear inconsistent
on whether the facts as found by the Tribunal would
properly support the classification of the one-year
efficiencies at issue as early-mover efficiencies or
as OIEs. However, as will be discussed below, the
classification of these efficiencies in this case would

[109] Les motifs du Tribunal semblent indécis
quant à savoir si les faits tels qu’il les a admis
permettent d’assimiler les gains en efficience réa
lisables pendant la période d’un an à des gains du
premier arrivé ou à des GEEO. Cependant, comme
nous le verrons, la classification de ces gains dans
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not be dispositive because the efficiencies were
not ultimately realized by Tervita. Nevertheless, in
light of the importance of the issue of whether OIEs
should be cognizable in future cases, I turn now to
an examination of that issue.

le présent pourvoi ne serait pas déterminante, puis
que Tervita ne les a pas réalisés. Néanmoins, étant
donné qu’il importe de savoir si les GEEO devraient
être admissibles à l’avenir, j’examine maintenant
cette question.

[110] In Tervita’s submission, OIEs must be con
sidered because s. 96 affords paramountcy to the stat
utory objective of economic efficiency such that all
efficiencies, however arising, must be considered. I
am unable to agree with Tervita on this point.

[110] De l’avis de Tervita, les GEEO doivent être
pris en considération au motif que l’art. 96 attribue
une importance primordiale à l’objet de la loi qu’est
l’efficience de l’économie, de telle sorte que tous
les gains en efficience, quelle qu’en soit la source,
doivent être pris en considération. Je ne partage
malheureusement pas cet avis.

[111] Section 96 does give primacy to economic
efficiency. However, s. 96 is not without limitation.

[111] L’article 96 accorde effectivement la pri
mauté à l’efficience de l’économie, mais il n’est pas
dépourvu de limites.

[112]
here:

For ease of reference, I produce s. 96(1)

[112] Par souci de commodité, je reproduis le
par. 96(1) :

96.  (1) The Tribunal shall not make an order under
section 92 if it finds that the merger or proposed merger
in respect of which the application is made has brought
about or is likely to bring about gains in efficiency that
will be greater than, and will offset, the effects of any
prevention or lessening of competition that will result or
is likely to result from the merger or proposed merger and
that the gains in efficiency would not likely be attained if
the order were made.

96. (1)  Le Tribunal ne rend pas l’ordonnance pré
vue à l’article 92 dans les cas où il conclut que le fu
sionnement, réalisé ou proposé, qui fait l’objet de la
demande a eu pour effet ou aura vraisemblablement
pour effet d’entraîner des gains en efficience, que ces
gains surpasseront et neutraliseront les effets de l’em
pêchement ou de la diminution de la concurrence qui
résulteront ou résulteront vraisemblablement du fusion
nement réalisé ou proposé et que ces gains ne seraient
vraisemblablement pas réalisés si l’ordonnance était ren
due.

[113] In order for a party to gain the benefit of
the s. 96 defence, the Tribunal must be satisfied that
the merger or proposed merger has brought about
or is likely to bring about gains in efficiency. The
Tribunal must also find that the gains in efficiency
would not likely be attained if a s. 92 order were
made. In addition, and despite the paramountcy
given to economic efficiencies in s. 96, s. 96(3) pro
hibits the Tribunal from considering a “redistribu
tion of income between two or more persons” as an
offsetting efficiency gain. The limitation in s. 96(3)
demonstrates that Parliament does not intend for all
efficiency gains, however arising, to be taken into
account under s. 96.

[113] Pour qu’une partie bénéficie de la défense
prévue à l’art. 96, le Tribunal doit être convaincu que
le fusionnement, réalisé ou proposé, a eu pour effet
ou aura vraisemblablement pour effet d’entraîner
des gains en efficience et il doit également conclure
que les gains en efficience ne seraient vraisembla
blement pas réalisés s’il rendait l’ordonnance pré
vue à l’art. 92. En outre, le par. 96(3) interdit au
Tribunal, nonobstant la primauté accordée à l’effi
cience économique à cet article, de considérer la
« redistribution de revenu entre plusieurs person
nes » comme un gain en efficience neutralisant. Cette
limite démontre que le législateur ne souhaite pas
que tous les gains en efficience, quelle qu’en soit la
source, soient pris en considération pour l’application
de l’art. 96.
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[114] The transportation and market efficiencies
at issue in this case are efficiency gains resulting
from the operation of a secure landfill facility at a
location closer to some customers. However, sub
ject to the above discussion as to the proper classi
fication of these efficiencies in this case, the OIEs
specifically are efficiency gains resulting not from
the merger itself, but from the implementation time
associated with a divestiture order (F.C.A. decision,
at para. 135). Put simply, if these efficiencies are
properly classified as OIEs, they would be achieved
by Tervita, and not by a third party, only by virtue
of Tervita being in operation one year earlier than a
third party purchaser following a divestiture order,
and only because of the time that it would take for
the Tribunal’s order to be implemented.

[114] Les gains en efficience liés au transport
et à l’expansion du marché qui sont en cause dans
la présente affaire découlent de la situation géo
graphique du site d’enfouissement sécuritaire, qui
se trouve plus près de certains clients. Cependant,
sous réserve de ce qui précède sur la bonne caté
gorisation des gains dans la présente affaire, les
GEEO découlent non pas du fusionnement même,
mais du délai d’exécution de l’ordonnance de des
saisissement (décision de la C.A.F., par. 135). Bref,
si ces gains en efficience étaient bel et bien des
GEEO, ils seraient réalisés par Tervita, et non par un
tiers, du seul fait qu’elle exploiterait l’installation
un an plus tôt qu’un tiers l’ayant acquise à la suite
de l’ordonnance de dessaisissement, et uniquement
à cause du délai d’exécution de cette dernière.

[115] Efficiencies that are the result of the reg
ulatory processes of the Act are not cognizable
effic iencies under s. 96. The OIEs result from the
operation and application of the legal framework
regulating competition law in Canada. The provi
sion states that the merger or proposed merger must
bring about or be likely to bring about gains in ef
ficiency. The OIEs are efficiencies which are not
attributable to the merger. They are attributable to
the time associated with the implementation of the
divestiture order.

[115] Les gains en efficience qui résultent de
l’application de la Loi ne peuvent être pris en
compte au titre de l’art. 96. Les GEEO découlent
de l’exécution et de l’application du cadre qui ré
glemente le droit de la concurrence au Canada.
Aux termes de la disposition, c’est le fusionnement
réalisé ou proposé qui doit avoir eu ou qui aura vrai
semblablement pour effet d’entraîner des gains en
efficience. Les GEEO ne constituent pas des gains
en efficience attribuables au fusionnement, ils sont
attribuables au délai d’exécution de l’ordonnance
de dessaisissement.

[116] Finally, regardless of whether the effic ien
cies are classified as early-mover efficiencies or
OIEs, and as the Federal Court of Appeal explained,
the efficiencies were nevertheless not realized in
this case because Tervita did not actually construct
and operate a landfill at the Babkirk site before the
merger review, or indeed before the date of the Tri
bunal’s order. Tervita argues that this reasoning does
not withstand scrutiny. In this case, Tervita under
took to preserve and maintain all provincial MOE
approvals, permits and authorizations for the estab
lishment and operation of a proposed secure landfill
at the Babkirk site pending the proceedings before
the Tribunal. Tervita argues that, as a result of this
“hold separate undertaking”, it could not have con
structed its planned secure landfill. Again, I cannot
agree.

[116] Enfin, peu importe qu’il s’agisse de gains
en efficience du premier arrivé ou de GEEO. En
effet, comme l’explique la Cour d’appel fédérale,
aucun gain en efficience n’a été réalisé en l’espèce
parce que Tervita n’a pas construit ni exploité un
site d’enfouissement au site Babkirk avant l’exa
men du fusionnement ou même avant la date de
l’ordonnance du Tribunal. Tervita soutient que ce
raisonnement ne résiste pas à l’analyse. Dans la
présente affaire, Tervita a conservé toutes les appro
bations et autorisations ainsi que tous les permis
qu’elle avait obtenus du ME de la province en vue
de l’aménagement et de l’exploitation d’un site
d’enfouissement sécuritaire proposé au site Babkirk
en attendant l’issue de l’instance devant le Tribunal.
Elle fait valoir qu’elle n’avait pu construire le site
d’enfouissement sécuritaire en raison de l’entente
de séparation d’actifs. Encore une fois, je ne suis
pas d’accord.
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[117] “Hold separate” orders are typically issued
to prevent the intermingling of assets or businesses
that would otherwise occur through the merger (B.
A. Facey, G. Hilton-Sullivan and M. Graham, “The
Reinvigoration of Canadian Antitrust Law — Can
ada’s New Approach to Merger Review” (2010), 6
C.L.I. 28, at p. 33). These orders aim at avoiding
the difficulties that would arise in attempting to
“unscramble the egg” if an order was issued after a
merger proceeded in full. In this case, the hold sep
arate undertaking was not the typical “unscramble
the egg” undertaking concerned with the intermin
gling of assets.

[117] La séparation d’actifs est généralement
ordonnée pour empêcher la réunion des éléments
d’actif ou des affaires qui résulterait autrement du
fusionnement (B. A. Facey, G. Hilton-Sullivan et
M. Graham, « The Reinvigoration of Canadian An
titrust Law — Canada’s New Approach to Merger
Review » (2010), 6 C.L.I. 28, p. 33). Ce type d’or
donnance vise à empêcher que l’on ait à « démêler
l’écheveau » après le fusionnement complet si le
Tribunal ordonnait le dessaisissement. En l’espèce,
l’entente de séparation d’actifs ne se rapportait pas
à l’objet habituel, à savoir empêcher l’écheveau de
s’embrouiller sur le plan des éléments d’actif.

[118] The evidence in this case does not support
Tervita’s claim that the undertaking prevented it
from operating the landfill. The undertaking merely
required Tervita to preserve and maintain the neces
sary provincial environmental approvals for estab
lishing and operating the proposed secure landfill at
the Babkirk site. The evidence before the Tribunal
was that Tervita wanted to increase the capacity of
the secure landfill and doing so would require an
amendment to the approval for the site — a process
Tervita understood to be contrary to the undertak
ing. However, nothing prevented Tervita from es
tablishing and operating the landfill at the capacity
allowed for under the existing approval.

[118] La preuve dans le présent pourvoi n’appuie
pas la prétention de Tervita selon laquelle l’entente
l’empêchait d’exploiter le site d’enfouissement.
L’entente l’obligeait simplement à conserver les
approbations environnementales provinciales né
cessaires pour l’aménagement et l’exploitation du
site d’enfouissement sécuritaire proposé au site
Babkirk. Selon la preuve produite devant le Tribu
nal, Tervita souhaitait accroître la capacité du site
d’enfouissement sécuritaire, ce qui nécessitait une
modification de l’approbation visant le site — un pro
cessus qui, d’après ce que Tervita croyait compren
dre, était contraire à l’entente. Or, rien n’empêchait
Tervita d’aménager et d’exploiter le site d’enfouis
sement selon la capacité autorisée dans l’approbation
qui lui avait été délivrée.

[119] The evidence is that Tervita had not taken
the steps to commence operating the landfill. Even
assuming no divestiture order were made, Tervita
would not have been in a position to begin operat
ing the secure landfill at the conclusion of the pro
ceedings.

[119] La preuve révèle que Tervita n’a pris au
cune mesure pour commencer à exploiter le site
d’enfouissement. Même à supposer qu’aucune or
donnance de dessaisissement n’ait été prononcée,
elle n’aurait pu exploiter le site d’enfouissement sé
curitaire dès l’issue de l’instance.

[120] For these reasons, both the Tribunal and the
Federal Court of Appeal were correct that the OIEs
are not cognizable efficiencies under s. 96 (see Tri
bunal decision, at para. 270; F.C.A. decision, at
para. 135).

[120] Pour ces motifs, le Tribunal et la Cour
d’appel fédérale ont tous deux conclu à juste titre
que les GEEO ne peuvent être pris en considéra
tion pour l’application de l’art. 96 (voir décision du
Tribunal, par. 270; décision de la C.A.F., par. 135).

(5) The Balancing Test Under Section 96
[121] Tervita argues that the Federal Court of Ap
peal took an overly subjective approach to the off
set analysis under s. 96. This argument is based on

(5) Pondération qu’exige l’art. 96
[121] Tervita soutient que la Cour d’appel fédé
rale a adopté une perspective excessivement sub
jective à l’égard de l’analyse de l’effet neutralisant
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the Commissioner’s failure to quantify the quan
tifiable anti-competitive effects — specifically,
the failure to quantify the deadweight loss. This
raises the specific questions of what content there
is to the Commissioner’s burden under s. 96 and
what consequences flow from a failure to meet the
burden. More generally, Tervita’s argument requires
consideration of the overall balancing approach
under s. 96.
(a) The Commissioner’s Burden
[122] As explained above, the Superior Propane
series established that the Commissioner has the
burden under s. 96 to prove the anti-competitive ef
fects. The merging parties bear the onus of estab
lishing all other elements of the defence, including
the extent of the efficiency gains and whether the
gains are greater than and offset the anti-competitive
effects (see Superior Propane I, at paras. 399 and
403; Superior Propane II, at para. 154; and Supe
rior Propane IV, at para. 64). The parties do not take
issue with this allocation of onus.
(i)

The Content of the Commissioner’s Burden

Rothstein J.

[2015] 1 S.C.R.

qu’appelle l’art. 96. Son argument repose sur l’omis
sion par la commissaire de quantifier les effets an
ticoncurrentiels quantifiables, tout particulièrement
la perte sèche, et soulève le fardeau que l’art. 96 im
pose à la commissaire et les conséquences du défaut
de s’en acquitter. Plus généralement, l’argument de
Tervita nous invite à examiner la méthode de pon
dération globale qu’exige l’art. 96.
a)

Fardeau de la commissaire

[122] Comme nous l’avons vu, la série Supérieur
Propane a établi que la commissaire a le fardeau,
aux termes de l’art. 96, de prouver l’existence d’ef
fets anticoncurrentiels. En revanche, il incombe
aux parties au fusionnement d’établir les autres élé
ments de la défense, y compris la valeur des gains
en efficience et si ceux-ci surpassent et neutrali
sent les effets anticoncurrentiels (voir Supérieur
Propane I, par. 399 et 403; Supérieur Propane II,
par. 154; et Supérieur Propane IV, par. 64). Les par
ties ne contestent pas cette répartition du fardeau
de la preuve.
(i)

Teneur du fardeau de la commissaire

[123] Tervita argues that the Commissioner’s onus
is to quantify all anti-competitive effects which can
be quantified. In this case, the Commissioner did
not do so.

[123] Tervita soutient qu’il incombe à la com
missaire de quantifier tous les effets anticoncurren
tiels qui peuvent l’être. Or, dans la présente affaire,
la commissaire ne s’est pas acquittée de ce fardeau.

[124] The Commissioner argues that quantifica
tion is not a legal prerequisite to considering anticompetitive effects (R.F., at paras. 84 and 88). On
the contrary, the Commissioner’s legal burden is to
quantify the quantifiable anti-competitive effects
upon which reliance is placed. Where effects are
measurable, they must be estimated. Effects will
only be considered qualitatively if they cannot be
quantitatively estimated. A failure to quantify quan
tifiable effects will not result in such effects being
considered qualitatively (Superior Propane IV, at
para. 35). This approach minimizes the degree of
subjective judgment necessary in the analysis and
enables the Tribunal to make the most objective as
sessment possible in the circumstances (Superior
Propane IV, at para. 38). An approach that would

[124] La commissaire fait valoir que la quanti
fication n’est pas une condition préalable en droit à
l’examen des effets anticoncurrentiels (m.i., par. 84
et 88). Au contraire, elle est tenue en droit de quan
tifier les effets anticoncurrentiels quantifiables qui
serviront de fondement à la décision. Dans les cas
où les effets peuvent être mesurés, ils doivent être
estimés. Seuls les effets ne pouvant être estimés sur
le plan quantitatif seront pris en considération sur
le plan qualitatif. L’absence de mesure des effets
quantifiables ne saurait se traduire par l’attribution
d’une valeur qualitative (Supérieur Propane IV, par.
35). Cette méthode réduit au minimum le jugement
subjectif nécessaire dans l’analyse et permet au Tri
bunal d’effectuer l’évaluation la plus objective pos
sible dans les circonstances (Supérieur Propane IV,
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permit the Commissioner to meet her burden with
out at least establishing estimates of the quantifiable
anti-competitive effects fails to provide the merging
parties with the information they need to know the
case they have to meet.

par. 38). Une approche selon laquelle la commis
saire pourrait s’acquitter de son obligation sans avoir
donné au moins une estimation des effets anticon
currentiels quantifiables ne permettrait pas aux par
ties au fusionnement de connaître la preuve qui leur
est opposée.

[125] The Commissioner’s burden is to quantify
by estimation all quantifiable anti-competitive
effects. Estimates are acceptable as the analysis is
forward-looking and looks to anti-competitive ef
fects that will or are likely to result from the merger.
The Tribunal accepts estimates because calculations
of anti-competitive effects for the purposes of s. 96
do not have the precision of history. However, to
meet her burden, the Commissioner must ground
the estimates in evidence that can be challenged
and weighed. Qualitative anti-competitive effects,
including lessening of service or quality reduction,
are only assessed on a subjective basis because this
analysis involves a weighing of considerations that
cannot be quantified because they have no common
unit of measure (that is, they are “incommensura
ble”). Due to the uncertainty inherent in economic
prediction, the analysis must be as analytically rig
orous as possible in order to enable the Tribunal to
rely on a forward-looking approach to make a find
ing on a balance of probabilities.

[125] Le fardeau de la commissaire consiste à
quantifier au moyen d’estimations tous les effets an
ticoncurrentiels quantifiables. Les estimations sont
acceptables, car l’analyse est prospective et s’inté
resse aux effets anticoncurrentiels qui résulteront ou
résulteront vraisemblablement du fusionnement. En
outre, le calcul des effets anticoncurrentiels qu’exige
l’art. 96 n’a pas la précision avec laquelle on peut
examiner un fait survenu. Toutefois, pour s’acquitter
de son fardeau, la commissaire doit fonder ses es
timations sur une preuve qui peut être attaquée et
soupesée. Les effets anticoncurrentiels qualitatifs,
dont la diminution du service ou de la qualité, ne sont
appréciés que sur un fondement subjectif, car une
telle analyse fait appel à l’examen de considérations
qui ne peuvent être quantifiées parce qu’elles n’ont
aucune commune unité de mesure (à savoir elles sont
« incommensurables »). En raison de l’incertitude
inhérente aux prédictions économiques, l’analyse
doit être aussi rigoureuse que possible du point de
vue analytique afin de permettre au Tribunal de tirer
une conclusion prospective selon la prépondérance
des probabilités.

[126] In this case, the Commissioner did not
quantify quantifiable anti-competitive effects and
therefore failed to meet her burden under s. 96.

[126] Dans le présent pourvoi, la commissaire
n’a pas quantifié les effets anticoncurrentiels quan
tifiables et, partant, elle ne s’est pas acquittée du
fardeau que lui impose l’art. 96.

(ii) What Consequences Flow From a Failure to
Meet the Burden?

(ii) Quelles sont les conséquences de l’omission
de s’acquitter du fardeau?

[127] The question concerns the legal implica
tions of a failure by the Commissioner to quantify
quantifiable anti-competitive effects. The Federal
Court of Appeal recognized that “[a] quantitative ef
fect which has not in fact been quantified should not
be considered as a qualitative effect” (para. 158) but
went on to hold that the non-quantified deadweight
loss should be assigned a weight of “undetermined”
(paras. 130 and 167).

[127] La question touche aux conséquences ju
ridiques de l’omission par la commissaire de quan
tifier les effets anticoncurrentiels quantifiables.
La Cour d’appel fédérale a reconnu qu’un « effet
quantitatif qui n’a pas été en réalité quantifié ne
devrait pas être considéré comme un effet qualita
tif » (par. 158), mais elle a ensuite conclu qu’il y
a lieu de donner une valeur « indéterminée » à la
perte sèche non quantifiée (par. 130).
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[128] With respect, I cannot agree. As explained
above, the Commissioner’s burden is to quantify all
quantifiable anti-competitive effects. The failure to
do so is a failure to meet this legal burden and, as
a result, the quantifiable anti-competitive effects
should be fixed at zero. Quite simply, where the
burden is not met, there are no proven quantifiable
anti-competitive effects.

[128] Je ne puis malheureusement me rallier à
cette opinion. Comme nous l’avons vu, il incombe
à la commissaire de quantifier tous les effets anti
concurrentiels quantifiables. Une omission à cet
égard est une omission en droit, de sorte que les ef
fets anticoncurrentiels quantifiables doivent alors
être jugés nuls. En termes très simples, dans les cas
où ce fardeau n’est pas acquitté, aucun effet anti
concurrentiel quantifiable n’est prouvé.

[129] As Tervita submits, this approach is con
sistent with that in civil proceedings where a party
has failed to discharge its burden of proof with re
spect to loss (see S. M. Waddams, The Law of Dam
ages (5th ed. 2012), at paras. 10.10 to 10.30). In
addition, setting the effects at zero where the Com
missioner has failed to meet her legal burden is
consistent with taking an approach to the balancing
analysis that is objectively reasonable. In setting the
weight at undetermined, the Federal Court of Ap
peal allowed for subjective judgment to overtake
the analysis. Undetermined effects were weighed
against the proven overhead gains in efficiency,
which were described by the court as “marginal”
and “insignificant” (para. 174). Nonetheless, it is
not clear how the Federal Court of Appeal — or any
court — could weigh undetermined effects.

[129] Ainsi que Tervita le fait valoir, une telle
démarche est compatible avec celle qui vaut dans
une instance civile où une partie ne s’est pas ac
quittée du fardeau de preuve qui lui incombe au
chapitre des pertes (voir S. M. Waddams, The Law
of Damages (5e éd. 2012), par. 10.10 à 10.30). De
plus, indiquer des effets nuls dans le cas où la com
missaire ne s’est pas acquittée de son fardeau en
droit vaut, à l’égard de l’exercice de pondération,
une démarche qui est objectivement raisonnable. En
concluant à une valeur indéterminée, la Cour d’ap
pel fédérale a permis qu’un jugement subjectif dicte
l’analyse. Les effets indéterminés ont été comparés
aux gains en efficience liés à la baisse des coûts in
directs qui ont été établis, et que la cour a qualifiés
de « secondaires » et « négligeables » (par. 174).
Or, comment la Cour d’appel fédérale — ou n’im
porte quelle cour — pourrait-elle soupeser des
effets indéterminés?

[130] The jurisprudence has consistently recog
nized the importance of an objective approach to
the balancing analysis (see Superior Propane IV, at
para. 38). As the Federal Court of Appeal recognized
in this case:

[130] La jurisprudence a, dans tous les cas, re
connu l’importance d’une démarche objective dans
la pondération (voir Supérieur Propane IV, par. 38).
Ainsi que la Cour d’appel fédérale l’a reconnu dans
la présente affaire :

Objective determinations are better suited for ensuring
predictability in the application of the Competition Act and
avoiding arbitrary decisions. Predictability is particularly
important in merger reviews since most merger transac
tions are reviewed only by the Commissioner and rarely
reach the Tribunal. A methodology which favours objec
tive determinations whenever possible allows the parties
to merger transactions and the Commissioner to more
readily predict the impacts of a merger, discourages the
use of arbitrary judgment in the process, and reduces
overall uncertainty in the Canadian business community.
[para. 152]

L’appréciation objective favorise davantage la prévisi
bilité lorsqu’il s’agit d’appliquer la Loi sur la concur
rence et d’éviter des décisions arbitraires. La prévisibilité
revêt une importance particulière dans le cas de l’examen
des fusionnements, étant donné que la plupart des fu
sionnements ne sont examinés que par le commissaire et
qu’ils sont rarement soumis à l’examen du Tribunal. Une
méthodologie qui favorise une appréciation objective
dans tous les cas possibles permet aux parties à une opé
ration de fusionnement et au commissaire de prédire plus
aisément les répercussions d’un fusionnement, en plus de
dissuader les jugements arbitraires et de diminuer l’in
certitude générale dans le monde canadien des affaires.
[par. 152]
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I agree with these reasons for favouring an objective
approach. Although the Federal Court of Appeal rec
ognized the importance of an objective analysis, in
assigning the quantifiable but non-quantified effects
a weight of “undetermined”, its analysis did not meet
the necessary objective standard.

Je souscris à ces motifs, car ils favorisent une dé
marche objective. Si la Cour d’appel fédérale a re
connu l’importance d’une analyse objective, en
donnant une valeur « indéterminée » aux effets
quantifiables non quantifiés, elle n’a pas respecté la
norme d’objectivité applicable.

[131] The Federal Court of Appeal’s “undeter
mined” approach also raises concerns of fairness
to the merging parties. The court recognized that a
“proper interpretation of section 96 of the Compe
tition Act requires that the [merging parties] must
still demonstrate on a balance of probabilities that
the gains in efficiency offset the anti-competitive
effects” (para. 167). The difficulty with assigning
non-quantified quantifiable effects a weight of “un
determined” is that it places the merging parties in
the impossible position of having to demonstrate
that the efficiency gains exceed and offset an amount
that is undetermined. Under this approach, to prove
the remaining elements of the defence on a balance
of probabilities becomes an unfair exercise as the
merging parties do not know the case they have to
meet.

[131] La démarche de la Cour d’appel fédérale,
qui a attribué une valeur « indéterminée », sou
lève aussi des questions d’équité à l’égard des par
ties au fusionnement. La cour a reconnu que, pour
« bien interpréter l’article 96 de la Loi sur la con
currence, il faut que [les parties au fusionnement]
démontre[nt], selon la prépondérance des proba
bilités, que les gains en efficience neutralisent les
effets anticoncurrentiels » (par. 167). En accordant
une valeur « indéterminée » à des effets quanti
fiables, mais non quantifiés, on met les parties au
fusionnement dans une situation insoutenable : dé
montrer que les gains en efficience surpassent et
neutralisent une somme indéterminée. Ainsi, prou
ver les autres éléments de la défense selon la pré
pondérance des probabilités devient un exercice
inéquitable, car les parties au fusionnement ignorent
la preuve qui leur est opposée.

[132] The Commissioner argues that, although
the anti-competitive effects in this case were not
quantified, they could be inferred as a result of the
Tribunal’s finding that competition from the Bab
kirk site would have led to an average price de
crease of at least 10 percent (Tribunal decision, at
para. 297; R.F., at paras. 89-91). However, the 10 per
cent amount is not enough to calculate the dead
weight loss as the Commissioner did not establish
the price elasticity of demand. The proven facts dem
onstrated the size of the Contestable Area and the
potential tonnes of waste per year. Without a cal
culation of the actual loss, all that is known is that
there was a certain amount of potential waste sub
ject to the effect of the elasticity. In other words,
the 10 percent calculation is not enough to deter
mine the extent of any anti-competitive effect. As
the Federal Court of Appeal noted:

[132] La commissaire fait valoir que, bien que
les effets anticoncurrentiels dans la présente af
faire n’aient pas été quantifiés, ils pourraient être
inférés de la conclusion du Tribunal selon laquelle
la concurrence du site Babkirk aurait mené à une
baisse moyenne du prix d’au moins 10 p. 100 (dé
cision du Tribunal, par. 297; m.i., par. 89-91). Tou
tefois, ce pourcentage ne permet pas de calculer
la perte sèche étant donné que la commissaire n’a
pas établi l’élasticité de la demande par rapport au
prix. Les faits prouvés ont démontré la taille de la
zone contestable et les déchets susceptibles d’être
produits par année. Sans un calcul de la perte vé
ritable, tout ce que l’on sait, c’est qu’une certaine
quantité de déchets potentiels était soumise à l’effet
de l’élasticité. Autrement dit, le calcul ayant donné
pour résultat 10 p. 100 n’est pas suffisant pour dé
terminer la mesure des effets anticoncurrentiels,
si tant est qu’il y en ait. Ainsi que la Cour d’appel
fédérale l’a signalé :
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In this case, the Tribunal itself found that estimates of
market elasticity [the change over the market as a whole]
and the merged entity’s own-price elasticity of demand
[the degree to which demand is effected by a change in
price by the merged entity] are necessary in order to cal
culate the “deadweight loss”. The Tribunal also recog
nized that a range of plausible elasticities are required in
order to understand the sensitivity of the Commissioner’s
estimates. Without those estimates, the “deadweight loss”
could not be properly calculated by the Commissioner,
and Tervita could not adequately challenge the calcula
tions. [Emphasis deleted; para. 124.]

Dans ce cas, le Tribunal a lui-même estimé que, pour
calculer la « perte sèche », il était nécessaire de disposer
d’estimations de l’élasticité du marché [le changement
subi par le marché dans son ensemble] et des données
d’élasticité de la demande par rapport au prix établi par
l’entité fusionnée [la mesure dans laquelle la demande
varie par suite de la modification des prix par l’entité
fusionnée]. Le Tribunal a également reconnu qu’il fal
lait disposer d’une gamme d’élasticités plausibles pour
comprendre la sensibilité des estimations de la commis
saire. Sans ces estimations, la commissaire ne pouvait
calculer convenablement la « perte sèche » et Tervita
ne pouvait contester adéquatement les calculs. [Souli
gnement omis; par. 124.]

[133] In his reply expert report, the Commis
sioner’s expert did submit estimates of potential
market expansion. However, these estimates were
based on Tervita’s expert’s calculations of Tervita’s
claimed market expansion efficiencies, which were
themselves based on unsupported assumptions. As
Tervita’s expert testified before the Tribunal, these
calculations could not be used to calculate the dead
weight loss in the absence of an adequate market
demand elasticity study. In response to questioning
from the Tribunal, Tervita’s expert testified that it is
not possible to calculate the deadweight loss with
out customer-specific elasticity or market elastic
ity numbers: “You need the shape of the demand
curve to figure out dead weight loss” (testimony of
Dr. Kahwaty, F.C.A. decision, at para. 125).

[133] Dans son rapport produit en réplique, l’ex
pert de la commissaire a bien présenté des estima
tions relatives à l’expansion possible du marché.
Or, ces estimations reposaient sur les calculs, par
l’expert de Tervita, des gains en efficience liés à
l’expansion du marché, invoqués par cette dernière,
qui reposaient eux-mêmes sur des hypothèses non
étayées. Ainsi que l’expert de Tervita l’a déclaré de
vant le Tribunal, ces calculs ne pouvaient servir à
évaluer la perte sèche sans une véritable analyse de
l’élasticité de la demande dans le marché. Répon
dant à une question du Tribunal, l’expert de Tervita
a dit qu’il était impossible de calculer la perte sèche
sans données sur l’élasticité du marché ou l’élasticité
qui se rapporte aux consommateurs : « Pour déter
miner la perte sèche, il faut tracer la courbe de de
mande » (témoignage de M. Kahwaty, décision de
la C.A.F., par. 125).

[134] Without estimates of elasticity, the “dead
weight loss” could not be properly calculated by the
Commissioner, and Tervita could not adequately
challenge the calculations (F.C.A. decision, at
para. 124). Indeed, the proven facts serve to dem
onstrate that the anti-competitive effects might well
have been estimated, but were not estimated due to
the absence of the critical component of elasticity
measure. An inference based on the 10 percent find
ing and the unknown potential elasticity is not a
substitution for quantification.

[134] Sans une estimation de l’élasticité, la
commissaire ne pouvait calculer convenablement
la « perte sèche », et Tervita ne pouvait contester
adéquatement les calculs (décision de la C.A.F.,
par. 124). Effectivement, les faits prouvés démon
trent que les effets anticoncurrentiels auraient pu
être estimés, mais ne l’ont pas été, vu l’absence de
la mesure de l’élasticité, qui est essentielle. L’infé
rence reposant sur la baisse des prix de 10 p. 100 et
sur une élasticité potentielle inconnue ne saurait se
substituer à une quantification.

[135] The Commissioner submits in the alternative
that the Tribunal did not breach procedural fairness
in relying upon the rough estimate of the Commis
sioner’s expert of the deadweight loss flowing from

[135] La commissaire soutient à titre subsidiaire
que le Tribunal n’a pas manqué à l’équité procédu
rale en admettant l’estimation approximative faite par
son expert de la perte sèche découlant d’une baisse
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the 10 percent price reduction (R.F., at para. 107). I
cannot agree. As the Federal Court of Appeal found,
the Commissioner’s failure to quantify the quanti
fiable anti-competitive effects combined with the
Tribunal’s decision to allow the Commissioner to
discharge her burden through a reply expert report
setting out the rough estimate resulted in prejudice
to Tervita. Tervita was unable to adequately chal
lenge the Commissioner’s calculations due to the
failure to quantify the anti-competitive effects and
as a result of the insufficient time for Tervita to for
mally respond to the reply expert report (see F.C.A.
decision, at paras. 121-30).

des prix de 10 p. 100 (m.i., par. 107). Je ne suis pas
d’accord. Ainsi que la Cour d’appel fédérale l’a con
clu, l’omission par la commissaire de quantifier les
effets anticoncurrentiels quantifiables et la décision
du Tribunal de permettre à la commissaire de s’ac
quitter de son fardeau en produisant en réplique un
rapport d’expert énonçant une estimation approxi
mative ont porté préjudice à Tervita. Cette dernière
a été incapable de contester les calculs de la com
missaire, car d’une part celle-ci n’avait pas quantifié
les effets anticoncurrentiels et d’autre part Tervita
a manqué de temps pour répondre en bonne et due
forme au rapport de l’expert produit en réplique (voir
décision de la C.A.F., par. 121-130).

[136] While the Commissioner has the burden
to prove the anti-competitive effects, the merging
parties bear the onus of proving the remaining el
ements of the defence. To allow for these kinds of
procedural deficiencies would be to leave the merg
ing parties in an untenable position where they are
expected to prove that efficiencies are greater than
and offset the anti-competitive effects, despite not
knowing what those effects are. I cannot accept the
Commissioner’s arguments that there was no unfair
ness in this case because the calculation was “not
complex” or because Tervita’s expert had the op
portunity to respond “briefly in direct examination”,
in cross-examination and on questioning from the
Tribunal (R.F., at para. 108). The reply expert report
was only made available to Tervita two weeks be
fore the Tribunal’s hearing (Tribunal decision, at
para. 235). As the Tribunal noted: “By then, the Tri
bunal’s Scheduling Order did not permit [Tervita]
to bring a motion or file a further expert report. In
addition . . . there was insufficient time before the
hearing to permit [Tervita] to move to strike [the
Commissioner’s expert] report or to seek leave to
file a further report in response . . .” (ibid.). The Tri
bunal found that the procedural deficiencies meant
that Tervita could not prepare a proper response to
the case presented by the Commissioner and that
Tervita could not effectively challenge the Commis
sioner’s evidence.

[136] Si la commissaire est tenue de prouver les
effets anticoncurrentiels, les parties au fusionne
ment assument quant à elles la charge de prouver les
autres éléments de la défense. Permettre ce genre de
lacunes en matière procédurale placerait les parties
au fusionnement dans la situation insoutenable où
elles doivent prouver que les gains en efficience sur
passent et neutralisent les effets anticoncurrentiels
sans connaître la valeur de ces derniers. Je ne peux
retenir les arguments de la commissaire selon les
quels il n’y a eu aucune injustice dans la présente
instance, au motif que le calcul n’était [traduction]
« pas complexe » ou que l’expert de Tervita avait
eu l’occasion de répondre « brièvement lors de l’in
terrogatoire principal », en contre-interrogatoire et
en réponse aux questions du Tribunal (m.i., par. 108).
Tervita n’a obtenu le rapport d’expert déposé en ré
plique que deux semaines avant l’audience devant
le Tribunal (décision du Tribunal, par. 235). Ainsi
que le Tribunal l’a fait remarquer : « À cette date,
l’ordonnance du Tribunal concernant les échéances
ne permettait pas à [Tervita] de déposer une requête
ou un autre rapport d’expert. De plus [. . .] [Tervita]
n’avait pas suffisamment de temps avant l’audience
pour déposer une requête en radiation du rapport
de [l’expert de la commissaire] ou pour demander
l’autorisation de déposer un autre rapport en répli
que . . . » (ibid.). Le Tribunal a conclu qu’en raison
des lacunes en matière procédurale, Tervita ne pou
vait préparer une réponse en bonne et due forme à
la preuve présentée par la commissaire ni attaquer
convenablement cette preuve.
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[137] In this case, the Commissioner failed to
meet her burden to quantify the quantifiable anticompetitive effects. As a result, the Tribunal should
have assigned zero weight to the quantifiable anticompetitive effects.

[137] En l’espèce, la commissaire n’a pas quan
tifié les effets anticoncurrentiels quantifiables. En
conséquence, le Tribunal aurait dû leur accorder
une valeur nulle.

[138] Justice Karakatsanis would permit quanti
tative but unquantified effects to be considered with
“undetermined” weight, on the argument that such
information is nonetheless probative on the ques
tion of efficiency (para. 194). I cannot agree. As
discussed above, there are sound reasons to require
that the s. 96 analysis be as objective as possible.
This argument concerns evidence for which quanti
fication is entirely possible, but has not been done.
To consider such evidence is to conduct an analy
sis that is less objective than is possible with more
complete estimation. The Tribunal should not sac
rifice the objectivity of its analysis because a party
has failed to conduct a complete quantitative esti
mate of the magnitude of an effect.

[138] La juge Karakatsanis permettrait que soit
attribué un poids « indéterminé » aux effets quan
titatifs qui n’ont pas été quantifiés. Selon elle, ces
données ont une valeur probante quant à l’efficience
(par. 194). Je ne puis souscrire à son avis. Comme
nous l’avons vu, il y a de bonnes raisons d’exiger
que l’analyse qu’appelle l’art. 96 soit la plus ob
jective possible. Il est ici question d’un élément
de preuve tout à fait possible à quantifier, mais qui
ne l’a pas été. En tenant compte de cet élément de
preuve, on effectue une analyse moins objective
que si on disposait d’une estimation plus étoffée.
Le Tribunal n’a pas à sacrifier l’objectivité de l’ana
lyse parce qu’une partie n’a pas fait une estimation
quantitative complète de l’ampleur d’un effet.

[139] In this case, the absence of price elasticity
information means that the possible range of dead
weight loss resulting from the merger is unknown.
All else being equal, high price elasticity would
likely result in significant deadweight loss, while
low price elasticity could result in minimal dead
weight loss. To permit the Tribunal to consider the
price decrease evidence without the rest of the in
formation necessary to quantify deadweight loss
admits far too much subjectivity into the analysis,
with no guarantee that the Tribunal will have
enough information to ensure that a subjective as
sessment would align with what would actually
be observed if the effect were properly quantified.
Holding parties to account for the quantification of
the quantitative effects they wish to adduce by as
signing zero weight to undetermined quantitative
effects acts to ensure that the Tribunal will be pre
sented with information on all of the parameters
necessary to estimate the magnitude of quantitative
effects. To do otherwise invites speculation into the
analysis.

[139] En l’espèce, sans données sur l’élasticité par
rapport au prix, la fourchette possible de la perte
sèche résultant du fusionnement est inconnue. Tou
tes choses égales d’ailleurs, une forte élasticité par
rapport au prix emporterait vraisemblablement une
perte sèche importante tandis qu’une faible élasti
cité par rapport au prix emporterait une perte sèche
minime. Permettre au Tribunal de tenir compte de
la baisse des prix invoquée sans les autres données
sur la perte sèche fait intervenir une trop grande sub
jectivité dans l’équation, et rien ne garantit qu’il dis
pose de données suffisantes pour vérifier si l’analyse
subjective concorderait avec celle fondée sur des
effets quantifiés en bonne et due forme. En imposant
aux parties la charge de quantifier les effets quan
titatifs qu’elles invoqueront en attribuant une valeur
nulle aux effets quantitatifs indéterminés, on fait en
sorte qu’elles présenteront au Tribunal tous les pa
ramètres nécessaires à l’évaluation de l’ampleur de
tels effets. Toute autre démarche revient à se perdre
en conjectures.

[140] Justice Karakatsanis agrees that “[o]bvi
ously, the Tribunal must apply the test in s. 96 to the
evidence before it in a way that is fair to the parties”
(para. 196), but she does not explain how the party

[140] La juge Karakatsanis convient qu’« [é]vi
demment, le Tribunal doit appliquer le critère prévu
à l’art. 96 à la preuve qui lui a été présentée d’une
façon équitable pour les parties » (par. 196), mais
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opposed to such incomplete evidence may fairly
determine the quantitative case they must meet, or
challenge the methodological details related to the
undetermined quantitative effects. These concerns
reinforce the appropriateness of assigning “undeter
mined” quantitative effects a weight of zero in the
s. 96 analysis.

(b) The Approach to the Section 96 Balancing
[141] The Federal Court of Appeal found that the
Tribunal erred in law in its s. 96 analysis by “ac
cepting a defective ‘deadweight’ loss calculation,
by using an overly subjective offset methodology,
by treating as qualitative effects certain quantitative
effects which the Commissioner had failed to quan
tify, and by referring to qualitative environmental
effects that are not cognizable under the Competition
Act” (para. 163). Rather than remitting the matter
to the Tribunal for a new determination, the court,
satisfied that there was a complete record on which
to carry out a new determination, engaged in a fresh
assessment of the offset analysis. The court found
that the efficiencies defence did not apply for two
primary reasons. First, “marginal and insignifi
cant gains in efficiency cannot offset known anticompetitive effects even where the weight to be af
forded to such effects is undetermined” (para. 174).
Second, the present case was one of a pre-existing
monopoly, which the Federal Court of Appeal held
magnified the anti-competitive effects of the merger
(para. 173).

(i)

The Requirement That the Efficiency Gains
Be “Greater Than” and “Offset” the Anticompetitive Effects

[142] The Federal Court of Appeal held that the
efficiency gains did not meet the “greater than” and
“offset” requirement under s. 96. The gains were
“marginal” (paras. 34, 169-71 and 174), “negligible”
(para. 169) and “insignificant” (paras. 170 and 174)
and therefore were not enough to outweigh the anticompetitive effects. In addition, the Tribunal found
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elle s’abstient d’expliquer comment la partie qui
veut réfuter une telle thèse lacunaire est censée dé
terminer de manière juste les éléments quantitatifs
qui lui sont opposés ou contester les éléments de
la méthode d’évaluation des effets quantitatifs in
déterminés. De telles réserves militent en faveur
de l’attribution d’une valeur nulle aux effets quan
titatifs « indéterminés » dans l’analyse qu’appelle
l’art. 96.
b)

Méthode de pondération applicable dans
l’analyse qu’appelle l’art. 96

[141] La Cour d’appel fédérale a conclu que le
Tribunal avait commis une erreur de droit dans son
analyse fondée sur l’art. 96 en « acceptant un cal
cul de la perte “sèche” fautif, en recourant à une
méthodologie trop subjective pour apprécier la “neu
tralisation”, en qualifiant d’effets qualitatifs cer
tains effets quantitatifs que la commissaire n’avait
pas quantifiés et en mentionnant des effets environ
nementaux qualitatifs non reconnus par la Loi sur
la concurrence » (par. 163). Plutôt que de renvoyer
l’affaire au Tribunal pour qu’il statue à nouveau, la
cour, convaincue de disposer d’un dossier complet
lui permettant de trancher, a procédé à une nou
velle analyse des effets neutralisants. Elle a conclu
que la défense fondée sur les gains en efficience
ne s’appliquait pas pour deux raisons principales.
D’une part, des « gains en efficience secondaires et
négligeables ne sauraient neutraliser des effets an
ticoncurrentiels connus, même lorsque la valeur à
accorder à ces effets demeure inconnue » (par. 174).
D’autre part, la présente affaire portait sur un mono
pole préexistant, ce qui de l’avis de la Cour d’appel
fédérale a amplifié les effets anticoncurrentiels du
fusionnement (par. 173).
(i)

La condition selon laquelle les gains en effi
cience « surpasseront » et « neutraliseront »
les effets anticoncurrentiels

[142] La Cour d’appel fédérale a conclu que les
gains en efficience ne satisfaisaient pas à la condi
tion établie à l’art. 96, soit qu’ils « surpasseront »
et « neutraliseront » les effets anticoncurrentiels.
Les gains étaient « secondaires » (par. 174), « né
gligeables » (par. 34, 169-170 et 174) et « insigni
fiants » (par. 170) et, donc, ils ne surpassaient pas
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that “even if a zero weighting is given to the quan
tifiable Effects, as [Tervita] submitted should be
done, [Tervita] has not satisfied the ‘offset’ element
of section 96” (para. 314 (emphasis added; empha
sis in original deleted)). Although I have determined
that the anti-competitive effects should be assigned
zero weight, I nonetheless consider the interpreta
tion of the “greater than and offset” requirement
due to the importance of this question in the overall
s. 96 assessment.

les effets anticoncurrentiels. En outre, le Tribunal a
conclu que « même si une pondération nulle était
attribuée aux effets quantifiables, comme le pro
pose [Tervita], celle-ci n’a pas satisfait au critère de
“neutralisation” de l’article 96 » (par. 314 (je sou
ligne; italique dans l’original omis)). Si j’ai con
clu qu’il y a lieu d’accorder une valeur nulle aux
effets anticoncurrentiels, je me pencherai tout de
même sur l’interprétation à donner à la condition
de surpassement et de neutralisation en raison de
l’importance que revêt cette question dans le cadre
de l’analyse globale effectuée sous le régime de
l’art. 96.

[143] The issue to be determined is whether the
statutory standard of “greater than, and will offset”
requires that the merging parties demonstrate that
the efficiencies not only merely exceed the anticompetitive effects, but in addition offset them. As
I understand it, the Commissioner’s argument in
this regard is that the statutory language mandates
a threshold level of “more than marginal” efficiency
gains in order for the efficiencies defence to succeed
(transcript, at p. 60). With respect, I cannot agree.

[143] La question à trancher est celle de savoir si
cette condition légale oblige les parties au fusion
nement à démontrer que les gains en efficience non
seulement surpasseront les effets anticoncurrentiels,
mais les neutraliseront également. Si je comprends
bien, la commissaire soutient à cet égard que le li
bellé de la loi commande un seuil de gains en effi
cience [traduction] « plus que négligeables » pour
que la défense fondée sur les gains en efficience soit
retenue (transcription, p. 60). On me pardonnera de
ne pas être d’accord.

[144] The statutory requirement that the effi
ciency gains be “greater than” and “offset” the anticompetitive effects imports a weighing of both quan
titative and qualitative aspects. The term “greater
than” suggests a numerical comparison of the mag
nitude of the efficiencies versus the extent of the
anti-competitive effects. The use of the term “off
set” implies a subjective analysis related to the
“balancing of incommensurables (e.g., apples and
oranges)” (Tribunal decision, at para. 309) — con
siderations that cannot be quantitatively compared
because they have no common measure. The stat
utory use of the language of “offset” suggests that
there is a more judgmental component to the analy
sis (see Superior Propane II, at para. 100). As indi
cated by the use of the term “neutraliseront” in the
French version of s. 96, this requires a subjective
assessment of whether the efficiency gains neutral
ize or counterbalance the anti-competitive effects.

[144] Le libellé de la loi — aux termes de la
quelle la défense s’applique si les gains en effi
cience « surpasseront » et « neutraliseront » les
effets anticoncurrentiels — emporte la mise en ba
lance des aspects tant quantitatifs que qualitatifs.
Le verbe « surpasseront » évoque une comparai
son numérique des gains en efficience et des ef
fets anticoncurrentiels. Le verbe « neutraliseront »
implique une analyse subjective liée à une « pon
dération en nombres incommensurables (par ex.,
des pommes et des oranges) » (décision du Tribu
nal, par. 309) — des considérations qui ne peuvent
être comparées sur le plan quantitatif parce qu’elles
n’ont aucune commune mesure. L’emploi du verbe
« neutraliseront » dans la loi donne à penser que
l’analyse consiste en partie à porter un jugement
(voir Supérieur Propane II, par. 100). L’emploi du
terme « offset » dans la version anglaise de l’art. 96
laisse entendre qu’il faut procéder à une évaluation
subjective pour déterminer si les gains en efficience
compenseront ou contrebalanceront les effets an
ticoncurrentiels.
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[145] Together, the terms “greater than” and
“offset” mandate that the Tribunal determine both
quantitative and qualitative aspects of the merger,
and then weigh and balance these aspects. This ap
proach is supported by the common understanding
of the word “offset”. The Oxford English Diction
ary (2nd ed. 1989) defines the verb “offset” to mean
“[t]o set off as an equivalent against something else
. . .; to balance by something on the other side or of
contrary nature” (p. 738). Similarly, the MerriamWebster’s Collegiate Dictionary (11th ed. 2003) entry
defines it to mean “to serve as a counterbalance for”
(p. 862). This understanding supports the interpre
tation of the “offset” requirement in s. 96 as impos
ing a consideration of the qualitative aspects of the
merger and a balancing of those qualitative aspects
against the quantitative effects of the merger.

[145] Ensemble, les verbes « surpasseront » et
« neutraliseront » obligent le Tribunal à détermi
ner les aspects tant quantitatifs que qualitatifs du
fusionnement, puis à les soupeser. Ce point de vue
est étayé par le sens ordinaire du verbe « neutra
liser », que Le Grand Robert de la langue fran
çaise (version électronique) définit en ces termes :
« Empêcher d’agir, par une action contraire qui
tend à annuler les efforts ou les effets » et, dans sa
forme pronominale : « S’équilibrer ». De même,
Le Petit Larousse illustré (2013) donne : « Annuler
l’effet de l’action de qqn, qqch », et dans sa forme
pronominale, « S’annuler réciproquement, se con
trebalancer » (p. 735). Ces définitions étayent
l’interprétation selon laquelle la condition de neu
tralisation établie à l’art. 96 exige que les aspects
qualitatifs du fusionnement soient examinés et mis
en balance avec les effets quantitatifs de ce dernier.

[146] This is a flexible balancing approach, but
the Tribunal’s conclusions must be objectively
reasonable. As the Federal Court of Appeal held, the
overall analysis “must be as objective as is reason
ably possible, and where an objective determination
cannot be made, it must be reasonable” (para. 147
(emphasis in original)). As such, in most cases the
qualitative effects will be of lesser importance. In
addition, the statutory requirement that efficiencies
be greater than and offset the anti-competitive ef
fects would in most cases require a showing that
the quantitative efficiencies exceed the quantitative
anti-competitive effects as a necessary element of
the defence.

[146] Il s’agit d’une méthode de pondération
souple, qui appelle toutefois des conclusions ob
jectivement raisonnables. Ainsi que la Cour d’appel
fédérale l’a statué, l’analyse globale « doit être aussi
objective que possible et, lorsqu’il est impossible de
faire une appréciation objective, cette appréciation
se doit d’être raisonnable » (par. 147 (en italique
dans l’original)). Ainsi, dans la plupart des cas, les
aspects qualitatifs joueront un rôle moins important.
En outre, la condition légale selon laquelle les gains
en efficience doivent surpasser et neutraliser les
effets anticoncurrentiels exigera presque toujours la
preuve que les gains quantitatifs surpassent les effets
anticoncurrentiels quantitatifs pour que la défense
s’applique.

[147] In light of this recognition, the balancing
test under s. 96 may be framed as a two-step inquiry.
First, the quantitative efficiencies of the merger at
issue should be compared against the quantitative
anti-competitive effects (the “greater than” prong
of the s. 96 inquiry). Where the quantitative anticompetitive effects outweigh the quantitative effi
ciencies, this step will in most cases be dispositive,
and the defence will not apply. There may be un
usual situations in which there are relatively few
quantified efficiencies, yet where truly significant
qualitative efficiencies would support the application

[147] À la lumière de ce qui précède, on peut
concevoir la pondération qu’exige l’art. 96 comme
une analyse en deux étapes. Dans un premier temps,
il faut comparer les gains en efficience quantita
tifs du fusionnement à ses effets anticoncurrentiels
quantitatifs (le volet de l’analyse relatif au surpas
sement). Si les effets anticoncurrentiels quantitatifs
dépassent les gains en efficience quantitatifs, l’ana
lyse prend alors fin dans la plupart des cas, et la
défense ne s’appliquera pas. Il se peut que dans une
situation exceptionnelle caractérisée par des gains
en efficience quantitatifs relativement peu élevés
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of the defence. However, such cases would likely
be rare in view of the emphasis of the analysis on
objectivity and the impermissibility of asserting
unquantified-but-quantifiable efficiencies as quali
tative efficiencies. Qualitative considerations must
next be weighed. Under the second step, the qual
itative efficiencies should be balanced against the
qualitative anti-competitive effects, and a final de
termination must be made as to whether the total
efficiencies offset the total anti-competitive effects
of the merger at issue (the “offset” prong of the in
quiry). For the Tribunal to give qualitative elements
weight in the analysis, they must be supported by
the evid ence, and the reasoning for the reliance on
the qualitative aspects must be clearly articulated.

et des gains en efficience qualitatifs véritablement
importants, la défense s’applique. Or, ce genre de
situation se présentera sans doute rarement, vu que
l’analyse mise sur l’objectivité et qu’il n’est pas
permis de qualifier de gains qualitatifs des gains
quantifiables qui n’ont pas été quantifiés. Dans un
deuxième temps, il faut mettre en balance les gains
en efficience qualitatifs et les effets anticoncurren
tiels qualitatifs et décider en dernière analyse si le
total des gains en efficience neutralise le total des
effets anticoncurrentiels du fusionnement en cause
(le volet de l’analyse relatif à la neutralisation). Pour
que le Tribunal tienne compte des éléments qua
litatifs dans l’analyse, ceux-ci doivent être appuyés
par la preuve, et leur justification doit être clairement
formulée.

[148] It should be noted that this two-step analy
sis does not seek to define the methodological details
of how quantitative efficiencies and anti-competitive
effects are to be identified and compared. Instead,
the two-step analysis preserves the ability of the
Tribunal to select the quantitative methodology to
be employed, provided this quantitative comparison
is conducted within step one of the framework de
scribed above.

[148] Il y a lieu de noter que cette analyse en
deux étapes ne vise pas à préciser la méthodologie
visant à dégager et à comparer les gains en effi
cience et les effets anticoncurrentiels quantitatifs.
Le soin est laissé au Tribunal de sélectionner la
méthodologie quantitative à employer, à condition
qu’elle respecte la première étape du cadre décrit
précédemment.

[149] Justice Karakatsanis raises concerns that
this framework unnaturally separates quantitative
and qualitative considerations, and that doing so is
“superfluous” in light of the final offset determina
tion which considers both quantitative and qualita
tive factors (para. 189). Instead, she would instruct
the Tribunal to weigh whether the quantitative and
qualitative efficiencies, taken as a whole, outweigh
the quantitative and qualitative anti-competitive ef
fects, taken as a whole. I would emphasize that the
above framework does not require the Tribunal to
isolate quantitative and qualitative considerations
such that they are never compared. The ultimate
offset analysis does allow for consideration of both
quantitative and qualitative effects. However, I would
think that the Tribunal, even proceeding under Jus
tice Karakatsanis’s proposed single-step weighing,
would at some point in that consideration ask how
the quantitative factors lined up relative to each
other, and would also examine how the qualitative

[149] La juge Karakatsanis estime pour sa part
que ce cadre crée une distinction artificielle entre
les éléments quantitatifs et qualitatifs et qu’une telle
démarche est « factice » compte tenu de la dernière
étape, le volet relatif à la neutralisation, qui exa
mine les deux catégories en chœur (par. 189). Selon
elle, le Tribunal devrait déterminer si les gains en
efficience quantitatifs et qualitatifs confondus l’em
portent sur les effets anticoncurrentiels quantitatifs
et qualitatifs confondus. Je tiens à préciser que le
cadre n’oblige pas le Tribunal à isoler les éléments
quantitatifs et qualitatifs pour ne jamais les com
parer. L’analyse de l’effet neutralisant à la dernière
étape permet effectivement que soient pris en compte
les effets tant quantitatifs que qualitatifs. Or, à mon
avis, même s’il procédait suivant la pondération en
une étape que propose la juge Karakatsanis, le Tri
bunal finirait par comparer les facteurs quantitatifs
entre eux et les facteurs qualitatifs entre eux avant de
réduire cet univers de facteurs à une décision ultime.
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factors compared to each other, before attempt
ing to reconcile the whole universe of factors into
an ultimate determination. The above framework
merely guides the structure of that inquiry to ensure
that the Tribunal’s reasoning is as explicit and trans
parent as possible.

Le cadre qui précède ne fait que guider la structure
de l’analyse de sorte que le raisonnement du Tribunal
soit le plus explicite et transparent possible.

[150] Respectfully, the assertion in the dissenting
reasons that “simply tallying up ‘mathematical
quantifications’, while important, cannot provide a
complete answer” (para. 190) misreads these rea
sons. They do not say that quantitative consider
ations are in all cases a sufficient and “complete
answer”. Rather, they emphasize that the nature of
economic efficiencies, the language of s. 96, and the
Federal Court of Appeal’s apt observation that the
s. 96 analysis “must be as objective as is reasonably
possible” support the notion that quantitative con
siderations will, in most cases, be of greater impor
tance than qualitative considerations.

[150] Je ferai observer à ma collègue qu’elle in
terprète mal les présents motifs en affirmant que
« réduire [l’analyse] simplement à des “calculs ma
thématiques”, aussi importants soient-ils, ne peut
fournir une réponse complète » (par. 190). Je ne dis
pas que les considérations quantitatives constituent
dans tous les cas une « réponse complète » et suf
fisante. Je précise plutôt que la nature des gains en
efficience économiques, le libellé de l’art. 96 et
l’observation judicieuse de la Cour d’appel fédérale
selon laquelle l’analyse qu’appelle l’art. 96 « doit
être aussi objective que possible » permettent de
conclure que les considérations quantitatives revê
tent, dans la plupart des cas, une plus grande im
portance que les considérations qualitatives.

[151] However, and despite the flexibility the
Tribunal has in applying this balancing approach,
I cannot accept that more than marginal efficiency
gains are required for the defence to apply. Had Par
liament intended for there to be a threshold level
of efficiencies, qualifying language could have been
used to express this intention. The Commissioner’s
argument essentially asks this Court to read into the
statute a threshold significance requirement where
the statute does not provide a basis for doing so.
In addition, it is not clear to me when efficiency
gains become more than marginal. Determining
when proven efficiency gains meet a more than
marginal threshold would require overly subjective
analysis. Although there is some subjectivity in the
ultimate weighing of the efficiency gains and anticompetitive effects, in a case such as this where
the Commissioner has not established either quan
titative or qualitative anti-competitive effects, the
weight given to those effects is zero. Proven effi
ciency gains of any magnitude will therefore out
weigh the anti-competitive effects. Moreover, and
as discussed above, because of the importance of
employing an objective approach, the qualitative

[151] Cependant, et en dépit de la latitude dont
jouit le Tribunal lorsqu’il applique cette méthode
de pondération, je ne peux accepter qu’il faille des
gains en efficience plus que négligeables pour que
la défense s’applique. S’il avait eu l’intention de
fixer un seuil à cet égard, le législateur aurait pu le
prévoir expressément dans la loi. La commissaire
demande essentiellement à la Cour d’assortir la dis
position d’un seuil implicite alors que son libellé ne
le permet pas. En outre, il est difficile à mon avis
de déterminer le point où les gains en efficience de
viennent plus que négligeables. Pour y arriver, il
faudrait procéder à une analyse excessivement sub
jective. Bien que la pondération ultime des gains en
efficience et des effets anticoncurrentiels admette
une certaine subjectivité, dans une affaire comme
celle-ci, où la commissaire n’a pas établi l’exis
tence d’effets anticoncurrentiels quantitatifs ou
qualitatifs, leur valeur est nulle. Les gains en effi
cience établis, de quelque importance soient-ils,
l’emportent donc sur les effets anticoncurrentiels.
En outre, comme nous l’avons vu, en raison de
l’importance du recours à une méthode objective,
les effets qualitatifs joueront un rôle modeste dans
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effects will assume a lesser role in the analysis in
most cases. As such, it is possible that, where proven
quantitative efficiency gains exceed the proven
quantitative anti-competitive effects to only a small
degree, the Tribunal may still find that the s. 96 de
fence applies.

l’analyse dans la plupart des cas. Il est donc possi
ble, si les gains en efficience quantitatifs prouvés ne
surpassent que de peu les effets anticoncurrentiels
quantitatifs prouvés, que le Tribunal conclue tout de
même que la défense prévue à l’art. 96 s’applique.

[152] Nor does the statutory context of s. 96(1)
indicate that it should be read to include a threshold
significance requirement. While s. 96(2) prompts
the Tribunal to consider whether the merger will
generate “a significant increase in the real value of
exports” or “a significant substitution of domes
tic products for imported products”, this signifi
cance requirement should not be read back into
s. 96(1). Given that the issue of significance was
contemplated in s. 96(2), Parliament could just
as easily have drafted s. 96(1) to require that effi
ciencies be “significantly greater than and offset”
the anti-competitive effects. Instead, “significance”
language appears only in s. 96(2), which is logically
subservient to s. 96(1): by its terms, the text of
s. 96(2) does not apply the significance threshold to
the entire s. 96(1) analysis.

[152] Le contexte législatif du par. 96(1) ne per
met pas non plus que cette disposition soit assor
tie d’un seuil implicite. Certes, le par. 96(2) exige
du Tribunal qu’il détermine si le fusionnement engendrera « une augmentation relativement im
portante de la valeur réelle des exportations » ou
« une substitution relativement importante de pro
duits nationaux à des produits étrangers », mais il
ne faut pas appliquer cette exigence au par. 96(1).
Vu qu’il l’a exprimée au par. 96(2), le législa
teur aurait pu tout aussi facilement en assortir le
par. 96(1), qui prévoirait alors que les gains en effi
cience « surpasseront de manière importante et neu
traliseront » les effets anticoncurrentiels. Or, l’idée
ne figure qu’au par. 96(2), qui en toute logique est
subordonné au par. 96(1) : le libellé du par. 96(2)
ne dicte pas l’application d’un certain seuil dans
l’analyse qu’appelle le par. 96(1).

[153] With respect, the Federal Court of Appeal’s
conclusion that marginal efficiency gains cannot
meet the requirements for the s. 96 defence to apply
does not take into account the fact that the analysis
under s. 96 is a balancing exercise. Proven efficiency
gains must be assessed relative to any proven anticompetitive effects. Efficiency gains of a smaller
scale may not be “marginal” when compared to and
weighed against anti-competitive effects of an even
smaller degree.

[153] Malheureusement, la conclusion de la
Cour d’appel fédérale, selon laquelle les gains en
efficience négligeables n’emportent pas l’appli
cation de la défense fondée sur l’art. 96, oublie que
l’analyse qu’exige cette disposition est un exercice
de pondération. Les gains en efficience établis doi
vent être comparés aux effets anticoncurrentiels
établis, s’il en est. De faibles gains en efficience
peuvent ne pas être « négligeables » lorsqu’ils sont
comparés à des effets anticoncurrentiels qui le sont
davantage.

[154] Though it is necessary to re-emphasize
that there is no requirement that efficiencies cross
some formal “significance” threshold, this is not
to ignore the truth that economic models are inher
ently probabilistic and will always carry some as
sociated margin of uncertainty. Where the outcome
of quantitative balancing under the first step of
the s. 96 analysis shows positive but small net ef
ficiencies relative to the uncertainty of the associ
ated estimates, the Tribunal should be cognizant of

[154] Répétons que point n’est besoin que les
gains en efficience atteignent un seuil d’importance
précis. Or, il ne faut pas oublier que les modèles
économiques sont intrinsèquement probabilistes et
sont toujours assortis d’une certaine marge d’in
certitude. Lorsque la pondération quantitative ef
fectuée à la première étape de l’analyse qu’appelle
l’art. 96 se traduit par des gains nets positifs, mais
faibles, par rapport à l’incertitude intrinsèque de ces
estimations, le Tribunal doit tenir compte de cette
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this uncertainty in weighing the relevant consider
ations. This is not to suggest that quantitative ef
ficiencies should be discounted in these situations,
but merely to highlight that close cases will require
careful consideration of the assumptions underlying
the quantitative analysis. In such cases, the Tribu
nal retains the discretion to reject the efficiencies
defence, but must clearly explain the reasons for its
decision. The reasons must be seen to be rational
even though they reject what the quantitative analy
sis would otherwise strictly indicate.

incertitude dans sa mise en balance des différentes
considérations. Je ne dis pas qu’il faille minimiser
les gains quantitatifs dans de tels cas, je dis simple
ment que dans les affaires où l’écart entre les gains
en efficience et les effets anticoncurrentiels est fai
ble le Tribunal doit examiner soigneusement les
hypothèses sur lesquelles repose l’analyse quan
titative. Il peut alors rejeter la défense fondée sur
les gains en efficience, en vertu de son pouvoir
discrétionnaire, mais il doit justifier clairement sa
décision. Ses motifs doivent sembler rationnels,
même si la décision est contraire au résultat strict
que l’analyse quantitative indiquerait par ailleurs.

[155] For these reasons, the Federal Court of
Appeal erred in holding that an anti-competitive
merger cannot be approved under s. 96 if only mar
ginal or insignificant gains in efficiency result from
that merger.

[155] Pour ces motifs, la Cour d’appel fédérale
a commis une erreur en statuant qu’un fusionne
ment anticoncurrentiel ne saurait être approuvé sous
le régime de l’art. 96 si seuls des gains négligeables
ou insignifiants en découlent.

(ii) Pre-existing Monopoly

(ii) Monopole préexistant

[156] The Federal Court of Appeal held that the
Tribunal erred in “taking into account the monopoly
position of Tervita resulting from the merger with
out any evidence from the Commissioner of addi
tional anti-competitive effects resulting from that
monopoly” (para. 161), but concluded that a “preexisting monopoly, such as is the case here, will usu
ally magnify the anti-competitive effects of a merger”
(para. 173). The Commissioner submits that the
court did not rely on the presence of monopoly as
an effect per se, but rather simply concluded that
this was a factor likely to magnify the merger’s anticompetitive effect. There are two problems with this
argument.

[156] La Cour d’appel fédérale a statué que
le Tribunal avait commis une erreur du fait qu’il
« tient compte de la situation de monopole occupée
par Tervita grâce au fusionnement sans disposer
d’élément de preuve de la commissaire quant aux
effets anticoncurrentiels supplémentaires résultant
de ce monopole » (par. 161), mais elle a conclu
qu’un « monopole préexistant comme celui dont
il s’agit en l’espèce aura habituellement pour effet
d’amplifier les effets anticoncurrentiels d’un fusion
nement » (par. 173). La commissaire soutient que
la cour n’a pas tenu compte du monopole comme
d’un effet en soi, mais a simplement conclu qu’il
s’agissait d’un facteur susceptible d’amplifier l’effet
anticoncurrentiel du fusionnement. Cet argument
présente deux lacunes.

[157] First, to accept that the existence of a mo
nopoly was likely to magnify the anti-competitive
effect requires accepting that there are proven anticompetitive effects. In this case, the Commissioner
did not establish the impact of Tervita’s superior
market power and as a result of the Commissioner’s
failure to quantify the quantifiable anti-competitive
effects, zero weight has been assigned to those ef
fects. It is not possible to “magnify” a factor which
has zero weight. This equation still results in zero.

[157] Premièrement, si l’on accepte que l’exis
tence d’un monopole soit susceptible d’amplifier
les effets anticoncurrentiels, il faut d’abord accepter
que des effets anticoncurrentiels soient établis. Dans
la présente affaire, la commissaire n’a pas démontré
l’incidence de la puissance commerciale supérieure
de Tervita et, comme elle n’a pas quantifié les effets
anticoncurrentiels quantifiables, une valeur nulle
leur a été attribuée. Or, il est impossible d’« ampli
fier » un facteur assorti d’une valeur nulle. Le ré
sultat de cette équation demeure nul.
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[158] Second, in my respectful view, the Federal
Court of Appeal considered the existence of a mo
nopoly per se as opposed to its effects. As the court
held in Superior Propane IV:

[158] Deuxièmement, à mon humble avis, la
Cour d’appel fédérale a pris en compte l’existence
d’un monopole en soi et non ses effets. Pour re
prendre ses propos dans l’affaire Supérieur Pro
pane IV :

Monopoly, however it might be defined (e.g. 95 percent
market share, 100 percent market share, high barriers
to entry), is a description of a market condition, not the
effect of that market condition. If monopoly is to be
taken into account for purposes of subsection 96(1), it is
the effects of the monopoly that must be considered, not
the existence of the monopoly per se. [para. 49]

Le monopole, de quelque façon qu’on le définisse
(p. ex. part de marché de 95 pour cent, part de marché
de 100 pour cent, barrières élevées à l’entrée), est la
description d’une situation du marché, non l’effet de
cette situation du marché. Si le monopole doit être pris
en compte pour l’application du paragraphe 96(1), ce
sont les effets du monopole qu’il faut prendre en con
sidération, non l’existence du monopole en soi. [par. 49]

Here, where no effects have been proven, it is not
possible to say that such effects have been magni
fied. Inevitably, that approach reverts to relying on
the existence of a monopoly per se.

Dans la présente affaire, où la preuve des effets
n’a pas été faite, l’on ne peut affirmer que de tels
effets ont été amplifiés. Inévitablement, la démar
che revient à prendre en compte l’existence du
monopole en soi.

(iii) Application to This Case

(iii) Application à la présente affaire

[159] In this case, the Commissioner did not meet
her burden to prove the anti-competitive effects. As
such, the weight given to the quantifiable effects is
zero. The Tribunal did not accept any of Tervita’s
claimed qualitative efficiencies and Tervita does not
challenge this on appeal. Tervita established “over
head” efficiency gains resulting from Babkirk ob
taining access to Tervita’s administrative and oper
ating functions. These gains meet the “greater than”
requirement in this case.

[159] En l’espèce, la commissaire ne s’est pas
acquittée de la charge qui lui incombait de prouver
l’existence d’effets anticoncurrentiels. Pour cette
raison, une valeur nulle a été accordée aux effets
quantifiables. Le Tribunal n’a accepté aucun des
gains en efficience qualitatifs invoqués par Tervita,
et cette dernière ne conteste pas cette décision en
appel. Elle a établi l’existence de gains en efficience
« liés à la baisse des coûts indirects » qui découlent
de l’obtention par Babkirk de l’accès aux fonctions
administratives et opérationnelles de Tervita. Ces
gains satisfont à la condition de surpassement dans
la présente affaire.

[160] Turning to qualitative considerations, the
Federal Court of Appeal rejected the qualitative
effects accepted by the Tribunal — environmental
effects with respect to the price reduction on-site
clean-up. This issue is raised by the Commissioner
as an alternative to rejecting the efficiencies defence
on the basis of quantitative factors. As I have found
that the court’s rejection of the efficiencies defence
was in error, I now turn to whether the evidence of
environmental effects was cognizable for the pur
poses of s. 96.

[160] Quant aux considérations qualitatives,
la Cour d’appel fédérale a rejeté les effets quali
tatifs acceptés par le Tribunal — les effets environ
nementaux, pour la restauration de sites, découlant
de la réduction des redevances. Subsidiairement, la
commissaire fait valoir cet argument comme motif
de rejet de la défense fondée sur les gains en effi
cience autre que les facteurs quantitatifs. Étant donné
que j’ai conclu que la cour a rejeté à mauvais droit
la défense fondée sur les gains en efficience, pas
sons maintenant à la question de savoir si la preuve
des effets environnementaux est admissible pour
l’application de l’art. 96.
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Argument subsidiaire de la commissaire

[161] The Commissioner argues that the Federal
Court of Appeal erred in rejecting price reduction
on potential customers’ site clean-up and the re
sulting environmental benefits which the Tribunal
had accepted as qualitative effects of the merger.
In rejecting these effects, the court first questioned
whether “the environmental effects of a merger,
where no economic effect is ascribed to them, can be
taken into account in a merger review under the
Competition Act” (para. 155). The court then went
on to hold that, nonetheless, the Tribunal had
double-counted this effect as it had already ad
dressed the 10 percent drop in tipping fees which
would be brought about by competition and which
would result in the disposal of additional tonnes of
hazardous waste as part of the “deadweight loss”
analysis. The court held that this effect should only
have been considered once “as a quantitative anticompetitive effect that had not been appropriately
quantified by the Commissioner” (para. 157).

[161] La commissaire fait valoir que la Cour
d’appel fédérale a rejeté à tort la réduction des
redevances de restauration de sites pour des clients
potentiels et ses avantages environnementaux, ces
derniers ayant été acceptés par le Tribunal à titre
d’effets qualitatifs du fusionnement. Avant de les
rejeter, la cour a d’abord demandé « si l’on peut
tenir compte, dans le cadre de l’examen d’un fu
sionnement effectué sous le régime de la Loi sur
la concurrence, des effets environnementaux d’un
fusionnement lorsqu’aucun effet économique n’est
associé aux effets environnementaux en question »
(par. 155). La cour a ensuite conclu que le Tribunal
avait néanmoins compté deux fois cet effet, puis
qu’il avait examiné, dans le cadre de l’analyse sur
la « perte sèche », la réduction de 10 p. 100 des
redevances de déversement qui résulterait de la
concurrence et qui se traduirait par une augmen
tation de la quantité de déchets dangereux élimi
nés. La cour a statué que le Tribunal aurait dû en
tenir compte une seule fois « en tant qu’effet anti
concurrentiel quantitatif qui n’avait pas été quantifié
de façon appropriée par la commissaire » (par. 157).

[162] The Commissioner’s arguments centre on
her position that the environmental impacts did have
an economic effect. However, while the Federal
Court of Appeal questioned whether non-economic
environmental effects could be considered under the
s. 96 analysis, the effects in this case had an eco
nomic aspect. The court ultimately rejected these
effects on the basis that the environmental effects
had been double-counted by the Tribunal.

[162] Les arguments de la commissaire s’arti
culent autour de sa thèse, à savoir que les effets en
vironnementaux ont bel et bien eu des retombées
économiques. La Cour d’appel fédérale doutait que
les effets environnementaux non économiques puis
sent entrer dans l’analyse qu’appelle l’art. 96. Or,
dans la présente affaire, les effets présentaient un
aspect économique. La cour a fini par les écarter
au motif qu’ils avaient été pris en compte à deux
reprises par le Tribunal.

[163] I agree with the Commissioner that where
environmental effects have economic dimensions,
these effects may properly be considered under
the s. 96 analysis. Indeed, I do not read the Fed
eral Court of Appeal as saying otherwise. The issue
raised by the Commissioner is whether the environ
mental effects put into evidence by the Commis
sioner did have an economic dimension. I agree that
an effect such as a contingent liability on the books
of a company which has to remediate a site is an
economic aspect of an environmental effect. How
ever, while there was evidence before the Tribunal

[163] Je suis d’avis, comme la commissaire, que
lorsqu’ils ont une dimension économique, les ef
fets environnementaux peuvent à juste titre être
pris en considération dans le cadre de l’analyse
qu’appelle l’art. 96. De fait, je ne crois pas que la
Cour d’appel fédérale dise le contraire. La question
soulevée par la commissaire est celle de savoir si
les effets environnementaux qu’elle a mis en preuve
avaient effectivement une dimension économique.
Je conviens par exemple qu’un passif éventuel con
signé sur les registres de la société tenue de res
taurer un site constitue un aspect économique d’un
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with respect to this kind of contingent liability, this
evidence cannot be considered in this case.

effet environnemental. Toutefois, le Tribunal dis
posait certes d’une preuve relative à ce type de passif
éventuel, mais cette preuve ne peut être prise en
considération dans la présente affaire.

[164] First, there is no evidence as to whether the
waste covered by the contingent liability in question
fell within the Contestable Area. Second, there is
no evidence as to the price elasticity of demand of
the customer in question. Finally, and as the Federal
Court of Appeal found, if this effect did fall within the
Contestable Area, it was quantifiable and therefore
should have been quantified by the Commissioner.
As explained above, anti-competitive effects which
are quantifiable will not be treated qualitatively as
a result of a failure to quantify. Therefore, and al
though the environmental effects in this case had an
economic dimension, the Tribunal erred in assessing
these effects qualitatively.

[164] Premièrement, rien ne prouve que les dé
chets faisant l’objet du passif éventuel en question
se trouvaient dans la zone contestable. Deuxième
ment, l’élasticité de la demande par rapport au prix
relativement à ce client n’avait pas été démontrée.
Enfin, et ainsi que la Cour d’appel fédérale l’a con
clu, si cet effet portait dans la zone contestable, il
était quantifiable et, partant, il aurait dû être quanti
fié par la commissaire. Comme nous l’avons vu, les
effets anticoncurrentiels qui sont quantifiables ne
deviennent pas des effets qualitatifs du fait qu’ils
n’ont pas été quantifiés. En conséquence, et bien
que les effets environnementaux dans la présente
affaire aient une dimension économique, le Tribunal
a commis une erreur lorsqu’il leur a accordé une
valeur qualitative.

(d) Conclusion on the Balancing Under Sec
tion 96

d)

Conclusion sur la pondération qu’exige
l’art. 96

[165] The Commissioner failed to meet her bur
den, resulting in the quantifiable anti-competitive
effects being assigned a weight of zero. The Federal
Court of Appeal properly rejected the environmen
tal effects. There are therefore no proven qualitative
anti-competitive effects. Tervita successfully proved
quantifiable “overhead” efficiency gains resulting
from Babkirk obtaining access to Tervita’s administra
tive and operating functions. In this case, these proven
gains met the “greater than and offset” requirement.
As there were no quantifiable or qualitative anticompetitive effects proven by the Commissioner, the
efficiencies defence applies, and the Federal Court
of Appeal was incorrect to conclude otherwise.

[165] La commissaire ne s’est pas acquittée
de son fardeau, de sorte qu’une valeur nulle a été
attribuée aux effets anticoncurrentiels quan
ti
fiables. La Cour d’appel fédérale a rejeté à bon
droit les effets environnementaux. Aucun effet an
ticoncurrentiel qualitatif n’a par conséquent été
établi. Tervita a réussi à prouver l’existence de
gains en efficience quantifiables « liés à la baisse
des coûts indirects » découlant de l’obtention par
Babkirk de l’accès aux fonctions administratives et
opérationnelles de Tervita. En l’espèce, ces gains
établis ont satisfait à la condition de surpassement
et de neutralisation. Étant donné que la commis
saire n’a pas prouvé l’existence d’effets anticoncur
rentiels, qu’ils soient quantifiables ou qualitatifs,
la défense fondée sur les gains en efficience s’ap
plique, et la conclusion contraire de la Cour d’appel
fédérale était incorrecte.

[166] It may seem paradoxical to hold that the
Tribunal was correct in finding a likely substantial
prevention of competition, only to then conduct the

[166] Il peut paraître paradoxal de conclure que
la décision du Tribunal, selon laquelle il y aurait
vraisemblablement un empêchement sensible de
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s. 96 balancing test and find zero anti-competitive
effects. However, this result merely appears par
adoxical in view of the particular facts of this case.
Here, as discussed above, the Tribunal was able to
consider evidence as to the effect on the market of
the emergence of likely competitors, whether ac
ceptable substitutes existed, and so on. Section 93
expressly permits the consideration of these factors
in and of themselves. Ordinarily, the Commissioner
would also use the evidence bearing on those fac
tors to quantify the net effect of those factors on the
economy in the form of deadweight loss. However,
the statutory scheme does not bar a finding of likely
substantial prevention where there has been a failure
to quantify deadweight loss, and thus the Commis
sioner’s failure to do so in this case was not fatal to
the s. 92 determination. By contrast, the balancing
test under s. 96 does require that quantifiable anticompetitive effects be quantified in order to be
considered. As such, the failure to quantify dead
weight loss in this case barred consideration, under
s. 96, of the quantifiable effects that supported a
finding of likely substantial prevention under s. 92.
In circumstances where quantifiable effects were
in fact quantified, a finding of likely substantial
prevention under s. 92 would be accompanied by
the consideration of quantified anti-competitive
effects under the s. 96 analysis.

(6) Postscript
[167] While the efficiencies defence applies in
this case under the terms of s. 96 as written, this
case does not appear to me to reflect the policy con
siderations that Parliament likely had in mind in
creating an exception to the general ban on anticompetitive mergers. As discussed above at para. 84
in the historical examination of s. 96, the evidence
suggests that the efficiencies defence was created
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la concurrence, était correcte pour ensuite détermi
ner, à l’issue de la pondération qu’exige l’art. 96,
qu’il n’y avait aucun effet anticoncurrentiel. Or ce
résultat ne semble paradoxal qu’en raison des faits
propres à la présente affaire. Comme nous l’avons
vu, le Tribunal a pu examiner une preuve portant
sur l’effet sur le marché de l’arrivée de concurrents
probables, l’existence de substituts acceptables, et
ainsi de suite. L’article 93 permet expressément
l’examen de ces facteurs. Ordinairement, la com
missaire présenterait également la preuve portant
sur ces facteurs pour quantifier leur effet net sur
l’économie sous la forme d’une perte sèche. Ce
pendant, le régime législatif ne fait pas obstacle à
une conclusion qu’il y aura vraisemblablement un
empêchement sensible de la concurrence dans les
cas où la perte sèche n’a pas été quantifiée. Ainsi
cette omission de la part de la commissaire dans la
présente affaire n’a pas été fatale à la conclusion
rendue en application de l’art. 92. En revanche,
l’analyse de pondération visée à l’art. 96 exige bel
et bien que les effets anticoncurrentiels quantifia
bles soient quantifiés pour être pris en considéra
tion. Pour cette raison, la non-quantification de la
perte sèche en l’espèce a fait obstacle à la prise
en compte, dans l’analyse qu’appelle l’art. 96, des
effets quantifiables étayant la conclusion que le
fusionnement aura vraisemblablement pour effet
d’empêcher sensiblement la concurrence au sens
où il faut entendre l’expression pour l’application
de l’art. 92. Si les effets quantifiables avaient effec
tivement été quantifiés, après avoir conclu, à l’issue
de l’analyse qu’exige l’art. 92, que le fusionnement
aura vraisemblablement pour effet d’empêcher sen
siblement la concurrence, on procéderait à l’exa
men des effets anticoncurrentiels quantifiés dans le
cadre de l’analyse qu’appelle l’art. 96.
(6) Post-scriptum
[167] Si la défense fondée sur les gains en effi
cience s’applique en l’espèce selon le libellé de
l’art. 96, la présente affaire ne soulève pas selon
moi les considérations que le législateur avait pro
bablement en tête lorsqu’il a conçu cette exception
à l’interdiction générale des fusionnements anticon
currentiels. Comme nous l’avons vu au par. 84 dans
le cadre de l’examen de l’historique de l’art. 96, la
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in recognition of the size of Canada’s domestic
market and with an eye toward supporting operation
at efficient levels of production and the realization
of economies of scale, particularly with reference
to international competition. By contrast, this case
deals with competition on a local scale and where
the operational efficiencies obtained do not appear
to have been central to the acquiring party’s abil
ity to realize economies of scale to compete in the
relevant market. Although I tend to think that this
case may not represent one that Parliament had in
mind in creating the efficiencies defence, I none
theless find that the statute as currently drafted sup
ports a finding that the defence is available in this
case.

preuve permet de penser que cette défense avait été
créée en raison de la taille du marché intérieur du
Canada et pour favoriser l’efficience de la produc
tion et les économies d’échelle, surtout par rapport
à la concurrence internationale. Or, il s’agit en l’es
pèce d’une affaire de concurrence locale, où les
gains en efficience liés à l’exploitation réalisés ne
paraissent pas avoir été essentiels aux économies
d’échelle destinées à favoriser la compétitivité de
la partie acquérante dans le marché en cause. Bien
que je tende à penser que la présente affaire ne
correspond peut-être pas à la situation que le légis
lateur avait en tête lorsqu’il a créé la défense fondée
sur les gains en efficience, je suis d’avis que la loi
dans sa version actuelle permet de conclure que le
moyen de défense s’applique dans la présente af
faire.

VII. Conclusion

VII. Conclusion

[168] I would allow the appeal. I would set aside
the divestiture order of the Tribunal and dismiss the
Commissioner’s s. 92 application. The appellants
are entitled to costs in this Court and in the Federal
Court of Appeal.

[168] Je suis d’avis d’accueillir le pourvoi, d’in
firmer l’ordonnance de dessaisissement prononcée
par le Tribunal et de rejeter la demande fondée
sur l’art. 92 présentée par la commissaire. Les ap
pelantes ont droit aux dépens devant la Cour et
devant la Cour d’appel fédérale.

The following are the reasons delivered by
[169] Abella J. — In Pezim v. British Columbia
(Superintendent of Brokers), [1994] 2 S.C.R. 557,
which predates Dunsmuir v. New Brunswick, [2008]
1 S.C.R. 190, the Court deferred to the British Co
lumbia Securities Commission’s specialized ex
pertise in the interpretation of provisions of the
Securities Act, S.B.C. 1985, c. 83, and applied a rea
sonableness standard despite the presence of a right
of appeal and the absence of a privative clause. In
other words, the specialized nature of the tribunal
was seen to be more determinative of the legisla
ture’s true intent to make the tribunal master of its
mandate. More recently, notwithstanding the same
right of appeal in McLean v. British Columbia (Se
curities Commission), [2013] 3 S.C.R. 895, this Court
once again applied a reasonableness standard based
on the British Columbia Securities Commission’s

Version française des motifs rendus par
[169] La juge Abella — Dans l’arrêt Pezim c.
Colombie-Britannique (Superintendent of Brokers),
[1994] 2 R.C.S. 557, rendu avant l’arrêt Dunsmuir c.
Nouveau-Brunswick, [2008] 1 R.C.S. 190, la Cour
a déféré à l’expertise spécialisée de la commission
des valeurs mobilières de la Colombie-Britannique
dans l’interprétation de dispositions de la Securi
ties Act, S.B.C. 1985, c. 83, et a appliqué la norme
de la décision raisonnable, nonobstant l’existence
d’un droit d’appel et l’absence d’une clause priva
tive. Autrement dit, la nature spécialisée de ce tri
bunal administratif était considérée comme étant
plus déterminante pour dégager l’intention véritable
du législateur de confier à ce tribunal les rênes de
son mandat. Plus récemment, dans l’arrêt McLean
c. Colombie-Britannique (Securities Commission),
[2013] 3 R.C.S. 895, malgré l’existence d’un tel
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specialized expertise: see Securities Act, R.S.B.C.
1996, c. 418, s. 167.

droit d’appel, la Cour a appliqué à nouveau la norme
de la décision raisonnable, en raison du domaine
d’expertise de la commission des valeurs mobilières
de la province (voir Securities Act, R.S.B.C. 1996,
c. 418, art. 167).

[170] The cornerstone laid in Pezim introduced a
new edifice for the review of specialized tribunals.
Through cases like McLean, Smith v. Alliance Pipe
line Ltd., [2011] 1 S.C.R. 160, and Alberta (In
formation and Privacy Commissioner) v. Alberta
Teachers’ Association, [2011] 3 S.C.R. 654, judges
and lawyers engaging in judicial review proceed
ings came to believe, rightly and reasonably, that the
jurisprudence of this Court had developed into a pre
sumption that regardless of the presence or absence
of either a right of appeal or a privative clause —
that is notwithstanding legislative wording — when
a tribunal is interpreting its home statute, reason
ableness applies. I am at a loss to see why we would
chip away — again2 — at this precedential certainty.
It seems to me that what we should be doing instead
is confirming, not undermining, the reasonableness
presumption and our jurisprudence that statutory
language alone is not determinative of the applica
ble standard of review.

[170] La pierre angulaire déposée dans l’arrêt
Pezim a jeté les bases d’un nouvel édifice de ré
vision des décisions des tribunaux spécialisés. Au
fil d’affaires comme McLean, Smith c. Alliance
Pipeline Ltd., [2011] 1 R.C.S. 160, et Alberta (In
formation and Privacy Commissioner) c. Alberta
Teachers’ Association, [2011] 3 R.C.S. 654, les
juges et les avocats participant au contrôle judi
ciaire en sont venus à croire, valablement et rai
sonnablement, que la jurisprudence de la Cour
avait créé une présomption selon laquelle, qu’il y
ait ou non de droit d’appel ou de clause privative
— soit nonobstant le libellé de la loi —, dès lors
qu’un tribunal administratif interprète sa propre
loi constitutive, c’est la norme de la décision rai
sonnable qui s’applique. Je ne comprends pas pour
quoi il faudrait miner — encore une fois2 — une
telle certitude jurisprudentielle. À mon avis, il con
vient de confirmer, et non d’ébranler, la présomption
d’application de la norme de la décision raisonna
ble et la jurisprudence de la Cour selon laquelle le
seul libellé de la loi ne dicte pas la norme de contrôle
applicable.

[171] That is why, with respect, although I oth
erwise agree with the reasons of the majority, I
think the applicable standard is reasonableness, not
correctness. I am aware that it is increasingly diffi
cult to discern the demarcations between a reason
ableness and correctness analysis, but until those
lines are completely erased, I think it is worth pro
tecting the existing principles as much as possible.
To apply correctness in this case represents a rever
sion to the pre-Pezim era. Creating yet another ex
ception by relying on the statutory language in this
case which sets out a right of appeal, undermines
the expertise the statute recognizes. This new ex
ception is also, in my respectful view, an inexplica
ble variation from our jurisprudence that is certain
to engender the very “standard of review” confusion

[171] Voilà pourquoi, soit dit en tout respect, bien
que je souscrive par ailleurs aux motifs des juges
majoritaires, j’estime que la norme de contrôle qui
s’applique est celle de la décision raisonnable, et
non celle de la décision correcte. J’admets qu’il de
vient de plus en plus difficile de distinguer les dé
marcations entre l’analyse propre à la norme de la
décision raisonnable et celle propre à la norme de la
décision correcte, mais avant que ces démarcations
soient complètement oblitérées, je pense qu’il vaut
la peine de préserver dans la mesure du possible
les principes établis. Appliquer la norme de la dé
cision correcte en l’espèce constitue un retour à la
situation antérieure à l’arrêt Pezim. En créant en
core une autre exception fondée sur le libellé de la
loi, qui prévoit dans ce cas un droit d’appel, on sape

2

See Rogers Communications Inc. v. Society of Composers, Auth
ors and Music Publishers of Canada, [2012] 2 S.C.R. 283.

2

Voir Rogers Communications Inc. c. Société canadienne des au
teurs, compositeurs et éditeurs de musique, [2012] 2 R.C.S. 283.
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that inspired this Court to try to weave the strands
together in the first place.

l’expertise reconnue par le texte législatif. Cette
nouvelle exception représente également à mon
avis un écart inexplicable par rapport à la jurispru
dence de la Cour et va engendrer sans aucun doute
la confusion relative à la « norme de contrôle » qui
avait amené la Cour au départ à vouloir y mettre de
l’ordre.

[172] The building blocks in our jurisprudence
were carefully constructed. Binnie J. explained in
Canada (Citizenship and Immigration) v. Khosa,
[2009] 1 S.C.R. 339, at para. 25, that

[172] La jurisprudence de la Cour a été soigneu
sement édifiée. Pour reprendre l’explication du juge
Binnie dans l’arrêt Canada (Citoyenneté et Immi
gration) c. Khosa, [2009] 1 R.C.S. 339 :

Dunsmuir recognized that with or without a privative
clause, a measure of deference has come to be accepted
as appropriate where a particular decision had been al
located to an administrative decision-maker rather than to
the courts. This deference extended not only to facts and
policy but to a tribunal’s interpretation of its constitutive
statute and related enactments because “there might be
multiple valid interpretations of a statutory provision
or answers to a legal dispute and that courts ought not
to interfere where the tribunal’s decision is rationally
supported” (Dunsmuir, at para. 41). A policy of deference
“recognizes the reality that, in many instances, those
working day to day in the implementation of frequently
complex administrative schemes have or will develop a
considerable degree of expertise or field sensitivity to
the imperatives and nuances of the legislative regime”
(Dunsmuir, at para. 49, quoting Professor David J. Mullan,
“Establishing the Standard of Review: The Struggle
for Complexity?” (2004), 17 C.J.A.L.P. 59, at p. 93).
Moreover, “[d]eference may also be warranted where an
administrative tribunal has developed particular expertise
in the application of a general common law or civil law
rule in relation to a specific statutory context” (Dunsmuir,
at para. 54). [Emphasis added.]

Dans Dunsmuir, notre Cour a reconnu que, sans égard à
l’existence d’une clause privative, il est maintenant admis
qu’une certaine déférence s’impose lorsqu’une décision
particulière a été confiée à un décideur administratif plu
tôt qu’aux tribunaux judiciaires. Cette déférence s’étend
non seulement aux questions touchant aux faits et à la po
litique, mais aussi à l’interprétation, par le tribunal admi
nistratif, de sa loi constitutive et des dispositions législa
tives connexes étant donné « qu’une disposition législative
peut donner lieu à plus d’une interprétation valable, et
un litige, à plus d’une solution, et que la cour de révision
doit se garder d’intervenir lorsque la décision administra
tive a un fondement rationnel » (Dunsmuir, par. 41). Le
principe de la déférence « reconnaît que dans beaucoup
de cas, les personnes qui se consacrent quotidiennement
à l’application de régimes administratifs souvent com
plexes possèdent ou acquièrent une grande connaissance
ou sensibilité à l’égard des impératifs et des subtilités des
régimes législatifs en cause » (Dunsmuir, par. 49, citant
le professeur David J. Mullan, « Establishing the Stan
dard of Review : The Struggle for Complexity? » (2004),
17 C.J.A.L.P. 59, p. 93). En outre, la déférence « peut
également s’imposer lorsque le tribunal administratif a
acquis une expertise dans l’application d’une règle géné
rale de common law ou de droit civil dans son domaine
spécialisé » (Dunsmuir, par. 54). [Je souligne; par. 25.]

[173] This was further explained in Alberta Teach
ers’ Association in its first paragraph: “Through the
creation of administrative tribunals, legislatures
confer decision-making authority on certain matters
to decision makers who are assumed to have spe
cialized expertise with the assigned subject matter.
Courts owe deference to administrative decisions
within the area of decision-making authority con
ferred to such tribunals.”

[173] La Cour réitère l’explication dans le premier
paragraphe de l’arrêt Alberta Teachers’ Associa
tion : « En créant un tribunal administratif, une lé
gislature confère à un décideur le pouvoir de rendre
des décisions dans un domaine où il est censé pos
séder une expertise. Une cour de justice doit déférer
aux décisions administratives qui ressortissent à ce
pouvoir décisionnel. »
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[174] In Smith, this Court applied a reasonable
ness standard of review to an arbitration commit
tee’s interpretation of its home statute, even though
that statute provided that decisions of the arbitration
committee on questions of law or jurisdiction could
be appealed to the Federal Court (para. 40; see Na
tional Energy Board Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. N-7, s. 101).
And, as previously noted, in McLean the Court held
that a reasonableness standard applied to the British
Columbia Securities Commission’s interpretation
of its home statute despite the fact that the statute
contained a statutory right of appeal with leave to
the British Columbia Court of Appeal: paras. 23-24;
Securities Act, s. 167.

[174] Dans l’arrêt Smith, la Cour applique la
norme de contrôle de la décision raisonnable à
l’interprétation, par un comité d’arbitrage, de sa
loi constitutive, même si cette dernière prévoit un
droit d’appel à la Cour fédérale des décisions du
comité sur des questions de droit ou de compétence
(par. 40; voir également la Loi sur l’Office national
de l’énergie, L.R.C. 1985, c. N-7, art. 101). En
outre, comme nous l’avons vu, la Cour dans l’ar
rêt McLean conclut à l’application de la norme de
la décision raisonnable à l’interprétation que fait la
commission des valeurs mobilières de la ColombieBritannique de sa loi constitutive, et ce même si
cette loi prévoit un droit d’appel à la Cour d’appel
de la province sur autorisation de celle-ci (par. 2324; Securities Act, art. 167).

[175] In Canada (Canadian Human Rights Com
mission) v. Canada (Attorney General), [2011] 3
S.C.R. 471, the Court recognized that the fact that
little deference had traditionally been extended
to human rights tribunals in respect of their deci
sions on legal questions, was in tension with the
deferential approach to judicial review espoused in
Dunsmuir. The Court ultimately held that because
the question of costs was located within the Cana
dian Human Rights Tribunal’s core function and
expertise relating to its interpretation and applica
tion of its enabling statute, a reasonableness stan
dard of review applied. As LeBel and Cromwell JJ.
noted, “[i]n the context of judicial review, deference
can shield administrative decision makers from ex
cessive judicial intervention even on certain ques
tions of law as long as these questions are located
within the decision makers’ core function and ex
pertise”: para. 30.

[175] Dans l’arrêt Canada (Commission cana
dienne des droits de la personne) c. Canada (Procur
eur général), [2011] 3 R.C.S. 471, la Cour reconnaît
que le peu de déférence accordé par le passé aux
décisions des tribunaux des droits de la personne
sur des questions de droit contredit la démarche
empreinte de déférence en matière de contrôle ju
diciaire qu’elle préconise dans l’arrêt Dunsmuir.
La Cour finit par conclure que parce que la ques
tion des dépens relève essentiellement du mandat
et de l’expertise du Tribunal canadien des droits de
la personne liés à l’interprétation et à l’application
de sa loi constitutive, c’est la norme de la décision
raisonnable qui s’applique. Selon les juges LeBel
et Cromwell, « [d]ans le cas du contrôle judiciaire,
la déférence peut protéger le décideur administra
tif d’une immixtion judiciaire trop poussée, même à
l’égard de certaines questions de droit dès lors que
celles-ci touchent au cœur même du mandat et du
domaine d’expertise du décideur » (par. 30).

[176] The presumption of reasonableness to an
administrative decision maker’s interpretation of its
home statute or closely related legislation, even on
questions of law, is therefore well established in this
Court’s jurisprudence: see also Canadian National
Railway Co. v. Canada (Attorney General), [2014]
2 S.C.R. 135; Agraira v. Canada (Public Safety and
Emergency Preparedness), [2013] 2 S.C.R. 559;
Nor-Man Regional Health Authority Inc. v. Manitoba
Association of Health Care Professionals, [2011]

[176] Ainsi, la présomption selon laquelle c’est
la norme de la décision raisonnable qui vaut à
l’égard de l’interprétation par un décideur adminis
tratif de sa loi constitutive ou d’une loi qui y est
étroitement liée, même lorsqu’une question de droit
est soulevée, est bien établie dans la jurisprudence
de la Cour (voir aussi Compagnie des chemins de fer
nationaux du Canada c. Canada (Procureur géné
ral), [2014] 2 R.C.S. 135; Agraira c. Canada (Sécu
rité publique et Protection civile), [2013] 2 R.C.S.
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3 S.C.R. 616; Celgene Corp. v. Canada (Attorney
General), [2011] 1 S.C.R. 3; Nolan v. Kerry (Can
ada) Inc., [2009] 2 S.C.R. 678.

559; Nor-Man Regional Health Authority Inc. c.
Manitoba Association of Health Care Profession
als, [2011] 3 R.C.S. 616; Celgene Corp. c. Canada
(Procureur général), [2011] 1 R.C.S. 3; Nolan c.
Kerry (Canada) Inc., [2009] 2 R.C.S. 678).

[177] It is true that this Court has recognized that
certain categories of questions warrant a correctness
review. Rothstein J. set them out in Alberta Teach
ers’ Association, at para. 30:

[177] Certes, la Cour reconnaît que certaines ca
tégories de questions sont assujetties à la norme de
la décision correcte. Le juge Rothstein les énumère
dans l’arrêt Alberta Teachers’ Association :

There is authority that “[d]eference will usually result
where a tribunal is interpreting its own statute or statutes
closely connected to its function, with which it will have
particular familiarity” (Dunsmuir, at para. 54; Smith v.
Alliance Pipeline Ltd., 2011 SCC 7, [2011] 1 S.C.R. 160,
at para. 28, per Fish J.). This principle applies unless the
interpretation of the home statute falls into one of the
categories of questions to which the correctness standard
continues to apply, i.e., “constitutional questions, ques
tions of law that are of central importance to the legal
system as a whole and that are outside the adjudicator’s
expertise, . . . ‘[q]uestions regarding the jurisdictional
lines between two or more competing specialized tribu
nals’ [and] true questions of jurisdiction or vires” (Can
ada (Canadian Human Rights Commission) v. Canada
(Attorney General), 2011 SCC 53, [2011] 3 S.C.R. 471,
at para. 18, per LeBel and Cromwell JJ., citing Dunsmuir,
at paras. 58, 60-61).

Suivant la jurisprudence, « [l]orsqu’un tribunal adminis
tratif interprète sa propre loi constitutive ou une loi étroi
tement liée à son mandat et dont il a une connaissance
approfondie, la déférence est habituellement de mise »
(Dunsmuir, par. 54; Smith c. Alliance Pipeline Ltd., 2011
CSC 7, [2011] 1 R.C.S. 160, par. 28, le juge Fish). Le prin
cipe ne vaut cependant pas lorsque l’interprétation de la
loi constitutive relève d’une catégorie de questions à la
quelle la norme de la décision correcte demeure appli
cable, à savoir les « questions constitutionnelles, [les]
questions de droit qui revêtent une importance capitale
pour le système juridique dans son ensemble et qui sont
étrangères au domaine d’expertise du décideur, [les] ques
tions portant sur la “délimitation des compétences res
pectives de tribunaux spécialisés concurrents” [et] les
questions touchant véritablement à la compétence » (Ca
nada (Commission canadienne des droits de la personne)
c. Canada (Procureur général), 2011 CSC 53, [2011] 3
R.C.S. 471, par. 18, les juges LeBel et Cromwell, citant
Dunsmuir, par. 58, 60-61). [par. 30]

[178] Notably, a statutory right of appeal is not
one of them.

[178] Signalons qu’un droit d’appel légal n’en fait
pas partie.

[179] While the statutory language granting the
right of appeal in this case may be different from
the language in Pezim, McLean and Smith, it is not
sufficiently different to undermine the established
principle of deference to tribunal expertise in the
interpretation of the tribunal’s own statute. Using
such language to trump the deference owed to tri
bunal expertise, elevates the factor of statutory lan
guage to a pre-eminent and determinative status we
have long denied it. I see nothing, in other words,
that warrants departing from what the legal profes
sion has come to see as our governing template for
reviewing the decisions of specialized expert tribu
nals on a reasonableness standard, most recently on

[179] Bien que le libellé de la disposition accor
dant le droit d’appel dans l’affaire qui nous occupe
diffère de celui qui est en cause dans les affaires
Pezim, McLean et Smith, il ne diffère pas suffisam
ment pour saper le principe établi, à savoir que la
déférence s’impose à l’égard de l’interprétation par
un tribunal expert de sa loi constitutive. Invoquer
ce genre de libellé pour supplanter la déférence que
commande l’expertise du tribunal a pour effet d’éle
ver le facteur du libellé de la loi au rang d’élément
prééminent et déterminant que nous avons long
temps refusé de lui reconnaître. Autrement dit, rien
ne justifie que l’on s’écarte de ce que les juristes con
sidèrent comme le cadre régissant le contrôle des
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muscular display in Sattva Capital Corp. v. Creston
Moly Corp., [2014] 2 S.C.R. 633.

décisions de tribunaux administratifs experts, qui
appelle la norme de la décision raisonnable et dont
nous avons vu une puissante démonstration dans
l’arrêt récent Sattva Capital Corp. c. Creston Moly
Corp., [2014] 2 R.C.S. 633.

[180] In this case, applying that template leads to
the conclusion that the Competition Tribunal’s in
terpretation of s. 96 of the Competition Act, R.S.C.
1985, c. C-34, was unreasonable. I would allow the
appeal.

[180] En l’espèce, l’application de ce cadre mène
à la conclusion que l’interprétation de l’art. 96 de la
Loi sur la concurrence, L.R.C. 1985, c. C-34, par le
Tribunal de la concurrence n’était pas raisonnable.
Je suis d’avis d’accueillir l’appel.

The following are the reasons delivered by

Version française des motifs rendus par

[181] Karakatsanis J. (dissenting) — I agree
with the reasons of my colleague Justice Rothstein
as they concern the proper analytical approach
to s. 92(1) of the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985,
c. C-34. I further agree with his conclusion that it
was open to the Competition Tribunal to find that
the merger in this case was likely to substantially
prevent competition contrary to s. 92(1).

[181] La juge Karakatsanis (dissidente) — Je
souscris aux motifs de mon collègue le juge Rothstein
dans la mesure où ils portent sur la bonne méthode
à adopter pour l’analyse qu’appelle le par. 92(1) de
la Loi sur la concurrence, L.R.C. 1985, c. C-34. Je
souscris également à sa conclusion selon laquelle il
était loisible au Tribunal de la concurrence de con
clure que le fusionnement en l’espèce aurait vrai
semblablement pour effet d’empêcher sensiblement
la concurrence, ce que ne permet pas le par. 92(1).

[182] However, I cannot agree with my col
league’s approach to the s. 96 efficiencies defence
and his conclusion that Tervita was entitled to the
benefit of that defence in this case. I would affirm
the decision and the analysis of the Federal Court of
Appeal, 2013 FCA 28, [2014] 2 F.C.R. 352, in that
regard.

[182] Toutefois, je ne saurais souscrire à l’ap
proche préconisée par mon collègue à l’égard de la
défense fondée sur les gains en efficience prévue
à l’art. 96 et à sa conclusion selon laquelle Tervita
avait le droit de s’en prévaloir en l’espèce. Je suis
d’avis de confirmer la décision et l’analyse de
la Cour d’appel fédérale, 2013 CAF 28, [2014] 2
R.C.F. 352, à cet égard.

[183] The efficiencies defence set out in s. 96(1)
of the Competition Act requires the Tribunal to bal
ance the efficiencies of the merger against its anticompetitive effects:

[183] L’application de la défense fondée sur les
gains en efficience prévue au par. 96(1) de la Loi sur
la concurrence est subordonnée à la mise en balance
par le Tribunal des gains en efficience qu’entraîne
le fusionnement et de ses effets anticoncurrentiels :

96.  (1) The Tribunal shall not make an order under
section 92 if it finds that the merger or proposed merger
in respect of which the application is made has brought
about or is likely to bring about gains in efficiency that
will be greater than, and will offset, the effects of any
prevention or lessening of competition that will result or
is likely to result from the merger or proposed merger and

96. (1)  Le Tribunal ne rend pas l’ordonnance prévue
à l’article 92 dans les cas où il conclut que le fusionne
ment, réalisé ou proposé, qui fait l’objet de la demande a
eu pour effet ou aura vraisemblablement pour effet d’en
traîner des gains en efficience, que ces gains surpasseront
et neutraliseront les effets de l’empêchement ou de la di
minution de la concurrence qui résulteront ou résulteront
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that the gains in efficiency would not likely be attained if
the order were made.

vraisemblablement du fusionnement réalisé ou proposé
et que ces gains ne seraient vraisemblablement pas réali
sés si l’ordonnance était rendue.

[184] The Federal Court of Appeal and Justice
Rothstein concluded, rightly in my view, that the stat
utory requirement that efficiency gains be “greater
than” and “offset” the anti-competitive effects im
ports a weighing of quantitative and qualitative
aspects. The Tribunal has the discretion to decide
what methodology to apply on a case-by-case basis,
so long as the various objectives of the Act are
taken into account. Section 96 provides for flexible
trade-off analysis, in order to meet the various ob
jectives of the Act. Efficiencies and effects should
be quantified wherever reasonably possible; rough
estimates should be provided where precise quan
tification is not possible; and the assessment of
qualitative effects should be objectively reasonable,
supported by evidence and clear reasoning. (See
Rothstein J.’s reasons, at paras. 144-45 and 148;
F.C.A. reasons, at paras. 146 and 148.)

[184] La Cour d’appel fédérale et le juge Rothstein
ont conclu, à juste titre selon moi, que la condition
prévue par la loi — selon laquelle les gains en effi
cience « surpasseront » et « neutraliseront » les ef
fets anticoncurrentiels — emporte une pondération
des aspects tant quantitatifs que qualitatifs. Le Tri
bunal est habilité à déterminer la méthodologie ap
plicable à chaque cas, si les divers objets de la Loi
sont pris en compte. L’article 96 prévoit une analyse
conciliatoire souple qui permet le respect des divers
objets de la Loi. Les gains en efficience et les effets
anticoncurrentiels devraient être quantifiés chaque
fois qu’il est raisonnablement possible de le faire;
des estimations approximatives devraient être four
nies lorsqu’une quantification précise n’est pas pos
sible et l’évaluation des effets qualitatifs devrait être
objectivement raisonnable et étayée par des éléments
de preuve et un raisonnement clair. (Voir les motifs
du juge Rothstein, par. 144-145 et 148; motifs de la
C.A.F., par. 146 et 148.)

[185] However, I do not agree that the need for
“reasonable objectivity” justifies Justice Rothstein’s
hierarchical approach to quantitative and qualitative
aspects under the efficiencies defence. Nor do
I accept his assessment that “qualitative effects
will be of lesser importance” (para. 146; see also
paras. 147-48). I see no value in prioritizing quanti
tative over qualitative efficiencies. Both are relevant
to the statutory test, and their significance depends
on the circumstances of the case.

[185] Toutefois, je ne saurais accepter que la
nécessité d’une « objectivité raisonnable » justifie
la conception hiérarchique adoptée par le juge
Rothstein à l’égard des aspects quantitatifs et qua
litatifs qu’il faut évaluer au regard de la défense
fondée sur les gains en effic ience. Je ne saurais non
plus accepter son affirmation selon laquelle « les as
pects qualitatifs joueront un rôle moins important »
(par. 146; voir aussi par. 147-148). Je ne vois au
cun intérêt à accorder plus de valeur aux gains en
efficience quantitatifs qu’aux gains en efficience
qualitatifs. Les deux sont pertinents dans l’analyse
qu’appelle le critère légal, et leur importance dé
pend des circonstances de l’espèce.

[186] The statutory language makes no such dis
tinction. Moreover, many of the purposes set out in
s. 1.1 of the Act may not be quantifiable. These pur
poses include not only providing consumers with
competitive prices and products, but also promoting
adaptability of the Canadian economy, expanding
opportunities for Canadian businesses abroad, rec
ognizing the value of foreign competition in Canada,

[186] Le libellé de la loi n’établit aucune distinc
tion de cette nature. De plus, bon nombre des objets
prévus à l’art. 1.1 de la Loi peuvent ne pas être quan
tifiables; par exemple, assurer aux consommateurs
des prix et des produits compétitifs, stimuler l’adap
tabilité de l’économie canadienne, améliorer les chan
ces de participation canadienne aux marchés étrangers,
tenir compte du rôle de la concurrence étrangère au
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and ensuring that businesses of all sizes are able to
participate fully in the Canadian economy.

Canada et assurer aux entreprises de toutes tailles une
pleine participation à l’économie canadienne.

[187] These wide-ranging purposes illustrate
that important anti-competitive effects of a merger
may be qualitative in nature. In some cases, such
qualitative effects may be determinative in the s. 96
analysis. Thus, the flexible analytical approach
mandated by this provision reflects the wide range
of objectives the Act serves. Where the legislation
mandates such a purposive analysis, the relative sig
nificance of qualitative and quantitative gains or ef
fects can only be determined in the circumstances
of each case. It is neither helpful nor necessary to
predetermine their relative role and importance in
the s. 96 defence.

[187] Ces objets variés démontrent la possibilité
que les effets anticoncurrentiels importants d’un fu
sionnement soient de nature qualitative. Dans cer
tains cas, ces effets qualitatifs peuvent être détermi
nants dans l’analyse qu’appelle l’art. 96. Ainsi, la
méthode d’analyse souple que commande cette dis
position témoigne de la grande variété d’objets que
vise la Loi. Lorsque la loi prévoit une telle analyse
téléologique, l’importance relative des gains ou ef
fets qualitatifs d’une part et quantitatifs d’autre part
ne peut être déterminée qu’au cas par cas. Il n’est ni
utile ni nécessaire de déterminer à l’avance le rôle
et l’importance de chaque catégorie dans l’analyse
visant à décider si la défense fondée sur l’art. 96
s’applique.

[188] Justice Rothstein, however, frames the bal
ancing test in s. 96 as a two-step inquiry. First, he
says, the quantitative efficiencies of the merger at
issue should be compared against the quantitative
anti-competitive effects (the “greater than” prong of
the s. 96 inquiry). Second, qualitative efficiencies
should be balanced against the qualitative anticompetitive effects, and a final determination must
be made as to whether the total efficiencies offset the
total anti-competitive effects of the merger at issue
(the “offset” prong of the inquiry) (paras. 147-48).

[188] Toutefois, le juge Rothstein caractérise la
pondération à laquelle il faut procéder au titre de
l’art. 96 comme une analyse en deux étapes. Dans
un premier temps, affirme-t-il, les gains en effic i
ence quantitatifs du fusionnement sont comparés
aux effets anticoncurrentiels quantitatifs (le volet
du surpassement de l’analyse qu’appelle l’art. 96).
Dans un deuxième temps, les gains en efficience
qualitatifs sont mis en balance avec les effets anti
concurrentiels qualitatifs, et la dernière analyse dé
termine si le total des gains en efficience neutralise
le total des effets anticoncurrentiels du fusionne
ment en cause (le volet de neutralisation de l’ana
lyse) (par. 147-148).

[189] I do not read s. 96 as mandating a two-step
framework that separates quantitative and qualitative
efficiencies and anti-competitive effects. Such an
approach is unnecessarily artificial and not required
by the statutory language or context. Presumably
Justice Rothstein’s “final determination” assesses
whether the (quantitative and qualitative) gains in
efficiencies will be greater than, and will offset, the
(quantitative and qualitative) anti-competitive ef
fects of the merger. This is precisely what is required
by the language of s. 96. The first two steps are su
perfluous. In any event, the expert Tribunal is best
positioned to identify instances where like factors

[189] À mon avis, l’art. 96 ne commande pas l’ap
plication d’un cadre analytique en deux étapes qui
distingue entre les gains en efficience et les effets
anticoncurrentiels quantitatifs et qualitatifs. Cette
approche est inutilement factice et n’est requise ni
par le libellé ni par le contexte de la loi. On peut
supposer que la « dernière analyse » que décrit le
juge Rothstein consiste à déterminer si les gains en
efficience (quantitatifs et qualitatifs) surpasseront
et neutraliseront les effets anticoncurrentiels (quan
titatifs et qualitatifs) du fusionnement. C’est préci
sément ce qu’exige le libellé de l’art. 96. Les deux
premières étapes sont superflues. Quoi qu’il en soit,
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should be compared, as well as circumstances where
this would not be as effective.

le Tribunal expert est le mieux placé pour savoir
quand il convient ou non de comparer des facteurs
de même nature.

[190] The Federal Court of Appeal agreed with
the Tribunal’s articulation of this aspect of the ef
fi
cien
cies defence test. Writing for the court,
Mainville J.A. found that “the offset called for under
section 96 . . . requires the Tribunal to balance both
quantitative and non-quantitative (i.e. qualitative)
gains in efficiency against both the quantitative and
non-quantitative (i.e. qualitative) effects of any pre
vention or lessening of competition” flowing from
the merger (para. 146). In the court’s view, the anal
ysis is at heart about balancing overall efficiency
gains against overall anti-competitive effects, and
simply tallying up “mathematical quantifications”,
while important, cannot provide a complete answer
(ibid.). Of course, quantification is very important
in order to ensure, whenever possible, that proper
weight is attributed to any given efficiency or anticompetitive effect.

[190] La Cour d’appel fédérale a souscrit à l’in
terprétation par le Tribunal de cet aspect de la dé
fense fondée sur les gains en efficience. S’exprimant
au nom de la cour, le juge Mainville a conclu que
« la neutralisation exigée par l’article 96 [. . .]
oblige le Tribunal à pondérer tant les gains en effici
ence quantitatifs et les gains en effic ience non quan
titatifs (c.-à-d. qualitatifs) que les effets quantitatifs
et les effets non quantitatifs (c.-à-d. qualitatifs) de
tout empêchement ou de toute diminution de la con
currence » découlant du fusionnement (par. 146).
Selon la cour, l’analyse porte essentiellement sur la
pondération des gains en efficience toutes catégo
ries confondues et des effets anticoncurrentiels tou
tes catégories confondues, et la réduire simplement
à des « calculs mathématiques », aussi importants
soient-ils, ne peut fournir une réponse complète
(ibid.). Bien entendu, la quantification est très im
portante en ce qui a trait à l’attribution, dans la me
sure du possible, d’une valeur suffis ante à tout gain
en effic ience ou à tout effet anticoncurrentiel.

[191] The Federal Court of Appeal’s approach
to the s. 96 analysis provides an appropriate level
of flexibility, given that efficiencies and anticompetitive effects will not always be easy to mea
sure. For instance, there may be circumstances
where a given quantitative factor is closely linked
to a qualitative factor. The s. 96 framework enables
the expert Tribunal to holistically assess the entirety
of the evidence before it, rather than artificially
bifurcating the analysis of qualitative and quantita
tive effects that may, in some cases, more helpfully
be analyzed together. Such a test allows the Tribunal
to reach an objective and reasonable determination
regarding the s. 96 defence by minimizing subjec
tive considerations, but without limiting itself to
solely mathematical considerations. This approach
provides more flexibility to achieve the purposes of
the Act.

[191] La démarche préconisée par la Cour d’appel
fédérale à l’égard de l’analyse qu’appelle l’art. 96
prévoit une certaine souplesse, les gains en effici
ence et les effets anticoncurrentiels n’étant pas tou
jours faciles à mesurer. Par exemple, il peut exister
des situations où un facteur quantitatif donné est lié
de près à un facteur qualitatif. Le cadre applicable
à l’art. 96 permet au Tribunal expert d’évaluer glo
balement la preuve qui lui a été présentée plutôt
que de scinder artificiellement l’analyse des effets
qualitatifs et des effets quantitatifs. En effet, dans
certains cas, il peut être plus utile de les analyser
ensemble. En appliquant ce critère, le Tribunal peut
rendre une décision objective et raisonnable concer
nant l’application de la défense fondée sur l’art. 96
en réduisant au minimum les considérations subjec
tives, sans pour autant la limiter aux calculs mathé
matiques. Cette approche offre davantage de sou
plesse dans la réalisation des objets de la Loi.

[192] Further, I disagree with my colleague that
the Tribunal (and in this case the Federal Court of

[192] En outre, je ne souscris pas à l’avis de mon
collègue selon lequel le Tribunal (et en l’espèce la
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Appeal) is precluded from considering any evidence
of a quantifiable anti-competitive effect because
the Commissioner of Competition failed to fully
quantify it. I agree with the Federal Court of Appeal
that while the Commissioner should quantify when
possible, the failure to do so does not invalidate the
evidence that established there was a known anticompetitive effect of undetermined extent.

Cour d’appel fédérale) ne peut tenir compte de tout
effet anticoncurrentiel quantifiable parce que la com
missaire de la concurrence ne l’a pas entièrement
quantifié. Je partage l’avis de la Cour d’appel fé
dérale selon qui la commissaire devrait procéder,
dans la mesure du possible, à une quantification. À
l’instar de la cour, j’estime également que la preuve
ayant établi qu’il y avait un effet anticoncurrentiel
connu d’une valeur indéterminée n’est pas invalidée
du fait d’une quantification incomplète.

[193] The Commissioner bears the onus to prove
“that a merger or proposed merger prevents or less
ens, or is likely to prevent or lessen, competition
substantially” under s. 92. She met that onus in this
case. Section 96 is a defence. It is the appellants who
must demonstrate on a balance of probabilities that
the gains in efficiency offset the anti-competitive
effects in order for the s. 96 defence to apply. The
Commissioner bears the evidentiary burden to lead
evidence of the anti-competitive effects of a merger,
and bears the risk that the failure to fully quantify
such effects where possible may render the evidence
insufficient to counter the evidence of efficiency
gains.

[193] Il incombe à la commissaire de prouver
« qu’un fusionnement réalisé ou proposé empêche
ou diminue sensiblement la concurrence, ou aura
vraisemblablement cet effet » pour l’application de
l’art. 92. Elle s’est acquittée de ce fardeau en l’es
pèce. L’article 96 est un moyen de défense. Pour que
la défense s’applique, il incombe aux appelantes de
démontrer selon la prépondérance des probabilités
que les gains en efficience neutralisent les effets
anticoncurrentiels. La commissaire doit présenter
des éléments de preuve sur les effets anticoncurren
tiels du fusionnement et assume le risque qu’une
quantification incomplète des effets quantifiables
soit insuffisante pour réfuter la preuve des gains en
efficience.

[194] However, where the expert evidence
does not fully provide a quantification of the anticompetitive effects, I do not agree with my colleague
that the evidence has no probative value whatso
ever and must be ignored. Relevant evidence is
generally admissible, and the failure to lead the best
evidence available goes to weight, not admissibility.
Clearly, the evidence will have less probative value
without an estimate or quantification. No doubt it
would be more difficult for an undetermined anticompetitive effect to outweigh any significant effi
ciency gains. However, it does not become irrelevant
or inadmissible. The statutory language does not re
quire such a result. Nor does the purpose or context
of the legislation.

[194] Cependant, je ne partage pas l’avis de mon
collègue selon qui, lorsqu’une preuve d’expert ne
quantifie pas complètement les effets anticoncur
rentiels, cette preuve n’a aucune valeur probante et
ne compte pas. La preuve pertinente est générale
ment admissible, et le défaut de présenter la meil
leure preuve possible influe sur le poids qui peut
être accordé à cette preuve, non pas sur son admis
sibilité. De toute évidence, la preuve est moins pro
bante si elle n’est pas fondée sur une estimation ou
une quantification. Il ne fait aucun doute qu’un effet
anticoncurrentiel indéterminé surpassera difficile
ment un gain en efficience important. Toutefois, la
preuve de cet effet n’en devient pas pour autant non
pertinente ou inadmissible. Ce n’est pas ce que pré
voit le libellé de la loi, ni par ailleurs son objet ou
son contexte.

[195] Although Justice Rothstein recognizes that
this exclusionary rule may lead to a “paradoxical”

[195] Certes, le juge Rothstein admet qu’une
telle règle d’exclusion risque de mener à un résultat
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result in this case, he justifies his restrictive ap
proach on the basis that it promotes objective assess
ment and discourages subjectivity and speculation
(paras. 151 and 166). In my view, such an approach
unduly limits the ability of the Tribunal to fulfill its
statutory mandate. Section 96 gives the Tribunal
the flexibility to meet all the purposes of the Act,
including the primary purpose “to maintain and en
courage competition in Canada” (s. 1.1). The bal
ancing exercise under s. 96 necessarily requires the
Tribunal to use its expert assessment and judgment.
It must also provide explicit and transparent reasons
for its conclusions.

« paradoxal » dans la présente affaire, mais justifie
sa démarche restrictive en affirmant qu’elle favorise
l’objectivité et décourage la subjectivité et les con
jectures (par. 151 et 166). Selon moi, ce serait mettre
des bâtons dans les roues au Tribunal dans la réa
lisation du mandat que lui confère la loi. L’article
96 accorde au Tribunal la souplesse nécessaire pour
favoriser la réalisation des objets de la Loi, dont
l’objet principal, à savoir « préserver et favoriser la
concurrence au Canada » (art. 1.1). L’exercice de
pondération qu’exige cette disposition oblige le Tri
bunal à faire appel à son expertise et à son juge
ment. Il doit aussi assortir ses conclusions de motifs
clairs.

[196] Obviously, the Tribunal must apply the test
in s. 96 to the evidence before it in a way that is
fair to the parties. Expert decision makers routinely
assess evidence that is not the best evidence avail
able, and they are attuned to when the particular cir
cumstances of the case could result in procedural
unfairness.

[196] Évidemment, le Tribunal doit appliquer le
critère prévu à l’art. 96 à la preuve qui lui a été pré
sentée d’une façon équitable pour les parties. Les
décideurs experts ont souvent à évaluer une preuve
qui n’est pas la meilleure possible; ils peuvent détec
ter les cas où les circonstances particulières risquent
de se traduire par un manque d’équité procédurale.

[197] Here, the Federal Court of Appeal deter
mined that there was some value to the Tribunal’s
finding that prices would have been 10 percent lower
in the Contestable Area in the absence of a merger.
While the evidence did not permit a calculation of
the deadweight loss in the absence of estimates of
market elasticity and the merged entity’s own price
elasticity of demand, in my view the court was en
titled to conclude that this amounted to evidence of
a known anti-competitive effect, although its extent
was undetermined.

[197] En l’espèce, la Cour d’appel fédérale a ac
cordé du poids à la conclusion du Tribunal selon la
quelle les prix auraient sans doute été inférieurs de
10 p. 100 dans la zone contestable, n’eût été le fu
sionnement. Bien que la preuve n’ait pas permis de
calculer la perte sèche sans une estimation de l’élas
ticité du marché et sans données sur l’élasticité de
la demande par rapport au prix à l’égard de l’entité
fusionnée, à mon sens, la cour pouvait conclure à
la preuve d’un effet anticoncurrentiel connu, mais
d’une valeur indéterminée.

[198] Since it was open to the Federal Court of
Appeal to consider the anti-competitive effects in its
analysis, it follows that the court was also in a position
to accept that Tervita’s pre-existing monopoly was
likely to magnify the anti-competitive effects of the
merger (F.C.A. reasons, at para. 173). Ultimately,
the court was entitled to find that the proven effi
ciency gains were “marginal to the point of being
negligible” and did not likely exceed the known (but
undetermined) anti-competitive effects (para. 169).

[198] Puisqu’il était loisible à la Cour d’appel fé
dérale de tenir compte des effets anticoncurrentiels
dans son analyse, elle pouvait également juger que
le monopole préexistant de Tervita aurait vraisem
blablement pour effet d’amplifier les effets anticon
currentiels du fusionnement (motifs de la C.A.F.,
par. 173). Finalement, la cour pouvait conclure à
bon droit que les gains en effic ience établis étaient
« minimes au point d’être négligeables » et n’excé
daient vraisemblablement pas les effets anticoncur
rentiels connus (mais indéterminés) (par. 169).
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[199] As noted above, the overall analysis un
der s. 96 must be as objective and reasonable as
possible. Effects that can be quantified should be
quantified. However, within this framework, neg
ligible gains in efficiency will not necessarily out
weigh and offset known anti-competitive effects,
even if they are assigned an “undetermined” weight.
This approach is in keeping with past jurisprudence
of the Tribunal: Canada (Commissioner of Compe
tition) v. Superior Propane Inc., 2002 Comp. Trib.
16, 18 C.P.R. (4th) 417, at paras. 171-72. Such an
approach also accurately reflects the primary pur
pose of the Act, which is “to maintain and encour
age competition in Canada” (s. 1.1).

[199] Comme je l’ai déjà dit, l’analyse globale
qu’appelle l’art. 96 doit être aussi objective et rai
sonnable que possible. Les effets qui peuvent être
quantifiés devraient l’être. Toutefois, dans ce con
texte, les gains en efficience négligeables ne sur
passeront pas et ne neutraliseront pas forcément les
effets anticoncurrentiels connus, même si on leur
accorde une valeur « indéterminée ». Ce raisonne
ment est dans le droit fil de la jurisprudence anté
rieure du Tribunal (Commissaire de la concurrence
c. Supérieur Propane Inc., 2002 Trib. conc. 16 (en
ligne), par. 171-172). De plus, ce raisonnement est
tout à fait conforme à l’objet principal de la Loi, qui
est « de préserver et de favoriser la concurrence au
Canada » (art. 1.1).

[200] The Federal Court of Appeal was accord
ingly entitled to conclude that the s. 96 efficiencies
defence was not available. I would dismiss the ap
peal, and award costs to the respondent.

[200] Par conséquent, c’est à bon droit que la
Cour d’appel fédérale a conclu que la défense fon
dée sur les gains en efficience prévue par l’art. 96
n’était pas applicable. Je suis d’avis de rejeter le
pourvoi et d’adjuger les dépens à l’intimé.

APPENDIX

ANNEXE

Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34

Loi sur la concurrence, L.R.C. 1985, c. C-34

1.1  The purpose of this Act is to maintain and en
courage competition in Canada in order to promote the
efficiency and adaptability of the Canadian economy, in
order to expand opportunities for Canadian participation
in world markets while at the same time recognizing the
role of foreign competition in Canada, in order to ensure
that small and medium-sized enterprises have an equi
table opportunity to participate in the Canadian econ
omy and in order to provide consumers with competitive
prices and product choices.

1.1  La présente loi a pour objet de préserver et de fa
voriser la concurrence au Canada dans le but de stimuler
l’adaptabilité et l’efficience de l’économie canadienne,
d’améliorer les chances de participation canadienne aux
marchés mondiaux tout en tenant simultanément compte
du rôle de la concurrence étrangère au Canada, d’assurer
à la petite et à la moyenne entreprise une chance honnête
de participer à l’économie canadienne, de même que dans
le but d’assurer aux consommateurs des prix compétitifs
et un choix dans les produits.

79.  (1) Where, on application by the Commissioner,
the Tribunal finds that

79. (1)  Lorsque, à la suite d’une demande du commis
saire, il conclut à l’existence de la situation suivante :

(a)  one or more persons substantially or completely
control, throughout Canada or any area thereof, a class
or species of business,

a)  une ou plusieurs personnes contrôlent sensiblement
ou complètement une catégorie ou espèce d’entreprises
à la grandeur du Canada ou d’une de ses régions;

(b)  that person or those persons have engaged in or
are engaging in a practice of anti-competitive acts, and

b)  cette personne ou ces personnes se livrent ou
se sont livrées à une pratique d’agissements anticoncurrentiels;

(c)  the practice has had, is having or is likely to have
the effect of preventing or lessening competition sub
stantially in a market,

c)  la pratique a, a eu ou aura vraisemblablement pour
effet d’empêcher ou de diminuer sensiblement la con
currence dans un marché,
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92.  (1) Where, on application by the Commissioner,
the Tribunal finds that a merger or proposed merger pre
vents or lessens, or is likely to prevent or lessen, compe
tition substantially

le Tribunal peut rendre une ordonnance interdisant à ces
personnes ou à l’une ou l’autre d’entre elles de se livrer à
une telle pratique.
.

.

.

92. (1)  Dans les cas où, à la suite d’une demande du
commissaire, le Tribunal conclut qu’un fusionnement
réalisé ou proposé empêche ou diminue sensiblement la
concurrence, ou aura vraisemblablement cet effet :

(a)  in a trade, industry or profession,

a)  dans un commerce, une industrie ou une profes
sion;

(b)  among the sources from which a trade, industry or
profession obtains a product,

b)  entre les sources d’approvisionnement auprès des
quelles un commerce, une industrie ou une profession
se procure un produit;

(c)  among the outlets through which a trade, industry
or profession disposes of a product, or

c)  entre les débouchés par l’intermédiaire desquels un
commerce, une industrie ou une profession écoule un
produit;

(d)  otherwise than as described in paragraphs (a) to
(c),

d)  autrement que selon ce qui est prévu aux alinéas a)
à c),

the Tribunal may, subject to sections 94 to 96,

le Tribunal peut, sous réserve des articles 94 à 96 :

(e)  in the case of a completed merger, order any party
to the merger or any other person

e)  dans le cas d’un fusionnement réalisé, rendre une
ordonnance enjoignant à toute personne, que celle-ci
soit partie au fusionnement ou non :

(i)  to dissolve the merger in such manner as the Tri
bunal directs,

(i)  de le dissoudre, conformément à ses directives,

(ii)  to dispose of assets or shares designated by the
Tribunal in such manner as the Tribunal directs, or

(ii)  de se départir, selon les modalités qu’il indique,
des éléments d’actif et des actions qu’il indique,

(iii)  in addition to or in lieu of the action referred
to in subparagraph (i) or (ii), with the consent of the
person against whom the order is directed and the
Commissioner, to take any other action, or

(iii)  en sus ou au lieu des mesures prévues au sousalinéa (i) ou (ii), de prendre toute autre mesure, à
condition que la personne contre qui l’ordonnance
est rendue et le commissaire souscrivent à cette me
sure;

(f)  in the case of a proposed merger, make an order
directed against any party to the proposed merger or
any other person

f)  dans le cas d’un fusionnement proposé, rendre, con
tre toute personne, que celle-ci soit partie au fusionne
ment proposé ou non, une ordonnance enjoignant :

(i)  ordering the person against whom the order is
directed not to proceed with the merger,

(i)  à la personne contre laquelle l’ordonnance est
rendue de ne pas procéder au fusionnement,

(ii)  ordering the person against whom the order is
directed not to proceed with a part of the merger, or

(ii)  à la personne contre laquelle l’ordonnance est
rendue de ne pas procéder à une partie du fusionne
ment,

(iii)  in addition to or in lieu of the order referred to
in subparagraph (ii), either or both

(iii)  en sus ou au lieu de l’ordonnance prévue au
sous-alinéa (ii), cumulativement ou non :
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(A)  prohibiting the person against whom the
order is directed, should the merger or part
thereof be completed, from doing any act or
thing the prohibition of which the Tribunal
determines to be necessary to ensure that the
merger or part thereof does not prevent or
lessen competition substantially, or

(A)  à la personne qui fait l’objet de l’ordon
nance, de s’abstenir, si le fusionnement était
éventuellement complété en tout ou en partie,
de faire quoi que ce soit dont l’interdiction est,
selon ce que conclut le Tribunal, nécessaire
pour que le fusionnement, même partiel, n’em
pêche ni ne diminue sensiblement la concur
rence,

(B)  with the consent of the person against
whom the order is directed and the Commis
sioner, ordering the person to take any other
action.

(B)  à la personne qui fait l’objet de l’ordon
nance de prendre toute autre mesure à condi
tion que le commissaire et cette personne y
souscrivent.

(2)  For the purpose of this section, the Tribunal shall
not find that a merger or proposed merger prevents or
lessens, or is likely to prevent or lessen, competition
substantially solely on the basis of evidence of con
centration or market share.

(2)  Pour l’application du présent article, le Tribunal
ne conclut pas qu’un fusionnement, réalisé ou proposé,
empêche ou diminue sensiblement la concurrence, ou
qu’il aura vraisemblablement cet effet, en raison seule
ment de la concentration ou de la part du marché.

93.  In determining, for the purpose of section 92,
whether or not a merger or proposed merger prevents or
lessens, or is likely to prevent or lessen, competition sub
stantially, the Tribunal may have regard to the following
factors:

93.  Lorsqu’il détermine, pour l’application de l’article
92, si un fusionnement, réalisé ou proposé, empêche ou di
minue sensiblement la concurrence, ou s’il aura vraisem
blablement cet effet, le Tribunal peut tenir compte des
facteurs suivants :

(a)  the extent to which foreign products or foreign
competitors provide or are likely to provide effective
competition to the businesses of the parties to the
merger or proposed merger;

a)  la mesure dans laquelle des produits ou des con
currents étrangers assurent ou assureront vraisembla
blement une concurrence réelle aux entreprises des
parties au fusionnement réalisé ou proposé;

(b)  whether the business, or a part of the business, of
a party to the merger or proposed merger has failed or
is likely to fail;

b)  la déconfiture, ou la déconfiture vraisemblable de
l’entreprise ou d’une partie de l’entreprise d’une par
tie au fusionnement réalisé ou proposé;

(c)  the extent to which acceptable substitutes for prod
ucts supplied by the parties to the merger or proposed
merger are or are likely to be available;

c)  la mesure dans laquelle sont ou seront vraisembla
blement disponibles des produits pouvant servir de
substituts acceptables à ceux fournis par les parties au
fusionnement réalisé ou proposé;

(d)  any barriers to entry into a market, including

d)  les entraves à l’accès à un marché, notamment :

(i)  tariff and non-tariff barriers to international trade,

(i)  les barrières tarifaires et non tarifaires au com
merce international,

(ii)  interprovincial barriers to trade, and

(ii)  les barrières interprovinciales au commerce,

(iii)  regulatory control over entry,

(iii)  la réglementation de cet accès,

and any effect of the merger or proposed merger on
such barriers;

et tous les effets du fusionnement, réalisé ou proposé,
sur ces entraves;

(e)  the extent to which effective competition remains
or would remain in a market that is or would be
affected by the merger or proposed merger;

e)  la mesure dans laquelle il y a ou il y aurait encore
de la concurrence réelle dans un marché qui est ou
serait touché par le fusionnement réalisé ou proposé;
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(f)  any likelihood that the merger or proposed merger
will or would result in the removal of a vigorous and
effective competitor;

f)  la possibilité que le fusionnement réalisé ou pro
posé entraîne ou puisse entraîner la disparition d’un
concurrent dynamique et efficace;

(g)  the nature and extent of change and innovation in
a relevant market; and

g)  la nature et la portée des changements et des inno
vations sur un marché pertinent;

(h)  any other factor that is relevant to competition in
a market that is or would be affected by the merger or
proposed merger.

h)  tout autre facteur pertinent à la concurrence dans
un marché qui est ou serait touché par le fusionnement
réalisé ou proposé.

96.  (1) The Tribunal shall not make an order under
section 92 if it finds that the merger or proposed merger
in respect of which the application is made has brought
about or is likely to bring about gains in efficiency that
will be greater than, and will offset, the effects of any
prevention or lessening of competition that will result or
is likely to result from the merger or proposed merger and
that the gains in efficiency would not likely be attained if
the order were made.

96. (1)  Le Tribunal ne rend pas l’ordonnance pré
vue à l’article 92 dans les cas où il conclut que le fu
sionnement, réalisé ou proposé, qui fait l’objet de la de
mande a eu pour effet ou aura vraisemblablement pour
effet d’entraîner des gains en efficience, que ces gains
surpasseront et neutraliseront les effets de l’empêche
ment ou de la diminution de la concurrence qui résulte
ront ou résulteront vraisemblablement du fusionnement
réalisé ou proposé et que ces gains ne seraient vraisem
blablement pas réalisés si l’ordonnance était rendue.

(2) In considering whether a merger or proposed
merger is likely to bring about gains in efficiency de
scribed in subsection (1), the Tribunal shall consider
whether such gains will result in

(2)  Dans l’étude de la question de savoir si un fusion
nement, réalisé ou proposé, entraînera vraisemblablement
les gains en efficience visés au paragraphe (1), le Tribu
nal évalue si ces gains se traduiront :

(a)  a significant increase in the real value of exports;
or

a)  soit en une augmentation relativement importante
de la valeur réelle des exportations;

(b)  a significant substitution of domestic products for
imported products.

b)  soit en une substitution relativement importante de
produits nationaux à des produits étrangers.

(3)  For the purposes of this section, the Tribunal shall
not find that a merger or proposed merger has brought
about or is likely to bring about gains in efficiency by
reason only of a redistribution of income between two or
more persons.

(3)  Pour l’application du présent article, le Tribunal
ne conclut pas, en raison seulement d’une redistribution
de revenu entre plusieurs personnes, qu’un fusionnement
réalisé ou proposé a entraîné ou entraînera vraisembla
blement des gains en efficience.

Appeal allowed with costs, Karakatsanis J.
dissenting.

Pourvoi accueilli avec dépens, la juge
Karakatsanis est dissidente.

Solicitors for the appellants: Torys, Toronto.

Procureurs des appelantes : Torys, Toronto.

Solicitor for the respondent: Attorney General of
Canada, Ottawa.

Procureur de l’intimé : Procureur général du
Canada, Ottawa.
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Tervita Corporation, Complete Environmental Inc. and Babkirk
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Robert M. Mainville J.A.:
1
I have before me a motion brought by the appellants for (a) a stay of the orders of the Competition Tribunal pending the
disposition of this appeal; and (b) expediting the appeal.
2 Tervita Corporation, which was formally CCS Corporation, and which shall be referred to in these reasons as "CCS", is a
large private energy and environmental waste management company notably involved in the treatment, recovery, and disposal
of waste generated by oil and gas production. It owns the only two operating secure landfills in northeastern British Columbia.
One is the Silverberry secure landfill opened in 2002 and located approximately 50 km northwest of Fort St. John, and the other
is the Northern Rockies secure landfill opened in 2009 and located approximately 20 km south of Fort Nelson. It also operates
a variety of different types of secure landfills in Alberta and Saskatchewan.
3 Babkirk Land Services Inc. ("Babkirk") operated a facility which was not a secure landfill known as the Babkirk site, located
approximately 81 km from the Silverberry secure landfill. Babkirk is the wholly-owned subsidiary of Complete Environmental
Inc. ("Complete"). On February 26, 2010, Babkirk received a provincial government permit authorizing the construction of a
secure landfill at the Babkirk site.
4

On January 7, 2011, CCS acquired the shares of Complete and ownership of its wholly-owned subsidiary Babkirk.

5
The Commissioner of Competition ("Commissioner") applied to the Competition Tribunal for an order dissolving this
transaction under section 92 of the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34. The Commissioner alleged that Complete was ready
to enter the market for secure landfill services in northeastern British Columbia, and that it was likely that competition between
Complete and CCS would have caused a decline of at least 10% in the average prices (known as "tipping fees") for the disposal
in a secure site of hazardous waste material in north-eastern British Columbia.
6
On May 29, 2012, in a decision cited as 2012 Comp. Trib. 14 ("the "May 29, 2012 Order"), the Competition Tribunal
found, inter alia, that (a) CCS's acquisition of Complete and Babkirk is likely to prevent competition substantially in the market
for the supply of solid landfill services for solid hazardous waste from oil and gas producers in a geographic market, (b) that
CCS is a monopolist in the geographic market and that it exercises significant market power which is being maintained by this
acquisition; and (c) a decrease in "tipping fees" of at least 10% was prevented in the geographic area by the acquisition.
1

7 Consequently, the Competition Tribunal ordered CCS to divest the shares or assets of Babkirk on or before December 28,
2012, failing which a trustee is to effect a sale on or before March 31, 2013. Subsequently, on July 17, 2012 the Competition
Tribunal issued a related Divestiture Procedure Order (2012 Comp. Trib. 18) setting out the terms of the divestiture process
(the "Divestiture Procedure Order").
8

The appellants have appealed to this Court the Competition Tribunal's May 29, 2012 Order pursuant to subsection 13(1) of

the Competition Tribunal Act, R.S.C. 1985 (2 nd Supp.), c. 19. They are also seeking leave from this Court to appeal the May
29, 2012 Order on questions of fact pursuant to subsection 13(2) of the Competition Tribunal Act. Referring to subsection 50(1)
of the Federal Courts Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. F-7, and to Rule 398 of the Federal Courts Rules, SOR/98-106, they now seek a stay
of both the May 29, 2012 Order, and of the Divestiture Procedure Order, pending the decision of this Court in this appeal.
9
The test to apply when considering an application for a stay of an order which is being appealed to this Court is wellknown (see RJR-MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General), [1994] 1 S.C.R. 311 (S.C.C.)) ("RJR — MacDonald"):
(1) First, a preliminary assessment must be made of the merits of the appeal to ensure that there is a serious issue to
be determined. The threshold here is a low one. It suffices that the appeal is not frivolous or vexatious. Consequently, a
prolonged examination of the merits of the appeal are neither necessary nor desirable, save in exceptional circumstances
— such as where the stay would, in effect, amount to the final determination of the appeal, or would impose such hardship
on a party as to remove any benefit from proceeding with the appeal — which do not apply in this case.
(2) Second, it must be determined whether the party seeking the stay will suffer irreparable harm if it were refused. The
only issue to be decided at this stage is whether the refusal to grant the stay could so adversely affect the appellants' interests
that the harm could not be remedied in the event the appeal is successful. Irreparable harm refers to the nature of the harm
suffered rather than its magnitude. It is harm which cannot be quantified in monetary terms or which cannot be cured,
usually because one party cannot collect damages from the other.
(3) Third, an assessment must be made as to which of the parties would suffer greater harm from the granting or refusal
of the stay pending the decision on the merits of the appeal. The factors which may be considered in the assessment of
this "balance of convenience" test are numerous and vary with each case. Public interest considerations may be considered
within this balancing exercise.
Serious Issue
10
The appellants raise numerous issues in their notice of appeal. I need not carry out an extensive review of each of these
issues. For the purposes of this stay, I am satisfied that at least one serious issue is raised by the appellants in their appeal.
11
Indeed, the appellants claim that the Competition Tribunal failed to apply or misapplied the correct test for a substantial
prevention of competition, consequently leading it to engage in impermissible and unsupportable speculation.
12
There is little jurisprudence in Canada addressing the issue of the proper legal framework which applies in a prevention
of competition case. The Competition Tribunal recognized this in its May 29, 2012 Order, stating at paragraph 121 that its prior
rulings "were primarily concerned with allegations involving substantial lessening of competition [and] did not address in any
detail the analytical framework applicable to the assessment of an alleged substantial prevention of competition." This lead the
Competition Tribunal to briefly define such a framework. However, the panel members held diverse views on the framework,
leading one of the judicial members to write long concurring reasons on the analytical framework which applies to a prevention
of competition case under the Competition Act: paras. 365 to 386 of the May 29, 2012 Order.
13 In these circumstances, determining whether the Competition Tribunal applied the proper analytical framework or test, and
whether it engaged in impermissible and unsupportable speculation in applying that test, are not frivolous or vexatious issues.
These are rather serious and important issues which meet the low threshold under the first part of the RJR-MacDonald test.

2

14
That being said, I express no opinion on the resolution of these issues. Nor should these reasons be seen as expressing
a favourable or unfavourable opinion on the other issues raised by the appellants in their notice of appeal. I only find that the
appellants have raised at least one issue in appeal which is not frivolous or vexatious, and that, on this basis, the appellants have
satisfied the serious issue test for the purposes of their motion for a stay.
Irreparable Harm
15 The Commissioner concedes that CCS will suffer irreparable harm if it is compelled to dispose of its interests in the assets
of Babkirk and subsequently succeeds in its appeal. Indeed, if CCS must divest itself of these assets, it will not, for all practical
purposes, be able to re-acquire them. If CCS is forced to dispose of these economically attractive assets and has no practical
way of re-acquiring them, this, in the context of these proceedings, constitutes irreparable harm, since there is no right in law to
claim damages from the Commissioner in the event of a successful appeal: Canadian Waste Services Holdings Inc. v. Canada
(Commissioner of Competition), 2004 FCA 273, 325 N.R. 168 (F.C.A.), at para. 18.
16
However, the Commissioner submits that the allegation of irreparable harm is premature. Pursuant to the orders issued
by the Competition Tribunal, CCS has until December 28, 2012 to divest itself of its interests, and it is only after this date that
a trustee will proceed to a sale. Consequently, the Commissioner is of the view that the appellants will suffer no irremediable
harm until December 28, 2012. The Commissioner consequently asks that the appellants' stay motion be dismissed, but without
prejudice to the appellants submitting a new motion next December, should the appeal not be decided by that time. The benefit
of this approach, according to the Commissioner, would be to ensure that CCS still makes an effort to be ready to divest itself
of Babkirk in the event it loses its appeal. I do not agree with the Commissioner on this point.
17
The Divestiture Procedure Order, at paragraph 11, requires CCS to "use commercially reasonable efforts commensurate
with a transaction of the size and nature of that contemplated by this Divestiture Procedure Order to complete the Divestiture
during the Initial Sale Period", i.e. the period commencing on May 29, 2012 and ending on December 28, 2012. Consequently,
under that order, CCS must make active efforts to sell its interests in Babkirk while its appeal to this Court is pending. The effect
of the order is not to have CCS prepare itself for a divestiture, but rather to actually divest its interests at the earliest opportunity.
As noted above, such a divestiture, in the context of these proceedings, constitutes irreparable harm.
Balance of Convenience
18 The Commissioner submits that the balance of convenience does not favour the appellants in that there is a public interest
in the expeditious determination of competition cases. In the Commissioner's view, the longer the divestiture takes, the less
effective will be the remedy ordered by the Competition Tribunal, causing more prejudice to the public by extending the time
CCS acts as a monopolist.
19
Though there may be a public interest in the expeditious determination of competition cases, there is also a public
interest in ensuring due process. The appellants have the right to appeal to this Court, and that right must be taken into account
in assessing the balance of convenience. No general rule based on expeditious determinations of competition cases should be
established that would fetter the discretion of this Court to issue stays in appeals from the Competition Tribunal: Canadian
Waste Services Holdings Inc. v. Canada (Commissioner of Competition), above, at para. 24. In the circumstances of this case,
the requirement for expeditiousness is best served by expediting this appeal.
20
Moreover, the allegations at the heart of this case are that CCS prevented a new entrant from participating in an
existing market. This is not a case where an existing prior competitor exits the market resulting in a new monopoly; rather,
it concerns a pre-existing but allegedly non-competitive market in which a new entrant is allegedly prevented from opening
up new competition. The market's status quo ante would not be disturbed by the stay. Though this does not necessarily lead
to the conclusion that the stay should be granted, it is nevertheless a factor that must be considered in assessing the balance
of convenience.

3

21 In addition, in this case, the Competition Tribunal found that the competition which would have been offered by Babkirk
before the spring of 2013 would likely have had no material impact on pricing by CCS at its Silverberry facility: May 29, 2012
Order at paras. 197 to 215 and subparagraph 229(i). Consequently, since this appeal is likely to be heard before the spring of
2013, granting the stay would not place the public in a less disadvantageous competitive market environment than had CCS
not acquired Complete and Babkirk.
22

For these reasons, I conclude that the balance of convenience favours the appellants.

Conditions
23
Should the stay be granted, the Commissioner suggests that conditions be attached, notably conditions which (a) would
preserve the concerned assets, and (b) that would avoid further delay in the divestiture in the event the appeal is dismissed.
24
I agree that the stay should be made conditional on the preservation of the assets. Conditions to this effect will thus be
attached to the stay order.
25 As for the delay in the divestiture in the event this Court upholds the May 29, 2012 Order, these are matters which should
be dealt with by the Competition Tribunal after the results of this appeal have been determined. The Competition Tribunal
intended to provide CCS with a reasonable timeframe in which to divest its interests, and it will be incumbent upon the Tribunal
to review again the timeframe for the divestiture in the event its decision is upheld in appeal. The Competition Tribunal will
then consider the factors it deems appropriate, including any delay resulting from this appeal, in determining a new timeframe.
Conclusions
26 I would grant a stay of the Competition Tribunal's May 29, 2012 order that CCS Corporation divest itself of the shares or
assets of Babkirk Services Inc. on or before December 28, 2012, failing which a trustee is to effect a sale on or before March 31,
2013. The stay shall extend to the related Divestiture Procedure Order. The stay shall apply until the final determination of this
appeal. It will be subject to conditions providing for the preservation of the assets. I will also issue a separate order expediting
this appeal. The costs of this motion shall follow the appeal.
Order accordingly.
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1

Plaintiff United States of America filed its Complaint on January 10, 2013; Defendant

2

Bazaarvoice, Inc., filed its Answer on February 22, 2013, denying the substantive allegations in

3

the Complaint; this Court having conducted a full trial on all issues of liability and issued its

4

findings of fact and conclusions of law on January 8, 2014, holding that the acquisition of

5

PowerReviews by Bazaarovice violated Section 7 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. § 18; and

6
7
8
9
10

The United States and Defendant, by their respective attorneys, have consented to the
entry of this Final Judgment; and
Defendant agrees to be bound by the provisions of this Final Judgment pending its
approval by the Court; and
The essence of this Final Judgment is the prompt and certain divestiture of certain assets

11

and rights by Defendant to fully restore the competition eliminated by Bazaarvoice’s unlawful

12

acquisition;

13

It is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED:

14
15
16

I. Jurisdiction
This Court has personal jurisdiction over Bazaarvoice and subject matter jurisdiction
under Section 15 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. § 25.

17

II. Definitions

18

As used in this Final Judgment:

19

A.

“Acquirer” means the entity to whom Defendant divests the Divestiture Assets.

20

B.

“Bazaarvoice” or “Defendant” means Bazaarvoice, Inc., a Delaware corporation

21

with its headquarters in Austin, Texas, its successors and assigns, and its subsidiaries, divisions,

22

groups, affiliates, partnerships and joint ventures, and their directors, officers, managers, agents,

23

and employees.

24
25
26

C.

“Divestiture Assets” means
1. All tangible and intangible assets that were acquired by Bazaarvoice when it

purchased the PowerReviews business on June 12, 2012, including:

27

i. All tangible assets that comprise the PowerReviews business, including

28

research and development activities; all personal property, inventory, materials, supplies, office
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1

furniture, computer systems, and other tangible property and all assets used in connection with

2

the PowerReviews business; all licenses, permits and authorizations issued by any governmental

3

organization relating to the PowerReviews business; all contracts, teaming arrangements,

4

agreements, leases, commitments, certifications, and understandings, relating to the

5

PowerReviews business, including supply agreements; all customer lists, contracts, accounts, and

6

credit records; and all repair and performance records and all other records relating to the

7

PowerReviews business; and

8
9

ii. All intangible assets used in the development, production, servicing and
sale of the PowerReviews assets, including, but not limited to, all patents, licenses and

10

sublicenses, intellectual property, copyrights, trademarks, trade names, service marks, service

11

names, technical information, computer software and related documentation, know-how, trade

12

secrets, drawings, blueprints, designs, design protocols, specifications for materials,

13

specifications for parts and devices, safety procedures for the handling of materials and

14

substances, all research data concerning historic and current research and development relating

15

to the PowerReviews assets, quality assurance and control procedures, design tools and

16

simulation capability, all manuals and technical information Defendant provides to its own

17

employees, customers, suppliers, agents or licensees, and all research data concerning historic

18

and current research and development efforts relating to the PowerReviews assets, including, but

19

not limited to, designs of experiments, and the results of successful and unsuccessful designs and

20

experiments.

21

2. All tangible and intangible assets, as described above, that were acquired,

22

developed, designed, or produced for use with the PowerReviews assets described in II.C.1 since

23

June 12, 2012.

24
25

3. A license, for four (4) years, to sell Bazaarvoice’s Syndication Services
product or service offering to customers of Acquirer as described in Section V.A.

26

4. All technology (whether software, hardware, or both), know-how (including

27

trade secrets), and other intellectual property rights necessary for Acquirer to provide access to

28

Bazaarvoice’s Syndication Services to its customers.
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1

5. A list of all of Defendant’s customers that either (1) renewed a contract for the

2

provision of a PRR Platform with Defendant since June 12, 2012, or (2) became a new customer

3

of Defendant for a PRR Platform since June 12, 2012. Such list shall include the name of each

4

such customer and the date on which the customer’s contract expires and/or is up for renewal.

5

6. A list of each feature, improvement, upgrade or any other technology related to

6

PRR Platforms that Defendant developed since June 12, 2012 for use with Bazaarvoice’s PRR

7

Platform(s).

8
9
10
11

D.

“PowerReviews” means (1) PowerReviews, Inc., the company that was acquired

by Bazaarvoice on June 12, 2012, and (2) all the assets formerly of PowerReviews, Inc.
E.

“PowerReviews Enterprise Platform” means all PowerReviews PRR Platform

12

products except for PowerReviews Express (also referred to as Bazaarvoice Express) products

13

and the Buzzillions web product.

14

F.

“PRR Platform” means the front-end and back-end technologies, including

15

features such as moderation, syndication, and analytics, that enables the collection, organization,

16

storage, use and display of user-generated product ratings and reviews and related content on a

17

website.

18

G.

“Transition Services Agreement” means an agreement between Defendant and

19

Acquirer for Defendant to provide all necessary transition services and support to enable

20

Acquirer to fully operate the Divestiture Assets and compete effectively in the market for

21

providing PRR Platforms in the United States as of the date the Divestiture Assets are sold.

22

H.

“Syndication Services” means the products and services currently provided by

23

Bazaarvoice, and any successor thereto, that provide the ability to share product ratings and

24

reviews and related content between two or more customers.

25
26

III. Applicability
A.

This Final Judgment applies to Bazaarvoice as defined above, and all other

27

persons in active concert or participation with it who receive actual notice of this Final Judgment

28

by personal service or otherwise.
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1

B.

If, prior to complying with Section IV and VI of this Final Judgment, Defendant

2

sells or otherwise disposes of all or substantially all of their assets or of lesser business units that

3

include the Divestiture Assets, Defendant shall require the purchaser to be bound by the

4

provisions of this Final Judgment. Defendant need not obtain such an agreement from the

5

Acquirer of the assets divested pursuant to this Final Judgment.

6
7

IV. Divestiture
A.

Defendant is ordered and directed to divest the Divestiture Assets within ten (10)

8

days of the entry of the Final Judgment in this matter in a manner consistent with this Final

9

Judgment to an Acquirer acceptable to the United States, in its sole discretion. The United

10

States, in its sole discretion, may agree to one or more extensions of this time period not to

11

exceed sixty (60) calendar days in total, and shall notify the Court in such circumstances.

12

Defendant agrees to use its best efforts to divest the Divestiture Assets as expeditiously as

13

possible.

14

B.

Defendant shall inform any person making inquiry regarding a possible purchase

15

of the Divestiture Assets that they are being divested pursuant to this Final Judgment and provide

16

that person with a copy of this Final Judgment. Defendant shall offer to furnish to all

17

prospective Acquirers, subject to customary confidentiality assurances, all information and

18

documents relating to the Divestiture Assets customarily provided in a due diligence process

19

except such information or documents subject to the attorney-client privilege or work-product

20

doctrine. Defendant shall make available such information to the United States and the Trustee

21

at the same time that such information is made available to any other person.

22

C.

Defendant shall provide Acquirer and the United States with information relating

23

to the personnel involved in the production, operation, development and sale of the Divestiture

24

Assets, and all Bazaarvoice PRR Platforms, to enable Acquirer to make offers of employment.

25

Defendant will not interfere with any negotiations by Acquirer to employ any of Defendant’s

26

current or former employees. Interference with respect to this paragraph includes, but is not

27

limited to, enforcement of non-compete clauses with regard to the Acquirer, and offers to

28

increase salary or other benefits apart from those offered company-wide. In the event any
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1

current or former employee(s) of Defendant accepts an offer of employment with Acquirer

2

within six (6) months of the date of the sale of the Divestiture Assets, Defendant will not seek to

3

enforce any restrictions against or otherwise prohibit such employee(s) from using or disclosing

4

to the Acquirer any of Defendant’s trade secrets, know-how or proprietary information related to

5

PowerReviews’ or Defendant’s PRR Platform technology in connection with the employee(s)’s

6

employment with Acquirer, nor will Defendant seek to impede or prohibit Acquirer’s use of such

7

trade secrets, know-how or proprietary information. Nothing in this paragraph shall prevent

8

Defendant from taking any appropriate legal action against any of Defendant’s current or former

9

employees who (1) accept an offer of employment with Acquirer and (2) remove tangible

10

documents (whether in hard-copy or electronic form) or items from Bazaarvoice that contain

11

trade secrets, know-how or proprietary information.

12

D.

Defendant shall permit prospective Acquirers of the Divestiture Assets to have

13

reasonable access to personnel and to make inspections of the physical facilities; and access to

14

any and all financial, operational, or other documents and information customarily provided as

15

part of a due diligence process.

16
17
18
19
20

E.

Defendant shall warrant to Acquirer that each asset will be operational on the date

F.

Defendant shall not take any action that will impede in any way the permitting,

of sale.

operation, or divestiture of the Divestiture Assets.
G.

At the election of Acquirer, Defendant and Acquirer shall enter into a Transition

21

Services Agreement for a period up to one (1) year from the date of the divestiture. The

22

Transition Services Agreement shall enumerate all the duties and services that Acquirer requires

23

of Defendant. Defendant shall perform all duties and provide any and all services required of

24

Defendant under the Transition Services Agreement. Any amendments, modifications or

25

extensions of the Transition Services Agreement may only be entered into with the approval of

26

the Court.

27

H.

28

After the sale of the Divestiture Assets until (1) the expiration of the current PRR

Platform contract or (2) one year from the date of the letter described in Section IV.I, whichever
THIRD AMENDED FINAL JUDGMENT
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1

is later, for any PRR Platform customer of Defendant that wishes to become a PRR Platform

2

customer of Acquirer, Defendant shall waive any potential breach of contract claim related to the

3

transfer of that customer from Defendant to Acquirer, notwithstanding any other agreement to

4

the contrary.

5

I.

Within three (3) calendar days of the date of the sale of the Divestiture Assets,

6

Defendant shall send a letter to all persons who were customers of Defendant as of the date of

7

the sale of the Divestiture Assets notifying the recipients of the divestiture and providing a copy

8

of this Final Judgment. The letter shall also specifically inform customers of Defendant’s

9

obligations under Section IV.H of this Final Judgment. Acquirer shall have the option to include

10

its own letter with Defendant’s letter. Defendant shall provide the United States, and the

11

Trustee, a copy of its letter at least three (3) calendar days before it is sent.

12

J.

Unless the United States otherwise consents in writing, the divestiture pursuant to

13

Section IV, or by Trustee appointed pursuant to Section VI, of this Final Judgment, shall include

14

the entire Divestiture Assets, and shall be accomplished in such a way as to satisfy the United

15

States, in its sole discretion, that the Divestiture Assets can and will be used by Acquirer as part

16

of a viable, ongoing business of providing PRR Platforms in the United States. The divestiture,

17

whether pursuant to Section IV or Section VI of this Final Judgment,

18

1.

shall be made to an Acquirer that, in the United States’ sole discretion, has

19

the intent and capability (including the necessary managerial, operational, technical and financial

20

capability) of competing effectively in the business of PRR Platforms; and

21

2.

shall be accomplished so as to satisfy the United States, in its sole

22

discretion, that none of the terms of any agreement between Acquirer and Defendant gives

23

Defendant the ability unreasonably to raise Acquirer’s costs, to lower Acquirer’s efficiency, or

24

otherwise to interfere in the ability of Acquirer to compete effectively.

25
26

V. Other Required Conduct
A.

Defendant shall provide to Acquirer and Acquirer’s customers access to

27

Defendant’s syndication network for four (4) years following the date of sale of the Divestiture

28

Assets by:
THIRD AMENDED FINAL JUDGMENT
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1

1.

Providing Syndication Services according to the financial terms described

2

in the fee schedule set forth in the definitive divestiture agreement. The pricing contained in the

3

fee schedule shall reflect only Defendant’s actual costs in providing the service with no

4

additional fees or charges in connection with the provision of this service. The Acquirer may

5

elect to pay Defendant directly or to have Defendant bill Acquirer’s customers for Syndication

6

Services; and

7

2.

Providing Syndication Services on non-discriminatory terms with respect

8

to Defendant’s and Acquirer’s customers. For the avoidance of doubt, the following is a non-

9

exhaustive list of terms for which Defendant may not discriminate:

10

i.

speed of content transmission;

11

ii.

server lag time and/or uptime;

12

iii.

alignment of product databases;

13

iv.

database synchronization;

14

v.

content presentation;

15

vi.

pricing to Defendant’s customers based on syndication partner(s);

16

vii.

data fields transmitted or utilized; and

17

viii.

integration with Question and Answer products.

18

Nothing in this paragraph shall be interpreted to permit Acquirer’s customers receiving

19

Syndication Services from Defendant to violate any terms of service that are applicable to all of

20

Defendant’s customers receiving Syndication Services.

21

B.

Defendant shall promptly notify the Trustee and the United States of all

22

complaints, whether written or oral, it receives relating to Section V.A of this Final Judgment.

23

The Trustee may conduct an investigation of any complaint and shall submit all findings from

24

any such investigation to the United States and Defendant.

25
26
27
28

C.

Defendant shall refrain from soliciting the customers acquired by Acquirer as part

of the Divestiture Assets for six (6) months following the date of sale of the Divestiture Assets.
D.

Defendant shall provide to Acquirer, at no cost to Acquirer, an irrevocable, fully

paid-up perpetual and non-exclusive license to all Bazaarvoice patents and patent applications
THIRD AMENDED FINAL JUDGMENT
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1

related to PRR Platforms issued or filed at the time the Divestiture Assets are sold to Acquirer.

2

Defendant shall not sue any PRR Platform customer of Acquirer for infringement of any patent

3

or patent application issued or filed at the time the Divestiture Assets are sold relating to such

4

customer’s use of any PRR Platform or other Divestiture Asset provided by Acquirer.

5
6
7

E.

Defendant is prohibited from retaining a copy of or offering for sale any of the

Divestiture Assets described in Section II.C.1 and 2.
F.

Defendant shall designate, within ninety (90) days of entry of this Final Judgment,

8

an internal Compliance Officer who shall be an employee of Defendant with responsibility for

9

administering Defendant’s antitrust compliance program and helping to ensure compliance with

10

this Final Judgment. The appointment of the Compliance Officer is subject to approval of the

11

United States. The Compliance Officer shall supervise the review of Defendant’s activities to

12

ensure that they comply with this Final Judgment. . The Compliance Officer shall serve until

13

four (4) years following the date of sale of the Divestiture Assets and during that term shall be

14

responsible for performing the following activities:

15

1. within 15 days of being designated, distributing a copy of the Final Judgment to

16

all officers and directors of Defendant and to all of Defendant’s employees

17

involved in providing or supervising the provision of Syndication Services or

18

Transition Services to the Acquirer;

19
20
21

2. promptly distributing a copy of this Final Judgment to any person who succeeds
to a position described in Section V.F.1 above;
3. ensuring that those persons designated in Section V.F.1 above are annually

22

briefed on the meaning and requirements of this Final Judgment and the U.S.

23

antitrust laws;

24

4. obtaining from each person designated in Section V.F.1 above an annual written

25

certification that he or she: (i) has read and agrees to abide by the terms of this

26

Final Judgment; (ii) has attended the briefing required by Section V.F.3 above;

27

and (iii) has been advised and understands that his or her failure to comply with

28

this Final Judgment may result in a finding of contempt of court;
THIRD AMENDED FINAL JUDGMENT
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1

5. maintaining a record of all persons to whom a copy of this Final Judgment has

2

been distributed and from whom the certification described in Section V.F.4

3

above has been obtained;
6. communicating annually to Defendant’s employees that they may disclose to the

4
5

Compliance Officer, without reprisal, information concerning any potential

6

violation of this Final Judgment or the antitrust laws;

7

7.

taking appropriate action, within three business days of discovering or receiving

8

credible information concerning an actual or potential violation of this Final

9

Judgment, to terminate or modify Defendant’s conduct to assure Defendant’s

10

compliance with this Final Judgment; and, within thirty (30) days of discovering

11

or receiving such information, providing to the United States and to the Trustee a

12

description of the actual or potential violation of this Final Judgment and the

13

corrective actions taken; and

14

8. furnishing to the United States and the Trustee on a quarterly basis electronic

15

copies of any non-privileged communications with any person containing

16

allegations of Defendant’s noncompliance with any provisions of this Final

17

Judgment or the antitrust laws.

18

VI. Appointment of Trustee

19

A.

Upon application of the United States, the Court shall appoint a Trustee selected

20

by the United States and approved by the Court to monitor Defendant’s compliance with the

21

obligations set forth in this Final Judgment, and, if necessary, effect the sale of the Divestiture

22

Assets.

23

B.

If Defendant has not sold the Divestiture Assets during the period set forth in

24

Section IV.A, only the Trustee shall have the right to sell the Divestiture Assets. The Trustee

25

shall have the power and authority to accomplish the divestiture to an Acquirer acceptable to the

26

United States at such price and on such terms as are then obtainable upon reasonable effort by

27

the Trustee, subject to the provisions of Sections IV, V, VI, and VII of this Final Judgment, and

28

shall have such other powers as this Court deems appropriate. Subject to Section VI.D of this
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1

Final Judgment, the Trustee may hire at the cost and expense of Defendant any investment

2

bankers, attorneys, or other agents, who shall be solely accountable to the Trustee, reasonably

3

necessary in the Trustee’s judgment to assist in the divestiture and performance of the other

4

duties required of the Trustee by this Final Judgment. The Trustee shall provide notice to the

5

United States and Defendant of all persons hired by the Trustee, and the terms of such persons’

6

compensation, within one (1) day of hiring.

7

C.

Defendant shall not object to a sale by the Trustee on any ground other than the

8

Trustee’s malfeasance. Any such objections by Defendant must be conveyed in writing to the

9

United States and the Trustee within ten (10) calendar days after the Trustee has provided the

10

notice required under Section VII.

11

D.

The Trustee shall serve at the cost and expense of Defendant, on such terms and

12

conditions as the United States approves, and shall account for all monies derived from the sale

13

of the assets sold by the Trustee and all costs and expenses so incurred. After approval by the

14

Court of the Trustee’s accounting, including any remaining fees for its services and those of any

15

professionals and agents retained by the Trustee, all remaining money shall be paid to Defendant.

16

The compensation of the Trustee and any professionals and agents retained by the Trustee shall

17

be on reasonable and customary terms. With respect to work performed pertaining to the

18

divestiture, incentives based on the price and terms of the divestiture and the speed with which it

19

is accomplished may be provided. If the Trustee and Defendant are unable to reach agreement

20

on the Trustee’s or any agents’ or consultants’ compensation or other terms and conditions of

21

engagement within fourteen (14) calendar days of appointment of the Trustee, the United States

22

may, in its sole discretion, take appropriate action, including making a recommendation to the

23

Court.

24

E.

Defendant shall use its best efforts to assist the Trustee in accomplishing the

25

required divestiture and performing the other duties required of the Trustee by this Final

26

Judgment. The Trustee and any consultants, accountants, attorneys, and other persons retained

27

by the Trustee shall have full and complete access to the personnel, books, records, and facilities

28

of Defendant, and Defendant shall develop financial and other information from Defendant as
THIRD AMENDED FINAL JUDGMENT
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1

the Trustee may reasonably request, subject to reasonable protection for trade secret or other

2

confidential research, development, or commercial information. Defendant shall take no action

3

to interfere with or to impede the Trustee’s accomplishment of the divestiture or any other duties

4

outlined in this Final Judgment.

5

F.

After appointment, the Trustee shall file monthly reports with the United States,

6

Defendant, and the Court setting forth the Trustee’s efforts to accomplish the divestiture ordered

7

under this Final Judgment, and Defendant’s compliance with the other terms of this Final

8

Judgment. To the extent such reports contain confidential or highly confidential information

9

under the Protective Order, such reports shall not be filed in the public docket of the Court. Such

10

reports shall include the name, address, and telephone number of each person who, during the

11

preceding month, made an offer to acquire, expressed an interest in acquiring, entered into

12

negotiations to acquire, or was contacted or made an inquiry about acquiring, any interest in the

13

Divestiture Assets, and shall describe in detail each contact with any such person. The Trustee

14

shall maintain full records of all efforts made to divest the Divestiture Assets.

15

G.

If the Trustee has not accomplished the divestiture ordered under this Final

16

Judgment within six (6) months after appointment, the Trustee shall promptly file with the Court

17

a report setting forth (1) the Trustee’s efforts to accomplish the required divestiture, (2) the

18

reasons, in the Trustee’s judgment, why the required divestiture has not been accomplished, and

19

(3) the Trustee’s recommendations. To the extent such reports contain confidential or highly

20

confidential information under the Protective Order, such reports shall not be filed in the public

21

docket of the Court. The Trustee shall at the same time furnish such report to the United States

22

which shall have the right to make additional recommendations consistent with the purpose of

23

the Final Judgment. The Court thereafter shall enter such orders as it deems appropriate to carry

24

out the purpose of the Final Judgment.

25

H.

26

Divestiture Assets.

The Trustee shall serve until four (4) years following the date of sale of the

27
28
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1

I.

If the United States determines that the Trustee has ceased to act or failed to act

2

diligently or in a reasonably cost-effective manner, it may recommend the Court appoint a

3

substitute Trustee.

4
5

VII. Notice and Court Approval of Proposed Divestiture
A.

Within one (1) calendar day following execution of a definitive divestiture

6

agreement, Defendant or the Trustee, whichever is then responsible for effecting the divestiture

7

required herein, shall notify the United States and the Court of any proposed divestiture required

8

by Section IV or VI of this Final Judgment. If the Trustee is responsible, the Trustee shall

9

similarly notify Defendant; if Defendant is responsible, it shall similarly notify the Trustee. The

10

notice shall set forth the details of the proposed divestiture and list the name, address, and

11

telephone number of each person not previously identified who offered or expressed an interest

12

in or desire to acquire any ownership interest in the Divestiture Assets, together with full details

13

of the same.

14

B.

Within three (3) calendar days of receipt by the United States of such notice, the

15

United States may request from Defendant, the proposed Acquirer, any other third party, or the

16

Trustee, if applicable, additional information concerning the proposed divestiture, the proposed

17

Acquirer, and any other potential Acquirer. Defendant and the Trustee shall furnish any

18

additional information requested within five (5) calendar days of the receipt of the request,

19

unless the parties shall otherwise agree.

20

C.

Within twenty-one (21) calendar days after receipt of the notice or within fifteen

21

(15) calendar days after the United States has been provided the additional information requested

22

from Defendant, the proposed Acquirer, any third party, and the Trustee, whichever is later, the

23

United States shall provide written notice to Defendant and the Trustee stating whether or not it

24

objects to the proposed divestiture. If the United States provides written notice that it does not

25

object, the divestiture may be consummated, subject only to Defendant’s limited right to object

26

to the sale under Section VI.C of this Final Judgment. Absent written notice that the United

27

States does not object to the proposed Acquirer or upon objection by the United States, a

28

divestiture proposed under Section IV or Section VI shall not be consummated. Upon objection
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1

by Defendant under Section VI.C, a divestiture proposed under Section VI shall not be

2

consummated unless approved by the Court.

3
4
5

VIII. Financing
Defendant shall not finance all or any part of any purchase made pursuant to Section IV
or VI of this Final Judgment.

6
7

IX. Affidavits
A.

Within twenty (20) calendar days of the entry of this Final Judgment, and every

8

thirty (30) calendar days thereafter until the divestiture has been completed under Section IV or

9

VI, Defendant shall deliver to the United States an affidavit as to the fact and manner of its

10

compliance with Section IV or VI of this Final Judgment. Each such affidavit shall include the

11

name, address, and telephone number of each person who, during the preceding thirty (30)

12

calendar days, made an offer to acquire, expressed an interest in acquiring, entered into

13

negotiations to acquire, or was contacted or made an inquiry about acquiring, any interest in the

14

Divestiture Assets, and shall describe in detail each contact with any such person during that

15

period. Each such affidavit shall also include a description of the efforts Defendant has taken to

16

solicit buyers for the Divestiture Assets, and to provide required information to prospective

17

Acquirers, including the limitations, if any, on such information.

18

B.

Within twenty (20) calendar days of the date of the sale of the Divestiture Assets,

19

Defendant shall deliver to the United States an affidavit that describes in reasonable detail all

20

actions Defendant has taken and all steps Defendant has implemented on an ongoing basis to

21

comply with Section V of this Final Judgment. Defendant shall deliver to the United States an

22

affidavit describing any changes to the efforts and actions outlined in Defendant’s earlier

23

affidavits filed pursuant to this section within fifteen (15) calendar days after the change is

24

implemented.

25
26

C.

Defendant shall keep all records of all efforts made to preserve and divest the

Divestiture Assets until one year after such divestiture has been completed.

27
28
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1
2

X. Compliance Inspection
A.

For the purposes of determining or securing compliance with this Final Judgment,

3

or of any related order, or of determining whether the Final Judgment should be modified or

4

vacated, and subject to any legally recognized privilege, from time to time authorized

5

representatives of the United States Department of Justice, including consultants and other

6

persons retained by the United States, shall, upon written request of an authorized representative

7

of the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Antitrust Division, and on reasonable notice to

8

Defendant, be permitted:

9

1.

Access during Defendant’s office hours to inspect and copy, or at the

10

option of the United States, to require Defendant to provide hard copy or electronic copies of, all

11

books, ledgers, accounts, records, data, and documents in the possession, custody, or control of

12

Defendant, relating to any matters contained in this Final Judgment; and

13

2.

To interview, either informally or on the record, Defendant’s officers,

14

employees, or agents, who may have their individual counsel present, regarding such matters.

15

The interviews shall be subject to the reasonable convenience of the interviewee and without

16

restraint or interference by Defendant.

17

B.

Upon the written request of an authorized representative of the Assistant Attorney

18

General in charge of the Antitrust Division, Defendant shall submit written reports or respond to

19

written interrogatories, under oath if requested, relating to any of the matters contained in this

20

Final Judgment as may be requested.

21

C.

If at the time information or documents are furnished by Defendant to the United

22

States, Defendant represents and identifies in writing the material in any such information or

23

documents to which a claim of protection may be asserted under the Protective Order, then the

24

United States shall give Defendant ten (10) calendar days notice prior to divulging such material

25

in any legal proceeding (other than a grand jury proceeding).

26
27
28

XI. Notification
A.

Unless such transaction is otherwise subject to the reporting and waiting period

requirements of the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976, as amended, 15
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1

U.S.C. § 18a (the “HSR Act”), Defendant, without providing advance notification to the

2

Antitrust Division, shall not directly or indirectly acquire any assets of or any interest, including

3

any financial, security, loan, equity or management interest, in a person providing PRR

4

Platforms in the United States during the term of this Final Judgment if the purchase price of

5

such assets or interest exceeds $10,000,000.

6

B.

Such notification shall be provided to the Antitrust Division in the same format

7

as, and per the instructions relating to the Notification and Report Form set forth in the Appendix

8

to Part 803 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations as amended, except that the

9

information requested in Items 5 through 9 of the instructions must be provided only about PRR

10

Platforms. Notification shall be provided at least thirty (30) calendar days prior to acquiring any

11

such interest, and shall include, beyond what may be required by the applicable instructions, the

12

names of the principal representatives of the parties to the agreement who negotiated the

13

agreement, and any management or strategic plans discussing the proposed transaction. If within

14

the 30-day period after notification, representatives of the Antitrust Division make a written

15

request for additional information, Defendant shall not consummate the proposed transaction or

16

agreement until thirty (30) calendar days after submitting all such additional information. Early

17

termination of the waiting periods in this paragraph may be requested and, where appropriate,

18

granted in the same manner as is applicable under the requirements and provisions of the HSR

19

Act and rules promulgated thereunder. This Section shall be broadly construed and any

20

ambiguity or uncertainty regarding the filing of notice under this Section shall be resolved in

21

favor of filing notice.

22
23
24
25
26
27

XII. No Reacquisition
Defendant may not reacquire any part of the Divestiture Assets during the term of this
Final Judgment.
XIII. Retention of Jurisdiction
This Court retains jurisdiction to enable any party to this Final Judgment to apply to this
Court at any time for further orders and directions as may be necessary or appropriate to carry

28
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1

out or construe this Final Judgment, to modify any of its provisions, to enforce compliance, and

2

to punish violations of its provisions.

3
4
5

XIV. Expiration of Final Judgment
Unless this Court grants an extension, this Final Judgment shall expire ten years from the
date of its entry.

6
7

XV.

Public Interest Determination

Entry of this Final Judgment is in the public interest. The parties have complied with the

8

requirements of the Antitrust Procedures and Penalties Act, 15 U.S.C. § 16, including making

9

copies available to the public of this Final Judgment, the Competitive Impact Statement, and any

10

comments thereon and the United States’ responses to comments. Based upon the record before

11

the Court, which includes the Competitive Impact Statement and any comments and response to

12

comments filed with the Court, entry of this Final Judgment is in the public interest.

13
14

IT IS SO ORDERED.

15
16

Dated: December 2, 2014

17
_______________________________
HON. WILLIAM H. ORRICK
United States District Judge

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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Opinion

the prompt and certain divestiture of certain rights or
assets [**2] by Defendant to restore competition;
[*118] AND WHEREAS, the United States requires
Defendant to make certain divestitures for the purpose
of remedying the loss of competition alleged in the
Complaint;
AND WHEREAS, Defendant has represented to the
United States that the divestiture required below can
and will be made and that it will later raise no claim of
hardship or difficulty as grounds for asking the Court to
modify any of the divestiture provisions contained
below;
NOW THEREFORE, before any testimony is taken,
without trial or adjudication of any issue of fact or law,
and upon consent of the parties, it is ORDERED,
ADJUDGED AND DECREED:

I. JURISDICTION
[*117] FINAL JUDGMENT
WHEREAS, Plaintiffs, the United States of America
("United States"), the States of Arizona, Colorado,
Florida, Maine, Maryland, New Mexico, Tennessee, and
Washington, and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
(the "Plaintiff States"), filed their Complaint on March 8,
2010; Plaintiffs and Defendant, Election Systems and
Software, Inc., by their respective attorneys, have
consented to the entry of this Final Judgment without
trial or adjudication of any issue of fact or law, and
without this Final Judgment constituting any evidence
against or admission by any party regarding any issue
of fact or law;
AND WHEREAS, Defendant agrees to be bound by the
provisions of this Final Judgment pending its approval
by the Court;
AND WHEREAS, the essence of this Final Judgment is

This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of
and each of the parties to this action. The Complaint
states a claim upon which relief may be granted against
Defendant under Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as
amended (15 U.S.C. § 18).

II. DEFINITIONS
As used in this Final Judgment:
A. "Acquirer" means the entity to whom Defendant
divests the Divestiture Assets.
B. "ES&S" means Defendant, Election Systems &
Software, Inc., a Delaware corporation with its
headquarters in Omaha, Nebraska, its successors and
assigns, its subsidiaries, including [**3] Premier
Election Solutions, Inc. and PES Holdings, Inc., both
Delaware corporations (collectively, "Premier"), and its

722 F. Supp. 2d 117, *118; 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 73678, **3
divisions, groups, affiliates, partnerships and joint
ventures, and their directors, officers, managers,
agents, and employees.
C. "Premier Voting Equipment System Products" means
all versions, past, present, and in development, of
Premier hardware, software, and firmware used to
record, tabulate, transmit or report votes, including all
such systems certified by federal certification authorities
(including, but not limited to the Assure 1.2 system that
was certified by the United States Election Assistance
Commission on August 6, 2009), and all such systems
certified by the election authorities of any state.
D. "AutoMARK Products" means ES&S's ballot marking
device that allows voters with disabilities to privately and
independently mark a ballot.
E. "Divestiture Assets" means:
(1) all intangible assets related to the use, operation,
certification,
design,
production,
modification,
enhancement, distribution, sale, repair or service of the
Premier Voting Equipment System Products, including,
but not limited to, intellectual property (including, but not
limited to, patents, [**4] patent applications, licenses,
sublicenses, copyrights, databases containing design
information and, with respect to the Assure 1.2 suite of
products only, trademarks, trade secrets, trade names,
service marks, service names, slogans, domain names,
logos and trade dress); the unregistered trademark
"Premier"; data related to the use, operation,
certification testing, internal testing, and beta testing;
documentation of pending and current certification
efforts with the United States Election Assistance
Commission ("EAC") and the election authorities of any
state; technical information, software, software source
code and related documentation, know-how, drawings,
blueprints, designs, design tools and simulation
capability, and specifications for materials, parts, and
devices; safety procedures for the handling of materials
and substances; quality assurance and control
procedures; all manuals, performance, [*119] financial,
operational, and other records Defendant provides to its
own employees, customers, suppliers, agents, dealers
or licensees; and all available research data concerning
historic and current research and development efforts
relating to the Premier Voting Equipment System
Products, [**5] including, but not limited to, designs of
experiments and the results of successful and
unsuccessful designs and experiments;
(2) tangible assets, including:
(a) all tooling and fixed assets owned by Defendant

and used in connection with the manufacture,
assembly, production, service and repair of the
Premier Voting Equipment System Products, as
detailed in Section 2.7 and Schedule 2.7(a) of the
Purchase Agreement by and among ES&S,
Diebold, Inc., Premier Election Solutions, Inc., PES
Holdings, Inc., and Premier Election Solutions
Canada ULC, dated September 2, 2009 ("Diebold
Purchase Agreement").
(b) inventory, parts and components for both the
Premier Voting Equipment Products and the
AutoMARK Products, including those that are not
commercially available, sufficient for the Acquirer to
assemble, manufacture, produce, service and
repair the Premier Voting Equipment System
Products and the AutoMARK Products.
(3) a fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual, transferable
license to certify, produce, modify, enhance, distribute,
sell, repair and service the AutoMARK Products. Such
license shall include all intellectual property (including,
but not limited to, patents, patent applications, licenses,
[**6] sublicenses, copyrights, trademarks, trade names,
trade secrets, service marks, service names, slogans,
domain names, logos, and trade dress), data, drawings,
ideas, concepts, know-how, procedures, processes,
technical information, software, software source code
and related documentation, blueprints, specifications,
manuals, and any other intangible assets related to the
use, operation, certification, production, modification,
enhancement, distribution, sale, repair or service of the
AutoMARK Products.

III. APPLICABILITY
A. This Final Judgment applies to ES&S, as defined
above, and all other persons in active concert or
participation with it who receive actual notice of this
Final Judgment by personal service or otherwise.
B. If, prior to complying with Section IV and V of this
Final Judgment, Defendant sells or otherwise disposes
of all or substantially all of its assets or of lesser
business units that include the Divestiture Assets, it
shall require the purchaser to be bound by the
provisions of this Final Judgment. Defendant need not
obtain such an agreement from the Acquirer of the
assets divested pursuant to this Final Judgment.

IV. DIVESTITURE
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A. Defendant is ordered and directed, [**7] within sixty
(60) calendar days after the filing of the Complaint in
this matter, or five (5) calendar days after notice of the
entry of this Final Judgment by the Court, whichever is
later, to divest the Divestiture Assets in a manner
consistent with this Final Judgment to an Acquirer
acceptable to the United States, in its sole discretion,
after consultation with the Plaintiff States. The United
States, in its sole discretion, after consultation with the
Plaintiff States, may agree to one or more extensions of
this time period not to exceed sixty (60) [*120] calendar
days in total, and shall notify the Court in such
circumstances. Defendant agrees to use its best efforts
to divest the Divestiture Assets as expeditiously as
possible.
B. In accomplishing the divestiture ordered by this Final
Judgment, Defendant promptly shall make known, by
usual and customary means, the availability of the
Divestiture Assets. Defendant shall inform any person
making inquiry regarding a possible purchase of the
Divestiture Assets that they are being divested pursuant
to this Final Judgment and provide that person with a
copy of this Final Judgment. Defendant shall offer to
furnish to any prospective Acquirer, [**8] subject to
customary confidentiality assurances, all information
and documents relating to the Divestiture Assets
customarily provided in a due diligence process, except
such information or documents subject to the attorneyclient privilege or work-product doctrine. Defendant shall
make available such information to the United States at
the same time that such information is made available to
any other person.
C. Defendant shall provide the Acquirer and the United
States information relating to its current and former
employees involved in the use, operation, certification,
design, production, modification, enhancement,
distribution, sale, repair or service of the Premier Voting
Equipment System Products and/or Premier's use of the
AutoMARK Products to enable the Acquirer to make
offers of employment to such personnel. Defendant
shall not interfere with any negotiations by the Acquirer
to employ any such employee whose primary
responsibility is the use, operation, certification, design,
production, modification, enhancement, distribution,
sale, repair or service of the Premier Voting Equipment
System Products and/or Premier's use of the
AutoMARK Products.
D. Defendant shall waive all [**9] nondisclosure and
noncompete agreements for all of the current and
former employees of Premier for a period of six (6)

months following the date of the divestiture of the
Divestiture Assets, for the exclusive purpose of allowing
those employees to seek employment with the Acquirer.
E. Defendant shall permit any prospective Acquirer of
the Divestiture Assets to have reasonable access to
personnel involved in the use, operation, certification,
design,
production,
modification,
enhancement,
distribution, sale, repair or service of the Premier Voting
Equipment System Products and/or the AutoMARK
Products, and access to any and all financial,
operational, or other documents and information
customarily provided as part of a due diligence process.
F. At the option of the Acquirer, Defendant shall enter
into a contract for the purchase of additional parts and
inventory for up to two (2) years sufficient to meet the
Acquirer's needs to assemble, manufacture, produce,
service or repair the Premier Voting Equipment System
Products. The terms and conditions of any sale or
contractual arrangement intended to satisfy this
provision must be commercially reasonable.
G. In addition, Defendant shall provide [**10] any
Acquirer of the Divestiture Assets information relating to
suppliers of parts and components used for the
assembly, manufacture, production, repair or service of
the Premier Voting Equipment System Products and the
AutoMARK Products. Defendant shall not interfere with
the Acquirer's ability to contract for the supply of parts or
components from any vendor.
H. Defendant shall immediately provide any Acquirer
with a list of all current and former customers for the
Premier Voting Equipment System Products.

[*121] I. To the extent that current Premier contracts
prevent Premier customers from selecting the Acquirer
as its provider of equipment or services related to the
Premier Voting Equipment System Products, the
Defendant agrees to waive any such contractual
impediment at the option of the customer.
J. At the option of the Acquirer, Defendant shall enter
into a transition services agreement sufficient to meet
the Acquirer's needs for assistance in the use,
operation, certification, design, production, modification,
enhancement, distribution, sale, repair or service of the
Premier Voting Equipment System Products and/or the
AutoMARK Products for a period of up to six (6) months.
The terms and [**11] conditions of any contractual
arrangement intended to satisfy this provision must be
commercially reasonable.
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K. On the date of the sale of the Divestiture Assets,
Defendant shall provide Acquirer with copies of
contracts with all current and former customers for any
of the Premier Voting Equipment System Products.
L. The Acquirer shall grant Defendant a non-exclusive
license to use the Premier Voting Equipment System
Products and the assets described in II(E)(2)(A), but
Defendant may not use such a license to attempt to
compete for any opportunity to sell or lease Premier
Voting Equipment System Products contained within a
Request for Proposal (or RFP) or a Request for Quote
(or RFQ) for a voting equipment system, or any
upgrade, request or order that calls for replacement of
50 percent or more of a customer's installed voting
equipment, other than in the case of a force majeure
event (i.e., Act of God, fire, earthquake, flood, explosion,
war, or terrorist act), or to the extent the Defendant is
obligated under a contract with a Premier or Diebold
customer in existence at the time of Closing, or to the
extent that the Defendant is obligated under a
settlement
agreement
formed
by
Diebold
[**12] pursuant to Section 4.2(d) of the Diebold
Purchase Agreement. Subject to the limitations
described in Section IV, Defendant may use the license
described in this paragraph to provide equipment and
services to current customers.
M. Any improvement or modification to the Divestiture
Assets developed by either Defendant or the Acquirer
shall be owned solely by the developing party.
N. Defendant shall not take any action that will impede
in any way the operation or divestiture of the Divestiture
Assets.
O. Unless the United States, in its sole discretion, after
consultation with the Plaintiff States, otherwise consents
in writing, the divestiture pursuant to Section IV, or by
trustee appointed pursuant to Section V, of this Final
Judgment shall include the entire Divestiture Assets,
and shall be accomplished in such a way as to satisfy
the United States, in its sole discretion, after
consultation with the Plaintiff States, that the Divestiture
Assets can and will be used by the Acquirer as part of a
viable, ongoing business that is engaged in the
provision of voting equipment systems and services.
The divestiture, whether pursuant to Section IV or
Section V of this Final Judgment:
(1) shall [**13] be made to an Acquirer that, in the
United State's sole judgment, after consultation with the
Plaintiff States, has the intent and capability (including
the necessary managerial, operational, technical and

financial capability) of competing effectively in the
provision of voting equipment systems and services;
and
(2) shall be accomplished so as to satisfy the United
States, in its sole discretion, after consultation with the
Plaintiff [*122] States, that none of the terms of any
agreement between an Acquirer and Defendant gives
Defendant the ability unreasonably to raise the
Acquirer's costs, to lower the Acquirer's efficiency, or
otherwise to interfere in the ability of the Acquirer to
compete effectively.

V. APPOINTMENT OF TRUSTEE
A. If Defendant has not divested the Divestiture Assets
within the time period specified in Section IV(A), it shall
notify the United States of that fact in writing. Upon
application of the United States, the Court shall appoint
a trustee selected by the United States and approved by
the Court to effect the divestiture of the Divestiture
Assets.
B. After the appointment of a trustee becomes effective,
only the trustee shall have the right to sell the
Divestiture [**14] Assets. The trustee shall have the
power and authority to accomplish the divestiture to an
Acquirer acceptable to the United States, in its sole
discretion, after consultation with the Plaintiff States, at
such price and on such terms as are then obtainable
upon reasonable effort by the trustee, subject to the
provisions of Sections IV, V, and VI of this Final
Judgment, and shall have such other powers as this
Court deems appropriate. Subject to Section V(D) of this
Final Judgment, the trustee may hire at the cost and
expense of Defendant any investment bankers,
attorneys, or other agents, who shall be solely
accountable to the trustee, reasonably necessary in the
trustee's judgment to assist in the divestiture.
C. Defendant shall not object to a sale by the trustee on
any ground other than the trustee's malfeasance. Any
such objections by Defendant must be conveyed in
writing to the United States and the trustee within ten
(10) calendar days after the trustee has provided the
notice required under Section VI.
D. The trustee shall serve at the cost and expense of
Defendant, on such terms and conditions as the United
States approves, and shall account for all monies
derived from the sale [**15] of the assets sold by the
trustee and all costs and expenses so incurred. After
approval by the Court of the trustee's accounting,
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including fees for its services and those of any
professionals and agents retained by the trustee, all
remaining money shall be paid to Defendant and the
trust shall then be terminated. The compensation of the
trustee and any professionals and agents retained by
the trustee shall be reasonable in light of the value of
the Divestiture Assets and based on a fee arrangement
providing the trustee with an incentive based on the
price and terms of the divestiture and the speed with
which it is accomplished, but timeliness is paramount.

report to the United States and the Plaintiff States,
which shall have the right to make additional
recommendations consistent with the purpose of the
trust. The Court thereafter shall enter such orders as it
shall deem appropriate to carry out the purpose of the
Final Judgment, which may, if necessary, include
extending the trust and the term of the trustee's
appointment by a period requested by the United
States.

E. Defendant shall use its best efforts to assist the
trustee in accomplishing the required divestiture. The
trustee and any consultants, accountants, attorneys,
and other persons retained by the trustee shall have full
and complete access to the personnel, books, records,
and facilities of the business to be divested, and
Defendant shall develop financial and other information
relevant to such business as the trustee may reasonably
request, subject to reasonable protection for trade
secret or other confidential research, development,
[**16] or commercial information. Defendant shall take
no action to interfere with or to impede the trustee's
accomplishment of the divestiture.

VI. NOTICE OF PROPOSED DIVESTITURE

F. After its appointment, the trustee shall file monthly
reports with the United States, the Plaintiff States, and
the Court setting forth the trustee's efforts to accomplish
the divestiture ordered under this Final Judgment. To
the extent such reports [*123] contain information that
the trustee deems confidential, such reports shall not be
filed in the public docket of the Court. Such reports shall
include the name, address, and telephone number of
each person who, during the preceding month, made an
offer to acquire, expressed an interest in acquiring,
entered into negotiations to acquire, or was contacted or
made an inquiry about acquiring, any interest in the
Divestiture Assets, and shall describe in detail each
contact with any such person. The trustee shall maintain
full records of all efforts made to divest the Divestiture
Assets.
G. If the trustee has not accomplished the divestiture
ordered under this Final Judgment within six (6) months
after its appointment, the trustee shall promptly file with
the Court a report setting forth: (1) the trustee's
[**17] efforts to accomplish the required divestiture; (2)
the reasons, in the trustee's judgment, why the required
divestiture has not been accomplished; and (3) the
trustee's recommendations. To the extent such reports
contain information that the trustee deems confidential,
such reports shall not be filed in the public docket of the
Court. The trustee shall at the same time furnish such

A. Within two (2) business days following execution of a
definitive divestiture agreement, Defendant shall notify
the United States, and the Plaintiff States, of any
proposed divestiture required by Section IV of this Final
Judgment. Within two (2) business days following
execution of a definitive divestiture agreement, the
trustee shall notify the United States [**18] of any
proposed divestiture required by Section V of this Final
Judgment. The notice shall set forth the details of the
proposed divestiture and list the name, address, and
telephone number of each person not previously
identified who offered or expressed an interest in or
desire to acquire any ownership interest in the
Divestiture Assets, together with full details of the same.
B. Within fifteen (15) calendar days of receipt by the
United States and the Plaintiff States of such notice, the
United States and any Plaintiff State may request from
Defendant, the proposed Acquirer, any other third party,
or the trustee if applicable, additional information
concerning the proposed divestiture, the proposed
Acquirer, and any other potential Acquirer. Defendant
and the trustee shall furnish any additional information
requested within fifteen (15) calendar days of the receipt
of the request, unless the parties shall otherwise agree.
C. Within thirty (30) calendar days after receipt of the
notice or within twenty (20) calendar days after the
United States has been provided the additional
information requested from Defendant, the proposed
Acquirer, any third party, and the trustee, whichever is
[**19] later, the United States, in its sole discretion,
after consultation with the Plaintiff States, shall provide
written notice to Defendant and the trustee, if there is
one, stating whether or not it objects to the proposed
divestiture. If the United States, after consultation with
the Plaintiff States, provides written notice that it does
not object, the divestiture may be consummated, subject
only to Defendant's [*124] limited right to object to the
sale under Section V(C) of this Final Judgment. Absent
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written notice that the United States does not object to
the proposed Acquirer or upon objection by the United
States, a divestiture proposed under Section IV or
Section V shall not be consummated. Upon objection by
Defendant under Section V(C), a divestiture proposed
under Section V shall not be consummated unless
approved by the Court.

VII. FINANCING
Defendant shall not finance all or any part of any
purchase made pursuant to Section IV or V of this Final
Judgment.

VIII. ASSET PRESERVATION

B. Within twenty (20) calendar days of the filing of the
Complaint in this matter, Defendant shall deliver to the
United States an affidavit that describes in reasonable
detail all actions it has taken and all steps Defendant
has implemented on an ongoing basis to comply with
Section VIII of this Final Judgment. Defendant shall
deliver to the United States, the Plaintiff States, an
affidavit describing any changes to the efforts and
actions outlined in Defendant's earlier affidavits filed
pursuant to this section within fifteen (15) calendar days
after the change is implemented.
C. Defendant shall keep all records of all efforts made to
preserve and divest the Divestiture Assets until one year
after such divestiture has been completed.

X. COMPLIANCE INSPECTION

Until the divestiture required by this Final Judgment has
been accomplished, Defendant shall take all steps
necessary to comply with the Asset Preservation
Stipulation and Order entered by this Court. Defendant
[**20] shall take no action that would jeopardize the
divestiture ordered by this Court.

IX. AFFIDAVITS
A. Within twenty (20) calendar days of the filing of the
Complaint in this matter, and every thirty (30) calendar
days thereafter until the divestiture has been completed
under Section IV or V, Defendant shall deliver to the
United States, the Plaintiff States, an affidavit as to the
fact and manner of its compliance with Section IV or V
of this Final Judgment. Each such affidavit shall include
the name, address, and telephone number of each
person who, during the preceding thirty (30) calendar
days, made an offer to acquire, expressed an interest in
acquiring, entered into negotiations to acquire, or was
contacted or made an inquiry about acquiring, any
interest in the Divestiture Assets, and shall describe in
detail each contact with any such person during that
period. Each such affidavit shall also include a
description of the efforts Defendant have taken to solicit
buyers for the Divestiture Assets, and to provide
required information to prospective Acquirers, including
the limitations, if any, on such information. Assuming the
information set forth in the affidavit is true and complete,
[**21] any objection by the United States, after
consultation with the Plaintiff States, to information
provided by Defendant, including limitation on
information, shall be made within fourteen (14) calendar
days of receipt of such affidavit.

A. For the purposes of determining or securing
compliance with this Final Judgment, or of determining
whether the Final Judgment should be modified or
vacated, and subject to any legally recognized
[**22] privilege, from time to time authorized
representatives of the United States Department of
Justice Antitrust Division ("Antitrust Division"), including
consultants and other persons retained by the United
States, shall, upon written request [*125] of an
authorized representative of the Assistant Attorney
General in charge of the Antitrust Division, and on
reasonable notice to Defendant, be permitted:
(1) access during Defendant's office hours to inspect
and copy, or at the option of the United States, to
require Defendant to provide hard copy or electronic
copies of, all books, ledgers, accounts, records, data,
and documents in the possession, custody, or control of
Defendant, relating to any matters contained in this
Final Judgment; and
(2) to interview, either informally or on the record,
Defendant's officers, employees, or agents, who may
have their individual counsel present, regarding such
matters. The interviews shall be subject to the
reasonable convenience of the interviewee and without
restraint or interference by Defendant.
B. Upon the written request of an authorized
representative of the Assistant Attorney General in
charge of the Antitrust Division, Defendant shall submit
written
[**23] reports or response to written
interrogatories, under oath if requested, relating to any
of the matters contained in this Final Judgment as may
be requested.
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C. No information or documents obtained by the means
provided in this section shall be divulged by the United
States to any person other than an authorized
representative of the executive branch of the United
States, or to the Attorneys General of any of the Plaintiff
States, except in the course of legal proceedings to
which the United States is a party (including grand jury
proceedings), or for the purpose of securing compliance
with this Final Judgment, or as otherwise required by
law.
D. If at the time information or documents are furnished
by Defendant to the United States, Defendant
represents and identifies in writing the material in any
such information or documents to which a claim of
protection may be asserted under Rule 26(c)(1)(G) of
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and Defendant
marks each pertinent page of such material, "Subject to
claim of protection under Rule 26(c)(1)(G) of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure," then the United States shall
give Defendant ten (10) calendar days notice prior to
divulging such [**24] material in any legal proceeding
(other than a grand jury proceeding).

negotiated the
[*126]
agreement, and any
management or strategic plans discussing the proposed
transaction. If, within the 30-day period after notification,
representatives of the Antitrust Division make a written
request for additional information, Defendant shall not
consummate the proposed transaction or agreement
until thirty (30) calendar days after submitting all such
additional information. Early termination of the waiting
periods in this paragraph may be requested and, where
appropriate, granted in the same manner as is
applicable under the requirements and provisions of the
HSR Act and rules promulgated thereunder. This
Section shall be broadly construed and any ambiguity or
uncertainty regarding the filing of notice under this
Section shall be resolved in favor of filing notice.

XII. NO REACQUISITION
Defendant may not reacquire any part of the Divestiture
Assets during the term of this Final Judgment.

XIII. RETENTION OF JURISDICTION
XI. NOTIFICATION
Unless such transaction is otherwise subject to the
reporting and waiting period requirements of the HartScott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976, as
amended, 15 U.S.C. § 18a (the "HSR Act"), Defendant,
without providing advance notification to the Antitrust
Division, the Plaintiff States, shall not directly or
indirectly acquire any assets of or any interest
(including, but not limited to, any financial, security,
loan, equity, or management interest) in any entity
engaged in the provision of voting equipment systems
and services in the United States during the term of this
Final Judgment.
Such notification shall be provided to the Antitrust
Division, the Plaintiff States, in the same format as, and
per the instructions relating to the Notification and
Report Form set forth in the Appendix to Part 803 of
Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations as
amended, except that the information requested in
Items 5 through 9 of the instructions must be provided
only about voting equipment systems and services.
Notification shall be provided at least thirty (30) calendar
days prior to acquiring any [**25] such interest, and
shall include, beyond what may be required by the
applicable instructions, the names of the principal
representatives of the parties to the agreement who

This Court retains jurisdiction to enable any party to this
Final Judgment to apply [**26] to this Court at any time
for further orders and directions as may be necessary or
appropriate to carry out or construe this Final Judgment,
to modify any of its provisions, to enforce compliance,
and to punish violations of its provisions.

XIV. EXPIRATION OF FINAL JUDGMENT
Unless this Court grants an extension, this Final
Judgment shall expire ten (10) years from the date of its
entry.

XV. PUBLIC INTEREST DETERMINATION
Entry of this Final Judgment is in the public interest. The
parties have complied with the requirements of the
Antitrust Procedures and Penalties Act, 15 U.S.C. § 16,
including making copies available to the public of this
Final Judgment, the Competitive Impact Statement, and
any comments thereon and the United States's
responses to comments. Based upon the record before
the Court, which includes the Competitive Impact
Statement and any comments and responses to
comments filed with the Court, entry of this Final
Judgment is in the public interest.
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Date: June 30, 2010
Court approval subject to procedures of Antitrust
Procedures and Penalties Act, 15 U.S.C. § 16
/s/ John D. Bates
United States District Judge

End of Document
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1 This Act may be cited as the Competition Act.

1 Loi sur la concurrence.

R.S., 1985, c. C-34, s. 1; R.S., 1985, c. 19 (2nd Supp.), s. 19.

L.R. (1985), ch. C-34, art. 1; L.R. (1985), ch. 19 (2e suppl.), art. 19.

PART I

PARTIE I

Purpose and Interpretation

Objet et définitions

Purpose

Objet

Purpose of Act

Objet

1.1 The purpose of this Act is to maintain and encourage

1.1 La présente loi a pour objet de préserver et de favo-

competition in Canada in order to promote the efficiency
and adaptability of the Canadian economy, in order to
expand opportunities for Canadian participation in world
markets while at the same time recognizing the role of
foreign competition in Canada, in order to ensure that
small and medium-sized enterprises have an equitable
opportunity to participate in the Canadian economy and
in order to provide consumers with competitive prices
and product choices.

riser la concurrence au Canada dans le but de stimuler
l’adaptabilité et l’efficience de l’économie canadienne,
d’améliorer les chances de participation canadienne aux
marchés mondiaux tout en tenant simultanément compte
du rôle de la concurrence étrangère au Canada, d’assurer
à la petite et à la moyenne entreprise une chance honnête
de participer à l’économie canadienne, de même que
dans le but d’assurer aux consommateurs des prix compétitifs et un choix dans les produits.

R.S., 1985, c. 19 (2nd Supp.), s. 19.

L.R. (1985), ch. 19 (2e suppl.), art. 19.

Interpretation

Définitions

Definitions

Définitions

2 (1) In this Act,

2 (1) Les définitions qui suivent s’appliquent à la présente loi.

article means real and personal property of every description including

article Biens meubles et immeubles de toute nature, y
compris :

(a) money,
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Articles 92-93

(iii) in addition to or in lieu of the action referred to
in subparagraph (i) or (ii), with the consent of the
person against whom the order is directed and the
Commissioner, to take any other action, or

(ii) de se départir, selon les modalités qu’il indique,
des éléments d’actif et des actions qu’il indique,
(iii) en sus ou au lieu des mesures prévues au sous-

alinéa (i) ou (ii), de prendre toute autre mesure, à
condition que la personne contre qui l’ordonnance
est rendue et le commissaire souscrivent à cette
mesure;

(f) in the case of a proposed merger, make an order

directed against any party to the proposed merger or
any other person
(i) ordering the person against whom the order is
directed not to proceed with the merger,

f) dans le cas d’un fusionnement proposé, rendre,
contre toute personne, que celle-ci soit partie au fusionnement proposé ou non, une ordonnance enjoignant :

(ii) ordering the person against whom the order is
directed not to proceed with a part of the merger, or

(i) à la personne contre laquelle l’ordonnance est

(iii) in addition to or in lieu of the order referred to

rendue de ne pas procéder au fusionnement,

in subparagraph (ii), either or both

(ii) à la personne contre laquelle l’ordonnance est

(A) prohibiting the person against whom the or-

rendue de ne pas procéder à une partie du fusionnement,

der is directed, should the merger or part thereof
be completed, from doing any act or thing the
prohibition of which the Tribunal determines to
be necessary to ensure that the merger or part
thereof does not prevent or lessen competition
substantially, or

(iii) en sus ou au lieu de l’ordonnance prévue au

sous-alinéa (ii), cumulativement ou non :
(A) à la personne qui fait l’objet de l’ordonnance, de s’abstenir, si le fusionnement était
éventuellement complété en tout ou en partie, de
faire quoi que ce soit dont l’interdiction est, selon ce que conclut le Tribunal, nécessaire pour
que le fusionnement, même partiel, n’empêche
ni ne diminue sensiblement la concurrence,

(B) with the consent of the person against whom
the order is directed and the Commissioner, ordering the person to take any other action.

(B) à la personne qui fait l’objet de l’ordonnance
de prendre toute autre mesure à condition que le
commissaire et cette personne y souscrivent.

Evidence

Preuve

(2) For the purpose of this section, the Tribunal shall not

find that a merger or proposed merger prevents or
lessens, or is likely to prevent or lessen, competition substantially solely on the basis of evidence of concentration
or market share.

(2) Pour l’application du présent article, le Tribunal ne
conclut pas qu’un fusionnement, réalisé ou proposé, empêche ou diminue sensiblement la concurrence, ou qu’il
aura vraisemblablement cet effet, en raison seulement de
la concentration ou de la part du marché.

R.S., 1985, c. 19 (2nd Supp.), s. 45; 1999, c. 2, s. 37.

L.R. (1985), ch. 19 (2e suppl.), art. 45; 1999, ch. 2, art. 37.

Factors to be considered regarding prevention or
lessening of competition

Éléments à considérer

93 In determining, for the purpose of section 92,
whether or not a merger or proposed merger prevents or
lessens, or is likely to prevent or lessen, competition substantially, the Tribunal may have regard to the following
factors:

93 Lorsqu’il détermine, pour l’application de l’article 92,

si un fusionnement, réalisé ou proposé, empêche ou diminue sensiblement la concurrence, ou s’il aura vraisemblablement cet effet, le Tribunal peut tenir compte des
facteurs suivants :

(a) the extent to which foreign products or foreign

a) la mesure dans laquelle des produits ou des

competitors provide or are likely to provide effective
competition to the businesses of the parties to the
merger or proposed merger;

concurrents étrangers assurent ou assureront vraisemblablement une concurrence réelle aux entreprises
des parties au fusionnement réalisé ou proposé;
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Limitation

Restriction

(2) For greater certainty, this section does not apply in

(2) Il est entendu que le présent article ne s’applique pas

respect of the acquisition of assets of a combination.

à l’égard de l’acquisition d’éléments d’actif d’une association d’intérêts.

R.S., 1985, c. 19 (2nd Supp.), s. 45.

L.R. (1985), ch. 19 (2e suppl.), art. 45.

Exception where gains in efficiency

Exception dans les cas de gains en efficience

96 (1) The Tribunal shall not make an order under sec-

96 (1) Le Tribunal ne rend pas l’ordonnance prévue à

tion 92 if it finds that the merger or proposed merger in
respect of which the application is made has brought
about or is likely to bring about gains in efficiency that
will be greater than, and will offset, the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition that will result or is
likely to result from the merger or proposed merger and
that the gains in efficiency would not likely be attained if
the order were made.

l’article 92 dans les cas où il conclut que le fusionnement,
réalisé ou proposé, qui fait l’objet de la demande a eu
pour effet ou aura vraisemblablement pour effet d’entraîner des gains en efficience, que ces gains surpasseront et
neutraliseront les effets de l’empêchement ou de la diminution de la concurrence qui résulteront ou résulteront
vraisemblablement du fusionnement réalisé ou proposé
et que ces gains ne seraient vraisemblablement pas réalisés si l’ordonnance était rendue.

Factors to be considered

Facteurs pris en considération

(2) In considering whether a merger or proposed merger

(2) Dans l’étude de la question de savoir si un fusionne-

is likely to bring about gains in efficiency described in
subsection (1), the Tribunal shall consider whether such
gains will result in

ment, réalisé ou proposé, entraînera vraisemblablement
les gains en efficience visés au paragraphe (1), le Tribunal
évalue si ces gains se traduiront :

(a) a significant increase in the real value of exports;

a) soit en une augmentation relativement importante

or

de la valeur réelle des exportations;

(b) a significant substitution of domestic products for

b) soit en une substitution relativement importante
de produits nationaux à des produits étrangers.

imported products.
Restriction

Restriction

(3) For the purposes of this section, the Tribunal shall

not find that a merger or proposed merger has brought
about or is likely to bring about gains in efficiency by reason only of a redistribution of income between two or
more persons.

(3) Pour l’application du présent article, le Tribunal ne
conclut pas, en raison seulement d’une redistribution de
revenu entre plusieurs personnes, qu’un fusionnement
réalisé ou proposé a entraîné ou entraînera vraisemblablement des gains en efficience.

R.S., 1985, c. 19 (2nd Supp.), s. 45.

L.R. (1985), ch. 19 (2e suppl.), art. 45.

Limitation period

Prescription

97 No application may be made under section 92 in respect of a merger more than one year after the merger
has been substantially completed.

97 Le commissaire ne peut présenter une demande en
vertu de l’article 92 à l’égard d’un fusionnement qui est
essentiellement complété depuis plus d’un an.

R.S., 1985, c. 19 (2nd Supp.), s. 45; 2009, c. 2, s. 430.

L.R. (1985), ch. 19 (2e suppl.), art. 45; 2009, ch. 2, art. 430.

Where proceedings commenced under section 45, 49,
79 or 90.1

Procédures en vertu des articles 45, 49, 79 ou 90.1

98 No application may be made under section 92 against

98 Aucune demande à l’endroit d’une personne ne peut
être présentée au titre de l’article 92 si les faits au soutien
de la demande sont les mêmes ou essentiellement les
mêmes que ceux qui ont été allégués au soutien :

a person on the basis of facts that are the same or substantially the same as the facts on the basis of which
(a) proceedings have been commenced against that

a) d’une procédure engagée à l’endroit de cette per-

person under section 45 or 49; or

sonne en vertu des articles 45 ou 49;
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(b) an order against that person is sought under sec-

b) d’une ordonnance demandée à l’endroit de cette

tion 79 or 90.1.

personne en vertu des articles 79 ou 90.1.

R.S., 1985, c. 19 (2nd Supp.), s. 45; 2009, c. 2, s. 430.

L.R. (1985), ch. 19 (2e suppl.), art. 45; 2009, ch. 2, art. 430.

Conditional orders directing dissolution of a merger

Ordonnances conditionnelles de dissolution de
fusionnements

99 (1) The Tribunal may provide, in an order made un-

99 (1) Le Tribunal peut déclarer, dans une ordonnance
rendue en vertu de l’article 92 et enjoignant à une personne de dissoudre un fusionnement ou de se départir
d’éléments d’actif ou d’actions, que l’ordonnance peut
être annulée ou modifiée si, dans le délai raisonnable qui
y est fixé :

der section 92 directing a person to dissolve a merger or
to dispose of assets or shares, that the order may be rescinded or varied if, within a reasonable period of time
specified in the order,
(a) there has occurred

a) soit il y a eu :

(i) a reduction, removal or remission, specified in

the order, of any relevant customs duties, or

(i) ou bien réduction, suppression ou remise, indi-

(ii) a reduction or removal, specified in the order,

quée dans l’ordonnance, de droits de douane pertinents,

of prohibitions, controls or regulations imposed by
or pursuant to any Act of Parliament on the importation into Canada of an article specified in the order, or

(ii) ou bien réduction ou suppression, indiquée

dans l’ordonnance, d’interdictions, de contrôles ou
de réglementations imposés aux termes ou en vertu
d’une loi fédérale et visant l’importation au Canada
d’un article mentionné dans l’ordonnance;

(b) that person or any other person has taken any action specified in the order

b) soit la personne en question ou une autre personne

that will, in the opinion of the Tribunal, prevent the
merger from preventing or lessening competition substantially.

a pris toute mesure indiquée à l’ordonnance,
et, qu’en conséquence, selon le Tribunal, le fusionnement
n’aura pas pour effet d’empêcher ou de diminuer sensiblement la concurrence.

When conditional order may be rescinded or varied

Annulation ou modification de l’ordonnance

(2) Where, on application by any person against whom
an order under section 92 is directed, the Tribunal is satisfied that

(2) À la demande d’une personne contre qui une ordon-

nance a été rendue aux termes de l’article 92, le Tribunal
peut annuler ou modifier l’ordonnance en question s’il
est convaincu que :

(a) a reduction, removal or remission specified in the

a) la réduction, la suppression ou la remise prévue à

order pursuant to paragraph (1)(a) has occurred, or

l’ordonnance conformément à l’alinéa (1)a) a eu lieu;

(b) the action specified in the order pursuant to para-

b) les mesures prévues à l’ordonnance conformément
à l’alinéa (1)b) ont été exécutées.

graph (1)(b) has been taken,
the Tribunal may rescind or vary the order accordingly.

L.R. (1985), ch. 19 (2e suppl.), art. 45.

R.S., 1985, c. 19 (2nd Supp.), s. 45.

Interim order where no application under section 92

Ordonnance provisoire en l’absence d’une demande
en vertu de l’article 92

100 (1) The Tribunal may issue an interim order forbid-

100 (1) Le Tribunal peut rendre une ordonnance provi-

ding any person named in the application from doing any
act or thing that it appears to the Tribunal may constitute
or be directed toward the completion or implementation
of a proposed merger in respect of which an application
has not been made under section 92 or previously under
this section, where

soire interdisant à toute personne nommée dans la demande de poser tout geste qui, de l’avis du Tribunal,
pourrait constituer la réalisation ou la mise en œuvre du
fusionnement proposé, ou y tendre, relativement auquel
il n’y a pas eu de demande aux termes de l’article 92 ou
antérieurement aux termes du présent article, si :
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(a) on application by the Commissioner, certifying
that an inquiry is being made under paragraph
10(1)(b) and that, in the Commissioner’s opinion,
more time is required to complete the inquiry, the Tribunal finds that in the absence of an interim order a
party to the proposed merger or any other person is
likely to take an action that would substantially impair
the ability of the Tribunal to remedy the effect of the
proposed merger on competition under that section
because that action would be difficult to reverse; or

a) à la demande du commissaire comportant une at-

testation de la tenue de l’enquête prévue à l’alinéa
10(1)b) et de la nécessité, selon celui-ci, d’un délai
supplémentaire pour l’achever, il conclut qu’une personne, partie ou non au fusionnement proposé, posera
vraisemblablement, en l’absence d’une ordonnance
provisoire, des gestes qui, parce qu’ils seraient alors
difficiles à contrer, auraient pour effet de réduire sensiblement l’aptitude du Tribunal à remédier à l’influence du fusionnement proposé sur la concurrence,
si celui-ci devait éventuellement appliquer cet article à
l’égard de ce fusionnement;

(b) the Tribunal finds, on application by the Commissioner, that there has been a contravention of section
114 in respect of the proposed merger.

b) à la demande du commissaire, il conclut qu’il y a eu

contravention de l’article 114 à l’égard du fusionnement proposé.
Notice of application

Avis

(2) Subject to subsection (3), at least forty-eight hours

(2) Sous réserve du paragraphe (3), le commissaire, ou

notice of an application for an interim order under subsection (1) shall be given by or on behalf of the Commissioner to each person against whom the order is sought.

une personne agissant au nom de celui-ci, donne à
chaque personne à l’égard de laquelle il entend demander
une ordonnance provisoire aux termes du paragraphe (1)
un avis d’au moins quarante-huit heures relativement à
cette demande.

Ex parte application

Audition ex parte

(3) Where the Tribunal is satisfied, in respect of an ap-

plication for an interim order under paragraph (1)(b),
that

(3) Si, lors d’une demande d’ordonnance provisoire présentée en vertu de l’alinéa (1)b), le Tribunal est convaincu :

(a) subsection (2) cannot reasonably be complied
with, or

a) qu’en toute raison, le paragraphe (2) ne peut pas
être observé;

(b) the urgency of the situation is such that service of
notice in accordance with subsection (2) would not be
in the public interest,

b) que la situation est à ce point urgente que la signification de l’avis aux termes du paragraphe (2) ne servirait pas l’intérêt public,

it may proceed with the application ex parte.

il peut entendre la demande ex parte.

Terms of interim order

Conditions d’une ordonnance provisoire

(4) An interim order issued under subsection (1)

(4) Une ordonnance provisoire rendue aux termes du paragraphe (1) :

(a) shall be on such terms as the Tribunal considers

necessary and sufficient to meet the circumstances of
the case; and

a) prévoit ce qui, de l’avis du Tribunal, est nécessaire
et suffisant pour parer aux circonstances de l’affaire;

(b) subject to subsections (5) and (6), shall have effect

b) sous réserve des paragraphes (5) et (6), a effet pour
la période qui y est spécifiée.

for such period of time as is specified in it.
Duration of order: inquiry

Durée maximale de l’ordonnance provisoire

(5) The duration of an interim order issued under para-

(5) La durée d’une ordonnance provisoire rendue en ap-

graph (1)(a) shall not exceed thirty days.

plication de l’alinéa (1)a) ne peut dépasser trente jours.
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Duration of order: failure to comply

Durée maximale de l’ordonnance provisoire

(6) The duration of an interim order issued under para-

(6) La durée d’une ordonnance provisoire rendue en ap-

graph (1)(b) shall not exceed

plication de l’alinéa(1)b) ne peut dépasser :

(a) ten days after section 114 is complied with, in the

a) dans le cas d’une ordonnance provisoire rendue

case of an interim order issued on ex parte application; or

dans le cadre d’une demande ex parte, dix jours à
compter du moment où les exigences de l’article 114
ont été respectées;

(b) thirty days after section 114 is complied with, in

b) dans les autres cas, trente jours à compter du mo-

any other case.

ment où les exigences de l’article 114 ont été respectées.
Extension of time

Prorogation du délai

(7) Where the Tribunal finds, on application made by the
Commissioner on forty-eight hours notice to each person
to whom an interim order is directed, that the Commissioner is unable to complete an inquiry within the period
specified in the order because of circumstances beyond
the control of the Commissioner, the Tribunal may extend the duration of the order to a day not more than sixty days after the order takes effect.

(7) Lorsque le Tribunal conclut, sur demande présentée

par le commissaire après avoir donné un avis de quarante-huit heures à chaque personne visée par l’ordonnance provisoire, que celui-ci est incapable, à cause de
circonstances indépendantes de sa volonté, d’achever une
enquête dans le délai prévu par l’ordonnance, il peut la
proroger; la durée d’application maximale de l’ordonnance ainsi prorogée est de soixante jours à compter de
sa prise d’effet.

Completion of inquiry

Achèvement de l’enquête

(8) Where an interim order is issued under paragraph

(8) Dans le cas où une ordonnance provisoire est rendue

(1)(a), the Commissioner shall proceed as expeditiously
as possible to complete the inquiry under section 10 in
respect of the proposed merger.

en vertu de l’alinéa (1)a), le commissaire est tenu d’achever l’enquête prévue à l’article 10 avec toute la diligence
possible.

R.S., 1985, c. 19 (2nd Supp.), s. 45; 1999, c. 2, ss. 24, 37.

L.R. (1985), ch. 19 (2e suppl.), art. 45; 1999, ch. 2, art. 24 et 37.

Right of intervention

Intervention

101 The attorney general of a province may intervene in
any proceedings before the Tribunal under section 92 for
the purpose of making representations on behalf of the
province.

101 Le procureur général d’une province peut intervenir
dans les procédures qui se déroulent devant le Tribunal
en application de l’article 92 afin d’y faire des représentations pour le compte de la province.

R.S., 1985, c. 19 (2nd Supp.), s. 45.

L.R. (1985), ch. 19 (2e suppl.), art. 45.

Advance ruling certificates

Certificats de décision préalable

102 (1) Where the Commissioner is satisfied by a party
or parties to a proposed transaction that he would not
have sufficient grounds on which to apply to the Tribunal
under section 92, the Commissioner may issue a certificate to the effect that he is so satisfied.

102 (1) Lorsqu’une ou plusieurs parties à une transac-

tion proposée convainquent le commissaire qu’il n’aura
pas de motifs suffisants pour faire une demande au Tribunal en vertu de l’article 92, le commissaire peut délivrer un certificat attestant cette conviction.

Duty of Commissioner

Obligation du commissaire

(2) The Commissioner shall consider any request for a
certificate under this section as expeditiously as possible.

(2) Le commissaire examine les demandes de certificats
en application du présent article avec toute la diligence
possible.

R.S., 1985, c. 19 (2nd Supp.), s. 45; 1999, c. 2, s. 37.

L.R. (1985), ch. 19 (2e suppl.), art. 45; 1999, ch. 2, art. 37.
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1 This Act may be cited as the Federal Courts Act.

1 Loi sur les Cours fédérales.

R.S., 1985, c. F-7, s. 1; 2002, c. 8, s. 14.

L.R. (1985), ch. F-7, art. 1; 2002, ch. 8, art. 14.

Interpretation

Définitions

Definitions

Définitions

2 (1) In this Act,

2 (1) Les définitions qui suivent s’appliquent à la présente loi.

action for collision includes an action for damage
caused by one or more ships to another ship or ships or
to property or persons on board another ship or ships as
a result of carrying out or omitting to carry out a manoeuvre, or as a result of non-compliance with law, even
though there has been no actual collision; (action pour
collision)

action pour collision S’entend notamment d’une action
pour dommages causés par un ou plusieurs navires à un
ou plusieurs autres navires ou à des biens ou personnes à
bord d’un ou plusieurs autres navires par suite de l’exécution ou de l’inexécution d’une manœuvre, ou par suite
de l’inobservation du droit, même s’il n’y a pas eu effectivement collision. (action for collision)

Associate Chief Justice [Repealed, 2002, c. 8, s. 15]

biens Biens de toute nature, meubles ou immeubles,
corporels ou incorporels, notamment les droits et les
parts ou actions. (property)

Canadian maritime law means the law that was administered by the Exchequer Court of Canada on its Admiralty side by virtue of the Admiralty Act, chapter A-1 of the
Revised Statutes of Canada, 1970, or any other statute, or
that would have been so administered if that Court had
had, on its Admiralty side, unlimited jurisdiction in relation to maritime and admiralty matters, as that law has
been altered by this Act or any other Act of Parliament;
(droit maritime canadien)

Cour [Abrogée, 2002, ch. 8, art. 15]
Cour d’appel ou Cour d’appel fédérale [Abrogée, 2002,
ch. 8, art. 15]
Couronne Sa Majesté du chef du Canada. (Crown)

Chief Justice [Repealed, 2002, c. 8, s. 15]

Cour suprême [Abrogée, 1990, ch. 8, art. 1]

Court [Repealed, 2002, c. 8, s. 15]

droit canadien S’entend au sens de l’expression « lois
du Canada » à l’article 101 de la Loi constitutionnelle de
1867. (laws of Canada)

Court of Appeal [Repealed, 2002, c. 8, s. 15]

droit maritime canadien Droit — compte tenu des modifications y apportées par la présente loi ou par toute
autre loi fédérale — dont l’application relevait de la Cour

Crown means Her Majesty in right of Canada; (Couronne)
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Sittings of the Federal Court of Appeal

Séances de la Cour d’appel fédérale

16 (1) Except as otherwise provided in this Act or any

16 (1) Sauf disposition contraire de la présente loi ou de

other Act of Parliament, every appeal and every application for leave to appeal to the Federal Court of Appeal,
and every application for judicial review or reference to
that court, shall be heard in that court before not fewer
than three judges sitting together and always before an
uneven number of judges. Otherwise, the business of the
Federal Court of Appeal shall be dealt with by such judge
or judges as the Chief Justice of that court may arrange.

toute autre loi fédérale, les appels et demandes d’autorisation d’appel à la Cour d’appel fédérale ainsi que les demandes de contrôle judiciaire ou renvois faits à celle-ci
sont entendus par au moins trois juges de cette cour, siégeant ensemble en nombre impair; les autres travaux de
la Cour d’appel fédérale sont assignés à un ou plusieurs
juges par le juge en chef de celle-ci.

Arrangements to be made by Chief Justice of the
Federal Court of Appeal

Dispositions du ressort du juge en chef de la Cour
d’appel fédérale

(2) The Chief Justice of the Federal Court of Appeal shall

(2) Le juge en chef de la Cour d’appel fédérale répartit en

designate the judges to sit from time to time and the appeals or matters to be heard by them.

tant que de besoin les appels et autres affaires entre les
juges.

Place of sittings

Lieu des séances

(3) The place of each sitting of the Federal Court of Ap-

peal shall be arranged by the Chief Justice of that court to
suit, as nearly as may be, the convenience of the parties.

(3) Dans la mesure du possible, le juge en chef fixe le lieu
des séances de la Cour d’appel fédérale à la convenance
des parties.

No judge to hear appeal from own judgment

Inhabilité à siéger en appel

(4) A judge shall not sit on the hearing of an appeal from
a judgment he or she has pronounced.

(4) Un juge ne peut entendre en appel une affaire qu’il a

Chief Justice of Federal Court of Appeal to preside

Présidence

(5) The Chief Justice of the Federal Court of Appeal,

(5) Les séances de la Cour d’appel fédérale sont présidées par le juge en chef de celle-ci ou, en son absence, par
celui de ses juges présents qui est le plus ancien en poste.

déjà jugée.

when present at any sittings of that court, shall preside
and, in the absence of the Chief Justice, the senior judge
of that court who is present shall preside.

L.R. (1985), ch. F-7, art. 16; 1990, ch. 8, art. 2; 2002, ch. 8, art. 23.

R.S., 1985, c. F-7, s. 16; 1990, c. 8, s. 2; 2002, c. 8, s. 23.

Jurisdiction of Federal Court

Compétence de la Cour fédérale

Relief against the Crown

Réparation contre la Couronne

17 (1) Except as otherwise provided in this Act or any

17 (1) Sauf disposition contraire de la présente loi ou de

other Act of Parliament, the Federal Court has concurrent original jurisdiction in all cases in which relief is
claimed against the Crown.

toute autre loi fédérale, la Cour fédérale a compétence
concurrente, en première instance, dans les cas de demande de réparation contre la Couronne.

Cases

Motifs

(2) Without restricting the generality of subsection (1),

(2) Elle a notamment compétence concurrente en pre-

the Federal Court has concurrent original jurisdiction,
except as otherwise provided, in all cases in which

mière instance, sauf disposition contraire, dans les cas de
demande motivés par :

(a) the land, goods or money of any person is in the

a) la possession par la Couronne de terres, biens ou
sommes d’argent appartenant à autrui;

possession of the Crown;

b) un contrat conclu par ou pour la Couronne;

(b) the claim arises out of a contract entered into by
or on behalf of the Crown;
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1 These Rules may be cited as the Federal Courts Rules.

1 Règles des Cours fédérales.

SOR/2004-283, s. 2.

DORS/2004-283, art. 2.

PART 1

PARTIE 1

Application and Interpretation

Application, définitions et
interprétation

Application

Champ d’application

Application

Application

1.1 (1) These Rules apply to all proceedings in the Fed-

eral Court of Appeal and the Federal Court unless otherwise provided by or under an Act of Parliament.

1.1 (1) Sauf disposition contraire d’une loi fédérale ou
de ses textes d’application, les présentes règles s’appliquent à toutes les instances devant la Cour d’appel fédérale et la Cour fédérale.

Inconsistency with Act

Dispositions incompatibles

(2) In the event of any inconsistency between these

(2) Les dispositions de toute loi fédérale ou de ses textes
d’application l’emportent sur les dispositions incompatibles des présentes règles.

Rules and an Act of Parliament or a regulation made under such an Act, that Act or regulation prevails to the extent of the inconsistency.

DORS/2004-283, art. 2.

SOR/2004-283, s. 2.

Interpretation

Définitions et interprétation

Definitions

Définitions

2 The following definitions apply in these Rules.

2 Les définitions qui suivent s’appliquent aux présentes

règles.

Act means the Federal Courts Act. (Loi)

acte de procédure Acte par lequel une instance est introduite, les prétentions des parties sont énoncées ou une
réponse est donnée. (pleading)

action means a proceeding referred to in rule 169. (action)
address for service means

acte introductif d’instance Acte visé à la règle 63.
(originating document)

(a) in respect of a party who has no solicitor of record,

action Instance visée à la règle 169. (action)

(i) the address shown on the last document filed by

the party that indicates an address in Canada, or
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Federal Courts Rules
PART 1 Application and Interpretation
Interpretation
Section 2

Règles des Cours fédérales
PARTIE 1 Application, définitions et interprétation
Définitions et interprétation
Article 2

Christmas recess means the period beginning on December 21 in a year and ending on January 7 in the
following year. (vacances judiciaires de Noël)

bureau local Tout bureau du greffe de la Cour établi par
l’administrateur autre que le bureau principal. (local office)

Court means, as the circumstances require,

bureau principal Le bureau principal du greffe de la
Cour établi par l’administrateur. (principal office)

(a) the Federal Court of Appeal, including, in respect
of a motion, a single judge of that court; or

conférence de règlement des litiges Conférence ordonnée par la Cour en vertu de la règle 386. (dispute
resolution conference)

(b) the Federal Court, including a prothonotary acting
within the jurisdiction conferred under these Rules.
(Cour)

Convention de La Haye La Convention relative à la signification et la notification à l’étranger des actes judiciaires et extrajudiciaires en matière civile ou commerciale, signée à La Haye le 15 novembre 1965. (Hague
Convention)

Court file means the file maintained pursuant to rule 23
or 24. (dossier de la Cour)
dispute resolution conference means a conference ordered under rule 386. (conférence de règlement des litiges)

copie certifiée conforme Dans le cas d’un document
dont le greffe a la garde, s’entend d’une copie de celui-ci
certifiée conforme par un fonctionnaire du greffe. (certified copy)

filed, in respect of a document, means accepted for filing
under rule 72. (déposé)

Cour Selon le cas :

garnishee means a person in respect of whom an order
attaching a debt to a judgment debtor has been made under rule 449. (tiers saisi)

a) la Cour d’appel fédérale, à laquelle est assimilé,

dans le cas d’une requête, un juge de cette cour siégeant seul;

Hague Convention means the Convention on the Service Abroad of Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents in
Civil or Commercial Matters signed at The Hague on
November 15, 1965. (Convention de La Haye)

taire qui agit dans les limites de la compétence conférée par les présentes règles. (Court)

hearing includes a conference held under these Rules.
(audience)

déclaration Document par lequel une action est introduite. (statement of claim)

holiday means a Saturday, Sunday or any other day defined as a holiday in subsection 35(1) of the Interpretation Act. (jour férié)

délivré

b) la Cour fédérale, à laquelle est assimilé le protono-

a) Dans le cas d’un acte introductif d’instance, se dit
de celui qui est daté, signé et scellé du sceau de la Cour
par l’administrateur et qui porte le numéro du dossier
de la Cour que celui-ci lui a attribué;

intervener means a person who has been granted status
as an intervener under rule 109. (intervenant)
issued means

b) dans le cas de tout autre document, se dit de celui
qui est daté, signé et scellé du sceau de la Cour par
l’administrateur. (issued)

(a) in respect of an originating document, dated,
signed, sealed with the seal of the Court and assigned
a Court file number by the Administrator; and

demande Instance visée à la règle 300. (application)

(b) in respect of any other document, dated, signed

demandeur

and sealed with the seal of the Court by the Administrator. (délivré)

a) Dans le cas d’une action ou d’une demande autre
que celle autorisée comme recours collectif, est assimilée au demandeur toute personne pour le compte de
laquelle l’action ou la demande est introduite;

local office means an office of the Registry of the Court
established by the Administrator other than the principal
office. (bureau local)

b) dans le cas d’une action ou d’une demande autori-

sée comme recours collectif :
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RESTRICTIVE TRADE PRACTICES LAW, 5748-1988
CHAPTER ONE: DEFINITIONS
CHAPTER TWO: RESTRICTIVE MANAGEMENT
Part A: Restrictive Arrangement Defined
Part B: Prohibition of Restrictive Arrangement
Part C: Registration and Approval of a Restrictive Arrangement
CHAPTER THREE: MERGER OF COMPANIES
Part A: Application and Prohibition of Merger
Part B: Pre-Merger Notification and Consent of the General Director
Part C: Divestiture of Companies
CHAPTER FOUR: MONOPOLY
CHAPTER FOUR-ONE: CONCENTRATION GROUP
CHAPTER FIVE: THE ANTI-TRUST TRIBUNAL
CHAPTER SIX: THE ANTITRUST AUTHORITY AND THE GENERAL DIRECTOR, FUNCTIONS AND AUTHORITIES
CHAPTER SIX-ONE: REPEALED
CHAPTER SEVEN: PENALTIES AND REMEDIES
CHAPTER SEVEN-ONE: MONETARY PENALTIES
CHAPTER EIGHT: MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

CHAPTER I: DEFINITIONS
1. Definitions
In this Law "President of the Tribunal"– including the deputy to the President of the
Tribunal;
"Trade association"– a body of persons, whether or not incorporated, all or
some of whose purposes involve the promotion of the business interests of
its members;
"Consumers’ association"– an association representing consumers,
approved by the Minister of Justice for the purposes of this Law;
"Tribunal"– the Antitrust Tribunal, established pursuant to this Law;
"Restrictive trade practice"– a restrictive arrangement, monopoly or merger
of companies;
"Arrangement"– whether express or implied, whether written, oral or
by behavior, whether or not legally binding;
"Company"– a company founded and incorporated in accordance with
the Companies Ordinance [New Version], 5743-1983, including a
foreign company so incorporated, an incorporated cooperative society
within its meaning in the Cooperative Societies Ordinance and a
partnership incorporated in accordance with the Partnerships Ordinance
[New Version] 5735-1975;
"Subsidiary"– a company in which another company holds a controlling
interest;

competition, and the arrangement does not include any restraints which
are not necessary to fulfill its objective.
(b) The General Director shall publish a notice, in two daily newspapers, of
his intention to submit Block Exemption Rules to the Committee for
ratification, at least 60 days prior to such submission, and shall make such
rules available for public scrutiny.
(c) If any objections are received from the public regarding the Block Exemption
Rules, the General Director, when submitting the Block Exemption Rules to
the Committee for ratification, shall give a detailed response to such objections.
(d) If the Committee ratifies the Block Exemption Rules, the General Director
shall submit them to the Minister for signature; the Minister shall sign the
Block Exemption Rules unless he is persuaded, on exceptional grounds, that
they should not be ratified.
(e) The Block Exemption Rules shall remain in force for five years, unless a
shorter period is provided by the Block Exemption Rules.
(f) The General Director may, from time to time, with the ratification of the
Committee, amend the Block Exemption Rules, or renew them for further
periods not exceeding five years each, with or without amendments; the
provisions of this Section shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to the amendment and
renewal of Block Exemption Rules.
(g) The General Director may determine that an exemption granted by the
Block Exemption Rules shall not apply to a specific restrictive
arrangement, commencing as of such date as he shall determine, and may
direct the parties to the arrangement to apply for the Tribunal’s approval in
accordance with Section 9; the provisions of Section 43(b) through (e) shall
apply to such determination.
16. Changes in a Restrictive Arrangement
(a) A material change in a restrictive arrangement approved by the Tribunal or
an arrangement for which a temporary permit has been granted pursuant to
Section 13 or an arrangement for which an exemption has been granted
pursuant to Section 14, shall be deemed a new restrictive arrangement,
requiring application for approval pursuant to Section 7, within thirty days of
the date of such change.
(b) The parties to said restrictive arrangement shall notify the General Director
of any change therein that, in their opinion, is not a material change; if the
General Director believes that the change is material, he shall apply to the
President of the Tribunal to rule on the matter.
(c) In this section "change" includes the addition of a party to an arrangement
or the removal of a party therefrom.
Chapter III: Merger of Companies
Part A: Application and Prohibition of Merger

17. Application
(a) The provisions of this Chapter shall apply to a merger of companies in any
of the following instances:
(1) As a result of the merger, the share of the merging companies in the
total production, sale, marketing or purchase of a particular asset and
a similar asset or in the provision of a particular service and a
similar service, would exceed fifty percent, or a lower market share
if the Minister so determined with regard to a monopoly pursuant to
Section 26(c);
(2) The combined sales turnover of the merging companies, in the fiscal
year preceding the merger, exceeded 150 million NIS; the Minister may,
with the ratification of the Knesset Economic Affairs Committee, amend
the above amount;
(3) One of the merging companies is a monopoly within the meaning of
the term under Section 26.
(b)

(1) The amount stated in subsection (a)(2) shall be update
annually on the 1st of January (hereinafter – "the update day")
according to the rate of the increase in the index compared to
the base index, provided that the aforesaid rate of increase of
the index shall exceed ten percent.
(2) The amount so updated shall be rounded off to the nearest multiple
of 10,000 NIS.
(3) The updated amount shall come into effect on the date on which the
Minister publishes notice thereof in the Official Gazette.
(4) In this Section"Index" - the Consumer Price Index published by the Central Bureau of
Statistics;
"The new index" - the index last published prior to the update day;
"The base index"- the last index published before to the previous update
day and, for the purpose of the first update day following the
commencement of this Law - the index published in October 1988.

(c) The Minister, with the ratification of the Knesset Economic Affairs
Committee, may establish by regulation the manner of determining a
company's share pursuant to subsection (a)(1), and its sales turnover pursuant
to subsection (a)(2).
(d) In this Section"Similar asset"- an asset of similar characteristics even if not identical in all
respects;

"Similar service"- a service of similar characteristics even if not identical in all
respects.
18. Merger with a Company Engaged in Business Overseas
In the case of a merger with a company conducting business both in Israel
and overseas, the provisions of this Chapter shall apply solely with respect to the
sales turnover of the company within Israel and with respect to the company’s
share in Israel in the production, sale, purchase and marketing of an asset or the
provision or receipt of a service within Israel.
Part B: Pre-Merger Notification and Consent of the General Director
19. Prohibition of the Merger of Companies
Companies may not merge unless a pre-merger notification has first been filed
and the consent of the General Director to the merger has been obtained and, if
such consent is conditional - in accordance with the conditions stipulated, all as
provided in this Part.
20. Pre-Merger Notification
(a) Every one of the companies intending to merge shall give the General
Director notice thereof, providing such details as shall be determined by
the Regulations (hereinafter – "pre-merger notification"); the General Director
may request further information if he deems it necessary for the examination
of the application.
(b) Within thirty days of the date on which he received a pre-merger
notification from all of the companies seeking to merge, the General Director
shall notify the companies as to whether he consents or objects to the
merger or stipulate conditions for it as shall be provided in such
notification; failure to give such notification within the thirty days provided
shall be deemed to constitute a notice of consent, unless the period is extended
pursuant to Section 38.
(c) If a pre-merger notification is delivered to the General Director and the
sphere of activity of the companies seeking to merge comes under the
jurisdiction of one of the government ministries, the General Director shall
forward a copy of the application to the director-general of such ministry.
(d) Submitting a pre-merger notification to the General Director pursuant to
this Section is conditioned upon the payment of a fee, as determined by the
Minister and the Minister of Finance; in the Regulations pursuant to this
subsection, the Ministers may determine the manner by which said fee shall be
updated.
21. The General Director’s Decision
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Preface
This Bulletin sets out the Competition Bureau’s ("the Bureau")current
policy on merger remedies. 1 It is intended to provide guidance on the
objectives for remedial action and the general principles applied by the
Bureau when it seeks, designs, and implements remedies. While such
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/02170.html
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principles are essential elements, which will be taken into account in all
cases where remedial action is required, it is important to realize that all
remedies will be tailored to the specific facts and circumstances of each
case. Remedies will also be tailored according the Bureau’s ongoing
experience regarding the efficacy of previously implemented remedies. In
other words, the Bureau will apply a principled yet flexible and evolving
approach to designing and implementing merger remedies.
To facilitate negotiated settlements between merging parties and the
Bureau, a template consent agreement, which generally follows the
principles articulated in this Bulletin, is available on the Bureau's website. 2
This template consent agreement sets out the Bureau's general
expectations; however, the terms and conditions of each consent
agreement will be tailored to the specific facts and circumstances of each
case. During merger remedy negotiations, it is the practice of the Bureau to
prepare the first draft of any consent agreement and to retain carriage
over the draft document throughout any negotiations that follow.

I. Objectives of remedial action
1. Remedies are required when a merger or proposed merger ("merger")
is likely to prevent or lessen competition substantially in one or more
relevant markets. In such cases, the Commissioner of Competition
("the Bureau" or "the Commissioner") 3 will take remedial action to
prevent a merged entity, alone or in coordination with other firms,
from having the ability to exercise market power, as a result of the
merger. 4 When the Bureau believes that a merger is likely to prevent
or lessen competition substantially, it can either apply to the
Competition Tribunal ("Tribunal") to challenge it under section 92 of
the Competition Act 5 ("the Act"), or negotiate remedies with the
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/02170.html
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merging parties in order to resolve the competition concerns by
consent. 6
2. The standard for achieving an acceptable remedy in either a contested
or consent proceeding is set out by the Supreme Court in Canada
(Director of Investigation and Research) v. (Versus) Southam Inc.
(Incorporated) 7 In this case, the Court concluded that "the appropriate
remedy for a substantial lessening of competition is to restore
competition to the point at which it can no longer be said to be
substantially less than it was before the merger." 8 Throughout this
Bulletin, this standard is referred to as either "eliminating the
substantial lessening or prevention of competition" or, for ease of
reference, as "preserving competition" 9 in the relevant markets.
3. Eliminating the substantial lessening or prevention of competition
sometimes means that the remedy must go beyond that which is
necessary to restore competition to an otherwise acceptable level. To
this end, the Supreme Court, in Southam, emphasized the importance
of ensuring that the remedy fully eliminates the substantial lessening
(or prevention) of competition: "If the choice is between a remedy that
goes farther than is strictly necessary to restore competition to an
acceptable level and a remedy that does not go far enough even to
reach the acceptable level, then surely the former option must be
preferred. At the very least, a remedy must be effective. If the least
intrusive of the possible effective remedies overshoots the mark, that
is perhaps unfortunate, but from a legal point of view, such a remedy is
not defective." 10
4. When a merger is likely to prevent or lessen competition substantially,
the Bureau generally attempts to negotiate an agreement with the
merging parties without proceeding to litigation. This approach
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/02170.html
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enables a less costly and more expeditious resolution of the matter. In
negotiating a resolution, the Bureau aims to address competition
concerns in all markets where a likely substantial lessening or
prevention of competition has been identified. In cases where it is not
possible to address all such competition issues on consent, the Bureau
is prepared, where appropriate, to consider limiting or narrowing the
scope of litigation. This enables the uncontentious parts of a merger to
proceed while the Bureau challenges only those portions that are likely
to result in a substantial lessening or prevention of competition before
the Tribunal. Such settlements normally require the merging parties to
agree, at a minimum, to hold separate the asset(s) and/or business(es)
11

that could be the subject of an order. Hold‑separate provisions are

described more fully in sections II and III of this Bulletin.
5. If a merger does proceed to litigation (i.e. (that is), being challenged
under section 92 of the Act), the Bureau will identify proposed
remedies in its application to the Tribunal. 12 As set out in section 92(1)
(e) and 92(1)(f), the Act is very specific about the remedies the Tribunal
can impose in contested cases. In the case of a merger that has closed,
remedial action is limited to either dissolution of the merger or
disposition of assets or shares. With a proposed merger, the Tribunal
can only direct that the merger or part of the merger not proceed, or
otherwise prohibit certain actions by the merging parties.
6. With the consent of the merging parties and the Bureau, in the cases
of either a proposed merger or a merger that has closed, the Act
allows for a wider range of remedies to be considered. 13 To be
effective, a remedy must eliminate the substantial lessening or
prevention of competition resulting from the merger. Ultimately, an
effective remedy is based on the unique circumstances of the case and
theory of competitive harm, as alleged by the Bureau or determined by
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/02170.html
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the Tribunal. Accordingly, an effective remedy could include addressing
any impediments to competition that would otherwise allow remaining
or potential competitors to constrain market power following the
merger. 14
7. In addition to being effective, remedies must also be enforceable and
capable of timely implementation so that the substantial lessening or
prevention of competition can be eliminated as quickly as possible.
Accordingly, in the case of divestitures, an acceptable buyer of divested
asset(s) ("buyer") must be provided with those asset(s) necessary to
achieve the goal of eliminating the substantial lessening or prevention
of competition, as quickly as possible. Careful consideration is given to
identifying the asset(s) required for a buyer to compete effectively over
the long term.

II. Designing remedies
8. When designing remedies, terms must be clear and measures must be
sufficiently well defined. This is to ensure timely implementation of the
remedy and either no or minimal future monitoring by the Bureau.
Additionally, clear terms and defined measures ensure that such
remedies can be enforced by the Bureau or the Tribunal, which
includes being enforced by way of contempt proceedings should a
party not comply with them. 15 The range of remedies considered by
the Bureau is described below.

A. Structural remedies 16
9. The anti‑competitive effects that are likely to arise from a merger result
from a structural change to the market. Unless structural changes that
have harmful effects on competition are challenged, they are often
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/02170.html
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long lasting and can adversely affect innovation, economic
performance and consumer welfare. Accordingly, structural remedies
are usually necessary to eliminate the substantial lessening or
prevention of competition arising from a merger.
10. Structural remedies are typically more effective than behavioural
remedies. For example, behavioural remedies may prevent the merged
entity from efficiently responding to changing market conditions and
may restrain potentially pro‑competitive behaviour by the merged
entity and/or other market participants. Furthermore, it is difficult to
determine the appropriate duration of a behavioural remedy, since it is
often difficult to gauge how long it will take for new entry or expansion
to be established in the relevant market(s). Competition authorities
and courts generally prefer structural remedies over behavioural
remedies because the terms of such remedies are more clear and
certain, less costly to administer, and readily enforceable. 17
Disadvantages with respect to the costs associated with behavioural
remedies include:
the direct costs of monitoring the activities of the merged entity, and
the merged entity’s adherence to the terms of the remedy;
the costs to other market participants, who must rely on arbitration
proceedings arising from self‑governing mechanisms; and
the indirect costs associated with any efforts by the merged entity to
circumvent the spirit of the remedy.
11. Most structural remedies involve a divestiture of asset(s) rather than
an outright prohibition or dissolution of the merger. 18 However,
prohibition or dissolution will be required when less intrusive
remedies, which would otherwise eliminate the substantial lessening
or prevention of competition, are unavailable. The remainder of this
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/02170.html
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section describes the essential components of designing remedies that
require a divestiture of asset(s).

i. Divestitures
12. Divestitures seek to:
i. preserve competition through the sale of asset(s) to a new market
participant; 19 or
ii. strengthen an existing source of competition through the sale of
asset(s) to an existing market participant.
13. The following criteria must be met for a divestiture to provide effective
relief to an anti‑competitive merger:
the asset(s) chosen for divestiture must be both viable and sufficient to
eliminate the substantial lessening or prevention of competition;
the divestiture must occur in a timely manner; and
the buyer must be independent and have both the ability and intention
to be an effective competitor in the relevant market(s).
(a) Viability of the asset(s) chosen for divestiture
14. Divestitures can include one (or more) standalone operating
business(es) and/or one or more components of a standalone
operating business(es). Importantly, divestitures must include all
assets necessary for the buyer to be an effective long‑term competitor
who will preserve competition in the relevant market(s). While
divestitures of asset(s) or business(es) within the relevant market are
usually sufficient to address competition concerns, in certain
circumstances it may be necessary to include asset(s) outside the
relevant market. For example, this may be the case when economies of
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/02170.html
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scale and/or scope are important or when the asset(s) related to the
relevant market do not comprise a standalone operating business.
15. A divestiture of a standalone operating business(es) means that the
whole of one of the merging parties’ overlapping businesses is to be
divested. This includes all necessary management, personnel,
manufacturing and distribution facilities, retail locations, individual
products or product lines, intellectual property (e.g. (for example)
including patents or brands), administrative functions, supply
arrangements, customer contracts, government and regulatory
approvals, leases, and other components of an operating business.
Such a divestiture is required, for example, when something less than a
standalone operating business cannot be separated or when the
creation of a viable and effective competitor depends on the
divestiture of the whole business unit and its associated asset(s).
16. A divestiture of one or more components of a standalone operating
business means that less than the whole of one of the merging parties’
overlapping businesses is to be divested. Provided it eliminates the
substantial lessening or prevention of competition arising from a
merger, a divestiture of less than a standalone operating business may
be acceptable when some of the components needed to run the
business are otherwise available. For example, a potential buyer of
certain discrete asset(s) may not require certain administrative
functions (e.g. (for example) human resources, or accounting) or
distribution asset(s) of an ongoing business unit to become a viable
and effective competitor if it already owns these capabilities or can
readily obtain them from sources outside of the merged entity.
17. Divesting a standalone operating business increases the level of
certainty that the remedy will be effective, since the business has
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/02170.html
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proven its ability to compete in the market and survive independently.
Accordingly, the Bureau applies greater scrutiny to divestitures of less
than a standalone operating business since there is limited or no
proven track record that the components of the business will be able to
operate both effectively and competitively. Furthermore, when
divestitures of less than a standalone operating business consist
primarily of intellectual property or other limited categories of assets,
the Bureau will typically need to be satisfied, in advance of consenting
to a remedy, that willing buyers, with the necessary capabilities, are
available to purchase the asset(s). 20
18. The Bureau also applies greater scrutiny to situations in which the
proposed divestiture package is created out of a mixture of assets (i.e.
(that is), referred to as a "mix and match" approach) from both
merging parties. Mix and match remedies are often less successful at
preserving competition, as such asset packages have an unproven
track record of business viability and are subject to integration issues,
which are usually more difficult to resolve than with divestitures
comprised of a standalone operating business.
19. In light of these above reasons, the Bureau generally prefers a
divestiture of a standalone operating business(es) from one merging
party, normally the target company being acquired in the merger, to
one buyer. 21 This approach reduces the uncertainty associated with
both the viability of the divestiture package and integration issues, and
limits the detrimental effects that could arise from the acquiring party
in the merger obtaining confidential information about the asset(s) to
be divested.
20. Prior to agreeing to a divestiture package, the Bureau may seek
information from the marketplace. Such "market testing" is
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/02170.html
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particularly important in those situations where the marketability,
viability, and ultimately the effectiveness of a divestiture package in
eliminating the substantial lessening or prevention of competition
arising from a merger, are uncertain or in doubt. Market testing may
include seeking information from industry participants such as
competitors, customers and suppliers, as well as from industry experts.
22

21. In addition to considering whether a divestiture consisting of one (or
more) standalone operating business(es) and/or one or more
components of a standalone operating business(es) is required, the
following provisions are helpful in ensuring the viability of the asset(s)
to be divested and are therefore given careful consideration when
designing remedies.
Hold‑separate provisions

22. Once the Bureau determines that a merger is likely to lessen or
prevent competition substantially, and identifies the scope of remedies
necessary to address the competition concerns, the Bureau will
normally require the merging parties to "hold separate" those asset(s)
that could be the subject of a Tribunal order, until the divestiture is
completed. 23 Hold‑separate provisions preserve the Bureau’s ability to
achieve an effective remedy pending its implementation. 24
Hold‑separate provisions also reduce the likelihood that the asset(s)
will deteriorate during the divestiture process. Moreover, such
provisions ensure the merging parties do not combine their operations
or share confidential information before the divestiture occurs, thereby
avoiding the problem of "unscrambling the eggs" if the merger has to
be restructured at a later date. Hold separate provisions also preserve

https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/02170.html
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the Tribunal’s flexibility to order an alternate remedy should the
original divestiture not be effected.
23. The Bureau will usually require that hold‑separate provisions apply to
asset(s) beyond those that are to be divested pursuant to a consent
agreement. In limited cases, such as those involving the divestiture of a
standalone operating business, the Bureau may require the
hold‑separate provisions to cover only the portions of the merger that
are likely to result in anti‑competitive effects. Hold‑separate provisions
are further discussed in section III of this Bulletin: Implementing
Remedies
Alternatives to hold‑separate provisions

24. In very limited circumstances, it may be sufficient to direct the
acquiring party, which must divest the asset(s)/business(es) ("the
vendor"), to maintain the competitive viability of the asset(s) to be
divested, without having to hold such asset(s) separate from the
vendor’s other operations. To this end, "maintenance provisions"
rather than hold‑separate provisions may be sufficient when:
the asset(s) to be divested cannot operate on a standalone basis, but
are discretely identifiable such that it would not be difficult to
"unscramble the eggs"; and
it can be demonstrated that there is de minimus risk of disclosing
confidential or competitively sensitive information (e.g. (for example) if
pricing and cost information is transparent in the industry, or if there
are specific provisions in the consent agreement that will prevent
disclosure of such information).
25. In such cases, the vendor must provide sales, managerial,
administrative, operational, and financial support, as necessary in the
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/02170.html
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ordinary course of business, so as to promote the continued effective
operation of the asset(s). The vendor may also be required to honour
all material contracts (e.g. (for example) sales and employment
contracts) and agree to other provisions to ensure the ongoing viability
of the asset(s), including those provisions relating to maintaining
employment. While the asset(s) may not need to be held separate,
information about customers and sales for each of the merging
parties’ businesses should be kept segregated in order to both
facilitate due diligence for the buyer during the divestiture period, and
to maintain the competitive viability of the asset(s) to be divested.
Representations and warranties

26. To increase the attractiveness and viability of the divestiture package,
the vendor must provide reasonable and ordinary commercial
representations and warranties to the buyer. What is reasonable and
ordinary will depend on the industry in question, as each industry may
have unique requirements. Depending on the circumstances, such
representations and warranties will usually need to remain in effect at
least until all divestitures contemplated by the remedy are complete. 25
In addition, when necessary, the vendor must indemnify the buyer to
offset liabilities that either cannot or should not be separated from the
asset(s) to be divested. Following the appointment of a divestiture
trustee ("trustee"), the trustee shall have the sole authority, with
oversight and approval by the Bureau only, to determine the
reasonable and ordinary commercial representations and warranties,
for the purpose of effecting the divestiture. The vendor will agree to
and accept such trustee determinations in the consent agreement.
(b) Ensuring timeliness and success of the divestiture
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27. A remedy is most effective when it is achieved in a timely manner.
Timeliness reduces uncertainty for all affected parties by ensuring that
competition is preserved as quickly as possible, by minimizing the
competitive harm, and by mitigating potential asset deterioration.
Fix‑it‑first

28. To eliminate the risks and uncertainty associated with implementing a
remedy post‑closing, merging parties are strongly encouraged to
remedy competition issues arising from a merger by resolving them
before closing the merger. A "fix‑it‑first" solution occurs when:
i. the vendor is able to divest the relevant asset(s) to an approved buyer
26

prior to, or simultaneously with, the closing of the merger; or

ii. there is a purchase and sale agreement in place, which identifies an
approved buyer for a specific set of assets, and the divestiture is
executed simultaneously with the merger.
29. The Bureau strongly prefers fix‑it‑first solutions. This type of remedy
often provides an optimal resolution because it resolves competition
issues up‑front while giving certainty to the merging parties.
30. Acceptable fix‑it‑first solutions are typically structural in nature. A
fix‑it‑first solution alleviates concerns about whether the remedy
package will be marketable, ensures that the asset(s) in question do
not deteriorate, and preserves competition in the relevant market(s) as
expeditiously as possible. While fix‑it‑first solutions are still subject to
Bureau approval, the registration of a consent agreement is typically
not required. However, if the Bureau believes that the divestiture may
be delayed until after the merger closes, or may not occur at all, the
Bureau will likely require a consent agreement, as the divestiture will
no longer be effected on a fix‑it‑first basis. The consent agreement
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/02170.html
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may not have to be registered if the divestiture is actually completed
before the merger has closed.
31. When fix‑it‑first solutions are not available, the following provisions are
important in ensuring a timely and successful divestiture after the
merger closes.
Time periods

32. Imposing and enforcing timely deadlines to the divestiture process
improves the effectiveness of a remedy. The shorter the divestiture
period, the less likely that factors such as the deterioration of assets,
the loss of customers and/or key personnel, or otherwise, will cause
the divestiture to be ineffective. Certain safeguards, such as
hold‑separate provisions, may lessen the degree to which the asset
package may deteriorate. Such provisions are temporary and are
designed to maintain the current state of the asset(s).
33. The Bureau typically agrees to provide the vendor with an initial fixed
period of time ("initial sale period") to sell the remedy package at the
best price and terms that the vendor can negotiate with potential
buyers. The initial sale period will be between three and six months, 27
which is considered sufficient time in which to both initiate and
complete the divestiture. The actual time period allotted for the initial
sale period will normally be confidential. The Bureau may grant a short
extension of this time period in exceptional circumstances, which will
be determined on a case‑by‑case basis. During the initial sale period,
the vendor will normally be required to meet certain milestones, which
will be pre‑determined on a case‑by‑case basis. 28 Compliance with
such milestones must be reported to the Bureau at the Bureau’s
request.
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34. As further explained in section IV of this Bulletin, if the vendor cannot
sell the asset(s) within the initial sale period, a trustee appointed by the
Bureau will have a period of time ("trustee period"), the duration of
which will be made public at the outset of the trustee period, in order
to complete the divestiture without any limitations on price. During the
trustee period, the trustee shall have the authority to control the
divestiture process, subject to oversight and approval by the Bureau
only.
No minimum price

35. To increase the likelihood that the divestiture will occur, the Bureau will
require that, during the trustee period, the remedy package be
divested at no minimum price. 29 As the sale price and terms of which
the divestiture package are to be determined by the trustee, the
Bureau will not agree to provisions or terms that refer in any way to a
minimum or floor price. 30 The trustee’s primary obligation is to divest
the remedy package to a qualified buyer at no minimum price.
"Crown jewel" provisions

36. The Bureau’s goal is to design a remedy package that will eliminate the
substantial lessening or prevention of competition arising from a
merger without going beyond what is necessary to resolve such
competition concerns. However, given the prospective nature of
proposed divestitures, there is frequently some uncertainty as to
whether the remedy will be viable (i.e. (that is), whether the divestiture
will be completed). Thus, an additional asset package (commonly
referred to as a "crown jewel") may be required as part of the remedy
in order to reduce any such uncertainty.
37. Crown jewel provisions allow for specified asset(s) to be added or
substituted into the initial divestiture package of asset(s), which limits
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/02170.html
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any uncertainty by increasing the viability of the remedy. Importantly
however, while crown jewel provisions do provide the vendor with an
incentive for a timely completion of the initial divestiture package, such
provisions are not intended to be punitive. That is, those asset(s) that
comprise the crown jewel will, as much as possible, relate to the
competitive harm. 31 In other words, crown jewel provisions are
intended to not only provide the vendor with an incentive to divest the
initial divestiture package, but also to provide the Bureau with
confidence that if the initial divestiture package is unsuccessful, there
will still be a viable remedy available.
38. While crown jewel provisions are usually determined before the trustee
period commences, such provisions are triggered only during the
trustee period. Both the existence and content of crown jewel
provisions are not made public until the trustee period commences.
Crown jewel provisions are not required in a fix‑it‑first solution.
(c) Independence and competitiveness of the buyer
39. The suitability of a buyer (i.e. (that is), a market participant) is directly
related to the viability and sufficiency of an asset package. An
acceptable buyer must have both the ability and incentive to compete,
so that competition will be preserved in the relevant market(s). The
buyer must operate independently of the merged entity in all aspects
of competition, even if various means of support (e.g. (for example)
supply arrangements and other forms of technical assistance) are part
of the remedy package for a transitional period of time. Ultimately, the
acceptability of a buyer will depend on the particular facts of the case
and will be guided by the Bureau’s understanding of the competitive
dynamics in the market and the theory of competitive harm (e.g. (for
example) unilateral and/or coordinated effects). The approval of any
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/02170.html
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buyer, whether proposed by the vendor or the trustee, during either
the initial or trustee sale period respectively, is a matter for the Bureau
alone to determine.
40. The capabilities and resources of prospective buyers are especially
critical with divestitures consisting of less than an autonomous
business where the package of assets lacks an established
infrastructure. In such cases, a successful outcome depends on finding
an appropriate match between the asset package and the buyer. It
may therefore sometimes be necessary for the vendor to id entify the
buyer up‑front before the Bureau agrees to the remedy package. This
is known as an "up‑front buyer provision".
41. An up‑front buyer provision is different from a fix‑it‑first solution in
that the buyer of the divested asset(s) must be approved by the Bureau
in advance of registering a consent agreement, but the asset(s) are
divested after the merger closes. This approach helps ensure the
timeliness of the divestiture and the viability of the asset(s) to be
divested, and may avoid the need for hold‑separate provisions. 32 Since
up‑front buyer provisions do not entail an open bidding process or
public offering, the Bureau will exercise increased vigilance to ensure
the buyer and vendor are independent of one another.

B. Quasi‑Structural remedies 33
42. In certain circumstances, an effective remedy may require the merging
parties to take some action, in addition to or other than a divestiture,
to remedy competition concerns. While allowing the merged entity to
retain ownership of the asset(s) acquired in the merger, certain actions
may have structural implications for the marketplace. This includes
those actions that reduce barriers to entry, provide access to necessary
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/02170.html
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infrastructure or key technology, or otherwise facilitate entry or
expansion. Examples, under certain circumstances, include:
licensing intellectual property;
removing anti‑competitive contract terms, such as non‑competition
clauses and restrictive covenants;
granting non‑discriminatory access rights to networks, especially when
horizontal overlap is coupled with both vertical integration and a risk of
foreclosure of inputs; or
supporting the removal or reduction of quotas, tariffs, or other
impediments imposed by regulatory bodies or industry groups, which
may be achieved with the help of efforts by the merged entity.
43. While such measures may help preserve a competitive environment, it
is necessary to fully examine their effects in the context of the
particular industry as a whole. The Bureau will only accept
quasi‑structural remedies, if, once fully implemented, they adequately
eliminate the substantial lessening or prevention of competition
arising from the merger in the relevant market(s) on a continuing basis
without the need for future intervention or monitoring. In other words,
such remedies must satisfy the same requirements as any other
structural remedy.
44. Remedial action involving intangible assets, such as intellectual
property, is often accomplished through licensing rather than through
an outright divestiture. While licensing agreements allow the merged
entity to retain ownership rights to patents, trademarks, or other
intellectual property, they may be quasi‑structural when they reduce or
eliminate an important barrier to entry by enabling one or more third
parties (i.e. (that is), parties who otherwise possess the necessary
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/02170.html
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capabilities) to participate in markets that, in the absence of the
licence, would be foreclosed to them. Licensing can also be efficiency
enhancing since it is less likely to discourage future research and
development.
45. Before accepting a licensing agreement as a remedy, the Bureau will
determine whether the scope of the licence must be:
i. exclusive to the licensee;
ii. co‑exclusive, such that the merged firm can retain certain rights to use
these asset(s), including the right to operate under the licensed
intellectual property; or
iii. non‑exclusive, such that multiple firms can have access to the
intellectual property through sub‑licensing provisions.
46. The scope of the licensing agreement depends on the nature of the
competitive harm and the particular facts of the case. For example, a
licence will likely be exclusive only to the licensee when the intellectual
property is product‑specific and the merged entity can rely on its other
intellectual property to compete effectively with the licensee in the
relevant market. In contrast, it may be appropriate to allow the merged
entity to retain certain usage rights when the intellectual property
being licensed is primarily used for other products that are not part of
the relevant market, and the merged entity requires such intellectual
property for such other products. Sub‑licensing may be appropriate
when the owner of the intellectual property, pre‑merger, previously
licensed to multiple licensees and will likely engage in sub‑licensing to
other firms in the future.

C. Combination remedies
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/02170.html
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47. A combination remedy refers to a structural divestiture combined with
other relief that is behavioural in nature. Certain behavioural terms
may help ensure an effective remedy is ultimately implemented when
they supplement or complement the core structural remedy, especially
if used during a transition or bridging period until a competitive
market structure develops. Including behavioural components in a
remedy may be useful if such components provide a buyer and/or
other industry participants with the ability to operate effectively and as
quickly as possible.
48. Examples of behavioural remedies that may support structural
remedies include:
short‑term supply arrangements for the buyer of the asset(s) to be
divested, at a price defined to approximate direct costs. This is
especially effective if the buyer requires an immediate supply of inputs,
but needs a short period of time to establish its own supply
management capabilities;
the provision of technical assistance to help a buyer or licensee train
employees in complex technologies, especially for those technologies
related to intellectual property;
a waiver by the merged entity of restrictive contract terms that lock‑in
customers for long periods of time. This is especially effective when
other switching costs deter customers from moving their business to
the buyer of the divested asset(s); and
codes of conduct, which can be readily monitored and expeditiously
enforced by a third party (e.g. (for example) through binding
arbitration procedures).
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While such behavioural remedies may be important to the success of the
buyer, and thus the preservation of competition, they would not, on their
own, be effective alternatives to a successful structural remedy.
Furthermore, as with all remedies, such behavioural remedies must require
either minimal or no ongoing monitoring by the Bureau. Additionally, such
remedies must be enforceable by either the Bureau or the Tribunal. If
behavioural remedies do not meet such monitoring and enforceability
criteria, the Bureau will neither agree to such remedies nor seek to impose
them.

D. Standalone behavioural remedies
49. Standalone behavioural remedies are seldom accepted by the Bureau.
It is difficult to design a behavioural remedy that will adequately
replicate the outcomes of a competitive market. Even if such a remedy
can be designed in clear and workable terms, it is likely to be less
effective and more difficult to enforce than a structural remedy.
Moreover, any attempt to provide for a standalone behavioural remedy
usually imposes an ongoing burden on the Bureau and market
participants, including the merged entity, rather than providing a
permanent solution to a competition problem.
50. Standalone behavioural remedies may be acceptable when they are
sufficient to eliminate the substantial lessening or prevention of
competition arising from a merger, and there is no appropriate
structural remedy. Additionally, as stated previously, standalone
behavioural remedies must require either no or minimal future
monitoring by the Bureau, and be enforceable by either the Bureau or
the Tribunal. Otherwise, the Bureau will neither agree to such
remedies nor seek to impose them.
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III. Implementing remedies
i. Hold‑separate provisions
51. Hold‑separate provisions, previously discussed in section II of this
Bulletin, are required in most consent agreements pending completion
of the agreed‑upon remedy. 34 These provisions ensure that
confidential information is not communicated to the vendor during the
implementation phase of the remedy. These provisions also ensure
that the designated asset(s) or business(es) to be divested are:
preserved; economically viable; and operated at arm’s length from the
merged entity throughout both the initial and trustee sale periods.
Hold‑separate provisions may also be required when the vendor must
make ongoing capital investments in, or otherwise support, the
asset(s) to be divested during the implementation phase of the
remedy.
52. Normally, it is necessary to immediately appoint an independent
manager ("hold‑separate manager") to operate the asset(s) to be
divested until the divestiture is complete. The Bureau requires that a
hold‑separate manager have extensive experience in the market(s) in
question and operate independently (i.e. (that is), at arm’s length from
the vendor). In addition, the vendor must transfer to the hold‑separate
manager all rights, powers, and authority necessary to perform his or
her duties and responsibilities under the consent agreement. To this
end, the vendor must not exercise any direction or control over the
management of the asset(s) to be divested. The hold‑separate
manager will be responsible for the day‑to‑day management of the
asset(s) to be divested and, if necessary, will report directly to an
independent monitor.
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/02170.html
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53. The Bureau will normally require the appointment of an independent
third party to monitor compliance with the consent agreement
("monitor"). 35 A monitor should have no ties, financial or otherwise,
with the merging parties. The monitor will have complete access to all
personnel, books, records, documents, facilities, or to any other
relevant information that he or she requests. The monitor will ensure
that the vendor uses its best efforts to fulfill its obligations under the
consent agreement. The monitor will report, in writing, to the Bureau,
as set out in the consent agreement.

ii. Responsibilities of the vendor (general)
54. To keep the Bureau fully informed throughout the initial and trustee
sale periods, the vendor must report to the Bureau in writing on a
regular basis with respect to the status of the asset(s) to be divested,
as well as the progress of the vendor’s efforts to accomplish the
divestiture. This allows the Bureau to monitor whether the vendor is
making best efforts to complete the divestiture.
55. Reports should include a description of the divestiture process,
including negotiations, and the identity of all third parties contacted
and prospective buyers who have come forward. In addition, the
Bureau may also request other information, such as correspondence
between the vendor and prospective buyers and a description of the
state of the asset(s) at the time of reporting. A description of any
material changes in the value or status of the asset(s) to be divested,
which could affect their market value, must also be reported. The
Bureau will have the right to request additional information at any time
regarding the progress of the proposed divestiture.
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56. The vendor of the designated asset package will be responsible for
payment of services of the hold‑separate manager, the monitor, and, if
the asset(s) are not sold during the initial sale period, the trustee. The
vendor will also be responsible for indemnifying the trustee with
respect to any expenses and non‑payment of fees associated with the
divestiture.

iii. Obtaining Bureau approval of a qualified buyer
57. In addition to approving the remedy package, the Bureau must
approve the buyer of the divested asset(s), so as to ensure that such
asset(s) will be operated by a vigorous competitor, and that the
divestiture itself will not result in a substantial lessening or prevention
of competition in the relevant market(s). Requiring such approval
increases the likelihood that the buyer will preserve competition in the
relevant market(s).
58. The Bureau’s approval of a buyer is based on the following criteria:
i. the divestiture of the asset(s) to the proposed buyer must not itself
adversely affect competition;
ii. the buyer must be independent (i.e. (that is), at arm’s length) from the
vendor;
iii. the buyer must have the managerial, operational, and financial
capability to compete effectively in the relevant market(s); and
iv. the asset(s) being divested must be used by the buyer to compete in
the relevant market(s) post‑divestiture. This means that the asset(s)
must be sold to a firm that will compete effectively in the market and
have the intention to keep the asset(s) in the relevant market(s) after
the divestiture process. This determination will be based, in part, on
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/02170.html
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business plans that explain how the proposed buyer plans to compete
in the future.
59. When a remedy package includes assets in several geographic areas,
so as to address competition concerns in multiple local or regional
markets, it may be necessary to approve more than one buyer.
However, the Bureau’s willingness to accept multiple buyers depends
on the nature of the adverse effects that must be addressed with a
remedy. For example, a single buyer is more likely to be required when
economies of scale and/or scope are important to ensuring the
elimination of the substantial lessening or prevention of competition.

IV. Trustee provisions
60. When the sale of the asset(s) to be divested is not completed in the
initial sale period, and in the manner contemplated by the consent
agreement (or the divestiture order in contested cases), the Bureau will
appoint a trustee to divest the asset(s). 36 As mentioned in section II of
this Bulletin, the inclusion of trustee provisions provides some
assurance that the asset(s) will be divested in a timely and effective
manner. The trustee period, the duration of which shall be made public
at the outset of the trustee period, will be between three and six
months. The Bureau may grant a short extension of this time period in
exceptional circumstances, which will be determined on a case‑by‑case
basis.
61. Prior to the start of the trustee period, the trustee must be given
sufficient time and info rmation to become familiar with the terms of
the consent agreement and the asset(s) to be divested. This ensures
that the divestiture process can proceed without delay at the initiation
of the trustee period.
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62. During the trustee period, the trustee will have the authority to control
the divestiture process, subject to oversight and approval by the
Bureau only. The vendor will not normally be included in the
divestiture process, including negotiations. Furthermore, the vendor
will have no contact with prospective purchasers, unless otherwise
approved by the Bureau.
63. During the trustee period, the trustee must have full and complete
access to personnel, books, records, facilities related to the asset(s) in
question, or any other information deemed relevant by the trustee to
effect the divestiture. To facilitate the necessary degrees of access, the
trustee will, among other things, be entitled to attend, as frequently as
the trustee determines necessary, the physical premises of the vendor.
The vendor will be required to respond, both promptly and fully, to all
requests from the trustee. To this end, the vendor must identify a
person who is responsible for responding to all trustee information
requests.
64. The trustee will be required to report to the Bureau in writing, on a
regular basis, all efforts to accomplish the divestiture. Such reports will
include details on the steps being taken by the trustee to effect the
divestiture, the identity of prospective buyers, and the status of
negotiations with such prospective buyers.
65. The completion of the divestiture is subject to the Bureau’s approval
only, and must be made to a "qualified" 37 buyer who meets the
criteria stipulated in the consent agreement (or divestiture order). The
trustee shall use commercially reasonable efforts to negotiate the
most favourable terms and conditions 38 available at that time, and if
necessary to effect the divestiture, may sell the asset(s) at no minimum
price. 39 The trustee’s opinion of what constitutes "most favourable"
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terms and conditions is subject to approval by the Bureau only. As the
trustee’s primary obligation is to divest the remedy package to a
qualified buyer, the vendor’s right to challenge the terms and
conditions of the divestiture is limited to situations whereby the trustee
commits malfeasance, gross negligence, or acts in bad faith.
66. If at the end of the trustee period the trustee has submitted a
divestiture plan or believes that the divestiture can be accomplished
within a short period of time, the trustee period may be extended at
the Bureau’s sole discretion. In the event that the asset(s) to be
divested have not been divested within the trustee period (including
any applicable extensions to this period), the Bureau may apply to the
Tribunal for such order as is necessary to effect the divestiture 40 and
the parties will submit in the consent agreement to the Tribunal’s
jurisdiction to grant such relief required to achieve that objective.
Depending on the particular circumstances of the case, the Bureau
may recommend to the Tribunal that other asset(s), or steps be taken,
in addition to those required in the divestiture package, are needed to
effect the divestiture.

V. Confidential schedules
67. The Bureau aims to be as transparent as possible with respect to the
terms of consent agreements. However, at the request of the vendor,
the Bureau may agree to let certain provisions of a negotiated
settlement requiring divestitures remain confidential during the initial
sale period only. In particular, the length of the initial sale period, the
fact that there is no minimum price, and both the existence and the
specific asset(s) that form part of the crown jewel package, may be
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considered by the Bureau for inclusion in confidential schedules to a
consent agreement.
68. When such confidential schedules exist, bona fide prospective buyers
who sign confidentiality agreements will have access to information
about the initial asset package itself, but not to confidential schedules.
69. Once the trustee period begins, most terms will be made public,
including the time period in which the divestiture must occur, all crown
jewel provisions, and the fact that the divestiture package must be sold
at no minimum price.
70. Full disclosure of the terms of a consent agreement will occur in the
following circumstances:
in multi‑jurisdictional cases, where remedies are coordinated with
other agencies, to the extent that terms are made public in the other
jurisdictions; and
upon completion of the divestiture(s) in a negotiated settlement.

VI. Compliance and enforcement of merger
remedies
71. The Bureau will commit the necessary time and resources to ensuring
the merged entity complies with the required remedies. During the
implementation phase of the remedy, the Bureau will have the ability
to interview officers, directors, employees, and agents of the merging
parties, as necessary, to ensure compliance with the divestiture order.
72. Crafting clear terms that are readily enforceable and require little or no
oversight is a key objective when designing remedies, and can
effectively serve as a deterrent for non‑compliance. In the Bureau’s
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experience, merged entities generally comply with the terms of
negotiated settlements (or divestiture orders in contested cases).
However, when non‑compliance requires further enforcement action,
the Bureau will take the necessary steps to ensure that the terms of
the remedy are fully implemented.
73. The nature of the non‑compliance will determine the type of action
that will likely be taken by the Bureau. When substantive issues
relating to competition arise, it may be sufficient, in some cases, to
discuss such issues with the merged entity to determine whether
non‑compliance has been inadvertent. Where there is a disagreement
on the interpretation of the terms of the remedy, it may be necessary
to apply to the Tribunal for an order that interprets or clarifies the
agreement. Where a merged entity clearly and/or wilfully acts in
contempt of a Tribunal order or a registered consent agreement, the
Bureau will take appropriate action to enforce the terms of the
settlement, as well as any other action that may be necessary. 41
74. Moreover, in the event that a remedy package is not divested in the
agreed‑upon time periods, the Bureau retains the right to challenge
the merger before the Tribunal to address the substantial lessening or
prevention of competition under section 92 of the Act.

VII. International coordination and
cooperation
75. The increasing number of global mergers has enhanced the need for
communication, coordination, and cooperation among competition
authorities in different jurisdictions. The Bureau uses a number of
cooperation arrangements or agreements with its foreign counterparts
to help facilitate information exchange, investigations, and ultimately
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the coordination of remedies. 42 When the Bureau requires confidential
information from its foreign counterparts, such cooperation is
facilitated by the provision of waivers by the merging and/or affected
third parties to the antitrust authorities in foreign jurisdictions. 43
When foreign competition agencies require confidential information
from the Bureau, such cooperation is subject to the confidentiality
provisions of section 29 of the Act.
76. The Bureau will coordinate with other competition authorities on
remedies when a worldwide or multi‑jurisdictional merger is likely to
have anti‑competitive effects in Canada that are similar, or related to,
those that are likely to result in other jurisdictions. Coordination can
involve communicating, as developments occur within jurisdictions,
participating in joint discussions with the merging parties, and
fashioning parallel remedies in Canada that are similar to those in
other jurisdictions.
77. The greater the extent to which competition issues identified in Canada
are similar to those in other jurisdictions, the greater the likelihood
that coordinated remedies will be effective. As Canadian assets are
involved in many global mergers, coordination of remedies is of
particular importance for the Bureau, since it increases the likelihood
that remedies will be consistently applied across jurisdictions.
Consistent and coordinated remedies help avoid potential frictions
stemming from situations whereby a remedy in one jurisdiction may
not be acceptable in another. Consistent and coordinated remedies
can also lead to a more effective resolution than would be attained
through independent enforcement action. Furthermore, such remedies
reduce uncertainty for businesses.
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78. To resolve competition concerns within Canada, the Bureau may either
take specific action or it may determine that action beyond what will be
taken in foreign jurisdictions is not required. While enforcement
decisions are made on a case‑by‑case basis, the Bureau is more likely
to formalize negotiated remedies within Canada when the matter
raises Canada‑specific issues, when the Canadian impact is particularly
significant, when the asset(s) to be divested reside in Canada, or when
it is critical to the enforcement of the terms of the settlement. 44 In
contrast, the Bureau may rely on the remedies initiated through formal
proceedings by foreign jurisdictions when the asset(s) that are subject
to divestiture, and/or conduct that must be carried out as part of a
behavioural remedy, are primarily located outside of Canada. 45
However, the Bureau will do so only if it is satisfied that the actions
taken by foreign authorities are sufficient to resolve the competition
issues in Canada.
79. When coordinating cross‑border remedies, a primary objective is to
prevent conflicts that may arise when remedies are intended to
address competition concerns in different jurisdictions. For example,
due to potential differences in concentration and/or market share
levels in relevant markets in Canada, the United States, and/or other
countries, a potential conflict may arise when a single buyer must be
approved for a North American or worldwide divestiture. Furthermore,
cross‑border remedies often require that the Bureau coordinate with
its foreign counterparts to ensure that a single trustee or monitor is
appointed to oversee the divestiture of the worldwide assets. Having a
common trustee or monitor who understands the objectives of the
remedies for each jurisdiction can reduce the potential for conflicts to
arise when determining acceptable buyers for the divested assets.
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80. While consistent and coordinated remedies are desirable, each
jurisdiction must retain the authority and ability to ensure remedies
that are sufficient within its own borders. Importantly, the jurisdiction
of the Bureau, and ultimately of the Tribunal, requires that the
competition test, as set out in section 92 of the Act, is met. Therefore,
within the framework of its own laws, and to the extent compatible
with its own interests, the Bureau will generally take another
jurisdiction’s interests and policies into account only to the extent that
such interests and policies do not limit or prevent Canadian
competition concerns from being remedied.
top of page

Footnotes
1

This Bulletin is intended solely to provide information and is not
intended to be a substitute for the advice of counsel. The Bulletin
is not a binding statement of how discretion will be exercised in a
particular situation. Final interpretation of the law is the
responsibility of the courts and the Competition Tribunal. The
Bulletin replaces and supercedes any other publications of the
Bureau in this area.

2

Competition Bureau Mergers Consent Agreement Template

3

For the purposes of this Bulletin, the terms "Commissioner" and
"Bureau" are used interchangeably, as appropriate to the topic
discussed.
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4

The analytical framework used to determine whether a merger is
likely to prevent or lessen competition substantially is described
in detail in the Bureau’s 2004 Merger Enforcement Guidelines.

5

RS, 1985, c. (Chapter) C‑34

6

See section 105 of the Competition Act.

7

Canada (Director of Investigation & Research, Competition Act) v.
(Versus) Southam Inc. (Incorporated) [1997] 1 S.C.R. (Supreme
Court Reports) 748. [Hereinafter referred to as "Southam"].

8

Southam at 85.

9

"Preserving competition" is strictly for ease of reference. The
Bureau will seek to obtain all remedies according to the standard
set out in Southam

<a
Southam at 89.
href="#fn10rf">10
11
Although businesses are generally comprised of more than just
assets, for ease of reference, the terms "asset(s)" and
"business(es)," in the context of divestitures, are used
interchangeably throughout this Bulletin. Furthermore, such
terms are to be interpreted broadly: for example, depending on
the circumstances, a divestiture of "asset(s)" may also entail the
divestiture of shareholdings.
12

In contested cases, required remedies take the form of a
"Tribunal order" or "divestiture order".
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13

Negotiated remedies between the Bureau and the merging
parties take the form of a "consent agreement", which is
registered with the Tribunal. As set out in section 105 of the Act, a
registered consent agreement has the same force and effect as a
Tribunal order.

14

Effective remedies are ultimately intended to preserve
competition, rather than promote certain competitors.

15

As stated by the Tribunal in Canada (Director of Investigation &
Research, Competition Act) v. (Versus) Imperial Oil Limited (1989)
89/03 at 86 ‑ 88, "Orders which are sought from the Tribunal
should be precise and enforceable without the need to return to
the Tribunal for a variation or interpretation of those orders
before they can be enforced. The Tribunal is not a regulatory
agency. It does not see its role as one of continually monitoring
an industry participant by reference to general standards. It has
neither the staff nor the expertise to do so." It also noted that
"terms have to be sufficiently precise and unambiguous so that
they can be enforced by way of contempt proceedings should a
party not comply with them."

16

In general, a structural remedy addresses the anti‑competitive
effects arising from a merger by directly intervening in the
competitive structure of the market. Divestitures are the most
common form of structural remedy. In some cases, a divestiture
(or licensing) of intellectual property, so long as no ongoing
monitoring and enforcement is required, may also be considered
a structural remedy. A behavioural remedy, on the other hand,
addresses the anti‑competitive harms stemming from a merger
by modifying or constraining the behaviour of the merging firms.
Behavioural remedies are normally ongoing and require a
substantial amount of monitoring and enforcement.
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17

In its remedy decision, the Tribunal in Canada (Commissioner of
Competition) v. (Versus) Canadian Waste Services Holdings Inc.
(Incorporated) (October 3, 2001), CT‑2000/002, stated at 110, "once
there has been a finding that a merger is likely to substantially
prevent or lessen competition, a remedy that permanently
constrains that market power should be preferred over
behavioural remedies that last over a limited period of time and
require continuous monitoring of performance. This is not to say
that, in cases where both the respondents and the Commissioner
consent, behavioural remedies cannot be effective. However, the
Tribunal notes that enforcing the remedy proposed by the
respondents would have the potential of being cumbersome and
time‑consuming and that monitoring such order would involve
the Commissioner in commercial conduct more than would the
administration of the divestiture order." Also see paragraph 111
where the Tribunal notes that divestitures are described by the
U.S. (United States) Supreme Court as "simple, relatively easy to
administer, and sure."

18

In some cases, the severing of structural links through the
elimination of interlocking directorates may be an effective
alternative to the divestiture of assets.

19

A new market participant is a company that is not presently
competing in the relevant market, but has the necessary
capabilities (e.g. (for example) financial, managerial, or
otherwise) to become an effective competitor. A newly formed
entity with no significant experience in the market will not
normally be an acceptable buyer.

20

In such cases, the Bureau is also more likely to require crown
jewel provisions, which are discussed further below.
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21

This approach is commonly referred to as a "clean sweep".

22

In some cases, before agreeing to a divestiture package, the
Bureau may consult with industry experts to determine the
market value of possible asset(s) to be divested.

23

The Bureau will not normally agree to hold‑separate
arrangements prior to the merger closing.

24

This is the primary objective of hold‑separate provisions. In
contrast, the Bureau will not normally agree to hold‑separate
provisions pending completion of a merger investigation.
Moreover, if the Bureau has identified competition issues that
require remedial action, but has not reached agreement with the
merging parties regarding appropriate remedies, the Bureau will
not normally agree to hold‑separate provisions pending
completion of negotiations.

25

In some cases, depending on the circumstances, certain
representations and warranties might need to be extended past
the divestiture period.

26

For the criteria in which the Bureau’s approval of a buyer is
based, see the section in this Bulletin entitled Obtaining Bureau
Approval of a Qualified Buyer.

27

Based on both the Bureau’s past experience in Canada and the
experience of competition authorities in other jurisdictions, the
Bureau has determined that three to six months is an
appropriate initial sale period. Nonetheless, within this range, the
actual time period in a given case will be a reflection of the
business realities in question.
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28

For example, such milestones will normally include: the
preparation of offering materials, soliciting interest in the asset(s)
to be divested, and entering into negotiations.

29

The term "no minimum price" also includes those uncommon
situations whereby the vendor will have to compensate (i.e. (that
is), make payment to) the buyer. For example, in cases where the
asset(s) to be divested cannot be separated from certain
liabilities, the vendor will have to compensate the buyer for any
costs associated with such liabilities. Similarly, in cases where the
costs associated with such liabilities are uncertain, the vendor
may need to indemnify the buyer.

30

For example, this includes terms and provisions such as, but not
limited to, "fair market value," "going concern," "liquidation
price," "going out of business," and "fire sale."

31

In other words, a crown jewel is essentially a mechanism for
correcting an unsuccessful remedy by making the remedy more
viable. When determining the contents of a crown jewel, the
Southam standard, as discussed in section I of this Bulletin, will
apply.

32

Up‑front buyer provisions, however, do not obviate the need for
"maintenance provisions." See the section on Alternatives to
Hold‑Separate Provisions in this Bulletin for more information
concerning maintenance provisions.

33

Quasi‑Structural Remedies are a sub‑category of structural
remedies in that they effect structural change.
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34

In contested proceedings, hold‑separate provisions are necessary
to preserve the potential remedy pending resolution of the
litigation, and usually take the form of a Tribunal order.

35

A monitor is required when either hold‑separate provisions or
maintenance provisions are part of the remedy.

36

In the case of a divestiture order in a contested case, the Bureau
will seek the authority to appoint the trustee to divest the
asset(s).

37

This includes the buyer having, or acquiring, the capabilities and
resources to operate the asset(s) and any other conditions
identified in this Bulletin (e.g. (for example) for details regarding
what constitutes a "qualified" buyer, see the sections in this
Bulletin entitled Independence and Competitiveness of the Buyer
and Obtaining Bureau Approval of a Qualified Buyer).

38

"Terms and conditions" includes, among other things, the sale
price of the divestiture asset(s).

39

In certain circumstances, it may be necessary for the vendor to
provide, or to add to, transitional means of support provided to
the purchaser (e.g. (for example) supply arrangements and other
forms of technical assistance) so that the asset(s) to be divested
remain viable. Such transitional means of support, when deemed
reasonable and necessary, will be in the discretion of the trustee
to negotiate and conclude once the trustee period begins. Such
discretion by the trustee is subject to the oversight and approval
of the Bureau only.
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40

For clarity, "the divestiture" implies both the initial divestiture
package, as well as any subsequent crown jewel asset(s).

41

For example, the Bureau may seek the imposition of civil and/or
criminal penalties.

42

The Bureau’s current cooperation agreements and arrangements
can be found at:
http://competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb‑bc.nsf/eng/04261.html

43

Such waivers allow for the exchange of confidential information
from foreign competition agencies to the Bureau, which would
otherwise be prohibited by law in the respective foreign
jurisdictions.

44

This could arise in circumstances where issues with a
multi‑jurisdictional merger are the same in Canada as a foreign
jurisdiction. In one case, the foreign jurisdiction may conclude
that because of costs or the size of markets, it should order the
sale of a business, including intellectual property rights, on a
worldwide basis. In a different case, the foreign authority might
conclude that because of costs or scale of business, it would be
sufficient to simply order the sale of the business, including the
intellectual property rights, within its own jurisdiction. In the
latter case, Canada would need its own Canada‑specific remedy.

45

Notably, the Act provides for a three‑year period during which
the Bureau can challenge a transaction. Therefore, in the event
that parties do not carry through with remedies that apply to
Canada, but are enforceable only in foreign jurisdictions within
that time frame, the Bureau may challenge the transaction at the
Tribunal.
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Acquisition of Canexus by Chemtrade will
not be challenged
From: Competition Bureau Canada

News Release
March 8, 2017 - OTTAWA, ON - Competition Bureau

The Competition Bureau confirms that it has issued a No Action Letter saying
that it will not challenge the proposed acquisition of Canexus Corporation

( Canexus) by Chemtrade Logistics Income Fund (Chemtrade) before the
Competition Tribunal under the merger provisions of the Competition Act .

The Bureau investigation determined that the potential effects of the
transaction on competition in the market for sodium chlorate in Western

Canada would be significantly offset by efficiencies resulting from the
transaction.

Sodium chlorate is a chemical primarily used to produce chlorine dioxide, a

bleaching agent used by pulp and paper manufacturers.
The Bureau determined that the proposed transaction would likely result in
anti-competitive effects because, among other things, it would eliminate a

competitor in a market with limited remaining competition. However,

following a thorough assessment of the expected efficiencies gained from the
transaction including savings related to transportation costs, the Bureau
found that they would significantly outweigh the likely anti-competitive effects
of the transaction.

Quick Facts
• Under the Competition Act, the Bureau has a mandate to review
mergers to determine whether they are likely to result in a substantial

lessening or prevention of competition.

• There is an efficiency exception in the Competition Act that involves an
assessment of the trade-off between anti-competitive effects and

efficiencies. In particular, where the efficiencies outweigh the anti-

competitive effects, the Act provides that the merger cannot be

blocked.

• In the case at hand, it was determined that the efficiencies that would
likely be lost from blocking the merger or imposing remedies would
significantly outweigh the likely anti-competitive effects of the merger.

• As part of its normal approach in examining a merger, the Bureau
consulted with a wide range of industry participants, such as suppliers,

competitors, and customers.
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For general enquiries, please contact:
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Telephone: 819 -997-4282
Toll free: 1 -800 -348-5358
TTY ( hearing impaired): 1 -866-694-8389
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The Competition Bureau, as an independent law enforcement agency,
ensures that Canadian businesses and consumers prosper in a competitive

and innovative marketplace.
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Competition Bureau statement regarding
Canadian National Railway Company’s
proposed acquisition of H&R Transport
Limited
GATINEAU, QC, April 22, 2020 - The purpose of this position statement is to

provide information regarding the Bureau ' s first experience with its draft
model timing agreement 1and outline the analysis undertaken regarding
Canadian National Railway Company' s ( CN) acquisition of H &R Transport
Limited ( H&R ). On November 18, 2019, the Bureau informed
representatives of CN and H &R that the Commissioner of Competition
decided to discontinue its investigation in respect of CN ' s proposed
acquisition of H &R (the Proposed Transaction).
On July 19, 2019, the Commissioner entered into a Timing Agreement (the

Agreement ) with CN and H &R (the Parties) further to the draft model

published. The model is intended to permit a reasonable period for
merging parties to provide evidence to substantiate efficiencies claims and
for the Bureau to assess both the anti-competitive effects and efficiencies
claims before the Commissioner decides whether to file an application
challenging a transaction before the Competition Tribunal.
The Parties fulfilled their obligation under the Agreement to provide all

supporting documents and data on efficiencies that would be lost if a

remedial order were made in markets of concern identified by the Bureau.
In addition, a representative from each of CN and H &R was examined

under oath in regards to the claimed efficiencies. The Bureau fulfilled its

obligations under the Agreement to provide the Parties with an estimate of
deadweight loss in each market of concern, as well as an estimate of the
efficiencies that the Bureau believed were substantiated as likely to be lost
in the event of a remedy.

The Bureau concluded that the Proposed Transaction would likely result in
a substantial lessening of competition for full truckload refrigerated

intermodal services in eight relevant markets in Canada. In particular, the
Bureau concluded that CN would have the ability to charge customers

materially higher prices and offer materially lower service quality in the

relevant markets as a result of the Proposed Transaction. However, the
Bureau also concluded, based upon its evaluation of the totality of the

evidence gathered by the end of the Agreement, that the efficiency

exception under section 96 of the Competition Act (Act ) applied. Section 96
of the Act mandates that the Competition Tribunal shall not make an order
in respect of an anti-competitive merger where the merger is likely to bring

about gains in efficiency that will be greater than, and will offset, the effects

of any prevention or lessening of competition that are likely to result from
the merger, and that the gains in efficiency would not likely be attained if

the order were made.
In conducting its investigation, the Bureau obtained information from

multiple sources, including interviews with numerous stakeholders,
information provided by CN, H& R and third parties, as well as analyses
conducted by an independent efficiencies expert.

Background
On May 9, 2019, CN publically announced that it had reached an agreement
to acquire certain intermodal shipping assets of H &R. H&R sold its over -

the-road transportation division earlier in the year to a third party not

affiliated with CN. The Proposed Transaction was not notifiable under Part
IX of the Act.
CN and H&R are both providers of intermodal transportation services in

Canada. For domestic intermodal shipments, goods are transported in
containers, using two ( or more) modes of transportation, such as trucking

and rail services. Intermodal service providers require access to intermodal
equipment, trucking assets, as well as a relationship with a rail service
provider ( in Canada, either CN or Canadian Pacific Railway ( CP )).
CN ' s rail services portfolio includes a separate intermodal division. CN has

its own fleet of intermodal containers, including refrigerated containers for

the shipment of temperature -sensitive, perishable goods like food. CN

recently expanded its fleet through the acquisition of The TransX Group of
Companies (TransX). Apart from directly providing retail customers with
intermodal services, CN also supplies third party wholesale customers like
H& R with rail services.

Prior to the transaction, H&R specialized in the provision of refrigerated

intermodal services and had its own fleet of refrigerated intermodal
containers to support its retail customer base.

Analysis
A. Relevant markets
Customers choosing to ship intermodally demand a complete door -to -door

pick -up and delivery service. In domestic shipments, Containers are loaded
at the designated pick -up location of a customer and trucked to a rail
terminal for the rail portion of the movement. In the destination city,
containers are offloaded and trucked from rail terminal to the customer ' s

"final delivery" location. When shipping perishable goods like certain

foods, the use of a refrigerated intermodal container is required to prevent

spoilage.
Shipping intermodally is typically cheaper than shipping strictly over -theroad, but transit time is longer. This trade-off is especially evident the
greater the distance shipped, where the rail portion of the intermodal
movement is particularly cost effective compared to long distance trucking.

Customers requiring the use of an entire intermodal container are typically

charged a flat rate ( a per container rate). Customers that require less
container space have their items consolidated and shipped with those of

other customers and are typically charged a per pound rate. Flat rate
movements are known as "truckload " or TL shipments while per pound
rate movements are known as " less-than truckload" or LTL shipments

The Bureau concluded the following with respect to market definition:
1. The demand for intermodal services is specific to distinct pick up and

final delivery locations;
2. The demand for intermodal services is distinct from the demand for

strictly over-the-road services. Price-sensitive customers have a strong
preference for shipping intermodally ( and time- sensitive customers
have a strong preference for shipping strictly over -the-road);
3. The demand for TL shipments is distinct from that of LTL shipments

from both a price and service perspective; and
4. The demand for refrigerated intermodal shipments is distinct from that

of non -refrigerated shipments. Retailers such as foodstuff
manufacturers and grocers shipping perishable products have a strong

preference for the use of refrigerated intermodal containers.

B. Competitive Effects
CN and H& R competed to supply full truckload refrigerated intermodal

services. In order to facilitate the estimation of market shares, the

competitive overlap amongst service providers was assessed in terms of
the volume of container shipments through rail terminal locations, broken
down by specific origin-destination ( O -D) rail terminal pairs.
The Bureau concluded that the Proposed Transaction would likely result in
a substantial lessening of competition across eight of these O- D pairs 2

based on the following:
1. Closeness of competition between CN and H &R ( especially between

TransX and H&R);

2. A limited number of competing suppliers, one of which is CP, the only

other upstream provider of rail services in Canada;
3. Market shares in excess of 50%; and

4. High barriers to entry ( CN and CP are both vertically-integrated

suppliers charging an unregulated rail rate to their downstream
competitors, including to rival wholesalers of H& R and TransX).
The Bureau concluded that these factors would give CN the ability to
charge customers materially higher prices and offer materially lower
service quality in the relevant markets as a result of the Proposed
Transaction.

C. The Efficiency Exception under the Act
Having concluded that the Proposed Transaction was likely to be anticompetitive, the Bureau turned to consider whether the efficiency
exception set out section 96 of the Act applied, as claimed by the Parties. In

this case, a full block of the Proposed Transaction was postulated as the

only effective remedial order, and as such, the Bureau considered the
efficiencies that would be lost as a result of such an order.
In particular, the Bureau considered efficiencies related to the elimination

of overhead costs, the elimination of duplicative facilities, and the

elimination of duplicative IT systems and software licenses. The Bureau
retained the services of an external efficiencies expert to evaluate CN ' s

efficiency claims. The Bureau ' s assessment of CN ' s efficiencies claims
related to the likelihood of the efficiencies being realized, whether or not it
was the transaction that would generate the efficiencies, and the

underlying calculations behind the efficiencies quantification. Among other
things, the Bureau found that certain efficiencies being claimed were in fact

generated by another prior transaction, and that the quantification of the
claimed efficiencies did not consistently account for implementation delays
or costs that needed to be incurred to achieve the efficiencies. However,

even after accounting for these shortcomings, the Bureau concluded that

the efficiency gains from the Proposed Transaction outweighed the anticompetitive effects of the merger, and therefore, that the section 96
exception applied to the Proposed Transaction.
As stated by the Supreme Court of Canada in Tervita, 4 the evidence
suggests that “ the efficiencies defence was created in recognition of the

size of Canada ' s domestic market and with an eye toward supporting

operation at efficient levels of production and the realization of economies
of scale, particularly with reference to international competition". The
Bureau notes that this case involves purely domestic markets without any

pretext of the Proposed Transaction being necessary for the merged entity
to operate at efficient levels of production or to compete effectively in

international markets.

Conclusion
The Bureau concluded that the Proposed Transaction would likely result in
a substantial lessening of competition in eight relevant markets in Canada.
However, after assessing the efficiencies that are likely to arise from the

Proposed Transaction, the Bureau concluded that the efficiency gains
would be greater than the likely anti competitive effects of the transaction.
The Bureau is continuing to evaluate the draft model timing agreement
and expects to provide additional updates as it develops further

experiences with it.
This publication is not a legal document. The Bureau' s findings, as
reflected in this Position Statement, are not findings of fact or law that

have been tested before a tribunal or court. Further, the contents of
this Position Statement do not indicate findings of unlawful conduct by

any party.
However, in an effort to further enhance its communication and

transparency with stakeholders, the Bureau may publicly communicate

the results of certain investigations, inquiries and merger reviews by

way of a Position Statement. In the case of a merger review, Position
Statements briefly describe the Bureau ' s analysis of a particular

proposed transaction and summarize its main findings. The Bureau
also publishes Position Statements summarizing the results of certain
investigations, inquiries and reviews conducted under the Competition
Act. Readers should exercise caution in interpreting the Bureau ' s
assessment. Enforcement decisions are made on a case - by-case basis
and the conclusions discussed in the Position Statement are specific to
the present matter and are not binding on the Commissioner of

Competition.
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The Competition Bureau, as an independent law enforcement agency,
ensures that Canadian businesses and consumers prosper in a competitive

and innovative marketplace.

Footnotes
i

The draft model timing agreement was issued by the Bureau on
July 16, 2019.

2

Compared to TL intermodal services, the provision of LTL services
requires access to cross-docking and additional storage facilities
to organize the consolidation, deconsolidation, and routing of
items belonging to more than one customer, being shipped to
more than one destination city.

3

The eight pairs all originate in either Toronto or Montreal, with
end destinations in either Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, or
Vancouver.

4

Tervita Corp. v. Canada ( Commissioner of Competition). 2015 SCC
3. F 2Q151 1 S.C.R. 161
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Competition Bureau statement regarding
Superior Plus LP' s proposed acquisition of
Canwest Propane from Gibson Energy
ULC
Position statement
OTTAWA, September 28, 2017

— The Competition Bureau ( Bureau)

announced on September 27, 2017 that it reached a Consent Agreement
with Superior Plus LP (Superior ) regarding its proposed acquisition of
Canwest Propane ( Canwest ) from Gibson Energy ULC ( Gibsons). This

agreement protects Canadians by preserving competition for the retail sale

of bulk propane in western Canada, northern Ontario and the Northwest
Territories.

Following a detailed review, the Bureau determined that a remedy was

required to resolve competition concerns in 12 local markets where the
merger would have otherwise been likely to substantially lessen
competition and where claimed efficiencies did not clearly and significantly

outweigh the merger ' s anti-competitive effects. Superior has agreed to sell
retail propane sites and associated assets in those 12 markets.
As part of its review of the transaction, the Bureau interviewed industry

stakeholders, including customers in a variety of segments, competitors of
various sizes, regulators, and suppliers. The Bureau obtained records and

data from a number of these stakeholders, and consulted with economic,
accounting, and industry experts. In addition, numerous Canadians shared

their views in an online form on the Bureau ' s website.
This statement summarizes the approach taken by the Competition Bureau
in its review of the proposed transaction. 1

On this page
• Background

• Analysis
• Market definition
• Anti-Competitive effects
• Barriers to entry
• The efficiency exception under the Competition Act (Act)
• Remedy and Conclusion

• Summary of the Remedy
• Footnotes

Background
Superior is Canada ' s largest national propane retailer. Canwest operates in

the retail bulk propane distribution business in western Canada, in over
70 locations from British Columbia to northwestern Ontario. On

February 13, 2017, Superior announced that it had agreed to purchase all

outstanding shares and units of the entities that carry on the retail propane
business of Canwest, including both Stittco Energy and Cal-Gas, from
Gibsons.

Propane is a natural gas liquid that is a by-product of both natural gas
extraction and crude oil refining. It is used by many Canadian households

.

to heat their homes Many Canadian businesses, including in sectors such

as oil and gas, mining, and agriculture, use it to heat buildings and power

equipment.

Analysis
The Bureau assessed whether the proposed transaction was likely to
prevent or lessen competition substantially for the retail sale of bulk

propane. The Bureau also assessed the merging parties ' claims of the likely
efficiencies compared to the likely anti-competitive effects of the proposed
transaction.

Market definition
/. Product market
The Bureau determined that the relevant product market is the retail sale
of bulk propane. The analysis conducted found that some alternatives to

propane, such as fuel oil and electricity, may exist for a limited number of
customers; however, these alternatives are not easily substitutable for
propane due to switching costs and factors such as price differences and
insurance requirements. Additionally, some fuels, such as natural gas, are
not available to consumers in many of the geographic areas that would be

impacted by the proposed transaction.
The Bureau considered three primary categories of bulk propane
customers: residential customers; commercial and institutional customers;

and oilfield customers.

Residential customers are generally located in rural areas without access to
the natural gas grid, and therefore require propane for a number of uses,

including heating their homes during the winter. Commercial and
institutional customers of propane, such as mining operations, restaurants,

shops, and government customers, require propane to heat their premises
and operate essential equipment. Commercial and institutional customers
are distinct from residential customers in that they generally purchase

larger volumes and may require a higher frequency of tank fills. Oilfield
customers require substantial volumes and very frequent deliveries of

propane to operate their drilling and pumping equipment and to heat the
buildings at their wellsites, among other uses.

. Geographic markets

//

The Bureau determined that the relevant geographic markets for retail bulk
propane distribution are local in nature. Bulk propane is delivered by truck
directly to a customer ' s location, where a large tank on the customer ' s
property is filled. These trucks generally do not travel great distances to

deliver propane, as the costs associated with trucking over long distances
can become prohibitive.

The Bureau determined that there are 25 relevant geographic markets

where Superior and Canwest compete with one another. In determining
these relevant geographic markets, the Bureau considered a number of

factors including: the location of customers, the topography and road
access, the distance between retail sites, and delivery areas based on the
Bureau ' s analysis of customer delivery data obtained from Superior and

Canwest.

Each of these 25 geographic markets was rigorously analyzed to determine

any anti-competitive effects that might result from the merger.

Anti-Competitive effects
The Bureau concluded that the merger would likely lessen competition

substantially in 22 of the 25 relevant geographic markets. Several of these
markets involved a post-merger environment with three or fewer
competitors, and Superior would have a monopoly in some markets postmerger.

The Bureau used a number of standard economic modelling tools,
including the Bertrand model of competition with Logit demand, to help

analyse the merger and quantify its likely anti-competitive effects. This
model describes differentiated suppliers competing by setting price; if a

supplier raises its price, it will lose some sales as customers may choose to
reduce their propane consumption or purchase propane from a different

supplier. Post -merger, Superior would benefit from customers that would
have otherwise switched to Canwest, and would therefore have the
incentive to raise its price. The model uses pre-merger data to calculate
each firm ' s profit maximizing price and quantity - both pre-merger and
post-merger. These results are then used to estimate the likely anticompetitive effects of the merger.

The Bureau ' s modelling consistently predicted that material post-merger

price increases were likely to occur in the 22 markets.

Barriers to entry
The Bureau further concluded that factors such as the expansion of
existing competitors or the entry of new competitors were unlikely to occur
on a large enough scale to prevent the likely substantial lessening of

competition arising from the merger.

Several attributes of the retail bulk propane industry create high barriers to
effective entry, including market maturity, economies of scale, high

switching costs and restrictive contracts with incumbents, access to supply,
sunk costs of infrastructure, and regulatory barriers. Customer switching
costs and existing contracts with incumbent suppliers are a particularly

significant barrier to entry. Contracts can be long in duration and often
contain auto -renewal clauses, right of first refusal clauses, equipment

removal costs, and other restrictive terms that give incumbents significant

advantages in customer retention. The potential for strategic behaviour by
incumbent suppliers, such as delaying tank removal or otherwise
interfering with the transition of customers to new suppliers can also deter
customer switching. Based upon the above noted factors, the Bureau

concluded that timely entry into the relevant markets is unlikely to occur
with sufficient scale and scope to constrain the likely material price
increases.

The efficiency exception under the
Competition Act (Act)
What is an efficiency gain?
Companies that merge may gain efficiencies in their operations,

which can lower their costs. Efficiency gains arise from the
integration of resources between the merging firms and may

include savings related to administration and streamlined

operations.

The Act contains an efficiency exception ( section 96), which prohibits a

remedial order from being issued if parties can show that gains in

efficiency likely to be brought about by the merger that would be lost as a
result of the remedial order would outweigh and offset the merger ' s anticompetitive effects. Accordingly, under Canadian competition law, finding
that a merger will likely substantially lessen or prevent competition is a

necessary but not sufficient condition for the Competition Tribunal
(Tribunal) to prohibit a merger or issue a remedial order, if the efficiency
exception is successfully raised by the merging parties. Conceptually, this
can be thought of as a trade-off between the likely costs to the economy of

issuing the order ( i.e. lost efficiencies) and the likely costs to the economy
of not issuing the order (i.e. the anti-competitive effects). 1
As noted in the Merger Enforcement Guidelines, in appropriate cases and

when provided with timely information validating claimed efficiencies, the
Bureau will consider efficiencies internally and will not necessarily resort to

the Tribunal for adjudication of the issue. Accordingly, in the case at hand,
in order to determine the scope of an appropriate remedy, the Bureau

engaged in a trade-off analysis for each of the local geographic markets

where a substantial lessening of competition was found to be likely in order
to determine which of the local markets had gains in efficiency arising from

the proposed transaction that clearly and significantly outweighed the anticompetitive effects of the proposed transaction. 2 The Bureau considered
several types of cost savings including those generated by the overlap

between the merging parties ' locations and between their delivery routes,
as well as head office efficiencies. As part of this analysis, the Bureau

engaged in a detailed review of the merging parties ' financial data and
transaction planning documents to verify the dollar -value of claimed
efficiencies and the likelihood that the efficiencies would be realized.

The local market specific approach used by the Bureau helped to craft a

remedy that addressed competition concerns while allowing efficiencies to
be realized in markets where they were likely to clearly and significantly

outweigh the anti-competitive effects of the proposed transaction.
In implementing this approach, the Bureau considered how head office

efficiencies would be impacted while assessing the local market trade-offs.
The Bureau recognizes that some head office efficiencies may be lost as a

result of a remedy that only involves a small portion of the acquired assets.
However, order implementation costs - that is, costs that would be

incurred by a buyer of the assets involved in the remedy - are not
considered to be efficiencies that would be lost as a result of an order. The
Supreme Court of Canada determined that efficiencies arise through the

integration of resources between the merging firms, through the act of
merging. Any other associated costs in the implementation of a remedial

order are not forgone efficiencies that are to be counted for the purposes
of the test in section 96. In comparing the likely efficiencies from the proposed transaction to the

likely anti-competitive effects, the Bureau considered both the loss in
allocative efficiency ( i.e. the deadweight loss ) and the socially adverse
portion of the wealth transfer from consumers to producers to be anticompetitive effects. This wealth transfer arises from the higher postmerger prices paid by consumers. In this case, the socially adverse wealth
transfer was comprised of two components: the transfer of wealth from
lower -income residents to bulk propane retailers; and the transfer of
wealth from government entities to bulk propane retailers.
The Bureau concluded that no remedy was required in ten local markets,
because the efficiency gains resulting from the transaction were likely to

clearly and significantly outweigh the likely anti-competitive effects in these

markets.

Remedy and Conclusion
In each of the remaining 12 markets, the Bureau concluded that, without a

remedy, the efficiency gains resulting from the transaction would not be
likely to clearly and significantly outweigh the anti -competitive effects. To
address the Bureau ' s concerns, Superior has agreed to sell retail propane
sites and associated assets in these 12 markets. In all markets except

Thunder Bay, this includes the sale of a number of Canwest customer
contracts to the purchaser of these assets. - In addition to the assets to be

sold, the Bureau required that Superior waive contract terms which impede
customer switching in four markets, including Thunder Bay. These terms

include any terms providing for automatic renewal, exclusive supply or
minimum volume requirements, equipment removal, propane pump-out or

other termination fees including charges or damages. A description of the

markets and the required remedy is included below. The Commissioner is
satisfied that the terms of this remedy, as set out in the Consent
Agreement, address concerns related to the proposed transaction.

Summary of the Remedy
Superior has agreed to sell 14 assets in the following 12 markets:

• Kamloops, BC and Winfield, BC;
• Kindersley, SK and Swift Current, SK;
• Prince George, BC;
• Golden, BC;
• Castlegar, BC;

• Valemount, BC;

• Port Hardy, BC;
• Sexsmith, AB;
• Medicine Hat, AB;

• Rainbow Lake, AB;
• Hay River, NT; and

• Thunder Bay, ON.
As noted above, a portion of Canwest ' s customer contracts will be sold

along with the assets in all of these locations with the exception of Thunder
Bay and Winfield.

Superior has agreed to waive contract terms preventing Canwest
customers from switching suppliers in the following regions:

• Okanagan Valley and surrounding areas in British Columbia, including:
Kelowna, Lillooet, Oliver, Winfield, Armstrong, Sicamous, Revelstoke,
and Kamloops;

• East Kootenay region in British Columbia, including: Invermere,
Golden, Cranbrook and surrounding areas;

• Williams Lake, British Columbia and surrounding areas around
Williams Lake and Prince George; and

• Thunder Bay, Ontario and surrounding areas.
This publication is not a legal document. The Bureau' s findings, as

reflected in this Position Statement, are not findings of fact or law that
have been tested before a tribunal or court. Further, the contents of

this Position Statement do not indicate findings of unlawful conduct by

any party.
However, in an effort to further enhance its communication and
transparency with stakeholders, the Bureau may publicly communicate

the results of certain investigations, inquiries and merger reviews by

way of a Position Statement. In the case of a merger review, Position
Statements briefly describe the Bureau ' s analysis of a particular

proposed transaction and summarize its main findings. The Bureau
also publishes Position Statements summarizing the results of certain
investigations, inquiries and reviews conducted under the Competition
Act . Readers should exercise caution in interpreting the Bureau ' s
assessment. Enforcement decisions are made on a case -by-case basis
and the conclusions discussed in the Position Statement are specific to
the present matter and are not binding on the Commissioner of
Competition.
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Footnotes
i

Analytical methodologies are applied, and enforcement decisions
are made, on a case by case basis. The methodologies and
conclusions discussed in this statement are specific to the review
of the proposed transaction in question and are not binding on
the Commissioner. The legal requirements of section 29 of the
Competition Act, and the Bureau ' s policies and practices regarding
the treatment of confidential information, limit the Bureau ' s
ability to disclose information obtained during the course of a
merger review.

2

See: CT- 2011 -002 (Commissioner of Competition v CCS
Corporation) paras 391-396. This is not to say that all costs to the
economy of issuing a remedial order constitute cognizable lost
efficiencies. For example, see discussion surrounding order implementation efficiencies in 2015 SCC 3 (Tervita Corp. vs.
Commissioner of Competition).

3

Note that in this case, the majority of both the anti-competitive
effects and efficiencies were highly divisible due to the nature of
the assets and geographic markets, making a local market
specific trade-off analysis possible. In cases such as this one,
where the appropriate remedy is something other than a full
block of the merger, specific considerations such as this may

apply.
4

See: SCC 2015 -3 (Tervita Corporation v Commissioner of
Competition) para 115.

5

An additional facility, in Winfield, BC, does not include the sale of
customer contracts. However, the Bureau ' s analysis considered
both Winfield and Kamloops to be within the same geographic
market. The sale of customer contracts is included in the

Kamloops assets.
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— On June 27, 2016, the Bureau issued a No Action

Letter ( NAL) with respect to the proposed acquisition by Superior Plus

Corp. ( " Superior " ) of Canexus Corporation ( " Canexus " ), indicating that the
Commissioner of Competition does not, at this time, intend to make an

application under section 92 of the Competition Act ( " Act " ) in respect of the
proposed acquisition. Upon reviewing and analyzing the substantive
efficiencies analyses provided by Superior, the Bureau concluded that the
efficiency gains would be clearly greater than the likely significant
anti-competitive effects of the transaction.
Section 96 of the Act mandates that the Competition Tribunal shall not

make an order under the merger provisions of the Act where a merger is

likely to bring about gains in efficiency that will be greater than, and will
offset, the effects of any prevention or lessening of competition that are
likely to result from the merger, and that the gains in efficiency would not
likely be attained if the order were made. The efficiencies defence set out
under section 96 of the Act is unique to Canada .
This statement summarizes the approach 1 taken by the Bureau in its
review of the proposed transaction.

The Bureau ' s conclusions were supported by interviews with numerous

stakeholders, including customers, competitors and distributors of the

parties ' chemical products, as well as analyses carried out by independent
economic and efficiencies experts.
In conducting its review, the Bureau cooperated closely with the United
States Federal Trade Commission ( FTC). Each authority reviewed the effects
of the transaction under its distinct legal framework. On June 27, 2016, the
FTC filed an administrative complaint challenging the transaction.

Background
Superior and Canexus are Canadian-based participants in the global

chemicals industry, primarily serving the pulp and paper industry. The
parties operate specialty chemicals manufacturing facilities in North and

South America.

Analysis
The Competitive effects of the proposed transaction
Following its review, the Bureau concluded that the proposed acquisition
would likely result in a substantial lessening of competition for the supply
of sodium chlorate in both Eastern and Western Canada. Sodium chlorate is
a chemical primarily used to produce chlorine dioxide, an environmentally

preferred bleaching agent used by pulp and paper manufacturers.

Additionally, the Bureau concluded that the acquisition would likely result
in a substantial lessening of competition for the supply of each of chlorine,
caustic soda, and hydrochloric acid ( collectively referred to as " chlor -alkali "
chemicals) in Western Canada, where the Parties are the sole producers of
these chemicals. - Caustic soda is used in the pulp and paper industry to

digest and bleach wood pulp, and also has applications in the oil and gas,

chemical and steel industries. Chlorine is used in the production of plastics,
other chemicals and construction materials, as well as in the water
treatment industry to disinfect water supplies and ensure safe drinking

water. Hydrochloric acid is used in the steel, chemical, food and oil and gas

industries.

Through its investigation, the Bureau learned that customers of Superior

and Canexus could face materially higher prices for these chemical inputs
and would have limited options for alternative supply as a result of the

merger. The Bureau ' s conclusions were supported by the lack of effective
remaining competition that would remain if Canexus were eliminated as an

independent competitor. In particular, the Bureau observed the minimal
presence of foreign imports of sodium chlorate, hydrochloric acid and
chlorine into Canada. Although significant amounts of these products are

exported for consumption outside of Canada, market contacts confirmed
that foreign suppliers generally cannot competitively supply in Canada due
to factors such as freight costs and higher costs of production outside of
Canada. The Bureau further concluded that due to, among other things,
market maturity and the significant sunk costs associated with chemicals
manufacturing, entry by new competitors or the expansion of existing

competitors in the production of these chemicals would not be sufficiently

timely or likely to constrain an exercise of market power by Superior. 2

The efficiency exception under the Act
There is an efficiency exception in the Act that involves an assessment of

the trade-off between anti-competitive effects and efficiencies. In this case,
the Bureau considered factors such as the elimination of overhead costs,

freight optimization, and the elimination of duplicate corporate services. 4

Superior provided detailed analyses prepared by an expert to support its

claims of efficiency gains resulting from the proposed transaction. The
Bureau retained an external economic expert to model the likely effects of

the proposed merger and, in particular, to estimate the deadweight loss

(allocative inefficiency) that would likely result from the merger, as well as
an external efficiencies expert to evaluate Superior ' s claims. 5 The Bureau

concluded that the anti-competitive effects of the merger would be clearly

outweighed by the efficiency gains from the transaction. £

Conclusion
After assessing the competitive impact of the proposed transaction in
Canada as well as the application of the efficiency exception in section 96(1)
of the Act, the Bureau concluded that the proposed acquisition would likely

result in a substantial lessening of competition as described above.
However, after assessing the efficiency gains that were likely to be brought

about by the merger, the Bureau issued a No Action Letter confirming that
it will not challenge the proposed transaction before the Competition

Tribunal under the merger provisions of the Act at this time.
This publication is not a legal document. The Bureau' s findings, as

reflected in this Position Statement, are not findings of fact or law that
have been tested before a tribunal or court. Further, the contents of

this Position Statement do not indicate findings of unlawful conduct by
any party.
However, in an effort to further enhance its communication and
transparency with stakeholders, the Bureau may publicly communicate

the results of certain investigations, inquiries and merger reviews by
way of a Position Statement. In the case of a merger review, Position

Statements briefly describe the Bureau ' s analysis of a particular

proposed transaction and summarize its main findings. The Bureau
also publishes Position Statements summarizing the results of certain
investigations, inquiries and reviews conducted under the Competition
Act . Readers should exercise caution in interpreting the Bureau ' s
assessment. Enforcement decisions are made on a case -by-case basis

and the conclusions discussed in the Position Statement are specific to
the present matter and are not binding on the Commissioner of
Competition.
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Footnotes
i

Analytical methodologies are applied, and enforcement decisions
are made, on a case by case basis. The methodologies and
conclusions discussed in this statement are specific to the review
of the proposed transaction in question and are not binding on
the Commissioner. The legal requirements of section 29 of the
Competition Act, and the Bureau ' s policies and practices regarding
the treatment of confidential information, limit the Bureau ' s
ability to disclose information obtained during the course of a
merger review.

2

The chlor -alkali process is a chemical process for the electrolysis
of sodium chloride. This highly energy-intensive process creates
fixed ratios of chlorine and caustic soda. Chlorine can
subsequently be reacted with hydrogen to create hydrochloric
acid.

3

Part 7 of the Merger Enforcement Guidelines discusses barriers to
entry such as sunk costs ( paras 7.10-7.14) and market maturity
( para 7.16).

4

Part 12 of the Merger Enforcement Guidelines outlines the Bureau ' s
approach to applying the efficiency exception in greater detail.

5

Deadweight loss " results from the fall in demand for the merged
entities ' products following a post-merger increase in price, and
the inefficient allocation of resources that occurs when, as prices
rise, consumers purchase a less suitable substitute ". Canada
( Commissioner of Competition ) v. Superior Propane Inc., [2003] 3
FCR 529, 2003 FCA 53 ( CanLII ) at para. 13.

6

The Merger Enforcement Guidelines set out the information that
will be required by the Bureau in its review of efficiencies
submissions. Specifically, the Bureau will require " detailed and
comprehensive information that substantiates the precise nature,
magnitude, likelihood and timeliness of their alleged efficiency
gains, as well as information relating to deductions from gains in
efficiency, such as the costs associated with implementing the
merger." ( Merger Enforcement Guidelines , at para 12.10)
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Injunctions and Specific Performance
PART I - INJUNCTIONS
CHAPTER 1 — GENERAL PRINCIPLES
8. — Jurisdiction
(3) — Enforcement of foreign injunctions

CHAPTER 1 — GENERAL PRINCIPLES
1. — Forms of Injunctive Relief
(1) — Mandatory injunctions
A mandatory injunction is one which requires the defendant to act positively.1 A
mandatory injunction may be given to remedy past wrongs and require the
defendant to undo some wrong he or she has committed. Such orders are restorative
in nature, requiring the defendant to take whatever steps are necessary to repair the
situation in a manner consistent with the plaintiff's rights.2 In other cases,
mandatory injunctions look to the future and require the defendant to carry out
some unperformed duty to act.3 In either class of case, although the general
principles governing the availability of injunctive relief apply, the very fact of
requiring a positive course of action raises special problems.4

1.10

(2) — Prohibitive injunctions
The most common form of injunction is the prohibitive order which restrains the
defendant from committing a specified act. At the heart of the injunctive process is
the prohibition, permanently or temporarily, of wrongful conduct or conduct which
would interfere with the rights of another.5 Prohibitive injunctions are the subject of
most of Part I of this book, and the particular problems of appropriateness, definition
and enforceability are dealt with in the pages which follow. Prohibitive injunctions
are also frequently granted to restrain breaches of contract, a matter discussed in
detail in Chapter 9.

1.20

The courts have favoured prohibitive relief over mandatory relief. Prohibitive
injunctions have always been seen to be more readily granted than mandatory
injunctions, and an injunction restraining breach of a negative covenant is granted in
circumstances in which the courts would hesitate to award specific performance.6 A
negative obligation is readily defined and readily enforceable. Ordinarily, it will be
less intrusive to restrain the defendant from continuing a certain act, than to require
the performance of some positive act.6a However, it should not be overlooked that
the burden imposed by a prohibitive order is often substantial and a negative order
often may amount in practical terms to an order requiring a certain course of
action.7

1.30

(3) — Interlocutory injunctions
Injunctions may be classified according to the time at which they are granted. Pretrial relief in the form of ex parte, interim and interlocutory injunctions raises the
difficult issue of balancing the plaintiff's need for immediate protection against the
defendant's right to a full hearing at trial on the merits before any order is made. The
problems of interlocutory injunctions are addressed in Chapter 2. Interlocutory
injunctions are "a prophylactic measure associated directly with the ongoing case"

1.40

whereas "permanent injunctions are of a different order and amount to a final
adjudication of rights".8
(4) — Permanent injunctions
A permanent injunction is one granted after final determination of the underlying
substantive claim. The Newfoundland Court of Appeal provided the following helpful
summary of the approach governing claims for permanent injunctions:

1.45

(i) Has the claimant proven that all the elements of a cause of action have been established or threatened? (If
not, the claimant's suit should be dismissed);
(ii) Has the claimant established to the satisfaction of the court that the wrong(s) that have been proven are
sufficiently likely to occur or recur in the future that it is appropriate for the court to exercise the equitable
jurisdiction of the court to grant an injunction? (If not, the injunction claim should be dismissed);
(iii) Is there an adequate alternate remedy, other than an injunction, that will provide reasonably sufficient
protection against the threat of the continued occurrence of the wrong? (If yes, the claimant should be left to
reliance on that alternate remedy);
(iv) If not, are there any applicable equitable discretionary considerations (such as clean hands, laches,
acquiescence or hardship) affecting the claimant's prima facie entitlement to an injunction that would justify
nevertheless denying that remedy? (If yes, those considerations, if more than one, should be weighed against
one another to inform the court's discretion as to whether to deny the injunctive remedy);
(v) If not (or the identified discretionary considerations are not sufficient to justify denial of the remedy), are
there any terms that should be imposed on the claimant as a condition of being granted the injunction?
(vi) In any event, where an injunction has been determined to be justified, what should the scope of the terms of
the injunction be so as to ensure that only actions or persons are enjoined that are necessary to provide an
adequate remedy for the wrong that has been proven or threatened or to effect compliance with its intent?9

(5) — Quia timet injunctions
Another temporal classification is suggested by quia timet injunctions, granted before
any harm has actually been suffered, and this issue is addressed in this chapter
under the heading "The Problem of Prematurity".10

1.50

2. — Inadequacy of Damages
(1) — Historical factors
The traditional rule is that an injunction will be granted only where damages would
provide an inadequate remedy.11 The reason for this is largely historical. Injunctions
are an equitable remedy and the pre-Judicature Act dual-court structure imposed
limitations on equitable jurisdiction. While the "common" injunction was used as a
potent device to force parties in common law actions to abide by equitable
principles,12 common law remedies remained predominant and the specific
remedies of injunction and specific performance were limited to those special
circumstances where the common law remedy of damages was seen to be
inadequate. Law and equity have been fused and a single court now administers
both, but the imprint of history has not been erased.13

1.60

It is not possible to define inadequacy of damages in a precise way. It is a vague
principle which takes shape depending upon the context. It means one thing when
used with respect to interlocutory injunctions,14 another in nuisance actions15 and
still another where an injunction is sought to restrain a breach of contract.16

1.70

Indeed, as seen in Chapters 4 and 9 respectively, where injunctions are sought to
restrain interference with property rights or to restrain breach of negative
covenants, injunctions are in fact so strongly favoured that it is more accurate to say
that the injunction is the presumed remedy.17 Because the phrase "inadequacy of

1.80

the defendant in the event the suit is unsuccessful.212
A distinct but similar problem arises where the activity plaintiff seeks to enjoin has
ceased by the time the case is heard. In that situation, the plaintiff . . .

1.815

. . . should not have to face an impossibly high bar of convincing the court of the degree of risk of future
occurrence . . .[but] must, however, satisfy the court that there is a sufficient risk that the acts complained of
will continue and that it is just in all the circumstances that an injunctive remedy be imposed.213

6. — Delay
(1) — Introduction
A plaintiff, once entitled to an injunction or specific performance, may lose that right
on account of delay in asserting the claim.214 Because the principles governing the
treatment of delay are the same whether the remedy sought is specific performance
or an injunction, it is convenient to discuss in one place the matter of delay as it
affects both remedies. The treatment of delay as a factor determining the availability
of specific relief is characteristic of most equitable doctrines: the courts apply general
principles rather than specific rules, leaving wide scope for discretion in particular
cases.

1.820

Consideration of delay is an aspect of the more general principle which takes into
account the injustice of awarding relief against a party who will be prejudiced on
account of a change of position related to acts or omissions of the party seeking
relief.215

1.830

Delay in asserting one's rights may, of course, have evidentiary significance. It is
often said that a reasonable person is unlikely to sleep on a well-founded claim.
However, it has for long been clearly established that delay alone will not be fatal. A
combination of delay and prejudice to the defendant is required to deprive the
plaintiff of a specific remedy to which he or she is otherwise entitled.216 In a decision
of the Supreme Court of Canada, Duff J. described the principle as follows:

1.840

The doctrine of laches, it has been frequently said, is not a technical doctrine, and in order to constitute a
defence there must be such a change of position as would make it inequitable to require the defendant to carry
out the contract or the delay must be of such a character as to justify the inference that the plaintiffs intended to
abandon their rights under the contract or otherwise to make it unjust to grant specific performance.217

As Megarry V.C. explained in a case where there had been a lengthy delay but no
apparent prejudice to the defendant on that account: "If specific performance was to
be regarded as a prize, to be awarded by equity to the zealous and denied to the
indolent, then the plaintiffs should fail. But whatever might have been the position
over a century ago that was the wrong approach today."218 The test for equitable
defences based upon delay was explained in the following terms by La Forest J. in M.
(K.) v. M. (H.):219

1.850

A good discussion of the rule and of laches in general is found in Meagher, Gummow and Lehane, [Equity
Doctrines and Remedies (1984)] at pp. 755-65, where the authors distil the doctrine in this manner, at p. 755:
"It is a defence which requires that a defendant can successfully resist an equitable (although not a legal)
claim made against him if he can demonstrate that the plaintiff, by delaying the institution or prosecution
of his case, has either (a) acquiesced in the defendant's conduct or (b) caused the defendant to alter his
position in reasonable reliance on the plaintiff's acceptance of the status quo, or otherwise permitted a
situation to arise which it would be unjust to disturb . . ."
Thus there are two distinct branches to the laches doctrine, and either will suffice as a defence to a claim in
equity. What is immediately obvious from all of the authorities is that mere delay is insufficient to trigger laches
under either of its two branches. Rather, the doctrine considers whether the delay of the plaintiff constitutes
acquiescence or results in circumstances that make the prosecution of the action unreasonable. Ultimately,
laches must be resolved as a matter of justice as between the parties, as is the case with any equitable doctrine.

Prejudice of this nature on account of delay is peculiar to the context of specific relief
and difficult to imagine in the case of monetary relief. The burden of specific relief
on the defendant may increase because of changes induced by the plaintiff's conduct.
Rarely will it be more onerous to pay damages later rather than sooner.220
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In this area, terminology has not been used consistently. The words "laches",
"acquiescence" and "waiver" are all used with varying meaning. Formerly, "laches"
appears to have referred to simple delay unaccompanied by prejudice221 whereas
"acquiescence" was used to describe the situation of delay combined with a change of
position making it inequitable to grant specific relief.222 However, "acquiescence" is
also sometimes used to describe the more complete defence equivalent to release or
waiver barring the plaintiff from suing at all,223 where the plaintiff stands by while
his or her rights are infringed, "in such a manner as really to induce the person
committing the act, and who might otherwise have abstained from it, to believe that
he consents to its being committed".224 Acquiescence, in this sense, is equivalent to
waiver and affects the very existence of the substantive right, rather than just the
availability of a specific remedy. The focus here will be on the effect of delay which
has less drastic effect and which is relevant to the issue of remedial choice, that is,
delay sufficient to deprive the plaintiff of specific relief but not to bar action
altogether.225
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(2) — Length of delay
It follows from the basic principle which governs delay that it is impossible to define
generally what period of delay is required; delay will not be material unless
productive of or accompanied by some prejudice to the defendant. In this sense,
delay as a factor determining the availability of specific relief differs markedly from
statutory limitation periods which set fixed and arbitrary limits within which claims
must be brought. A claim brought after the time fixed will be barred whether or not
there has been actual prejudice to the defendant but laches may bar a claim for
equitable relief even though the action was commenced within the applicable
limitation period.226 Delay as a factor governing the availability of specific relief
operates quite differently. There are no fixed periods and actual prejudice is the
governing factor. In some cases, specific relief may be refused after a short delay,227
in others it may be granted despite a long delay,228 as justice in the actual
circumstance of the case requires.
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However, certain cases may perhaps be identified which are more likely to be
productive of prejudice after only a short period of delay. Obviously these are
situations where matters are not standing still and where immediate decisions are
being taken by the defendant which might reasonably be influenced by the position
taken by the plaintiff. Any case in which the defendant is presently spending
resources on the very matter of which the plaintiff complains falls into this
category.229 The most obvious examples are cases in which the defendant is
proceeding with some building which violates the plaintiff's rights.230 Another
category is one in which the parties are engaged in speculative dealings. Where wide
fluctuations of price may be expected over short periods of time, prompt action is
called for and courts will not permit the plaintiff to hesitate and thereby gain a riskfree period of speculation at the defendant's expense.231
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(3) — Excuses for delay
On the other hand, many factors may make it difficult for the defendant to link any
prejudicial change of position with delay by the plaintiff. In certain cases, the
defendant's own conduct will effectively lengthen the period within which the
plaintiff has to decide whether to commence and prosecute proceedings. Any
negotiations or equivocations by the defendant indicating that the plaintiff's position
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may be accepted without resort to litigation will tend to excuse the plaintiff who
hesitates.232
It is also clear that a plaintiff cannot be charged with delay in the absence of
knowledge, or the means of knowledge, of the right to proceed against the
defendant.233 On the other hand, the plaintiff may be barred by delay where there is
a failure to follow up suspicions even in the absence of full knowledge of the right of
action.234 Similarly, a plaintiff's delay may be excused where he or she hesitates to
sue because of genuine doubt as to whether or not the defendant's conduct amounts
to an actionable wrong.235 It is sometimes said that want of knowledge as an excuse
extends only to want of knowledge of facts and not to their legal effect236 but where
the plaintiff reasonably hesitates in asserting rights because of genuine doubt as to
the existence of a cause of action, delay may be excused.237 Any other rule would
encourage the immediate litigation of possibly frivolous claims. In some cases, it may
be necessary for the plaintiff to accumulate evidence of repeated breaches to make
out a cause of action and, in those cases, the delay required to mount a case will not
defeat the right to specific relief.238
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Should the defendant be responsible for suppression of facts giving rise to the
plaintiff's right, this misconduct will provide the plaintiff with an answer if a plea of
delay is made. Thus, for example, in an early Ontario case,239 the plaintiff had been
out of the jurisdiction and left his affairs in the hands of an agent who had been
induced to agree to a dismissal of a specific performance bill by misrepresentations
made by the defendant. The plaintiff returned several years later, discovered the true
facts, brought another action and was awarded specific performance.
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(4) — Nature of prejudice
The most common form of alteration of position by the defendant likely to result in
prejudice is incurring an expense or liability, or perhaps the forgoing of an
opportunity to mitigate.240 Injunction cases dealing with the situation of the
defendant who has spent money erecting buildings or improving property have
already been noted.241 In specific performance cases, the defendant may have agreed
to resell the subject property in the belief that the plaintiff was not going to insist
upon specific performance; a decree in the plaintiff's favour will face the defendant
with liability to the subsequent purchaser.242
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Where the contract involves speculative property, the purchaser may be tempted to
delay suing to gain a risk-free hedge. Damages will be measured by the difference
between contract and breach date value.243 Specific performance will have the effect
of giving compliance date value. If delay is permitted, the plaintiff will wait to see
whether the item bargained for goes up in value. If it does, the action for specific
performance can be prosecuted; if its value declines below the breach date price
damages can still be claimed.244 In several cases, the courts have deprecated such
behaviour and declined specific relief on the grounds of delay.245 Where the
defendant has resold, the significance of the speculative nature of the bargained-for
item is to reduce the period of time within which the plaintiff must act. Arguably, the
defendant who has not resold suffers no prejudice beyond having to fulfil the
bargain. It may be, however, that even where the defendant has not resold, it is
possible to identify prejudice sufficient to preclude specific relief.246 The very fact
that the defendant is left in an uncertain position, at risk as to price fluctuations and
unsure whether to take advantage of other opportunities, will usually represent
sufficient prejudice to make specific relief in favour of the plaintiff inappropriate.
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(5) — Delay and problems of proof
It has also been held that a defence of delay on equitable principles may be made out
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where the effect of delay is to make the defendant's case more difficult to prove.247 In
principle this seems difficult to justify on the doctrine of laches.248 Limitation
statutes applying generally to "actions" will include actions formerly brought in
equity for a specific remedy and the same limitation period should apply whether the
plaintiff seeks damages, specific performance or an injunction.249 The purpose of
limitation statutes is to guard against stale claims and it would be hard to justify a
shorter period on account of faded memories and lost evidence simply because a
certain form of remedy is sought. The point of attaching special significance to delay
in the context of specific relief is that, because of the very nature of the remedy, delay
may be productive of a kind of prejudice not inflicted by a damages award. Prejudice
of that sort is not present merely because the defendant has a more difficult time
putting his case together on account of the plaintiff's delay. However, in some
jurisdictions claims for specific performance and injunctions are not covered by
legislation. In such cases, there is an established equitable doctrine that the statutory
period may be applied by analogy.250 Where a limitation period does apply, there
seems no basis for applying this equitable doctrine. Thus, it is suggested that the
better view is that where delay has merely made the defendant's case more difficult
to prove, no case for laches is made out and mere delay of that sort should not
deprive the plaintiff of a specific remedy to which he or she is otherwise entitled. In
jurisdictions where claims to specific relief are excluded from limitation provisions,
the former doctrine of applying a statute of limitations by analogy may still be
resorted to.
(6) — Sale of land and possession
In sale of land cases, taking possession by the plaintiff prior to completion will be an
important factor and may make delay irrelevant. In one case, it was said that where
"all that needs to be done is for the legal title to be perfected . . . laches or delay is not
a bar".251 This is sometimes put on the basis of the equitable title acquired by the
plaintiff252 but might also be justified simply on the grounds that the defendant
suffers no prejudice. Ordinarily, there will be little if any doubt about the intentions
of the plaintiff who has taken possession pursuant to the contract but has yet to
receive the actual legal title, nor will the defendant in such a case ordinarily be able
to show prejudice.253 Indeed, delay should bar the defence rather than the action. If
the defendant had any intention of disputing the plaintiff's title or right under the
contract, he or she should surely have taken steps to have the plaintiff removed.
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On the other hand, where the plaintiff is in possession under an instalment payment
contract and defaults, plainly the vendor is entitled to possession. However, the
plaintiff's default should not bar a specific performance action where the amount
due before the vendor retakes possession is tendered, although the cases would seem
to conflict on this point.254
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(7) — Delay and damages
In some cases, it has been held that delay on the plaintiff's part and the resulting
prejudice to the defendant may be significant enough to disentitle the plaintiff to
specific relief, yet not so serious as to disallow an award of damages which reflects to
some extent the value an injunction would have, had it been applied for on time.255 A
good example is Bracewell v. Appleby256 where the plaintiffs, who had delayed, were
denied a mandatory injunction requiring the demolition of a structure erected by the
defendant in violation of a restriction. Such an order would have put the defendants
in the position of being obliged to either tear down the building or pay a large sum to
buy out the plaintiffs. The court held, however, that the plaintiffs were entitled to
damages measured by the amount they might reasonably have accepted had they
asserted their claim at the outset as compensation from the defendant for release
from the restriction.
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In a British Columbia case where the plaintiff claimed damages for, inter alia, breach of a Crown
timber licence, the court rejected the Crown's submission that the plaintiff failed to mitigate by
not seeking an injunction to prevent native protesters from blockading the area:
A broader view of the jurisprudence on injunction applications by private holders of Crown granted resource
tenures, when faced with blockades or other self help remedies, would dissuade all but those who are already
heavily invested, and who have deep pockets, from seeking such relief.257

(8) — Interlocutory injunctions
On interlocutory applications, delay has somewhat different implications. The
evidentiary factor becomes much more significant. To succeed, the plaintiff must
show a substantial risk of irreparable harm in the period leading up to trial.258 The
very fact of delay by the plaintiff, quite apart from any question of prejudice to the
defendant, may often serve as evidence that the risk is not significant enough to
warrant interlocutory relief.259 However, "systemic" court delay in having the merits
of the matter tried should not be considered in determining whether an interlocutory
injunction is justified on the balance of convenience.260 Also, refusal of interlocutory
relief in no way precludes the court from awarding a final injunction after a full
hearing when the evidentiary value of the earlier delay may be considerably less
significant.261
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A difficult and related question is whether a plaintiff's failure to seek interlocutory
relief will affect the chances of securing a permanent injunction at trial. This is
particularly important where a mandatory injunction is sought and where the
defendant has expended resources after the action was commenced and before
judgment.262 The cases would seem to hold that it is not necessary for the plaintiff to
have applied for interlocutory relief to succeed in securing a mandatory
injunction.263 So long as the objection is put forcefully, and the defendant is put on
notice that the plaintiff objects to the action being taken, mandatory relief may still
be granted.264
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This rule strongly favours the plaintiff and it is suggested that there is a case for
saying that the plaintiff's failure to seek an interlocutory order should be given more
weight. A plaintiff who applies for and is awarded an interlocutory injunction will
normally be required to give an undertaking to bear any damages the injunction
causes the defendant should the defendant succeed at trial.265 In a doubtful case, the
risk the undertaking represents may be substantial. If the plaintiff does not apply for
an interlocutory injunction but merely commences an action, no risk is incurred for
damages caused by the injunction in the event the suit fails and the risk of
proceeding in the face of the plaintiff's protest shifts to the defendant. In this sense,
the defendant who stops work but succeeds at trial will be much better off if the
plaintiff did get an interlocutory injunction. In that case, any damages sustained by
virtue of the injunction must be borne by the plaintiff, while the defendant who stops
in face of the plaintiff's protest but then wins will have to bear the cost of the delay.
There is much to be said for the view that the failure of the plaintiff to seek
interlocutory relief is one factor that may be taken into account in refusing a final
injunction.266
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As noted in the section dealing with quia timet injunctions,267 the decision whether
or not to proceed is often a difficult one and is closely related to the defence of delay.
On the one hand, the law does not want to encourage litigation and discourages
plaintiffs from bringing actions prematurely. On the other hand, defendants who act
and are not met with immediate protest are allowed to plead delay and change of
position. The plaintiff's choice is delicate — the action must be timed carefully,
avoiding the risk of being dismissed as either premature or having been brought too
late.
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A plaintiff who obtains an interlocutory injunction is required to proceed
expeditiously to trial. As explained in an English case by Hoffman J., ". . . it is
incumbent upon a plaintiff whose position has been protected . . . by an interlocutory
injunction to proceed with the action with due diligence so as to limit as far as
possible the period during which the defendant's liberty is restricted without there
having been any determination of the merits".268
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7. — Other Discretionary Factors
(1) — Clean hands
The maxim that one "who comes to equity must come with clean hands" is colourful
but potentially misleading in so far as it suggests a general power to scrutinize all
aspects of the plaintiff's behaviour and refuse relief if it offends.269 The "clean
hands" maxim is best understood as a very general catch-all phrase encompassing
many discretionary factors better considered in more precise terms.270 By itself, it
has really no analytical value, although, as will be seen, it has sometimes been
employed as if it did.271
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The phrase seems to hark back to an age when the Chancellor dispensed justice
according to conscience and the morality of each particular case and yet, as long ago
as 1787, it was laid down that the clean hands maxim "does not mean a general
depravity; it must have an immediate and necessary relation to the equity sued for; it
must be a depravity in a legal as well as in a moral sense".272
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In the early 19th century Lord Brougham repeated this point perhaps more
emphatically when he said:
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. . . that general fraudulent conduct signifies nothing; that general dishonesty of purpose signifies nothing; that
attempts to overreach go for nothing; that an intention and design to deceive may go for nothing, unless all this
dishonesty of purpose, all this fraud, all this intention and design, can be connected with the particular
transaction, are not only connected with the particular transaction, but must be made to be the very ground
upon which this transaction took place, and must have given rise to this contract.273

In City of Toronto v. Polai,274 a trial judge refused an injunction to enforce a
municipal by-law on the grounds that, by virtue of a selective enforcement policy, the
plaintiff city came to the court with "unclean hands". This was reversed on appeal275
on the grounds that the public interest in enforcement of the by-law was paramount
and not affected by the city's conduct, and it was said: "The misconduct charged
against the plaintiff as a ground for invoking the maxim against him must relate
directly to the very transaction concerning which the complaint is made, and not
merely to the general morals or conduct of the person seeking relief."276 The
principle that a court should not grant a remedy for a breach of confidence relating
to matters having a grossly immoral tendency has been strictly limited, if not
rejected, on the ground that there is no longer a generally accepted moral code and
that parties are entitled to have their legal right to confidence protected despite the
nature of their activities.277 In a New Brunswick case,278 a group of environmental
protesters resisted an injunction to restrain their actions on the ground that the
plaintiff could not show that his farming operation did not amount to a nuisance. The
Court of Appeal reversed and ordered an injunction on the ground that the
protesters' acts were unlawful and there was no onus on the plaintiff to prove that
his actions did not amount to a nuisance.279
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These principles, it is submitted, are sound and wrongdoing will not deprive the
plaintiff of a specific performance or an injunction unless it bears directly upon the
appropriateness of the remedy.280 If it does, refusal of relief will almost certainly be
justifiable on some other more precise basis than the "clean hands" maxim. It is, of
course, not uncommon for the "clean hands" principle to be referred to more
loosely.281 Usually the decision to refuse the remedy is amply justifiable on more
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CHAPTER 2 — INTERLOCUTORY INJUNCTIONS
1. — The Standard for Interlocutory Injunctions1
(1) — Introduction
The injunction is a flexible and drastic remedy. Injunctions are not restricted to any
area of substantive law and are readily enforceable through the court's contempt
power.
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The injunction can also be the speediest of remedies. It may be granted before trial, a
feature which is almost unique in the array of available remedies and one which
makes the choice of injunctive relief all the more appealing in view of the relatively
slow pace at which a civil action can be prosecuted. This chapter explores the
appropriate considerations in the granting of interlocutory injunctions. There are
three sorts of interlocutory restraining orders which are made.2 The first is the ex
parte injunction, discussed in the following paragraph. The second, an "interim"
injunction usually refers to an order made on notice, but after limited argument and
only for a specific time, usually to permit the defendant to cross-examine on the
affidavits filed by the plaintiffs or to file material in reply. The third, an
"interlocutory" injunction, usually refers to an order restraining the defendant until
trial or other disposition of the action, and it is this type of injunction which is the
subject of the bulk of this chapter.3 The scope of relief available by way of
interlocutory injunction should not reach beyond the relief claimed in the action: "it
will hardly be just and equitable for a court to issue an interlocutory injunction if the
moving party is in fact claiming more, as interlocutory relief, than what it is asking
the court in its underlying action or application."3a It is important to keep in mind
that the principles discussed in this chapter in relation to pre-trial injunctions are not
applicable where the court is asked to make a final determination after trial as to
whether an injunction should be granted.4
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(2) — Ex parte injunctions
In cases of urgency, an injunction may be granted ex parte to restrain the defendant
from committing the alleged violation of the plaintiff's rights for a stated period to
allow for notice, filing of material and a contested application.5 In some cases, the
application for an ex parte injunction may be brought prior to the action having been
commenced.6 In such a case, the plaintiff will be asked to give to the court an
undertaking to take the necessary steps formally to commence the action forthwith
or as soon as reasonably practicable; a delay will constitute grounds for dissolving
the injunction,7 a breach of the solicitor's duty to the court and may well be
considered contempt.8
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Ex parte injunctions are typically made for a strictly limited time.9 As stated by the
Manitoba Court of Appeal, "in no case should an ex parte injunction be given for an
indefinite period. It should be limited until the shortest possible time so that notice
can be given to the parties affected by it . . . [E]very ex parte injunction should be
interim".10 The moving party is required to notify the affected party and to bring a
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further motion to have the injunction continued. The party affected by an ex parte
order is entitled to present its case after receiving notice of the order, either by way
of motion to set aside the ex parte order, or on the hearing of the motion to continue
the ex parte order.10a The judge hearing the contested motion deals with the matter
"not as a mere appeal from the former order, but as an original substantive
application. . . . the question on such a motion is not alone whether the order ought
or ought not to have been made, but also whether, having been made, it should be
rescinded or varied".11 In some cases, a short interim order, and requiring that the
defendants be given notice and the opportunity to argue the merits, is preferable to
an ex parte order for a longer period that may only be set aside on 24 or 48 hours
notice.12
Notice of an application for an interim injunction must be given as a matter of
"elementary justice" and exceptional circumstances are required to warrant making
an order without notice.13 To justify an ex parte injunction, there must be such
urgency that the delay necessary to give notice might entail serious and irreparable
injury to the plaintiff.14 Granting an injunction before the plaintiff's right has been
established at trial entails a serious risk of infringing the rights of the defendant.15
That risk is significantly heightened if an injunction is granted without even giving
the defendant notice and an opportunity to be heard. For this reason, the courts are
especially cautious in granting ex parte injunctions.16 There are two categories of
extraordinary urgency where courts are willing to order ex parte injunctions.17 The
first is where urgency arises because there is reason to believe that the defendants, if
given notice, will act to frustrate the process of justice before the motion can be
decided. This category includes Anton Piller orders and Mareva injunctions. The
second is where there is such exigency that any delay will defeat the plaintiff's claim
and there is simply no time to provide notice.18 The second category must be applied
with caution. As Lord Hoffman stated, cases in this category will be "rare, because
even in cases where there was not time to give the period of notice required by the
rules, there will usually be no reason why the applicant should not have given
shorter notice or even made a telephone call. Any notice is better than none".19 The
need for notice is particularly important where an ex parte injunction would
interfere with freedom of expression.20 A party who obtains an ex parte order may
be penalized in costs if it is later shown that the requisite urgency was lacking.21
Costs may be awarded on a substantial indemnity basis where an ex parte injunction
is obtained and then abandoned in the face of a motion to set that order aside.22 Full
indemnity costs may also be awarded where an ex parte injunction is set aside for
want of full disclosure.23
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A party seeking an ex parte order23a is required to make full and frank disclosure of
all material facts.24 A fact may be material even if not determinative: "any fact that
would have been weighed or considered by the motion's justice in deciding the
issues, regardless of whether its disclosure would have changed the outcome, is
material."25 Failure to make full disclosure has been dealt with severely and may
result in the injunction being set aside as a punitive measure on the motion to
continue once the defendant has been served.26 The rationale for this principle has
been explained as follows:27
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It is a well established principle of our law that a party who seeks the extraordinary relief of an ex parte
injunction must make full and frank disclosure of the case. The rationale for this rule is obvious. The judge
hearing an ex parte motion and the absent party are literally at the mercy of the party seeking injunctive relief.
The ordinary checks and balances of the adversary system are not operative. The opposite party is deprived of
the opportunity to challenge the factual and legal contentions advanced by the moving party in support of the
injunction. The situation is rife with the danger that an injustice will be done to the absent party. As a British
Columbia judge noted recently:

"There is no situation more fraught with potential injustice and abuse of the court's powers than an
application for an ex parte injunction. [Watson v. Slavik (1996), 1996 CarswellBC 1919, 5 C.P.C. (3d) 315
(B.C.S.C.)]" [At. para. 10.]
For that reason, the law imposes an exceptional duty on the party who seeks ex parte relief. That party is not
entitled to present only its side of the case in the best possible light, as it would if the other side were present.
Rather, it is incumbent on the moving party to make a balanced presentation of the facts and law. The moving
party must state its own case fairly and must inform the court of any points of fact or law known to it which
favour the other side. The duty of full and frank disclosure is required to mitigate the obvious risk of injustice
inherent in any situation where a judge is asked to grant an order without hearing from the other side.
If the party seeking ex parte relief fails to abide by this duty to make full and frank disclosure by omitting or
misrepresenting material facts, the opposite party is entitled to have the injunction set aside. That is the price
the plaintiff must pay for failure to live up to the duty imposed by the law. Were it otherwise, the duty would be
empty and the law would be powerless to protect the absent party.

However, inflexible application of this rule is to be avoided and failure to make full
disclosure is not invariably fatal.28 Ex parte applications are, of necessity, brought on
an urgent basis with little time to prepare supporting materials. Orders should not be
set aside on account of mere imperfections in the affidavits or because
inconsequential facts have not been disclosed.29 On the other hand, the court will be
properly sceptical of this excuse: "The consequences to the defendants of being
enjoined based on deficient or misleading information is serious. If there was not
sufficient time, the motion should not have been brought until all the materials were
complete."30 The issue has frequently arisen in Mareva31 and Anton Piller32 cases.
The English Court of Appeal has held that "[t]he court has a discretion,
notwithstanding proof of material non-disclosure which justifies or requires the
immediate discharge of an ex parte order, nevertheless to continue the order, or to
make a new order on the same terms".33 In another decision, the English Court of
Appeal stated that when deciding whether to discharge a freezing order, the court
should:34
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. . . consider all relevant circumstances, including the gravity and remediability of the breach, any excuse or
explanation offered by the applicant or his lawyers and any prejudice to the respondent, bearing in mind the
overriding objective and the need for proportionality; that the judge-made rule that a without notice order
would be discharged if it was obtained without full disclosure could not be permitted to become an instrument
of injustice; and that the relative culpability of the applicant and of his lawyers, though relevant, would seldom
if ever be determinative of the consequence of any breach.

If dissolution would result in injustice to the plaintiff, the punitive rationale may be
outweighed.35 A motion to set aside an ex parte injunction for non-disclosure should be brought
promptly and waiver may result from participation in further proceedings without objection.36
The English courts have refused dissolution where non-disclosure was innocent, merely technical
or where, in substance, the plaintiff is still entitled to relief.37 It has been observed that the
plaintiff is not required "to plead in law and fact the defendant's case" but only to make "full and
fair disclosure sufficient to identify the factual issues."38 In one English case,39 the judge
expressed concern that applications to dissolve for non-disclosure were becoming routine, often
based upon insubstantial claims of deception, and that such applications, even when well
grounded, increased the complexity, duration and expense of interlocutory proceedings. He
suggested that "[t]he real question at the time of the inter partes hearing should not be what has
happened in the past but what should happen in the future".40 It was also suggested that a
complaint of non-disclosure should be left until trial when the issue would become whether the
defendant should receive damages.41 This, however, would represent a dramatic departure from
existing practice and was doubted in a subsequent case where it was said that damages for nondisclosure would often be wholly inadequate and that the better course was to dissolve the
injunction at the earlier stage.42 The Manitoba Court of Appeal has held that it is a matter of
discretion for the court to decide whether or not to deal with the non-disclosure motion before
trial.43 It is submitted that even if dissolution for non-disclosure has a punitive effect and may

deprive the plaintiff of a remedy otherwise deserved, the importance of insisting on full
disclosure on ex parte applications is an important factor to consider and that judges hearing such
applications need to be able to sanction promptly any departure from full candor.44 As Lord
Bingham stated, where there has been "a clear neglect of the correct procedure . . . the court
should not absolve the defaulting party from the consequences of its neglect by maintaining the
order in force . . . whether or not the [plaintiff] . . . might, in the immediate future, re-apply
successfully in accordance with the recognised practice".45 The Quebec Court of Appeal adopted
the discretionary approach, holding:
When there is material non-disclosure, the following factors should be considered by the judge hearing a
motion to rescind or annul an ex parte order:
— the importance of the omitted facts to each of the issues decided by the judge;
— whether the omission was inadvertent, its relevance was misconstrued or whether the omission was
made with the intent to mislead the judge;
— the prejudice occasioned to the party affected by the ex parte order;
— whether the order reviewed could be granted again on the basis of a corrected record.46

Certain procedural measures may alleviate the difficulties posed in this area. Ideally,
the judge who granted the ex parte order should hear the motion to set it aside. That
judge will be fully apprised of the manner in which the matter was presented and be
in the best position to assess significance of any facts that the applicant failed to
disclose. There should be a proper record,47 ideally a transcript, so that there is no
question as to what was and what was not disclosed to the judge who made the ex
parte order.
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In certain cases, failure to be fully candid may result in an injunction being set aside
even though the defendant has been served. As it is open to a foreign state to claim
immunity for suit and, for that reason, the foreign state may not take any step in the
proceeding, there is an obligation to make full and frank disclosure even where the
foreign state has been served.48 In Murphy v. Dodd,49 the male plaintiff was granted
an injunction preventing the defendant from having an abortion. The defendant had
been given very short notice, had poor reading ability and was confused. She neither
appeared nor was represented by counsel at the initial hearing. She later brought a
motion to dissolve and established that the plaintiff had failed to disclose that there
was some doubt as to paternity and that evidence that the defendant's health might
be in danger should the pregnancy continue had also been withheld. Gray J. held that
the injunction would not have been granted had the facts been disclosed and that the
plaintiff's conduct was such that the injunction should be set aside.50
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(2a) — Interim orders
It is not uncommon for a motion for an interlocutory injunction to be adjourned to
permit the defendant to file material and to allow for cross-examination on
affidavits.51 The moving party will often ask for an interim order protecting its
position pending the hearing of full argument on the interlocutory injunction. The
Federal Court has held that an applicant for interim relief bears "an additional
burden of establishing urgency of such importance that there is no alternate way to
proceed in order to counter the harm that might be or is actually occurring.52 An
Ontario Divisional Court judgment also emphasized the drastic nature of injunctive
relief; the court agreed with the view expressed by Saunders J., granting leave to
appeal:53
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Whether an injunction is termed interim or interlocutory, the effect is the same. The court is exercising its civil
power to restrain the activities of citizens. The injunction is an extraordinary remedy and should only be
granted in accordance with settled principles. It follows that those principles should be adhered to, even if the

injunction is for a relatively short time, although time may have an impact on the weight of the various factors.

The court went on to discuss the element of urgency observing that if the urgency of the situation
is such that all that can be put before the motions court judge is conflicting affidavits, that can be
considered in relation to assessing the strength of the plaintiff's case. However, the court added
the following cautionary note:
One might well question the urgency of some situations and whether they are to some degree self-created and
imposed for tactical reasons. It is appropriate for a motions court judge to take this into consideration. It should
be kept in mind that the plaintiff chooses the time of launching the lawsuit and any attendant motion for
injunctive relief. Urgency will of course affect the nature and extent of material (of both sides); but the material
should be scrutinized to an appropriate degree to establish whether the injunction - even on an interim basis
should issue.54

On the other hand, the Ontario Divisional Court later held that there is a distinction "between
terms which respond to the situation created by the adjournment request and the de facto
granting of the relief sought before judgment".55 The court upheld an order imposed as a term to
redress the situation created by the adjournment sought by the defendant as the "terms were for a
very limited and certain duration, made against the party responsible for the delay and upon
evidence that the delay would seriously compromise the plaintiff".
The hearing of the interlocutory injunction proper following the granting of an
interim order is a hearing de novo, not an appeal from or review of the interim order
which is necessarily made on an incomplete evidentiary record.56
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(2b) — Consent orders
A party has no right to move to rescind a consent order for an interlocutory
injunction unless there is a material change of circumstances to the extent that the
interests of justice point in favour of varying or setting aside the injunction56a or the
consent order was vitiated by circumstances that would warrant setting aside a
contract such as fraud, duress, misrepresentation or common mistake. This is not
altered by a provision in the consent order that it is to apply until further order of the
court. That language does not entitle a party to withdraw its consent and argue that
no interlocutory injunction should have been granted.57
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(3) — Balance of risks
The problem posed by interlocutory injunction applications may best be understood
in terms of balancing the relative risks of granting or withholding the remedy before
full adjudication of the legal rights at issue.58 These risks may be stated as follows.
The plaintiff must show a risk that his or her rights will be destroyed by the
defendant's actions before the court has rendered its judgment at trial. The risk to the
plaintiff is that if an immediate remedy is not granted, his or her rights will be so
impaired by the time of trial and judgment that it will be simply too late to afford an
adequate remedy.59
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Against this risk to the plaintiff must be balanced the risk of harm to the defendant,
should the injunction be granted. This risk is inherent in awarding a remedy before
judgment. On an interlocutory application, the court cannot afford the defendant the
full procedural rights of a trial and it may well transpire that although the plaintiff
now appears to have a reasonable prospect of success, the plaintiff will fail if and
when the case is tried. At this early stage of the proceedings, the parties will not have
fully prepared the case and the judge hearing the matter as an interlocutory motion
will have less time to sift the factual and legal issues than at trial. It will only be in
exceptional cases that the motions judge will have the benefit of hearing viva voce
evidence.60 Usually, the case will be presented on affidavits. Without the benefit of
pleadings and full discovery, the factual and legal issues may well be only roughly
defined and, perhaps, not even fully investigated by the parties themselves. It will
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often be difficult, and sometimes impossible, to predict accurately the final result.
Although it may now seem that the plaintiff will win, in the end the defendant may
prevail. Inherent in the exercise of granting a remedy before the rights of the parties
have been determined lies the risk of harming the defendant by enjoining a course of
conduct that ultimately may be found to be lawful.61
Ideally, the problem could be avoided or minimized by devising special procedures to
provide for an immediate and final resolution on the merits.62 Inevitably, however,
cases will arise where immediate and final resolution is not possible and the court
will be saddled with the difficult task of balancing the risk of harm to the defendant,
inherent in granting remedial relief before the merits of the dispute can be fully
explored, against the risk that the plaintiff's rights will be significantly impaired in
the time awaiting the trial.
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(4) — Strength of the plaintiff's case
The first question the court asks is, "What is the relative strength of the plaintiff's
case?" Prior to the 1975 decision of the House of Lords in American Cyanamid Co. v.
Ethicon Ltd.,63 subsequently adopted by two Supreme Court of Canada decisions,64
the plaintiff was ordinarily required to satisfy, as threshold test, the burden of
establishing "a strong prima facie case".65 This meant, if the court had to decide the
matter on the merits on the basis of the material before it, would the plaintiff
succeed?66
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If the plaintiff demonstrated a strong prima facie case, the likelihood of the ultimate
success, although not decisive, weighed heavily in favour of an injunction. If the
court was unable to come to a conclusion at this stage as to the strength of the
plaintiff's case because of uncertainties of affidavit evidence, especially where
affidavits conflict and where questions of credibility arise, it would be unfair to
foreclose the plaintiff from obtaining an interlocutory injunction because of the
procedural impossibility of assessing conflicting evidence and the decision turned
upon other factors.67 It was where the court concluded that the plaintiff had not
made out a strong prima facie case that, before American Cyanamid, the court was
likely to say that no injunction prior to trial should be granted.68 It was this very
point that prompted the House of Lords to reconsider this entire area.
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In American Cyanamid, after an eight-day hearing, the English Court of Appeal set
aside an interlocutory injunction.69 The plaintiff alleged that the defendant's
proposed introduction of a synthetic, absorbable, surgical suture would violate the
plaintiff's patent which was said to protect such sutures formed from a
"polyhydroxyacetic ester". Dealing with the complex factual questions raised by the
claim and the defence without the refinement produced by pleading and discovery,
and without the benefit of oral evidence, posed obvious difficulties. However, it was
undertaken by the Court of Appeal, which reversed the chambers judge on the
grounds that the plaintiff had failed to establish a strong prima facie case. The court
did not consider the balance of convenience, or other factors,70 but applied the
"strong prima facie case" test as a threshold: failure on that first question meant
certain failure for the entire application. On appeal to the House of Lords,71 the
initial decision to grant the interlocutory injunction was restored. Lord Diplock gave
the unanimous decision and was particularly critical of what he considered to be
undue emphasis on the strength of the plaintiff's case at the interlocutory stage. He
suggested that terms such as "prima facie case" are inappropriate and that the court
should merely satisfy itself that the plaintiff has a case worthy of trial:72 "The court
no doubt must be satisfied that the claim is not frivolous or vexatious; in other words,
that there is a serious question to be tried." Lord Diplock emphasized the difficulty of
undertaking a preliminary trial of the matter upon affidavit material and said, in
effect, that a preliminary attempt to predict the ultimate outcome was so fraught with
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danger and difficulty that it ought not to be undertaken at all.
In RJR-MacDonald, the Supreme Court of Canada essentially adopted American
Cyanamid and described the strength of case consideration as follows:73
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What then are the indicators of "a serious question to be tried"? There are no specific requirements which must
be met in order to satisfy this test. The threshold is a low one. The judge on the application must make a
preliminary assessment of the merits of the case . . .
Once satisfied that the application is neither vexatious nor frivolous, the motions judge should proceed to
consider the second and third tests, even if of the opinion that the plaintiff is unlikely to succeed at trial. A
prolonged examination of the merits is generally neither necessary nor desirable.

American Cyanamid sets out a step-by-step formula as the appropriate way to
determine whether an interlocutory injunction should be granted.74 More detailed
consideration of each step follows under specific headings but it will facilitate
discussion of the strength of case factor to summarize the formula here:
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1. Has the plaintiff presented a case which is not frivolous or vexatious but which presents a
serious case to be tried?
2. Will damages provide the plaintiff with an adequate remedy? If so, no injunction should be
granted. If not,
3. Would the plaintiff's undertaking in damages provide adequate compensation to the defendant,
should he or she succeed at trial, for loss sustained because of the interlocutory injunction? If yes,
there is a strong case for an interlocutory injunction.
4. Where there is doubt as to the adequacy of the respective remedies in damages, the case turns
on the balance of convenience.
5. At this final stage, weight may be placed on the court's prediction of ultimate success, but only
where:
. . . the extent of the uncompensatable disadvantage to each party would not differ widely [that] it may not be
improper to take into account in tipping the balance the relative strength of each party's case as revealed by the
affidavit evidence adduced on the hearing of the application. This, however, should be done only where it is
apparent upon the facts disclosed by the evidence as to which there is no credible dispute that the strength of
one party's case is disproportionate to that of the other party. The court is not justified in embarking upon
anything resembling a trial of the action upon conflicting affidavits in order to evaluate the strength of either
party's case.75

Read literally, Cyanamid takes into account the strength of the plaintiff's case,
initially, only to the extent of determining that the claim is not frivolous or vexatious.
The core test to be applied is irreparable harm and the balance of convenience. It is
only where the irreparable harm and the balance of convenience fail to yield a clear
answer that the relative strength of the parties' cases may be taken into account and
even then, only where one side of the case is clearly stronger.76
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On the facts of Cyanamid, it is not difficult to understand the reluctance to base the
decision on a prediction of the outcome at trial. The appeal was expected to take 12
days and would have involved a mass of technical and conflicting evidence. And by
dispelling the notion that a strong prima facie case is an essential prerequisite to
interlocutory relief, the decision conforms with a sensitive balance-of-risk approach.
A plaintiff should not be foreclosed from obtaining an interlocutory injunction and
faced with the threat of destruction of its rights simply because it is not possible at an
early stage of the proceedings to demonstrate a strong likelihood of success.
However, it is quite another matter to deprecate reliance on a preliminary
assessment of the merits in all cases. Similarly, one can appreciate why the Supreme
Court of Canada took a similar approach in Metropolitan Stores and RJR-MacDonald,
the two cases that more or less adopted the Cyanamid formula.77 Both cases involved
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constitutional challenges to legislation where it will often be difficult to assess the
merits at a preliminary stage.78
It is submitted, however, that the post-Cyanamid, Metropolitan Stores and RJRMacDonald jurisprudence, reviewed below, demonstrates that those cases have to be
read in the context of their particular facts. It seems incontrovertible that the
plaintiff's chance of ultimate success is directly relevant to an assessment of the
relative risks of harm.79 The likelihood of the plaintiff's success or failure relates
both to the extent of the risk that there will be any legal harm which calls for a
remedy in favour of the plaintiff,80 and to the extent of the risk that an injunction
may prevent the defendant from pursuing a rightful course of conduct. Surely all
other considerations equal, a plaintiff who has a 75% chance of success has a
stronger claim to interlocutory relief than a plaintiff who only has a 25% chance of
success.81 As it is relevant, the strength of a case should be considered, unless there is
some compelling reason to disregard it.82 There appears to be no evidence of poor
quality of decisions on the merits at the interlocutory stage.83 On the contrary, there
is every indication that one of the virtues of the interlocutory application is that it
provides a quick, inexpensive and reliable determination which usually avoids the
necessity of further litigation.84
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The difficulty of assessing the strength of a case varies widely according to the
circumstances.85 Cyanamid and RJR-MacDonald signal the need for caution in
attaching weight to a preliminary assessment of the merits, but this is to say no more
than that the risk of harming a defendant who may have a valid defence to the claim
must be carefully weighed. Where the chance of accurate prediction is higher, as for
example, where the result turns on the construction of a statute or the legal
consequence of admitted facts, the court hearing the preliminary application is in a
very good position to predict the result.86 Moreover, procedural differences in
Canada, notably the more frequent resort to the right to cross-examine on affidavits,
will often place a Canadian judge on firmer ground, even when dealing with
conflicting evidence.87
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While Cyanamid has been generally followed,88 many judges have balked at the
prospect of ignoring or minimizing the strength of the plaintiff's case89 and there has
been a tendency to elevate the standard to be met by the plaintiff on the merits.90
Some cases interpret "not frivolous or vexatious" to mean something close to "a
reasonable prospect of success".91 Some English cases equate "serious question to be
tried" with likelihood of success92 and hold that "frivolous or vexatious" should be
read as requiring a higher probability of success than when the same phrase is used
in relation with applications to strike out an action.93 Similarly, it has been held that
where the facts are not in dispute, greater weight should be placed on the merits.94
Cyanamid has attracted strong academic criticism from Adrian Zuckerman who
reviews the post-Cyanamid jurisprudence and argues that "a merits based approach
is inescapable".95
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In Series 5 Software Ltd. v. Clarke,96 Laddie J. provided a useful assessment of the
current status of Cyanamid in England. He suggests that Cyanamid was not intended
to replace one inflexible rule (that the plaintiff always had to show a prima facie case)
with another (that the court should almost never consider the merits):
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It appears to me that what is intended is that the court should not attempt to resolve difficult issues of fact or
law on an application for interlocutory relief. If, on the other hand, the court is able to come to a view as to the
strength of the parties' cases on credible evidence, then it can do so. In fact, as any lawyer who has experience
of interlocutory proceedings will know, it is frequently the case that it is easy to determine who is most likely to
win the trial on the basis of affidavit evidence and any exhibited contemporaneous documents. If it is apparent
from that material that one party's case is much stronger than the other's then that is a matter the court should
not ignore. To suggest otherwise would be to exclude from consideration an important factor and such

exclusion would fly in the face of the flexibility advocated earlier in American Cyanamid.

The problems of assessing the probable outcome in one type of case should not, and
will not, preclude the court from weighing in the balance its perception of the likely
result, so long as there is a cautious awareness of the inherent risk of inaccuracy at
an early stage.97
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In certain cases where, practically speaking, the rights of the parties are finally
determined on the motion, it is essential, as a matter of justice, that the strength of
the case be the predominant consideration.98 Difficulty in deciding does not justify
judicial abdication. This exception to Cyanamid has been accepted by the Supreme
Court of Canada.99 Despite the court's caution that the circumstances in which it
would apply would be rare, there is now a very long list of situations in which it has
been applied. Classic examples are cases involving picketing100 and covenants in
restraint of trade.101 The Supreme Court has held that the Cyanamid test is
inappropriate where the injunction would restrain freedom of expression,102
although this would appear not to apply to commercial expression.103 While a fully
satisfactory determination may be possible only after pleadings, discovery and viva
voce trial, the simple fact is that events will not always wait for elaborate pre-trial
proceedings and that the parties sometimes need an immediate determination. In
cases falling within this category, factors other than the strength of the case must still
be considered104 but the weight to be accorded balance of convenience is plainly
affected.
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It is now firmly established that Cyanamid does not alter the onus on the plaintiff to
show a strong prima facie case to obtain an interlocutory injunction to restrain a
breach of a covenant in restraint of trade, including covenants in the employment
context,105 or a "springboard" injunction to prevent a party from gaining an
advantage from improper use of information or property belonging to the
plaintiff.105a The difficulty which would be produced by ignoring the strength of the
case has been discussed in several cases. In Fellowes & Son v. Fisher,106 the English
Court of Appeal was faced with an application by an employer to restrain until trial
its former employee from breaching a non-competition covenant. The court
recognized the injustice that would be caused by a rigid application of the Cyanamid
formulation. Lord Denning stated that a case, such as the one before him, could not
properly be decided without consideration of the merits. Granting or withholding an
injunction to enforce covenants in restraint of trade will, as a practical matter, almost
always amount to a final disposition of the case. It surely would be wrong to say that
the application should turn solely upon the balance of convenience and that the
result should be the same where the covenant is probably good as where it is
probably bad. Indeed, reasonableness as to the duration of the life of the covenant is
one of the tests of its validity.107 To be at all valid, the life of the covenant must be
reasonable and that will often be for a shorter time than it will take to get the case
tried.108 Even if the life of the covenant exceeds the time it takes to complete pre-trial
proceedings and work through the queue for trial, the crucial period for both parties
will usually be the first year or so.109
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A similar problem is posed by cases involving picketing where there can be little
doubt that, in virtually every case, the matter will be resolved at the interlocutory
stage and there will be no trial.110 Indeed, Lord Diplock himself has said that, in such
cases, it is acceptable to consider the merits. In N.W.L. Ltd. v. Woods,111 his Lordship
modified the Cyanamid principle as follows:
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Where, however, the grant or refusal of the interlocutory injunction will have the practical effect of putting an
end to the action because the harm that will have been already caused to the losing party by its refusal is
complete and of a kind for which money cannot constitute any worthwhile recompense, the degree of
likelihood that the plaintiff would have succeeded in establishing his right to an injunction if the action had

gone to trial is a factor to be brought into the balance by the judge in weighing the risks that injustice may result
from his deciding the application one way rather than the other.112

In an Ontario case involving the "occupation" of a city park by protesters, Brown J. granted a short
interim order prohibiting the city from evicting the protesters together with an expedited hearing
of the protester's Charter application so that the issue could be determined on the merits in short
order.113
Several Canadian cases hold that a strong prima facie case should ordinarily be
required in picketing cases, particularly where a Charter right is threatened.114
Although there is some indication that the N.W.L. case may have been intended to
have narrower application,115 the category of case in which it has been recognized
that the matter will end at the interlocutory stage and that fuller consideration
should be given to the merits of the claim is now quite broad. It includes picketing
cases,116 acts of civil disobedience,117 cases involving restrictive covenants,118
threatened winding-up proceedings,119 corporate "strike suits"120 and other timesensitive corporate disputes,120a industrial property cases,121 passing off cases122
and probably other cases as well.123
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Cyanamid has also been held to be inapplicable in certain actions against public
authorities124 and was not applied in a case involving the internal affairs of a
political party.125 It has been held inappropriate in defamation cases,126 in
Mareva,127 and Anton Piller,128 and does not apply to breach of confidence cases,129
particularly, as the House of Lords has pointed out, where it is important that if
publication is to take place, it should take place expeditiously.130 Applications for
interlocutory mandatory injunctions are excepted from its reach. Any doubt on this
issue has been resolved by the Supreme Court of Canada.131 The Ontario courts132
have opted for the previous practice in patent actions, namely, that where
infringement is disputed and the validity of the patent has not been established by a
court decision, an injunction will not be granted if the defendant undertakes to
account. It has been recognized that, in trade mark and passing-off cases, the hearing
on the interlocutory application will very often end the action and that it is
accordingly necessary to consider the merits with greater scrutiny than suggested by
the American Cyanamid test.133 The English Court of Appeal has held that Cyanamid
has no application where an injunction is sought to compel a medical practitioner to
provide certain treatment to a severely disabled infant.134 It was found inapplicable
in a take-over bid fight where an injunction would have effectively put one of the
parties out of business.135 It has been held in British Columbia that where a
municipality is suing to enforce a statute or by-law, American Cyanamid should not be
followed.136 Neither proof of irreparable harm is required, nor need the balance of
convenience be considered; however, a very strong prima facie case showing that the
defendant is in clear breach of the statute or by-law was said to be essential.137 On
the other hand, the test for interlocutory relief does not change where a private
citizen sues in nuisance to compel compliance with a municipal bylaw.138
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A second exception, also accepted by the Supreme Court of Canada,139 is where the
case rests on a pure question of law which can be readily determined on a chambers
application, although again, the court cautioned that cases falling within this
exception would be rare. A related and third exception arises where the facts are not
in dispute. In an Ontario case140 it was held that:
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Where the facts are not substantially in dispute, the plaintiffs must be able to establish a strong prima facie case
and must show that they will suffer irreparable harm if the injunction is not granted. If there are facts in
dispute, a lesser standard must be met. In that case, the plaintiffs must show that their case is not a frivolous
one and there is a substantial question to be tried, and that, on the balance of convenience, an injunction should
be granted.

The Supreme Court of Canada has cautioned that in view of the complexity of s. 1 evidence, this
exception should not be applied in Charter cases.141
Finally, it will be recalled that in Cyanamid, Lord Diplock stated that if after
consideration of all the other factors it was unclear whether or not an interlocutory
injunction should be granted, it was appropriate to return to consider the relative
strength of each party's case, although only where there is no credible dispute on the
evidence that the strength of one party's case is disproportionate to that of the other
party.142
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This list of exceptions makes it apparent that Cyanamid cannot be applied as if it
were a statute.143 As both the English Court of Appeal and the House of Lords have
explained, the Cyanamid test is in the nature of "guidelines" rather than a strict
formula or rule to be applied in a mechanical fashion.144 It is suggested that the
position may be summarized as follows. The weight to be placed upon the
preliminary assessment of the relative strength of the plaintiff's case is a delicate
matter which will vary depending upon the context and circumstances. As the likely
result at trial is clearly a relevant factor, the judge's preliminary assessment of the
merits should, as a general rule, play an important part in the process. However, the
weight to be attached to the preliminary assessment should depend upon the degree
of predictability which the factual and legal issues allow.144a If the judge is of the
view that the plaintiff is unlikely to succeed, but cannot say that the claim is frivolous
or vexatious, he or she should still go on to consider the other factors, rather than
dismiss the application at the threshold. This is a positive and helpful aspect of the
Cyanamid case which should not be forgotten.145 However, the judge's negative
impression of the plaintiff's chances of ultimate success should be taken into account,
along with all other considerations. By the same token, even if the plaintiff's case
looks very strong — a factor which should definitely weigh in his or her favour — the
other factors should still be considered. If assessment of the merits is impracticable
because of conflicting evidence or questions of credibility, the matter will have to be
decided solely on the basis of the balance of convenience and the irreparable harm
factors.146 In certain situations, the issue is not balancing risks but deciding the case
in a final way. In those cases, the balance of risk approach should be abandoned as
inappropriate. If it is apparent, as a practical matter, that the interlocutory injunction
will be the final determination of the dispute, then the judge must make the best of a
difficult situation and base the decision solely on an assessment of the merits.147
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(5) — Irreparable harm to the plaintiff
An essential factor in determining the appropriateness of an interlocutory injunction
is "irreparable harm",148 a phrase familiar in equity jurisprudence.148a The remedies
of Chancery were traditionally withheld, unless the plaintiff could show that the
ordinary legal remedy in damages would be inappropriate or inadequate. In the
context of preliminary injunctive relief, the phrase is given a more specific meaning,
namely, that the plaintiff, before the trial, must show an immediate risk of harm that
will occur before the case reaches trial and that cannot be compensated or remedied
other than through the granting of an interlocutory injunction.149 The rationale for
requiring the plaintiff to show irreparable harm is readily understood. If damages
after trial will provide adequate compensation, and the defendant is in a position to
pay them, then ordinarily there will be no justification in running the risk of an
injunction pending the trial.150
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In American Cyanamid, Lord Diplock restated the need for the plaintiff to show
irreparable harm as the second step in his formula. The question to be asked, said
Lord Diplock, was the following. Assuming that the plaintiff succeeds in the end in
establishing a right to a permanent injunction, will damages be adequate
compensation for the loss sustained between the time of the application and the
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trial? "If damages in the measure recoverable at common law would be adequate
remedy and the defendant would be in a financial position to pay them, no
interlocutory injunction should normally be granted, however strong the plaintiff's
claim appeared to be at that stage."151 If damages are an adequate remedy, running
the risk of restraining the defendant unjustifiably pending the trial is simply not
warranted.
While it is easy to see why the plaintiff should have to show irreparable harm, it is
difficult to define exactly what the phrase means. In RJR-Macdonald, the Supreme
Court of Canada described irreparable harm as follows:152
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At this stage, the only issue to be decided is whether a refusal to grant relief could so adversely affect the
applicant's own interests that the harm could not be remedied if the eventual decision on the merits does not
accord with the result of the interlocutory application.
"Irreparable" refers to the nature of the harm suffered rather than its magnitude. It is harm which either
cannot be quantified in monetary terms or which cannot be cured, usually because one party cannot collect
damages from the other. Examples of the former include instances where one party will be put out of business
by the court's decision; where one party will suffer permanent market loss or irrevocable damage to its
business reputation; or where a permanent loss of natural resources will be the result when a challenged
activity is not enjoined. The fact that one party may be impecunious does not automatically determine the
application in favour of the other party who will not ultimately be able to collect damages, although it may be a
relevant consideration. (references omitted)

Typical cases in which irreparable harm is likely to be found are those where the act
complained of would put the party out of business, prevent the gaining of livelihood
or cause irrevocable damage to reputation or professional standing.153 Market place
confusion caused by the improper use of a trade name can give rise to irreparable
harm154 as can passing off155 and patent "springboarding".156
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It has been held that the courts should avoid taking a narrow view of irreparable
harm.157 The concept is not to be restricted to market loss or damage to business
reputation and may include harm in the form of administrative disruption and
inconvenience caused by dismantling a scheme of school administration,158
damaging the relationship between a union and its members, affecting workplace
morale, and impeding future collective bargaining,159 loss of control over one's
image,160 invasion of privacy,161 demolition of an historic building,162 "undermining
the structure of a religious organization",163 dissolution of a church congregation,163a
denial of the right to play in a hockey league164 or compete in a playoff football
game,164a the right to run for a public office,165 to be fairly considered for a position
as a firefighter,166 or psychological and emotional stress.167 The Federal Court has
held that wrongful detention of an adult migrant and her children would inflict
irreparable harm.168 In an Alberta case, a denial of natural justice in removing the
plaintiff from a religious community was held to constitute irreparable harm.169
Similarly, disclosure of documents subject to a claim of confidentiality has been held
to constitute irreparable harm without proof of actual harm.170 Where a First
Nations Chief and Councillor alleged a lack of natural justice in their suspension from
office and in the scheduling of a subsequent election, the Federal Court found that the
loss of prestige associated with these positions would constitute irreparable harm.171
The inability to advance a family claim effectively without legal counsel was held to
cause irreparable harm by the British Columbia Supreme Court.172
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In several cases, damage to Indigenous land, fishing or other rights which would
result from logging or other contested activities has been held to be irreparable,173 as
has damage resulting from the impairment of a treaty right.174 The Ontario Court of
Appeal has advised that injunctions interfering with constitutionally protected
Indigenous rights should not be granted before the court has made every effort to
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encourage consultation, negotiation, accommodation and reconciliation among the
parties.175 Likewise, an interlocutory injunction may be granted to require
consultation with an affected band.176 However, the Federal Court of Appeal has held
that an allegation of failure to comply with the duty to consult in relation to land use
will not always constitute irreparable harm as that would amount to constituting a
veto over the government transferring any title to property which is located in an
area claimed as a traditional territory of an Indigenous group.177 Similarly, an
Ontario court granted a property owner an interlocutory injunction to restrain
interference by a Band on the ground that the Band's claim to Indigenous title was
weak and the duty to consult had not be violated.178 An injunction was later granted
to the municipality on the same grounds, as the Band was interfering with multiple
development sites within the city and the local economy was found to be at risk.
However, the order was not intended to restrain protest entirely.179 An interlocutory
injunction to restrain the Cleveland Indians team from using its allegedly racist logo
was refused on the ground that a remedy in damages was available and that as the
application was brought on the eve of a playoff game the balance of convenience did
not favour injunctive relief.180
The threat of serious environmental harm has been readily accepted as a form of
irreparable harm181 as has the potential for confrontation between the parties in an
environmental protest.182 The potential for confrontation between a group of
protesters and individuals doing business with the plaintiff was accepted as
irreparable harm in a New Brunswick case.183
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The loss of property rights has been held to constitute irreparable harm184 as has
misuse of confidential information.185 However, the mere fact that property rights
are at issue is not determinative. The demolition of a rental property was held not to
be irreparable harm to the landlord.186 A plaintiff claiming a mining property to be a
joint venture was denied an injunction to restrain its alleged partner from
developing the mine as the development would only enhance the value of the mine to
the benefit of the plaintiff.187 No irreparable harm arises from a municipality's
removal of a lay-by on a busy street used by customers of a store as the store owner
would only have a claim for damages for injurious affection.188 Further, no
irreparable harm was found in a case where the landlord lead no evidence that
disputed land would "disappear, be damaged, or be sold or otherwise be unavailable
when the litigation is tried."188a
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The loss of the opportunity to immigrate to Canada has been held to constitute
irreparable harm.189 However, the termination of disability benefits has been held
not to constitute irreparable harm.190 Removal from office of a union officer191 or
Indian band chief192 may constitute irreparable harm and in several cases, the loss of
employment pending resolution of a human rights complaint has been held to
constitute irreparable harm.193 However, in Armstrong v. West Vancouver Police
Board,194 the court held that damages would be an adequate remedy for the
wrongful removal of the Chief Constable of Police and refused an interlocutory
injunction.
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Some cases involve interests which are obviously difficult to evaluate in money
terms195 and yet the court may still be reluctant to grant injunctive relief. Where the
public interest is at stake, the calculation of irreparable harm becomes more difficult,
as interests in addition to those of the immediate parties must be considered.196 In
many cases, consideration of the public interest may be a powerful influence,
depending on the circumstances, either in favour of197 or against an interlocutory
injunction.198

2.415.1

(a) — Means of the defendant
The means of the defendant is an important, but not decisive, factor.199 The courts
have recognized that allowing the decision to grant an interlocutory injunction to
turn on the wealth of either party could operate unjustly. It has been accepted, for
example, that the inability of individual trade union members, named as defendants,
to satisfy a damage award should not invariably result in an injunction being granted
against them.200 On the other hand, in commercial cases, the inability of the
defendant to pay damages will be an important factor.201 In 101114752
Saskatchewan Ltd. v. Kantor,202 the minority shareholder alleging oppression was
granted an interlocutory injunction ordering the proceedings of the sale of potash
permits to be paid into court. Jackson J.A. took account of the minority plaintiff's fear
that the proceeds of the sale would be otherwise distributed to the majority
shareholder and could become untraceable because of the defendant's corporate
structures.
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(b) — Negative Covenants
It has been held that, where the plaintiff sues to enforce a negative covenant, it is not
necessary to prove irreparable harm.203 However, other cases have doubted that
proposition204 and it is submitted that it is applicable only in cases where the
plaintiff's case is strong and where there is little doubt on the merits.205 An Ontario
case holds that a negative covenant gives rise to a presumption of irreparable harm
and that an injunction will follow unless the defendant discharges the burden of
showing that the covenant is invalid.206 This approach was also taken in an Alberta
decision holding that when dealing with breaches of fiduciary duty, breaches of
express restrictive covenants or breaches of non-competition agreements, it should
be for the defendant to satisfy the court that money damages are adequate.207 In a
similar vein, the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal held that the fact that the parties had
agreed that a breach of the non-competition clause would constitute irrepararable
harm should be taken as "substantial evidence" that irreparable harm was suffered
upon breach.208 In a case where the plaintiff sought an interim injunction to restrain
building alleged to violate a restrictive covenant, the Alberta Court of Appeal held
that as "the presumptive remedy for a breach of a restrictive covenant is a
permanent injunction" and as a court will be less likely to award injunctive relief
after construction has been completed, "[d]enying the interim injunction . . .
potentially restricts the appellant to a remedy in damages" and "compared to the
utility and advantages of a permanent injunction, that is irreparable harm".208a In
Belron Canada Inc. v. TCG International Inc.,209 the British Columbia Court of Appeal
provided the following guidance:
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It is probably correct to say that in most commercial cases involving sophisticated and solvent litigants in which
a strong prima facie case is made out that there has been or will be breach of a negative covenant, an interim
injunction will be granted. But this area of law would not be well served by formulating a rule, as suggested by
Belron, that the injunction should always be granted absent exceptional circumstances. The questions of
irreparable harm and balance of convenience should be addressed. Each motion for an interim injunction
should be determined on a discretionary basis under the three-part test. On the present state of the law, there is
no basis for holding that the test is not of general application.

This approach was developed in Edward Jones v. Voldeng,210 where the British Columbia Court of
Appeal distinguished between the harm that flows from the violation of non-solicitation clauses
and that which flows from the violation of non-competition clauses. It found that the damages
that flow from the violation of a non-solicitation covenant in an employment contract of an
investment advisor generally are calculable because the industry is heavily regulated. The
potential damages arising out of solicitation, therefore, are calculable and do not constitute
irreparable harm. On the other hand, irreparable harm may flow from breach of a nonsolicitation clause in other contexts.211

(c) — Proof of irreparable harm
The Federal Court of Appeal has said that proof of irreparable harm cannot be
inferred212 and that the "evidence of irreparable harm must be clear and not
speculative".213 The Federal Court has held that an injunction may be refused, even
in the case of a "blatant" trade mark infringement214 or where there is finding of
confusion between competing products.215 This approach evolved in intellectual
property cases but has been applied in other areas as well. In Roberts v. Roseau River
Anishinabe First Nation,216 Mactavish J. held that "it will not be enough for a party
seeking a stay to show that irreparable harm may arguably result if the stay is not
granted, and allegation of harm that are merely hypothetical will not suffice. Rather,
the burden is on the party seeking the stay to show that irreparable harm will
result."217
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However, most other courts have adopted a more flexible approach.218 While a
member of the British Columbia Court of Appeal, McLachlin J.A. described the test as
follows in British Columbia (Attorney-General) v. Wale:219
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It is important to note that clear proof of irreparable harm is not required. Doubt as to the adequacy of damages
as a remedy may support an injuction.220

After a thorough review of the jurisprudence, the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal221 took a similar
view and has cautioned against requiring the plaintiff to prove to a high level of certainty that
irreparable harm will result:
The purpose sought to be achieved by giving a judge the discretion to grant interlocutory relief will be
"stultified," to use Lord Diplock's term, if he or she could consider in the balance of convenience only such
irreparable harm as is certain or highly likely to occur.222

Instead, the plaintiff should be required to establish a "meaningful risk of irreparable harm" or "a
meaningful doubt as to the adequacy of damages if the injunction is not granted".223 This
assessment requires consideration of both the likelihood of harm occurring and the gravity of the
harm. Assessing the "true overall risk of irreparable harm will always be a function of both the
likelihood of the harm occurring and its size or significance should it occur".223a Irreparable
harm and the assessment of the balance of convenience are very closely linked, in some cases
where the balance of convenience strongly favours an injunction, conclusive proof of irreparable
harm may not be required.224
(d) — Undertaking to account
A plaintiff may be refused an interlocutory injunction if there are reasonable steps
that could be taken to avoid the harm or to ensure that any harm suffered is not
irreparable.225
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In appropriate cases, the defendant can avoid an injunction by undertaking to
account,226 or to desist entirely from the conduct complained of.227 For example, in
an Ontario case,228 the plaintiff sought an injunction preventing the distribution of a
film. The injunction was refused on the basis that the defendant keep full records of
all revenue gained from the distribution of the film.229 In another Ontario case,230
the plaintiff sought an injunction to restrain unlawful interference with its
customers. An injunction was granted prohibiting further solicitation but also
requiring the defendant to file a bond to protect the plaintiff's claim for damages
with respect to customers the defendant had already contracted with.231 In a patent
case where the plaintiff had a strong case of infringement, but failed to make out
irreparable harm, an injunction was refused, but the defendant was required to pay
a portion of the product sales into court as there was doubt as to the defendant's
ability to satisfy a damages award.232 However, in a case in the Federal Court,233 an
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interlocutory injunction was granted, in part because the defendants maintained an
inadequate accounting system and there was a real possibility that they might go out
of business before the final resolution at trial. Similarly, where an injunction is
refused and the defendant ordered to post a bond to secure the plaintiff's rights, an
injunction may be granted if the defendant fails to comply with the order.234 If the
defendant breaches an undertaking to comply with conditions, the plaintiff has a
claim for damages.235
(e) — Irreparable harm: conclusion
It is exceptionally difficult to define irreparable harm precisely. Courts regularly and
routinely assess monetary awards for non-pecuniary injuries where it is necessary to
do so. On the other hand, the courts have sometimes been prepared to view what
otherwise seem readily calculable losses as "irreparable" for the purposes of
interlocutory relief.236
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In the context of preliminary relief, the test is a relative and flexible one which, it is
submitted, necessarily involves an evaluation of the other factors. Indeed, it has been
held that an interlocutory injunction may be granted even where "irreparable" harm
has not been demonstrated.237 Similarly, attempts to make irreparable harm a
condition precedent, and hence a threshold test, have been rejected.238 These cases
suggest that the "irreparable harm" requirement can only be defined in the context of
the risk-balancing exercise. If the plaintiff's case looks very strong, harm may appear
to be more ''irreparable" than where the plaintiff has only an even chance of success.
While judges seldom explicitly acknowledge that there is an ''overflow" effect
produced by strength or weakness of other factors, it cannot be doubted that, as a
practical matter, it exists.239 The important point is that irreparable harm has not
been given a definition of universal application: its meaning takes shape in the
context of each particular case.240 However it is defined, failure to establish
irreparable harm is commonly cited as the primary reason for refusing injunctive
relief.240a
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(6) — Irreparable harm to the defendant — the plaintiff's
undertaking in damages
Concomitant with the question of irreparable harm is the requirement of the
plaintiff's undertaking in damages. It is well established that, as a condition of
obtaining an interlocutory injunction, the plaintiff must give an undertaking to pay to
the defendant any damages that the defendant sustains by reason of the injunction,
should the plaintiff fail in the ultimate result.241 The English courts have held that
the undertaking in damages is implicit and will be enforced even if not included in
the order unless the contrary was argued and expressed at the time.242 However, an
Ontario decision holds that the plaintiff must give an explicit undertaking by way of
affidavit in the absence of which an interlocutory injunction may be refused even
where an oral undertaking is given by counsel at the hearing.243 The rationale for the
undertaking is to protect the defendant from the risk of granting a remedy before the
substantive rights of the parties have been determined.244 In the event the defendant
succeeds at trial, the interlocutory injunction will have prevented the defendant from
acting in accordance with his or her legal rights. The undertaking in damages shifts
all or part of that risk to the party who is asking for a pre-trial remedy, the
plaintiff.245
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There is a discretion to relieve the Crown and other public authorities246 from this
requirement where they sue to enforce what is, prima facie, the law of the land.247
The rationale for this discretion was explained by the UK Supreme Court:248
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In private litigation, a claimant acts in its own interests and has a choice whether to commit its assets and

energies to doing so . . . [and] should be prepared to back its own interests with its own assets against the event
that it obtains unjustifiably an injunction which harms another's interests.
Different considerations arise in relation to law enforcement action, where a public authority is seeking to
enforce the law in the interests of the public generally . . . and enjoys only the resources which have been
assigned to it for its functions.

However, the normal requirement of an undertaking applies to the Crown where it sues to
enforce its own proprietary rights.249 An undertaking may also be required where the Crown is
acting on behalf of a charity to protect its proprietary rights for the benefit of the public.250
It has been held that since a court-appointed receiver is not a self-interested party,
but is rather "an officer of the court with a fiduciary duty to comply with the powers
granted in the receivership order and to act honestly and in the best interests of all
parties, including the debtor", it may not be required to provide an undertaking in
damages.251 This discretion has been exercised in favour of a foreign public
authority, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, with respect to a freezing
order obtained in aid of foreign proceedings to recover misappropriated funds.252 On
the other hand, where there are significant creditors who would benefit from the
order and who could be expected to provide indemnification, a trustee in bankruptcy
may be required to give an undertaking which may be capped to limit the trustee's
liability.253
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In an Ontario case,254 the Attorney-General gave an undertaking in damages when
obtaining an interlocutory injunction to restrain the defendants from selling lands
alleged to have been subdivided in contravention of planning legislation. The
injunction was made permanent at trial but the trial judgment was reversed on
appeal. The defendants applied to the trial judge for inquiry as to damages but the
inquiry was refused on the grounds that the Attorney-General had an arguable case,
had sued to protect the public and prevent public injury, and that the defendants had
only succeeded because of a "loop-hole". In dismissing the defendant's application for
an inquiry, Montgomery J. stated that "the defendants have their subdivision; let
them make their profit on it and not at the expense of the defenders of the public
interest."255
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An undertaking in damages is almost invariably required in commercial cases,256
and a request to be excused from giving an undertaking in damages may lead to an
inference that the plaintiff "is either not confident in the merits of its case or wishes
to avoid any risk in this regard".257 However, there is a discretion in the court to
relieve the plaintiff from the obligation to give an undertaking in special
circumstances.258 In many cases, there will be an issue as to the means of the
plaintiff and his or her capacity to provide a meaningful undertaking. In one case,259
Lord Denning held that an impecunious plaintiff should not be denied injunctive
relief before trial because of her inability to give a meaningful undertaking. Indian
bands suing to protect Indigenous rights have been relieved from having to give an
undertaking.260
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In public law cases, plaintiffs or applicants have frequently been relieved of the
obligation to provide an undertaking in damages. In a British Columbia case261
where the plaintiff appeared to have a strong case against a municipality, was
impecunious and unable to give a meaningful undertaking and where there seemed
to be doubt as to whether the municipality would sustain any damage, the plaintiff
was relieved of the normal obligation to give an undertaking.262 In a New Brunswick
case, parents fighting school closings as an infringement of their Charter rights were
exempted from giving an undertaking.263 Protesters who claimed a Charter right to
occupy a public park were exempted from giving an undertaking in an Ontario
case.264 In a Saskatchewan case, plaintiffs suing in a representative capacity for the
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benefit of other pensioners claiming breach of pension rights were relieved of the
obligation to give an undertaking.265 A similarly lenient approach was approved by
the British Columbia Court of Appeal where the plaintiff in a class proceeding was
relieved from giving an undertaking in damages as a prerequisite to a Mareva
injunction.266 However, an Alberta judge was unsympathetic to a municipality which
declined to give an undertaking in an application to enjoin the proclamation of a new
electoral boundaries act, impugned on constitutional grounds.267 In an
environmental case where the plaintiff sought an injunction that would halt the
construction of a major hydro-electric dam, the Privy Council held that there while
there was no inflexible rule, the plaintiff's failure to give an undertaking was a
significant factor in refusing the injunction.268
It has been held that evidence of the plaintiff's substance to ensure the utility of his
or her undertaking is relevant.269 In a purely commercial context, inability to give a
meaningful undertaking has often been fatal270 but it has also been held that this
should merely be seen as one factor to be taken into account in the overall
assessment of the application.271 Thus, there is no inflexible rule which inevitably
requires that an undertaking be given272 or which states that the decision turns on
the means of the plaintiff to provide a secure undertaking. However, an undertaking
is the usual requirement and it would appear that the plaintiff's case will be very
much weaker if he or she is of insufficient substance to ensure its worth. One
commentator argues that, while an impecunious plaintiff should not be denied relief
on account of inability to give a meaningful undertaking, the undertaking should be
required "as a reminder to the applicant that he might have to shoulder some of the
defendant's losses, in however small a proportion".273 A party may also seek to have
an undertaking in damages fortified with some form of security. Ordinarily, there
must be evidence to show why the undertaking alone is insufficient.274 The court
should "'ascertain whether there is a sufficient level of risk of loss to require
fortification'", whether "'the loss . . . is likely to be caused by the granting of the
injunction' " and make "'an intelligent estimate . . . of the likely amount of any loss'
".275 In case of doubt, the court may order security by way of bond or payment into
court,276 security by way of payment into the trust account of the plaintiff's
solicitor,276a or a third-party guarantee of the plaintiff's undertaking in damages.276b
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Should the plaintiff lose at trial, the defendant's request for an inquiry as to damages
will be granted, unless there are special circumstances which dictate otherwise.277
While damages have been refused where the defendant succeeded on technical
grounds or where the plaintiff sued in the public interest,278 the courts have been
reluctant to deprive a successful defendant of the right to be compensated. Delay by
the defendant in requesting an inquiry into damages is however a very important
consideration that militates against granting the request.278a
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In United States of America v. Yemec279, the Ontario Court of Appeal upheld a decision
refusing to allow the United States to escape its undertaking, despite the fact that the
business harmed by the injunction was operating illegally. Relying on English
jurisprudence,280 the Court stated that as the damages claim was not "plainly
unsustainable", it should be left "to a damages inquiry judge to determine,
considering this and other evidence of illegality, whether the defendants have
sustained any compensable damages".281 Damages were subsequently awarded for
the loss of transition time when the defendant was unable to pursue any business
opportunities because of the injunction. The court disagreed with the argument that
because the defendant had previously engaged in an illegal business, he would not
have been able to launch a legal venture.282 In Les Laboratoires Servier v. Apotex
Inc.,283 the court held that the illegality defence would relieve the plaintiff from its
undertaking only when the defendant's losses were due to criminal or "quasi-
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criminal" acts.
The undertaking is given to the court and does not create a contractual relationship
between the parties.284 The House of Lords has stated that "[t]he assessment is made
upon the same basis as that upon which damages for breach of contract would be
assessed if the undertaking had been a contract between the plaintiff and the
defendant that the plaintiff would not prevent the defendant from doing that which
he has restrained from doing by the terms of the injunction."285 However, as the High
Court of Australia pointed out in European Bank Ltd. v. Evans,286 "the undertaking as
to damages is given to the court, for enforcement by the court; it is not a contract
between parties or some other cause of action upon which one party can sue the
other" and rules of contract law apply only by way of analogy. As a decision of the
English Court of Appeal puts it, the usual rules for contract damages apply but "with
this caveat. Logical and sensible adjustments may well be required, simply because
the court is not awarding damages for breach of contract."287 The court explained: "A
defendant wrongly injuncted should be compensated for losses that he should not
have suffered, but a claimant should not be saddled with losses that no reasonable
person would have foreseen at the time when the order was made".288 However, the
plaintiff may be held accountable for such losses caused, for example, by an ex parte
freezing or Mareva order where the defendant has no opportunity before being
served with the order to notify the plaintiff of the loss before it is suffered. In a patent
infringement case,289 the British Columbia Court of Appeal held that the defendant
had to establish that the damage for lost sales was the direct result of the injunction
and that, where the evidence indicated that orders had been cancelled because of the
plaintiff's threatened proceedings against the defendant's customers, proof of
damages was lacking. Thus, it would appear that to recover on the undertaking the
defendant must be able to establish clearly that the loss claimed flowed directly from
the injunction.290 As the English Court of Appeal put it, the defendant "must show
that the loss would not have been suffered 'but for' the order; that is [that the
injunction was] an effective cause of the . . . loss."290a Pre-judgment interest may be
awarded.291 The damages may include the solicitor-and-client costs incurred to
defend against the injunction where the plaintiff fails to make out serious allegations
of wrongdoing.292 In appropriate cases, damages may be awarded for mental
distress.293 Damages have been refused despite the defendant's success at trial where
the defendant flouted the injunction while it was still in effect.294
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Where funds are paid into court to secure the undertaking, a charge in equity arises
in favour of the party enjoined to the extent of any loss incurred by complying with
the injunction.295 It was held in an Ontario case that the corporate veil may be
pierced and that individuals who benefit from an injunction, having given a shell
corporation's undertaking knowing it to be worthless, may be held liable.296
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It has been held that a plaintiff who discontinues the action prior to trial is taken to
admit to having no right to an injunction and an assessment of damages will be
ordered.297 While filing a notice of discontinuance does not always mean that the
interlocutory injunction was wrongfully obtained, there is a strong presumption in
favour of enforcing the undertaking unless there are "special circumstances".298
Where the interlocutory injunction is discharged before trial, the court may order an
inquiry forthwith or adjourn the matter to be determined after the trial.299 The
inquiry ordinarily proceeds summarily rather than engaging the full civil litigation
process.300 Where the action has proceeded to trial, the appropriate procedure is for
the defendant to apply to the trial judge for an order directing an inquiry as to the
damages the defendant has suffered.301 It has been held in England that a
counterclaim may be permitted where appropriate to avoid a multiplicity of
proceedings, although the court does have a discretion to preclude a counterclaim
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which would amount to an abuse of process.302 Discovery of documents relevant to
assessment of damages may be ordered.303 The term of the order directing a
reference may allow for the court hearing the matter to exercise the discretion not to
award any damages.304
There is authority for the proposition that damages may be awarded on the
undertaking, even where the plaintiff succeeds at trial, if the plaintiff is found to
have been guilty of some impropriety in gaining the interlocutory injunction.305 It
has been forcefully argued that the courts should make more use of this power,
especially where the plaintiff has been guilty of non-disclosure in obtaining an ex
parte order.306
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In American Cyanamid, the question of irreparable harm to the defendant was the
third item in Lord Diplock's formula, to be considered once the plaintiff had shown
an arguable case and that he or she would suffer irreparable harm if denied an
injunction: "If damages in the measure recoverable under such an undertaking
would be an adequate remedy and the plaintiff would be in a financial position to
pay them, there would be no reason upon this ground to refuse an interlocutory
injunction."307 This proposition might perhaps be put more positively. Where the
defendant's potential damages appear to be readily calculable, and where the
plaintiff is able to demonstrate a real risk of irreparable harm, a strong case for an
interlocutory injunction has been made on this ground alone. Even in cases where
calculation of harm to the defendant will be complex or difficult, the risk of harm to
the defendant is still minimized to the extent that money can put the defendant in the
position he or she would have been in had the injunction not been granted.
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(7) — Balance of convenience
Under the rubric of "balance of convenience", the courts have considered an
indefinable array of elements. This factor formed Lord Diplock's fourth proposition
in American Cyanamid: "It is where there is doubt as to the adequacy of the respective
remedies in damages available to either party or to both, that the question of balance
of convenience arises." The factors here are so various that it "would be unwise to
attempt even to list [them] . . . let alone to suggest the relative weight to be attached
to them". However, Lord Diplock suggested two general principles. Where all else is
equal, "it is a counsel of prudence to . . . preserve the status quo".308 Secondly, his
Lordship observed that the assessment of where the balance of convenience lies is
significantly affected by the "extent to which the disadvantages to each party would
be incapable of being compensated in damages in the event of his succeeding at the
trial".309 The questions of "irreparable harm" and balance of convenience are closely
linked,310 but balance of convenience also relates to matters difficult to quantify in
monetary terms. Apart from, and in addition to, the risks of monetary loss and gain,
what will be the relative impact upon the parties of granting or withholding the
injunction? Does the benefit the plaintiff will gain from preliminary relief outweigh
the convenience to the defendant of withholding relief?311 Is the inconvenience to
the defendant, should the injunction be granted, more substantial than the
inconvenience the plaintiff will suffer if relief is withheld?312 "[W]hich of the two
parties will suffer the greater harm from the granting or refusal of an interlocutory
injunction pending a decision on the merits"?313 Would the injunction prejudice the
public interest or the rights of parties not before the court?314 Would withholding the
injunction result in an injustice?315
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It seems clear that the other factors influence the weight to be given to balance of
convenience. If the plaintiff's case looks very strong, he or she may well succeed,
although the injunction would cause greater inconvenience to the defendant than
withholding preliminary relief would cause the plaintiff.316 Where the plaintiff's
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case looks weak, the balance of convenience may tilt in favour of the defendant.317
On the other hand, where an assessment of the case is impracticable and the
damages question balanced, an assessment of balance of convenience will be
determinative. It is impossible to develop a precise calculus or calibration of such a
question beyond restating the nature of the risk-balancing exercise that is
involved.318 In some cases, a balance of convenience may be achieved by a detailed
order. For example, in an Ontario case involving the break-up of a law firm and
disputed files removed by the departing members of the firm, the court crafted a
detailed order, dealing with matters such as access to the files, client directions and
payment of fees rather than bluntly ordering or refusing to order the return of all
files.319
(8) — Preservation of the status quo
This phrase is frequently used320 to describe the purpose of an interlocutory
injunction although it adds little or nothing to the analysis and, in fact, may produce
a possible source of confusion.321 As the Privy Council explained:
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It is often said that the purpose of an interlocutory injunction is to preserve the status quo, but it is of course
impossible to stop the world pending trial. The court may order a defendant to do something or not to do
something else, but such restrictions on the defendant's freedom of action will have consequences, for him and
for others, which a court has to take into account. The purpose of such an injunction is to improve the chances
of the court being able to do justice after a determination of the merits at the trial. At the interlocutory stage,
the court must therefore assess whether granting or withholding an injunction is more likely to produce a just
result.321a

Properly understood, the phrase merely restates the basic premise of granting an interlocutory
injunction, namely, that, the plaintiff must demonstrate that, unless an injunction is granted, his
or her rights will be nullified or impaired by the time of trial.322 In many ways status quo is an
inappropriate, and potentially misleading, description of this principle. It has been described by
the Supreme Court of Canada as being "of limited value in private law cases" and as having "no
merit" in constitutional cases.323 A literal application of the status quo principle would suggest
that a plaintiff who sues quia timet324 should always succeed. Similarly, if the defendant has
already embarked upon the course of conduct of which the plaintiff complains, the status quo at
the time of the application would preclude relief. Plainly, neither of these propositions can stand:
interlocutory quia timet injunctions are frequently and properly refused, and the status quo has
been defined as relating to the situation before the defendant commenced his or her course of
conduct.325 The proper application of the status quo factor, then, merely rephrases the basic
question the plaintiff must answer: does the situation meet the basic test for interim relief?326
It is often said that an interlocutory injunction should not be granted where it would
have the effect of granting the whole relief claimed in the action.327 However, it has
also been said, quite properly it is submitted, that this is not an inflexible rule328 and,
as already noted, there are many instances in which it is quite obvious that, for all
practical purposes, the interlocutory order finally disposes of the action.329
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Interlocutory injunctive relief will not normally be granted where there is no
prospect for a specific remedy being granted at the trial. The rationale underlying
interlocutory injunctions is the need to protect the plaintiff's ultimate right to an
appropriate remedy and it will ordinarily be unnecessary to grant interlocutory
relief unless there is at least some prospect of specific relief being granted at trial.330
The courts have, for example, declined to grant an interlocutory injunction to protect
the plaintiff's position in respect of a matter within the jurisdiction of an
administrative board or tribunal on the grounds that no final injunction could be
granted in such a case by a court.331 However, it is also clear that this principle must
be applied flexibly. For example, it is now well established that an injunction to
restrain disposition of assets pending trial may be granted.332 Here, there is no
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possibility of an injunction being granted at the trial and yet interlocutory relief is
seen as appropriate since the same rationale, namely, protecting the plaintiff's
position to obtain satisfactory remedial protection at trial, may be applied. Similarly,
in cases involving long-term contracts, courts have seen fit to grant interlocutory
injunctions although they were dubious that either specific performance or a final
injunction would be awarded at the trial.333
(9) — Other factors
Lord Diplock concluded his formula in the American Cyanamid case by stating, "I
would reiterate that, in addition to those to which I have referred, there may be
many other special factors to be taken into consideration in the particular
circumstances of individual cases. The instant appeal affords one example of this"334
(emphasis added).
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Lord Denning M.R. has suggested, almost with tongue in cheek, that the "special
factors" qualification provides an escape from Lord Diplock's entire approach.335
However, it seems clear from the context, and from the application of the "special
factors" consideration to the facts of Cyanamid itself, that this was intended only to
qualify the suggested approach for determining the balance of convenience.336
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(10) — Conclusion
Although reference has been made throughout the discussion to the American
Cyanamid formula, it now seems clear that neither it nor its adoption by the Supreme
Court of Canada should be applied mechanically. As already noted,337 there has been
a significant retreat from the assertion that consideration of the merits should never
play an important role. The seeming rigidity of the remaining items in the formula is
also regrettable,338 and the direction given by Cyanamid and RJR-MacDonald should
be seen as guidelines rather than firm rules. The terms "irreparable harm", "status
quo" and "balance of convenience" do not have a precise meaning. They are more
properly seen as guides which take colour and definition in the circumstances of
each case. More importantly, they ought not to be seen as separate, water-tight
categories. These factors relate to each other, and strength on one part of the test
ought to be permitted to compensate for weakness on another.339 The Manitoba
Court of Appeal has quite properly held that "it is not necessary . . . to follow the
consecutive steps set out in the American Cyanamid judgment in an inflexible way;
nor is it necessary to treat the relative strength of each party's case only as a last step
in the process".340 A similar view was expressed by the Saskatchewan Court of
Appeal:
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. . . the strength of case, irreparable harm and balance of convenience considerations, although prescribed and
necessary parts of the analysis mandated by the Supreme Court, are nonetheless not usefully seen as an
inflexible straightjacket. Instead, they should be regarded as the framework in which a court will assess
whether an injunction is warranted in any particular case. The ultimate focus of the court must always be on
the justice and equity of the situation in issue. As will be seen, there are important and considerable
interconnections between the three tests. They are not watertight compartments.341

Treating the checklist of factors as a "multi-requisite test"342 will often produce
results which do not reflect the balance of risks and do not minimize the risk of noncompensable harm. As Lord Hoffman stated, a "box-ticking approach does not do
justice to the complexity of a decision as to whether or not to grant an interlocutory
injunction".343
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The list of factors which the courts have developed — relative strength of the case,
irreparable harm and balance of convenience — should not be employed as a series
of independent hurdles. They should be seen in the nature of evidence relevant to the
central issue of assessing the relative risks of harm to the parties from granting or
withholding interlocutory relief.344
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